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ASSESSMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF STREAM DIVERSIONS ON 
INSTREAM HABITAT IN EAST MAUI STREAMS USING THE HAWAIIAN STREAM 
HABITAT EVALUATION PROCEDURE (HSHEP) MODEL 
 
Author: 
James E. Parham, Ph.D. 
 
 

Abstract 
The East Maui Irrigation (EMI) Aqueduct System supplies water to some 30,000 acres of agricultural land 
in Central Maui and serves more than 30,000 Upcountry Maui residents and farmers. The EMI Aqueduct 
System was built between 1876 and 1923 to collect and deliver surface water to sugarcane fields in 
Central Maui (Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, & Decision and Order, 2018). The EMI Aqueduct 
System has diverted water in its current configuration for nearly 100 years and baseline environmental 
condition studies (including the distribution and habitat of native stream animals) prior to its construction 
do not exist. To better understand the impact of the surface water diversion on native stream animals 
and their habitats, Trutta Environmental Solutions, LLC. (TRUTTA) was contracted to develop a Hawaiian 
Stream Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HSHEP) model to assess impacts on the streams/tributaries1 in the 

 
1 Any reference to a stream or streams in this report is intended to include related tributaries unless stated 
otherwise.  36 streams were identified in the CWRM D&O as associated with the License Area. See CWRM D&O 
Finding of Fact 58.  Two of these streams, Kualani (or Hamau) Stream and Ohia (or Waianu) Stream, were not 
included in the HSHEP model as they have not been diverted by the EMI Aqueduct System.  The CWRM D&O also 
lists Palauhulu Stream (Hauoli Wahine and Kano tributaries) and Piinaau Stream as two separate streams.  However, 
in the HSEHP model, Palauhulu Stream is treated as a tributary of Piinaau Stream and combined with Piinaau Stream 
for the purposes of assessment.  Similarly, where CWRM D&O listed streams have tributaries, those tributaries were 
combined with the main streams for purposes of the HSHEP model and their assessment. This includes Puakea 
Stream, which was not specifically mentioned in the CWRM D&O, however, is a tributary of Paakea Stream, and 
under the HSHEP model is combined with Paakea Stream for the purposes of assessment.  The version of this report 
that was included in with the Draft EIS erroneously stated that "Puakea Stream was not mentioned in the CWRM 
D&O and therefore was not assessed in the HSHEP model." That statement was incorrect.   
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License Area associated with a Water Lease that enables the amount of streamflow diversion allowed 
under the 2018 Interim Instream Flow Standard (IIFS) set under the CWRM D&O (2018 IIFS).   

The HSHEP model was used to assess potential impacts from the stream diversions which included the 
loss of instream habitat from constriction or diversion of stream flow, creation of barriers to stream 
animal upstream movement, and entrainment of downstream drifting larvae. The HSHEP model 
quantifies habitat available to a species in terms of Habitat Units (HU). These HU are a measure of a given 
area weighted by a Habitat Suitability Index (ranging from 0 to 1 with 1 being suitable conditions). Four 
water flow scenarios associated with the EMI Aqueduct System in the East Maui streams were addressed. 
These scenarios allowed for the comparison and quantification of the changes in suitable habitat for 
native stream animals as a result of the different flow modifications. The scenarios included:  

1. Natural Condition: This was the maximum boundary comparison scenario in which all diversions 
were modeled as closed with no water diversion and no impact on passage or entrainment of 
animals and resulted in the maximum available habitat units predicted. The assumption with the 
Natural Condition is if no modifications or diversions existed, then this would be the maximum 
available habitat units for native stream species. 

2. Full Diversion: This was the minimum boundary comparison scenario where all diversions in this 
scenario were modeled as fully open or diverting 100% of available low flows. The low flows, 
roughly analogous to the stream’s baseflow, are critical to protecting instream habitat for stream 
species. The diversions and aqueduct system were built to capture 100% of normal low flow plus 
some smaller amount of storm runoff. Hawaiian streams are “flashy” where discharge rises 
quickly in response to rainfall and then quickly falls back to low flow conditions. When low flow 
conditions persist and overall diversion amounts do not exceed the conveyance capacity of the 
aqueduct, the streams can be dewatered below the diversions resulting in negative impacts on 
species habitat and passage. This scenario was intended to represent the diversion conditions 
found during sugar cane production. Although the Full Diversion condition has not existed for 
more than ten years, it is identified as a baseline condition in that it was the prevailing condition 
for nearly 100 years when sugarcane was in full production and provided context to a very well-
known historical condition. It is important to note that none of the proposed actions in the DEIS 
seek to increase diversion amounts over the amount of water diverted at the peak of sugar cane 
production.  

3. 2018 IIFS: This scenario represented the flow conditions as required under the IIFS set forth 
under the CWRM D&O. Four types of flow restoration mandated under the CWRM D&O are: Full-
Flow Restoration, Habitat-Flow Restoration, Connectivity-Flow Restoration, and No-Flow 
Restoration. The diversion amount was estimated as available flow after compliance with the 
CWRM D&O 2018 IIFS.  

4. No Action alternative or "30% Remaining Flow Diversion": This scenario represented the long-
standing agreement that “government owned waters” from the License Area amounted to 70% 
of streamflow, and the remaining 30% of the streamflow emanated from private/A&B/EMI lands. 
Thus, the No-Action alternative is the diversion of 30% of water available at the Honopou Stream 
boundary after compliance with the CWRM D&O IIFS. This No-Action description is not directly 
translatable into the HSHEP model as the model requires specific diversion conditions at each 
diversion not an aggregate amount from a group of diversions. Therefore, this scenario assumed 
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that 30% of remaining low flow discharge was diverted at each individual diversion after 
complying with the IIFS. 

The HSHEP Model project on the East Maui streams focused on assessing and quantifying suitable habitat 
under different flow scenarios. In addition to the modeling work, TRUTTA surveyed 35 diversion locations 
to document habitat, biota, and diversion conditions. The field survey results were combined with 
historical photographs of the stream diversions and copies of the historical Registration of Stream 
Diversion Works and Declaration of Water Use submitted to CWRM to help ground-truth the HSHEP 
model. 

The License Area streams modeled as Full-Flow Restoration streams were: Makapipi, Waiohue, West 
Wailuaiki, Wailuanui, Waiokamilo, Piinaau, Hanehoi, and Honopou Streams. The Full-Flow Restoration 
streams were some of the largest streams and contained the majority of lower stream reach habitats 
found in East Maui Streams. Full Flow Restoration was expected to provide instream habitat benefits for 
the native amphidromous stream animals. The results from the HSHEP model predicted 697,494 HU for 
all native amphidromous species within these eight streams. Even during Full Diversion conditions within 
the streams, 72.6% of HU for all species were predicted to be available. After the implementation of the 
2018 IIFS, 98.3% of the total native stream animal HU were predicted to occur. The reason the HU return 
in Full Flow Restoration streams does not result in 100% HU return as compared to the Natural Condition 
scenario was minor diversions were not required to be modified in 2018 IIFS D&O. Under the No Action 
alternative, 99.3% of HU were predicted to be available. 

The License Area streams designated as Habitat-Flow Restoration streams in the 2018 IIFS were: Kopiliula, 
East Wailuaiki, Honomanu, Punalau, and Waikamoi Streams. This group of streams was mandated to have 
approximately 64% of the baseflow restored specifically to improve instream habitat for native stream 
animals. Full Diversion eliminated 36.4% of HU naturally occurring in this group of streams. The 2018 IIFS 
scenario with Habitat - Flow Restoration of 64% of the BFQ50 increased available HU to 86% of the 
naturally available HU. Under the No Action alternative, the restored HU were increased to 96% of the 
total. The increase under the No Action alternative was to be expected as restoring 70% of the remaining 
36% of flow available for diversion results in approximately 90% of the BFQ50 restored to the streams. 
Under the No Action scenario, nearly all instream HU was restored below major diversions and remaining 
losses were due to entrainment of animals at the diversion locations. 

The License Area streams designated as Connectivity-Flow Restoration streams in the 2018 IIFS were: 
Hanawi, Kapaula, Paakea, Puaakaa, Nuaailua, Haipuaena, and Puohokamoa Streams. While water was 
added to these streams with the intent of improving connectivity, the amount of water restored did not 
result in a large increase in HU. This result likely was due to continued high rates of entrainment at the 
diversion locations. Improving passage and decreasing entrainment with diversion modifications would 
likely be a positive approach with these streams. Within the Connectivity-Flow Restoration group of 
streams, two subgroups were observed. The first group contained spring fed streams, Hanawi and 
Kapaula, while the second group contained the remaining streams. The spring-fed streams had consistent 
baseflow downstream of the diversion as a result of the spring inputs. As a result of the additional 
baseflow, the streams supported high numbers of native stream animals below the springs and had 
higher amounts of HU predicted from the HSHEP modeling for most native streams animals than most 
East Maui Streams. The second group of streams within the Connectivity-Flow Restoration group, Paakea, 
Puaakaa, Nuaailua, Haipuaena, and Puohokamoa Streams, were streams without springs or obviously 
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gaining reaches. The majority of HU were predicted to occur in Puohokamoa Stream. One difficult aspect 
with restoring HU through flow restoration in Puohokamoa Stream was the multiple levels of diversions 
on the stream. Puohokamoa Stream has 3 major (Spreckels, Wailoa, and Manuel Luis Ditches) and 5 
minor diversions. While flow restoration may improve available HU, it may be more difficult to achieve 
given the number of diversions located on this stream. Taken as a whole, Full Diversion eliminated 49% of 
HU naturally occurring in this group of streams.  The 2018 IIFS scenario with Connectivity Flow 
Restoration increased available HU to 54.7% of the naturally available HU. Under the No Action 
alternative, the restored HU were increased to 82.2% of the total. 

The License Area streams designated as No-Flow Restoration streams in the 2018 IIFS were: Waiaaka, 
Ohia, and Wahinepee Streams. Ohia Stream is undiverted by the EMI Aqueduct System so natural flow 
conditions already exist and it was not included in this analysis. Waiaaka and Wahinepee Streams were 
considered intermittent by the Hawaii Division of Aquatic Resources and thus, by definition within the 
HSHEP model rules, did not contain habitat units for native amphidromous stream animals. The habitat 
for native damselflies or mosquitos would be minimally impacted by diversion on these streams as it is 
expected that the streams dry up intermittently and the diversions would mainly capture storm flows. 
The standard of No-Flow Restoration appears appropriate for these streams as instream habitat 
conditions are likely similar among any flow scenario. 

The non-petitioned streams were located on the western side of the East Maui stream group. This area 
receives less rain than the streams further east. These streams also have more extensive diversion 
systems than streams to the east. Most of the non-petitioned streams were diverted at four levels by 
Wailoa and New Hamakua Ditches at higher elevations and Spreckels, Center, Lowrie or Haiku Ditches at 
the lower elevations. The more extensive diversion systems were reflected in low or no flow conditions 
observed in the field and in the loss of HU predicted in the HSHEP model results.  

Under the Natural Condition scenario, 491,409 HU were predicted to occur for the native amphidromous 
species in the non-petitioned streams.  While under the Full Diversion scenario 57,782 HU were predicted 
to occur. Thus, under the Full Diversion scenario only 11.8% of the habitat units remain in this group of 
streams. The loss of habitat was both from loss of instream habitat to water diversion and to passage and 
entrainment issues at each diversion. The No Action alternative scenario was predicted to return 213,468 
HU. Under this scenario, a wetted pathway likely would exist to the ocean, but there would still be 
substantial entrainment of larvae in the multiple diversion ditches. Increased restoration of the flow at 
the lower diversions may be a better practice than partial diversion of flow at all diversions. This strategy 
would allow diversion of water at higher elevations where less habitat naturally exists, and decrease 
passage and entrainment impacts at lower diversion where more native stream animals will interact with 
the diversions.  

The general pattern for the native damselflies was similar among the Full-Flow, Habitat-Flow, and 
Connectivity-Flow Restoration actions. With respect to the native damselflies, more than 80% of available 
HU exist under all flow conditions, but the available HU rapidly approach 100% with any flow restoration. 
This is likely because any flow restoration quickly creates the shallow side pools selected by these species. 
In the non-petitioned streams, stream channels were predicted to be dry below the multiple levels of 
diversion and thus provide little available HU under the status quo flow conditions. While the restoration 
of baseflow would increase habitat downstream of diversions, it is not clear how important the main 
channel habitat is for these species. The restoration of baseflow however will likely also improve habitat 
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conditions for a number of introduced predator and competitor species of the native damselflies and thus 
may not in itself increase damselfly populations. 

With respect to the introduced mosquito, Culex quinquefasiatus, the results from the HSHEP model 
showed a decrease in available HU with streamflow restoration. While improved baseflow in reaches 
downstream of diversions would decrease standing water habitat for the introduced mosquito species, it 
is highly likely that some standing water pockets will always be present at the edges of the stream 
channel. Thus, streamflow restoration alone is unlikely to eliminated C. quinquefasiatus from East Maui 
streams. 

To further explore the impact of specific diversion actions or modification of diversion structures to allow 
greater passage and lower entrainment, the HSHEP model software program was modified to allow 
iterative scenario testing. Even with the iterative testing capability, questions regarding which specific 
actions are “best or worst” with the East Maui Irrigation system were difficult to answer due to the huge 
number of permutations resulting from the large number of diversions and modifications possible. 
Therefore, while questions regarding “best or worst” actions were valid, the questions need to be 
constrained to a smaller subset of possibilities to make optimization testing possible. 

With that caveat stated, we concluded some general guiding concepts associated with flow modification 
and changes to diversion design to minimize barriers to passage and larval entrainment. 

With respect to diversion amount: 

• Regardless of the way the water was diverted, greater percentages of total streamflow diverted 
generally resulted in lower amounts of instream habitat for native stream species.  

With respect to diversion location: 

• When comparing the location of a diversion, diverting comparable amounts of water at higher 
elevation diversions was less damaging to instream habitat for native stream species than 
diverting that water at lower elevation diversions. In this case, as the diversion occurred further 
upstream in the stream, more natural stream flow recovered downstream of the diversion. 
Additionally, any water passing the diversion resulted in more instream habitat with 
unobstructed connection (no entrainment or passage issues) to the ocean. 

With respect to a single diversion in comparison to multiple diversions: 

• Similar to the previous statement, a single diversion at the upstream most diversion location 
capturing X amount of stream flow will result in more instream habitat than multiple diversions 
throughout the stream diverting the same amount of stream flow in total (sum of multiple 
diversion = X). The lower amount of total habitat under the partial water diversion at multiple 
diversions was the result of the compounding impact of entrainment/passage barriers at each 
division.  

With respect to modifications of the diversion for improved passage and decreased entrainment: 

• Improvements in diversion passage resulted in more suitable habitat at most flow levels. 
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• At lower flow restoration amounts, modifications to improve passage resulted in greater gains in 
suitable habitat than at higher flow restoration level. 

While it is not yet possible to model every scenario and determine the “optimal” solution within the 
complex East Maui Irrigation system, these guiding concepts may allow more specific actions to be 
determined as broader flow modification quantities are determined.  

Overall, the analysis resulting from the combination of field surveys and habitat modeling supports the 
flow restoration under the CWRM D&O 2018 IIFS in improving instream habitat conditions for native 
amphidromous stream animals. While suitable habitat is fundamental for a species’ persistence and is the 
focus of the HSHEP model, it may not be the only thing that may affect species populations. Other 
factors, such as pollution, disease, or competition with introduced species, may also influence the 
observed distribution and densities of native animals.  Yet understanding the natural distribution of 
animals without the presence of these additional factors is still important. From a habitat availability 
perspective, the 2018 IIFS does a good job at improving instream habitat over a wide range of streams 
within the License Area.  
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Introduction 
The East Maui Irrigation (EMI) Aqueduct System supplies water to some 30,000 acres of agricultural land 
in Central Maui and serves more than 30,000 Upcountry Maui residents and farmers. The EMI Aqueduct 
System was built between 1876 and 1923 to collect and deliver surface water to sugarcane fields in 
Central Maui (CWRM D&O). Currently, the EMI Aqueduct System operates under one-year revocable 
permits from the State. In an effort to allow the State to issue long-term water leases for the streams 
within the License Area via an auction process, Alexander and Baldwin, Inc (A&B), contracted the 
consulting firm Wilson Okamoto Corporation to develop the required Environmental Impact Statement of 
the surface water diversions.  

The EMI Aqueduct System has diverted water in its current configuration for nearly 100 years and 
baseline environmental condition studies (including the distribution and habitat of native stream animals) 
prior to its construction do not exist. To better understand the impact of the surface water diversion on 
native stream animals and their habitats, Trutta Environmental Solutions, LLC. (TRUTTA) was contracted 
to develop a Hawaiian Stream Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HSHEP) model to assess impacts on the 
streams/tributaries2 in the License Area associated with a Water Lease that enables the amount of 
streamflow diversion allowed under the 2018 IIFS set under the CWRM D&O.  (Figure 1). 

Changes to the naturally occurring habitat brought about by man’s modification of the environment may 
have a positive or negative effect on the quantity or distribution of a species’ suitable habitat. The HSHEP 
model was designed to quantify how various man-made changes affect native Hawaiian amphidromous 
stream animals and is based on statewide observations of these animals’ distribution and habitat. The 
HSHEP model considers the primary impacts of surface water diversion, which include loss of instream 
habitat from constriction or diversion of stream flow, creation of barriers to stream animal upstream 

 
2 Any reference to a stream or streams in this report is intended to include related tributaries unless stated 
otherwise.  36 streams were identified in the CWRM D&O as associated with the License Area. See CWRM D&O 
Finding of Fact 58.  Two of these streams, Kualani (or Hamau) Stream and Ohia (or Waianu) Stream, were not 
included in the HSHEP model as they have not been diverted by the EMI Aqueduct System.  The CWRM D&O also 
lists Palauhulu Stream (Hauoli Wahine and Kano tributaries) and Piinaau Stream as two separate streams.  However, 
in the HSEHP model, Palauhulu Stream is treated as a tributary of Piinaau Stream and combined with Piinaau Stream 
for the purposes of assessment.  Similarly, where CWRM D&O listed streams have tributaries, those tributaries were 
combined with the main streams for purposes of the HSHEP model and their assessment. This includes Puakea 
Stream, which was not specifically mentioned in the CWRM D&O, however, is a tributary of Paakea Stream, and 
under the HSHEP model is combined with Paakea Stream for the purposes of assessment.  The version of this report 
that was included in with the Draft EIS erroneously stated that "Puakea Stream was not mentioned in the CWRM 
D&O and therefore was not assessed in the HSHEP model." That statement was incorrect. 
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movement, and entrainment of downstream drifting larvae. While suitable habitat is fundamental for a 
species’ persistence and is the focus of the HSHEP model, it is not the only thing that may affect species 
populations. TRUTTA fully realizes that other factors, such as pollution, disease, or competition with 
introduced species may also influence the observed distribution and densities of native animals. These 
other factors, while important, were not accounted for in the HSHEP model. These factors were excluded 
from the HSHEP for two general reasons. First, at the time of the model development, a scientific 
consensus on how these factors influence and structure observed native stream species populations did 
not exist. Secondly and by design, a Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) model is primarily focused on the 
link between physical habitat and species occurrence. Understanding the distribution of physical habitat 
and the occurrence of animals is important even without the presence of these additional factors. 
Providing managers with the ability to assess change to native species habitat with respect to flow 
modifications, watershed development, or in-channel structures is important in quantifying the positive 
or negative implications of various actions. The HSHEP model was intended to capture the major aspects 
of native stream animal ecology, the typical geomorphology of Hawaiian streams, and common 
modifications to the environment within a single model. 

The HSHEP model for the East Maui streams addressed multiple scenarios associated with the EMI 
Aqueduct System.  The first scenario was the Natural Condition scenario. In this scenario, the modeled 
diversion impact was removed to create an estimate of the naturally available habitat for the stream 
species. The second scenario was the Full-Diversion scenario. Under this scenario, stream diversions were 
modeled at maximum diversion capability as was the case during the sugar cane cultivation period. The 
third scenario modeled the 2018 IIFS scenario, i.e., flows consistent with the requirements under the 
CWRM D&O.  The final scenario was the No Action alternative, also referred to as the 30% Remaining 
Flow Diversion scenario. This scenario represents the long-standing agreement that “government owned 
waters” from the License Area amounted to 70% of streamflow, and the remaining 30% of the 
streamflow emanated from private/A&B/EMI lands. Thus, the No-Action alternative is the diversion of 
30% of water available at the Honopou Stream boundary after compliance with the 2018 IIFS. This No-
Action description was not directly translatable into the HSHEP model as the model requires specific 
diversion conditions at each diversion, not an aggregate amount from a group of diversions. Therefore, 
this modeled scenario assumed that 30% of remaining discharge was diverted at each individual diversion 
after complying with the IIFS. 

The HSHEP modeling approach applied on this project was developed for, applied on, and critically 
reviewed for use in, Hawaiian streams. The HSHEP model approach has been used extensively in Hawaii, 
including for instream flow determinations on East and West Maui streams (Parham et al. 2009, Parham 
2013a), and Waimea River, Kauai (Higashi and Parham 2016), for hydropower impact assessment on 
Wailua River, Kauai (Parham 2014), for flood mitigation impact assessment on the Ala Wai Streams, Oahu 
(Parham 2015b, c) and for other stream assessments across the state. In addition, the integrated field 
surveys and HSHEP approach underwent and passed formal professional review by the US Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) for its application on the Ala Wai Streams Flood Mitigation Project (Parham 2015a).  
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Figure 1: The East Maui streams and watersheds associated with the EMI Aqueduct System. Colors correspond to 
the 2018 IIFS flow restoration status. 
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Goal 
The primary goal of this project was to quantify the impact of the stream diversions on suitable habitat 
units for native stream animals in License Area streams under various diversion scenarios using the 
HSHEP model integrated with site-specific habitat, biota and diversion conditions.  

 

Objective 
This project focused on quantifying the change in available suitable habitat for native stream species with 
respect to different water restoration scenarios. 

To complete this objective, the following steps were taken: 

1. Conduct Field Surveys to document field conditions at a subset of the total number of diversions 
to: 

a. Gather field data on stream flow conditions, instream stream habitat, and diversion 
design.  

b. Document native stream animals’ occurrence above and below diversions.  

c. Organize and classify field survey data to support HSHEP model.  

2. Create HSHEP Model for diverted East Maui streams within the License Area, including:  

a. Define network relationship among all watersheds, streams, basins, stream segments and 
diversions for all streams and diversions within area of concern.  

b. Develop stream flow estimates for stream segment based on published USGS flow 
regression relationships for East Maui.  

c. Create model input data for each basin, stream segment, and diversion based on 
available information.   

3. Run the HSHEP model to quantify suitable habitat units for native stream animals associated with 
the following scenarios:  

a. Natural Condition  

b. Full Diversion  

c. 2018 IIFS  

d. 30% Remaining Flow Diversion  

4. Document HSHEP model results for the petitioned and non-petitioned streams with the License 
Area. 
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Field Methods 
Site Assessment 

The focus of the diversion site assessment was to document stream flow conditions and instream habitat 
above and below the diversion and to document the diversion design. Stream discharge was measured 
upstream and/or downstream of the diversion to help document the proportion of the flow diverted. We 
collected water depth, habitat type, substrate, and stream width measures to help describe the instream 
habitat around the diversion area. We also captured imagery of the diversion so that we could estimate 
the stream diversion’s likely impact as on passage and entrainment. Data collection was contingent on 
water flow, so field work timing was adjusted to avoid rain and high stream flows as much as possible. 

Stream Discharge 

To measure stream discharge, transects were set up across the stream perpendicular to the flow. For 
each cross section, measuring tape was placed over the stream at an area with a straight and uniform 
flow pattern, minimal obstructions, and free of vegetation. Finding uniform flow sites in Hawaiian streams 
can be difficult, so locations were chosen to best fit the ideal transect and rocks or other flow 
obstructions were moved to improve the transect uniformity. At each cross section, we recorded a site 
number, site name and operator ID prior to collecting the water velocity information. 

Water velocity, water depth, and distance between points were measured at multiple points across a 
fixed transect using a handheld flow meter (Hach FH950). Water velocity was measured at a point at 
6/10th total depth. Stream discharge (cfs) was calculated to be the sum of discharge within each 
measured subsection (Figure 2).  

The sample averaging time for a given point measurement was between 20 and 40 sec and was 
dependent on point location flow characteristics. Shorter averaging times were appropriate for smooth 
flow locations and longer averaging times were used in turbulent flow conditions to better capture the 
average flow rate at the sample point. Given the turbulent flow observed at most sites typical of the high 
gradient, boulder-filled Hawaiian streams, longer point sample measurements were more frequently 
used.  

Instream Habitat 

To assess instream habitat, the High Definition Stream Survey (HDSS) method was used to collect, classify, 
and analyze the data required for this project. In general, the HDSS approach followed a standardized 
series of steps that promotes rapid, systematic collection and processing of large amounts of stream 
conditions information. Due to the narrow and shallow streams being surveyed, the backpack HDSS 
system was the primary data collection platform used during the surveys to collect habitat data. (Figure 
3).  The backpack-mounted HDSS system used 4 video cameras (aiming forward, down, left and right), 
Garmin GPS receiver with GLONASS capabilities and WAAS differential correction, and wading staffs with 
1 ft reference scales. 

Water Depth 

The Water Depth recorded represented the thalweg depth of the main flow of the stream channel. The 
thalweg can be considered the center of the main flow and is usually the deepest depth across the 
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stream channel. The wading poles (which can be seen in the down-looking video) are set at 1 ft. at the 
first black joint and 2 ft. at the second joint for reference for the classifier (Figure 3). In deeper sections, 
verbal documentation of depths by the surveyors was noted for reference. The water depth was classified 
according to the following categories: Dry, < 1 inch, 1-3 inches, 3-6 inches, 6-12 inches, 12-24 inches, 24-
36 inches (2-3 ft. deep), 36+ inches (>3 ft. deep), and Unknown. 

Habitat Type 

Habitat type is one of the primary measures in describing instream habitat and was classified as (riffle, 
run, pool, side pool, plunge pool, cascade, pocket water, sheet flow or falls) from the forward and down 
facing video cameras. For example, Figure 4 shows an example of a run and riffle habitat.  Habitat types 
change depending on amount of water in a stream. In general, the habitat types classified from the HDSS 
videos were compatible with those habitat types used by DAR in their habitat and fish surveys.  

Primary Substrate 

Substrate classification represents the major substrate on the bottom of the stream and is a commonly 
used variable in habitat suitability studies. The distribution of observed substrate is mostly determined by 
high flow events. The high flow events have enough power to move boulders and scour out pools. For 
example, Figure 4 shows mixed boulder and cobble substrate. Other substrate types included were fine 
sediment, sand, gravel, boulder and bedrock. 

Percent Wetted Stream Width 

The percent wetted stream width was determined by visual estimation based on the HDSS video. Percent 
wetted width was defined as the percent of the natural channel filled with water in one of seven 
categories (dry, 1-10%, 10-20%, 20-40%, 40-60%, 60-80%, or 80-100%). The width estimate helped 
determine the area of the stream filled with water and the impact of stream flow diversion on stream 
habitat. 

Diversion Design Assessments 

To document the site-specific conditions at stream diversions, we recorded the type (i.e., bottom-grate, 
side, pipe or direct diversion), size (major or minor, based on its position on main channel or small 
tributary), its potential impact to passage (i.e., is it a barrier to species movement?), and its potential 
impact on entrainment and other factors. To convert the field information into data usable for the HSHEP 
model, the impacts of loss of instream habitat, barriers to passage, and entrainment for individuals into 
diversion ditch were determined by classifying the diversion into a type and then estimating the effects 
based on the size.  

The main barrier types (Figure 5) were:  

Bottom Grate Diversion – This diversion type removes water from a grate-covered channel that usually 
spans the stream channel bottom. A portion of the water falls into the diversion channel below the grate. 
They are usually sized to remove 100% of baseflow. At higher flows water can pass over the grate and the 
higher flows can also sweep the grate clean of any debris. Entrainment rates are modeled with respect to 
the portion of base flow diverted. Entrainment is higher than with side diversion as moving animals are 
easily trapped in the diversion as they try to pass over the bottom grate. 
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Side Diversion – This type of diversion removes water from the stream through a side intake structure. 
The water in a natural stream channel flows downstream past the diversion and a portion is removed by 
the intake. These side diversions typically have a small dam to help increase the amount of water 
diverted. Both ditch and auwai diversion can fall into this group. Entrainment and barrier impacts are 
lower than other diversion types because animals have a clear path to move up and downstream past the 
diversion. Although a path past the diversion exists when water is diverted, some animals may be 
entrained. 

Pipe Diversion – This is a diversion where a pipe gathers water and directs it to the diversion channel. The 
size of the pipe determines the proportion of stream flow diverted. In addition to issues with loss of 
habitat downstream of the pipe diversion and entrainment of individuals into the diversion, pipe 
diversion can increase the difficulty of upstream passage as the downstream outlet of the pipe may be far 
from the natural stream channel, making passage only available at the higher flows. 

Direct Diversions – At direct diversion locations, the stream flows directly into the diversion channel. 
There is no overtopping the diversion channel unless it is at full capacity and even then, it may spill water 
at a different location. These diversions effectively entrain and block the majority of animals at most 
streamflow levels.  

The primary issues modeled with respect to diversions were (1) the loss of instream habitat downstream 
of a diversion due to the reduction or elimination of streamflow at the diversion site, (2) structural 
characteristic of the diversion that would prevent upstream migration of the stream species, and (3) the 
entrainment of migrating animals into the ditch system. Loss of instream habitat is related directly to the 
proportion of stream flow removed and the amount of stream flow recovery accumulated from rainfall 
on downstream areas of the watershed below the diversion. A structural barrier to passage could 
effectively eliminate upstream habitat if there was no way for the upstream migrating animals to 
surmount the barrier.  Entrainment is related to the amount of water removed by the diversion. Newly 
hatched larvae drift almost passively downstream. Thus, entrainment can be considered as a proportion 
of the amount of water diverted. For example, when 100% of baseflow is diverted, the entrainment is 
modeled at 80%. This would represent the entrainment of all animals drifting downstream in the 
baseflow and leaves a portion of the animals at higher flows that overtop the diversion without 
entrainment. At diversion rates lower than total baseflow removal, the entrainment value is a portion of 
baseflow (Q70) remaining after the diversion compared to natural baseflow (Q70) multiplied by the 
maximum entrainment rate. 
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Figure 2: An example of an idealized stream discharge transect with subsection measurements. (Image from 
Streamflow Method. EarthSoft, Inc. 2017 http://help.earthsoft.com/6.6/edge/index.htm?streamflow-method.htm) 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3: Brett Connell using Backpack HDSS on Paakea Stream, Maui. The GPS-linked video cameras are image 
stabilized to dampen the bounces associated with walking in a stream. 
 

http://help.earthsoft.com/6.6/edge/index.htm?streamflow-method.htm
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Figure 4: An example of the HDSS front video from Waikamoi Stream, Maui showing run/riffle habitat and mixed 
boulder and cobble substrate. 
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Figure 5: Examples of the major diversion types - Side Diversion, Bottom Grate Diversion, Pipe Diversion, and Direct 
Diversion used in the HSHEP model to classify differential impacts of diversion type. 
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Table 1: Diversion Types and their potential habitat, upstream, and downstream impacts with respect to the amount 
of streamflow diverted. Unknown diversion types were considered similar to bottom grate diversions. 
 

Diversion 
Code Diversion Type Habitat 

Upstream 
Impact 

(Barrier) 

Downstream 
Impact 

(Entrainment) 
10 Major - Bottom Grate 0.80 0.30 0.80 
11 Major - Side 0.80 0.00 0.60 
12 Major - Pipe 0.80 0.60 0.90 
13 Major - Direct 0.80 0.90 0.90 
14 Major - Unknown 0.80 0.30 0.80 
20 Minor - Bottom Grate 0.80 0.40 0.80 
21 Minor - Side 0.80 0.10 0.60 
22 Minor - Pipe 0.80 0.70 0.90 
23 Minor - Direct 0.80 1.00 0.90 
24 Minor - Unknown 0.80 0.40 0.80 

 
 
 

Biotic Surveys 
High Definition Fish Surveys (HDFS) 

The High Definition Fish Survey (HDFS) approach was used to document biota in the survey segments. 
HDFS utilizes pole-mounted, high-definition, underwater video cameras to capture images of fish or other 
aquatic animals at a specific location (Figure 6). The underwater cameras are geo-referenced so that 
specific time and place information is recorded in conjunction with all video observations.  

In general, the HDFS sample was considered a timed point sample. The cameras were moved into 
position, slowly lowered to the bottom, and then left in position for approximately 30 seconds to capture 
a sample of animals at that location (Figure 7). In some locations, the camera was moved slowly to the 
next position without removing it from the water. This process was repeated at sites distributed evenly 
throughout the available habitat. In locations where it was too deep and wide to wade a stream, we 
snorkeled the stream with a hand-held video camera on a 3 ft pole. This allowed us to gather a visual 
record of the habitat and species present that could be processed in a similar method to the other HDFS 
approach. 

To document the animals observed in the videos, the HDSS Video Coder software with a list of potential 
animal species was used. Additional species, if observed, were listed as Other1, -2, or -3 and then 
identified after the classification process. This allowed a single standard classification approach to be used 
for all survey video. The potential Hawaiian Stream species list included (Figure 8): 

Native Fishes: ‘O‘opu nākea (Awaous stamenius), ‘O‘opu naniha (Stenogobius hawaiiensis), ‘O‘opu nōpili 
(Sicyotperus stimpsoni), ‘O‘opu alamo’o (Lentipes concolor) ‘O‘opu akupa (Eleotris sandvicensis), 
Aholehole (Kuhlia xenura), Mullet (Mugil cephalus). 

Native Crustaceans and Mollusks: ‘Ōpae ‘oeha‘a (Macrobrachium grandimanus), ‘Ōpae kala‘'ole (Atyoida 
bisulcata), Hīhīwai (Neritina granosa), Hapawai (Neritina vespertina), Newcomb’s snail (Erinna newcombi). 
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Introduced Fishes: Armored Catfish (Hypostomus c.f. watawata), Bristlenose Catfish (Ancistrus c.f. 
temmincki), Bronze Corydoras (Corydoras aeneus), Liberty Molly (Poecilia sp. hybrid complex), Green 
Swordtail (Xiphophorus hellerii), Guppy (Poecilia reticulata), Mosquitofish (Gambusia affinis), Blackchin 
Tilapia (Sarotherodon melanotheron), Convict Cichlid (Amatitlania nigrofasciata), Smallmouth Bass 
(Micropterus dolomieu), Carp (Cyprinus carpio), Goldfish (Carassius auratus), Dojo (Misgurnus 
anguillicaudatus), White Cloud Mountain Minnow (Tanichthys albonubes), Rainbow Trout (Oncorhynchus 
mykiss).  

Introduced Crustaceans, Mollusks, and Amphibians: Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar), Grass Shrimp 
(Neocaridina denticulata sinensis), Crayfish (Procambarus clarkii), Cane Toad (Bufo marinus), Bull Frog 
(Rana catesbeiana), Wrinkled Frog (Rana rugosa). 

Insects: We captured pictures of damselfly and dragonfly adults and larvae for identification whenever 
they were observed. Although small or cryptic insect populations were not surveyed with this technique, 
damselfly and dragonfly adults and larvae were large enough to observe using video capture techniques.  

During the video classification, a start code was inserted when the camera was in position. Next, all 
individuals of all species were recorded, and then a stop code was inserted. For each sample, the habitat 
type (riffle, run, pool, etc.) was recorded. This process allowed underwater video samples to be linked 
with the appropriate GPS data for that location.  

When density estimates for stream animals were needed, an estimate of the area observed was 
determined by recording average depth and width of field captured in the sample area. These two 
measures were multiplied together to get sample site area. The total number of each species observed 
within each habitat type for the different areas surveyed was divided by the area of that habitat type to 
get the species density within each habitat type. 

 

 

 Figure 6: Underwater geo-referenced video camera with external video light used for the HDFS observations. 
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Figure 7: Dr. Parham performing a High Definition Fish Survey in Kailua Reservoir at Haiku Ditch (H1) on Maui. 
 

  
Na�ve fish, Awaous stamenius, in a stream pool in 
I’ao Stream, Maui. 

Na�ve fish, Sicyopterus stimpsoni, on boulder substrate 
in I’ao Stream, Maui. 
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Na�ve species, Kuhlia xenura, in the lower reach of 
I’ao Stream, Maui. 

Introduced swordtails, Xiphophorus hellerii, in I’ao 
Stream, Maui. 

  
Introduced Blackchin �lapia, Sarotherodon 
melanotheron, over gravel substrate in Palolo 
Stream, Oahu. 

Introduced armored ca�ish, Hypostomus c.f. watawata 
in Waiawa Stream, Oahu. 

 
Figure 8: Examples of stream animals observed during HDFS projects on various Hawaiian Streams. 
 

Data Organization 

After the data was collected in the field, it was post-processed using HDSS Video Coder Software, 
Microsoft Access, Microsoft Excel, and ArcGIS. Data was classified for approximately each meter of the 
stream longitudinally and the field reports were organized by diversion site. The results of the field 
surveys are provided in Appendix 1.  

Given the primary goal of determining how various stream diversions were impacting instream habitat, 
the results from these surveys were used to better describe the range of diversion types and impact for 
integration into the HSHEP model. To extend the field surveys to a broader group of stream diversions, 
EMI provided a stream diversion map with diversion site coding, 190 historical photographs of the 
diversions with codes associated with the map, and copies of the historical Registration of Stream 
Diversion Works and Declaration of Water Use submitted to CWRM for diversions on the ditch systems in 
1989. Any pertinent information associated with the diversion type was added to a GIS database to link 
the historical information with the current diversion name and location. 
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Modeling 
HSHEP Model 

The HSHEP model was an outgrowth of a history of collaboration among biologists at Hawaii Division of 
Aquatic Resources (DAR) and researchers at various universities, agencies, museums, and private 
companies. The collaborative effort focused on understanding the different aspects of the ecology and 
management of amphidromous stream animals (Fitzsimons & Nishimoto, 2007).  The HSHEP model was 
an attempt to quantify how various man-made changes affect native Hawaiian stream animals. The 
HSHEP model was intended to capture the major aspects of native stream animal ecology, the typical 
geomorphology of Hawaiian streams, and common modifications to the environment within a single 
model. Additional factors outside of habitat can be modeled with the HSHEP approach but need 
additional modeling steps that are currently best addressed on a case-by-case basis. The HSHEP model 
provides water managers the ability to assess change to native species habitat with respect to flow 
modifications, watershed development, or in-channel structures and is important in understanding the 
positive or negative implications of various actions.  

The HSHEP model followed the overall Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) model concepts developed by 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to evaluate the quantity and quality of habitat available for a 
species of concern (USFWS 1980 a,b, USFWS 1981).  In general, a HEP model has several characteristics: 

1. It is a habitat-based assessment method. 
2. It assumes that habitat quality and quantity are related to the number of animals using a habitat 

over the long term. 
3. It uses measurable attributes of habitat quality and quantity to create relationships between 

habitat suitability and animal occurrence and density. 
4. It converts suitability relationships into standardized Habitat Suitability Indices (HSI) that 

encompass the range of observed habitat conditions. 
5. The HSI values range from 0 (unsuitable habitat) to 1 (most suitable habitat). 
6. It multiplies the habitat quality (value from the HSI) with the habitat quantity (area) to determine 

overall Habitat Units (HU) within the area of concern. 
 
In simple terms, a Habitat Unit (HU) is a weighted measure of the unit area. If we are measuring the 
suitability of the habitat within a 1m2 area and half of the area is suitable for the species (HSI = 0.5) then 
the HU at that location is 0.5 habitat units of a possible 1.0 units of area. By definition, since the HSI 
ranges from 0 to 1, the maximum HU for an area is equal to the area (HSI * Area or 1* Area). It is also by 
definition that if we add HU together for multiple non-competitive species in a given area, the combined 
HU could be greater than the area. This is important when considering the total HU for all eight 
amphidromous species in a stream as the total HU for all eight species may be greater than the total 
stream area.   

 
As a result of the model design, HEP impact analyses were intended to allow the user to: 
 

1. Provide defined suitability-based estimates of HU within a study area, 
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2. Provide impact assessments of the changes of HU within the study area under different 
management scenarios, 

3. Provide objective comparable unit measures for multi-site comparisons,  
4. Quantify changes in HU to be annualized and comparable with other cost/benefit analyses, 
5. Create plots of the distribution of HU in map-based formats (GIS analyses) to address issues of 

habitat fragmentation or connectivity. 
 

The HEP user manual describes a HEP model like this: “HEP is a convenient means of documenting and 
displaying, in standard units, the predicted effects of proposed actions.”  USFWS designed HEP to be a 
legally defensible, standardized format for impact assessment in natural resource settings (USFWS 
1980a). While HEP models have been developed and used for impact assessment nationally for hundreds 
of species of birds, mammals, and fish, this is the first HEP model to assess changes in stream animal 
habitat in Hawaii. 

Traditional HEP procedures were joined with multi-spatial modeling efforts for Hawaiian streams (Parham 
2002, Kuamo’o et al. 2007, Parham 2008). The multi-spatial models address issues of scale in 
understanding differences in habitat availability and species distributions. For example, the presence or 
density of amphidromous animals is influenced by the location of the sample site within a stream. Similar 
habitats found near the ocean may have different species assemblages than habitats found further 
inland.  Additionally, characteristics of different watersheds and their streams influence the observed 
species assemblages. For example, streams with terminal waterfalls have different species assemblages 
than streams without terminal waterfalls. By assessing suitability at multiple spatial scales, different 
aspects of amphidromous animal ecology were more appropriately modeled (Figure 9). As a result of the 
combination of the HEP method with multi-scale analysis, management issues were addressed on a site, 
stream segment, whole stream, or regional level.  The HSHEP model is intended to be useful to assess the 
impacts of stream channel modification, flow alteration, land use change, climate change, stream 
restoration, and barrier modifications.  

For this HSHEP model of East Maui streams, the focus is primarily the assessment of flow alteration. The 
model assesses the impacts of proportional amounts of baseflow diversion. Additional issues could be 
addressed but then the flow alteration amounts should be held consistent to focus the model response 
on the variable of concern. For example, if we wanted to consider climate change, then change in 
baseflow discharge over time would be the primary variable of concern. If discharge decreases over time, 
then the change to HU could be calculated. Within this HSHEP model, we do not specifically address 
climate change. The HSHEP model is proportional to discharge so that flow alteration shows in the model 
results. In a general sense, if climate change results in a X% change in total stream discharge, then there 
would be X% change in HU in the Natural Condition model. Flow alteration would have a proportionally 
similar impact, although the total amount of HU would have changed in the model. 
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Figure 9: Spatially nested hierarchy of the DAR Aquatic Surveys Database and predictive levels within the HSHEP 
model. 
 

The latest description of the HSHEP model can be found in: 

Parham, J.E. 2015. The Hawaiian Stream Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HSHEP) model: Intent, Design, 
and Methods for Project Impact Assessment to Native Amphidromous Stream Animal   
Habitat. Submitted to Civil and Public Works Branch, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Honolulu 
District, HI. 178 pages. 
 

The HSHEP Model uses published information for species distributions at the watershed and reach scale 
and combines it with local data from the habitat and biotic surveys. Stream animals’ distribution and 
habitat use are documented using information stored in the DLNR-DAR Aquatic Surveys Database (2009). 
This represents over 13,000 survey locations and over 90,000 species observations. The database 
includes results from state surveys as well as those from federal, university, and private researchers. 
More than 370 different literature sources support the data contained within the DAR Aquatic Surveys 
Database. The HSHEP model leverages the data within the DAR Aquatic Surveys Database to develop 
quantitative measures of habitat use for native stream animals. For this project, the HSHEP model was 
created for the typical group of native freshwater fish and macroinvertebrates found in Hawaiian streams 
(Table 2). 
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Table 2: Native species habitat evaluated for this project. 
 
Organism Type and Family Scientific name Hawaiian name 

 

Freshwater fish 

(family Gobiidae) 

 

Awaous stamenius* ‘O‘opu nākea 

Lentipes concolor* ‘O‘opu alamo‘o 

Stenogobius hawaiiensis* ‘O‘opu naniha 

Sicyopterus stimpsoni* ‘O‘opu nōpili 

Freshwater fish 

(family Eleotridae) 
Eleotris sandwicensis* ‘O‘opu akupa 

Freshwater shrimp (Crustacean) 

(family Atyidae) 
Atyoida bisulcata* ‘Ōpae kala‘'ole 

Freshwater prawn (Crustacean) 

(family Palaemonidae) 
Macrobrachium grandimanus* ‘Ōpae ‘oeha‘a 

Freshwater snail (Mollusk) 

(family Neritidae) 
Neritina granosa* Hīhīwai 

*Identified as “Species of Greatest Conservation Need” in the Hawaii Statewide Aquatic Wildlife Conservation 
Strategy (Meadows, Kane, Mitchell, & Ogura, 2005). 
 
The selection of the highlighted set of amphidromous stream animals is appropriate in this case for 
several reasons: 

• These species have been observed within the East Maui watershed streams. 

• All of these species have a diadromous life history, meaning that they migrate from the 
freshwater stream to the ocean and back again (McDowall, 2007). This potentially exposes the 
migrating animals to barriers in the stream pathway, entrainment into water diversion systems, 
and elimination of suitable habitat resulting from structures associated with the ditch system and 
its diversion. 

• The DAR Aquatic Surveys Database has distribution and habitat use information for each of these 
species. 

• The HSHEP model has habitat suitability indices developed for each of these species. 

In addition to the species list above, three native damselfly (Megalagrion xanthomelas, Megalagrion 
pacificum, and Megalagrion nesiotes) habitats and an introduced mosquito (Culex quinquefasiatus) 
habitat were also modeled to see how the water diversions may impact their population sizes. For these 
species, SWCA Environmental Consultants (2020) provided the habitat descriptions (elevation range, 
water depth range, main threats, known locations, and additional notes) to be used in the models. A 
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summary of the descriptions along with generalized suitability model (created by TRUTTA from SWCA 
descriptions) are as follows: 

Megalagrion xanthomelas 

 

Elevation Range:  0-1000 m (0-3280 ft.) above sea level. 

Water Depth Range:  Shallow (3-6 in deep) and sidepools. 

Main Threat:  Alien species and habitat loss due to stream de-watering for agriculture, 
    invasive California grass (Brachiaria mutica), which forms dense stands 

that can eliminate open water. This species is also threatened 
by introduced species, particularly poeciliid fish, crayfish, and 
backswimmer bugs (Notonectidae). It may also be threatened by predation 
from introduced odonates, as introduced Enallagma civile and Ischnura  
ramburii have been observed preying on teneral adults at the Ninole  
Springs, Hawaii population site. 
 

Known Locations:  Maui - Ukumehame Stream, and near anchialine pools at La Perouse Bay.  

Additional Notes:  Lowland species, found in slow or standing water habitats, breeds 
    primarily in coastal wetlands and lower or terminal stillwater reaches of  
    perennial streams: In the absence of predators, especially introduced fish 
    species, it can breed successfully in standing pools of intermittent mid- 

elevation streams, freshwater marshes, reservoirs, garden pools, and 
ornamental ponds.  Adults do not disperse far from the nymphal habitat  
and lay their eggs in the tissues of aquatic plants found in slow reaches of 
streams and in stream pools. 
 

Generalized Habitat Suitability Model for Megalagrion xanthomelas:  

Adults found at less than 1000 m elevation. Breeds primarily in coastal wetlands and lower or terminal 
stillwater reaches of perennial streams in low reaches of perennial and intermittent streams.  They can 
breed successfully in standing pools of intermittent mid-elevation streams. In undiverted conditions, use 
shallow water (3- 6 in deep) side pools). For the habitat area description, we assumed M. xanthomelas 
can occur in 10% of stream area below 1000m elevation. This is a general estimate of the shallow, side 
pool habitat found throughout the streams less than 1000m elevation. With respect to how M. 
xanthomelas habitat changes with respect to amount of diverted water, use opae habitat curve as 
suitable habitat (shallow side pools) will be rapidly restored as baseflow is returned to a stream.  
 

Megalagrion pacificum 

Elevation Range:  0-2000 ft. elevation above sea level. 

Water Depth Range:  Shallow water, temporary pools. Breeds in stagnant ponds. It prefers quiet 
    pools away from the main channels  
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Main Threat: Megalagrion pacificum is threatened by habitat loss, predation by non-native 

fish, and the presence of the highly invasive California grass (Brachiaria mutica) 
which forms dense stands that can eliminate open water. Predatory fish and 
introduced backswimmers (Hemiptera: Notonectidae) as well as resource 
competition from introduced caddisflies. 

Known Locations:  Maui - Haipuaena, Hanawi, Keanae, Palikea and Kuhiwa Streams. 

Additional Notes:  Freshwater, seepage fed side pools along mid and terminal reach overflow 
    channels of rocky upland streams. It is thought to prefer side pools on 
    slow-moving streams that contain abundant native grasses and sedges.  

Unlike some congeners, it is entirely aquatic. 
 

Generalized Habitat Suitability Model for Megalagrion pacificum:  
 
We used a similar model to M. xanthomelas. While M. pacificum may occur at lower elevations (2000ft 
compared to 3280ft maximum elevation), its stream type descriptions appear to include some higher 
elevation stream type habitats for M. pacificum than for M. xanthomelas. M. pacificum stream type 
description includes mid and terminal reach overflow channels of rocky upland streams while M. 
xanthomelas stream type description focuses on primarily coastal wetlands and lower or terminal 
stillwater reaches of perennial streams with some breeding in standing pools of intermittent mid-
elevation streams. We chose to broaden the elevation requirements for M. pacificum so to not 
underestimate the potential habitat.  For the habitat area description, we assumed M. pacificum can 
occur in 5% of stream area below 1000m elevation. This is a general estimate of the side pools on slow-
moving streams that contain abundant native grasses and sedges found throughout the streams less than 
1000m elevation. With respect to how M. pacificum habitat changes with respect to amount of diverted 
water, use opae habitat curve as suitable habitat (shallow side pools) will be rapidly restored as baseflow 
is returned to a stream. 
 

Megalagrion nesiotes: 

Elevation Range:  0-3000 ft. above sea level. 

Water Depth Range: The only known population occurs along a steep, moist, talus slope,  
densely covered with Dicranopteris linearis (uluhe) and Rubus sp.  
(blackberry). Adults are not associated with standing or flowing water, but  
prefer upland ridges, wet forests, and steep, moist, fern-covered banks.  
The habits of the nymphs are unknown, but based on adult behaviors, they 
are believed to be semi-terrestrial or terrestrial, inhabiting pockets of water  
at the bases of leaves of tropical plants or wet leaf litter. 

 

Main Threat:   This species is at high risk of extinction. M. nesiotes is threatened by the 
    effects of invasive species, particularly habitat damage due to feral pigs  
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and possibly from human tourism (hiking) activities in this area. If  
nymphs of this species are in fact semi-terrestrial, predation from  
introduced ant species such as the big-headed ant (Pheidle megacephala), 
the long-legged ant (Anoplolepis longipes), and the fire ants Solenopsis  
geminita and Solenopsis papuana may also be a threat. Natural disasters  
such as drought or hurricane could threaten the survival of M. nesiotes.  
Such a small population could also suffer loss of genetic variability due to  
inbreeding, resulting in reduced evolutionary fitness. 
 

Known Locations:  Maui - Only a single remaining population (of less than 1,000 individuals)  
of this species is known, found along East Wailuaiki Stream (stream is in  
license area), upslope of a busy highway (considered sub-optimal habitat  
for the species.) Additional colonies of this species may be scattered  
throughout the intermediate elevations of windward Maui, but have  
escaped detection due to the difficult topography, and the tendency of  
adults to fly low amid tangled undergrowth, in areas not typically searched  
for damselflies 
 
 

Additional Notes:  Little known about the biology of this species, but it is not associated with  
standing or flowing water. The only known population occurs along a  
steep, moist, talus slope, densely covered with Dicranopteris linearis  
(uluhe) and Rubus sp. (blackberry). Adults are usually seen perched on  
vegetation and fly slowly and only short distances. When disturbed, the  
adults actually fly into the tangled vegetation rather than up and away as 
in the aquatic Hawaiian damselflies. Although immature stages have not  
been found, based on the habitat and the behavior of the adults, it is  
believed that the naiads are terrestrial or semiterrestrial, occurring among  
the damp leaf litter.  

 
Generalized Habitat Suitability Model for Megalagrion nesiotes:   
 
While this species is known from the area around East Wailuaiki Stream, the habitat description is not 
linked to the stream channel. Additionally, this area is above the diversion and thus will not change in any 
scenario. No habitat suitability model was created as it is unlikely to be impacted by water flow 
modifications. 
 

Culex quinquefasiatus: 

Elevation Range:  0-1500 m. elevation above sea level. 

Water depth range:  Moist, windward side of all main islands; Culex quinquefasciatus is a  
domestic to peridomestic mosquito associated with human residence and 
activity throughout most of its range (Subra 1981).  In some remote  
insular environments, it has become established in natural areas.  Larval  
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habitats are, primarily, artificial containers and man-made impoundments  
such as ditches, ground pools, and stock ponds. In more natural areas  
larvae can be found in tree holes, rock holes, ground pools, stream  
margins, coconut husks and spadix sheaths. The larvae prefer eutrophic 
waters with a high organic content. Exceptionally high densities of larvae 
may be found in the septic water associated with oxidation ponds, sewage  
drains, cesspools, and septic tanks. Not found in flowing water. Breeds in 
ditches, pools, marshes, tin cans, buckets, barrels, soda cans, tires and any  
trash. Data indicate that agricultural lands and forest fragmentation  
significantly increase the probability of mosquito capture. 
 

Known Locations:  Maui - all streams. 

Additional Notes:  A study by Aruch et al. (2007) reported that the southern house mosquito larvae  
were found only in rock holes along intermittent tributaries of the two largest  
streams in Kīpahulu valley but not in standing surface water, pig wallows, ground  
pools, tree cavities, and tree fern cavities. These rock pools contained stagnant  
water and organic debris. 

 
Generalized Habitat Suitability Model for Culex quinquefasiatus:  
 
Culex quinquefasiatus found at less than 1500 m elevation and not found in flowing water. This is 
approximately 5% of habitat in undiverted conditions (disconnected side pools). This is a general estimate 
of the disconnected side pools found throughout the streams less than 1500m elevation. With respect to 
how Q. quinquefasiatus habitat changes with respect to amount of diverted water, we created a 
relationship where habitat increases with decreasing baseflow: suitable habitat = 0.5*(1-(baseflow in 
stream)) + 0.5. 

 
HSHEP Modeling Process Improvement 

The implementation of the HSHEP model in prior assessments of Hawaiian streams had generally been 
accomplished as single watershed models. In context of the HSHEP model, a watershed was the area of 
land in which all rainfall would flow to a stream and ultimately exit through the stream mouth and into 
the ocean. A stream is all stream segments from the stream mouth at the ocean upstream within the 
watershed. When multiple watersheds were studied, a group of single watershed models were analyzed 
to determine the overall impacts. For the analysis of the EMI Aqueduct System, the HSHEP is still a group 
of single watershed models, but the watersheds were grouped into different units to account for larger 
management classifications (i.e. different flow restoration strategies). To help deal with the large number 
of watersheds in the East Maui model, we needed to change the modeling language to more effectively 
deal with the complex multiple ditch and watershed system.  To accomplish this, the HSHEP model was 
ported to the statistical computing language R to improve on several aspects of the modeling process 
without altering to the model’s concept or calculations.   

The conversion of the HSHEP model from a spreadsheet to the statistical computing language R provided 
several benefits: 
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• Improved Error Checking - Reducing the numerous spreadsheets required to implement 
calculations with the spreadsheet model to individual R scripts made determining the source of 
errors in the model more efficient. 

• Increased Equation Readability - By explicitly stating the relationships among nodes and basins for 
each basin, interpretation of the model’s calculations was greatly improved.  

• Allowed for Real-time Testing - Since changes in inputs were read into the established R-based 
model without needing additional manual editing, as is the case of the spreadsheet model, repeat 
testing and manipulation of inputs to the model and generation of outputs were much faster and 
there was a reduction in the ‘hands-on’ time which may introduce novel errors to the 
computations. 

• Improved Documentation of Multiple Scenarios - The process to test multiple management 
scenarios is more efficient in R than in a spreadsheet. TRUTTA also created an output in 
spreadsheet format to further document the results.  

Future applications of the HSHEP model for research into the optimal balance of water withdrawal, fish 
habitat, and other considerations in East Maui or other Hawaiian streams will be greatly improved as a 
result of the benefits listed above and therefore, justified the transfer of the model and its calculations 
from a spreadsheet to the R programming language. 

Data Sources 

TRUTTA calculated stream discharge data for each basin by applying the USGS flow to basin characteristic 
equations (Gingrich 2005) and assigned the appropriate values to each basin (dash-dot delineated areas 
in Figure 10). We assigned values of habitat units available to each species of conservation concern from 
past modeled data for the species (Parham et al. 2009). The values used for each ‘node’ – locations of the 
natural barriers and artificial diversions impacting stream flow that contributed to the irrigation system of 
East Maui – were a vector of the amount of water passed, entrainment potential, passage barrier 
potential, and a general value for additional impacts for both upstream and downstream effects. These 
values were determined for each node during field surveys and from historical records about the 
installation and purpose of the diversions. 
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Figure 10: Conceptual schematic displaying the relationships among nodes, basins, and watersheds used to model 
the EMI Aqueduct System. 
 

General Model Concept and Assumptions 

We performed modeling of the water and habitat availability within the EMI Aqueduct System using 
several assumptions. The calculations for water availability assumed that the amount of water available in 
any basin was a measure of the water in that basin augmented by the amount of water passed from the 
basin immediately upstream. For example, the amount of water present in basin II in Figure 11 was 
modeled as the amount of streamflow measured in that basin, plus the amount of stream flow from basin 
III minus the percentage of stream flow from basin III that was filtered by node 3. If 100 units of water are 
present in basins II and III, and node 3 diverts 50% of flow, then the modeled amount of water present in 
basin II was 150 units (100 units + (100 units* 50% diversion)). This model assumption accounts for the 
fact that water passes downstream, and that East Maui streams are generally gaining streams, so that 
complete de-watering by an upstream diversion will not affect downstream basins beyond those 
immediately downstream.  

The model calculations to estimate habitat in each basin operated on the assumption that the production 
of a species in a basin was a function of the habitat in that basin, filtered by the upstream restrictions of 
any basins downstream and augmented by any habitat available for production from the upstream basins 
as filtered by the intervening node. As an example, using Figure 11, the amount of habitat available for 
production of a species in basin II is the amount of habitat in that unit multiplied by the upstream filtering 
effects and habitat present in basin I and nodes 1 and 2, plus the habitat available in basin III as filtered by 
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the downstream passage/entrainment effects of node 3. These assumptions allow us to model the 
production of species of conservation concern from any basin while accounting for potential upstream 
and/or downstream effects due to diversions or other barriers, up to and including functionally 
preventing production in a basin due to complete de-watering or barrier passage (i.e. an undercut 
waterfall).  

For example, if node 2 represented an undercut waterfall in Figure 11, and thus prevented upstream 
migration of any species, the remaining habitat available in the upstream basins of the watershed (basins 
II-VI) would be modeled as 0 for non-insect species. 

 

Figure 11: Node and basin relationship for branched stream system. 
 

Data Aggregation 

After organizing the new field and historical data to validate instream habitat availability and diversion 
characteristics, we combined several variables for each basin and node defined in the EMI Aqueduct 
System to complete the dataset for modeling. This overall approach allows for current or modeled 
scenario conditions to be applied consistently to better understand the impact of water diversion or 
return at each individual diversion location across East Maui (see also the information on grouping basins 
for model evaluation in the next section). 

Following the data aggregation process, we manually extracted the appropriate relationships among 
basins, watersheds, and nodes. We recorded the upstream and downstream basins and their associated 
nodes for every basin in East Maui from the GIS. Once we had compiled this dataset from the GIS, we 
created two equations for every basin: one to calculate the habitat available in each basin, and one to 
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calculate the amount of water found in each basin, both of which incorporated relationships from 
adjoining basins. We used these equations to model the effects of differing diversion rates on the habitat, 
and water output of the EMI Aqueduct System. 

Modeling Habitat and Water Production 

We calculated the amount of available habitat in a basin for a specific species as: 

HabitatE(i)
 = (HabitatSP(i) * NodeDS(i)) * (HabitatSP(i-1) * NodeUS(i-1)) * (HabitatSP(i-2) * NodeUS(i- 2))… + ( Habitat-

SP(i+1) * NodeUS(i))  + (HabitatSP(i+2) * NodeDS(i+1))… + (HabitatSP(i-N) * NodeUS(i-N)) 

Where: 

• i = the current basin 
• i – 1 = the basin downstream of the current basin 
• i +1 = the basin immediately upstream of the current basin 
• HabitatSP(i) = the measured habitat for a species in the current basin 
• HabitatE(i) = the total affected habitat of the current node, accounting for upstream and 

downstream influences 
• NodeDS(i) = the filtering value for the node at the downstream end of the current basin 
• NodeUS(i) = the filtering value for the node at the upstream end of the current basin 
• N = number of basins upstream or downstream of the current basin 

 
In this model, the same node was the downstream node for the basin i+1, and therefore its downstream 
entrainment, diversion, etc., values were applied, or the upstream node for basin i, and so the values for 
the upstream direction were used. 

To model the impacts of the node system on the water available in each node, and to account for the 
amount of water captured from the system under different management regimes, we also wrote 
equations for each basin. The equations to calculate the amount of water present in each basin (and its 
inverse, the amount of water captured from each basin) followed the form: 

WaterE(i) = Wateri + (Water(i+1) * NodeUS(i)).  

Where: 

• Wateri = amount of water present in the current basin 
• WaterE(i) = total amount of water in basin accounting for upstream sources 

 
In this application, the NodeUS value is an atomic vector modeling for the percent of water passed from 
the adjacent upstream basin to the current basin through the diversion separating them. 

The inputs required to model the habitat and discharge of the East Maui system were the estimates of 
available habitat for each basin, a matrix of up- and downstream effects of each node, and any additional 
grouping variables for the outputs. To similarly model the water produced/retained in the system, the 
only inputs required are measures of the amount of water available in each basin (i.e., mean annual 
rainfall, basin elevation, etc.) and the percentage of downstream water diversion of each node. The 
model results in both cases are aggregated by a grouping variable, so the outputs can be tailored to 
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demonstrate impacts of management actions on a variety of arrangements of the basins in East Maui. For 
example, the results of the modeling on changes in habitat availability among the cases of full diversion, 
no diversion, and any intermediate case can be reported variously by watershed, species of interest, 
irrigation grouping, lease grouping, or other categorizations as assigned to the basins and watersheds by 
stakeholders. In addition to assessing the impact of flow modification on instream habitat, the HSHEP 
model can be used to assess changes in diversion design to minimize barrier and entrainment impact. 
Although the focus of this report is flow modification, the HSHEP model could be used to assess changes 
in diversion design to minimize barrier and entrainment impact on a case-by-case basis. 

 

Results 
General Watershed and Basin Description 

For consistency with other EIS reports and the CWRM IIFS D&O, TRUTTA was provided the following 
information regarding the stream names, License Area, and inclusion in the 2018 IIFS by the Wilson 
Okamoto Corporation. Table 3 below indicates which License Area streams were subject to the IIFS 
petitions, which of the diverted License Area streams are non-petitioned streams, and for the petitioned-
streams, the required flow restoration under the 2018 IIFS (i.e. Full Flow Restoration, Habitat H90 Flow 
Restoration, Connectivity Flow Restoration, No Flow Restoration, or Status Quo).   

Table 3: License Area streams subject to IIFS with type, amount and locations of IIFS flow restoration. 
 

Streams In The License Area  

Area # Stream 
Name 

Streams 
Subject to 

IIFS 
Petitions 

CWRM 
Ordered 

Restoration 
Status 

Median Base 
Flow at IIFS (cfs) 

IIFS 
Location 

Nāhiku  

1 Makapipi Yes Full 1.3 
Above 
Hāna 

Highway 

2 Hanawī Yes Connectivity 4.6 
Below 
Hāna 

Highway 

3 Kapā‘ula Yes Connectivity 2.8 

On 
Diversion 
at Koolau 

Ditch 

Ke‘anae  4 Waia‘aka Yes None 0.77 
Above 
Hāna 

Highway 
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Streams In The License Area  

Area # Stream 
Name 

Streams 
Subject to 

IIFS 
Petitions 

CWRM 
Ordered 

Restoration 
Status 

Median Base 
Flow at IIFS (cfs) 

IIFS 
Location 

5 Pa‘akea Yes Connectivity 0.9 At Hāna 
Highway 

5A Puakea No N/A N/A N/A 

6 Waiohue Yes Full 5 At Hāna 
Highway 

7 Kopili‘ula Yes Habitat (H90) 

H90 (64% of the 
Median Base 

Flow)(For Habitat 
Restoration) 

Below 
Hāna 

Highway 

7A Pua‘aka‘a 
Tributary Yes Connectivity 1.1 

Above 
Hāna 

Highway 

8 East Wailuāiki Yes Habitat (H90) 

H90 (64% of the 
Median Base 

Flow)(For Habitat 
Restoration) 

At Hāna 
Highway 

9 West 
Wailuāiki Yes Full 6 

Above 
Hāna 

Highway 

10 
Wailuānui 
(Waikani 
Waterfall) 

Yes Full 6.1 At Hāna 
Highway 

11 

Kualani (or 
Hāmau) 

(Below Ditch 
System) 

Yes 
None 

(Never 
Diverted) 

N/A N/A 

12 Waiokamilo Yes Full 3.9 

Below 
Diversion 
at Koolau 

Ditch 

13 

‘Ōhi‘a (or 
Waianu) 

(Below Ditch 
System) 

Yes 
None 

(Never 
Diverted) 

4.7 N/A 
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Streams In The License Area  

Area # Stream 
Name 

Streams 
Subject to 

IIFS 
Petitions 

CWRM 
Ordered 

Restoration 
Status 

Median Base 
Flow at IIFS (cfs) 

IIFS 
Location 

14 

Palauhulu 
(Hau‘oli 

Wahine and 
Kano 

Tributaries) 

Yes Full 11 
Above 
Hāna 

Highway 

15 Pi‘ina‘au Yes Full 14 
Above 
Hāna 

Highway 

Honom-
anū  

16 Nua‘ailua Yes Connectivity 0.28 TBD 

17 Honomanū Yes Habitat (H90) 

H90 (64% of the 
Median Base 

Flow)(For Habitat 
Restoration) 

Above 
Hāna 

Highway 

18 

Punala‘u 
(Kōlea and 

Ulunui 
Tributaries) 

Yes 
 

Habitat (H90) 

H90 (64% of the 
Median Base 

Flow)(For Habitat 
Restoration) 

Above 
Hāna 

Highway 

19 Ha‘ipua‘ena Yes Connectivity 4.9 
Below 
Hāna 

Highway 

Huelo  

20 Puohokamoa Yes Connectivity 8.4 
Below 
Hāna 

Highway 

21 Wahinepe‘e Yes None 0.9 
Above 
Hāna 

Highway 

22 Waikamoi 
(Alo Tributary) Yes Habitat (H90) 

H90 (64% of the 
Median Base 

Flow)(For Habitat 
Restoration) 

Above 
Hāna 

Highway 

23 Kōlea No Status Quo N/A N/A 

24 Punalu‘u No Status Quo N/A N/A 

25 Ka‘aiea No Status Quo N/A N/A 
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Streams In The License Area  

Area # Stream 
Name 

Streams 
Subject to 

IIFS 
Petitions 

CWRM 
Ordered 

Restoration 
Status 

Median Base 
Flow at IIFS (cfs) 

IIFS 
Location 

26 
‘O‘opuola 
(Makanali 
Tributary) 

No Status Quo N/A N/A 

27 Puehu No Status Quo N/A N/A 

28 Nā‘ili‘ilihaele No Status Quo N/A N/A 

29 Kailua No Status Quo N/A N/A 

30 

Hanahana 
(Ohanui 

Tributary – 
also known as 

Hanawana 
and Hanauna) 

No Status Quo N/A N/A 

31 Hoalua No Status Quo N/A N/A 

32 Hanehoi Yes Full 2.54 
Upstream 
of Lowrie 

Ditch 

32
A 

Huelo (also 
known as 
Puolua) 
Tributary 

Yes Full 1.47 at Huelo 

Downstre
am of 
Haiku 

Ditch at 
Huelo 

33 Waipi‘o No Status Quo N/A N/A 

34 Mokupapa No Status Quo N/A N/A 

35 

Ho‘olawa 
(Ho‘olawa ili 

and Ho‘olawa 
nui 

Tributaries) 

No Status Quo N/A N/A 

36 
Honopou 
(Puniawa 
Tributary) 

Yes Full 6.5 
Below 
Hāna 

Highway 
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*Some of these streams may be identified by other names. The listed names are based on the June 20, 2018 CWRM 
D&O identified by CWRM and the State Office of Planning’s GIS data.  
*H90 is 64% of the median base flow at that stream. These streams are for habitat restoration.  
*cfs – Cubic Feet per Second, the IIFS numeric flow rate at the IIFS location. 
* Diacritical marks (shown in table) are not used in this report due to difficultly with inclusion in modeling and 
analysis software and electronic distribution of the report. 
 
While the HSHEP model follows the naming and numbering conventions, several additional changes were 
made to the stream list. The changes were as follows: 

• Tributary streams were included with the primary stream in the analysis and reporting. Streams 
designation with an “A” after the number were defined as tributaries. The HSHEP model requires 
a relationship with the stream’s outlet into the ocean (stream mouth) and all upstream stream 
segments to be able to calculate upstream migratory species movement and the potential 
impacts of barriers or entrainment. Therefore, all tributaries are modeled within primary stream 
and watershed. 

• Watershed 11: Kualani Stream and Watershed 13: Ohia - These two streams were not diverted by 
the EMI Aqueduct System. In reality, they may have some habitat units, but the habitat units will 
not vary under any scenario as they are not diverted, so they were excluded from analysis. 
Habitat Units could be calculated for these streams, but since these streams were unrelated to 
stream diversions, it was uninformative to do so. Therefore, neither of these streams will appear 
in the results of the HSHEP model in this report. 

• Watershed 14: Palauhulu is included within Watershed 15: Piinaau Stream. Palauhulu is a 
tributary of Piinaau Stream. The HSHEP model defines a stream and its watershed to have a single 
outlet to the ocean. While internal stream system calculations can be determined for any 
tributary within the model, both Piinaau Stream and Palauhulu tributary were classified as Full 
Flow Restoration streams, so combining or splitting the results would not change any of the total 
values in the different scenarios. Thus, only Watershed 15: Piinaau Stream was included in the 
results. 

 
For the East Maui HSHEP model, we delineated all watersheds (full-stream watershed) (Figure 12) and 
basins (sub-watershed upstream of a model node) in the East Maui region from Makapipi Stream to 
Honopou Stream. This resulted in 33 watersheds (coded 1 to 36 without Kualani and Ohia streams, with 
Palauhulu combined with Piinaau Stream) and each watershed and basin were given a unique 
Identification Number and its position within each stream network defined. Network position defines 
which other basins are upstream and downstream of each individual basin. The network position allows 
the accumulation of basin attributes (water, habitat, etc.) in an upstream or downstream direction. The 
model nodes were major or minor stream diversions associated with EMI Aqueduct System, sinks or 
springs, and stream mouths. 
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Figure 12: Watersheds within the East Maui HSHEP model. Watersheds are polygons outlined with gray line, 
numbers correspond to stream ID numbers in License Area stream table, blue lines are streams, red line are 
diversion ditches and colors refer to 2018 IIFS flow restoration status. 
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Defining Baseline Conditions 

A fundamental consideration for developing the HSHEP model for East Maui was the quantification of 
boundary conditions. In the broadest sense, the upper boundary for the model was considered natural 
undiverted flow throughout the system. This was not a proposed water flow management scenario, but 
rather a maximum habitat bounding condition in which management options cannot improve instream 
habitat for stream species.  The lower boundary was full diversion as existed under sugar cultivation 
which was the prevailing condition for more than 100 years. Two areas of information were needed to 
estimate the amount of stream habitat present under the boundary conditions: (1) the distribution of 
suitable habitat and (2) the amount of water in each stream segment. The distribution of suitable habitat 
came from the HSHEP model which considers watershed and reach characteristics that define the extent 
of habitat within a stream. The amount of water in each stream segment helps define the size of the 
stream which influences the amount of habitat. 

While habitat and water quantity were all that was needed to determine upper and lower boundary 
conditions, to effectively model water flow scenarios additional information associated with the diversion 
locations was required.  Table 4 shows survey dates and streams and Appendix 1 contains the specific 
results of field surveys completed in proximity of 35 diversions of the EMI Aqueduct System.  We 
combined the survey information, diversion pictures, and diversion registration information to create an 
assessment of all the diversions in the EMI Aqueduct System with respect to their impact to habitat, 
entrainment, and passage for the amphidromous stream animals. The diversions, springs, sinks, and 
stream mouths were represented by the nodes in the HSHEP model. Each node was linked to a table 
determining the condition and its effects at that location. For the Natural Flow condition, all diversion 
nodes were set to no impact (no water diversion and no habitat, entrainment, or passage effect). The 
following sections more fully describe the habitat, water quantity, and diversion results. 

Table 4: Date and Location of field surveys to support the HSHEP modeling of the East Maui Streams. Full results can 
be found in Appendix 1. 
 

SITE # STREAM NAME DITCH NAME SURVEY DATE 
C1 Waikamoi Stream Center  10/30/17 
C2 & C3 Kolea Stream Center  10/11/17 
C5 Kaaiea Gulch Center  10/27/17 
C6 Makanali Gulch (a tributary of O’opuola Stream) Center  10/27/17 
C7 Oopuola Stream Center  10/22/17 
H1 Kailua Stream Haiku  10/10/17 
H7 Hoolawa Stream Haiku  10/22/17 
K1 Makapipi Stream Koolau  10/12/17 
K2b Hanawi Stream (on West Hanawi Tributary) Koolau  10/12/17 
K4 Hanawi Stream Koolau  10/12/17 
K6 Kapaula Stream Koolau  10/30/17 
K7 Kapaula Stream Koolau  10/30/17 
K10 Paakea Gulch Koolau  10/27/17 
K11 Puakea Stream Koolau  10/27/17 
K13 Waiohue Stream Koolau  10/18/17 
K14 West Fork of East Kopiliula Stream Koolau  10/18/17 
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K15 West Kopiliula Stream Koolau  10/14/17 
K31 & K31a Piinaau Stream Koolau  10/27/17 
K33 Puohokamoa Stream Koolau  10/23/17 
L1 Nailiilihaele Stream Lowrie  10/22/17 
L2 Kailua Stream Lowrie  10/10/17 
ML3 Puohokamoa Stream Manuel Luis  10/23/17 
ML4 West Puohokamoa Stream Manuel Luis 10/27/17 
NH1 Alo Tributary of Waikamoi Stream New Hamakua 10/20/17 
S2 E. Honomanu Stream (Banana Intake) Spreckles 10/19/17 
S3 E. Honomanu Stream Spreckles 10/19/17 
S4 Honomanu Stream Spreckles 10/19/17 
S5 W. Honomanu Stream Spreckles 10/19/17 
S6 Uluni Stream Spreckles 10/19/17 
S7 Kolea Stream Spreckles 10/19/17 
S9 Puohokamoa Stream Spreckles 10/23/17 
S10 Waikamoi Stream Spreckles 10/20/17 
S15 Nailiilihaele Stream Spreckles 10/22/17 
W1 Alo Tributary of Waikamoi Stream Wailoa  10/20/17 
W2 Waikamoi Stream Wailoa 10/23/17 

 

 

Habitat Quantification 

The multi-spatial assessment of instream habitat for native amphidromous species used base data, 
modeling processes, and suitability criteria as close as possible to the information reported in:  

Parham, J.E., G.R. Higashi, R.T. Nishimoto, S. Hau, D.G.K. Kuamo’o, L.K. Nishiura, T.S. Sakihara, T.E. 
Shimoda and T.T. Shindo. 2009. The Use of Hawaiian Stream Habitat Evaluation Procedure to 
Provide Biological Resource Assessment in Support of Instream Flow Standards for East Maui 
Streams. Division of Aquatic Resources and Bishop Museum. Honolulu, HI. 104 p. 

 
The majority of the habitat quantification in this report was the same as the habitat quantification for the 
prior HSHEP model created in conjunction with the Division of Aquatic Resources biologists. Differences 
between this 2018 East Maui HSHEP model and the past 2009 East Maui HSHEP model primarily were: 

1. Greater Area of Coverage: The 2018 East Maui HSHEP model reported here covered a wider area 
with a larger number of streams.   

2. Larger Number of Diversions: The 2018 East Maui HSHEP model included many more diversions 
including minor diversions which were not in the 2009 HSHEP model.   

3. Larger Number of Basins: The 2018 East Maui HSHEP model included more basins as each 
diversion requires its own upstream basin.  

4. Better Inclusion of Natural Springs and Sinks: The 2018 East Maui HSHEP model included specific 
locations of springs and sinks with positive or negative impact directly accounted for in the 
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model. The 2009 model did not address springs or sinks except by noting their presence and 
potential impact on the results.  

5. Different estimate of stream discharge: This is likely the largest difference between the two 
models.  The 2009 East Maui HSHEP model addressed major diversion on the main channel only 
and USGS had published estimates for these locations. The 2018 East Maui HSHEP model used 
modified regression equations to account for discharge at the many ungaged sites (see next 
section). These discharge estimates are likely proportionally consistent across the study area, but 
they may not be as accurate due to the use of the regression equations for basins smaller than 
developed on and due to use over a wider geographic area. 

6. Habitat Units more proportional to stream size: The 2009 East Maui HSHEP model calculated 
habitat units as a linear measurement and reported it in total meters of habitat units. The 2018 
East Maui HSHEP model used the estimates of discharge for each stream segment to provide an 
area estimate of stream habitat and reported habitat units in square meters. This results in a 
more accurate depiction of habitat units within the streams as large streams are wider and likely 
hold more habitat than small streams but makes direct comparison of the results incorrect. 

As a result, there were differences in the quantification of habitat availability between these two 
modeling efforts. However, it was not primarily the result of different base data or modeling processes 
but rather an improvement in estimating habitat units as the modeling is improved over time. The 
discussed conversion of the HSHEP model from a spreadsheet model to an R programming-based model 
did not change internal calculations, it only improved the speed and repeatability of the modeling work. 
Thus, the underlying maps presented in the 2009 East Maui HSHEP report and reproduced here are still 
valid as a graphic representation of the data (Figure 13 to Figure 20). 
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Figure 13: Predicted Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) for Awaous stamenius. Map includes survey site depths and count of Awaous stamenius observed at each site. 
Diversions, diversion ditches, Hana Highway, and watershed boundaries and codes are included for reference. (from Parham et al. 2009) 
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Figure 14: Predicted Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) for Lentipes concolor. Map includes survey site depths and count of Lentipes concolor observed at each site. 
Diversions, diversion ditches, Hana Highway, and watershed boundaries and codes are included for reference. (from Parham et al. 2009) 
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Figure 15: Predicted Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) for Sicyopterus stimpsoni. Map includes survey site depths and count of Sicyopterus stimpsoni observed at 
each site. Diversions, diversion ditches, Hana Highway, and watershed boundaries and codes are included for reference. (from Parham et al. 2009) 
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Figure 16: Predicted Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) for Stenogobius hawaiiensis. Map includes survey site depths and count of Stenogobius hawaiiensis observed 
at each site. Diversions, diversion ditches, Hana Highway, and watershed boundaries and codes are included for reference. (from Parham et al. 2009) 
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Figure 17: Predicted Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) for Eleotris sandwicensis. Map includes survey site depths and count of Eleotris sandwicensis observed at each 
site. Diversions, diversion ditches, Hana Highway, and watershed boundaries and codes are included for reference. (from Parham et al. 2009) 
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Figure 18: Predicted Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) for Neritina granosa. Map includes survey site depths and count of Neritina granosa observed at each site. 
Diversions, diversion ditches, Hana Highway, and watershed boundaries and codes are included for reference. (from Parham et al. 2009) 
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Figure 19: Predicted Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) for Atyoida bisulcata. Map includes survey site depths and count of Atyoida bisulcata observed at each site. 
Diversions, diversion ditches, Hana Highway, and watershed boundaries and codes are included for reference. (from Parham et al. 2009) 
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Figure 20: Predicted Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) for Macrobrachium grandimanus. Map includes survey site depths and count of Macrobrachium grandimanus 
observed at each site. Diversions, diversion ditches, Hana Highway, and watershed boundaries and codes are included for reference. (from Parham et al. 2009)
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Baseflow Discharge Calculations 

As part of the overall effort to determine the amount of habitat for different species within a stream 
segment, we needed a method to estimate baseflow in ungaged locations. The USGS had reported 
regression equations created from East Maui streams for the specific purpose of estimating discharge at 
ungaged locations. Unfortunately, the USGS methods and results could not be re-created exactly due to 
changes in software and differences in the primary data. The software USGS used is no longer compatible 
with current GIS software and therefore, could not be used to exactly replicate the calculations. 
Additionally, the stream segments and upstream basins used in this analysis are not the same as those 
used for the USGS calculations. The USGS segments and upstream basins were focused on USGS gage 
locations in the East Maui, while this effort focused on diversion locations. To overcome this problem, 
TRUTTA recalculated the data inputs and results at shared locations and compared it with the reported 
results. It is important to remember that this calculation was not done to create a new way to determine 
the amount of water at any location, but merely as a way to proportionally determine the amount of 
water coming from ungaged or unreported areas so that the amount of habitat was linked with an 
estimate of stream discharge at each location.  

There are twenty-nine sites where the HSHEP and the USGS measurement locations closely matched. At 
these locations, the rainfall, maximum basin elevation, and basin elongation ratio were recorded from the 
USGS report and the values were calculated using GIS software (ArcMap 10.2) from the new data set 
(Figure 21: Map with Rainfall, elevation, and watershed outline (basin elongation ratio) with respect to 
the East Maui watersheds.). From this new comparative data, TRUTTA recalculated the expected 
discharge statistic based on the reported regression equations for each location using both the USGS data 
and our data. This first comparison appeared reasonable, but when these relationships were applied to all 
the basins in the new East Maui HSHEP model, many of the results for very small basins appeared 
inaccurate. The original USGS equations were replotted against a range of possible values and highly 
variable results were observed at the low end of maximum basin elevation and basin elongation ratio 
equations (Figure 22). This is likely because the USGS data had no small values in their data set and thus 
the equation was valid only over the range of observed values.  

Range cutoffs were placed to eliminate these excessively large values in the extreme conditions and 
recalculated the discharge relationships between the two data sets. For maximum basin elevation less 
than 1650ft, the value was replaced with 1650ft. For basin elongation ratio less than 0.2, the value was 
replaced with 0.2. The results appeared consistent for the internal measurements of rainfall, maximum 
basin elevation and basin elongation ratio as well as the discharge predictions at similar locations (Figure 
23). This approach allowed discharge for all of the basins within the HSHEP model to be predicted and 
have the results scaled appropriately with prior USGS predictions. It also allowed estimates of percent 
diversion to proportionally impact the overall remaining discharge at all locations downstream as 
additional stream segments converged and added flow to the stream. 
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Figure 21: Map with Rainfall, elevation, and watershed outline (basin elongation ratio) with respect to the East Maui 
watersheds. 
 

   
 
Figure 22: Range of values for variables in USGS discharge regression equation. Cutoff shown in red. 
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Figure 23: Comparative relationships between HSHEP modeling prediction and USGS regression values for Rainfall, 
Maximum Basin Elevation, Basin Elongation Ratio and Discharge. 
 

Discharge to Habitat 

One major addition to the HSHEP model that was created specifically for this application in the East Maui 
streams was the ability to predict baseflow discharge for any upstream basin within the study area. The 
modeled predictions were based on the USGS East Maui BFQ50 discharge regression equations. Due to 
differences in source data and computational processes, the discharge estimates created for the HSHEP 
model did not yield the same results as those determined by the USGS. Table 5 shows a comparison 
between the HSHEP discharge value and the nearest USGS discharge value. In total, the HSHEP predicted 
less total stream discharge (112.2 cfs) than did the USGS predictions (137.5 cfs) for the same set of 
streams. As noted in the methods section, the HSHEP was used to create discharge predictions at many 
more locations, for much smaller upstream basins, and for locations much nearer the coast than was 
used in the creation of the USGS BFQ50 discharge regression equations and thus was likely an 
overextension of their equations and less accurate as a result. With that said, the intent was to provide a 
way to proportionally compare stream size, discharge, and instream habitat under different diversion 
scenarios at many locations where no stream gage data existed and for this application the results 
appeared highly useful. 

 

Table 5: Comparison of stream discharge values (BFQ50) from the HSHEP model and the USGS report. Discharge 
values are for the stream mouth in the HSHEP model and the lower reach in the USGS report. 
 

Stream HSHEP (cfs) USGS (cfs) % Diff 
Hanawi 23.3 26 10.3 
Kapaula 5.1 5.7 10.4 
Waiaaka 0.5 1.1 59.1 
Paakea 3.5 5.5 36.2 
Waiohue 2.8 7.5 62.9 
Kopiliula 7.3 9.5 22.7 
East Wailuaiki 6.0 7.2 16.9 
West Wailuaiki 5.3 7.2 25.8 
Wailuanui 10.0 6.1 -63.1 
Waiokamilo 7.5 8.7 13.4 
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Nuaailua 6.6 7.4 10.5 
Honomanu 11.6 9 -28.4 
Punalau 1.8 4.5 60.2 
Haipuena 3.5 5.5 35.8 
Puohokamoa 8.3 11 24.6 
Wahinepee 1.1 1.8 37.2 
Waikamoi 4.9 7 29.7 
Hanehoi 3.1 6.8 54.6 
Total Discharge 112.2 137.5 18.4 

 

Node Descriptions 

The nodes in the HSHEP model represent points of interest to help better answer the modeling question. 
For the East Maui HSHEP model, most of the nodes are the major or minor diversions associated with the 
EMI Aqueduct System. There are also nodes at the mouth of each stream, major splits between mainstem 
and tributary streams, or at springs or sinks. Each node has a similar set of attributes associated with it 
which include an ID, Name, Type, associated ditch, proportion water diverted, proportion water passing, 
upstream and downstream entrainment, up and downstream barrier, up and downstream habitat impact, 
and a change in discharge (for springs or sinks). Not all attributes are relevant to all node types and where 
there is no interaction, the node value was set to zero effect.  

Appendix 2 shows the inputs to the HSHEP model. Appendix 2a contains the Node information and 
appendix 2b contains the basin information. The specific habitat units for all amphidromous species 
within each basin as quantified in the 2009 report and the habitat units for the damselflies and mosquito 
are also included in appendix 2b. 

 

Scenario Descriptions 

Four scenarios were developed to provide context associated with the impact of the diversions on 
instream habitat. The first two scenarios (Natural Condition and Full Diversion) create the upper and 
lower bounds for the analysis. These scenarios provide the range at which we would expect changes to 
the diversions to fall within and provide a way to comparatively discuss different flow restoration 
scenarios as, by definition, the changes must fall somewhere between 100% diversion and 0% diversion. 

The third and fourth scenarios presented, 2018 IIFS and No Action Alternative (30% remaining flow 
diversion) are examples of how different flow restoration scenarios result in different amounts of habitat 
restored. The HSHEP model is used to quantify these differences based on flow restoration changes at 
specific diversions. The HSHEP followed a logical approach to systematically address on-the-ground 
conditions. 

1. Natural Condition: This was the maximum boundary comparison scenario in which all diversions 
were modeled as closed with no water diversion and no impact on passage or entrainment of 
animals and resulted in the maximum available habitat units predicted. The assumption with the 
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Natural Condition is if no modifications or diversions existed, then this would be the maximum 
available habitat units for native stream species. 

2. Full Diversion: This was the minimum boundary comparison scenario where all diversions in this 
scenario were modeled as fully open or diverting 100% of available low flows. The low flows, 
roughly analogous to the stream’s baseflow, are critical to protecting instream habitat for stream 
species. The diversions and aqueduct system were built to capture 100% of normal low flow plus 
some smaller amount of storm runoff. Hawaiian streams are “flashy” where discharge rises 
quickly in response to rainfall and then quickly falls back to low flow conditions. When low flow 
conditions persist and overall diversion amounts do not exceed the conveyance capacity of the 
aqueduct, the streams can be dewatered below the diversions resulting in negative impacts on 
species habitat and passage. This scenario was intended to represent the diversion conditions 
found during sugar cane production. Although the Full Diversion condition has not existed for 
more than ten years, it is identified as a baseline condition in that it was the prevailing condition 
for nearly 100 years when sugarcane was in full production and provided context to a very well-
known historical condition. It is important to note that none of the proposed actions in the DEIS 
seek to increase diversion amounts over the amount of water diverted at the peak of sugar cane 
production.  

3. 2018 IIFS: This scenario represented the flow conditions as required under the IIFS set forth 
under the CWRM D&O. Four types of flow restoration mandated under the CWRM D&O are: Full-
Flow Restoration, Habitat-Flow Restoration, Connectivity-Flow Restoration, and No-Flow 
Restoration. The diversion amount was estimated as available flow after compliance with the 
CWRM D&O 2018 IIFS.  

4. No Action alternative or "30% Remaining Flow Diversion": This scenario represented the long-
standing agreement that “government owned waters” from the License Area amounted to 70% 
of streamflow, and the remaining 30% of the streamflow emanated from private/A&B/EMI lands. 
Thus, the No-Action alternative is the diversion of 30% of water available at the Honopou Stream 
boundary after compliance with the CWRM D&O IIFS. This No-Action description is not directly 
translatable into the HSHEP model as the model requires specific diversion conditions at each 
diversion not an aggregate amount from a group of diversions. Therefore, this scenario assumed 
that 30% of remaining low flow discharge was diverted at each individual diversion after 
complying with the IIFS. 

Under all of these scenarios, several specifics within the 2018 IIFS are applied to the HSHEP modeling 
rules. These included, as set forth in the CWRM D&O (2018 IIFS): 

III-g: The IIFS are the estimated 64% of median base flows (BFQ50), also known as 
(H90) flows, for stream restoration, and the numbers are only estimates, to eventually be 
confirmed by actual flows from which the H90 can be established. 
 
III-i: It is intended that diversion structures only need to be modified to the degree 
necessary to accomplish the amended IIFS and to allow for passage of stream biota, if needed. 
 
III-j: This Order does not require that every diversion on every tributary be removed or modified, 
the Commission is only looking at modifications to main stem and major diversions to accomplish 
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the amended IIFS set forth above. The Commission also recognizes that it is not the purpose of 
this proceeding to determine how the diversions will be modified. That issue will be before the 
Commission in a subsequent process. 
 
III-k:  The intent of the Commission is to allow for the continued use and viability of the EMI Ditch 
system and will not require the complete removal of diversions unless necessary to achieve the 
IIFS. 
 

Therefore, only major diversion conditions were modified in the HSHEP model and no specific passage or 
entrainment modifications were applied except of the effects provided by the increased water passing 
downstream at the major diversions since the nature of those passage or entrainment modifications are 
unknown at this time. Any action or modification of the diversion to decrease entrainment that may 
occur during the IIFS implementation process would increase the total restored habitat units without any 
additional water released to the stream. 

The primary mitigation measure for the instream habitat lost to the water diversion is flow restoration 
and the HSHEP modeling intent was to quantify the flow restoration effect on the native stream species 
habitat. The HSHEP model addresses impacts to habitat, entrainment and passage. Given the 250+ 
diversions within the system, incremental changes to each aspect of diversion amount on habitat, 
entrainment, and passage for each diversion individually and all diversion combinations would result in 
too many model results for rational use (the number of possible combinations with just one change at 
each diversion is far over a billion different results, 2^250-1 = combinations). Once a specific scenario is 
determined such as the 2018 IIFS or the No Action Alternative, then the HSHEP model can be used to a 
quantify the changes that occur (a further discussion of mitigation efforts is included in the discussion). 

 

HSHEP Model Results and Discussion 
The HSHEP model provided the ability to look at and modify characteristics of each diversion and quantify 
instream habitat for the native amphidromous stream animals, native damselflies and introduced 
mosquitoes upstream and downstream of the diversions. Appendix 3 documents the results for the four 
scenarios analyzed in this report: Natural Condition, Full Diversion, 2018 IIFS Diversion, and No Action or 
30% Remaining Flow Diversion for each stream (Appendix 3a has change in HU by stream and scenario, 
Appendix 3b has percent change by stream by scenario, Appendix 3c has change in HU by group and 
scenario, and Appendix 3d has percent change in HU for group and scenario).  All four of the scenarios 
were created for the petitioned streams.  Only three scenarios (Natural Condition, Full Diversion, and No 
Action or 30% Remaining Flow Diversion) were created for the non-petitioned streams in the License Area 
as there was no change in the IIFS mandate for these streams as a result of the CWRM D&O. The 
approach allows each stream, ditch system, License Area, or other groupings to be analyzed 
systematically. After studying the results of various potential groupings, we found the most appropriate 
group to be those created by the 2018 IIFS decision. These groups were Full-Flow Restoration, Habitat-
Flow Restoration, Connectivity-Flow Restoration, No-Flow Restoration, and Non-petitioned streams. A 
discussion of each group follows. 
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Full-Flow Restoration 

The License Area streams designated as Full-Flow Restoration streams in the 2018 IIFS were: Makapipi, 
Waiohue, West Wailuaiki, Wailuanui, Waiokamilo, Piinaau (and its tributary Palauhulu), Hanahoi 
(Huelo/Puolua), and Honopou Streams. These eight Full Flow Restoration streams were some of the 
largest streams and contained the majority of the lower stream reaches found in this area. The primary 
reason for full-flow restoration was not the improvement of instream habitat for stream animals, but 
rather the downstream passage of water for customary and traditional uses (mostly taro cultivation) by 
Hawaiian communities. While not the primary reason, Full Flow Restoration does provide instream 
habitat benefits for the native amphidromous stream animals. The results from the HSHEP model 
calculated 697,494 HU for all native amphidromous species within these eight streams (Table 6). Even 
during full diversion conditions within the streams, 72.6% of HU for all species were predicted to be 
available. After the implementation of the 2018 IIFS, 98.3% of the total native stream animal HU were 
predicted to occur under the 2018 IIFS, with a few percentages more (99.3%) under the 30% Remaining 
Flow Diversion scenario. The reason the Full Flow Restoration scenario does not result in 100% HU return 
is minor diversions were not required to be modified in 2018 IIFS D&O. 

 
Table 6: HSHEP model results total of native amphidromous stream species within the Full-Flow Restoration group 
of streams 
 

2018 IIFS Group Scenario Name Amphidromous 
Species Total HU 

Natural 
Scenario 
Total HU 

Percent 
Remaining 

HU 

Percent 
Lost HU 

1. Full-Flow 
Restoration 

1. Natural 
Condition 697,494 697,494 100.0 0.0 

1. Full-Flow 
Restoration 2. Full Diversion 506,376 697,494 72.6 27.4 

1. Full-Flow 
Restoration 3. 2018 IIFS 685,723 697,494 98.3 1.7 

1. Full-Flow 
Restoration 

4. No Action 
Alternative 692,297 697,494 99.3 0.7 

 

The Full Flow Restoration group included Piinaau Stream and estimates for this stream were the most 
difficult to create. Determining flow in the segments of this very large stream was likely inaccurate as the 
rainfall runoff to discharge equations used (based on prior East Maui studies by USGS) were known to be 
poor fits for the stream. It is highly likely discharge was overestimated and therefore habitat was 
overestimated as well. In one sense this does not matter, as full-flow restoration is planned for the 
stream, and thus whatever habitat units are available will likely be restored. It may however skew the 
results as over 399,706 HU were predicted in this stream alone. When we excluded Piinaau Stream from 
the results, the Full Diversion scenario removed 33.3% of HU from the streams and the 2018 IIFS scenario 
restored 96.0% of the total possible HU (Table 7). Again, a small increase in habitat units to 98.3% was 
observed under the 30% Remaining Flow Diversion scenario and this was due to 70% base flow 
restoration at all minor diversions throughout these watersheds. 
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Table 7: HSHEP model results total of native amphidromous stream species within the Full Flow Restoration group of 
streams with the exception of Piinaau Stream. 
 

2018 IIFS 
Group 

Scenario 
Name 

Amphidromous 
Species Total HU 

Natural 
Scenario 
Total HU 

Percent 
Remaining 

HU 

Percent Lost 
HU 

1. Full-Flow 
Restoration 

1. Natural 
Condition         297,788          297,788  100.0 0.0 

1. Full-Flow 
Restoration 

2. Full 
Diversion         198,540          297,788  66.7 33.3 

1. Full-Flow 
Restoration 3. 2018 IIFS         286,017          297,788  96.0 4.0 

1. Full-Flow 
Restoration 

4. No Action 
Alternative         292,592          297,788  98.3 1.7 

 

A consistent pattern observed throughout East Maui streams held true regarding individual native 
amphidromous species within the streams. In descending order, Atyoida bisulcata, Lentipes concolor, 
Awaous stamenius, Neritina granosa, and Sicyotperus stimpsoni had the greatest amount of habitat units. 
These species make up the “climbing” native stream species that can be found upstream of waterfalls. 
Waterfalls are a common feature in East Maui streams. 

For the native damselflies and invasive mosquito, a return to natural flow conditions should improve 
damselfly habitat and decrease mosquito habitat where these species use instream habitats. The 
potential beneficiaries were the endangered damselfly, Megalagrion xanthomelas and Megalagrion 
pacificum. Small gains in potential suitable habitat units occurred in these streams and restoration of flow 
to a more natural condition should directly benefit the species. The restoration of baseflow however will 
likely also improve habitat conditions for a number of introduced predator and competitor species of the 
native damselflies and thus may not in itself increase damselfly populations.  

Makapipi Stream is an example of a Full Flow Restoration stream under the CWRM D&O.   Makapipi 
Stream is a steep, narrow perennial stream with extensive upper (33.8%) and headwater (54.4%) reaches 
and limited lower (0.9%) or estuarine (0.0%) reach habitats (Parham et al. 2008). There was a sink below 
the Hana Highway that removed an unknown large amount of base flow from the stream (D&O 2018). For 
the HSHEP model, the sink was modeled to remove 100% of BFQ50 and decrease 30% of the passage and 
entrain 30% of the animals passing the sink location. We could not access the sink location as the terrain 
was very steep and thus the amount of water, passage and entrainment effects were estimated.  

Makapipi Stream was expected to contain substantial amounts of habitat units for the climbing 
amphidromous stream animals under Natural Flow conditions with the most HU for Atyoida bisulcata 
(8,207 HU) and Lentipes concolor (7,255 HU) (Appendix 3). As expected, these two species, Atyoida 
bisulcata and Lentipes concolor showed the largest amounts of lost habitat units under Full Diversion 
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resulting from the direct loss of habitat units from dewatering and passage and entrainment at the 
diversion site.  

Closure of the main diversion as mandated in the 2018 IIFS and the elimination of streamflow diversion at 
the main diversion site was expected to improve habitat units for all species from 76.5% under Full 
Diversion to 92.2% under the 2018 IIFS Diversion conditions. Restoration of habitat units did not return to 
100% due to a minor diversion decreasing a portion of baseflow below the Koolau Ditch. Little gain in 
habitat units was realized under the 30% Remaining Flow Diversion scenario (93.1%) when compared to 
the 2018 IIFS Diversion scenario (92.2%) as the minor diversions flow change was small amount with 
respect to the main channel diversion. While Makapipi and Piinaau Streams were the only streams with 
the modeled sinks, the general pattern observed in Makapipi Stream still applied to the other streams in 
the Full Flow Restoration group. 

Habitat-Flow Restoration 

The License Area streams designated as Habitat-Flow Restoration streams in the 2018 IIFS were: Kopiliula, 
East Wailuaiki, Honomanu, Punalau, and Waikamoi Streams. This group of streams was mandated to have 
approximately 64% of the BFQ50 restored specifically to improve instream habitat for native stream 
animals. The selection of the streams was appropriate, as all were predicted to have substantial instream 
HU by the HSHEP model. A total of 215,405 m² of HU were expected to be found within this group of five 
streams under the Natural Condition (Table 8). 

The general response pattern within the four scenarios was similar to that observed in the Full Flow 
Restoration streams. Full Diversion eliminated 36.4% of HU naturally occurring in this group of streams. 
The Habitat Flow Restoration of 64% of the BFQ50 increased available HU to 86% of the naturally available 
HU. Under the No Action alternative, the restored HU were increased to 96% of the total. The increase 
under the No Action alternative was to be expected as restoring 70% of the remaining 36% of flow 
available for diversion results in approximately 90% of the BFQ50 restored to the streams. Under the No 
Action scenario, nearly all instream HU was restored below major diversions and remaining losses were 
due to entrainment of animals at the diversion locations. 

Table 8: HSHEP model results total of native amphidromous stream species within the Habitat-Flow Restoration 
group of streams 
 

2018 IIFS Group Scenario 
Name 

Amphidromous 
Species Total HU 

Natural 
Scenario 
Total HU 

Percent 
Remaining 

HU 

Percent Lost 
HU 

2. Habitat-Flow 
Restoration 

1. Natural 
Condition 215,405 215,405 100 0 

2. Habitat-Flow 
Restoration 

2. Full 
Diversion 136,911 215,405 63.6 36.4 

2. Habitat-Flow 
Restoration 3. 2018 IIFS 185,302 215,405 86 14 

2. Habitat-Flow 
Restoration 

4. No Action 
Alternative 206,806 215,405 96 4 
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As with most East Maui streams, the greatest number of HU were for Atyoida bisulcata and Lentipes 
concolor; the two most upstream native stream species. Additional HU may be gained for the native 
stream species by diversion modifications that decrease entrainment at the diversion locations. The 
restoration of baseflow (64% of BFQ50) to meet 90% of the available habitat was likely appropriate, yet 
this still leaves approximately 36% of BFQ50 diverted at each diversion resulting in some entrainment of 
larvae. Any action or modification of the diversion to decrease entrainment would increase the total 
restored HU without any additional water released to the stream. 

For the native damselflies, Megalagrion nesiotes has been reported upstream of the diversion on East 
Wailuaiki Stream. The restoration of 64% of BFQ50 would increase HU downstream of the diversion which 
may be suitable for the species. While it is not clear how important the main channel habitat is for the 
species, the conditions will be far more natural than the highly diverted conditions immediately below the 
diversion under the full-diversion scenario. The improved baseflow throughout all reaches downstream of 
the diversions may also improve HU for the other endangered damselfly species and would decrease 
standing water habitat within the stream for the mosquito species.  

While the restoration of 64% of BFQ50 was predicted to decrease HU for the introduced mosquito, Culex 
quinquefasiatus, by 16.2% from full diversion conditions for streams in this group (Appendix 3d), it may 
not be an effective control for this species. Although the HSHEP model assessed potential changes of 
mosquito habitat in response to stream flow, several problems occur with controlling or eliminating 
mosquitos with increased streamflow. First, in addition to breeding in streams, the Culex mosquitos may 
find other small pockets of water throughout the forest that will still exist under any streamflow scenario. 
Second, Hawaiian streams are naturally flashy (i.e they rise and fall quickly after rainfall) and this results in 
numerous shallow, slow-moving pockets of water along the stream margins at many discharge amounts. 
In earlier studies regarding controlling introduced poecilid fishes (i.e. guppies and mosquitofish) which 
transmit parasites to native streamfish, it was hypothesized that increased streamflow would wash these 
species out of the streams. Unfortunately, this did not occur with increased streamflow. The introduced 
poecilid fishes remained after large floods and found numerous places to live along the stream margins 
and behind stream obstructions. Within the East Maui streams we surveyed, the introduced poecilid 
fishes were observed upstream of diversions in streams where natural flow patterns have continuously 
existed. While the reactions of poecilid fishes are not a perfect analog for Culex mosquito response to 
increased streamflow, once established it may be difficult to control Culex mosquito by increased 
streamflow alone.  

Connectivity-Flow Restoration 

The License Area streams designated as Connectivity-Flow Restoration streams in the 2018 IIFS were: 
Hanawi, Kapaula, Paakea, Puaakaa, Nuaailua, Haipuaena, and Puohokamoa Streams. While water was 
added to these streams with the intent of improving connectivity, the amount of water restored did not 
result in a large increase in HU (Table 9). This result likely was due to continued high rates of entrainment 
at the diversion locations. Improving passage and decreasing entrainment with diversion modifications 
would likely be a positive approach with these streams. Within the group of stream designations for 
connectivity flows, two subgroups were observed. The first group contained spring fed streams, Hanawi 
and Kapaula, while the second group contained the remaining streams. 
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Table 9: HSHEP model results total of native amphidromous stream species within the Connectivity-Flow Restoration 
group of streams 
 

2018 IIFS Group Scenario 
Name 

Amphidromous 
Species Total HU 

Natural 
Scenario 
Total HU 

Percent 
Remaining 

HU 

Percent 
Lost HU 

3. Connectivity-
Flow Restoration 

1. Natural 
Condition 343,082 343,082 100 0 

3. Connectivity-
Flow Restoration 

2. Full 
Diversion 174,948 343,082 51 49 

3. Connectivity-
Flow Restoration 3. 2018 IIFS 187,774 343,082 54.7 45.3 

3. Connectivity-
Flow Restoration 

4. No Action 
Alternative 281,937 343,082 82.2 17.8 

 

The spring-fed streams have had consistent baseflow downstream of the diversion as a result of the 
spring inputs. Hanawi Stream is noted for its large springs (Big Spring and Hanawi Spring) and Kapaula 
Stream has Pali Spring adding consistent baseflow to the stream below the Koolau Ditch Diversions. 
Hanawi has 4 diversions (3 major and 1 minor) on two primary tributaries upstream of the Hana Highway 
while Kapaula Stream has 4 major diversions with 2 on the main channel. As with many East Maui 
streams, these streams are very steep and narrow in their upper reaches and with the most HU predicted 
for Atyoida bisulcata (Hanawi 31,576 HU and Kapaula 5,167 HU) and Lentipes concolor (Hanawi 28,302 
HU and Kapaula 7,171 HU) under the Natural Condition (Appendix 3a). These streams differ from most 
East Maui streams with its large spring inputs into the lower mile of the stream channel. As a result of the 
additional baseflow, the streams supported high numbers of native stream animals below the springs 
(DAR 2009) and had higher amounts of HU predicted from the HSHEP modeling for most native streams 
animals than most East Maui Streams of similar watershed area. 

Given the natural spring flows and the extensive habitat created by them downstream of the diversions, 
Hanawi was expected to have a large amount of total native stream animal habitat (121,926 HU) under 
the Natural Condition as well as a large percent of the habitat units (73.8%) remaining even during the 
Full Diversion scenario. Kapaula spring inputs were not as large as Hanawi and thus had fewer overall 
habitat units (17,333 HU) under the Natural Condition, as well as a similar percentage of the habitat units 
(75.2%) remaining under the Full Diversion (Sugar) scenario.  The small amount of water returned under 
the 2018 IIFS scenario for improving stream connectivity slightly increases the percent of total habitat 
units (Hanawi 74.8% and Kapaula 78.3%) as entrainment and loss of habitat below the diversions would 
still be high in this scenario. Under the 30% Remaining Flow Diversion scenario, decreases in entrainment 
and increases in habitat resulting from the 70% baseflow restoration led to a greater percent of natural 
habitat units being available to native species (Hanawi 89.5% and Kapaula 93.4%) (Table 10). The HSHEP 
model did not consider potential design improvements to stream diversions to minimize entrainment as 
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these are not mandated under the 2018 IIFS. These stream diversions would benefit from modifications 
to decrease entrainment.  

The endangered damselfly populations may benefit slightly from the connectivity flow as it would keep 
the stream channel wet immediately below the diversions and other stream segments (above the 
diversions and below the springs) already contain water under most flow conditions. Mosquito 
populations may decrease slightly as more flowing water and less stagnant water would exist between 
the diversions and the springs, but the change was small in all scenarios. 

 
Table 10: HSHEP model results total of native amphidromous stream species within the Connectivity-Flow 
Restoration group of streams containing spring water input. 
 

2018 IIFS Group Scenario 
Name 

Amphidromous 
Species Total 

HU 

Natural 
Scenario 
Total HU 

Percent 
Remaining 

HU 

Percent 
Lost HU 

3. Connectivity- 
Spring Group 

1. Natural 
Condition 121,926 121,926 100 0 

3. Connectivity- 
Spring Group 

2. Full 
Diversion 90,038 121,926 73.8 26.2 

3. Connectivity- 
Spring Group 3. 2018 IIFS 91,792 121,926 75.3 24.7 

3. Connectivity- 
Spring Group 

4. No Action 
Alternative 109,804 121,926 90.1 9.9 

 

The second group of streams within the Connectivity-Flow Restoration group, Paakea, Puaakaa, Nuaailua, 
Haipuaena, and Puohokamoa Streams, were streams without springs or obviously gaining reaches. 
Paakea, Puaakaa, Nuaailua, Haipuaena Streams were relatively small streams in terms of their available 
instream habitat units for the native amphidromous stream animals. Puohokamoa Stream, in contrast, 
was predicted to have large amounts of suitable HU for the stream species. Overall, within this group of 
five streams, the HSHEP model results predicted 221,156 HU in this stream group of which Full-Diversion 
left 38.4% of HU remaining (Table 11). The connectivity flow increased this to 43.4% of available HU.  

 
Approximately 136,240 of the 221,156 HU were predicted to occur in Puohokamoa Stream. One difficult 
aspect with restoring habitat units through flow restoration in Puohokamoa Stream was the multiple 
levels of diversions on the stream. Puohokamoa Stream has 3 major (Spreckels, Wailoa, and Manuel Luis 
Ditches) and 5 minor diversions. While flow restoration may improve habitat in the stream, it may be 
more difficult to achieve given the number of diversions located on this stream. 
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Table 11: HSHEP model results total of native amphidromous stream species within the Connectivity-Flow 
Restoration group of streams without spring water input. 
 

2018 IIFS Group Scenario 
Name 

Amphidromous 
Species Total HU 

Natural 
Scenario 
Total HU 

Percent 
Remaining 

HU 

Percent 
Lost HU 

3. Connectivity-Non-
Spring Group 

1. Natural 
Condition 221,156 221,156 100 0 

3. Connectivity-Non-
Spring Group 

2. Full 
Diversion 84,910 221,156 38.4 61.6 

3. Connectivity-Non-
Spring Group 3. 2018 IIFS 95,981 221,156 43.4 56.6 

3. Connectivity-Non-
Spring Group 

4. No Action 
Alternative 172,133 221,156 77.8 22.2 

 

No-Flow Restoration 

The License Area streams designated as No-Flow Restoration streams in the 2018 IIFS were: Waiaaka, 
Ohia, and Wahinepee Streams. Ohia Stream is undiverted by the EMI Aqueduct System so natural flow 
conditions already exist and it was not included in this analysis. Waiaaka and Wahinepee Streams were 
considered intermittent in the DAR stream GIS data layer and thus, by definition within the HSHEP model 
rules, did not contain habitat units for native amphidromous stream animals that would be impacted by 
baseflow reduction (Table 12). The habitat for native damselflies or mosquitos would be minimally 
impacted by diversion on these streams as it is expected that the streams dry up intermittently and the 
diversions would mainly capture storm flows. The standard of No-Flow Restoration appears appropriate 
for these streams as instream habitat conditions are likely similar among any flow scenario. 

 

Table 12: HSHEP model results total of native amphidromous stream species within the No-Flow Restoration group 
of streams. 
 

2018 IIFS Group Scenario 
Name 

Amphidromous 
Species Total HU 

Natural 
Scenario 
Total HU 

Percent 
Remaining 

HU 

Percent 
Lost HU 

4. No-Flow 
Restoration 

1. Natural 
Condition 0 0 0 0 

4. No-Flow 
Restoration 

2. Full 
Diversion 0 0 0 0 

4. No-Flow 
Restoration 3. 2018 IIFS 0 0 0 0 

4. No-Flow 
Restoration 

4. No Action 
Alternative 0 0 0 0 
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Non-Petitioned Streams 

The 12 non-petitioned streams were located on the western side of the East Maui stream group. This 
area receives less rain than the streams further east (Gingerich, 2005). These streams also have more 
extensive diversion systems than streams to the east. Most of the non-petitioned streams were diverted 
at four levels by Wailoa and New Hamakua Ditches at higher elevations and Spreckels, Center, Lowrie or 
Haiku Ditches at the lower elevations. The more extensive diversion systems were reflected in low or no 
flow conditions observed in the field (see Appendix 1) and in the loss of HU predicted in the HSHEP model 
results.  

Under the Natural Condition scenario, 491,409 HU were predicted to occur for the native amphidromous 
species (Table 13).  While under the Full Diversion scenario 57,782 HU were predicted to occur. Thus, 
under the Full Diversion scenario only 11.8% of the habitat units remain in this group of streams. The loss 
of habitat was both from loss of instream habitat to water diversion and to passage and entrainment 
issues at each diversion.  

The 30% Remaining Flow Diversion scenario returns 213,468 HU. Under this scenario, a wetted pathway 
would exist to the ocean, but there would still be substantial entrainment of larvae in the multiple 
diversion ditches. Increased restoration of the flow at the lower diversions may be a better practice than 
partial diversion of flow at all diversions. This strategy would allow diversion of water at higher elevations 
where less habitat naturally exists and decrease passage and entrainment impacts at lower diversion 
where more native stream animals will interact with the diversions.  

Table 13: HSHEP model results total of native amphidromous stream species within the Non-petitioned group of 
streams. 
 

2018 IIFS Group Scenario 
Name 

Amphidromous 
Species Total HU 

Natural 
Scenario 
Total HU 

Percent 
Remaining 

HU 

Percent 
Lost HU 

5. Non-petitioned 
Streams 

1. Natural 
Condition 491,409 491,409 100 0 

5. Non-petitioned 
Streams 

2. Full 
Diversion 57,782 491,409 11.8 88.2 

5. Non-petitioned 
Streams 

4. No 
Action 
Alternative 

213,468 491,409 43.4 56.6 

 

 

Scenario Summary: 

As a general summary of the impacts of flow diversion on East Maui Streams, under Natural Conditions 
we predicted using the HSHEP model that 1,747,390 HU would occur for the native amphidromous 
stream species (Table 14). The Full Diversion conditions decreased available HU by 50.1%. Almost 14% of 
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HU were predicted to return under the 2018 IIFS scenario which was 240,564 additional HU over the Full 
Diversion conditions. The No Action Alternative would increase available HU for native amphidromous 
species to 79.8% of the total. 

Table 14: HSHEP model results total of native amphidromous stream species within all streams.  
 

Scenario Name 
Amphidromous 
Species Total HU 

Percent 
Remain 

Percent 
Lost 

1. Natural Condition                1,747,390  100.0% 0.0% 
2. Full Diversion                   876,017  50.1% 49.9% 
3. 2018 IIFS                1,116,581  63.9% 36.1% 
4. No Action Alternative                1,394,508  79.8% 20.2% 

 

It is important to understand that the habitat units were created for a single species at a time. The native 
amphidromous species can co-occur but also have a natural stratification among species found in the 
lower sections, middle sections and upper sections of streams. The accumulation of the habitat units into 
an overall total habitat unit for all amphidromous species is additive. Thus, a single unit of stream may 
have a total habitat unit in excess of the stream area quantified. This is fully expected and acceptable. 
While the total habitat units may exceed the stream area, it is not a measure of area lost or gained. Thus, 
it is incorrect to use the total habitat units as a measure of the change in area in response to a 
management action. If 1-unit area, contained suitable habitat units for 3 species (3 HU total), the loss or 
gain of that unit is still only 1-unit area although it contains HU for 3 species. Misapplication of the total 
habitat units counted as an area will overestimate the “size” of low reach areas, as these stream reaches 
commonly contain multiple species, while underestimating the “size” of upper reach stream reaches that 
may contain only one species naturally.   

 

Understanding Additional Mitigation Actions: 

The focus of the application of the HSHEP model and the report was the impact of flow modification on 
instream habitat for the native stream species. During the modeling discussions and responding to 
questions raised during the report review process, questions arose as to why certain specific diversions 
were not selected for flow restoration, or what engineering changes should be done at specific 
diversions, or why different flow restoration plans have not been presented for different streams. While 
there may be numerous reasons for not presenting every option, from a modeling perspective, the 
technical challenges were substantial.  To help clarify some of the technical challenges and discuss some 
of the fundamental impacts of changes to diversions amount, structures, or sequence of diversions, a test 
case model was created so that some general guiding principles could be developed. 

From a technical perspective, there are more than 300 individual nodes (stream mouths, diversions, 
springs and sinks) in the East Maui Irrigation system. Potentially any of these diversions within the node 
group could (1) have different levels of water restoration mandated at the diversion location (2) could 
have engineering changes to increase fish passage and decrease larval entrainment and/or (3) have the 
sequence of water restoration or engineering changes include numerous different scenarios with for 
example, 50% water return on diversion 1, an engineering fix to eliminate a barrier on diversion 2, a 60 % 
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water return and an engineering fix to decrease entrainment on diversion 3, and so on. This could result 
in many different scenarios. 

To be more specific on the number of potential iterative scenarios, there is a formula for the number of 
permutations = nr. So, in a stream with 3 diversions, if we are interested different flow restoration levels 0 
to 100% in 10% intervals, we get 113 which equals 1331 different scenarios. If we add a single engineering 
fix (2 options of no change and new design), we get 223 which equals 10,648 scenarios.  

As you can see, the number of possibilities increased quickly. Here is a real example from East Maui: 
There are 10 diversions on Nailiilihaele Stream. If we were interested in different flow restoration levels 
ranging from 0 to 100 in 10% intervals, we get 25,937,424,601 scenarios. Twenty-five billion scenarios 
were far too many to reasonably understand or consider for management actions. Remember, we did not 
even consider any engineer changes to those diversions to increase fish passage or decrease larval 
entrainment. Thus, the number of permutations involved in considering all options for all diversions in the 
East Maui streams precluded a systematic optimization of all possible scenarios.  

In this report, four scenarios using the Hawaiian Stream Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HSHEP) model 
were considered. The diversion amounts were determined in advance and modeled for those specific 
scenarios. But the following questions were all valid and worth discussion: 

• Which diversions would cause the greatest impact on habitat if flow were to be restored? 

• What is the difference between various levels of flow restoration? 

• What engineering actions should be recommended for which diversions to see improvements in 
native species habitats? 

• Should we restore partial flow at a number of diversions or all of the flow at a single diversion in 
order to create the most instream habitat? 

The difficulty lies in the complexity and the number of possibilities created by those questions to 
determine the answers. To provide some general guiding principles, a test case model was created based 
on the HSHEP model that allowed these iterative issues to be tested. 

The hypothetical HSHEP test case model (TEST), was designed to represent a simplified yet “typical” 
stream observed in the East Maui area. The stream is long and steep with little low reach area. There are 
three different diversions located along the channel. Each basin, diversion, and stream segment and the 
habitat for all eight native stream animals were defined. The HSHEP modeling software program was 
modified to allow iterative changes to any of these variables to considered. Figure 24 shows a schematic 
representation of the TEST model. All inputs (rainfall, fish habitat, diversion locations) are the same 
among TEST model runs (Table 15).  
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Figure 24: TEST model schematic design. 
 
 
Table 15: Input values for streamflow and species habitat for each basin in the TEST model. 
 

    
Habitat Units for Native Species in each Basin in Natural (undiverted) 

conditions 
BASIN 
ID 

Streamflow 
(BFQ50) in cfs AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS 

1 0.1 0 20 20 0 20 20 20 20 
2 1 25 50 0 50 0 25 0 25 
3 1 50 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 
4 5 100 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 

 

The first issue was to understand the impact of flow restoration change on available habitat units. For this 
issue, we will hold the entrainment and passage values at each diversion the same while varying the 
percent of stream flow that passes the diversion. Barrier and entrainment effects will be held at 50% for 
all scenarios. This means at 100% low flow diversion, 50% of the animals would pass the diversion and not 
be entrained. The water diversion will vary from 0 to 100% in 10% intervals. This results in 1331 different 
scenarios for this TEST model (Figure 25).  
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Figure 25: Comparison of total habitat as compared to water returned for each scenario.  
 
 
The results showed that for a given water return amount, there were differences in the total amount of 
habitat returned. For example, when approximately 3 cfs were returned to the stream, there was a 
difference of almost 60 habitat units returned under different flow restoration scenarios. Looking at the 
scenarios that produced the most and least habitat units with respect to the amount of water returned 
(Figure 26, Table 16), we saw that returning water to the upper most diversions and allowing it to pass 
downstream undiverted is, in general, the best overall strategy. While diversion of flow at the lowest 
diversion tends to contain the worst performing scenarios. 
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Figure 26: Best and Worst flow restoration scenarios. 
 

Table 16: Comparison of Best and Worst performing flow restoration scenarios. 
 

    % water diverted   

Group 
Water Returned 

to nearest cfs 
Upper 

Diversion 
Middle 

Diversion 
Lower 

Diversion 
% Habitat Units 

Returned 
Best 6 10 0 0 97.5 
Best 5 40 0 0 87.5 
Best 4 50 0 0 83.4 
Best 3 70 10 0 70 
Best 2 90 0 0 62.6 
Best 1 0 100 0 41.5 
Worst 6 0 0 20 84.9 
Worst 5 10 0 30 75.2 
Worst 4 20 10 40 62.4 
Worst 3 0 10 60 53 
Worst 2 10 60 60 36.8 
Worst 1 100 90 50 24.3 

 

The second issue was understanding the impact of diversion modification to decrease levels of larval 
entrainment and increase rates of passage. For this issue, we varied the entrainment and passage effects 
of the diversion while applying the same changes to the percent of stream flow that passes the diversion 
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as described in Issue 1. Three groups of entrainment and passage effects were modeled at 25%, 50% and 
75% passage. This means at 100% low flow diversion, 25%, 50%, or 75% of the animals would pass the 
diversion and not be entrained. Higher rates of passage are better for the species than lower rates of 
passage. 

Two patterns appeared from the results. First, as passage improves, each unit of water resulted in more 
instream habitat (Figure 27). This was expected as more animals could reach suitable habitat above a 
diversion resulting in a greater population of animals in the stream. The second pattern was more subtle. 
Here the range (difference between maximum and minimum results at a single flow restoration amount) 
of the passage changed differently among groups (Figure 28). At low rates of passage, high rates of water 
return resulted in greater differences in total available habitat. While at higher rates of passage, lower 
rates of water return resulted in greater differences in passage. This pattern suggested that modification 
of diversions for passage was more important at lower flow restoration percent than at high flow 
restoration percent. 

 

Figure 27: Comparison of different passage rates on total instream habitat. 
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Figure 28: Comparison of 25% (left) and 75% (right) passage level to best- and worst-case scenarios with respect to 
water returned. 
 

The HSHEP model software program was modified to allow iterative scenario testing, but questions 
regarding which specific actions are “best or worst” with the East Maui Irrigation system were difficult to 
answer due to the huge number permutations resulting from the large number of diversions and 
modifications possible. Therefore, while questions regarding “best or worst” actions were valid, the 
questions need to be constrained to a smaller subset of possibilities to make optimization testing 
possible. 

With that caveat stated, we can conclude some general guiding concepts associated with flow 
modification and changes to diversion design to minimize barriers to passage and larval entrainment. 

With respect to diversion amount: 

• Regardless of the way the water was diverted, greater percentages of total streamflow diverted 
generally resulted in lower amounts of instream habitat for native stream species.  

With respect to diversion location: 

• When comparing the location of a diversion, diverting comparable amounts of water at higher 
elevation diversions was less damaging to instream habitat for native stream species than 
diverting that water at lower elevation diversions. In this case, as the diversion occurred further 
upstream in the stream, more natural stream flow recovered downstream of the diversion. 
Additionally, any water passing the diversion resulted in more instream habitat with 
unobstructed connection (no entrainment or passage issues) to the ocean. 

With respect to a single diversion in comparison to multiple diversions: 

• Similar to the previous statement, a single diversion at the upstream most diversion location 
capturing X amount of stream flow will result in more instream habitat than multiple diversions 
throughout the stream diverting the same amount of stream flow in total (sum of multiple 
diversion = X). The lower amount of total habitat under the partial water diversion at multiple 
diversions was the result of the compounding impact of entrainment/passage barriers at each 
division.  
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With respect to modifications of the diversion for improved passage and decreased entrainment: 

• Improvements in diversion passage resulted in more suitable habitat at most flow levels. 

• At lower flow restoration amounts, modifications to improve passage resulted in greater gains in 
suitable habitat than at higher flow restoration level. 

While it is not yet possible to model every scenario and determine the “optimal” solution within the 
complex East Maui Irrigation system, these guiding concepts may allow more specific actions to be 
determined as broader flow modification quantities are determined.  

Modeling Strengths and Weaknesses 

The strength of the HSHEP model for the East Maui streams primarily centers around its ability to 
scenario test different water management strategies and assess its impact on native amphidromous 
stream animal habitat. The HSHEP model was originally designed on East Maui streams and has been 
improved on various other streams throughout Hawaii. The HSHEP model has passed review by the US 
Army Corps of Engineers for use as an impact assessment model in Hawaiian streams. Improvements in 
the specific HSHEP model presented here include the conversion to the R programming language and a 
tighter integration with streamflow discharge estimates. We also added impact assessment results 
associated with three native damselflies and the introduced mosquito which further broadens the 
applicability of the results. 

The weaknesses of the HSHEP model are associated with the difficulty of validating a system as complex 
as the EMI Aqueduct System and its impact on migratory stream animals. While the theoretical constructs 
of the model are well supported, quantifying specific values of entrainment, barriers to passage and loss 
of habitat are all difficult to specifically determine. As a result, the output of the model is best considered 
as a proportional depiction of the real-world habitat units available to the species within the stream. It is 
unlikely the specific quantification of a given habitat unit area would be close to that measured directly in 
a stream. This weakness needs to be placed in context of habitat suitability measurements as it is very 
difficult and time-consuming to document all the habitat within a complete stream system, much less 
over extremely steep streams across East Maui. So, while the model may not result in an exact 
measurement of habitat units, it is likely proportionally consistent across the system as a whole and this 
makes it especially useful for impact assessment. 

An additional problem is the lack of specific discharge information, habitat surveys, or biotic surveys over 
much of the study area. TUTTA surveyed 35 diversion locations to help ground-truth the model inputs, 
but many other diversions were unsurveyed. The inclusion of pictures of diversion helped provide 
information on the type of diversions and this allowed a more specific analysis of individual diversion 
impacts to be created. While this and other studies have been completed in the East Maui area, much of 
the area is unsurveyed and thus these predictions may not be accurate at these locations. While this is a 
weakness, the modeling approach does apply the available information in a consistent and repeatable 
methodology, thus the results are based on the best available information. 

Overall, the combination of field surveys and habitat modeling supports the IIFS flow restoration scenario 
under the CWRM D&O in improving instream habitat conditions for native amphidromous stream 
animals. While suitable habitat is fundamental for a species’ persistence and is the focus of the HSHEP 
model, it is not the only thing that may affect species populations. Other factors, such as pollution, 
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disease, or competition with introduced species may also influence the observed distribution and 
densities of native animals yet understanding the natural distribution of animals without the presence of 
these additional factors is still important. From a habitat availability perspective, the 2018 IIFS does a 
good job at improving instream habitat over a wide range of streams in the License Area.  
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C1 
Stream Name: Waikamoi Stream 

Ditch Name: Center Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/30/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell and Jim Parham, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of C1 on Waikamoi Stream at Center Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
C1 diversion is the first diversion along Center Ditch. C1 is a side diversion that is currently 
closed with all flow going through the dam bypass and flowing downstream (Figure 3).  
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Passage Issues: Currently, there are no barriers to fish passage due to all flow going through the 
dam bypass.  Lentipes concolor and Macrobrachium lar were present which indicates they were 
able to migrate with the diversion in its current state.  If the diversion bypass was closed, little to 
no water would flow past the dam except in flood conditions and upstream migration would be 
limited due to its blockage upstream passage for migratory stream animals (Figure 2).   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment due to all water flowing 
through the open dam bypass flowing downstream.  During full diversion, water would not flow 
past the dam unless rains created flood conditions.  Normal downstream migration would be 
limited, and entrainment would be high for migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: Historical photo of C1 with the diversion in operation. Note the lack of water flowing downstream under full diversion 
conditions. 
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Figure 3: View of the C1 diversion and dam on Waikamoi Stream. Flow direction of Waikamoi Stream is indicated by a blue 
arrow going into the dam bypass with the smaller yellow arrow pointing into Center Ditch. 
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Figure 4: View of the open dam bypass of C1 on Waikamoi Stream. 

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for C1 (Figure 5) was upstream of the diversion dam in a run habitat with man-
made   substrate. Waikamoi stream measured 8.0 feet wide with an average depth of .38 ft and a 
1.17 ft³/s total discharge.  
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Figure 5: View of the flow data for C1 on Waikamoi Stream at Center Ditch.  

Figure 6: View of the diversion area habitat and the stream flow measurement location. 

Habitat Survey 
The bypassed dam at C1 created a run (Figure 6) with a bedrock substrate averaging 3-6 inches 
depth. Upstream from the diversion was a dominantly pool and run habitat that flowed over 
bedrock and mixed sized substrates (Figure 11 through Figure 18). Downstream from the 
diversion dam was a bedrock cascade flowing over a waterfall into the pool below (Figure 18). 
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Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 7 
through Figure 10.  

Figure 7: Habitat survey results for C1 on Waikamoi Stream at Center Ditch. 

Figure 8: Depth survey results for C1 on Waikamoi Stream at Center Ditch. 
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Figure 9: Substrate survey results for C1 on Waikamoi Stream at Center Ditch. 

Figure 10: Wetted width survey results for C1 on Waikamoi Stream at Center Ditch. 
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Figure 11: View of the pool habitat from the furthest upstream point traveled for C1 on Waikamoi Stream.  Flow direction has a 
blue arrow pointing downstream.   

Figure 12: View of run habitat flowing around boulders upstream of C1 on Waikamoi Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   
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Figure 13: View of pool habitat upstream of the C1 diversion dam on Waikamoi Stream. Brett Connell is using the High 
Definition Fish Survey documenting the gobies (Lentipes concolor) at this site. Flow direction has a blue arrow pointing 
downstream.   

Figure 14: View of run habitat upstream the C1 diversion dam on Waikamoi Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow pointing 
downstream.   
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Figure 15: View of run riffle and habitat upstream the C1 diversion dam on Waikamoi Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   
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Figure 16: View of run habitat in the diversion area of the C1 diversion dam on Waikamoi Stream. Flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 17: View of run and pool habitat downstream of the C1 diversion dam on Waikamoi Stream. Flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing downstream.   

Figure 18: View over the waterfall downstream of the C1 diversion dam on Waikamoi Stream. 
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Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 83 guppy (Poecilia 
reticulata), 144 green swordtail (Xiphoporus hellerii), 33 Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar), 
and 5 gobies (Lentipes concolor) in a 438 ft² area.  A total of 57 individual biotic samples were 
surveyed and recorded.   

Figure 19: Biotic survey results for C1 on Waikamoi Stream at Center Ditch. 

C1                
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian 
prawn 

(Macrobrach
ium lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 1 3 9 3.00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 1 1 2 0.67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 1 3 9 3.00 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 6 2.00 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 1 6 2.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 1 6 2.00 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 1 6 2.00 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2.00 12 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 1 6 2.00 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 5 30 10.00 20 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 1 6 2.00 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 1 1 3 1.00 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 1 1 3 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 3 2 4 24 8.00 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 3 2 1 6 2.00 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 3 2 1 6 2.00 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
31 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
32 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
33 3 1 5 15 5.00 5 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
34 3 2 1 6 2.00 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
35 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
36 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38 3 2 7 42 14.00 0 13 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
39 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
40 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
41 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
42 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
43 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
44 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
45 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
46 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 1 2 0 4 0 0 0 0
47 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
48 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
49 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
50 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51 3 2 1 6 2.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
52 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
53 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
54 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
55 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
56 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
57 1 1 1 1 0.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 438 146 83 144 33 0 5 0 0 0 0
Density #/yd² 0.57 0.99 0.23 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Figure 20: Guppy (Poecilia reticulata) and Green Swordtail (Xiphoporus hellerii) documented upstream of C1 on Waikamoi 
Stream at Center Ditch. 

Figure 21: Green Swordtail (Xiphoporus hellerii) documented upstream of C1 on Waikamoi Stream. 
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Figure 22: Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) documented upstream of C1 on Waikamoi Stream. 

Figure 23: Three Lentipes concolor documented upstream of C1 on Waikamoi Stream. 
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C2 & C3 
Stream Name: Kolea Stream 

Ditch Name: Center Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/11/2017 

Surveyor: Brett Connell and Jim Parham, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of C 2 & 3 on Kolea Stream at Center Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
C2 and C3 were diversion structures associated with the Kolea Reservoir. The Kolea Reservoir 
has been removed and this site survey covers the area in which these two diversion structures 
existed.  C2 was the reservoir dam and C3 is a side diversion with a dam bypass that is currently 
open with all water flowing through (Figure 3).   

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are no barriers to fish passage present due to all flow going 
through the C3 bypass with no water being diverted.  Tahitian prawns were present which 
indicates there is some level of upstream connectivity with the diversion in its current state.  
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During full diversion, little to no water would flow past the dam except in flood conditions.  
Normal upstream migration would be limited and would affect upstream passage for migratory 
stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment due to all the water flowing 
through the dam and no water being diverted.  During full diversion, water would not flow past 
the dam unless rains created flood conditions.  Normal downstream migration would be limited 
due to entrainment of downstream drifting larval stream animals.   

Figure 2: Historical photo of the C2 (named J-2 in this picture) dam and intake creating Kolea Reservoir. 
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Figure 3: View of the C3 dam on Kolea at Center Ditch. This dam was open with all water staying in Kolea Stream. Flow 
direction of Kolea Stream has a blue arrow going into the diversion dam bypass.   

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for C2 (Figure 4) was upstream of the diversion dam in a run with a small mix 
substrate. Kolea stream measured 5 feet wide with an average depth of 0.25 ft and a 0.15 ft³/s 
total discharge.  

Figure 4: View of the flow data for C2 on Kolea Stream at Center Ditch.  
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Habitat Survey 
The dam at C2 created a riffle (Figure 3) with a small mix and bedrock substrate with flow then 
being bypassed through the dam.  Upstream of the diversion (Figure 9 - Figure 14) was a highly 
degraded habitat which was mostly dry due to lack of flow from upstream and subsurface flow.  
Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 5 
through Figure 8.  

Figure 5: Habitat survey results for C2 on Kolea Stream at Center Ditch. 

Figure 6: Depth survey results for C2 on Kolea Stream at Center Ditch. 
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Figure 7: Substrate survey results for C2 on Kolea Stream at Center Ditch. 

Figure 8: Wetted width survey results for C2 on Kolea Stream at Center Ditch. 
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Figure 9: View of a water seep at the most upstream point surveyed for C2 on Kolea Stream.  Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   

Figure 10: Pool habitat upstream of C2 on Kolea Stream. 
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Figure 11: View of the old dam removal site (C2) upstream of C3 diversion on Kolea Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   

Figure 12: View of the old dam removal site (C2) upstream of C3 diversion on Kolea Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   
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Figure 13: View of the degraded habitat and old diversion structures remnants upstream of C3 diversion on Kolea Stream. Flow 
direction has a blue arrow pointing downstream.   

Figure 14: View of the C2 diversion area on Kolea Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow pointing downstream.  
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Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 3 Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium lar) (Figure 16) and 1 guppy (Poecilia reticulata) (Figure 17) in a 119 ft² area. 
A total of 20 individual biotic samples were surveyed and recorded.   

Figure 15: Biotic survey results for C2 on Kolea Stream at Center Ditch. 

Figure 16: Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) documented upstream of C2 on Kolea Stream at Center Ditch. 

C2                
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 1 1 1 1 0.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 1 6 2.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 2 1 5 10 3.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 2 1 3 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 119 39.66666667 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
Density #/yd² 0.03 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Figure 17: Guppy (Poecilia reticulata) documented upstream of C2 on Kolea Stream at Center Ditch. 
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C5 
Stream Name: Ka’aiea Gulch 

Ditch Name: Center Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/27/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of C5 on Ka’aiea Gulch at Center Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
The C5 diversion is a small diversion with minimal water flowing above and below the dam.  
Flow was being diverted into Center Ditch to join water from other streams (Figure 3).  A Center 
Ditch bypass outfall as well as discolored water seepage emerge below the dam (Figure 4 and 
Figure 10). 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage present due to the absence of 
flow going over the diversion.  No water would flow past the dam except in flood conditions.  
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Normal upstream migration would be limited and would affect upstream passage for migratory 
stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are issues with entrainment due to the absence of water 
flowing over the dam. No water would flow past the dam unless rains created flood conditions.  
Normal downstream migration would be limited and would affect downstream passage for 
migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: View of the diversion at C5 on Ka’aiea Stream. Potential flow has a blue arrow showing flow direction. 
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Figure 3: View of Center Ditch underneath the C5 diversion. The diverted flow has a yellow arrow showing flow direction. 
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Figure 4: View of the dam at C5 on Ka’aiea Stream. Potential flow has a blue arrow showing flow direction. 

Stream Flow measurement 
Stream flow measurements were not taken due to low flow conditions. 

Habitat Survey 
The C5 diversion had created a shallow pool in the diversion area with some visible cobble 
substrate upstream. The only water continuing downstream was from a ditch bypass and a 
discolored water seep (Figure 10). Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width 
surveys can be seen in Figure 5 through Figure 8. Downstream assessment results were 
determined from Figure 10 and Figure 11. 
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Figure 5: Habitat survey results for C5 on Ka’aiea Stream at Center Ditch. 

Figure 6: Depth survey results for C5 on Ka’aiea Stream at Center Ditch. 
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Figure 7: Substrate survey results for C5 on Ka’aiea Stream at Center Ditch. 

Figure 8: Wetted width survey results for C5 on Ka’aiea Stream at Center Ditch. 
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Figure 9: View of the diversion area and upstream habitat for C5 on Ka’aiea Stream at Center Ditch.  Flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing downstream. 
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Figure 10: View of the downstream cascade habitat for C5 on Ka’aiea Stream at Center Ditch.  Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.  The yellow arrow shows the Center Ditch bypass water outfall. 
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Figure 11: View of Ka’aiea Stream below Hana Highway and the C5 diversion.  Natural flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream. 

Biotic Surveys: 
No biotic surveys due to difficult access. 
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C6 
Stream Name: Makanali Gulch, a tributary of O’opuola Stream 

Ditch Name: Center Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/27/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions  

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of C6 on Makanali Gulch at Center Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
The C6 diversion is a side diversion with minimal water flowing above the dam.  The bypass 
gate was closed during our survey which diverted all flow into Center Ditch (Figure 3).  
Makanali Gulch is a small stream at this location and may go dry under natural dry weather 
conditions. The contribution of water at the diversion was small during our survey. 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage present due to the absence of 
flow going over the diversion.  No water would flow past the dam except in flood conditions.  
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Normal upstream migration would be limited and would affect upstream passage for migratory 
stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are issues with entrainment due to the absence of water 
flowing over the dam. No water would flow past the dam unless rains created flood conditions.  
Normal downstream migration would be limited and would affect downstream passage for 
migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: Historical photo of the C6 (named J-6 in image) diversion. Note the higher flow in the stream channel in comparison to 
survey photos. 
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Figure 3: View of the debris guard for C6 on Makanali. The diverted flow continued down Center Ditch with the blue arrow 
showing potential flow direction, and the yellow arrow showing diverted flow direction. 
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Figure 4: View of closed bypass gate for C6 on Makanali. The diverted flow continued down Center Ditch. 
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Stream Flow measurement 
Stream flow measurements were not taken due to low flow conditions. 

Habitat Survey 
The C6 diversion had created a shallow pool in the diversion area with minimal flow joining 
Center Ditch.  with Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be 
seen in Figure 5 through Figure 8.  

Figure 5: Habitat survey results for C6 on Makanali Stream at Center Ditch. 

Figure 6: Depth survey results for C6 on Makanali Stream at Center Ditch. 
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Figure 7: Substrate survey results for C6 on Makanali Stream at Center Ditch. 

Figure 8: Wetted width survey results for C6 on Makanali Stream at Center Ditch. 
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Figure 9: View of Makanali Stream joining Center Ditch at C6. The diverted flow continued down Center Ditch with the blue 
arrow showing potential flow direction, and the yellow arrow showing diverted flow direction. 
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Figure 10: View of the downstream pool habitat for C6 on Makanali Stream at Center Ditch.  Natural flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing downstream. 
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Figure 11: View of the downstream area for C6 on Makanali Stream at Center Ditch.  Natural flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream and no assessments were determined from this photo. 

Biotic Surveys: 
Under very limited above water biotic observations, no stream animals were observed at this 
location. 
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C7 
Stream Name: ‘O’opuola Stream 

Ditch Name: Center Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/22/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of C7 on O’opuola Stream at Center Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
C7 is a bottom grate diversion with minimal water flowing above the dam.  The Center Ditch 
outfall gate was open during our survey which added minimal water (Figure 2).   

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage present due to the absence of 
flow going over the diversion.  We observed the Tahitian prawn upstream of the diversion, so 
some level of connectivity currently exists. No water would flow past the dam except in flood 
conditions.  Normal upstream migration would be limited and would affect upstream passage for 
migratory stream animals.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there are issues with entrainment due to the absence of water 
flowing over the dam. No water would flow past the dam unless rains created flood conditions.  
Normal downstream migration would be limited and would affect downstream passage for 
migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: View of the debris guard for C7 on ‘O’opuola. The diverted flow continued down Center Ditch with the blue arrow 
showing potential flow direction, and the yellow arrow showing diverted flow direction. The small yellow arrow shows the 
minimal water coming from the Center Ditch outfall. 

Stream Flow measurement 
Stream flow measurements were not taken due to low flow conditions. 
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Habitat Survey 
The C7 diversion had created a shallow pool in the diversion area with minimal flow joining 
Center Ditch.  with Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be 
seen in Figure 3 through Figure 6.  

Figure 3: Habitat survey results for C7 on ‘O’opuola Stream at Center Ditch. 

Figure 4: Depth survey results for C7 on ‘O’opuola Stream at Center Ditch. 
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Figure 5: Substrate survey results for C7 on ‘O’opuola Stream at Center Ditch. 

Figure 6: Wetted width survey results for C7 on ‘O’opuola Stream at Center Ditch. 
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Figure 7: View of the debris guard for C7 on ‘O’opuola. The diverted flow continued down Center Ditch with the blue arrow 
showing potential flow direction, and the yellow arrow showing diverted flow direction. 

Biotic Surveys: 
Above water visual surveys were completed in the immediate area of the diversion. One Tahitian 
prawn (Macrobrachium lar) was observed. 
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Figure 8: Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) documented just upstream of the C7 diversion on ‘O’opuola Stream. 
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H1 
Stream Name: Kailua Stream 

Ditch Name: Haiku Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/10/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell and Jim Parham, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of H1 on Kailua Stream at Haiku Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
H1 is a side diversion underneath a waterfall in the waterfall plunge pool.  The perimeter of the 
pool was built up with cement and boulders with all water being diverted to the Haiku Ditch 
leaving the downstream section dry.     

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage present due to the lack of flow 
going over the dam and all the water being diverted.  Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) were 
present which indicates they were able to migrate upstream to the diversion in its current state 
but we did not survey upstream of the diversion.  During full diversion no water would flow past 
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the dam except in flood conditions and would affect upstream passage for migratory stream 
animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are issues with entrainment due to the lack of water flowing 
over the dam and all the water being diverted.  During full diversion, water would not flow past 
the dam unless rains created flood conditions and downstream drifting larvae would be entrained 
in the diversion system.  Normal downstream migration would be limited and would affect 
downstream passage for migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: Historical photo of the H1 Diversion (named D1 in this image). 
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Figure 3: View of the side diversion at H1 on Kailua Stream and the pond created by the dam.  
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Figure 4: View of the waterfall into the H1 diversion on Kailua Stream.  

Stream Flow measurement 
There was no flow out of the reservoir and no measurements taken. 

Habitat Survey 
The dam at H1 created a pool habitat (Figure 9) with a fine/silt covered bedrock substrate before 
being diverted to the Haiku Ditch.  Most of the pond is of unknown depth with man-made walls 
making the downstream perimeter. Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width 
surveys can be seen in Figure 5 through Figure 8. 

Downstream of the dam (Figure 10) was an older dam wall that was no longer in use.  The 
mostly dry bedrock with side pool habitats (Figure 11) led down to another waterfall (Figure 12) 
of unknown height. 
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Figure 5: Habitat survey results for H1 on Kailua Stream at Haiku Ditch. 

Figure 6: Depth survey results for H1 on Kailua Stream at Haiku Ditch. 
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Figure 7: Substrate survey results for H1 on Kailua Stream at Haiku Ditch.  

Figure 8: Wetted width survey results for H1 on Kailua Stream at Haiku Ditch. 
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Figure 9: Dr. James Parham sampling with the High Definition Fish Survey in Kailua Reservoir at Haiku Ditch (H1).  
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Figure 10: Looking upstream at Dr. James Parham, standing below the abandoned diversion dam downstream of H1 on Kailua 
Stream at Haiku Ditch.   
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Figure 11: Overhead view of the disconnected pool habitat, with 1-10% wetted width downstream of H1 on Kailua Stream at 
Haiku Ditch. Natural flow direction has a blue arrow pointing towards the diversion. 
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Figure 12: View over the dry waterfall downstream of H1 on Kailua Stream at Haiku Ditch. 

Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 158 guppy (Poecilia 
reticulata) (Figure 14) and 17 Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) (Figure 15) in a 472 ft² area. 
34 individual biotic samples were surveyed. Green swordtails (Xiphophorus hellerii) were 
observed downstream of the diversion from above water visual surveys but were not seen in the 
underwater video surveys. 
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Figure 13: Biotic survey results for H1 on Kailua Stream at Haiku Ditch. 

H1                
Sample #

Area 
Width

Area 
Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green Swordtail 
(Xiphoporus 

hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae kala’ole 
(Atyoida 
bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 1 6 2.00 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 5 30 10.00 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 1 6 2.00 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 6 2.00 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 4 24 8.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 4 24 8.00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 1 6 2.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 1 6 2.00 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2.00 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 1 6 2.00 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 1 6 2.00 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 1 6 2.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 2 2 1 4 1.33 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 3 18 6.00 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 1 6 2.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 2 12 4.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 1 6 2.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 4 24 8.00 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 3 18 6.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 2 1 6 2.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 2 2 12 4.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 2 6 36 12.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 3 2 3 18 6.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 3 2 4 24 8.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 3 2 4 24 8.00 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 3 2 1 6 2.00 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 3 2 3 18 6.00 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 3 2 1 6 2.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
31 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
32 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
33 3 2 3 18 6.00 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
34 3 2 6 36 12.00 9 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 472 157.33333 158 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0
Density #/yd² 1.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Figure 14:Guppy (Poecilia reticulata) documented in Kailua Reservoir at Haiku Ditch (H1). 

Figure 15: Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) documented in Kailua Pool at Haiku Ditch (H1). 
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H7 
Stream Name: Hoolawa Stream 

Ditch Name: Haiku Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/22/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of H7 on Hoolawa Stream at Haiku Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
H7 is a side diversion with water flowing upstream and downstream of the dam and no water 
visibly being diverted into Haiku Ditch. (Figure 2).  The open dam gate for H7 can be seen in 
Figure 3 with flow continuing down Hoolawa Stream. 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are no barriers to fish passage present due to the dam gate 
being open and all flow continuing downstream.  However, during full diversion little to no 
water would flow past the dam except during flood conditions.  Normal upstream migration 
would be limited for migratory stream animals.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment due to the dam gate being 
open and all flow continuing downstream. However, during full diversion no water would flow 
past the dam unless rains created flood conditions.  Normal downstream migration would be 
limited due to entrainment of migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: View of the diversion date for H7 on Hoolawa Stream. The blue arrow is showing flow direction, and the yellow arrow 
is showing potential diverted flow direction.  
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Figure 3: View of the open dam gate for H7 on Hoolawa Stream. The blue arrow is showing flow direction through the gate 
which continues downstream. 
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Stream Flow measurement 
Stream flow measurements were not taken. 

Habitat Survey 
The dam at H7 had created a pool in the diversion area with all flow joining Haiku Ditch and 
nothing going over the dam. Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys 
can be seen in Figure 4 through Figure 7.  

Figure 4: Habitat survey results for H7 on Hoolawa Stream at Haiku Ditch. 

Figure 5: Depth survey results for H7 on Hoolawa Stream at Haiku Ditch. 
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Figure 6: Substrate survey results for H7 on Hoolawa Stream at Haiku Ditch. 

Figure 7: Wetted width survey results for H7 on Hoolawa Stream at Haiku Ditch. 
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Figure 8: View of the diversion area upstream of the dam at H7 on Hoolawa Stream.  The blue arrow is showing flow direction 
towards the gate which continues downstream. 
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Figure 9: View of the downstream area of H7 on Hoolawa Stream.  The blue arrow is showing flow which continues 
downstream. 

Biotic Surveys: 
No biological survey was completed due to poor visibility in the water. 
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K1 
Stream Name: Makapipi Stream 

Ditch Name: Koolau Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/12/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell and Jim Parham, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of K1 on Makapipi Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
K1 is a side diversion (Figure 2) at the beginning of the Koolau Ditch system. During our survey, 
there was no diversion and all Makapipi Stream flowed through the open dam bypass and 
downstream over waterfall. (Figure 3).   

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are no barriers to fish passage present due to all water 
flowing through the open dam bypass.  However, a closed dam bypass during full diversion 
would prevent any flow passed the dam except in flood conditions and upstream migration 
would be limited for migratory stream animals.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment due to all water flowing 
through the open dam bypass. However, a closed dam bypass during full diversion would 
prevent any flow passed the dam except in flood conditions.  Normal downstream migration 
would be limited due to entrainment for migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: Dr. James Parham standing over the bridge and closed diversion at K1 on Makapipi Stream. 
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Figure 3: View of the open dam bypass at K1 on Makapipi Stream. 

Stream Flow measurement 
Stream flow measurements were not taken due to safety reasons as access was very 
difficult. 
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Habitat Survey 
The closed side diversion at K1 did not remove any water from Makapipi Stream (Figure 3).  
The continuous cascade proved too dangerous for any flow or biotic surveys. Results from the 
habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 4 through Figure 7.  

Figure 4: Habitat survey results for K1 on Makapipi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 5: Depth survey results for K1 on Makapipi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 6: Substrate survey results for K1 on Makapipi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 7: Wetted width survey results for K1 on Makapipi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 8: View of the cascade habitat upstream of the K1 diversion on Makapipi. The blue arrow is showing flow direction. 
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Figure 9: View of the cascade habitat upstream of the K1 diversion on Makapipi. The blue arrow is showing flow direction. 

Biotic Surveys: 
No biotic surveys were completed due to unsafe conditions in the stream. EMI employees noted 
that capturing opae (Atyoida bisulcata) were common here historically, but current population 
numbers are unknown. 
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K2b 
Stream Name: Hanawi Stream on West Hanawi Tributary 

Ditch Name: Koolau Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/12/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell and Jim Parham, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
K2B is a side diversion with all water being diverted leaving the downstream section dry.  The 
intake gate led to a conveyance ditch which then headed towards another tributary.   

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage present due to the lack of flow 
going downstream over the dam and all of the water being diverted.  Opae were present which 
indicates they were able to migrate upstream with the diversion in its current state.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there are issues with entrainment due to the lack of water flowing 
over the dam and all the water being diverted.  During full diversion water would not flow past 
the dam unless rains created flood conditions and cause entrainment issues for migratory stream 
animals.   

Figure 2: View of K2B looking at the conveyance to Koolau Ditch.  Natural flow direction of Hanawi Stream has a blue arrow 
both above and below the diversion dam.  The diverted flow has a yellow arrow pointing towards Koolau Ditch.   
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Figure 3: View of K2B diversion channel.  Yellow arrow indicates direction of flow.  

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for K2B (Figure 4) was upstream of the diversion in a run habitat created by 
the dam. Hanawi stream measured 4.4 feet wide with an average depth of .46 ft and a 0.32 ft³/s 
total discharge.  

Figure 4: View of the flow data for K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch.  
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Habitat Survey 
The dam at K2B created a run habitat (Figure 2) with a small mix of substrate before flowing 
down the conveyance to the Koolau Ditch.  Traveling upstream was mostly a pool-run sequence 
with bedrock becoming the dominant substrate. Average depth was 1 foot with a wide range of 
depths and habitat types. Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can 
be seen in Figure 5 through Figure 8. 

Downstream of the dam (Figure 12) was a 15-foot dry waterfall that would have landed on a full 
mix substrate had there been any flow.  The HDFS cameras were also used in both the 
conveyance channel for K2B and the stream that it emptied into (Figure 13).  Turbidity in the 
unnamed stream was much clearer than the diverted water with Opae being documented in both 
channels.   

Figure 5: Habitat survey results for K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Pool Run Riffle Cascade Falls Side Pool Sheet Flow Unknown
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Figure 6: Depth survey results for K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 7: Substrate survey results for K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 8: Wetted width survey results for K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 9: View of pool habitat upstream of K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch.  Natural flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing towards the diversion. 
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Figure 10: Looking upstream at a small boulder cascade with 1-10% wetted width of K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
Natural flow direction has a blue arrow pointing towards the diversion. 

Figure 11: View of the upstream pool habitat where the survey ended for K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch 
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Figure 12: View of the downstream habitat for K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch.  Potential flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing downstream. 

Figure 13: Outlet of diverted K2B water into an tributary channel assumed to lead to Koolau Ditch. 
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Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 80 Opae (Figure 15) and 2 
tadpoles (likely wrinkled frog) (Figure 16) in a 54 sqft area.  42 individual biotic samples were 
surveyed with an average Opae density of 99/sq yd.  High turbidity in the water prevented a 
positive ID of either another tadpole (likely) or possibly a Goby (Lentipes concolor) documented 
upstream of K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. Video file K-2aHDFS @ 7:57. We also 
observed a red damselfly (likely Megalagrion blackburni) although we did not get photos of the 
individual. 

Figure 14: Biotic survey results for K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

K2                
Sample #

Area 
Width

Area 
Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area 
Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green Swordtail 
(Xiphoporus 

hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae kala’ole 
(Atyoida 
bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 2 1 1 2 0.67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 2 1 1 2 0.67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 2 1 1 2 0.67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 1 1 1 0.33 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
8 2 2 4 16 5.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

10 2 2 4 16 5.33 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
11 1 1 1 1 0.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 2 2 4 16 5.33 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
15 1 1 1 1 0.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
25 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
26 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
27 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
28 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
29 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
30 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
31 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
32 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
33 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
34 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
35 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
36 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
37 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0
38 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
39 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0
40 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
41 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
42 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0

Total 297 99 0 0 0 80 0 0 1 2 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.81 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00
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Figure 15: 3 Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) documented upstream of K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 16. Wrinkled tadpole documented upstream of K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 17: High turbidity in the water prevented a positive ID of either another tadpole or a Goby (Lentipes concolor) 
documented upstream of K2B on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. Video file K-2aHDFS @ 7:57. 
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K4 
Stream Name: Hanawi Stream 

Ditch Name: Koolau Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/12/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of K4 on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
K4 is a side diversion that is currently closed with all flow going through the dam bypass and 
continuing downstream (Figure 2).  

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are no barriers to fish passage due to all flow passing 
downstream.  Opae were present which indicates they were able to migrate with the diversion in 
its current state.  During full diversion, no water would flow past the dam except in flood 
conditions and would affect upstream passage for migratory stream animals.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment due to all water being passed 
through and the diversion being closed.  During full diversion, water would not flow past the 
dam unless rains created flood conditions and downstream migration would be limited sue to 
entrainment.   

Figure 2: View of the K4 diversion on Hanawi Stream. Flow direction of Hanawi Stream is indicated by a blue arrow going into 
the dam bypass 
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Figure 3: Historical diversion images of K4 diversion with water flowing into the side diversion. Images provided by EMI. 

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for K4 (Figure 4) was upstream of the diversion dam in a run habitat with 
bedrock   substrate. Hanawi stream measured 4.2 feet wide with an average depth of .74 ft and a 
1.73 ft³/s total discharge.  

Figure 4: View of the flow data for K4 on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch.  
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Habitat Survey 
The dam at K4 created a riffle (Figure 2) with a bedrock substrate averaging 6 inches depth. 
Upstream from the diversion were pools and runs that flowed from a pool and waterfall at the top 
of the reach (Figure 9). Downstream from the diversion dam was a bedrock cascade flowing over 
a waterfall into the pool below (Figure 13). Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted 
width surveys can be seen in Figure 5 through Figure 8.  

Figure 5: Habitat survey results for K4 on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 6: Depth survey results for K4 on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 7: Substrate survey results for K4 on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 8: Wetted width survey results for K4 on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 9: View of the waterfall and pool habitat from the furthest upstream point traveled for K4 on Hanawi Stream.  Flow 
direction has a blue arrow pointing downstream.   

Figure 10: View of the riffle and run flowing out of the pool habitat upstream of K4 on Hanawi Stream. Flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 11: View of pool habitat upstream of the K4 diversion dam on Hanawi Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow pointing 
downstream.   

Figure 12: View of riffle and run habitat upstream the K4 diversion dam on Hanawi Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   
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Figure 13: View over the waterfall downstream the K4 diversion dam on Hanawi Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   

Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 320 Opae kala’ole (Atyoida 
bisulcata) (Figure 15), 3 tadpole and 1 adult wrinkled frog (Figure 16) in a 464 ft² area. Other 
adult wrinkled frogs were observed near the stream but were not counted. A total of 39 
individual biotic samples were surveyed and recorded.   
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Figure 14: Biotic survey results for K4 on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 15: Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcate) documented upstream of K4 on Hanawi Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

K4                
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian 
prawn 

(Macrobrach
ium lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 4 24 8.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 2 1 4 1.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0
8 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
12 2 2 1 4 1.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 4 24 8.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 7 42 14.00 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 2 0
22 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 45 0 0 0 0 0
25 3 2 8 48 16.00 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0
26 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0
27 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
28 3 2 4 24 8.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0
30 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0
31 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0
32 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
33 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
34 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
35 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0
36 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
37 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 0
39 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Total 464 154.6666667 0 0 0 320 0 0 0 3 1
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01
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Figure 16: Wrinkled Frog documented upstream of K4 on Hanawi Stream. 
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K6 
Stream Name: Kapaula Stream 

Ditch Name: Koolau Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/30/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map and GPS location of K6 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
K6 is a side diversion that is currently plugged with all flow going downstream over the dam 
(Figure 2). The plugged pipe leads to a neighboring tributary which then merges back with 
Kapaula Stream.  We were informed that this section was a losing reach which was supported by 
the High Definition Stream Survey (HDSS) video and shown in Figure 11 through Figure 15. 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are no barriers to fish passage present due to all flow going 
over the dam and no water being diverted.  No fish and prawns were present which may indicate 
that none were able to migrate upstream even with the diversion closed.     
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment from the diversion due to all 
the water flowing over the dam and no water being diverted.  Normal downstream migration 
would be limited at low flow due to the losing reach downstream and would likely only be 
connected during high flows.  

Figure 2: View of the K6 dam and diversion at Koolau Ditch. This diversion was closed with all water is staying in Kapaula 
Stream. Flow direction of Kapaula Stream has a blue arrow going over the diversion dam.   
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Figure 3: View of K6 looking upstream from the Kapaula Stream channel.  Flow direction of Kapaula Stream has a blue arrow 
below the diversion dam with no water currently being diverted.   
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Figure 4: Overhead satellite image showing the closed K6 diversion location, the PVC conveyance to neighboring tributary, and 
the confluence back into Kapaula. 
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Figure 5: Historical images of K6 diversion showing stream flow under diverted conditions. 

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for K6 (Figure 6) was upstream of the diversion dam in a pool with bedrock 
substrate. Kapaula stream measured 12.7 feet wide with an average depth of 1.15 ft and a 0.53 
ft³/s total discharge.  
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Figure 6: View of the flow data for K6 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Habitat Survey 
The dam at K6 created a pool (Figure 2) with a bedrock substrate where flow was diverted to a 
neighboring tributary through a PVC pipe (Figure 4).  Average depth within the diversion pool 
and upstream to the waterfall was 2 feet with mostly bedrock substrate. Results from the habitat, 
depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 7 through Figure 10. No water 
was passing over the upstream waterfall but flowed through the waterfall walls and substrate. 

Downstream of the dam (Figure 12- Figure 15) stream flow appeared to decrease as it flowed 
downstream.  A pool with bedrock substrate and 2 foot average depth was observed below the 
diversion location.  Downstream of this were 2 pools connected by shallow side pools and 
mostly dry bedrock.  
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Figure 7: Habitat survey results for K6 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 8: Depth survey results for K6 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Pool Run Riffle Cascade Falls Side Pool Sheet Flow Unknown
Upstream 95% 0% 0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0%
Downstream 30% 5% 5% 5% 5% 50% 0% 0%
Diversion Area 95% 0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0%
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Figure 9: Substrate survey results for K6 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 10: Wetted width survey results for K6 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 11: Looking upstream at the pool created by the dam for K6 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. Flow direction has a 
blue arrow pointing downstream.  No water was falling from upstream but flowed through the walls and substrate. 

Figure 12: The first major pool below the K6 diversion on Kapaula Stream where you can see the plugged PVC pipe that used to 
re-route the water. Flow direction has a blue arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 13: The second major pool below the K6 diversion on Kapaula Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow pointing 
downstream.   

Figure 14: Looking upstream at the mostly dry, side pool habitat below the K6 diversion on Kapaula Stream. Flow direction has 
a blue arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 15: Looking downstream at the pool habitat with bedrock substrate below K6 on Kapaula Stream. Flow direction has a 
blue arrow pointing downstream.   

Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 5 insects (Figure 17) 
identified as dragonfly larvae and 1 wrinkled frog tadpole (Glandirana rugosa) (Figure 18) in a 
516 ft² area.  A total of 13 individual biotic samples were surveyed and recorded.   

Figure 16: Biotic survey results for K6 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

K6               
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green Swordtail 
(Xiphoporus 

hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae kala’ole 
(Atyoida 
bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 9 54 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 6 36 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 9 54 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 6 36 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 13 78 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 17 102 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
12 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 10 60 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0

Total 516 172 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00
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Figure 17: Two Dragonfly larvae documented upstream of K6 on Kapaula Stream. 

Figure 18: Wrinkled frog (Glandirana rugosa) tadpole documented upstream of K6 on Kapaula Stream. 
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K7 
Stream Name: Kapaula Stream 

Ditch Name: Koolau Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/30/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map and GPS location of K7 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
K7 is a side diversion with stream flow into the diversion from upstream but no flow going over 
the dam (Figure 2). Flows were being diverted and then bypassed to the pool (Figure 3) directly 
downstream through a tunnel.  

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage due to none of the flow going 
over the dam and all water being diverted downstream through a diversion conveyance.  
Numerous Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) were present upstream of the diversion which 
indicates they are able to migrate upstream with the diversion in its current state.  During full 
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diversion, no water would flow past the dam except in flood conditions.  Normal upstream 
migration would be limited for migratory stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there may be issues with entrainment due to none of the water 
flowing over the dam and all water being diverted downstream through a conveyance. It is 
possible that not all of the water returns to the stream and some gets into the ditch, but this is 
likely a small amount under the current configuration and thus entrainment of downstream 
drifting larvae should be minimal. During full diversion, water would not flow past the dam 
unless rains created flood conditions and would affect downstream passage for migratory stream 
animals.   

Figure 2: View of the K7 dam and diversion on Kapaula Stream. All water was flowing into the diversion and being bypassed to 
a downstream pool. Potential flow direction of Kapaula Stream has a blue arrow going over the diversion dam.   
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Figure 3: The pool below K7 on Kapaula and the outfall (red circle) where diverted water was returned. A man-made wall that 
was built up on the ponds perimeter can also be seen in the pic. The wall could possibly be preventing water from entering 
Koolau Ditch.   

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for K7 (Figure 4) was upstream of the diversion dam in a run with bedrock 
substrate. Kapaula stream measured 10.2 feet wide with an average depth of 1.06 ft and a 2.46 
ft³/s total discharge.  
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Figure 4: View of the flow data for K7 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Figure 5: View of the flow measurement location for K7 on Kapaula Stream. 
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Habitat Survey 
The dam at K7 created a run (Figure 2) with a bedrock and medium mix substrate. Average 
depth upstream of the dam was 12-24 inches with mostly bedrock substrate and cascade habitat. 
Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 6 
through Figure 9.  

Downstream of the dam started off as a steep, dry bedrock surface (Figure 12) as all water was 
being diverted downstream through an artifical conveyance.  The pool habitat with medium mix 
substrate and greater than 3 feet average depth flowed through a run and cascade (Figure 13) 
before emptying into another pool downstream.  This last pool can be seen in Figure 14 with a 
diversion which is assumed to flow to Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 6: Habitat survey results for K7 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Pool Run Riffle Cascade Falls Side Pool Sheet Flow Unknown
Upstream 20% 20% 5% 50% 5% 0% 0% 0%
Downstream 40% 15% 20% 20% 0% 5% 0% 0%
Diversion Area 20% 80% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
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Figure 7: Depth survey results for K7 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 8: Substrate survey results for K7 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 9: Wetted width survey results for K7 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 10: Looking at the waterfall and pool upstream of the dam for K7 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. Flow direction 
has a blue arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 11: Looking at the cascades upstream of the dam for K7 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch.  Flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 12: The pool below the K7 diversion on Kapaula Stream. All flow into this pool came through an underground 
conveyance from the K7 diversion. No surface water flowed into this pool in the stream channel. Potential flow direction has a 
blue arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 13: Looking upstream at a cascade and side pool habitat below the K7 diversion on Kapaula Stream. Flow direction has 
a blue arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 14: Looking downstream at pool habitat below K7 on Kapaula Stream.  The minor diversion and dam in this pic is 
believed to be K7e (old Kapaula Intake). 
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Figure 15: View of Kapaula Stream, downstream of the K7 survey area from a bridge.  The habitat here was at a slightly higher 
gradient than the upstream section that was surveyed. 
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Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 216 Opae kala’ole (Atyoida 
bisulcata) and 2 different types of insects seen in  Figure 18 and Figure 19  in a 516 ft² area.  A 
total of 24 individual biotic samples were surveyed and recorded.   

Figure 16: Biotic survey results for K7 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

K7                
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 9 54 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 7 42 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
5 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 10 60 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 8 48 16 0 0 0 24 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
18 3 2 6 36 12 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 66 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0

Total 516 172 0 0 0 216 0 0 5 0 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.26 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00
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Figure 17:  Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) documented upstream of K7 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 18: Dragonfly larvae documented downstream of K7 on Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 19: Unidentified insect in Kapaula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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K10 
Stream Name: Pa’akea Gulch 

Ditch Name: Koolau Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/27/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of K10 on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
K10 is a side diversion that is currently closed with all flow going downstream over the dam 
(Figure 2).  

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are no barriers to fish passage due to all flow going over the 
dam and no water being diverted.  Fish and Opae were present which indicates they were able to 
migrate upstream with the diversion in its current state.  During full diversion, no water would 
flow past the dam except in flood conditions.  Normal upstream migration would be limited and 
would affect upstream passage for migratory stream animals.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment due to all water flowing over 
the dam and no water being diverted.  During full diversion, water would not flow past the dam 
unless rains created flood conditions and would affect downstream passage for migratory stream 
animals.   

Figure 2: View of the K10 dam and diversion on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch. This diversion was closed and all water is 
staying in the stream channel. Flow direction of Pa’akea Gulch has a blue arrow going over the diversion dam.   
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Figure 3: View of Brett Connell using the High Definition Stream Survey to document Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch (K10). 
Flow direction of Pa’akea Gulch has a blue arrow going over the diversion dam with no water currently being diverted.   
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Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are no barriers to fish passage due to all flow going over the 
dam and no water being diverted.  Fish and Opae were present which indicates they were able to 
migrate upstream with the diversion in its current state.  During full diversion, no water would 
flow past the dam except in flood conditions.  Normal upstream migration would be limited and 
would affect upstream passage for migratory stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment due to all water flowing over 
the dam and no water being diverted.  During full diversion, water would not flow past the dam 
unless rains created flood conditions.  Normal downstream migration would be limited and 
would affect downstream passage for migratory stream animals.   

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for K10 (Figure 4) was upstream of the diversion dam in a run with bedrock 
substrate. Pa’akea Gulch measured 8.7 feet wide with an average depth of .71 ft and a 0.55 ft³/s 
total discharge.  

Figure 4: View of the flow data for K10 on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch.  

Habitat Survey 
The dam at K10 created a pool (Figure 2) with a man-made and bedrock substrate averaging 2-
foot depth.  Upstream from the diversion was mostly a run habitat with an average depth of 6-12 
inches. Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 
5 through Figure 8. Downstream of the dam (Figure 13) was a combination of cascade and pools 
with plenty of dry bedrock.   
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Figure 5: Habitat survey results for K10 on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 6: Depth survey results for K10 on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 7: Substrate survey results for K10 on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 8: Wetted width survey results for K10 on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 9: Furthest upstream point surveyed for K10 on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch.  Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   

Figure 10: Run and riffle habitat upstream of the K10 diversion on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch. Flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 11: Run and riffle habitat upstream of the K10 diversion on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch. Flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing downstream.   

Figure 12: Pool habitat created by the K10 diversion dam on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch. Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   
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Figure 13: Looking downstream from the K10 diversion dam on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch. Flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing downstream.   

Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 2 o’opu alamo’o (Lentipes 
concolor), 1 Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar), 50 Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata), and 4 
insects, likely Megalagrion blackburni, (Figure 15) in a 300 ft² area.  A total of 13 individual 
biotic samples were surveyed and recorded.   
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Figure 14: Biotic survey results for K10 on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 15: O’opu alamo’o (Lentipes concolor) documented upstream of K10 on Pa’akea Gulch at Koolau Ditch. 

K10                
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 9 54 18 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 7 42 14 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 1 8 0 0 1 0 0

10 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Total 300 100 0 0 1 50 2 0 2 0 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.50 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
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Figure 16: Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) and Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcate) documented upstream of K10 on Pa’akea 
Gulch at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 17: 2 mating pairs of red damselflies, likely Megalagrion blackburni, documented upstream of K10 on Pa’akea Gulch at 
Koolau Ditch. 
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K11 
Stream Name: Puakea Stream 

Ditch Name: Koolau Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/27/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of K11 on Puakea Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Diversion Description 

K11 is a side diversion with Puakea Stream flowing over the dam.  The diversion gate was 
closed during our survey; however, diverted water could be seen in the conveyance ditch heading 
towards Koolau Ditch.   

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are no barriers to fish passage present due to the amount of 
flow going over the dam and minimal amount of water being diverted.  Opae were present which 
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indicates they were able to migrate upstream with the diversion in its current state.  During full 
diversion no water would flow past the dam except in flood conditions and would affect 
upstream passage for migratory stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment due to the amount of water 
flowing over the dam and minimal amount of water being diverted.  The pool created by the dam 
resembles the typical plunge pool type habitat seen in Puakea Stream as well as surrounding 
streams. During full diversion water would not flow past the dam unless rains created flood 
conditions and would affect downstream passage for migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: View of K11 looking upstream from the conveyance ditch to Koolau Ditch.  Natural flow direction of Puakea Stream 
has a blue arrow both above and below the diversion dam.  The diverted flow has a yellow arrow pointing towards Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 3: View of K11 looking downstream from the natural Puakea Stream channel.  Natural flow direction of Puakea Stream 
has a blue arrow above the diversion dam and the diverted flow has a yellow arrow pointing towards Koolau Ditch.   

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for K11 was upstream of the diversion in a pool habitat created by the dam 
(Figure 4). Puakea stream measured 5.2 feet wide with an average depth of .82 ft and a 0.51 
ft^3/s total discharge.  
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Figure 4: View of the flow measurement transect for K11 on Puakea Stream at Koolau Ditch.  Natural flow direction follows the 
blue arrow and is flowing towards the diversion dam.   

Figure 5: View of the flow data for K11 on Puakea Stream at Koolau Ditch.  
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Habitat Survey 
The dam at K11 created a pool habitat (Figure 10) with a mix of cobble, small boulder and 
bedrock substrate.  Average depth was 2 feet with a wetted width of 100% within the pool. 
Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 6 
through Figure 9. 

Traveling upstream in the pool, bedrock became the dominant substrate turning into a 40-60% 
wetted cascade. The cascade habitat continued for 20 feet before going out of sight. 

Downstream of the dam (Figure 12) was 30 feet of cascade consisting of bedrock and 40-60% 
wetted width.  The small amount of flow removed from the diversion was not measured and 
flows downstream of the diversion would be similar to the upstream flow.   

Figure 6: Habitat survey results for K11 on Puakea Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Pool Run Riffle Cascade Falls Side Pool Sheet Flow Unknown
Upstream 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Downstream 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Diversion Area 90% 0% 0% 10% 0% 0% 0% 0%
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Figure 7: Depth survey results for K11 on Puakea Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 8: Substrate survey results for K11 on Puakea Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 9: Wetted width survey results for K11 on Puakea Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 10: View of the pool habitat created by the dam for K11 on Puakea Stream at Koolau Ditch.  Natural flow direction has a 
blue arrow pointing towards the diversion dam. 
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Figure 11: View of the upstream cascade habitat from the HDFS video. 
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Figure 12: View of the downstream cascade habitat for K11 on Puakea Stream at Koolau Ditch.  Natural flow direction has a 
blue arrow pointing downstream. 

Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 28 Opae (Figure 14) and 1 
tadpole (Figure 15) in a 54 sq ft area.  Five individual biotic samples were surveyed with an 
average Opae density of 1.56/sq yd. 
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Figure 13: Biotic survey results for K11 on Puakea Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 14: Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) documented in the diversion pool of K11 on Puakea Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

K11      
Sample #

Area 
Width

Area 
Height

Area 
Distance

Area 
Total ft²

Area 
Total yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 1 0
3 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

Totals 54 18 0 0 0 28 0 0 0 1 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00
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Figure 15 Tadpole (likely wrinkled frog, but possibly bullfrog) documented in the diversion pool of K11 on Puakea Stream at 
Koolau Ditch. 
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K13 
Stream Name: Waiohue Stream 

Ditch Name: Koolau Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/18/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of K13 on Waiohue Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Diversion Description: 
K13 is a side diversion (Figure 2) built below a waterfall with all water passing the closed 
Koolau Ditch diversion and continuing down Waiohue Stream.   
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Figure 2: View of the pool outlet with the blue arrow showing flow direction.  The yellow arrow shows where water would travel 
if the diversion were open for K13 on Waiohue Stream.   

Fish Passage Issues: Currently there are no barriers present that are as restrictive as the natural 
waterfall and cascade habitat in the upper Waiohue Watershed.  Several Opae kala’ole (Atyoida 
bisulcata) and one goby (Lentipes concolor) were present in the HDFS conducted which 
indicates they have been able to migrate upstream.  During full diversion however, no water 
would flow out of this pond except in flood conditions and would affect upstream passage for 
migratory stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there would be no issues with entrainment due to all water flowing 
passed the closed diversion and continuing downstream. During full diversion however, water 
would not flow past the dam unless rains created flood conditions.  Normal downstream 
migration would be limited for migratory stream animals.   

Stream Flow Measurement 
The flow transect for K13 was downstream of the waterfall and pond in a run habitat on a 
bedrock and small boulder substrate (Figure 3).  Waiohue Stream measured 9.2 feet across with 
an average depth of .56 ft and a .98 ft³/s total discharge. 
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Figure 3: View of the flow data for K13 on Waiohue Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Habitat Survey 
The diversion pool at K13 on Waiohue Stream was located below a waterfall.  All visible depth 
was greater than 3 feet with most of it unknown and a wetted width of 80-100%. All water 
during the survey was being bypassed and left in the natural channel. Results from the habitat, 
depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 4 through Figure 7. 

Downstream of the K13 diversion was a very short pool-riffle-run sequence before dropping 
over another waterfall. A mostly bedrock with a large mix substrate with a 50-80% wetted width. 

Figure 4: Habitat survey results for K13 on Waiohue Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 5: Depth survey results for K13 on Waiohue Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 6: Substrate survey results for K13 on Waiohue Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 7: Wetted width survey results for K13 on Waiohue Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 8: View of the waterfall and pool habitat for K13 on Waiohue Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 9: View of riffle habitat downstream of K13 on Waiohue Stream at Koolau Ditch.  Natural flow direction is indicated by a 
blue arrow.  

Figure 10: Looking upstream at Waiohue Stream channel below K13.  The blue arrow indicates flow direction. 
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Figure 11: View of the pool habitat created by a short cascade below K13 on Waiohue Stream.  Natural flow direction is 
indicated by a blue arrow. 

Biotic Surveys 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented one goby (Lentipes concolor) 
(Figure 13), 19 Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) (Figure 14), and four Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium lar) (Figure 15), in a 174 sq ft area.  7 individual biotic samples were surveyed 
upstream of K13 on Waiohue Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 12: Biotic survey results for K13 on Waiohue Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

K13                
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 8 48 16 0 0 1 15 1 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 7 42 14 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 174 58 0 0 4 19 1 0 0 0 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.33 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Figure 13: Goby (Lentipes concolor) documented in the pool of K13 of Waiohue Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 14: Four Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) documented in the pool of K13 of Waiohue Stream at Koolau Ditch 
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Figure 15: Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) documented in the pool of K13 of Waiohue Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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K14 
Stream Name: West Fork of East Kopiliula Stream 

Ditch Name: Koolau Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/18/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map and GPS location of K14 on E. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Diversion Description: 
K14 is a side diversion with all flow being removed from the natural channel (Figure 2) and 
diverted to Koolau Ditch. Before the survey started, debris was removed from the diversion grate 
which had pooled up water behind the dam.  This temporarily increased velocities and decreased 
visibility for the first 30 feet of High Definition Fish Survey. 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently there are barriers present due to all water being removed by the 
diversion.  However, numerous Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) and one goby (Awaous 
stamenius) were present in the HDFS which indicates they have been able to migrate upstream 
during high flows or through the Koolau Ditch.  Normal upstream migration is limited and would 
affect upstream passage for migratory stream animals.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there would be issues with entrainment due to all water being 
diverted and none flowing downstream. During full diversion water would not flow past the dam 
unless rains created flood conditions.  Normal downstream migration would be limited for 
migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: View of the side diversion and dam with the yellow arrow showing diverted flow direction.  The blue arrow shows 
where water would travel if the diversion were closed for K14 on E. Kopiliula Stream.   

Stream Flow Measurement 
The flow transect for K14 was upstream of the diversion dam in a run habitat on a bedrock and 
small boulder substrate (Figure 3).  E. Kopiliula Stream measured 7.5 feet across with an average 
depth of .5 ft and a 5.11 ft³/s total discharge. nm 
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Figure 3: View of the flow data for K14 on E. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Habitat Survey 
The diversion area at K14 on E. Kopiliula Stream was mostly riffle habitat with average depths 
of 1 foot and small mix substrate. Upstream of the survey area had more pools and a full mix of 
substrate before the survey ended at the pool and waterfall seen in Figure 9.  Results from the 
habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 4 through Figure 7. 

All water during the survey was being diverted which left no water flowing downstream. A 
mostly bedrock with a large mix substrate with a 50-80% wetted width.  

Figure 4: Habitat survey results for K14 on E. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 5: Depth survey results for K14 on E. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 6: Substrate survey results for K14 on E. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 7: Wetted width survey results for K14 on E. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 8: View of the K14 diversion dam while looking upstream on E. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch.  Potential flow 
direction is indicated by the blue arrow.  
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Figure 9: Looking upstream on E. Kopiliula Stream channel below K14.  The blue arrow indicates flow direction. 
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Figure 10: View of the mostly dry, side-pool habitat below K14 on E. Kopiliula Stream.  Potential natural flow direction is 
indicated by a blue arrow. 

Biotic Surveys 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented one goby (Awaous stamenius) 
(Figure 12), 19 Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) (Figure 13), and four Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium lar) (Figure 14), in a 174 sq ft area.  We also observed a damselfly (likely 
Megalagrion nigrohamatum nigrohamatum). Seven individual biotic samples were surveyed 
upstream of K14 on E. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 11: Biotic survey results for K14 on E. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

K14               
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian 
prawn 

(Macrobrach
ium lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 1 1 3 1.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 4 24 8.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
16 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
17 2 2 1 4 1.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 4 24 8.00 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 5 30 10.00 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0
25 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0
26 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
28 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
29 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
30 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
31 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
32 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
33 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0
34 3 2 4 24 8.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
35 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
36 3 2 5 30 10.00 0 0 0 37 0 0 0 0 0
37 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0
38 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0
39 3 2 5 30 10.00 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0

Total 385 128.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 191.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 0.00 0.00
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.49 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00
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Figure 12: Goby (Awaous stamenius) documented in a pool upstream of K14 of E. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 13: 11 Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) documented upstream of K14 of E. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch 
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Figure 14: Damselfly documented upstream of K14 of E. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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K15 
Stream Name: West Kopiliula Stream 

Ditch Name: Koolau Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/14/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell and Dr. James Parham, Trutta Environmental Solutions. 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of K15 on W. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
K15 is a side diversion that is currently closed with all flow going through the dam bypass 
(Figure 2) and continuing downstream.  

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are no barriers to fish passage due to all flow passing 
downstream.  Lentipes concolor, Tahitian prawns and opae were present which indicates they 
were able to migrate upstream with the diversion closed.  During full diversion, no water would 
flow past the dam except in flood conditions and would affect upstream passage for migratory 
stream animals.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment due to all water passing 
downstream and the diversion being closed.  During full diversion, water would not flow past the 
dam unless rains created flood conditions and would affect downstream passage for migratory 
stream animals.   

Figure 2: View of the K15 dam and open bypass on W. Kopiliula Stream. Flow direction of W. Kopiliula Stream is indicated by a 
blue arrow going into the dam bypass 

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for K15 (Figure 3) was upstream of the diversion dam in a run with bedrock 
and cobble substrate type. W. Kopiliula stream measured 14.5 feet wide with an average depth of 
1.59 ft and a 3.32 ft³/s total discharge.  
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Figure 3: View of the flow data for K15 on W. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Habitat Survey 
The bypassed dam at K15 created a riffle (Figure 2) with a man-made and medium mix substrate 
averaging 6 inches depth.  Upstream from the diversion was mostly dry with evidence of sub-
surface flow. Figure 8 shows the amount of flow at the top of the reach in a waterfall and pool 
habitat dominated by a bedrock substrate.  The amount of flow decreases in Figure 9 through 
Figure 11 before reappearing in Figure 12.  Downstream from the diversion were more side 
pools with mostly bedrock as well as a full mix of substrate (Figure 12).   Results from the 
habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 4 through Figure 7.  
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Figure 4: Habitat survey results for K15 on W. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 5: Depth survey results for K15 on W. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 6: Substrate survey results for K15 on W. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 7: Wetted width survey results for K15 on W. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 8: View from the furthest upstream point traveled for K15 on W. Kopiliula Stream.  Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   

Figure 9: Pool and run habitat upstream of the K15 diversion on W. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. Flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 10: Diminishing flow in the riffle and run habitat upstream of the K15 diversion on W. Kopiliula Stream. 

Figure 11: Mostly dry boulder substrate upstream of the K15 diversion dam on W. Kopiliula Stream. Most of the water flowed 
under the boulders and was not visible from the surface. 
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 Figure 12: View of the run habitat holding the 5 Gobies (Lentipes concolor) upstream of the diversion dam on W. 
Kopiliula Stream. Potential flow direction has a blue arrow pointing downstream. Discolored water from the Koolau Ditch 
outfall is highlighted by a red circle.

Figure 13: View of the Koolau Ditch outfall (red circle) with the blue arrow pointing downstream. 
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Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 4 Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium lar) (Figure 15), 409 Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata)(Figure 16), 5 Goby 
(Lentipes concolor) (Figure 17) and Guppy (Poecilia reticulata) (Figure 18) and 1 Damselfly, 
possibly a Rambur’s Forktail Damselfly (Figure 19) in a 578 ft² area.  A total of 60 individual 
biotic samples were surveyed and recorded.   
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Figure 14: Biotic survey results for K15 on W. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

K15                
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian 
prawn 

(Macrobrach
ium lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 8 48 16.00 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 4 24 8.00 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 4 24 8.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
25 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
26 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
27 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
28 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
29 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
30 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
31 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
32 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
33 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
34 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
35 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
36 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
37 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0
38 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
39 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0
40 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
41 3 2 1 6 2.00 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
42 3 2 1 6 2.00 1 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0
43 3 2 2 12 4.00 2 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0
44 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 1 8 0 0 0 0 0
45 3 2 3 18 6.00 3 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
46 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 0
47 3 2 4 24 8.00 3 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 0
48 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
49 3 2 1 6 2.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50 3 2 3 18 6.00 3 0 0 68 0 0 0 0 0
51 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
52 3 2 3 18 6.00 1 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0
53 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0
54 2 2 1 4 1.33 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0
55 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
56 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
57 3 2 1 6 2.00 5 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
58 2 2 1 4 1.33 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
59 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0
60 3 2 3 18 6.00 4 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0

Total 578 192.6666667 27 0 4 409 5 0 1 0 0
Density #/yd² 0.14 0.00 0.02 2.12 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
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Figure 15: Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) documented upstream of K15 on W. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 16: Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) documented upstream of K15 on W. Kopiliula Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 17: Goby (Lentipes concolor) documented upstream of K15 on W. Kopiliula Stream. 

Figure 18: Male and female guppy (Poecilia reticulata) documented upstream of K15 on W. Kopiliula Stream. 
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Figure 19: Damselfly documented upstream of K15 on W. Kopiliula Stream. Possibly Rambur’s Forktail (Ischnura ramburii) 
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K31 and K31a 
Stream Name: Piinaau Stream 

Ditch Name: Koolau Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/27/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of K31 on Piinaau Stream at Koolau Ditch.  K31a is upstream of K31. 

Diversion Description 
K31 is a side diversion that was open but clogged with debris and no water flowing over the dam 
(Figure 2).  The grate (Figure 3) was allowing the all the flow into the diversion leaving the 
downstream section dry although there was very little water flowing downstream into the 
diversion pool.  

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage due to all flow being diverted.  
Dragonfly larvae were the only organisms documented which indicates migratory species are not 
able to travel upstream with the diversion in its current state.  It is unclear if the diversion or 
naturally dry downstream sections are limiting upstream passage.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there are issues with entrainment due to no water flowing over the 
dam and water being diverted.  Under full diversion, water would not flow past the dam unless 
rains created flood conditions and entrainment could affect downstream passage for migratory 
stream animals.   

Figure 2: View of the K31 dam and diversion on Piinaau Stream at Koolau Ditch. This diversion was open and all water is 
diverted. Flow direction of Piinaau Stream has a blue arrow going over the diversion dam.   
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Figure 3: Close up view of the K31 grate on Piinaau Stream.  Water could be heard flowing through the debris clogged grate at 
the minimal flow rate when sampled.   

Stream Flow measurement 
There was no flow transect for K31 due to the minimal flow going into the diversion pool seen in 
Figure 4.  Flows did increase as you traveled upstream which will be discussed in the habitat 
section. 
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Figure 4: View of flow into diversion pool for K31 on Piinaau Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Habitat Survey 
The dam at K31 created a pool (Figure 2) with bedrock substrate averaging 1-2 feet deep.  
Upstream from the diversion was mostly dry bedrock with side pool habitat. Flows increased 
when traveling upstream which can be seen in Figure 9 through Figure 16. Results from the 
habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 5 through Figure 8. 
Downstream of the dam (Figure 15 & Figure 16) was completely dry bedrock with no flow 
going over the waterfall. 
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Figure 5: Habitat survey results for K31 on Piinaau Stream at Koolau Ditch 

Figure 6: Depth survey results for K31 on Piinaau Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 7: Substrate survey results for K31 on Piinaau Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 8: Wetted width survey results for K31 on Piinaau Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 9: Furthest upstream point surveyed for K31 on Piinaau Stream.  Natural flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   

Figure 10: Looking upstream at the dragonfly larvae sighting location.  Natural flow direction has a blue arrow pointing 
downstream.   
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Figure 11: Minor diversion K31a upstream of K31 on Piinaau Stream. The conveyance pipes were dismantled leaving all 
water in the stream and not an obstruction for fish passage or entrainment in its current state. 

Figure 12: Cascade and pool habitat upstream of the K31 diversion on Pinnaau Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 13: Cascade and pool habitat upstream of the K31 diversion dam on Piinaau Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 14: Cascade and pool habitat upstream of the K31 diversion dam on Piinaau Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 15: View of the dry habitat below the K31 diversion dam on Piinaau Stream. 
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Figure 16: View of the dry downstream habitat and over the falls.  This pic was taken on the bridge above the K31 diversion 
on Piinaau Stream. 
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Figure 17: View of the downstream pool habitat below the K31 diversion and waterfall on Piinaau Stream. 

Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented no animals.   A total of 12 
individual biotic samples were surveyed and recorded.  During the High Definition Stream 
Survey, 3 dragon or damselfly larvae were observed but no pictures or video of the larvae were 
captured for further identification.  

Figure 18: Biotic survey results for K31 on Piinaau Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

K31                
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 8 48 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 7 42 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 6 36 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 9 54 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 6 36 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 330 110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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K33 
Stream Name: Puohokamoa Stream 

Ditch Name: Koolau Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/23/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of K33 (direct downstream of S-9 on the map) on Puohokamoa Stream at Koolau Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
K33 is a side diversion that is currently closed with no water flowing in or over the dam (Figure 
2).  Directly upstream of K33 is S9 which is diverting all water from Puohokamoa Stream. 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage due to no flow going over the 
dam or any water being diverted.  Prawns were present which indicates they were able to migrate 
there with the diversion in its current state.  During full diversion, no water would flow past the 
dam except in flood conditions.  Normal upstream migration would be limited and would affect 
upstream passage for migratory stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are not issues with entrainment due to no water being 
diverted.  During full diversion, water would not flow past the dam unless rains created flood 
conditions and would affect downstream passage for migratory stream animals.   
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Figure 2: View of the K33 dam and diversion on Puohokamoa Stream at Koolau Ditch. This diversion was closed with no water 
flowing in. Flow direction of Puohokamoa Stream has a blue arrow going over the diversion dam.   

Stream Flow measurement 
Due to the lack of flow in Puohokamoa Stream at the K33 diversion, no flow measurements were 
taken. 

Habitat Survey 
The dam at K33 created side pools (Figure 2) resulting from no water flowing downstream into 
the diversion.  Upstream from the diversion were more side pools with mostly bedrock as well as 
a full mix of substrate. Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can 
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be seen in Figure 3 through Figure 6. Downstream of the dam (Figure 9) was all bedrock with a 
dry waterfall seen in Figure 10   

Figure 3: Habitat survey results for K33 on Puohokamoa Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 4: Depth survey results for K33 on Puohokamoa Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 5: Substrate survey results for K33 on Puohokamoa Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 6: Wetted width survey results for K33 on Puohokamoa Stream at Koolau Ditch. 
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Figure 7: The furthest upstream point surveyed for K33 on Puohokamoa Stream also marks the beginning of S9. Potential flow 
direction has a blue arrow pointing downstream.   

Figure 8: Side pool habitat upstream of the K33 diversion on Puohokamoa Stream. Potential flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   
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Figure 9: View of the downstream area as well as the diversion dam for K33 on Puohokamoa Stream. Potential flow direction 
has a blue arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 10: Looking over the dry waterfall downstream of K33 on Puohokamoa Stream. Potential flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   

Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 2 Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium lar) (Figure 12), 4 tadpoles (likely bullfrog but maybe wrinkled frog) (Figure 
13), and 2 dragonfly larvae (Figure 14) in a 234 ft² area.  A total of 18 individual biotic samples 
were surveyed and recorded.   
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Figure 11: Biotic survey results for K33 on Puohokamoa Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 12: Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) and a dragonfly larva documented upstream of K33 on Puohokamoa Stream. 

K33                
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
6 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
8 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

10 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

Total 234 78 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 4 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.00
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Figure 13: Bullfrog or wrinkled tadpole documented upstream of K33 on Puohokamoa Stream at Koolau Ditch. 

Figure 14: Dragonfly larva documented upstream of K33 on Puohokamoa Stream. 
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L1 
Stream Name: Nailiilihaele Stream 

Ditch Name: Lowrie Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/22/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of L1 on Nailiilihaele Stream at Lowrie Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
L1 is a side diversion currently diverting all the water flowing downstream into the dam 
diversion pool into Lowrie Ditch. (Figure 2).   

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage present due to the absence of 
flow going over the diversion.  No water would flow past the dam except in flood conditions and 
would affect upstream passage for migratory stream animals.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there are issues with entrainment due to the lack of water flowing 
over the dam. No water would flow past the dam unless rains created flood conditions and would 
entrain most migratory stream animals when traveling downstream.   

Figure 2: View of the debris guard and dam for L1 on Nailiilihaele. The blue arrow is showing potential flow direction, and the 
yellow arrow showing diverted flow direction.  
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Figure 3: View of the dam and downstream area for L1 on Nailiilihaele. The blue arrow is showing potential flow direction. 

Stream Flow measurement 
Stream flow measurements were not taken due to no water flowing over the dam. 

Habitat Survey 
The dam at L1 had created a pool in the diversion area with all flow joining Lowrie Ditch and 
nothing going over the dam. Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys 
can be seen in Figure 4 through Figure 7.  
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Figure 4: Habitat survey results for L1 on Nailiilihaele Stream at Lowrie Ditch. 

Figure 5: Depth survey results for L1 on Nailiilihaele Stream at Lowrie Ditch. 
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Figure 6: Substrate survey results for L1 on Nailiilihaele Stream at Lowrie Ditch. 

Figure 7: Wetted width survey results for L1 on Nailiilihaele Stream at Lowrie Ditch. 

Biotic Surveys: 
No biological survey was completed due to lack of clarity of the water. 
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L2 
Stream Name: Kailua Stream 

Ditch Name: Lowrie Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/10/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell and Jim Parham, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of L2 on Kailua Stream at Lowrie Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
L2 is a side diversion with all water being diverted, however the dam has seeps which gives the 
downstream section a measurable flow.  The dam (Figure 2) backed up water to the intake gate 
(Figure 3) which then flowed towards Lowrie Ditch.   

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage present due to the lack of flow 
going over the dam and all the water being diverted.  Tahitian prawns were present downstream 
of the diversion which indicates they were able to migrate upstream to the diversion site.  During 
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full diversion no water would flow past the dam except in flood conditions.  Normal upstream 
migration would be limited and would affect upstream passage for migratory stream animals.  

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are issues with entrainment due to the lack of water flowing 
over the dam and all the water being diverted.  Full diversion at this location limits downstream 
migration and could entrain migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: View over the dam and downstream habitat at K2.  Natural flow direction of Kailua Stream has a blue arrow going 
over the diversion dam.   
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Figure 3: Close up view of L2 intake off the side of the diversion pool.  

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for L2 (Figure 4) was downstream of the diversion dam in a pool with bedrock 
substrate. Kailua stream measured 3.45 feet wide with an average depth of .55 ft and a 0.03 ft³/s 
total discharge.  
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Figure 4: View of the flow data for L2 on Kailua Stream at Lowrie Ditch.  

Habitat Survey 
The dam at L2 created a pool (Figure 2) with a full mix and man-made substrate which then 
flows into Lowrie Ditch.  Average depth within our sampling range was 3 feet with most of the 
area being out of reach. Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can 
be seen in Figure 5 through Figure 8. Downstream of the dam (Figure 9 & Figure 10) was a pool 
habitat with bedrock substrate and 2 foot average depth.   

Figure 5: Habitat survey results for L2 on Kailua Stream at Lowrie Ditch. 
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Figure 6: Depth survey results for L2 on Kailua Stream at Lowrie Ditch. 

Figure 7: Substrate survey results for L2 on Kailua Stream at Lowrie Ditch. 
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Figure 8: Wetted width survey results for L2 on Kailua Stream at Lowrie Ditch. 
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Figure 9: View of the diversion dam and side pool habitat below L2 on Kailua Stream at Lowrie Ditch. Flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing towards the downstream. 
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Figure 10: Looking downstream at the pool habitat with bedrock substrate below L2 on Kailua Stream at Lowrie Ditch. Flow 
direction has a blue arrow pointing towards the downstream. 

Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 85 Guppy (Poecilia 
reticulata) (Figure 12), 8 Green Swordtail (Xiphoporus hellerii) (Figure 12), and 33 Tahitian 
prawn (Macrobrachium lar)(Figure 13) in a 532 ft² area.  A total of 36 individual biotic samples 
were surveyed and recorded.   
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Figure 11: Biotic survey results for L2 on Kailua Stream at Lowrie Ditch. 

L2                
Sample #

Area 
Width

Area 
Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green Swordtail 
(Xiphoporus 

hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae kala’ole 
(Atyoida 
bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 8 2 2 32 10.67 3 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 1 6 2.00 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 6 2.00 8 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 1 6 2.00 6 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 2 12 4.00 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 1 6 2.00 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 2 2 1 4 1.33 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 4 3 2 24 8.00 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 6 36 12.00 1 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 2 12 4.00 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 4 2 2 16 5.33 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 2 12 4.00 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 3 2 18 6.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 1 6 2.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 3 18 6.00 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 2 3 18 6.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 2 1 6 2.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 3 2 1 6 2.00 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 2 1 1 2 0.67 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 3 2 2 12 4.00 8 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 1 2 1 2 0.67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 2 2 2 8 2.67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 3 2 6 36 12.00 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
31 3 2 7 42 14.00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
32 3 2 5 30 10.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
33 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
34 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
35 3 2 9 54 18.00 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
36 3 2 1 6 2.00 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 532 177.33333 85 8 33 0 0 0 0 0 1
Density #/yd² 0.48 0.05 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
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Figure 12: 3 Green Swordtail (Xiphophorus hellerii) and Guppy (Poecilia reticulata) downstream of L2 on Kailua Stream at 
Lowrie Ditch. 

Figure 13 Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) downstream of L2 on Kailua Stream at Lowrie Ditch. 
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ML3 
Stream Name: Puohokamoa Stream 

Ditch Name: Manuel Luis Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/23/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of ML3 on Puohokamoa Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
ML3 is a side diversion that is currently open and diverting all water coming downstream with 
no flow going over the dam (Figure 2). 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage due to 100% of baseflow being 
diverted.  Both Tahitian prawns and native gobies (Lentipes concolor) were present which 
indicates some passage exists with the diversion in its current state.  Currently during full 
diversion, no water would flow past the dam except in flood conditions and would affect 
upstream passage for migratory stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently, there are issues with entrainment due to all water being diverted 
and nothing flowing over the dam.  During full diversion, water would not flow past the dam 
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unless rains created flood conditions and entrainment into the diversion ditch would restrict 
downstream passage for migratory stream animals. 

Figure 2: View of the ML3 dam and open diversion on Puohokamoa Stream. Diverted water flows in the direction of the yellow 
arrow with potential flow direction of Puohokamoa Stream as a blue arrow going over the diversion dam.   

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for ML3 (Figure 3) was upstream of the diversion dam in a run with full mix 
substrate type. Puohokamoa stream measured 13.4 feet wide with an average depth of .64 ft and 
a 1.16 ft³/s total discharge.  
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Figure 3: View of the flow data for ML3 on Puohokamoa Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch.  

Habitat Survey 
The dam at ML3 created a pool (Figure 2) with a large mix substrate averaging 1-foot depth.  
The upstream run and pool habitat could have had great variability if there was more flow.   
Downstream from the diversion was a mostly dry side pool habitat with boulder and full mix 
substrate (Figure 13).   Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can 
be seen in Figure 4 through Figure 7.  

Figure 4: Habitat survey results for ML3 on Puohokamoa Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch. 
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Figure 5: Depth survey results for ML3 on Puohokamoa Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch. 

Figure 6: Substrate survey results for ML3 on Puohokamoa Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch. 
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Figure 7: Wetted width survey results for ML3 on Puohokamoa Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch. 

Figure 8:  Pool habitat was the most upstream survey point for ML3 on Puohokamoa Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   
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Figure 9: Furthest upstream point surveyed for ML3 on Puohokamoa Stream.  Flow direction has a blue arrow pointing 
downstream.   

Figure 10: Run and riffle habitat upstream of the ML3 diversion on Puohokamoa Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   
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Figure 11: Run and riffle habitat upstream of the ML3 diversion on Puohokamoa Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   

Figure 12: Riffle and pool habitat created by the ML3 diversion dam on Puohokamoa Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   
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Figure 13: Downstream view of the ML3 diversion dam on Puohokamoa Stream. Potential flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   

Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 13 Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium lar) (Figure 15), 2 gobies (Lentipes concolor) in a 492 ft² area.  A total of 35 
individual biotic samples were surveyed and recorded.   
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Figure 14: Biotic survey results for ML3 on Puohokamoa Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch. 

ML3                
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
25 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
26 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
31 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
32 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
33 3 2 7 42 14 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
34 3 2 6 36 12 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
35 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
36 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 492 164 0 0 12 0 2 0 0 0 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Figure 15: Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) documented upstream of ML3 on Puohokamoa Stream. 

Figure 16: Goby (Lentipes concolor) and Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) documented upstream of ML3 on Puohokamoa 
Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch. 
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ML4 
Stream Name: West Puohokamoa Stream 

Ditch Name: Manuel Luis Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/27/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map and GPS location of ML4 on W. Puohokamoa Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
The ML4 diversion is a bottom grate diversion with stagnant water above and no water below.  
Water was not currently flowing into Manuel Luis Ditch from ML4 however, diverted water 
from other streams could be seen flowing through the ditch.   

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage present due to the absence of 
flow going over the diversion.  No water would flow past the dam except in flood conditions and 
would affect upstream passage for migratory stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are issues with entrainment due to the absence of water 
flowing over the dam. No water would flow past the dam unless rains created flood conditions.  
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Entrainment would occur when downstream flow was present and thus would affect downstream 
passage for migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: Upstream view of the ML4 bottom grate diversion on W. Puohokamoa. 
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Figure 3: View of Manuel Luis Ditch underneath the ML4 diversion. The diverted flow has a yellow arrow showing flow 
direction. 

Stream Flow measurement 
Stream flow measurements were not taken due to low flow conditions. 

Habitat Survey 
The ML4 diversion had created a small standing pool (Figure 2) upstream with no water being 
diverted and no water flowing downstream (Figure 8). Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, 
and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 4 through Figure 7. 
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Figure 4: Habitat survey results for ML4 on W. Puohokamoa Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch. 

Figure 5: Depth survey results for ML4 on W. Puohokamoa Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch. 
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Figure 6: Substrate survey results for ML4 on W. Puohokamoa Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch. 

Figure 7: Wetted width survey results for ML4 on W. Puohokamoa Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch. 
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Figure 8: View of the downstream habitat for ML4 on W. Puohokamoa Stream at Manuel Luis Ditch. Potential flow direction has 
a blue arrow crossing the truck path and pointing downstream. 

Biotic Surveys: 
Due to absence of water, no biotic surveys were completed. 
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NH1 
Stream Name: Alo Tributary of Waikamoi Stream 

Ditch Name: New Hamakua Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/20/17 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of NH1 on Alo Stream at New Hamakua Ditch. 

Diversion Description 
NH1 is a side diversion with no water flowing above (Figure 2) or below (Figure 3) the dam 
during the survey. The diversion gate was closed; however, no water was accumulating to bypass 
the diversion. The ditch was also pooled up with stagnant water against the diversion dam which 
can be seen in Figure 4. 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently there is a barrier to upstream passage due to the lack of any water 
flowing over the dam.  Tahitian prawns were present in the HDFS conducted which indicates 
they were able to migrate upstream to the diversion at its current state.  During full diversion, no 
water would flow past the dam unless rains created flood conditions and would affect upstream 
passage for migratory stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment due to the closed diversion.  
The stagnant pools created by the dam are the only available habitat in this short section of Alo 
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Stream. Under higher flow conditions water would flow past the dam and benefit downstream 
passage of animals.   

Figure 2: View of NH1 looking towards the intake to New Hamakua Ditch.  Natural flow direction of Alo has a blue arrow going 
downstream.  The potential diverted flow has a yellow arrow pointing towards New Hamakua Ditch.   
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Figure 3: The downstream side of the NH1 diversion dam on Alo Stream.  Blue arrow indicates the potential direction of flow. 
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Figure 4: incoming ditch water that flows into Alo Stream. 

Stream Flow measurement 
Due to the lack of flow in Alo Stream at the NH1 diversion, no flow measurements were taken. 
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Habitat Survey 
The NH1 diversion area at was mostly dry and would have created a pool with a mix of cobble, 
small boulder and man-made substrate (Figure 9).  Average depth was 2 inches where there was 
water with a wetted width 1-10%.  

Traveling upstream, bedrock was the dominant substrate with 2 stagnant pools of 1-36 inches. A 
dry 10 foot waterfall was the end of the short survey. 

Downstream of the dam was a cascade consisting of man-made and bedrock substrate with 0-
10% wetted width.   

Figure 5: Habitat survey results for NH1 on Alo Stream at New Hamakua Ditch. 

Figure 6: Depth survey results for NH1 on Alo Stream at New Hamakua Ditch. 
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Figure 7: Substrate survey results for NH1 on Alo Stream at New Hamakua Ditch. 

Figure 8: Wetted width survey results for NH1 on Alo Stream at New Hamakua Ditch. 
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Figure 9: Looking at the closed diversion intake of NH1 on Alo Stream. Potential flow direction has a blue arrow pointing 
downstream. 
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Figure 10: Looking upstream at the dry waterfall on Alo Stream at NH1. Potential flow direction has a blue arrow pointing 
downstream. 
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Figure 11: Looking downstream at the pool and dry waterfall below NH1 on Alo Stream. Potential flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing downstream. 
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Biotic Surveys 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 9 Tahitian prawns 
(Macrobrachium lar) and 97 guppies (Poecilia reticulata) in a 192 sq ft area.  16 individual 
biotic samples were surveyed with an average prawn density of .14/sq yd and a guppy density of 
1.52/sq yd. 

Figure 12: Results from the HDFS habitat for NH1 on Alo Stream at New Hamakua Ditch. 

Figure 13: Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) documented at NH1 on Alo Stream at New Hamakua Ditch. 

NH1  
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian 
prawn 

(Macrobrach
ium lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 1 1 1 1 0.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 1 1 1 0.33 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 1 1 1 0.33 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 2 12 4.00 16 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 2 12 4.00 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 1 6 2.00 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 1 6 2.00 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 1 6 2.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 1 6 2.00 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 3 18 6.00 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 1 5 15 5.00 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 3 18 6.00 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 6 36 12.00 10 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 6 36 12.00 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 192 64 97 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
Density #/yd² 1.52 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Figure 14: Guppy (Poecilia reticulata) documented at NH1 on Alo Stream at New Hamakua Ditch. 
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S2 
Stream Name: E. Honomanu Stream (Banana Intake) 

Ditch Name: Spreckles Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/19/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of S2 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  

Diversion Description: 
S2 is a side diversion (Figure 2) on the E. Honomanu Stream built on top of a waterfall seen in 
Figure 3. All water in the natural channel was passing the closed Spreckles Ditch and continuing 
down E. Honomanu Stream.   

Fish Passage Issues: Currently there are no barriers present that are as restrictive as the natural 
waterfall and cascade habitat in the upper Honomanu Watershed.  Healthy populations of opae 
kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) were present in the HDFS conducted which indicates they have been 
able to migrate upstream.  During full diversion no water would flow past the dam except in 
flood conditions and would affect upstream passage for migratory stream animals.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there would be no issues with entrainment due to all flow going 
through the bypass and continuing downstream. During full diversion water would not flow past 
the dam unless rains created flood conditions resulting in entrainment and limiting downstream 
passage for migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: View of the diversion dam at S2 on E. Honomanu Stream.  Flow direction has a blue arrow pointing towards the open 
dam bypass.  If the bypass was closed, the yellow arrows shows the flow direction into Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 3: View of the S2 diversion bypass channel leading to the waterfall on E. Honomanu.  The blue arrow indicates flow 
direction. 

Stream Flow Measurement 
The flow transect for S2 was upstream of the diversion in a full mix substrate in a beautiful pool-
riffle-run habitat.   E. Honomanu Stream measured 9.9 feet across with an average depth of .46 ft 
and a 2.62 ft^3/s total discharge. 
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Figure 4: View of the flow data upstream of S2 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Habitat Survey 
The diversion dam at S2 on E. Honomanu Stream was located on top of a waterfall with a man-
made substrate going through the bypass.  Average depth was three inches with a wetted width 
of 40-80%. All water during the survey was being bypassed and eventually flowed into the 
natural channel. Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen 
in Figure 5 through Figure 8. 

Traveling upstream from the diversion was a full mix of substrate with habitat alternating 
between riffles, runs, and pools. End of the survey was a waterfall into a pool that can be seen in 
Figure 10. 

Downstream of the S2 diversion dam (Figure 3) was a man-made flume which eventually 
merged with the natural bedrock before plummeting off the waterfall.  
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Figure 5: Habitat survey results for for S2 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 6: Depth survey results for S2 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 7: Substrate survey results for S2 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 8: Wetted width survey results for S2 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 9: View of the waterfall and pool upstream of S2 on E. Honomanu Stream. Flow direction is indicated by a blue arrow 
pointing downstream towards the diversion. 
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Figure 10: View of pool habitat upstream of S2 on E. Honomanu Stream.  Flow direction is indicated by a blue arrow pointing 
downstream towards the diversion. 
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Figure 11: View of the riffle-run-pool habitat and full mix substrate upstream of S2 on E. Honomanu Stream.  Flow direction is 
indicated by a blue arrow pointing downstream towards the diversion. 
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Figure 12: View of the riffle and run habitat upstream of S2 on E. Honomanu Stream. Flow direction is indicated by a blue 
arrow pointing downstream towards the diversion.  

Biotic Surveys 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 81 opae kala’ole (Atyoida 
bisulcata) (Figure 14) in a 110 sqft area.  41 individual biotic samples were surveyed upstream 
of S2 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 13: Biotic survey results for S2 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  

S2                
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian 
prawn 

(Macrobrach
ium lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 2 2 1 4 1.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 4 24 8.00 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0
22 1 1 1 1 0.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 2 2 1 4 1.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 1 1 1 1 0.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
26 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
27 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
28 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0
29 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 3 1 1 3 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
31 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
32 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
33 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
34 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
35 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
36 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
38 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
39 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
40 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
41 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Total 331 110.33 0 0 0 81 0 0 0 0 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Figure 14: Eight Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) documented upstream of S2 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  
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S3 
Stream Name: E. Honomanu Stream 

Ditch Name: Spreckles Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/19/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 
Diversion Location:  20.81315053, -156.1205879.  WGS 84 

Figure 1: Overhead map of S3 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
S3 is a side diversion (Figure 2) with most of the E. Honomanu flow continuing through the dam 
bypass over the waterfall. (Figure 8).  The partially boarded up entrance for Spreckles Ditch is 
most likely diverting water during high flows (Figure 3).  

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are no barriers to fish passage present due to all water 
flowing through the open dam bypass.  However, a closed dam bypass during full diversion 
would prevent any flow passed the dam except in flood conditions.  Normal upstream migration 
would be limited for migratory stream animals.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment due to all water flowing 
through the open dam bypass. However, a closed dam bypass during full diversion would 
prevent any flow passed the dam except in flood conditions and would result in high entrainment 
for migratory stream animals. 

Figure 2: View of the bridge and open dam bypass at S3 on E. Honomanu Stream. 
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Figure 3: View of the partially boarded up diversion at S3 on E. Honomanu Stream. 

Stream Flow measurement 
Stream flow measurements were not taken. 

Habitat Survey 
The waterfall above S3 briefly stops at the diversion area before continuing down the E. 
Honomanu Stream (Figure 3).  Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width 
surveys can be seen in Figure 4 through Figure 7.  
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Figure 4: Habitat survey results for S3 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 5: Depth survey results for S3 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 6: Substrate survey results for S3 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 7: Wetted width survey results for S3 on E. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 8: View of the riffle and waterfall habitat downstream of the S3 diversion on E. Honomanu. The blue arrow is showing 
flow direction before the E. Honomanu Stream turns into a waterfall.   

Biotic Surveys: 
No biotic surveys were completed due to limited stream access. 
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S4 
Stream Name: Honomanu Stream 

Ditch Name: Spreckles Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/19/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of S4 on Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  

Diversion Description: 
S4 is a side diversion built on top of a waterfall (Figure 2) with water flowing upstream and 
downstream through an open bypass seen in Figure 5. All water in the natural channel was 
passing the closed Spreckles Ditch and continuing down Honomanu Stream.   
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Figure 2: View of the diversion dam looking upstream at S4 on Honomanu Stream.  Flow direction has a blue arrow pointing 
towards the open diversion bypass.   
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Figure 3: View of the diversion dam, bypass, and waterfall below S4 on Honomanu Stream. This picture was taken from the 
bridge seen in Figure 4 & Figure 13. 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently there are no barriers present that are as difficult to pass as the 
natural waterfall and cascade habitat in the upper Honomanu Watershed.  Healthy populations of 
opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) were present in the HDFS conducted which indicates they have 
been able to migrate upstream.  During full diversion however, no water would flow past the 
dam except in flood conditions.  Normal upstream migration would be limited for migratory 
stream animals.  

Entrainment Issues: Currently there would be no issues with entrainment due to all flow going 
through the bypass and continuing downstream. During full diversion water would not flow past 
the dam unless rains created flood conditions resulting in high entrainment and poor downstream 
passage for migratory stream animals.   
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Stream Flow Measurement 
The flow transect for S4 was inside of the bypass diversion in a sheet flow habitat on a man-
made substrate (Figure 5).  Honomanu Stream measured 5.4 feet across with an average depth of 
.12 ft and a 2.87 ft^3/s total discharge. 

Figure 4: View of the flow data for S4 on Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 5: View of the flow measurement transect for S4 on Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  Flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing towards the diversion bypass.   

Habitat Survey 
The diversion dam at S4 on Honomanu Stream was located on top of a waterfall with a lot of 
man-made substrate.  Average depth was three inches with a wetted width of 60-100%. All water 
during the survey was being bypassed and left in the natural channel. Results from the habitat, 
depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 6 through Figure 9. 

Traveling upstream from the diversion was a full mix of substrate with habitat alternating 
between riffles, runs, and pools. End of the survey was a pool that can be seen in Figure 10 just 
upstream of a legacy diversion dam longer being used. 

Downstream of the S4 diversion dam (Figure 3 & Figure 13) was approximately 250 feet of 
pool, riffle, run habitat and substrate types at 50-80% wetted width.  
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Figure 6: Habitat survey results for for S4 on Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 7: Depth survey results for for S4 on Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 8: Substrate survey results for for S4 on Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 9: Wetted width survey results for S4 on Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 10: View of the pool habitat created by a legacy diversion dam upstream of S4 on Honomanu Stream.  Natural flow 
direction is indicated by a blue arrow. 
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Figure 11: View of the riffle-run habitat and large boulder substrate, upstream of S4 on Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  
Natural flow direction is indicated by a blue arrow. 
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Figure 12: View of the riffle and run habitat upstream of the bypass intake for S4 on Honomanu Stream. Flow direction is 
indicated by a blue arrow pointing towards the dam bypass. The yellow arrow shows potential flow direction during full 
diversion headed towards Spreckles Ditch.  
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Figure 13: View of the Honomanu Stream channel downstream of the waterfall below S4.  The blue arrow indicates flow 
direction. 

Biotic Surveys 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 153 opae kala’ole (Atyoida 
bisulcata) (Figure 15) in a 432 sq ft area.  34 individual biotic samples were surveyed upstream 
of S4 on Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 14: Biotic survey results for S4 on Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  

Figure 15: Three Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) documented upstream of K11 on Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  

S4                
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian 
prawn 

(Macrobrach
ium lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 1 1 1 1 0.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 3 18 6.00 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 1 1 1 0.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 4 24 8.00 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 2 2 12 4.00 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 2 1 6 2.00 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 212 70.67 0 0 153 0 0 0 0 0 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 2.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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S5 
Stream Name: W. Honomanu Stream 

Ditch Name: Spreckles Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/19/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of S5 on W. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  
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Figure 2: View of S5 (red circle) from a distance. 

Diversion Description 
S5 is a side diversion (Figure 3) with most of the W. Honomanu flow continuing through the 
dam bypass over the waterfall. (Figure 9).  The debris guard for Spreckles Ditch was clogged 
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with material indicating the diversion is open and that water is diverted during high flows 
(Figure 4).  

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are no barriers to fish passage present due to all water 
flowing through the open dam bypass. This site is at the top of a large waterfall so any native 
amphidromous animals that reach this location will have excellent climbing abilities. However, a 
closed dam bypass during full diversion would prevent any flow passed the dam except in flood 
conditions.  This may disrupt normal upstream migration and would affect upstream passage for 
migratory stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are limited issues with entrainment due to all water flowing 
through the open dam bypass. However, the likelihood of some diversion occurring at higher 
flows would result in entrainment of downstream drifting larvae into the diversion.  

Figure 3: View of the upstream waterfall above S5 on W. Honomanu Stream. 
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Figure 4: View of the diversion at S5 on W. Honomanu Stream. The debris guard for Spreckles Ditch was clogged with material 
indicating that water is diverted during high flows. 

Stream Flow measurement 
Stream flow measurements were not taken. 

Habitat Survey 
The waterfall above S5 briefly stops at the diversion area before continuing down W. Honomanu 
Stream (Figure 4).  Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be 
seen in Figure 5 through Figure 8.  
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Figure 5: Habitat survey results for S5 on W. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 6: Depth survey results for S5 on W. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 7: Substrate survey results for S5 on W. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 8: Wetted width survey results for S5 on W. Honomanu Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 9: View of the cascade habitat downstream of the S5 diversion on W. Honomanu. The blue arrow is showing 
flow direction before the W. Honomanu Stream turns into a waterfall.  Figure 9 is 3 different photos stitched together. 

Biotic Surveys: 
No biotic surveys were completed due to the difficultly of access. 
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S6 
Stream Name: ‘Ulu’ini Stream 

Ditch Name: Spreckles Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/19/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map and GPS location of S6 on ‘Ulu’ini Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
S6 is a bottom grate diversion with all of the ‘Ulu’ini Stream dropping into an already flowing 
Spreckles Ditch (Figure 3-Figure 5).  The grate itself was covered with debris however all 
flowed through with nothing spilling over into the natural stream channel. 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage present due to no water flowing 
over the bottom grate diversion.  No water would flow past the dam except in flood conditions 
and would affect upstream passage for migratory stream animals.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there are issues with entrainment due to no water flowing over the 
bottom grate diversion. High entrainment would be expected with this bottom grate design and 
would affect downstream passage for migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: Historical image of S6 diversion (h-14 named here). Note the open bottom grate intake. 
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Figure 3: View of Spreckles Ditch and the bottom grate diversion of S6 on the ‘Ulu’ini. The yellow arrow is showing flow 
direction into the grate before joining the flow in Spreckles Ditch.  

Figure 4: View of ‘Ulu’ini Stream flow going into the bottom grate diversion at S6 into Spreckles Ditch. The yellow arrow is 
showing flow direction into the grate (yellow square) before joining the flow in Spreckles Ditch.  
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Figure 5: View of Spreckles Ditch before S6 adds flow from ‘Ulu’ini Stream. 

Stream Flow measurement 
Stream flow measurements were not taken as S6 diverts all stream flow. 

Habitat Survey 
The bottom grate diversion at S6 prevented any water from continuing to flow down the ‘Ulu’ini 
Stream (Figure 4).  Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be 
seen in Figure 6 through Figure 9.  
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Figure 6: Habitat survey results for S6 on ‘Ulu’ini Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 7: Depth survey results for S6 on ‘Ulu’ini Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 8: Substrate survey results for S6 on ‘Ulu’ini Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 9: Wetted width survey results for S6 on ‘Ulu’ini Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 10: View of the riffle and run habitat upstream of the S6 diversion on ‘Ulu’ini. The blue arrow is showing flow direction 
before the ‘Ulu’ini is diverted into Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 11: View of the pool and run habitat upstream of the S6 diversion on ‘Ulu’ini. The blue arrow is showing flow direction 
before the ‘Ulu’ini is diverted into Spreckles Ditch. 
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Biotic Surveys: 
No biotic surveys were completed due to time constriants. 
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S7 
Stream Name: Kolea Stream 

Ditch Name: Spreckles Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/19/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of S7 on Kolea Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
S7 is a side diversion with Kolea Stream flowing through a culvert in the dam (Figure 2). No 
flow was being diverted and a dry Spreckles Ditch can be seen in Figure 3. High water indicators 
can be seen in Figure 2 where flows were too high for the culvert and Kolea Stream flowed over 
the dam. 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage present due to the culvert pipe 
being above the downstream pool level.  However, if the culvert were closed and S7 was at full 
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diversion, no water would flow past the dam except in flood conditions.  Normal upstream 
migration would be limited and would affect upstream passage for migratory stream animals.  

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment due to all water flowing 
through the culvert. However, if the culvert were closed and S7 was at full diversion, no water 
would flow past the dam except in flood conditions.  In this case, entrainment would be high and 
limit downstream passage for migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: View of the dam and culvert for the S7 diversion on Kolea. The blue arrow is showing flow direction through the 
culvert.  
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Figure 3: View of the dry conveyance to Spreckles Ditch.  
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Stream Flow measurement 
Stream flow measurements were not taken. 

Habitat Survey 
The dam at S7 has a culvert and created a deep run at the outfall (Figure 2).  No water was being 
diverted to Spreckles Ditch (Figure 3) and all flows continued down Kolea Stream (Figure 8). 
Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 4 
through Figure 7.  

Figure 4: Habitat survey results for S7 on Kolea Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 5: Depth survey results for S7 on Kolea Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 6: Substrate survey results for S7 on Kolea Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 7: Wetted width survey results for S7 on Kolea Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 8: View of the dam and culvert for the S7 diversion on Kolea. The blue arrow is showing flow direction below the culvert. 

Biotic Surveys: 
No biotic surveys were completed due to time constraints. 
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S9 
Stream Name: Puohokamoa Stream 

Ditch Name: Spreckles Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/23/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map and GPS location of S9 on Puohokamoa Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
S9 is a side diversion that is currently open with all flow going into the diversion and none 
passing over the dam (Figure 2). This site is immediately upstream of K-33 and likely the reason 
that k-33 is dry. 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there are barriers to fish passage due to all flow being diverted.  
Prawns and opae were present which indicates they were able to migrate upstream with the 
diversion in its current state.  At the current full diversion, no water would flow past the dam 
except in flood conditions and limited upstream passage for migratory stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: Currently there are issues with entrainment due to all water being diverted 
and nothing flowing over the dam.  During full diversion, water would not flow past the dam 
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unless rains created flood conditions.  Entrainment is likely high at this site due to the diversion  
and its impact on downstream passage for migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: View of the S9 dam and open diversion on Puohokamoa Stream. Diverted water flows in the direction of the yellow 
arrow with potential flow direction of Puohokamoa Stream as a blue arrow going over the diversion dam.   
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Figure 3: View into the open diversion at S9 on Puohokamoa Stream. 

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for S9 (Figure 4) was upstream of the diversion dam in a run with full mix 
substrate type. Puohokamoa stream measured 25.6 feet wide with an average depth of 1.19 ft and 
a 11.15 ft³/s total discharge.  
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Figure 4: View of the flow data for S9 on Puohokamoa Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  

Habitat Survey 
The dam at S9 created a pool (Figure 2) with a man-made and large mix substrate averaging 2 
foot depth.  Upstream from the diversion had great variability with mostly a run habitat at an 
average depth of 1-2 feet. Downstream from the diversion were more side pools with mostly 
bedrock as well as a full mix of substrate (Figure 13).   Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, 
and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 5 through Figure 8.  

Figure 5: Habitat survey results for S9 on Puohokamoa Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 6: Depth survey results for S9 on Puohokamoa Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 7: Substrate survey results for S9 on Puohokamoa Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 8: Wetted width survey results for S9 on Puohokamoa Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 9: Furthest upstream point surveyed for S9 on Puohokamoa Stream. Flow direction has a blue arrow pointing 
downstream.   
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Figure 10: Run and pool habitat upstream of the S9 diversion on Puohokamoa Stream at Spreckles Ditch. Flow direction has a 
blue arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 11: Run and riffle habitat upstream of the S9 diversion on Puohokamoa Stream at Spreckles Ditch. Flow direction has a 
blue arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 12: Riffle and run habitat created by the S9 diversion dam on Puohokamoa Stream at Spreckles Ditch. Flow direction has 
a blue arrow pointing downstream.   
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Figure 13: Looking upstream below the S9 diversion dam on Puohokamoa Stream. Potential flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing downstream.   

Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 1 Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium lar) (Figure 15), 46 opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) (Figure 16), and 1 
dragonfly larvae (Figure 17) in a 456 ft² area.  A total of 25 individual biotic samples were 
surveyed and recorded.   
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Figure 14: Biotic survey results for S9 on Puohokamoa Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 15: Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) documented upstream of S9 on Puohokamoa Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

S9               
Sample # Area Width Area Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporus 
hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae 
kala’ole 
(Atyoida 

bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 8 48 16 0 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 0
2 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 7 42 14 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 7 42 14 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 6 36 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
25 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 456 152 0 0 1 46 0 0 1 0 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
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Figure 16: Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcate) documented upstream of S9 on Puohokamoa Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 17: Dragonfly larvae documented upstream of S9 on Puohokamoa Stream. 
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S10 
Stream Name: Waikamoi Stream 

Ditch Name: Spreckles Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/20/17 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map and GPS location of S10 on Waikamoi Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Diversion Description 
The S10 diversion is a typical side diversion with minimal water flowing above and below the 
dam during the survey.  The intake gate was closed during our survey; however, diverted water 
could be heard in the conveyance heading towards Spreckles Ditch.   

Fish Passage Issues: Currently there are no barriers present due to the diversion given the small 
amount of water being diverted.  Tahitian prawns were present in the HDFS conducted which 
indicates they were able to migrate upstream with the diversion at its current state.  During full 
diversion however, no water would flow past the dam unless rains created flood conditions and 
would affect upstream passage for migratory stream animals.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently there are no issues with entrainment due to the amount of water 
flowing over the dam and minimal amount of water being diverted.  The pool created by the dam 
resembles the typical habitat seen in Waikamoi Stream as well as surrounding streams. During 
full diversion however, no water would flow past the dam unless rains created flood conditions.  
Normal downstream migration would be limited and entrainment would be high for migratory 
stream animals.   

Figure 2: View of S10 looking towards the conveyance to Spreckles Ditch.  Natural flow direction of Waikamoi has a blue arrow 
going over the diversion dam.  The diverted flow has a yellow arrow pointing towards Spreckles Ditch.   
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Figure 3: View of S10 on Waikamoi Stream at Spreckles Ditch looking upstream from the natural channel.  Natural flow 
direction of Waikamoi Stream has a blue arrow both above and below the diversion dam.   

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for S10 was upstream of the diversion pool and placed in a natural pool habitat 
(Figure 5).  Waikamoi Stream measured 12.3 feet wide with an average depth of .56 ft and total 
discharge of 0.25 ft^3/s.  
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Figure 4: View of the flow data for S10 on Waikamoi Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 5: View of the flow measurement transect for S10 on Waikamoi Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  Natural flow direction follows 
the blue arrow and is flowing towards the diversion dam.   
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Habitat Survey 
The dam at S10 created a pool with a mix of cobble, small boulder and bedrock substrate 
upstream of the diversion (Figure 11).  Average depth was 2 feet with a wetted width 100% 
within the pool. Traveling upstream, a bedrock riffle separated a plunge pool created by the 
waterfall documented at the end of the survey.  Depth of the pool was greater than 6 ft with the 
waterfall at approximately 25 ft. 

Downstream of the dam was a cascade consisting of bedrock and 0-10% wetted width.  The 
amount of flow removed from the diversion was unmeasurable so flows downstream of the 
diversion would measure very similar to the upstream flow measurement.   

Figure 6: Habitat survey results for S10 on Waikamoi Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 7: Depth survey results for S10 on Waikamoi Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 8: Substrate survey results for S10 on Waikamoi Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 9: Wetted width survey results for S10 on Waikamoi Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 10: Looking upstream at the waterfall on Waikamoi Stream at S10. Natural flow direction has a blue arrow pointing 
downstream. 
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Figure 11: Looking upstream from the diversion pool of S10 on Waikamoi Stream at Spreckles Ditch. Natural flow direction has 
a blue arrow pointing downstream. 
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Figure 12: Looking upstream at the diversion dam of S10 on Waikamoi Stream at Spreckles Ditch. Natural flow direction has a 
blue arrow pointing downstream. 
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Figure 13: Looking downstream at the waterfall below S10 on Waikamoi Stream at Spreckles Ditch. Natural flow direction has a 
blue arrow pointing downstream. 

Biotic Surveys 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 8 prawns in a 354 sq ft area.  
15 individual biotic samples were surveyed with an average Prawn density of .07/sq yd. 
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Figure 14: Results from the HDFS habitat for S10 on Waikamoi Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 15: Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) documented at S10 on Waikamoi Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

S10              
Sample #

Area 
Width

Area 
Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area 
Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green Swordtail 
(Xiphoporus 

hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachiu

m lar)

Opae kala’ole 
(Atyoida 
bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 7 42 14 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 6 36 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 6 36 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 7 42 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 7 42 14 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 6 36 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 354 118 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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S15 
Stream Name: Nailiilihaele Stream 

Ditch Name: Spreckles Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/22/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of S15 on Nailiilihaele Stream at Spreckles Ditch.  

Diversion Description 
S15 is a side diversion with minimal water flowing downstream into the dam pool. Given the 
limited access to this site, we were not able to determine if the Spreckles Ditch intake gate was 
open or closed during our survey (Figure 3).  It looks like it is closed and water is overtopping 
the diversion dam and flowing downstream. 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently, there may be barriers to fish passage present due to the minimal 
flow going over the diversion.  This could be the result of an open diversion or low stream flow. 
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Minimal water would flow past the dam except in flood conditions and thus may limit upstream 
passage for migratory stream animals.   

Entrainment Issues: It is unclear if there are issues with entrainment due to the minimal amount 
of water flowing over the dam. Minimal water would flow past the dam unless rains created 
flood conditions.  If the diversion is removing water than entrainment would be an issue and it 
would affect downstream passage for migratory stream animals.   

Figure 2: Historical photo of S15 diversion (named J-20 here) showing the water flowing into the diversion. 
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Figure 3: View of the debris guard and dam for S15 on Nailiilihaele. It was not determined if the diversion gate was open or if 
lack of flow was the reason for the lack of flow over the dam.  The blue arrow is showing potential flow direction, and the yellow 
arrow showing diverted flow direction.  

Stream Flow measurement 
Stream flow measurements were not taken due to low flow conditions. 

Habitat Survey 
The dam at S15 had created a pool in the diversion area with an unknown amount of flow joining 
Spreckles Ditch. Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen 
in Figure 4 through Figure 7.  
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Figure 4: Habitat survey results for S15 on Nailiilihaele Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 5: Depth survey results for S15 on Nailiilihaele Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 
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Figure 6: Substrate survey results for S15 on Nailiilihaele Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Figure 7: Wetted width survey results for S15 on Nailiilihaele Stream at Spreckles Ditch. 

Biotic Surveys: 
Lack of access prevented a biological survey. 
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W1 
Stream Name: Alo Tributary of Waikamoi Stream 

Ditch Name: Wailoa Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/20/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch.  

Diversion Description: 
W1 is a bottom grate diversion with no water flowing into the natural channel downstream. All 
water in the natural channel was being diverted into Wailoa Ditch.  

Fish Passage Issues: Currently there is a barrier present due to no flow going over the bottom 
grate with 100% of baseflow water being diverted.  Prawns and native gobies (Lentipes concolor 
and Awaous stamenius) were present in the HDFS conducted which indicates they have been 
able to migrate upstream of the diversion during high flows or from passage through the ditch 
system.  Bottom grate diversions are designed to capture all of the base flow with no water 
flowing past the dam unless rains created flood conditions and would affect upstream passage for 
migratory stream animals.   
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Entrainment Issues: Currently entrainment will be high due to all of the flow captured by the 
bottom grate diversion. During full diversion water would not flow past the bottom grate unless 
rains created flood conditions and would affect downstream passage for migratory stream 
animals.   

Figure 2: View of W1 looking upstream at the bottom grate diversion to Wailoa Ditch.  Natural flow direction of Alo Stream has 
a yellow arrow pointing towards into the bottom grate.   
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Figure 3: View of the dry stream channel downstream from the bottom grate diversion of W1.  The blue arrow indicates potential 
flow direction during rain events. 

Stream Flow Measurement 
The flow transect for W1 was upstream of the diversion in a natural run habitat created by a 
medium mix of substrate (Figure 5).  Alo Stream measured 19 feet across with an average depth 
of .35 ft and a 1.5 ft^3/s total discharge. 
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Figure 4: View of the flow data for W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch. 

Figure 5: View of the flow measurement transect for W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch.  Natural flow direction has a blue arrow 
pointing towards the bottom grate diversion.   
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Habitat Survey 
The bottom grate diversion for W1 was located at the end of a riffle consisting of a gravel, 
cobble, and small boulder mix on man-made substrate.  Average depth was three inches with a 
wetted width of 80-100%. All water at the time of our survey was being removed. Results from 
the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in Figure 6 through Figure 9. 

Traveling upstream from the diversion was a full mix of substrate with habitat alternating 
between riffles, runs, and pools. A small waterfall can be seen in Figure 10 which was the end of 
the survey reach. 

Downstream of the dam (Figure 3) was 20 feet of cascade consisting of bedrock and 1-10% 
wetted width.  There were stagnant puddles downstream of the diversion but no flowing water.  

Figure 6: Habitat survey results for for W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch. 

Pool Run Riffle Cascade Falls Side Pool Sheet Flow. Unknown
Upstream 40% 40% 10% 0% 10% 0% 0% 0%
Downstream 25% 0% 0% 50% 0% 25% 0% 0%
Diversion Area 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
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Figure 7: Depth survey results for for W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch. 

Figure 8: Substrate survey results for for W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch. 
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Figure 9: Wetted width survey results for W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch. 
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Figure 10: View of pool habitat upstream of W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch.  Natural flow direction is indicated by a blue 
arrow. 
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Figure 11: View of the pool habitat upstream of W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch.  This pool was most likely created by the 
Spreckles Ditch outfall into Alo Stream seen in Figure 12.  Natural flow direction is indicated by a blue arrow. 
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Figure 12: View of the pool-run habitat likely created by the Spreckles Ditch outfall into Alo Stream.  Natural flow direction is 
indicated by a blue arrow. 
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Figure 13: View of the riffle habitat upstream of the bottom grate diversion for W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch. Natural flow 
direction is indicated by a yellow arrow pointing towards the bottom grate diversion.  

Biotic Surveys 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 12 Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium lar) (Figure 15), 1 o’opu alamo’o (Lentipes concolor), and 3 o’opu nakea 
(Awaous stamenius) (Figure 16) in a 432 sqft area.  26 individual biotic samples were surveyed 
upstream of W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch. 
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Figure 14: Biotic survey results for W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch.  

Figure 15: A Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar) documented upstream of W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch.  

 W1 
Sample #

Area 
Width

Area 
Height

Area 
Distance

Area 
Total ft²

Area 
Total yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green 
Swordtail 

(Xiphoporu
s hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium lar)

Opae kala’ole 
(Atyoida 
bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog
1 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
9 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 7 42 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 7 42 14 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
24 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
26 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Totals 432 144 0 0 12 0 1 3 0 0 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Figure 16: A goby (Awaous stamenius) in the left red circle and a goby (Lentipes concolor) in the right red circle documented 
upstream of W1 on Alo Stream at Wailoa Ditch.   
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W2 
Stream Name: Waikamoi Stream 

Ditch Name: Wailoa Ditch 

Survey Date: 10/23/2017 

Surveyors: Brett Connell, Trutta Environmental Solutions 

Diversion Information 

Figure 1: Overhead map of W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailoa Ditch.  

Diversion Description:  

The W2 diversion is a side diversion with water flowing above the dam but not flowing below 
the diversion.  All water in the natural channel was either being diverted to Wailoa Ditch or 
possibly going through a bypass (Figure 3) that discharges further downstream. 

Fish Passage Issues: Currently there is a barrier present due to no flow going over the dam and 
all of the water being diverted.  Opae were present in the HDFS conducted which indicates they 
have been able to migrate upstream with the diversion at its current state.  During full diversion 
however, this diversion is designed to capture all of the base flow with no water flowing past the 
dam unless rains created flood conditions.  This may entrain upstream moving animals and limit 
upstream passage.   
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Entrainment Issues: Downstream entrainment is likely high at this site due to all of the water 
being diverted.  The pool created by the dam resembles the typical plunge pool type habitat seen 
in Waikamoi Stream as well as surrounding streams. During full diversion water would not flow 
past the dam unless rains created flood conditions and thus the majority of downstream drifting 
larvae would likely be entrained.   

Figure 2: View of W2 looking downstream at the dam and conveyance to Wailoa Ditch.  Natural flow direction of Waikamoi 
Stream has a blue pointing towards the diversion dam.  The diverted flow has a yellow arrow pointing towards Wailoa Ditch. 
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Figure 3: View of W2 looking downstream from the natural Waikamoi Stream channel.  Natural flow direction has a blue arrow 
above the diversion dam and the diverted flow has a yellow arrow pointing towards Wailoa Ditch.  The red arrow is pointing 
where water was flowing into the diversion but it is unknown if this is a bypass or not.   

Stream Flow measurement 
The flow transect for W2 was upstream of the diversion in a natural pool habitat created by 
boulders and bedrock (Figure 5).  Waikamoi Stream measured 18.5 feet across with an average 
depth of 1.42 ft and a 2.96 ft^3/s total discharge. 
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Figure 4: View of the flow data for W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailua Ditch. 

Figure 5: View of the flow measurement transect for W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailua Ditch.  Natural flow direction has a blue 
arrow pointing towards the diversion dam.   
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Habitat Survey 
The dam at W2 created a pool habitat (Figure 2) with a mix of cobble, small boulder and bedrock 
substrate.  Average depth was 2 feet with a wetted width of 100% within the pool. Traveling 
upstream from the diversion pool, bedrock became the dominant substrate with the habitat 
turning into cascade at 40-60% wetted. The cascade habitat continued for 20 feet before going 
out of sight. Results from the habitat, depth, substrate, and wetted width surveys can be seen in 
Figure 6 through Figure 9. 

Figure 6: Habitat survey results for W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailua Ditch. 

Figure 7: Depth survey results for W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailua Ditch. 
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Figure 8: Substrate survey results for W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailua Ditch. 

Figure 9: Wetted width survey results for W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailua Ditch. 
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Figure 10: View of the pool habitat with a waterfall upstream of W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailoa Ditch.  Natural flow 
direction is indicated by a blue arrow. 
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Figure 11: View of the run habitat upstream of W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailoa Ditch.  Natural flow direction is indicated by 
a blue arrow. 
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Figure 12: View of the riffle habitat upstream of W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailoa Ditch.  Natural flow direction is indicated by 
a blue arrow. 
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Figure 13: View of the pool habitat created by the dam for W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailoa Ditch.  Natural flow direction has 
a blue arrow pointing towards the diversion dam even though there is now water flowing passed. In addition to water flowing 
into the portholes seen in Figure 2, the stream is also freely flowing into the diversion at the yellow arrow. 

Biotic Surveys: 
We used the High Definition Fish Survey method and documented 152 opae (Figure 15) and 8 
wrinkled frog tadpoles (Figure 16) in a 492 sq ft area.  Five individual biotic samples were 
surveyed with an average opae density of 0.93/sq yd. 
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Figure 14: Biotic survey results for W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailoa Ditch. 

W2                
Sample #

Area 
Width

Area 
Height

Area 
Distance

Area Total 
ft²

Area 
Total 
yd²

Guppy 
(Poecilia 

reticulata)

Green Swordtail 
(Xiphoporus 

hellerii)

Tahitian prawn 
(Macrobrachium 

lar)

Opae kala’ole 
(Atyoida 
bisulcata)

Goby 
(Lentipes 
concolor)

Goby 
(Awaous 

stamenius) Insect Tadpole Frog

1 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
5 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
7 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 46 0 0 0 0 0
8 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
11 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
12 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
15 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
17 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
19 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
20 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0
23 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0
25 3 2 8 48 16 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0
26 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
27 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
30 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
31 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
32 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
33 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
34 3 2 5 30 10 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
35 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
36 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
37 3 2 2 12 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0
38 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0
39 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
40 3 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
41 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
42 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
43 3 2 4 24 8 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
44 3 2 1 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Total 492 164 0 0 0 152 0 0 0 8 0
Density #/yd² 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00
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Figure 15: Opae kala’ole (Atyoida bisulcata) documented in the diversion pool of W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailoa Ditch. 

Figure 16 Wrinkled tadpoles in the red circles along with opae were documented upstream of W2 on Waikamoi Stream at Wailoa 
Ditch. 
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Appendix 2a – Node information used in the East Maui HSHEP model. 

Stream 
ID 

Stream Name Diversion 
ID 

Diversion 
Code 

Diversion Type Diversion 
Name 

Ditch Surveyed Site 
Picture 

Habitat 
Impact 

Upstream 
Impact 

Downstream 
Impact 

1 Makapipi 39 1 Stream mouth No No 0 0 0 

1 Makapipi 49 3 Sink No No 0 0.7 0.7 

1 Makapipi 196 11 Major - Side K-1 KOOLAU Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

1 Makapipi 228 22 Minor - Pipe K-1a KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

1 Makapipi 500 5 Measure Point No No 0 0 0 

2 Hanawi 42 1 Stream mouth No No 0 0 0 

2 Hanawi 50 4 Spring No No 0 0 0 

2 Hanawi 192 11 Major - Side K-2 KOOLAU Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

2 Hanawi 193 11 Major - Side K-32 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

2 Hanawi 194 11 Major - Side K-4 KOOLAU Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

2 Hanawi 229 21 Minor - Side K-4b KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.1 0.6 

3 Kapaula 44 1 Stream mouth No No 0 0 0 

3 Kapaula 51 4 Spring No No 0 0 0 

3 Kapaula 186 12 Major - Pipe K-8 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.6 0.9 

3 Kapaula 187 12 Major - Pipe K-6 KOOLAU Yes Yes 0.8 0.6 0.9 

3 Kapaula 188 11 Major - Side K-7 KOOLAU Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

3 Kapaula 195 11 Major - Side K-5 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

4 Waiaaka 43 1 Stream mouth No No 0 0 0 

4 Waiaaka 230 13 Major - Direct K-9 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

5 Paakea 41 1 Stream mouth No No 0 0 0 

5 Paakea 184 11 Major - Side K-10 KOOLAU Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

5 Paakea 185 11 Major - Side K-11 KOOLAU Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

5 Paakea 231 22 Minor - Pipe K-11a KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

5 Paakea 232 22 Minor - Pipe K-11b KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

6 Waiohue 40 1 Stream mouth No No 0 0 0 

6 Waiohue 182 14 Major - Unknown K-12 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

6 Waiohue 183 11 Major - Side K-13 KOOLAU Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 
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Stream 
ID 

Stream Name Diversion 
ID 

Diversion 
Code 

Diversion Type Diversion 
Name 

Ditch Surveyed Site 
Picture 

Habitat 
Impact 

Upstream 
Impact 

Downstream 
Impact 

6 Waiohue 233 23 Minor - Direct K-12a KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

6 Waiohue 234 23 Minor - Direct K-12b KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

7 Kopiliula 38 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

7 Kopiliula 48 2 Split   No No 0 0 0 

7 Kopiliula 180 11 Major - Side K-14 KOOLAU Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

7 Kopiliula 191 11 Major - Side K-15 KOOLAU Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

7 Kopiliula 235 22 Minor - Pipe K-14b KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

7 Kopiliula 236 22 Minor - Pipe K-14c KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

7 Kopiliula 237 23 Minor - Direct K-14d KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

8 East Wailua Iki 37 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

8 East Wailua Iki 190 11 Major - Side K-16 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

8 East Wailua Iki 501 5 Measure Point   No No 0 0 0 

9 West Wailua 
Iki 

36 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

9 
West Wailua 

Iki 223 11 Major - Side K-17 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

9 West Wailua 
Iki 

502 5 Measure Point   No No 0 0 0 

10 Wailua Nui 35 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

10 Wailua Nui 217 11 Major - Side K-21 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

10 Wailua Nui 218 11 Major - Side K-20 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

10 Wailua Nui 220 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate K-19 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

10 Wailua Nui 227 11 Major - Side K-18 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

10 Wailua Nui 238 24 Minor - Unknown K-21b KOOLAU No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

10 Wailua Nui 503 5 Measure Point   No No 0 0 0 

12 Waiokamilo 34 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

12 Waiokamilo 54 3 Sink   No No 0 0.7 0.7 

12 Waiokamilo 216 11 Major - Side K-25 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

12 Waiokamilo 222 12 Major - Pipe K-22 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.6 0.9 
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Stream 
ID 

Stream Name Diversion 
ID 

Diversion 
Code 

Diversion Type Diversion 
Name 

Ditch Surveyed Site 
Picture 

Habitat 
Impact 

Upstream 
Impact 

Downstream 
Impact 

12 Waiokamilo 224 12 Major - Pipe K-24 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.6 0.9 

12 Waiokamilo 225 14 Major - Unknown K-23 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

12 Waiokamilo 239 22 Minor - Pipe K-22b KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

12 Waiokamilo 240 22 Minor - Pipe K-22c KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

12 Waiokamilo 241 22 Minor - Pipe K-22d KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

12 Waiokamilo 242 22 Minor - Pipe K-22e KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

12 Waiokamilo 243 22 Minor - Pipe K-22f KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

15 Piinaau 32 1 Stream mouth No No 0 0 0 

15 Piinaau 47 2 Split No No 0 0 0 

15 Piinaau 52 3 Sink No No 0 0.7 0.7 

15 Piinaau 53 3 Sink No No 0 0.7 0.7 

15 Piinaau 205 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate K-30 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

15 Piinaau 207 12 Major - Pipe K-29 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.6 0.9 

15 Piinaau 208 14 Major - Unknown K-28 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

15 Piinaau 214 14 Major - Unknown K-26 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

15 Piinaau 215 11 Major - Side K-27 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

15 Piinaau 226 11 Major - Side K-31 KOOLAU Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

15 Piinaau 504 5 Measure Point No No 0 0 0 

16 Nuaailua 31 1 Stream mouth No No 0 0 0 

16 Nuaailua 221 11 Major - Side S-1 SPRECKELS No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

16 Nuaailua 244 22 Minor - Pipe S-1a SPRECKELS No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

16 Nuaailua 245 24 Minor - Unknown S-1b SPRECKELS No Yes 0.8 0.4 0.8 

16 Nuaailua 246 23 Minor - Direct S-1c SPRECKELS No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

16 Nuaailua 247 22 Minor - Pipe S-1d SPRECKELS No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

16 Nuaailua 505 5 Measure Point No No 0 0 0 

17 Honomanu 30 1 Stream mouth No No 0 0 0 

17 Honomanu 181 11 Major - Side S-4 SPRECKELS Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

17 Honomanu 198 11 Major - Side S-3 SPRECKELS Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 
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Stream 
ID 

Stream Name Diversion 
ID 

Diversion 
Code 

Diversion Type Diversion 
Name 

Ditch Surveyed Site 
Picture 

Habitat 
Impact 

Upstream 
Impact 

Downstream 
Impact 

17 Honomanu 199 11 Major - Side S-5 SPRECKELS Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

17 Honomanu 200 11 Major - Side S-2 SPRECKELS Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

17 Honomanu 206 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate S-6 SPRECKELS Yes Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

17 Honomanu 248 22 Minor - Pipe S-2a SPRECKELS No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

17 Honomanu 249 22 Minor - Pipe S-5a SPRECKELS No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

17 Honomanu 281 21 Minor - Side K-32a KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.1 0.6 

17 Honomanu 506 5 Measure Point   No No 0 0 0 

18 Punalau 29 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

18 Punalau 111 11 Major - Side K-32 KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

18 Punalau 113 11 Major - Side ML-1 MANUEL 
LUIS 

No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

18 Punalau 197 11 Major - Side S-7 SPRECKELS Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

18 Punalau 250 24 Minor - Unknown S-7a SPRECKELS No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

18 Punalau 251 24 Minor - Unknown S-7b SPRECKELS No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

18 Punalau 252 24 Minor - Unknown S-7c SPRECKELS No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

18 Punalau 278 24 Minor - Unknown K-32b KOOLAU No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

18 Punalau 278 24 Minor - Unknown K-32b KOOLAU No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

18 Punalau 280 22 Minor - Pipe K-32c KOOLAU No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

18 Punalau 280 24 Minor - Unknown K-32c KOOLAU No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

18 Punalau 284 22 Minor - Pipe ML-1b 
MANUEL 

LUIS No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

18 Punalau 285 24 Minor - Unknown ML-1a MANUEL 
LUIS 

No Yes 0.8 0.4 0.8 

18 Punalau 507 5 Measure Point   No No 0 0 0 

19 Haipuaena 27 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

19 Haipuaena 72 11 Major - Side S-8 SPRECKELS No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

19 Haipuaena 119 11 Major - Side ML-2 
MANUEL 

LUIS No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

19 Haipuaena 279 24 Minor - Unknown K-32d KOOLAU No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 
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Stream 
ID 

Stream Name Diversion 
ID 

Diversion 
Code 

Diversion Type Diversion 
Name 

Ditch Surveyed Site 
Picture 

Habitat 
Impact 

Upstream 
Impact 

Downstream 
Impact 

19 Haipuaena 283 24 Minor - Unknown ML-2a MANUEL 
LUIS 

No Yes 0.8 0.4 0.8 

19 Haipuaena 508 5 Measure Point   No No 0 0 0 

20 Puohokamoa 28 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

20 Puohokamoa 73 11 Major - Side S-9 SPRECKELS Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

20 Puohokamoa 100 11 Major - Side ML-3 
MANUEL 

LUIS Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

20 Puohokamoa 109 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

ML-4 MANUEL 
LUIS 

Yes Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

20 Puohokamoa 201 11 Major - Side K-33 KOOLAU Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

20 Puohokamoa 253 24 Minor - Unknown S-9a SPRECKELS No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

20 Puohokamoa 254 24 Minor - Unknown S-9b SPRECKELS No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

20 Puohokamoa 255 24 Minor - Unknown S-9c SPRECKELS No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

20 Puohokamoa 256 24 Minor - Unknown S-9d SPRECKELS No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

20 Puohokamoa 509 5 Measure Point   No No 0 0 0 

21 Wahinepee 26 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

21 Wahinepee 112 13 Major - Direct ML-5 MANUEL 
LUIS 

No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

21 Wahinepee 286 23 Minor - Direct ML-5b 
MANUEL 

LUIS No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

21 Wahinepee 287 23 Minor - Direct ML-5a MANUEL 
LUIS 

No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

21 Wahinepee 288 23 Minor - Direct ML-4a 
MANUEL 

LUIS No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

21 Wahinepee 289 23 Minor - Direct ML-5f MANUEL 
LUIS 

No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

21 Wahinepee 510 5 Measure Point   No No 0 0 0 

22 Waikamoi 25 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

22 Waikamoi 71 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate W-1 WAILOA Yes Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

22 Waikamoi 74 11 Major - Side S-10 SPRECKELS Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

22 Waikamoi 114 11 Major - Side NH-1 HAMAKUA Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

22 Waikamoi 132 11 Major - Side C-1 CENTER Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 
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22 Waikamoi 139 11 Major - Side W-2 WAILOA Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

22 Waikamoi 257 24 Minor - Unknown S-9e SPRECKELS No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

22 Waikamoi 258 24 Minor - Unknown S-9f SPRECKELS No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

22 Waikamoi 511 5 Measure Point   No No 0 0 0 

23 Kolea 24 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

23 Kolea 67 13 Major - Direct W-3 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

23 Kolea 68 13 Major - Direct W-4 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

23 Kolea 110 13 Major - Direct C-3 CENTER No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

23 Kolea 115 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate NH-3 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

23 Kolea 116 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

NH-2 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

23 Kolea 130 11 Major - Side C-2 CENTER Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

23 Kolea 130 11 Major - Side C-2 CENTER Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

23 Kolea 135 14 Major - Unknown Kolea Res  No No 0.8 0.3 0.8 

23 Kolea 290 24 Minor - Unknown C-3a CENTER No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

24 Punaluu 23 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

24 Punaluu 128 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate C-4 CENTER No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

25 Kaaiea 22 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

25 Kaaiea 60 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate W-6 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

25 Kaaiea 61 14 Major - Unknown W-5 WAILOA No No 0.8 0.3 0.8 

25 Kaaiea 101 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

C-5 CENTER Yes Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

25 Kaaiea 136 11 Major - Side S-11 SPRECKELS No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

25 Kaaiea 282 23 Minor - Direct NH-4a HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

26 Oopuola 21 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

26 Oopuola 56 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate W-10 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

26 Oopuola 62 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

W-9 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 
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26 Oopuola 81 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

W-8 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

26 Oopuola 83 12 Major - Pipe W-7 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.6 0.9 

26 Oopuola 102 13 Major - Direct C-8 CENTER No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

26 Oopuola 103 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

C-7 CENTER Yes Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

26 Oopuola 106 11 Major - Side C-6 CENTER Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

26 Oopuola 164 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

NH-8 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

26 Oopuola 165 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate NH-7 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

26 Oopuola 166 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

NH-6 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

26 Oopuola 167 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate NH-5 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

26 Oopuola 179 13 Major - Direct NH-4 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

26 Oopuola 203 13 Major - Direct S-12 SPRECKELS No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

26 Oopuola 204 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

S-13 SPRECKELS No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

26 Oopuola 291 24 Minor - Unknown C-8a CENTER No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

26 Oopuola 293 24 Minor - Unknown S-12a SPRECKELS No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

27 Puehu 20 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

27 Puehu 88 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate W-11 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

27 Puehu 107 14 Major - Unknown C-9  No No 0.8 0.3 0.8 

27 Puehu 176 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate NH-9 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

27 Puehu 212 14 Major - Unknown S-14 SPRECKELS No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

27 Puehu 292 24 Minor - Unknown C-9a CENTER No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

27 Puehu 294 24 Minor - Unknown S-14a SPRECKELS No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

28 Naiiliilihaele 19 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

28 Naiiliilihaele 75 14 Major - Unknown Papaaea 
Res 

 No No 0.8 0.3 0.8 
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28 Naiiliilihaele 77 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

W-13 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

28 Naiiliilihaele 78 11 Major - Side W-14 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

28 Naiiliilihaele 94 11 Major - Side L-1 LOWRIE Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

28 Naiiliilihaele 97 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

W-12 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

28 Naiiliilihaele 159 11 Major - Side NH-13 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

28 Naiiliilihaele 171 11 Major - Side NH-12 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

28 Naiiliilihaele 172 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate NH-11 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

28 Naiiliilihaele 173 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

NH-10 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

28 Naiiliilihaele 202 11 Major - Side S-15 SPRECKELS Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

29 Kailua 18 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

29 Kailua 69 14 Major - Unknown Kailua Res  No No 0.8 0.3 0.8 

29 Kailua 89 14 Major - Unknown W-16 WAILOA No No 0.8 0.3 0.8 

29 Kailua 92 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

W-15 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

29 Kailua 95 11 Major - Side L-2 LOWRIE Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

29 Kailua 154 11 Major - Side H-1 HAIKU Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

29 Kailua 177 11 Major - Side NH-14 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

30 Hanahana 17 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

30 Hanahana 86 12 Major - Pipe L-3 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.6 0.9 

30 Hanahana 86 12 Major - Pipe L-3 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.6 0.9 

30 Hanahana 178 13 Major - Direct NH-15 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

31 Hoalua 16 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

31 Hoalua 55 11 Major - Side L-4 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

31 Hoalua 93 14 Major - Unknown W-17 WAILOA No No 0.8 0.3 0.8 

31 Hoalua 134 11 Major - Side H-2 HAIKU No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

31 Hoalua 149 13 Major - Direct NH-16 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 
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31 Hoalua 259 20 Minor - Bottom 
Grate 

W-17c WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.4 0.8 

31 Hoalua 260 23 Minor - Direct NH-16c HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

31 Hoalua 261 22 Minor - Pipe NH-16d HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.7 0.9 

31 Hoalua 262 23 Minor - Direct NH-16a HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

31 Hoalua 263 24 Minor - Unknown NH-16b HAMAKUA No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

32 Hanehoi 15 1 Stream mouth No No 0 0 0 

32 Hanehoi 66 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

L-7 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

32 Hanehoi 98 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate 
W-18 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

32 Hanehoi 123 11 Major - Side H-3 HAIKU No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

32 Hanehoi 131 12 Major - Pipe H-4 HAIKU No Yes 0.8 0.6 0.9 

32 Hanehoi 144 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

L-5 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

32 Hanehoi 146 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate L-6 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

32 Hanehoi 168 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

NH-17 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

32 Hanehoi 264 23 Minor - Direct NH-17a HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

32 Hanehoi 265 23 Minor - Direct NH-18a HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

32 Hanehoi 296 23 Minor - Direct L-5c LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

32 Hanehoi 297 23 Minor - Direct L-5b LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

32 Hanehoi 298 24 Minor - Unknown L-7a LOWRIE No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

32 Hanehoi 299 23 Minor - Direct L-7b LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

33 Waipio 13 1 Stream mouth No No 0 0 0 

33 Waipio 108 12 Major - Pipe NH-18 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.6 0.9 

33 Waipio 122 14 Major - Unknown H-5 HAIKU No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

33 Waipio 142 13 Major - Direct L-9 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

33 Waipio 143 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

L-8 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 
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33 Waipio 266 20 Minor - Bottom 
Grate 

W-18a WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.4 0.8 

34 Mokupapa 120 11 Major - Side H-6 HAIKU No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

34 Mokupapa 174 13 Major - Direct L-10 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

34 Mokupapa 175 13 Major - Direct L-11 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

34 Mokupapa 310 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

35 Hoolawa 11 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

35 Hoolawa 57 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

W-21 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

35 Hoolawa 58 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate 
W-20 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

35 Hoolawa 59 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate W-19 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

35 Hoolawa 121 11 Major - Side H-7 HAIKU Yes Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

35 Hoolawa 138 11 Major - Side NH-19 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

35 Hoolawa 140 13 Major - Direct L-13 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

35 Hoolawa 141 13 Major - Direct L-14 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

35 Hoolawa 147 12 Major - Pipe L-12 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.6 0.9 

35 Hoolawa 148 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate NH-20 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

35 Hoolawa 158 11 Major - Side NH-21 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

35 Hoolawa 267 20 
Minor - Bottom 

Grate NH-20 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.4 0.8 

35 Hoolawa 268 24 Minor - Unknown NH-19a HAMAKUA No No 0.8 0.4 0.8 

35 Hoolawa 300 23 Minor - Direct L-14a LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 1 0.9 

36 Honopou 7 1 Stream mouth   No No 0 0 0 

36 Honopou 45 2 Split   No No 0 0 0 

36 Honopou 63 11 Major - Side W-22 WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 

36 Honopou 96 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate H-8 HAIKU No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

36 Honopou 117 11 Major - Side L-17 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0 0.6 
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36 Honopou 150 10 Major - Bottom 
Grate 

NH-23 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

36 Honopou 151 10 
Major - Bottom 

Grate NH-22 HAMAKUA No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

36 Honopou 161 13 Major - Direct L-16 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.9 0.9 

36 Honopou 170 14 Major - Unknown L-15 LOWRIE No Yes 0.8 0.3 0.8 

36 Honopou 269 24 Minor - Unknown W-22a WAILOA No Yes 0.8 0.4 0.8 
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Appendix 2b. Basin and Habitat Unit input into the East Maui HSHEP model. These should be considered raw input and unmodified by any 
additional factors such as barrier, entrainment, or habitat modification. SID = Stream ID, BID = Basin ID, BFQ50 Basin = estimate of median 
baseflow within each basin, BFQ50 c = estimate of cumulative median baseflow for each basin, AB = Atyoida bisulcata, AS = Awaous stamenius, 
ES = Eleotris sandwicensis, LC = Lentipes concolor, MG = Macrobrachium grandimanus, NG = Neritina granosa, SH = Stenogobius hawaiiensis, SS = 
Sicyopterus stimpsoni, MX = Megalagrion xanthomelas, MP = Megalagrion pacificum, CQ = Culex quinquefasiatus. 

SID Stream Name BID Lease Area Area (m2) BFQ50 
Basin 

BFQ50 
c 

Stream 
Length 

(m) 
AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ 

1 Makapipi 1 Nahiku 1,663,400 4.2 4.2 1,820 382 522 16 640 90 633 3 511 14 7 184 
1 Makapipi 2 Nahiku 1,059,300 1.98 6.25 2,300 1,008 401 0 1,239 0 342 0 287 0 0 232 
1 Makapipi 3 Nahiku 1,095,900 1.35 1.35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 Makapipi 4 Nahiku 3,317,700 2.92 2.92 1,970 1,204 27 0 540 0 22 0 20 0 0 196 
2 Hanawi 5 Nahiku 719,700 1.08 23.32 1,960 469 526 10 827 76 685 1 479 7 4 195 
2 Hanawi 6 Nahiku 647,900 0.97 6.74 730 284 131 0 470 0 104 0 69 0 0 74 
2 Hanawi 7 Nahiku 333,400 0.33 5.77 590 300 55 0 239 0 46 0 36 0 0 59 
2 Hanawi 8 Nahiku 87,000 0.07 0.07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 Hanawi 9 Nahiku 2,703,500 1.79 1.79 7,450 2,380 37 0 777 0 25 0 21 0 0 745 
2 Hanawi 10 Nahiku 9,376,100 3.58 3.58 17,690 3,557 36 0 860 0 24 0 20 0 0 1,255 
3 Kapaula 11 Nahiku 750,000 1.16 5.11 1,840 491 363 1 1,065 1 390 0 158 2 1 184 
3 Kapaula 12 Nahiku 93,100 0.06 1.65 680 296 71 0 336 0 46 0 29 0 0 68 
3 Kapaula 13 Nahiku 57,700 0.02 1.37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 Kapaula 14 Nahiku 185,600 0.22 0.22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 Kapaula 15 Nahiku 214,000 0.23 0.23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 Kapaula 16 Nahiku 700,700 1.12 1.35 3,000 1,607 34 0 870 0 20 0 12 0 0 300 
4 Waiaaka 17 Keanae 287,500 0.39 0.45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 Waiaaka 18 Keanae 76,200 0.06 0.06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 Paakea 19 Keanae 664,200 1.13 3.51 2,730 750 708 12 1,236 156 790 3 615 8 4 274 
5 Paakea 20 Keanae 41,500 0.03 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 Paakea 21 Keanae 58,700 0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 Paakea 22 Keanae 194,000 0.25 0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 Paakea 23 Keanae 1,826,100 2.06 2.06 1,690 843 61 0 496 0 40 0 50 0 0 168 
6 Waiohue 24 Keanae 705,400 1.13 2.78 2,350 706 536 21 1,050 71 587 3 495 20 10 234 
6 Waiohue 25 Keanae 26,300 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 Waiohue 26 Keanae 32,200 0.03 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ 

6 Waiohue 27 Keanae 181,300 0.19 0.19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 Waiohue 28 Keanae 913,900 1.42 1.42 2,950 1,668 43 0 845 0 33 0 27 0 0 295 
7 Kopiliula 29 Keanae 1,196,600 2.9 7.34 5,840 1,919 924 36 2,369 115 1,059 10 949 39 20 580 
7 Kopiliula 30 Keanae 50,300 0.02 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 Kopiliula 31 Keanae 43,600 0.02 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 Kopiliula 32 Keanae 12,100 0 1.14 70 36 3 0 21 0 2 0 2 0 0 5 
7 Kopiliula 33 Keanae 735,900 1.14 1.14 2,560 1,493 31 0 663 0 21 0 19 0 0 256 
7 Kopiliula 34 Keanae 10,118,600 3.26 3.26 22,880 3,395 32 0 817 0 28 0 32 0 0 1,709 
8 East Wailua Iki 35 Keanae 1,025,200 2.4 5.98 3,640 1,087 673 29 1,379 99 753 10 754 48 24 364 
8 East Wailua Iki 36 Keanae 9,183,800 3.58 3.58 15,820 4,645 36 0 1,212 0 33 0 54 0 0 1,428 
9 West Wailua Iki 37 Keanae 992,200 2.38 5.34 3,640 1,371 468 21 1,449 65 410 7 411 33 17 364 
9 West Wailua Iki 38 Keanae 9,548,800 2.96 2.96 15,410 3,523 23 0 809 0 13 0 5 0 0 1,406 

10 Wailua Nui 39 Keanae 2,388,300 5.7 9.95 4,720 1,243 623 58 947 121 325 31 483 93 47 472 
10 Wailua Nui 40 Keanae 86,300 0.06 0.06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 Wailua Nui 41 Keanae 94,500 0.07 0.07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 Wailua Nui 42 Keanae 23,200 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 Wailua Nui 43 Keanae 1,353,500 2.15 2.15 3,600 1,887 15 0 543 0 6 0 1 0 0 360 
10 Wailua Nui 44 Keanae 9,479,800 1.96 1.97 11,260 2,656 17 0 560 0 8 0 4 0 0 1,037 
12 Waiokamilo 45 Keanae 1,695,800 4.63 7.53 4,070 988 696 1 1,421 113 918 0 567 3 2 407 
12 Waiokamilo 46 Keanae 606,600 0.68 3.9 1,810 694 196 0 882 0 258 0 112 0 0 182 
12 Waiokamilo 47 Keanae 24,600 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 Waiokamilo 48 Keanae 73,900 0.05 0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 Waiokamilo 49 Keanae 40,900 0.02 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 Waiokamilo 50 Keanae 28,000 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 Waiokamilo 51 Keanae 25,100 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 Waiokamilo 52 Keanae 270,100 0.3 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 Waiokamilo 53 Keanae 225,300 0.23 0.23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 Waiokamilo 54 Keanae 3,824,000 2.59 2.59 5,790 2,480 16 0 718 0 8 0 9 0 0 577 
15 Piinaau 55 Keanae 2,704,600 6.77 18.27 7,400 1,961 2,584 122 2,710 996 2,720 108 2,040 68 34 738 
15 Piinaau 56 Keanae 3,586,200 6.63 19.07 2,960 1,413 717 0 1,697 0 640 0 439 0 0 298 
15 Piinaau 57 Keanae 1,112,400 2.43 2.43 5,200 1,494 1,725 13 1,917 558 1,979 11 1,467 5 3 523 
15 Piinaau 58 Keanae 1,753,500 3.36 6.62 4,810 2,616 871 0 2,558 0 652 0 560 0 0 477 
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15 Piinaau 59 Keanae 46,700 0.02 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 Piinaau 60 Keanae 60,700 0.03 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 Piinaau 61 Keanae 152,300 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 Piinaau 62 Keanae 946,600 0.86 0.86 3,870 2,683 0 0 176 0 0 0 0 0 0 388 
15 Piinaau 63 Keanae 3,045,900 2.25 2.25 6,800 2,593 0 0 379 0 0 0 2 0 0 680 
15 Piinaau 64 Keanae 36,326,400 12.44 12.44 19,100 9,904 0 0 211 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,676 
16 Nuaailua 65 Honomanu 2,638,800 6.01 6.62 5,200 1,613 1,060 72 1,445 131 796 14 857 51 26 520 
16 Nuaailua 66 Honomanu 14,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 Nuaailua 67 Honomanu 41,500 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 Nuaailua 68 Honomanu 42,200 0.02 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 Nuaailua 69 Honomanu 100,700 0.03 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 Nuaailua 70 Honomanu 254,000 0.55 0.55 1,520 839 0 0 267 0 0 0 8 0 0 151 
17 Honomanu 71 Honomanu 2,777,700 5.59 11.56 6,700 2,450 1,667 189 2,337 445 940 152 1,191 154 77 672 
17 Honomanu 72 Honomanu 78,900 0.04 0.52 910 594 18 0 290 0 11 0 5 0 0 92 
17 Honomanu 73 Honomanu 21,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 Honomanu 74 Honomanu 287,400 0.24 0.24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 Honomanu 75 Honomanu 466,800 0.48 0.48 1,490 1,014 0 0 304 0 0 0 0 0 0 148 
17 Honomanu 76 Honomanu 763,000 0.84 0.84 2,520 1,852 0 0 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 251 
17 Honomanu 77 Honomanu 1,472,200 1.47 1.47 7,750 2,474 0 0 404 0 0 0 0 0 0 775 
17 Honomanu 78 Honomanu 7,961,600 2.9 2.9 18,680 2,091 0 0 369 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,067 
18 Punalau 79 Honomanu 440,200 0.43 1.79 2,060 416 454 53 898 64 344 16 301 47 24 205 
18 Punalau 80 Honomanu 24,300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 Punalau 81 Honomanu 59,800 0.03 1.36 10 4 1 0 7 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
18 Punalau 82 Honomanu 338,800 0.22 1.33 1,080 455 106 0 518 0 83 0 48 0 0 108 
18 Punalau 83 Honomanu 16,700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 Punalau 84 Honomanu 272,300 0.22 0.22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 Punalau 85 Honomanu 295,700 0.24 0.89 1,090 542 39 0 398 0 27 0 12 0 0 110 
18 Punalau 86 Honomanu 23,500 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 Punalau 87 Honomanu 45,800 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 Punalau 88 Honomanu 125,300 0.06 0.06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 Punalau 89 Honomanu 574,800 0.57 0.57 1,950 1,048 6 0 458 0 4 0 9 0 0 194 
19 Haipuaena 90 Honomanu 563,000 0.65 3.53 2,700 1,199 80 0 746 0 228 0 79 1 1 271 
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SID Stream Name BID Lease Area Area (m2) BFQ50 
Basin 

BFQ50 
c 

Stream 
Length 

(m) 
AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ 

19 Haipuaena 91 Honomanu 276,000 0.24 2.88 1,550 980 34 0 388 0 45 0 25 0 0 157 
19 Haipuaena 92 Honomanu 168,300 0.09 2.64 900 679 2 0 159 0 8 0 2 0 0 89 
19 Haipuaena 93 Honomanu 3,115,600 2.55 2.55 10,900 4,217 0 0 442 0 4 0 0 0 0 1,063 
20 Puohokamoa 94 Huelo 709,100 0.74 8.29 2,550 707 774 26 1,462 114 919 6 618 18 9 255 
20 Puohokamoa 95 Huelo 272,700 0.28 0.45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 Puohokamoa 96 Huelo 28,100 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 Puohokamoa 97 Huelo 162,900 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 Puohokamoa 98 Huelo 110,200 0.06 0.06 20 13 1 0 8 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
20 Puohokamoa 99 Huelo 348,800 0.36 7.1 1,640 815 294 0 1,021 0 218 0 147 0 0 164 
20 Puohokamoa 100 Huelo 24,500 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 Puohokamoa 101 Huelo 9,600 0 6.73 30 17 3 0 12 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 
20 Puohokamoa 102 Huelo 6,420,500 6.73 6.73 23,310 8,974 112 0 2,640 0 104 0 47 0 0 2,331 
21 Wahinepee 103 Huelo 786,500 0.99 1.13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 205 
21 Wahinepee 104 Huelo 17,800 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 Wahinepee 105 Huelo 31,600 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 Wahinepee 106 Huelo 83,700 0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 Wahinepee 107 Huelo 121,800 0.08 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 Wahinepee 350 Huelo 31,600 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 Waikamoi 108 Huelo 311,900 0.22 4.92 1,700 332 161 0 555 0 306 0 120 0 0 172 
22 Waikamoi 109 Huelo 418,800 0.42 4.7 2,640 801 217 0 1,167 0 193 0 113 0 0 267 
22 Waikamoi 110 Huelo 33,100 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 Waikamoi 111 Huelo 119,900 0.08 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 Waikamoi 112 Huelo 6,800 0 1.57 80 31 3 0 20 0 2 0 2 0 0 5 
22 Waikamoi 113 Huelo 100,300 0.05 2.67 670 253 37 0 213 0 34 0 23 0 0 66 
22 Waikamoi 114 Huelo 1,228,800 1.57 1.57 4,370 1,977 27 0 837 0 26 0 17 0 0 437 
22 Waikamoi 115 Huelo 10,039,900 2.62 2.62 21,020 2,893 21 0 800 0 20 0 16 0 0 1,253 
22 Waikamoi 511 Huelo - 0 1E-07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 Kolea 116 Huelo 477,300 0.3 1.2 1,860 297 163 0 524 0 250 0 117 1 1 186 
23 Kolea 117 Huelo 29,800 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 Kolea 118 Huelo 31,900 0.01 0.01 20 4 2 0 8 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 
23 Kolea 119 Huelo 22,200 0 0.88 160 32 14 0 65 0 12 0 7 0 0 14 
23 Kolea 120 Huelo 572,600 0.57 0.88 1,700 430 121 0 575 0 89 0 65 0 0 171 
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SID Stream Name BID Lease Area Area (m2) BFQ50 
Basin 

BFQ50 
c 

Stream 
Length 

(m) 
AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ 

23 Kolea 121 Huelo 6,900 0 0.19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 Kolea 122 Huelo 22,000 0 0.12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 Kolea 123 Huelo 177,900 0.12 0.12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 Kolea 124 Huelo 269,500 0.19 0.19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 Kolea 125 Huelo 6,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 Punaluu 126 Huelo 196,100 0.1 0.35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 145 
24 Punaluu 127 Huelo 320,200 0.25 0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 94 
25 Kaaiea 128 Huelo 252,500 0.13 2.89 1,580 383 127 0 524 1 127 0 68 0 0 157 
25 Kaaiea 129 Huelo 168,700 0.09 2.76 1,210 366 93 0 550 0 43 0 34 0 0 119 
25 Kaaiea 130 Huelo 190,500 0.12 2.67 1,110 452 55 0 346 0 25 0 22 0 0 113 
25 Kaaiea 131 Huelo 11,300 0 2.55 140 61 4 0 33 0 2 0 2 0 0 14 
25 Kaaiea 132 Huelo 2,088,000 2.55 2.55 6,390 3,125 18 0 766 0 7 0 3 0 0 638 
26 Oopuola 133 Huelo 761,700 0.53 1.92 2,740 662 598 46 876 95 401 13 420 33 17 272 
26 Oopuola 134 Huelo 4,900 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 Oopuola 135 Huelo 57,400 0.02 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 Oopuola 136 Huelo 117,000 0.05 0.28 820 286 90 0 420 0 38 0 29 0 0 84 
26 Oopuola 137 Huelo 68,200 0.01 1.09 410 149 50 0 217 0 22 0 16 0 0 39 
26 Oopuola 138 Huelo 13,000 0 0 70 23 5 0 29 0 2 0 2 0 0 8 
26 Oopuola 139 Huelo 269,100 0.17 0.23 930 370 46 0 288 0 22 0 19 0 0 92 
26 Oopuola 140 Huelo 229,100 0.15 1.08 1,290 635 105 0 471 0 43 0 38 0 0 130 
26 Oopuola 141 Huelo 38,300 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 Oopuola 142 Huelo 53,800 0.02 0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 Oopuola 143 Huelo 6,200 0 0.16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 Oopuola 144 Huelo 9,100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 Oopuola 145 Huelo 14,300 0 0.16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 Oopuola 146 Huelo 232,900 0.16 0.16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 Oopuola 147 Huelo 209,800 0.16 0.16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 Oopuola 148 Huelo 83,800 0.03 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26 Oopuola 149 Huelo 611,200 0.61 0.61 3,730 2,218 48 0 845 0 16 0 7 0 0 373 
27 Puehu 150 Huelo 653,500 0.46 0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 5 312 
27 Puehu 151 Huelo 8,700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 Puehu 152 Huelo 282,700 0.24 0.39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 
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SID Stream Name BID Lease Area Area (m2) BFQ50 
Basin 

BFQ50 
c 

Stream 
Length 

(m) 
AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ 

27 Puehu 153 Huelo 143,100 0.07 0.07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 Puehu 154 Huelo 11,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 Puehu 155 Huelo 28,800 0.01 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 Puehu 156 Huelo 130,100 0.07 0.07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 Naiiliilihaele 157 Huelo 568,200 0.41 10.43 1,990 717 329 0 926 2 331 0 164 0 0 198 
28 Naiiliilihaele 158 Huelo 69,700 0.02 10.02 190 74 30 0 119 0 30 0 12 0 0 18 
28 Naiiliilihaele 159 Huelo 839,200 0.97 10 1,850 886 278 0 1,141 0 173 0 101 0 0 186 
28 Naiiliilihaele 160 Huelo 306,400 0.19 8.41 790 525 54 0 320 0 28 0 20 0 0 81 
28 Naiiliilihaele 161 Huelo 11,500 0 8.22 50 34 2 0 17 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 
28 Naiiliilihaele 162 Huelo 581,600 0.58 0.62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 Naiiliilihaele 163 Huelo 24,200 0 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 Naiiliilihaele 164 Huelo 30,500 0.01 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 Naiiliilihaele 165 Huelo 38,100 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 Naiiliilihaele 166 Huelo 75,200 0.02 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 Naiiliilihaele 167 Huelo 5,936,100 8.22 8.22 18,110 12,327 64 0 3,476 0 31 0 11 0 0 1,811 
29 Kailua 168 Huelo 300,600 0.14 10.43 1,770 575 227 0 670 3 226 0 126 2 1 175 
29 Kailua 169 Huelo 11,600 0 10.29 90 33 11 0 39 0 12 0 5 0 0 11 
29 Kailua 170 Huelo 103,200 0.02 10.29 410 149 51 0 210 0 58 0 21 0 0 41 
29 Kailua 171 Huelo 797,100 0.83 10.27 2,370 1,111 262 0 1,236 0 169 0 99 0 0 235 
29 Kailua 172 Huelo 44,400 0.01 3.48 140 90 5 0 42 0 3 0 2 0 0 13 
29 Kailua 173 Huelo 25,000 0 5.96 220 133 9 0 70 0 5 0 3 0 0 24 
29 Kailua 174 Huelo 2,619,500 3.47 3.47 1,840 1,280 25 0 529 0 11 0 1 0 0 184 
29 Kailua 175 Huelo 9,361,700 5.96 5.96 14,700 5,096 33 0 1,123 0 15 0 4 0 0 1,469 
30 Hanahana 176 Huelo 683,000 0.54 1.33 1,620 103 164 3 206 27 144 0 163 10 5 160 
30 Hanahana 177 Huelo 578,900 0.67 0.79 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 Hanahana 178 Huelo 215,500 0.12 0.12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31 Hoalua 179 Huelo 232,300 0.05 2.65 1,160 130 250 20 184 45 232 3 291 36 18 115 
31 Hoalua 180 Huelo 262,800 0.09 2.6 1,030 239 120 0 508 0 189 0 56 0 0 103 
31 Hoalua 181 Huelo 863,000 1.01 2.51 2,780 952 274 0 1,458 0 213 0 106 0 0 278 
31 Hoalua 182 Huelo 7,800 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31 Hoalua 183 Huelo 18,300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31 Hoalua 184 Huelo 157,100 0.09 0.09 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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SID Stream Name BID Lease Area Area (m2) BFQ50 
Basin 

BFQ50 
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AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ 

31 Hoalua 185 Huelo 22,800 0 1.38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31 Hoalua 186 Huelo 48,600 0.02 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31 Hoalua 187 Huelo 50,100 0.01 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31 Hoalua 188 Huelo 1,234,300 1.38 1.38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 Hanehoi 189 Huelo 679,100 0.36 3.09 3,170 553 525 22 850 72 532 8 440 39 20 317 
32 Hanehoi 190 Huelo 145,900 0.03 0.7 870 212 111 0 334 0 154 0 58 0 0 87 
32 Hanehoi 191 Huelo 49,800 0.01 0.01 7 3 1 0 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 
32 Hanehoi 192 Huelo 537,200 0.65 0.66 1,320 400 158 0 609 0 124 0 71 0 0 132 
32 Hanehoi 193 Huelo 32,800 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 Hanehoi 194 Huelo 334,400 0.11 2.03 1,590 386 202 0 595 0 277 0 107 0 0 159 
32 Hanehoi 195 Huelo 20,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 Hanehoi 196 Huelo 24,300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 Hanehoi 197 Huelo 185,400 0.09 0.09 1,210 377 143 0 546 0 102 0 66 0 0 122 
32 Hanehoi 198 Huelo 310,300 0.28 0.29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 Hanehoi 199 Huelo 54,700 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32 Hanehoi 200 Huelo 429,800 0.38 1.54 2,110 729 205 0 865 0 163 0 92 0 0 211 
32 Hanehoi 201 Huelo 11,200 0 1.16 100 43 3 0 25 0 3 0 2 0 0 9 
32 Hanehoi 202 Huelo 932,500 1.16 1.16 760 357 19 0 188 0 12 0 9 0 0 76 
33 Waipio 204 Huelo 336,100 0.1 0.87 1,230 151 49 0 189 0 41 0 28 2 1 123 
33 Waipio 205 Huelo 284,300 0.08 0.77 1,170 160 46 0 218 0 40 0 20 0 0 117 
33 Waipio 207 Huelo 157,100 0.05 0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
33 Waipio 208 Huelo 548,800 0.51 0.64 2,540 474 84 0 529 0 40 0 31 0 0 254 
33 Waipio 209 Huelo 2,000 0 0.13 30 7 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
33 Waipio 210 Huelo 201,100 0.13 0.13 830 205 7 0 100 0 3 0 2 0 0 82 
34 Mokupapa 211 Huelo 666,000 0.41 0.62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 5 246 
34 Mokupapa 212 Huelo 436,200 0.16 0.21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 145 
34 Mokupapa 213 Huelo 39,600 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
34 Mokupapa 214 Huelo 157,400 0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 57 
35 Hoolawa 216 Huelo 1,097,100 0.54 12.56 3,260 427 750 28 469 230 577 11 705 43 22 328 
35 Hoolawa 217 Huelo 538,200 0.21 12.02 2,510 603 489 0 880 13 557 0 349 0 0 253 
35 Hoolawa 218 Huelo 81,200 0.03 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
35 Hoolawa 219 Huelo 361,800 0.26 0.26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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35 Hoolawa 220 Huelo 37,900 0 8.19 210 56 35 0 83 0 44 0 22 0 0 21 
35 Hoolawa 221 Huelo 614,700 0.59 8.19 2,490 852 347 0 977 0 209 0 225 0 0 250 
35 Hoolawa 222 Huelo 1,021,700 1.27 3.33 3,350 1,174 440 0 1,237 0 282 0 296 0 0 335 
35 Hoolawa 223 Huelo 17,100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
35 Hoolawa 224 Huelo 62,000 0.02 7.6 370 159 19 0 84 0 11 0 18 0 0 35 
35 Hoolawa 225 Huelo 10,200 0 0.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
35 Hoolawa 226 Huelo 40,500 0.01 7.47 80 35 4 0 18 0 2 0 4 0 0 9 
35 Hoolawa 227 Huelo 197,700 0.11 0.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
35 Hoolawa 228 Huelo 1,526,000 2.06 2.06 2,400 1,126 55 0 533 0 22 0 39 0 0 239 
35 Hoolawa 229 Huelo 3,627,000 7.46 7.46 7,200 3,227 61 0 1,089 0 26 0 73 0 0 720 
36 Honopou 230 Huelo 2,063,200 1.48 4.39 8,100 896 1,669 55 1,058 308 871 15 1,056 67 34 810 
36 Honopou 231 Huelo 319,800 0.08 2.91 1,290 214 232 0 271 11 154 0 116 0 0 129 
36 Honopou 232 Huelo 100,700 0.03 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
36 Honopou 233 Huelo 187,900 0.07 0.07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
36 Honopou 234 Huelo 1,809,100 2.63 2.73 4,610 1,210 382 0 1,096 0 173 0 182 0 0 462 
36 Honopou 235 Huelo 31,700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
36 Honopou 236 Huelo 13,500 0 0.05 100 32 3 0 14 0 1 0 2 0 0 10 
36 Honopou 237 Huelo 108,100 0.05 0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
36 Honopou 238 Huelo 1,759,400 1.99 1.99 6,310 2,036 66 0 738 0 10 0 44 0 0 630 
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Appendix 3a. Stream by scenario results in total habitat units. AB = Atyoida bisulcata, AS = Awaous stamenius, ES = Eleotris sandwicensis, LC = 
Lentipes concolor, MG = Macrobrachium grandimanus, NG = Neritina granosa, SH = Stenogobius hawaiiensis, SS = Sicyopterus stimpsoni, MX = 
Megalagrion xanthomelas, MP = Megalagrion pacificum, CQ = Culex quinquefasiatus, Amphi Total = Sum of amphidromous species HU, 
(AB+AS+ES+LC+MG+NG+SH+SS), Damsel Total = Sum of damselfly species HU, (MX+MP). 

Stream Name Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total 

Makapipi 1. Natural Condition 8,207 3,459 67  7,255 378  3,737 13  3,054 59  29  699  26,170 88  

Makapipi 2. Full Diversion 4,640 3,072 67  5,668 378  3,409 13  2,776 59  29  946  20,024 88  

Makapipi 3. 2018 IIFS 6,326 3,429 67  7,161 378  3,711 13  3,032 59  29  777  24,116 88  

Makapipi 4. No Action Alternative 6,402 3,458 67  7,252 378  3,737 13  3,053 59  29  722  24,359 88  

Hanawi 1. Natural Condition 31,576 13,662 233  28,302 1,772 17,071 23  11,952 163  82  2,803 104,593 245  

Hanawi 2. Full Diversion 14,539 12,395 225  21,162 1,712 15,864 23  11,086 157  79  3,272 77,007 236  

Hanawi 3. 2018 IIFS 15,370 12,428 225  21,461 1,712 15,890 23  11,107 157  79  3,255 78,216 236  

Hanawi 4. No Action Alternative 25,004 13,107 230  25,386 1,746 16,542 23  11,574 160  80  3,121 93,613 240  

Kapaula 1. Natural Condition 5,167 2,018 5  7,171 5  2,096 0  871  10  5  364  17,333 15  

Kapaula 2. Full Diversion 2,973 1,805 5  5,544 5  1,916 0  784  10  5  482  13,031 14  

Kapaula 3. 2018 IIFS 3,251 1,831 5  5,751 5  1,938 0  795  10  5  472  13,577 15  

Kapaula 4. No Action Alternative 4,511 1,981 5  6,765 5  2,067 0  857  10  5  410  16,191 15  

Waiaaka 1. Natural Condition 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  1  4  0  3  

Waiaaka 2. Full Diversion 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  1  4  0  3  

Waiaaka 3. 2018 IIFS 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  1  4  0  3  

Waiaaka 4. No Action Alternative 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  1  4  0  3  

Paakea 1. Natural Condition 4,369 2,611 42  5,360 548  2,855 11  2,262 28  14  327  18,057 42  

Paakea 2. Full Diversion 2,705 1,811 30  3,483 388  1,998 7  1,571 21  11  490  11,993 32  

Paakea 3. 2018 IIFS 3,123 2,089 34  4,063 446  2,300 9  1,811 24  12  458  13,875 36  

Paakea 4. No Action Alternative 4,072 2,560 42  5,156 540  2,807 10  2,219 28  14  366  17,407 41  

Waiohue 1. Natural Condition 4,331 1,551 58  4,119 197  1,679 8  1,414 56  28  267  13,359 83  

Waiohue 2. Full Diversion 2,550 1,185 45  2,754 154  1,290 6  1,087 45  23  364  9,073 68  

Waiohue 3. 2018 IIFS 4,330 1,552 58  4,120 197  1,679 8  1,415 56  28  270  13,360 83  

Waiohue 4. No Action Alternative 4,331 1,551 58  4,119 197  1,679 8  1,415 56  28  268  13,359 83  
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Stream Name Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total 

Kopiliula 1. Natural Condition 26,896 6,925 264  20,832 844  7,891 73  7,094 286  143  2,532 70,819 429  

Kopiliula 2. Full Diversion 15,856 5,266 204  14,467 650  6,023 57  5,407 232  116  3,177 47,929 348  

Kopiliula 3. 2018 IIFS 24,964 6,803 261  19,859 834  7,768 72  6,984 281  141  2,703 67,545 422  

Kopiliula 4. No Action Alternative 26,122 6,909 264  20,501 844  7,879 73  7,084 286  143  2,583 69,676 428  

East Wailua Iki 1. Natural Condition 23,129 4,153 173  12,585 592  4,621 60  4,702 287  144  1,822 50,017 431  

East Wailua Iki 2. Full Diversion 11,940 3,171 134  8,127 459  3,537 46  3,572 234  117  2,148 30,988 350  

East Wailua Iki 3. 2018 IIFS 19,352 4,026 169  11,444 577  4,484 58  4,549 279  139  1,940 44,661 418  

East Wailua Iki 4. No Action Alternative 22,026 4,142 173  12,298 592  4,610 60  4,686 286  143  1,857 48,586 429  

West Wailua Iki 1. Natural Condition 17,749 2,567 112  10,132 347  2,228 37  2,210 176  88  1,526 35,383 264  

West Wailua Iki 2. Full Diversion 10,313 2,048 91  7,214 281  1,786 30  1,780 148  74  1,796 23,542 222  

West Wailua Iki 3. 2018 IIFS 17,749 2,567 112  10,132 347  2,228 37  2,210 176  88  1,526 35,383 264  

West Wailua Iki 4. No Action Alternative 17,749 2,567 112  10,132 347  2,228 37  2,210 176  88  1,526 35,383 264  

Wailua Nui 1. Natural Condition 21,657 6,265 577  11,693 1,204 3,262 308  4,816 925  463  1,878 49,783 1,388 

Wailua Nui 2. Full Diversion 14,862 5,540 513  9,289 1,071 2,888 274  4,278 834  417  2,382 38,716 1,251 

Wailua Nui 3. 2018 IIFS 21,656 6,265 577  11,694 1,204 3,263 308  4,816 925  463  1,882 49,783 1,388 

Wailua Nui 4. No Action Alternative 21,657 6,265 577  11,693 1,204 3,262 308  4,816 925  463  1,879 49,783 1,388 

Waiokamilo 1. Natural Condition 11,913 5,636 8  13,297 851  7,416 0  4,495 23  11  1,036 43,615 34  

Waiokamilo 2. Full Diversion 7,699 4,871 7  10,498 757  6,424 0  3,917 20  10  1,791 34,172 31  

Waiokamilo 3. 2018 IIFS 11,908 5,637 8  13,301 851  7,418 0  4,496 23  11  1,332 43,619 34  

Waiokamilo 4. No Action Alternative 11,912 5,636 8  13,298 851  7,417 0  4,496 23  11  1,322 43,617 34  

Piinaau 1. Natural Condition 125,507 60,927 2,261 80,103 19,553 62,599 2,000 46,756 1,255 627  7,554 399,706 1,882 

Piinaau 2. Full Diversion 77,175 51,529 1,922 65,881 16,788 53,123 1,700 39,717 1,092 546  14,566 307,836 1,638 

Piinaau 3. 2018 IIFS 125,507 60,927 2,261 80,103 19,553 62,599 2,000 46,756 1,255 627  11,577 399,706 1,882 

Piinaau 4. No Action Alternative 125,507 60,927 2,261 80,103 19,553 62,599 2,000 46,756 1,255 627  11,577 399,706 1,882 

Nuaailua 1. Natural Condition 11,140 7,017 477  9,713 867  5,270 93  5,678 338  169  881  40,253 506  

Nuaailua 2. Full Diversion 10,789 6,997 475  9,598 865  5,255 92  5,659 335  168  961  39,730 503  

Nuaailua 3. 2018 IIFS 10,864 7,007 476  9,628 866  5,262 93  5,667 336  168  946  39,863 504  

Nuaailua 4. No Action Alternative 11,063 7,020 477  9,695 868  5,271 93  5,679 337  169  901  40,166 506  
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Stream Name Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total 

Honomanu 1. Natural Condition 40,374 19,280 2,185 29,145 5,144 10,872 1,757 13,771 1,780 890  3,083 122,528 2,670 

Honomanu 2. Full Diversion 28,965 16,090 1,824 23,333 4,295 9,073 1,467 11,495 1,529 765  4,097 96,543 2,294 

Honomanu 3. 2018 IIFS 36,561 18,801 2,131 27,874 5,018 10,602 1,714 13,431 1,730 865  3,504 116,133 2,595 

Honomanu 4. No Action Alternative 39,315 19,260 2,183 28,926 5,139 10,861 1,755 13,757 1,773 886  3,215 121,196 2,659 

Punalau 1. Natural Condition 2,435 993  95  2,921 115  754  29  620  84  42  180  7,961 126  

Punalau 2. Full Diversion 556  517  60  1,040 72  392  18  342  59  30  298  2,998 89  

Punalau 3. 2018 IIFS 642  526  60  1,108 72  399  18  346  59  30  277  3,172 89  

Punalau 4. No Action Alternative 1,670 857  87  2,258 105  650  26  545  78  39  223  6,200 117  

Haipuaena 1. Natural Condition 19,601 386  0  5,298 0  966  0  356  94  92  1,089 26,606 186  

Haipuaena 2. Full Diversion 3,712 180  0  1,742 0  485  0  173  55  54  1,444 6,292 108  

Haipuaena 3. 2018 IIFS 4,127 189  0  1,865 0  505  0  181  81  80  1,429 6,868 161  

Haipuaena 4. No Action Alternative 12,199 324  0  3,933 0  817  0  301  92  91  1,260 17,574 183  

Puohokamoa 1. Natural Condition 72,158 9,278 216  37,218 945  9,880 50  6,497 149  75  4,745 136,240 224  

Puohokamoa 2. Full Diversion 8,564 3,376 100  7,977 439  3,841 23  2,574 87  44  5,506 26,894 131  

Puohokamoa 3. 2018 IIFS 13,799 3,759 106  10,203 464  4,210 24  2,811 90  45  5,483 35,376 135  

Puohokamoa 4. No Action Alternative 47,611 7,593 184  27,181 809  8,166 43  5,400 131  65  5,118 96,986 196  

Wahinepee 1. Natural Condition 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  58  0  2  

Wahinepee 2. Full Diversion 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  65  0  2  

Wahinepee 3. 2018 IIFS 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  65  0  2  

Wahinepee 4. No Action Alternative 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  60  0  2  

Waikamoi 1. Natural Condition 16,806 2,013 0  12,226 0  2,600 0  1,255 0  0  1,564 34,899 0  

Waikamoi 2. Full Diversion 2,381 524  0  2,336 0  794  0  347  0  0  2,097 6,382 0  

Waikamoi 3. 2018 IIFS 9,280 1,431 0  7,829 0  1,898 0  897  0  0  1,837 21,335 0  

Waikamoi 4. No Action Alternative 14,290 1,886 0  11,003 0  2,465 0  1,179 0  0  1,657 30,824 0  

Kolea 1. Natural Condition 763  314  0  1,192 0  389  0  204  1  1  97  2,862 2  

Kolea 2. Full Diversion 280  133  0  437  0  198  0  94  1  0  155  1,141 1  

Kolea 4. No Action Alternative 550  241  0  878  0  315  0  160  1  1  129  2,143 2  

Punaluu 1. Natural Condition 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  19  0  1  
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Stream Name Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total 

Punaluu 2. Full Diversion 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  28  0  0  

Punaluu 4. No Action Alternative 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  21  0  1  

Kaaiea 1. Natural Condition 11,448 827  0  5,994 3  575  0  362  0  0  687  19,209 0  

Kaaiea 2. Full Diversion 713  168  0  725  1  158  0  87  0  0  955  1,853 0  

Kaaiea 4. No Action Alternative 3,625 470  0  2,699 2  352  0  216  0  0  856  7,365 0  

Oopuola 1. Natural Condition 3,637 1,381 88  3,126 182  866  25  882  63  32  244  10,188 95  

Oopuola 2. Full Diversion 976  775  59  1,166 122  517  17  540  46  23  386  4,171 70  

Oopuola 4. No Action Alternative 2,082 1,119 77  2,125 159  721  22  743  56  28  323  7,047 84  

Puehu 1. Natural Condition 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  9  4  70  0  13  

Puehu 2. Full Diversion 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  8  4  102  0  11  

Puehu 4. No Action Alternative 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  8  4  83  0  12  

Naiiliilihaele 1. Natural Condition 123,102 7,509 0  53,664 21  5,981 0  3,108 0  0  4,924 193,385 0  

Naiiliilihaele 2. Full Diversion 6,199 1,650 0  5,278 8  1,571 0  787  0  0  6,058 15,493 0  

Naiiliilihaele 4. No Action Alternative 50,523 4,262 0  24,867 13  3,504 0  1,815 0  0  5,695 84,985 0  

Kailua 1. Natural Condition 55,200 6,051 0  31,336 31  4,981 0  2,651 21  10  3,589 100,249 31  

Kailua 2. Full Diversion 3,388 927  0  2,817 12  916  0  507  0  0  4,774 8,567 0  

Kailua 4. No Action Alternative 19,181 2,849 0  12,774 18  2,442 0  1,312 14  7  4,341 38,576 21  

Hanahana 1. Natural Condition 137  218  4  274  36  192  0  217  13  7  53  1,077 20  

Hanahana 2. Full Diversion 112  170  3  213  28  149  0  169  11  5  85  844  16  

Hanahana 4. No Action Alternative 134  214  4  268  35  188  0  212  13  6  64  1,055 19  

Hoalua 1. Natural Condition 3,355 1,662 53  5,468 119  1,641 8  1,183 95  48  318  13,489 143  

Hoalua 2. Full Diversion 623  384  20  847  45  375  3  346  2  1  561  2,643 3  

Hoalua 4. No Action Alternative 2,244 1,154 40  3,625 89  1,145 6  849  76  38  450  9,152 114  

Hanehoi 1. Natural Condition 4,525 2,227 68  4,519 222  2,405 25  1,670 121  60  365  15,662 181  

Hanehoi 2. Full Diversion 1,265 877  34  1,517 111  914  12  713  73  37  673  5,443 110  

Hanehoi 3. 2018 IIFS 4,174 2,047 66  3,959 217  2,226 24  1,570 117  58  435  14,284 175  

Hanehoi 4. No Action Alternative 4,424 2,187 68  4,373 222  2,371 25  1,652 120  60  386  15,321 180  

Waipio 1. Natural Condition 585  133  0  684  0  92  0  60  2  1  93  1,555 3  
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Stream Name Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total 

Waipio 2. Full Diversion 90  24  0  93  0  20  0  13  1  1  145  240  2  

Waipio 4. No Action Alternative 311  80  0  377  0  60  0  38  2  1  117  867  2  

Mokupapa 1. Natural Condition 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  6  3  46  0  8  

Mokupapa 2. Full Diversion 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  5  3  61  0  8  

Mokupapa 4. No Action Alternative 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  6  3  51  0  8  

Hoolawa 1. Natural Condition 51,820 20,634 352  39,264 3,045 17,291 138  16,850 540  270  4,173 149,394 810  

Hoolawa 2. Full Diversion 4,462 4,731 143  4,033 1,199 3,963 56  4,243 23  12  6,679 22,830 35  

Hoolawa 4. No Action Alternative 15,374 10,957 229  14,972 1,969 9,522 90  9,167 389  194  5,884 62,279 583  

Honopou 1. Natural Condition 11,913 9,176 241  9,895 1,384 4,764 66  5,558 294  147  1,612 42,997 441  

Honopou 2. Full Diversion 3,285 5,385 174  3,568 978  2,811 48  3,393 228  114  2,304 19,642 341  

Honopou 3. 2018 IIFS 8,336 9,064 242  8,605 1,385 4,748 66  5,483 294  147  1,647 37,927 441  

Honopou 4. No Action Alternative 10,568 9,135 241  9,410 1,384 4,758 66  5,530 294  147  1,622 41,093 441  

Appendix 3b. Stream by scenario results in percent of habitat units. AB = Atyoida bisulcata, AS = Awaous stamenius, ES = Eleotris sandwicensis, 
LC = Lentipes concolor, MG = Macrobrachium grandimanus, NG = Neritina granosa, SH = Stenogobius hawaiiensis, SS = Sicyopterus stimpsoni, MX 
= Megalagrion xanthomelas, MP = Megalagrion pacificum, CQ = Culex quinquefasiatus, Amphi Total = Sum of amphidromous species HU, 
(AB+AS+ES+LC+MG+NG+SH+SS), Damsel Total = Sum of damselfly species HU, (MX+MP). 

Stream Name Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total 

Makapipi 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Makapipi 2. Full Diversion 56.5% 88.8% 100.0% 78.1% 100.0% 91.2% 100.0% 90.9% 100.0% 100.0% 135.3% 76.5% 100.0% 

Makapipi 3. 2018 IIFS 77.1% 99.1% 100.0% 98.7% 100.0% 99.3% 100.0% 99.3% 100.0% 100.0% 111.2% 92.2% 100.0% 

Makapipi 4. No Action Alternative 78.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 103.3% 93.1% 100.0% 

Hanawi 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Hanawi 2. Full Diversion 46.0% 90.7% 96.6% 74.8% 96.6% 92.9% 100.0% 92.8% 96.3% 96.3% 116.7% 73.6% 96.3% 

Hanawi 3. 2018 IIFS 48.7% 91.0% 96.6% 75.8% 96.6% 93.1% 100.0% 92.9% 96.3% 96.3% 116.1% 74.8% 96.3% 

Hanawi 4. No Action Alternative 79.2% 95.9% 98.7% 89.7% 98.5% 96.9% 100.0% 96.8% 98.2% 97.6% 111.3% 89.5% 98.0% 

Kapaula 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Stream Name Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total 

Kapaula 2. Full Diversion 57.5% 89.4% 100.0% 77.3% 100.0% 91.4% - 90.0% 100.0% 100.0% 132.4% 75.2% 93.3% 

Kapaula 3. 2018 IIFS 62.9% 90.7% 100.0% 80.2% 100.0% 92.5% - 91.3% 100.0% 100.0% 129.7% 78.3% 100.0% 

Kapaula 4. No Action Alternative 87.3% 98.2% 100.0% 94.3% 100.0% 98.6% - 98.4% 100.0% 100.0% 112.6% 93.4% 100.0% 

Waiaaka 1. Natural Condition - - - - - - - - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 

Waiaaka 2. Full Diversion - - - - - - - - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 

Waiaaka 3. 2018 IIFS - - - - - - - - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 

Waiaaka 4. No Action Alternative - - - - - - - - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 

Paakea 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Paakea 2. Full Diversion 61.9% 69.4% 71.4% 65.0% 70.8% 70.0% 63.6% 69.5% 75.0% 78.6% 149.8% 66.4% 76.2% 

Paakea 3. 2018 IIFS 71.5% 80.0% 81.0% 75.8% 81.4% 80.6% 81.8% 80.1% 85.7% 85.7% 140.1% 76.8% 85.7% 

Paakea 4. No Action Alternative 93.2% 98.0% 100.0% 96.2% 98.5% 98.3% 90.9% 98.1% 100.0% 100.0% 111.9% 96.4% 97.6% 

Waiohue 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Waiohue 2. Full Diversion 58.9% 76.4% 77.6% 66.9% 78.2% 76.8% 75.0% 76.9% 80.4% 82.1% 136.3% 67.9% 81.9% 

Waiohue 3. 2018 IIFS 100.0% 100.1% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.1% 100.0% 100.0% 101.1% 100.0% 100.0% 

Waiohue 4. No Action Alternative 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.1% 100.0% 100.0% 100.4% 100.0% 100.0% 

Kopiliula 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Kopiliula 2. Full Diversion 59.0% 76.0% 77.3% 69.4% 77.0% 76.3% 78.1% 76.2% 81.1% 81.1% 125.5% 67.7% 81.1% 

Kopiliula 3. 2018 IIFS 92.8% 98.2% 98.9% 95.3% 98.8% 98.4% 98.6% 98.4% 98.3% 98.6% 106.8% 95.4% 98.4% 

Kopiliula 4. No Action Alternative 97.1% 99.8% 100.0% 98.4% 100.0% 99.8% 100.0% 99.9% 100.0% 100.0% 102.0% 98.4% 99.8% 

East Wailua Iki 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

East Wailua Iki 2. Full Diversion 51.6% 76.4% 77.5% 64.6% 77.5% 76.5% 76.7% 76.0% 81.5% 81.3% 117.9% 62.0% 81.2% 

East Wailua Iki 3. 2018 IIFS 83.7% 96.9% 97.7% 90.9% 97.5% 97.0% 96.7% 96.7% 97.2% 96.5% 106.5% 89.3% 97.0% 

East Wailua Iki 4. No Action Alternative 95.2% 99.7% 100.0% 97.7% 100.0% 99.8% 100.0% 99.7% 99.7% 99.3% 101.9% 97.1% 99.5% 

West Wailua Iki 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

West Wailua Iki 2. Full Diversion 58.1% 79.8% 81.3% 71.2% 81.0% 80.2% 81.1% 80.5% 84.1% 84.1% 117.7% 66.5% 84.1% 

West Wailua Iki 3. 2018 IIFS 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

West Wailua Iki 4. No Action Alternative 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Wailua Nui 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Stream Name Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total 

Wailua Nui 2. Full Diversion 68.6% 88.4% 88.9% 79.4% 89.0% 88.5% 89.0% 88.8% 90.2% 90.1% 126.8% 77.8% 90.1% 

Wailua Nui 3. 2018 IIFS 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.2% 100.0% 100.0% 

Wailua Nui 4. No Action Alternative 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.1% 100.0% 100.0% 

Waiokamilo 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Waiokamilo 2. Full Diversion 64.6% 86.4% 87.5% 79.0% 89.0% 86.6% - 87.1% 87.0% 90.9% 172.9% 78.3% 91.2% 

Waiokamilo 3. 2018 IIFS 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 128.6% 100.0% 100.0% 

Waiokamilo 4. No Action Alternative 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 127.6% 100.0% 100.0% 

Piinaau 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Piinaau 2. Full Diversion 61.5% 84.6% 85.0% 82.2% 85.9% 84.9% 85.0% 84.9% 87.0% 87.1% 192.8% 77.0% 87.0% 

Piinaau 3. 2018 IIFS 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 153.3% 100.0% 100.0% 

Piinaau 4. No Action Alternative 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 153.3% 100.0% 100.0% 

Nuaailua 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Nuaailua 2. Full Diversion 96.8% 99.7% 99.6% 98.8% 99.8% 99.7% 98.9% 99.7% 99.1% 99.4% 109.1% 98.7% 99.4% 

Nuaailua 3. 2018 IIFS 97.5% 99.9% 99.8% 99.1% 99.9% 99.8% 100.0% 99.8% 99.4% 99.4% 107.4% 99.0% 99.6% 

Nuaailua 4. No Action Alternative 99.3% 100.0% 100.0% 99.8% 100.1% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 99.7% 100.0% 102.3% 99.8% 100.0% 

Honomanu 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Honomanu 2. Full Diversion 71.7% 83.5% 83.5% 80.1% 83.5% 83.5% 83.5% 83.5% 85.9% 86.0% 132.9% 78.8% 85.9% 

Honomanu 3. 2018 IIFS 90.6% 97.5% 97.5% 95.6% 97.6% 97.5% 97.6% 97.5% 97.2% 97.2% 113.7% 94.8% 97.2% 

Honomanu 4. No Action Alternative 97.4% 99.9% 99.9% 99.2% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 99.6% 99.6% 104.3% 98.9% 99.6% 

Punalau 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Punalau 2. Full Diversion 22.8% 52.1% 63.2% 35.6% 62.6% 52.0% 62.1% 55.2% 70.2% 71.4% 165.6% 37.7% 70.6% 

Punalau 3. 2018 IIFS 26.4% 53.0% 63.2% 37.9% 62.6% 52.9% 62.1% 55.8% 70.2% 71.4% 153.9% 39.8% 70.6% 

Punalau 4. No Action Alternative 68.6% 86.3% 91.6% 77.3% 91.3% 86.2% 89.7% 87.9% 92.9% 92.9% 123.9% 77.9% 92.9% 

Haipuaena 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% - 100.0% - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Haipuaena 2. Full Diversion 18.9% 46.6% - 32.9% - 50.2% - 48.6% 58.5% 58.7% 132.6% 23.6% 58.1% 

Haipuaena 3. 2018 IIFS 21.1% 49.0% - 35.2% - 52.3% - 50.8% 86.2% 87.0% 131.2% 25.8% 86.6% 

Haipuaena 4. No Action Alternative 62.2% 83.9% - 74.2% - 84.6% - 84.6% 97.9% 98.9% 115.7% 66.1% 98.4% 

Puohokamoa 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Stream Name Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total 

Puohokamoa 2. Full Diversion 11.9% 36.4% 46.3% 21.4% 46.5% 38.9% 46.0% 39.6% 58.4% 58.7% 116.0% 19.7% 58.5% 

Puohokamoa 3. 2018 IIFS 19.1% 40.5% 49.1% 27.4% 49.1% 42.6% 48.0% 43.3% 60.4% 60.0% 115.6% 26.0% 60.3% 

Puohokamoa 4. No Action Alternative 66.0% 81.8% 85.2% 73.0% 85.6% 82.7% 86.0% 83.1% 87.9% 86.7% 107.9% 71.2% 87.5% 

Wahinepee 1. Natural Condition - - - - - - - - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 

Wahinepee 2. Full Diversion - - - - - - - - 100.0% 100.0% 112.1% - 100.0% 

Wahinepee 3. 2018 IIFS - - - - - - - - 100.0% 100.0% 112.1% - 100.0% 

Wahinepee 4. No Action Alternative - - - - - - - - 100.0% 100.0% 103.4% - 100.0% 

Waikamoi 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% - 100.0% - 100.0% - - 100.0% 100.0% - 

Waikamoi 2. Full Diversion 14.2% 26.0% - 19.1% - 30.5% - 27.6% - - 134.1% 18.3% - 

Waikamoi 3. 2018 IIFS 55.2% 71.1% - 64.0% - 73.0% - 71.5% - - 117.5% 61.1% - 

Waikamoi 4. No Action Alternative 85.0% 93.7% - 90.0% - 94.8% - 93.9% - - 105.9% 88.3% - 

Kolea 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% - 100.0% - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Kolea 2. Full Diversion 36.7% 42.4% - 36.7% - 50.9% - 46.1% 100.0% 0.0% 159.8% 39.9% 50.0% 

Kolea 4. No Action Alternative 72.1% 76.8% - 73.7% - 81.0% - 78.4% 100.0% 100.0% 133.0% 74.9% 100.0% 

Punaluu 1. Natural Condition - - - - - - - - - - 100.0% - 100.0% 

Punaluu 2. Full Diversion - - - - - - - - - - 147.4% - 0.0% 

Punaluu 4. No Action Alternative - - - - - - - - - - 110.5% - 100.0% 

Kaaiea 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% - - 100.0% 100.0% - 

Kaaiea 2. Full Diversion 6.2% 20.3% - 12.1% 33.3% 27.5% - 24.0% - - 139.0% 9.6% - 

Kaaiea 4. No Action Alternative 31.7% 56.8% - 45.0% 66.7% 61.2% - 59.7% - - 124.6% 38.3% - 

Oopuola 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Oopuola 2. Full Diversion 26.8% 56.1% 67.0% 37.3% 67.0% 59.7% 68.0% 61.2% 73.0% 71.9% 158.2% 40.9% 73.7% 

Oopuola 4. No Action Alternative 57.2% 81.0% 87.5% 68.0% 87.4% 83.3% 88.0% 84.2% 88.9% 87.5% 132.4% 69.2% 88.4% 

Puehu 1. Natural Condition - - - - - - - - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 

Puehu 2. Full Diversion - - - - - - - - 88.9% 100.0% 145.7% - 84.6% 

Puehu 4. No Action Alternative - - - - - - - - 88.9% 100.0% 118.6% - 92.3% 

Naiiliilihaele 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% - - 100.0% 100.0% - 

Naiiliilihaele 2. Full Diversion 5.0% 22.0% - 9.8% 38.1% 26.3% - 25.3% - - 123.0% 8.0% - 
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Stream Name Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total 

Naiiliilihaele 4. No Action Alternative 41.0% 56.8% - 46.3% 61.9% 58.6% - 58.4% - - 115.7% 43.9% - 

Kailua 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Kailua 2. Full Diversion 6.1% 15.3% - 9.0% 38.7% 18.4% - 19.1% 0.0% 0.0% 133.0% 8.5% 0.0% 

Kailua 4. No Action Alternative 34.7% 47.1% - 40.8% 58.1% 49.0% - 49.5% 66.7% 70.0% 121.0% 38.5% 67.7% 

Hanahana 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Hanahana 2. Full Diversion 81.8% 78.0% 75.0% 77.7% 77.8% 77.6% - 77.9% 84.6% 71.4% 160.4% 78.4% 80.0% 

Hanahana 4. No Action Alternative 97.8% 98.2% 100.0% 97.8% 97.2% 97.9% - 97.7% 100.0% 85.7% 120.8% 98.0% 95.0% 

Hoalua 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Hoalua 2. Full Diversion 18.6% 23.1% 37.7% 15.5% 37.8% 22.9% 37.5% 29.2% 2.1% 2.1% 176.4% 19.6% 2.1% 

Hoalua 4. No Action Alternative 66.9% 69.4% 75.5% 66.3% 74.8% 69.8% 75.0% 71.8% 80.0% 79.2% 141.5% 67.8% 79.7% 

Hanehoi 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Hanehoi 2. Full Diversion 28.0% 39.4% 50.0% 33.6% 50.0% 38.0% 48.0% 42.7% 60.3% 61.7% 184.4% 34.8% 60.8% 

Hanehoi 3. 2018 IIFS 92.2% 91.9% 97.1% 87.6% 97.7% 92.6% 96.0% 94.0% 96.7% 96.7% 119.2% 91.2% 96.7% 

Hanehoi 4. No Action Alternative 97.8% 98.2% 100.0% 96.8% 100.0% 98.6% 100.0% 98.9% 99.2% 100.0% 105.8% 97.8% 99.4% 

Waipio 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% - 100.0% - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Waipio 2. Full Diversion 15.4% 18.0% - 13.6% - 21.7% - 21.7% 50.0% 100.0% 155.9% 15.4% 66.7% 

Waipio 4. No Action Alternative 53.2% 60.2% - 55.1% - 65.2% - 63.3% 100.0% 100.0% 125.8% 55.8% 66.7% 

Mokupapa 1. Natural Condition - - - - - - - - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% - 100.0% 

Mokupapa 2. Full Diversion - - - - - - - - 83.3% 100.0% 132.6% - 100.0% 

Mokupapa 4. No Action Alternative - - - - - - - - 100.0% 100.0% 110.9% - 100.0% 

Hoolawa 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Hoolawa 2. Full Diversion 8.6% 22.9% 40.6% 10.3% 39.4% 22.9% 40.6% 25.2% 4.3% 4.4% 160.1% 15.3% 4.3% 

Hoolawa 4. No Action Alternative 29.7% 53.1% 65.1% 38.1% 64.7% 55.1% 65.2% 54.4% 72.0% 71.9% 141.0% 41.7% 72.0% 

Honopou 1. Natural Condition 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Honopou 2. Full Diversion 27.6% 58.7% 72.2% 36.1% 70.7% 59.0% 72.7% 61.0% 77.6% 77.6% 142.9% 45.7% 77.3% 

Honopou 3. 2018 IIFS 70.0% 98.8% 100.4% 87.0% 100.1% 99.7% 100.0% 98.7% 100.0% 100.0% 102.2% 88.2% 100.0% 

Honopou 4. No Action Alternative 88.7% 99.6% 100.0% 95.1% 100.0% 99.9% 100.0% 99.5% 100.0% 100.0% 100.6% 95.6% 100.0% 
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Appendix 3c. Group by scenario results in total habitat units. AB = Atyoida bisulcata, AS = Awaous stamenius, ES = Eleotris sandwicensis, LC = 
Lentipes concolor, MG = Macrobrachium grandimanus, NG = Neritina granosa, SH = Stenogobius hawaiiensis, SS = Sicyopterus stimpsoni, MX = 
Megalagrion xanthomelas, MP = Megalagrion pacificum, CQ = Culex quinquefasiatus, Amphi Total = Sum of amphidromous species HU, 
(AB+AS+ES+LC+MG+NG+SH+SS), Damsel Total = Sum of damselfly species HU, (MX+MP). 

Group Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total 

1. Full-Flow
Restoration

1. Natural
Condition 232,698 98,733 3,656 161,845 24,980 95,981 2,530 77,067 3,195 1,596 17,469 697,494 4,790 

1. Full-Flow
Restoration 2. Full Diversion 137,645 79,773 3,057 120,856 21,168 78,668 2,140 63,068 2,731 1,366 27,999 506,377 4,097 

1. Full-Flow
Restoration 3. 2018 IIFS 224,950 98,291 3,652 158,934 24,966 95,640 2,528 76,762 3,186 1,592 22,149 685,723 4,777 

1. Full-Flow
Restoration

4. No Action
Alternative 228,672 98,635 3,656 160,881 24,980 95,930 2,530 77,012 3,194 1,596 21,885 692,297 4,788 

2. Habitat-Flow
Restoration

1. Natural
Condition 82,744 26,439 2,453 56,877 5,851 18,847 1,846 20,348 2,151 1,076 6,649 215,405 3,227 

2. Habitat-Flow
Restoration 2. Full Diversion 43,842 20,302 2,018 34,836 4,826 13,796 1,531 15,756 1,822 912 8,640 136,911 2,733 

2. Habitat-Flow
Restoration 3. 2018 IIFS 65,835 24,784 2,360 48,255 5,667 17,383 1,790 19,223 2,068 1,034 7,558 185,301 3,102 

2. Habitat-Flow
Restoration

4. No Action
Alternative 77,301 26,145 2,443 54,485 5,836 18,586 1,841 20,167 2,137 1,068 6,952 206,806 3,205 

3. Connectivity-Flow
Restoration

1. Natural
Condition 144,011 34,972 973 93,062 4,137 38,138 177 27,616 782 437 10,209 343,082 1,218 

3. Connectivity-Flow
Restoration 2. Full Diversion 43,282 26,564 835 49,506 3,409 29,359 145 21,847 665 361 12,155 174,947 1,024 

3. Connectivity-Flow
Restoration 3. 2018 IIFS 50,534 27,303 846 52,971 3,493 30,105 149 22,372 698 389 12,043 187,775 1,087 

3. Connectivity-Flow
Restoration

4. No Action
Alternative 104,460 32,585 938 78,116 3,968 35,670 169 26,030 758 424 11,176 281,937 1,181 

4. No-Flow
Restoration

1. Natural
Condition - - - - - - - - 3 2 62 - 5 

4. No-Flow
Restoration 2. Full Diversion - - - - - - - - 3 2 69 - 5 

4. No-Flow
Restoration 3. 2018 IIFS - - - - - - - - 3 2 69 - 5 
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Group Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total 

4. No-Flow
Restoration

4. No Action
Alternative - - - - - - - - 3 2 64 - 5 

5. Non-petitioned
Streams 

1. Natural
Condition 250,047 38,729 497 141,002 3,437 32,008 171 25,517 750 376 14,313 491,408 1,126 

5. Non-petitioned
Streams 2. Full Diversion 16,843 8,962 225 15,609 1,415 7,867 76 6,786 97 49 19,989 57,782 146 

5. Non-petitioned
Streams 

4. No Action
Alternative 94,024 21,346 350 62,585 2,285 18,249 118 14,512 565 282 18,014 213,469 846 

Appendix 3d. Group by scenario results in percent of habitat units. AB = Atyoida bisulcata, AS = Awaous stamenius, ES = Eleotris sandwicensis, LC 
= Lentipes concolor, MG = Macrobrachium grandimanus, NG = Neritina granosa, SH = Stenogobius hawaiiensis, SS = Sicyopterus stimpsoni, MX = 
Megalagrion xanthomelas, MP = Megalagrion pacificum, CQ = Culex quinquefasiatus, Amphi Total = Sum of amphidromous species HU, 
(AB+AS+ES+LC+MG+NG+SH+SS), Damsel Total = Sum of damselfly species HU, (MX+MP). 

Group Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total 

1. Full-Flow
Restoration

1. Natural
Condition 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

1. Full-Flow
Restoration

2. Full
Diversion 59.2 80.8 83.6 74.7 84.7 82.0 84.6 81.8 85.5 85.6 160.3 72.6 85.5 

1. Full-Flow
Restoration 3. 2018 IIFS 96.7 99.6 99.9 98.2 99.9 99.6 99.9 99.6 99.7 99.7 126.8 98.3 99.7 

1. Full-Flow
Restoration

4. No Action
Alternative 98.3 99.9 100.0 99.4 100.0 99.9 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 125.3 99.3 100.0 

2. Habitat-Flow
Restoration

1. Natural
Condition 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

2. Habitat-Flow
Restoration

2. Full
Diversion 53.0 76.8 82.3 61.2 82.5 73.2 82.9 77.4 84.7 84.8 129.9 63.6 84.7 

2. Habitat-Flow
Restoration 3. 2018 IIFS 79.6 93.7 96.2 84.8 96.9 92.2 97.0 94.5 96.1 96.1 113.7 86.0 96.1 

2. Habitat-Flow
Restoration

4. No Action
Alternative 93.4 98.9 99.6 95.8 99.7 98.6 99.7 99.1 99.3 99.3 104.6 96.0 99.3 
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Group Scenario AB AS ES LC MG NG SH SS MX MP CQ Amphi 
Total 

Damsel 
Total  

3. Connectivity-
Flow Restoration 

1. Natural 
Condition 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

3. Connectivity-
Flow Restoration 

2. Full 
Diversion 30.1 76.0 85.8 53.2 82.4 77.0 81.9 79.1 85.0 82.6 119.1 51.0 84.1 

3. Connectivity-
Flow Restoration 3. 2018 IIFS 35.1 78.1 86.9 56.9 84.4 78.9 84.2 81.0 89.3 89.0 118.0 54.7 89.2 

3. Connectivity-
Flow Restoration 

4. No Action 
Alternative 72.5 93.2 96.4 83.9 95.9 93.5 95.5 94.3 96.9 97.0 109.5 82.2 97.0 

4. No-Flow 
Restoration 

1. Natural 
Condition - - - - - - - - 100.0 100.0 100.0 - 100.0 

4. No-Flow 
Restoration 

2. Full 
Diversion - - - - - - - - 100.0 100.0 111.3 - 100.0 

4. No-Flow 
Restoration 3. 2018 IIFS - - - - - - - - 100.0 100.0 111.3 - 100.0 

4. No-Flow 
Restoration 

4. No Action 
Alternative - - - - - - - - 100.0 100.0 103.2 - 100.0 

5. Non-petitioned 
Streams 

1. Natural 
Condition 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

5. Non-petitioned 
Streams 

2. Full 
Diversion 6.7 23.1 45.3 11.1 41.2 24.6 44.4 26.6 12.9 13.0 139.7 11.8 13.0 

5. Non-petitioned 
Streams 

4. No Action 
Alternative 37.6 55.1 70.4 44.4 66.5 57.0 69.0 56.9 75.3 75.0 125.9 43.4 75.1 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Sea Engineering, Inc., working with Marine Research Consultants, Inc., conducted field and data 
investigation of the stream and marine environments in the designated East Maui Irrigation 
(EMI) License Area of East Maui.  The project is focused on providing a comprehensive 
depiction of the existing conditions offshore of stream discharges in terms of two major 
components: 1) physical/chemical composition of marine waters, including the forcing factors 
that affect the composition, and 2) characterization of physical marine habitats and biotic 
communities that occur within the survey area. The purpose of obtaining these data is to provide 
the information to depict the effects of discharge of East Maui streams on the nearshore ocean. 
The linkages between streams and the adjacent ocean will provide insights into possible changes 
to marine ecosystem structure in response to changes in rates and volumes of stream discharge. 
This report provides a comprehensive background on the oceanographic and geological setting 
for the stream diverted by the EMI Aqueduct System. The report also provides the results and 
conclusions of the effects of stream waters on the marine environment from field surveys 
conducted in East Maui. 
 

1.1 Survey Areas 
Along the entire License Area there are 37 streams that reach the shoreline.  The project team 
investigated six representative streams systems shown in Figure 1-1. The selection process for 
the study areas was based on the accessibility of streams by either motor vehicle or helicopter—
streams with no accessibility were not investigated. Each of these streams was investigated 
during different seasonal conditions, with one field survey in January 2018 and one in July 2018.   
Some streams presently have no diversion of water and represent background conditions, and 
some streams presently have diversions occurring. While accessibility was the primary factor in 
the choice of study areas, it was also intended to evaluate the effect of diversion on the 
characterization of the offshore marine habitats. 
   

 
Figure 1-1.  Locations of survey streams on East Maui.  
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Figure 1-2. Google earth image of East Maui showing locations of streams that were surveyed in 2018 

during winter (January) and summer (July). Yellow circles indicate streams that were considered by 
the survey team from a helicopter, but were not included in the survey owing to lack of access or 

absence of flowing water. 
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2. OCEANOGRAPHIC SETTING 
The oceanographic environmental evaluation is based on existing available information.  This 
evaluation includes a description of regional tides, currents, sea level rise, and waves for the 
License Area.  
   
Understanding the existing oceanographic environment is critical for evaluating current and 
future impacts of these streams on the marine ecosystem. 
 

2.1 Tides 
Hawaii tides are semi-diurnal with pronounced diurnal inequalities (i.e., two high and low tides 
each 24-hour period with different elevations).  A modulation of the tidal range results from the 
relative position of the moon and the sun: when the moon is new or full, the moon and the sun 
act together to produce larger "spring" tides; when the moon is in its first or last quarter, smaller 
"neap" tides occur (Rapaport, 2013).  The cycle of spring to neap tides and back is half the 27-
day period of the moon's revolution around the earth and is known as the fortnightly cycle. The 
combination of diurnal, semi-diurnal and fortnightly cycles dominates variations in sea level 
throughout the islands. 
 
The geometry of the oceans - the basin shape, local coastline, bays, and even harbor geometry - 
has a major effect on the local behavior of the tides.  On scales of oceanic basins, tides exist as 
very long waves propagating in patterns determined by their period and the geometry of the 
basin.  Lines along which high tide occurs at the same time (called phase lines), converge to 
several points where the tidal range is zero.  There are four of these points, called 
"amphidromes" in the Pacific: one on the North Pacific near the dateline, one near the equator in 
the eastern North Pacific, one in the central South Pacific near Tahiti, and one east of New 
Zealand.  Phase lines rotate counter-clockwise around the amphidromes in the North Pacific and 
clockwise around the ones in the South Pacific. For example, at the Hawaiian Islands, the 
offshore diurnal tide reaches the Hawaii Island first, then sweeps across Maui, Oahu and finally 
Kauai.  Tidal currents result from tidal variations of sea level, and near the shore are often 
stronger than the large-scale circulation (Rapaport, 2013). 
 
Tidal predictions and historical extreme water levels are given by the Center for Operational 
Oceanographic Products and Services (COOPS), National Ocean Service (NOS), and NOAA.  
The nearest tide station to the project site is at Kahului Harbor on the north side of Maui.  The 
water level data from this station is shown in Table 2-1 and is based on the 1983-2001 tidal 
epoch. 
 
Hawaii is also subject to periodic extreme tide levels due to large scale oceanic eddies that 
propagate through the islands.  Eddies are circulations of about 50 to 200 km across that are 
often variable over a period of weeks to months depending on the latitude.  These eddies produce 
tide levels up to 0.5 to 1.0 feet higher than normal for periods of up to several weeks in the 
Hawaiian Islands. 
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Table 2-1.  Water level data for Kahului Harbor, Station 1615680 (NOAA) 

Datum Elevation 
(feet, MLLW) 

Elevation 
(feet, MSL) 

Mean Higher High Water +2.25 +1.13 
Mean High Water +1.90 +0.78 
Mean Sea Level +1.12   0.00 
Mean Low Water +0.33 -0.79 
Mean Lower Low Water   0.00 -1.12 

 

2.2 Currents 
The License Area is primarily influenced by the North Hawaiian Ridge Current that moves from 
the southeast to the northwest along the north side of the Main Hawaiian Islands Figure 2-1.  
Shown in Figure 2-2 are the ocean currents from the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) 
model near the project region that are predominately from the southeast to the northwest.  Local 
currents can vary with the tidal cycle and eddies passing through the License Area.   
 

 
Figure 2-1. Regional ocean currents in the Hawaiian Islands (Wren, 2016). 
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Figure 2-2.  Local ocean currents for the Island of Maui (PacIOOS). 

 

2.3 Sea Level Rise 
The present rate of global mean sea-level change (SLC) is +3.4 ± 0.4 mm/year (Sweet, 2017), 
where a positive number represents a rising sea level.  SLC appears to be accelerating compared 
to the mean of the 20th Century.  Factors contributing to the measured rise in sea level include 
decreasing global ice volume and warming of the ocean.  Sea level, however, is highly variable.  
The historical sea level trend for Kahului Harbor is shown in Figure 2-3 (NOAA, 2017).  The 
mean historical rate of sea level change (RSLC) is +2.21 ± 0.42 mm/yr based on monthly data 
for the period 1947 to 2017.  The tide gauge data also show interannual anomalies exceeding 0.5 
feet (15 cm) in Kahului Harbor. 
 

 
Figure 2-3. Mean sea level trend, Kahului Harbor, 1905 to present (NOAA, 2017). 
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The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) recently revised their sea level 
change projections through 2100 taking into account up-to-date scientific research and 
measurements   NOAA is projecting that global sea level rise as shown by their “Extreme” 
scenario could be as high as about 8 feet by 2100.  NOAA’s recent report also identifies specific 
regions that are susceptible to a higher than average rise in sea level.  Hawaii has thus far 
experienced a rate of sea level rise that is less than the global average; however, this is expected 
to change.  Hawaii is in the “far field” of the effects of melting land ice.  This means that those 
effects have been significantly less in Hawaii compared to areas closer to the ice melt.  Over the 
next few decades, this effect is predicted to spread to Hawaii, which will then experience sea 
level rise greater than the global average. 
 
Figure 2-4 presents mean sea level rise scenarios for Hawaii based on the revised NOAA 
projections, taking into account the far-field effects.  While the projections are based on the most 
current scientific models and measurements, discretion is necessary in selecting the appropriate 
scenario.  Selecting the appropriate sea level change projection is a function of many parameters, 
including topography, coastal setting, criticality of infrastructure, potential for resilience, budget, 
and function.   
 

 
Figure 2-4. Hawaii sea level rise projections (adapted from NOAA, 2017). 
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Table 2-2  Hawaii Local Mean Sea Level rise scenarios (feet) 

Scenario 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070 2080 2090 2100 
Low  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.3 
Intermediate-Low  0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.1 
Intermediate  0.1 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.3 1.8 2.3 2.9 3.5 4.2 
Intermediate-High  0.2 0.4 0.7 1.1 1.7 2.4 3.2 4.1 5.0 6.3 
High  0.2 0.4 0.8 1.4 2.1 3.0 4.0 5.3 7.0 8.4 
Extreme  0.2 0.4 0.9 1.6 2.4 3.5 4.8 6.5 8.3 10.5 

(Adapted from NOAA, 2017) 

 
An important conclusion of the regional climate assessment is that NOAA’s revised Intermediate 
rate is recommended for planning and design purposes in Hawaii.  The Intermediate rate projects 
that sea level in Hawaii will rise 4.2 feet by 2100 (Table 2-2).  Given the recent upwardly revised 
projections and the potential for future revisions, consideration may also be given to the 
Intermediate-High rate for planning and design purposes, which projects that sea level in Hawaii 
will rise 6.3 feet by 2100.   
 
Sea level rise has the potential to impact beaches and shorelines in Hawaii.  Impacts may include 
beach narrowing and beach loss, loss of land due to erosion, and infrastructure damage due to 
inundation and flooding.  The impacts from anomalous sea level events (e.g., king tides, 
mesoscale eddies, storm surge) are also likely to increase.  A 2015 study found that, due to 
increasing sea level rise, average shoreline recession (erosion) in Hawaii is expected to be nearly 
twice the historical extrapolation by 2050, and nearly 2.5 times the historical extrapolation by 
2100 (Anderson et al., 2015).   
 
The State of Hawaii recently published the Sea Level Rise Vulnerability and Adaptation Report 
for Hawaii, which discusses the anticipated impacts of projected future sea level rise on coastal 
hazards, and the potential physical, economic, social, environmental, and cultural impacts of sea 
level rise in Hawaii (Hawaiʻi Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation Commission, 2017).  
The University of Hawaii conducted numerical modeling to estimate the potential impacts from 
sea level rises of 0.5 feet, 1.1 feet, 2.0 feet, and 3.2 feet on coastal hazards including passive 
flooding, annual high wave flooding, and coastal erosion.  These sea level elevations were 
identified using the predictions associated with the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change’s 2014 reports for time marks at 2030, 2050, 2075, and 2100, respectively.  
These same elevations are correlated to the more recent and comprehensive scientific predictions 
made in the 2017 NOAA report, using the Intermediate rate, for time marks at 2025, 2043, 2064, 
and 2085, respectively.  In summary, the 2017 NOAA report provides state-of-the-science 
predictions for rates of sea-level rise, while the Hawaii vulnerability report estimates projected 
coastal impacts at key sea level elevations.   
 
The Pacific Islands Ocean Observing System (PacIOOS) data viewer presents the State sea level 
rise report’s predictions for passive flooding impacts in East Maui.  Presented below (Figure 2-5 
through Figure 2-10) are the areas predicted to be passively flooded by a sea level rise of +3.2 ft.  
This sea level equates to the 2085 Intermediate rate sea level prediction by the 2017 NOAA 
report.  Passive flooding assumes there are no changes to the existing surface of the land and sea 
floor, and elevated water levels are projected across existing elevations.  The blue areas indicate 
existing dry land that would become submerged under +3.2 ft of sea level rise.  
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Figure 2-5. PacIOOS +3.2 ft sea level rise passive flooding projection Ooopuola Stream 
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Figure 2-6. PacIOOS +3.2 ft sea level rise passive flooding projection Honomanu Stream 

 

 
Figure 2-7. PacIOOS +3.2 ft sea level rise passive flooding projection East and West Wailua Iki streams 
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Figure 2-8. PacIOOS +3.2 ft sea level rise passive flooding projection Kopiliula Stream 

 

 
Figure 2-9. PacIOOS +3.2 ft sea level rise passive flooding projection Waiaaka Stream 
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Figure 2-10. PacIOOS +3.2 ft sea level rise passive flooding projection Hanawi Stream 

 
Additional impacts to the East Maui area from sea level rise include increased inundation from 
wave flooding and typically increased rates of coastal erosion, as discussed above.  The State sea 
level rise vulnerability report did not assess impacts to the project area related to wave 
inundation or coastal erosion.  However, several results can be predicted for the project region 
based on existing conditions and empirical littoral response to progressively elevated water 
levels. 
 
Typically, dynamic sediment coastlines, such as the cobble beaches and deltas at the East Maui 
stream mouths, respond to changes in water level, sediment supply, and wave energy in short 
time periods.  Erosion or accretion along the shoreline becomes a function of the balance 
between these three primary factors.  Rising seas, if all other factors are static, will typically 
result in the coastal landform rising up and moving landward, as the makai portions of the active 
profile are eroded to provide the volume required to elevate the entire landform.  Storm and 
seasonally high waves provide the energy required to reshape the landform, carrying sediment 
higher on the profile.   
 
Rising seas will likely result in the deltaic beaches, bars, and storm berms at the East Maui 
streams to rise in elevation, while also migrating landward.  Storm and seasonal waves, which 
are typically depth limited by their interaction with the seafloor near the stream mouths, will also 
likely increase in size and possibly frequency as sea level rises and climate changes.  Storm and 
seasonal wave inundation will migrate inland with the dynamic landforms.  The predicted 
increase in frequency of heavier rain events and flooding may counter the landward migration of 
these features to some degree, as additional sediment is provided to the deltaic features during 
flood events.  That said, the net change to the project area stream mouths, beaches, bars, and 
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storm berms, resulting from the estimated +3.2 ft of sea level rise is expected to be a landward 
regression of the landforms combined with an increase in elevation.  

2.4 Deepwater Wave Climate 
 
The wave climate in Hawaii is dominated by long period swell generated by distant storm 
systems, by relatively low amplitude, short period waves generated by more local winds, and the 
occasional bursts of energy associated with intense local storms.  Typically, Hawaii receives five 
general surface gravity wave types: 1) northeast tradewind waves, 2) southeast tradewind waves 
3) southern swell, 4) North Pacific swell, and 5) Kona wind waves.  The dominant swell regimes 
for Hawaii are shown in Figure 2-11. 
 
As waves reach the shallow waters of a reef and island, they shoal, increase in amplitude and 
eventually break (Rapaport, 2013).  The short period, tradewind sea produces relatively small 
surf height because of the short wavelengths.  Large surf is produced by the long period swell 
from distant storms because of the correspondingly longer wavelength.  The north shores of the 
Pacific islands receive this long-period swell in the northern hemisphere winter, and the south 
shores in the southern hemisphere winter.  Tropical storms and hurricanes also generate waves 
that can approach the islands from virtually any direction.  Unlike winds, all these wave 
conditions may occur at the same time.   
 
Wave data available from the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
was compiled and analyzed, in order to identify the primary components of the wave climate 
affecting the project coastline.  These data provide a 31-year wave record and were statistically 
analyzed to determine the frequency of occurrence of different wave heights, periods, and 
directions along the coast.  Coastal processes in this region are dominated by wave energy, as 
this coastline is exposed to both Tradewind waves and North Pacific swell.  Understanding the 
magnitude and frequency of these events at the stream mouths and along the entire region’s 
coastline is a key aspect of evaluating stream flow impacts to the marine ecosystem. 
 
Wave hindcasting is a tool used to calculate past wave events based on weather models and 
historical data (Hubertz, 1992).  With the proper inputs, wave hindcast models can calculate 
historical wave climates anywhere in the world.  Hindcast model outputs are often recorded for a 
single location, known as a “virtual buoy”. 
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Figure 2-11. Hawaii dominant swell regimes.  

 
WaveWatch III (WWIII) is a numerical wave model used to forecast and hindcast waves.  Hindcast 
data for a 31-year period (1979-2010) are available around the Hawaiian Islands from 
NOAA/NCEP.  For this study, hindcast data were obtained from virtual buoy Station 82517, 
located approximately 35 miles north-northwest of the project site (Figure 2-12)  
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Figure 2-12 Project site and virtual buoy locations. 

 
It is rare for the sea state to consist of a singular wave condition.  Wave events are described by 
wave height, peak period, and peak direction.  The wave parameters from the hindcast model are 
calculated from a modeled wave spectrum.  The spectrum shows the distribution of wave energy 
relative to wave frequency (wave frequency is the inverse of wave period) and wave direction.  
This methodology allows multiple wave conditions to be accounted for at the same time for a 
more accurate description of the sea state.  Figure 2-13 is a wave height rose diagram that shows 
the percent occurrence of wave height and direction for waves as measured at Station 82517.  
Table 2-3 is the corresponding histogram. Figure 2-14 is a wave period rose diagram that shows 
the percent occurrence of wave period and direction for waves as measured at Station 82517.  
Table 2-4 is the corresponding histogram. 
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Figure 2-13.  Station 82517 virtual buoy wave height rose from Jan 1979 – Jan 2010. 

 
Table 2-3.  Station 82517 wave height and direction histogram from Jan 1979 – Jan 2010. 

 
Note:  The color scheme on the histogram is a visual aid to help view the differences in percent occurrence. Empty cells indicate where the 

value is precisely zero. Cells ranging from green to yellow to red indicate lower to intermediate to higher values, respectively. 
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Figure 2-14. Station 82517 virtual buoy wave period rose from Jan 1979 – Jan 2010. 

 

Table 2-4.  Station 82517 wave period and direction histogram from Jan 1979 – Jan 2010. 

 
Note:  The color scheme on the histogram is a visual aid to help view the differences in percent occurrence. Empty cells indicate where the 

value is precisely zero. Cells ranging from green to yellow to red indicate lower to intermediate to higher values, respectively. 
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 Deep Water Wave Generation Regions 
 
Sea-swell waves in the ocean are generated by surface winds.  As the wind blows, energy is put 
into the ruffled sea surface and waves begin to grow in both height and length (Agustin, 2017).  
Waves will travel along great circle routes until their energy is dissipated.  We use the ESTELA 
(Evaluating the Source and Travel-time of the wave Energy reaching a Local Area) model by 
Perez et. Al. (2014) to determine the source of waves arriving at the project site.  The ESTELA 
model begins by evaluating geographic criteria to remove areas where wave propagation to the 
project site is clearly obstructed by land (Agustin, 2017).  These criteria rely on the assumption 
that deep water waves travel along great circle paths.  A limitation of this assumption is that it 
does not capture refraction and diffraction around islands.  The model then calculates the wave 
energy in wave generation regions that have met the geographic criteria  
 
Shown in Figure 2-15 is the mean energy flux per unit degree for the wave generation regions 
that impact the project site over 1993 to 2012.  Energy flux is the product of wave energy, 
proportional to wave height squared, and group velocity, the rate at which wave energy moves.  
The colored regions show the effective energy flux for generation regions that met the 
geographic criteria.  Black dashes show the great circle routes waves travel along, and black 
contours represent the wave travel time in days.  Yellow areas represent the regions with the 
highest wave energy flux traveling toward the project site whereas the effective energy flux of 
dark blue areas is negligible.  The primary source of energy impacting the study site is the 
northwest swell according to the ESTELA model.  The northwest wave source region in the 
model output is known to be an area of high storm activity (Bromirski et al., 2005).  Lower in 
energy, but also a source of waves shown in the ESTELA output are trade wind waves.  Trade 
wind waves are generated by the trade winds from the northeast to east throughout the year 
forced by the subtropical high-pressure region (Stopa, 2011). 
 
 

 
Figure 2-15. North Maui mean effective wave energy flux ESTELA model output. 
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3. COASTAL GEOLOGY 
The east flank of Haleakala is dominated by basalt flows from the Kula Volcanics and Hana 
Volcanics.  These overlapping flows are incised by deep valleys with steep walls, dropping 
rapidly from the upper terrace landscape down to the stream beds that continually erode the 
basalt substrate (Figure 3-1).  Smaller watersheds may produce valleys have not fully incised the 
basalt flows and exit the coastline at waterfalls nestled within the seacliffs (Figure 3-2).  The 
ongoing erosion of the basalt terrace, from the crater walls of Haleakala down to the coastline, 
produces ample volume of basalt boulders, cobbles, pebbles, and sand for both the stream beds 
and the cobble and shingle beaches (Figure 3-4).  Honomanu Basalt flows outcrop as many of 
the headlands along this stretch coastline, providing stable seacliffs and sides to the small 
embayments notched into the shore (Figure 3-5, Figure 3-6).   
 
 

 
Figure 3-1. Aerial view of Wailua Iki East and Wailua Iki West streams showing valleys cut into the 

basalt slope of East Maui.  
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Figure 3-2. Stream valley exiting the coastline at a seacliff.  
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Figure 3-3. Basalt sediment from the stream bed mixing with the basalt beach at Wailua Iki East 

stream. 
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Figure 3-4. Stream bed basalt sediment mixing with the basalt sediment beach at Honomanu stream. 
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Figure 3-5. Rocky seacliff headlands alongside basalt cobble and shingle beaches at Kopiliula Stream. 
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Figure 3-6. Steep, columnar basalt headland next to basalt boulder beach on the west side of Waiaaka 

Stream. 
 
Beaches along this coast comprise almost entirely basalt sediment.  The limited reef environment 
and high energy coastline are neither amenable to producing carbonate sand grains nor allowing 
for settling of carbonate sand grains along the shoreline.  Instead, these beaches are made of 
basalt sediment ranging in size from coarse sand to boulders (Figure 3-7).   
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Figure 3-7. Basalt beaches with sediment sizes ranging from coarse sand to boulder at Wailua Iki West 

Stream. 
 
The rugged, exposed coastline is battered year-round by large waves.  In the summer months, 
unobstructed Tradewind waves attack the shore and in the winter months large North Pacific 
swell and local storm events send large waves toward the coast.  The seafloor drops off quickly 
from the shoreline and does not provide significant protection from offshore waves.  Though the 
shoreline is generally rocky, there is still an erosion hazard present, especially within the low-
lying stream valleys. The small islets along the coast are erosional relicts left after the seacliffs 
migrated inland.  The coastal natural hazards for East Maui are categorized and evaluated in the 
Atlas of Natural Hazards in the Hawaiian Coastal Zone (2002) (Figure 3-8, Figure 3-9, and 
Figure 3-10).  These hazards in coastal erosion, as well as tsunami, stream flood, sea-level rise, 
and storm hazards.  The Atlas ranks the stream mouths and valley shorelines as high coastal 
hazard areas due to their low-lying topography and unprotected coast (Figure 3-11).  By contrast, 
the taller seacliffs and headlands that surround the valleys have a moderate exposure level due to 
their elevation and substrate characteristics.  
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Figure 3-8.  Atlas of Natural Hazards in the Hawaiian Coastal Zone – Opana Point Region. 
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Figure 3-9. Atlas of Natural Hazards in the Hawaiian Coastal Zone – Keanae Region. 
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Figure 3-10. Atlas of Natural Hazards in the Hawaiian Coastal Zone –Nahiku Region. 
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Figure 3-11. Aerial view of waves washing across the low-lying basalt cobble and boulder beaches, at 

the base of  basalt seacliffs at Hanawi Stream. 
 
The Hawaii Sea Level Rise Vulnerability and Adaptation Report, completed in 2017, specifically 
addresses sea-level rise exposure due to waves, passive flooding, and shoreline erosion.  This 
report identified limited sea-level rise exposure along much of the coastline.  The rocky, cliffed 
shorelines have minimal exposure due to their steep slopes and durable substrate.  The areas 
showing sea-level rise exposure are near the shoreline within the stream valleys and low-lying 
basalt terraces near the waterline (Figure 3-12).   
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Figure 3-12.  Example - Sea Level Rise Exposure Area at shoreline for Honomanu Stream, 3.2 ft rise, 

PacIOOS viewer for Hawaii Sea Level Rise Vulnerability and Adaptation Report. 
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4. EAST MAUI STREAM FIELD SAMPLING 
Field surveys were conducted twice (winter, summer) at six stream systems on East Maui that 
were accessible by either roads or helicopter (Figures 1-1, 1-2). During an initial reconnaissance 
flight several other streams were observed, but were not included in the survey owing to either 
inaccessibility or absence of water flowing to the ocean (Figure 1-2). The winter survey 
commenced on January 2, 2018 with collection of sediment and water samples from Honomanu 
Stream and estuary. On January 3, four streams/estuaries along the northern coast of East Maui 
(Hanawi, Kopiliula, Waiaaka East and Waiaaka West) were accessed by helicopter and sampled. 
On January 5 Wailua Iki and Wailua Nui streams and Oopuola were sampled in a similar 
manner. For the summer sampling, the Honomanu Stream and estuary were sampled on July 19, 
2018, Hanawi, Kopiliula, Waiaaka East and Waiaaka West were sampled on July 20, and 
Oopuola, Wailua Nui East and West were sampled on July 23. 
 
At each of the survey streams water samples were collected by investigators walking along 
transects that extended from the most inland accessible upstream areas through the transition 
zone where stream water mixes with ocean water, and as far seaward in the nearshore ocean as 
was possible. At each sampling point, location was recorded using a hand-held GPS. All 
sampling done in both January and July 2018 was conducted during periods of normal seasonal 
swell which limited safe access to offshore sites. Samples were stored on ice and delivered to the 
analytical laboratory in Honolulu as soon as possible following collection.  
 
  

4.1 Water Chemistry Analytical Methods  
 
Water quality parameters evaluated included all of the specific criteria designated for open 
coastal waters in Chapter 11-54, Section 06 (Open Coastal waters) of the State of Hawaii 
Department of Health (DOH) Water Quality Standards. These criteria include: total nitrogen 
(TN), nitrate + nitrite nitrogen (NO3- + NO2-, hereafter referred to as NO3-), ammonium nitrogen 
(NH4+), total phosphorus (TP), chlorophyll a (Chl a), turbidity, pH, salinity and temperature. In 
addition, orthophosphate phosphorus (PO43-) and silica (Si) were also reported because these 
parameters are sensitive indicators of biological activity and the degree of stream water and 
groundwater mixing.  
Following collection, subsamples for nutrient analyses were immediately placed in 125-milliliter 
(ml) acid washed, triple rinsed, polyethylene bottles and stored on ice. Analyses for NH4+, PO43-, 
and NO3- were performed with a Technicon autoanalyzer using standard methods for seawater 
analysis. TN and TP were analyzed in a similar fashion following oxidative digestion. Total 
organic nitrogen (TON) and total organic phosphorus (TOP) were calculated as the difference 
between TN and dissolved inorganic N and TP and dissolved inorganic P, respectively. 
Water for other analyses was subsampled from 1-liter polyethylene bottles and kept chilled until 
analysis. Chl a was measured by filtering enough water through glass fiber filters for color to be 
visible; pigments on filters were extracted in 90% acetone in the dark at 20° C for 12-24 hours. 
Fluorescence before and after acidification of the extract was measured with a Turner Designs 
fluorometer. Salinity was determined using an AGE Model 2100 laboratory salinometer with a 
readability of 0.0001‰ (ppt). Turbidity was determined on 60 ml subsamples using a Monitek 
Model 21 nephelometer, and reported in nephelometric turbidity units (NTU). 
In situ field measurements of water temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen and salinity were 
acquired using an RBR Concerto CTD calibrated to factory specifications. The CTD has a 
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readability of 0.001°C, 0.001pH units, 0.001% saturation, and 0.001 parts per thousand 
(salinity). All laboratory analyses were conducted by Marine Analytical Specialists in Honolulu, 
Hawaii. Marine Analytical Specialists possesses the acceptable rating for EPA-compliant 
proficiency and quality control testing. 

 
4.2 Water Chemistry Results 
 
Appendix A contains results of all water chemistry analyses for each stream during each 
sampling period. Figures 4-1 through 4-12 show pictographic representations of the distribution 
of temperature in each stream and the nearshore ocean for the winter and summer sampling 
events. Figures 4-13 through 4-24 show similar pictographs for temperature, Figures 4-25 
through 4-36 show data for phosphate phosphorus, and Figures 37 through 48 show distributions 
of nitrate nitrogen. These data are plotted within accurate topographic representations of the 
stream beds with the intent of providing a clear depiction of the relationship between the streams 
and the ocean. Symbols on the pictographs are color-coded to vary in intensity according to the 
magnitude of the values, which are shown in the table embedded in each figure.   
The best delineator between stream water and ocean water is salinity. Examination of the 
pictographs reveals that there are generally similar patterns of salinity for all six of the streams.  
In all of the streams sampled, salinity at the inland ends of the sampling transects was near zero, 
indicating that water in these areas was of terrestrial origin, and above the reach of tidal 
exchange with the ocean. Near the shorelines of all streams, there was a narrow transition zone 
where stream water mixed with ocean water, resulting in salinity of intermediate values. Beyond 
the shoreline, salinity rose sharply to near oceanic values. It is of interest, however, that at none 
of the samples collected at the most offshore stations had oceanic values of salinity of about 34 
ppt. The highest values measured in ocean samples occurred at Kopiliula stream in the summer 
(~33 ppt) (Figure 4-6), Oopuola in the winter (~32 ppt) (Figure 4-7), and Honomanu stream in 
the winter (~31 ppt) (Figure 4-1). Such a result indicates that there is at least a slight effect of 
freshwater input in the nearshore marine areas that were investigated. 
The only stream that did not show salinity near ocean values was Hanawi in the winter where all 
samples were essentially freshwater. At Hanawi surface salinity ranged from 0.0-0.1 ppt at eight 
of the sampling stations and only rose to 1.56 ppt at the stream mouth (Figure 4-3). The cause of 
the lack of any discernable gradient was the inability to sample in the nearshore ocean owing to 
dangerous breaking surf.  
Gradients of temperature along the transects of each steam mirror salinity, as freshwater in the 
streams was consistently cooler than ocean waters (Figures 4-13 to 4-24). As would be expected, 
stream water was substantially warmer in the summer sampling than the winter. The smallest 
gradient in temperature in the streams occurred at Hanawi in the winter (Figure 4-15). 
The two most important macronutrients for plant growth that could affect biotic resources are 
phosphorus and nitrogen. The most common inorganic forms of these elements that are 
metabolically active in stream and marine waters are phosphate phosphorus (PO43-) and nitrate 
nitrogen (NO3+). Examination of the pictographs of the concentrations of these elements along 
the stream-ocean transects reveals substantial differences in the patterns of distribution between 
streams. 
At Honomanu peak values in stream waters for both PO43- (Figure 4-25) and NO3+ (Figure 4-37) 
decrease by an order of magnitude in the nearshore ocean. Stream values of both PO43- and NO3+ 
are approximately double in the winter relative to the summer, while the marine values are 
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similar during both seasons. There are also sharp gradients between the concentrations at the 
shoreline indicating a narrow mixing zone.  The elevated values in winter likely reflect higher 
winter season rainfall in upland areas. However, the sharp change at the shoreline, and the 
similar seasonal values in the ocean suggest that the input of stream water likely has little overall 
effect on concentrations in the nearshore ocean.   
Other streams showed varying patterns of nutrient distribution along the stream gradients.  At 
Hanawi the concentrations of both nutrient compounds are essentially consistent during the 
winter, owing to the inability to sample in the open ocean (Figure 4-39). During the summer 
sampling event, the elevated concentrations of NO3+  in the streams dropped by an order of 
magnitude at the shoreline (Figure 4-40). The pattern for PO43- at Hanawi was similar to that of 
NO3+ although the magnitude of the changes were smaller (Figures 4-27, 4-28).  
Kopiliula and Oopuola streams presents a different pattern than any of the other streams. During 
both the summer and winter sampling events the concentrations of PO43- and NO3+ show little 
variation between the stream and ocean waters (Figures 4-29 to 4-32 and 4-41 to 4-44). As there 
are substantial changes in salinity at the shoreline transition zone during both sampling events at 
these sites, the lack of the same type of nutrient gradient between the stream and the ocean 
suggests that the source waters are substantially different than in other areas. As there is no 
elevated nutrient levels in stream water similar to what occurs at other locations, it is evident that 
the stream water that reaches the ocean emanates from different sources. 
The gradients of nutrients at Waiaaka Stream display another pattern. The concentrations of 
PO43- from both the East and West branches show little variation with distance from the shoreline 
in both winter and summer, although the winter values are overall higher than during the summer 
(Figure 4-34). However, values of NO3+ at Waiaaka West are lower in the summer by an order of 
magnitude than during the winter (Figures 4-45 and 4-46). Such variability in time suggests that 
the nutrient concentrations are sensitive to local upland conditions of rainfall and drainage.  
Sampling at the two branches of Wailua Iki showed an opposite trend as at Honomanu in that 
nutrient concentrations in the upper reaches of the sampling transect were lower than the values 
in areas closer to the ocean (Figures 4-35 and 4-36, Figures 4-47 and 4-48). This pattern suggests 
that nutrient regeneration is occurring in still water ponds that occur at the base of the streams 
which are separated from the ocean by beach rock berms (Figure 3-3).  
In summary, these data indicate substantial variability in nutrient dynamics between streams in 
terms of both sources and seasons. The consistent factor is that regardless of stream water 
composition, values in ocean waters seaward of the transition zone are relatively constant.  
While not shown in pictographs, examination of the data tables in Appendix A indicates little 
evidence of consistent patterns with other water quality constituent. In particular, turbidity and 
Chl a did not display any consistent differences between streams or within streams. 
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Figure 4-1.  Honomanu Salinity Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-2. Honomanu Salinity Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-3. Hanawi Salinity Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-4. Hanawi Salinity Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-5. Kopiliula Salinity Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-6. Kopiliula Salinity Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-7. Oopuola Salinity Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-8. Oopuola Salinity Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-9.  Waiaaka Salinity Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-10.  Waiaaka Salinity Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-11.  Wailua Salinity Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-12.  Wailua Salinity Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-13.  Honomanu Temperature Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-14.  Honomanu Temperature Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-15.  Hanawi Temperature Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-16.  Hanawi Temperature Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-17.  Kopiliula Temperature Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-18. Kopiliula Temperature Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-19.  Oopuola Temperature Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-20.  Oopuola Temperature Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-21.  Waiaaka Temperature Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-22.  Waiaaka Temperature Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-23.  Wailua Temperature Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-24.  Wailua Temperature Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-25.  Honomanu Phosphate Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-26.  Honomanu Phosphate Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-27.  Hanawi Phosphate Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-28.  Hanawi Phosphate Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-29.  Kopiliula Phosphate Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-30. Kopiliula Phosphate Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-31.  Oopuola Phosphate Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-32.  Oopuola Phosphate Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-33.  Waiaaka Phosphate Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-34.  Waiaaka Phosphate Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-35.  Wailua Phosphate Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-36.  Wailua Phosphate Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-37.  Honomanu Nitrate Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-38.  Honomanu Nitrate Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-39.  Hanawi Nitrate Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-40.  Hanawi Nitrate Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-41.  Kopiliula Nitrate Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-42.  Kopiliula Nitrate Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-43.  OopuolaNitrate Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-44.  Oopuola Nitrate Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-45.  Waiaaka Nitrate Winter Sample. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4-46.  Waiaaka Nitrate Summer Sample. 
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Figure 4-47.  Wailua Nitrate Winter Sample. 

 
Figure 4-48.  Wailua Nitrate Summer Sample. 
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Six stream complexes within the License Area that were accessible by land or air were surveyed 
in 2018 in order to determine to the best degree possible the contribution of stream waters to the 
function of marine systems. Each of the streams and adjacent ocean were surveyed twice, once in 
the winter (January) and once in the summer (July). Investigators collected water and sediment 
samples along transects that extended from upstream areas beyond the influence of the ocean, 
across the stream/ocean boundary, and into the nearshore marine environment. During both 
seasonal surveys, typical tradewind conditions prevailed, which created significant breaking surf 
in the nearshore area. These hazardous conditions resulted in restricted sample collection owing 
to severe surge and limited underwater visibility. As a result only limited observations of the 
biotic community structure were possible. 
 
Results of the investigation showed that streams along the coast of East Maui show a wide range 
of geographical/morphological characteristics. Flow in the streams is highly variable and 
dynamic, with much of the variability resulting from factors in the upland watershed, as well as 
diversion of stream water. The two sampling events that were completed can only serve to 
describe the conditions at those points in time. However, results of the surveys provided some 
important information regarding the interactions of streams and the ocean. Of particular 
significance is that the effects of stream water on marine waters must be considered minor in 
these habitats. This result is supported by the physical processes associated with relatively small 
input of stream water to the vastly larger ocean environment. The prevailing conditions of 
extreme mixing by physical forces is the most important factor in diminishing the zone of 
influence of stream water in the marine setting. In all cases where it was possible to sample 
across the boundary where streams flowed to the ocean, there were sharp gradients reflecting the 
intense mixing of stream water to background ocean levels. Observations of the habitats in these 
transition zones indicated that they were composed primarily of sand and barren rock. Owing to  
continual, intense wave energy, these nearshore areas do not constitute important habitats for 
coral reef communities and associated marine species. Beyond the narrow transition zone, the 
influence of stream water is minimal owing to rapid and intense mixing. These processes should 
not be affected by changes in stream flow related to seasonal variation or diversions. 
 
In summary, while the end result of the present study was intended to be development of a 
function to associate variation in stream flow rates to marine ecosystem function, the actual 
environmental conditions at the survey sites prohibited such a theoretical relationship. The field 
surveys, conducted under difficult logistical and extremely hazardous circumstances, 
demonstrate why such an objective is not applicable in this particular region. In other habitats 
that are not subjected to the same range of harsh physical conditions as East Maui, the results of 
studies aimed at establishing the relationships between stream input  are likely to have a far 
different outcome with respect to linking stream discharge to estuarine function.   
 
Results of the study provided a unique data set that characterizes the physical and chemical 
composition of streams in East Maui that supply the EMI Aqueduct System . Such a data set can 
provide an important baseline for any future evaluations of these streams.   
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APPENDIX A. 

 
Water Chemistry Data 
East Maui Streams 
January and July 2018 
 



PO4 NO3 NH4 Si TOP TON TP TN TURB SALT pH Chl-a TEMP DO

(µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (NTU) (ppt) (rel) (µg/l) deg C %sat
1 S 20.859136 -156.16755 1.18 4.70 0.46 436.70 0.17 5.60 1.35 10.76 1.52 0.33 7.352 0.132 19.10 86.09
2 S 20.85945996 -156.167374 1.15 5.37 0.49 446.65 0.23 5.36 1.38 11.22 2.76 0.61 7.243 0.374 19.27 88.34
3 S 20.85975903 -156.167197 1.31 5.47 0.60 461.58 0.20 3.88 1.51 9.95 1.23 0.38 7.252 0.109 19.67 88.31
3 B 20.85975903 -156.167197 1.06 5.12 0.98 432.32 0.03 6.48 1.09 12.58 6.25 8.80 7.138 0.358 20.61 83.00
4 S 20.86011602 -156.167096 1.38 5.48 0.56 471.21 0.12 4.60 1.50 10.64 1.16 0.56 7.331 0.086 19.53 86.84
4 B 20.86011602 -156.167096 0.93 4.16 0.92 403.83 0.04 6.65 0.97 11.73 30.32 10.09 7.108 0.623 20.93 76.56
5 S 20.86055598 -156.166999 1.20 5.15 0.62 458.14 0.14 4.07 1.33 9.84 1.48 1.43 7.261 0.132 19.81 87.08
5 B 20.86055598 -156.166999 0.93 4.31 1.09 418.92 0.03 6.31 0.96 11.71 12.97 8.29 7.180 1.036 21.03 84.00
6 S 20.86089302 -156.167073 1.34 5.22 0.58 459.23 0.05 3.42 1.38 9.22 4.08 1.42 7.264 0.203 20.08 88.24
6 B 20.86089302 -156.167073 0.98 4.55 1.00 437.43 0.02 5.66 1.00 11.21 3.48 5.37 7.135 1.020 20.37 87.50
7 S 20.86114699 -156.167206 1.15 4.70 0.82 446.71 0.01 4.19 1.16 9.71 NA 3.30 7.217 0.662 20.48 89.66
8 S 20.86132703 -156.167159 1.21 4.55 0.74 451.07 0.04 5.17 1.25 10.46 3.64 3.41 7.221 0.343 20.56 87.29
8 B 20.86132703 -156.167159 0.71 1.77 0.78 251.54 0.07 6.14 0.78 8.69 4.94 18.49 7.910 2.820 20.99 88.01
9 S 20.86148302 -156.167056 0.79 3.89 0.74 412.20 0.03 4.79 0.81 9.42 3.27 6.86 7.397 0.771 20.79 91.56
9 B 20.86148302 -156.167056 0.65 1.66 0.72 242.33 0.15 6.36 0.80 8.74 35.64 19.18 7.945 1.605 23.41 96.87
10 S 20.86156701 -156.166911 0.93 3.63 0.52 391.50 0.03 6.59 0.96 10.74 2.98 8.60 7.508 0.405 21.56 90.40
10 B 20.86156701 -156.166911 0.50 0.95 0.79 171.95 0.22 6.50 0.72 8.24 16.61 23.97 8.049 2.726 23.56 98.14
11 S 20.86149903 -156.166707 1.00 3.79 0.77 401.08 0.03 6.70 1.03 11.26 2.97 7.99 7.513 0.234 22.41 94.07
11 B 20.86149903 -156.166707 0.32 0.51 0.73 95.50 0.28 6.89 0.60 8.13 24.04 28.88 8.084 0.740 23.96 100.94
12 S 20.86139099 -156.166555 0.82 2.91 0.58 339.00 0.05 5.00 0.87 8.49 3.72 12.74 7.796 0.288 22.69 97.16
12 B 20.86139099 -156.166555 0.38 0.91 0.77 113.63 0.30 5.78 0.67 7.46 7.28 27.76 8.101 0.631 24.09 100.05
13 S 20.861467 -156.166435 0.25 0.44 0.78 60.75 0.33 6.09 0.58 7.31 4.26 31.50 8.081 0.358 24.31 103.57
13 B 20.861467 -156.166435 0.23 0.22 0.89 57.11 0.30 5.41 0.53 6.52 6.04 31.68 8.097 0.499 24.30 104.19
14 S 20.861129 -156.166013 0.26 0.53 0.77 68.93 0.33 5.94 0.58 7.24 8.96 30.92 8.128 0.257 24.23 102.60
14 B 20.861129 -156.166013 0.25 0.31 0.82 64.89 0.30 6.23 0.55 7.36 10.09 31.18 8.131 0.530 24.23 102.69
15 S 20.861252 -156.165905 0.22 0.18 0.88 61.69 0.30 5.52 0.52 6.58 27.12 31.31 8.107 2.820 24.19 102.06
15 B 20.861252 -156.165905 0.26 0.13 1.35 60.39 0.30 6.99 0.56 8.47 38.84 31.38 8.095 5.118 24.18 101.92
16 S 20.860888 -156.165653 0.26 0.21 0.85 58.40 0.31 7.48 0.57 8.54 4.71 31.54 8.117 1.589 24.26 103.57
16 B 20.860888 -156.165653 0.22 0.17 0.65 57.21 0.32 5.85 0.54 6.67 40.41 31.61 8.123 2.539 24.27 103.03
17 S 20.861031 -156.165578 0.26 0.35 0.59 66.81 0.29 5.27 0.54 6.21 9.73 31.01 8.141 0.265 24.23 103.60
17 B 20.861031 -156.165578 0.15 0.15 0.64 63.57 0.34 5.94 0.49 6.73 17.17 31.19 8.137 0.467 24.24 102.98
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TABLE A-1. Results of water chemistry sampling conducted on January 2, 2018, at Honomanu Stream in East Maui.  "S" indicates surface 
sample; "B"  indicates bottom sample. Nutrient concentrations are shown in micromolar units (µM). Location of sampling station is shown in 
Chapter 4 of text.
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PO4 NO3 NH4 Si TOP TON TP TN TURB SALT pH Chl-a TEMP DO

(µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (NTU) (ppt) (rel) (µg/l) deg C %sat
1 S 20.859136 -156.16755 36.63 65.83 6.45 12228 5.31 78.39 41.94 150.67 1.52 0.33 7.352 0.132 19.10 86.09
2 S 20.85945996 -156.167374 35.67 75.21 6.87 12506 7.20 75.03 42.87 157.11 2.76 0.61 7.243 0.374 19.27 88.34
3 S 20.85975903 -156.167197 40.66 76.61 8.41 12924 6.24 54.31 46.90 139.33 1.23 0.38 7.252 0.109 19.67 88.31
3 B 20.85975903 -156.167197 32.85 71.71 13.73 12105 1.04 90.71 33.88 176.15 6.25 8.80 7.138 0.358 20.61 83.00
4 S 20.86011602 -156.167096 42.81 76.75 7.85 13194 3.79 64.39 46.59 148.99 1.16 0.56 7.331 0.086 19.53 86.84
4 B 20.86011602 -156.167096 28.97 58.27 12.89 11307 1.19 93.09 30.16 164.25 30.32 10.09 7.108 0.623 20.93 76.56
5 S 20.86055598 -156.166999 37.12 72.13 8.69 12828 4.20 56.97 41.32 137.79 1.48 1.43 7.261 0.132 19.81 87.08
5 B 20.86055598 -156.166999 28.88 60.37 15.27 11730 0.98 88.33 29.85 163.97 12.97 8.29 7.180 1.036 21.03 84.00
6 S 20.86089302 -156.167073 41.47 73.11 8.13 12859 1.41 47.87 42.87 129.11 4.08 1.42 7.264 0.203 20.08 88.24
6 B 20.86089302 -156.167073 30.46 63.73 14.01 12248 0.63 79.23 31.09 156.97 3.48 5.37 7.135 1.020 20.37 87.50
7 S 20.86114699 -156.167206 35.66 65.83 11.49 12508 0.39 58.65 36.05 135.97 NA 3.30 7.217 0.662 20.48 89.66
8 S 20.86132703 -156.167159 37.51 63.73 10.37 12630 1.33 72.37 38.84 146.47 3.64 3.41 7.221 0.343 20.56 87.29
8 B 20.86132703 -156.167159 22.09 24.81 10.93 7043 2.18 85.95 24.27 121.69 4.94 18.49 7.910 2.820 20.99 88.01
9 S 20.86148302 -156.167056 24.39 54.49 10.37 11542 0.81 67.05 25.20 131.91 3.27 6.86 7.397 0.771 20.79 91.56
9 B 20.86148302 -156.167056 20.15 23.27 10.09 6785 4.74 89.03 24.89 122.39 35.64 19.18 7.945 1.605 23.41 96.87
10 S 20.86156701 -156.166911 28.84 50.85 7.29 10962 1.01 92.25 29.85 150.39 2.98 8.60 7.508 0.405 21.56 90.40
10 B 20.86156701 -156.166911 15.56 13.33 11.07 4815 6.85 90.99 22.41 115.39 16.61 23.97 8.049 2.726 23.56 98.14
11 S 20.86149903 -156.166707 31.08 53.09 10.79 11230 0.94 93.79 32.02 157.67 2.97 7.99 7.513 0.234 22.41 94.07
11 B 20.86149903 -156.166707 10.02 7.17 10.23 2674 8.67 96.45 18.69 113.85 24.04 28.88 8.084 0.740 23.96 100.94
12 S 20.86139099 -156.166555 25.56 40.77 8.13 9492 1.50 69.99 27.06 118.89 3.72 12.74 7.796 0.288 22.69 97.16
12 B 20.86139099 -156.166555 11.70 12.77 10.79 3182 9.16 80.91 20.86 104.47 7.28 27.76 8.101 0.631 24.09 100.05
13 S 20.861467 -156.166435 7.85 6.19 10.93 1701 10.22 85.25 18.07 102.37 4.26 31.50 8.081 0.358 24.31 103.57
13 B 20.861467 -156.166435 7.21 3.11 12.47 1599 9.31 75.73 16.52 91.31 6.04 31.68 8.097 0.499 24.30 104.19
14 S 20.861129 -156.166013 7.92 7.45 10.79 1930 10.15 83.15 18.07 101.39 8.96 30.92 8.128 0.257 24.23 102.60
14 B 20.861129 -156.166013 7.89 4.37 11.49 1817 9.25 87.21 17.14 103.07 10.09 31.18 8.131 0.530 24.23 102.69
15 S 20.861252 -156.165905 6.94 2.55 12.33 1727 9.27 77.27 16.21 92.15 27.12 31.31 8.107 2.820 24.19 102.06
15 B 20.861252 -156.165905 8.18 1.85 18.91 1691 9.28 97.85 17.45 118.61 38.84 31.38 8.095 5.118 24.18 101.92
16 S 20.860888 -156.165653 8.16 2.97 11.91 1635 9.61 104.71 17.76 119.59 4.71 31.54 8.117 1.589 24.26 103.57
16 B 20.860888 -156.165653 6.91 2.41 9.11 1602 9.92 81.89 16.83 93.41 40.41 31.61 8.123 2.539 24.27 103.03
17 S 20.861031 -156.165578 7.91 4.93 8.27 1871 8.92 73.77 16.83 86.97 9.73 31.01 8.141 0.265 24.23 103.60

17 B 20.861031 -156.165578 4.79 2.13 8.97 1780 10.49 83.15 15.28 94.25 17.17 31.19 8.137 0.467 24.24 102.98

H
O
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O
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LAT LONSTATION DEPTHSTREAM

TABLE A-2. Results of water chemistry sampling conducted on January 2, 2018, at Honomanu Stream in East Maui.  "S" indicates surface 
sample; "B"  indicates bottom sample. Nutrient concentrations are shown as micrograms per liter (µg/L). Location of sampling station is 
shown in Chapter 4 of text.
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PO4 NO3 NH4 Si TOP TON TP TN TURB SALT pH Chl-a TEMP DO

(µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (NTU) (ppt) (rel) (µg/l) deg C %sat

1 S 20.823663 -156.1013 0.69 6.06 0.23 325.15 0.17 3.16 0.86 9.45 1.07 0.00 7.911 0.101 17.09 97.78

1 B 20.823663 -156.1013 0.70 4.81 0.05 327.75 0.22 5.69 0.92 10.55 1.19 0.00 7.865 0.678 17.09 96.62

2 S 20.824242 -156.1013 0.74 5.96 0.13 327.69 0.19 2.63 0.93 8.72 1.39 0.00 7.867 0.195 17.11 98.05

2 B 20.824242 -156.1013 0.75 6.18 0.06 327.50 0.20 3.26 0.95 9.50 1.38 0.00 7.845 0.148 17.11 98.19

3 S 20.824466 -156.1013 0.78 6.22 0.10 327.61 0.16 3.23 0.94 9.55 1.39 0.01 7.832 0.140 17.11 97.81

3 B 20.824466 -156.1013 0.72 6.07 0.33 328.18 0.18 1.94 0.90 8.34 1.43 0.01 7.824 0.312 17.11 96.07

4 S 20.824702 -156.1013 0.72 6.16 0.35 328.27 0.17 2.64 0.89 9.15 1.11 0.01 7.835 0.234 17.11 98.32

4 B 20.824702 -156.1013 0.74 6.16 0.30 329.36 0.16 2.84 0.90 9.30 1.14 0.01 7.832 1.192 17.12 98.16

5 S 20.82486 -156.1011 0.72 5.80 0.45 328.28 0.17 3.82 0.89 10.07 1.23 0.01 7.825 0.171 17.11 99.19

5 B 20.82486 -156.1011 0.76 6.15 0.30 325.42 0.13 4.66 0.89 11.11 1.10 0.39 7.776 0.335 17.10 98.02

6 S 20.824886 -156.1009 0.73 6.05 0.23 329.11 0.12 2.65 0.85 8.93 1.35 0.01 7.835 0.125 17.11 98.91

6 B 20.824886 -156.1009 0.70 6.16 0.35 329.64 0.19 3.52 0.89 10.03 1.22 0.02 7.823 0.460 17.23 98.03

7 S 20.824988 -156.1009 0.78 6.24 0.20 329.73 0.19 2.14 0.97 8.58 1.23 0.01 7.825 0.164 17.11 98.82

7 B 20.824988 -156.1009 0.78 6.35 0.55 329.19 0.16 3.94 0.94 10.84 1.19 0.02 7.816 0.148 17.10 98.40

8 S 20.825059 -156.1009 0.77 6.24 0.57 328.12 0.16 3.29 0.93 10.10 1.17 0.01 7.821 0.132 17.10 99.05

9 S 20.825059 -156.1009 0.78 6.12 0.52 316.15 0.04 1.42 0.82 8.06 1.95 1.56 7.854 0.125 17.10 98.73

1 S 20.831179 -156.1187 0.18 0.36 0.54 230.09 0.25 3.96 0.43 4.86 2.10 0.00 7.721 0.280 17.38 98.10

1 B 20.831179 -156.1187 0.17 0.34 0.46 228.63 0.23 5.64 0.40 6.44 1.69 0.00 7.687 0.343 17.38 98.20

2 S 20.831266 -156.1187 0.16 0.42 0.40 227.61 0.26 4.70 0.42 5.52 5.45 0.00 7.669 0.561 17.41 98.45

2 B 20.831266 -156.1187 0.22 0.45 0.49 228.18 0.18 4.70 0.40 5.64 4.19 0.00 7.675 1.013 17.41 98.09

3 S 20.831399 -156.1185 0.19 0.48 0.68 229.12 0.20 4.30 0.39 5.46 1.90 0.00 7.655 0.335 17.43 97.95

3 B 20.831399 -156.1185 0.21 0.46 0.41 228.82 0.16 4.07 0.37 4.94 2.42 0.00 7.668 0.748 17.43 97.90

4 S 20.83157 -156.1185 0.21 0.49 0.39 229.28 0.12 3.84 0.33 4.72 1.72 0.00 7.653 0.397 17.51 95.87

4 B 20.83157 -156.1185 0.18 0.35 0.65 228.45 0.15 3.65 0.33 4.65 2.70 0.00 7.660 2.142 17.47 97.21

5 S 20.831828 -156.1184 0.33 0.38 0.62 227.93 0.11 3.71 0.44 4.71 2.64 0.00 7.676 0.499 17.58 98.25

5 B 20.831828 -156.1184 0.18 0.41 0.63 232.50 0.17 3.64 0.35 4.68 2.54 0.00 7.676 0.865 17.57 98.43

6 S 20.831973 -156.1184 0.16 0.21 0.56 227.57 0.16 4.05 0.32 4.82 2.70 0.00 7.689 3.015 17.61 97.70

6 B 20.831973 -156.1184 0.13 0.04 0.59 226.02 0.18 3.79 0.31 4.42 2.91 0.00 7.758 4.767 17.61 98.60

7 S 20.832204 -156.1184 0.22 0.51 0.71 229.08 0.10 3.64 0.32 4.86 2.12 0.00 7.696 0.701 17.72 98.62

7 B 20.832204 -156.1184 0.26 0.35 0.56 228.26 0.13 3.25 0.39 4.16 2.71 0.00 7.726 0.312 17.64 98.82

8 S 20.83228 -156.1184 0.22 0.37 0.60 228.24 0.17 3.45 0.39 4.42 1.52 0.00 7.715 0.187 17.86 98.86

9 S 20.832306 -156.1183 0.40 0.57 1.19 212.56 0.06 6.38 0.46 8.14 na 2.52 8.125 1.083 17.87 99.44

10 S 20.832352 -156.1182 0.26 0.10 0.99 166.79 0.24 6.29 0.51 7.38 na 9.94 8.210 3.949 17.84 99.08

11 S 20.832418 -156.1182 0.17 0.15 1.13 43.41 0.37 6.84 0.54 8.12 na 28.58 8.089 9.644 19.76 98.02

12 S 20.832451 -156.1181 0.15 0.14 1.26 63.00 0.33 5.64 0.48 7.04 na 25.88 8.141 6.146 na na

13 S 20.832086 -156.118 0.14 0.16 1.25 43.35 0.34 6.00 0.48 7.41 na 29.22 8.111 5.375 23.42 96.30

1 S 20.826257 -156.1159 0.27 1.25 0.47 227.19 0.28 4.73 0.55 6.45 2.19 0.30 7.647 0.125 17.88 96.89

2 S 20.82634 -156.1157 0.24 1.22 0.51 227.74 0.17 5.85 0.41 7.58 3.27 0.00 7.584 0.226 17.94 98.65

3 S 20.826543 -156.1156 0.24 1.12 0.50 227.68 0.24 4.59 0.48 6.21 5.28 0.00 7.651 0.382 17.97 98.49

4 S 20.826633 -156.1156 0.25 1.18 0.55 229.73 0.16 3.53 0.41 5.26 2.90 0.00 7.594 0.514 17.99 99.14

5 S 20.826725 -156.1154 0.24 0.91 0.61 229.06 0.31 2.99 0.55 4.51 3.23 0.00 7.608 0.195 18.03 99.10

6 S 20.826781 -156.1154 0.24 0.68 1.01 143.81 0.15 4.29 0.40 5.98 na 14.17 8.099 0.436 19.85 100.12

7 S 20.826817 -156.1153 0.24 0.52 1.14 108.64 0.20 4.06 0.45 5.72 na 20.79 8.114 1.114 21.97 101.47

8 S 20.826836 -156.1153 0.19 0.16 1.32 65.08 0.28 4.67 0.47 6.15 na 26.45 8.099 1.005 21.61 100.39
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1 S 20.826048 -156.1149 0.52 2.42 0.51 296.11 0.26 2.94 0.78 5.87 1.43 0.30 7.725 0.148 17.68 96.49

1 B 20.826048 -156.1149 0.52 2.61 0.31 297.49 0.19 2.99 0.71 5.91 1.30 0.00 7.704 0.234 17.67 97.10

2 S 20.826098 -156.1148 0.54 2.44 0.28 301.12 0.20 3.30 0.74 6.02 1.03 0.00 7.713 0.179 17.69 97.69

3 S 20.826287 -156.115 0.55 2.29 0.32 310.44 0.20 3.30 0.75 5.91 1.11 0.00 7.773 0.421 17.73 98.19

4 S 20.826317 -156.1149 0.59 2.43 0.50 311.88 0.17 2.79 0.76 5.72 1.06 0.00 7.806 0.257 17.85 98.46

5 S 20.826492 -156.115 0.58 2.76 0.43 311.34 0.13 2.34 0.71 5.53 1.07 0.12 7.755 0.436 17.82 98.33

6 S 20.826518 -156.1151 0.41 1.45 1.03 171.65 0.15 5.39 0.56 7.87 1.11 15.68 8.053 1.496 19.63 99.53

7 S 20.826575 -156.115 0.29 0.77 2.74 102.61 0.24 4.81 0.53 8.32 na 23.62 8.079 0.569 na na
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TABLE A-3. Results of water chemistry sampling conducted on January 3, 2018, at Hanawi, Kopiliula, and Waiaaka Streams in East Maui.  
"S" indicates surface sample; "B"  indicates bottom sample. "na" indicates lost sample. Nutrient concentrations are shown in micromolar 
units (µM) . Locations of sampling stations are shown in Chapter 4 of text. 
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LAT LON PO4 NO3 NH4 Si TOP TON TP TN TURB SALT pH Chl-a TEMP DO

(µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (NTU) (ppt) (rel) (µg/l) deg C %sat

1 S 20.82366304 -156.101345 21.30 84.78 3.23 9104 5.27 44.23 26.57 132.24 1.07 0.00 7.911 0.101 17.09 97.78

1 B 20.82366304 -156.101345 21.61 67.28 0.71 9177 6.82 79.65 28.43 147.64 1.19 0.00 7.865 0.678 17.09 96.62

2 S 20.82424197 -156.101287 22.85 83.38 1.83 9175 5.89 36.81 28.74 122.02 1.39 0.00 7.867 0.195 17.11 98.05

2 B 20.82424197 -156.101287 23.16 86.46 0.85 9170 6.20 45.63 29.36 132.94 1.38 0.00 7.845 0.148 17.11 98.19

3 S 20.82446602 -156.101327 24.09 87.02 1.41 9173 4.96 45.21 29.05 133.64 1.39 0.01 7.832 0.140 17.11 97.81

3 B 20.82446602 -156.101327 22.23 84.92 4.63 9189 5.58 27.15 27.81 116.70 1.43 0.01 7.824 0.312 17.11 96.07

4 S 20.82470197 -156.101255 22.23 86.18 4.91 9192 5.27 36.95 27.50 128.04 1.11 0.01 7.835 0.234 17.11 98.32

4 B 20.82470197 -156.101255 22.85 86.18 4.21 9222 4.96 39.75 27.81 130.14 1.14 0.01 7.832 1.192 17.12 98.16

5 S 20.82485997 -156.101089 22.23 81.14 6.31 9192 5.27 53.47 27.50 140.92 1.23 0.01 7.825 0.171 17.11 99.19

5 B 20.82485997 -156.101089 23.41 86.04 4.21 9112 4.08 65.23 27.50 155.48 1.10 0.39 7.776 0.335 17.10 98.02

6 S 20.82488604 -156.10093 22.54 84.64 3.23 9215 3.72 37.09 26.26 124.96 1.35 0.01 7.835 0.125 17.11 98.91

6 B 20.82488604 -156.10093 21.60 86.18 4.91 9230 5.89 49.27 27.50 140.36 1.22 0.02 7.823 0.460 17.23 98.03

7 S 20.82498796 -156.100885 24.09 87.30 2.81 9232 5.89 29.95 29.98 120.06 1.23 0.01 7.825 0.164 17.11 98.82

7 B 20.82498796 -156.100885 24.08 88.84 7.71 9217 4.96 55.15 29.05 151.70 1.19 0.02 7.816 0.148 17.10 98.40

8 S 20.82505904 -156.100885 23.78 87.30 7.99 9187 4.96 46.05 28.74 141.34 1.17 0.01 7.821 0.132 17.10 99.05

9 S 20.82505904 -156.100885 24.18 85.62 7.29 8852 1.15 19.87 25.33 112.78 1.95 1.56 7.854 0.125 17.10 98.73

1 S 20.831179 -156.118693 5.49 4.98 7.57 6442 7.75 55.43 13.24 67.98 2.10 0.00 7.721 0.280 17.38 98.10

1 B 20.831179 -156.118693 5.18 4.70 6.45 6402 7.13 78.95 12.31 90.10 1.69 0.00 7.687 0.343 17.38 98.20

2 S 20.83126601 -156.118672 4.87 5.82 5.61 6373 8.06 65.79 12.93 77.22 5.45 0.00 7.669 0.561 17.41 98.45

2 B 20.83126601 -156.118672 6.73 6.24 6.87 6389 5.58 65.79 12.31 78.90 4.19 0.00 7.675 1.013 17.41 98.09

3 S 20.83139903 -156.11854 5.80 6.66 9.53 6415 6.20 60.19 12.00 76.38 1.90 0.00 7.655 0.335 17.43 97.95

3 B 20.83139903 -156.11854 6.42 6.38 5.75 6407 4.96 56.97 11.38 69.10 2.42 0.00 7.668 0.748 17.43 97.90

4 S 20.83157002 -156.118481 6.42 6.80 5.47 6420 3.72 53.75 10.14 66.02 1.72 0.00 7.653 0.397 17.51 95.87

4 B 20.83157002 -156.118481 5.49 4.84 9.11 6397 4.65 51.09 10.14 65.04 2.70 0.00 7.660 2.142 17.47 97.21

5 S 20.83182801 -156.118409 10.14 5.26 8.69 6382 3.41 51.93 13.55 65.88 2.64 0.00 7.676 0.499 17.58 98.25

5 B 20.83182801 -156.118409 5.49 5.68 8.83 6510 5.27 50.95 10.76 65.46 2.54 0.00 7.676 0.865 17.57 98.43

6 S 20.83197302 -156.118373 4.87 2.88 7.85 6372 4.96 56.69 9.83 67.42 2.70 0.00 7.689 3.015 17.61 97.70

6 B 20.83197302 -156.118373 3.94 0.50 8.27 6329 5.58 53.05 9.52 61.82 2.91 0.00 7.758 4.767 17.61 98.60

7 S 20.83220403 -156.118383 6.73 7.08 9.95 6414 3.10 50.95 9.83 67.98 2.12 0.00 7.696 0.701 17.72 98.62

7 B 20.83220403 -156.118383 7.97 4.84 7.85 6391 4.03 45.49 12.00 58.18 2.71 0.00 7.726 0.312 17.64 98.82

8 S 20.83227997 -156.118362 6.73 5.12 8.41 6391 5.27 48.29 12.00 61.82 1.52 0.00 7.715 0.187 17.86 98.86

9 S 20.83230603 -156.118274 12.27 7.92 16.67 5952 1.90 89.31 14.17 113.90 na 2.52 8.125 1.083 17.87 99.44

10 S 20.83235197 -156.11821 8.13 1.34 13.87 4670 7.58 88.05 15.72 103.26 na 9.94 8.210 3.949 17.84 99.08

11 S 20.83241802 -156.118164 5.23 2.04 15.83 1215 11.41 95.75 16.65 113.62 na 28.58 8.089 9.644 19.76 98.02

12 S 20.832451 -156.11811 4.68 1.90 17.65 1764 10.11 78.95 14.79 98.50 na 25.88 8.141 6.146 na na

13 S 20.83208601 -156.118012 4.21 2.18 17.51 1214 10.57 83.99 14.79 103.68 na 29.22 8.111 5.375 23.42 96.30

1 S 20.82625698 -156.1159 8.24 17.44 6.59 6361 8.72 66.21 16.96 90.24 2.19 0.30 7.647 0.125 17.88 96.89

2 S 20.82633996 -156.115739 7.35 17.02 7.15 6377 5.27 81.89 12.62 106.06 3.27 0.00 7.584 0.226 17.94 98.65

3 S 20.82654297 -156.115641 7.35 15.62 7.01 6375 7.44 64.25 14.79 86.88 5.28 0.00 7.651 0.382 17.97 98.49

4 S 20.826633 -156.115556 7.66 16.46 7.71 6432 4.96 49.41 12.62 73.58 2.90 0.00 7.594 0.514 17.99 99.14

5 S 20.82672503 -156.115439 7.35 12.68 8.55 6414 9.61 41.85 16.96 63.08 3.23 0.00 7.608 0.195 18.03 99.10

6 S 20.82678102 -156.115371 7.55 9.46 14.15 4027 4.76 60.05 12.31 83.66 na 14.17 8.099 0.436 19.85 100.12

7 S 20.826817 -156.115303 7.56 7.22 15.97 3042 6.30 56.83 13.86 80.02 na 20.79 8.114 1.114 21.97 101.47

8 S 20.826836 -156.115265 5.84 2.18 18.49 1822 8.64 65.37 14.48 86.04 na 26.45 8.099 1.005 21.61 100.39
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1 S 20.82604802 -156.114927 15.99 33.82 7.15 8291 8.10 41.15 24.09 82.12 1.43 0.30 7.725 0.148 17.68 96.49

1 B 20.82604802 -156.114927 16.03 36.48 4.35 8330 5.89 41.85 21.92 82.68 1.30 0.00 7.704 0.234 17.67 97.10

2 S 20.82609798 -156.114823 16.65 34.10 3.93 8431 6.20 46.19 22.85 84.22 1.03 0.00 7.713 0.179 17.69 97.69

3 S 20.82628699 -156.114969 16.96 32.00 4.49 8692 6.20 46.19 23.16 82.68 1.11 0.00 7.773 0.421 17.73 98.19

4 S 20.826317 -156.114938 18.20 33.96 7.01 8733 5.27 39.05 23.47 80.02 1.06 0.00 7.806 0.257 17.85 98.46

5 S 20.82649201 -156.115027 17.87 38.58 6.03 8717 4.05 32.75 21.92 77.36 1.07 0.12 7.755 0.436 17.82 98.33

6 S 20.826518 -156.115057 12.61 20.24 14.43 4806 4.66 75.45 17.27 110.12 1.11 15.68 8.053 1.496 19.63 99.53

7 S 20.826575 -156.11502 9.02 10.72 38.37 2873 7.31 67.33 16.34 116.42 na 23.62 8.079 0.569 na na
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TABLE A-4. Results of water chemistry sampling conducted on January 3, 2018, at Hanawi, Kopiliula, and Waiaaka Streams in East Maui.  "S" 
indicates surface sample; "B"  indicates bottom sample. "na" indicates lost sample. Nutrients concentrations are shown in units of micrograms per 
liter (µg/L) . Locations of sampling stations are shown in Chapter 4 of text.
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PO4 NO3 NH4 Si TOP TON TP TN TURB SALT pH Chl-a TEMP DO

(µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (ntu) (ppt) (rel) (µg/l) deg C %sat

1 B 20.83491 -156.12458 0.05 0.20 0.12 251.54 0.16 4.26 0.21 4.58 1.49 0.00 7.557 0.140 17.35 97.58

1 S 20.83491 -156.12458 0.04 0.16 0.27 253.90 0.17 5.92 0.21 6.35 1.24 0.00 7.573 0.241 17.37 97.34

2 S 20.835239 -156.12461 0.08 0.63 0.38 263.07 0.16 4.49 0.24 5.50 2.87 0.00 7.554 0.312 17.36 97.89

2 B 20.835239 -156.12461 0.07 0.55 0.29 265.81 0.17 4.05 0.24 4.89 2.90 0.00 7.565 0.771 17.36 97.31

3 S 20.835485 -156.12449 0.43 2.40 0.16 326.96 0.21 5.36 0.64 7.92 1.53 0.00 7.514 0.491 17.39 97.14

3 B 20.835485 -156.12449 1.16 6.13 0.15 419.75 0.16 3.02 1.32 9.30 1.93 0.03 7.476 0.179 17.41 96.42

4 S 20.835744 -156.12435 0.64 3.61 0.19 352.93 0.19 4.10 0.83 7.91 1.01 0.00 7.478 0.117 17.34 93.30

4 B 20.835744 -156.12435 2.00 8.76 0.18 513.44 0.23 3.39 2.23 12.33 1.05 0.17 7.419 0.857 17.24 90.54

5 S 20.835969 -156.12437 0.71 3.65 0.18 354.89 0.16 6.79 0.87 10.63 2.24 0.01 7.410 0.187 17.44 91.51

5 B 20.835969 -156.12437 1.84 8.14 0.16 498.75 0.21 4.41 2.05 12.71 NA 0.16 7.373 0.312 17.34 91.97

6 S 20.836194 -156.12409 0.30 2.12 0.17 309.29 0.22 5.98 0.52 8.28 1.32 0.00 7.405 0.148 17.44 86.41

6 B 20.836194 -156.12409 2.41 9.90 0.20 540.47 0.20 4.55 2.62 14.65 1.53 0.25 7.325 0.662 17.42 85.23

7 S 20.836328 -156.12394 0.80 4.16 0.19 371.96 0.12 4.36 0.92 8.72 1.18 0.02 7.348 0.203 17.47 91.25

7 B 20.836328 -156.12394 1.15 5.81 0.14 420.61 0.23 4.91 1.38 10.87 1.14 0.06 7.323 0.249 17.42 91.28

8 S 20.83642 -156.1239 0.44 1.77 0.25 150.82 0.25 7.00 0.70 9.02 NA 22.91 8.086 0.428 21.30 99.62

9 S 20.836602 -156.12388 0.18 1.59 0.33 32.63 0.41 5.93 0.59 7.86 11.98 33.46 8.088 1.464 24.17 98.60

10 S 20.836783 -156.12386 0.16 0.17 0.33 30.53 0.40 8.34 0.56 8.84 10.47 33.57 8.120 1.986 24.20 96.96

1 S 20.83651 -156.12599 0.16 0.08 0.26 215.91 0.18 6.20 0.34 6.54 3.54 0.00 7.506 0.257 17.85 96.45

2 S 20.836493 -156.1258 0.88 2.98 0.28 340.03 0.15 6.88 1.03 10.14 3.15 0.02 7.351 0.319 17.83 92.26

2 B 20.836493 -156.1258 1.88 6.28 0.25 445.48 0.19 4.26 2.07 10.80 4.15 0.09 7.280 0.319 17.69 93.78

3 S 20.836518 -156.12568 0.78 2.65 0.32 325.84 0.11 4.71 0.89 7.69 4.65 0.04 7.296 0.249 17.72 94.82

3 B 20.836518 -156.12568 1.33 4.73 0.34 387.01 0.21 4.45 1.54 9.52 5.70 0.13 7.279 0.413 17.63 93.29

4 S 20.836564 -156.12555 1.13 3.82 0.33 357.70 0.22 4.49 1.35 8.64 2.17 0.12 7.281 0.460 17.72 93.68

4 B 20.836564 -156.12555 0.83 3.19 0.33 351.39 0.08 4.77 0.91 8.30 2.30 0.13 7.288 0.241 17.71 93.34

5 S 20.836603 -156.12545 1.07 3.75 0.30 351.62 0.25 4.83 1.32 8.89 4.81 0.15 7.316 0.210 17.74 93.31

5 B 20.836603 -156.12545 1.03 3.29 0.30 345.77 0.01 4.63 1.04 8.23 4.63 0.12 7.318 0.280 17.75 94.28

6 S 20.836674 -156.12536 1.02 3.83 0.34 357.91 0.20 5.73 1.22 9.91 3.79 0.14 7.320 0.280 17.73 93.41

6 B 20.836674 -156.12536 1.11 4.22 0.33 363.43 0.26 4.93 1.37 9.48 3.74 0.16 7.311 0.343 17.71 93.07

7 S 20.836785 -156.12533 1.56 5.01 1.23 389.94 0.17 8.77 1.73 15.01 4.72 0.18 7.412 0.608 17.68 93.99

8 S 20.836866 -156.12529 1.23 4.62 0.25 381.41 0.17 6.52 1.40 11.39 3.89 0.13 7.355 0.312 17.69 94.99

9 S 20.836927 -156.12526 1.24 4.35 0.19 368.55 0.07 3.59 1.32 8.13 7.27 3.26 7.578 0.319 18.84 97.08

10 S 20.83707 -156.12511 0.74 2.21 0.27 197.02 0.15 5.71 0.89 8.19 NA 20.24 8.115 0.343 19.32 98.77

1 S  20.888981° -156.196642 0.07 0.28 0.35 233.43 0.17 4.68 0.24 5.31 2.44 3.84 6.193 0.078 21.23 22.99

2 S  20.889016° -156.196580 0.15 0.70 4.82 100.61 0.31 8.32 0.47 13.85 8.24 27.58 6.675 0.070 23.11 27.41

3 S  20.889068° -156.196523 0.10 0.62 3.94 108.18 0.35 6.71 0.46 11.28 NA 27.29 6.595 0.070 23.18 16.14

4 S  20.889098° -156.196435 0.15 0.52 6.49 134.40 0.24 6.55 0.40 13.57 NA 23.34 6.555 0.156 23.03 19.12

5 S  20.889143° -156.196341 0.08 1.25 4.12 154.85 0.29 7.19 0.37 12.57 6.86 21.54 6.627 0.047 22.95 29.42

6 S  20.889191° -156.196283 0.12 0.90 7.45 184.36 0.27 5.75 0.40 14.11 6.24 16.81 6.538 0.055 22.62 27.79

7 S 20.889156 -156.19621 0.35 1.83 0.26 90.60 0.22 5.97 0.57 8.06 NA 26.25 7.802 0.335 23.95 100.86

8 S 20.889205 -156.19615 0.31 1.27 0.73 42.02 0.30 7.69 0.62 9.69 5.06 32.12 8.087 0.374 23.91 101.09

9 S 20.889236 -156.19614 0.32 1.25 0.88 41.05 0.25 7.06 0.58 9.19 7.59 32.30 8.090 0.514 23.87 100.72

10 S 20.889266 -156.19609 0.31 1.23 0.48 43.05 0.30 5.82 0.62 7.53 3.63 32.14 8.095 0.397 23.88 100.82

11 S 20.889304 -156.19598 0.32 1.23 0.91 38.22 0.29 5.42 0.62 7.56 3.53 32.52 8.088 0.335 23.63 98.60

12 S 20.889408 -156.19583 0.30 1.25 0.79 39.30 0.32 5.62 0.62 7.66 3.84 32.55 8.081 0.226 23.60 100.08

12 B 20.889408 -156.19583 0.25 0.87 0.79 12.41 0.32 7.27 0.58 8.93 2.59 34.47 8.069 0.288 24.05 93.86
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TABLE A-5. Results of water chemistry sampling conducted on January 5, 2018, at  Wailua Nui, Wailua Iki, and Oopuola Streams in East 
Maui.  "S" indicates surface sample; "B"  indicates bottom sample.  Nutrients concentrations are shown in micromolar units (µM. 
Locations  of sampling stations are shown in Chapter 4 of text.
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PO4 NO3 NH4 Si TOP TON TP TN TURB SALT pH Chl-a TEMP DO

(µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (ntu) (ppt) (rel) (µg/l) deg C %sat

1 B 20.83491 -156.12458 1.43 2.79 1.68 7043 4.96 59.57 6.39 64.05 1.49 0.00 7.557 0.140 17.35 97.58

1 S 20.83491 -156.12458 1.12 2.23 3.78 7109 5.27 82.82 6.39 88.83 1.24 0.00 7.573 0.241 17.37 97.34

2 S 20.835239 -156.12461 2.36 8.81 5.31 7366 4.96 62.81 7.32 76.93 2.87 0.00 7.554 0.312 17.36 97.89

2 B 20.835239 -156.12461 2.05 7.69 4.02 7443 5.27 56.68 7.32 68.39 2.90 0.00 7.565 0.771 17.36 97.31

3 S 20.835485 -156.12449 13.21 33.59 2.22 9155 6.51 75.00 19.72 110.81 1.53 0.00 7.514 0.491 17.39 97.14

3 B 20.835485 -156.12449 35.83 85.82 2.10 11753 4.96 42.21 40.80 130.13 1.93 0.03 7.476 0.179 17.41 96.42

4 S 20.835744 -156.12435 19.72 50.54 2.67 9882 5.89 57.47 25.61 110.67 1.01 0.00 7.478 0.117 17.34 93.30

4 B 20.835744 -156.12435 61.85 122.64 2.47 14376 7.15 47.44 69.01 172.55 1.05 0.17 7.419 0.857 17.24 90.54

5 S 20.835969 -156.12437 21.88 51.10 2.52 9937 4.96 95.13 26.85 148.75 2.24 0.01 7.410 0.187 17.44 91.51

5 B 20.835969 -156.12437 56.89 113.96 2.23 13965 6.53 61.68 63.43 177.87 NA 0.16 7.373 0.312 17.34 91.97

6 S 20.836194 -156.12409 9.18 29.68 2.38 8660 6.82 83.79 16.00 115.85 1.32 0.00 7.405 0.148 17.44 86.41

6 B 20.836194 -156.12409 74.86 138.61 2.77 15133 6.23 63.66 81.10 205.03 1.53 0.25 7.325 0.662 17.42 85.23

7 S 20.836328 -156.12394 24.67 58.25 2.66 10415 3.72 61.11 28.40 122.01 1.18 0.02 7.348 0.203 17.47 91.25

7 B 20.836328 -156.12394 35.52 81.35 1.96 11777 7.14 68.81 42.66 152.11 1.14 0.06 7.323 0.249 17.42 91.28

8 S 20.83642 -156.1239 13.76 24.74 3.48 4223 7.82 97.99 21.58 126.21 NA 22.91 8.086 0.428 21.30 99.62

9 S 20.836602 -156.12388 5.48 22.22 4.67 914 12.68 83.09 18.17 109.97 11.98 33.46 8.088 1.464 24.17 98.60

10 S 20.836783 -156.12386 4.85 2.33 4.63 855 12.39 116.73 17.24 123.69 10.47 33.57 8.120 1.986 24.20 96.96

1 S 20.83651 -156.12599 4.84 1.11 3.64 6045 5.58 86.74 10.42 91.49 3.54 0.00 7.506 0.257 17.85 96.45

2 S 20.836493 -156.1258 27.15 41.72 3.91 9521 4.65 96.25 31.81 141.89 3.15 0.02 7.351 0.319 17.83 92.26

2 B 20.836493 -156.1258 58.14 87.93 3.49 12473 5.90 59.71 64.05 151.13 4.15 0.09 7.280 0.319 17.69 93.78

3 S 20.836518 -156.12568 24.05 37.11 4.48 9123 3.42 66.01 27.47 107.59 4.65 0.04 7.296 0.249 17.72 94.82

3 B 20.836518 -156.12568 41.09 66.23 4.74 10836 6.53 62.24 47.62 133.21 5.70 0.13 7.279 0.413 17.63 93.29

4 S 20.836564 -156.12555 34.89 53.49 4.60 10016 6.84 62.80 41.73 120.89 2.17 0.12 7.281 0.460 17.72 93.68

4 B 20.836564 -156.12555 25.59 44.67 4.62 9839 2.50 66.84 28.09 116.13 2.30 0.13 7.288 0.241 17.71 93.34

5 S 20.836603 -156.12545 33.03 52.51 4.20 9845 7.77 67.68 40.80 124.39 4.81 0.15 7.316 0.210 17.74 93.31

5 B 20.836603 -156.12545 31.79 46.07 4.19 9682 0.33 64.89 32.12 115.15 4.63 0.12 7.318 0.280 17.75 94.28

6 S 20.836674 -156.12536 31.48 53.63 4.75 10021 6.22 80.29 37.70 138.67 3.79 0.14 7.320 0.280 17.73 93.41

6 B 20.836674 -156.12536 34.26 59.09 4.61 10176 8.08 68.95 42.35 132.65 3.74 0.16 7.311 0.343 17.71 93.07

7 S 20.836785 -156.12533 48.21 70.14 17.19 10918 5.29 122.74 53.51 210.07 4.72 0.18 7.412 0.608 17.68 93.99

8 S 20.836866 -156.12529 37.99 64.68 3.49 10679 5.29 91.21 43.28 159.39 3.89 0.13 7.355 0.312 17.69 94.99

9 S 20.836927 -156.12526 38.49 60.89 2.65 10319 2.31 50.21 40.80 113.75 7.27 3.26 7.578 0.319 18.84 97.08

10 S 20.83707 -156.12511 22.81 30.89 3.77 5517 4.66 79.93 27.47 114.59 NA 20.24 8.115 0.343 19.32 98.77

1 S  20.888981° -156.196642 2.14 3.86 4.91 6536 5.18 65.50 7.32 74.27 2.44 3.84 6.193 0.078 21.23 22.99

2 S  20.889016° -156.196580 4.75 9.85 67.49 2817 9.70 116.49 14.45 193.83 8.24 27.58 6.675 0.070 23.11 27.41

3 S  20.889068° -156.196523 3.24 8.73 55.17 3029 10.90 93.95 14.14 157.85 NA 27.29 6.595 0.070 23.18 16.14

4 S  20.889098° -156.196435 4.71 7.34 90.86 3763 7.56 91.71 12.28 189.91 NA 23.34 6.555 0.156 23.03 19.12

5 S  20.889143° -156.196341 2.48 17.55 57.69 4336 8.87 100.67 11.35 175.91 6.86 21.54 6.627 0.047 22.95 29.42

6 S  20.889191° -156.196283 3.75 12.66 104.31 5162 8.52 80.50 12.28 197.47 6.24 16.81 6.538 0.055 22.62 27.79

7 S 20.889156 -156.19621 10.82 25.60 3.63 2537 6.73 83.55 17.55 112.77 NA 26.25 7.802 0.335 23.95 100.86

8 S 20.889205 -156.19615 9.70 17.74 10.21 1177 9.40 107.65 19.10 135.59 5.06 32.12 8.087 0.374 23.91 101.09

9 S 20.889236 -156.19614 9.98 17.46 12.30 1149 7.87 98.84 17.86 128.59 7.59 32.30 8.090 0.514 23.87 100.72

10 S 20.889266 -156.19609 9.70 17.18 6.71 1205 9.40 81.47 19.10 105.35 3.63 32.14 8.095 0.397 23.88 100.82

11 S 20.889304 -156.19598 9.95 17.18 12.73 1070 9.14 75.86 19.10 105.77 3.53 32.52 8.088 0.335 23.63 98.60

12 S 20.889408 -156.19583 9.33 17.46 11.06 1100 9.77 78.66 19.10 107.17 3.84 32.55 8.081 0.226 23.60 100.08

12 B 20.889408 -156.19583 7.82 12.14 11.05 347 10.03 101.76 17.86 124.95 2.59 34.47 8.069 0.288 24.05 93.86
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TABLE A-6. Results of water chemistry sampling conducted on January 5, 2018, at  Wailua Nui, Wailua Iki, and Oopuola streams  in East Maui.  "S" 
indicates surface sample; "B"  indicates bottom sample. Nutrient concentrations are shown as micrograms per liter (µg/L). Locations  of 
sampling stations are shown in Chapter 4 of text.
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PO4 NO3 NH4 Si TOP TON TP TN TURB SALT pH Chl-a TEMP DO

(µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) NTU  ‰ (µg/L) deg C %sat
101 S 20.85930 -156.16746 0.56 1.74 0.50 272 0.61 5.32 1.17 7.56 3.01 0.00 7.259 0.358 23.83 103.9
102 S 20.85976 -156.16720 0.67 2.38 0.50 297 0.54 5.66 1.21 8.54 3.05 0.00 7.248 0.709 24.01 103.17
102 B 20.85976 -156.16720 0.81 2.44 0.50 337 0.48 4.67 1.29 7.61 3.41 0.00 7.272 1.020 23.87 103.07
103 S 20.86012 -156.16710 0.75 2.67 0.53 314 0.55 6.47 1.30 9.67 3.54 0.00 7.237 0.857 23.87 107.04
103 B 20.86012 -156.16710 0.90 2.80 0.57 343 0.46 4.91 1.36 8.28 5.16 0.00 7.247 4.074 23.35 102.46
104 S 20.86056 -156.16700 0.77 2.69 0.43 331 0.49 6.02 1.26 9.14 3.96 0.00 7.228 0.654 23.79 103.25
104 B 20.86056 -156.16700 0.79 2.75 0.48 335 0.45 4.84 1.24 8.07 4.48 0.00 7.224 1.137 23.37 101.50
105 S 20.86089 -156.16707 0.79 2.62 0.51 331 0.51 7.16 1.30 10.29 7.96 0.01 7.221 0.966 23.80 102.29
106 S 20.86115 -156.16721 0.89 1.63 0.83 376 0.32 6.12 1.21 8.58 4.62 0.01 7.209 0.506 27.53 111.33
107 S 20.86133 -156.16716 0.80 2.46 0.67 339 0.41 6.18 1.21 9.31 4.85 0.00 7.233 0.592 24.12 103.79
107 B 20.86133 -156.16716 0.56 1.27 0.73 188 0.16 5.46 0.72 7.46 4.82 16.14 8.044 0.405 24.25 104.23
108 S 20.86148 -156.16706 0.71 2.54 0.50 328 0.45 5.41 1.16 8.45 4.49 0.58 7.342 0.280 24.55 103.25
108 B 20.86148 -156.16706 0.44 0.57 0.44 122 0.11 5.41 0.55 6.42 12.55 22.74 8.154 0.452 25.95 104.71
109 S 20.86157 -156.16691 0.72 2.30 0.47 309 0.41 5.70 1.13 8.47 4.49 3.31 7.402 0.413 24.55 102.46
109 B 20.86157 -156.16691 0.37 0.40 0.45 101 0.11 6.15 0.48 7.00 6.89 24.82 8.173 0.374 26.22 107.90
110 S 20.86150 -156.16671 0.70 1.99 0.49 293 0.43 8.07 1.13 10.55 4.41 4.85 7.526 0.475 24.66 104.84
110 B 20.86150 -156.16671 0.36 0.29 0.50 78 0.13 6.24 0.49 7.03 4.54 27.37 8.181 0.343 26.32 109.73
111 S 20.86139 -156.16656 0.65 1.85 0.57 248 0.39 5.34 1.04 7.76 5.50 9.82 7.924 0.358 22.69 105.07
111 B 20.86139 -156.16656 0.39 0.43 0.48 91 0.10 7.51 0.49 8.42 6.07 25.78 8.193 0.374 26.19 109.45
112 B 20.86084 -156.16629 0.30 0.06 0.36 56 0.27 6.74 0.57 7.16 16.11 29.25 8.182 1.472 26.44 113.21
113 S 20.86068 -156.16589 0.20 0.02 0.30 69 0.24 7.70 0.44 8.02 6.05 28.26 8.200 1.098 26.46 106.1
113 B 20.86068 -156.16589 0.30 0.09 0.37 66 0.15 6.69 0.45 7.15 8.38 28.50 8.202 1.091 26.47 111.45
114 S 20.86105 -156.16563 0.30 0.18 0.38 64 0.15 6.74 0.45 7.30 7.94 28.87 8.195 1.262 26.56 110.19
114 B 20.86105 -156.16563 0.38 0.02 0.49 35 0.19 11.45 0.57 11.96 110.86 30.14 8.171 14.614 26.12 112.36
115 S 20.86121 -156.16600 0.48 0.29 0.44 70 0.02 9.17 0.50 9.90 14.57 28.03 8.211 0.849 26.41 107.77
115 B 20.86121 -156.16600 0.40 0.00 0.26 30 0.02 5.57 0.42 5.83 98.44 31.30 8.184 8.919 26.16 114.19
116 S 20.86164 -156.16613 0.39 0.39 0.36 82 0.09 6.44 0.48 7.19 2.25 27.52 8.213 0.436 26.51 105.02
116 B 20.86164 -156.16613 0.41 0.06 0.31 24 0.02 7.20 0.43 7.57 20.65 32.88 8.196 0.826 26.08 115.90
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TABLE A-7. Results of water chemistry sampling conducted on July 19, 2018, at Honomanu Stream in East Maui.  "S" indicates surface sample; 
"B"  indicates bottom sample. Nutrient concentrations are shown in micromolar units (µM). Location of sampling station is shown in Chapter 
4 of text.
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PO4 NO3 NH4 Si TOP TON TP TN TURB SALT pH Chl-a TEMP DO

(µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) NTU  ‰ (µg/L) deg C %sat
101 S 20.85930 -156.16746 17.36 24.36 7.00 7627 18.91 74.48 36.27 105.84 3.01 0.00 7.259 0.358 23.83 103.9
102 S 20.85976 -156.16720 20.77 33.32 7.00 8304 16.74 79.24 37.51 119.56 3.05 0.00 7.248 0.709 24.01 103.17
102 B 20.85976 -156.16720 25.11 34.16 7.00 9432 14.88 65.38 39.99 106.54 3.41 0.00 7.272 1.020 23.87 103.07
103 S 20.86012 -156.16710 23.25 37.38 7.42 8793 17.05 90.58 40.30 135.38 3.54 0.00 7.237 0.857 23.87 107.04
103 B 20.86012 -156.16710 27.90 39.20 7.98 9611 14.26 68.74 42.16 115.92 5.16 0.00 7.247 4.074 23.35 102.46
104 S 20.86056 -156.16700 23.87 37.66 6.02 9270 15.19 84.28 39.06 127.96 3.96 0.00 7.228 0.654 23.79 103.25
104 B 20.86056 -156.16700 24.49 38.50 6.72 9370 13.95 67.76 38.44 112.98 4.48 0.00 7.224 1.137 23.37 101.50
105 S 20.86089 -156.16707 24.49 36.68 7.14 9279 15.81 100.24 40.30 144.06 7.96 0.01 7.221 0.966 23.80 102.29
106 S 20.86115 -156.16721 27.59 22.82 11.62 10537 9.92 85.68 37.51 120.12 4.62 0.01 7.209 0.506 27.53 111.33
107 S 20.86133 -156.16716 24.80 34.44 9.38 9503 12.71 86.52 37.51 130.34 4.85 0.00 7.233 0.592 24.12 103.79
107 B 20.86133 -156.16716 17.34 17.75 10.24 5254 4.96 76.42 22.30 104.41 4.82 16.14 8.044 0.405 24.25 104.23
108 S 20.86148 -156.16706 21.95 35.51 6.93 9193 13.95 75.81 35.90 118.25 4.49 0.58 7.342 0.280 24.55 103.25
108 B 20.86148 -156.16706 13.59 7.98 6.09 3420 3.41 75.81 17.00 89.88 12.55 22.74 8.154 0.452 25.95 104.71
109 S 20.86157 -156.16691 22.31 32.22 6.60 8659 12.71 79.78 35.02 118.60 4.49 3.31 7.402 0.413 24.55 102.46
109 B 20.86157 -156.16691 11.53 5.57 6.26 2820 3.41 86.14 14.94 97.97 6.89 24.82 8.173 0.374 26.22 107.90
110 S 20.86150 -156.16671 21.85 27.89 6.84 8202 13.33 113.00 35.18 147.73 4.41 4.85 7.526 0.475 24.66 104.84
110 B 20.86150 -156.16671 11.28 4.11 6.94 2192 4.03 87.42 15.31 98.47 4.54 27.37 8.181 0.343 26.32 109.73
111 S 20.86139 -156.16656 20.12 25.95 7.92 6946 12.09 74.82 32.21 108.69 5.50 9.82 7.924 0.358 22.69 105.07
111 B 20.86139 -156.16656 12.06 6.06 6.71 2545 3.10 105.15 15.16 117.92 6.07 25.78 8.193 0.374 26.19 109.45
112 B 20.86084 -156.16629 9.24 0.88 5.03 1573 8.37 94.37 17.61 100.28 16.11 29.25 8.182 1.472 26.44 113.21
113 S 20.86068 -156.16589 6.24 0.26 4.17 1928 7.44 107.83 13.68 112.26 6.05 28.26 8.200 1.098 26.46 106.1
113 B 20.86068 -156.16589 9.31 1.22 5.12 1856 4.65 93.72 13.96 100.06 8.38 28.50 8.202 1.091 26.47 111.45
114 S 20.86105 -156.16563 9.28 2.45 5.36 1780 4.65 94.32 13.93 102.13 7.94 28.87 8.195 1.262 26.56 110.19
114 B 20.86105 -156.16563 11.63 0.25 6.88 982 5.89 160.28 17.52 167.41 110.86 30.14 8.171 14.614 26.12 112.36
115 S 20.86121 -156.16600 14.94 4.06 6.16 1952 0.62 128.38 15.56 138.60 14.57 28.03 8.211 0.849 26.41 107.77
115 B 20.86121 -156.16600 12.45 0.02 3.66 852 0.62 77.96 13.07 81.64 98.44 31.30 8.184 8.919 26.16 114.19
116 S 20.86164 -156.16613 12.20 5.50 5.10 2294 2.79 90.10 14.99 100.70 2.25 27.52 8.213 0.436 26.51 105.02
116 B 20.86164 -156.16613 12.61 0.87 4.31 674 0.62 100.83 13.23 106.01 20.65 32.88 8.196 0.826 26.08 115.90
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TABLE A-8. Results of water chemistry sampling conducted on July 19, 2018, at Honomanu Stream in East Maui.  "S" indicates surface 
sample; "B"  indicates bottom sample. Nutrient concentrations are shown as micrograms per liter (µg/L). Location of sampling station 
is shown in Chapter 4 of text. 
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PO4 NO3 NH4 Si TOP TON TP TN TURB SALT pH Chl-a TEMP DO

(µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) NTU  ‰ (µg/L) deg C %sat

101 S 20.82447 -156.10133 0.72 3.77 0.47 296 0.19 4.97 0.91 9.21 1.89 0.00 8.069 1.200 19.83 110.78

102 S 20.82470 -156.10126 0.79 3.84 0.39 297 0.13 3.44 0.92 7.67 1.24 0.00 8.043 0.530 19.83 112.34

102 B 20.82470 -156.10126 0.79 3.49 0.35 298 0.13 3.84 0.92 7.68 1.44 0.00 8.018 0.491 19.83 113.25

103 S 20.82486 -156.10109 0.82 3.76 0.33 298 0.15 5.30 0.97 9.39 1.33 0.00 8.005 1.799 19.85 113.60

103 B 20.82486 -156.10109 0.83 3.79 0.35 297 0.10 3.73 0.93 7.87 1.27 0.00 8.004 0.724 19.84 114.00

104 S 20.82489 -156.10093 0.80 3.75 0.32 297 0.08 2.42 0.88 6.49 1.90 0.00 7.989 0.779 19.88 113.58

104 B 20.82489 -156.10093 0.79 3.51 0.31 297 0.05 3.32 0.84 7.14 1.46 0.00 7.981 0.600 19.87 113.92

105 S 20.82499 -156.10089 0.85 3.66 0.31 297 0.15 2.98 1.00 6.95 1.40 0.00 7.983 0.467 19.89 112.07

105 B 20.82499 -156.10089 0.77 3.42 0.30 297 0.12 3.26 0.89 6.98 1.75 0.00 7.973 0.732 19.88 113.33

106 S 20.82506 -156.10089 0.77 3.53 0.35 298 0.02 2.88 0.79 6.76 - 0.00 7.971 0.678 19.91 108.20

107 S 20.82518 -156.10083 0.62 3.53 0.30 299 0.07 1.87 0.69 5.70 - 0.00 7.977 0.537 19.90 110.00

108 S 20.82525 -156.10081 0.35 0.85 0.23 72 0.02 5.30 0.37 6.38 - 26.79 8.114 0.335 24.34 114.95

108 B 20.82525 -156.10081 0.31 0.16 0.21 17 0.03 4.98 0.34 5.35 - 33.43 8.122 0.499 25.46 117.25

109 S 20.82546 -156.10073 0.36 0.64 0.20 74 0.03 5.14 0.39 5.98 - 26.80 8.153 0.273 23.75 111.34

109 B 20.82546 -156.10073 0.31 0.01 0.19 7 0.02 6.31 0.33 6.51 - 34.49 8.134 0.195 25.44 116.34

101 S 20.82626 -156.11590 0.15 0.08 0.28 193 0.31 4.45 0.46 4.81 2.57 0.00 7.831 1.387 21.33 112.34

102 S 20.82634 -156.11574 0.17 0.05 0.21 190 0.19 3.81 0.36 4.07 2.72 0.00 7.863 1.052 21.42 113.43

103 S 20.82654 -156.11564 0.16 0.07 0.21 189 0.20 3.62 0.36 3.90 3.07 0.00 7.844 1.379 21.47 114.52

104 S 20.82663 -156.11556 0.12 0.08 0.20 189 0.30 3.38 0.42 3.66 3.32 0.00 7.822 1.106 21.56 115.62

105 S 20.82673 -156.11544 0.18 0.04 0.13 188 0.24 3.10 0.42 3.27 3.10 0.00 7.855 0.779 21.62 116.09

106 S 20.82678 -156.11537 0.18 0.17 0.17 167 0.18 3.05 0.36 3.39 2.04 4.37 8.146 1.075 22.48 115.52

107 S 20.82683 -156.11542 0.21 0.12 0.19 110 0.31 4.07 0.52 4.38 6.37 15.73 8.218 0.748 23.62 115.98

108 S 20.82688 -156.11535 0.15 0.11 0.15 110 0.23 3.80 0.38 4.06 15.09 15.68 8.228 0.779 25.14 115.71

109 S 20.82692 -156.11529 0.16 0.03 0.13 35 0.19 5.17 0.35 5.33 25.87 29.82 8.132 0.483 24.83 111.47

109 B 20.82692 -156.11529 0.17 0.03 0.12 37 0.16 6.73 0.33 6.88 65.97 29.68 8.141 0.444 25.14 115.19

101 S 20.82605 -156.11493 0.17 1.25 0.25 254 0.32 5.41 0.49 6.91 27.22 0.00 7.874 0.405 20.53 110.09

101 B 20.82605 -156.11493 0.27 1.66 0.20 257 0.29 5.58 0.56 7.44 26.32 0.00 7.746 0.241 20.49 111.66

102 S 20.82610 -156.11482 0.36 1.78 0.30 255 0.24 5.96 0.60 8.04 1.45 0.00 7.831 0.280 20.54 112.61

103 S 20.82629 -156.11497 0.31 1.60 0.31 255 0.22 5.56 0.53 7.47 2.59 0.00 7.832 0.296 20.55 110.68

104 S 20.82632 -156.11494 0.34 1.62 0.21 256 0.25 6.25 0.59 8.08 2.12 0.00 7.839 0.382 20.58 113.27

105 S 20.82649 -156.11503 0.33 1.15 0.55 187 0.44 8.54 0.77 10.24 9.01 9.43 8.134 0.701 22.05 112.32

106 S 20.82652 -156.11506 0.23 0.44 0.27 120 0.30 7.46 0.53 8.17 8.26 18.80 8.172 0.421 23.66 115.73

101 S 20.83118 -156.11869 0.01 0.14 0.29 141 0.39 8.13 0.40 8.56 4.38 0.00 7.881 1.231 23.51 112.58

101 B 20.83118 -156.11869 0.02 0.13 0.32 142 0.29 8.53 0.31 8.98 4.14 0.00 8.165 1.091 23.48 117.68

102 S 20.83127 -156.11867 0.02 0.12 0.28 140 0.62 8.65 0.64 9.05 4.09 0.00 8.221 1.901 23.61 116.59

102 B 20.83127 -156.11867 0.01 0.10 0.26 140 0.32 7.39 0.33 7.75 4.35 0.00 8.230 1.675 23.60 118.04

103 S 20.83140 -156.11854 0.04 0.09 0.27 142 0.53 8.09 0.57 8.45 5.03 0.00 8.157 1.254 23.65 113.01

103 B 20.83140 -156.11854 0.05 0.08 0.25 142 0.61 7.73 0.66 8.06 4.74 0.00 8.202 1.083 23.66 118.65

104 S 20.83157 -156.11848 0.05 0.07 0.38 141 0.63 8.67 0.68 9.12 6.31 0.00 8.205 2.189 23.72 111.60

104 B 20.83157 -156.11848 0.03 0.05 0.34 141 0.56 7.08 0.59 7.47 6.59 0.00 8.201 2.649 23.74 118.77

105 S 20.83183 -156.11841 0.03 0.04 0.29 142 0.57 7.12 0.60 7.45 8.82 0.00 8.167 1.566 23.92 120.43

106 S 20.83197 -156.11837 0.02 0.04 0.30 141 0.75 7.83 0.77 8.17 3.84 0.00 8.065 1.192 23.94 119.79

107 S 20.83220 -156.11838 0.01 0.05 0.15 141 0.43 7.13 0.44 7.33 5.21 0.00 8.055 1.176 23.13 113.54

107 B 20.83220 -156.11838 0.00 0.04 0.12 141 0.45 8.52 0.45 8.68 6.13 0.00 8.189 2.041 24.21 119.37

108 S 20.83228 -156.11836 0.03 0.08 1.07 141 0.42 8.93 0.45 10.08 4.52 0.00 8.320 1.870 24.03 120.56

108 B 20.83228 -156.11836 0.03 0.04 0.13 141 0.53 8.54 0.56 8.71 4.79 0.00 8.387 2.649 24.07 120.76

109 S 20.83237 -156.11836 0.02 0.05 0.13 142 0.38 8.03 0.40 8.21 3.97 0.00 8.306 1.098 24.08 122.26

109 B 20.83237 -156.11836 0.02 0.05 0.10 144 0.38 7.10 0.40 7.25 4.09 0.00 8.301 1.285 24.06 122.62

110 S 20.83243 -156.11836 0.03 0.01 0.11 145 0.41 7.47 0.44 7.59 12.97 0.03 8.269 1.122 24.11 116.46

111 S 20.83247 -156.11828 0.00 0.05 0.19 123 0.29 6.21 0.29 6.45 30.41 6.02 8.331 0.997 24.32 115.43

112 S 20.83254 -156.11817 0.15 0.00 0.18 17 0.27 7.94 0.42 8.12 15.72 33.01 8.135 0.826 25.54 114.48

112 B 20.83254 -156.11817 0.14 0.00 0.23 20 0.27 8.65 0.41 8.88 34.24 32.58 8.153 0.639 25.69 122.63

113 S 20.83263 -156.11805 0.15 0.02 0.15 21 0.28 8.02 0.43 8.19 4.86 33.08 8.158 0.647 25.68 113.50

113 B 20.83263 -156.11805 0.17 0.00 0.51 15 0.38 10.73 0.55 11.24 53.66 33.84 8.164 3.225 25.68 123.42
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TABLE A-9. Results of water chemistry sampling conducted on July 20, 2018, at Hanawi, Waiaaka, and Kopiliula Streams in East 
Maui.  "S" indicates surface sample; "B"  indicates bottom sample. "na" indicates lost sample. Nutrient concentrations are shown in 
micromolar units (µM). Locations of sampling stations are shown in Chapter 4 of text.
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PO4 NO3 NH4 Si TOP TON TP TN TURB SALT pH Chl-a TEMP DO

(µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) (µg/L) NTU  ‰ (µg/L) deg C %sat

101 S 20.82447 -156.10133 22.32 52.78 6.58 8300 5.89 69.58 28.21 128.94 1.89 0.00 8.069 1.200 19.83 110.78

102 S 20.82470 -156.10126 24.49 53.76 5.46 8307 4.03 48.16 28.52 107.38 1.24 0.00 8.043 0.530 19.83 112.34

102 B 20.82470 -156.10126 24.49 48.86 4.90 8343 4.03 53.76 28.52 107.52 1.44 0.00 8.018 0.491 19.83 113.25

103 S 20.82486 -156.10109 25.42 52.64 4.62 8340 4.65 74.20 30.07 131.46 1.33 0.00 8.005 1.799 19.85 113.60

103 B 20.82486 -156.10109 25.73 53.06 4.90 8326 3.10 52.22 28.83 110.18 1.27 0.00 8.004 0.724 19.84 114.00

104 S 20.82489 -156.10093 24.80 52.50 4.48 8320 2.48 33.88 27.28 90.86 1.90 0.00 7.989 0.779 19.88 113.58

104 B 20.82489 -156.10093 24.49 49.14 4.34 8319 1.55 46.48 26.04 99.96 1.46 0.00 7.981 0.600 19.87 113.92

105 S 20.82499 -156.10089 26.35 51.24 4.34 8305 4.65 41.72 31.00 97.30 1.40 0.00 7.983 0.467 19.89 112.07

105 B 20.82499 -156.10089 23.87 47.88 4.20 8326 3.72 45.64 27.59 97.72 1.75 0.00 7.973 0.732 19.88 113.33

106 S 20.82506 -156.10089 23.87 49.42 4.90 8343 0.62 40.32 24.49 94.64 - 0.00 7.971 0.678 19.91 108.20

107 S 20.82518 -156.10083 19.22 49.42 4.20 8364 2.17 26.18 21.39 79.80 - 0.00 7.977 0.537 19.90 110.00

108 S 20.82525 -156.10081 10.72 11.86 3.23 2006 0.62 74.19 11.34 89.28 - 26.79 8.114 0.335 24.34 114.95

108 B 20.82525 -156.10081 9.76 2.23 2.99 462 0.93 69.67 10.69 74.89 - 33.43 8.122 0.499 25.46 117.25

109 S 20.82546 -156.10073 11.03 8.92 2.80 2084 0.93 71.96 11.96 83.68 - 26.80 8.153 0.273 23.75 111.34

109 B 20.82546 -156.10073 9.66 0.18 2.72 187 0.62 88.28 10.28 91.18 - 34.49 8.134 0.195 25.44 116.34

101 S 20.82626 -156.11590 4.65 1.12 3.92 5405 9.61 62.30 14.26 67.34 2.57 0.00 7.831 1.387 21.33 112.34

102 S 20.82634 -156.11574 5.27 0.70 2.94 5332 5.89 53.34 11.16 56.98 2.72 0.00 7.863 1.052 21.42 113.43

103 S 20.82654 -156.11564 4.96 0.98 2.94 5292 6.20 50.68 11.16 54.60 3.07 0.00 7.844 1.379 21.47 114.52

104 S 20.82663 -156.11556 3.72 1.12 2.80 5291 9.30 47.32 13.02 51.24 3.32 0.00 7.822 1.106 21.56 115.62

105 S 20.82673 -156.11544 5.58 0.56 1.82 5274 7.44 43.40 13.02 45.78 3.10 0.00 7.855 0.779 21.62 116.09

106 S 20.82678 -156.11537 5.46 2.31 2.42 4683 5.58 42.66 11.04 47.39 2.04 4.37 8.146 1.075 22.48 115.52

107 S 20.82683 -156.11542 6.53 1.68 2.59 3067 9.61 57.05 16.14 61.32 6.37 15.73 8.218 0.748 23.62 115.98

108 S 20.82688 -156.11535 4.67 1.55 2.04 3085 7.13 53.26 11.80 56.85 15.09 15.68 8.228 0.779 25.14 115.71

109 S 20.82692 -156.11529 4.84 0.41 1.88 991 5.89 72.32 10.73 74.61 25.87 29.82 8.132 0.483 24.83 111.47

109 B 20.82692 -156.11529 5.17 0.43 1.62 1033 4.96 94.28 10.13 96.33 65.97 29.68 8.141 0.444 25.14 115.19

101 S 20.82605 -156.11493 5.27 17.50 3.50 7113 9.92 75.74 15.19 96.74 27.22 0.00 7.874 0.405 20.53 110.09

101 B 20.82605 -156.11493 8.37 23.24 2.80 7192 8.99 78.12 17.36 104.16 26.32 0.00 7.746 0.241 20.49 111.66

102 S 20.82610 -156.11482 11.16 24.92 4.20 7142 7.44 83.44 18.60 112.56 1.45 0.00 7.831 0.280 20.54 112.61

103 S 20.82629 -156.11497 9.61 22.40 4.34 7148 6.82 77.84 16.43 104.58 2.59 0.00 7.832 0.296 20.55 110.68

104 S 20.82632 -156.11494 10.54 22.68 2.94 7166 7.75 87.50 18.29 113.12 2.12 0.00 7.839 0.382 20.58 113.27

105 S 20.82649 -156.11503 10.24 16.05 7.69 5239 13.64 119.57 23.88 143.31 9.01 9.43 8.134 0.701 22.05 112.32

106 S 20.82652 -156.11506 7.16 6.20 3.76 3361 9.30 104.46 16.46 114.42 8.26 18.80 8.172 0.421 23.66 115.73

101 S 20.83118 -156.11869 0.31 1.96 4.06 3957 12.09 113.82 12.40 119.84 4.38 0.00 7.881 1.231 23.51 112.58

101 B 20.83118 -156.11869 0.62 1.82 4.48 3983 8.99 119.42 9.61 125.72 4.14 0.00 8.165 1.091 23.48 117.68

102 S 20.83127 -156.11867 0.62 1.68 3.92 3910 19.22 121.10 19.84 126.70 4.09 0.00 8.221 1.901 23.61 116.59

102 B 20.83127 -156.11867 0.31 1.40 3.64 3921 9.92 103.46 10.23 108.50 4.35 0.00 8.230 1.675 23.60 118.04

103 S 20.83140 -156.11854 1.24 1.26 3.78 3978 16.43 113.26 17.67 118.30 5.03 0.00 8.157 1.254 23.65 113.01

103 B 20.83140 -156.11854 1.55 1.12 3.50 3965 18.91 108.22 20.46 112.84 4.74 0.00 8.202 1.083 23.66 118.65

104 S 20.83157 -156.11848 1.55 0.98 5.32 3952 19.53 121.38 21.08 127.68 6.31 0.00 8.205 2.189 23.72 111.60

104 B 20.83157 -156.11848 0.93 0.70 4.76 3952 17.36 99.12 18.29 104.58 6.59 0.00 8.201 2.649 23.74 118.77

105 S 20.83183 -156.11841 0.93 0.56 4.06 3963 17.67 99.68 18.60 104.30 8.82 0.00 8.167 1.566 23.92 120.43

106 S 20.83197 -156.11837 0.62 0.56 4.20 3950 23.25 109.62 23.87 114.38 3.84 0.00 8.065 1.192 23.94 119.79

107 S 20.83220 -156.11838 0.31 0.70 2.10 3955 13.33 99.82 13.64 102.62 5.21 0.00 8.055 1.176 23.13 113.54

107 B 20.83220 -156.11838 0.00 0.56 1.68 3937 13.95 119.28 13.95 121.52 6.13 0.00 8.189 2.041 24.21 119.37

108 S 20.83228 -156.11836 0.93 1.12 14.98 3947 13.02 125.02 13.95 141.12 4.52 0.00 8.320 1.870 24.03 120.56

108 B 20.83228 -156.11836 0.93 0.56 1.82 3952 16.43 119.56 17.36 121.94 4.79 0.00 8.387 2.649 24.07 120.76

109 S 20.83237 -156.11836 0.62 0.70 1.82 3968 11.78 112.42 12.40 114.94 3.97 0.00 8.306 1.098 24.08 122.26

109 B 20.83237 -156.11836 0.62 0.70 1.40 4033 11.78 99.40 12.40 101.50 4.09 0.00 8.301 1.285 24.06 122.62

110 S 20.83243 -156.11836 0.93 0.14 1.54 4054 12.71 104.58 13.64 106.26 12.97 0.03 8.269 1.122 24.11 116.46

111 S 20.83247 -156.11828 0.03 0.74 2.64 3454 8.99 86.96 9.02 90.34 30.41 6.02 8.331 0.997 24.32 115.43

112 S 20.83254 -156.11817 4.53 -0.06 2.48 486 8.37 111.20 12.90 113.62 15.72 33.01 8.135 0.826 25.54 114.48

112 B 20.83254 -156.11817 4.27 -0.01 3.23 572 8.37 121.06 12.64 124.28 34.24 32.58 8.153 0.639 25.69 122.63

113 S 20.83263 -156.11805 4.53 0.22 2.05 600 8.68 112.33 13.21 114.60 4.86 33.08 8.158 0.647 25.68 113.50

113 B 20.83263 -156.11805 5.38 -0.01 7.14 410 11.78 150.28 17.16 157.41 53.66 33.84 8.164 3.225 25.68 123.42
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TABLE A-10. Results of water chemistry sampling conducted on July 20, 2018, at Hanawi, Waiaaka, and Kopiliula Streams in East Maui.  
"S" indicates surface sample; "B"  indicates bottom sample. "na" indicates lost sample. Nutrient concentrations are shown as micrograms 
per liter (µg/L). Locations of sampling stations are shown in Chapter 4 of text.
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PO4 NO3 NH4 Si TOP TON TP TN TURB SALT pH Chl-a TEMP DO

(µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) TURB SALT pH Chl-a deg C %sat

101 S 20.88911 -156.19634 1.11 1.14 2.18 270.13 0.31 8.34 1.42 11.66 17.05 2.13 6.634 0.156 23.52 30.81

101 B 20.88911 -156.19634 0.25 0.07 4.41 184.50 0.45 7.28 0.70 11.76 37.42 13.57 6.548 0.265 24.29 30.18

102 S 20.88902 -156.19648 0.82 0.80 0.46 261.61 0.28 4.70 1.10 5.96 26.86 0.54 6.685 0.171 23.72 69.22

102 B 20.88902 -156.19648 0.49 0.10 0.79 216.59 0.63 7.15 1.12 8.04 64.34 8.25 6.564 0.140 23.92 39.27

103 S 20.88905 -156.19664 0.48 0.37 0.39 247.31 0.43 5.42 0.91 6.18 38.14 0.27 6.451 0.140 23.84 65.14

103 B 20.88905 -156.19664 0.42 0.25 7.87 226.47 0.34 6.74 0.76 14.86 110.91 8.81 6.596 0.249 23.37 53.74

104 S 20.88897 -156.19672 0.14 0.11 0.42 230.60 0.26 5.38 0.40 5.91 5.06 0.02 6.268 0.140 22.85 46.50

105 S 20.88914 -156.19614 0.27 0.39 0.81 31.76 0.20 7.51 0.47 8.71 27.80 30.61 8.091 0.093 26.86 110.47

106 S 20.88917 -156.19610 0.28 0.26 0.91 49.41 0.23 8.17 0.51 9.34 14.02 31.01 8.125 0.156 26.90 112.42

107 S 20.88920 -156.19607 0.23 0.29 0.57 40.92 0.27 6.32 0.50 7.18 8.75 31.09 8.141 0.125 26.87 111.35

107 B 20.88920 -156.19607 0.25 0.20 0.81 32.13 0.27 6.23 0.52 7.24 10.28 31.70 8.163 0.125 26.82 115.03

108 S 20.88926 -156.19595 0.25 0.45 0.81 50.17 0.25 9.19 0.50 10.45 5.83 31.36 8.151 0.093 26.87 121.31

108 B 20.88926 -156.19595 0.23 0.35 0.93 37.61 0.26 7.61 0.49 8.89 7.20 32.72 8.159 0.109 26.61 119.29

109 S 20.88943 -156.19577 0.24 0.48 0.73 37.58 0.26 10.47 0.50 11.68 3.68 31.29 8.137 0.125 26.67 107.34

109 B 20.88943 -156.19577 0.21 0.55 0.92 42.57 0.28 8.61 0.49 10.08 2.82 32.86 8.156 0.093 26.35 107.67

110 S 20.88896 -156.19617 0.11 0.10 0.99 89.49 0.31 6.72 0.42 7.81 23.97 12.81 8.080 0.109 26.57 101.73

111 S 20.88884 -156.19620 0.09 0.09 1.11 105.92 0.29 9.21 0.38 10.41 7.00 6.43 7.805 0.109 25.93 99.02

111 B 20.88884 -156.19620 0.22 0.05 0.97 77.91 0.32 10.57 0.54 11.59 10.30 18.10 8.133 0.125 26.54 101.99

112 S 20.88878 -156.19623 0.13 0.08 1.00 112.72 0.28 8.51 0.41 9.59 7.34 5.06 7.621 0.125 25.78 99.97

112 B 20.88878 -156.19623 0.17 0.02 0.97 80.76 0.28 6.61 0.45 7.60 9.76 16.81 8.096 0.280 26.44 104.85

113 S 20.88868 -156.19639 0.02 0.10 0.88 127.24 0.40 23.21 0.42 24.19 no data 0.15 7.075 0.171 26.45 100.5

101 S 20.83491 -156.12458 0.03 0.12 0.82 113.54 0.26 9.69 0.29 10.63 15.30 0.00 7.383 0.265 22.84 102.34

101 B 20.83491 -156.12458 0.02 0.13 0.82 112.49 0.31 9.47 0.33 10.42 13.77 0.00 7.388 0.327 22.85 102.15

102 S 20.83549 -156.12449 0.05 1.07 0.78 187.61 0.35 8.87 0.40 10.72 19.69 0.00 7.492 0.405 22.38 103.21

102 B 20.83549 -156.12449 0.00 0.14 0.71 204.48 0.56 11.12 0.56 11.97 15.89 0.00 7.716 0.763 22.27 103.24

103 S 20.83597 -156.12437 0.25 1.85 0.73 217.22 0.37 9.68 0.62 12.26 9.59 0.00 7.503 0.374 22.03 103.84

103 B 20.83597 -156.12437 0.53 3.91 2.58 282.93 0.34 9.56 0.87 16.05 9.76 0.03 7.414 0.483 21.36 101.13

104 S 20.83619 -156.12409 0.29 1.78 0.64 238.41 0.50 10.84 0.79 13.26 13.60 0.00 7.504 0.872 22.24 104.03

104 B 20.83619 -156.12409 0.30 3.10 29.72 267.10 0.84 8.42 1.14 41.24 14.31 0.02 7.381 0.904 21.35 101.87

105 S 20.83633 -156.12394 0.25 1.38 0.69 211.29 0.53 7.67 0.78 9.74 13.72 0.00 7.495 0.249 22.00 102.64

105 B 20.83633 -156.12394 0.34 2.52 1.08 243.75 0.38 7.97 0.72 11.57 14.51 0.00 7.474 1.651 21.63 101.88

106 S 20.83638 -156.12383 0.17 2.50 1.10 214.83 0.23 8.63 0.40 12.23 13.16 2.67 7.431 0.343 21.82 96.61

107 S 20.83642 -156.12382 0.39 2.16 0.65 205.76 0.20 6.21 0.59 9.02 110.85 3.76 7.592 0.327 22.74 102.58

108 S 20.83647 -156.12381 0.21 0.40 0.68 55.28 0.23 9.04 0.44 10.12 2.05 32.52 8.033 0.203 25.54 103.84

109 S 20.83661 -156.12379 0.21 0.35 0.60 33.68 0.26 7.70 0.47 8.65 2.12 33.08 8.062 0.343 25.63 104.61

109 S 20.83661 -156.12379 0.22 0.33 0.61 62.11 0.23 7.99 0.45 8.93 2.25 33.28 8.083 0.218 25.61 103.84

110 S 20.83683 -156.12375 0.19 0.16 0.52 35.17 0.24 8.25 0.43 8.93 1.53 32.53 8.093 0.203 25.66 99.85

110 S 20.83683 -156.12375 0.21 0.30 0.76 33.90 0.23 8.50 0.44 9.56 1.14 33.58 8.099 0.171 25.72 100.82

111 S 20.83709 -156.12371 0.34 0.62 1.24 45.97 0.16 6.74 0.50 8.60 0.92 32.13 8.113 0.187 25.53 100.82

111 S 20.83709 -156.12371 0.19 0.22 0.53 30.34 0.24 7.23 0.43 7.98 0.88 33.79 8.116 0.171 25.75 101.62

101 S 20.83693 -156.12526 0.38 0.32 1.39 79.30 0.17 7.45 0.55 9.16 13.75 4.65 7.711 0.530 23.76 101.50

101 B 20.83702 -156.12521 0.39 0.92 0.16 147.92 0.33 7.40 0.72 8.48 19.02 11.64 8.074 0.171 23.75 101.69

102 S 20.83711 -156.12512 0.33 0.08 0.10 100.01 0.38 9.99 0.71 10.17 15.20 20.46 8.158 0.086 24.36 98.79

102 B 20.83711 -156.12512 0.39 0.66 0.22 87.56 0.21 10.60 0.60 11.48 10.90 23.75 8.166 0.171 24.67 103.39

103 S 20.83729 -156.12496 0.33 0.27 0.30 90.45 0.24 6.90 0.57 7.47 5.33 23.33 8.178 0.109 25.17 104.70

103 B 20.83729 -156.12496 0.25 0.37 0.74 44.07 0.20 7.58 0.45 8.69 4.24 31.92 8.133 0.171 25.73 107.37

104 S 20.83766 -156.12466 0.26 0.26 0.52 62.06 0.21 8.56 0.47 9.34 2.75 30.29 8.146 0.109 25.67 107.19

105 S 20.83766 -156.12466 0.22 0.32 0.44 45.24 0.22 7.85 0.44 8.61 5.30 32.82 8.141 0.156 25.86 108.28

106 S 20.83660 -156.12545 0.04 0.16 0.54 146.66 0.45 6.94 0.49 7.64 13.14 0.18 7.385 0.312 22.82 101.16

106 B 20.83660 -156.12545 0.15 0.57 0.56 155.47 0.43 8.00 0.58 9.13 10.14 0.45 7.317 0.187 23.13 101.72

107 S 20.83649 -156.12580 0.03 0.15 0.89 114.18 0.35 9.08 0.38 10.12 9.88 0.00 7.421 0.187 23.22 102.62

107 B 20.83649 -156.12580 0.81 2.23 9.96 281.88 0.38 2.64 1.19 14.83 8.54 0.01 7.352 0.576 21.88 100.55

108 S 20.83651 -156.12599 0.04 0.14 0.92 106.06 0.32 7.03 0.36 8.09 11.60 0.00 7.355 0.249 23.35 102.67

108 B 20.83651 -156.12599 0.02 0.14 0.56 112.08 0.52 6.93 0.54 7.63 11.30 0.00 7.283 0.187 23.22 102.60
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TABLE A-11. Results of water chemistry sampling conducted on July 23, 2018, at Oopuola, Oopuola East, Wailua Iki East, and Wailua Iki 
West Streams on East Maui.  "S" indicates surface sample; "B"  indicates bottom sample. Nutrient concentrations are shown in micromolar 
units (µM) . Locations of sampling stations are shown in Chapter 4 of text.
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PO4 NO3 NH4 Si TOP TON TP TN TURB SALT pH Chl-a TEMP DO

(µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) (µM) TURB SALT pH Chl-a deg C %sat

101 S 20.88911 -156.19634 34.51 15.93 30.54 7564 9.61 116.74 44.12 163.21 17.05 2.13 6.634 0.156 23.52 30.81

101 B 20.88911 -156.19634 7.67 1.01 61.79 5166 13.95 101.87 21.62 164.67 37.42 13.57 6.548 0.265 24.29 30.18

102 S 20.88902 -156.19648 25.37 11.16 6.38 7325 8.68 65.86 34.05 83.40 26.86 0.54 6.685 0.171 23.72 69.22

102 B 20.88902 -156.19648 15.32 1.44 11.05 6065 19.53 100.11 34.85 112.60 64.34 8.25 6.564 0.140 23.92 39.27

103 S 20.88905 -156.19664 14.85 5.16 5.43 6925 13.33 75.91 28.18 86.50 38.14 0.27 6.451 0.140 23.84 65.14

103 B 20.88905 -156.19664 13.09 3.50 110.24 6341 10.54 94.30 23.63 208.04 110.91 8.81 6.596 0.249 23.37 53.74

104 S 20.88897 -156.19672 4.34 1.54 5.88 6457 8.06 75.32 12.40 82.74 5.06 0.02 6.268 0.140 22.85 46.50

105 S 20.88914 -156.19614 8.49 5.39 11.31 889 6.20 105.17 14.69 121.87 27.80 30.61 8.091 0.093 26.86 110.47

106 S 20.88917 -156.19610 8.76 3.68 12.80 1384 7.13 114.32 15.89 130.80 14.02 31.01 8.125 0.156 26.90 112.42

107 S 20.88920 -156.19607 7.20 4.09 8.03 1146 8.37 88.43 15.57 100.55 8.75 31.09 8.141 0.125 26.87 111.35

107 B 20.88920 -156.19607 7.76 2.78 11.32 900 8.37 87.24 16.13 101.34 10.28 31.70 8.163 0.125 26.82 115.03

108 S 20.88926 -156.19595 7.79 6.31 11.36 1405 7.75 128.64 15.54 146.31 5.83 31.36 8.151 0.093 26.87 121.31

108 B 20.88926 -156.19595 7.04 4.94 13.01 1053 8.06 106.55 15.10 124.50 7.20 32.72 8.159 0.109 26.61 119.29

109 S 20.88943 -156.19577 7.49 6.74 10.25 1052 8.06 146.55 15.55 163.54 3.68 31.29 8.137 0.125 26.67 107.34

109 B 20.88943 -156.19577 6.41 7.73 12.86 1192 8.68 120.56 15.09 141.15 2.82 32.86 8.156 0.093 26.35 107.67

110 S 20.88896 -156.19617 3.40 1.36 13.86 2506 9.61 94.08 13.01 109.30 23.97 12.81 8.080 0.109 26.57 101.73

111 S 20.88884 -156.19620 2.78 1.31 15.61 2966 8.99 128.87 11.77 145.79 7.00 6.43 7.805 0.109 25.93 99.02

111 B 20.88884 -156.19620 6.92 0.65 13.65 2182 9.92 147.91 16.84 162.21 10.30 18.10 8.133 0.125 26.54 101.99

112 S 20.88878 -156.19623 4.16 1.14 13.95 3156 8.68 119.19 12.84 134.28 7.34 5.06 7.621 0.125 25.78 99.97

112 B 20.88878 -156.19623 5.18 0.34 13.52 2261 8.68 92.60 13.86 106.46 9.76 16.81 8.096 0.280 26.44 104.85

113 S 20.88868 -156.19639 0.61 1.39 12.30 3563 12.40 324.96 13.01 338.65 no data 0.15 7.075 0.171 26.45 100.53

101 S 20.83491 -156.12458 0.93 1.68 11.48 3179 8.06 135.66 8.99 148.82 15.30 0.00 7.383 0.265 22.84 102.34

101 B 20.83491 -156.12458 0.62 1.82 11.48 3150 9.61 132.58 10.23 145.88 13.77 0.00 7.388 0.327 22.85 102.15

102 S 20.83549 -156.12449 1.55 14.98 10.92 5253 10.85 124.18 12.40 150.08 19.69 0.00 7.492 0.405 22.38 103.21

102 B 20.83549 -156.12449 0.00 1.96 9.94 5725 17.36 155.68 17.36 167.58 15.89 0.00 7.716 0.763 22.27 103.24

103 S 20.83597 -156.12437 7.75 25.90 10.22 6082 11.47 135.52 19.22 171.64 9.59 0.00 7.503 0.374 22.03 103.84

103 B 20.83597 -156.12437 16.43 54.74 36.12 7922 10.54 133.84 26.97 224.70 9.76 0.03 7.414 0.483 21.36 101.13

104 S 20.83619 -156.12409 8.99 24.92 8.96 6675 15.50 151.76 24.49 185.64 13.60 0.00 7.504 0.872 22.24 104.03

104 B 20.83619 -156.12409 9.30 43.40 416.08 7479 26.04 117.88 35.34 577.36 14.31 0.02 7.381 0.904 21.35 101.87

105 S 20.83633 -156.12394 7.75 19.32 9.66 5916 16.43 107.38 24.18 136.36 13.72 0.00 7.495 0.249 22.00 102.64

105 B 20.83633 -156.12394 10.54 35.28 15.12 6825 11.78 111.58 22.32 161.98 14.51 0.00 7.474 1.651 21.63 101.88

106 S 20.83638 -156.12383 5.32 35.07 15.36 6015 7.13 120.86 12.45 171.29 13.16 2.67 7.431 0.343 21.82 96.61

107 S 20.83642 -156.12382 12.03 30.22 9.07 5761 6.20 86.97 18.23 126.26 110.85 3.76 7.592 0.327 22.74 102.58

108 S 20.83647 -156.12381 6.44 5.66 9.54 1548 7.13 126.54 13.57 141.74 2.05 32.52 8.033 0.203 25.54 103.84

109 S 20.83661 -156.12379 6.39 4.91 8.35 943 8.06 107.85 14.45 121.11 2.12 33.08 8.062 0.343 25.63 104.61

109 S 20.83661 -156.12379 6.68 4.62 8.61 1739 7.13 111.79 13.81 125.02 2.25 33.28 8.083 0.218 25.61 103.84

110 S 20.83683 -156.12375 5.82 2.30 7.30 985 7.44 115.48 13.26 125.08 1.53 32.53 8.093 0.203 25.66 99.85

110 S 20.83683 -156.12375 6.65 4.17 10.67 949 7.13 118.97 13.78 133.81 1.14 33.58 8.099 0.171 25.72 100.82

111 S 20.83709 -156.12371 10.51 8.63 17.42 1287 4.96 94.30 15.47 120.35 0.92 32.13 8.113 0.187 25.53 100.82

111 S 20.83709 -156.12371 6.01 3.04 7.43 850 7.44 101.21 13.45 111.68 0.88 33.79 8.116 0.171 25.75 101.62

101 S 20.83693 -156.12526 11.64 4.53 19.46 2220 5.27 104.30 16.91 128.29 13.75 4.65 7.711 0.530 23.76 101.50

101 B 20.83702 -156.12521 12.20 12.93 2.24 4142 10.23 103.60 22.43 118.77 19.02 11.64 8.074 0.171 23.75 101.69

102 S 20.83711 -156.12512 10.10 1.16 1.46 2800 11.78 139.80 21.88 142.42 15.20 20.46 8.158 0.086 24.36 98.79

102 B 20.83711 -156.12512 11.95 9.30 3.03 2452 6.51 148.45 18.46 160.78 10.90 23.75 8.166 0.171 24.67 103.39

103 S 20.83729 -156.12496 10.13 3.73 4.20 2533 7.44 96.60 17.57 104.53 5.33 23.33 8.178 0.109 25.17 104.70

103 B 20.83729 -156.12496 7.74 5.15 10.31 1234 6.20 106.17 13.94 121.63 4.24 31.92 8.133 0.171 25.73 107.37

104 S 20.83766 -156.12466 8.21 3.60 7.29 1738 6.51 119.83 14.72 130.72 2.75 30.29 8.146 0.109 25.67 107.19

105 S 20.83766 -156.12466 6.72 4.51 6.14 1267 6.82 109.92 13.54 120.57 5.30 32.82 8.141 0.156 25.86 108.28

106 S 20.83660 -156.12545 1.22 2.23 7.54 4107 13.95 97.18 15.17 106.95 13.14 0.18 7.385 0.312 22.82 101.16

106 B 20.83660 -156.12545 4.61 7.94 7.79 4353 13.33 112.05 17.94 127.78 10.14 0.45 7.317 0.187 23.13 101.72

107 S 20.83649 -156.12580 0.93 2.10 12.46 3197 10.85 127.12 11.78 141.68 9.88 0.00 7.421 0.187 23.22 102.62

107 B 20.83649 -156.12580 25.11 31.22 139.44 7893 11.78 36.96 36.89 207.62 8.54 0.01 7.352 0.576 21.88 100.55

108 S 20.83651 -156.12599 1.24 1.96 12.88 2970 9.92 98.42 11.16 113.26 11.60 0.00 7.355 0.249 23.35 102.67

108 B 20.83651 -156.12599 0.62 1.96 7.84 3138 16.12 97.02 16.74 106.82 11.30 0.00 7.283 0.187 23.22 102.60
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TABLE A-12. Results of water chemistry sampling conducted on July 23, 2018, at Oopuola, Oopuola East, Wailua Iki East, and Wailua Iki West 
Streams on East Maui.  "S" indicates surface sample; "B"  indicates bottom sample. Nutrient concentrations are shown as micrograms per liter (µg/
L) . Locations of sampling stations are shown in Chapter 4 of text. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In May 2001, Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B) and its subsidiary, East Maui Irrigation Company, 

Limited (EMI) (also collectively referred to as A&B), filed an application for the Sale of Lease (Water 

License) at Public Auction (Water Lease Application) with the Board of Land and Natural Resources 

(BLNR) seeking a long-term (30-year) lease for the right, privilege, and authority to enter and go upon 

the License Area (Figure A-1, Appendix A) for the purpose of developing, diverting, transporting, and 

using government-owned water (Water Lease). The long-term lease has yet to be awarded due to court 

challenges and petitions. 

An environmental impact statement (EIS) is being prepared by Wilson Okamoto Corporation (WOC)  

in support of the Water Lease Application. SWCA Environmental Consultants (SWCA) was contracted 

by WOC to assess terrestrial flora and fauna resources, including the potential for presence of state- or 

federally listed threatened, endangered, proposed, or candidate species or rare species (hereafter referred 

to as special-status species). For well over a hundred years, the EMI Aqueduct System has diverted water 

collected within an approximately 50,000-acre area (Collection Area) that is comprised of the License 

Area, and approximately 17,000 acres of privately owned land.  

The Proposed Action constitutes the issuance of a long-term Water Lease for the continued “right, 

privilege, and authority to enter and go upon” the License Area for the “purpose of developing, diverting, 

transporting, and using government owned waters” through the existing EMI Aqueduct System to deliver 

water to the County Of Maui Department of Water Supply (MDWS) for domestic and agricultural water 

needs in Upcountry Maui, including agricultural users at the Kula Agricultural Park (KAP) and the  

262-acre KAP expansion, as well as a portion of the Nāhiku community. It will also allow for the 

continued provision of water to approximately 30,000 acres of agricultural lands (formerly in sugarcane) 

in Central Maui.  

The maximum amount of water that can be awarded through the Water Lease will be determined  

by a recent related, but independent, action taken by the Commission on Water Resource Management 

(CWRM). On June 20, 2018, CWRM issued a decision and order setting Interim Instream Flow Standards 

(IIFS) for many of the stream within the License Area. The CWRM decision ordered full stream 

restoration for 10 streams1 and some flow restoration on additional streams. Compliance with the CWRM 

decision is required independent of the Water Lease Application.  

The assessment of flora and fauna resources includes the License Area in East Maui and the former 

sugarcane fields of Central Maui (collectively, the Study Area). The assessment of the License Area 

considers the amount of water restored to streams by the IIFS. The assessment of the former sugarcane 

fields in Central Maui pertains to the impacts of using the water made available through the Water Lease 

for diversified agriculture relative to the former sugarcane monocrop and the current mostly unirrigated 

fallow condition. The areas in Upcountry Maui and Nāhiku served by the MDWS using water obtained 

through the EMI Aqueduct System are not assessed in this report. These areas are highly altered urban 

and agricultural environments maintained by imported water. The Proposed Action is not anticipated  

to significantly reduce the amount of water currently available for these areas, although future growth 

may be limited. Under a more restricted availability of water, new sources of water may need to be 

developed. If not, the frequency and duration of historic restrictions on water usage during drought 

conditions may increase. Such changes are not anticipated to affect terrestrial flora and fauna resources. 

 
1 Puolua (also known as Huelo) Stream is a tributary to Hanehoi Stream, and per the June 20, 2018, CWRM IIFS Decision and 

Order, was ordered to be fully restored and is included in the count of “fully restored streams.”  
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The flora and fauna surveys were conducted by the SWCA botanist and wildlife biologist from November 

28 to December 1, 2017 (ground surveys), and on January 5, 2018 (aerial surveys). Ground (automotive 

and pedestrian) and aerial (helicopter) surveys were conducted to determine whether vegetation types and 

species found during previous surveys and mapping efforts are still present in the Study Area and  

to record notable changes. Fauna surveys involved both ground and aerial surveys and consisted of visual 

observations (aided by 10 × 42–millimeter (mm) binoculars) and auditory vocalization identifications.  

All birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish, and invertebrate species seen or heard and any sign (scat 

or tracks) were noted. The survey focused on approximately 33,000 acres of East Maui (License Area) 

and approximately 36,000 acres of Central Maui (Service Area). Collectively, the License and Service 

Areas make up 69,000 acres and are referred to as the Study Area. 

Both ground and aerial flora surveys determined that the Hawai‘i Gap Analysis Program vegetation data 

layer produced by Gon et al. (2006) was highly representative of the vegetation found in the Study Area. 

The License Area comprises primarily open and closed ʻōhiʻa (Metrosideros polymorpha) forest, and the 

Service Area comprises primarily agriculture. No special-status plant species were found during ground 

surveys of the License Area or Service Area. However, critical habitat for 18 special-status species  

is located in the License Area mauka (upslope) of the EMI Aqueduct System, and portions of the EMI 

Aqueduct System transect wet cliffs and other suitable habitat for these species. For this reason,  

a biological monitor is recommended to be on-site when maintenance activities are conducted in areas 

where special-status species are likely to be encountered. 

Three endemic (native) avifauna—ʻapapane (Himatione sanguinea), Hawaiʻi ʻamakihi (Chlorodrepanis 

virens wilsoni), and ʻiʻiwi (Drepanis coccinea)—were found during ground surveys of the License Area 

in East Maui, one of which, the ʻiʻiwi, is federally listed as threatened. Ground surveys of the Service 

Area found 13 bird species that are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, three of which are 

federally and state listed. In addition to species seen during the surveys, 12 special-status species could 

occur in the Study Area: crested honeycreeper (Palmeria dolei), Maui parrotbill (Pseudonestor 

xanthophrys), Hawaiian duck (Anas wyvilliana), Hawaiian goose (Branta sandvicensis), Hawaiian petrel 

(Pterodroma sandwichensis), Newell’s shearwater (Puffinus auricularis newelli), band-rumped storm-

petrel (Oceanodroma castro), Hawaiian hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus semotus), Blackburn’s sphinx moth 

(Manduca blackburni), flying earwig Hawaiian damselfly (Megalagrion nesiotes), Pacific Hawaiian 

damselfly (Megalagrion pacificum), and orangeblack Hawaiian damselfly (Megalagrion xanthomelas). 

Recommendations to avoid and minimize impacts to these species are provided in this report.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In May 2001, Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B) and its subsidiary, East Maui Irrigation Company, 

Limited (EMI) (also collectively referred to as A&B), filed an application for the Sale of Lease (Water 

License) at Public Auction (Water Lease Application) with the Board of Land and Natural Resources 

(BLNR) seeking a long-term (30-year) lease for the right, privilege, and authority to enter and go upon 

the License Area (Figure A-1, Appendix A) for the purpose of developing, diverting, transporting, and 

using government-owned water (Water Lease). The long-term lease has yet to be awarded due to court 

challenges and petitions. However, for well over a hundred years, the EMI Aqueduct System has diverted 

water collected within an approximately 50,000-acre area (Collection Area) of which approximately 

33,000 acres are owned by the State of Hawai‘i (License Area) and approximately 17,000 acres are 

privately owned.  

An environmental impact statement (EIS) is being prepared by Wilson Okamoto Corporation (WOC)  

in support of the Water Lease Application. SWCA Environmental Consultants (SWCA) was contracted 

by Wilson Okamoto Corporation to assess terrestrial flora and fauna resources, including the potential for 

the presence of state or federally listed threatened, endangered, proposed, or candidate species or rare 

species (hereafter referred to as special-status species). In general, this focuses on approximately  

33,000 acres in East Maui (License Area), and approximately 36,000 acres2 of former sugar fields  

in Central Maui (Service Area), which are collectively referred to as the 69,000-acre Study Area (see 

Figure A-1, Appendix A). This report details the field methods, results, impacts analysis, and suggested 

avoidance and minimization measures for the project. 

1.1 Proposed Action 
The Proposed Action constitutes the issuance of a long-term Water Lease for the continued right, 

privilege, and authority to enter and go upon the License Area for the purpose of developing, diverting, 

transporting, and using government-owned water through the existing EMI Aqueduct System to deliver 

water to Upcountry Maui, including agricultural users at the Kula Agricultural Park (KAP) and the  

262-acre KAP expansion, as well as the Nāhiku community. It will also allow for the continued provision 

of water to approximately 30,000 acres of agricultural lands (formerly in sugarcane) in Central Maui 

within the approximately 36,000-acre Service Area. 

The maximum amount of water that can be awarded through the Water Lease will be determined  

by a recent related, but independent, action taken by the Commission of Water Resource Management 

(CWRM). On June 20, 2018, the CWRM issued a decision and order setting the Interim Instream Flow 

Standards (IIFS) for many of the streams in the License Area. The CWRM decision ordered full stream 

restoration for 10 streams and some flow restoration on additional streams. Compliance with the CWRM 

decision is required independent of the Water Lease Application.  

The assessment of flora and fauna resources includes the Study Area. The assessment of the License Area 

considers the amount of water restored to streams by the IIFS. The assessment of the former sugarcane 

fields in Central Maui pertains to the impacts of using the water made available through the Water Lease 

for diversified agriculture relative to the former sugarcane monocrop and the current mostly unirrigated 

fallow condition. The areas in Upcountry Maui and Nāhiku served by the MDWS using water obtained 

through the EMI Aqueduct System are not assessed in this report. These areas are highly altered urban 

and agricultural environments maintained by imported water. The Proposed Action is not anticipated  

to significantly reduce the amount of water currently available for these areas, although future growth 

 
2 Approximately 30,000 acres of agricultural land is in the Service Area. The remaining approximately 6,000 acres includes 

roads, gulches, and patches of uncultivated land, totaling 36,000 acres, as described in Table 3. 
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may be limited. Under a more restricted availability of water, new sources of water may need  

to be developed. If not, the frequency and duration of historic restrictions on water usage during drought 

conditions may increase. Such changes are not anticipated to affect terrestrial flora and fauna resources.  

The License Area encompasses the State Forest Reserve on the north slope of Haleakalā. The License 

Area lies mauka (upslope) of Hāna Highway (Route 36) and is the only major thoroughfare that extends 

through East Maui. Most of the mauka boundary of the Nāhiku watershed adjoins more state land. A 

small portion of it and a small portion of the Ke‘anae watershed abuts federal land comprising the 

Haleakalā National Park. The mauka boundaries of the Huelo, Honomanū, and most of the Ke‘anae 

watersheds are bordered by privately owned land. 

The purpose of the Water Lease is to allow the lessee the ability to continue to go on lands owned by the 

state to maintain and repair existing access roads and trails used as part of the EMI Aqueduct System and 

would allow continued operation of the EMI Aqueduct System to deliver water to the Maui County 

Department of Water Supply (MDWS) for domestic and agricultural water needs in Upcountry Maui; for 

the Nāhiku community, which draws on average 41,000 gallons per day directly from the EMI Aqueduct 

System; and for agricultural users at the KAP and a proposed future 262-acre expansion of KAP. It would 

also allow the continued provision of water to approximately 30,000 acres of agricultural lands (formerly 

in sugarcane) in Central Maui included within the approximately 36,000-acre Service Area. The area  

to which water would be delivered is referred to as the Service Area (see Figure A-1, Appendix A).  

The proposed Water Lease will ensure that the EMI Aqueduct System, which enabled the cultivation  

of naturally non-arable lands in Central Maui, will continue to serve the community and Maui’s rich 

agricultural heritage and will enhance the sustainability and diversity of Maui’s economy. Although 

sugarcane activities were terminated in 2016, A&B has stated that its goal is to put as much of that former 

sugarcane land into diversified agricultural uses as is economically feasible. On December 20, 2018, 

A&B sold approximately 40,000 acres, including these Central Maui agricultural fields (i.e., the Service 

Area), to Mahi Pono, LLC (Mahi Pono). Mahi Pono has stated that it intends to cultivate a variety  

of crops within the Service Area. Mahi Pono is presently a partner in the ownership and management  

of the EMI Aqueduct System. The utilization of waters from the EMI Aqueduct System will be an 

essential element to the success of any diversified agricultural pursuits.  

The EMI Aqueduct System continues to serve a critical role in providing Upcountry Maui and the Nāhiku 

community with the ability to meet domestic and agricultural water demands, and should the delivery  

of water from the EMI Aqueduct System be curtailed, Upcountry Maui and the Nāhiku community would 

be left without a reliable source of water. The Water Lease is not expected to allow more water than the 

amount available for diversion after the CWRM IIFS (IIFS) Decision and Order (D&O) (CWRM 2018). 

The Draft EIS will address the anticipated timing of the Proposed Action. 

In general, the objectives of the issuance of the proposed water lease (Proposed Action) are to 

• preserve and maintain the EMI Aqueduct System, 

• continue to meet domestic and agricultural water demands in Upcountry Maui, 

• continue to provide water for agricultural purposes in Central Maui, and  

• continue to serve community water demands in Nāhiku. 

The EMI Aqueduct System encompasses approximately 388 separate intakes, over 24 miles of ditches, and 

50 miles of tunnels, as well as numerous small dams, intakes, pipes, siphons, and flumes. The EMI 

Aqueduct System is composed of four major ditches: the Wailoa Ditch, New Hamakua Ditch, Lowrie 

Ditch, and Haiku Ditch. The Wailoa Ditch starts at Makapipi Stream at approximately 1,350 feet and ends 

at Kamole Weir at approximately 1,150 feet. The New Hamakua Ditch starts at Alo Stream at 
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approximately 1,260 feet and ends at Kauhikoa Maliko at approximately 900 feet. The Lowrie Ditch starts 

at Nailiilihaele Stream at approximately 660 feet and ends at Lowrie at Maliko at approximately 540 feet. 

Haiku Ditch starts at Kailua Stream at approximately 480 feet and ends at Haiku Maliko at approximately 

320 feet. There are 36 identified streams by CWRM within the License Area; the EMI Aqueduct System 

historically diverted surface water from 34 of these streams.  

1.2 No Action Alternative 
Under this alternative, the right, privilege, and authority to enter and go upon the License Area for the 

purpose of developing, diverting, transporting, and using government-owned waters would not be offered 

for sale as a lease at public auction by the state. Consequently, no entity (including A&B) would have the 

right to use waters derived from state lands. As a consequence of this alternative, both domestic and 

agricultural water demands in Upcountry Maui, as well as the community of Nāhiku, and agricultural 

demands in Central Maui would need to be met by alternative water sources that may include but are not 

limited to desalinization of seawater or brackish groundwater or the extraction of fresh groundwater from 

wells that currently do not exist. Another option may be to continue obtaining non-government-owned 

waters from the EMI Aqueduct System’s Collection Area, as well as from privately owned lands outside 

of the License Area through the EMI Aqueduct System, if continued maintenance of the system for that 

purpose is economically feasible. It is unknown whether sufficient groundwater resources exist in either 

Central or Upcountry Maui that could meet these water demands. It is anticipated that the development  

of alternative water source infrastructure would be prohibitively expensive, and, depending upon the 

specific sources or a combination of sources, could result in significant direct adverse impacts to the 

environment. While water demands in Central and Upcountry Maui could be potentially minimized 

through the implementation of water conservation measures, the extent to which such efforts would serve 

to counter reduced levels of water service is uncertain. 

1.3 Water Lease Volume Alternative 
The Water Lease Volume Alternative is understood as a modification (reduction) to the volume of water 

that is diverted from East Maui streams that would be available for diversion after the compliance with 

the CWRM IIFS D&O. As a consequence of this alternative, the overall amount of water that could  

be diverted to meet domestic and agricultural water demands in Upcountry Maui, as well as the 

community of Nāhiku, and agricultural demands in Central Maui would be reduced.  

1.4 Water Lease Term Alternative 
The Water Lease Term Alternative is understood as a modification to the term for which the Water Lease 

will be awarded for other than the proposed term of 30 years. As a consequence of this alternative, should 

the lease term be shorter, diversified agriculture may not be able to come to fruition in Central Maui (i.e., 

the Service Area).  

1.5 Management Alternative 
The Management Alternative is understood as a change of the entity that manages the diversion of water 

from East Maui streams. Currently, the EMI Aqueduct System is managed by EMI, which is jointly 

owned by A&B and Mahi Pono. As a consequence of this alternative, the EMI Aqueduct System would  

in turn be managed by another entity other than the current operators.  
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1.6 Modified Lease Area Alternative 
In the Modified Lease Area Alternative, the License Area would be reduced in size. Although the exact 

License Area to be included in the lease document that goes to public auction is unknown at this time, this 

alternative consists of a smaller footprint that still preserves the integrity of the EMI Aqueduct System in 

terms of water collection capabilities and the structure of the system itself, as well as the safety of the 

employees who maintain/operate the system and the safety of the Upcountry Maui community, which 

consumes this water. This smaller footprint could enable greater public access to the watershed area. 

However, where additional public access may be authorized, and the extent of any additional public 

access, are matters that would be under the jurisdiction of the State of Hawai‘i, as the landowner. EMI (or 

the Water Lease lessee) would not manage public access into those areas that were not included within 

the ultimate Lease Area. That obligation would fall upon the State agency (presumably the Hawai‘i 

Division of Forestry and Wildlife [DOFAW]). 

The 2020 revocable permits (RPs) removed the Hanawī Natural Area Reserve (NAR) from the RP area.  

The Hanawī NAR comprises approximately 7,500 acres within the approximately 33,000-acre proposed 

License Area. Thus, the 2020 RPs called for a reduction of the permitted area of at least 23 percent. No 

portion of the EMI Aqueduct System is within the Hanawī NAR.  

It is unlikely that the removal of the Hanawī NAR from the License Area would result in additional public 

access to the area, as the NAR rules restrict public access. This may not be true for other areas that BLNR 

may ultimately decide to withdraw from the License Area for purposes of a long-term water lease, but 

balancing increased public access with operational and security concerns regarding the EMI Aqueduct 

System will be part of the discussion to be held with A&B/EMI and DOFAW going forward (one of the 

requirements under the 2020 RPs is for A&B to continue discussions with DOFAW to identify additional 

State Forest Reserve lands to be removed from the RP area/Lease Area). As such, this alternative 

considers a sliding-scale range of public access options. 

2 REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT 
This section describes laws and regulations applicable to terrestrial flora and fauna in the context of the 

project. 

2.1 Endangered Species Act  
The federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, as amended, protects wildlife and plant species that 

have been listed as threatened or endangered. It is designed to conserve the ecosystem on which species 

depend. Candidate species, which may be listed in the near future, are not afforded protection under the 

ESA until they are formally listed as endangered or threatened. Section 9 of the ESA and rules 

promulgated under Section 4(d) of the ESA prohibit the unauthorized take of any endangered  

or threatened species of wildlife listed under the ESA. Under the ESA, the term take means “to harass, 

harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect species listed as endangered or threatened, 

or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.” As defined in regulations, the term harm means “an act that 

actually kills or injures wildlife; it may include significant habitat modification or degradation, which 

actually kills or injures wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns, including 

breeding, feeding, or sheltering” (50 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 17.3). The rules define harass  

to mean “an intentional or negligent act or omission that creates the likelihood of injury to wildlife  

by annoying it to such an extent, as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns, which include, but 

are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering” (50 CFR 17.3). 
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The ESA affords maximum legal protections to wildlife species listed as threatened or endangered under 

the law and also provides authorization for incidental take permits (ITPs) for take that occurs incidental  

to otherwise legal operations. To comply with federal laws, additional measures must be taken to ensure 

that take of ESA-listed wildlife species does not occur. Any fatality of a listed wildlife species should  

be reported to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the DOFAW as soon as possible, and an 

incident report should be filed within 24 hours of detection. It is not prohibited by the ESA to destroy, 

damage, or move listed plants unless such activities involve an ESA-listed plant species on federal land or 

if the action occurs in violation of state laws. If private land is developed, with no federal jurisdiction 

involved, and in accordance with state law, then the potential destruction, damage, or movement of ESA-

listed plants does not violate the ESA. Although there is an ITP process for wildlife in section 10 

(a)(1)(B) of the ESA, there is no such process for plants. 

2.2 Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) of 1918, as amended, prohibits the take of migratory birds. A list 

of birds protected under MBTA-implementing regulations is published under 50 CFR 10.13. Unless 

permitted by regulations, under the MBTA, “it is unlawful to pursue, hunt, take, capture or kill; attempt 

to take, capture or kill; possess, offer to sell, barter, purchase, deliver or cause to be shipped, exported, 

imported, transported, carried or received any migratory bird, part, nest, egg or product” (16 United States 

Code 703–712). The MBTA provides no process for authorizing incidental take of MBTA-protected 

birds. As a result, birds that are not covered under the ESA that may be adversely affected by the 

proposed project cannot be covered by take authorizations. Furthermore, a recent memorandum from the 

Department of the Interior (M-37050, December 22, 2017) concludes that the MBTA does not prohibit 

the incidental taking of migratory birds. Regardless, incidental take of individual MBTA-protected 

species is unlikely to adversely affect the species as a whole; however, any take of MBTA-protected 

species should be documented and reported in a similar manner to any endangered or threatened species 

of wildlife listed under the ESA. 

2.3 Hawai‘i Revised Statutes Chapter 195D 
The purpose of Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 195D is “to insure the continued perpetuation  

of indigenous aquatic life, wildlife, and land plants, and their habitats for human enjoyment, for scientific 

purposes, and as members of ecosystems.” Section 195D-4 states that any endangered or threatened 

species of fish or wildlife recognized by the ESA shall be so deemed by the state statute. Like the ESA, 

the unauthorized take of such endangered or threatened species is prohibited (HRS 195-D-4[e]), but 

incidental take licenses can be obtained (HRS Section 195D-21). In addition to species protected under 

the ESA, rules adopted under HRS Section 195D-4 allow for the listing of indigenous species  

as threatened or endangered due to the following reasons:  

• Habitat destruction or alteration (current or predicted)  

• Overexploitation  

• Disease or predation  

• Lack of regulatory mechanisms  

• Other factors threatening the species’ continued existence  

Determinations are made based on any and all available sources of data (scientific, commercial, and 

other) and consultation with appropriate agencies (federal, state, and county) and interested organizations 

and parties. 
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW 
SWCA conducted a literature review of published articles, government reports, and scholarly reports  

in preparation for field surveys. Table 1 lists the reports reviewed and pertinent items gleaned from each 

report.  

Table 1. East Maui Flora and Fauna Literature Review 

Document Relevance 

Hanawi Natural Area Reserve Management Plan (DLNR 
1989) 

Describes the general setting, flora, and fauna of a 7,500-acre parcel 
that occurs within the License Area. 

Waikamoi Preserve East Maui Irrigation (EMI) Addition: 
Long Range Management Plan (The Nature 
Conservancy, Maui Program 2014) 

Describes the flora, fauna, and rare species present in a 3,721-acre 
parcel adjacent to the License Area. 

Vegetation Maps of the Upland Plant Communities on 
the Islands of Hawai‘i, Maui, Moloka‘i, and Lana‘i (Jacobi 
1989) 

Summarizes the results of a large-scale vegetation mapping project on 
the islands of Hawai‘i, Maui, Moloka‘i, and Lāna‘i that was developed to 
determine the current status of native forest birds and their associated 
habitats. 

Mapping Plant Species Ranges in the Hawaiian Islands: 
Developing a Methodology and Associated GIS Layers 
(Price et al. 2007) 

Documents the methods used to map the geographic ranges of plant 
species in upland areas of the Hawaiian Islands using a geographic 
information system (GIS) and details several practical uses for species 
range maps. 

Final Environmental Assessment for Hana Highway 
Storm Damage Repairs Huelo Towards Nahiku (State of 
Hawai‘i, Department of Transportation, Highways 
Division 1993) 

Describes repairs to the Hāna Highway that encroached on a Special 
Management Area within the License Area. 

Multi-Scale Analysis of Keanae Valley-Koolau Gap 
(Myers 1998a) 

Evaluates the use of satellite remote sensing, aircraft-based remote 
sensing, aerial photography, and ground-based survey data for 
monitoring native and alien vegetation species in East Maui.  

Land Use and Vegetation Change in the Windward East 
Maui Watershed (Myers 1998b) 

Describes a study that tracked individual trees or stands of vegetation in 
windward East Maui over the course of 50 years, which provides a 
summary of the dynamic vegetation changes in this area over time. 

Draft Revised Recovery Plan for Hawaiian Forest Birds 
(USFWS 2003a) 

Describes federally listed forest bird fauna in the License Area. 

Recovery Plan for Hawaiian Waterbirds (USFWS 2011) Describes federally listed waterbird locations on Maui. 

Conservation Biology of Hawaiian Forest Birds (Pratt et 
al. 2009) 

Describes habitat and life history requirements for Hawaiian forest birds. 

East Maui Watershed Partnership Management Plan 
(East Maui Watershed Partnership 2018) 

Describes the floral and faunal goals, objectives, and actions in the 
License Area. 

Assessment of the Environmental Impact of Stream 
Diversions on 21 East Maui Streams using the Hawaiian 
Stream Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HSHEP) Model 
(Trutta 2019) 

A project-specific survey that combines the results of habitat and 
diversion assessments and biotic surveys with the HSHEP model to 
assess issues associated with the current stream diversions and 
potential impacts to optimizing water withdrawal, including loss of 
instream habitat from construction or diversion of streamflow, creation of 
barriers to stream animal upstream movement, and entrainment of 
downstream drifting larvae. 
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4 FIELD METHODS 
In general, field methods consisted of a helicopter overflight and ground-truthing in accessible places  

to assess the accuracy of an already developed vegetation map. The intent of this survey was not  

to inventory the entire area but to verify that an existing description (Gon et al. 2006) remained valid. 

This computer-based mapping was used to predict where fauna species could occur in the Study Area. 

These methods are described in detail in this section. 

4.1 Flora 
Flora surveys consisted of a combination of ground (automotive and pedestrian) and aerial (helicopter) 

surveys of the Study Area. Ground surveys took place from November 28 to December 1, 2017,  

to determine whether vegetation types and species found during previous surveys and mapping efforts are 

still present in the Study Area and to record any notable changes. Rocky outcrops, gulches, waterfalls, 

cliffsides, and other areas likely to contain native species were closely examined. 

Plants recorded during the survey are indicative of the season (rainy versus dry) and the environmental 

conditions at the time of the survey. It is likely that additional surveys conducted at a different time of the 

year would result in minor variations in the species and abundances of plants observed. 

An analysis was performed in ArcMap to link special-status plants to the Hawai‘i Gap Analysis Program 

(HIGAP) vegetation classes where they are most likely to occur. This was done by intersecting the 

USFWS Critical Plant habitat shapefile with the HIGAP raster to calculate which HIGAP vegetation 

classes were found within each critical habitat polygon. Analyses were further conducted at the watershed 

scale in the License Area (Figure A-2) in response to public comments received on the Draft EIS. A 

watershed analysis was not conducted in the Service Area. 

4.1.1 Vegetation Map Verification: Aerial Survey 

The HIGAP data layer (Gon et al. 2006) was determined to be the most representative of the Study Area. 

To verify the HIGAP vegetation layer across the Study Area, SWCA conducted an aerial (helicopter) 

survey on January 5, 2018. Meandering transects were flown throughout the Study Area with the purpose 

of matching HIGAP polygons with observed vegetation. All data were mapped and analyzed using ArcGIS 

10.5 software. The following equipment was used: 

• A Trimble Geo Explorer XT 6000 Series global positioning system (GPS) collected point data 

using ArcPad software from ESRI and tracked log data for ground surveys.  

• A Samsung tablet collected GPS data during the helicopter survey with Collector for ArcGIS 

software.  

• A Garmin Aera 500 Series portable aviation GPS assisted in programming a flight plan for the 

pilot and collecting flight path track data for post-survey analysis using Garmin BaseCamp 

software. 

• iPhone movies and photographs were taken during the helicopter survey. 

• A Canon PowerShot SX530 HS was used to collect photographs during the helicopter survey. 
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4.2 Fauna 
Fauna surveys consisted of a combination of ground (automotive and pedestrian) and aerial (helicopter) 

surveys of the Study Area. Ground surveys were conducted from November 28 to December 1, 2017, and 

consisted of visual observations (aided by 10 × 42–millimeter binoculars) and auditory vocalization 

identifications. All birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish, and invertebrate species seen or heard and 

any sign (scat or tracks) were noted. Field surveys for the endangered Hawaiian hoary bat, or ‘ope‘ape‘ 

a (Lasiurus cinereus semotus), were conducted by noting areas of suitable foraging and roosting habitat  

as indicators of potential presence; acoustic surveys were not conducted. An aerial survey took place  

on January 5, 2018, from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. to evaluate habitat types for federal- and state-listed 

species. To better understand where fauna is most likely to occur, HIGAP vegetation classes were 

categorized into wildlife habitat types based on the dominant vegetation and vegetative structure. Special-

status fauna species were then categorized into the habitat types in which they are most likely to occur. 

5 RESULTS 
The following section describes the results of the flora and fauna ground and aerial surveys in the Study Area. 

The Study Area includes the License Area in East Maui as well as the Service Area encompassing former 

sugar land in Central Maui. As discussed previously, the areas served by the MDWS in Upcountry Maui, 

Nāhiku, and the KAP are excluded.  

5.1 Flora 
Results of the desktop analysis, pedestrian survey, and aerial surveys confirm that the area around the 

aqueducts and access roads is dominated by alien forest. This landcover type is typified by a suite  

of common invasive forest and grassland species. These common invasive forest and grassland species 

typically form monocultures that outcompete native plants, causing further disturbance and decreasing the 

potential for native and unique species to occur. Cliffsides and waterfalls of low-elevation areas have 

higher potential for native and unique species to occur (Section 5.1.2.4) because of the inaccessibility  

to humans and herbivorous animals.  

For the most part, low-elevation waterways in the License Area consist of channelized concrete ditches.  

In these areas, the stream-adjacent vegetation is primarily composed of disturbance-adapted invasive 

species such as non-native stream-adapted ferns and Job’s tears (Coix lacryma-jobi). These species have 

broad habitat requirements and are expected to be able to adapt to a wide range of water availability and 

other environmental conditions.  

Threatened and endangered species have higher potential to occur in higher elevation landcover types,  

as evidenced by the presence of designated critical habitat in the high-elevation portions of the License 

Area. For example, the Lowland Wet 01 Critical Habitat Ecosystem Unit ranges between 1,800 feet and 

3,240 feet and is the lowest reaching critical habitat in the study area. All vegetation, including stream-

adjacent vegetation in higher elevations (i.e., above 1,800 feet) is more likely to be composed of a 

diversity of native and unique plant species. Many of the streams channelize into deep gulches, eroding 

the surrounding land and creating steep cliff faces. 

In general, listed and other native species are more likely to occur in areas that pigs and goats cannot 

access, such as cliff faces and other steep topography. Areas with fencing and other ungulate 

management, such as the Hanawī NAR, have the greatest potential to contain a high diversity of unique 

species. 
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5.1.1 Vegetation Map Verification: Aerial Survey 

Following the aerial survey, the HIGAP vegetation data layer (Gon et al. 2006) was determined  

to be highly representative of the Study Area. The HIGAP vegetation layer describes 19 vegetation cover 

types in the License Area and 20 in the Service Area (Figures A-3 and A-4). Each vegetation cover type 

and the area of each is described in detail in Table B-1 in Appendix B. Tables 2 and 3 below list the area 

of each vegetation cover type present in the License and Service Areas, respectively. The License Area  

is composed primarily of open and closed ‘ōhi‘a forest. The Service Area comprises primarily agriculture. 

Table 2. Area (acres) of Vegetation Cover Types Present in the License Area 

Vegetation Cover Type Area % of Total 

Open ‘Ōhi‘a Forest (uluhe) 10,934 33% 

Closed ‘Ōhi‘a Forest (native shrubs) 8,575 26% 

Alien Forest 7,658 23% 

Closed ‘Ōhi‘a Forest (uluhe) 1,527 5% 

Uncharacterized Open-Sparse Vegetation 1,430 4% 

Uluhe Shrubland 658 2% 

Closed Koa-‘Ōhi‘a Forest (uluhe) 611 2% 

Uncharacterized Shrubland 579 2% 

Alien Grassland 209 1% 

Uncharacterized Forest 172 1% 

Native Wet Cliff Vegetation 145 < 1% 

Closed Koa-‘Ōhi‘a Forest (native shrubs) 139 < 1% 

Native Shrubland/Sparse ‘Ōhi‘a (native shrubs) 82 < 1% 

Deschampsia Grassland 22 < 1% 

Native Shrubland (alien grasses) 22 < 1% 

Open ‘Ōhi‘a Forest (native shrubs) 10 < 1% 

Very Sparse Vegetation to Unvegetated 8 < 1% 

Kikuyu Grass Grassland/Pasture 2 < 1% 

Low Intensity Developed 1 < 1% 

Total 32,784 100% 
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Table 3. Area (acres) of Vegetation Cover Types Present in the Service Area 

Vegetation Cover Type Area % of Total 

Agriculture 30,538 83% 

Alien Forest 3,192 9% 

Alien Grassland 1,247 3% 

Open Kiawe Forest and Shrubland (alien grasses) 476 1% 

Water 358 1% 

Low Intensity Developed 313 1% 

Uncharacterized Open-Sparse Vegetation 275 1% 

Closed Kiawe - Koa Haole Forest and Shrubland 173 < 1% 

Alien Shrubs and Grasses 57 < 1% 

Very Sparse Vegetation to Unvegetated 34 < 1% 

Kikuyu Grass Grassland / Pasture 31 < 1% 

High Intensity Developed 25 < 1% 

Closed Ōhiʻa Forest (native shrubs) 24 < 1% 

Alien Shrubland 17 < 1% 

Open Ōhiʻa Forest (uluhe) 16 < 1% 

Deschampsia Grassland 14 < 1% 

Undefined 9 < 1% 

Native Shrubland / Sparse Ōhiʻa (native shrubs) 8 < 1% 

Uncharacterized Forest 1 < 1% 

Uncharacterized Shrubland 0 < 1% 

Total 36,808 100% 

A total of 34 watersheds have been mapped in the License Area. The area of each vegetation cover type  

is listed below by watershed (Table 4; see Figure A-3). This analysis by watershed is intended to provide 

a finer-grain description of the flora resource of the License Area. 
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Table 4. Area (acres) of Vegetation Cover Types Present in the License Area by Watershed 

Watershed* Alien 
Forest 

Alien 
Grassland 

Closed 
Koa-Ohia 

Forest 
(native 
shrubs) 

Closed 
Koa-Ohia 

Forest 
(uluhe) 

Closed Ohia 
Forest  
(native 
shrubs) 

Closed 
Ohia 

Forest 
(uluhe) 

Deschampsia 
Grassland 

Kikuyu 
Grass 

Grassland / 
Pasture 

Low 
Intensity 

Developed 

Native 
Shrubland 

(alien 
grasses) 

Native 
Shrubland / 
Sparse Ohia 

(native shrubs) 

Native Wet 
Cliff 

Vegetation 

Open Ohia 
Forest 
(native 
shrubs) 

Open Ohia 
Forest (uluhe) 

Uluhe 
Shrubland 

Uncharacterized 
Forest 

Uncharacterized 
Open-Sparse 
Vegetation 

Uncharacterized 
Shrubland 

Very Sparse 
Vegetation 

to 
Unvegetated 

Makapipi 188.1 
   

227.3 174.3 
       

478.1 
  

8.5 
  

Hanawi 135.4 
 

32.8 57.6 1585.1 90.7 16.9 1.4 
 

10.5 23.5 
  

781.2 
  

24.2 
  

Kapaula 16.6 
   

1.8 
        

167.0 
  

12.3 
  

Waiaaka 0.0 
                  

Paakea 65.0 
 

19.7 134.1 16.6 0.5 
       

246.6 
  

22.9 
  

Waiohue 70.5 
   

25.8 20.5 
       

173.7 
  

6.9 
  

Kopiliula 141.9 
 

16.2 146.6 1209.9 50.5 5.2 0.1 
 

11.3 58.6 
  

741.3 
 

2.7 29.8 
  

East Wailua Iki 105.7 1.8 
  

773.8 32.4 
       

886.5 
 

3.3 22.2 
  

West Wailua Iki 142.6 2.9 
  

756.9 24.2 
       

635.6 1.3 28.8 52.4 5.3 
 

Wailua Nui 210.1 9.6 
  

319.5 30.0 
     

5.3 0.7 566.8 5.8 5.9 44.7 
  

Waiokamilo 142.3 2.7 
  

394.5 61.0 
     

2.7 4.9 512.9 4.1 2.7 45.9 51.3 
 

Piinaau 1623.9 87.6 
  

851.3 191.6 
  

0.9 
  

115.6 
 

1586.7 383.7 12.7 361.0 306.7 7.3 

Nuaailua 242.1 24.4 
  

163.3 34.3 
       

135.0 46.3 48.0 33.3 2.0 
 

Honomanu 250.0 35.6 
  

237.5 39.5 
     

21.3 
 

485.8 159.0 0.9 109.5 180.8 
 

Punalau 184.6 9.9 
  

101.1 44.5 
       

150.7 10.5 10.7 26.0 1.1 
 

Haipuaena 131.6 0.1 
  

127.1 23.3 
       

177.7 
 

9.4 59.4 
  

Puohokamoa 332.5 6.0 
  

214.4 73.4 
       

379.1 17.1 19.3 101.6 
  

Wahinepee 85.1 
   

10.2 22.7 
       

22.0 
  

7.4 
  

Waikamoi 160.9 14.0 
  

156.7 34.8 
       

281.4 18.4 11.8 83.5 
  

Kolea 115.5 0.0 
  

47.9 12.1 
       

78.2 7.2 
 

26.7 
  

Punaluu 24.7 
   

6.6 7.0 
       

2.7 
  

4.1 
  

Kaaiea 36.3 2.0 
  

63.4 9.1 
       

319.3 0.6 
 

21.2 
  

Oopuola 112.8 
   

25.3 4.8 
       

149.4 
  

24.8 
  

Puehu 64.2 
   

8.8 22.8 
       

7.7 
  

6.1 
  

Nailiilihaele 345.5 2.7 
  

251.1 68.1 
      

1.8 902.7 2.9 1.6 78.9 
  

Kailua 382.0 
 

19.4 88.4 190.1 55.9 
       

619.0 
 

2.9 65.3 2.2 
 

Hanahana 59.1 
   

1.8 7.9 
       

6.0 
  

4.6 
  

Hoalua 324.7 0.9 0.2 19.0 21.8 65.3 
       

29.9 
  

35.6 
  

Hanehoi 244.3 
  

6.8 19.8 51.3 
       

14.9 
  

11.1 
  

Waipio 16.0 
   

0.9 4.7 
       

2.6 
  

1.3 
  

Mokupapa 1.0 
   

0.4 
        

0.2 
  

0.2 
  

Hoolawa 1059.9 0.9 35.9 139.0 69.3 143.6 
       

119.8 
 

1.3 38.4 
  

Honopou 286.9 
 

14.0 10.5 18.0 52.5 
  

0.4 
    

4.4 
 

1.8 16.1 
  

* Watersheds are listed from east to west. 

Note: Calculations may be slightly different from the Vegetative Cover Class calculations due to slight differences in shapefile boundaries.
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5.1.2 Ground-Based Verification: License Area 

Findings from the November 28 to December 1, 2017 flora (botanical) ground surveys of the License 

Area yielded results consistent with the aerial survey, the HIGAP vegetation data described in Gon et al. 

(2006) and the description of plant communities cited in the Environmental Impact Statement Preparation 

Notice (EISPN) for the proposed Water Lease (EISPN 2017).  

Ground surveys focused on access roads and aqueducts, which lie within the lower-elevation portions  

of the License Area. According to Gon et al. (2006), the vegetation within these lower-elevation areas 

consists largely of a heterogeneous mosaic dominated by Alien Forest vegetation, with occasional Open 

ʻŌhiʻa Forest, Closed ʻŌhiʻa Forest, and Uluhe Shrubland scattered throughout (see Figure A-3).  

The Native Wet Cliff Vegetation type was rarely encountered and was found at the upper elevational 

reaches of access roads. Lower portions of Piʻinaʻau Road were described by Gon et al. (2006)  

as Uncharacterized Open-Sparse Vegetation, which was confirmed during ground surveys.  

Descriptions of each vegetation type found during ground surveys of the License Area are below.  

This report uses the same terms for vegetation types used in Gon et al. (2006); however, the ground 

surveys demonstrated more complexity to the vegetation than can be seen from the air. For this reason, 

the vegetation types described below may not directly correspond with the descriptions given by the Gon 

et al. (2006) report. 

5.1.2.1 ALIEN FOREST 

Alien Forest was the most common vegetation type seen during ground surveys, and the HIGAP 

vegetation layer indicates that this vegetation type accounts for 23 percent of the vegetation in the License 

Area (see Table 2; Appendix C, Figure C-1). Gon et al. (2006) describe this vegetation type as “mixed, 

typically dense canopies of alien tree species, often plantation forest plantings, with dominants including, 

but not limited to: Eucalyptus, Casuarina, Falcataria, Araucaria, Fraxinus, Melaleuca, Psidium, and 

Grevillea spp.” Paperbark (Melaleuca quinquenervia) and eucalyptus (Eucalyptus spp.), likely introduced 

as forestry species, were found during the ground surveys to be the predominant overstory species in this 

vegetation type. Shoebutton ardisia (Ardisia elliptica) and strawberry guava (Psidium cattleianum) were 

common throughout the midstory, and understory species included a variety of non-native grass species 

such as basketgrass (Oplismenus hirtellus spp. hirtellus), Job’s tears, and bristly foxtail (Setaria 

verticillata), in addition to herbaceous species such as Koster's curse (Clidemia hirta), Spanish needle 

(Bidens pilosa), and tick trefoil (Desmodium triflorum). ʻIeʻie (Freycinetia arborea), a native liana, and 

laua‘e haole (Phlebodium aureum), a non-native epiphytic fern, can occasionally be seen twining through 

the midstory in this vegetation type.  

5.1.2.2 OPEN/CLOSED ʻŌHIʻA FOREST 

Though less commonly seen during ground surveys, which focused on disturbed lowland areas dominated 

by non-native species, the Closed and Open ʻŌhiʻa Forest vegetation type accounts for over 60 percent of 

the vegetation in the License Area (Figure C-2). Gon et al. (2006) describe this vegetation type as 

follows: “Vegetation dominated by an open or closed canopy of ‘ōhi‘a (Metrosideros polymorpha) and 

other native trees, with an understory dominated by hāpu‘u tree ferns (Cibotium spp.), alien grasses, 

native shrubs, or uluhe (Dicranopteris linearis and/or other native mat ferns, e.g., Sticherus, 

Diplopterygium), typically at lowland-montane elevations in mesic-wet zones.” A strictly native species–

dominated, closed-canopy overstory was rarely seen during ground surveys; instead, open ʻōhiʻa forests 

tended  

to have native species such as ʻōhiʻa, pāpala kēpau (Pisonia grandis), and lapalapa (Cheirodendron 
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trigynum) co-dominating with invasive species such as African tulip tree (Spathodea campanulata) and 

Formosa koa (Acacia confusa). The midstory was often a co-dominant mixture of native and non-native 

as well, with natives such as hāpu‘u fern (Cibotium sp.) and koa (Acacia koa) blending with invasive 

species such as shoebutton ardisia, mule’s foot fern (Angiopteris evecta), and strawberry guava. The 

understory frequently consisted of uluhe with a mixture of non-native herbaceous species along the 

margins, including glorybush (Tibouchina herbacea), white ginger (Hedychium coronarium), Koster’s 

curse, Spanish needle, and Job’s tears. 

5.1.2.3 ULUHE SHRUBLAND 

Uluhe-dominated slopes were seen on ground surveys occurring adjacent to ʻōhiʻa forest on relatively 

steep slopes uphill and downhill from access roads (see Figure C-2, Appendix C). These areas were 

characterized by a generally monotypic understory layer of uluhe with the sporadic presence of native 

shrubs and trees, including ʻōhiʻa, pāpala kēpau, and lapalapa, but also the less commonly seen native 

species ‘ōhā wai nui (Clermontia arborescens spp. waihiae). 

5.1.2.4 NATIVE WET CLIFF VEGETATION 

Wet cliff areas were thoroughly examined during ground surveys. Due to the steep aspect of these areas, 

they are less likely to be impacted by feral pigs or human activities and thus are more likely to contain 

threatened or endangered plant species. No threatened, endangered, or candidate plants were seen in these 

areas during the ground surveys, but some less- commonly seen species were noted, including a 

Cyrtandra species (likely Cyrtandra grayi), and ‘ōhā wai nui. Fern species tend to dominate these areas, 

most notably Cyclosorus parasiticus. Machaerina, a native sedge, was also frequently seen (Figure C-3, 

Appendix C). 

5.1.2.5 UNCHARACTERIZED OPEN-SPARSE VEGETATION  

Gon et al. (2006) describe this vegetation type as follows: “Open to sparse vegetation, occurring at all 

elevations, part of a complex mosaic of naturalized alien vegetation in a mosaic of forest, shrubland and 

grassland.” The lower portion of Piʻinaʻau Road, a frequently used hunting access road, typifies this 

vegetation type. The understory (which exists in open areas and occasionally under tree and shrub layers) 

consists of a matrix of non-native herbs and grasses, including Job’s tears, Guinea grass (Urochloa 

maxima), Cyclosorus parasiticus, tick trefoil, sensitive plant (Mimosa pudica var. unijuga), and 

elephant's-foot (Elephantopus mollis). Shoebutton ardisia, hau (Hibiscus tiliaceus), and strawberry guava 

dominate the midstory, and the canopy consists primarily of eucalyptus and paperbark. The native species 

found in this vegetation type included māmaki (Pipturus albidus), hāpu‘u, and uluhe (Figure C-4, 

Appendix C). 

5.1.3 Ground-Based Verification: Service Area 

Findings from the December 1, 2017, flora (botanical) ground surveys of the Service Area yielded results 

consistent with the vegetation types described in Gon et al. (2006). 

Surveys focused on the roads traversing the fallow sugarcane fields and the roads in housing areas 

adjacent to agricultural areas. According to the HIGAP vegetation layer, the vegetation located in the 

Study Area consists almost exclusively of the Agricultural vegetation type, with Alien Forest and Alien 

Grassland along the margins and Water features (with hydrophytic vegetation at their margins) spread 

throughout. Housing areas contain the High Intensity Developed vegetation type. Descriptions of each 

vegetation type found during ground surveys of the Service Area are below. 
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5.1.3.1 AGRICULTURE 

According to the HIGAP vegetation layer, this vegetation type makes up 83 percent of the Service Area. 

The Agriculture vegetation type seen during ground surveys consisted almost entirely of fallow sugarcane 

(Saccharum officinarum) fields, some with sugarcane remaining and some where the sugarcane had been 

harvested. Corn (Zea mays) and Sunn hemp (Crotalaria juncea) were also being cultivated in some fields. 

Weedy plants seen within the fields included castor bean (Ricinus communis), Mexican poppy (Argemone 

mexicana), Sida rhombifolia, cheeseweed (Malva parviflora) and golden crown-beard (Verbesina 

encelioides). The non-native ruderal vines little bell (Ipomoea triloba), bitter melon (Momordica 

charantia), and Macroptilium atropurpureum can be seen twining throughout (Figure C-5, Appendix C). 

5.1.3.2 ALIEN GRASSLAND 

Non-native grasses such as swollen fingergrass (Chloris barbata), Guinea grass, and pitted beardgrass 

(Bothriochloa pertusa) were found on the margins of most agricultural fields in the Service Area. Mixed 

in with these grasses was a variety of ruderal herbaceous species, similar to those found within the 

agricultural fields (Figure C-6).  

5.1.3.3 ALIEN FOREST 

Non-native species in this vegetation type found in the Service Area include Pittosporum pentandrum, 

Koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala), Christmas berry (Schinus terebinthifolius), and kiawe (Prosopis 

pallida). This suite of species can be found in the Service Area around abandoned buildings, on the 

margins of fallow fields, and occasionally along ditches, gulches, and other water features (see Figure C-

6, Appendix C). The gulches in the Service Area are composed of mostly non-native and/or invasive 

species. Along with the surrounding area, the gulches have been heavily impacted by prior and current 

land uses, such as residential and agricultural developments. 

5.1.3.4 WATER 

Holding ponds and irrigation ditches are found sporadically throughout the agricultural portions of the 

Service Area and provide habitat for a number of non-native hydrophytic plant species, including 

sourbush (Pluchea carolinensis), primrose willow (Ludwigia octovalvis), and California grass (Urochloa 

mutica). Koa haole, Pittosporum pentandrum, Christmas berry, Java plum (Syzygium cumini), and 

common ironwood (Casuarina equisetifolia) can be found on uphill slopes near these water features, with 

maunaloa vine (Canavalia cathartica) occasionally twining in the under- and midstory (Figure C-7, 

Appendix C). 

5.1.3.5 HIGH-INTENSITY DEVELOPED 

Areas labeled High-Intensity Developed are described by Gon et al. (2006) as constructed areas and urban 
and rural housing. Plant species around these sites in the Service Area include commonly cultivated 
ornamental and food plants such as ti (Cordyline fruticosa), mango (Mangifera indica), guava (Psidium 
guajava), hibiscus (Hibiscus rosa-sinensis), snowbush (Breynia disticha), mock orange (Murraya 
paniculata), panax (Polyscias guilfoylei), croton (Codiaeum variegatum), liliko‘i (Passiflora edulis), and 
plumeria (Plumeria rubra), as well as tolerated weeds, which include Chinese violet (Asystasia 
gangetica), yellow alder (Turnera ulmifolia), morning glory (Ipomoea obscura), and castor bean. Lawn 
grasses include St. Augustine grass (Stenotaphrum secundatum) and Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon) 
(Figure C-8, Appendix C). 
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5.1.4 Special-Status Flora and Critical Habitat 

Special-status flora refers to plant species listed by the USFWS and the State of Hawai‘i as threatened, 

endangered, or candidate. These species are discussed in detail below. 

The USFWS has identified 21 endangered or threatened plants with final designated critical habitat within 

or near the vicinity of the License Area (EISPN 2017:Appendix A). None of the species listed in the 

EISPN (2017) were found during ground or aerial surveys; however, it is very likely, given the size and 

range of vegetation cover types that occur in the License Area, that many of these species could  

or do exist in the area, particularly in higher elevations on steep cliffs and gulches inaccessible to grazing 

ungulates. Table 5 lists the 18 species with designated critical habitat that fall within the License Area and 

indicates which vegetation classes (taken from the HIGAP vegetation layer) are found within each critical 

habitat unit. See Figure A-5 in Appendix A for the locations of the critical habitat units. Some HIGAP 

vegetation classes found within the License Area shown in Figure A-3 in Appendix A were not listed  

as critical habitat for the 21 species identified by the USFWS in Appendix A of the EISPN, so they are 

not listed in Table 5. Three of the 21 species identified by the USFWS—Peucedanum sandwicense, 

Ischaemum byrone, and Cyperus pennatiformis—are coastal species whose designated critical habitat 

units are located outside of the License Area. No further analysis was performed for these species. 

Locations of voucher specimens for some species are shown in Appendix D, Table D-1.  

Table 5. Endangered or Threatened Plant Species with Critical Habitat within the License Area 

HIGAP Vegetation Classes Found in Critical Habitat Unit Species found in Critical Habitat Unit (Hawaiian Name, 
Status)* 

Lowland Wet 01 
 

Alien Forest Bidens campylotheca spp. waihoiensis (ko‘oko‘olau, ko‘olau, 
Endangered); Clermontia samuelii (‘ōhā wai, ‘ōhā, hāhā, 
Endangered); Cyanea asplenifolia, Cyanea copelandii spp. 
haleakalaensis, Cyanea hamatiflora spp. hamatiflora, Cyanea 
kunthiana, Cyanea maritae, Cyanea mceldowneyi (hāhā, 
Endangered); Melicope balloui, Melicope ovalis (alani, alani 
kuahiwi, Endangered); Huperzia mannii (no Hawaiian name, 
Endangered) 

Alien Grassland 

Closed Koa-ʻŌhiʻa Forest (native shrubs) 

Closed Koa-ʻŌhiʻa Forest (uluhe) 

Closed ʻŌhiʻa Forest (native shrubs) 

Closed ʻŌhiʻa Forest (uluhe) 

Low Intensity Developed 

Native Wet Cliff Vegetation 

Open ʻŌhiʻa Forest (uluhe) 

Uluhe Shrubland 

Uncharacterized Forest 

Uncharacterized Open-Sparse Vegetation 

Uncharacterized Shrubland 
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HIGAP Vegetation Classes Found in Critical Habitat Unit Species found in Critical Habitat Unit (Hawaiian Name, 
Status)* 

Montane Mesic 01  

Closed Ohia Forest (native shrubs) Argyroxiphium sandwicense ssp. Macrocephalum (Ahinahina, 
Threatened), Asplenium dielerectum (no Hawaiian name, 
Endangered), Asplenium peruvianum var. insulare (no Hawaiian 
name, Endangered), Clermontia lindseyana (oha wai, 
Endangered), Cyanea horrida (haha nui, Endangered), Cyanea 
obtuse (haha, Endangered), Cyrtandra ferripilosa (haiwale, 
Endangered), Cyrtandra oxybapha (haiwale, Endangered), 
Diplazium molokaiense (no Hawaiian name, Endangered), 
Geranium arboretum (no Hawaiian name, Endangered), Geranium 
multiflorum (nohoanu, Endangered), Huperzia mannii (wawaeiole, 
Endangered), Melicope adscendens (alani, Endangered), and 
Neraudia sericea (no Hawaiian name, Endangered) 

Closed Ohia Forest (uluhe) 

Deschampsia Grassland 

Native Shrubland (alien grasses) 

Native Shrubland / Sparse Ohia (native shrubs) 

Open Ohia Forest (uluhe) 

Uncharacterized Open-Sparse Vegetation 

Montane Wet 01 
 

Alien Forest Cyanea duvalliorum, Cyanea maritae, Cyanea mceldowneyi (hāhā, 
Endangered); Phyllostegia pilosa (no Hawaiian name, 
Endangered); Melicope balloui (alani, alani kuahiwi, Endangered); 
Huperzia mannii (no Hawaiian name, Endangered) 

Alien Grassland 

Closed ʻŌhiʻa Forest (native shrubs) 

Native Wet Cliff Vegetation 

Open ʻŌhiʻa Forest (uluhe) 

Uluhe Shrubland 

Uncharacterized Forest 

Uncharacterized Open-Sparse Vegetation 
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HIGAP Vegetation Classes Found in Critical Habitat Unit Species found in Critical Habitat Unit (Hawaiian Name, 
Status)* 

Montane Wet 02 
 

Alien Forest Bidens campylotheca spp. pentamera (ko‘oko‘olau, ko‘olau, 
Endangered); Clermontia samuelii (‘ōhā wai, ‘ōhā, hāhā, 
Endangered); Cyanea copelandii spp. haleakalaensis, Cyanea 
duvalliorum, Cyanea hamatiflora spp. hamatiflora, Cyanea horrida, 
Cyanea kunthiana, Cyanea mceldowneyi (hāhā, Endangered); 
Geranium hanaense, Geranium multiflorum (nohoanu, hinahina, 
Endangered); Wikstroemia villosa (‘ākia, kauhi, Endangered) 

Alien Grassland 

Closed Koa-ʻŌhiʻa Forest (native shrubs) 

Closed Koa-ʻŌhiʻa Forest (uluhe) 

Closed ʻŌhiʻa Forest (native shrubs) 

Closed ʻŌhiʻa Forest (uluhe) 

Native Wet Cliff Vegetation 

Open ʻŌhiʻa Forest (native shrubs) 

Open ʻŌhiʻa Forest (uluhe) 

Uluhe Shrubland 

Uncharacterized Forest 

Uncharacterized Open-Sparse Vegetation 

Uncharacterized Shrubland 

Very Sparse Vegetation to Unvegetated 

Subalpine 02  

Closed Ohia Forest (native shrubs) Argyroxiphium sandwicense ssp. macrocephalum, (ahinahina, 
Threatened) Geranium multiflorum (nohoanu, Endangered), and 
Schiedea haleakalensis (no Hawaiian name, Endangered) Deschampsia Grassland 

Native Shrubland (alien grasses) 

Native Shrubland / Sparse Ohia (native shrubs) 

Wet Cliff 01  

Alien Forest None 

Closed Ohia Forest (native shrubs) 

Native Wet Cliff Vegetation 

Open Ohia Forest (uluhe) 

Uluhe Shrubland 

Uncharacterized Forest 

Uncharacterized Open-Sparse Vegetation 

* Additional species are not currently present but have potential to establish in each critical habitat unit. 
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Table 6 indicates the area of designated critical habitat by watershed. The presence of designated critical 

habitat in a watershed indicates the potential for threatened and endangered species to occur (Figure A-5). 

As indicated in Table 6, apart from the Lowland Wet 01 unit, more listed plant species or their habitat 

may occur in the portion of the License Area east of Piinaau because critical habitat units overlap 

watersheds that occur east of Piinaau. 

Table 6. Area (acres) of Botanical Critical Habitat Present in the License Area by Watershed 

Watershed* Lowland 
Wet 01 

Montane 
Mesic 01 

Montane 
Wet 01 

Montane 
Wet 02 Subalpine 02 Wet Cliff 01 Total 

Makapipi 368.4   139.0   507.4 

Hanawi 573.2 290.1  1,501.1 8.2  2,372.6 

Kapaula 43.9      43.9 

Paakea 188.8   91.5   280.2 

Kopiliula 356.5 273.0  1,324.7 38.8  1,993.1 

East Wailua Iki 401.1 7.6  1,000.0   1,408.8 

West Wailua Iki 378.4   920.3   1,298.7 

Wailua Nui 144.7   259.8   404.5 

Waiokamilo 210.1   393.5   603.6 

Piinaau 2,088.6  78.0 774.9  289.0 3,230.6 

Honomanu 352.8      352.8 

Haipuaena 119.0      119.0 

Puohokamoa 349.1      349.1 

Waikamoi 127.5      127.5 

Kaaiea 105.1      105.1 

Nailiilihaele 370.7      370.7 

Kailua 576.0      576.0 

Hoolawa 190.0      190.0 

Total 6,943.9 570.8 78.0 6,404.7 47.0 289.0 14,333.5 

* Watersheds are listed from east to west. 

Note: Calculations may be slightly different from the Vegetative Cover Class calculations due to slight differences in shapefile boundaries. 

5.2 Fauna 
The fauna observed in the Study Area includes species that are endemic, indigenous, migratory, and  

non-native introductions. The endemic, indigenous, and migratory species often require specific niche 

habitats and are frequently locally abundant where they occur. The non-native introduced species tend  

to be more generalist and often occupy a broad range of habitats. 

The pre-field desktop analysis of HIGAP data identified a mosaic of 24 total land cover types in both the 

License and Service Areas (without the Undefined and Open Water designations). HIGAP land cover 

types were categorized into wildlife habitat types based on the dominant vegetation and vegetative 

structure. This was done to simplify the analysis because wildlife often use certain land cover types in 

similar ways. Table 7 displays HIGAP land cover types categorized into seven wildlife habitat types 

present in the License Area and/or Service Area.  
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Table 7. Wildlife Habitat Types 

Habitat Type HIGAP Vegetation Cover Type 

Forest Closed Koa-ʻŌhiʻa Forest (native shrubs) 

Closed ʻŌhiʻa Forest (native shrubs/uluhe) 

Open ʻŌhiʻa Forest (native shrubs/uluhe) 

Open ʻŌhiʻa Forest (native uluhe) 

Alien Forest 

Uncharacterized Forest 

Shrubland Native Shrubland (alien grasses) 

Native Shrubland/Sparse ʻŌhiʻa (native shrubs) 

Uluhe Shrubland 

Uncharacterized Open-Sparse Vegetation 

Uncharacterized Shrubland 

Alien Shrubs and Grasses 

Alien Shrubland 

Closed Kiawe-Koa Haole Forest and Shrubland 

Open Kiawe Forest and Shrubland (alien grasses) 

Grassland Deschampsia Grassland 

Alien Grassland 

Kikuyu Grass Grassland/Pasture 

Stream Streams and aqueducts (not identified in HIGAP) 

Rocky Very Sparse Vegetation to Unvegetated 

Cliff Native Wet Cliff Vegetation 

Developed/Agricultural Low Intensity Developed 

Agriculture 

High Intensity Developed 

Table 8 displays the amount of each wildlife habitat type present in the License and Service Areas. Forest 

habitat is most abundant in the License Area, and Developed/Agricultural habitat is most abundant in the 

Service Area (Figures A-6 and A-7). 
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Table 8. Area (acres) of Wildlife Habitat Types in the Study Area 

Habitat Type License Area (acres) Service Area (acres) 

Forest 29,626 3,233 

Shrubland 2,770 1,008 

Grassland 233 1,291 

Cliff 145 0 

Rocky 8 34 

Developed/Agricultural 1 30,875 

Wetland 0 358 

Stream* 168 59 

Total 32,783 36,799† 

* Stream habitat is represented in linear miles and does not contribute to total area. 

† This total does not include the 9 acres of undefined vegetation class listed in Table 3. 

5.2.1 Avifauna 

The birds observed in the License Area are species commonly found in low- to mid-elevation mesic and 

wet forest areas on the northern slope of Haleakalā Volcano. In all, 9 bird species were documented,  

six of which are protected by the MBTA (Table 9). Of these, three species—ʻapapane (Himatione 

sanguinea), Hawaiʻi ʻamakihi (Chlorodrepanis virens wilsoni), and ʻiʻiwi (Drepanis coccinea)—are 

endemic to Hawaiʻi; one is a migratory shorebird and two are non-native introductions. The ʻiʻiwi is the 

only federally and state-listed bird that was detected during ground surveys and was identified  

by vocalizations. In addition to ʻiʻiwi, the federally and state-listed Maui parrotbill (Pseudonestor 

xanthophrys) and crested honeycreeper (Palmeria dolei) are known to occur in mesic and wet forest 

above approximately 3,937 feet (1,200 meters [m]) (Pratt et al. 2009). 

Birds observed in the Service Area are species commonly found in disturbed, low-elevation areas  

on Maui’s central plain. In all, 24 birds were documented, 13 of which are protected by the MBTA  

(see Table 9). Of the 13 MBTA-protected birds, three birds are federally and state listed; two are 

endemic; two are migrant waterfowl; one is a migrant shorebird; one is an indigenous waterbird, and four 

are non-native introductions. The federally and state-listed species are discussed in more detail  

in Section 5.2.5. 

Table 9. Birds Observed by SWCA in and near the Service and License Areas 

Common Name Scientific Name Status* Detection Area Protected 
under MBTA 

ʻApapane Himatione sanguinea E LA X 

Hawaiʻi ʻamakihi Chlorodrepanis virens wilsoni E LA X 

Black-crowned night-heron Nycticorax nycticorax I SA X 

Cattle egret Bubulcus ibis NN SA X 

Chestnut munia Lonchura atricapilla NN LA, SA  

Chicken Gallus domesticus NN SA  
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Common Name Scientific Name Status* Detection Area Protected 
under MBTA 

Common myna Acridotheres tristis NN SA  

ʻIʻiwi Drepanis coccinea FT,ST LA X 

Green-winged teal Anas crecca M SA X 

Grey francolin Francolinus pondicerianus NN SA  

Japanese white-eye Zosterops japonicus NN LA, SA  

Mallard Anas platyrhynchos M SA X 

Melodious laughing thrush Garrulax canorus NN LA  

Mourning dove Zenaida macroura NN SA X 

Hawaiian coot Fulica americana alai FE, SE SA X 

Hawaiian stilt Himantopus mexicanus knudseni FE, SE SA X 

House finch Haemorhous mexicanus NN LA, SA X 

House sparrow Passer domesticus NN SA  

Java sparrow Lonchura oryzivora NN SA  

Northern cardinal Cardinalis cardinalis NN LA X 

Pacific golden-plover Pluvialis fulva M LA, SA X 

Red-crested cardinal Paroaria coronata NN SA  

Spotted dove Streptopelia chinensis NN SA  

Zebra dove Geopelia striata NN SA  

Total 
 

24  13 

* E = endemic; FE = federally endangered; FT = federally threatened; I = indigenous; LA = License Area; M = migrant; NN = non-native permanent 
resident; SA = Service Area; SE = state endangered, ST = state threatened. 

5.2.2 Mammals 

Mammals detected during the surveys include cow (Bos taurus), feral pig (Sus scrofa), and feral cat (Felis 

catus). No other mammals were observed during the ground surveys, although rat (Rattus spp.), 

mongoose (Herpestes javanicus), and mouse (Mus musculus) could be expected to occur. Cattle were 

only observed in the License Area; all other mammals likely occur in both the License Area and Service 

Area. 

5.2.3 Terrestrial Reptiles and Amphibians 

No terrestrial reptiles or amphibians are native to Hawai‘i. Terrestrial reptiles or amphibians were not 

detected during the ground surveys. 

5.2.4 Insects and other Invertebrates 

Gingerich and Wolff (2005) conducted a study in the License Area on the effects of surface-water 

diversions on habitat availability for native macrofauna in Northeast Maui. They concluded that water 

temperature is important to the aquatic biota living in the streams. At diverted streams, the stream 

temperatures measured in 2005 at any of the monitoring sites were not elevated enough to adversely 

affect native aquatic macrofauna growth or mortality. 
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Twelve invertebrates were observed during the surveys: Blackburn’s damselfly (Megalagrion 

blackburni), Hawaiian upland damselfly (Megalagrion hawaiiense), citrus swallowtail butterfly (Papilio 

xuthus), Monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus), housefly (Musca domestica), smaller lantana butterfly 

(Strymon bazochii), mud dauber (Sceliphron caementarium), wandering glider (Pantala flavescens), 

green darner (Anax junius), Aedes mosquito (Aedes sp.), walking stick (Sipyloidea sipylus), and witch 

moth (Ascalapha odorata). All these invertebrates are common in East Maui. Excluding the damselfly 

species, they are also common in Central Maui. 

The southern house mosquito (Culex quinquefasciatus) was not observed during the survey. However, 

this species is nocturnal and known to occur in Hawai‘i from sea level to approximately 4,921 feet above 

sea level during the winter months to up to or just over 6,000 feet during the warmer summer months 

(Ahumada et al. 2004; Freed et al. 2005; Samuel et al. 2015). Above these elevations, it is too cold for the 

larvae to morph into adults. A study by Aruch et al. (2007) reported that the southern house mosquito 

larvae were found only in rock holes along intermittent tributaries of the two largest streams in Kīpahulu 

valley but not in standing surface water, pig wallows, ground pools, tree cavities, and tree fern cavities. 

These rock pools contained stagnant water and organic debris. Mosquito egg laying and larval 

development habitat is currently present in all Maui streams (Trutta 2019). In addition to breeding in 

streams, southern house mosquitos are crevice breeders. Hawaiian streams are naturally flashy (i.e., they 

rise and fall quickly after rainfall); this results in numerous shallow, slow-moving pockets of water along 

the stream margins at many discharge amounts. The southern house mosquito can disperse up to 1.9 miles 

from its larval habitat through forested areas (Lapointe 2008). This mosquito species is important because 

it carries and transmits avian malaria (Plasmodium relictum), a disease that that kills Hawaiian 

honeycreepers. 

5.2.5 Special-Status Fauna and Critical Habitat 

Special-status fauna refers to wildlife species listed by the USFWS and the State of Hawaiʻi as threatened, 

endangered, or candidate. These species are discussed in detail below. 

The USFWS lists 19 species that may occur in the Study Area: 18 endangered species and one threatened 

species (Table E-1, Appendix E). The ʻiʻiwi was classified as threatened on October 20, 2017, after the 

list was created, and is included here. The following section discusses the special-status species observed 

and the special-status species that have the potential to occur in the License and Service Areas based  

on historical records, available habitat, and the USFWS list of ESA-listed species (USFWS 2016a). 

Three special status species—ʻiʻiwi, Hawaiian coot, and Hawaiian stilt—were detected during the 

surveys. The ʻiʻiwi was detected below 1,500 feet in the forest habitat of the License Area. The Hawaiian 

coot was observed foraging in the holding ponds in the Service Area. The Hawaiian stilt was observed 

loafing along the access roads and foraging in the holding ponds of the Service Area. Aerial and GIS 

database review of environmental resources identified the presence of designated critical habitat for the 

Maui parrotbill and crested honeycreeper in the southeastern section of the License Area (USFWS 2003a, 

2016b) (Figure A-8). Maui parrotbill critical habitat in the License Area consists of 4,573 acres that 

occurs from approximately 3,700 feet to 7,400 feet. Crested honeycreeper critical habitat in the License 

Area consists of 2,789 acres that occurs from approximately 4,100 feet to 7,400 feet. All of the avian 

critical habitat is in watersheds located east of Piinaau (Table 10), indicating a higher probability for these 

species to occur in the eastern portion of the License Area. 
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Table 10. Area (acres) of Avian Critical Habitat Present in the License Area by Watershed 

Watershed* Maui Parrotbill Crested Honeycreeper Total 

Makapipi 87.0 18.1 105.1 

Hanawi 1458.0 886.9 2,344.9 

Paakea 29.3  29.3 

Kopiliula 1,183.8 762.6 1,946.4 

East Wailua Iki 523.3 343.6 866.8 

West Wailua Iki 367.3 186.5 553.8 

Wailua Nui 120.7 28.4 149.1 

Waiokamilo 54.8  54.8 

Piinaau 56.4 48.4 104.8 

Total 3,880.5 2,274.4 6,154.9 

* Watersheds are listed from east to west 

Note: Calculations may be slightly different from the Vegetative Cover Class calculations due to slight differences in shapefile boundaries. 

Thirteen special-status species could occur in the Study Area based on habitat: crested honeycreeper, 

Maui parrotbill, ʻiʻiwi, Hawaiian duck (Anas wyvilliana), Hawaiian goose (Branta sandvicensis), 

Hawaiian petrel (Pterodroma sandwichensis), Newell’s shearwater (Puffinus auricularis newelli), band-

rumped storm-petrel (Oceanodroma castro), Hawaiian hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus semotus), 

Blackburn’s sphinx moth (Manduca blackburni), flying earwig Hawaiian damselfly (Megalagrion 

nesiotes), Pacific Hawaiian damselfly (Megalagrion pacificum), and orangeblack Hawaiian damselfly 

(Megalagrion xanthomelas). 

The potential for the presence of Hawaiian hoary bat was assessed based on the presence of suitable 

habitat. The Hawaiian hoary bat has been documented roosting in ‘ōhi‘a, albizia (Falcataria moluccana), 

coconut, ironwood, eucalyptus, hala (Pandanus tectorius), hau, kiawe, kukui (Aleurites moluccana), 

macadamia (Macadamia integrifolia), mango, and pūkiawe (Leptecophylla tameiameiae) and could roost 

in trees similar in structure. In addition, the Hawaiian hoary bat could forage over all the vegetation types 

throughout the Study Area.  

Table 11 links special-status fauna species with the potential to occur in the Study Area with wildlife 

habitat types. Table 12 links the wildlife habitat types with specific watersheds. 

Table 11. Special-Status Fauna with the Potential to Occur in the Study Area 

Habitat Type Special-Status Fauna 

Forest Maui parrotbill, ʻiʻiwi, crested honeycreeper, Hawaiian hoary bat, Hawaiian petrel, Newell’s shearwater, 
and band-rumped storm-petrel 

Shrubland Hawaiian goose, Hawaiian hoary bat, Hawaiian petrel, Newell’s shearwater, and band-rumped storm-
petrel 

Grassland Hawaiian hoary bat, Hawaiian goose, Hawaiian petrel, Newell’s shearwater, and band-rumped storm-
petrel 
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Habitat Type Special-Status Fauna 

Stream Hawaiian coot, Hawaiian duck, Hawaiian stilt, Hawaiian goose, Hawaiian hoary bat, flying earwig 
Hawaiian damselfly, Pacific Hawaiian damselfly, and orangeblack Hawaiian damselfly 

Rocky Hawaiian goose, Blackburn’s sphinx moth larvae, Hawaiian hoary bat, Hawaiian petrel, Newell’s 
shearwater, band-rumped storm-petrel 

Cliff Hawaiian hoary bat, Hawaiian petrel, Newell’s shearwater, band-rumped storm-petrel, flying earwig 
Hawaiian damselfly 

Developed/Agricultural Hawaiian goose, Blackburn’s sphinx moth larvae, Hawaiian hoary bat 

The approximate elevation ranges of where special-status fauna are known to occur are as follows: 

• Crested honeycreeper: 3,600 to 7,550 feet (Conant 1981; Scott et al. 1986; USFWS 2003a)  

• Maui parrotbill: 4,000 to 7,700 feet (Mountainspring 1987; Scott et al. 1986; Simon et al. 1997; 

USFWS 2003a)  

• ʻIʻiwi: above 3,937 feet (USFWS 2017a)  

• Hawaiian duck: sea level to 7,000 feet (USFWS 2011) 

• Hawaiian goose: sea level to 8,000 feet (USFWS 2004)  

• Hawaiian petrel: above 7,200 feet (USFWS 1983)  

• Newell’s shearwater: 500 to 2,300 feet (USFWS 1983)  

• Band-rumped storm-petrel: 1,950 to 3,900 feet and on Lehua Islet below 650 feet (Mitchell et al. 

2005) 

• Hawaiian hoary bat: sea level to 13,200 (Baldwin 1950; Fujioka and Gon 1988; Kepler and Scott 

1990; Tomich 1974; USFWS 1998)  

• Blackburn’s sphinx moth: sea level to 5,000 feet (USFWS 2003b)  

• Flying earwig Hawaiian damselfly: up to 3,000 feet (USFWS 2017b)  

• Pacific Hawaiian damselfly: below 2,000 feet (USFWS 2017b) 

• Orangeblack Hawaiian damselfly: 3,280 feet (Polhemus and Asquith 1996) 

Wildlife habitat types are organized by watershed in Table 12 to provide a finer-grained analysis of where 

special-status fauna species are most likely to occur throughout the License Area. A watershed analysis 

was not conducted for the Service Area. 

Table 12. Area (acres) of Wildlife Habitat Types in the License Area by Watershed 

Watershed* Cliff Developed/ 
Agriculture Forest Grassland Rocky Shrubland Grand Total 

Makapipi 
  

1067.8 
  

8.5 1076.3 

Hanawi 
  

2682.8 18.3 
 

58.1 2759.2 
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Watershed* Cliff Developed/ 
Agriculture Forest Grassland Rocky Shrubland Grand Total 

Kapaula 
  

185.3 
  

12.3 197.7 

Waiaaka 
  

0.0 
   

0.0 

Paakea 
  

482.5 
  

22.9 505.4 

Waiohue 
  

290.5 
  

6.9 297.4 

Kopiliula 
  

2309.0 5.3 
 

99.7 2414.0 

East Wailua Iki 
  

1801.8 1.8 
 

22.2 1825.8 

West Wailua Iki 
  

1588.0 2.9 
 

59.0 1649.9 

Wailua Nui 5.3 
 

1132.9 9.6 
 

50.5 1198.3 

Waiokamilo 2.7 
 

1118.3 2.7 
 

101.3 1224.9 

Piinaau 115.6 0.9 4266.2 87.6 7.3 1051.4 5529.0 

Nuaailua 
  

622.8 24.4 
 

81.6 728.8 

Honomanu 21.3 
 

1013.7 35.6 
 

449.3 1519.9 

Punalau 
  

491.6 9.9 
 

37.6 539.1 

Haipuaena 
  

469.1 0.1 
 

59.4 528.6 

Puohokamoa 
  

1018.8 6.0 
 

118.7 1143.4 

Wahinepee 
  

140.1 
  

7.4 147.5 

Waikamoi 
  

645.6 14.0 
 

101.9 761.6 

Kolea 
  

253.7 0.0 
 

33.9 287.7 

Punaluu 
  

41.1 
  

4.1 45.2 

Kaaiea 
  

428.0 2.0 
 

21.8 451.8 

Oopuola 
  

292.2 
  

24.8 317.0 

Puehu 
  

103.5 
  

6.1 109.6 

Nailiilihaele 
  

1570.7 2.7 
 

81.8 1655.2 

Kailua 
  

1357.7 
  

67.5 1425.2 

Hanahana 
  

74.8 
  

4.6 79.4 

Hoalua 
  

461.0 0.9 
 

35.6 497.5 

Hanehoi 
  

337.1 
  

11.1 348.2 

Waipio 
  

24.3 
  

1.3 25.6 
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Watershed* Cliff Developed/ 
Agriculture Forest Grassland Rocky Shrubland Grand Total 

Mokupapa 
  

1.7 
  

0.2 1.9 

Hoolawa 
  

1568.8 0.9 
 

38.4 1608.1 

Honopou 
 

0.4 388.1 
  

16.1 404.7 

Grand Total 145.0 1.3 28229.3 224.6 7.3 2696.4 31304.0 

* Watersheds are listed from east to west 

Note: Calculations may be slightly different from the Vegetative Cover Class calculations due to slight differences in shapefile boundaries. 

5.3 Climate Change 
A changing climate may result in an increase in droughts, flooding, and hurricanes. These types  

of disturbances tend to favor invasive non-native botanical species at the expense of native forest. 

Droughts increase the incidence of fire, which in Hawai‘i, tends to favor warm-season grasses and other 

invasive species (Hughes et al. 1991; Loope and Giambelluca 1998). Flooding and hurricanes open the 

forest canopy, which can in turn promote erosion and invasion of non-native pioneer species into the 

forest understory (Loope and Giambelluca 1998). 

Climatic changes would have the most impact on species that require specialized habitats within 

microclimates, such as endemic damselflies and endemic honeycreepers that are restricted to habitats free 

of diseases transmitted by mosquitoes.  Small environmental changes to microclimates may remove 

opportunities for foraging, reproduction, and other life history requirements that these species depend  

on. These changes may ultimately cause a decrease in populations, local extirpations, and in some cases 

extinction. In addition, an increase in temperature would also be expected to favor invasive alien species 

at the expense of native vegetation and move alien-dominated forest upward in elevation, ultimately 

driving out native species through competition (Loope and Giambelluca 1998).  

Warming temperatures associated with climate change would allow the Culex mosquito to expand into 

unoccupied habitat and allow for the development of diseases such as avian malaria above elevations 

previously occupied (Freed et al. 2005; Samuel et al. 2012). Increasing temperatures would likely 

increase Hawaiian forest bird exposure to and increase transmission of avian malaria. Hawaiian forest 

birds that are susceptible to and cannot tolerate avian malaria would suffer population declines and may 

become extinct in the wild (Samuel et al. 2012).  

6 IMPACTS 
This section identifies the types of effects that could occur as a result of the proposed Water Lease, 

specifically whether the effects are temporary, short term, or long term and whether the effects are direct 

or indirect. This analysis uses the terms effect and impact interchangeably, and each has the same 

intended meaning.  

Effects analysis was conducted using the results of field surveys and the likely effects to existing 

occurrences and habitat from the proposed activities based on the literature and professional judgment. 

Avoidance and minimization measures (Section 7) were also developed to avoid or minimize detrimental 
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impacts to plant species and habitat. If these measures are committed to be included as part of the Water 

Lease, actual impacts would be fewer than described in this document. 

The Proposed Action consists of the issuance of one long-term Water Lease from the BLNR for the 

continued right, privilege, and authority to enter and go upon the License Area (see Figure A-1) for the 

purpose of developing, diverting, transporting, and using government-owned waters through the existing 

EMI Aqueduct System, which supplies water to domestic and agricultural water users. Since there  

is no habitat removal or loss proposed, impacts are not quantified but are described in qualitative terms.  

6.1 Proposed Action 
In this analysis, the term fauna, or wildlife, applies to any mammals, birds, reptiles, or amphibians with 

the potential to occur in the vicinity of the Proposed Action. Habitat refers to an area that contains the 

resources (food, water, and cover) necessary for the survival of a particular species or group of species. 

The IIFS for East Maui streams describes four categories of streams with related streamflow restoration 

types (CWRM 2018; see Trutta [2019] for category definitions). The Full restoration type would result  

in the greatest baseline flows, followed by Habitat, Connectivity, and None. Watersheds that are not 

regulated by the IIFS are also listed. These four types, along with the streams in the License Area that fall 

in each type, are presented in Table 13.  

Table 13. License Area Streams Subject to the IIFS Decision and their Restoration Type  

Stream* 
Streamflow Restoration Type 

Full Habitat (H90) Connectivity None Non-IIFS 

Makapipi X     

Hanawi   X   

Kapaula   X   

Waiaaka    X  

Paakea   X   

Puakea     X 

Waiohue X     

Kopiliula  X    

Puakaa Tributary   X   

East Wailua Iki  X    

West Wailua Iki X     

Wailuanui (East and West Wailuanui) X     

Kualani    X  

Waiokamilo X     

Ohia/Waianu†    X  
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Stream* 
Streamflow Restoration Type 

Full Habitat (H90) Connectivity None Non-IIFS 

Palauhulu X     

Piinaau X     

Nuaailua   X   

Honomanu  X    

Kolea/Punalau  X    

Haipuaena   X   

Puohokamoa   X   

Wahinepee    X  

Waikamoi  X    

Kolea     X 

Punaluu     X 

Kaaiea     X 

Oopuola     X 

Puehu     X 

Nailiilihaele     X 

Kailua/Ohanui     X 

Hanahana     X 

Hoalua     X 

Pualoa/Hanehoi X     

Waipio     X 

Mokupapa     X 

Hoolawa-Liili/Hoolawa-Nui     X 

Honopou X     

Total 9 5 7 4 13 

* Streams are listed from east to west. Note that streams in this table are labeled for consistency with the DEIS. The stream labels in this table are not 
consistent with the other watershed tables and maps in this report. 

† Below the EMI aqueduct system 

6.1.1 General 

The Proposed Action does not require vegetation removal except for routine maintenance purposes.  

As such, the amount of each vegetation cover type currently present in the Study Area (see Tables 2 and 
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3), would remain substantially the same. For this reason, there would be no direct impacts to flora or 

fauna due to the Proposed Action.  

The presence of the aqueducts and associated access roads increases fragmentation in otherwise 

continuous habitat patches. Habitat fragmentation increases the amount of edge habitat, which can alter 

the composition of species present in any one area. This is because certain species, often special-status 

species and those that grow or breed in unique habitat conditions, often occur in core habitat patches away 

from edges. However, the Proposed Action proposes to continue the use of and access to the existing 

infrastructure at current levels and does not propose to increase infrastructure or access to it. Most of the 

aqueducts and access roads were built historically and have been in use for many years. For this reason, 

implementation of the Proposed Action would not increase habitat fragmentation over current conditions.  

Approval of diverted water use under the Proposed Action may support diversified agriculture  

on agricultural lands in the Service Area. This is because it has been stated that the goal is to transition  

to diversify agriculture, should the long-term water lease be issued. Production of a single crop over  

a large area, such as sugarcane, provides a monoculture environment for flora and fauna, leading  

to population increases of certain, often weedy and generalist, species. Increasing the diversity of crops 

increases the niches in which flora and fauna can establish and would be beneficial to some flora and 

fauna because the agricultural lands would provide an increased diversity of foraging, breeding, and 

nesting resources. In general, increased diversity in croplands could lead to an increased diversity of flora 

and fauna. 

6.1.2 Flora 

Under the Proposed Action, EMI would be granted the right to “enter and go upon” the License Area for 

aqueduct maintenance activities. Some of these activities would entail vegetation maintenance (trimming 

or removal for access) and vegetation trampling by vehicles or humans, both of which would have  

a negligible impact on the existing flora. Maintenance activities could also increase the potential for weed 

and invasive species introduction and invasion because undesirable seeds may be present on vehicles, 

equipment, and clothing. Weeds and invasive species, by definition, can outcompete most flora for space 

and nutrient resources. Weed invasions, if they were to occur, would decrease the quality and quantity  

of habitat available for native plant species.  

The main action under the Proposed Action is the diversion of water by the existing EMI Aqueduct 

System infrastructure for water delivery purposes. This action in and of itself would have no impact  

on terrestrial flora or fauna resources above the locations of the diversions. Below the diversions, 

reducing the amount of water in the stream could lead to the die-off of some obligate wetland flora 

species. These species would be replaced by less water-dependent species, such as grasses. Overall, 

vegetation would continue to line the stream banks, but the species composition would change. It is 

important to note that the flora species in the low-elevation areas where this impact would take place have 

been impacted by human presence and already consist of common invasive species. For this reason,  

a reduction in stream flow would be very unlikely to decrease habitat for special-status or native species. 

Conversely, increasing the stream’s baseline flows, such as under the Full Streamflow Restoration 

streams listed in Table 13, could change the composition of the stream-adjacent vegetation to include 

more non-native wetland obligate or facultative species. It is unlikely many native species would 

recolonize with higher stream flows because the history of use and management has likely depleted the 

native seed bank.  

The current floristic conditions in Study Area are a result of more than 100 years of impacts from use and 

management of the aqueducts and access roads. As a result, these areas are already heavily invaded by 

non-native plant species. As of October 2019, an average of 27 million gallons per day (mgd) has been 
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diverted from East Maui streams through the EMI System for use in Central and Upcountry Maui. Under 

the Proposed Action, approximately 87.95 mgd is planned to be diverted from the East Maui streams, 

which is near half of the historic average draw of 165 mgd. Any changes to plant species composition that 

may have occurred over the past few months would be expected to be insignificant, compared with the 

conversion from native to invaded forest that occurred over the course of over a century or more. 

Therefore, the Proposed Action would not be expected to significantly impact the flora of the Study Area. 

6.1.3 Fauna 

The presence of vehicles and humans for maintenance activities could disrupt the normal behavior  

of wildlife and temporarily displace individuals from roadside habitat. However, it is anticipated that 

maintenance activities would only take place sporadically, and so wildlife would resume normal behavior 

shortly after the passage of the vehicle or completion of the maintenance activity. However, maintenance 

activities currently take place and have for the duration of water diversion activities in the License Area. 

As such, the Proposed Action would not increase human noise and activity above current levels. The 

presence of human noise and activity would have a negligible effect on wildlife. 

6.1.3.1 SPECIAL-STATUS SPECIES AND CRITICAL HABITAT 

Under the Proposed Action, there would be the potential for fauna to be struck and killed or injured  

by vehicles that are on-site for maintenance activities. Certain species are more likely to be struck  

by vehicles than others. In the context of the Water Lease, the Hawaiian goose is the only special-status 

species with more than a low potential to be struck by a vehicle. However, given that the proposed Water 

Lease is essentially a continuation of water diversions that have been taking place within the License Area 

for over one hundred years, and maintenance activities have been conducted throughout that time, the 

potential for vehicle strikes would not increase with implementation of the Proposed Action. 

If tree removal occurs during the bat breeding season (June 1 to September 15), direct impacts could 

occur to juvenile bats that are too small to fly but too large to be carried by a parent. The redevelopment 

of the agricultural fields into orchards may create breeding habitat for the endangered Hawaiian hoary bat, 

which is known be attracted to orchards, mac-nut farms, and similar tree-based agriculture for foraging 

and roosting. The Hawaiian hoary bat roosts in both exotic and native woody vegetation across all islands 

and will leave young unattended in trees and shrubs when they forage. 

Tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca), a common host plant for Blackburn sphinx moth larvae, was observed  

in the Service Area. Removal of this species and other common host plants could result in sphinx moth egg 

and larvae fatalities.  

The native forest habitat becomes progressively more extensive and of higher ecological integrity as one 

moves eastward through the License Area. The native species richness in the stream communities follows 

a similar west-to-east progression. Therefore, diversions from the Piinaau and Hanawi watersheds are 

likely to be of higher impact to special-status species than are diversions from the Kolea and Hoalua 

watersheds. This is also supported by the analysis that botanical and avian critical habitat units occur east 

of the Piinaau watershed. 

Under the Proposed Action, conditions in the License Area would more closely approximate natural flow 

than diversions under sugar cane production (i.e., highly diverted conditions immediately below each 

diversion) (Trutta 2019). Under the Proposed Action, habitat for flying earwig Hawaiian damselfly, 

Pacific Hawaiian damselfly, and orange black Hawaiian damselfly (collectively Hawaiian damselflies) 

would increase in 19 streams and remain unchanged in three streams (see Table 13; Table 14). However, 

the restoration of IIFS-mandated flows would also improve habitat conditions for a number of introduced 
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predator and competitor species of the Hawaiian damselflies and, therefore, may not actually result in an 

increase of damselfly populations because of this increased predation (Trutta 2019). 

Table 14. Proposed Action Impact of Stream Restoration Type on the Habitat of Special-Status 
Hawaiian Damselflies and Mosquitos  

Stream Restoration Type Number of 
Streams/Tributaries 

Hawaiian Damselfly Habitat Mosquito Habitat 

Full 9 Increase Decrease 

Habitat 5 Increase Decrease 

Connectivity 7 Increase Decrease 

None   4 Unchanged Unchanged 

The Study Area provides suitable nesting habitat for Hawaiian seabirds. Breeding individuals may fly 

over the Study Area at night while traveling between upland nesting and ocean foraging sites. 

Disorientation and fallout as a result of light attraction could occur to individuals attracted to nighttime 

lighting. However, there is very little current nighttime lighting in the License Area, and implementation 

of the long-term Water Lease would not increase current nighttime lighting conditions in the Study Area 

overall. It is unlikely that maintenance activities would necessitate nighttime lighting. For these reasons, 

implementation of the Proposed Action would not increase the current risk of seabird fallout within the 

License Area or the Service Area. 

Impacts to critical habitat for the Maui parrotbill and crested honeycreeper are similar to the flora impacts 

discussed above in Section 6.1.2. Vegetation maintenance activities could increase the potential for 

invasive non-native (alien) plant and animal species introduction and invasion. Alien plant and animal 

species are rarely unaccompanied and are collectively the greatest threat to Hawaiian forest bird habitat 

(Pratt et al. 2009). Weed invasions, if they were to occur, may increase the populations of alien plant and 

animal species that currently exist, increase the likelihood of new alien plant and animal introductions, 

and would decrease the quality of critical habitat available for the Maui parrotbill and crested 

honeycreeper. However, current conditions are not expected to change given that implementation of the 

Proposed Action would not change current conditions. 

 Avian Malaria 

Southern house mosquito egg laying and larval development habitat is currently present in all Maui 

streams (Trutta 2019). Seasonal temperatures have a direct effect on the southern house mosquito larval 

development, which influences adult mosquito abundance (Lapointe et al. 2012). Mosquitos cannot 

expand into high-elevation habitat because it is too cold (less than 55.76 degrees Fahrenheit) for the 

larvae to morph into adults. This “thermal barrier” occurs above 4,921 feet above sea level in the winter 

months and 6,234 feet in the summer months (Ahumada et al. 2004; Freed et al. 2005; Samuel et al. 

2015). This mosquito species is important to this analysis because it carries and transmits avian malaria, a 

disease that that kills Hawaiian honeycreepers, including the crested honeycreeper and Maui parrotbill. 

Currently, Hawaiian honeycreepers are already impacted by avian malaria below this thermal barrier to 

the degree that they are rarely found at lower elevations (USFWS 2006, Warner 1968). In other words, 

this disease and the presence of disease-carrying mosquitoes, has already nearly extirpated low-elevation 

populations of these birds. 
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Increasing mosquito egg laying and larval habitat (i.e., standing water) due to stream drawdowns,  

as would happen under the Proposed Action, would not increase survival of adult mosquitoes or the 

transmission of avian malaria above the thermal barrier because mosquitoes are not limited by available 

habitat; they are limited by cold temperatures. A substantial amount of mosquito breeding habitat already 

occurs on the stream sides below the thermal barrier due to the rapid changes in water flow that create 

pockets of standing water. Increasing the available habitat could increase the number of mosquitoes in the 

environment. However, if a special-status honeycreeper moves below the thermal barrier, which would be 

a rare occurrence, an increase in the population of the Southern house mosquito at lower elevations may 

increase the number of mosquitoes a special-status honey creeper comes into contact with. But because 

the mortality rate following exposure from a single infected mosquito bite ranges from 90 to 100% (Scott 

et al. 1986, U.S. Geological Survey [USGS] 2005), an increase in the number of malaria infected 

mosquitoes biting a special-status honey creeper does not increase the mortality rate because the mortality 

rate is already unsustainably high. For this reason, the potential to increase mosquito breeding habitat due 

to the implementation of the Proposed Action would not cause an increase honeycreeper deaths due to 

avian malaria. Because adult honeycreeper survival would not increase with an increase in mosquito egg 

and larval habitat, the impacts  avian malaria transmission to special-status Hawaiian honeycreepers 

would remain unchanged under the Proposed Action. Because there would not be an increase in avian 

malaria transmission, no impacts are expected to occur to special-status Hawaiian honeycreepers. 

6.2 No Action Alternative 
The No Action Alternative would result in no Water Lease being issued by the State. Under the No 

Action Alternative, the EMI Aqueduct System would continue to divert non-government-owned water 

from the Collection Area (i.e., approximately 30 percent of the water available from the Collection Area) 

and also continue to divert water from private lands outside the License Area (currently estimated to be 

approximately 3.37 mgd). Should this be sufficient for EMI to continue operation and maintenance of the 

system, then the activities would have impacts comparable to the Proposed Action. Should EMI abandon 

the aqueduct system, no water would be diverted from the Collection Area or delivered to the Service 

Area; road and aqueduct maintenance activities would not take place. As a result, human noise and 

activity along the EMI Aqueduct System would be reduced from current levels to none. This would be 

beneficial for plants and wildlife because there would be no potential for vehicle strikes, crushing, or 

displacement. The roads and the EMI Aqueduct System would go into disrepair and likely become 

overgrown, which could reduce or reverse current levels of habitat fragmentation. If the areas that are 

currently maintained are abandoned, over time, vegetation in these areas would go through successional 

change in composition, diversity, and structure and slowly change to include more woody species (shrubs 

and trees) at the expense of the herbaceous and grass species that generally exist in mowed roadside and 

other maintained locations. Successional change would ultimately move toward more woody species in 

areas that are abandoned. However, the proportion of invasive species to native species would likely 

remain similar to current. 

Increased water flows in the streams would likely have very little impact on terrestrial flora and fauna. 

Impacts on aquatic flora and fauna (i.e., damselflies and mosquitoes) would vary depending on the 

eventual condition of each stream (Trutta 2019).  

With a significantly reduced water delivery to the Service Area, it is likely that some proportion of the 

agricultural fields would be abandoned and become fallow, especially if securing new sources of water  

is cost prohibitive. If the EMI Aqueduct System is abandoned, an even greater amount of land would 

become fallow. In Central Maui, the abandonment of fields would result in a pattern of succession  

of weedy plants, beginning with herbaceous species and grasses such as wild sugarcane (Saccharum 

spontaneum), Guinea grass, and swollen fingergrass. Tree tobacco, castor bean, and woody species such 
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as African tulip, albizia, Java plum, and Christmas berry would ultimately follow. Few to no native 

species would colonize the fields in the foreseeable future. Holding ponds would dry up and fill in, which 

would eliminate nest and foraging habitat for endangered Hawaiian waterbirds and foraging habitat for 

migrant shorebirds and migrant waterfowl. Assuming the lands in the Service Area continue to remain 

fallow, over time, biodiversity could gradually rise as the establishment of woody species would increase 

the complexity of the habitat structure, which would provide more nesting opportunities for MBTA-listed 

birds such as cattle egret, northern cardinal, mourning dove, and house finch. The potential for tree 

tobacco to colonize abandoned fields would be beneficial for the Blackburn’s sphinx moth because  

it would increase available breeding habitat.  

6.3 Water Lease Volume Alternative 
The Water Lease Volume alternative is understood as a modification (reduction) to the volume of water 

that is diverted from East Maui streams that would be available for diversion under the CWRM IIFS 

D&O. As a consequence of this alternative, the overall amount of water that could be diverted to meet 

domestic and agricultural water demands in Upcountry Maui, as well as the community of Nāhiku, and 

agricultural demands in Central Maui would be reduced. As a result, the EMI Aqueduct System would 

require more routine maintenance of the open ditches due to vegetation growth within the ditches and 

access into the License Area due to less flowing water in the system. Human noise and activity along the 

EMI Aqueduct System would increase from current levels because of additional maintenance required. 

This would increase the potential for negative impacts such as vehicle strikes, crushing, or displacement 

from current levels. The increased water flows in the streams would likely have very little impact on 

terrestrial flora and fauna. Impacts on aquatic flora and fauna (i.e., damselflies and mosquitoes) would 

vary depending on the eventual condition of each stream (Trutta 2019). 

If the Water Lease is issued and does not authorize the use of sufficient amounts of water needed for the 

lessee to pursue diversified agriculture in the Service Area, alternative sources might be pursued, such  

as the construction of new wells, desalinization facilities, or reservoirs. The effects are comparable  

to those of the No Action Alternative. With less water awarded from what would be available to divert  

in compliance with the CWRM IIFS D&O, it is likely that some proportion of the agricultural fields 

would be abandoned and become fallow, especially if securing new sources of water is cost prohibitive.  

If the EMI Aqueduct System is abandoned, an even greater amount of land would become fallow. The 

effects of field abandonment in the Service Area would be identical to those described for the No Action 

Alternative.  

6.4 Water Lease Term Alternative 
The Water Lease Term Alternative is understood as a modification to the term for which the Water Lease 

will be awarded for other than the proposed term of 30 years. As a consequence of this alternative, should 

the lease term be shorter, diversified agriculture may not be able to come to fruition in Central Maui (i.e., 

the Service Area).  

The term may be too short or risky to initiate and maintain a large scale diversified agricultural operation. 

As a result, the agricultural fields may be abandoned and an even greater amount of land would become 

fallow. The effects of field abandonment in the Service Area would be identical to those described for the 

No Action Alternative.  
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6.5 Management Alternative 
The Management Alternative is understood as a change of the entity that manages the diversion of water 

from East Maui streams. Currently, the EMI Aqueduct System is managed by the East Maui Irrigation 

Company in partnership with Mahi Pono, LLC. As a consequence of this alternative, the EMI Aqueduct 

System would in turn be managed by another entity other than the current operators. This alternative 

would be comparable to the Proposed Action.  

Should another entity manage the diversion of water from the East Maui streams, the EMI Aqueduct 

would still require maintenance, and therefore, there would still be a need for access into the License 

Area. Effects from the Management Alternative would be identical to those described under the Proposed 

Action.  

6.6 Modified Lease Area Alternative 
The Modified Lease Area Alternative is understood as the License Area being reduced in size, allowing 

more public access into the area from current levels. As a result, the current License Area would see an 

increase in public access.  

An increase in public access to the current License Area as part of any proposed project alternative would 

have a potential impact to the flora and fauna species that are present in the License Area. Access into the 

License Area would presumably allow for hiking, hunting, gathering, and other recreational and/or 

cultural activities to take place. An increase in these activities would result in increased vegetation 

trampling, which, depending on degree of access and use of the area, may have a significant impact on 

existing flora. In addition, the potential for weed, rapid ʻōhiʻa death, and little fire ant introduction and 

invasion would increase. Weeds, by definition, can outcompete most flora for space and nutrient 

resources. Weed invasions, if they were to occur, would decrease the quality and quantity of habitat 

available for native plant species, which in turn may decrease the quality of critical habitat for the Maui 

parrotbill and crested honeycreeper. The presence of vehicles and humans for various activities in the 

License Area could disrupt the normal behavior of wildlife and temporarily displace individuals from 

roadside habitat. Human noise and activity would increase due to an increase in access, which would have 

a negative impact on wildlife.  

Increasing the area open to public use would increase the potential for these impacts to flora and fauna to 

take place and potentially increase the intensity of the impacts throughout the License Area. Should the 

License Area be modified for greater public access, the intensity of these impacts would be greater if the 

public is allowed in the eastern portion of the License Area, as the analysis in this report demonstrates 

that native and unique flora and fauna species are more likely to occur in the eastern portion of the 

License Area. Allowing public access to the western portion of the License Area may have a lesser 

negative impact on biological resources. Hence, under this alternative, it is recommended that the lessee 

work with the respective State agency to design an appropriate boundary that protects the integrity and 

safety the EMI Aqueduct System and staff, as well minimize public access to the eastern portions of the 

License Area as currently proposed. 
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7 AVOIDANCE AND MINIMIZATION MEASURES 

7.1 Flora 
Although no plant species listed or proposed for listing as threatened or endangered under the ESA  

or candidates for possible future listing as threatened or endangered under the ESA were found during 

ground surveys of the License Area, portions of the aqueducts transect wet cliffs, and other suitable 

habitat for these species. For this reason, a botanical monitor should be on-site during any maintenance 

activities on cliffsides, near waterfalls, and in other native species–dominated areas to ensure that  

no listed or candidate species are impacted. The botanical monitor should possess the following 

qualifications: 

• Familiarity with the plants of the area, including special-status species 

• Familiarity with natural communities of the area, including special-status natural communities  

• Experience conducting floristic field surveys 

• Experience with analyzing impacts of development on native plant species and natural 

communities 

It is recommended that EMI should continue to take measures to mitigate the spread of foreign pests in 

the watershed by cleaning boots, equipment, and machinery prior to entry along the EMI Aqueduct 

System. It is understood that EMI staff is careful to clean machinery before relocating to different sites 

within the License Area and outside the License Area. To avoid the unintentional introduction or transport 

of new invasive plant species or little fire ant into more pristine portions of the License Area during 

aqueduct maintenance activities, all equipment and vehicles arriving from outside the License Area 

should be power-washed and inspected prior to any maintenance activities and any time equipment is 

relocated on cliffsides, near waterfalls, and in other native species–dominated areas in the License Area.  

Native forests in east Maui are largely dominated by one tree species, ʻōhiʻa, which is under threat from 

two fungal pathogens, Ceratocystis lukuohia and Ceratocystis huliohia. Both pathogens ultimately kill 

ʻōhiʻa trees and are easily spread on shoes, gear, tools, and equipment. For this reason, it is very important 

that all maintenance work in this region employ the following cleaning procedures. When working around 

or cutting ʻōhiʻa, all tools and gear should be cleaned before and after use, especially when used  

on infected ʻōhiʻa. To clean, all soil should be brushed off tools and gear and sprayed with a solution  

of 70 percent rubbing alcohol. Shoes and clothes should also be cleaned before and after entering forests 

with hot water and soap. Tires and the undercarriage of the vehicles should be washed with a high-

pressure water source to remove all soil or mud, especially after traveling from an area with Rapid ʻŌhiʻa 

Death and/or after traveling off-road. 

Construction materials arriving from outside Maui should also be washed and/or visually inspected  

(as appropriate) for excessive debris, plant materials, and invasive or harmful non-native species (plants, 

amphibians, reptiles, and insects). When possible, any raw materials used in maintenance activities should 

be purchased from a local supplier on Maui to avoid introducing non-native species not present on the 

island. Inspection and cleaning activities should be conducted at a designated location.  

The inspector must be a qualified botanist/entomologist able to identify invasive species that are  

of concern relevant to the point of origin of the equipment, vehicle, or material. Invasive species that 

should be checked for during inspections can be found at the following online locations: 
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• U.S. Department of Agriculture, Hawai‘i State-listed Noxious Weeds: 

http://plants.usda.gov/java/noxious?rptType=State&statefips=15  

• Maui Invasive Species Committee Target Pests: http://mauiinvasive.org/misc-target-pests/  

7.2 Fauna 
To minimize potential impacts to fauna, the following measures should be followed: 

• Regular on-site staff should be trained to identify special-status species with the potential to occur 

on-site and should know the appropriate measures to be taken if they are present. 

• If tree trimming occurs in the ʻiʻiwi, Maui parrotbill, and crested honeycreeper range (as defined 

in Section 5.2.5) from November to June, a qualified biologist should survey the trees for active 

nests of these species. 

• If a downed tree must be removed from a road, trail, or other passageway, it will be inspected for 

the presence of active bird nests, specifically the nest of an MBTA-protected species, that may 

have been present prior to the tree falling. If an active nest is found, it should be protected in 

place until the chicks fledge. 

• If a Hawaiian goose, Hawaiian stilt, or Hawaiian coot is observed in the area during construction 

activities, all activities within 100 feet (30 m) of the species should cease, and work should not 

continue until the species leaves the area on its own accord. 

• If a Hawaiian goose nest is discovered, all activities within 150 feet (46 m) of the nest should 

cease, and the USFWS should be contacted. Work should not resume until directed by the 

USFWS. 

• If felling of standing trees occurs during the bat breeding season, direct impacts could occur  

to juvenile bats that are too small to fly but too large to be carried by a parent. To minimize this 

impact, no trees taller than 15 feet (4.6 m) should be trimmed or removed between June 1 and 

September 15. 

• The use of barbless top-strand wire is recommended for all fence construction to avoid 

entanglement of Hawaiian hoary bat. 

• A qualified biologist should work closely with the USFWS and monitor ESA-listed damselflies  

to ensure activities do not have a negative impact. 

7.2.1 Seabirds 

To minimize potential impacts to seabirds, the following measures should be followed:  

• Construction activity should be restricted to daylight hours as much as practicable during the 

seabird peak fallout period (September 15 to December 15) to avoid the use of nighttime lighting 

that could attract seabirds. 

• All outdoor lights should be shielded to prevent upward radiation. This has been shown to reduce 

the potential for seabird attraction. A selection of acceptable, seabird-friendly lights can be found 

online at the Kauai Seabird Habitat Conservation Program website: http://www.kauai-

seabirdhcp.info/lighting-homes-businesses/. 

• Outside lights not needed for security and safety should be turned off from dusk through dawn 

during the fledgling fallout period (September 15 to December 15). 

http://plants.usda.gov/java/noxious?rptType=State&statefips=15
http://mauiinvasive.org/misc-target-pests/
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7.2.2 Blackburn’s Sphinx Moth 

To minimize impacts to Blackburn’s sphinx moth, the following measures should be followed: 

• A biologist familiar with the species should survey areas of proposed activities for Blackburn's 

sphinx moth and its larval host plants prior to work initiation. Surveys should be conducted 

during the wettest portion of the year (usually November–April or several weeks after  

a significant rain) and within 4 to 6 weeks prior to construction. Surveys should include searches 

for eggs, larvae, and signs of larval feeding (chewed stems, frass, or leaf damage). If moths or the 

native aiea  (Nothocestrum spp.) or tree tobacco over 3 feet tall are found during the survey, 

USFWS should be contacted for additional guidance to avoid take.  

• If no Blackburn's sphinx moth, aiea, or tree tobacco are found during surveys, measures should  

be taken to avoid attraction of Blackburn's sphinx moth to the project location to prohibit tree 

tobacco from entering the site. Tree tobacco can grow greater than 3 feet tall in approximately  

6 weeks. If it grows over 3 feet, the plants may become a host plant for Blackburn’s sphinx moth. 

Therefore, any tree tobacco less than 3 feet tall should be removed. The site should be monitored 

every 4 to 6 weeks for new tree tobacco growth before, during, and after the proposed ground-

disturbing activity. Monitoring for tree tobacco can be completed by any staff, such as 

groundskeeping or regular maintenance crew, provided with picture placards of tree tobacco  

at different life stages.   
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Figure A-1. Location of License and Service Areas. 
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Figure A-2. License Area Watersheds. 
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Figure A-3. License Area HIGAP vegetation classes 
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Figure A-4. Service Area HIGAP vegetation classes. 
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Figure A-5. License Area botanical critical habitat 
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Figure A-6. License Area wildlife habitat types 
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Figure A-7. Service Area wildlife habitat types 
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Figure A-8. Maui parrotbill and crested honeycreeper critical habitat 
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Table B-1. Vegetation Cover Types Present in the License and Service Areas 

Vegetation Cover  
Type by Location 

Description 

License Area  

Deschampsia 
Grassland 

Vegetation is dominated by the bunchgrass Deschampsia australis, in dry-mesic to wet-mesic 
settings at subalpine elevations on gentle to moderate slopes. Sparse native shrubs such as 
Styphelia, Vaccinium, Geranium, etc. may be found between grass tussocks.  

Native Shrubland 
(alien grasses) 

Vegetation is dominated by a mixture of mostly native shrubs and alien grasses, typically along the 
transition between native-dominated shrublands at higher elevations and Alien Grassland below. 
Heterogeneous signatures are often complicated by steep and complex terrain. 

Native Shrubland/ 
Sparse ʻŌhiʻa (native 
shrubs) 

Vegetation is dominated by shrubs, typically in dry to dry-mesic settings, often at high montane and 
subalpine elevations but occasionally in lowland dry and mesic settings. Typical dominants include 
pukiawe (Styphelia), ‘a‘ali‘i (Dodonaea), and ‘ōhi‘a (Metrosideros); subalpine examples are often 
strongly dominated by Styphelia; lower elevation occurrences are more mixed. 

Native Wet Cliff 
Vegetation 

Vegetation is dominated by shrubs and ferns, on a steep aspect, from lowland to montane 
elevations, in wet settings. Typical species include Metrosideros, Coprosma, Vaccinium, Machaerina, 
and Dicranopteris. 

Uluhe Shrubland Vegetation is dominated by a shrubland (technically, a fernland) of uluhe (Dicranopteris linearis) 
and/or other native mat ferns (e.g., Sticherus, Diplopterygium), generally on moderate and steep 
mesic to wet slopes, from lowland to montane elevations, typically on windward island slopes. This 
vegetation type often has a varying presence of native shrubs and sparse native trees, which 
typically includes ‘ōhi‘a (Metrosideros polymorpha).  

Closed Koa-ʻŌhiʻa 
Forest (native shrubs) 

Vegetation is dominated by a closed canopy of koa (Acacia koa) and ‘ōhi‘a, (Metrosideros 
polymorpha) with varying understories dominated by hāpu‘u (Cibotium sp.), native shrubs, strawberry 
guava (Psidium cattleianum), or uluhe (Dicranopteris linearis), generally on moderate mesic to wet 
slopes, from lowland to montane elevations.  

Closed Koa-ʻŌhiʻa 
Forest (uluhe) 

Vegetation is dominated by a closed canopy of koa (Acacia koa) and ‘ōhi‘a, with varying understories 
dominated by uluhe (Dicranopteris linearis), generally on moderate mesic to wet slopes, from lowland 
to montane elevations. 

Closed ʻŌhiʻa Forest 
(native shrubs) 

Vegetation is dominated by a closed canopy of ‘ōhi‘a (Metrosideros polymorpha) and other native 
trees, with varying understories dominated by hāpu‘u Cibotium sp.), native shrubs or uluhe 
(Dicranopteris linearis), generally on moderate mesic to wet slopes from lowland to montane 
elevations.  

Closed ʻŌhiʻa Forest 
(uluhe) 

Vegetation is dominated by a closed canopy of ‘ōhi‘a (Metrosideros polymorpha) and other native 
trees, with varying understories dominated by uluhe (Dicranopteris linearis), generally on moderate 
mesic to wet slopes, from lowland to montane elevations. 

Open ʻŌhiʻa Forest 
(native shrubs) Vegetation is dominated by an open canopy of ‘ōhi‘a (Metrosideros polymorpha) and other native 

trees, with an understory dominated by hāpu‘u tree ferns (Cibotium spp.), alien grasses, native 
shrubs, or uluhe (Dicranopteris linearis) and/or other native mat ferns, (e.g., Sticherus, 
Diplopterygium), typically at lowland-montane elevations, in mesic-wet zones. 

Open ʻŌhiʻa Forest 
(uluhe) 

Vegetation is dominated by an open canopy of ‘ōhi‘a (Metrosideros polymorpha) and other native 
trees, with an understory dominated by uluhe (Dicranopteris linearis) and/or other native mat ferns, 
(e.g., Sticherus, Diplopterygium), typically at lowland-montane elevations, in mesic-wet zones. 

Low Intensity 
Developed 

Adopted with minor changes from the Coastal Change Analysis Program’s Low Intensity Developed 
land cover class, thus defined: “Contains substantial amounts of constructed surface mixed with 
substantial amounts of vegetated surface. Small buildings (such as single family housing, farm 
outbuildings, and sheds), streets, roads, and cemeteries with associated grasses and trees typically 
fall into this subclass.” 

Alien Grassland Vegetation consists of uncharacterized mixed alien grasslands, often at low elevations, often as part 
of complex vegetation mosaics of grass, shrubs, and trees. This class includes large areas 
dominated by fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum), buffel grass (Cenchrus ciliaris), kikuyu grass 
(Pennisetum clandestinum), and other species. This class also includes the planted grass of parks 
and golf courses. 
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Vegetation Cover  
Type by Location 

Description 

Kikuyu Grass 
Grassland/Pasture 

Vegetation consists of large areas dominated by kikuyu grass. This class also includes pastures. 

Alien Forest Vegetation consists of mixed, typically dense canopies of alien tree species, often plantation forest 
plantings, with dominants, including but not limited to Eucalyptus, Casuarina, Falcataria, Araucaria, 
Fraxinus, Melaleuca, Psidium, and Grevillea spp. Found at lowland and montane, wet-mesic to mesic 
settings, often at the lower elevation edge of forest reserves. 

Uncharacterized 
Forest 

Vegetation consists of an open-closed canopy forest, most often at low elevations, part of a complex 
mosaic of naturalized alien vegetation in a mosaic of forest, shrubland, and grassland. Small 
occurrences of native forest also may be found in this class. 

Uncharacterized 
Open-Sparse Vegetation 

Vegetation is dominated by open to sparse vegetation, occurring at all elevations, part of a complex 
mosaic of naturalized alien vegetation in a mosaic of forest, shrubland, and grassland. May also 
include very sparse native vegetation at higher elevations and pioneer native vegetation. 

Uncharacterized 
Shrubland 

Vegetation is dominated by mixed, typically closed shrub vegetation, occurring at a variety of 
elevations, part of a complex mosaic of naturalized alien vegetation in a mosaic of surrounding 
forest, shrubland, and grassland. May also include small occurrences of native shrubland. 

Very Sparse Vegetation 
to Unvegetated 

Largely unvegetated, typically open lava or cinder substrates occupying dry settings at subalpine and 
alpine elevations (Maui and Hawai‘i Islands) but also occurring in lower dry settings, especially on 
very young lava flows in the earliest seral stages or weathered soil or rock substrates on older 
islands. 

Service Area  

Deschampsia Grassland See above. 

Native 
Shrubland/Sparse  
ʻŌhiʻa (native shrubs) 

See above. 

Closed ʻŌhiʻa Forest 
(native shrubs) 

See above. 

Open ʻŌhiʻa Forest 
(uluhe) 

See above. 

Water Inland water bodies and coastal fishponds of at least 0.36 hectare in area. This class is primarily 
derived from the National Hydrography Dataset. 

Agriculture Vegetation is dominated by planted lands of variable physiognomy, with annual to multiyear stability. 
May include ordered rows of tree plantings (often dense) in agricultural-zoned lands, typically in 
lowland mesic and wet settings. May include a wide variety of dominants, including macadamia, 
coconut, banana, guava, papaya, sugarcane, pineapple, coffee, vegetable crops, and fallow fields. 

Alien Shrubs and 
Grasses 

Highly variable mixed shrubland/grassland is dominated locally by one or more species, including 
Lantana camara, koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala), Christmasberry (Schinus terebinthifolius), klu 
(Acacia farnesiana), fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum), buffel grass (Cenchrus ciliaris), kikuyu 
grass (Pennisetum clandestinum), and other species. Often grades into agricultural plantings or 
mixed alien grasslands. 

High Intensity 
Developed 

Adopted with minor changes from the Coastal Change Analysis Program’s High Intensity Developed 
land cover class, thus defined: “Contains little or no vegetation. This subclass includes heavily built-
up urban centers as well as large constructed surfaces in suburban and rural areas. Large buildings 
(such as multiple family housing, hangars, and large barns), interstate highways, and runways 
typically fall into this subclass.” 

Low Intensity  
Developed 

See above. 

Alien Grassland See above. 

Alien Shrubland Vegetation consists of highly variable mixed shrubland dominated locally by one or more species, 
including Lantana camara, koa haole, Christmasberry, klu, and others. Often grades into agricultural 
plantings or mixed alien grasslands. 

Alien Forest See above. 
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Vegetation Cover  
Type by Location 

Description 

Closed Kiawe-Koa 
Haole Forest and 
Shrubland 

Vegetation is dominated by a closed canopy of the alien shrubs/trees kiawe (Prosopis pallida) and 
koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala), typically found in dry coastal settings, with dense stands 
adjacent to fresh groundwater sources near sea level.  

Open Kiawe Forest  
and Shrubland (alien 
grasses) 

Vegetation is dominated by an open canopy of the alien shrub/tree kiawe (Prosopis pallida), with an 
understory of alien grasses (most often Cenchrus ciliaris), and grading into Koa Haole Shrubland 
and/or Fountain Grass/Buffel Grass Grassland. Typically found in dry coastal settings, with dense 
stands adjacent to fresh groundwater sources near sea level.  

Uncharacterized  
Forest 

See above. 

Uncharacterized Open-
Sparse Vegetation 

See above. 

Uncharacterized 
Shrubland 

See above. 

Very Sparse Vegetation 
to Unvegetated 

See above. 

Source: Gon et al. 2006. 
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Figure C-1. Photograph of the Alien Forest vegetation type, which occurred frequently 
throughout ground surveys of the License Area. Plant species in this photograph 
include paperbark (Melaleuca quinquenervia), eucalyptus (Eucalyptus spp.), 
shoebutton ardisia (Ardisia elliptica), strawberry guava (Psidium cattleianum), Job’s 
tears (Coix lachryma-jobi), and Koster’s curse (Clidemia hirta). 

 
Figure C-2. Photograph of the Open ʻŌhiʻa Forest vegetation type with the Uluhe 
Shrubland vegetation type in the foreground, taken during ground surveys of the 
License Area. Plant species in this photograph include ohia (Metrosideros 
polymorpha) and uluhe (Dicranopteris linearis). 
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Figure C-3. Photograph of the Native Wet Cliff vegetation type, taken during 
ground surveys of the License Area. Plant species in this photograph 
include Cyrtandra cf. grayi, Cyclosorus parasiticus, and a Machaerina 
species. 
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Figure C-4. Photograph of the Uncharacterized Open-Sparse vegetation type, taken 
during ground surveys of Piʻinaʻau Road in the License Area. Plant species in this 
photograph include Job’s tears (Coix lachryma-jobi), Guinea grass (Urochloa 
maxima), tick trefoil (Desmodium triflorum), sensitive plant (Mimosa pudica var. 
unijuga), elephant’s-foot (Elephantopus mollis), and shoebutton ardisia (Ardisia 
elliptica). 

 
Figure C-5. Photograph of the Agriculture vegetation type, taken during ground 
surveys of the Service Area. Plant species in the background include sugarcane 
(Saccharum officinarum) and Guinea grass (Urochloa maxima). Some weedy 
herbaceous plants were seen nearby, including little bell (Ipomoea triloba) and 
cheeseweed (Malva parviflora). 
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Figure C-6. Photograph of the vegetation found along Paia Mill Road, in the Service 
Area, which includes the Alien Grassland and Alien Forest vegetation types. Alien 
Grassland species in the foreground include swollen finger grass (Chloris barbata), 
Guinea grass (Urochloa maxima), and pitted beardgrass (Bothriochloa pertusa). Tree 
and shrub species in the background include Taiwanese cheesewood (Pittosporum 
pentandrum), Koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala), Christmas berry (Schinus 
terebinthifolius), and kiawe (Prosopis pallida). 

 
Figure C-7. Photograph of one of the holding ponds in the Service Area, which provide 
habitat for several non-native wetland species and non-native shrubs and trees. Plants 
in the foreground include California grass (Urochloa mutica), Java plum (Syzygium 
cumini), and Koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala). Plants in the background include 
primrose-willow (Ludwigia octovalvis), sourbush (Pluchea carolinensis), Taiwanese 
cheesewood (Pittosporum pentandrum), and Christmas berry (Schinus 
terebinthifolius). 
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Figure C-8. Photograph of the typical vegetation around High Intensity Developed areas 
in the Service Area. Species in these areas include cultivated plants and tolerated weed 
species. Shown in the foreground are snowbush (Breynia disticha), mock orange 
(Murraya paniculata), panax (Polyscias guilfoylei), St. Augustine grass (Stenotaphrum 
secundatum), and morning glory (Ipomoea obscura). 
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Table D-1. Voucher Specimen Descriptions 

Species Name Location Elevation Collection Year 

Clermontia samuelii Kawaipapa Stream, along stream on wet cliff walls, above 
Nahiku-Hana area 

856 m 2013 

Clermontia samuelii 
ssp. hanaensis 

East Maui, Hana District, Nahiku AHU, Tr 9(32), north slope of 
Haleakala, east of Kuhiwa Stream and Valley 

 3,210 feet 1980 

Clermontia samuelii 
ssp. hanaensis 

Hana District, Kawaipapa Stream, above Nahiku-Hana area 936 m 2013 

Cyanea copelandii ssp. 
haleakalaensis 

Koʻolau Gap, Keʻanae Valley, east Piinaau drainages 884 m 2007 

Cyanea duvalliorum East Maui, Ke‘anae Valley – 1911 

Cyanea duvalliorum Trail east of Keʻanae and up the ridge between West and East 
Wailuaiki Stream 

– 1920 

Cyanea hamatiflora 
ssp. hamatiflora 

Keʻanae Valley – 1927 

Cyanea hamatiflora 
ssp. hamatiflora 

East Maui, Hana District, Koʻolau Forest Reserve, in gulch along 
East Wailuaiki Stream 

975 m 1980 

Cyanea horrida Makawao District, upper western tributary of Honomanu Stream, 
northeast of Pu‘u Luau, Waikamoi Preserve 

6,000 feet 2008 

Cyanea horrida Waikamoi Preserve, Honomanu Gulch 6,800 feet 1989 

Cyanea horrida Makawao District. Waikamoi Preserve, below Hosmer Grove 1,785 m 2013 

Cyanea horrida Northeast Haleakala, near Keʻanae Valley – 1954 

Cyanea horrida East Maui, Nahiku – 1909 

Cyanea kunthiana East Maui, northeast of Keʻanae Valley 1,524 m 1954 

Cyanea kunthiana East Maui, Hana District, Nahiku watershed, east of Kuhiwa 
Stream and Valley, Koʻolau Forest Reserve 

1,777 m 1980 

Cyanea kunthiana East Maui, Waikamoi, Hāmākua, East Maui, along the trail to 
Honomanu Gulch 

914–1,219 m 1910 

Cyanea kunthiana East Maui, Waikamoi, Slopes of Haleakala, wet forest between 
Waikamoi and Honomanu Gulch, along Kula Pipeline trail 

4,200 feet 1910 

Cyanea kunthiana East Maui, Hana District, Nahiku watershed, north slope of 
Haleakala, east of Kuhiwa Stream and Valley, Koolau Forest 
Reserve 

1,746 m 1980 

Cyanea maritae East Maui, Keʻanae – 1911 

Cyanea mceldowneyi Makawao District, Honomanu Gulch, on spur trail from west rim 
into stream 

3,680 feet 2013 

Cyanea mceldowneyi Makawao District, Honomanu Gulch 3,800 feet 2013 

Cyanea mceldowneyi Makawao District, Nahiku watershed, north slope of Haleakala, 
east of Kuhiwa Stream and Valley 

978 m 1980 

Geranium multiflorum East Maui, upper Honomanu Gulch 2,042 m 1984 

Ischaemum byrone Pauwalu Point, near Keʻanae 5 m 1933 

Ischaemum byrone Pauwalu Point, Keʻanae 24 m 1978 

Ischaemum byrone Hana District; Keʻanae, Pauwalu Point, sea cliffs 53 m 2012 

Melicope balloui East Maui, Makawao District, Waikamoi Preserve, western 
Honomanu drainage basin 

6,050 feet 2011 
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Species Name Location Elevation Collection Year 

Melicope balloui East Maui, Makawao District, Waikamoi Preserve, western 
Honomanu drainage basin, east-northeast of Pu‘u Luau 

5,900 feet 2012 

Melicope balloui East Maui, Makawao District, Waikamoi Preserve, Honomanu 
drainage basin 

6,000 feet 2012 

Melicope ovalis East Maui, Hana District, western Keʻanae Valley, Pi‘ina‘au Stream 2,225 feet 2014 

Melicope ovalis East Maui, Hana District, Keʻanae Valley/Ko‘olau Gap 3,720 feet 2011 

Wikstroemia villosa East Maui, Makawao District, eastern Honomanu drainage basin 4,700 feet 2012 

Wikstroemia villosa Nahiku – 1909 

Source: Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum Herbarium Pacificum. 2015. 
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Table E-1. Endangered and Threatened Fauna Species (Federal and State) with the Potential to Occur in the License Area and Service 
Area 

Common Name 
(Scientific Name) 

Status* Range or  
Habitat Requirements† 

Potential for Occurrence in  
License and Service Areas 

Birds    

Crested honeycreeper  
(Palmeria dolei) 

Endangered Found in East Maui in forest habitat at least 4,200 feet in elevation. It feeds on nectar 
from the ‘ōhi‘a flower and other native plants and will also eat insects and fruits. 

Known to occur in the license area; the 
license area is within their known range. 

ʻIʻiwi  
(Vestiaria coccinea) 

Threatened Found in closed forest habitat composed of tall ‘ōhi‘a trees or ‘ōhi‘a and koa tree 
mixed forests. It feeds on nectar from ‘ōhi‘a, mamane, and lobelioids (USFWS 
2017a).  

Known to occur in the license area; one 
was aurally detected while conducting 
pedestrian surveys below an elevation of 
1,500 feet. 

Maui parrotbill  
(Pseudonestor xanthophrys) 

Endangered Found in forest habitat from 4,300 to 6,800 feet in elevation, in subcanopy trees and 
understory plants. Parrotbills feed on insect larvae by splitting dry branches. 

Known to occur in the license area; the 
license area is within its known range. 

Hawaiian coot 
(Fulica alai) 

Endangered Found in wetland habitat. This species is associated with emergent marshes in 
lowland valleys, reservoirs, and occasionally in high-elevation plunge pools. Nests 
are built on floating vegetation. 

Known to occur in the service area; 
Hawaiian coot were observed in the holding 
ponds during the survey. 

Hawaiian stilt 
(Himantopus mexicanus 
knudseni) 

Endangered Prefers a variety of wetland habitats but is limited by water depth and vegetation 
cover. This species loafs in open mudflats, sparsely vegetated pickleweed mats, and 
open pasturelands. Specific water depths of 5 inches are required for optimal 
foraging. Nest sites are frequently separate from feeding sites, and stilts move 
between these areas daily. Nesting sites are adjacent to or on low islands within 
bodies of fresh, brackish, or salt water. 

Known to occur in the service area; 
Hawaiian stilt were observed in the holding 
ponds and on access roads during the 
survey. 

Hawaiian duck 
(Anas wyvilliana) 

Endangered Found in lowland, river valley, and mountain stream wetland habitats. This species 
nests on the ground near water (USFWS 2011).  

May occur; foraging habitat occurs in the 
license area and service area and it could 
nest in vegetation adjacent to the mountain 
streams and holding ponds. 

Hawaiian goose or nēnē 
(Branta sandvicensis) 

Endangered Frequents shrubland, grassland, wetland, rocky, and developed/agricultural habitats. 
It does not require standing or flowing water for successful breeding but will use it 
when available. Nest sites include various habitat types ranging from beach strand, 
shrubland, and grassland to lava rock, in elevations ranging from coastal lowlands to 
alpine areas (Banko 1988; Banko et al. 1999).This species’ current distribution has 
been highly influenced by captive-bred releases into the wild. 

Known to occur. Suitable foraging habitat 
occurs in the grassland and shrubland 
habitats of the license area and service 
area. 

Hawaiian petrel 
(Pterodroma sandwichensis) 

Endangered Breeding season is from March to October, during which time this species nests in 
some of the main Hawaiian Islands, notably on Maui, Lānaʻi, and Kaua‘i. This species 
nests in burrows, primarily in remote locations in forest, shrubland, grassland, rocky, 
and cliff habitats, near large rock outcrops, under cinder cones, under old lichen-
covered lava, or in soil beneath dense vegetation. This species was once abundant 
on all main Hawaiian islands except Ni‘ihau. Currently, the largest known breeding 
colonies are found at Haleakala Crater on Maui and on the summit of Lānaʻi. Other 
colonies are on Kaua‘i, the Island of Hawai‘i, and possibly Moloka‘i. 

May occur in the license area and fly over 
the service area. Hawaiian petrels may 
nest in the grassland, shrubland, and cliff 
habitats in the license area and may fly 
over the service area at night while 
transiting between nest sites and the 
ocean. It is not likely to land or use habitat 
in the service area because nesting habitat 
does not occur there. 
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Newell’s shearwater 
(Puffinus auricularis newelli) 

Threatened During its 9-month breeding season (April through November), this species nests in 
forest, shrubland, grassland, rocky, and cliff habitats under ferns on forested 
mountain slopes and needs an open downhill flight path through which it can become 
airborne. Nest burrows are used year after year, usually by the same pair of birds. 
This species was once abundant on all of the main Hawaiian Islands and has been 
documented breeding on Maui in small numbers (Ainley et al. 1997).  

May occur in the license area and fly over 
the service area. Newell’s shearwater may 
nest in the grassland, shrubland, and cliff 
habitats in the license area and may fly 
over the service area at night while 
transiting between nest sites and the 
ocean. It is not likely to land or use habitat 
in the service area because nesting habitat 
does not occur there. 

Band-rumped storm petrel 
(Oceanodroma castro) 

Proposed 
endangered 

This species is found in several areas of the subtropical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. 
In Hawai‘i, this species is known to nest on Kaua‘i, Lehua Islet, and the Island of 
Hawai‘i. It likely nests in remote cliff habitat locations. Only three inactive nests have 
ever been found in the Hawaiian Islands; all were located in small caves or crevices. 
Adults of this species visit the nest site after dark. Vocalizations have been heard 
within Haleakala Crater (USFWS 2016). When not at nest locations, it forages on the 
open ocean. 

May occur in the license area and fly over 
the service area. Band-rumped storm petrel 
may nest in the grassland, shrubland, and 
cliff habitats in the license area and may fly 
over the service area at night while 
transiting between nest sites and the 
ocean. It is not likely to land or use habitat 
in the service area because nesting habitat 
does not occur there. 

Mammals    

Hawaiian hoary bat 
(Lasiurus cinereus semotus) 

Endangered This species is found primarily from sea level to 7,500 feet, although it has also been 
observed above 13,000 feet. The Hawaiian hoary bat can be found in forest, 
shrubland, grassland, wetland, rocky, cliff, and developed/agricultural habitats. Most 
of the available documentation suggests that this elusive bat roosts among trees in 
forested areas. It has been observed on the Islands of Hawai‘i, Maui, Moloka‘i, Oʻahu, 
and Kaua‘i.  

Likely to occur in the license area and 
service area. Bat roosting could occur in 
the Forest and Agriculture habitats and 
foraging could occur in Forest, Grassland, 
Shrubland, Wetland, Agriculture, Water, 
and Cliff habitats.  

Reptiles    

Green sea turtle 
(Chelonia mydas) 

Threatened The green sea turtle is found worldwide in warm seas. It occupies three habitat types: 
open beaches, open sea, and feeding grounds in shallow, protected waters. Nesting 
occurs throughout the Hawaiian archipelago. This species has been documented 
transiting some Hawai‘i rivers up to 2 miles (3 kilometers) inland. 

Unlikely to occur in the license and service 
areas. The license area contains streams 
that connect to the ocean. The green sea 
turtle is not able to traverse the steep 
waterfalls in the license area and the 
wetland habitat in the service area does not 
connect to the ocean. 

Hawksbill sea turtle 
(Eretmochelys imbricata) 

Endangered The hawksbill sea turtle is found in warm tropical waters worldwide. It is a shy tropical 
reef–dwelling species that feeds on jellyfish, sea urchins, and sea sponges. It may 
also eat algae that grows on the reef. In Hawai‘i, nesting occurs on the Islands of 
Hawai‘i, Maui, Moloka‘i, and O‘ahu. 

Unlikely to occur in the license and service 
Areas. The hawksbill sea turtle is not 
known to travel up streams in Hawai‘i. 
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Invertebrates    

Blackburn’s sphinx moth  
(Manduca blackburni) 

Endangered Occurs in topographically diverse landscapes from sea level to 5,000 feet that contain 
low to moderate levels of non-native vegetation. The Blackburn’s sphinx moth uses 
shrubland, grassland, rocky, and developed/agricultural habitats. Most historical 
records were from coastal or lowland dry forest habitats in areas receiving less than 
50 inches annual rainfall. The non-native tree tobacco is a typical host plant for the 
species. 

May occur in the service area. Tree 
tobacco was documented throughout the 
service area. 

Flying earwig Hawaiian 
damselfly  
(Megalagrion nesiotes) 

Endangered The biology of the flying earwig damselfly is not understood, and it is not known if it 
prefers standing or flowing water. The only confirmed population occurs along a 
single stream in East Maui that is adjacent to cliff habitat with uluhe (USFWS 2017b). 

Known to occur in the license area. The 
flying earwig Hawaiian damselfly occurs 
within and adjacent to wetland and cliff 
habitat. 

Orangeblack Hawaiian 
damselfly  
(Megalagrion xanthomelas) 

Endangered Occurs within anchialine pool, coastal, lowland dry, and lowland mesic ecosystems in 
wetland habitat. On Maui, this species is known to occur at an undisclosed location in 
the West Maui mountains (USFWS 2016) and near anchialine pools in East Maui 
(Polhemus et al. 1999). 

May occur in the license area. The 
orangeblack Hawaiian damselfly in known 
to occur at an undisclosed location in East 
Maui near anchialine pools. 

Pacific Hawaiian damselfly  
(Megalagrion pacificum) 

Endangered Occurs almost exclusively in wetland habitat that consists of seepage-fed pools along 
overflow channels in the terminal reaches of perennial streams in areas surrounded 
by dense vegetation (USFWS 2017b). 

Known to occur in the license area. The 
Pacific Hawaiian damselfly occurs in and 
adjacent to wetland habitat. 

Yellow-faced bee  
(Hylaeus anthracinus) 

Endangered Known to occur at two locations (Kanaio and Manawainui [Magnacca 2005] on Maui 
in the coastal and lowland dry ecosystems. 

Unlikely to occur; not known to occur in the 
license area and service area. 

Yellow-faced bee  
(H. assimulans) 

Endangered Currently known to occur at only two locations on Maui in coastal and lowland dry 
forest habitat (USFWS 2016). 

Unlikely to occur; not known to occur in the 
license area and service area. 

Yellow-faced bee  
(H. longiceps) 

Endangered Currently restricted to small patches of coastal and lowland dry habitat on Maui 
(USFWS 2016). 

Unlikely to occur; not known to occur in the 
license area and service area. 

* Federal (USFWS) status definitions: Endangered = Any species considered by the USFWS as being in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range. The ESA specifically prohibits the 
take of a species listed as endangered. Take is defined by the ESA as to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to engage in any such conduct. Proposed = Any species of 
fish, wildlife, or plant that is proposed in the Federal Register to be listed under Section 4 of the ESA. Threatened = Any species that is likely to become an endangered species within the foreseeable future 
throughout all or a significant portion of its range. The ESA specifically prohibits the take of a species listed as threatened. 
† Unless otherwise noted, data are from USFWS (2014). 
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Background and Statement of Objectives 
In May 2001, Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B) and its subsidiary, East Maui Irrigation Company, 
Limited (EMI) (also collectively referred to as A&B), filed an application for the Sale of Lease (Water 
License) at Public Auction (“Water Lease Application”) with the Board of Land and Natural 
Resources (BLNR) seeking a long-term (30-year) lease for the “right, privilege, and authority to 

enter and go upon” the License Area “for the purpose of developing, diverting, transporting, and 

using government-owned water” (“Water Lease”). 

An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is being prepared by Wilson Okamoto Corporation 

(WOC) in support of the Water Lease Application. At the request of WOC, Mason Architects, Inc. 
(MAI) has prepared this report to assist the decision-making by assessing the impacts to 

architectural resources if the Water Lease is issued or if other alternative actions are taken. 

The Proposed Action constitutes the issuance of a long-term Water Lease for the continued “right, 
privilege, and authority to enter and go upon” the License Area for the “purpose of developing, 
diverting, transporting, and using government owned waters” through the existing EMI Aqueduct 
System to deliver water to the County Of Maui Department of Water Supply (MDWS) for domestic 

and agricultural water needs in Upcountry Maui, including agricultural users at the Kula Agricultural 
Park (KAP), as well as the Nāhiku community. It will also allow for the continued provision of water 
to approximately 30,000 acres of agricultural lands (formerly in sugarcane) in Central Maui. The 

Water Lease will enable the lessee to continue to go on State-owned lands to maintain and repair 
existing access roads and trails used as part of the EMI Aqueduct System. 

As an over one hundred-year-old aqueduct system, it is understood that the EMI Aqueduct System 

is a historic resource. The Proposed Action, in itself, does not propose any modifications to the EMI 
Aqueduct System, and, thus will have negligible impact on historic properties. Therefore, and 

because of the expansive size and complexity of the EMI Aqueduct System, this report is less an 

inventory, and more a reference/typology guide for irrigation systems and their components. As 

such, identification, documentation, and photography of each individual resource is not provided nor 
is there a tally of all historic resources within the License Area, or individual evaluations of each 

resource. 

Although a decision on the issuance of the Water Lease will not result in any modifications to the 

EMI Aqueduct System, a recent action taken by the Commission on Water Resource Management 
(CWRM) that is unrelated to the Water Lease mandates modifications to the EMI Aqueduct System. 
On June 20, 2018, the CWRM issued a decision and order setting Interim Instream Flow Standards 

(IIFS) for many of the streams within the License Area. The CWRM decision ordered full stream 

restoration for 10 streams and some flow restoration on additional streams. Compliance with the 

CWRM decision requires modifications to many of the stream diversion works that are part of the 

EMI Aqueduct System. Diversions requiring partial restoration of stream flow would involve 

adjustments to sluice gates. Such adjustments are within the normal operation of a diversion 

structure, and would have no impact on its historic value. Full stream flow restoration may require 

removal to permanently end the stream diversion function of the sluice gates. Hence, this report 
focuses on those particular components of this extensive aqueduct system. Compliance with the 

CWRM decision, however, is independent of the Water Lease Application. In other words, the 

modifications to the stream diversion works needed to comply with the IIFS decision are required 

whether the Water Lease is issued or not. 

Because these modifications are mandated and must be implemented whether or not a Water 
Lease is issued, the modifications required for implementation of the IIFS are discussed generally 
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resources. This includes reviewing prior reports written on the License Area, including Kalo Kanu O 

Ka Aina, A Cultural Landscape Study of Ke-anae and Wailuanui, Island of Maui (July 1995), as well 
as Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. Archaeological Literature Review and Field Inspection for the 

Proposed Lease (Water Lease) for the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo License Areas 

(East Maui Aqueduct System), Multiple Ahupua‘a, Makawao and Hāna District, Maui Island, TMKs: 
[2] 1-1-001:044, 50, 1-1-002:002, 1-2-004:005, 007 (por.), 2-9-014:001, 005, 011, 012, 017 (2019), 
other books and newspaper articles. MAI worked closely with EMI Managers Garret Hew and Mark 

Vaught to obtain historical information about the EMI Aqueduct System. 

Mapping 
The locations of the 20 representative stream diversion features are identified on location map 

(Figure 2). 

3 

but not analyzed as impacts of the Proposed Action or alternative actions. Under alternative 

scenarios (No Action Alternative and Reduced Water Lease Alternative), however, additional 
modification to the EMI Aqueduct System would result. This report assesses potential impacts 

under those conditions. 

Project Team 
This Historical Structure Assessment was written by MAI under contract to WOC. MAI Research 
Section Director and architectural historian Polly Tice, and architectural historian Dee Ruzicka, are 
responsible for its preparation. Dee Ruzicka undertook fieldwork on the 

EMI Aqueduct System, performed research, and wrote the report. Polly Tice provided project 
oversight on scope and content, as well as quality assurance reviews and edits to the written 

content. Ms. Tice and Mr. Ruzicka both meet and exceed the Secretary of the Interior’s (SOI) 
Professional Qualification Standards [36 CFR § 61] for Architectural Historian. Trina DeNuccio 

assisted with graphics preparation, and Leslie Jones assisted with mapping. 

Methodology 
The Proposed Action, in itself, does not propose any modifications to the EMI Aqueduct System, 
and, thus, will have negligible impact on historic resources. Therefore, and because of the 

expansive size and complexity of the EMI Aqueduct System, this report is less an inventory, and 

more a reference/typology guide for irrigation systems and their components. As such, 
identification, documentation, and photography of each individual resource is not provided, nor is 

there a tally of all historic resources within the License Area, or individual evaluations of each 

resource. 

Photographs and Fieldwork 
Digital photographs were taken in the field between May 15 and 18, 2018, of the 20 representative 

stream diversion features and 31 sluice gate examples. Representative features and examples 

were chosen for this report to illustrate the wide variety of feature types while also being accessible 

in the field for photography. For components other than stream diversions and sluice gates that 
were not observed during the fieldwork, photographs in EMI’s files were used in this assessment. 
All examples of field photos taken by MAI that were used for this report have an orientation / 
directional notation. MAI worked closely with EMI Managers Garret Hew and Mark Vaught to 

understand how the system works, with the selection of the representative examples of features to 

be surveyed for the report, and with coordinating the fieldwork. 

Historical Research 
Historical research was undertaken to assist in developing the context of EMI Aqueduct System’s 
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Boundary Explanation and Justification 
The boundary of the state-owned License Area includes four areas in East Maui, known as the 

Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo License Areas. See Figure 1 map prepared by Wilson 

Okamoto Corp. for the EIS Preparation Notice. The EMI Aqueduct System operates in a larger 
Collection Area that includes thousands of acres (privately owned lands in addition to the state- 
owned lands). 

 

 
Figure 1: Water lease areas in the EMI system. (Source: Wilson Okamoto Corp.) 

 
Setting 
The License Area is located completely in East Maui and within the State Land Use Conservation 

District. The larger Collection Area functions as a watershed to collect rainwater, which is then 

diverted and transported within the EMI Aqueduct System to the drier, central part of Maui, as well 
as to the County of Maui Department of Water Supply (MDWS), which in turn services water to 

Upcountry Maui, including the agricultural users at Kula Agricultural Park (KAP), and the Nāhiku 

community. As such, the East Maui area is characterized primarily by undeveloped, native forest 
subject to very high average annual rainfall (approximately 250 inches). Natural features include 

valleys, streams, waterfalls, and wetland forest. Constructed features include: dams, ditches, 
flumes, intakes, siphons, sluice gates, stream diversions, tunnels, roads, bridges, walkways, and 

weirs. 
 
The EMI Aqueduct System includes 24 miles of ditches, 50 miles of tunnels, various flumes, weirs, 
aqueducts, small dams, and stream diversion intakes. There are 36 streams identified by CWRM 
within the License Area1. Of these 36 streams, the EMI Aqueduct System has historically diverted 
water from 34 of these streams. 

                                                            
1 The Draft Environmental Impact Statement identifies 37 streams within the License Area. CWRM did not identify Puakea 
Stream within the IIFS.  
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Table 1 summarizes the 20 stream diversions surveyed for this report in the EMI Aqueduct System, 
and their locations are shown in Figure 2. The basis for MAI’s estimated year built dates is provided 

separately, in Appendix D. 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Location map of 20 EMI Aqueduct System features surveyed. (Source: MAI) 
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Table 1 – 20 EMI Aqueduct System Stream Diversions Surveyed 
# Feature Name Estimated 

year built 

Ditch Intake 

Type 

Main 

Sluice 

Gate 

Type 

(in dam) 

2nd 

Sluice 

Gate 

Type 

(intake) 

3rd Sluice 

Gate 

Type 

(throw 

out) 

Additional 

water 

throw out 

gate 

Notes 

001 Makapipi 1904 Koolau A ratchet     
002 Hanawi 1904 Koolau A ratchet     

 

 

 

 
003 

 

 

Ko Piliula West 

 

 

1914 

 

 

Koolau 

 

 

A 

 

 

geared x2 

 

 

geared 

  Ditch water is co-mingled in 

impounded pool. Stilling wall and 

sluice gate at intake. 
004 Wai o Hue Pre-1960 Koolau B  board adj. board adj.   
005 Na ili ili Haele 1920s Lowrie A ratchet    Stilling wall. 
006 Wailua Nui West 1923 Koolau A ratchet    Sluice gate in dam is removed. 
007 Wailua Nui East 1923-24 Koolau A ratchet    Sluice gate in dam is removed. 

 

 

 

008 
 
Wailua Iki West 

 
1923-24 

 
Koolau 

 
A 

 
ratchet 

 
board adj. 

  Stilling wall and sluice gate at 
intake. 

 
009 

 
Wailua Iki East 

 
1923-24 

 
Koolau 

 
A 

 
ratchet 

 
board adj. 

  Stilling wall and sluice gate at 
intake. 

 

 

 

010 
 
Hoolawa Haiku 

 
1923 

 
Haiku 

 
A 

 
geared 

 
ratchet 

  Stilling wall (submerged) and sluice 

gate at intake. 
 

 

 

011 
 
Banana Intake 

 

 

 

1924 
 
Spreckles 

 
A 

 
ratchet 

   Stilling wall and sluice gate at 
intake. 

 
012 

 
Main Honomanu 

 
1923-24 

 
Spreckles 

 
A 

 
geared 

 
geared 

  Stilling wall and sluice gate at 
intake. 

013 Kolea Power House Pre-1960 Koolau B  board adj. ratchet thread. shaft  
014 Kaaiea 1928 Center C   ratchet   
015 Hoalua 1929 Lowrie B  board adj. ratchet   
 
016 

 
Hoolawa Lii Lii 

 
Pre-1960 

 
Lowrie 

 
A 

 
ratchet 

   Ditch water is co-mingled in 

impounded pool. 
017 Hoolawa Nui Pre-1960 Lowrie C   ratchet   

 

 

 

018 
 
Pii Naau 

 
Pre-1960 

 
Koolau 

 
D 

   
board adj. 

 
board adj. 

Not an intake,  a water  throw out 
from ditch 

 

 

 

019 
 
Wai Kamoi 

 
Pre-1960 

 
Center 

 
A 

 
ratchet 

   Ditch water is co-mingled in 

impounded pool. Stilling wall. 
 

 

 

020 
 
Kolea 

 
Pre-1960 

 
Center 

 
A 

 
ratchet 

   Ditch water is co-mingled in 

impounded pool. Stilling wall. 

          
Intake Type Descriptions         
A = Close the sluice gate in the dam for intake       
B = Open the intake sluice gate for intake        
C = Throw out gate controls intake, close throw out sluice gate for intake     
D = a water throw out from ditch        
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Historical Overview, East Maui Irrigation 
 
The following history is excerpted with permission from Cultural Surveys Hawaii, Inc.’s 

Archaeological Literature Review and Field Inspection for the Proposed Lease (Water Lease) for 

the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo License Areas (East Maui Aqueduct System), Multiple 

Ahupua‘a, Makawao and Hāna District, Maui Island. TMKs: [2] 1-1-001:044, 50, 1-1-002:002, 1-2- 
004:005, 007 (por.), 2-9-014:001, 005, 011, 012, 017.2 

 
 

The Growth of Early Sugar in East Maui 

With the decline of the whaling industry in the Pacific in the mid- to late-1800s, the 

Hawaiian Islands attracted a new generation of managers, professionals, and 

entrepreneurs who would reshape the landscape for western enterprises and pursuits. 
Samuel T. Alexander and Henry  P. Baldwin were prominent in this  movement. 
Alexander had been sent from his family home at Lahainaluna to study at Oahu 

College (Punahou School) in Honolulu followed by studies at Williams College in 

Massachusetts. Alexander returned to Lahainaluna in 1862 as a teacher, and he is 

credited with using irrigation for improving the town’s sugar cane and banana yields 

with his students (Dean 1950).Reverend Dwight Baldwin (1798-1886) had arrived in 

the Hawaiian Islands in 1831 and was stationed at Lahaina between 1835 and 1870. 
During the early 1850s, Rev. Baldwin had been granted 2,675 acres of land in 

northwest Maui. This land holding became the basis for enterprises expanding over 
areas of West Maui undertaken by his son, Henry P. Baldwin, during subsequent 
decades of the nineteenth century (Dean 1950). 

With the ratification of the treaty of reciprocity with the United States in 1876, the future 

success of sugar in the Hawaiian Islands seemed assured. At that time, several small 
plantations in the districts east of Wailuku and Kahului and north of Makawao 

developed new plans to expand the growing of sugar. The Haiku Plantation, managed 

by Samuel T. Alexander, as well as the Paia Plantation of Henry P. Baldwin, and the 

Grove Ranch Plantation of T. H. Hobron all suffered from frequent drought. In 1867, 
Samuel. T. Alexander proposed a massive construction project to bring mountain 

water from the streams of East Maui west to their plantations along the slopes of 
Haleakalā (Kuykendall 1967:64). 

The stockholders of the Haiku Plantation agreed to back the project. On 30 September 
1876, the government of Hawai‘i gave permission to the plantations of Maui to take 

water from the principal six streams of the region and convey the water by ditch to their 
fields, for an annual rental of $100. The grant for the water was to last for 20 years, 
with the stipulation that the ditch construction be completed within the next two years 

(Kuykendall 1967:64). The system by which mountain water was brought from East 
Maui to the Haiku Plantation fields in Ha‘ikū and further west onto the isthmus of Maui 
was the breakthrough that the sugar industry needed to flourish (Wilcox 1996:127). 

 
 

 

2 Prepared for: Wilson Okamoto Corporation. Prepared by: Trevor M. Yucha, B.S., Zachariah D. Royalty, B.S., and 

Hallett H. Hammatt, Ph.D., of Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc., Wailuku, Hawai‘i. Job Code: MAUI 26. December 2018. 
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The “Hamakua Ditch Company” was organized on November 2, 1876, and specifically 

allotted the shares and costs and the divisions of water to the various plantations, as 

thus; 

The ownership, share of costs and division of water were 9/20ths Haiku Sugar 
Company, 5/20ths the Alexander and Baldwin Company, 2/20ths James Alexander, 
and 4/20ths T. H. Hobron. Construction of the Hamakua Ditch, which consisted of a 

combination of an open ditch, tunnels and iron pipes, was carried on throughout 1876- 
1877. Funding for the project was accomplished by the agency of Castle & Cooke. 
Castle & Cooke agreed to finance the project, with the belief that Samuel T. Alexander 
and Henry P. Baldwin could bring the ditch project in for between $25,000 to $50,000 

(Kuykendall 1967:64). 

Thrum (1877:39-42) in Hawaiian Annual and Almanac for 1878, published a 

description of the project: 

The digging of the ditch was a work of no small magnitude. A large gang of men, 
sometimes numbering two hundred, was employed in the work, and the providing of 
food, shelter, tools, etc., was equal to the care of a regiment of soldiers on the march. 
As the grade of the ditch gradually carried the line of work high up into the woods, cart- 
roads had to be surveyed and cut from the main road to the shifting camps. All the 

heavy timbers for flumes, etc. were painfully dragged up hill and down, and in and out 
of deep gulches, severely taxing the energies and strength of man and beast, while 

the ever-recurring question of a satisfactory  food supply created a demand for 
everything eatable to be obtained from the natives within ten miles, besides large 

supplies drawn from Honolulu and abroad. (Thrum 1877:39-42) 

When construction got under way, Samuel T. Alexander and Henry P. Baldwin began 

to find out what a monumental job they had tackled. Torrential rains and landslides 

plagued the project. Workers had to hack their way through jungle and descend sheer 
cliffs by rope. When the men balked at the final barrier of the sheer drop of over 300 

feet at the Māliko Gulch, Henry P. Baldwin, who had lost an arm in a sugar mill 
accident, shamed them into returning to work by sliding down a rope with his one good 

arm (Taylor et al. 1976:87). 

In July 1877, the first water began flowing through the ditch. It reached the parched 

Haiku Plantation 24 hours later – barely one day before the deadline set in the royal 
grant. Approximately 60 million gallons of water a day were soon running through the 

aqueduct system. The ditch had cost $80,000, which was paid for by Castle & Cooke. 
At the same time that the success of the Hamakua Ditch became known in the islands, 
the wealthy refiner of beet sugar in San Francisco, Claus Spreckels, arrived in 

Honolulu. Seeing the early success of the Alexander and Baldwin partnership, 
Spreckels moved fast to do business with the sugar growers of Hawai‘i. Within three 

weeks, he had bought more than half the sugar crop of 1877 and was laying plans to 

take over the industry as a one-man monopoly (Taylor et al. 1976:87). 

Spreckels had watched the Hamakua-Haiku Ditch development on Maui with special 
interest, hoping it would fail so that he could pick up the pieces. Anticipating the 

success for the future of sugar at East Maui, Spreckels acquired 8,000 acres of barren 
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plain adjacent to Ha‘ikū and the Alexander & Baldwin properties. He then leased 

24,000 acres of Crown land in Wailuku through an agreement with a prominent 
member of the royal family. In 1882, Spreckels was able to obtain title to these lands 

in fee simple. All he needed was water. Here, Spreckels turned to his friend, Kalakaua; 
the newly-elected king of the Hawaiian Islands. Kalakaua dismissed his cabinet, whom 

had previously turned down Spreckels’ application for water from the same general 
area as Alexander & Baldwin’s Hamakua Ditch. A new cabinet was appointed by the 

king, who then approved a new right to water for Spreckels. Spreckels went on to build 

his own ditch and develop his Maui lands into a profitable sugar plantation (Taylor et 
al. 1976:88-89). 

Spreckels was quick to consolidate his gains. His sugar venture on Maui was named 

“Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company,” His expenditures on irrigation and mill 
machinery were lavish, and his Spreckelsville plantation was nothing short of 
magnificent. When Claus Spreckels received permission to the use of water found in 

East Maui, he built his own ditch from Honomanū stream to Maui’s south shore (Wilcox 

1996). 

The Rise of Commercial Enterprise in Hāna 

A 2 February 1897 article in The Hawaiian Star discusses the future of the Hāna region 

from the perspective of the continued growth of industry and commerce in Hawai‘i at 
the turn of the century (The Hawaiian Star 1897). Hāna and the undeveloped slopes 

of East Maui are described as one of the last natural environments remaining in the 

State in the following excerpts: 

“The district of Hana is one of the least known to the general public of any districts on 

the Islands. Beyond the fact that there are three sugar plantations, viz: Hana, 
Reciprocity and Kipahulu, the average citizen of Honolulu knows very little about it. It 
is one of the districts that, like Kona and Puna, will one of these days awake out of 
sleep. 

The prospects of the Hana district are good. The sugar plantations lie on the belt of 
the undulating land at the extreme east of the Island. To the northwest of Hana 

Plantation there is an extent of country stretching for twelve or fourteen miles, which, 
at one time, supported a large population, but which at present time has only a 

scattered villages here and there. 

The energy to develop these lands must come from without, it can never come from 

within. Again, it is not only energy and capital that are required, but roads. The roads 

of the portion of the Hana district have hardly been touched since the days of Dr. Judd, 
who, so far as memory serves, had the present so-called road constructed.” (The 

Hawaiian Star 1897:4) 

The ambition for successful commercial cultivation in East Maui continued to be the 

focus of all endeavors throughout the mid- and late-1800s. Sugar, coffee, and rubber 
plantations were started throughout the region with high hopes of success. A 19 

December 1898 article in The Hawaiian Star documents a large land sale in Nāhiku 

and describes the beginning of “the awakening” of the region to foreign industry in the 

following excerpts: 
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“The land sale which took place at Paia on Saturday afternoon, December 17th, was 

indeed a phenomenal one. There were three lots for sale, and each of them sold for a 

little over five times the appraised price. 

The lands in question are situated in Nahiku among the Palis of East Maui. A couple 

years ago it would have been hard to give the land away and no one wanted it, unless 

the chances of permanent government and therefore capital were assured. So the 

land lay  a waste of guava scrub, ferns, ohia, kukui, lauhala and so forth. The 

thundering waterfalls crashed over the cliffs and the streams roared over their rocky 

beds to the ocean, with no tribute to the soil in the shape of irrigation. For miles there 

would be no habitation. 

Now all this is being changed. The district, one of the most fertile on the Islands, 
awakes out of its lethargy. The valleys which have only heard the roar of the cataract 
and the rush of the stream will wake to the sound of the steam whistle and the ax, and 

man will enter upon his kingdom. Cultivation and civilization will reign, but the wild 

beauty of the Koolau district will be gone. Again this is progress under annexation.” 

(The Hawaiian Star 1898) 

East Maui Irrigation Company 

The East Maui Irrigation Company (EMI) Aqueduct System was constructed to deliver 
water from the abundant watersheds of East Maui into coastal and central isthmus 

plantations to aid in sugar production. The aqueduct system has been in use for over 
134 years and continues to collect water today for both private and municipal entities. 
The EMI Aqueduct System, at the time of this writing, contains 50 miles of tunnels, 24 

miles of open ditches, 13 inverted siphons and flumes, and approximately 388 intakes. 
In addition, the system is served by approximately 62 miles of private roads, and a 

solar powered radio telemetry system to monitor ditch flow. The catchment begins at 
roughly 1,300 ft elevation and delivers water to Central Maui at an elevation of 1,150 

ft, covering 18 miles from its western to eastern extent. 

Built at a time when Hawai‘i was still an independent kingdom, the EMI Aqueduct 
System was the first of its kind both in the Pacific and on the West Coast of the U.S. It 
is also the largest privately financed, constructed, and managed irrigation system in 

the U.S. The initial construction of the first section of the aqueduct system in the 1870s, 
named Old Hamakua, began the engineering trend of catchment ditches that would 

later fuel the sugar industry on Kaua‘i, O‘ahu, Hawai‘i, and Maui, making sugar the 

major economic sector of Hawai‘i for over a century. The aqueduct system itself is 

composed of a mosaic of multiple smaller ditches, all built at different times by different 
groups of financiers and engineers (ASCE 2001). 

Hawai‘i was moving through many economic and demographic shifts in the late 1800s 

following the intensification of Western commerce, including the continued drift of rural 
populations toward town centers, which made water a highly contested and protected 

resource on islands such as O‘ahu where these demographic trends were most 
pronounced. This is largely because water had to be diverted from distant watersheds 

to support growing cities. The legality surrounding watershed catchment was 

continuously challenged for leaving too-little water for residents where streams were 
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diverted by the government (Wilcox 1996). Regardless of the dismay this may have 

caused, the costs of abandoning water catchment had to be carefully balanced by the 

Kingdom, since much more than the municipal water supply hung in the balance. In 

Sugar Water: Hawaii’s Plantation Ditches, Carol Wilcox (1996:27) states: 

“Hawaii moved steadily through this transition because it always had something that it 
could trade. At first the orient traded for Hawaiian sandalwood; then the whaling fleet 
needed crew and provisions; there was California Gold Rush market; the westerners 

wanted land-and these commodities all became available. Both the markets and the 

resources, however, were limited, and before long they were “used up.” Unless it 
developed a new commodity, Hawaii ran the risk of becoming a political and economic 

non-entity, a backwater nation. This did not fit the vision that the monarch, the resident 
haole, or the people had for the future of the kingdom.” (Wilcox 1996:27) 

The prospect of growing sugar in Hawai‘i was very appealing to the Kingdom as it 
would provide a renewable economic base. This view was further exemplified in 1876 

by “An Act to Aid the Development of the Resources of the Kingdom” in which eminent 
domain rights reserved for public purposes (such as water) could be applied by the 

government to private enterprises for the development of sugar (Wilcox 1996). Along 

with the Reciprocity Act of 1876 that allowed the duty-free export of Hawaiian sugar to 

the mainland U.S., the groundwork had been set for the start of the sugar industry in 

the archipelago (ASCE 2001). This new industry would require a vast amount of water 
as exemplified by the poem about sugar cane named The Crop by Beryl Blaich: “And 

water, all the water you can find, dig, direct, scrounge, divert, tunnel and hold. Bring 

the water tribute to me, King Cane” (Beryl Blaich in Wilcox 1996:v). 

Old Hamakua, the first catchment marking the start of the EMI Aqueduct System, was 

constructed during the reign of King Kalakaua. This section of ditch was constructed 

by Henry P. Baldwin, Samuel T. Alexander, and James M. Alexander between 1876 

and 1878 under the name of the Hamakua Ditch Company. The result of the project 
was 17 linear miles of non-lined ditch finished in the last days of the deadline imposed 

by the Kingdom (Wilcox 1996). This ditch was servicing Ha‘ikū fields by July 1877 with 

the water it harvested from Kailua, Hoalua, Huelo, Hoolawa, and Honopou streams on 

its way to the terminus at Nailiilihaele Stream. 

The second addition to the aqueduct system was the Spreckels Ditch, also known as 

the Haiku Ditch, constructed between 1879 and 1880. The lease granted to Spreckels 

gave him rights to all water not already in use by 30 September 1878, the same date 

as the deadline for the completion of the Old Hamakua Ditch. Taking advantage of his 

unrestricted access to all streams not currently under collection, the Haiku Ditch was 

twice as long, three times as large, carried 50 percent more water than the Hamakua 

Ditch, and stretched from Honomanū Stream to the Kīhei boundary (Wilcox 1996). The 

ditch was 30 miles long and could deliver up to 60 million gallons per day (mgd), 
costing nearly half a million dollars by the time it was completed (ASCE 2001). The 

breadth and scale of this endeavor would redefine standards of water collection for the 

sugar industry in Hawai‘i. The massive Haiku Ditch was the first developed by a foreign 

engineer, named Herman Schussler, a trend that would continue for all future additions 

to the EMI Aqueduct System (Wilcox 1996). Shortly after Spreckels formed the 
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Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Company (HC&S), construction also began on 

Center Ditch (1898), Manuel Luis Ditch (1900), and the Lowrie Ditch (1899-1901) by 

Schussler (ASCE 2001). 

In 1898, Spreckels lost controlling interest of HC&S to the agency of Alexander & 

Baldwin, who took up and completed construction of the Manuel Luis and Lowrie 

Ditches. Along with the Center Ditch, these two sections completed a lower elevation 

catchment running through the Hāmākua Loa and Ko‘olau regions. Most notable was 

the Lowrie Ditch, sometimes called the Lowrie Canal, named after the manager from 

the HC&S plantation and mills at Spreckelsville, William J. Lowrie. The 22 mile-long 

Lowrie Ditch could deliver 60 million gallons per day and contained seventy-four 
tunnels (totaling 20,850 ft, with a single tunnel of 1,955 ft), 19 flumes (totaling 1,965 

ft), and 12 siphons carrying water from distant Honomanū Valley to the central isthmus. 
This ditch was also engineered by a foreign expert, E. L. Van Der Neillen, and 

constructed by Japanese laborers under the direction of Carl Jensen (Wilcox 1996). 

Following the completion of the Manuel Luis/Center/Lowrie Ditch extensions, the next 
large irrigation project for the Hamakua Ditch Company would be the Koolau Ditch, 
constructed between 1904 and 1905 by M. M. O’Shaughnessy. This extension of 
irrigation catchment reached an additional 10 miles toward the Hāna Region and 

consisted of 7.5 miles of tunnel and 2.5 miles of open ditch and flume. Given the 

extreme difficulty of working in the narrow and deep gulches of the region it was 

necessary to build a road alongside the ditch where it passed into tunneled rock, the 

span of these borings ranged from 300 to 2,710 ft in length (Wilcox 1996). It is this 

road that was famously travelled by author Jack London in 1905 (The Honolulu 

Advertiser 1914). This newest ditch section extended out to Makapipi Stream in Nāhiku 

and cost the Hamakua Ditch Company $511,330 to complete. The Koolau Ditch was 

constructed concomitantly with the New Hamakua ditch, transferring the Ko‘olau water 
further west toward Hāmākua Loa, located parallel to the Lowrie ditch but further 
upslope (Wilcox 1996). 

In 1908 the Hamakua Ditch Company was succeeded by their new business entity, 
EMI. The purpose of this new entity was to develop and administer the surface water 
collection for all plantation entities under the Alexander & Baldwin umbrella, including 

the newly acquired Kīhei Plantation. Shortly after this transition, in 1912, EMI added 

lining to the Koolau Ditch bed and started construction on the Kauhikoa Ditch. The 

Kauhikoa Ditch collected the water originating in the Koolau/New Hamakua Ditches 

and carried them further west through Ha‘ikū, Pā‘ia, and further out to Pu‘unene in the 

central isthmus. This newest extension was completed in 1915 at 29,910 linear ft and 

carrying 110 million gallons per day. Shortly after starting the Kauhikoa Ditch EMI also 

started construction of the New Haiku Ditch in 1913. Construction of this lower altitude 

ditch, running from Halehaku gulch in Peahi to dry North Kīhei, was completed in 1914 

with a finished length of 54,044 ft and a daily delivery of 100 mgd. The much longer 
New Haiku Ditch was completed faster than its Kauhikoa contemporary as the terrain 

it had to traverse was less severe (Wilcox 1996). Plans for the last major addition to 

EMI’s catchment system, the Wailoa Ditch, was started in 1918. By the time this ditch 

was completed in 1923 it was the highest capacity channel in the entire network and 

had a greater median flow than any natural river in Hawai‘i. The Koolau Ditch was 
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connected to the new Wailoa section, being diverted away from the New Hamakua 

Ditch, and connected to a series of hydro-electric power plants on the north shore of 
Maui. The Wailoa Ditch consists of 51,256 ft of mostly lined tunnel, and its water 
capacity ranged from 160 mgd upon completion to a later increased capacity of 195 

mgd. This ditch ran parallel to, and above, the earlier New Hamakua and Kauhikoa 

Ditches (Wilcox 1996). 

Upon completion of the major ditch features, EMI commanded the runoff water of a 

combined 50,000 acres, of which EMI owned 17,000 acres and the State of Hawai‘i 

owning the balance and directed it toward their 30,000-acre sugar plantation and into 

Maui Department of Water Supply. Accompanying the water collection infrastructure 

were 12 siphons, 62 miles of road, 15 miles of telephone line, and numerous small 
feeders, dams, reservoirs, intakes, pipes, and flumes. The totality of the collection 

system was managed by four license areas (Huelo, Honomanū, Ke‘anae, and Nāhiku) 

that dictated the circumstances and conditions under which EMI could collect the 

runoff from the various Government lands it crossed. The development and 

improvement of the EMI Aqueduct System over time has cost nearly $5,000,000, 
compared to its modern assessment of nearly $200,000,000 to create a comparable 

system. 
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Irrigation Ditch System Overview 
 

 

Figure 3: Typical features found in Hawai‘i’s irrigation ditches (Source: 
Thematic Context Study: Hawaii’s Irrigation Ditches, Mason Architects, Inc. 
2018) 
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The EMI Aqueduct System is a network comprised of many different built components, and sluice 

gates are components of larger, important features. To follow is a general description of a 

representative Hawaiian sugar cane irrigation system. 

A typical Hawaiian irrigation ditch for a sugar plantation originally delivered water across variable 

terrain, from the source (intake) to the cane fields. Ditch intakes typically consisted of a small dam 

of lava rock and concrete masonry erected across a stream bed to impound water behind it. As 

impounded water would rise to a certain level, it would flow into a channel, or intake, behind the 

dam. This would mark the beginning of that section of ditch. Multiple intakes could be located along 

the run of a ditch, wherever there was a suitable stream. Generally, the impounding dam was built 
low across the stream so that a heavy stream flow will wash over it. A light stream flow could be 

completely occluded by the dam. Occasionally, intake channels were built to accept water from a 

flowing spring, or from a pumped well. 

The layout and design of an irrigation ditch system was planned using a field survey that plotted 

elevations along the route. The ditch was dug to provide a gradient to keep water flowing, but not so 

steep as to allow water to build up speed that would result in greater erosion. Generally, the  

gradient of a ditch was between about 1" to 4" of slope for each 25' of ditch run. Probably the most 
common treatment of ditch channels that exist today is a relatively thin concrete lining applied to the 

earth sides and bottom of the ditch. Ditch linings of concrete slabs, masonry of lava rock and 

concrete mortar, and unlined earth are also found. Sometimes ditches were routed into natural 
stream beds for a portion of their runs. 

 
 

 
Figure 4: Kekaha Ditch, Kaua‘i (possibly above the Mana Plain) ca. 1907. The gate in the photo is the inlet 
for a siphon. (Source: Private collection of Chris Faye, Kekaha, Kauai) 
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In places where ditches were routed across an area with a short and steep drop, concrete raceways 

were used with deep boxes at their lower ends to collect and still the descending water. Even with a 

mild gradient, erosion and scour is amplified at turns of the ditch. To minimize this, gentle turns  

were used where possible and the ditch walls were reinforced at sharper turns, often with lava rock 

and concrete masonry. 
 

 
Figure 5: A wooden flume in West Maui. Date unknown. (Source: Wilcox, Sugar Water.) 

 

Whenever possible, ditches were run to follow the contour of the terrain while maintaining their 
sloping gradient. It was often more expedient to bridge a gulch or canyon rather than weave the 

ditch completely in and out of gulches. This was accomplished using a flume (Figure 5) for a narrow 

gulch, and a siphon for a wider gulch or canyon. Although digging a ditch in the open was quicker 
and cheaper than tunneling, it was likewise often more expedient to go underground and cut a 

tunnel through ridges rather than follow the contour around them. 

Because source water for irrigation ditches was frequently from a stream that flowed most 
productively during times of heavy rain, when the sugar crop was also getting well-watered, 
reservoirs were used to store water for times when it was needed most. Sometimes, such as at the 

Hamakua Coast of the Big Island, ditch water was used primarily for fluming cane to the mills. 
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Glossary of Other Built Components of the EMI Aqueduct System 
Numerous other built components in the EMI Aqueduct System were noted during the selected- 
sluice gate survey (there are no plans under the current project to modify these features). These 

are described below. 
 
Bridges 
Bridges are used along the trail route that provides access to the ditches and their features. Bridges 

span gulches and streams. They are typically concrete slab construction with either curbs at their 
edges or solid concrete parapets. Some are inscribed with the year built. 

 
 
 
Dams 

Figure 6: Bridge at Banana Intake stream diversion carries 

an access trail over the stream. (Source: MAI, 2018) 

Dams are built in the streambed to impound water in order to draw water into ditches. Dams are 

typically of concrete or masonry (lava rock with concrete mortar) construction. They are typically 

built with lava cobbles that are laid uncoursed, or are of poured concrete. Some dams are built of 
faced, uncoursed, irregular lava rock, and some are quarry-faced rectangular blocks laid in courses 

with concrete mortar. Dams have sluice gates to regulate the amount of water impounded and to 

allow the stream to flow when no water is needed for the associated intake. Contrast dams with 

weirs are designed to have water flow over them. Most dams are less than 6' high, however some 

in larger streambeds can be up to 14' in height. 
 

 
Figure 7: Dam at Wailuanui West Stream diversion 

impounds stream water for intake. (Source: MAI, 2018) 
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Ditches 
Ditches carry the collected water along a gently sloping grade across the terrain and deliver it to 

planted fields. They can be built of varying dimensions, from about 2' wide to over 10' wide and can 

be unlined or lined with concrete or masonry. 
 

 
 
 
Flumes 

Figure 8: Koolau Ditch near Waiohue Stream diversion. View 

Facing S. (Source: MAI, 2018) 

Flumes are used to carry water across a gulch or depressed area of terrain by remaining at ditch 

gradient. They have the same gentle slope as ditch sections. Historic flumes are typically cast 
concrete construction with a rectangular cross section and vertical sides that are between 4" and 8" 
thick. Concrete flumes often have transverse concrete braces across their open tops. 

 

 
Figure 9: Flume at Koolau Ditch near Waiohue Stream 

diversion. View Facing N. (Source: MAI, 2018) 
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Intakes 
Intakes are located at stream diversions. They are channels that stream water flows through to be 

carried from the stream to the ditch. Intakes can have sluice gates at their apertures to control the 

amount of water taken in, or they can be without a gate. Some intake channels have throw-out 
sluice gates in their side walls that can be opened to discharge incoming water back out to the 

stream bed. 

 
 
 
Siphons 

Figure 10: Intake at Hanawi Stream diversion. View Facing S. 
(Source: MAI, 2018) 

Siphons’ enclosed tubes that carry ditch water across a gulch or depressed area of terrain. Unlike 

flumes, siphons dip down to follow the depression and then ascend on the opposite side of the 

gulch. (There are 13 siphons but none were seen during the field work for this report.) 
 

 
Figure 11: Maliko siphon, unknown date. 
(Source: EMI archives) 
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Stream diversions 
Stream diversions are features built into a streambed that allow stream water to be taken into a 

ditch. They generally have a dam or weir to impound a pool of water that is routed into an intake. 
Stream diversions are masonry or concrete construction, with some metal components such as 

sluice gates, trash grates, and walkways. 
 

 
Figure 12: Honomanu Stream diversion. View facing E. 
(Source: MAI, 2018.) 

 
Tunnels 
Tunnels are built to carry the ditch through the steep terrain of the watershed. Tunnels make up a 

large portion of the EMI Aqueduct System in East Maui, comprising about two-thirds of the length of 
the system. Tunnels were dug on a gently sloping grade similar to the standard grade of a ditch. 
(Most intakes at stream diversions that were visited during field work for this report fed their 
collected water into a tunneled portion of ditch.) 

 

 
Figure 13: Tunnel near Kopiliula stream diversion carries 

water underground at ditch gradient. View facing SE. 
(Source: MAI, 2018.) 
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Walkways 
Walkways are used to cross gulches above some stream diversions. All of the walkways observed 

on the field visit for this report are of fairly recent construction of galvanized steel, aluminum, and 

plastic tread.) 
 

 
Figure 14: Walkway above Makapipi Stream diversion. View 

facing S. (Source: MAI, 2018.) 
 
Weirs 
Weirs are low dams built across a stream to impound water on their upstream side. They are 

intended to have water flowing over them during times of normal water level and are not high 

enough to totally obstruct the flow of a stream. Weirs are typically concrete construction or masonry 

of lava rock and concrete mortar. Some weirs are built with a shallow "v" depression along their top 

edge to keep the flowing water better channelized in the center of the stream bed. 
 

 
Figure 15: Wailuanui West Stream diversion. View facing 

SW. (Source: MAI, 2018.) 
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Stream Diversions 

Operable sluice gates in stream diversions enable stream water to flow into ditch intakes by  

opening or closing the gate. Three types of stream diversions were noted during the field work, and 

are classified in this report by their configuration and whether stream water is taken into the ditch by 

either closing or opening the sluice gate. Some stream diversions have more than one sluice gate, 
depending on how they are configured to operate. Nineteen of the twenty features visited during the 

field work were stream diversions; the one remaining feature is a throw-out sluice gate that 
discharges water from the ditch itself. 
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Type A Stream Diversion 
Intakes Water by Closing the Sluice Gate 

The most common type of stream diversion seen during the field visit (classified as Type A for the 

purposes of this report), operates using a dam across the stream bed that is equipped with a sluice 

gate. This type accounts for fourteen of the nineteen stream diversions surveyed. When the sluice 

gate is closed, water is impounded in a pool above the dam. As the water rises in the pool, it 
reaches the level of a ditch intake aperture and is able to flow out of the impounded pool, through 

the aperture, and into the ditch. With the sluice gate in the dam open, stream water flows through 

the gate and is not impounded sufficiently by the dam to reach the level of the intake. The stream 

diversions visited used either a ratchet or geared type sluice gate to control the water going through 

the dam. Some variations to this type of stream diversion were seen, most commonly, the use of a 

stilling wall in the pool. This wall separates the intake aperture from the rest of the impounded pool. 
 
 

 

Figure 16: Type A Stream Diversion Schematic Diagram. 
(Source: MAI) 
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Type A Variation 
Includes a stilling wall and/or sluice gate at intake 

 
The stilling wall is built to a level slightly below that of the top of the dam. When the dam sluice gate 

is closed and water backs up in the impounded pool, it flows over the top of the stilling wall and 

reaches the intake aperture. The stilling wall is designed to reduce the turbulence of the water that 
reaches the intake aperture from the impounded pool. Some stilling walls are constructed with 

perforations to allow water flow through them as well as over them. Another variation is a second 

sluice gate at the intake aperture. This sluice gate would need to be open to allow collected water to 

flow into the intake. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 17: Type A Stream Diversion Variation Schematic 

Diagram. (Source: MAI) 
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Type B Stream Diversion 
Intakes Water by Opening the Sluice Gate 

 
This type of stream diversion operates by using a weir across the stream to impound water to a 

level that reaches the intake aperture. A sluice gate that is installed at the aperture is opened when 

water is needed in the ditch. When closed, this sluice gate prevents impounded water from entering 

the intake and the stream water flows over the weir out of the impound and continues down the 

stream bed. All three of the stream diversions of this type that were observed during the field work 

use board adjusted sluice gates at the intake apertures and had additional throw-out sluice gates 

located on the intake channels downstream of the intake apertures, which discharge excess water 
back into the stream bed when opened. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 18: Type B Stream Diversion Schematic Diagram. 
(Source: MAI) 
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Type C Stream Diversion 
Intakes Water by Closing a Throw-Out Sluice Gate 

 
This type of stream diversion (used in two of the nineteen diversions surveyed) uses a weir and 

impounded pool to feed stream water into an intake aperture that is not equipped with a sluice gate. 
The intake aperture of this type is always open, it has no sluice gate. The amount of water fed into 

the ditch is controlled by a throw-out sluice gate in the side wall of the intake channel, downstream 

of the aperture. This throw-out gate, when open, discharges the water flowing into the intake 

channel back to the stream bed below the weir. When this sluice gate is closed, intake water is not 
discharged into the stream but continues down the intake channel into the ditch. Both of the 

diversions of this type observed during field work use a ratchet mechanism on the throw-out sluice 

gate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 19: Type C Stream Diversion Schematic Diagram. 
(Source: MAI) 
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Type D Ditch Water Throw-out 
Uses a Sluice Gate in the Ditch wall to discharge water 

One of the features surveyed was not a stream diversion, but a structure designed to stop the flow 

of water through the ditch. This has two board-adjusted sluice gates; one sluice gate straddles the 

ditch itself and a second, upstream sluice gate is built into the sidewall of the ditch. The two sluice 

gates of this structure serve to stop the flow of water through the ditch and to discharge water into a 

gulch. The wide, board adjusted sluice gate spanning the ditch is closed to block the continued flow 

of water through the ditch, and impound it above the gate. The second sluice gate, a throw-out  
gate, is then opened, discharging the impounded water into a gulch. When surveyed there was no 

water in this ditch, the wide sluice gate straddling the ditch was closed and the throw-out sluice gate 

in the side of the ditch wall was rendered permanently open by the removal of all boards. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 20: Type D Ditch Water Throw-Out, Schematic Diagram. 
(Source: MAI) 
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What is a Sluice Gate? 
 

 

Figure 21: Typical sluice gate. Note the 
vertically sliding panel at the lower end that is 

operated by the mechanism above. This 

ratchet-operating gate is located at EMI 
stream diversion at WailuaIki East, which is 

ordered to be restored as a “Habitat Stream” 
by CWRM. (Source: MAI, 2018.) 

Figure 22: Typical configuration of sluice gates 
in a concrete dam. These sluice gates are 

located at EMI stream diversion at Kopiliula, 
which is ordered to be restored as a “Habitat 
Stream by CWRM. View facing N. (Source: 
MAI, 2018.) 

DESCRIPTION 

A sluice gate is a panel of metal, wood 

boards, or plastic boards that slides 

vertically in grooves that are set in the sides 

of the waterway channel. 
 

FUNCTION 

Sluice gates control water flow and flow 

rates. Depending on where they are 

positioned in a ditch system - and if they are 

open or closed - they can impound water 
behind them, allow water to flow into an 

intake, or throw-out water from a ditch. 
Sluice gates can either be a component of a 

larger feature (stream diversion) or a self- 
contained feature on their own. 

 
Sluice gates can be adjusted by various 

means, including mechanisms for raising 

and lowering them. Some of these 

mechanisms have become inoperable due 

to lack of use. When necessary, however, 
they can be serviced to make the 

adjustments for regulatory compliance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 23: Typical board adjusted type sluice 

gate mechanism, shown with the gate closed. 
This gate is located at EMI stream diversion at 
Waiohue, which is ordered to be a “Fully 

Restored” stream by CWRM. View facing SE. 
(Source: MAI, 2018.) 
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Sluice Gate Types 

Four types of sluice gates were noted during MAI’s field work. Three types use various  

mechanisms: a ratchet, a gear, or a threaded shaft, to move a solid panel vertically in slots set in  

the channel. One type is defined by a series of horizontal boards that are slid up and down vertically 

in slots in the channel. All four of the sluice gate types noted are described and illustrated on the 

following pages. 
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Ratchet Type 
The ratchet type of mechanism was the most commonly encountered, accounting for sixteen of the 

thirty-one sluice gates in the twenty stream diversions and other features visited during the field 

survey. This mechanism operates similarly to a type of automobile jack, using a pawl that engages 

cross pins that are set in a tall vertical spar fixed to the top of the solid panel. The spar is raised in 

short increments by a lever that rises the cross pins, allowing the pawl to drop below each pin, 
arresting any downward movement so the lever can be re-engaged. For lowering the spar, a lever- 
operated friction brake controls downward movement of the spar when the pawl is released. The 

ratchet gate mechanisms observed were constructed primarily of painted steel. Some had stainless 

steel cross pins. Some ratchet mechanisms at the time of the field survey were inoperable due to 

broken, corroded, or removed parts. Some of these mechanisms have become inoperable due to 

lack of use. When necessary, however, they can be serviced to make the adjustments to diversions 

for regulatory compliance. Occasionally, a sluice gate mechanism has been removed by EMI to 

allow the full flow of stream water to continue past the diversion. This was done to restore full 
stream flow after the 2016 closing of the HC&S sugar plantation. 

 

 
Figure 24: This typical ratchet type sluice gate operating mechanism is 

located at EMI Hoolawaili Stream diversion, on a tributary of Hoolawa, which 

is ordered to be restored as a “Habitat Stream” by CWRM. View facing SE. 
(Source: MAI, 2018.) 
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Figure 26: This photo illustrates the parts of the 

sluice gate. Existing modifications to ratchet type 

sluice gates include the replacement of cross pins 

(sometimes with stainless steel pins), and placing a 

locked box over the operating lever area to prevent 
unauthorized gate adjustments. The integrity of this 

type of gate can also be affected by the removal of 
operating parts by EMI to disable the gate, and by 

corrosion, which can degrade parts and cause them 

to break or come loose. (Source: MAI, 2018.) 

Figure 25: This sluice gate mechanism is a ratchet 
type. The concrete pedestal and platform it is 

mounted on is typical of ratchet type gate 

mechanisms. This ratchet-operating gate is located 

at EMI stream diversion at Makapipi, which was fully 

restored in 2008. View facing SE. (Source: MAI, 
2018.) 
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Geared Type 
The geared type of mechanism was seen on six of the thirty-one sluice gates in the twenty stream 

diversions and other features observed. This mechanism operates with a hand cranked pinion gear 
that raises and lowers a vertically-oriented gear rack affixed to the top of the solid panel of the gate. 
This mechanism has steel parts, and some examples seen were inoperable due to missing parts 

that were removed by EMI. Some of these mechanisms have become inoperable due to lack of 
use. When necessary, however, they can be serviced to make the adjustments to diversion for 
regulatory compliance. 

 

 
Figure 27: This typical geared type sluice gate operating mechanism is located at EMI Honomanu Stream 

diversion, which is ordered to be restored as a “Habitat Stream” by CWRM. View facing SE. (Source: MAI, 
2018.) 
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Figure 29: View of the same geared 

mechanism at right. 
Figure 28: This sluice gate mechanism is a geared 

type. It operates by attaching a crank to the shaft of the 

small pinion gear. Revolving the crank operates the 

geared mechanism and advances the gear rack, to 

raise or lower the gates. This geared-operating gate is 

located at EMI stream diversion at Kopiliula, which is 

ordered to be restored as a “Habitat Stream” by 

CWRM. View facing E. (Source: MAI, 2018.) 
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Board-adjusted Type 
This type was found on eight of the thirty-one sluice gates in the twenty stream diversions and other 
features that were examined. It operates by manually sliding horizontally-oriented boards up and 

down in the tracks inset in the walls of the channel. Some of these gates were no longer needed 

and rendered inoperable by removing boards. All of the board adjusted sluice gates seen that were 

operational were fitted with plastic lumber boards that are held in an open position by stop pins 

inserted through the gate when it is raised to the desired height. 
 

 
Figure 30: This typical board adjusted type sluice gate operating mechanism is located at EMI Kolea Power 
House stream diversion on Kolea, a tributary of Punalau, which is ordered to be restored as a “Habitat 
Stream” by CWRM. View facing SW. (Source: MAI, 2018.) 
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Figure 32: Board adjusted sluice gate with 

plastic boards installed. Boards are in the 

closed position, preventing water from passing 

through the gate. At about 2'-6" wide, this gate 

is typical width for board adjusted gates seen at 
EMI during the field survey. This board adjusted 

gate is located at EMI stream diversion at 
Waiohue, which is ordered to be a “Fully 

Restored” stream by CWRM. View facing SE. 
(Source: MAI, 2018.) 

Figure 31: Board adjusted sluice gate with no 

boards installed. Note that this gate is about 5' 
wide in total, with three vertical spaces for 
boards. This board adjusted gate is located at 
EMI throw-out gate at Piinaau, which is ordered 

to be a “Fully Restored” stream by CWRM. View 

facing NE. (Source: MAI, 2018.) 
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Threaded Shaft-Type 
A gate mechanism using a vertical threaded shaft was seen on one of the thirty-one sluice gates. 
The shaft was fixed to the top of the solid panel gate and was operated by a handwheel that could 

advance the shaft and gate up or down. The single example of this type of sluice gate seen, was 

inoperable due to a missing handwheel and severely corroded threaded shaft. Some of these 

mechanisms have become inoperable due to lack of use. When necessary, however, they can be 

serviced to make the adjustments to diversions for regulatory compliance. 
 

 
Figure 33: This threaded shaft type sluice gate operating mechanism is located along an irrigation ditch on the 

Big Island. It is very similar to the threaded shaft mechanism observed at EMI Kolea Power House stream 

diversion, on Kolea, a tributary of Punalau, which is ordered to be restored as a “Habitat Stream” by CWRM. 
The single example surveyed was too damaged to properly illustrate its configuration. (Photo: MAI, 2017.) 
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Figure 34: The sluice gate mechanism is a threaded 

shaft type that is inoperable due to corroded and 

missing parts. The gate once operated by turning a 

handwheel that advanced the formerly threaded 

vertical steel shaft up and down, moving the metal 
panel. The handwheel is missing and corrosion has 

destroyed the threads on the steel shaft. Some of 
these mechanisms have become inoperable due to 

lack of use. When necessary, however, they can be 

serviced to make the adjustments. This threaded 

shaft gate is located at EMI stream diversion at 
Kolea Power House, on Kolea, a tributary of 
Punalau, which is ordered to be restored as a 

“Habitat Stream” by CWRM. View facing S. 
(Source: MAI, 2018.) 

Figure 35: Another view of the threaded shaft gate 

mechanism at left. This gate is paired with a ratchet 
type gate. (Source: MAI, 2018.) 
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Historic Significance and Integrity 
 
Significance 
The EMI Aqueduct System is evaluated as a historic resource. It is eligible under National Register 
Criterion A for its role in supporting the development of the sugar industry on Maui. It is also eligible 

under Criterion C as an extensive engineering design that exemplifies the characteristics, 
technology, and pattern of features common to irrigation ditch systems in Hawai‘i. 

 
Integrity 
The National Park Service’s National Register guidelines define integrity as “the ability of a property 

to convey its significance.” Integrity is typically assessed after significance is fully established, and 

seven aspects of integrity are considered; Location, Design, Setting, Materials, Workmanship, 
Feeling, and Association. 

 
Because of their overall size, large, linear resources such as irrigation ditches like the EMI  
Aqueduct System are susceptible to cumulative impacts on integrity, such as those brought about 
by numerous repair modifications. Also, more significant changes, such as re-routing the ditch, 
enclosing or burying portions of originally open ditch, or completely reconstructing a ditch or ditch 

component in a different material or method, can compromise integrity. Since the entire EMI 
Aqueduct System was not surveyed for this project, an evaluation of its overall integrity was not 
possible to assess these factors. Due to their large size, irrigation ditch systems can often retain 

their overall integrity despite numerous modifications to individual components when the repairs are 

made in a historically appropriate manner and in keeping with the Secretary of the Interior’s 

Standards for Rehabilitation, presented on the following page. 
 
The 20 stream diversions that were visited, where the subject sluice gates are found, generally 

appear to retain their historic integrity. For example, they retain their original location in a natural 
and agricultural setting, and they also retain much of their historic materials (concrete and stone). 
Their overall original design and workmanship appear intact. Integrity of feeling and association are 

likewise retained. 
 
The integrity of the 31 individual sluice gates surveyed within the 20 stream diversions was also 

assessed. Wet conditions in the vicinity of the EMI Aqueduct System causes the corrosion of metal 
and the decay of wood parts, resulting in frequent repairs. In most cases, the repairs that have been 

made over time to the sluice gates have had little or no effect on their historic integrity such as the 

replacement of metal sluice gate parts in-kind. However, in a few gates, repairs were not made in- 
kind, or in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards (see following page). For 
example, all of the operable board-adjusted sluice gates identified in the field are of fairly recent 
construction (less than 10 years), and contain plastic boards and aluminum frames. 
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The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation 
 

The Standards (Department of Interior regulations, 36 CFR 67) pertain to historic 

buildings of all materials, construction types, sizes, and occupancy and encompass 

the exterior and the interior, related landscape features and the building's site and 

environment as well as attached, adjacent, or related new construction. The Standards 

are to be applied to specific rehabilitation projects in a reasonable manner, taking into 

consideration economic and technical feasibility. 
 

1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that 
requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and 

environment. 

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of 
historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall 
be avoided. 

3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. 
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding 

conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings,  shall not  be 

undertaken. 

4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic 

significance in their own right shall be retained and preserved. 

5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of 
craftsmanship that characterize a property shall be preserved. 

6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the 

severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature 

shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where 

possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by 

documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. 

7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to 

historic materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, 
shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. 

8. Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and 

preserved. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be 

undertaken. 

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy 

historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated 

from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural 
features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment. 

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in 

such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the 

historic property and its environment would be unimpaired. 
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Impact Analysis 
 
Proposed Action 
Under the Proposed Action, the State would lease “government-owned water” from 

the License Area up to the maximum allowable amount under the IIFS. 
 
On June 20th, 2018, CWRM issued a decision and order setting IIFS for many of the 

streams within the License Area. The CWRM decision ordered full stream restoration 

for 10 streams and some flow restoration on a number of other streams. Compliance 

with the CWRM decision requires modifications to many of the stream diversion 

works that are part of the EMI Aqueduct System. Compliance with the CWRM 

decision is independent of the Water Lease Application. In other words, the 

modifications to the stream diversion works needed to comply with the IIFS decision 

are required whether the Water Lease is issued or not. Because the Proposed Action 

would authorize the diversion of water up to the maximum allowable amount under 
the IIFS, there will be no modification to the EMI Aqueduct System, other than those 

required to comply with the IIFS. 
 
No Action 
The No Action Alternative would result in no Water Lease being issued by the State. 

 
Under the No Action Alternative, the EMI Aqueduct System could continue to divert 
non-government-owned water from the Collection Area, i.e. approximately 30 

percent of the water available from the Collection Area. To restrict the amount of 
water diverted to an amount less than allowed under the IIFS means that additional 
modifications to the EMI Aqueduct System will have to be implemented. Additional 
modifications, if not undertaken in keeping with the Secretary of the Interior’s 

Standards, could result in compromised integrity of the aqueduct system’s historic 

resources. 
 
Should the Water Lease not be awarded, there may be insufficient incentive for EMI 
to maintain the EMI Aqueduct System, and EMI could abandon the EMI Aqueduct 
System. Under such a scenario, the aqueduct system’s historic resources may be 

found at risk for neglect from reduced or lack of maintenance, and/or possible 

demolition. 
 
Reduced Water Alternative 
For this alternative, the Water Lease would authorize less water than allowed under 
the IIFS. 

 
To restrict the amount of water diverted to an amount less than allowed under the 

IIFS means that additional modifications to the EMI Aqueduct System will have to be 

implemented. Depending on the amount of water allowed to be collected under this 

Reduced Water Alternative, there may be insufficient financial incentive for EMI to 

maintain the EMI Aqueduct System, and EMI could abandon the EMI Aqueduct 
System. 
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Appendix A 

 
Table 2: 20 Surveyed Stream Diversions 

 

Feature Name / 

Function 

Intake 

Type 

Evaluation 

of Significance* 

Photo** 

Makapipi/ 
Stream diversion (intake) 

A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Hanawi/ Stream diversion (intake) A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Ko Piliula/ Stream diversion (intake) A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Waiohue Stream diversion (intake) B Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Na Ili Ili Haele Stream diversion 

(intake) 
A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
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Feature Name / 

Function 

Intake 

Type 

Evaluation 

of Significance* 

Photo** 

Wailua Nui West/ Stream diversion 

(intake) 
A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Wailua Nui East/ Stream diversion 

(intake) 
A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Wailua Iki West/ Stream diversion 

(intake) 
A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Wailua Iki East/ Stream diversion 

(intake) 
A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Hoolawa Haiku/ Stream diversion 

(intake) 
A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
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Feature Name / 

Function 

Intake 

Type 

Evaluation 

of Significance* 

Photo** 

Banana Intake/ Stream diversion 

(intake) 
A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Honomanu/ Stream diversion (intake) A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Kolea Power House/ Stream diversion 

(intake) 
B Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Kaaiea/ Stream diversion (intake) C Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Hoalua/ Stream diversion (intake) B Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Hoolawa Lii Lii/ Stream diversion 

(intake) 
A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
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Feature Name / 

Function 

Intake 

Type 

Evaluation 

of Significance* 

Photo** 

Hoolawa Nui/ 
Stream diversion (intake) 

C Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

PiiNaau/ Ditch throw out 
(ditch water throw out) 

D Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Wai Kamoi/ Stream diversion (intake) A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

Kolea/ Stream diversion (intake) A Eligible 

(Contributing) 
 

*Historic Evaluation - Since a survey was not undertaken on the entire EMI system, only a broad 

assumption regarding NRHP eligibility was provided here, Eligible, Contributing [to a potential overall 
district], “EC”. This is solely based on being historically part of the EMI system, and largely retaining 

integrity. 

** Photographs taken by Mason Architects, Inc. in 2018. 
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Photographs of the 31 Sluice Gates 
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Ratchet sluice gate at Makapipi 

stream diversion dam. View facing 

NE. 

 

 
Figure 1: Ratchet sluice gate at Makapipi stream 

diversion dam. Eligible for the Hawaii Register as a 

contributing feature to a potential district. Integrity 

largely retained. View facing SE. (Source: MAI, 2018) 

 
Figure 2: Ratchet sluice gate at Hanawi stream 

diversion dam. Eligible for the Hawaii Register as a 

contributing feature to a potential district. Integrity 

largely retained. View facing NE. (Source: MAI, 2018) 
 
 

  
Figure 3: Geared sluice gate at Ko Piliula stream 

diversion dam. (Two sluice gates shown, side-by- 
side.) Eligible for the Hawaii Register as a contributing 

feature to a potential district. Integrity largely retained. 
View facing N. (Source: MAI, 2018) 

Figure 4: Geared sluice gate at intake at Ko Piliula 

stream diversion. Eligible for the Hawaii Register as a 

contributing feature to a potential district. Integrity 

partially retained. View facing NE. (Source: MAI, 2018) 
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Figure 5: Board adjusted sluice gate at intake of Wai 
O Hue stream diversion. Eligible for the Hawaii 
Register as a contributing feature to a potential 
district. Integrity partially retained. View facing S. 
(Source: MAI, 2018) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 7: Ratchet sluice gate at Na Ili Ili Haele stream 

diversion dam. Eligible for the Hawaii Register as a 

contributing feature to a potential district. Integrity 

largely retained. View facing NW. (Source: MAI, 2018) 

Figure 6: Board adjusted sluice gate throw out at 
intake of Wai O Hue stream diversion. Eligible for the 

Hawaii Register as a contributing feature to a  

potential district. Integrity largely retained. View facing 

SE. (Source: MAI, 2018) 
 

 
Figure 8: Removed sluice gate (ratchet) at Wailua Nui 
West stream diversion dam. Eligible for the Hawaii 
Register as a contributing feature to a potential 
district. Integrity largely retained. View facing NE. 
(Source: MAI, 2018) 
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Figure 9: Removed sluice gate (ratchet) at Wailua Nui 
East stream diversion dam. Eligible for the Hawaii 
Register as a contributing feature to a potential 
district. Integrity largely retained. View facing NE. 
(Source: MAI, 2018) 

 

 
 
 

Figure 11: Board adjusted sluice gate at intake of 
Wailua Iki West stream diversion. Eligible for the 

Hawaii Register as a contributing feature to a  

potential district. Integrity largely retained. View facing 

NE. (Source: MAI, 2018) 

Figure 10: Ratchet sluice gate at Wailua Iki West 
stream diversion. Eligible for the Hawaii Register as a 

contributing feature to a potential district. Integrity 

largely retained. View facing N. (Source: MAI, 2018) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 12: Ratchet sluice gate at Wailua Iki East 
stream diversion dam. Eligible for the Hawaii Register 
as a contributing feature to a potential district. 
Integrity largely retained. View facing NE. (Source: 
MAI, 2018) 
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Figure 13: Board adjusted sluice gate at intake of 
Wailua Iki East stream diversion. Eligible for the 

Hawaii Register as a contributing feature to a 

potential district. Integrity partially retained. View 

facing NW. (Source: MAI, 2018) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 15: Ratchet sluice gate at intake at Hoolawa 

Haiku stream diversion. Eligible for the Hawaii 
Register as a contributing feature to a potential 
district. Integrity partially retained. View facing E. 
(Source: MAI) 

Figure 14: Geared sluice gate at Hoolawa Haiku 

stream diversion dam. Eligible for the Hawaii Register 
as a contributing feature to a potential district. 
Integrity partially retained. View facing NW. (Source: 
MAI, 2018) 

 

 
Figure 16: Ratchet sluice gate at Banana Intake 

stream diversion dam. Eligible for the Hawaii Register 
as a contributing feature to a potential district. 
Integrity largely retained. View facing NW. (Source: 
MAI, 2018) 
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Figure 17: Geared sluice gate at Honomanu stream 

diversion dam. Eligible for the Hawaii Register as a 

contributing feature to a potential district. Integrity 

largely retained. View facing N. (Source: MAI, 2018) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 39: Board adjusted sluice gate at intake of 
Kolea Power House stream diversion. Eligible for the 

Hawaii Register as a contributing feature to a 

potential district. Integrity partially retained. View 

facing W. (Source: MAI, 2018) 

Figure 18: Geared sluice gate at intake at Honomanu 

stream diversion. Eligible for the Hawaii Register as a 

contributing feature to a potential district. Integrity 

largely retained. View facing E. (Source: MAI, 2018) 

 

 
 

Figure 20: Ratchet sluice gate throw out at intake of 
Kolea Power House stream diversion. Eligible for the 

Hawaii Register as a contributing feature to a  

potential district. Integrity largely retained. View facing 
N. (Source: MAI, 2018) 
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Figure 21: Threaded shaft sluice gate throw out (on 

left) at intake of Kolea Power House stream diversion. 
Eligible for the Hawaii Register as a contributing 

feature to a potential district. Integrity largely retained. 
View facing N. (Source: MAI, 2018) 

Figure 22: Ratchet sluice gate throw out at Kaaiea 

stream diversion. Eligible for the Hawaii Register as a 

contributing feature to a potential district. Integrity 

largely retained. View facing S. (Source: MAI, 2018) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 23: Board adjusted sluice gate (on left) at 
intake of Hoalua stream diversion. Eligible for the 

Hawaii Register as a contributing feature to a 

potential district. Integrity partially retained. View 

facing NE. (Source: MAI, 2018) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24: Ratchet sluice gate throw out at intake of 
Hoalua stream diversion. Eligible for the Hawaii 
Register as a contributing feature to a potential district. 
Integrity largely retained. View facing NE. (Source: 
MAI, 2018) 
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Figure 25: Ratchet sluice gate at Hoolawa Lii Lii 
stream diversion dam. Eligible for the Hawaii Register 
as a contributing feature to a potential district. 
Integrity largely retained. View facing NE. (Source: 
MAI, 2018) 

Figure 26: Ratchet sluice gate throw out at intake of 
Hoolawa Nui stream diversion. Eligible for the Hawaii 
Register as a contributing feature to a potential 
district. Integrity largely retained. View facing S. 
(Source: MAI, 2018) 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28: Board adjusted sluice gate at Piinaau 

throw out. Eligible for the Hawaii Register as a 

contributing feature to a potential district. Integrity 

partially retained. View facing SW. (Source: MAI, 
2018) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 27: Board adjusted throw out sluice gate at 
Piinaau throw out. Eligible for the Hawaii Register as 

a contributing feature to a potential district. Integrity 

largely retained. View facing NE. (Source: MAI, 2018) 
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Figure 29: Ratchet sluice gate at Wai Ka Moi stream 

diversion dam. Eligible for the Hawaii Register as a 

contributing feature to a potential district. Integrity 

largely retained. View facing NW. (Source: MAI, 2018) 

Figure 30: Ratchet sluice gate at Kolea stream 

diversion dam. Eligible for the Hawaii Register as a 

contributing feature to a potential district. Integrity 

largely retained. View facing NE. (Source: MAI, 2018) 
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Appendix C 

Sketch plans of 20 EMI Aqueduct Stream Diversions with photos of their associated sluice gates 
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MAKAPIPI 
 
 

 

Ratchet sluice gate 
at Makapipi stream 

diversion dam. 
View facing NE. 
Source: MAI, 2018 
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HANAWI 
 
 

 

Ratchet sluice gate 
at Hanawi stream 

diversion dam. 
View facing SE. 
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Geared sluice gate at intake at Ko Piliula stream 
diversion DAM. View facing N. 

Geared sluice gate at intake at Ko Piliula stream 
diversion. View facing NE. 
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WAI O HUE 

 

 

 

 

 

Board adjusted sluice gate throw-out at intake of Wai 
O Hue stream diversion. View facing SE. 

Board adjusted 
sluice gate at 
intake of Wai O 

Hue stream 

diversion. View 

facing S. 
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Ratchet sluice gate at 
Hanawi stream diversion 

dam. View facing SE. 
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WAILUA NUI WEST 
 

 

 

Removed sluice 
gate (ratchet) at 
Wailua Nui West 
stream diversion 

dam. View facing 

NE. 
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WAILUA NUI EAST 

 

 

 

 

 

Removed sluice gate 
(ratchet) at Wailua Nui 
East stream diversion 

dam. View facing NE. 
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WAILUA IKI WEST 
 

 

 

Ratchet sluice 
gate at Wailua 

Iki West 
stream 

diversion. 
View facing N. 
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Ratchet sluice 

gate at Wailua 

Iki East 
stream 

diversion dam. 
View facing 

NE. 
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BANANA INTAKE 
 
 

 

Ratchet sluice gate at 
Banana Intake stream 

diversion dam.  View 

facing NW. 
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HONOMANU 
 
 

 

Geared sluice gate at Honomanu stream 

diversion dam. View facing N. 

Geared sluice 

gate at intake at 
Honomanu stream 

diversion. View 

facing E. 
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KOLEA POWER HOUSE 
 

 

 
 

 

Board adjusted sluice gate at intake of Kolea Power 
House stream diversion. View facing W. 

Ratchet sluice 
gate throw-out 
(on right) and 

threaded shaft 
sluice gate 

throw-out (on 

left) at intake 

of Kolea 

Power House 

stream 

diversion. 
View facing N. 
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KAAIEA 
 
 

 

Ratchet sluice gate 
throw-out at Kaaiea 

stream diversion. 
View facing S 
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HOALUA 
 

 

 

Board adjusted 

sluice gate (on 

left) at intake of 
Hoalua stream 

diversion. View 

facing NE. 
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Ratchet sluice gate at Hoolawa Lii Lii stream 
diversion dam. View facing NE. 
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HOOLAWA NUI 
 
 

 

Ratchet sluice gate 
throw-out at intake 

of Hoolawa Nui 
stream diversion. 
View facing S. 
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Board adjusted throw-out sluice gate at 
Piinaau throw-out. View facing NE. 

Ratchet 
sluice gate 

throw-out at 
intake of 
Hoolawa Nui 
stream 

diversion. 
View facing 
S. 
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WAI KA MOI 
 
 

 

Ratchet sluice gate at Wai Ka Moi stream 
diversion dam. View facing NW. 
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Ratchet sluice gate at Kolea 
stream diversion dam. View 

facing NE. 
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Appendix D 

Table 3: Basis for Estimated Dates of Construction 
 

# Feature Name Ditch Estimated 

year built 

Year built date based on 

001 Makapipi Koolau 1904 Date of ditch constriction, appearance of concrete and masonry work 
002 Hanawi Koolau 1904 Date of ditch constriction, appearance of concrete and masonry work 

 
003 

 
Ko Piliula West 

 
Koolau 

 
1914 

Date of adjacent Hana Highway bridge construction, diversion uses bridge 

abutments. 
004 Wai o Hue Koolau pre 1960 Appearance of concrete and masonry work. 
005 Na ili ili Haele Lowrie 1920s Date of nearby Hana Highway construction. 
006 Wailua Nui West Koolau 1923 Date of nearby bridge construction on ditch trail. 
007 Wailua Nui East Koolau 1923-24 Date of nearby bridge construction on ditch trail. 
008 Wailua Iki West Koolau 1923-24 Date of nearby bridge construction on ditch trail. 
009 Wailua Iki East Koolau 1923-24 Date of nearby bridge construction on ditch trail. 
010 Hoolawa Haiku Haiku 1923 Date of USGS benchmark on bridge, diversion uses bridge abutments. 
011 Banana Intake Spreckles 1924 Date of adjacent bridge construction, diversion uses bridge abutments. 
012 Main Honomanu Spreckles 1923-24 Date of nearby bridge construction on ditch trail. 
013 Kolea Power House Koolau pre 1960 Appearance of concrete and masonry work. 
014 Kaaiea Center 1928 Date of adjacent Hana Highway bridge construction. 
015 Hoalua Lowrie 1929 Date of adjacent Hana Highway bridge construction. 
016 Hoolawa Lii Lii Lowrie pre 1960 Appearance of concrete and masonry work. 
017 Hoolawa Nui Lowrie pre 1960 Appearance of concrete and masonry work. 
018 Pii Naau Koolau pre 1960 Appearance of concrete and masonry work. 
019 Wai Kamoi Center pre 1960 Appearance of concrete and masonry work. 
020 Kolea Center pre 1960 Appearance of concrete and masonry work. 
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Management Summary 

Reference Archaeological Literature Review and Field Inspection for the 

Proposed Lease (Water Lease) for the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, 

and Huelo License Areas (East Maui Aqueduct System), Multiple 

Ahupua‘a, Makawao and Hāna District, Maui Island, TMKs: [2] 1-1-

001:044, 50, 1-1-002:002, 1-2-004:005, 007 (por.), 2-9-014:001, 005, 

011, 012, 017 (Yucha et al. 2018) 

Date Updated May 2020 

Project Number Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH) Job Code: MAUI 26 

Investigation 

Permit Number 

CSH completed the fieldwork component of this study under 

archaeological fieldwork permit number 18-15, issued by the Hawai‘i 

State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) per Hawai‘i 

Administrative Rules (HAR) §13-13-282. 

Agencies  Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR)  

Land Jurisdiction State of Hawai‘i 

Project Proponent Alexander & Baldwin (A&B) / East Maui Irrigation Company, 

Limited (EMI), collectively referred to as “A&B” 

Project Funding Private; A&B 

Project Location The proposed Water Lease includes the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, 

and Huelo license areas (herein referred to as “License Area”) within 

the State of Hawai‘i Forest Reserve on the northern slope of 

Haleakalā. The License Area includes portions of the modern judicial 

districts of Makawao and Hāna, the traditional moku of Hāmākua Loa 

and Ko‘olau, and numerous ahupua‘a. The License Area is depicted 

on portions of the 1992a Haiku, 1992c Keanae, 1991 Kilohana, 

1992d Nahiku, and 1992b Hana U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5-

minute topographic quadrangles. 

The License Area includes all or portions of the following streams: 

Puohokamoa, Wahinepe‘e, Waikamoi (Alo Tributary), Kōlea, 

Punalu‘u, Ka‘aiea, ‘O‘opuola (Makanali Tributary), Puehu, 

Nā‘ili‘ilihaele, Kailua, Hanahana (Ohanui Tributary or Hanawana or 

Hanauna), Hoalua, Hanehoi, Huelo (Puolua Tributary), Waipi‘o, 

Mokupapa, Ho‘olawa (Ho‘olawa ili and Ho‘olawa nui Tributaries), 

and Honopou (Puniawa Tributary) in the Huelo license Area 

Nua‘ailua, Honomanū, Punala‘u (Kōlea and Ulunui Tributaries), 

Ha‘ipua‘ena in the Honomanū license Area 

Waia‘aka, Pa‘akea, (including Puakea Tributary), Waiohue, 

Kopili‘ula, Pua‘aka‘a Tributary, East Wailuāiku, West Wailuāiki, 
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Wailuānui (Waikani Waterfall), Kualani (or Hāmau), Waiokamilo, 

‘Ōhi‘a (or Waianu), Palauhulu (Hauoli Wahine and Kano 

Tributaries), Pi‘ina‘au in the Ke‘anae license Area 

Makapipi, Hanawī, and Kapā‘ula in the Nāhiku license Area 

A total of 12 streams within the License Area were not included as 

part of the Interim Instream Flow Standard (IIFS) decision, but were 

included in the research and analysis of this study. The “non-IIFS 

streams” are as follows: 

• Kōlea, Punalu‘u, Ka‘aiea, ‘O‘opuloa (Makanali Tributary), 

Puehu, Nāili‘ilihaele, Kailua, Hanahana (Ohanui Tributary – 

also known as Hanawana and Hanauna), Hoalua, Waipi‘o, 

Mokupapa, and Ho‘olawa (Ho‘olawa ili and Ho‘olawa nui 

Tributaries) 

Project 

Description 

The Proposed Action constitutes the issuance of one long-term 

(30 years) Water Lease from the Board of Land and Natural 

Resources (BLNR) for the continued “right, privilege, and authority 

to enter and go upon” the License Area for the “purpose of 

developing, diverting, transporting, and using government owned 

waters” through the existing EMI Aqueduct System which supplies 

water to domestic and agricultural water users. The Water Lease will 

enable the lessee to continue to go on lands owned by the State in 

order to maintain and repair existing access roads and trails used as 

part of the EMI Aqueduct System. It will allow continued operation 

of the EMI Aqueduct System to deliver water to the Maui County 

Department of Water Supply (MDWS) for domestic and agricultural 

water needs in Upcountry Maui, including agricultural users at the 

Kula Agricultural Park (KAP), as well as the Nāhiku community. It 

also will allow for the continued provision of water to approximately 

30,000 acres of agricultural lands in Central Maui.  

For the Proposed Action, “maintenance and repair” involves keeping 

the waterways clear of trees, weeds, rocks, dirt, and anything that will 

potentially impede the flow of water. This includes not only in the 

ditches, but in tunnels and flumes as well. While some of the 

maintenance and repair work is done by hand, other work requires 

small tractors and specialized equipment. However, maintenance and 

repair work of this nature in these areas has been going on for more 

than a century in connection with the continued operation and 

maintenance of the EMI Aqueduct system.  

Project Acreage The License Area encompasses a total of approximately 33,000 acres 

(13,355 hectares). 

Document Purpose A Chapter 6E-7 and 6E-42 historic preservation review letter dated 25 

January 2017 (Log No. 2017.00026; Doc. No. 1701GC08) sent from 
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the SHPD to the DLNR Land Division requested that, pursuant to 

HAR §13-284-5(b)(5)(A and C), an archaeological inventory survey 

(AIS) and architectural inventory survey would be required prior to 

issuance of the lease and that these surveys also be proceeded by 

inventory plans. 

Additional information regarding the lease was provided to the SHPD 

including the understanding that the proposed water lease will not 

involve any ground disturbance and that the potential impact of 

flooding from abandoning the diversion on five streams will not be 

greater than periodic naturally occurring events. A subsequent 

Chapter 6E-8 historic preservation review letter (Log No. 

2017.00026; Doc. No. 1706MBF11) sent from the SHPD to the 

DLNR Land Division updated the previous correspondence to no 

longer request the completion of an AIS plan or AIS in the project 

area in conjunction with the proposed lease.  

This investigation was designed to determine the likelihood that 

historic properties (any building, structure, object, district, area, or 

site over 50 years old) may be affected by the project and, based on 

findings, consider cultural resource management recommendations. 

This document is intended to facilitate the project’s planning and 

support the project’s environmental review compliance. This 

investigation does not fulfill the requirements of an AIS 

investigation, per HAR §13-13-276.  

Fieldwork Effort Fieldwork was conducted between 15 and 18 May 2018 and on 16 

February 2020 by Trevor Yucha, B.S. (project manager), Nicole 

Ishihara, B.A., Jonas Madeus, B.A., Aulii Mitchell, M.A., Angela 

Yates, B.S., and Zachariah Royalty, B.S., under the general 

supervision of Hallett H. Hammatt, Ph.D. This work required 

approximately 17 person-days to complete.  

 

Public comments provided on the Draft EIS discuss the potential for 

impact to archaeological sites in East and Central Maui. Specifically, 

public comments identify cultural sites in A&B and/or Mahi Pono 

agricultural fields of Hāmākua Poko and Hāmākua Loa, a legendary 

pōhaku in Wahinepe‘e, and Papanene Heiau. This LRFI provides 

analysis and recommendations related to archaeological sites in 

Central Maui agricultural fields (Section 4.2.8) and recommendations 

for future ground-disturbing activities in these areas (Section 5.4). 

This LRFI includes the results of a field inspection of the suspected 

location of the legendary pōhaku in Wahinepe‘e (Section 3.4.2). The 

legendary pōhaku was not identified during the field inspection. This 

LRFI also includes background research on Papanene Heiau (Section 

2.4), which has been documented as being destroyed by multiple 

sources (Sterling 1998; Walker 1931). 
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Consultation As part of the project, CSH has completed a cultural impact 

assessment that included consultation with Native Hawaiian 

Organizations, agencies, groups, and community members in East, 

Central, and Upcountry Maui. 

Analysis This management summary section summarizes the analysis 

conducted for this study. For the complete analysis and description 

of each project alternative, please read Section 4 of this report. 

Proposed Action 

The Proposed Action will not include partial or total destruction or 

alteration of historic properties, detrimental alteration of the 

surrounding environment, detrimental visual, spatial, noise or 

atmospheric impingement, increasing access with chance of resulting 

damage, nor neglect resulting in deterioration or destruction. The 

Proposed Action does not include project-related ground disturbance 

or changes in water flow greater than periodic natural stream freshets. 

As such, the Proposed Action will have no impact to archaeological 

historic properties.  

No Action with Continued Maintenance of EMI Aqueduct System 

Under the No Action scenario, where no Water Lease is issued by 

BLNR, the EMI Aqueduct System would continue to divert and 

deliver a more limited amount of water (as discussed in Section 3.3 of 

the EIS even under the No Action alternative, approximately 30.76 

mgd would be diverted through the EMI Aqueduct System). 

Therefore, there would continue to be maintenance and repair of the 

existing EMI Aqueduct System. As such, the No Action alternative 

will not include partial or total destruction or alteration of historic 

properties, detrimental alteration of the surrounding environment, 

detrimental visual, spatial, noise or atmospheric impingement, 

increasing access with chance of resulting damage, nor neglect 

resulting in deterioration or destruction. Therefore, the No Action 

alternative with continued maintenance will have no impact to 

archaeological historic properties.  

No Continued Maintenance of EMI Aqueduct System  

Certain public comments on the Draft EIS suggested that if no water 

lease is secured, diversions through the EMI Aqueduct System would 

stop. However, as discussed in Section 3.3 of the EIS, even under the 

No Action (no water lease) alternative, approximately 30.76 mgd 

could continue to be diverted through the EMI Aqueduct System. If 

the owner of the EMI Aqueduct System elected to stop all diversions 

and not engage in continued maintenance and repair of the existing 

EMI Aqueduct System, that lack of maintenance has the potential to 

pose an impact to historic properties. The trees, weeds, rocks, and dirt 
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that are routinely removed from the EMI Aqueduct System will begin 

to impede waterflow potentially causing erosion and overbank 

flooding in areas outside of established stream channels. Components 

of the EMI Aqueduct System may also deteriorate and begin to fail 

over time, causing additional impediments to waterways. The areas 

outside of the established stream channels have the potential to 

contain historic properties that could be affected by flooding and 

erosion. As an architectural resource, the EMI Aqueduct System 

would also be affected by “neglect resulting in deterioration or 

destruction” if maintenance and repair of the system are discontinued.     

Water Sources Alternative 

The construction of new wells, desalinization facilities, and reservoirs 

is assumed to include some level of project-related ground 

disturbance on Maui Island. Project-related ground disturbance has 

the potential to include partial or total destruction or alteration of 

historic properties, detrimental alteration of the surrounding 

environment, and/or detrimental visual, spatial, noise or atmospheric 

impingement. Therefore, the Water Sources alternative has the 

potential to impact historic properties that may be located within the 

footprint of new wells, desalinization facilities, and reservoirs. Prior 

to construction, consultation with the SHPD is recommended in order 

to determine the appropriate historic preservation requirements for the 

construction of new wells, desalinization facilities, and reservoirs. 

Water Lease Volume Alternative 

A reduction in the volume of water diverted from East Maui streams 

will not include partial or total destruction or alteration of historic 

properties, detrimental alteration of the surrounding environment, 

detrimental visual, spatial, noise or atmospheric impingement, 

increasing access with chance of resulting damage, nor neglect 

resulting in deterioration or destruction. As such, the Water Lease 

Volume alternative will have no impact to archaeological historic 

properties.  

Lease Terms Alternative 

The duration of the Water Lease will not necessarily include partial or 

total destruction or alteration of historic properties, detrimental 

alteration of the surrounding environment, detrimental visual, spatial, 

noise or atmospheric impingement, increasing access with chance of 

resulting damage, nor neglect resulting in deterioration or destruction. 

As such, the Lease Terms alternative will have no impact to 

archaeological historic properties. 
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Management Alternative 

A change in management will not include partial or total destruction 

or alteration of historic properties, detrimental alteration of the 

surrounding environment, detrimental visual, spatial, noise or 

atmospheric impingement, increasing access with chance of resulting 

damage, nor neglect resulting in deterioration or destruction. As such, 

the Management alternative will have no impact to archaeological 

historic properties.  

Central Maui Agriculture 

The existing and proposed agricultural uses by Mahi Pono in Central 

Maui will be confined to existing agricultural fields that, prior to the 

end of sugar production in 2016, were continuously plowed for more 

than a century. Therefore, no impacts to historic properties are 

expected from continued agricultural use in those areas. Additional 

and continued plowing within an established agricultural plow zone 

will not pose a new or increased impact to historic properties any 

more so than past agricultural plowing.  

There is a potential to impact known and/or undocumented historic 

properties if ground disturbance occurs outside of established 

agricultural fields or significantly deeper than the established 

agricultural plow zone. Previous archaeological surveys throughout 

Maui County have documented numerous historic properties within 

gulches that extend through current and former agricultural fields 

(Davis 1977; E. M. Fredericksen and D. L. Fredericksen 2003; Ketner 

et al. 2007; Lee-Greig et al. 2014; Yucha and Hammatt 2020) and 

have identified historic properties, including human burials, beneath 

agricultural plow zones (Yucha and Yucha 2018 Draft; Yucha et al. 

2017). 

Public Access 

Public access to the License Area is currently limited to permitted 

access by hunting groups and hiking clubs. Access to the Ko‘olau 

Forest Reserve Hunting Units, which include portions of the Huelo, 

Honomanū, Ke‘anae, and Nāhiku License Areas, is managed by the 

Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) Division of 

Forestry and Wildlife. In order to hunt in these areas, hunters must 

first obtain a license from the DLNR and an EMI Permit/Waiver. 

Access to the hunting units is managed by EMI through eight existing 

access roads. Hunters are permitted to enter the areas by vehicle but 

must traverse most areas by foot. Hiking is also a permitted 

recreational use within the License Area and is limited to hiking 

clubs. Hiking access requires a Hiking Waiver from EMI. 
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Access to the License Area is limited for the safety of entrants. For 

hunters, hunting grounds are limited to one hunting party per hunting 

area, as regulated by the DLNR. The hiking groups that currently 

access the License Area, Sierra Club Maui Group and Mauna Ala 

Hiking Club, enter the License Area by foot and are guided by a club 

hiking expert with a manageable number of people, however, access 

is not limited to these two clubs. Any hiking clubs wishing to access 

the License Are must follow the same procedures. Limiting access to 

the License Area also limits potential impacts to historic properties.  

Increased public access has the potential to pose a greater impact to 

historic properties and the environment, especially if public access is 

unmanaged. For example, recently, concerns for these impacts have 

prompted visitor limitations to the culturally significant Hā‘ena State 

Park on the north shore of Kauai (Wu 2018). Potential impacts from 

unmanaged access could include looting and “rock-robbing” of 

surface and subsurface historic properties, littering, harvesting of 

archaeologically associated flora such as ti (Cordyline fruticose), 

trampling or erosion from pedestrian/vehicular access, and 

unpermitted ground disturbance. Significant impacts to historic 

properties as a result of unmanaged access have been documented 

elsewhere in the State (Azambuja 2013; Wu 2019). Background 

research and input received by the community during the cultural 

impact assessment indicate the potential for historic properties within 

the License Area. This LRFI did not include an inventory of all 

historic properties in the License Area, therefore specific historic 

properties that could be impacted by increased public access were not 

identified. 

Climate Change 

The License Area is not a coastal property. The License Area 

occupies elevations from approximately 30 m to 2286 m (100 ft to 

7500 ft) above mean sea level, therefore, any historic properties that 

may be present in the License Area are outside of the area that could 

be impacted by coastal flooding based on the sea-level rise 

projections in reviewed studies.  

Climate change has the potential to decrease rainfall amounts within 

the License Area, therefore causing a decrease in stream flow. 

Decreases in rainfall amounts are unlikely to directly impact historic 

properties that may be located within or in the vicinity of the stream 

since a decrease in rainfall is not expected to cause an increase in 

ground disturbance. However, a decrease in rainfall amounts and 

stream flow may indirectly result in an increase in required 

maintenance and repair of the EMI Aqueduct System.  
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Climate change has the potential to increase the frequency and 

intensity of weather-related events, such as tropical storms, 

hurricanes, and brush fires. These events have the potential to impact 

surface and subsurface historic properties anywhere on Maui with 

limited notice or predictability.    

Recommendations  Proposed Action, No Action Alternative with Continued Maintenance 

of EMI Aqueduct System, Water Lease Volume Alternative, Lease 

Terms Alternative, and Management Alternative 

Based on the research and analysis conducted as part of this study, the 

Proposed Action, No Action Alternative with Continued Maintenance 

of EMI Aqueduct System, Water Lease Volume Alternative, Lease 

Terms Alternative, and Management Alternative will have no impact 

to archaeological historic properties within the License Area because 

none of these actions include significant related ground disturbance. 

If, through future implementation of the Proposed Action or these 

alternatives, ground disturbance subject to County, State, and/or 

Federal permits is required, then CSH recommends consultation with 

the SHPD to determine historic preservation requirements. 

No Continued Maintenance of EMI Aqueduct System 

Without continued maintenance of the EMI Aqueduct System, debris 

will begin impeding water flow within the aqueduct system and 

adjoining streams, leading to potential flooding and erosion. 

Components of the EMI Aqueduct System may also fail over time 

and cause substantial impediments to water flow. CSH recommends 

consultation with the SHPD in the event that ground disturbing 

activities are planned to mitigate flooding or erosion caused by 

neglect of maintenance and repair to the EMI Aqueduct System. The 

SHPD should also be consulted in the event that components of the 

EMI Aqueduct System require removal or repair with associated 

ground disturbance.   

Water Sources Alternative    

The Water Sources Alternative has the potential to include project-

related ground disturbance on Maui Island as alternative sources are 

sought through drilling or land clearing for the construction of related 

facilities or infrastructure. CSH recommends consultation with the 

SHPD for any future project related to the Water Sources Alternative 

that includes ground disturbance.  

Central Maui Agriculture  

Mahi Pono’s Central Maui agriculture use includes ground 

disturbance in agricultural zones that have been subject to the same 

type and extent of ground disturbance for more than a century. 

Therefore, no impacts to historic properties are expected from 
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continued agricultural use in those areas. CSH recommends 

consultation with the SHPD in the event that agricultural use in 

Central Maui is proposed for areas outside of established agricultural 

zones or for projects that would involve ground disturbance beneath 

the agricultural plow zone.  

Public Access 

Increased public access has the potential to pose a greater impact to 

historic properties, especially if public access is unmanaged. 

Presently, the DLNR and EMI maintain a limited access policy that 

allows for permitted access by hunting and hiking groups. As 

discussed in the project’s cultural impact assessment, CSH 

recommends that the access policy also include access by cultural 

practitioners via a similar waiver process.  

In order to increase public awareness of human impacts in the License 

Area,  CSH recommends the installation of signage at common public 

access points to the License Area along Hāna Highway that describes 

the access policy, cautions potential entrants on impacts to the 

environment and historic properties (with reference to penalties per 

HRS §6E-11), and provides the contact information of the lease-

holder, DLNR, the SHPD, and the Division of Conservation and 

Resources Enforcement (DOCARE). The signs could also include a 

cultural/historical interpretive component in consultation with the 

community and subject to the review of the SHPD. 

CSH recommends any persons who are required to entire the License 

Area as part of the Proposed Action or Alternatives be made aware of 

the potential for discovery of undocumented surface historic 

properties such as walls, trails, terraces, mounds, and/or caves. These 

structures should be avoided, protected, and reported to the SHPD. 

The SHPD will determine if additional mitigation is required.  

In the event that human skeletal remains are identified within the 

License Area as part of the Proposed Action or Alternatives, any 

work in the immediate vicinity of the remains will be stopped and the 

discovery will be immediately reported to the SHPD (during regular 

business hours) or to DOCARE (outside of regular business hours) 

and to the Maui Police Department (to include notification to the 

medical examiner) in accordance with HAR §13-300-40. 

In the event that a historic property other than a burial is inadvertently 

discovered within the License Area as part of the Proposed Action or 

Alternatives, work in the immediate area will be halted and the SHPD 

will be notified as soon as possible in accordance with HAR §13-280-

3. The SHPD shall gather sufficient information to evaluate the 

significance of the historic property. 
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This recommendation is in line with recommendations that were 

made for the Waikamoi Preserve during a cultural-historical study of 

East Maui (Maly and Maly 2006). 

Climate Change 

There are no recommendations specific to the License Area, the 

Proposed Action, or Project Alternatives to address impacts to 

historic properties from climate change. The License Area occupies 

elevations from approximately 30 m to 2286 m (100 ft to 7500 ft) 

above mean sea level, therefore, any historic properties that may be 

present in the License Area are unlikely to be impacted by coastal 

flooding based on the sea-level rise projections in reviewed studies. 

The 2017 Hawai‘i Sea Level Rise Vulnerability and Adaptation 

Report recommends a statewide approach to preserve Native 

Hawaiian culture and communities with sea level rise that includes: 1) 

Develop an archipelagic-wide inventory of Native Hawaiian cultural 

resources and practices impacted by sea level rise; 2) Work with 

Native Hawaiian Communities to develop a culturally-based 

adaptation process and protocols to preserve iwi kupuna and Native 

Hawaiian cultural resources and practices with sea level rise; and 3) 

Develop adaptation plans to preserve access to coastal lands and 

water within Native Hawaiian communities with sea level rise (Tetra 

Tech and DLNR Office of Conservation and Coastal Lands 2017:238-

240). 
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Section 1    Introduction 

 Project Background 

At the request of Wilson Okamoto Corporation, Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH) has 

prepared this archaeological literature review and field inspection report (LRFI) for the Proposed 

Lease (Water Lease) for the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo License Areas (East Maui 

Aqueduct System), Multiple Ahupua‘a, Makawao and Hāna District, Maui Island, TMKs: [2] 1-

1-001:044, 50, 1-1-002:002, 1-2-004:005, 007 (por.), 2-9-014:001, 005, 011, 012, 017. The project 

includes the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo license areas (License Area) that are located 

within State of Hawai‘i Forest Reserve on the northern slope of Haleakalā. The License Area 

includes portions of the modern judicial districts of Makawao and Hāna, the traditional moku of 

Hāmākua Loa and Ko‘olau, and numerous ahupua‘a. The License Area encompasses 

approximately 33,000 acres (13,355 hectares) of land owned by the State of Hawai‘i. The License 

Area is depicted on portions of the 1992a Haiku, 1992c Keanae, 1991 Kilohana, 1992d Nahiku, 

and 1992b Hana U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles (Figure 1), 

tax map plats (Figure 2 through Figure 5), and aerial photographs (Figure 6 through Figure 9).  

The Proposed Action constitutes the issuance of one long-term (30 years) Water Lease from 

the Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) for the continued “right, privilege, and 

authority to enter and go upon” the License Area for the “purpose of developing, diverting, 

transporting, and using government owned waters” through the existing EMI Aqueduct System 

which supplies water to domestic and agricultural water users. The Water Lease will enable the 

lessee to continue to go on lands owned by the State in order to maintain and repair existing access 

roads and trails used as part of the EMI Aqueduct System. It will allow continued operation of the 

EMI Aqueduct System to deliver water to the County of Maui Department of Water Supply (DWS) 

for domestic and agricultural water needs in Upcountry Maui, including agricultural users at the 

Kula Agricultural Park (KAP), as well as the Nāhiku community. It also will allow for the 

continued provision of water to approximately 30,000 acres of agricultural lands (formerly in 

sugarcane) in Central Maui. 

For the Proposed Action, “maintenance and repair” involves keeping the waterways clear of 

trees, weeds, rocks, dirt, and anything that will potentially impede the flow of water. This includes 

not only in the ditches, but in tunnels and flumes as well. While some of the maintenance and 

repair work is done by hand, other work requires small tractors and specialized equipment. 

Maintenance and repair work of this nature in these areas has been going on for more than a century 

in connection with the operation and maintenance of the EMI Aqueduct System.  

 Document Purpose 

A Chapter 6E-7 and 6E-42 historic preservation review letter dated 25 January 2017 (Log No. 

2017.00026; Doc. No. 1701GC08; Appendix A) sent from the SHPD to the DLNR Land Division 

requested that, pursuant to HAR §13-284-5(b)(5)(A and C), an archaeological inventory survey 

(AIS) and architectural inventory survey would be required prior to issuance of the Water Lease 

and that these surveys also be proceeded by inventory plans. 
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Figure 1. Portions of the 1992a Haiku, 1992c Keanae, 1991 Kilohana, 1992d Nahiku, and 1992b Hana USGS 7.5-minute topographic 

quadrangles showing the location of the License Area (Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo License Areas) (U.S. 

Geological Survey 1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c, 1992d)
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Figure 2. Tax Map Key (TMK): [2] 1-1-001 showing a portion of the Huelo and Honomanū License Areas (Hawaii TMK Service 

2014)
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Figure 3. TMK: [2] 1-1-002 showing the Ke‘anae License Area (Hawaii TMK Service 2014) 
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Figure 4. TMK: [2] 1-2-004 showing the Nāhiku License Area (Hawaii TMK Service 2014)
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Figure 5. TMK: [2] 2-9-014 showing a portion of the Huelo License Area (Hawaii TMK Service 2014)
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Figure 6. Aerial photograph showing the Huelo License Area (Esri 2009)
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Figure 7. Aerial photograph showing the Honomanū License Area (Esri 2009) 
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Figure 8. Aerial photograph showing the Ke‘anae License Area (Esri 2009)
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Figure 9. Aerial photograph showing the Nahiku License Area (Esri 2009) 
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Additional information regarding the proposed Water Lease was provided to the SHPD including 

the understanding that the proposed Water Lease will not involve any significant ground 

disturbance within undisturbed areas. Moreover, any streams from which diversions will be 

removed as a result of the Interim Instream Flow Standard (IIFS) established by the Commission 

on Water Resource Management will not increase flooding potential beyond periodically occurring 

natural events. A subsequent Chapter 6E-8 historic preservation review letter (Log No. 

2017.00026; Doc. No. 1706MBF11; Appendix A) sent from the SHPD to the DLNR Land Division 

on 6 October 2017 updated the previous correspondence to no longer request the completion of an 

AIS plan or AIS in the License Area in conjunction with the proposed Water Lease. 

This investigation was designed to determine the likelihood that historic properties (any 

building, structure, object, district, area, or site over 50 years old) may be affected by the project 

and, based on findings, consider cultural resource management recommendations. This document 

is intended to facilitate the project’s planning and support the project’s environmental review 

compliance. This investigation does not fulfill the requirements of an AIS investigation, per HAR 

§13-13-276. 

 Environmental Setting 

1.3.1 Natural Environment 

1.3.1.1 Hydrology 

The License Area includes 36 named streams, of which 34 have historically been subject to 

water diversion into the EMI Aqueduct System. In 2007, all water diversion by A&B of 

Waiokamilo Stream was terminated and stream flow was fully restored. Presently, full and 

permanent stream flow restoration is planned for additional streams within the License Area.  

1.3.1.2 Rainfall 

According to the University of Hawai‘i 2011 Online Rainfall Atlas of Hawaii, between 1978 

and 2007, the annual rainfall along the length of the License Area ranged from approximately 

3199.6 mm to 6731.8 mm (approximately 125.97 in to 265.03 in) (Giambelluca et al. 2013). In 

2014, the annual average air temperature within the License Area ranged from approximately 

15.962 ºC to 21.556 ºC (approximately 60.73 ºF to 70.81 ºF) (Giambelluca et al. 2014). The 

elevation within the project area ranges from approximately 30.48 m to 2286 m (100 ft to 7500 ft) 

above mean sea level. 

1.3.1.3 Vegetation 

According to the Terrestrial Flora and Fauna Technical Report for the Proposed East Maui 

Water Lease (SWCA Environmental Consultants 2018) 19 different vegetation cover types exist 

within the License Area. Vegetation cover types include Open “uluhe” ‘Ōhi‘a Forest (10,934 ac., 

33% Lic. Area), Closed ‘Ōhi‘a Forest (8,575 ac., 26% Lic. Area), Alien Forest (7,658 ac., 23% 

Lic. Area), Closed “uluhe” ‘Ōhi‘a Forest (1,527 ac., 5% Lic. Area), Uncharacterized Open-Sparse 

Vegetation (1,430 ac., 4% Lic. Area), Uluhe Shrubland (658 ac., 2% Lic. Area), Closed “uluhe” 

Koa-‘Ōhi‘a Forest (611 ac., 2% Lic. Area), Uncharacterized Shrubland (579 ac., 2% Lic. Area), 

Alien Grassland (209 ac., 1% Lic. Area), Uncharacterized Forest (172 ac., 1% Lic. Area), Native 

Wet Cliff Vegetation (145 ac., < 1% Lic. Area), Closed “native shrub” Koa-‘Ōhi‘a Forest (139 

ac., < 1% Lic. Area), Native Shrubland/Sparse “native shrub” ‘Ōhi‘a (82 ac., < 1% Lic. Area), 
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Deschamsia Grassland (22 ac., < 1% Lic. Area), Native “alien grasses” Shrubland (22 ac., < 1% 

Lic. Area), Open “native shrub” ‘Ōhi‘a Forest (10 ac., < 1% Lic. Area), Very Sparse Vegetation 

to Unvegetated (8 ac., < 1% Lic. Area), Kikuyu Grass Grassland/Pasture (2 ac., < 1% Lic. Area), 

and Low Intensity Development (1 ac., <1% Lic. Area). These vegetation cover types span a 

diverse variety of ecosystems and each have their own representative species within each cover 

type. Generally, each vegetation zone contains a mix of indigenous and introduced species of flora. 

There are also 21 endangered or threatened species present within and near the License Areas 

(SWCA Environmental Consultants 2018:10-11, A-11 through D-12). 

1.3.1.4 Soils within Huelo License Area 

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) (2001) Soil Survey Geographic 

(SSURGO) database and soil survey data gathered by Foote et al. (1972), soils within the Huelo 

License Area portion of the project area include Kailua silty clay (3 to 25 percent slopes) (KBID), 

Pauwela clay (15 to 25 percent slopes) (PfD), Rough broken land (rRR), Honomanu-Amalu 

association (rHR), Rough mountainous land (rRT), Amalu peaty silty clay (3 to 20 percent slopes) 

(rAMD), and water > 40 acres (W) (Figure 10).  

Kailua silty clay (3 to 25 percent slopes) (KBID) soils are described as follows: 

This soil is on low uplands. Included in mapping were areas of Honomanu and 

Makawao soils. Also included were small, steep areas near cinder cones. 

In a representative profile the surface layer is dark brown silty clay about 9 inches 

thick. The upper part of the subsoil, about 18 inches thick, is dark-brown and dark 

reddish-brown silty clay that has subangular blocky structure. The lower part of the 

subsoil is very dark gray silty clay loam. The substratum is soft, weathered basic 

igneous rock. The soil is very strongly acid in the surface layer and strongly acid 

or medium acid in the subsoil. 

Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is slow, and the erosion hazard is slight. 

In places roots penetrate to a depth of 4 feet or more… 

This soil is used for pasture, woodland, and wildlife habitat. (Capability 

classification IVe, nonirrigated; pasture group 11; woodland group 8). (Foote et al. 

1972:53) 

Pauwela clay (15 to 25 percent slopes) (PfD) soils are described as follows:  

On this soil runoff is medium and the erosion hazard is moderate. Included in 

mapping were areas that are steep and moderately eroded. This soil is used for 

pasture and woodland. (Capability classification IVe, nonirrigated; pineapple group 

8; pasture group 8; woodland group 7). (Foote et al. 1972:112) 

Rough broken land (rRR) is described as follows:   

Rough broken land (rRR) consists of very steep land broken by numerous 

intermittent drainage channels. In most places, it is not stony. It occurs in gulches 

and on mountainsides on all the Islands except Oahu. The slope is 40 to 70 percent. 

Elevations range from nearly sea level to about 8,000 feet. The local relief is  
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Figure 10. Overlay of Soil Survey of the State of Hawaii (Foote et al. 1972), indicating soil types 

within and surrounding the Huelo License Area (U.S. Department of Agriculture 2001)
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generally between 25 and 500 feet. Runoff is rapid, and geologic erosion is active. 

The annual rainfall amounts to 25 to more than 200 inches. 

These soils are variable. They are 20 to more than 60 inches deep over soft, 

weathered rock. In most places some weathered rock fragments are mixed with the 

soil material. Small areas of rock outcrop, stones, and soil slips are common. 

Included in mapping were areas of colluvium and alluvium along gulch bottoms. 

This land type is used primarily for watershed and wildlife habitat. In places, it is 

used also for pasture and woodland. The dominant natural vegetation in the drier 

areas consists of guava, lantana, natal redtop, bermudagrass, koa haole, and 

molasses grass. Ohia, kukui, koa, and ferns are dominant in the wetter areas. 

Puakeawe, aalii, and sweet vernal grass are common at the higher elevations. 

(Capability classification VIle, nonirrigated). (Foote et al. 1972:119) 

Honomanu-Amalu association (rHR) soils are described as follows:  

The soils in this association have the profiles described as typical of their respective 

series. The areas are almost inaccessible by vehicle or on foot. They are on gently 

sloping to moderately steep, intermediate uplands on East Maui. The Honomanu 

soils occupy the more sloping, better drained side slopes. The Amalu soils occur on 

the less sloping tops of ridges and interfluves. The Honomanu soils are well 

drained; the Amalu soils are poorly drained. Runoff is slow to very slow, and the 

erosion hazard is slight. 

Honomanu soils make up about 60 percent of the association, and Amalu soils 

about 40 percent. Included in mapping were small areas of Kailua soils and many 

small, very steep gulches. This association is used for water supply and wildlife 

habitat. It is covered with dense min forest vegetation. (Honomanu part is in 

capability classification IVe, nonirrigated; woodland group 8. Ama1u part is in 

capability classification VIIw, nonirrigated). (Foote et al. 1972:43) 

Rough mountainous land (rRT) is described as follows:  

Rough mountainous land (rRT) occurs in mountainous areas on all islands in the 

survey area. Is consists of very steep land broken by numerous intermittent drainage 

channels. In most places it is not stony. Elevations range from nearly sea level to 

more than 6,000 feet. The annual rainfall amounts to 70 to more than 400 inches. 

Over much of the area, the soil mantle is very thin. It ranges from 1 inch to 10 

inches in thickness over saprolite. In most places the saprolite is relatively soft and 

permeable to roots and water. 

The land surface is dominated by deep, V-shaped valleys that have extremely steep 

side slopes and narrow ridges between the valleys. In most places, the local relief 

exceeds 500 feet. The soil material on the narrow ridgetops is similar to that of the 

Amalu and Olokui series. Rock land, rock outcrop, soil slips, and eroded spots make 

up 20 to 40 percent of the acreage. 

This land type is used for water supply, wildlife habitat, and recreation. The natural 

vegetation consists of ohia, false staghorn fern, tree fern, yellow foxtail, lantana, 
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kukui, and puakeawe. (Capability classification VIlle, nonirrigated) (Foote et al. 

1972:119) 

Amalu peaty silty clay (3 to 20 percent slopes) (rAMD) soils are described as follows:  

This soil is on high ridges and mountaintops. Included in mapping were small areas 

of Honomanu and Olokui soils and of steep gulches. In a representative profile an 

organic layer of black peat, about 8 inches thick, overlies a layer of gray massive 

clay about 8 inches thick. The substratum is soft, weathered basic igneous rock 

capped by a horizontal ironstone sheet l/8 to 1 inch thick. The soil is extremely acid 

above the ironstone layer. 

Permeability is restricted by the ironstone sheet, which is impermeable except for 

cracks. Runoff is very slow, and the erosion hazard is no more than slight. Roots 

penetrate to a depth of 8 to 15 inches in places…  

This soil is used for water supply and wildlife habitat. (Capability classification 

Vllw, nonirrigated; woodland group 16). (Foote et al. 1972:28) 

1.3.1.5 Soils within Honomanū License Area 

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (2001) Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) 

database and soil survey data gathered by Foote et al. (1972), soils within the Honomanū License 

Area portion of the project area include Kailua silty clay (3 to 25 percent slopes) (KBID), Stony 

alluvial land (rSM), Honomanu-Amalu association (rHR), Rough mountainous land (rRT), and 

Amalu peaty silty clay (3 to 20 percent slopes) (rAMD) (Figure 11). 

Stony alluvial land (rSM) soils are described as follows:  

Stony alluvial land (rSM) consists of stones, boulders, and soil deposited by streams 

along the bottoms of gulches and on alluvial fans. In most places, the slope is 3 to 

15 percent. Elevations range from nearly sea level to 1,000 feet. The annual rainfall 

amounts to 15 to 200 inches. 

This land type is suited to pasture in the dry areas and to pasture and woodland in 

the wet areas. The natural vegetation consists of kiawe, klu, ilima, piligrass, and 

lantana in the dry areas and guava, kukui, hilograss, and Christmas berry in the wet 

areas. Improvement of this land is difficult because of the stones and boulders. 

(Capability classification VIIs, nonirrigated). (Foote et al. 1972:120) 

1.3.1.6 Soils within Ke‘anae License Area 

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (2001) Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) 

database and soil survey data gathered by Foote et al. (1972), soils within the Ke‘anae License 

Area portion of the project area consist of Kailua silty clay (3 to 25 percent slopes) (KBID), Stony 

alluvial land (rSM), Honolua silty clay (7 to 15 percent slopes) (HwC), Honomanu-Amalu 

association (rHR), Rough mountainous land (rRT), Honomanu silty clay (5 to 25 percent slopes) 

(rHOD), and Hydrandepts-Tropaquods association (rHT) (Figure 12). 
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Figure 11. Overlay of Soil Survey of the State of Hawaii (Foote et al. 1972), indicating soil types 

within and surrounding the Honomanū License Area (U.S. Department of Agriculture 

2001)
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Figure 12. Overlay of Soil Survey of the State of Hawaii (Foote et al. 1972), indicating soil types 

within and surrounding the Keanae License Area (U.S. Department of Agriculture 

2001)
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Honolua silty clay (7 to 15 percent slopes) (HwC) is described as follows:  

This soil is on smooth interfluves on uplands. Included in mapping were small areas 

of Alaeloa and Olelo soils. Also included were small, gently sloping areas and 

small, eroded spots. 

In a representative profile, the surface layer is dark-brown silty clay about 12 inches 

thick. The subsoil, about 58 inches thick, is dark reddish-brown and reddish-brown 

silty clay that has subangular blocky structure. The substratum is soft, weathered 

basic igneous rock. The soil is strongly acid in the surface layer and subsoil. 

Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is slow to medium, and the erosion hazard 

is slight to moderate. The available water capacity is about 1.2 inches per foot in 

the surface layer and about 1.4 inches per foot in the subsoil. In places roots 

penetrate to a depth of 5 feet or more… 

This soil is used for pineapple, pasture, and woodland. (Capability classification 

IIIe, nonirrigated; pineapple group 3; pasture group 8; woodland group 7). (Foote 

et al. 1972:42) 

Honomanu silty clay (5 to 25 percent slopes) (rHOD) soils are described as follows:  

This soil is on the wettest parts of the northeastern slopes of Haleakala. Included in 

mapping were small areas of Amalu and Kailua soils and rock outcrops. 

In a representative profile the surface layer is very dark brown silt loam and dark 

yellowish-brown silty clay about 11 inches thick, capped with an organic layer 

about 3 inches thick. The subsoil, about 26 inches thick, is dark yellowish-brown 

and brown silty clay that has subangular blocky structure. The substratum is dark 

yellowish-brown loam and fragmental basic igneous rock. The soil is extremely 

acid in the surface layer and subsoil.  

Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is slow, and the erosion hazard is slight. 

In places roots penetrate to a depth of 4 feet or more… 

This soil is used for water supply and wildlife habitat. (Capability classification 

IVe, nonirrigated; pasture group 11; woodland group 8). (Foote et al. 1972:43) 

Hydrandepts-Tropaquods association (rHT) soils are described as follows:  

Areas mapped as Hydrandepts-Tropaquods association (rHT) consist of well-

drained to poorly drained soils on uplands. These soils are on the northern slopes 

of West Maui and the northern and eastern slopes of East Maui. They developed in 

volcanic ash and in material weathered from cinders and basic igneous rock. They 

are moderately sloping to steep. Elevations range from 1,000 to 6,000 feet: The 

annual rainfall amounts to 100 to 350 inches. The mean annual soil temperature is 

60° F. This association is geographically associated with soils of' the Amalu, 

Honomanu, and Olelo series.  

Hydrandepts make up about 60 percent of the association, and Tropaquods 40 

percent. Included in mapping were small areas of Rough mountainous land. Also 

included were small peat bogs. 
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Hydrandepts are the steeper areas of the association. These are well drained to 

moderately well drained soils that are similar to those of the Honomanu series. The 

surface layer is high in organic-matter content. The subsoil is dark-brown or dark 

yellowish-brown, smeary silty clay loam or silty clay. The substratum consists of 

volcanic ash and cinders or weathered basic igneous rock. These soils dehydrate 

irreversibly into fine pebble size aggregates. 

Tropaquods are poorly drained soils that are similar to those of the Amalu and 

Olokui series. They have a peaty or mucky surface layer that overlies a dark gray 

to very dark gray, mottled layer. The mottled layer rests on an ironstone sheet ¼ to 

1 inch thick. The ironstone is at a depth of 10 to 20 inches. It normally caps highly 

weathered basic igneous rock. 

The soils in this association have low bearing capacity and low shear strength. They 

are slippery and difficult to traverse. Because of their ability to absorb water and to 

transmit it rapidly, these soils are important for maintenance of ground water for 

domestic use and irrigation. 

This association is used for water supply and wildlife habitat. The natural 

vegetation consists of ohia, puakeawe, sedges, false staghorn fern, tree fern, and 

other rain forest vegetation. (Hydrandepts soils are in capability classification VIle, 

nonirrigated. Tropaquods soils are in capability classification VIIw, nonirrigated). 

(Foote et al. 1972:46) 

1.3.1.7 Soils within Nāhiku License Area 

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (2001) Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) 

database and soil survey data gathered by Foote et al. (1972), the soils within the Nāhiku license 

area consist of Kailua silty clay (3 to 25 percent slopes) (KBID), Honomanu silty clay (5 to 25 

percent slopes) (rHOD), Hana very stony silty clay loam (3 to 25 percent slopes) (HKLD), Rough 

mountainous land (rRT), Hydrandepts-Tropaquods association (rHT), and Cinder land (rCl) 

(Figure 13). 

Hana very stony silty clay loam (3 to 25 percent slopes) (HKLD) soils are described as follows: 

This soil is on smooth, low mountain slopes. Included in mapping were small areas 

of Honomanu soils. Also included were small, steep areas near cinder cones.  

In a representative profile, the surface layer is very dark-brown and very dark 

grayish-brown silty clay loam about 12 inches thick. The subsoil, about 22 inches 

thick, is dark-brown silty clay loam that has subangular blocky structure. The 

substratum is moderately weathered, pebble-size cinders overlying a‘a lava. The 

soil is strongly acid to medium acid in the surface layer and slightly acid in the 

subsoil. 

Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is slow to medium, and the erosion hazard 

is slight to moderate. In places roots penetrate to a depth of 3 to 4 feet. The available 

water capacity is about 1.2 inches per foot in the surface layer and 1.4 inches per 

foot in the subsoil… 
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Figure 13. Overlay of Soil Survey of the State of Hawaii (Foote et al. 1972), indicating soil types 

within and surrounding the Nāhiku License Area (U.S. Department of Agriculture 

2001) 
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This soil is used for pasture. (Capability classification VIs, nonirrigated; pasture 

group 11; woodland group 8). (Foote et al. 1972:37) 

Cinder land (rCl) is described as follows: 

Cinder land (rCl) consists of areas of bedded magmatic ejecta associated with 

cinder cones. It is a mixture of cinders, pumice, and ash. These materials are black, 

red, yellow, brown, or variegated in color. They have jagged edges and a glassy 

appearance and show little or no evidence of soil development. 

Cinder land occurs on the islands of Maui and Oahu. On Maui, it is mainly at 

elevations between 8,000 and 10,000 feet in the Haleakala National Park. On Oahu, 

it is mainly at elevations between 200 and 2,000 feet, near Mount Tantalus. The 

annual rainfall amounts to 20 to 30 inches on Maui and 60 to 100 inches on Oahu. 

Although Cinder land commonly supports some vegetation, it has no value for 

grazing, because of its loose nature and poor trafficability; It is used for wildlife 

habitat and recreational areas. (Capability classification VIIIs, nonirrigated). (Foote 

et al. 1972) 

1.3.2 Built Environment 

The built environment of the License Area includes the EMI Aqueduct System comprised of 

approximately 50 miles of tunnels, 24 miles of ditches, 13 inverted siphons, and approximately 

388 intakes. In addition, the system is served by approximately 62 miles of private roads and a 

solar-powered radio telemetry system to monitor ditch flows (ASCE 2001). The License Area is 

located upslope from Hāna Highway, the only major thoroughfare that extends through East Maui. 

The highway itself includes 56 bridges or culverts in the vicinity of the License Area. Several 

coastal communities are located on the seaward side of Hāna Highway and outside of the License 

Area. 
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Section 2    Background Research 

 Research Methods 

Background research included a review of previous archaeological studies on file at the SHPD; 

review of documents at Hamilton Library of the University of Hawai‘i, the Hawai‘i State Archives, 

the Mission Houses Museum Library, the Hawai‘i Public Library, and the Archives of the Bishop 

Museum; study of historic photographs at the Hawai‘i State Archives and the Archives of the 

Bishop Museum; study of historic maps at the Survey Office of the Department of Land and 

Natural Resources; and study of online historic newspaper databases. Historic maps and 

photographs from the CSH library were also consulted. In addition, Māhele records were examined 

from the Waihona ‘Aina (2000) database. 

Background research for this investigation is presented as a chronology and is further 

subdivided to present information related to specific events, topics, or locations. Prior to the current 

study, extensive research has been conducted throughout East Maui with varied foci (Duensing 

2005; Group 70 International et al. 1995; Handy et al. 1991; Soehren 1963; Thrum 1909b; Walker 

1931). This archaeological investigation will often cite many of these previous studies as well as 

supportive primary source material whenever possible.  

In addition to the archaeology-focused research conducted as part of this investigation, the 

Environmental Impact Statement for the current project will include architectural history of the 

EMI Aqueduct System within the context of a historic architecture report, cultural history of the 

License Area within the context of a cultural impact assessment, and numerous other 

multidisciplinary perspectives including, among other things, studies of social impacts, hydrology, 

and marine/terrestrial biota.  

 Traditional Background of Hāmākua Loa Moku 

The division of Maui’s lands into political districts first occurred during the rule of Kaka‘alaneo 

under the direction of his kahuna (priest) Kalaiha‘ōhi‘a (Beckwith 1970:383). The moku o loko, 

or moku as it is most commonly called, literally means “to cut across, divide, separate” (Lucas 

1995:77). When used as a term of traditional land tenure, a moku is similar to a political district 

that can contain smaller divisions of land such as ‘okana, kalana, ahupua‘a, ‘ili, and mo‘o. 

According to Mary Pukui et al. (1974:49), the literal translation of Hāmākua Loa is “long 

Hāmākua, where Hāmākua means corner.” There are several place names in the various ahupua‘a 

which make up this moku that are recorded by Pukui et al. (1974). Much of the historical and 

traditional information is related to adjacent ahupua‘a and is recounted here briefly because of the 

close relationship to the adjacent moku of Ko‘olau. 

Given the state of warfare between Maui and Hawai‘i Islands in the late pre-Contact period, 

there are storied accounts of the actions of passing armies in their disputes over ownership of the 

resources of East Maui. One such legend comes from the late 1700s when Kalani‘ōpu‘u, high chief 

from Hawai‘i Island, was involved in a campaign against Kahekili of Maui.  
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In an excerpt from Account of the Polynesian Race taken from Sterling (1998:102), Fornander 

describes the account of Kalani‘ōpu‘u landing on Maui to reprovision after a successful military 

campaign on Lāna‘i: 

Then, rounding Kahakuloa, he stood to the eastward, and landed at Hamakualoa, 

on Maui, where he plundered the country and committed fearful barbarities on the 

people, until Kahekili came to their support with his forces, and after several 

encounters, drove Kalaniopuu on board of his fleet. Foiled in Hamakualoa, 

Kalaniopuu made his next descent in the Koolau district, committing similar 

depredations and barbarities there. While there, he was joined by Mahihelelima, the 

Hawaii [Island] governor of the adjoining Hana district, with a select force of 

warriors, and being thus enabled to rally and hold his ground against Kahekili, he 

again attempted the invasion of Hamakualoa, where the war was protracted, with 

varying success, for several months. (Fornander in Sterling 1998:102)  

It was during this extended period of warfare between Kahekili and Kalani‘ōpu‘u that the 

advent of Western contact came upon the Hawaiian Islands, with Kalani‘opu‘u at the fore of its 

arrival off the coast of Maui. In 1778, when Capt. James Cook’s ships returned from their North 

American explorations, they stopped offshore of East Maui but could not land. In Exalted Sits the 

Chief, Ross Cordy (2000:294) places Kalani‘opu‘u at this first point of contact between Hawai‘i 

and the West: 

Kalani‘ōpu‘u had regrouped and again invaded Maui ca. 1778-pillaging Kaupō and 

Kaho‘olawe … and raiding and engaging Kahekili’s forces in Ko‘olau and 

Hāmākualoa. It was during this campaign when Captain Cook arrived off Maui’s 

Hāmākualoa in November 1778. Kalani‘ōpu‘u went on board briefly, wearing a 

helmet with yellow and black feathers and a long feathered cloak. (Cordy 2000:294) 

Kalani‘ōpu‘u and Kamehameha I (then, in the war company of Kalani‘ōpu‘u) both visited 

Cook’s ships, indicating who controlled the East Maui region. The Kahekili and Kalani‘ōpu‘u saga 

was not the last war to leave its marks upon the lands of Hāmākua Loa. Less than two decades 

later the first king of a unified Hawai‘i, Kamehameha I, would also pass through this region on his 

campaign to create a unified Hawaiian Kingdom. 

Excerpts of Fornander’s Account of the Polynesian Race in Sterling (1998:103) also mention 

places that were visited by Kamehameha I during his campaign to take the fertile stream-fed 

valleys of Wailuku: 

Of the campaign in Hamakualoa some mementos are still pointed out. The fortified 

position at Puukoae [Puukaae on later maps] on Hanawana, which was attacked 

and taken by Kamehameha, who had brought his fleet round from Hana. The hill is 

known as “Kapuai-o-Kamehameha,” to the west of the Halehaku stream, where he 

encamped for the night after taking Puukoae. Here his war god Kukailimoku was 

paraded around the camp, to ascertain by the usual auguries-the more or less erect 

position of the feathers, &-the issue of the campaign. … the Maui forces were 

routed and fled as far as Kokomo, where a final stand was made. Fighting 

desperately, and with hardly a hope of retrieving the fortune of the day, Kapakahili 

encountered Kamehameha on the field … Kapakahili was killed, the Maui men fled 
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and dispersed, and the road to Wailuku lay open to Kamehameha. (Fornander in 

Sterling 1998:103) 

Another account mentions Kamehameha I presence on a hill located on the shore just west of 

Halehaku Bay. An excerpt of an article by John H. Wise in the 6 December 1911 issue of Ke Au 

Hou, translated by and included in Sterling (1998:104) bears this account: 

The battle forces of Kamehameha moved on from there in Koolau to Hamakuapoko 

and that was the place where Kamehameha battle companies were forced back a 

little by Maui’s sons, however, because of the excessive bravery and strength of 

Kamehameha, the Maui people’s losses were severe at the stream of Kapiki 

[Kakipi?] in Halehaku and the imprint of Kamehameha’s foot remains on the face 

of one of the hills to this day (J.H. Wise in Sterling 1998:104) 

Though the author attributes this place to Hāmākuapoko, the traditional moku east of Hāmākua 

Loa, the actual stream of Halehaku lies in the center of Hāmākua Loa. In this way, many landmarks 

and natural features of the Hāmākua Loa region witnessed the various social and political currents 

of the Island by bearing names and stories associated with local history and lore. 

2.2.1 Place Names of Hāmākua Loa 

Handy et al. (1991:23-24,42) summarizes the relationship that traditional Hawaiians have had 

with the natural environment in the following passage: 

The sky, sea, and earth, and all in and on them are alive with meaning indelibly 

impressed upon every fiber of the unconscious as well as the conscious psyche. 

Hawaiian poetry and folklore reveal this intimate rapport with the elements, (Handy 

et al. 1991:23-24) 

… the relationship which existed from very early times between the Hawaiian 

people … is abundantly exemplified in traditional mele (songs), in pule (prayer 

chants), and in genealogical records which associate the ancestors, primordial and 

more recent, with their individual homelands, celebrating always the outstanding 

qualities and features of those lands. (Handy et al. 1991:42) 

These subtle observations of the interconnectedness of people, places, and deeds figure largely 

in the naming of places of note, also called wahi pana. The regional place names below, along 

with the environmental data, indicate that the lands within Hāmākua Loa Moku were widely used 

for many purposes relevant to traditional Hawaiian subsistence, habitation, and history. The 

perennial and seasonal watersheds on this side of the island bear many names associated with 

agricultural, domestic, and recreational uses of the local streams and pools. Sometimes these place 

names are references to the actions of historic individuals, and at other times to the deeds of 

legendary or mythological figures, but often are rich with the symbolic associations to the point of 

encompassing a comprehensive history of a place that can combine all these elements. Literal 

translations of many of the place names for land areas and divisions in Hāmākua Loa Moku are 

listed in Table 1 and may provide insight into this area prior to Western contact. Unless otherwise 

noted, translations are cited from Pukui et al. (1974) Place Names of Hawaii. 
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Table 1. Place Names in Hāmākua Loa Moku [from Pukui et al. (1974) unless otherwise noted] 

Name Translation/Association 

Ᾱwiki ‘Ili place name in Halehaku; lit., “swift” (Ulukau 2006) 

Ha‘i-kū Ahupua‘a, town, and reservoir; lit., “speak abruptly” or “sharp 

break” (p. 34); known location of hills of fine dune sand, some 

of which bore the bleached bones of past battles (H.T. Cheever 

in Sterling 1998:97) 

Hakakaupueo Congregational church at Huelo in Ha‘ikū; lit., “owl-resting 

perch”; owls perched in a pandanus grove here (p. 35)  

Halapē Heiau on the boundary between Waipio, Komohana, and 

Mokupapa; lit., “crushed” or “missing” (Ulukau 2006) 

Hala‘ula ‘Ili ‘āina place name in Honopou; lit., “red pandanus” (Ulukau 

2006) 

Hālauolōlo ‘Ili ‘āina place name in Halehaku; lit., “long, narrow house” 

(Ulukau 2006) 

Halehaku Ahupua‘a, bay, point, stream, and gulch; lit., “master house” 

(Ulukau 2006) 

Haleola ‘Ili ‘āina in Mo‘oloa Ahupua‘a; lit., “house of life” (Ulukau 

2006) 

Hāmākua Loa One of 12 ancient districts (moku) of Maui Island; lit., “long 

hāmākua” where hāmākua means corner (p. 39) 

Hanawana Ahupua‘a, point, and stream; lit., “sea urchin bay” (p. 41) 

Honokalā Ahupua‘a, point, gulch, and stream; lit., “the sun bay” (p. 49) 

Honopou Ahupua‘a, point, and stream; lit., “post harbor” (p. 50) 

Ho‘olawa Ahupua‘a, bay, point, and stream; lit., “to supply sufficiently” 

(Ulukau 2006) 

Ho‘olawanui Stream in Ha‘ikū; lit., “make great sufficiently” (p. 51) 

Huelo Ahupua‘a, village, stream, and point; a game, originated by 

Papio, was played here; loulu palm leaves were woven into 

hammocks upon which players were laid and then tossed into 

the sea (p. 53) 

Ka‘aiea Stream and gulch in Punaluu Ahupua‘a; lit., “the ‘aiea tree” 

(Ulukau 2006) 

Ka‘alukanu ‘Ili ‘āina in Honopou; lit., “the planting depression” (Ulukau 

2006) 
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Kaholo ‘Ili ‘āina place name near Peahi; lit., “the running” (Ulukau 

2006) 

Kahouiki ‘Ili ‘āina in Honopou; lit., “the small hau tree” (Ulukau 2006) 

Kailiili Place name in Hāmākua Loa; lit., “the pebble” (Ulukau 2006) 

Kākipi Stream and gulch; a type of poi made from soggy taro (Ulukau 

2006) 

Kaohekanu Stretch of land between Kawahinepee and Papaaea; known as a 

“place of robbers” for the treacherous passage through the 

region prior to being paved by Kihaapiilani (Moses Manu in 

Sterling 1998:101) 

Kapahi ‘Ili ‘āina in Honopou Ahupua‘a; lit., “the knife” (Ulukau 2006) 

Kapeku ‘Ili ‘āina in Honopou Ahupua‘a; lit., “the kick” (Ulukau 2006) 

Kapua ‘Ili ‘āina in Hāmākua Loa; lit., “the flower” (Ulukau 2006) 

Kauhihale Heiau in Pu‘u o Maile Ahupua‘a; lit., “house of Kauhi” 

(Ulukau 2006) 

Kaulanapueo Church and place name in Hāmākua Loa; lit., “owl perch” (p. 

93) 

Kawahaokapua‘a ‘Ili ‘āina in Huelo; lit., “mouth of the pig” (Ulukau 2006) 

Keali‘i Gulch and stream; lit., “the chief” (p. 102) 

Keali‘i Iki Ahupua‘a; lit., “small kealii” (p. 102) 

Keali‘i Nui Ahupua‘a; lit., “large kealii” (p. 102) 

Kokomo Historic saw mill; said to have been originally Koa-komo, lit., 

“koa tree entering” (p. 116), because a huge tree spread out its 

branches beside the trail and travelers went through under the 

koa branches (Ulukau 2006) 

Lālāola Heiau once located on an ‘ili of the same name; lit., “living 

branch” (Ulukau 2006) 

Liliko‘i Gulch and stream; a passion fruit said to have been named after 

where it was first grown, Liliko‘i, on Maui Island (Ulukau 

2006)  

Makaīwa Ahupua‘a and bay; lit., “mother-of-pearl eyes” (p. 140) 

Makawao Moku and ahupua‘a; lit., “forest beginning” (p. 142) 

Māliko Bay, stream and gulch; lit., “Budding” (p. 144) 
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Mokupapa Ahupua‘a, gulch, and stream; lit., “flat island” (p. 156); also 

name of Walker Heiau Site 70 in Ha‘ikū, Moku-papa-akua 

(Ulukau 2006) 

Mo‘oloa Ahupua‘a; lit “long mo‘o” where mo‘o can mean either lizard 

or land parcel/ridge (Ulukau 2006) 

Nalowale Unknown heiau; lit., “lost, forgotten” (Ulukau 2006) 

‘O‘opuola Cove, point, and stream; a stroke in lua fighting, another name 

for Makaīwa Bay (Ulukau 2006) 

Pa‘akea Ahupua‘a, stream, and gulch; lit., “coral bed, limestone” 

(Ulukau 2006) 

Pālama Stream and gulch; lit., “lama wood enclosure” (Ulukau 2006) 

Pāpa‘a‘ea Ahupua‘a and reservoir; lit., “turtle shell piece”; Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani 

made a long paved road beginning here (p. 179)  

Pa‘uwela Ahupua‘a, point, gulch, stream, and reservoir; lit., “hot soot” (p. 

182) 

Pi‘ilani Heiau in Halehaku; named after famous Maui chief (p. 184) 

Pōhaku ‘Ili ‘aina in Honopou Ahupua‘a; lit., “rock, stone” (p. 186) 

Pōhaku‘ele ‘Ili ‘āina in Halehaku; lit., “black rock” (Ulukau 2006) 

Pōhakuokai‘a Heiau; lit., “stone of the fish” (Sterling 1998:106) 

Pualoalo ‘Ili ‘āina in Hāmākua Loa; short for pua aloalo, lit., “hibiscus 

flower” (Ulukau 2006) 

Wai‘alaea ‘Ili ‘āina in Huelo; lit., “red earth water” (Ulukau 2006) 

Wailua Ahupua‘a, stream, village, homestead, and cove; lit., “two 

waters” (Ulukau 2006) 

Waiohiwa ‘Ili ‘āina in Honopou; lit., “Hiwa’s water” (Ulukau 2006) 

Waipi‘o Ahupua‘a, gulch, and bay; lit., “curved water” (p. 227) 
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2.2.2 Legends of Hāmākua Loa Moku 

With its location between the wetter moku of Ko‘olau and Nā Wai Eha with their perennial 

watersheds, the Hāmākua Loa region has been associated with several figures from Hawaiian lore. 

Being surrounded by regions with flowing water as well as containing some of its own in seasonal 

intervals, there are local associations with the Hawaiian god of flowing water, Kāne, and 

freshwater springs in Hāmākua Loa. In a Hawaiian language newspaper titled Ka Nupepa Kuokoa 

in Sterling (1998:101), the author John Waiamau details a legendary shore visit to Hāmākua Loa 

from the gods Kāne and Kanaloa on their tour of Hawai‘i after arriving from Kahiki (Tahiti): 

Kaneloa [sic] said to Kane, “We have circled Hawaii let us go to Maui.” They sailed 

to and landed on Maui. They toured Maui until they reached Hamakua. They drank 

awa but because there was no water they caused the fresh water to flow and drank 

all of the awa. They continued on and the water which they caused to flow was 

called the water of Kaneloa. This water flows unto this day. (Waiamau in Sterling 

1998:101) 

It is uncertain whether the water of Kanaloa in this anecdote refers to a specific place in 

Hāmākua Loa or whether it refers to all the springs in the Hāmākua districts. It is not surprising 

that Kāne and Kanaloa would have left their mark in Hāmākua Loa as they did in similar fashion 

at other watersheds in East Maui. Kāne and Kanaloa are not the only legendary figures to have 

been associated with Hāmākua Loa. The legends surrounding the abduction of Hina, the floating 

hill of Hā‘upu, and the abduction and sequestering of the former on the latter on the island of 

Moloka‘i also make mention of the moku of Hāmākua Loa.  

The myth of Kana, firstborn of Hākalanileo and his wife, Hina, begins on Maui in the region of 

Hāmākua Loa, where Kana’s grandmother, Uli lived. Kana was born with extraordinary and 

mysterious powers. At the birth of Kana, he was in the form of a piece of rope; and had no human 

form. His grandmother, Uli, took the rope and kept it until it assumed a human form, then she 

brought the child up. In this legend, Kana grew to be very tall and large. Another son was born to 

Hina, Niheu, who also grew to be very large and powerful. Hina was abducted by Kapepe‘ekauila, 

the chief of the hill of Hā‘upu, and she was borne away to Moloka‘i on a magical hill, in the form 

of a giant turtle; that floated her to Hā‘upu, in Pelekunu Valley on Moloka‘i. Hākalanileo went to 

Kana to ask for his help to retrieve their mother. Those throughout Hawai‘i who could build canoes 

were called to service. The only canoe worthy to carry Kana to Moloka‘i was found at Paliuli, at 

Ka‘u; where Kana’s grandmother told him to procure a large double canoe there. The canoe was 

produced through the magical powers of Uli. The magical canoe, named Kaumai‘eli‘eli, was 

brought to Hāna from Puna. Warriors were seated in the canoe, with the prominent places taken 

by Kana and Niheu. Sailing to Moloka‘i, the magical canoe of Kana and Niheu met with a seaborne 

attack by Kapepe‘ekauila’s warriors. The attackers were swiftly destroyed by Niheu and his war 

club. Kana, with his great strength, stopped great boulders from rolling down the cliffs of Waikolu 

Bay, thus averting disaster. Niheu jumped from the canoe to the hill of Hā‘upu to rescue his mother. 

The floating hill of Hā‘upu was magical, and tried many devices to keep Niheu at bay. Although 

he had found Hina, he had lost her while beating back an attack by Kapepe‘ekauila. Kana told 

Niheu to protect the canoe. Kana then assumed the form of a giant spider’s web. He stretched and 

bent himself over Moloka‘i, and over the mountain of Haleakalā, in order to visit his grandmother 

Uli in Kona on the island of Hawai‘i. She fed him food, so that he would be strong enough to fight 
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for the return of Hina. Kana was successful in his attack, and Hina was returned to Kana’s father, 

Hākalanileo (Fornander 1916:436-444). 

Other references suggest there may be a connection between Hāmākua Loa, Hina, and ‘Ai‘ai, 

both legendary figures associated with East Maui. Hina is one of the most widely known goddesses 

of Polynesia and is said to have resided on East Maui (Handy et al. 1991:206). She is most 

popularly associated with the demigod Maui, who was one of her sons who lived on Haleakalā in 

East Maui and performed legendary feats such as snaring the sun, fishing up the islands, and lifting 

the sky, among other feats. However, Hinapukui‘a is recognized as a goddess who gives abundance 

of fish and in the story of Ku‘ula, she appears as the mother of' ‘Ai‘ai (Beckwith 1970:20). 

In one version of the story of Ku‘ula, also known as Ku‘ulakai, is said to originate from the 

Hāna area, Maui. There he lived with his wife Hinapukui‘a, his brother Ku‘ulauka (god of 

cultivators) and Ku‘ulauka’s wife Hinaulu‘ohi‘a (sister of Hinapukui‘a and goddess of forest 

growth). Ku‘ula lived during the reign of Kamohoali‘i under which he served as head fisherman. 

At the time of his death, Ku‘ula prepares for the future by instructing his son ‘Ai‘ai on the powers 

of attracting fish, on establishing fishing stations in the islands and gives ‘Ai‘ai his magic objects 

including “a decoy stick called Pahiakukahuoi (kahuai), a cowry called Leho-ula, a hook called 

Manai-a-ka-Iani, and a stone called Ku‘ula which, if dropped into a pool, had the power to draw 

the fish thither” (Beckwith 1970:19). 

‘Ai‘ai follows in the footsteps of his father, using his knowledge and power and his magic 

objects to set up new fishing grounds around the islands. In his travels, several fishing grounds are 

noted on East Maui:  

The first fishing ground marked out by Aiai is that of the Hole-of-the-ulua where 

the great eel hid. A second lies between Hamoa and Hanaoo in Hana, where fish 

are caught by letting down baskets into the sea. A third is Koa-uli in the deep sea. 

A fourth is the famous akule fishing ground at Wana-ula mentioned above. At 

Honomaele he places three pebbles and they form a ridge where aweoweo fish 

gather. At Waiohue he sets up on a rocky islet the stone Paka to attract fish. From 

the cliff of Puhi-ai he directs the luring of the great octopus from its hole off Wailua 

nui by means of the magic cowry shell and the monster is still to be seen turned to 

stone with one arm missing, broken off in the struggle. Leaving Hana, he 

establishes fishing stations and altars along the coast all around the island as far as 

Kipahulu ... (Wahiako in Beckwith 1970:21-23) 

No fishing ground in Hamakualoa is mentioned in this legend, however it is likely fishing 

grounds existed there. A record of two fishing temples in or near Hanawana suggests that, as in 

other areas of East Maui, this area also held a strong fishing tradition (Ashdown 1971:53). 

2.2.3 Open Ocean Fishing Traditions of East Maui 

As a life near the shore would suggest, Native Hawaiians depended heavily on their access to 

ocean resources just as they depended upon the products of the land. In Tales and Traditions of 

the People of Old: Nā Mo‘olelo a ka Po‘e Kahiko, Hawaiian historian Samuel Kamakau (1991:78) 

states: 

Ka po‘e kahiko [the people of the old days] had many ways of catching fish. 

Perhaps there are no other people in the world like Hawaiians in doing this. The 
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people of Maui, at Ko‘olau, worshipped sharks – in order to be saved from being 

eaten by a shark when they went fishing. (Kamakau 1991:78) 

Documentation regarding Native Hawaiian tenancy, land use practices, and fishing rights are 

also found in the records of the Māhele ‘Ᾱina. The Māhele ‘Ᾱina gave hoa‘aina [common people 

engaged in agriculture] an opportunity to acquire fee-simple property interest on land which they 

lived and actively cultivated. The lands awarded to the hoa‘aina became known under the title of 

kuleana lands. Claims for some fishery resources made to the Land Commission of the Kingdom 

of Hawai‘i were given Land Commission Award (LCA) numbers, some of which remain in use 

today. First-hand accounts from native tenants generally spanning the period from ca. 1819 to 1855 

have become an important part of recognizing the traditional significance of these land use 

practices and fishing rights (Waihona ‘Aina 2000). 

In a series of articles about fishing from 1902 recounted in Ka ‘Oihana Lawai‘a: Hawaiian 

Fishing Tradition by Daniel Kahā‘ulelio (2006), an open ocean type of fishing was the preferred 

method of fishing used in deep waters along the coast of East Maui. In waters of ten or more 

fathoms deep the use of kākā line fishing and the kūkaula line fishing techniques were developed 

and employed, which are defined by Kahā‘ulelio (2006:45) as: 

In this [kākā] kind of fishing, no stone weight was needed to anchor the canoe and 

it drifted to and fro moving with the current. The line was five ka‘au in length, 

which was the equivalent of 200 fathoms, and that was about the depth of the fishing 

grounds desired to reach. Two or three men was enough for this type of fishing and 

each man had from forty to fifty hooks on his line. 

This is the way in which it was done. The leader that fastened the hook to the line 

was a yard or so in length, and it would be tied along with a coconut stem to keep 

it firmly in place. The hooks were fastened at intervals the length of each coconut 

stem, lest the hooks be mixed up and entangled. This was done until all forty or 

fifty hooks were fastened on. Bait was secured in the evening and the hooks of all 

the fishermen baited before time. When all was ready, then, just about daylight they 

set out, arriving at the fishing grounds when it was light. The man in the rear would 

release his line first, then the next man and so on. With a stone weight at the bottom 

of the line, to make it sink correctly, As the second man began lowering his line, 

the first already felt a jerking on his and as soon as he knew that all of his hooks 

had been taken he hauled in the line. They all did this. Then the sails were set up 

and the Ma‘a‘a breeze did the work of bringing them home. (Kahā‘ulelio 2006:45) 

Kahā‘ulelio continues and defines kūkaula fishing: 

This is still in use, and only where the fishing ground is shallow, from fifty, sixty 

to seventy fathoms deep and not any deeper than that. If at the depth of eighty 

fathoms, then only small fish will be caught such as the ‘ukikiki [A species of 

snapper fish (Apsilus brighami)] and small ‘ula‘ula [red snapper (Etelis 

coruscans)]. At sixty or fifty fathoms in depth, the fish would snatch at the hook if 

the current is right.  

The line is 80 or 120 fathoms in length and to it we tie coconut husks for signals 

when the hook is taken. It is made in this way; the first husk is tied on at forty 
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fathoms and that is called the nuku, or snout; at five more fathoms, another is 

fastened on, this is the alo, or face; at the next five fathoms, another is fastened on, 

called the kua, or back; at the next five fathoms,is the manamana, the branching; at 

the next five, the i‘aiki, or little fish; the next is the kuaokai‘aiki, the back of the 

little fish; the next is moe, the recumbent, and that is the last of the coconut husk 

signals. (Kahā‘ulelio 2006:45) 

Using these techniques, Native Hawaiians were able to catch deep water fish from the waters 

off the north and east shores of Maui. This practice was not isolated to Hāmākua Loa Moku only, 

and represents techniques used across many deep sea fisheries including those located off the coast 

of neighboring Ko‘olau Moku to the East.  

 Traditional Background of Ko‘olau Moku 

The kālana, or subregion, that forms the moku of Ko‘olau has been defined as a collection of 

ahupua‘a, including Honolulu Nui, Honolulu Iki, Honopou, Wailua, Honomanū, Kali‘i, Kukui 

[Nāhiku], Ke‘anae, Keopuka, [Ka] Pa‘akea, Puakea, Kapehu, Kapā‘ula, Kea‘ā, Pauwalu 

[Ke‘anae], Waiahole, Waiohue, Waianu, ‘Ula‘ino, and Makapipi [Nāhiku] that supported 

important population centers on the island of Maui. Handy stated that Ke‘anae and Wailua Nui 

were regions that supported intensive and extensive wet-taro cultivation (Handy et al. 1991:272). 

It was further noted that, in this region of Maui, the ahupua‘a are marked from stream to stream, 

rather than from ridge to ridge (McGregor 2007:83).  

Ko‘olau Moku, on the northeast coast of Maui is located in between Hāmākua Loa Moku to the 

west and Hāna Moku to the east. A literal translation of Ko‘olau is “windward” (Pukui et al. 

1974:117). Additionally the name Ko‘olau traditionally has been applied to the districts located on 

the windward side of many Hawaiian Islands (Soehren 2002-2010). Although Ko‘olau Moku 

extends from O‘opuola Point to beyond Nāhiku, the lands from Wailua to Ke‘anae are considered 

to be some of the denser areas of habitation throughout the region (Handy et al. 1991:499-501). 

With regard to political influence and the course of pre-Contact Hawaiian history, it has been 

noted that there may has been some rivalry within Ko‘olau Moku between the ahupua‘a of 

Ke‘anae and neighboring Wailuanui (Handy 1940:109-110). These interregional rivalries, 

however, would give way to larger political battles concerning the rule of Maui Island and the line 

of succession between the sons of Pi‘ilani (Kamakau 1992:22-29), and later, the consolidation of 

power and unification of the Hawaiian Islands under Kamehameha I (Group 70 International et al. 

1995) 

Chief Pi‘ilani united all of Maui under his rule between the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

Pi‘ilani’s sons, Lonopi‘ilani and Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani, were contenders for control of Maui. Kiha-a-

Pi‘ilani eventually took refuge at Hāna while fleeing the warriors loyal to his brother. While in 

Hāna, Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani took as his wife Koleamoku, who had been betrothed to Lonopi‘ilani, which 

again put the two brothers to warring. Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani was on the run from his brother across Maui 

until a ritual ceremony performed by the kahuna nui [high priest] revealed that he must flee Maui 

to preserve his life, but would eventually return to conquer and unify the island (Kirch 2012:208).  

At this time, the reigning chief of Hawai‘i Island, ‘Umi-a-Liloa, was married to Pi‘ikea, the 

daughter of Pi‘ilani and sister to Lonopi‘ilani and Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani. This marriage had formerly 

brought peace between the island polities of Hawai‘i and Maui. Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani and his wife 
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Koleamoku fled Maui and set out to his sister’s residence asking for help from ‘Umi’s household 

on Hawai‘i Island. In response to this ‘Umi “[h]aving received favorable auguries from the high 

priest, Kaoleioku, ‘Umi summoned the chiefs of the various districts to prepare for the invasion of 

Maui” (Fornander 1880:98). ‘Umi not only sided with Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani and sent an invasion fleet to 

Hāna, but also sent along one of his most notorious warriors, Pi‘imaiwa‘a, who had been 

instrumental in the battles that won ‘Umi all of Hawai‘i Island. The campaign met with difficulty 

in taking Hāna before the Hawai‘i Island men had even made ground on Maui. Samuel Kamakau 

(1992:293) relates the account: 

When ‘Umi-a-Liloa arrived with the later company he heard how his canoemen 

were unable to go ashore and how they were held at bay by the mighty Maui 

warrior, Ho'olae-makua. He asked Kiha-a-Pi‘i-lani, “Is there no other way of 

getting the war canoes ashore? We can fight them better on shore, for our present 

position is an unstable one.” Kiha-a-Pi‘i-lani answered, “There is a small harbor at 

Ko'olau called Wailua-iki, and if all the canoes cannot land there, there is another 

landing at Wailua-nui.” The blocked canoes turned about and sailed for Wailua-iki 

at Ko‘olau. (Kamakau 1992:29) 

In Hāna, at the fortress hill of Ka‘uiki, Lonopi‘ilani’s forces under the command of 

Ho‘olaemakua, withstood the Hawai‘i forces until a nighttime raid overwhelmed them. In A Shark 

Going Inland is my Chief, Kirch (2012:210) tells that Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani’s men: 

… fell upon the slumbering Maui forces. Many were killed, or leaped to their deaths 

off the steep cliffs encircling the hill. But in the darkness a few escaped, including 

Ho‘olaemakua. Kiha sent Pi‘imaiwa‘a in search of Ho‘olaemakua in the backlands 

of Hāna … His hands were brought back to Kiha to confirm his death. (Kirch 

2012:210) 

With this battle Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani gained control of East Maui. Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani’s brother, 

Lonopi‘ilani, reportedly died of fright before his brother’s campaign had a chance to reach 

Wailuku (Kirch 2012). The death of his brother left Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani as the standing ruler of Maui. 

In Fornander (1918:180) “Legend of Kihapiilani,” after Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani and ‘Umi’s forces 

conquered the fortress of Ka‘uiki at Hāna, Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani began to construct a “roadway from 

Kawaipapa to the forests of Oopuloa [sic];” which, “was made and paved with smooth rocks”. The 

roadway Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani built was the Ke Alaloa o Maui, which his father (Pi‘ilani) had begun 

some time earlier. The portions of the Alaloa that Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani constructed extended one of the 

first continuous overland routes on the north shore of Maui to help connect the distant communities 

of the eastern districts to the central isthmus. The section built at this time began in Ko‘olau and 

stretched all the way to Hāmākua Loa (Moses Manu in Sterling 1998:108). For Kiha-a-Pi‘lani, 

asserting his influence in the region by way of public works was important both socially and 

economically as the “Makanali, Waikamoi, Puohokamoa and Haipua‘ena streams are found in this 

region of Ko‘olau. Here, Native Hawaiian families settled and cultivated gardens in the narrow 

valleys fed by small streams” (McGregor 2007:91). By connecting the region via a paved trail, the 

agricultural and human resources became more accessible and could be mobilized in times of need
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with greater ease. An additional advantage of the Ke Alaloa o Maui was that word could be sent 

between villages and ceremonial centers of any invading forces from either Maui or Hawai‘i Island 

encroaching upon the region, which was especially valuable during the middle to late pre-Contact 

period when the north shore of Maui was changing hands frequently between polities from both 

Islands (Kirch 2012:206-216).  

It was also during this time that Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani is believed to have built the massive structure 

Pi‘ilanihale in the Hāna region. This site would later be known as the tallest heiau in the entire 

archipelago. It was built to house the royal line of Pi‘ilani in East Maui, and was likely the principal 

luakini heiau [war temple] of Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani. Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani also began restoring Honua‘ula 

heiau just inland of Pu‘u Ka‘uiki around this time (Griffin 1987). Following this notable battle 

over the Hāna and Ko‘olau districts were the pre-Contact wars between Kahekili and Kalani‘ōpu‘u 

recounted earlier in this report (see section 2.2 Traditional Background of Hāmākua Loa).  

2.3.1 Place Names of Ko‘olau, Maui 

In the preface of Place Names of Hawaii (Pukui et al. 1974:x), Samuel Elbert states that: 

Hawaiians named taro patches, rocks and trees that represented deities and 

ancestors, sites of houses and heiau, canoe landings, fishing stations in the sea, 

resting places in the forests, and the tiniest spots where miraculous or interesting 

events are believed to have taken place.  

Place names are far from static … names are constantly being given to new houses 

and buildings, land holdings, airstrips, streets, and towns and old names are 

replaced by new ones … it is all the more essential, then to record the names and 

the lore associated with them [the ancient names] now. (Pukui et al. 1974:x) 

The regional place names below, along with the environmental data, indicate that the lands 

within Ko‘olau Moku were widely used for many purposes relevant to traditional Hawaiian 

subsistence, habitation, and history. The perennial watersheds that are abundant on this side of the 

island bear many names associated with agricultural, domestic, and recreational uses of the local 

streams and pools. Additionally, locations are named according to the type of resources associated 

with the area, such as Aihonu (eating of the turtle), which could be reflective either of the region 

as a harvesting area or as being associated with a specific notable instance of marine hunting and 

consumption. Along with references to food and resource gathering, many names are also present 

in the area that are names of fighting strokes in ulua fighting or in some other way indicate violent 

past times and incidences of warfare or strife. In this vein, some of the place names are also 

associated with conquering polities and bear the names of the chief that took on the construction 

of sacred heiau or other vital infrastructure, such as the Alaloa trail that connects the deep vales of 

the region to other distant moku. This is also not surprising given the long history of political 

struggles between Maui and Hawai‘i Island chiefs for the wetter East Maui region stretching from 

Hāna to Na Wai Eha in the centuries leading into the period of Western contact. Other names 

simply exemplify the physical features of the named places in relation to common objects or 

stories. Some names also will remain elusive within the context of their meaning, obscured by the 

passage of time and the coveting or overall loss of the oral traditions that credit names to places of 

significance. Literal translations of many of the place names for land areas and divisions in Ko‘olau 

Moku are listed in Table 2, and may provide some insight to what this area was like prior to 

Western contact.  
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Table 2. Place Names within Ko‘olau Moku [from Pukui et al. (1974) unless otherwise noted] 

Name Translation/Association 

Ᾱhole Islet; lit., “fish”; specifically, Kuhlia Sandvicensis (p. 6) 

Aihonu Place name in Pauwalu along Waikamilo stream; lit., “eating of 

turtle” (Soehren 1963) 

Alaloa Ancient paved trail; lit., “long road” also known as Pi‘ilani 

Trail; paved trail that ran around both east and west Maui 

(Handy et al. 1991:490) 

Aluea Islet; lit., “sagging” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Hahāhā  Bay east of Pauwalu Point; lit., “pant, breathe hard”; noted as a 

place for shell fish gathering (Soehren 1963:192) 

Hāmau Stream flowing behind Lakini and into Waiokamilo Stream, 

within Wailuanui; lit., “silent, silence, hush” (Pukui and Elbert 

1986:55) 

Hanawī Stream; lit., “seeking freshwater shellfish” (Handy et al. 

1991:110) 

Hau‘oli Wahine Gulch, stream, and waterfall in Ke‘anae; lit., “feminine 

happiness” (Soehren 1963:192) 

Ho‘okuli Place name in Ke‘anae; lit., “to feign deafness” (Pukui and 

Elbert 1986:80) 

Ho‘olio Hill used as a marker in Wailua; lit., “horse” or “horse like”; 

sometimes the noun, lio, is used as a general term for 

quadrupeds (dogs, pigs, etc.) (Pukui and Elbert 1986:80, 207) 

Huo Astrological name of an unidentified star (Pukui and Elbert 

1986:91) 

Ka‘alani Place name of trigonometrical station used in geodetic surveys; 

lit., “Those about the chief, members of the royal court” (Pukui 

and Elbert 1986:107) 

Ka‘aunaku ‘Ili ‘āina; lit., “separate” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Kahukahu Trigonometrical station located on northeast Ke‘anae Park; lit., 

“dedicate with prayer” (Soehren 1963:192) 

Kake‘e ‘Ili ‘āina; lit., “abrupt turn” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Kaki‘i Land area name in Wailua; lit., “to strike at, aim at, smite” or “to 

brandish threateningly, as in a war club” (Pukui and Elbert 

1986:120) 

Kala‘alaea ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua; lit., “remove red ochre” (Soehren 1963:194) 
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Name Translation/Association 

Kaleiomanu Stream in upper Ke‘anae Valley; lit., “a lua fighting stroke” 

(Pukui and Elbert 1986:122) 

Kalihi ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua; lit., “the edge” (p. 77) 

Kali‘i Land area makai of Pauwalu; the act of hurling spears at a chief 

as he landed from a canoe, in order that he might exhibit his 

dexterity and courage in dodging them, almost ritualistic (Pukui 

and Elbert 1986:123) 

Kaluanui Ditch and heiau; lit., “the big pit” (p. 79); the pig god, Kama-

pu‘a, was born here, as a fetus; he was thrown away by an older 

brother but rescued by his mother, Hina (Westervelt in Pukui et 

al. 1974:79) 

Kalunapuhi ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua; lit., “the high place” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Kama‘ino Trigonometrical station and ridge in Ke‘anae; lit., “naughty 

child” (p. 80) 

Kamilo Point, stream, and heiau; lit., “the milo tree” (p. 81) 

Kano Stream and falls in upper Ke‘anae; lit., “large, hard stem (as on a 

banana bunch)” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:129) 

Ka‘ōiki Place name in upper Pauwalu; lit., “small thrust” (p. 86) 

Kapa‘akea Land division and stream in Ke‘anae; lit., “the coral/limestone 

surface” (p. 86) 

Kāpae ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae; lit., “to set aside/deviate from” (Pukui and 

Elbert 1986:131) 

Kapā‘ula Trigonometrical station between Waiohue and Pa‘ea stream, 

boundary marker between Ke‘anae and Wailua Ahupua‘a; lit., 

“the red enclosure” (p. 89) 

Kaulanamoa Place name on Ke‘anae flats; lit., “chicken roost” (Soehren 

1963:192) 

Kaulani Mauka lands in Ke‘anae flats; lit., “to rely on/support the chief” 

(Pukui and Elbert 1986:136) 

Kaumakani Hill forming the boundary of Wailua; lit., “place (in) wind” (p. 

94) 

Kauwalu Islet; lit., “eight landed” (Soehren 1963:192) 

Kawe‘e Point of Ke‘anae Park; no translation, formerly named 

Kahukahu, lit., “to offer food and prayers to a god, or to the 

spirit of a dead person” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:114) 
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Name Translation/Association 

Ke‘anae Land section, village, stream, point, valley, peninsula; lit., “the 

mullet (fish)”; here, the god Kāne, accompanied by Kanaloa, 

thrust his kauila staff into solid rock, and water gushed forth (p. 

103) 

Ke‘anae Uka Land section; lit., “upland Ke‘anae” (p. 103) 

Ke‘elaimaka Land section in upper Ke‘anae; lit., “fascinates the eyes” 

(Soehren 1963:192) 

Keōpuka Islet; lit., “the perforated sand” (p. 109) 

Kī‘apu ‘Ili ‘āina; lit., “ti-leaf drinking cup” (p. 109) 

Ki‘inemakua ‘Ili ‘āina; possible mistranslation of Kanemiiku‘e, meaning 

“dark brown Kāne (god)”; area known for growing olona 

(Soehren 1963:192) 

Ki‘ioli‘olio Place name in Ke‘anae; lit., “loud cries of birds” (Soehren 

1963:192) 

Kīkahō Small ridge in Kupa‘u; lit., “to splash” or “to speak/interrupt 

rudely” (Soehren 1963:148) 

Kīkau Hill forming boundary between Ha‘ikū and Wailua south of 

Honomanū; lit., “to give freely and with good will” (Soehren 

1963:149) 

Kikokiko Place name in Ke‘anae; lit., “dotted, spotted, or speckeled” also 

“to peck or nibble” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:150) 

Kilo Area near base of Waianu Valley; lit., “stargazer, seer, to watch 

closely” (Soehren 1963:151) 

Kīpapa ‘Ili in Ke‘anae; lit., “placed prone (as in a slain warrior)” (p. 

112-113) 

Koleamoku ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae; named in honor of the first Hawaiian to 

learn the use of herbs in healing and was subsequently deified 

after death (Pukui and Elbert 1986:162) 

Ko‘oiki Land area in Ke‘anae flats; lit., “small prop or support” (Soehren 

1963:192) 

Ko‘olau Moku, gap, stream, ditch, gulch, and falls; lit., “windward” 

(Pukui and Elbert 1986:166) 

Kūālani Heiau and trigonometric station above Pu‘uililua; lit., “sour, as 

in unclean calabashes that have previously held poi” (Pukui and 

Elbert 1986:170) 

Kūāpōhaku ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae; lit., “turn to stone” (p. 119) 
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Name Translation/Association 

Kukuiolono Trigonometric station near Ke‘anae Point; lit., “light of Lono 

(god)” (p. 122) 

Kūpau Heiau above the road in Ke‘anae Valley; lit., “entirely finished” 

or “fearful, shrinking, rare” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:185) 

Lo‘iloa Ahupua‘a; lit., “long taro patch” (p. 133) 

Ma‘ino Land section near Nāhiku; lit., “defacement” (p. 139) 

Makahuna Land section in Ke‘anae flats; lit., “hidden point” or “hidden 

eyes” (p. 140) 

Makoloaka Islet; lit., “creeping shadows” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Mii‘ulu ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua; lit., “stiff from exercise” (Soehren 

1963:194) 

Moana Land area above Kupa‘u; lit., “ocean, open sea” (Pukui and 

Elbert 1986:249) 

Mokuhala Islet; lit., “pandanus island” or “island passed by” (p. 155) 

Mokuhōlua Islet; lit., “sled island” (p. 155) 

Mokuhuki Islet; lit., “pulling island” (p. 155) 

Mokumana Islet; lit., “divided island” or “divided district” (p. 155) 

Nāhiku Land section, village, ditch, and landing; lit., “the sevens” in 

reference to the districts of the area (p. 160) 

‘Ōhi‘a ‘Ili ‘āina in Waianu; lit., “‘ō‘hia tree”, location of two famous 

springs called Waiakāne and Waiakanaloa, where Kāne thrust 

his staff into two rocks to procure water for himself and Kanaloa 

(p. 168)  

Pa‘akamaka ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua; lit., “close the eye” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Pa‘akea Land section, gulch, and stream; lit., “coral bed, limestone” (p. 

173) 

Paehala ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae; lit., “row/cluster of pandanus trees” 

(Soehren 1963:192) 

Pāhoa ‘Ili ‘āina or ahupua‘a east of Ke‘anae; lit., “short dagger” 

(Pukui and Elbert 1986:300) 

Pakanaloa Heiau in Ke‘anae Valley; Temple of Kahuna Kahekili, rumored 

descendent of the earliest “gods” (Ashdown 1971:45); upon his 

death, he was dismembered and distributed among other temples 

where his remains were deified (Beckwith 1970:48-49) 
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Name Translation/Association 

Pāku‘i Trigonometric station near shore beneath Wailuanui Catholic 

Church; lit., “attached/add on” (p. 176) 

Pālaha Place name where Pōhaku‘oki‘āina is found on brink of 

Haleakalā Crater; lit., “spread out/extended/flattened” (Pukui 

and Elbert 1986:307) 

Pālauhulu Stream in Ke‘anae; lit., “to take all of a fish catch for a chief 

instead of dividing it” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:310) 

Pali Kahekili Leaping place above Waiohuli Pond in Ke‘anae; lit., “precipice 

of Kahekili” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:312) 

Paliuli Cave near Hāna, where Queen Ka‘ahumanu was rumored to 

have been born; lit., “green cliff”; a legendary paradise of plenty 

(p. 178) 

Pana‘ewa ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae flats; named for the legendary home of a 

mo‘o destroyed by Hi‘iaka (p. 178) 

Papihii Promontory east of Wailuaiki; bears earlier name of Poahonu, 

lit., “choked with debris” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Pā‘ula Land area by ocean near Kopili‘ula; lit., “red enclosure” (p. 181) 

Pauwalu Point near Ke‘anae; lit., “eight destroyed”; named after a 

Moloka‘i shark-man who killed seven of a family’s children, 

until he was caught and killed using the eighth as bait (p. 182) 

Pōhakukane ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae; lit., “Kāne’s stone” (Pukui and Elbert 

1986:334) 

Pōhaku‘oki‘āina Boundary pu‘u marking the corners of the current Makawao and 

Hāna districts, and the traditional Hāmākua Loa, Ko‘olau, Hāna, 

Kipahulu, Kaupo, Kahikinui, Honuaula, and Kula Moku; lit., 

“stone dividing land” (Ulukau 2006) 

Puakea Ahupua‘a, ‘ili ‘āina, stream and gulch in Ko‘olau; lit., “white 

blossom” (Ulukau 2006) 

Pueo  Hilltop on west rim of Ke‘anae Valley; lit., “owl” (Soehren 

1963:194) 

Pu‘u‘alaea Peak in Wailua on Halakalā Crater; lit., “red ocherous hill” (p. 

195) 

Pu‘u o Koholā Heiau located in Honomanū; lit., “hill of the whale” (Ulukau 

2006) 

Pu‘u Olu Fishpond at southern end of Pauwalu Point; lit., “restful place” 

(Soehren 1963:194) 
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Name Translation/Association 

Waiaka Pond; lit., “reflection water” or “shadowy water” (p. 219) 

Waiakamoi Watershed in Ke‘anae; lit., “water by the threadfish” (p. 219) 

Waianu Ahupua‘a between Ke‘anae and Wailuanui Streams; lit., “cold 

water” (p. 221) 

Waia‘ōlohe Pond located within Ke‘anae Stream; lit., “water of, or used by, 

‘ōlohe” where ‘ōlohe means bare, naked, or hairless (Pukui and 

Elbert 1986:285; Ulukau 2006) 

Wai‘āpuka ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae; lit., “water coming out” (p. 221) 

Wai‘eli ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua; lit., “dug water” (p. 221) 

Waikamilo Stream in Wailuanui; lit., “water of the milo tree” (Soehren 

1963:194) 

Waikamoi Land division, stream, and ridge trail; lit., “water of the mo‘i 

taro” (p. 222) 

Wailua Ahupua‘a and ‘ili ‘āina; lit., “two waters” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Wailuaiki Stream and land division in Wailua; lit., “small two-waters” (p. 

224) 

Wailuanui ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua: lit., “large two-waters” (p. 225) 

Waiokilo Waterfall at base of Waiokamilo Stream in Wailuanui; lit., 

“landmark water” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Waiokukui Waterfall on Waiokamilo Stream; lit., “water of the candlenut 

tree” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Waiokuna Waterfall on Palauhulu Stream; lit., “water of kuna (a freshwater 

eel)” (Soehren 1963:194) 
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2.3.2 Legends of Ko‘olau Moku 

Oral tradition passed from one generation to the next provides valuable insight into the pre-

Contact cultural landscape of Ko‘olau Moku. As with many of the named places in the archipelago, 

there is a rich oral tradition regarding the exploits of the legendary figures of Hawaiian mythology 

in the region.  

The Ko‘olau region of Maui was made famous as the part of the island that the demigod Māui 

chose to ascend to the top of Mauna Haleakalā to capture the rays of the sun-god Lā, in order that 

Lā would be forced to travel more slowly through the heavens during the day. This action would 

help his mother, Hina [wife of Akalana], to dry the kapa [tapa] that she had beaten out [traditional 

bark-cloth made of the wauke bark]. The eastern gap of the mountain of Haleakalā, named the 

Ko‘olau Gap, was the place the demigod Māui mounted the summit. According to the legend, once 

Māui ascended the slope, he caught Lā in a noose, beat Lā into submission, and compelled him 

ever after to travel more slowly (Westervelt 1910:140). 

Within the larger moku of Ko‘olau lies the fertile region of Ke‘anae. This region also bears the 

storied visits of gods and legends that passed through and reside in the region. The waters that feed 

Ke‘anae were said to have been brought forth by the god Kāne, who thrust his kauila staff into 

solid rock to bring forth the waters of Ke‘anae, similar to the flows of life giving water he is 

accredited with creating in a similar fashion in Hāmākua Loa while in the company of Kanaloa 

(Beckwith 1970:64; Sterling 1998:101). Beckwith (1970:65) further describes the site of this 

famous watershed in Ke‘anae: 

Two holes are pointed out just below the road across Ohia gulch beyond Keanae on 

Maui where Kane dug his spear first into one hole and then into the other with the 

words, “This is for you, that for me.” The water gushing from these apertures is 

called "the water of Kane and Kanaloa. (Beckwith 1970:65) 

According to the historian Samuel Kamakau, cited in Maly and Maly (2001), god-associated 

accounts in the lands of Pāpa‘a‘ea, ‘O-opu‘ola and Ke‘anae centered around the god Kāne. Kāne’s 

attributes also included ka wai ola – the waters of life, kalo [irrigated taro], sunlight, and a 

manifestation of thunder and lightning. These associations lend themselves to this wet, windswept, 

and sometimes stormy side of Maui. Kāne’s attributes named Kānehekili, Kanewawahilani, 

Kahoalii, Kauilanuimakehaikalani, among many other gods belonging to the upper and lower 

strata of the firmament were called “gods of the heavens.” The first kahu who observed the kapus 

[taboos] of these gods was named Hekili (Thunder). He lived at Pāpa‘a‘ea, where he was born in 

a place where thunder claps very loudly, with double claps, and where flashes of lightning smashed 

to pieces the forest of ‘O-opu‘ola (found between Hāmākua Loa and Ko‘olau Moku) (Maly and 

Maly 2001:13). 

According to Martha Beckwith (1970), Kāne-hekili was the god worshipped by those who 

claimed an ‘aumakua (family spirit) in the thunder. In the forest uplands within the proximity of 

the heiau “Pakanaloa,” erected back of Ke‘anae at a place where violent thunderstorms occur, 

thunder being the divine form of the god Kāne-hekili. This god was said to have been seen in his 

human form as having one side of his body black and the other side white. Kahekili, the last ruling 

chief of Maui, was tattooed black on one entire side of his body (termed pahupū, lit. ‘cut in half’) 

to show he belonged to the family of the thunder god (Kirch 2012:248; Maly and Maly 2001:13). 
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The stream heads in many of the deep valleys in the region also hold a special significance as 

sacred spaces in Hawaiian traditions. The region of Waikamoi in the uppermost [mauka] portions 

of Kalialianui Ahupua‘a and Honomanū Ahupua‘a, within the Pi‘ina‘au Stream valley situated 

mauka of Ke‘anae, are lands that represent some of the most significant native forest resources 

remaining in the Hawaiian Islands. These forests are part of a unique cultural landscape in that the 

native flora, fauna, mist, rains, water, natural phenomena, and resources were believed to be kino 

lau (the myriad body-forms) of gods, goddesses, and lesser nature spirits of Hawaiian antiquity 

(Maly and Maly 2001:ii). The reluctance of the maka‘āinana (common folk) to venture into these 

inland sacred spaces is further documented in Honomanū. J. C. Elliott in Sterling (1998:109) 

provides an account of a kapu (taboo) surrounding Honomanū Valley: 

I have heard from various sources that there are a lot of burials in the upper part of 

this Valley and there still seems to be a certain amount of superstition attached to 

the place; I am told that quite a number of people do not like to be in the Valley 

after dark, and that the [spirits of] ali'i are said to walk there at such times. (Sterling 

1998:109) 

The deep valleys of East Maui are not the only geographic spaces with gods and spirits residing 

within them. Many common features of the landscape such as caves, hills, gulches, and streams 

are also known to have legendary associations. Another tale tells of a famous shark of Ko‘olau 

called Hi‘u (the tail of a fish) (Sterling 1998:109). In On the Hana Coast, Youngblood et al. 

(1983:92) relates the tale: 

According to this story, two families in the area used to exchange food, a common 

practice, the couple living seaside at Ke‘anae giving fish and the couple living 

upland giving garden produce.  

One day the woman from the shore gave her sister-in-law on the hillside nothing 

but a fishtail in exchange for bananas and sweet potatoes. The woman took the 

fishtail home in her calabash, saying nothing about the scanty trade.  

That night both she and her husband dreamed of a shark, and when they woke up 

in the morning they found a live shark swimming around in the calabash, where 

only a tail had been the night before.  

The excited couple freed the shark in an upland pool and made offerings to it. 

During a heavy rain, the shark was washed down to the ocean, where … it lives to 

this day in an underground cave near Ke‘anae wharf. (Youngblood et al. 1983:92) 

2.3.3 Legendary Pōhaku in Wahinepe‘e 

Wahinepe‘e is the name of an approximately four-mile long stream near the north coast of Maui 

and within the Ko‘olau Forest Reserve. Less than a half mile of this stream is within the northeast 

edge of the Huelo License Area. Wahinepe‘e also refers to the stream valley and associated village 

near the stream. A legendary pōhaku (rock, stone) reportedly exists within Wahinepe‘e. Wahine 

(woman) is a commonly known Hawaiian word, while pe‘e is defined by Pukui and Elbert 

(1986:322) as “to hide oneself, object,…” etc. Based on these morpheme translations, the 

legendary pōhaku likely refers to a rock conducive in size and shape to hide a woman; although, 

this rock may also be shaped like a woman. The translations for Wahinepe‘e may also refer 

generally to the stream or region as a place enabling a woman to hide. 
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Kūpuna, James Keolaokalani Hū‘eu, Jr., provides the an account of a legendary pōhaku in 

Wahinepe‘e. During an interview with Kepā Maly in 2001, kūpuna Hū‘eu recounts that 

Wahinepe‘e was named for a rock on a trail under which an ali‘i successfully hid from a man 

chasing her: 

JH:  Like Waikamoi, no, it’s Wai-a-ka-mō‘ī [footnote omitted]. That’s where the 

ali‘i used to bathe. So one day this ali‘i lady went to bath, she pau bathe she 

was walking, going home. She was going towards East end. And this guy, 

Kamapu‘a …, follow behind. She turn around, and the buggah was coming 

from behind. She walk fast, she went to this place Wahinepe‘e. The uncle 

was in the garden. She tell the uncle about the guy. So the uncle told her, go 

hide there under the rock. Right on the trail had one big flat rock. That’s 

why they call it Wahinepe‘e. 

KM:  Woman hiding. (Maly and Maly 2006:196) 

Registered Survey Map 1811, created in 1874 by J.M. Alexander, shows three houses near a 

road in Wahinepe‘e (Figure 14). Survey maps from 1887 and 1909 show four house lots near 

road(s) in the Wahinepe‘e area (Figure 15 and Figure 16). The legendary pohaku may have been 

near one of the house lots depicted on this map, given the account from kūpuna Hū‘eu whereby an 

“uncle was in the garden” who told her to “hide there under the rock, “which was “right on the 

trail” (Maly 2006:196). 

There are also at least two traditional accounts that mention Kawahinepe‘e (Maly and Maly 

2006). In these accounts, Kawahinepe‘e most likely refers to the area now known as Wahinepe‘e; 

both accounts mention a road, but neither mentions an associated pōhaku.  

In an ongoing account of activities in the Hāmākua-Ko‘olau region entitled “Ka Moolelo o 

Kihapiilani,” published in the Native Hawaiian language newspaper Ku Okoa from 12 January to 

23 August 1884, Moses Manu, native historian with family ties to ‘Öhi‘a in Ko‘olau, “described 

disposition of lands in the region and told readers about the good work undertaken by Kihapi‘ilani, 

including construction of the paved (kīpapa) trail from ‘Oopuloa’ (a type-setting transposition of 

‘O‘opuola) at Ko‘olau, to Kawaipapa, Hāna…” (Maly and Maly 2006:18-19). Kepā Maly 

translated the following summary of Manu’s narrative regarding the construction of this trail:  

Kihapi‘ilani then called upon the chiefs and commoners alike, 

having them gather the ‘alā makahinu (dense basalt stones) to build 

an alanui (trail). The trail began at the stream of Kawaipapa and 

Pihehe, and entered the hala forest of Kahalaowaka. From that 

place, it went to the forest of ‘Akiala‘a at Honomā‘ele. It was laid 

out and paved with ‘alā stones. Also at Kīpahulu paving was begun, 

and laid out from ‘Alae-iki to Kuikui‘ula. In some of these lands, 

the kīpapa has been destroyed in the road work of T.K. Clarke, with 

the stones cast aside or buried at this time. The trail was also set out 

at Kaupō, from the stream (gulch) of Manawainui to Kumunui. That 

was the extent of the work of the king and the people. He then began 

the paving in the forest of ‘O‘opuloa [i.e., ‘O‘opuola], at Ko‘olau, 
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Figure 14. Esri (2017) aerial image depicting the License Area in relation to on overlay of a 

portion of an Alexander (1874) map, which shows three house lots near a government 

road in Wahinepe‘e
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Figure 15. Esri (2017) aerial image depicting the License Area in relation to on overlay of a 

portion of a Dodge (1887) map, which shows four house lots near a government road 

in Wahinepe‘e  
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Figure 16. Esri (2017) aerial image depicting the License Area in relation to on overlay of a 

portion of a Wall (1909) map, which shows four house lots near a government road in 

Wahinepe‘e 
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extending from Kawahinepe‘e to Kaloa, then on to Pāpa‘a‘ea, and 

on to Ka‘ohekanu at Hāmākua Loa. This was a place made famous 

in olden times because of the pōwā (robbers). There was much 

treachery upon this road, and it was difficult traveling for the 

visitors. But, when Kihapi‘ilani caused the paving (kīpapa‘ia), it 

became a good alanui (trail) to travel by. 

In recent years, some of the stones have been displaced by the people 

who are making the roads (alanui) of these times. There is once 

again, much trouble for those who travel the roads. It has been 

damaged by the animals (holoholona), and has many potholes. 

There is much trouble for the visitors and the mail carriers who 

travel between Hāna and Ha‘ikū. (Maly and Maly 2006:19) 

Manu’s account that “[i]n recent years, some of the stones have been displaced by the people 

who are making the roads,” suggests that the pōhaku in this area may have been moved and reused.  

Kepā Maly also translated Manu’s account of the mo‘olelo “He Moolelo Kaao Hawaii no 

Laukaieie,” which was published in the native language newspaper, Nupepa Ka Oiaio from 5 

January 1894 to 13 September 1895 (Maly and Maly 2006:23-28). Much of this mo‘olelo focuses 

on Makanikeoe, brother to Laukaieie and a wind diety, who traveled across the coastal regions of 

East Maui. During his travels, he passed a government road in Kawahinepe‘e:  

He then went on to Kaloa (in the vicinity of Pu‘ukālai‘ipu), where the alanui aupuni 

[government road] passes the place called Kawahinepe‘e. There, he saw a small 

dark hole, covered by forest growth. Makanikeoe wanted to enter into, and travel 

through this cave, so he took a body form as small as the māhiki (crab) or the ‘ōpae 

(shrimp), and he entered the cave, and found the water that flows to the stream 

named Waikamoi. (Maly and Maly 2006:26) 

The survey maps from 1874, 1887, and 1909, all show a road or roads in Wahinepe‘e. The 1874 

and 1887 maps appear to depict the old government road to Hāna (see Figure 14 and Figure 15), 

while the 1909 map indicates the path of both the old and new government roads to Hāna (see 

Figure 16). The latter two maps show the road(s) crossing Wahinepe‘e Stream and traversing 

through the land region labeled “PUUKALAIIPU” (see Figure 15 and Figure 16). The lands of 

Pu‘ukālai‘ipu were previously mentioned in the mo‘olelo recounting Makanikeoe’s travels, 

providing evidence that Kawahinepe‘e and Wahinepe‘e refer to the same area.  

A synthesis of Native Hawaiian language translations, traditional accounts, and historic maps 

suggest that the legendary pōhaku in Wahinepe‘e could be located in the vicinity of the house lots 

plotted near the government road(s) crossing Wahinepe‘e on the historic maps. Overlays of these 

maps on recent aerial images of the region indicate this location as either within the Garden of 

Eden Arboretum or the immediate vicinity. Background research suggests that the pohaku will 

likely be near the path of the old government road to Hāna, which is mauka of the current Hāna 

Highway in this area. 

2.3.4 Traditional Access 

The initial occupation of this portion of Maui first occurred along the coastal region about AD 

1200 (Haun et al. 2004). Of great importance to the reign of Pi‘ilani, and to his subjects, was the 
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creation of a network of roads extending throughout Maui. Each road was laboriously constructed 

of hand-fitted, adze-trimmed, basalt blocks laid in a mosaic to form paths four to six feet wide. 

One of these roads extended approximately 60 miles and connected Wailuku with Hāna. Around 

AD 1480, Pi‘ilani’s son, Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani, had the road extended beyond Hāna: through the Kaupō 

Gap and across the Haleakalā Crater (Duensing 2005). 

According to Fornander, Pi‘ilani’s son, Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani, upon becoming mo‘i of Maui, devoted 

himself to the improvement of his island: 

Kiha, who thus forcibly succeeded his brother as Mo‘i of Maui, had been brought up 

by his mother’s relatives in the court of Kukaniloko of Oahu … Having, as before 

related, through the assistance of his brother-in-law ‘Umi obtained the sovereignty, he 

devoted himself to the improvement of his island. He kept peace and order in the 

country, encouraged agriculture, and improved and caused to be paved the difficult 

and often dangerous roads over the Palis of Kaupo, Hana, and Koolau – a stupendous 

work for those times, the remains of which may still be seen in many places, and are 

pointed out as the “Kipapa” of Kihapiilani. His reign was eminently peaceful and 

prosperous, and his name has been reverently and affectionately handed down to 

posterity 

Kihapiilani had two wives – Kumaka, who was of the Hana chief families, and a sister 

of Kahuakole, a chief at Kawaipapa, in Hana. With her he had a son named 

Kamalalawalu, who succeeded him as Moi of Maui. Koleamoku, who was the 

daughter of Hoolae, the Hana chief at Kauwiki … with her he had a son called 

Kauhiokalani, from whom the Kaupo chief families of Koo and Kaiuli descended. 

Kamalalawalu followed his father as Moi of Maui. He enjoyed a long and proseperous 

reign until its close, when his sun set in blood and disaster (when Kahekili lost to 

Kamehameha I) (Fornander 1880:206-207). 

A 1908 photograph depicts an unknown portion of the alaloa (long trail) in East Maui, paved 

with sub-angular and rounded basalt stone as it meanders through thick vegetation (Figure 17). 

This alaloa (or “long road”) was studied and described by anthropologist Martha Foss Fleming as 

follows: 

… the method of building this paved roadway consisted of a line of men standing 

from the sea and handing stones one to the other until they reached the required 

place. Here the stones were placed into position. The trail was paved with flat, hard 

beach stones. (Fleming 1933:5) 

Sections of the trail remained at Ka‘elekū and between Wailua and Ke‘anae in the 1930s 

(Fleming 1933:5). At the turn of the century, in the early 1900s, portions of the trail remained 

usable between Nāhiku, Kailua and Halehaku (Dodge 1916:347). 

Maly and Maly (2001:398) further note that in addition to alahele (trails) and alaloa (regional 

thoroughfares) that extend generally parallel to the shoreline, there were also trails that connected 

the near shore areas with the uplands in each ahupua‘a. In this fashion the ahupua‘a and moku 

were connected to each other, while also containing roads that enabled access to the ‘ili, lele, and 

other constituent small-scale land divisions within the individual ahupua‘a. 
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Figure 17. 1908 photograph by Sam Dowdle of a section of the Pi‘ilani Alaloa, the King’s 

Highway, as it appeared in East Maui 
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2.3.5 Agriculture and Habitation 

The earliest estimation of the initial occupation of East Maui highlights settlement along the 

coastal region about AD 1200 (Haun et al. 2004). The abundance of traditional land divisions and 

place names between Hāmākua Loa and Hāna are suggestive that this period of habitation was 

extensive after initial establishment. Handy (1940:109) observed that “the minute ahupua‘a 

characteristic of this coast indicates a dense population.” 

E.S. Craighill Handy provided some of the earliest observations of habitation and cultivation 

within the Hāmākua Loa Moku. Sterling (1998:100) relates observations made by Handy regarding 

cultivation near perennial watersheds in Peahi: 

Shallow Kuiaha Gulch was not explored, but its stream must have watered a few 

taro patches on flats near the sea. According to Henry Ikoa and George Akiu, there 

were small terraced areas watered by Hoolawa, Waipio, Hanehoi, Hoalua, Kailua, 

and Nailiilihaele streams. These all have abundant water, but flow in deep gulches 

having practically no flatland suitable for terracing. Presumably stream taro used 

to be planted along the beds of these water courses well into the uplands, and forest 

taro throughout the lower forest. (Handy in Sterling 1998:100) 

Cultivation in this region was not entirely dependent on perennial water and further utilized 

dry-zone agriculture on the slopes of Haleakalā above the coast. Sterling (1998:101) references 

Handy’s account from local informants: 

On eastern Maui the semi-dry slopes of Hamakua must have been planted with 

sweet potatoes by the people living along the coast from Maliko to Waipio. 

Samwell says, probably referring to this region: “This island is mountainous, the 

sides of the hills are covered with trees, from thence to the water side are large open 

plains on which stood their houses and where they have their plantations of sweet 

potatoes, taro, etc.” (Handy in Sterling 1998:101) 

Within this area there are also several heiau that appear associated with agricultural practices 

(see section 2.3.5 Heiau, for more detailed discussion) and rituals. This seems suggestive of the 

extent of traditional cultivation practices within Hāmākua Loa where both wetland and dryland 

techniques were utilized to maximize food diversity and harvests and where ceremonial centers 

like heiau would help to ensure the harvests sought by Native Hawaiians. Evidence of similar 

activities increase the farther one travels east along the coast toward Hānā. 

From Ke‘anae to Hāna, evidence of Hawaiian cultivation and habitation have been noted 

extensively. According to Kirch (1996:72), the geologically younger region of East Maui was once 

densely populated. The fertile volcanic soils in the region of Hāna included extensive tracts of 

dryland sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) augmented by dryland taro, yams (Dioscorea spp.), sugar 

cane (Saccharum officinarium), and breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis). Irrigated taro was raised in lo‘i 

[fields] in the narrow valleys. Prior to Western contact, the irrigated taro fields of the Ke‘anae 

Peninsula, the heiau at Wai‘ānapanapa, and the Pi‘ilanihale Heiau were each major edifices 

physically attesting to the importance of the district of Hāna (Kirch 1996:69-71).  

Evidence of cultivation in Ko‘olau starts as far west as O‘opuola Gulch that marks the 

traditional boundary between Ko‘olau and Hāmākua Loa Moku. Sterling (1998:108) references 

Handy’s description of the gulch whose “stream, and likewise Waikamoi, Puohokamoa, and 
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Haipuena streams watered small patches.” A little further east, the valley of Honomanū affords yet 

more evidence of stream cultivation. Honomanū Valley is best characterized as a large stream with 

a broad deep valley and a good beach for fishing canoes. In ancient times, Honomanū was said to 

have supported a sizable population. Terrace walls attesting to this were observed by Handy et al. 

(1991:498): 

… as far as the level land goes – a little less than a mile. Above the valley, on 

elevated flatlands, there used to be some terraces and houses. These upland slopes 

were doubtless planted with all the plants that flourish where there is much rain, 

but they were too wet for sweet potatoes. (Handy et al. 1991:498) 

Sterling (1998:110) further cites Handy regarding the attributes of pre-Contact Honomanū 

Valley that made it suitable for such habitation:  

This valley anciently supported a large population, having a fishing bay of first 

rank, and a deep, flat valley bottom watered by a large stream. Only one family still 

raises taro in the old patches near the sea, but abandoned terraces extends up into 

the valley. (Handy in Sterling 1998:110)  

Additional testament to the productivity of the region comes from neighboring Nuuailua Stream 

to the east, such that “This smaller, flat-bottomed valley between Honomanū and Ke‘anae, now 

uninhabited, was formerly the site of a settled community which raised wet taro in terraces” 

(Handy in Sterling 1998:111). Continuing east of Nuuailua Stream, the region of Ke‘anae offers 

abundant evidence of traditional Hawaiian subsistence activities.  

The accepted pre-Contact settlement pattern for the region of Ke‘anae and Wailua Nui centers 

on the series of occupational episodes that utilized the Palauhulu Stream for taro cultivation. A 

cultural landscape study by Group 70 International et al. (1995) recorded the intensive use of the 

Ke‘anae and Wailua Nui region for taro, identified three separate field systems, and noted the 

processes by which community cooperation led to the field system operation. Studies of the history 

of land use indicate that flat and terraced lands within Ko‘olau Moku were intensively and 

continuously used for wetland taro cultivation or lo‘i agriculture from the pre-Contact era through 

the present day (Group 70 International et al. 1995; Handy et al. 1991). In regards to pre-Contact 

development, Handy (1940:109-110) states: 

In the extensive confines of Keanae Valley … the old Hawaiians planted a great 

deal of dry- or forest-land taro; but it was only in the lower part of the valley, on 

the eastern side, that wet patches were developed, although a vast area in the 

remainder of the valley might have been capable of such development…It is on the 

broad flat peninsula of lava that extends for nearly a mile into the sea from the 

western line of the valley, that Keanae’s famed taro patches are spread out in 

striking evidence of old Hawaii’s ingenuity. (Handy 1940:109-110) 

According to traditional accounts, Ke‘anae Valley was made suitable for agriculture by the 

hands of Native Hawaiians in service of their chief, thus providing testament to long-term 

habitation planning in pre-Contact times. Handy (1940:110) relates the tale: 

Anciently, according to Henry Ikoa, the peninsula was barren lava. But a chief, 

whos name is not remembered, was constantly at war with the people of Wailua 

and determined that he must have more good land under cultivation, more food, 
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and more people. So, he set all his people to work (they were then living within the 

valley and going down to the peninsula only for fishing), carrying soil in baskets 

from the valley down to the lava point. The soil and the banks enclosing the patches 

were thus, in the course of many years, all transplanted and packed into place. Thus 

did the watered flats of Keanae originate. (Handy 1940:110) 

It seems that the expansion into the valley floor may have been prompted by population 

pressure, hence the chief’s desire to increase food yields and insulate against the periodic famine 

common to Maui and Hawai‘i Island cultivation. Evidence of these famine cycles are seen in 

Honomanū Valley in the form of a ka imu ki, or tī leaf oven, used during times of shortage to 

render grated tī root into an edible famine food (Handy 1940:206).  

Additional evidence of habitation within Ke‘anae comes from the presence of a derelict 

fishpond, Pu‘u Olu Pond, situated just off of Pauwalu Point (Handy 1940:208). In addition to the 

pond, there is also a habitation site closely associated with it, and the terrace comprising the 

platform of the residence is within a few feet of the Pu‘u Olu Pond (Handy 1940:209). This 

residence shares a boundary wall with the pond and commands a view of a nearby natural arch 

beneath Pauwalu Point. A second platform, designated as a foundation for another thatch house, 

was observed on a slope of Paepaemoana Point. This foundation had its inner area paved with 

rough cobbles, with the exception of a smaller area delineated with larger stones containing finer 

internal paving between them (Handy 1940:210). It seems likely that the difference in paving 

within the inner areas reflect different spatial uses of the foundation. 

East of Ke‘anae are the terraced areas of Wailua, ranging between the boundaries of Wailuanui 

and Wailuaiki. Handy (1940:110) noted that: 

Wailua-nui has even more extensive terracing than Keanae, sloping seaward from 

the base of the cliff around which the road winds. About half of the terraces are still 

cultivated by Hawaiians. On the whole, Wailua is today richer agriculturally than 

Keanae. Wailua-iki, Waiohue, and Hanawai Streams supported small terraces on 

diminutive flats near the sea. (Handy 1940:110) 

The agricultural development of this region is attested to by the presence of at least four heiau. 

Two of these ceremonial structures, Heiau of Ohia (Walker Site 94) and Kaluanui Heiau (Walker 

Site 95), were identified within a third of a mile from the sea and were designated as agricultural 

in their associations and uses (Walker 1931:169-170).  

The last of the intensified cultivation and habitation areas on East Maui before reaching Hāna 

is the Nāhiku region. This land area encompassed the ahupua‘a from Kaliae to ‘Ula‘ino and their 

accompanying watersheds. According to Handy et al. (1991), Nāhiku was a fertile ahupua‘a, 

which was cleared and terraced with irrigated taro cultivated in the tradition of Native Hawaiians. 

In ancient times, the settlement at Nāhiku spread over gently rising ground above the shore with a 

number of groups of lo‘i watered from Makapipi Stream (Handy et al. 1991:501). There was a 

hala forest along the shore that extended from ‘Ula‘ino to Hāna (Wenkam 1970). The region above 

Nāhiku was traditionally forested with native trees such as koa, ohia lehua, and sandalwood. 

According to Handy, many plants that were used for native medicine also grew there (Handy et al. 

1991:501). In regards to the Nāhiku region Handy (1940:175) states: 
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Nahiku has a number of terraces, some still under cultivation, below the village. 

The people of this genuinely Hawaiian community also cultivate dry taro patches 

about their houses. 

Throughout wet Koolau, the wild taro growing along the streams and in the pockets 

high on the canyonlike walls of the gulches bespeaks former planting of stream taro 

along the watercourses, on the sides of the gulches, and in the forest above. The 

same is true of the wild taros seen here and there in the present forest above the 

road and in protected spots on what was formerly low forest land, now used as 

pasture. (Handy 1940) 

These lands represent the last significantly sized portion of agricultural land before reaching 

Hāna Moku. The area between the two was sparsely populated, but evidence of cultivation on a 

smaller scale exists in this area as well. According to Handy (1940:111): 

From Ulaino to Hana extends a hala forest, growing upon recent lava flows which 

cover the coast from Ulaino to Hana Bay. At Ulaino and Honomaele there are a 

number of places where dry taro is still planted by Hawaiians together with other 

small subsistence plantings. Formerly there was scattered planting all along the 

coast and forest plantations inland, between Ulaino and Nahiku, which are 

connected by an old trail crossing the lowlands near the coastline. (Handy 

1940:111) 

Maly provides the following summary of agriculture and habitation within the region: 

Based upon early historical observations (ca. A.D. 1778-1850), settlement in the 

watered valley environments of Hāmākua-Ko‘olau, consisted of permanent 

residences which centered near the shore and spread along the valley floors. 

Residences also extended inland along near-shore kula (flat lands or plateaus), and 

in fewer instances into the upper valleys. Temporary houses from which mountain 

resources (such as olonā, koa, and birds) were collected, extended into the upper 

valley areas, among fields on stream flats and on adjacent slopes. Two primary 

forms of agricultural sites occur in these watered valley contexts, they are the lo‘i 
kalo (irrigated and drainage taro farming field systems) on the valley floors and 

slopes; and the kula and kīhāpai dry land farming plots where crops such as  ‘uala 
(sweet potatoes), kō (sugar canes), kalo (taro), mai‘a (bananas and plantains), and 

wauke (paper mulberry) were cultivated (Maly and Maly 2001:7) 

Thus, even the regions considered too arid for lo‘i cultivation still supported sporadic small 

scale cultivation of subsistence crops by isolated families. By looking at the spatial associations of 

cultivation, habitation and access to sites of significance to traditional Hawaiians (i.e., access trails, 

fishponds, and heiau) a clear pattern of intensive, predominately coastal, occupation is seen 

throughout the lands of Hāmākua Loa and Ko‘olau Moku. 

 Heiau 

A heiau was a large ceremonial structure accompanying most larger pre-Contact Hawaiian 

settlements. The name literally means “place of worship” (Pukui et al. 1974:44). The heiau 

structure was an architectural feature as well as social institution of Hawaiian society and like 
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many social institutions has served several functions over time. How heiau were used depended 

largely on the communities they served, the times during which they were actively built and used, 

and the types of subsistence practiced by the Native Hawaiians who used them. In On the Road of 

the Winds, Kirch (2000:290, 295) cites water availability and ecosystems as two significant 

primary factors affecting the development of heiau use: 

The older islands of Kaua‘i, O‘ahu, Moloka‘i, along with the western half of Maui, 

display deeply weathered and dissected landforms, with valleys and permanent 

streams well suited to irrigate terrace agriculture… In striking contrast, 

geologically younger East Maui and Hawai‘i - while they account for 74 percent of 

the total land area - mostly lack permanent streams and have large tracts of young 

lava flows. (Kirch 2000:290) 

Kirch (2000) stresses the relationship of these ecosystem characteristics to political and social 

organization in the archipelago through the production of agricultural surplus: 

Irrigation works in the western isles, and dryland field systems in the eastern group, 

both constitute forms of landesque [sic] capital intensification, but with rather 

different socioeconomic outcomes… With irrigation, higher yields could be 

produced per unit of labor and greater surpluses could be extracted by the chiefs. 

In the dryland regions, greater labor inputs were required and the limits of 

intensification were more quickly approached, making the extraction of a surplus 

that could be put to political use more contentious. 

Two contrastive pathways to political (and ideological) transformation emerged. 

The chiefly elite of the western islands invested heavily in irrigation works, while 

their religious system emphasized Kane, god of flowing water and procreation. On 

Maui and Hawai‘i Island, in contrast, the chiefs exercised a cycle of territorial 

conquest, promulgating a legitimating ideology based on the cult of Ku, a human 

sacrifice demanding god of war, who seasonally alternated with Lono, god of rain 

and thunder. (Kirch 2000:295) 

The dependence on naturally existing streams for the creation of their agricultural surplus had 

a strong influence on scarcity and ultimately the stability of the local chiefdoms due to wet-dry 

fluctuations of the streambed. This, in turn, had an effect regarding which god or godly attribute 

was worshipped and honored at the heiau sites. This is reflected in the Makahiki religious cycles 

of Maui and Hawai‘i Islands, where the war god (Kū) reigns for the eight driest months of the year, 

yielding to the agricultural god (Lono) of thunder and rain for the remaining four-month long wet 

season of cultivation (Kirch 2012:251-254). Since Hawaiian chiefdoms were dependent on the 

production of a surplus to support a non-laboring class such as the ali‘i, in the event of the loss of 

“the continued ability of a system to yield sufficient surplus, chiefly power was undermined. When 

such conditions did arise … a considerable struggle for power ensued” (Kirch 2000:323). In this 

manner, the limitations of the dryland agricultural systems of the eastern archipelago helped to 

develop a strong tradition of war and contention mingling with seasonal periods of ceremonial 

peace. Reflecting these cycles, heiau were constructed for both agricultural and political purposes, 

both of which were important to the peoples of the drier eastern islands. 

As a younger island with fewer perennial watersheds, Maui was steeped in many struggles 

between warring chiefs before the archipelago was ultimately unified under Kamehameha I, the 
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last of the invading chiefs from Hawai‘i Island. Thus, many heiau were built upon the island of 

Maui along its northeastern shore, a route routinely used by both Hawai‘i and Maui Island armies 

in their long struggle to gain control of the wet Hāna region of East Maui, one of the wettest and 

most productive regions between the two islands. In this respect, heiau were a necessary institution 

to legitimize the rule of any reigning or conquering chief. In A Shark Going Inland is My Chief, 

Kirch (2012:229) elaborates: 

New systems of ideas and beliefs–such as those of kings as divine beings–get 

actively reinforced through the use of ritual symbols … especially in ritualized 

public displays… The increasingly elaborate heiau rituals, carried out by full time 

priests on the impressive stone platforms, served to reinforce further the power and 

prestige of the chiefs and king. (Kirch 2012:229)  

Despite this observation, heiau were not only intended for the use of chiefs and kings in 

establishing their legitimacy. Kamakau, cited in Kirch (2012:213), relates that “Heiaus were not 

all alike; they were made of different kinds according to the purpose for which they were made.” 

Among these alternate types are the smaller coastal enclosures serving as ko‘a (shrine) for 

fishermen, the heiau ho‘o‘ulu‘ai located further inland for assuring crop fertility, and longer and 

later-built double court heiau which were usually much larger constructions with an elongated 

terrace overlooking a second lower-level terrace (Kirch 2012:213). 

One of the earliest studies of Native Hawaiian architecture was conducted by Winslow Metcalf 

Walker (1931) on Maui in 1928 and 1929. In this study, Walker compiled and expanded upon the 

earlier works of Thomas G. Thrum (1909b) and J.F.G. Stokes (1916), in addition to completing a 

survey of Maui Island for the Bernice P. Bishop Museum (Walker 1931). By the time that Walker 

conducted his survey, many of the heiau previously observed on East Maui had been reduced in 

number from 182 to 134, citing that many structures had been destroyed by the cultivation of the 

sugarcane and pineapple industries (Walker 1931:97). In Archaeology of Maui, Walker (1931:97-

98) details novelties of the heiau he observed: 

No two of them are built according to the same plan, but the general appearance of 

many is similar. The heiau are all quite simple in construction, native rock from the 

vicinity are used without any attempt at cutting or facing. Platforms are built by 

extending the natural level of some hill or eminence of ground and thus producing 

a solid rock filled platform with a sheer or terraced front. (Walker 1931:97-98) 

The largest of these terraced heiau, Pi‘ilanihale (Walker Site 102) located in Hāna, is the largest 

in the state and is built over a large bluff, contributing to its massive 15-meter profile (Walker 

1931). 

About AD 1450 Pi‘ilanihale was built at Honomā‘ele near Hāna. The name of the structure 

translates to “Home of Pi‘ilani” and likely refers to the heiau as the royal residence of the Pi‘ilani 

Family, a long and storied dynasty of Maui chiefs from the sixteenth century (Sterling 1998:123). 

In Sites of Maui, Sterling (1998:123) cites Walker’s plan view map (Figure 18) and describes the 

impressive structure: 

It is a stone platform 340 x 415 feet terraced in several steps on the north and east 

sides. The north slope is the highest seen anywhere, five step terraces built up to a 

height of 50 feet from the bottom of the hill. The south and west sides are enclosed  
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Figure 18. Walker’s plan view map of Pi‘ilanihale Heiau, reprint from Sterling (1998:123) 
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by a great wall 10 feet high and 8 to 10 feet thick… The only structures found [on 

top] were the low walls indicated in the plan… The top appeared to be entirely 

paved with small pebbles and chunks of lava. A few pieces of coral were found. A 

house site is located just beyond the west wall, and the ruins of other structures in 

the cane fields below indicate all that is left of a former village. (Sterling 1998:123) 

Due to its striking features and large scale Pi‘ilanihale is currently preserved within the Kahanu 

Garden pandanus forest in Hāna. 

Of the 230 structures that Walker surveyed on Maui, 39 of the recorded heiau (Walker sites 64 

through 102) were documented near the License Area of the current project and are depicted in 

Figure 19 and listed in Table 3. Walker (1931) identified 20 of the 39 heiau within the combined 

Hāna and Makawao Districts, leaving 19 of the heiau as either unidentified or presumed destroyed. 

Of the 39 documented heiau in the region, only one has been reported as being 

within the License Area. This heiau is named Pu‘u o Koholā and was presumed to 

be located within the current Honomanū License Area. According to Walker 

(1931), this site was not observed during his survey of Maui Island, thus not much 

can be said regarding its structure, size, or ceremonial purpose (Sterling 1998:109). 

Another account of Pu‘u o Koholā comes from Inez Ashdown who places this heiau in the 

vicinity of Kaumahina Wayside Park along the mauka side of Hāna Highway just west of 

Honomanū. In Ke Alaloa o Maui: The Broad Highway of Maui, Ashdown (1971:54) states: 

Where the Kaumahina park is now on land of that name, there stood a big temple 

and around it and its village grew an abundance of bananas, ‘ohia-ai, rice and taro 

all in and around Punalu and above there to Kolea. Four streams above there form 

waterfalls over the cliffs and flow into Honomanu Bay. Nuailua stream does not 

reach far up the slope but it once watered large taro lands in olden times (Ashdown 

1971:54).  

A portion of a U.S. Geological Survey (1992c) map of the Ke‘anae region (Figure 20) also 

confirms the same place-name of Pu‘u o Kolohā belonging to a local pu‘u (hill) located south of 

the Kaumahina Wayside Park in the approximate location described by Ashdown (1971:54).  

Within the modern Makawao District, containing the traditional moku of Hāmākua Loa, 10 

heiau were identified. Six of the ten identified structures (Walker Sites 64, 67, 68, 74, 77, and 78) 

were observed to be largely intact, of a generally larger size than those located east toward Hāna 

and bore a few distinct features regarding the ‘class’ of heiau documented. Three of the six sites 

were considered large heiau as they each had at least two dimensions near or greater than 100 feet. 

One of these named Po‘oho‘olewa Heiau (Walker Site 68) was interpreted as a possible sacrificial 

heiau and had walled exterior dimensions of 300 by 100 ft with an open court stretching out 200 ft 

from the structure (Sterling 1998:105). The other two large sites include the Pi‘ilani Heiau (Walker 

Site 67) with its long beachfront terrace and remnant village foundations, and the L-shaped 

Kauhihale Heiau (Walker Site 77) several kilometers to the southeast (Sterling 1998:103,106). 

Two more heiau of interest in this area are Pōhaku o Kāne (Stone of Kāne) Heiau and Pōhaku o 

Kai‘a (Stone of the Fish) Heiau (Walker Sites 78 and 74, respectively), which are smaller sites but 

documented as unique in their shape with Walker citing six dimensions to outline its surface area 

(Sterling 1998:106-107). This description is reminiscent of Kirch’s heiau ho‘o‘ulu‘ai reportedly  
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Figure 19. Portions of the 1992a Haiku, 1992c Keanae, 1991 Kilohana, 1992d Nahiku, and 1992b Hana U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-

minute topographic quadrangle series showing Walker heiau sites 64 through 102 with overlay of project License Areas 

(U.S. Geological Survey 1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c, 1992d)  
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Table 3. Walker Heiau Sites Located Near the License Area, as Documented in Sterling (1998) 

Walker 

Site 

No. 

Name Ahupua‘a District Adjacent 

Watershed 

Description per Walker (1931) 

64 Mokahio  -- -- -- Irregular heiau, terraced on several sides; walls and 

terrace facings measure 130-x-60-x-35-x-50-x-20-x-50-x-

55 ft; greatest distance front to back of 85 ft; constructed 

of waterworn stones and pebbles; interior disturbed; 

outline follows hill contour; on top of a small knoll within 

a gulch a quarter mile from the sea (p. 102)  

65 Kaapahu at 

Kakipi 

-- -- -- Destroyed 

66 Unknown -- -- -- Moderately sized heiau; north side measures 128 ft, east 

side 120 ft; 68 ft from northeast corner a wall divides the 

heiau in two; back wall measures 115 ft; front wall facing 

is 4 ft high; north and west sides terraced in two to three 

steps; no coral or pebbles seen; partly destroyed to plant 

pineapples; on a bluff above Halehaku Bay, 50 yards 

from the sea (p. 103) 

67 Piilani  -- -- -- Massive beach rock heiau; 10 ft high, 60 ft wide; 2 ft 

terrace forms rear wall against hill; terraced on front; 

oriented parallel to the shore for 150 ft; interior once 

paved, now heavily overgrown; no coral found; numerous 

enclosures at hill base indicating a past village site; on 

shore of Halehaku Bay, 50 yards from the sea (p. 103) 

68 Poohoolewa 

Heiau  

Honopou Makawao Hoolawa Large walled heiau, possibly sacrificial class; 300 ft long, 

130 ft wide at front; large 200 ft open court off front wall; 

remaining 100 ft divided into two 50 ft enclosures with 

walls 5 ft high and 6 ft thick; constructed of beach stones, 

pebbles, and basalt; western side collapsed to permit 
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Walker 

Site 

No. 

Name Ahupua‘a District Adjacent 

Watershed 

Description per Walker (1931) 

planting of pineapples; at Apiapi on high bluff beyond 

Honopou Gulch to the east (p. 105) 

69 Puuokaupu 

Heiau 

Honopou Makawao Hoolawa Destroyed 

70 Mokupapaaku

a Heiau 

Honopou Makawao Mokupapa 

Gulch 

Destroyed 

71 Oanapele 

Heiau 

Waipioiki Makawao Waiopio Measures 60-x-100 ft, has terraced face 10 ft high; 

structure was demolished to provide stone for the road; at 

Pu‘uoneone, 200 ft north of school and main road (p. 105) 

72 Puuokalepa 

Heiau 

Waipionui Makawao Waiopionui Outline indicates 65-x-100 ft heiau; front is faced 20 f. 

high against hillside; Stokes (1916) reports it as sacrificial 

class; 800 ft east of protestant church, atop small hill 

above steep unnamed gulch (p. 105) 

73 Kupaikaa 

Heiau 

Hanehoi Makawao Hanehoi Large heiau; 48 ft high wall on east side, 94 ft high wall 

on north side; northwest corner 20 ft high, built of three 

terraces; partly washed out from irrigation ditch failure; 

Drums heard from this heiau; at Hinalekahi on hillside 

below Kailua ditch, west of Kailua Protestant Church (p. 

105)  

74 Pohakuokaia 

Heiau 

West 

Hanawana 

Makawao Hanawana Notched-shaped heiau; measures 60-x-30-x-20-x-12-x-

28-x-50 ft; basalt walls 3 ft high and 6 ft thick; 

constructed of beach stones, no coral or pebbles seen; at 

Hoalua, below church, on bluff near end of pineapple 

field (p. 106) 

75 Honomauuloa 

at Hanawana 

East 

Hanawana 

Makawao Hanawana Destroyed 
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Walker 

Site 

No. 

Name Ahupua‘a District Adjacent 

Watershed 

Description per Walker (1931) 

76 Halepaahau at 

Hanawana 

Papa'a'ea Makawao Nailiilihaele Destroyed 

77 Kauhihale 

Heiau 

Papa'a'ea Makawao Kailua L-shaped heiau with walled enclosure; measures 200 ft 

long and 137 ft wide; two to three terraces on sides; 

northeast corner is triple terraced 10 ft high; 38-x-22 

enclosure in northwest corner; constructed of rough 

basalt, no coral or pebbles; at Moii in Pu‘uomaile, mauka 

of road, opposite of store (p. 106) 

78 Pohakuokane? West 

Makaiwa 

Makawao Nailiilihaele 

and Puehu 

Small notched-shaped heiau; measures 66-x-36-x-32-x-6-

x-32-x-36; walls are 4 to 6 ft thick and 5 ft high at 

corners; constructed of waterworn basalt rocks; in dense 

hau thicket on ridge, east of Kailua Gulch, below road (p. 

107) 

79 Halekanaloa 

at Papea 

West 

Makaiwa 

Makawao Puehu Destroyed  

80 Kalaeohia at 

Papaeaiki 

East Makaiwa Hāna O'opuola Destroyed  

81 Nakeikiikalalo

makaiwa at 

Makaiwa 

East Makaiwa Hāna Ka'aiea Destroyed  

82 Kukuiolono  Ke‘anae Hāna Pi'ina'au Destroyed/not found; on point of Ke‘anae Peninsula (p. 

109)  

83 Lalaola -- -- -- Destroyed/not found; on point of Ke‘anae Peninsula (p. 

109)  

84 Pakanaloa -- -- -- Destroyed/not found; said to have been a war heiau to 

Kanehekili; on upper slopes of Ke‘anae Peninsula (p. 

109) 
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Walker 

Site 

No. 

Name Ahupua‘a District Adjacent 

Watershed 

Description per Walker (1931) 

85 Leleiwi at 

Ko‘olau 

-- -- -- Destroyed/not found 

86 Paliuli -- -- -- Destroyed/not found 

87 Kanekauolono -- -- -- Destroyed/not found 

88 Kamokukupeu Ke‘anae Hāna Ohia Destroyed/not found 

89 Puu o Kohola 

at Honomanū 

Honomanū Hāna Punalau Destroyed/not found 

90 Kawalimukala 

at Pauwalu 

Ke‘anae Hāna Pi‘ina‘au/ 

Palauhulu 

Destroyed/not found 

91 Kupau  Ke‘anae Hāna Pi‘ina‘au/ 

Palauhulu 

Destroyed; remnant 84 ft terrace wall above road in 

Ke‘anae Valley near ditch trail (p. 109) 

92 Kualani  Ke‘anae Hāna Waiokamilo Destroyed/not found; on top of west ridge, at Waiokane 

Falls (p. 109) 

93 Kamilo Heiau Wailuanui Hāna Waiokamilo Small heiau enclosure; measures 22-x-25 ft, walls 3 ft 

high and 3 ft thick, constructed of basalt stones and 

pebbles; at Kawaloa in dense hau and puhala grove, north 

side of stream (p. 112) 

94 Heiau of Ohia Wailuanui Hāna Waiokamilo Dimensions lost, stones removed to build pig pen; likely 

agricultural heiau, built by chief Kaimuki; at Ohia in the 

valley, 3/4 mi. from the sea (p. 113) 

95 Kaluanui 

Heiau 

Wailuanui Hāna Wailuanui Series of enclosures; measures 15-x-29 ft; south terrace is 

11 ft wide; west wall is 6 ft wide and 4 ft high; higher 

terrace on one side; Stokes (1916) mentions oval pit in 

terrace pavement near southern end, measuring 6.5-x-4 ft 

and 2 ft deep; pit not present in 1931; at Kaluanui east of 

taro lo‘i, 1/3 mi. from the sea (p. 113) 
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Walker 

Site 

No. 

Name Ahupua‘a District Adjacent 

Watershed 

Description per Walker (1931) 

96 Kukuiaupuni 

Heiau  

Wailuanui Hāna Waiokamilo Terraced platform; one platform measures 50-x-42 ft and 

12 ft tall; second platform measures 47-x-51 ft and 5 ft 

tall; complex faces north by northwest; 200 ft open space 

between both terraces; on top of slope at Pauwalua, 300 ft 

south of road and 500 ft southwest of the school (p. 113)  

97 Makehau 

Heiau 

Wailuanui Hāna Wailuanui 

and West 

Wailuaiki 

Upper terrace outlines all that remains; measures 72-x-43 

ft and is 5 ft high; water worn stones and pebbles 

observed on platform surface; said to have once contained 

two platforms; eight coconut trees growing there were 

said to have been planted by Kaniho, last kahu of the 

heiau; on level land at Makehau, 1/4 mi. from the Wailua 

road and 150 ft from the Makehau road (p. 113) 

98 Kaluakelea 

Heiau 

Ko‘olau Hāna Makapipi Heiau measuring 50-x-45 ft; three low terraces at 

northwest corner, 6 ft high; no coral or pebbles seen; 

partly destroyed by rubber plantation; at Honolulunui, on 

ridge west of Makapipi Gulch (p. 114)  

99 Pohoula Heiau  Ko‘olau Hāna Kuhiwa 

Gulch 

Open platform heiau; measures 72-x-72-x-65-x-64 ft; two 

terraces form top, the higher one measuring 36-x-25 ft, 

rising 1 f. above the lower; northeast corner is 8 ft high; 

east wall is 3 ft high and 4 ft thick; constructed of 

waterworn stones and pebbles, no coral seen; faces the 

sea; near Nāhiku village, on east side of Makapipi Gulch 

(p. 114) 

100 Haleaka Heiau Ko‘olau Hāna Kuhiwa 

Gulch 

Platform heiau; 4 ft high in front, 6 ft high wall in back; 

northwest slope is double terraced; constructed of water 

worn stones; interior features trampled by cattle and pigs; 

located on a high hill; on east bank of Makapipi Stream, 

300 yards from the school (p. 115) 
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Walker 

Site 

No. 

Name Ahupua‘a District Adjacent 

Watershed 

Description per Walker (1931) 

101 Heiau at 

Lanikele 

Ula'ino Hāna Heleleikeoha Walled heiau; measures 116-x-90 ft; south and east walls 

are 6 to 8 ft high, and 12 ft thick; east wall is double 

terraced; gate on south wall is 8 ft wide, 4 ft high and 12 

ft deep, low 2 ft wall closes the interior end; no interior 

structures noted, only a stone heap; outer terrace paved 

with pebbles, contained only scattered stone within; 

perched atop a high shoreline bluff, west of a canoe 

landing and trail up Lanikele Gulch; may have been a 

strategic fortification, though not corroborated (p.115-

116) 

102 Piilanihale 

Heiau 

West 

Honoma'ele 

Hāna Honomaele 

Gulch 

Platform heiau; platform measures 340-x-415 ft; several 

(up to 5) terraces make up the north and east sides, up to 

50 ft high; south and east sides enclosed by wall 10 ft 

high, and 8 to 10 ft thick; paved with small pebbles and 

lava cobbles; no high internal walls or terraces; two low 

walls observed in northeast corner and center of platform; 

scattered coral pieces seen; internal features minimally 

mapped due to vegetation density; house site observed 

beyond west wall; evidence of remnant village in cane 

fields below structure; paved road leading up western 

slope of heiau, possible extension of the Alaloa 

(Kihapiilani Trail); Largest heiau on Maui and tallest in 

the archipelago; name means “Home of Piilani,” 

indicating site as possible royal abode of the Piilani 

family of Maui chiefs, reigning in the 1500s; on a 

shoreline hill near Kalahu Point (p. 123)  
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Figure 20. Portion of the Keanae (1992c) U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-minute topographic 

quadrangle series showing the approximate location of Pu‘u o Koholā heiau (Walker 

Site 89), roughly corresponding to the location of Ashdown’s unnamed heiau near 

Kaumahina Wayside Park 
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used to ensure crop fertility, of which one of the two common structural types of this class are 

defined as having “six sides, so that in plan view they look like a square with a notch removed 

from one corner” (Kirch 2012:213). The last heiau identified by Walker (1931) in the district, 

Kupaika‘a Heiau (Walker Site 73), was interestingly tall (three terraces reaching nearly 20 feet) 

and may have been in use in modern times as there were transcribed reports of the sound of drums 

heard coming from its vicinity (Sterling 1998:106-107). 

Within the modern Hāna District, containing the traditional moku (districts) of Hāna and Ko‘olau, 

11 heiau were identified by Walker (1931). Five of the 11 heiau were observed to be largely intact, 

three of which (Walker Sites 93, 95, and 96) were located slightly inland of the coast and were 

smaller in that they measured less than 50 ft along any single dimension (Sterling 1998). The two 

remaining structures are of a significantly larger scale as they are roughly two to six times the size 

of the smaller heiau. One of these is the aforementioned Pi‘ilanihale Heiau (Walker Site 102) in 

Hāna. The second is the heiau at Lanikele (Walker Site 101) with high stacked walls and 

cobblestone paved exterior, thought by Walker to be a fortification due to its perch over a canoe 

landing 150 ft below it on the shoreline (Sterling 1998:115-116). 

Many of the structures that Walker located within Hāna and Makawao Districts were partially 

damaged from neglect, agriculture, civil projects, or some combination of the three. Modernity 

impacted the traditional ceremonial structures in a variety of ways. The heiau that were observed 

intact were largely overgrown and unkempt due to the passage of time and the neglect furnished 

upon them resulting from Native Hawaiians abandoning the old kapu religious system with the 

arrival of missionaries to the Kingdom of Hawai‘i in the 1800s. One example of this is Makehau 

Heiau (Walker Site 97) that was observed largely intact but partially collapsed (Sterling 1998:113). 

Many of the remaining structures that were either partially intact or missing altogether were 

unintentionally impacted by the advent of agriculture to the region during the historic period. 

Kupaikaa Heiau (Walker Site 73) was partially washed down the hillside it sat upon when the 

irrigation ditch upslope failed and sent a torrent of agricultural water down the hillside (Sterling 

1998:105-106). Haleaka Heiau (Walker Site 100) was largely trampled down into the soil from 

wandering cattle and pigs grazing in the region (Sterling 1998:115). Some heiau were destroyed 

intentionally, either for use of their materials or to make way for the development of agricultural 

pursuits. Kaluakilea Heiau (Walker Site 98) was intentionally destroyed while the Koolau Rubber 

Company was clearing fields for planting (Sterling 1998:114). Oanapele Heiau (Walker Site 71) 

was demolished in order to harvest its stone for the paving of local roads (Sterling 1998:105). The 

combined effect of neglect, the passage of time, and heavy-handed agricultural clearing have been 

extremely detrimental to the longevity of most native Hawaiian architecture, and the state of East 

Maui’s heiau stand as a physical testament to that damage. This can be further exemplified by the 

fact that 19 heiau could not be located and were assumed destroyed, comprising 48% of all known 

sites recorded between 1909 and 1931.  

In an article that was published in an 1865 issue of Ka Nupepa Kuaokoa, which was translated 

by Cori-Ann Lorenzo (Lee-Greig et al. 2012:36-38), Kaawa (1865) lists several heiau known to 

him, including “Papanene in Kapukaulua.” From October 1928 to August 1929, Winslow M. 

Walker (1931), archaeologist for Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, conducted a systematic island-

wide survey focused on identifying and confirming traditional Hawaiian ceremonial structures 

(i.e., heiau and ko‘a) based on earlier research conducted by the museum (Stokes 1916; Thrum 
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1908, 1916, 1917, 1918). He includes “Papanene at Kapukaulau, Puunene” in a list of “[h]eiau 

[s]ites destroyed on the northeast coast of east Maui” (Walker 1931:151). Later, from 1960 to 

1970, Elspeth P. Sterling (1998) further expanded research for Bishop Museum regarding 

archaeological sites on Maui. Sterling (1998:64) provides the same description as Walker 

(1931:151) for Papanene Heiau.  

Kapukaulua is the name of a street in Spreckelsville, which is on the north coast of Maui. The 

street name refers to a traditional land section of Maui by the same name (Budnick 1991:81). This 

area includes a cinder cone known as Puu Nene, indicating that the “Puunene” location described 

by Walker (1931:151) refers to the Puu Nene landform, not the town. Given these details, the most 

likely location for Papanene Heiau is in Spreckelsville, approximately 14.7 km (9.13 miles) west 

of the most western extent of the current project area. Therefore, the location of this heiau, which 

has reportedly been destroyed since prior to 1931, will not be affected by the current project.  

 Historic Background of East Maui  

2.5.1 Early Historic Period (1778 to Mid-1800s) 

During the last half of the eighteenth century the high chiefs Kahekili of Maui and Kalani‘ōpu‘u 

of Hawai’i participated in battles between Maui and Hawai'i. This period also saw the arrival of 

the first European explorer, Captain James Cook, on his pan-pacific voyage. This occurrence 

would inevitably lead to the arrival of even more European explorers, merchant vessels, and 

missionary passengers across all Hawaiian Islands, including Maui. The interactions between 

Hawaiians and these newly arrived visitors would come to mark the reshaping of traditional land 

use patterns in Hawai‘i toward the islands we see today. 

2.5.1.1 European Explorers 

In 1778, when Captain James Cook’s ships returned from their North American explorations, 

they stopped at Hāna and encountered Hawaiians for the first time on board the decks of their 

ships. This came just before the well-known incident that cost Capt. James Cook his life on Hawai‘i 

Island when he attempted to kidnap Kalani‘ōpu‘u for use as ransom (Cordy 2000:294). 

In December of 1788, William Douglas, commanding the British ship, The Iphigenia, arrived 

at Hāna and continued to sail on to the island of Hawai‘i where he presented Kamehameha with a 

swivel cannon. This cannon was mounted on a large double canoe, together with a number of 

muskets and a quantity of ammunition. In his account of Maui from aboard The Iphigenia, Meares 

(1791:335-336) wrote the following passage: 

We had no longer appeared off Mowee [Maui] than a great number of canoes came 

off with hogs, yams and plantains.-On this fide [side] of the ifland [island] there is 

a large town, the refidence [residence] of Titeeree, the fovereign [soverign] of 

Mowee [Maui], who was at this time on a vifit [visit] to Taheo, king of Atooi, in 

whofe [whose] adfence [absence] the government was left to the care of 

Harwallanee, brother-in-law to Tianna, of whofe [whose] arrival he was no fooner 

[sooner] informed, than he ordered a prefent [present] of hogs to the fhip [ship]; but 

before it arrived Tianna had obferved [observed] his brother of fhore [shore], and 

having dreffed [dressed] himself in his beft [best] apparel, defired [desired] that 

meffage [message] a might be fent [sent] to invite him on board.-On his arrival they 
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met as brothers fhould [should] do after a long feparation [separation]; the whole 

of their conduct to each other was affectionate; they melted into tears, and almoft 

[almost] drew the fame [same] from the eyes of thofe [those] who held them. After 

their firft [first] emotions had fubfided [subsided], the chief requefted [requested] 

Captain Douglas to remain with him for a few days, and engaged to fupply [supply] 

him with any quantity of provifions [provisions] that might be demanded; but as he 

faw [saw] no place where they could come to an anchor in fafety [safety], the furf 

[surf] at the fame [same] time beating with great violence, and an heavy fwell 

[swell] with the wind blowing in fhore [shore], Captain Douglas was under the 

neceffity [necessity] of declining the invitation. (Meares 1791:335-336)  

2.5.1.2 Battle of Great Canoes 

In 1790, Kamehameha then began to muster his armies for a planned invasion of Maui. That 

summer, Kamehameha landed at Hāna. In a battle known as Kaua o Kawa‘anui (Battle of Great 

Canoes), Kamehameha defeated the Maui advance guard there, after which he sailed for Hāmākua 

Loa, sweeping the remaining Maui defenders along the coast and back into ‘Ῑao Valley, and 

annihilating them at the battle called Kaua o Kapaniwai o ‘Ῑao (Battle of the Dammed Water of 

‘Ῑao), during which the slain warriors were said to have been so numerous, that they dammed the 

water of ‘Ῑao Stream. Kamehameha then returned to Hawai‘i to settle disputes there. In his absence, 

both Kahekili and the High Chief of Kaua‘i, Kaeokulani formed an alliance to retake Hāna. After 

that success, both chiefs launched an attack on Kamehameha at Waipi‘o on Hawai‘i, where they 

were both defeated. After the death of Kahekili in 1793, Kamehameha assumed the rule over all 

of Maui, through his victory over the High Chief Kahekili’s successor, the High Chief 

Kalanikupule, in the battle of Nu‘uanu on O‘ahu in 1795 (McGregor 2007:99). 

2.5.1.3 Missionaries 

Evidence of a cohesive religious population in East Maui is best described by the first 

Europeans to visit Ke‘anae. From the journal of William Richards (1829) comes information that 

the region between Honomanū and Wailua was densely populated: 

We went on board the canoe, and rowed a few miles, avoiding some difficult paries 

[steep cliffs]. After landing, we walked a few miles further, to Wailua, where we put 

up for the Sabbath. Very early the morning [of the Sabbath], the horns, summoning 

the people to the house of God, were heard in every direction; and we soon perceived 

that the call had not been heard with indifference. At the early hour, the house was 

thronged with attentive worshippers. [The next day] we examined the schools, which 

were large. About 10 o’clock, A.M., the princess [Nahienaena] arrived, and 

addressed the people; after which, we proceeded on our way [to Hāna]. (Richards et 

al. 1829:249) 

The Hāna region of Maui was known as “one of the most isolated places in these islands, remote 

and difficult to access” (Bishop 1861). Because of the many treacherous ravines and unpredictable 

flooding, Native Hawaiians usually rode on horseback to a point before Ke‘anae, then completed 

the journey to Hāna by canoe. Before the establishment of the Hāna protestant mission in 1837, 

missionaries reached East Maui no more than once or twice a year. From the early writings of the 

protestant missionaries in the Sandwich Islands, it appears that the first excursion to Hāna by an 
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American protestant teacher was made in 1823. In regards to this, Richards and Stewart (1825:141) 

in The Missionary Herald write: 

…A similar adventure is related by Honorii [Native assistant to the 

missionaries], in a late visit to the eastern part of the island of Mowee, whither 

he went in the company of Keoua, wife of Governor Adams. That part of the 

island [Hāna] had never been visited by missionaries, and Honorii took occasion 

to preach to them Jesus Christ. He found them wholly uninstructed, and 

exceedingly attached to their idols, and disposed to resist every argument in 

favor of a change in their religion. Before he left the place, he ascended a 

neighboring hill which overhangs the sea on the top of which were several huge 

stones erected, covered with tapa (native cloth), and dignified with the 

appellation of gods. With the aid of some of his company, he succeeded in 

displacing them from their beds, and rolled them into the sea. (Richards and 

Stewart 1825:141)  

The Protestant mission station of Hāna was administered in its early days by the Reverend Mark 

Ives and his wife, Mary Ann Brainerd Ives. The Ives were protestant missionaries who had both 

arrived from New England in 1836 (Judd et al. 1969:122). The Ives were joined by the Reverend 

Daniel Toll Conde and his wife Mrs. Andelucia Lee Conde, who were stationed in Hāna following 

their arrival in 1838 (Judd et al. 1969:72). The isolated missionary station of Hāna was serviced 

by the 39-ton schooner Missionary Packet which had been built in 1825 at Salem, Massachusetts, 

for use between the Hawaiian Islands, as well as other schooners and steamships (Mifflin 1983:19). 

 Catholic Missionaries and the Pa‘akaula of 1843 

Protestant missionaries, having a strong presence in Hawai‘i by the early 1800s, had almost 

exclusive claims to managing the salvation of its inhabitants, but the Catholic Church was soon to 

follow its protestant fellows to Maui’s shores. Catholic missionaries had found a favorable 

foothold with a few courtiers of Kamehameha III just a year after he passed the Edict of Toleration 

in 1839. This Edict allowed religious freedom for all inhabitants of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i. Six 

years later, the first Catholic missionaries arrived in the busy whaling town of Lahaina and found 

themselves amid a population receptive to their teachings, despite the fact that many of the ali‘i, 

the protestant missionaries, and the Queen Regent Ka‘ahumanu were outwardly opposed to their 

presence on Maui (Speakman 1978:87-88). The earliest Maui converts to the recently arrived faith 

were two brothers, Helio and Petero Kaoeloa from Wailuku (Schoofs 1978:291). The next 

generation of catechist converts were soon to follow, especially Helio Kaiwiloa who passionately 

converted from the fold of the Protestant Church into Catholicism. Helio Kaiwiloa had left East 

Maui to be officially baptized, shortly before returning to Maui to travel the East Maui districts 

preaching the Roman Catholic faith (Speakman 1978:87-88).   

Helio Kaiwiloa’s influence was significant during his lifetime spent preaching in remote East 

Maui. Robert Schoofs (1978:257) in his Pioneers of the Faith describes Helio: 

Kaiwiloa assiduously studied his Christian doctrine and shared his knowledge with 

others. Going from house to house in Kahikinui he was not a little surprised to find 

many catechumens. He gathered them in a little chapel, where they said their 
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prayers together and took part in the instructions. Kaiwiloa covered several adjacent 

villages, displaying great zeal in propagating the faith. (Schoofs 1978:257) 

The increase in the number of catechumens acquired by Catholics in the Hāna District became 

a point of concern for Protestant missionaries, and in 1843 they prevailed upon Judge Mahune of 

Wailuku to send policemen to investigate the activities of Catholics and catechumen, arrest them, 

and transport them to Wailuku to stand trial. The charges were simple, that Kaiwiloa had gathered 

the catechumen once weekly in his private home for the purpose of practicing communal prayer. 

Perhaps perceived as a type of conspiracy, it was deemed unlawful and ordered to be stopped 

(Schoofs 1978:260).  

Eventually the Wailuku police made it to remote East Maui to begin the arrests. In one of the 

first villages they reached, they arrested a half-dozen Catholics and moved onto the next village, 

gathering a few more of the faithful at every stop along the long road back to Wailuku (Schoofs 

1978:260). All along the way additional arrests were tied together to manage the ever increasing 

crowd of offenders, this is why the procession was named the pa‘akaula (sometimes pakaula), or 

the “tying, binding with ropes” (Speakman 1978:88). Schoofs (1978:260) then relates the 

impressive display of solidarity that followed: 

The catechumen of Maui had agreed on the following line of conduct. If any 

Catholic or catechumen were arrested for any crime other than for his religion, 

nobody would take an interest in the case. But if, however, anyone were arrested 

for religion’s sake, all would declare their solidarity and voluntarily join the 

arrested one.  

This is precisely what was done. Going eastward, the ever increasing band passed 

through Kaupo and Kipahulu, and continued the journey along the north coast of 

the island until they reached Wailuku. A striking feature of this procession was that 

the prisoners were dressed in their Sunday best and were wearing gay floral 

wreathes. (Schoofs 1978:260) 

This large display crossed every major moku on their way into Wailuku to stand trial, allowing 

the procession to preach as they travelled through Hāna, Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Kailua, Ha‘ikū, and 

Pā‘ia (Speakman 1978:87). The entire distance travelled by the officers and their prisoners covered 

close to 90 miles of difficult terrain over the course of a month. There were also periodic rests 

along the way which afforded the persecuted Catholics time to speak with the inhabitants at their 

brief respites and proselytize, gathering more catechumen into their fold as they proceeded 

(Schoofs 1978:260). 

By the time that the procession had reached Wailuku for their trial the crowd was too massive 

for the courts to handle. Seeing the size of the crowd containing the Catholics and their 

sympathizers, Judge Mahune bid all the participants to “go home” and dismissed the charges 

against the Catholics (Schoofs 1978:260). Helio and his catechumen had prevailed against the 

persecution perpetrated by Protestant influences entrenched in Maui. An unexpected benefit of this 

persecution was that the number of catechumens on Maui had nearly tripled during the ordeal, 

bringing the count near a thousand adherents. The faithful Catholics then walked the long road 

back to their homes lead by Helio Kaiwiloa, spreading their faith along the way (Speakman 

1978:88). Although religious ideas were developing at a rapid pace in the Hawaiian Islands after 

European contact, another major change was simultaneously taking place surrounding the 
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relationship of Native Hawaiians to the land they inhabited for generations immemorial, The 

Māhele.  

2.5.2 The Māhele and Kuleana Act 

The most significant change in land-use in the Hawaiian Archipelago came with The Māhele 

of 1848 which brought about the privatization of land in Hawai‘i. The word māhele meaning 

literally “to divide, cut, partition” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:219), hastened the shift of the Hawaiian 

economy from that of a subsistence based economy to that of a market based economy. During 

The Māhele, all of the lands in the kingdom of Hawai‘i were divided between mo‘i (king), ali‘i 

(chief/ruler), konohiki (land manager), and maka‘āinana (tenants of the land) marking passage into 

the Western land tenure model of private ownership. On 8 March 1848, Kauikeaouli 

(Kamehameha III) further divided his personal (mo‘i) holdings into lands he would retain as 

private holdings and parcels he would give to the newly budding Hawaiian Government in trust. 

This act paved the way for government land sales to foreigners as a source of funding for 

government operations, and in 1850, the legislature granted resident aliens the right to acquire fee 

simple land rights (Moffat and Fitzpatrick 1995:41-51). 

Native Hawaiians who desired to claim the land on which their families had historically worked 

and resided were required to present testimony before the Board of Commissioners to Quiet Land 

Titles. Upon acceptance of a claim the Board granted an LCA to the successful applicant. The 

awardee was then required to pay, in cash, an amount equal to one-third of the total market value 

of the awarded parcel as a commutation fee. If this payment could not be made in cash, an 

acceptable substitute was to cede the one-third of the awarded parcel to the government as payment 

for the commutation fee (Chinen 1958:13). 

By 1850 portions of mo‘i, ali‘i, konohiki and government LCAs were being sold to help pay 

commutation fees owed by their awardees and for simple cash profits from selling so-called unused 

land. As these lands belonging to Hawaiian elites had historically been cultivated by the 

maka‘āinana in pre-Contact times, when the lands were being sold many tenant farmers were 

being inadvertently dispossessed of their homes and arable plots that lied within the sold portions 

of land. In acknowledgment of this dispossession, the Board passed resolutions authored by the 

Privy Council through the legislature in 1850 that aided in the protection of the rights of tenant 

farmers whose homes and plots were essentially owned by overarching LCA awardees (who may 

have owned the entire ahupua‘a or ‘ili in which the plots were located). The plots awarded to 

tenant farmers in this fashion were termed kuleana lands, or simply kuleana (kuleana meaning 

“right, privilege, responsibility”) (Chinen 1958:29-31; Pukui and Elbert 1986:179). Under this 

type of land acquisition, claimants were required to produce accurate surveys of the claimed plots, 

and to have these claims scrutinized by the Board to ensure that claimants were not attempting to 

acquire wastelands or additional arable lands with “the seeming intention of enlarging their lots” 

(Chinen 1958:30). Upon completion of this process, Chinen (1958:30) states that: 

The native tenants were awarded their kuleanas free of commutation. The owner of 

the ahupua‘a or ‘ili kupono, out of which the individual kuleanas were taken, was 

deemed responsible for the settlement of the whole government commutation… 

Though other lands escheated to the government upon the death of an owner 

without an heir, the kuleanas escheated to the owner of the ahupua‘a or ‘ili kupono 

within which it was located. (Chinen 1958:30) 
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This change in escheating was because the overarching LCA owner was deemed to have 

“reversionary interest” in the parcels due to having been responsible for its commutation fee to the 

government (Chinen 1958:30). This reclamation of kuleana land would later come to have 

repercussions across large tracts of land as Western disease continued to run rampant in Hawaiian 

populations, and as people drifted toward more populous city centers, leaving many kuleanas 

abandoned and heirless. Patrick Kirch drives at the inevitable conclusion of the escheating of these 

lands in a time of Western economic expansion by stating that “By the 1870s, vast tracts of lands 

had been acquired by an expanding class of white sugar planters. Mostly of American origin…” 

(Kirch 2012:287). Similar acquisitions in the name of commerce were also being carried out in 

leeward ranching lands where abandoned and heirless kuleanas also existed.  

Kuleana claims could be made for nearly any resource procuring activity from agricultural 

plots, to fishing grounds, to rights to harvest naturally existing vegetation, to naturally existing and 

artificially channeled water sources. Within the Māhele records of East Maui (Table 4 through 

Table 7) there are claims for terrestrial agricultural features such as lo‘i (irrigated kalo terraces), 

pākanu (garden, planting enclosure), ‘auwai (artificial irrigation canals, used to feed lo‘i), kula 

(fields, open pasture), pali (cliff, precipice, or steep hill suitable for cultivation of select plants), 

kīhāpai (small cultivated patch or orchard), mo‘o (ridge for similar purpose as pali), and pō‘alima 

(small agricultural patches tended in traditional times solely for chiefly tribute) (Pukui and Elbert 

1986:147,178,305,312,334). There are also kuleanas claimed for their naturally occurring 

vegetation and the right of tenants to collect these resources, such as ‘ie (aerial roots of the ‘ie‘ie 

vine, used in plaiting, basketry, and wicker weaving), olonā (shrub with fibrous bark used in 

fishnets, baskets, and to construct tī leaf raincoats and capes), wauke (paper mulberry used in 

making tapa cloth), hala (pandanus tree) and wildly occurring kalo (taro) and sweet potato (Pukui 

and Elbert 1986:50,94,256,286). Lastly are the kuleana claims over aquatic resources such as off-

shore fisheries (documented as “sea” in LCA awards) and muliwai (river mouth, freshwater pool 

behind a shoreline sand bar) that are naturally occurring and not man made (Pukui and Elbert 

1986:256).  

Kuleana claims were slightly more complicated in that many of these claims were made to 

lands within several ahupua‘a or ‘ili kupono that lie in neighboring land divisions. These claims 

were documented, in their entirety, within the individual Māhele books for different land divisions. 

This means that often multiple separate claims to any one person will be duplicated within the 

record books of different land sections, though the parcels comprising the entirety of the claim are 

distributed among several larger land divisions distant to each other. Resulting from this process 

the entire contents of kuleana claims will be fully enumerated in its respective table, though only 

a portion of an individual’s kuleana claim may be present in the accompanying map for the specific 

license area. LCAs documented within the four license areas are displayed below in Figure 21 

through Figure 24 and listed in Table 4 through Table 7. 
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Figure 21. LCAs near the Huelo License Area (U.S. Geological Survey 1992a, 1992c)
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Figure 22. LCAs near the Honomanū License Area (U.S. Geological Survey 1991, 1992a, 1992c, 

1992d)
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Figure 23. LCAs near the Ke‘anae License Area (U.S. Geological Survey 1992c, 1992d)
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Figure 24. LCAs near the Nāhiku License Area (U.S. Geological Survey 1992b, 1992c, 1992d)
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Table 4. LCAs near Huelo License Area (Waihona ‘Aina 2000) 

LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

2937M Harbottle, William N/A Possible residence and the sea 

3715B Kekuahani Keopuka, Loiloa Two lo‘i, kula, seashore, pali, an olonā pasture, 

and government road 

3957B Keuoho, Luka Punaluu Two kīhāpai/pākanu, pali, and a stream 

4796 Kealoha Waikakulu, Paniawa, Punahele Three lo‘i, two kula, three kīhāpai, seashore, and 

two pali 

4960 Kapahu Halepohaku, Kahauiki, Kahikiloa Four lo‘i, two kula, pali and a stream 

4964B Kaiewe Kamakau II Kapalaoa, Kauulu, Wailaahili, Waialaea One house lot, a government road, a road, pali, and 

the sea 

5118 Kaualeleiki Papaaea, Ha‘ikū, Hanawana Five lo‘i, a house lot, two kula, pali, government 

road, two streams, and wauke  

5162 Kamohai Haniapuaa, Halelua, Kahakona, Waikakulu Five lo‘i, a kula, a pali, and seashore 

5250B Uheke Keaweula, Paomai One lo‘i, a kula, a pali, and seashore 

5250*M Kanui Kawahae, Keahou Two lo‘i, a kula, a pali, three pō‘alima, and a 

stream 

5392 Huluhulu Puolua, Hanehoi, Waipio Two pali, a stream, and seashore 

5392B Kawahine Popopanui, Nuukele Three lo‘i, three pō‘alima, two pali, and a kula 

5392K Makahikipuni Kapapaanae One lo‘i, a pō‘alima, a stream, and a pali 

5451B Palea Kahauiki, Ulukaa 25 lo‘i, four potato mo‘o, ‘ie, three pō‘alima, a 

stream, a pali, and a road to the sea 

5452 Pia Mauluku 19 lo‘i, five potato mo‘o, a house lot, and wauke 

5459E Kuluwaimakalani Makauke, Hanehoi Two lo‘i, two kula, a pō‘alima, and a pali 

5459F kaahaiea Palau, Ohia Three lo‘i, two kula, a pō‘alima, pali, and olonā 

5459K Kamauu Waipio, Holawa, Mokupapa Two lo‘i and pali 
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LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

5459I Pohina Ohia, Opae Three lo‘i, a kula, pali, a stream, seashore, and a 

government road 

5459O Hewahewa Papuaa, Pohaku One lo‘i, a pali, a stream, and a road 

5459R Pahia Kahuku, Pulehu  Two lo‘i and one pō‘alima  

5459T Lalahili Ohia, Kawahapulua One lo‘i, a kula, a house lot, and a pō‘alima 

5459V Kaliki Kuamoohua One lo‘i, a kula, and two pō‘alima 

5459X Imihia Kaalukanu, Papamuku, Puniawa Four lo‘i, a kula, potatoes, three pō‘alima, a 

stream, the sea, and a pali  

5459Z Kaleo Mohala One lo‘i, a kula, and a pō‘alima 

5516 Hillawe Kaloiki, Kamania Two lo‘i, a kula, two pō‘alima, a stream, and a 

pali  

5516B Mua Kuahanahana Two lo‘i, a kula, and a pali  

5516C Kaio Halenoni One lo‘i, a pali, and a stream  

5516D Naoopu Kuahanahana Two lo‘i, two kula, a stream, and a pali  

5521 Nakaikuaana Halaula, Kamania, Kapahi Four lo‘i, four kula, a stream, a pali, and shattered 

koa  

5521B Kanewaa Halaula  One lo‘i and a kula 

5522B Kaopu Halaula, Papamuku One lo‘i, a kula, a pō‘alima, a pali, and a stream 

5595E Kepaa Hunananiho 27 lo‘i, a stream, freshwater shrimp, two pō‘alima, 

and seven koa trees 

6510D Manoa Kauhamano, Waikakulu, Halumaumau, 

Kahikiloa, Kamania 

Five lo‘i, a house lot, three pō‘alima, and two pali 

6510F Hanauwaha Puuokaupu, Maoli, Kauhiulu, Pukuhale, 

Waikakulu 

Five lo‘i, four kula, a pō‘alima, and two pali 

6510Q Kawaha Kalanikahuli, Waiohiwa, Kalualaea Three lo‘i, kula, and pali 

6510R Naone Kauhiulu, Lapo Two lo‘i ,a kula, a pali, and a stream 
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LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

6510S Makue Lui, Panau, Haliimaumau, Waikakulu Four lo‘i, a kula, a pō‘alima, a stream, and a pali 

6510T Kuewa Waiohiwa One lo‘i ,a kula, a pali, and a stream 

8515*M Keoni Ana/John 

Young, Jr 

Owa, Puako, Haleu, Halehaku, Holili No details for Halehaku LCA 

8584 Keoho Kahaniki, Kahakona, Waikakuhe, Kaiui, 

Kaluaalaea, Ukulei 

14 lo‘i, kula, sweet potatoes, ‘ulu, two ‘ōhi‘a trees, 

moku mau‘u, two pali, three streams, and shattered 

koa 

10650 Pia Kamania, Uohale, Ulukee, Puniana, 

Kawaipaa 

Five lo‘i, a kula, sweet potatoes, two pali, wauke, 

a gobey fish stream, forest, and a road to the 

mountains. 

 

 

Table 5. LCAs near the Honomanū License Area (Waihona ‘Aina 2000) 

LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

3187 Kekio, Z.  Kekia, Keehue Kalo patch, stream, and pali 

6723 Malaiula Palawai, Niulii One kīhāpai, lo‘i, and a stream 

7785 Kinolau Halelaau A pali and a stream 

7787 Wahine Kanaha Six lo‘i, pali, and stream 

10828 Palaile Niulii, Okuhekuhe, Halelaau Nine lo‘i, pali, ‘auwai, and a fishpond 
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Table 6. LCAs near the Ke‘anae License Area (Waihona ‘Aina 2000) 

LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

2441 Kealina, Tito Lalaola, Kuoo, Pahoa 19 lo‘i, a kula, forest, olonā, two house lots, 

‘auwai, and stream  

2442 Kaea Analoa, Kiapu Six lo‘i, a kula, forest, hala grove, and a stream 

2443B Kanehaku, I Kanemakue Two lo‘i, a pond, a kula, forest, olonā, the sea, a 

stream, and a pali  

4561 Wahinemaikai N/A Two lo‘i, pali, government road, ‘auwai, and 

stream  

4562 Wailaahia Kaakee, Maulu, Palolena, Paula 13 lo‘i, pali, stream, and a house lot  

4587 Hoonoho N/A 12 lo‘i, one kula, and a house lot  

4665G Ehu Kalihi, Pahoa, Kukuiohoko 17 lo‘i, a house lot, pali, stream, the sea, and olonā 

4665K Kanuku Panaewa, Kuoo, Makaiwa One house lot, the sea, olonā, stream, and pali 

4665I Kauakahi/Kanakahi N/A Three lo‘i, a pali, stream, and olonā  

4725 Moo Paakamaka Nine lo‘i and a kula 

4726 Makaole Paulae, Kaonohikaa, Pohonui, Pohoiki 23 lo‘i, two kula, streams, the sea, olonā, a 

path/road 

4729 Moo II Makuku, Paulae, Palolena, Maulu Eight lo‘i, a house lot, and stream 

4772 Naiwi Makaku, Waieli, Waikani, Maulu, 

Keononalu, Kalimapuhi, Kaahu 

Nine lo‘i, a path/road, a stream, and a pali 

4773B Nakihei Kalimapuhi, Paakamaka Ten lo‘i, an ‘auwai, a stream, and a pali 

4774 Nalimanui Kealia Residence and a pali 

4779 Naiapea Keononalu  18 lo‘i, kula, and kīhāpai 

4847 Malaelua Kuoo, Paehala  11 lo‘i, a house lot, pali, the sea, a foot path, and 

‘auwai 

4848 Kuluhiwa Ololokeahi, Pilanolipi, Ohia Nine lo‘i, a kula, stream, and pali 
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LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

4848C Keliiaea Kuoliolio One house lot, a kula, and a pali 

4848E Maewaewa 2 Lalaola, Ololokeahi One lo‘i and a house lot 

4848F Maewaewa 1 Kekaele & Kukuiolono, Kehaele The sea 

4848G Mu Pohakuokane, Lalaola, Waiapuka, 

Haleakea, Lonowai, Kaaunaku 

Three lo‘i, a house lot, olonā, stream, pali, and 

kīhāpai   

4848H Kailio Kealokekua, Makaiwa, Kanemakue Five lo‘i, a house lot, and pali   

4853D Naha Palolena, Paulae Two lo‘i, a house lot, olona, a foot path, and a 

stream 

4853E Kahahahei Waieli, Paakamaka One lo‘i, a house lot, olona, stream, and ‘auwai 

4853G Kuheleaumoku Keononalu, Kapae, Kaku, Kalaalaea One lo‘i, a house lot, two olonā, stream, pali, a 

foot path, a road, and a pig pen 

4853L Kaopa Koleaamoku, Waioea, Makaiwa One lo‘i, a house lot, and an ‘auwai 

4854 Mamaikawaha N/A Six lo‘i, a kīhāpai, and a stream  

4856 Kaihu  Haleakea, Waiolea Six lo‘i, a kula, and olonā 

4857 Naohiki N/A Ten lo‘i, two kula, sweet potatoes, a muliwai, 

olonā, and pali  

4865 Kapali Kealia, Paulae One lo‘i, a house lot, road, and a pali (bordered by 

a prison and a chapel)   

4866 Kaholowaa Waieli, Keonoulu, Paulae, Paakamaka Seven lo‘i, a house lot, and a path/road 

4867 Wahapuu Keononalu One house lot and a pali 

4874 Makea Paehala, Kipapa Two lo‘i, a pali, and a pig pen 

5030 Kekahuna Keononalu, Paehala, Paulae, Palolena Ten lo‘i, kula, a foot path, a house lot, a pig pen, 

‘auwai, and a stream  

5049 Kauoa Paakamaka One house lot, two roads, ‘auwai, a pali, and a 

stream 

5051 Kamanu Paakamaka, Keononalu 34 lo‘i, a kula, a house lot, pali, and ‘auwai 
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LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

5052 Kuiki Palolena  29 lo‘i, a kula, a house site, a pali, and a stream  

5054 Kaiwikaola Waieli One house lot, a pali, and a foot path 

5055 Kamai Paakamaka, Pololena 27 lo‘i, a house lot, stream, an ‘auwai, a pali, and a 

foot path 

5056 Kumulani Keononalu 21 lo‘i and a kula  

5058 Kauila Waieli 22 lo‘i, a path/road, and an ‘auwai 

5059 Kukui Pukalawa A pali and beach 

5060 Kalawaia Waieli Ten lo‘i, a house lot, a path/road, and a kula  

5062 Kahakauila Keononalu 20 lo‘i, a kula, a foot path, pali, beach, and an 

olonā kīhāpai  

5064 Keahi Palolena, Waieli Five lo‘i, a stream, ‘auwai, the sea, and a path/road 

5064B Kaluahinenui Waikani Three lo‘i, a pali, a stream, and ‘auwai 

5066B Kaohilae Keononalu No details  

5068 Kauiki Keononalu, Waieli 24 lo‘i, a kula, a road, and pali  

6769B Ohule Waieli Six lo‘i, a pali, the sea, and a stream 

6778 Kapahukaa Pukalawa, Waikani, Piiaola, Kapaiki One house lot and a stream 

10828B Kaniho Palolena, Kalimapuhi, Kealaalaea, 

Wailuaiki, Piikalawa 

Kalo patch, streams, pali, a footpath, a fish pond, 

‘auwai, a government road, and the sea 

11043B Kaumauma Keononalu, Piikalawa Two lo‘i, a house lot, a pig pen, road, a foot path, 

and ‘auwai,  

11049B Naiilima Kupalu N/A 
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Table 7. LCAs near the Nāhiku License Area 

LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

4561 Wahinemaikai N/A Two lo‘i, pali, government road, ‘auwai, and 

stream  

4849 Kalohelau, wahine Kahoomanamana, Koakumanamoana Three lo‘i, one kula, a house lot, road, a foot path, 

a pig pen, a stream and pali  

4851 Aoao Kahooana A stream  

4852 Uwaua Kawiwi Possible residence and a stream 

4869 Kaumoki/Kaomoai

ki 

Kaohe, Kaohipoka One house lot and a pali 

4870 Kealiiokekanaka Waawaa, Haawaa, Waikupo Four lo‘i, a pig pen, stream, ‘auwai, olonā, forest, 

and pali  

4871 Kalahie Olopana Stream, forest, and the sea 

6768C Naholo Ihuhinui A house lot, lo‘i, road, stream, pali, and beach 
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2.5.3 Mid- to Late 1800s 

The foundation for private land ownership set by the Māhele of 1848 began a very marked pace 

of development across the entire archipelago, and Maui was no exception to the age of Western 

development that was about to dawn across the island. The Māhele enabled many foreigners and 

foreign nationals to acquire land for the establishment of ranching and plantation operations, 

including the infrastructure projects that were aimed at supporting these land-intensive industries 

(aqueducts, roads, etc.). All of this was happening alongside civic development in the more 

populated areas as the Hawaiian economy grew, a growth funded in part by the government land 

sales to foreigners. Additionally, many foreign nationals who relocated to Maui to work were 

enabled to acquire their own homestead lands, and thus establish themselves and future generations 

on the island, increasing the ethnic and cultural diversity of Maui. Though these changes would 

signify a new period of economic growth for the Kingdom of Hawai‘i as a whole, the pace of 

development would continue to impact the social and environmental landscape of East Maui.  

2.5.3.1 Disease in East Maui 

One of the earliest impacts of European contact on Native Hawaiians was the spread of Old-

World diseases into island populations. With the arrival of Captain Cook in the late 1770s came 

the initial introduction of venereal disease and possibly respiratory ailments (Kirch 2012:158). 

Kirch also suggests that venereal disease is often overlooked in disease impact studies since it does 

not usually kill its victim “although its effects on a population with no prior exposure may have 

been more severe than usual” (Kirch 2012:158). Resulting from the introduction of venereal 

disease, the birthrate very likely plummeted because of the severe effects of disease on women’s 

reproductive organs who have never been exposed to them. The number of rampant diseases was 

to increase steadily alongside the number of traders, merchants, and visitors arriving from distant 

shores. To this effect Kirch (2012:158) observes: 

Later ships brought even more virulent diseases: dysentery, measles, tuberculosis, 

smallpox, and leprosy. Before Cook the islands were free of all these old-world 

scourges; consequently, Hawaiian bodies did not have antibodies or resistance 

against them. As we now know, such ‘virgin soil’ epidemics can have devastating 

effects on indigenous populations. (Kirch 2012:158) 

Although there is serious debate about the actual count of the Hawaiian population at first 

contact with Europeans, making an exact figure for the depopulation of Hawaiians by disease 

difficult to grasp, the known effects of the introduction of foreign disease make a population 

reduction from 500,000 in 1779 to 130,000 fifty years later seem feasible (Kirch 2012:158). Given 

the histories of European contact in other previously unexposed locations it is likely that morbidity 

can account for much of the decline. Though early mortality rates are sporadic at best and often 

inaccurate in their measurements, there is some evidence of the impact of disease in Hawai‘i in 

this early period. 

Lack of demographics regarding salient mortality rates is best explained by logistical issues 

present in the developing nation of Hawai‘i in the early to mid-1800s. In Historical Statistics of 

Hawaii, Robert Schmitt (1977:40) explains that “statistics on deaths by cause of death are 

particularly lacking in long term comparability, not only because of serious under-registration in 

the early years but also because of major changes instituted from time to time in classification 
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procedures.” The first statewide collection of mortality statistics associated to a cause of death did 

not occur until the early 1900s, and then the statistics were only in terms of individuals affected 

and were not tabulated according to either ethnic heritage or nationality. Regardless of this glossing 

of demography, the early records show tuberculosis being particularly ravaging in the beginning 

of the twentieth century. The first half of the 1900s regularly shows over 1,000 active cases of 

tuberculosis with as many as 531 deaths annually (Schmitt 1977:80). Record keeping for infectious 

disease (barring those transmitted by intercourse) gained more coherence by the mid-1900s, 

demonstrating the most commonly reported disease afflictions across the archipelago were 

leprosy, tuberculosis, gonorrhea, syphilis, chicken pox, influenza, measles, mumps, pertussis, 

shigella, and typhoid (Schmitt 1977:80-82).  

From the early census data it becomes evident that one of the most alarming among the 

contagions was influenza, which in some years had death tolls well above 1,000 souls, with some 

years having as many as 6,677 (Schmitt 1977:82). Such observations were frequently reported in 

the local newspapers, such as with an article by J.S. Green (1857:1) in The Pacific Commercial 

Advertiser, where the author reported that “we have all been afflicted with the influenza, natives 

and foreign residents. Not a few of the aged and feeble among the people have died.” Sporadic 

reports begin to appear with regular frequency in newspaper editorials after this, such as a 10 

February article in the Daily Honolulu Press (1883:1): 

In the month of July of this year we had a visitation of Influenza…Very many 

among the foreign population were attacked, and it prevailed extensively among 

the natives, death not infrequently resulting with the latter, from disposing causes. 

Among these was John Young (Keoni Ana) the Minister of the Interior, aged only 

47. (Daily Honolulu Press 1883:1) 

Even with the high instance of mortality among Hawaiians, it should be noted that the person 

responsible for the census of the Kingdom in the mid-1800s, Richard Armstrong, thought the 

reported numbers were far too low. He believed that for every reported death two to three went 

unreported (Daws 1968:140). Flu was not the only concern in the Hawaiian Islands as made 

apparent by a newspaper advertisement in the 4 October 1892 Evening Bulletin announcing the 

closure of all Hawaiian Ports with the sole exception of Honolulu, due to Cholera outbreaks 

(Macfarlane 1892:2) (Figure 25). Despite the remoteness and relative isolation of East Maui there 

was still sporadic reporting of disease afflictions affecting the population there.  

Smallpox made an appearance in the early newspaper reports regarding disease among residents 

of East Maui. There is a November 1853 account of the first case of small pox in Hāmākua Loa 

from a passenger aboard the schooner Sally (The Polynesian 1853a:2).  
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Figure 25. Announcement of port closure published in a Honolulu paper resulting from a cholera 

outbreak (Macfarlane 1892:2)
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In a 24 December 1853 update of the account, the Commissioners of Public Health provide a 

description of how the disease arrived in the region as follows: 

The woman, as near as we could learn from herself and her husband, left the 

schooner on Friday evening, and staid over night not far from Kahului. The next 

day she made her way home: traveling, as we suppose through Hamakuapoko, 

Maliko and Kalanakahua, and reached her mother’s house, at Haiku, on Saturday 

night. This was one of five or six houses built as close together as they could stand; 

and we think from 12 to 20 persons occupied these houses. Sabbath morning some 

30 individuals passed within a few rods of the house, on their way to meeting. One 

of us rode to the house and saw the woman. At 2 o’clock, P.M., he returned to the 

house, with the magistrate of the district, and found the woman’s face covered with 

the small pox. She was ordered to be removed to the infected district, and the house 

was immediately destroyed, and the village deserted. No other case of the small 

pox have we had in Hamakualoa. (The Polynesian 1853b:2) 

The following month, another update on small pox in East Maui is provided in the 21 January 

1854 edition of Polynesian as follows: 

A correspondent on East Maui writes,-“I am happy to report the state of things on 

this part of the island, as prosperous. There have been from six to ten cases of small 

pox in Hamakua, and three deaths. No new case during the past six weeks. We can 

now report freedom from the small pox, if no new case should be introduced from 

abroad. There has been no case in Koolau, none in Kula, none in Honuaula, and but 

one or two in Wailuku. We hear that there are but few cases remaining in the 

districts of Hana, Kipahulu and Kaupo.” (The Polynesian 1854)  

These accounts may have been related to a Honolulu epidemic of smallpox in 1853 and 1854 

(Daws 1968:139) and of its impacts to the neighbor islands. It was a large pan-Hawaiian problem 

of which the population was wholly unprepared. Daws (1968:140) relates the scene of devastation 

in the more populated cities: 

The Hawaiians had never given much attention to Western ideas about medical 

treatment, and in this instance they paid a terrible price…Hawaiians fell sick 

everywhere. Some were abandoned and died alone; their bodies were left to rot. 

Others were buried where they lay, without coffins, in graves so shallow that 

wandering pigs and dogs could unearth them. Some native families nursed their 

sick at home, devotedly and uselessly, and carefully laid the dead under the dirt 

floors of their thatch huts or in their house yards, following their old burial practices 

and condemning themselves to follow the dead into the grave. (Daws 1968:140) 

Although large epidemics were rare in the eastern districts of Maui, when they did arrive, they 

often had devastating effects. On 2 October 1869, a brief call to action was published in The Pacific 

Commercial Advertiser describing a deadly epidemic that was occurring in Honomanū and 

throughout the Island of Maui as follows: 

By a letter received yesterday from East Maui, we learn of the continued ravages 

of the epidemic fever which has prevailed for months on that Island. Rev S. 

Kamakahiki states, under date of the 23d, that since the 1st of September there have 
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been fifteen deaths at Honomanu and seven at Keanae, and that a large number of 

the natives were sick. From another source we learn that the once numerous 

population of Honomanu valley has dwindled down to two or three families. In 

behalf of these dying natives, we ask the Board of Health if all has been done that 

can be done to save them and stay the ravages of the fever? If not, is not the Board 

censurable? (The Pacific Commercial Advertiser 1869b:3) 

The ailment to blame for the 1869 outbreak was never explicitly named, but given the poor state 

of disease reporting in general in more populous areas (Figure 26), it is unsurprising that only 

small attention was paid to this affliction from Honolulu newspapers. The testament of the reporter 

clearly shows that even something as common as fever could have terrible repercussions on 

isolated and non-immune communities. The precise impact of various diseases on the populations 

of East Maui is wanting in terms of public recordation, but it does call to mind the many reports 

of early island wide archaeological studies (Stokes 1916; Thrum 1909b; Walker 1931) that report 

evidences of extensive habitation and agricultural features lying abandoned throughout East Maui. 

2.5.3.2 Linton L. Torbert in Honua‘ula 

As early as the mid-1800s there was a small farming settlement located at Honua‘ula, complete 

with a small landing for passing merchant ships traversing the southeast corner of Maui on their 

way to Kahului, Honolulu, and beyond. A prominent figure associated with Honua‘ula at this time 

was Linton L. Torbert, an established rancher and agriculturalist operating a sizable tract of land 

in the Kula uplands and a small plantation at Honua‘ula (Ulupalakua Ranch 2017). Torbert was a 

native of Newton Pennsylvania and his entry into the Territory of Hawai‘i went quietly unnoticed.  

In Chapter of Firstling’s, Thrum (1909a) reports that, ca. 1820, a large red variety of Irish 

potato was introduced to Hawai‘i by Captain Jos. Vaughn. Some of these potatoes were sent to 

Governor Hoapili on Maui where they flourished better than on other islands (Thrum 1909a:129). 

Torbert was a prominent figure in the potato trade that had developed between California and 

Hawai‘i between 1845 and 1856 while he oversaw the growing of corn and potatoes on his kula 

lands on the western slope of Haleakalā. Torbert’s foodstuffs were then shipped to California by 

way of island merchant ships to fuel the population boom associated with the California gold rush. 

Tolbert was also one of the first individuals to plant sugar cane on Maui under the direction of 

King Kamehameha III (Ulupalakua Ranch 2017), in addition to being appointed as a committee 

member of the Royal Hawaiian Agricultural Society (The Polynesian 1850). 

In February 1846 Torbert was charged, along with one of his employees named Benjamin 

Furbush, in the killing of a man named Aki in the Honua‘ula region. Although both men were 

found guilty of the crime, their sentences were commuted upon payment of $200 each for 

extenuating circumstance (Cushing 1985). Robert L Cushing in his account of the proceedings 

found within The Beginnings of Sugar Production in Hawaii (Cushing 1985:22) stated that: 

The circumstances of the shooting, described in the newspaper account of the trial, 

suggest that there was some provocation, that it was also to some extent accidental, 

and that Torbert and Furbush provided as much assistance as they could to Aki, in 

spite of which he died (Cushing 1985:22) 

The exact reasons for the shooting are never explicitly detailed in Cushing’s account of the 

incident, but neither the shooting nor the verdict seemed to have adversely affected Torbert’s  
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Figure 26. Epidemic mortality rates within the Hawaiian Archipelago demonstrating 

insufficiencies in detailed documentation prior to the late 1800s, from Schmitt 

(1977:58) 
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standing in the Honua‘ula community. According to Cushing, “Torbert had lived several years in 

the district and bore among all classes an excellent character. [He] had, by his good habits and 

friendly conduct won the esteem of the natives” (Cushing 1985:22). 

In early 1851, Torbert had become intolerant of the conditions of drunkenness in the town of 

Kalepolepo surrounding the nearest entrepot and landing located downslope of his kula plantation, 

acting as the closest port of sale for his kula produce. As part of an editorial responding to a 

proposed lightening of taxes on imported beer into Hawai‘i, Torbert lends his account of the 

conditions at Kalepolepo to an unnamed “Pastor of Makawao” in The Polynesian (1851b:1) as 

follows: 

Kula is full of potatoes, nearly ripe, of a fine quality…so that, with the blessings of 

God on good management there is nothing to prevent gains flowing in like a 

river…and yet there is danger that all these benefits will be counteracted by the 

beer shops at Kalepolepo, and other places along that shore. The people tell me they 

have great trouble with their teamsters… After a taste of the wretched beverage, 

they care little for their teams or for their loads; neglect all till they have filled 

themselves with this vile compound… They fill their kegs with the good creature, 

and take with them a sufficient quantity to make their friends drunk at home. Of 

this I have no doubt, and the fact is as alarming as it is shameful. (The Polynesian 

1851b:1)  

The decline of Kalepolepo entrepot may be the reason that L. L. Torbert began advertising the 

selling of his potatoes on commission from his plantation at Honua‘ula starting in 1851 (The 

Polynesian 1851a) (Figure 27). Having worked in the region since the 1840’s, Torbert used 

Honua‘ula as a port of sale for his goods until at least 1855 (The Polynesian 1855b).  

During his period of operation at Honua‘ula, Tolbert was renowned for the quality of his goods. 

In the 1852 published meetings of the Royal Hawaiian Agricultural Society in a column appearing 

in The Polynesian (1852:2), Torbert was awarded third place in the islands for the quality of his 

sugar cane and first place for his Irish potato specimens. Several years later, Torbert was also 

awarded first place for the quality of beef (The Polynesian 1855a). Despite Torbert’s excellent 

products, the Honua‘ula plantation was put up for auction in mid-1855 (The Polynesian 1855b).  

In 1862, Torbert moved to O‘ahu, and died in Honolulu in 1871 at the age of 55 (The Hawaiian 

Gazette 1871; The Pacific Commercial Advertiser 1862). Although the growing and shipping 

operations by Torbert at Honua‘ula were eventually closed, sugar would continue to be grown in 

the region by small growers, as well as by the East Maui Plantation and several decades later by 

the Nahiku Sugar Company. 

2.5.3.3 The Stranger’s Home of Wailuanui  

The 4 September 1869 edition of The Pacific Commercial Advertiser provides an account of an 

August 1869 journey through East Maui from the harbor in Hāna to Central Maui by reporter 

“H.M.W.” The account describes the lush landscape, referring to the region as “The Largest 

[Mountain] Apple Orchard in the World” and “The Switzerland of Hawaii” (The Pacific 

Commercial Advertiser 1869a:3).  
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Figure 27. Advertisement from The Polynesian (1851a:1) for L. L. Torbert’s sale of 

commissioned potato cargo from Honua‘ula 
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During the trip, heavy rains in Wailuanui created flood conditions that made the streams of the 

area impassable and the travelers were invited to stay at the house of Hiniau, described in the 

following passage: 

Here we sought refuge in a neat native house, whose landlord, a well-to-do native, 

named Hiniau, invited us in, and urged us to stop for the night, as it would be 

impossible to cross the next stream, which was considered dangerous when 

swollen. This we found to be correct, as the river forms a narrow gorge, where the 

road passes, and the water tumbles through it from ten to twelve feet deep, 

compelling travelers to stop till it subsides, which it generally does as rapidly as it 

rises. Our host, who was an eccentric genius, decidedly loquacious and somewhat 

of a jester as we found, was full of praise of the resources of the valley and his 

house, which he called hale malihini or the Stranger’s Home,- and on being 

interrogated, said he could furnish food in abundance such as fowls, pigs, fish, eggs, 

potatoes, taro, poi, pine-apples, oranges, bananas, &c. (The Pacific Commercial 

Advertiser 1869a:3) 

In addition to characterizing the extreme abundance of resources that were locally available in 

Wailuanui, the traveler’s account provides early documentation of how stream freshets affected 

access and travel through the region.  

2.5.3.4 The Growth of Early Sugar in East Maui 

With the decline of the whaling industry in the Pacific in the mid- to late-1800s, the Hawaiian 

Islands attracted a new generation of managers, professionals, and entrepreneurs who would 

reshape the landscape for western enterprises and pursuits. Samuel T. Alexander and Henry Perrine 

Baldwin were prominent in this movement. Alexander had been sent from his family home at 

Lahainaluna to study at Oahu College (Punahou School) in Honolulu followed by studies at 

Williams College in Massachusetts. Alexander returned to Lahainaluna in 1862 as a teacher, and 

he is credited with using irrigation for improving the town’s sugar cane and banana yields with his 

students (Dean 1950).Reverend Dwight Baldwin (1798-1886) had arrived in the Hawaiian Islands 

in 1831 and was stationed at Lahaina between 1835 and 1870. During the early 1850s, Rev. 

Baldwin had been granted 2,675 acres of land in northwest Maui. This land holding became the 

basis for enterprises expanding over areas of West Maui undertaken by his son, Henry Perrine 

Baldwin, during subsequent decades of the nineteenth century (Dean 1950). 

With the ratification of the treaty of reciprocity with the United States by King David Kalākaua 

in 1876, the future success of sugar in the Hawaiian Islands seemed assured. At that time, several 

small plantations in the districts east of Wailuku and Kahului and north of Makawao developed 

new plans to expand the growing of sugar. The Haiku Plantation, managed by Samuel T. 

Alexander, as well as the Paia Plantation of Henry P. Baldwin, and the Grove Ranch Plantation of 

T. H. Hobron all suffered from frequent drought. In 1867, S. T. Alexander proposed a massive 

construction project to bring mountain water from the streams of East Maui west to their 

plantations along the slopes of Haleakalā (Kuykendall 1967:64).  

Maly and Maly (2006:132) note that, while some in the community have stated that the waters 

of East Maui were taken without permission, construction of the early ditch system was approved 

under the authority of King David Kalākaua per Civil Code Section 42 (Kingdom of Hawai‘i 
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1859:15), with a condition of the original lease stating that water rights of native tenants of the 

land be protected. 

On 30 September 1876, the government of Hawai‘i gave permission to the plantations of Maui 

to take water from the principal six streams of the region and convey the water by ditch to their 

fields, for an annual rental of $100. The grant for the water was to last for 20 years, with the 

stipulation that the ditch construction be completed within the next two years (Kuykendall 

1967:64). The system by which mountain water was brought from East Maui to the Haiku 

Plantation fields in Ha‘ikū and further west onto the isthmus of Maui was the breakthrough that 

the sugar industry needed to flourish (Wilcox 1996:127). 

The “Hamakua Ditch Company” was organized on November 2, 1876, and specifically allotted 

the shares and costs and the divisions of water to the various plantations, as thus;  

The ownership, share of costs and division of water were 9/20ths Haiku Sugar 

Company, 5/20ths the Alexander and Baldwin Company, 2/20ths James Alexander, 

and 4/20ths T. H. Hobron. Construction of the Hamakua Ditch, which consisted of 

a combination of an open ditch, tunnels and iron pipes, was carried on throughout 

1876-1877. Funding for the project was accomplished by the agency of Castle & 

Cooke. Castle & Cooke agreed to finance the project, with the belief that Samuel 

Alexander and Henry Baldwin could bring the ditch project in for between $25,000 

to $50,000 (Kuykendall 1967:64).  

Thrum (1877:39-42) in Hawaiian Annual and Almanac for 1878, published a description of the 

project: 

The digging of the ditch was a work of no small magnitude. A large gang of men, 

sometimes numbering two hundred, was employed in the work, and the providing 

of food, shelter, tools, etc., was equal to the care of a regiment of soldiers on the 

march. As the grade of the ditch gradually carried the line of work high up into the 

woods, cart-roads had to be surveyed and cut from the main road to the shifting 

camps. All the heavy timbers for flumes, etc. were painfully dragged up hill and 

down, and in and out of deep gulches, severely taxing the energies and strength of 

man and beast, while the ever-recurring question of a satisfactory food supply 

created a demand for everything eatable to be obtained from the natives within ten 

miles, besides large supplies drawn from Honolulu and abroad. (Thrum 1877:39-

42) 

When construction got under way, Sam Alexander and Henry Baldwin began to find out what 

a monumental job they had tackled. Torrential rains and landslides plagued the project. Workers 

had to hack their way through jungle and descend sheer cliffs by rope. When the men balked at 

the final barrier of the sheer drop of over 300 feet at the Māliko Gulch, Henry Baldwin, who had 

lost an arm in a sugar mill accident, shamed them into returning to work by sliding down a rope 

with his one good arm (Taylor et al. 1976:87).  

There are no records of direct impacts to historic properties within the License Area during the 

construction of the aqueduct system.  

In July 1877, the first water began flowing through the ditch. It reached the parched Haiku 

Plantation 24 hours later – barely one day before the deadline set in the royal grant. Approximately 
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60 million gallons of water a day were soon running through the aqueduct system. The ditch had 

cost $80,000, which was paid for by Castle & Cooke. At the same time that the success of the 

Hamakua Ditch became known in the islands, the wealthy refiner of beet sugar in San Francisco, 

Claus Spreckels, arrived in Honolulu. Seeing the early success of the Alexander and Baldwin 

partnership, Spreckels moved fast to do business with the sugar growers of Hawai‘i. Within three 

weeks, he had bought more than half the sugar crop of 1877 and was laying plans to take over the 

industry as a one-man monopoly (Taylor et al. 1976:87). 

Spreckels had watched the Hamakua-Haiku Ditch development on Maui with special interest, 

hoping it would fail so that he could pick up the pieces. Anticipating the success for the future of 

sugar at East Maui, Spreckels acquired 8,000 acres of barren plain adjacent to Ha‘ikū and the 

Alexander & Baldwin properties. He then leased 24,000 acres of Crown land in Wailuku through 

an agreement with a prominent member of the royal family. In 1882, Spreckels was able to obtain 

title to these lands in fee simple. All he needed was water. Here, Spreckels turned to his friend, 

Kalakaua; the newly-elected king of the Hawaiian Islands. Kalakaua dismissed his cabinet, whom 

had previously turned down Spreckels’ application for water from the same general area as 

Alexander & Baldwin’s Hamakua Ditch. A new cabinet was appointed by the king, who then 

approved a new right to water for Spreckels. Spreckels went on to build his own ditch and develop 

his Maui lands into a profitable sugar plantation (Taylor et al. 1976:88-89). 

Spreckels was quick to consolidate his gains. His sugar venture on Maui was named “Hawaiian 

Commercial & Sugar Company,” His expenditures on irrigation and mill machinery were lavish, 

and his Spreckelsville plantation was nothing short of magnificent. When Claus Spreckels received 

permission to the use of water found in East Maui, he built his own ditch from Honomanū stream 

to Maui’s south shore (Wilcox 1996). 

2.5.3.5 The Rise of Commercial Enterprise in Hāna 

A 2 February 1897 article in The Hawaiian Star discusses the future of the Hāna region from 

the perspective of the continued growth of industry and commerce in Hawai‘i at the turn of the 

century (The Hawaiian Star 1897). Hāna and the undeveloped slopes of East Maui are described 

as one of the last natural environments remaining in the State in the following excerpts: 

The district of Hana is one of the least known to the general public of any districts 

on the Islands. Beyond the fact that there are three sugar plantations, viz: Hana, 

Reciprocity and Kipahulu, the average citizen of Honolulu knows very little about 

it. It is one of the districts that, like Kona and Puna, will one of these days awake 

out of sleep. 

The prospects of the Hana district are good. The sugar plantations lie on the belt of 

the undulating land at the extreme east of the Island. To the northwest of Hana 

Plantation there is an extent of country stretching for twelve or fourteen miles, 

which, at one time, supported a large population, but which at present time has only 

a scattered village here and there.  

The energy to develop these lands must come from without, it can never come from 

within. Again, it is not only energy and capital that are required, but roads. The 

roads of the portion of the Hana district have hardly been touched since the days of 
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Dr. Judd, who, so far as memory serves, had the present so-called road constructed. 

(The Hawaiian Star 1897:4) 

The ambition for successful commercial cultivation in East Maui continued to be the focus of 

all endeavors throughout the mid- and late-1800s. Sugar, coffee, and rubber plantations were 

started throughout the region with high hopes of success. A 19 December 1898 article in The 

Hawaiian Star documents a large land sale in Nāhiku and describes the beginning of “the 

awakening” of the region to foreign industry in the following excerpts: 

The land sale which took place at Paia on Saturday afternoon, December 17th, was 

indeed a phenomenal one. There were three lots for sale, and each of them sold for 

a little over five times the appraised price. 

The lands in question are situated in Nahiku among the Palis of East Maui. A couple 

years ago it would have been hard to give the land away and no one wanted it, 

unless the chances of permanent government and therefore capital were assured. So 

the land lay a waste of guava scrub, ferns, ohia, kukui, lauhala and so forth. The 

thundering waterfalls crashed over the cliffs and the streams roared over their rocky 

beds to the ocean, with no tribute to the soil in the shape of irrigation. For miles 

there would be no habitation. 

Now all this is being changed. The district, one of the most fertile on the Islands, 

awakes out of its lethargy. The valleys which have only heard the roar of the 

cataract and the rush of the stream will wake to the sound of the steam whistle and 

the ax, and man will enter upon his kingdom. Cultivation and civilization will reign, 

but the wild beauty of the Koolau district will be gone. Again this is progress under 

annexation. (The Hawaiian Star 1898) 

2.5.3.6 East Maui Irrigation Company 

The East Maui Irrigation Company (EMI) Aqueduct System was constructed to deliver water 

from the abundant watersheds of East Maui into coastal and central isthmus plantations to aid in 

sugar production. The EMI Aqueduct System has been in use for over 134 years and continues to 

collect water today for both private and municipal entities. The EMI Aqueduct System, at this 

time, contains 50 miles of tunnels, 24 miles of open ditches, 13 inverted siphons and flumes, and 

approximately 388 intakes. In addition, the system is served by approximately 62 miles of private 

roads, and a solar powered radio telemetry system to monitor ditch flow. The catchment begins at 

roughly 1,300 ft elevation and delivers water to Central Maui at an elevation of 1,150 ft, covering 

18 miles from its western to eastern extent. 

Built at a time when Hawai‘i was still an independent kingdom, the EMI Aqueduct System was 

the first of its kind both in the Pacific and on the West Coast of the U.S. It is also the largest 

privately financed, constructed, and managed irrigation system in the U.S. The initial construction 

of the first section of the aqueduct system in the 1870s, named Old Hamakua, began the 

engineering trend of catchment ditches that would later fuel the sugar industry on Kaua‘i, O‘ahu, 

Hawai‘i, and Maui, making sugar the major economic sector of Hawai‘i for over a century. The 

aqueduct system itself is composed of a mosaic of multiple smaller ditches, all built at different 

times by different groups of financiers and engineers (ASCE 2001). 
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Hawai‘i was moving through many economic and demographic shifts in the late 1800s 

following the intensification of Western commerce, including the continued drift of rural 

populations toward town centers, which made water a highly contested and protected resource on 

islands such as O‘ahu where these demographic trends were most pronounced. This is largely 

because water had to be diverted from distant watersheds to support growing cities. The legality 

surrounding watershed catchment was continuously challenged for leaving too-little water for 

residents where streams were diverted by the government (Wilcox 1996). Regardless of the dismay 

this may have caused, the costs of abandoning water catchment had to be carefully balanced by 

the Kingdom, since much more than the municipal water supply hung in the balance. In Sugar 

Water: Hawaii’s Plantation Ditches, Carol Wilcox (1996:27) states: 

Hawaii moved steadily through this transition because it always had something that 

it could trade. At first the orient traded for Hawaiian sandalwood; then the whaling 

fleet needed crew and provisions; there was California Gold Rush market; the 

westerners wanted land-and these commodities all became available. Both the 

markets and the resources, however, were limited, and before long they were “used 

up.” Unless it developed a new commodity, Hawaii ran the risk of becoming a 

political and economic non-entity, a backwater nation. This did not fit the vision 

that the monarch, the resident haole, or the people had for the future of the kingdom. 

(Wilcox 1996:27) 

The prospect of growing sugar in Hawai‘i was very appealing to the Kingdom as it would 

provide a renewable economic base. This view was further exemplified in 1876 by “An Act to Aid 

the Development of the Resources of the Kingdom” in which eminent domain rights reserved for 

public purposes (such as water) could be applied by the government to private enterprises for the 

development of sugar (Wilcox 1996). Along with the Reciprocity Act of 1876 that allowed the 

duty-free export of Hawaiian sugar to the mainland U.S., the groundwork had been set for the start 

of the sugar industry in the archipelago (ASCE 2001). This new industry would require a vast 

amount of water as exemplified by the poem about sugar cane named The Crop by Beryl Blaich: 

“And water, all the water you can find, dig, direct, scrounge, divert, tunnel and hold. Bring the 

water tribute to me, King Cane” (Beryl Blaich in Wilcox 1996:v). 

Old Hamakua, the first catchment marking the start of the EMI Aqueduct System, was 

constructed during the reign of King Kalakaua. This section of ditch was constructed by Henry P. 

Baldwin, Samuel T. Alexander, and James M. Alexander between 1876 and 1878 under the name 

of the Hamakua Ditch Company. The result of the project was 17 linear miles of non-lined ditch 

finished in the last days of the deadline imposed by the Kingdom (Wilcox 1996). This ditch was 

servicing Ha‘ikū fields by July 1877 with the water it harvested from Kailua, Hoalua, Huelo, 

Hoolawa, and Honopou streams on its way to the terminus at Nailiilihaele Stream.  

The second addition to the aqueduct system was the Spreckels Ditch, also known as the Haiku 

Ditch, constructed between 1879 and 1880. The lease granted to Spreckels gave him rights to all 

water not already in use by 30 September 1878, the same date as the deadline for the completion 

of the Old Hamakua Ditch. Taking advantage of his unrestricted access to all streams not currently 

under collection, the Haiku Ditch was twice as long, three times as large, carried 50 percent more 

water than the Hamakua Ditch, and stretched from Honomanū Stream to the Kīhei boundary 

(Wilcox 1996). The ditch was 30 miles long and could deliver up to 60 million gallons per day 
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(mgd), costing nearly half a million dollars by the time it was completed (ASCE 2001). The breadth 

and scale of this endeavor would redefine standards of water collection for the sugar industry in 

Hawai‘i. The massive Haiku Ditch was the first developed by a foreign engineer, named Herman 

Schussler, a trend that would continue for all future additions to the EMI Aqueduct System (Wilcox 

1996). Shortly after Spreckels formed the Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Company (HC&S), 

construction also began on Center Ditch (1898), Manuel Luis Ditch (1900), and the Lowrie Ditch 

(1899-1901) by Schussler (ASCE 2001). 

In 1898, Spreckels lost controlling interest of HC&S to the agency of Alexander & Baldwin, 

who took up and completed construction of the Manuel Luis and Lowrie ditches. Along with the 

Center Ditch, these two sections completed a lower elevation catchment running through the 

Hāmākua Loa and Ko‘olau regions. Most notable was the Lowrie Ditch, sometimes called the 

Lowrie Canal, named after the manager from the HC&S plantation and mills at Spreckelsville, 

William J. Lowrie. The 22 mile-long Lowrie Ditch could deliver 60 million gallons per day and 

contained seventy-four tunnels (totaling 20,850 ft, with a single tunnel of 1,955 ft), 19 flumes 

(totaling 1,965 ft), and 12 siphons carrying water from distant Honomanū Valley to the central 

isthmus (Figure 28). This ditch was also engineered by a foreign expert, E. L. Van Der Neillen, 

and constructed by Japanese laborers under the direction of Carl Jensen (Wilcox 1996). 

Following the completion of the Manuel Luis/Center/Lowrie Ditch extensions, the next large 

irrigation project for the Hamakua Ditch Company would be the Koolau Ditch, constructed 

between 1904 and 1905 by M. M. O’Shaughnessy. This extension of irrigation catchment reached 

an additional 10 miles toward the Hāna Region and consisted of 7.5 miles of tunnel and 2.5 miles 

of open ditch and flume. Given the extreme difficulty of working in the narrow and deep gulches 

of the region it was necessary to build a road alongside the ditch where it passed into tunneled 

rock, the span of these borings ranged from 300 to 2,710 ft in length (Wilcox 1996). It is this road 

that was famously travelled by author Jack London in 1905 (The Honolulu Advertiser 1914). This 

newest ditch section extended out to Makapipi Stream in Nāhiku and cost the Hamakua Ditch 

Company $511,330 to complete. The Koolau Ditch was constructed concomitantly with the New 

Hamakua ditch, transferring the Ko‘olau water further west toward Hāmākua Loa, located parallel 

to the Lowrie ditch but further upslope (Figure 29) (Wilcox 1996). 

In 1908 the Hamakua Ditch Company was succeeded by their new business entity, EMI. The 

purpose of this new entity was to develop and administer the surface water collection for all 

plantation entities under the Alexander & Baldwin umbrella, including the newly acquired Kīhei 

Plantation. Shortly after this transition, in 1912, EMI added lining to the Koolau Ditch bed and 

started construction on the Kauhikoa Ditch. The Kauhikoa Ditch collected the water originating 

in the Koolau/New Hamakua ditches and carried them further west through Ha‘ikū, Pā‘ia, and 

further out to Pu‘unene in the central isthmus. This newest extension was completed in 1915 at 

29,910 linear ft and carrying 110 million gallons per day. Shortly after starting the Kauhikoa Ditch 

EMI also started construction of the New Haiku Ditch in 1913. Construction of this lower altitude 

ditch, running from Halehaku gulch in Peahi to dry North Kīhei, was completed in 1914 with a 

finished length of 54,044 ft and a daily delivery of 100 mgd. The much longer New Haiku Ditch 

was completed faster than its Kauhikoa contemporary as the terrain it had to traverse was less 

severe (Wilcox 1996). Plans for the last major addition to EMI’s catchment system, the Wailoa 

Ditch, was started in 1918. By the time this ditch was completed in 1923 it was the highest capacity  
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Figure 28. Surface water collection along the walls of Honomanū Valley (Wilcox 1996)
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Figure 29. Koolau Ditch water diversion at Piinaau stream (Courtesy of EMI) 
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channel in the entire network and had a greater median flow than any natural river in Hawaii. The 

Koolau Ditch was connected to the new Wailoa section, being diverted away from the New 

Hamakua Ditch, and connected to a series of hydro-electric power plants on the north shore of 

Maui (Figure 30). The Wailoa Ditch consists of 51,256 ft of mostly lined tunnel, and its water 

capacity ranged from 160 mgd upon completion to a later increased capacity of 195 mgd. This 

ditch ran parallel to, and above, the earlier New Hamakua and Kauhikoa Ditches (Wilcox 1996). 

Upon completion of the major ditch features, EMI commanded the runoff water of a combined 

50,000 acres, of which EMI owned 17,000 acres and the State of Hawaii owning the balance and 

directed it toward their 30,000-acre sugar plantation and into various municipalities. 

Accompanying the water collection infrastructure were 12 siphons, 62 miles of road, 15 miles of 

telephone line, and numerous small feeders, dams, reservoirs, intakes, pipes, and flumes (Figure 

31). The totality of the collection system was managed by four license areas (Huelo, Honomanū, 

Ke‘anae, and Nāhiku) that dictated the circumstances and conditions under which EMI could 

collect the runoff from the various Government lands it crossed. The development and 

improvement of the EMI Aqueduct System over time has cost nearly $5,000,000, compared to its 

modern assessment of nearly $200,000,000 to create a comparable system. 

2.5.3.7 Nahiku Sugar Company 

In the late 1890s, sugar was grown in the Nāhiku region of East Maui by the Nahiku Sugar 

Company. Smaller sugar growers likely planted in the region prior to the establishment of this 

larger plantations due to the proximity of the area to the Makapipi Stream watershed. From the 

beginning, water rights for the Makapipi watershed were jointly shared between the Nahiku Sugar 

Company and multiple homesteaders who collectively formed the body of the company’s sugar 

growers. The business of growing sugar at the plantation in Nāhiku was also dependent upon local 

farmers in that a significant portion of the land under cultivation by the company was deeded to 

the same homesteaders who held a portion of the water rights (Honolulu Advertiser 1902:2). For 

a brief period, the Nahiku Sugar Company was acquired by Alexander & Baldwin. In early 1899, 

Alexander & Baldwin took 250 shares and were appointed agents for the 370-acre Nahiku Sugar 

Company. Even with significant financial backing, profits declined, and by mid-summer 1900 

development work on the plantation had stopped. 

In addition to the day-to-day operations, the Nahiku Sugar Company completed the 

construction of a landing for the Territorial Government of Hawaii in 1901 and constructed rail 

lines for a derrick at the landing. There is no record of the use of locomotives on the rail lines that  

were constructed, although the neighboring Hana Plantation began railroad operations in 1883 

(Conde 1993:30). The construction of the landing at Nāhiku placed the plantation owners in 

additional financial hardship, and in the House of Representatives general assembly on Tuesday 

25 June 1901, the Honolulu Advertiser reported that it was agreed upon that “the amount expended 

on Nāhiku landing be paid the incorporation by the Government, at whose suggestion the landing 

had been taken in hand and finished” (1901b:9-14). Deferring the landing’s construction cost to 

the Government proved to be of minimal short-term financial benefit to the company. 
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Figure 30. Wailoa forebay, a section of Wailoa Canal that drops into a low-head hydro-electric power plant (Wilcox 1996:118)
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Figure 31. Collection of water at Hanawi Dam near Ke‘anae (Courtesy of EMI)
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In 1902 local homesteaders petitioned their Congressman, Delegate Wilcox, not to grant 

additional water rights to the Nahiku Sugar Company that would infringe on the already 

established rights of the local farmers who had since had a falling out with the Company. Water 

rights and land were shared from the start, so when local homesteaders refused to plant additional 

cane for the mill in response to a perceived threat to their individual water rights, the Nahiku Sugar 

Company petitioned for additional water rights from neighboring watersheds in inaccessible 

gulches to the northwest to supplement the shortage. Since the initial licenses were upheld, and 

the homesteaders’ rights protected, the Nahiku Sugar company was forced to “either get more land 

under cultivation, or the plantation must be given up” (Honolulu Advertiser 1902:2). 

Eventually, the founding homesteaders gave up on the Sugar operation altogether, putting the 

company at risk of collapse due to insufficient land and water access for continued cane cultivation. 

In a Honolulu Star Bulletin article dated 24 July 1943, Mrs. Shaw, widower of a Nahiku Sugar 

Company homesteader, summarized the failed operation as follows: 

Mr. Shaw and I moved from Paia, Maui, to our newly acquired homestead of 125 

acres at Nahiku, on the windward side of Maui. At that time the land was in its 

virgin state and unimproved…and Mr. Shaw planted cane for the Hana plantation 

while plans were being developed for the Nahiku Sugar Co. The prospects for this 

new company were so promising that all those owning land there were planning to 

plant for the newly organized plantation, but unfortunately the company failed. In 

1903 we had to vacate our homestead and came back to Honolulu. (Honolulu Star 

Bulletin 1943:6) 

In 1902, a merger was planned with the Hana Sugar Plantation by which the plantation would 

pay an annual rental of $4,500 over a 26-year lease which included a valuable set of water rights 

(Thompson 1902:272). In 1904, Alexander & Baldwin bought out all the remaining stock in the 

Nahiku Sugar Company (Dean 1950:62). Efforts were made by the company to diversify their 

planting operations, potentially adding a new income stream to the business by dedicating ten 

percent of their arable land (200 acres) to the cultivation of latex rubber (Pacific Commercial 

Advertiser 1910). The rubber industry had a short boom in the region around this time with several 

other rubber plantations opening around the Nahiku Sugar Company. Attempting to capitalize off 

this new regional industry did not pan out for the company, since in the years leading to 1920, all 

rubber plantations in the area had closed (see Section 2.4.4.2 Nahiku Rubber Plantations). 

Eventually, all the former sugar plantation land at Nāhiku was acquired by HC&S and EMI under 

the parent corporation of A&B (Hatch 1922:1410). 

2.5.4 1900s 

According to the Census Bulletin of 1900, the population of Hāna District was reported to be 

5,276 and the population of Makawao District was reported as 7,236 (Thrum 1909a:18). The Board 

of Health reported 755 births and 422 deaths in Maui County in the year 1900 (Schmitt 1977:13). 

An interesting population dynamic of this period of time is that while the populations of the 

Wailuku and Makawao districts continued to grow by at least a thousand inhabitants every ten 

years, there is a corresponding negative effect on the population of Hāna. Official census figures 

have the Hāna population shifting from 5,276 persons in 1900 to only 969 persons in 1970 (Schmitt 

1977:13-14). While disease and urban drift may play a role in these figures, there is also the added 

regional strain of the establishment, and subsequent collapse, of agricultural industries throughout 
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the East Maui region. While East Maui was originally slotted for agrarian development in the eyes 

of the early developers, this industry would, during the course of the twentieth century, gradually 

give way to tourism as its primary draw to visitors and businessmen. 

A feature section in the 4 September 1910 edition of the Honolulu Advertiser documents an 

August 1910 tour through the Hāna District of Maui by H.M. Ayres, a reporter for the paper (The 

Honolulu Advertiser 1910:13). The tour, which began on the government road and then continued 

along the Ko‘olau Ditch trail, provides a first-hand account of the region, albeit from an outsider’s 

perspective, along with photographs of homesteads, homesteaders, landscapes, and prominent 

structures. While passing through Honomanū Gulch, Ayers relates “…there is none more 

impressive in the islands. Its beauty baffles description and were its attractions name widely 

known, tourists in plenty would assuredly visit…” (The Honolulu Advertiser 1910:13). Continuing 

along the ditch trail to Ke‘anae, Ayers stopped at the house of Halemano and recounts the 

following observations of life in Ke‘anae: 

At the house of Halemano we were made very welcome, supper being ordered by 

our host at a Chinese restaurant nearby. He naively remarked that poi and fish were 

no good for haoles. Halemano, who is postmaster and political boss of the precinct, 

is a dignified old native. His house is on the campaign circuit and when election 

time rolls round there are stirring times at his residence. His daughter, Aunie, is 

easily the belle of the district.  

Many of the Keanae girls have Chinese husbands and appear to be quite happy with 

them. They are better providers than the Hawaiians and this probably accounts for 

the phenomena.  

Before leaving Keanae we offered to buy a squid stone from Halemano but the old 

man refused to part with the relic, declaring that it was his wife’s and that he didn’t 

need the money-a rare thing with the average Hawaiian today. 

While we were in Keanae the natives were conspicuous by their absence. Returning 

for some article that I had forgotten, after my departure, I found quite a gathering 

discussing the business of the malihini haoles while across the rice fields men, 

women, and children were hastening toward the house of Halemano. (The Honolulu 

Advertiser 1910:13) 

Nāhiku was the next stop on the tour for Ayers who was welcomed by C.S. Austin, manager of 

the American-Hawaiian Rubber Company. Ayers described the rubber industry in Nāhiku 

(described in greater detail in subsequent sections) and provides the following account of the work 

and resources in the region: 

There is a very good class of Hawaiian at Nahiku, industrious and contented. The 

rubber affords them more or less constant employ and fish are very plentiful off the 

shore. The natives working for Mr. Austin regard him as a friend. He speaks their 

language fluently and both he and his mother have, by their helpful attitude, 

endeared themselves in the hearts of the Hawaiians of Nahiku. (The Honolulu 

Advertiser 1910:13) 

The account of Mr. Ayers illustrates a significant degree of social interaction and integration 

between the lifestyles of the Native Hawaiians, haole (foreign) businessmen, and the various ethnic 
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laborers and homesteaders that had adopted the region as home. Though agrarian industries were 

still trying to scratch profits from the rocky slopes of Makawao and Hāna District’s coastal 

plantations at this time, the makings of East Maui as a destination of note for travelers to the islands 

was in the making. Tourist activity would become more frequent with the advancement of local 

infrastructure into the region, eventually supplanting agriculture as the economic cornerstone of 

the region.  

2.5.4.1 Jack London 

In the summer months of 1907, renowned travel writer Jack London and his second wife 

Charmian, stopped at Maui on the South Pacific portion of their sailing trip around the world to 

travel the ditch trail across the Hāna District. His horseback travels around Haleakalā and overland 

to Hāna appeared in his book “The Cruise of the Snark,” a non-fiction account of London’s travels 

and experiences during their world tour that was published in 1911. In select excerpts from 

London’s book reprinted in The Honolulu Advertiser (1914:10) the beautifully rugged East Maui 

coast is described as follows: 

The windward side of Haleakala is serried by a thousand precipitous gorges, down 

which rush many torrents, each torrent of which achieves a score of cascades and 

waterfalls before it reaches the sea. More rain comes down here than in any other 

region in the world… Hundreds of inches of rain annually, on fertile soil, under a 

tropic sun, means a steaming jungle of vegetation. A man, on foot, cutting his way 

through, might advance a mile a day, but at the end of a week he would be a wreck, 

and he would have to crawl hastily back if he wanted to get out before the vegetation 

overran the passage way he had cut. (Jack London in The Honolulu Advertiser 

1914:10) 

London also observed the lay of the land near the Ko‘olau Gap in Haleakalā Crater, travelling 

into Hāna, Ke‘anae, and eventually Nāhiku. As a keen observer and seasoned writer, London took 

notice of the abundance of water flowing from the local watersheds. London also inspected the 

rubber plantation at Nāhiku and traveled by way of the Nāhiku Ditch Trail, of which he 

commented: 

Water means sugar, and sugar is the backbone of the Territory of Hawaii, wherefore 

the Nahiku Ditch, which is not a ditch, but a chain of tunnels. The water travels 

underground appearing only at intervals to leap a gorge, travelling high into the air 

on a giddy flume and plunging into and through the opposing mountain. This 

magnificent waterway is called a “ditch,” and with equal appropriateness can 

Cleopatra’s Barge be called a box-car… There are no carriage roads through the 

ditch country, and before the ditch was built, or bored, rather, there was no horse-

trail…O’Shaughnessy was the daring engineer who conquered the jungle and the 

gorges, ran the ditch and made the horse-trail. He built enduringly, in concrete and 

masonry, and made one of the most remarkable water-farms in the world. Every 

little runlet and dribble is harvested and conveyed by subterranean channels to the 

main ditch. But so heavily does it rain at times that countless spillways let the 

surplus escape to the sea. (Jack London in The Honolulu Advertiser 1914:10) 

Turning his attention from water collection of the Nāhiku Ditch to the engineering feat of the ditch 

trail running alongside of it, London comments on the trials of the passage: 
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The horse trail is not very wide. Like the engineer who built it, it dares anything. 

Where the ditch plunges through the mountain, it climbs over: and where the ditch 

leaps a gorge on a flume, the horse trail takes advantage of the ditch and crosses on 

top of the flume. That careless trail thinks nothing of travelling up or down the face 

of precipices. It gouges its way out of the wall, dodging around waterfalls or passing 

under them where they thunder down in white fury; while straight overhead the 

wall rises hundreds of feet and straight beneath it sinks a thousand… The only relief 

from the flumes was the precipices; and the only relief from the precipices was the 

flumes, except where the ditch was far underground, in which case we crossed one 

horse and rider at a time, on primitive log-bridges that swayed and teetered and 

threatened to carry away… The ceaseless iteration of height and depth produced a 

state of consciousness in which height and depth were accepted as the ordinary 

conditions of existence; and from the horses back to look sheer down four hundred 

or five hundred feet became quite commonplace and non-productive of thrills. And 

as carelessly as the trail and the horses, we swung along the dizzy heights and 

ducked around or through the waterfalls… I advise only those with steady nerves 

and cool heads to tackle the Nahiku Ditch trail. (Jack London in The Honolulu 

Advertiser 1914:10) 

Some of the heights experienced by riders on London’s overland expedition were said to have 

shaken even the steadiest nerves. London relates an incident involving a lifelong cowboy from a 

local ranch with a reputation for fearlessness, having to dismount his horse while crossing a 

particularly deep gorge on a flume, gladly surrendering his reputation for the security of knowing 

he would be returned safely to his wife and children (The Honolulu Advertiser 1914). 

The creator of the aqueduct system and its horse trail traveled in London’s narrative, Michael 

M. O’Shaughnessy, was considered at the time the world’s foremost irrigation engineer. 

O’Shaughnessy arrived in the Hawaiian Islands in 1899, and engineered the 1904-1905 Ko‘olau 

Ditch through Nāhiku, referred to by London as the “Nahiku Ditch” (Wilcox 1996:117). Of the 

condition surrounding the construction of this section of the Ko‘olau Ditch and its accompanying 

trail, O’Shaughnessy reported: 

The country was so steep and precipitous that little ditching could be employed, 

and it was necessary to make four and one-half miles of wagon road and eighteen 

miles of stone paved pack trails to facilitate during construction the transportation 

of supplies. About 4000 barrels of cement and 100,000 pounds of giant powder 

were used. In all, ten mountain streams are intercepted, which are admitted into the 

main aqueduct through screens of grizzly bars spaced three quarters of an inch apart 

(O'Shaughnessy in Wilcox 1996:117) 

London’s visit to East Maui could not have been better timed and his observations more 

appropriate considering the ongoing development of agricultural endeavors in the Hāna District. 

Surely his descriptions of the local watersheds, his experiences in plantation communities, and the 

feats of engineering that connected them would reach many readers abroad by way of his 

penmanship. Even the impressive engineering feats London witnessed in this environment could 

not detract from the wildness of the surrounding countryside he observed: 
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The vegetation ran riot over that wild land. There were forests of koa and kolea 

trees, and candlenut trees… Wild bananas grew everywhere, clinging to the sides 

of the gorges, and, overborne by their great bunches of ripe fruit, falling across the 

trail and blocking the way. And over the forest surged a sea of green life, the 

climbers of a thousand varieties, some that floated airily, in lacelike filaments, from 

the tallest branches; others that coiled and wound about the tree like huge serpents; 

and the one, the ie-ie, that was for all the world like a climbing palm, swinging on 

a thick stem from branch to branch and tree to tree and throttling the supports 

whereby it climbed… In fact, the ditch country is nothing more nor less than a huge 

conservatory. Every familiar variety of fern flourishes, and more varieties that are 

unfamiliar, from the tiniest maidenhair to the gross and voracious staghorn, the 

latter the terror of the woodsmen, interlacing with itself in tangled masses five or 

six feet deep and covering acres. (Jack London in The Honolulu Advertiser 

1914:10) 

London’s visit to the Nāhiku Ditch trail and to East Maui capture both the wildness of the 

countryside and the efforts of twentieth century business men to tame it in the name of commerce. 

The living in this area was rough and isolated, a fact that would become better known to the many 

agriculturalists who called Nāhiku their home during this period of plantation development in the 

area. Even with the collapse of the Nahiku Sugar Company’s planting operations around the same 

time, the wild country with its abundant water and volcanic soils would continue to be a powerful 

draw for agriculturalists seeking their fortunes. 

2.5.4.2 Rubber Plantations in Nāhiku 

In the early 1900s, Nāhiku became the site for several competing rubber plantations attempting 

to serve a growing demand for rubber used in automobile tires (Lindsay 1907:289-290). The 

Hawaiian Gazette, in a 1906 article, detailed the prospective changes to the region resulting from 

the introduction of rubber a year prior: 

A little over a year ago a few homesteaders dwelt in Nahiku, living on their land 

chiefly because they hadn’t money enough to go elsewhere. Wild bananas gathered 

in the jungles, mixed with guavas from the lower hillsides and washed down with 

milk from the cattle that wander in the forest, this was their means of subsistence. 

But the last year has demonstrated that rubber trees will grow in the district and the 

Nahiku of a year ago would scarcely be recognized now. (Hawaiian Gazette 

1906:6) 

Rubber planting was welcomed into the community by the residents as an avenue to bring 

income to the region after the closure of the nearby sugar plantation. With the local Nāhiku Sugar 

Company’s difficulties in growing commercial sugar in the area, the Nāhiku region fell into a state 

of “innocuous desuetude…so the district has lain idle and the residents there have grown poorer 

and poorer until many families were on the verge of starvation” (Hawaiian Gazette 1906:6) 

Outlook for the profitability of rubber was good according to industry experts. R. H. Anderson, 

having studied rubber cultivation in Brazil, the West Indies, and Mexico, made a visit to Nāhiku 

in 1905 to survey the environmental conditions. During this visit Anderson planted a handful of 

rubber trees to monitor their growth rate, and tapped several existing trees serving as shade near 

Nāhiku Landing to gauge latex output of local rubber. After witnessing good latex flow from the 
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mature trees near the landing, and the several feet of growth of his experimental saplings in just a 

few short weeks following heavy rains, Anderson was convinced that “rubber trees would not only 

grow, but would produce rubber” (Hawaiian Gazette 1906:6). This visit by Anderson set the stage 

for the emergence of the rubber industry as attested by the Hawaiian Gazette nearly a year later: 

That little grove of trees planted by Mr. Anderson in January, 1905, is now a 

thriving young orchard…so high that a man on horseback may ride beneath their 

lower branches without bending his head. And other orchards are being planted all 

along the nearby slopes of Haleakala, the primeval forest is falling before the axes 

of forces of laborers, and little rubber saplings from a foot to ten or eighteen feet in 

height are springing up everywhere to eventually clothe the mountain sides. 

(Hawaiian Gazette 1906:6) 

Four chief rubber companies operated in the region by 1907, with all companies dedicating a 

combined total of 1100 acres to the cultivation of cerea (Manihot glaziovii) and hevea (Hevea 

brasiliensis) rubber tree varieties, with the former being favored over the latter due to its high “first 

returns” (Pacific Commercial Advertiser 1910:9-12). The first plantations to open in the region 

were the Nahiku Rubber Company and the Koolau Rubber Company in 1905, followed a year later 

in 1906 by the opening of the Hawaiian-American Rubber Company and the Alexander & 

Baldwin-owned Nahiku Sugar Company, who began cultivating rubber trees on former cane land. 

When taken together, the combined plantings of the four major companies were more than 280,000 

individual rubber trees, with the fields being tended by Japanese, Portuguese, and Hawaiian 

laborers living in the region as homesteaders or in plantation labor camps. Growing rubber was a 

difficult business to start in Nāhiku considering that the average maturity rate for a rubber tree is 

between three and five years, resulting in the first ‘experimental’ tapping of these crops in 1910 to 

determine quality, and not emerging onto the national market until a sizable crop could be 

harvested in 1911. Some companies, such as the American-Hawaiian Rubber Co., attempted to 

diversify their plantation by cropping corn in the spaces between the furrows of rubber trees in an 

effort to offset the costs associated with the long wait for the rubber trees to reach productive 

maturity (Pacific Commercial Advertiser 1910). Attempting commercial agricultural operations in 

a region as isolated as Nāhiku in the early 1900s proved to be an insurmountably difficult 

undertaking for the growing rubber enterprise on East Maui.  

 The Nahiku Rubber Company 

The Nahiku Rubber Company was in operation as early as 1905. As the first rubber plantation 

on Maui, the Nahiku Rubber Company sought to spearhead the new burgeoning demand for rubber 

on the international market. At the time of the company’s founding, automobile manufacturing 

was a booming industry and automobile tires cost the average consumer between $25 and $40 a 

piece “because rubber was scarce and expensive, most of the world supply being gathered from 

wild trees in the Amazon valleys of Brazil” (Smith 1943:10). Accompanying literature of the time 

regarding the cultivation of rubber in the tropical British Colonies of Malay and Ceylon was filled 

with highly optimistic accounts of the big profits to be made in the industry. Expecting significant 

returns from the undertaking the Nahiku Rubber Company, promoters purchased approximately 

900 acres of land and immediately started clearing fields and building roads, labor camps, and 

houses for the staff (Figure 32) (Smith 1943). 
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Expenditures on the Nahiku Rubber Company facilities were soon augmented by the difficulties 

encountered by the early growers once planting had started (Figure 33). The first crop had been 

comprised of 50,000 rubber tree seeds imported from Brazil, some of the seeds germinated while 

the rest had failed to sprout. In the wake of these losses the company decided to scout the island 

for established trees already growing in people’s residences, and the company offered cash to 

acquire the domestic trees to their plantation. With the plantation being as remotely located as it 

was, the company would cut the trees down and transport the stumps to the fields for replanting, 

which the managers viewed as a shortcut to bypass the long wait for seedlings to reach maturity 

(Figure 34). Very soon the capital for the project was expended, and the company began selling 

stock to raise more money for the plantation’s day to day costs of operation. Economic forecasts 

for the rubber industry did not live up to their expectations, and by the time that the Nahiku Rubber 

Company had a fully planted and matured 250 acres ready for tapping, the price of rubber had 

bottomed out at 16 cents per pound. Depending heavily on an all-inclusive low of one dollar per 

pound for their product, the domestic rubber market in Hawai‘i could not remain profitable. The 

Nahiku Rubber Company, Ltd., managed by David Colville Lindsay at that time, was closed on 

January 20, 1915 (Siddall 1917:175).  

 Koolau Rubber Company  

In June of 1905, William A. McKay organized the Koolau Rubber Company at Nāhiku, and 

served as managing director during its first year of operation (Nellist 1925). By 1906, a year after 

the Koolau Rubber Company was founded, the prospects for the rubber plantation looked 

promising. A Maui News article from 1906 echoed this optimism by stating that “It is confidently 

expected that the growing of rubber will be one of the most successful industries on the island and 

will make possible the utilization of many acres of land that are now useless” (The Maui News 

1906:13). The optimism was partly justified because upon return from an inspection of the 

plantation, the company representatives R. A. Wadsworth and W. L. Decoto reported a 15-foot 

growth of the previous year’s crops that had been planted from seed. The luxuriant growth of the 

crop exceeded their expectations. The costs of cropping the rubber trees were also small for the 

time, costing the company only six dollars per acre to clear the dense vegetation and only about 

one cent per hole for planting saplings. At the time of this assessment, Koolau Rubber Company 

had only planted 25 acres of their 300-acre holdings and were expecting their next shipment of 

saplings later that year (The Maui News 1906). 

By 1914, the Koolau Rubber Company had nearly its entire acreage planted and was poised to 

produce its maximum output, but the simultaneous fall of rubber prices on the world market forced 

the company into considerable financial hardship. Prices had dropped so drastically that the cost 

alone of tapping the trees on the plantation would have drained all the profit from the company’s 

sales and would incur debt. The company had not been a profitable venture from the start and had 

been carried for some time by a small number of wealthy shareholders waiting patiently for the 

projected returns. In the end, rubber prices never rose to a profitable value for the Koolau Rubber 

Company and the prospect of severe economic atrophy had finally won out over the determination 

of the shareholders to keep the company in operation. In 1914, the Koolau Rubber Company 

published its notice of intention to foreclose on the $30,000 dollar mortgage from the First National 

Bank of Wailuku and begin winding down operations immediately (Honolulu Star Bulletin 1914). 
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Figure 32. Nāhiku hillsides planted with rubber tree saplings; plantation manager’s house visible on the ridge (Pacific Commercial 

Advertiser 1910)
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Figure 33. Seedlings being planted at the Nahiku Rubber Company (Pacific Commercial 

Advertiser 1910) 
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Figure 34. Nahiku Rubber Company Manager C. H. Anderson riding among his rubber tree 

saplings (The Honolulu Advertiser 1908) 
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 American-Hawaiian Rubber Company  

As early as 1906, the American-Hawaiian Rubber Company was in operation in East Maui with 

over 65,000 juvenile trees in the ground (The Hawaiian Star 1906c). In 1908, American Hawaiian 

Rubber Company fields were evaluated by F. T. P. Waterhouse who was particularly well pleased 

with the growth of the rubber trees. The hevea variety of rubber tree was the primary crop at this 

plantation with higher year to year yield being cited as the reason this species was chosen over the 

more commonly planted cerea tree. The company also experimented with castilloa rubber trees 

from Mexico and with interstitial planting of select food crops between the widely spaced rubber 

trees. The use of hevea trees was initially not as beneficial as had been anticipated by the 

American-Hawaiian Rubber Company. Initially, the hevea trees were planted during the winter 

months as the this was when the seed crops originating in the southern hemisphere were maturing 

and rife for shipment, the abundance of which made the cost of procurement less expensive. Even 

though the trees in the region were generally doing well, this error in planting times was cited as 

being the reason why timely maturation and first yields were lacking (The Honolulu Advertiser 

1908). As with the neighboring plantations in the area, once the trees were planted and growing 

the enterprise became a waiting game until the trees were mature enough to harvest. An article in 

The Honolulu Advertiser (1910:13) relates the continued optimism as harvest approached: 

The product is of prime quality, there is a keen demand for it as a result of samples 

sent out, and the price continues to rule high. Small wonder that the Nahiku rubber 

planters impatiently watch the growth of their trees and pray that the price of rubber 

may keep up. They have had a hard row to hoe, but have stuck manfully to their 

work…There seems to be no doubt as to the ultimate success of the rubber 

enterprise, which has been removed for beyond the experimental stage, as far as 

paying returns are concerned. (The Honolulu Advertiser 1910:13) 

New techniques, cultivation of a variety of species, planting additional crops between rubber 

trees, and patience did not pan out for the American-Hawaiian Rubber Company, and in 1917 the 

company gave notice of foreclosure on their mortgage in local newspapers (Honolulu Star Bulletin 

1917). 

 Nahiku Sugar Company 

Unlike other rubber ventures in the region, the Nahiku Sugar Company approached the planting 

of rubber with a bit more caution and tempered enthusiasm than their neighboring competitors. 

Whether this approach was resulting from the failure of the plantation to successfully crop sugar a 

decade earlier is uncertain, but by the time that the rubber industry had begun to grow in the region 

the Nahiku Sugar Company lands were in a severe state of neglect (The Hawaiian Star 1907). 

Sometime between late 1905 and early 1906, Alexander & Baldwin hired a new manager for the 

former sugar plantation at Nāhiku by the name of J Sylvester from Portland Maine (The Hawaiian 

Gazette 1908). By late 1907 Sylvester had planted nearly 100 acres in cerea rubber trees mimicking 

the other local plantations with a rough planting of about 400 individual trees per acre under 

cultivation (The Hawaiian Gazette 1907). Details about rubber crops specific to Nahiku Sugar 

Company regarding the product quality and progress of growth are scarce, but in general, their 

rubber crops seem to have lacked the same profitability as the neighboring plantations. By the time 

that the manager of the Nahiku Rubber Plantation, W. A. Anderson, brought a group of potential 

investors through the region to evaluate the state of rubber growth in East Maui, The Nahiku Sugar 
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Company manager had decided that the next years plantings would not be as close together and 

that he would be experimenting with hevea variety trees in the next plantings (The Hawaiian 

Gazette 1908). The new planting techniques either came too late or were of little profit to the 

company as under two years after first planting a portion of their land to rubber the plantation 

manager announced that no more rubber would go into the ground until the already developing 

downward trend in rubber’s market value reached a more favorable standing (The Maui News 

1907) 

While rubber cultivation was in full swing, the plantation managers made it their business to 

regularly test the crop productivity to better gauge the long term financial viability and estimate 

future yields, especially W. A. Anderson who managed the Koolau Rubber Company and oversaw 

a government experimental station for the express purpose of evaluating the local rubber industry. 

Initial rubber tree tapping in 1912 yielded an “enormous quantity” of the valuable latex sap, and 

appeared to bode well for the profitability of the local plantations (The Maui News 1912:1). 

Although the sap was voluminous it was found to lack the elastic qualities that would have made 

it ideal for tire production, and instead the rubber produced in East Maui was only suitable for 

“machine belts and other articles which do not demand the elastic qualities” (The Maui News 

1912:1). Just how profitable the non-elastic latex sales would be was unclear at the time of the 

published article, as the market for those goods was not in as much demand as the need for 

automobile tires.  

Ultimately a decline in the price of rubber doomed the Maui rubber industry. After testing for 

several years, the rubber growers concluded that it would not be profitable to continue. It was 

found that the temperature was hardly warm enough for rubber to grow best and that labor was 

much more expensive than at Malaysian plantations (Freeman 1927:64). 

2.5.4.3 Ke‘anae 

Ke‘anae is located on the windward flank of Mauna Haleakalā in the Hāna District and 

traditional moku of Ko‘olau within the ahupua‘a of Ke‘anae. Once a site of intensified Native 

Hawaiian agriculture and habitation, and later becoming a center for missionary and agricultural 

activities during the 1800s, Ke‘anae packed several hundred years of historical development into 

a single stream-fed coastal valley peninsula. Though the region experienced varying degrees of 

economic boom and bust over its storied history, that history would become the next major draw 

to the region and supply income to its residents where subsistence and industry fell short. 

 Ke‘anae Homesteads 

Ke‘anae has been an active agricultural community for many generations. Studies of the history 

of land use in Ke‘anae indicate that the lands have been used intensively for wetland taro 

cultivation, or lo‘i agriculture, historically and during pre-Contact times (Group 70 International 

et al. 1995:70; Handy et al. 1991). As Native Hawaiian populations of the islands declined with 

the arrival of western disease, so too did the need for taro, resulting in unattended lo‘i in the 

Ke‘anae area. In the second half of the nineteenth century, the market for rice grew significantly 

with increasing demand from Chinese laborers on sugar plantations in Hāna. After successfully 

completing labor contracts, Chinese immigrants looking for independent pursuits took advantage 

of an opportunity to grow their own staple, rice (Wright 1974b). With a pond field irrigation system 

already in place in Ke‘anae, the region was ripe for conversion from taro cultivation to rice. 

Chinese entrepreneurs commonly leased former lo‘i lands from Hawaiian owners for rice 
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cultivation (Group 70 International et al. 1995).Tax records for 1890 indicate that the rice lands in 

Ke‘anae and Wailuanui comprised approximately 67.84 acres out of a total of 163.322 acres in 

pond-field agriculture. Two years later, this number rose to 75 acres in Ke‘anae and Wailuanui 

while other lands on Maui (Honokowai, Waikapu, Wailuku, Waiehu, and Waihe‘e) registered a 

combined acreage of 175 (Group 70 International et al. 1995; Linnekin 1985).  

The Chinese farming community flourished in Ke‘anae, and with an increase in population 

came the construction of buildings necessary for production and housing related to the rice 

plantations, as well as the establishment of socially-related organizations. An article in The 

Hawaiian Star (1906b) reports of two saloons managed by Chinese men. The Li Hing Society 

Building (SIHP # 50-50-07-1510), a two-story wooden structure with a second story front porch, 

was built in 1908 and served as a place for Chinese social, religious, and educational purposes 

until the early 1950s (Figure 35) (Wright 1974b). After falling into disuse, the building was subject 

to repeated vandalism until, in 1981, it was demolished (Group 70 International et al. 1995). 

Remnants are now stored at the Kwock Hing Society in Keokea, Kula (Wright 1974b). 

In 1906, 14 applications were received out of the 16 Ke‘anae homestead applications made 

available at that time to Hawaiians. Stipulations required occupants to build a residence and 

cultivate taro on the homestead parcels, which each averaged about two to three acres including 

from a half to a whole acre of taro land (The Hawaiian Star 1906a). Concerns regarding these 

homesteads were reported:  

It is very probable that many of the applicants do not realize, or have not taken the 

time to consider the conditions under which the land is to be awarded to them, but 

fully expect to lease out their land to the Chinese there for planting rice, and let 

their kula land lie idle, and when the first two years are up a great many of them 

will doubtless forfeit their lots. The Hawaiians there have been asking for 

homestead for several years back and it is now up to them to make good. (The 

Hawaiian Star 1906a:5) 

Hawaiians did grow taro on these early homesteads, mostly for home consumption. Rice 

farming declined sharply following 1910, and by 1935 ceased entirely (Group 70 International et 

al. 1995). Around 1920 many Hawaiians returned and began commercially cultivating taro on 

Ke‘anae Homesteads (Figure 36). Due to its important cultural and historical significance, the 

Ke‘anae Peninsula taro complex has been designated SIHP # 50-50-07-3933. 

 Transportation Infrastructure 

Prior to the construction of the Belt Road to Hāna, horse trails, developed when engineers 

constructed aqueduct systems between East Maui and the central Maui isthmus, were the only 

means of overland travel. Travelers leaving Ha‘ikū on horseback for Ke‘anae descended and 

ascended 22 major valleys before arriving at Ke‘anae. Along the way, the traveler would have 

visited Native Hawaiian villages at Huelo, Kolia, Waiakamoi, Wahinepe‘e, Puahokamoa and 

Honomanū.  
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Figure 35. Historic Rice Mill (SIHP # 50-50-07-1510) in the Ke‘anae Historic District (The 

Honolulu Advertiser 1910)
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Figure 36. Portraits of Ke‘anae homesteaders and their residences (The Honolulu Advertiser 

1910:13)
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Inter-island steamships made regular stops at the Ke‘anae Landing, but were considered 

expensive ($2.00 for deck passage) (The Maui News 1926). Reports of an exceptional account of 

a Chinese merchant departing from Ke‘anae Landing to ship rice to Makawao was published in 

the Honolulu Republican (1901:9) newspaper: 

On account of the refusal of the Wilder Steamship Co. to carry rice from Keanae to 

Maliko, T. Awana, one of the most enterprising Chinese in the Islands, has 

contrived another means by which he can convey his rice to Maliko, and from there 

to Makawao in carta. Awana has built a Chinse sampan, and rigged it with Chinese 

sails. The boat was built at Maliko of white pine, and it can carry about five tons of 

merchandise. It is manned by a crew of about ten Chinamen, whom Awana has 

selected from his number of workmen. These Chinese at first were not accustomed 

to the motion of the boat, and on this account it took some time before the boat 

reached Maliko from Keanae with its first load of five tons of rice. From Maliko 

the boat leaves for Keanae with small loads of food-stuff to supply Awana’s 

customers on the other side. Awana owns large patches of rice in the Keanae 

District. All the riggings and gear for the sampan were made by Awana, even the 

rope which he uses to fasten the sampan to its moorings in Maliko. Mr. Awana also 

grinds his own coffee for sale in his store at Makawao, keeps cattle, and engages in 

several other enterprises, all of which he attends to personally. The rice which 

reaches Maliko from Keanae is carried to his store at Makawao in ox carts, where 

it is sold in large quantities (Honolulu Republican 1901:9) 

An article in The Honolulu Advertiser (1901a:11) further describes the crew and trip: 

…The crew consisted of ten sailors six Chinese and four Hawaiians. The trip over 

was a rough one, the six Chinese being sick from the motion of the waves not to 

mention the effort of rowing in a choppy sea. As the wind was contrary, the sampan 

had to be rowed over, eight oarsmen working at one time. They sailed back again 

in three hours with the assistance of one of their two square sails. Five tons of rice 

was the cargo brought from Keanae. The start was made on the 28th and the return 

during the 30th. (Honolulu Advertiser 1901a) 

After 1927, use of the landing had discontinued. In 1992, remnants of Ke‘anae Landing were 

assigned SIHP # 50-50-07-2957 (Group 70 International et al. 1995). 

In 1912, a narrow road and bridges were completed that connected Kailua to Nuaailua Bay near 

Ke‘anae, and by 1915, other contractors had built a road connecting Hāna to Ke‘anae. However, 

this Hāna connection ended in the Ko‘olua forest instead of tying into the road to Kailua (Group 

70 International et al. 1995). Two historic concrete tee beam bridges were constructed near the 

entrance of Ke‘anae Peninsula in 1916, Piinaau Stream Bridge and Palauhulu Stream Bridge 

(Group 70 International et al. 1995).  

By 1922, the Hāna Belt Road had been completed between Kuiaha and Kakipi Gulch. In 1923, 

the County Board of Supervisors requested more prison labor for roadwork between Kailua and 

Ke‘anae. While road work continued toward Ke‘anae, survey work commenced between Ke‘anae 

and Kopili‘ula. In June 1925, the grand opening of the Kailua-to-Ke‘anae portion of the Belt Road 

was celebrated by a procession of automobiles to Ke‘anae. Territorial Governor Wallace 

Farrington dedicated the opening of the road with County Board of Supervisors Chairman Samuel  
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Figure 37. A group of Maui County Supervisors pose with Governor Farrington in Ke‘anae. Left to right: R.A. Drummond, W.F. 

Kaae, County Engineer P. Low, Sheriff C. Crowell, Governor W. Farrington, Chairman S. Kalama and D.T. Fleming (The 

Maui News 1926)  
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Kalama and others (Figure 37) (The Maui News 1926). A highly anticipated luau was held on 

Kamehameha Day to celebrate the opening of Hāna Belt Road into Ke‘anae:  

The celebration will be the first time that the Keanae folk as a community have been brought 

into direct contact with those of the rest of the island, and all the district is determined to make the 

affair a rousing success. Hawaiian delicacies in fish and fruit are promised in lavish supply from 

the Hana and Keanae country, and June 11 has been written down a day of ill omen for the pigs 

and steers of Central Maui.” (Honolulu Star Bulletin 1925:21) 

 Churches 

The Ke‘anae Protestant Church (SIHP # 50-50-07-1511), also referred to as Ke‘anae 

Congregational Church or Ke‘anae Church (Figure 38), is a stone structure with wooden doors and 

a single interior open space located near the ocean on the Ke‘anae Peninsula. A small cemetery 

adjoins the north side of the church. While materials were being gathered as early as 1857, the 

church was not built and dedicated until 1860 (Group 70 International et al. 1995). Construction 

was not entirely completed until 1863. Painted on the east wall behind the pulpit is the church’s 

given name, “Lanakila Ihiihi O Iehova Ona Kaua,” meaning “Sacredness, Success of Jehova, the 

Son of God” (Wright 1974a).  

The surveyor responsible for completing the NRHP form for Ke‘anae Church, J. C. Wright 

(1974a:3), further describes the Ke‘anae Church as an “excellent example of the early stone 

mission church erected in distant outposts with indigenous materials.” This large structure, which 

included an attached social hall, not only served the congregational needs of the local Ke‘anae 

inhabitants, but also provided a gathering place for surrounding communities (Wright 1974a). 

On 1 April 1946, a tsunami generated by an earthquake in the Aleutian Islands off the coast of 

Alaska, struck the Ke‘anae Peninsula. The height of the tsunami runup over two separate spots at 

Wailua was measured at 4.8 m (15.7 ft) and at 5.1 m (16.7 ft) (World Data Center 1977). The 

Keanae Church was the only structure left standing when the tsunami receded (Bartholomew and 

Bailey 1994), although the assembly hall was destroyed (Group 70 International et al. 1995). The 

church sustained some damage from the 1946 tsunami, and by 1968, time had weathered the 

structure to a point of having a leaky roof, a near collapsing ceiling, and a saggy floor (Wright 

1974a).  

Mr. Harry K. Pahukoa, Jr., and his mother, Mrs. Nary Aima Pahukoa, with the assistance of the 

other four families of the church and a carpenter friend, began repairs on the church. Though slow 

at first, help from the community did materialize. Funds and chandeliers were donated, and 

volunteers helped refinish pews, paint the walls, and install electricity. The roof, windows, doors, 

and floors were all repaired. Through diligence, faith, and dedication, the Pahukoa’s dreams of 

repairing the church were realized, and their efforts have helped secure this historic site for 

posterity. More than 350 people attended the rededication of Ke‘anae Church on July 27, 1969 

(Wright 1974a). In addition to Ke‘anae Protestant Church, another historic church is also present 

in Ke‘anae. Wailua Mormon Church (SIHP # 50-50-07-1514) is a one-story wooden building 

situated between Ke‘anae School and Wailua Homesteads Road. It was built in 1934 and dedicated 

in 1935. It served a small Mormon community in the Ke‘anae area before it was eventually 

abandoned and used mostly as a residence. In 1974, the church had only five members (Wright 

1974a). 
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Figure 38. 1958 Photo of Ke‘anae Protestant Church (CSH Archives).
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 Ke‘anae School 

The first school in Ke‘anae was located on the peninsula near the Ke‘anae Congregational Church. 

The main portion of the present day Ke‘anae School was built in 1912 with subsequent additions. 

The school provided a common learning place for children in kindergarten through eighth grade, 

in which the older students commonly assisted the younger pupils (Lum 1969). Initial enrollment 

was for 63 students (Penkiunas 1992). This number fluctuated throughout the years, but the 

curriculum continued to include traditional Hawaiian values and practices, including Hawaiian 

language and the cultivation of and traditional uses for plants (Figure 39 and Figure 40) (Tanji 

1978). According to the Penkiunas (1992:10), Keanae School is a “surviving example of a small 

rural school” that “represents the small wooden vernacular building found in many rural areas” 

and is the “last remaining two-room schoolhouse on Maui” (Figure 41) (Penkiunas 1992:10) It has 

been designated SIHP # 50-50-07-1630. After much debate regarding the school’s closure, the last 

class was held at Ke‘anae School in 2005. It was officially closed in 2010 (The Honolulu 

Advertiser 2010). 

 YMCA Camp Complex, Ke‘anae Arboretum, and Ke‘anae Quarry 

The Ke‘anae Prison camp was used from about 1925 to 1939. In the 1920s, prisoners at the 

camp worked on the construction of the Hāna Belt Road. The prison camp was converted to a 

Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) camp in 1934, where islanders were employed to plant 

thousands of eucalyptus and other tree species, such as koa and wauke in the region. In 1946, the 

camp again housed prisoners who renovated the lo‘i located at the nearby Ke‘anae Arboretum. 

The Ke‘anae Arboretum lo‘i complex (SIHP # 50-50-07-3922) consists of 14 lo‘i on two to three 

acres west of Piinaau. These lo‘i have existed much longer than the arboretum, which was started 

in 1942 but did not open to the public until around 1970. The prison camp was closed in 1950. 

YMCA received a lease for the camp in 1949. Today the site is a YMCA camp that can be rented 

by the public. The YMCA camp complex consists of a group of plantation style wooden buildings. 

The manager’s residence, constructed in 1934, is the oldest building in the complex. The YMCA 

camp site offers panoramic views above Ke‘anae Peninsula and overlooks Ke‘anae Landing and 

Ke‘anae Quarry (Group 70 International et al. 1995). 

Keanae Quarry (SIHP # 50-50-07-3943) is located on a hill beneath the YMCA camp. It was 

used during the 1920s by prisoners who helped build the Hāna Belt Road with the blue rock that 

was crushed at the quarry. Features encountered at the quarry indicate the site was also used during 

World War II. When the quarry was first documented by Group 70 International et al. (1995), old 

machinery, a World War II gun emplacement, and a rock platform were observed. The platform 

may be the grave site of a former worker who died during a blasting accident. 

Today, Ke‘anae consists of taro fields, small residential areas, and parks. In addition to taro, 

residents now also grow bananas, yams, and other wetland crops (James 2002). Though the 

landscape has undergone some changes, Ke‘anae, with its lo‘i and preserved historic infrastructure, 

offers a glimpse into the traditional and historic land use in East Maui. 
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Figure 39. Mrs. Apolonia Day teaching her students at Ke‘anae School in 1978 (Honolulu Advertiser 

1978) 

 

Figure 40 Ke‘anae School students playing football (Honolulu Star Bulletin 1969)
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Figure 41. 2013 Photograph of Ke‘anae School (Wikimedia 2016)
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2.5.4.4 Hāna Highway Historic District 

The Hāna Highway Historic District (SIHP # 50-50-va-1638), which includes 48 miles of 

roadway beginning at 0.2 miles west of Mile Marker 3 on State Route 360 (Hāna Highway) and 

ending at Kalepa Gulch on County Route 31 (Pi‘ilani Highway), includes 78 contributing feature 

components. The Hāna Highway was also recognized as a Millennium Legacy Trail in 2000, and 

in 2001 was nominated to the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). A total of 73 

contributing resources of the Hāna Highway Historic District were documented within the 

district’s NRHP registration form (Duensing 2001). A Historic American Engineering Record 

(HAER) No. HI-75 for the Hāna Belt Road was published by the National Park Service in 2005 to 

provide descriptions of the historic architectural and engineering features of the Hāna Historic 

District (Duensing 2005). Of the 78 component features of the Historic District approximately 56 

of the bridges/culverts exist between Hāna and the central isthmus of Maui along the north shore 

of the island (Figure 42). 

Portions of the road corridor are much older than the existing historic highway. It has 

predecessors as early as the time of the Maui King Pi‘ilani’s Alaloa (“long road”) and 

Kihapi‘ilani’s addition to the Alaloa known as “The Kings Trail” in the 1600s, to the time of the 

“Ditch Trail” that ran alongside the early water catchment and diversion ditches for agriculture in 

the early 1900s. The Hāna Highway was first built with the intent to circumscribe East Maui with 

a levelled road surface in 1900, complete with gulch spanning bridges. The initial roadwork of the 

early twentieth century was piecemeal and incremental at best, sometimes making use of horse 

and foot trails connecting otherwise isolated sections of road (Duensing 2005). Dawn E. Duensing 

in Hāna Belt Road HAER HI-75 (2005:29) describes the difficulty of working on the early road 

as follows: 

The work required in the Hana District was quite extensive due to the heavy 

rainstorms and freshets. At times flooding during the winter rainy season made it 

impossible to travel on the Hana Road…mail carriers were unable to complete their 

rounds, so the SPW [Superintendent of Public Works] ordered foot bridges built 

over deep gulches. Travelers were stuck with difficult overland travel on horseback 

or by steamers, which used what one resident called the “most impractical 

landings.” (Duensing 2005:29) 

Many of these problems were alleviated with the passing of the County Act of 1905 that 

established county government throughout the State of Hawai‘i, an important function of which 

was to appoint a county engineer by the name of Hugh Howell to oversee civic projects like the 

Hāna Belt Road. Replacement of the bridges was of utmost importance to the Hāna Belt Road 

project since “many of the [existing] bridges had deteriorated from rot and had trusses that were 

considered dangerous” (Duensing 2005:30). Howell’s program of replacing the truss type bridges 

with concrete pier-type bridges was first implemented across ‘Ohe‘o Gulch amounting to a seventy 

foot span. Although construction of these new type of bridge foundations were expensive, Howell 

argued that it represented an economic reconstruction since concrete piers required less 

maintenance than the trusses, which reduced necessary maintenance cost from an estimated $50 

per year to $5 per year. Part of these savings in maintenance also originated in Howells use of 

crude oil and carbolineum to help protect the wooden superstructure against the moist tropical air 

and environment (Duensing 2005).  
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Figure 42. Portion of the Haiku (1992a), Kilohana (1991), Keanae (U.S. Geological Survey 1992c) USGS topographic quadrangles 

depicting historic bridge locations in East Maui
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Construction of the road was slow for several years as the existing funding for the project was 

extremely limited and insufficient, having originated at that time from small amounts of money 

parceled out yearly by the government for the completion of consecutive sections of the road. This 

financial difficulty combined with the physical difficulty of building the road had the project 

approximately 10 years behind schedule by 1909. The formation of the Maui Loan Fund 

Commission (MLFC) in 1911 enabled the project to move forward with a more permanent capital 

improvement by replacing all timber bridges with concrete. The formation of the MLFC and the 

regularity of funding it provided enabled the construction of the first several concrete bridges 

enumerated among the Hāna Highway Historic District. The bridges constructed during the initial 

implementation of this funding were those named: Waikomai, Kolea, Honomanū, Nua‘ailua, 

Mo‘omonui, Waiakoi, Pa‘ihi, South Wailua (Honolewa), and Koukou‘ai (Duensing 2005). 

By 1920, the project saw the completion of many additional concrete bridges to the belt road, 

however the belt road itself was far from complete as it still did not connect at several points. Also, 

during 1920, the MLFC decided that it would suspend funding for the Hāna Belt Road for a few 

years to allocate funds to roads nearer the central isthmus that were seasonally inhibiting pineapple 

harvests due to poor conditions. The suspension of the belt road project would last until 1923 when 

Maui’s business and civic leaders, along with the Hawai‘i governor Wallace Farrington, became 

proponents of a resurgence of civic interest in the project. This revitalized interest fueled a massive 

organized effort to complete the section of the road from Kailua to Ke‘anae, which was completed 

by its projected finish date in 1925 (Duensing 2005). 

The construction of the next section of the Hāna Belt Road was begun shortly after the 

completion of the Kailua to Ke‘anae section, and was boosted by a substantial bond from President 

Calvin Coolidge issued to the Territory of Hawai‘i that included $150,000 for completion of the 

proposed 3.5 mile stretch from Ke‘anae to Wailuaiki. This stretch would prove to be the most 

difficult portion of road to create due to the many serried ridges of hard volcanic stone that had to 

be blasted through, and because of the occasional slipping of steam shovels into deep gorges and 

mechanical issues associated with their employment in the process of rock breaking. Occasional 

flooding and landslides were also a discouraging element of constructing the belt road, having 

been responsible for several instances of burying the steam shovels under their downslope 

aftermath. The final stretch of road was completed with the construction of Wailuanui Bridge in 

1926, which had itself been setback by a landslide that sent 600 bags of concrete needed for its 

construction coursing down the adjacent gulch and out to sea (Duensing 2005). 

The Hāna Belt Road was completed and opened to the public in 1926 and effectively ended 

Hāna District’s centuries of geographic isolation from the rest of the island. Although the public 

had begun travelling the road, several bridges were operational but incomplete. All the original 

bridges that comprise the historic road were not completed until 1947, and the road itself lacked a 

complete pavement up until the 1960s (Duensing 2005). 

The types of component structures of the historic district consist of bridges and culverts, 

including: masonry arch bridges (Figure 43), concrete bridges (Figure 44), concrete arch bridges, 

and stone and concrete culverts. Since the road had been scarcely maintained since the final paving 

of the surface in 1962, it had been ravaged by the passing of time, showing few contemporary 

improvements aside from the addition of guardrails and pavement patch on the road surface.  
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In the 1990s the State of Hawai‘i responded to the need to repair the Hāna Belt Road and 

implemented a preservation plan for the entire length of state-owned road between Huelo and 

Hāna. The preservation plan called not just for the preservation of the bridges themselves, but 

instead sought to retain the “character” of the road with its narrow bridges and winding cliffside 

roads. This proved to be a challenge as the funds offered by the Federal Highway Administration 

(FHWA) required the roads to be widened to their standard widths of 36 feet, with some of the 

existing roads only being about 16 feet wide. Ultimately the historic width of the bridges was 

allowed to remain narrow (Figure 45), conditional upon approval by the FHWA on a case by case 

basis. As a result of this ongoing maintenance work, the historic district has been thoroughly 

researched and described in detail by multiple studies (Duensing 2001, 2005; McCurdy et al. 2014; 

MKE Associates LLC and Fung Associates 2013; Nagamine Okawa Engineers Inc. and Fung 

Associates 2015; Oceanit 2000; Wilson Okamoto & Associates 2001) 

Ultimately the Hāna Belt Road was deemed a historic property of significance due to the efforts 

and achievements surrounding its construction. Duensing (2005:55-56) clarifies the roads effect 

on the region: 

The Hana Belt Road was a substantial public works achievement…during an era 

when Maui, especially Hana, was quite isolated from the rest of the world… the 

Hana Belt Road also involved the expertise of highly trained engineers and 

designers… Although some of the construction work was contracted out, county 

employees did nearly all the design and engineering work. (Duensing 2005:55-56) 

Although the Hāna Belt Road was constructed to more sufficiently connect and develop the 

remote eastern side of the island, the opposite effect has been documented because of the narrow 

winding nature of the historic highway. Duensing (2005:59) clearly illustrates this point as follows: 

The lack of easily-travelled, high-speed traffic artery has served to impede 

substantial development…There are no fast food chain restaurants, chain stores, 

strip malls or sprawling subdivisions along the Hana Belt Road. Travelers…are 

served by the occasional roadside stand and must drive all the way to Hana for 

limited conveniences such as groceries, gas, and restaurants. With a sizeable 

population of residents of Hawaiian ancestry, Hana is often cited as Maui’s “most 

Hawaiian community” (Duensing 2005:59) 

The novel architectural features of an early twentieth century road combined with an awe 

inspiring slow drive through densely vegetated jungle and deep gulches have afforded the Hāna 

Belt Road a character uncommon in most civic projects of the early twentieth century.
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Figure 43. Hāhālawe Bridge, a characteristic masonry arch style bridge (Wilson Okamoto & 

Associates 2001) 

 

Figure 44. Papahawahawa Stream Bridge, a concrete beam and slab style bridge (Wilson 

Okamoto & Associates 2001) 
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Figure 45. Hāna Belt Road near Waiele Bridge, illustrating the narrow roadway tightly 

encroached upon by bedrock ridges and jungle vegetation (Wilson Okamoto & 

Associates 2001)
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2.5.5  Historical Agricultural Land Use 

In an attempt to estimate the amount of intensive agriculture land (farmland) that was 

traditionally and historically in use within this region of East Maui, CSH completed a geographic 

analysis of kuleana land claims, historic maps, and relevant studies (Figure 46).  

Kuleana land claims that make reference to agricultural land use (predominately lo‘i kalo) in the 

vicinity of the License Area were tabulated and mapped in order to provide an estimate of land 

acreage in intensive agricultural use in the 1850s, prior to the construction of the aqueduct system 

and water diversion (a detailed discussion of LCAs in presented in Section 2.4.2). This acreage 

estimate includes the entire surface area of each land claim that references agricultural use and 

does not account for portions of the claim, like house lot locations, that were not utilized for 

agriculture. Given this overestimation, CSH identified approximately 447.6 acres of documented 

agricultural use in East Maui circa 1850. As documented in Section 2.4.2, kuleana claims in East 

Maui are located in coastal environments, especially in and around stream mouths and lowland 

areas. No kuleana parcels are located with the License Area. 

Historic maps dating between 1869 and 1922 were analyzed for the locations of farm plots and 

commercial agricultural ventures, which were quantified by type. Historic maps (1869-1922) 

document 1,126.3 acres of sugarcane, 38.1 acres of rice, 15.6 acres of taro, 14.7 acres of rubber 

(Ko‘olau Rubber Company), and 13.3 acres of kula (fields, open pasture) in East Maui. Historic 

maps document an estimated total of 1,208 acres of farmland, including approximately 28.9 acres 

in use for traditional native Hawaiian agricultural practices (lo‘i kalo and kula land). As with 

kuleana lands, the historic farmland in East Maui was located near the coast in areas that could be 

accessed by trail or by ship.   

A study that has developed quantitative models for the distribution of intensive agricultural 

systems in the Hawaiian archipelago (Ladefoged et al. 2009) suggests that the most productive 

areas for intensive wetland agriculture are located below 300 m (approximately 1,000 ft) elevation, 

and that intensive rain-fed system would not exceed 900 m (approximately 3,000 ft) above sea 

level (Figure 47). A slope threshold of less than or equal to 10 degrees was established for pond 

field development based on previous archaeological studies and the need to maintain continual 

water flow within lo‘i kalo. Ladefoged et al. (2009:2376) note that “Hawaiians also created pond 

fields by cut-and-fill stone-faced terracing on steeper slopes, such as the colluvial slopes that are 

found in many windward valleys, but the area of these was more limited.” The authors also state 

the following: 

Intensive irrigated pondfields can only be constructed in a limited number of 

geomorphic settings. Soils must be malleable enough to be formed into pondfields 

and located in areas suitable for water manipulation and diversion. A series of Soil 

Survey Geographic (SSURGO) database layers were downloaded from the US 

Department of Agriculture website and combined. The coding in these layers 

specifies 36 categories for the variable ‘‘geomdesc’’ (geomorphic description). 

Seventeen of these categories were classified as being suitable for intensive 

irrigated agriculture, including ‘‘alluvial fans’’, ‘‘flood plains’’, ‘‘alluvial flats’’, 

‘‘alluvial plains’’, ‘‘gulches’’, ‘‘valleys’’, and ‘‘streams’’. The primary categories 

that we excluded were ‘‘mountains’’, ‘‘mountain slopes’’, and ‘‘uplands’’. 

(Ladefoged et al. 2009:2376) 
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Figure 46. Aerial photograph depicting the composite acreage of documented and potential intensive agriculture areas within and 

adjacent to the License Area
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Figure 47. Aerial photograph depicting the 1,000 ft, 2,000 ft, and 3,000 ft elevation contours in relationship to the License Area
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The models provided by Ladefoged et al. (2009) identify a total 1,153.1 acres of potential 

irrigated wetland in this portion of East Maui. This estimate is significantly more than the 447.6 

acres represented by kuleana claims. However, of the 1,153.1 acres of potential irrigated wetland, 

only 152.1 acres are located within the License Area. This acreage is limited to narrow margins of 

valleys along the following streams: Honopou, Ho‘olawa (specifically Ho‘olawa Nui tributary), 

Hoalua, Kailua, Nā‘ili‘ilihaele, Ka‘aiea, Kōlea, Waikamoi (Alo Tributary), Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, Punala‘u, Honomanū, Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, and Waiokamilo.  

Maly and Maly (2006) provide the following summary of their six-year study of land use in the 

upland regions of East Maui:  

Native traditions and historical accounts cited in this study document that no regular 

habitation, cultivation or intensive land use occurred in the upland region of which 

the Waikamoi Preserve is a part. Most significant areas of traditional habitation and 

agricultural uses occurred from the near-shore lands to around 2,000 foot elevation. 

Native traditions do, however, provide readers with specific descriptions of travel 

through the lands which make up and adjoin the Waikamoi Preserve. Practices such 

as trapping birds and collecting feathers, or the hunting other species of birds for 

food; and travel to the summit region of Haleakalā to inter remains and deify family 

members, have been recorded. (Maly and Maly 2006:ii) 

The study found no traditions or accounts of regular habitation, cultivation, or intensive land 

use in the uplands of East Maui generally above 2,000 ft elevation (Maly and Maly 2006) (see 

Figure 47). The portion of the License Area that is located above the 2,000-ft elevation contour 

includes approximately 19,640 acres. This upland land area accounts for approximately 60% of 

the 33,000-acre License Area with no documentation of traditional habitation or intensive 

agriculture.  

In summary, numerous historic accounts provide documentation of habitation and intensive 

agriculture in the coastal region of East Maui. Kuleana claims, located near the coast, may have 

included up to 447.6 acres of intensive agriculture land. Historic maps documented continued use 

of the coastal region for intensive agriculture into the 20th Century with 1,208 acres of mapped 

farmland located downslope of the License Area. A quantitative assessment of intensive 

agricultural throughout the Hawaiian Archipelago suggests the potential for 1,153.1 acres of 

irrigated wetland agriculture in this portion of East Maui, however only 152.1 acres are located 

within the License Area (or 0.5% of the 33,000-acre area).  

The analysis indicates that archaeological evidence of traditional intensive agriculture, such as 

terrace complexes, are unlikely to be identified within the License Area. The only portions of the 

License Area that were identified as suitable for intensive agriculture are the narrow margins along 

the valleys of the Honopou, Ho‘olawa (specifically Ho‘olawa Nui tributary), Hoalua, Kailua, 

Nā‘ili‘ilihaele, Ka‘aiea, Kōlea, Waikamoi (Alo Tributary), Puohokamoa, Ha‘ipua‘ena, Punala‘u, 

Honomanū, Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, and Waiokamio streams. As discussed in Section 2.3.4, it is more 

likely that less intensive agriculture occurred in the uplands of East Maui wherever people were 

camping, gathering, or traveling through the region. Low intensity agriculture, such as plantings 

within forests or along the margins of streams is less likely to have left an archaeological footprint, 

such as the formal terracing and field walls observed in an intensive field system.  
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2.5.6 Transportation and Access 

In response to comments received on the Draft EIS regarding roads and trails within the License 

Area, in an effort to identify vehicular and pedestrian access points, CSH completed a geographic 

analysis of trails and roads that appear on maps of the License Area. This analysis is limited to 

trails and roads that were depicted on maps between 1869 and 1992 and available to the public 

domain. This analysis is also limited to only the roads or trails that extend within the License Area. 

As discussed in Section 2.3.3, traditional access through East Maui included the regional alaloa, 

that was constructed under the rule of Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani around AD 1480. As the alaloa extended 

parallel to the coast, numerous other mauka to makai trails branched out to access the coastline 

and the uplands (Maly and Maly 2001:398). While the majority of this trail network was never 

mapped, portions of trails were undoubtedly re-used and expanded historically into roads, 

including portions of Hāna Highway. 

The majority of roads and trails within the License Area are associated with access to the EMI 

aqueduct system. Access points include Lupi Road in the Huelo License Area and Pi‘ina‘au Road 

in the Keanae License Area along with other unnamed 4WD roads that connect to Hāna Highway. 

Trails extend across slope from the roads to access various components of the EMI Aqueduct 

System. These road and “ditch trails” are likely contemporary with the construction of the EMI 

Aqueduct System at these locations.  

Modern hiking trails, such as the Waikamoi Ridge trail and the Keanae Arboretum Walk extend 

into the License Area from Hāna Highway. Access to the upper portions of the License Area 

appears limited with only one mapped trail section documented in the upper reaches of the Huelo 

License Area. 

As discussed in the EIS, access to the Ko‘olau Forest Reserve Hunting Units, which include 

portions of the Huelo, Honomanū, Ke‘anae, and Nāhiku License Areas, is managed by the 

Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) Division of Forestry and Wildlife. In order 

to hunt in these areas, hunters must first obtain a license from the DLNR and an EMI 

Permit/Waiver. Access to the hunting units is managed by EMI through eight existing access roads. 

Hunters are permitted to enter the areas by vehicle but must traverse most areas by foot. Hiking is 

also a permitted recreational use within the License Area and is limited to hiking clubs. Hiking 

access requires a Hiking Waiver form EMI. 

2.5.7 Modern Land Use 

When the sugar industry in the Hawaiian Islands began to decline, tourism emerged as one of 

the largest economic sectors across the state. Prior to the 1970s, the region of East Maui remained 

a collection of communities isolated by a 50-mile-long road legendary for its twisting turns and 

landslides. Recent improvements to the bridges and roads now allow over 700,000 visitors yearly 

to tour East Maui (Wood 2003). Tourism through East Maui was augmented by the burial of 

Charles Lindberg at Kīpahulu in 1974 at Palapala Ho‘omau Congregational Church graveyard, 

and has since continued at an ever-increasing pace, with the purchase of large tracts of land in 

Hāna by celebrities such as Steven Tyler, George Harrison, Jim Nabors, Kris Kristofferson, and 

Oprah Winfrey. 
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Figure 48. Aerial photograph depicting mapped roads and trails within the License Area
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After leaving Pā‘ia and Ha‘ikū toward the east, the Hāna Highway crosses the Huelo region 

and enters the beginning of the rain belt that feeds the dense north-shore jungles of East Maui. In 

addition to containing many small groupings of isolated residences, the Huelo region has many 

points of environmental interest. Chief among these is the popular Twin Falls Fruit Stand that 

contains many gardens of edible flora and a network of trails leading visitors through the forest to 

small pools and the waterfalls that feed them. The Huelo region also offers many hiking trails 

(including the Bamboo Forest trails), Huelo Point Lookout, Jungle Zipline, and several smaller 

lodgings and eco-retreats. Kaulanapueo Church, built in 1853, is among one of the more prominent 

historic features of the area. These attractions are in addition to the numerous small beaches and 

waterfalls that can be observed proximate to the Highway, in addition to the residence of American 

singer/songwriter Steven Tyler. 

As the Hāna highway passes through the Ke‘anae region it skirts the edge of the large Ko‘olau 

Forest Reserve that spans the highlands between Huelo and Hāna. The Ko‘olau Forest Reserve, 

Hāna Forest Reserve, Haleakalā National Park, and Kīpahulu Forest Reserve form a continuous 

band of adjoined conservation lands that comprise a significant portion of East Maui. The 

conservation lands of Ko‘olau and Hāna, spanning the entire northeast portion of East Maui, also 

make a significant portion of their land holdings available as a game reserve for licensed hunters 

(State of Hawaii 2015a, 2015b). In these lands, hunters are allowed to hunt feral pigs and goats by 

means of rifle, handgun, shotgun, archery, and dogs year round with limited vehicle access (State 

of Hawaii 2018). These conservation lands also contain a number of smaller hiking trails into the 

tropical hinterlands of East Maui, as well as Pua‘a Ka‘a State Wayside Park, Wailua Valley State 

Wayside Park, Honomanu Park, Kaumahina State Wayside Park, Ke‘anae Valley Lookout Park, 

Waikamoi Nature Trailhead, Garden of Eden Arboretum, and Ke‘anae Arboretum. This stretch of 

Hāna Highway also crosses the historic regions of Ke‘anae Peninsula, Ke‘anae Valley, Honomanū 

Valley, and Nāhiku that are home to small rural communities and various small roadside shops 

and food/fruit stands that service weary travelers seeking a respite from the winding roads. Another 

notable visitor attraction on this stretch of the Hāna Highway is the Saint Gabriels Mission Coral 

Miracle Church built in 1860 out of locally sourced stone and coral mortar (Hana Picnic Lunch 

Co. 2018). 

The Nāhiku region of East Maui, located east of Ke‘anae, houses a small community separated 

from other residential areas by dense forests on its east and west flanks. Attractions for the traveler 

in this area include the Nahiku Viewpoint and Wayside Park, the Nahiku Church, and the private 

estate of the late George Harrison of the early rock group The Beatles (Google Maps 2018; Yucha 

and Hammatt 2017). The community in this region consists largely of multi-generational family 

homes connected by a single lane road that winds alongside the residences down to the coast. 

The scenic city of Hāna in East Maui has been known for some time as a place left aside by the 

vagaries of commercial development that has changed the cultural landscape of distant towns such 

as Lahaina and Kīhei. Many travelers to the island seek to visit the Hāna coast for a view of the 

“Real Hawaii” that has since lapsed in the towns and cities of the busier central and western 

portions of the island (Hawaii Web Group 2017). Visitors soon discover that beyond the road to 

Hāna, with its beautiful vistas and lush forests punctuated by streaming waterfalls, there are not 

many activities or amenities commonly available to them in resort areas. Hāna town today is 

marked by an abundance of domestic residences, relatively uncrowded beaches, hiking trails, 

campgrounds, cultural attractions and festivals, historic sites, and offers a host of guided tours to 
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visitors. Hāna Town contains its own fire station, county council office, community center, three 

churches, two general stores, and a single gas station serving the residents. Domestic amenities 

aside, there are also two smaller inns, the slightly larger Travaasa Hotel (with its plantation style 

accommodations and pool/spa), the Luana Spa Retreat, Hāna Treasures gift shop, and a small host 

of restaurants and food trucks largely servicing the visitors who find their way out to this remote 

town. A noteworthy addition is the residence of singer/songwriter/actor/rogue scholar Kris 

Kristofferson just within the south side of Hāna town on a sizable piece of property off the main 

Highway (Real Geeks 2013). American TV icon, Jim Nabors also used to have a few hundred 

acres of macadamia nut fields in the region, before selling the land to the National Tropical 

Botanical Garden in 2002 (Pignataro 2017). Hāna is also home to the Hāna Ranch and the famous 

lava-stone constructed Fagan’s Cross, erected by Paul Fagan on the Ranch lands he had purchased 

in the 1940s (Hawaii Web Group 2017). 

Hāna hosts a collection of tours that appeal to the naturalist, those interested in Hawaiian culture 

and history, and for those just seeking an afternoon of natural beauty. This sector is perhaps the 

largest economic draw to the region. In addition to being allowed to take rented vehicles down the 

scenic 50 mile Hāna Highway over historic bridges and through state park recreation areas, there 

are also five major providers of Road and Air tours of the region (TripAdvisor LLC 2018). Most 

of these tours take a few hours (by air) to a whole day (by road) and shuttle visitors to a variety of 

local attractions of the region such as various volcanic and coral sand beaches, Ka‘eleku cavern 

lava tubes, Haleakalā National Park hiking trails and campground, Wainapanapa State Park and 

campground, Ono organic farm, local farmers markets, snorkeling reefs, various art galleries, and 

Hāna museum and cultural center among many smaller attractions. 

Being one of the remote vestiges of old Hawaii, Hāna offers much in the way of cultural and 

historic activities for those interested in the Hawaiian culture. Most notable is the Hāna Cultural 

Center and Museum that houses a variety of physical artifacts and photographic displays of the 

history of the town. The Cultural Center also has on its grounds the federally recognized monument 

of the Historic Hāna Courthouse in addition to a replica of a traditional pre-Contact chiefly 

residence named Kauhale Village (Hana Cultural Center and Museum 2017). Another notable site 

is the Kahanu Garden, which is part of the National Tropical Botanical Garden, a Hawaii based 

non-profit institution. In addition to housing a large pandanus forest among other plants of 

ethnobotanical significance to the Hawaiian People, the grounds also contain one of the largest 

ceremonial heiau in the state, Piilanihale Heiau. Additionally one can see the fortress hill of 

Ka‘uiki on the coast of Hāna town, the site of a historic battles between Maui and Big Island chiefs 

prior to Western contact and the birthplace of Queen Ka‘ahumanu, a notable figure in the Hawaii’s 

transition to modernity following Western contact (Hawaii Web Group 2017; Sterling 1998). The 

Hāna Taro Festival is also a notable attraction to visitors to the region. The festival, held annually 

between the spring months of March and May, displays many aspects of Hawaiian culture both 

past and present including traditional arts and crafts, live poi pounding, hula performances, 

Hawaiian music, farmer’s market, and food and drink booths. 
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 Previous Archaeological Research 

2.6.1 Early Maui Island Surveys 

The earliest archaeological studies on the island of Maui were a part of island-wide surveys 

conducted in the early 1900s (Stokes 1916; Thrum 1909b; Walker 1931). These studies tended to 

focus on the compiling of descriptive lists of large-scale architecture or traditional ceremonial 

heiau sites. The heiau sites in the vicinity of the current License Area have been described in the 

context of the historic background of East Maui (see section 2.3.5. Heiau). 

Between 1931 and 1976, only sporadic archaeological studies were undertaken in the area. 

Following the passage of the National Historic Preservation Act in 1966 and HRS Chapter 6E, 

which established the Historic Preservation Program in 1976, archaeological studies occurred as a 

condition of development on a more frequent basis. In this vein, the lands surrounding the current 

project area have been subject to a variety of studies including archaeological assessments, 

reconnaissance surveys, field inspections, AIS investigations), archaeological literature reviews 

and field inspections (LFRI), monitoring, cultural landscape studies, and preservation plans. The 

previous studies conducted within and around the current License Area are described in the 

following subsections. 

2.6.2 Hāna Highway Archaeological Studies 

The previous archaeological studies conducted for the Hāna Highway Historic District area 

summarized in Table 8 and depicted extending throughout multiple license areas. 

2.6.2.1 Freeman et al. (2004) 

Between June and August 2004, CSH completed archaeological monitoring for the Hāna 

Highway Improvements Huelo to Hāna Project at mileposts (MPs) 4.2, 19.1, and 23.7 (TMKs: [2] 

2-1-001; 2-1-002; 2-1-004:001–005; 2-2-009:005, 006, 009, 010, 012, and 013) (Freeman et al. 

2004). No historic properties were identified. 

2.6.2.2 McCurdy et al. (2014) 

Between 12 July and 15 August 2013, CSH completed the fieldwork component of a literature 

review and field inspection report for the proposed Hāna Highway Improvements, Huelo to Hāna 

Phase II Project (McCurdy et al. 2014). Eleven areas were investigated during the field inspection 

(pedestrian survey), including MPs 8.1, 11.2, 13.0, 14.7, 14.9, 15.7, 16.3, 17.7, 19.0, and 21.5 

(TMKs: [2] 1-1-001:999; 1-1-002:999; 1-1-007:999; 1-1-008:999; and 1-2-001:999 por). Five 

additional contributing features of the Hāna Highway Historic District (SIHP # 50-50-07-1638) 

were identified and documented. These features, likely components of Hāna Highway construction 

ca. 1923, include an example of the cut and fill method employed during the construction of the 

Hāna Belt Road (Feature MP 8.1), five concrete guide posts (Feature MP 8.2), a retaining wall and 

culvert (Feature MP 15.7), a retaining wall (Feature MP 17.7), and a rock culvert and headwall 

(Feature 21.5).
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Table 8. Previous Archaeological Studies within Hāna Highway Historic District 

Reference Type of Study Location Results 

Freeman et 

al. (2004) 

Archaeological 

monitoring 

Hāna Highway 

mileposts 4.2, 19.1, and 

23.7 

No significant findings 

McCurdy et 

al. (2014) 

LRFI  Eleven areas along the 

Hāna Highway from 

Huelo to Hāna, 

including MPs 8.1, 11.2, 

13.0, 14.7, 14.9, 15.7, 

16.3, 17.7, 19.0, and 

21.5 

Identified and assigned temporary 

feature designations to five 

additional features of the Hāna 

Highway Historic District (SIHP 

# 50-50-07-1638), including an 

example of the cut and fill method 

employed during the construction 

of the Hāna Belt Road (Feature 

MP 8.1), five concrete guide posts 

(Feature MP 8.2), a retaining wall 

and culvert (Feature MP 15.7), a 

retaining wall (Feature MP 17.7), 

and a rock culvert and headwall 

(Feature 21.5) 

Madeus and 

Hammatt 

(2017) 

Archaeological 

monitoring  

Hāna Highway MPs 

10.4, 14.0, and 16.0 

No significant findings  
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2.6.2.3  Madeus and Hammatt (2017) 

Between 23 July and 31 October 2012, CSH monitored ground disturbing activities associated 

with Hāna Highway emergency road repairs at MPs 10.4, 14.0, and 16.0 (TMKs: [2] 1-1-001:022, 

023 por., 044, 999 por. and 1-1-002:002, 012 por.) (Madeus and Hammatt 2017). No historic 

properties were identified. 

2.6.3 Huelo License Area Archaeological Studies 

Previous archaeological studies conducted within or near the Huelo License Area are depicted 

in Figure 49 and summarized in Table 9. 

2.6.3.1 Sinoto and Pantaleo (1992) 

Intermittently between 17 June and 3 September 1992, Aki Sinoto Consulting conducted an 

AIS of the East Maui Waterline Project (TMKs: [2] 2-5-003, 004, 005; 2-7-003, 007-011, 013, 

016-020; 3-8-051, 059, 061, 070, and 071), consisting of surveys of gulches and pedestrian 

surveys, mostly along existing paved roads and cane roads (Sinoto and Pantaleo 1992). 

Easternmost parcels surveyed in this study are located near the current License Area. No cultural 

materials were observed during this AIS.  

2.6.3.2 Kennedy et al. (1992) 

From the end of July to the beginning of August 1992, Archaeological Consultants of Hawaii, 

Inc. carried out an AIS with subsurface testing at a parcel located about one mile inland from the 

ocean, near Hanawana Stream, and adjacent to the mauka side of the Hāna Hwy in West Hanawana 

Ahupua‘a (TMK: [2] 2-9-010:003) (Kennedy et al. 1992). Three historic properties were recorded, 

including a set of five mounds associated with post-Contact agriculture (SIHP # 50-50-06-3132), 

six agricultural terraces with two ‘auwai and three walls associated with both pre- and post-Contact 

agriculture (SIHP # -3133), and a complex of two irrigated terraces with one ‘auwai and five wall 

segments associated with both pre- and post-Contact agriculture (SIHP # -3134). In addition, a 

ceramic and concrete scatter was discussed but was only addressed as Temporary site # T-1. 

2.6.3.3  Fredericksen (1996) 

In April 1996, Xamanek Researches conducted a limited AIS on a 25.12 acre Ho‘olawa Point 

parcel in Ho‘olawa Bay, Huelo (TMK: [2] 2-9-02:014 por.) (Fredericksen 1996). Pre-Contact 

artifacts encountered during this pedestrian survey included an adze blank, three utilized basalt 

flakes, a large piece of red ochre, a piece of volcanic glass, and several waterworn stones. SIHP # 

50-50-06-4167, an old roadway, was identified on the surveyed parcel. Historic cultural materials 

associated with SIHP # -4167 encountered near the roadway include glass and porcelain fragments, 

one piece of Conus shell, broken Maui Soda bottles from the 1920s/30s, a possible old wagon 

wheel rim, and pieces of rusting metal track. SIHP # -4196, a historic grave with inscription “JHO 

Nokaupu Make Feb 14, 1918” was also observed on the property. Ho‘olawa Landing, SIHP # -

2956 was identified to the east of Ho‘olawa Stream, beyond the property borders but within close 

proximity to the surveyed area; brick and concrete footings, four large pieces of rusting machinery, 

and a set of railroad car wheels were observed in association with SIHP # -2956. Both SIHP #s -

4167 and -2956 comprise part of a historical complex associated with the sugarcane 
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Figure 49. Previous archaeological studies within or near the Huelo License Area (U.S. 

Geological Survey 1991, 1992a, 1992c, 1992d)
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Table 9. Previous Archaeological Studies within the Huelo License Area 

Reference Type of Study Location Results (SIHP # 50-50-06) 

Sinoto and 

Pantaleo 

(1992) 

AIS East Maui Waterline 

Project (TMKs: [2] 2-5-

003, 004, 005; 2-7-003, 

007-011, 013, 016-020; 

3-8-051, 059, 061, 070, 

and 071) 

No significant findings 

Kennedy et 

al. (1992) 

AIS  Parcel located about a 

mile inland from the 

ocean, near Hanawana 

Stream, and adjacent to 

the Hāna Hwy in West 

Hanawana Ahupua‘a, 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-010:003) 

Documented three sites, including 

a set of five mounds (SIHP # 50-

50-06-3132), six agricultural 

terraces with two ‘auwai and 

three walls (SIHP # -3133), and a 

complex of two irrigated terraces 

with one ‘auwai and five wall 

segments (SIHP # -3134) 

Fredericksen 

(1996) 

Limited AIS  25.12-acre Ho‘olawa 

Point parcel in Ho‘olawa 

Bay, Huelo (TMK: [2] 2-

9-002:014 por.) 

Documented SIHP # -4196, a 

historic grave and SIHP -4167, an 

old roadway with associated 

artifacts; noted SIHP # -2956 

(Hoolawa Landing) with 

associated brick and concrete 

footings, four large pieces of 

rusting machinery, and a set of 

railroad car wheels to the east of 

Ho‘olawa Stream near the 

surveyed area; noted a rock 

shelter near, but beyond the 

property boundaries 
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Reference Type of Study Location Results (SIHP # 50-50-06) 

Fredericksen 

and 

Fredericksen 

(1998a) 

AIS 25.12-acre Ho‘olawa 

Ranch Property at 

Ho‘olawa Point (TMK: 

[2] 2-9-002:014) 

Reidentified SIHP # -4167 

(Ho‘olawa Landing Road) and 

SIHP # -2956 (historic grave). 

Documented five additional sites: 

SIHP #s -4234 (historic grave); -

4235 and -4236 (surface scatters); 

-4237 (subsurface pre-Contact 

fire pit with a 14C date range 

from AD 1435 to 1660); -4238 

(stone feature with a possible 

burial; observed SIHP # -2956 

(Hoolawa Landing) and a rock 

shelter/temporary habitation site 

(SIHP # -4239) outside property 

borders 

Fredericksen 

(2000) 

AIS Phase I  Northwestern terraced 

area on a parcel of land 

near the mouth of 

Hanawana Stream in 

Hanawana Valley, 

Hanawana Ahupua‘a 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-011:018) 

Documented two terraced 

features of agricultural and 

habitation complex SIHP # 

-4153; reported 14C date range 

from AD 1425 to 1665 for a 

charcoal sample; noted three 

small terraces, a cobble and 

boulder platform, an enclosure, a 

rock cupboard, a possible canoe 

landing area, and a depression for 

ground salt water evaporation on 

state lands beyond the property 

borders 

Fredericksen 

and 

Fredericksen 

(2000) 

AIS 2-acre Lot 7-B of Huelo 

Hui Partition Subdivision 

located within 400 m of 

the ocean crossed by 

Honokala Stream, and 

bordered by North 

Honokala Rd (TMK: [2] 

2-9-002:005 por.) 

Documented two historic 

properties: a pre-Contact wetland 

agricultural site (SIHP # -4084) 

and a leveled area associated with 

post-Contact ranching or 

agriculture (SIHP # -4816) 
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Reference Type of Study Location Results (SIHP # 50-50-06) 

Bushnell 

and 

Hammatt 

(2001) 

AIS Roadway access 

easement and 15-acre 

parcel in coastal 

Ho‘olawa, bordered by 

Honokala Stream and 

Waikakulu Gulch 

(TMKs: [2] 2-9-02:017, 

021, and 035) 

No significant findings 

Perzinski et 

al. (2002) 

AIS West Hanawana, 

between Hāna Hwy. and 

the coast (TMKs: [2] 2-

9-011:004 and 005) 

Documented an agricultural 

complex consisting of 15 terraces 

(SIHP # -5206), and an ‘auwai 

(SIHP # -5205); reported a 14C 

date range from AD 990 to 1220 

obtained from sediments 

underlying a terrace retaining 

wall 

Dega (2003) Archaeological 

assessment  

5 acres at Ho‘olawa Point 

(TMKs: [2] 2-9-001:071, 

072 and 075) 

No significant findings 

Beck and 

Dega (2003) 

AIS Approximately 3.5 acres 

in coastal Ho‘olawa, 

transected by Waikakulu 

Gulch and Stream 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-012:016) 

No significant findings 

O’Rourke 

and 

Monahan 

(2003) 

AIS Approximately 0.75 

acres in the Ahupua‘a of 

Ho‘olawa, Hawaii 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-002:042) 

Described SIHP # -5459, a 

human burial, and SIHP # -5460, 

a lithic reduction center 

Conte 

(2003) 

Limited AIS  0.371-acre access 

easement corridor in 

coastal Honopou 

Ahupua‘a (TMKs: [2] 2-

9-001:004, 018 and 019) 

No significant findings  
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Reference Type of Study Location Results (SIHP # 50-50-06) 

D. L. 

Fredericksen 

and E. M. 

Fredericksen 

(2003) 

AIS Phase II 3.094 acres in Hanawana 

Gulch in Hanawana 

Ahupua‘a (TMK: [2] 2-

9-011:018) 

Documented 52 previously 

unreported features from SIHP #    

-4153, including a leveled area, 

pavement, a cupboard, 47 

terraces, an alignment, and a 

possible terrace remnant; 

identified numerous artifacts; 

reported date ranges for five 

charcoal samples: AD 1520 to 

1590, AD 1620 to 1680 and AD 

1730 to 1810 (Sample 1), AD 

1640 to 1960 (Sample 2), AD 

1460 to 1640 (Sample 4), AD 

1670 to 1950 (Sample 5), and AD 

1420 to 1520 and AD 1580 to 

1630 (Sample 6) 

Conte 

(2004) 

AIS and 

preservation 

plan  

2.541-acre Souza 

Property (TMK: [2] 2-9-

001:009) at coastal 

Honopou Point, Honopou 

Ahupua‘a 

Documented three features of 

SIHP # -5638, including two 

terraces and an alignment, 

interpreted as māla‘ai 

Conte 

(2005b) 

AIS  1.095-acre parcel located 

a half a mile from 

Ho‘olawa Bay bordered 

north by Ho‘olawa 

Stream (TMK: [2] 2-9-

001:075)  

Documented Features A-E (lo‘i 

terrace remnants) of SIHP # 50-

50-04-5720 

Conte 

(2005a) 

AIS Bolles Property, a 20-

acre parcel located on the 

coast between Waipi‘o 

Bay and Huelo Point 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-07:052) 

Identified SIHP #s: 50-50-06-

5746, -5747, -5748, -5749, -5750, 

and -5751, which included 

terraces, walls, and a possible 

trail alignment. 

Pestana and 

Dega (2005) 

Archaeological 

assessment  

11.15 acres near Waipi‘o 

Bay, Huelo (TMK: [2] 2-

9-005:023) 

No significant findings 

Chun and 

Dillon 

(2008) 

AIS 5.128-acre lot in Ha‘iku, 

Ho‘olawa Ahupua‘a 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-003:028) 

Documented SIHP # -6438, a 

stacked rock wall interpreted as 

remnants of an ‘auwai 
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Reference Type of Study Location Results (SIHP # 50-50-06) 

Madeus and 

Fredericksen 

(2008) 

AIS 3.136-acre parcel in 

Hanawana Ahupua‘a, 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-011:017) 

Reported SIHP # -6362, a pre-

Contact agricultural complex with 

19 stepped agricultural terrace 

features 

Chun and 

Dillon 

(2009) 

AIS 2-acre lot in Huelo, 

coastal Honokalā (TMK: 

[2] 2-9-002:041) 

Identified five lo‘i and three 

terraces in pre-Contact 

agricultural complex SIHP #  

-4084; documented SIHP #  

-6627, a historic trash pit 

McCurdy 

and 

Hammatt 

(2010) 

AIS 4-acre parcel in Kolea 

Ahupua‘a (TMK: [2] 1-

1-001:050) 

Identified one plantation era 

reservoir/water control system 

SIHP # 50-50-13-6682; with six 

associated features 

Chun and 

Dillon 

(2010) 

AIS 3.75-acre Lot in Ha‘iku, 

coastal Ho‘olawa on an 

easement of Ho‘olawa 

Road (TMK: [2] 2-9-

002:011) 

Reported one site previously 

documented by O’Rourke and 

Monahan (2003): SIHP # 50-50-

06-5460, a lithic reduction center 

Chun and 

Dillon 

(2014) 

Archaeological 

assessment 

3.65-acre lot in Ha‘iku 

on a Ho‘olawa Road 

easement bordered by 

Honokala Stream (TMK: 

[2] 2-9-002:020) 

No significant findings 

Lyman and 

Dega (2015) 

AIS Rohr Family access road 

at Honokalā Point in 

Honopou Ahupua‘a 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-002:019 

por.) 

Identified SIHP # -8254, a terrace 

retaining wall, and SIHP # -8255, 

a pre-Contact to historic ditch for 

‘auwai 
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industry. Also, a rock shelter that was likely used historically and during the pre-Contact era was 

observed near but beyond the property boundary. 

2.6.3.4 Fredericksen and Fredericksen (1998a) 

In 1996, Xamanek Researches continued an AIS of a 25.12 acre Ho‘olawa Ranch Property at 

Ho‘olawa Point (TMK: [2] 2-9-02:014) (Fredericksen and Fredericksen 1998a). An earlier survey 

of this property was limited to the western portion where Ho‘olawa Landing Road (SIHP # -4167) 

with associated artifacts and a historic grave (SIHP # -2956) were reported (Fredericksen 1996); 

these two sites were reidentified during this more thorough subsequent AIS, which included both 

pedestrian surface survey throughout the property and subsurface testing. Five additional 

archaeological sites were also documented: a historic grave (SIHP # -4234), two surface scatter 

remnants (SIHPs # -4235 and -4236), a pre-Contact fire pit (SIHP # -4237) and a rock alignment 

including a possible burial (SIHP # -4238). Artifacts observed at the surface associated with the 

surface scatter remnant SIHP # -4235 include a basalt adze blank, utilized basalt flakes, a utilized 

volcanic glass flake, and red ochre, and waterworn pebbles; subsurface artifacts include a volcanic 

glass flake, two basalt flakes (one fire-cracked), charcoal, rusted metal, a possible fishing hook tab 

and pig bone. No artifacts were encountered during subsurface testing of the surface scatter 

remnant SIHP # -4236; however, a volcanic glass flake, two pieces of volcanic glass shatter, and 

a basalt flake were observed at the surface. The fire pit (SIHP # -4237) was encountered below the 

surface at a level area overlooking Ho‘olawa Bay and the Hāna Coast. Associated subsurface 

cultural materials include rusted metal waterworn pebbles, fire-cracked rocks, charcoal, basalt 

flakes, volcanic glass debitage, and a pecking stone. Analyzed charcoal collected from the fire pit 

(SIHP # -4237) returned a calibrated (2 sigma, 95% probability) 14C date range of AD 1435 to 

1660. A possible basalt pecking stone was observed at the surface in association with the stone 

feature with a possible burial (SIHP # -4238), while subsurface testing revealed modern bottle 

glass, utilized basalt and waterworn pebbles. Also, Ho‘olawa Landing (SIHP # -2956) and a rock 

shelter were again observed outside the property boundary, as they had been in the Fredericksen 

(1996) AIS. The rock shelter, which had been interpreted as a temporary habitation site, was 

designated SIHP # -4239. 

2.6.3.5 Fredericksen (2000) 

In February 2000, Xamanek Researches, conducted Phase 1 of an AIS of a northwestern 

terraced area on a parcel of land near the mouth of Hanawana Stream in Hanawana Valley, 

Hanawana Ahupua‘a (TMK: [2] 2-9-011:018). The AIS included a visual inspection with mapping 

of the area and two test unit excavations (Fredericksen 2000). Two terraced features were 

documented: an approximately 15-m x 6-m leveled area with a partially intact retaining wall 

(Feature A), and a narrow approximately 14-m long terrace (Feature B) located upslope from 

Feature A. Only one artifact was observed on the surface, a grindstone located near Feature A. 

During subsurface testing, charcoal deposits, a red ochre manuport, four basalt flakes, and a piece 

of kukui nut shell were encountered. A charcoal sample yielded radiocarbon dates from AD 1425 

to 1665. The features documented in this study appeared to be part of SIHP # -4153, likely an 

agricultural and habitation complex, which was noted as extending both downstream and upstream 

on adjacent parcels of State-owned land. The adjacent features of SIHP # -4153 on State lands 

include three small terraces, a cobble and boulder platform, an enclosure, a rock cupboard, a 

possible canoe landing area, and a depression for ground salt water evaporation. 
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2.6.3.6 Fredericksen and Fredericksen (2000) 

From December 1999 through February 2000, Xamanek Researches conducted an AIS on a 2-

acre (Lot 7-B) of the Huelo Hui Partition Subdivision, located within 400 m of the ocean shore 

and crossed in the west by Honokala Stream (TMK: [2] 2-9-002:005 por.) (Fredericksen and 

Fredericksen 2000). Two historic properties are reported: SIHP # -4084, a pre-Contact wetland 

agricultural site, and SIHP # -4816, a leveled area associated with post-Contact ranching or 

agriculture. 

2.6.3.7 Bushnell and Hammatt (2001) 

On 29 March 2001, CSH conducted an AIS for a proposed Kahui Pono L.L.C. Roadway Access 

Easement and 15-acre parcel (TMKs: [2] 2-9-002:017, 021, and 035) in coastal Ho‘olawa, 

bordered to the east by Honokala Stream, and partially on the west by Waikakulu Gulch (Bushnell 

and Hammatt 2001). No historic properties were identified. 

2.6.3.8 Perzinski et al. (2002) 

On 22 February 2002, CSH conducted an AIS of a proposed approximate 800-foot easement 

and one-acre lot in West Hanawana (TMKs: [2] 2-9-011:004 and 005) (Perzinski et al. 2002). The 

survey identified an agricultural complex consisting of 15 terraces (SIHP # -5206), and an ‘auwai 

(SIHP # -5205) supplying the complex of lo‘i. Several of the terraced lo‘i still support feral taro 

plants; two large stands of ‘awa were also observed in the area. Remnants of recent squatters’ 

sheds were also present on the property. A 14C date of AD 990-1220 was obtained from sediments 

underlying a terrace retaining wall. 

2.6.3.9 Dega (2003) 

On 4 April 2003, Scientific Consultant Services, Inc. (SCS) conducted a surface survey for 5 

acres at Ho‘olawa Point (TMKs: [2] 2-9-001:071, 072, and 074) (Dega 2003). No historic 

properties were observed; therefore, the report was submitted as an archaeological assessment. 

2.6.3.10 Beck and Dega (2003) 

On 6-7 April 2003, SCS conducted an AIS of approximately 3.5 acres in coastal Ho‘olawa with 

Waikakulu Gulch and Stream transecting the east end of the property (TMK: [2] 2-9-002:016) 

(Beck and Dega 2003). The AIS consisted of a pedestrian survey and two shovel test probes. No 

historic properties were identified. 

2.6.3.11 O’Rourke and Monahan (2003)  

Between 7 May and 11 June 2003, SCS conducted an AIS of approximately 0.75 acres of land 

located in coastal Ho‘olawa (TMK: [2] 2-9-002:042), which consisted of pedestrian survey and 

subsurface testing (O’Rourke and Monahan 2003). The study describes two historic properties: 

SIHP # -5459, a human burial, and SIHP # -5460, a lithic reduction center. 

2.6.3.12 Conte (2003) 

On July 8, 2002, CRM Solutions Hawai‘i, Inc, conducted an AIS of a designated access 

easement corridor through the Huelo Hui Partition on 0.37- acres at coastal Honopou Ahupua‘a, 

(TMKs: [2] 2-9-001:004, 018, and 019) (Conte 2003). No historic properties were identified. 
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2.6.3.13 D. L. Fredericksen and E. M. Fredericksen (2003) 

In 2002, Xamanek Researches carried out Phase 2 of an AIS of 3.094 acres in Hanawana Gulch 

in Hanawana Ahupua‘a (TMK: [2] 2-9-011:018), consisting of pedestrian survey and five manual 

test excavations (D. L. Fredericksen and E. M. Fredericksen 2003). Phase I had been limited to a 

northwestern terraced area, in which two features and a few pre-Contact artifacts were identified 

as being constituents of agricultural complex SIHP # -4153 (Fredericksen 2000). During Phase 2, 

52 previously unreported features were documented as part of SIHP #- 4153: a leveled area, 

pavement, a cupboard, an alignment, 47 terraces, and a possible terrace remnant. A polishing stone 

and lithic debitage were found on the surface. Numerous artifacts were encountered during 

subsurface testing, including polished basalt flakes, utilized basalt flakes, a basalt 

hammerstone/chopper, a worked urchin spine tip, a utilized volcanic glass flake, an adze fragment, 

and Lead printer’s type. Mammal and fish bone, kukui nut shell, charcoal, lithic debitage, 

unworked coral pieces, waterworn pebbles, fire-cracked rocks, metal pieces, coal and a lead fishing 

weight were also documented cultural materials. Five charcoal samples (Samples 1-2; 4-6) 

returned the following radiocarbon dates (calendrical date 2 Sigma 95%): AD 1520 to 1590, AD 

1620 to 1680 and AD 1730 to 1810 (Sample 1), AD 1640 to 1960 (Sample 2), AD 1460 to 1640 

(Sample 4), AD 1670 to 1950 (Sample 5), and AD 1420 to 1520 and AD 1580 to 1630 (Sample 

6). 

2.6.3.14 Conte (2004) 

On 4 September 2004, CRM Solutions Hawai‘i conducted an AIS for the 2.541-acre Souza 

Property (TMK: [2] 2-9-001:009) at coastal Honopou Point, bisected by Honopou Stream in 

Honopou Ahupua‘a (Conte 2004). The AIS consisted of pedestrian survey and the backhoe 

excavation of three test trenches. No cultural materials were encountered during subsurface testing. 

During pedestrian survey, three features were observed above the east side of Honopou Stream. 

These features were reported as one site, SIHP # -5638, which included two terraces (Features A 

and C) and an alignment (Feature B), collectively interpreted as a māla‘ai. A preservation plan 

recommending passive preservation was submitted as part of this study. 

2.6.3.15 Conte (2005b) 

On 15 and 18 July 2005, CRM Solutions Hawai’i, Inc. (Conte 2005b) conducted an AIS of a 

1.095-acre parcel located a half a mile from Ho‘olawa Bay bordered north by Ho‘olawa Stream 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-001:075). During this pedestrian survey, five lo‘i terrace remnants (Features A-E) 

comprising SIHP # 50-50-04-5720 were observed along the northern slope of the property. 

2.6.3.16 (Conte 2005a) 

Intermittently between July and October 2005, CRM Solutions Hawai‘i, Inc. conducted an AIS 

of the Bolles Property (TMK: [2] 2-9-007:052), a 20-acre parcel located on the coast between 

Waipi‘o Bay and Huelo Point (Conte 2005a). Six historic properties were identified during the 

study: a double linear terrace (SIHP # 50-50-06-5746), a walled terrace with lower terraces (SIHP 

# -5747), a walled terrace with lower terraces and possible trail alignment (SIHP # -5748), a 

remnant wall (SIHP # -5749), a small, historic-era terrace (SIHP # -5750), and a discontinuous 

rock wall (SIHP # -5751). 
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2.6.3.17 Pestana and Dega (2005) 

In June 2005, SCS conducted an AIS for 11.15 acres of land near Waipi‘o Bay (TMK: [2] 2-9-

005:023), consisting of pedestrian surface survey and mechanical and manual subsurface testing 

(Pestana and Dega 2005). No historic properties were identified therefore, this study was deemed 

an archaeological assessment. 

2.6.3.18 Chun and Dillon (2008) 

On 18 February 2008, Affordable Cultural & Ecological Services, LLC (ACES) carried out an 

AIS for 5.128 acres in Ha‘iku, Ho‘olawa (TMK: [2] 2-9-003:028) (Chun and Dillon 2008). During 

this 100% pedestrian survey, one historic property was documented. SIHP # -6438 is a stacked 

rock wall located on the west and east sides of a stream that was interpreted as remnants of an 

‘auwai. 

2.6.3.19 Madeus and Fredericksen (2008) 

In October 2007, Xamanek Researches, LLC conducted an AIS for a 3.136-acre parcel near the 

coast in Hanawana Valley bordered by Hanawana Stream, in Hanawana Ahupua‘a, (TMK: [2] 2-

9-011:017) (Madeus and Fredericksen 2008). The AIS included a pedestrian survey and the 

excavation of five shovel test units that identified one historic property. SIHP # -6362 is a pre-

Contact agricultural complex with 19 component features consisting of stepped agricultural 

terraces. 

2.6.3.20 Chun and Dillon (2009) 

In December 2008 and January 2009, ACES conducted an AIS for a 2.0-acre lot located 

approximately 650 m from the shore in Honokalā (TMK: [2] 2-9-002:041) (Chun and Dillon 

2009). The surveyed parcel is bound by N. Honokalā Road to the west and contains a stream gully 

from Honokalā Stream oriented from south to north through the western third portion of the 

property. Fieldwork consisted of pedestrian survey and subsurface testing, including six shovel 

test probes, four test units, one shovel excavated stratigraphic trench, and five backhoe trenches. 

Eight features, comprising a portion of previously identified SIHP # -4084, a pre-Contact 

agricultural complex, were documented in this AIS: a remnant lo‘i (Feature 1), a 11.5-m by 7.6-m 

rectangular lo‘i (Feature 2), a 7.6-m by 6.6-m lo‘i (Feature 3), an 11.8-m by 8.4-m lo‘i (Feature 

4), a 12.2-m by 5-8-m lo‘i (Feature 5), a terrace measuring approximately 12 m by 5 m (Feature 

6), a narrow terrace at least 30 m long (Feature 7), and a terrace at least 4 m long retained by a 4-

m long wall (Feature 8). SIHP # -6627, an historic trash pit, was also identified during this study. 

The only historic cultural materials encountered during subsurface testing were metal, glass, and 

porcelain associated with SIHP # -6627. 

2.6.3.21 McCurdy and Hammatt (2010) 

On 23 and 24 February 2010, CSH conducted an AIS of 4.0 acres located approximately 430 

m southwest of the Waikamoi Ridge trailhead for the Kolea Reservoir Decommissioning Project 

(TMK: [2] 1-1-001:050) (McCurdy and Hammatt 2010). The project is located within the northeast 

portion of the Huelo License Area of the current project. One historic property was identified 

during this survey: SIHP # 50-50-13-6682, a plantation-era reservoir/water control system 

constructed in 1901 with six associated features. These features include the spillway (Feature A), 
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reservoir (Feature B), a catwalk (Feature C), the dam (Feature D), the reservoir outlet (Feature E), 

and a water diversion structure (Feature F). 

2.6.3.22 Chun and Dillon (2010) 

On 14 and 19 March and 19 April 2010, ACES carried out an AIS for a 3.75-acre lot in Ha‘iku 

approximately 1.8 km makai of Hāna Highway on a Ho‘olawa Road easement (TMK: [2] 2-9-

002:011), consisting of pedestrian survey and three backhoe excavated test trenches (Chun and 

Dillon 2010). During the surface survey, SIHP # 50-50-06-5460, a lithic reduction center 

previously documented by O’Rourke and Monahan (2003) was observed with a few associated 

basalt flakes and a hammerstone. Light scatters of waterworn cobble manuports were encountered 

in the first stratum of all three test excavations. 

2.6.3.23 Chun and Dillon (2014) 

During four days in June 2014, ACES conducted an archaeological assessment for a 3.65-acre 

lot in Ha‘ikū on an easement off Ho‘olawa Road along the western bank of Honokala Stream 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-002:020), which included a 100% pedestrian survey and nine backhoe excavated 

trenches (Chun and Dillon 2014). No historic properties were identified. 

2.6.3.24 Lyman and Dega (2015) 

In March 2015, SCS conducted an AIS of a Rohr Family access road at Honokalā Point in 

Honopou Ahupua‘a (TMK [2] 2-9-002:019 por.) (Lyman and Dega 2015). During this 100% 

pedestrian survey, two historic properties were identified. SIHP # -8254 is a terrace retaining wall 

for slope stabilization and SIHP # -8255 is a pre-Contact to historic ditch for ‘auwai. 

2.6.4 Honomanū License Area Archaeological Studies 

Previous archaeological studies conducted in the vicinity of the Honomanū license area have 

been addressed elsewhere in this report, since the studies associated with this license area either 

occurred near all license areas (Freeman et al. 2004; Madeus and Hammatt 2017; McCurdy et al. 

2014) or were located closer to adjacent license areas (Group 70 International et al. 1995; Haun 

and Henry 2003; Hill et al. 2008; Kennedy 1990; McCurdy and Hammatt 2010; Palama 1981; 

Soehren 1963). The portions of these previous archaeological study areas within the Honomanū 

License Area are depicted in Figure 50. 

2.6.5 Ke‘anae License Area Archaeological Studies 

Previous archaeological studies conducted within or near the Ke‘anae License Area are depicted 

in Figure 51 and summarized in Table 10. 

2.6.5.1 Soehren (1963) 

In 1963, Bernice P. Bishop Museum conducted an archaeological survey of portions of East 

Maui, which included Ke‘anae and Wailua (Soehren 1963). Two heiau, Kukuiaupun Heiau and 

Makehau Heiau, previously documented by Walker (1931), were located. Both heiau were densely 

overgrown with vegetation and in poor condition. Additionally, several coastal Wailuanui sites 

were documented including, Pu‘u Olu Pond bordered to the north by a stone wall, a small house 

platform overlooking Pu‘u Olu Pond, a house platform near Paepaemoana Point, a possible post-

Contact cemetery consisting of a cluster of 14 graves, several scattered probable graves with rough 
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Figure 50. Previous archaeological studies within or near the Honomanū License Area (U.S. 

Geological Survey 1991, 1992a, 1992c, 1992d) 
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Figure 51. Previous archaeological studies within or near the Ke‘anae License Area (U.S. 

Geological Survey 1991, 1992a, 1992c, 1992d)
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Table 10. Previous Archaeological Studies within the Ke‘anae License Area 

Reference Type of Study Location Results (SIHP # 50-50-07) 

Soehren 

(1963) 

Archaeological 

survey 

Portions of east 

Maui, including 

Ke‘anae and Wailua  

Documented Pu‘u Olu Pond 

bordered north by a stone wall, a 

small house platform overlooking 

Pu‘u Olu Pond, a house platform 

near Paepaemoana Point, a possible 

post-Contact cemetery consisting of 

a cluster of 14 graves and several 

scattered probable rough stone 

outlined graves, remnants of stone 

walls forming adjoining enclosures 

(either house or shrine site), and a 

stone wall enclosure with a doorway 

and associated nearby possible grave 

and collapsed stone wall; confirmed 

Kukuiaupun Heiau and Makehau 

Heiau 

Palama 

(1981) 

Archaeological 

field 

inspection 

Parcel of Wailua 

State Land 

No significant findings on inspected 

parcel; noted stone alignments 

outside the property boundaries 

Kennedy 

(1986) 

Archaeological 

land inspection  

Land along a 1930s 

Civilian Conservation 

Corps (CCC) trail in 

East and West 

Wailuaiki  

No archaeological sites observed 

during survey; possible sites 

reported from interviews with locals 

include two contemporary hunting 

or gathering sites, a shrine near 

West Wailuaiki Stream destroyed in 

a 1975 flood, a shrine in a 

nonspecific location where wauke 

and Olona grow, and a canoe 

builders shrine where a koa tree was 

removed to construct a Hawaiian 

canoe in the 1950s; one resident also 

reported the nearby presence of a 

cave containing a feathered cloak, 

but another local informant provided 

a contrary location near Haleakala 

Volcano summit for the cave 

Kennedy 

(1990) 

Archeological 

reconnaissance 

Parcel near 

Kainalimu Bay  

Identified Site 79, Kauleiula Heiau, 

previously documented by Walker 

(1931) 

Donham 

(1993) 

Field 

inspection 

Revised route for a 

road easement 

beginning at 

Documented structural remnants of 

an old wooden slaughterhouse with 

a likely associated well or cistern; 
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Reference Type of Study Location Results (SIHP # 50-50-07) 

Makehau Road and 

partially oriented 

along Wailuanui 

Stream 

rock terraces; an old roadbed with 

retaining wall (SIHP # 50-50-07-

43); part of terrace complex (SIHP # 

-2942); a ditch-like feature; an 

agricultural terrace wall (SIHP # 

 -2945); and a terraced-walled late 

19th/early 20th century habitation 

site with associated cultural 

materials 

Group 70 

International 

et al. (1995) 

Cultural 

landscape 

study that 

included an 

archaeological 

field survey 

Ke‘anae and 

Wailuanui 

Documented SIHP # -3940, a 

habitation complex in Kilo 

consisting of terraces and an 

enclosure; SIHP #s -3932 thru  

-3938, and -3941, eight taro 

complexes; SIHP # -3943, Ke‘anae 

Quarry with associated machinery, 

World War II gun emplacement, and 

possible stone platformed grave of a 

former quarry; confirmed SIHP #  

-0096 Kukuiopuni Heiau; SIHP # 

-0097, Makehau Heiau; SIHP #  

-0538, Pu‘u Olu Pond, a fishpond 

with an associated house platforms; 

SIHP # -1513, Wailua Stone Church 

Ruins; and SIHP # -2957, Ke‘anae 

Landing 

Haun and 

Henry 

(2003) 

AIS 4.0-acres bordered 

north by Hanau 

Stream in the 

Pauwalu area of Hāna 

District  

Documented two features from 

SIHP # -5237: a pre-Contact 

temporary habitation shelter 

(Feature A) and a 63.0-m trail 

section; reported a charcoal sample 

with a C14 date range from AD 

1420 to 1650 

Fredericksen 

and 

Fredericksen 

(2004) 

Archaeological 

monitoring 

Ke‘anae Park 

restrooms 

Documented SIHP # -5534, a late 

pre-Contact agricultural site with 

associated subsurface deposits; 

reported a charcoal sample with 14C 

date ranges of AD 1410 to 1530 and 

AD 1560 to 1630; noted a possible 

‘auwai at northwestern edge of 

SIHP # -5534 

Hammatt 

and Shideler 

(2004) 

Archaeological 

assessment 

Along Wailuaiki 

Stream, about 1 km 

west of 1923 

No significant findings  
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Reference Type of Study Location Results (SIHP # 50-50-07) 

Wailuaiki Bridge on 

the East Maui 

Irrigation access 

road. (TMK: [2] 1-1-

02:001 por.)  

Hill et al. 

(2008) 

Archaeological 

monitoring 

Ke‘anae Elementary 

School grounds 

(TMK: [2] 1-1-

008:020) 

No significant findings during 

monitoring; noted Ke‘anae 

Elementary School is designated 

SIHP # -1630 and National Register 

of Historic Places Building # -

00000665; observed SIHP # -0096, 

Kukui o Puni Heiau, located within 

approximately 450 ft from License 

Area 
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stone outlines (many with sunken centers) in an approximately 3,000 ft² area, remnants of stone 

walls forming adjoining enclosures interpreted as either a house site or shrine, and a stone wall 

enclosure with a doorway and associated nearby possible grave and collapsed stone wall. 

2.6.5.2 Palama (1981) 

On 27 October 1981, Stephen Palama (1981), Pacific Association of Professional 

Archaeologists member, conducted a field inspection of State Land, Wailua, Hana, Maui (TMK: 

[2] 1-1-005:001). His results were reported in a short letter dated 28 October 1981 to Mr. Elden 

K. Liu, in which no archaeological sites were documented on the inspected parcel, though some 

stone alignments were noted outside the property boundaries. 

2.6.5.3 Kennedy (1986) 

During two days in early June 1986, Archaeological Consultants of Hawai‘i, Inc. conducted an 

archaeological land inspection for proposed East and West Wailuaiki Hydroelectric Project, 

consisting of pedestrian survey along a Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) trail constructed in the 

1930s (TMKs: [2] 1-1-002:001 and 002; 1-2-004:003, 005, 006, 009 and 010; 1-2-001:002) 

(Kennedy 1986). No archaeological sites were encountered during the survey. However, the entire 

project area grounds were not surveyed due to dense vegetation causing limited visibility. As a 

result, consultations with local residents supplemented the investigation. Informants provided 

mixed accounts regarding the presence or absence of cultural sites in the area. While some 

residents said that no archaeological sites existed on the project lands, others disagreed. Possible 

cultural sites reported by residents included two contemporary hunting or gathering sites, a shrine 

near West Wailuaiki Stream that was destroyed in a 1975 flood, a shrine in a nonspecific location 

where wauke (Broussonetia papyrifera) and Olona (Touchardia latifolia) grow, and a canoe 

builders’ shrine. Additionally, one resident reported the nearby presence of a cave containing a 

feathered cloak, but another local informant provided a contrary location of near Haleakala 

Volcano summit for the cave. Two residents agreed that the canoe builders shrine referred to the 

site where a koa tree was removed to build a Hawaiian canoe in the mid-1950s. Archaeological 

monitoring was recommended for the project area. 

2.6.5.4 Kennedy (1990) 

In a letter dated 7 March 1990, Joseph Kennedy (1990) discusses an archaeological 

reconnaissance of a land parcel located near Kainalimu Bay (TMK: [2] 1-3-007:016). Only one 

archaeological site was identified, Site 79 (Kauleiula Heiau) previously documented by Walker 

(1931). 

2.6.5.5 Donham (1993) 

On 9 December 1992 and 6 January 1993, a field inspection of a revised route for a road 

easement beginning at Makehau Road and partially oriented along Wailuanui Stream (TMKs: [2] 

1-1-006:071 and 1-1-008:001) was conducted (Donham 1993). Twenty meters from Makehau 

Street near a standing wooden shed, a fallen wooden structure was observed, which appeared to 

be an old slaughterhouse. Structural remnants included intact beams, corrugated metal roofing, 

meal cooking pans, glass, and wooden shelving. The age of the site was indeterminate, but 

observed artifacts were modern. An abandoned well or cistern constructed from dry-laid stones 

and covered with corrugated metal roofing was located nearby (50 m from Makehau St.) and is 

probably associated with the wooden structure since water pipes were observed between the two 
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features. The route’s closest point to Makehau Heiau is 19 m east from centerline and small 

terraces were observed within 9 m of centerline between the route and Makehau Heiau. Further 

along the route, rock terraces attributed to the terrace complex SIHP # 50-50-07-2942, were 

observed. Along the southern section of the route, three historic properties were observed: an intact 

retaining wall for an old roadbed (SIHP # -0043), and two terrace walls (SIHP #s -2944 and  

-2945). SIHP # -2944, comprised of natural outcrop boulders and stacked cobbles and small 

boulders, is interpreted as a possible late nineteenth to early twentieth century habitation site due 

to the associated cultural materials encountered at the site, which include ‘opihi shells, kukui nuts, 

dark-brown bottle glass, clear glass, whiteware bowl sherds (some hand-painted), three sizes of 

clear bottles with applied glass manufacturer stamps, embossed proprietary panel bottles, dark-

brown bottles with kick-up bases, gallon-size glass jugs, English transfer print whiteware plate 

sherds, and impressed yellowware bowl sherds. SIHP # -2945 is interpreted as an agricultural 

terrace wall. A ditch-like feature, which may have derived naturally, was also observed along the 

southern portion of the route.  

2.6.5.6 Group 70 International et al. (1995) 

In May 1995, Group 70 International, Inc., Dr. Davianna McGregor, and CSH prepared a 

multidisciplinary cultural landscape study of Ke‘anae and Wailuanui, reporting information 

obtained from literature and document searches, field surveys, and personal interviews (Group 70 

International et al. 1995). Archaeological field surveys were conducted during September and 

October 1994, which also included interviewing local residents and mapping and describing taro 

cultivation areas. In total, 41 sites are discussed in this study including 14 heiau, a shrine, eight 

taro complexes, two habitation complexes, three rock terrace sites, an old roadbed wall, a fishpond, 

and 11 post-Contact historic places. The 14 heiau (SIHP #s 50-50-07-0082 thru -0084, -0088, and  

-0090 thru -0097, Kanekauo Lono Heiau, and Paliuli Heiau) and the shrine (Leleiwi) were 

previously documented by Walker (1931), and of these, only two, Kukuiopuni Heiau (SIHP # 

-0096) and Makehau Heiau (SIHP # -0097), were investigated during the study. Both confirmed 

heiau were noted as being densely overgrown and in conditions similar to previous reports. Pu‘u 

Olu Pond, a fishpond with an associated small house platform overlooking the pond and a historic 

to modern foundation platform of grass house near Paepaemoana point (SIHP # -0538), was 

another previously recorded site confirmed during the study. Nine complexes were first 

documented during this study: SIHP #s 50-50-07-3932, -3933, -3934, -3935, -3936, -3937, -3938, 

-3940, and -3941. All these sites are taro complexes with the exception of SIHP # -3940, a 

habitation complex in Kilo consisting of terraces and an enclosure. The other habitation complex 

discussed in the study (though not investigated) is previously documented SIHP # -0539 (Wailua-

nui Complex), which consists of 15 graves, two possible house sites, a wall, a terrace, and three 

modified outcrops. While noted in the report as being documented in previous studies, none of the 

terrace sites (SIHP #s -2942, -2944, and -2945) nor the wall for a roadbed (SIHP # -2943) were 

confirmed. Although not included as an archaeological site, the traditional Pi‘ilani Trail in the 

Ko‘olau region is listed as an important cultural resource (Group 70 International et al. 1995:145). 

Post-Contact historic places mentioned, but not investigated during this study, include 

Puohokamoa Bridge (SIHP # -1509), Lin Hing Society Building (SIHP # -1510), Lanakila Ihiihi 

o Iehova Ona Kau/ Lanakila Ihiihi o lehova Ona Kauwa (Congregational church, SIHP # -1511), 

St. Gabriel Shrine (SIHP # -1512), Wailua Mormon Church (SIHP # -1514), Ramos House (SIHP 

# -1515), and Waikani Bridge (SIHP # -1516). Wailua Stone Church Ruins (SIHP # -1513) and 
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Ke‘anae Landing (SIHP # -2957) were both confirmed, and SIHP # -3943 (Ke‘anae Quarry) was 

first reported during this study. At the quarry, old machinery, a World War II gun emplacement, 

and a possible stone platformed grave of a former quarry worker who died in a blasting accident 

were observed.  

2.6.5.7 Haun and Henry (2003) 

On 3 August 2002, Haun & Associates conducted an AIS of 4.0-acres bordered north by Hanau 

Stream in the Pauwalu area of Hāna District (TMKs: [2] 1-1-008:015 and 023) (Haun and Henry 

2003). During surface survey, two features from SIHP # -5237 were documented: a pre-Contact 

temporary habitation shelter in the form of a linear overhang with an associated exterior narrow, 

level ledge (Feature A) and a 63.0-m trail section (Feature B). Only one ‘opihi shell fragment was 

observed at the surface in Feature A, while five kukui nut shells, eight basalt flakes, and 77 charcoal 

fragments were encountered during subsurface testing at Feature A. A charcoal sample yielded a 

calibrated (2 sigma, 95% probability) 14C date range from AD 1420 to 1650. 

2.6.5.8 Fredericksen and Fredericksen (2004) 

During January and February 2004, Xamanek Researches, LLC monitored ground disturbing 

activities for Ke‘anae Park restroom improvements (TMK: [2] 1-1-003:001) (Fredericksen and 

Fredericksen 2004). While monitoring excavation for the septic leach field, SIHP # 50-50-07-

5534, a late pre-Contact agricultural site, was encountered with associated subsurface deposits, 

including two bivalve shell fragments (Isognoman spp.), charcoal flecks, and pieces of angular 

and waterworn coral. A charcoal sample returned calibrated (2 sigma, 95% probability) 14C date 

ranges of AD 1410 to 1530 and AD 1560 to 1630. A possible ‘auwai or stream meander was 

observed at the northwestern edge of SIHP # -5534. 

2.6.5.9 Hammatt and Shideler (2004) 

On 2 July 2003, CSH conducted a field inspection (accepted as an archaeological assessment) 

of the Wailuaiki and Waihe‘e proposed stream gage relocation project areas (TMKs: [2] 1-1-

02:001por. and [2] 3-2-014:001por.) (Hammatt and Shideler 2004). For purposes related to the 

current proposed project, only the Wailuaiki project area inspection (TMK: [2] 1-1-02:001por.) 

part of this field study is relevant. The Wailuaiki field inspection occurred on lands located along 

Wailua-iki Stream approximately one kilometer west of the 1923 Wailuaiki Bridge on the East 

Maui Irrigation access road. The field check found no archaeological sites or historic preservation 

concerns, with the exception of the Ko‘olau Ditch infrastructure that would not be affected by the 

proposed undertaking. 

2.6.5.10 Hill et al. (2008) 

In June and July 2007, Cultural Surveys, Hawai‘i, Inc. (Hill et al. 2008) monitored the 

excavation of trenches for cesspool conversion at Ke‘anae Elementary School (TMK: [2] 1-1-

008:020). The single room classroom at Ke‘anae Elementary School was previously designated 

SIHP # 50-50-07-1630 and National Register of Historic Places Building # -00000665. Within 

approximately 450 feet and visible from the school campus is Kukui o Puni Heiau. No subsurface 

cultural deposits were revealed during excavations. 
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2.6.6 Nāhiku License Area Archaeological Studies 

2.6.6.1 Fredericksen and Fredericksen (1978) 

On 14 July 1978, Xamanek Researches (Fredericksen and Fredericksen 1978) conducted an 

archaeological survey of six power pole sites in a Conservation District in Upper Nāhiku for East 

Maui Irrigation Company Kuhiwa Well (TMK: [2] 1-2-004:007). No historic properties or 

archaeological materials were reported.  

2.6.6.2 Fredericksen and Fredericksen (1980) 

On 6 April 1980, Xamanek Researches conducted the field component of research aimed at 

determining the degree of prehistoric indigenous Hawaiian activities at Hanawi Stream (TMK: [2] 

1-2-001:001) (Fredericksen and Fredericksen 1980). The stream and adjacent land was surveyed 

from a horse and/or foot trail that roughly followed “the old Government Road” (Fredericksen and 

Fredericksen 1980:3). The study concludes that Hanawi Stream area would not have been a 

substantial site for prehistoric activities due to its remoteness, surrounding rugged terrain, and lack 

of significant archaeological features observed. Structural-size stones and ‘ili‘ili stones observed 

along the old Government Road were the only indication of a possible pre-Contact archaeological 

site; these stones may or may not have been part of a heiau that was reported to exist on the east 

rise of Hanawi Stream. A small paved area, interpreted as a modern temporary pavement for 

fishing/gathering parties, was observed east of the mouth of Hanawi Stream. A heavy walled pot 

and rusty iron grating were associated with this paved area.  

2.6.6.3 Fredericksen and Fredericksen (1998b) 

From January through March 1998, Xamanek Researches conducted an AIS for a 26.967-acre 

parcel located in Ko‘olau (TMK: [2] 1-2-002:026), consisting of pedestrian survey and subsurface 

testing (Fredericksen and Fredericksen 1998b). Poho‘ula Heiau (SIHP # 50-50-12-0099), 

previously identified by Walker (1931), was encountered, and 11 archaeological properties (SIHP 

#s 50-50-12-4514 through -4523 and -4548) were documented during this AIS.  

SIHP # -4514 is a pre-Contact agricultural and habitation complex, consisting of 24 features 

including four rock walls (Features A, D, E, and H), five lava tube caves (Features B, F, G, L, and 

T), five possible temporary habitation rock overhangs (Features C, M, N, K, and R), a modified 

outcrop interpreted as a possible agricultural shrine (Feature I), a natural enclosure (Feature J), 

seven terraces (Features O, P, S, U, V, W, and X), and a retaining wall (Feature Q). Two of the 

lava tubes (Features G and L) are interpreted as burial caves, since they contain human skeletal 

remains. Artifacts encountered at SIHP # -4514 include two hand axes or hammerstones, two 

choppers, volcanic glass debitage, and utilized basalt flakes. SIHP # -4515 has four documented 

features: boundary wall (Feature A), two probable burial mounds (Features B and C), and a burial 

cave with visible human remains and a ground stone (Feature D). The burials were first addressed 

on 2 March 1998, in a letter report (Fredericksen 1998) noting the discovery of additional human 

remains located in a 7-m long lava tube in a small gully that also contained two probable post-

Contact burials.  

SIHP # -4516 is interpreted as a pre-Contact agricultural site with five features: a rock wall 

(Feature A), two terraces (Features B and C), a rock enclosure interpreted as a possible 

habitation/activity area (Feature D), and a rock alignment (Feature E). Utilized basalt flakes, 

volcanic glass flakes, and possible quartz flake were encountered at SIHP # -4516.  
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Figure 52. Previous archaeological studies with or near the Nāhiku License Area (U.S. 

Geological Survey 1991, 1992a, 1992c, 1992d)
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Table 11. Previous Archaeological Studies in the Vicinity of the Nāhiku License Area 

Reference Type of Study Location Results (SIHP # 50-50-12) 

Fredericksen 

and 

Fredericksen 

(1978) 

Archaeological 

survey 

Six power pole 

sites in a 

Conservation 

District in Upper 

Nāhiku for East 

Maui Irrigation 

Company Kuhiwa 

Well (TMK: [2] 1-

2-004:007) 

No significant findings 

Fredericksen 

and 

Fredericksen 

(1980) 

Report of 

research  

Hanawi Stream 

(TMK: [2] 1-2-

001:001) 

Concluded an absence of 

archaeological features but noted a 

horse or foot trail, a paved area 

interpreted as a place for modern 

temporary gatherings and structural-

size stones and ‘ili‘ili stones 

observed along the old Government 

Road that may or may not have been 

part of a heiau 

Fredericksen 

and 

Fredericksen 

(1998b) 

 

AIS 26.97 acres in 

Ko‘olau, Hāna 

District (TMK: [2] 

1-2-002:026) 

Documented 11 cultural sites 

including five agriculture and 

possible habitation sites (SIHP #s 

50-50-12-4516 thru -4518, -4522, 

and -4523); a temporary habitation 

and agricultural site with burial 

caves and possible shrine (SIHP #  

-4514); a site with a boundary wall, 

burial cave and two probable burial 

mounds (SIHP # -4515); an 

agricultural complex with terraces 

and walls (SIHP # -4519); clear 

piles (SIHP # -4520); a boundary 

wall and temporary habitation 

overhang (SIHP # -4521); and a 

boundary wall and habitation 

terraces (SIHP # -4548); confirmed 

SIHP # -0099, Poho‘ula Heiau 
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Reference Type of Study Location Results (SIHP # 50-50-12) 

Sinoto et al. 

(2001) 

AIS 26-acre ocean 

front parcel 

(TMK: [2] 1-2-

003:021) located 

between Kuhiwa 

Gulch and 

Kahakapuaa 

Gulch in Nāhiku 

Documented SIHP # -5057, a 

surface scatter of lithics, and two 

features of SIHP # -5056: a notched 

heiau (Feature 1) and a small 

rectangular depression (Feature 2); 

reported a possible subsurface pit 

feature containing rocks, boulders, 

charcoal flecking, and ‘opihi shell 

fragments 

Donham (2005) Archaeological 

assessment 

3.2 acres within 

TMK: [2] 1-2-

001:004, located 

within Ko‘olau 

Forest Reserve 

No significant findings 

Kouneski and 

Kennedy 

(2006) 

Archaeological 

assessment 

2.628-acre parcel 

in Nahiku 

Homesteads 

(TMK: [2] 1-2-

002:050) 

No significant findings 

Madeus and 

Fredericksen 

(2006) 

AIS 0.84-acre parcel in 

Nāhiku (TMK: [2] 

1-2-001:026) 

Documented two features of SIHP # 

-5961: a small pre-and post-Contact 

habitation platform (Feature A) and 

a retaining wall (Feature B) 

Fredericksen 

(2007) 

Archaeological 

monitoring 

Approximately .5 

acre at Pua‘a Ka‘a 

State Wayside 

Park (TMK: [2] 1-

2-001:003) 

No significant findings 
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At SIHP # -4517, three features were documented: large rock enclosure (Feature A), a terrace 

(Feature B), and a rock mound and small terrace (Feature C). Several artifacts were observed at 

this site, including basalt flakes, a basalt core, a utilized possible quartz flake, an adze tip fragment, 

metal pieces, green glass, clear glass, and ceramic sherds.  

SIHP # -4518 is a small agricultural site with three components: two terraces (Features A and 

B) and a rock clear pile (Feature C). A basalt core and utilized basalt flakes were observed SIHP 

# -4518.  

At SIHP # -4519, a pre-Contact agricultural site, five components were recorded, including two 

terraces (Features A and B), a pair of parallel rock wall sections (Feature C), a partial rock wall 

enclosure (Feature D), and a clear pile (Feature E). Two hammerstones, a hand axe, utilized basalt 

and volcanic glass flakes, an adze fragment, and a pecking stone were encountered at this site.  

SIHP # -4520 consists of three rock mound agricultural clear piles (Features A through C). SIHP 

# -4521 is comprised of a historic boundary wall (Feature A) and a rock overhang used as a 

temporary shelter during pre- and post-Contact times (Feature B). Cultural materials observed at 

this site include early twentieth century bottles and ceramics, two basalt cores, a possible 

hammerstone, and several ‘opihi shells.  

SIHP # -4522 is a pre-Contact agricultural site also utilized post-Contact that contains three 

features: a large terrace with associated retaining wall interpreted as a possible temporary 

habitation area (Feature A) and two smaller terraces (Features B and C). Artifacts encountered 

include clear glass, green glass, brown glass, ceramic sherds, a white button fragment, a glass bead, 

a slate fragment, utilized polished basalt flakes, a retouched adze fragment, and a hammerstone/ 

chopper.  

SIHP # -4523 is a small agricultural terrace with a poorly constructed retaining wall and 

associated volcanic glass debitage, unworked basalt flakes, waterworn pebbles; and a waterworn 

boulder.  

SIHP # -4548 is comprised of a terrace with a retaining wall interpreted as a pre-Contact 

habitation area also utilized post-Contact (Feature A) and a likely historic, boundary wall (Feature 

B). Both pre-and post-Contact artifacts were encountered, including utilized basalt flakes and 

volcanic glass flakes, three pecking stones, three hammerstones, a ground stone, four adze 

fragments, polished basalt flakes, four slate fragments, a copper button fragment, and a blue glass 

bead. An ‘ili‘ili pavement, a mammal tooth, and shell (Cellana sp.) were also encountered 

subsurface at this site.  

2.6.6.4 Sinoto et al. (2001) 

On 6 December and 8 December 2000, Archaeological Services Hawaii, LLC in association 

with Aki Sinoto Consulting conducted an AIS for a 26-acre ocean front parcel (TMK [2] 1-2-

003:021) located between Kuhiwa Gulch and Kahakapuaa Gulch in Nāhiku ‘Ili, Ko‘olau Moku, 

Hāna District, which included surface inspection and subsurface testing consisting of seven 

backhoe trenches (Sinoto et al. 2001). At the surface, two historic properties (SIHP # 50-50-12-

5056 and -5057) were documented, consisting of a notched heiau (SIHP # -5056 Feature 1), a 

small rectangular depression (SIHP # -5056 Feature 2), and a surface scatter of lithics (SIHP #        

-5057). A possible subsurface pit feature containing rocks, boulders, charcoal flecking, and ‘opihi 

shell fragments was observed in Trench 5. 
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2.6.6.5 Donham (2005) 

On 24 August 2005, Akahele Archaeology conducted an archeological inventory survey of two 

proposed areas totaling 3.2 acres within TMK: [2] 1-2-001:004, located in Ko‘olau Forest Reserve 

(Donham 2005). No historic properties or cultural materials were identified; therefore, the study 

was termed an archaeological assessment. 

2.6.6.6 Kouneski and Kennedy (2006) 

On 25 January 2006, Archaeological Consultants of the Pacific, Inc. carried out an AIS of a 

2.628-acre parcel in Nahiku Homesteads (TMK: [2] 1-2-002:050) (Kouneski and Kennedy 2006). 

No historic properties were identified during this 100% pedestrian survey, so the study was 

accepted as an archaeological assessment. 

2.6.6.7 Madeus and Fredericksen (2006) 

Intermittently from November 2005 through March 2006, Xamanek Researches, LLC 

conducted an AIS for a 0.84-acre parcel in Nahiku (TMK: [2] 1-2-001:026), consisting of 

subsurface testing and 100% surface survey (Madeus and Fredericksen 2006). This AIS 

documented one historic property (SIHP # 50-50-12-5961), which included a small habitation 

platform (Feature A) and a retaining wall paralleling an access road to Nahiku Landing (Feature 

B). During subsurface testing, cultural materials were only encountered in the two test excavations 

near Feature A. The following pre- and post-Contact materials were observed: volcanic glass 

flakes, basalt flakes, a probable hammerstone, ‘opihi shell fragments, an unidentified shell, 

charcoal, pieces of porcelain, clear glass fragments, and a white glass button.  

2.6.6.8 Fredericksen (2007) 

In May 2007, Xamanek Researches, LLC monitored excavations for wastewater improvements 

on approximately 0.5 acre at Pua‘a Ka‘a State Wayside Park (TMK: [2] 1-2-001:003) 

(Fredericksen 2007). No cultural materials were encountered.  
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Section 3    Field Inspection 

 Field Methods 

3.1.1 Pedestrian/Vehicular Inspection 

CSH archaeologists Trevor Yucha, B.S., Zachariah Royalty, B.S., and Jonas Madeus, B.A. 

completed a combined pedestrian and vehicular inspection of portions of the License Area between 

15 and 18 May 2018 in conjunction with a survey of sluice gates conducted by Mason Architects. 

CSH archaeologists were accompanied by Dee Ruzicka of Mason Architects, CSH cultural 

advisor, Aulii Mitchell, and CSH cultural researcher, Nicole Ishihara. Fieldwork included the 

inspection of the License Area’s access road network by four-wheel drive vehicle followed by the 

pedestrian inspection of various ditch trails and the locations surrounding 21 sluice gates 

throughout the EMI Aqueduct System. The inspection was guided by EMI personnel who provided 

access through locked gates and navigation of the system. 

CSH archaeologist Angela Yates, B.S. completed a pedestrian inspection of the Wahinepe‘e 

area on 16 February 2020 in an effort to locate the legendary pōhaku in Wahinepe‘e. However, the 

legendary pōhaku was not located. This additional field inspection effort was in response to public 

comments received on the DEIS.  

3.1.2 Fieldwork Documentation 

Documentation included descriptions and photographs of any potential findings as well as 

descriptions of the natural and built environment observed throughout the License Area. 

Descriptions and photographs were recorded using Apple Ipads equipped with standard digital 

form software as well as with digital cameras.  

3.1.3 GPS Location 

A handheld Garmin GPS unit (accuracy +/- 1 m) was used to record points of interest that were 

then uploaded to ArcGIS for inclusion on project maps. 

 Laboratory Methods 

No material was collected from the License Area during fieldwork; therefore, no laboratory 

analysis was conducted. 

 Disposition of Materials 

All data generated during the archaeological literature review and field inspection are stored at 

the CSH offices. 

 Results of Field Inspection 

3.4.1 EMI Aqueduct System 

CSH completed an archaeological field inspection between 15 and 18 May 2018 in conjunction 

with a survey of EMI infrastructure conducted by Mason Architects. While the primary focus of 

the survey was to visit 21 sluice gates along the EMI Aqueduct System for architectural 
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recordation, CSH used the opportunity to inspect portions of the License Area along access roads, 

ditch trails, and within upland stream valleys (Figure 53). Access to many of these remote areas 

included a combination of four-wheel drive roads leading from Hāna Highway to the aqueduct 

system followed by narrow ditch trails and drainages nearest the sluice gates and intakes. The field 

inspection provided an opportunity to inspect some of the upland areas of the License Area within 

steep-sided valleys that have not been formally surveyed by archaeologists. No previous historic 

properties have been recorded in these areas, and no potential historic properties, apart from 

infrastructure related to the EMI Aqueduct System, were observed during the field inspection.  

As expected, ground visibility was poor due to thick vegetation cover throughout the License 

Area. Additionally, in many cases, the terrain on both the upslope and downslope sides of the 

access roads and trails consisted of nearly vertical valley walls that were inaccessible (Figure 54 

through Figure 56). Archaeologists also inspected the areas within the narrow, boulder-filled 

streambeds that have been cut by centuries of stream flow and rearranged by occasional freshets 

(Figure 57). These areas consisted of deposits of predominately boulder-sized basalt stone 

overlying bedrock with little to no soil accumulation. No potential archaeological sites were 

observed. 

As there were no potential archaeological sites observed during the brief field inspection, 

fieldwork focused on the documentation of the natural and built environment including the EMI 

Aqueduct System. Documentation included photographs and GPS location of various features of 

the system including sluice gates, ditches, tunnel openings, access roads, bridges, and meter 

stations. These structures are built with combinations of locally sourced stone, both cut and natural, 

that were mortared or dry stacked (Figure 58 through Figure 61). Portions of the ditches were also 

constructed of formed concrete (Figure 62). Concrete/metal grates, metal walkways, and metal 

control mechanisms were also observed throughout the system (Figure 63 through Figure 65). 

Numerous concrete bridges were traversed during the inspection, all of which appear to be of 

similar construction style and age, with “E.M.I.CO.” and the date “1924” inscribed at several 

locations (Figure 66 through Figure 68). Additional documentation of the infrastructure of the EMI 

Aqueduct System was recorded by Mason Architects during the study. 

3.4.2 Wahinepe‘e 

On 16 February 2020, CSH archaeologist Angela Yates, B.S. conducted a reconnaissance field 

inspection in an attempt to locate the legendary pohaku in Wahinepe‘e. The field inspection began 

with a pedestrian/vehicular inspection on the grounds of the Garden of Eden Arboretum, followed 

by a pedestrian inspection of areas along Wahinepe‘e Forest Reserve Road. These are the areas 

that correspond with former house lots and trails that may have been associated with the pohaku 

(see Section 2.3.3). During the field inspection, the property owner and other employees of the 

Garden of Eden Arboretum discussed the property and had no knowledge of a legendary pohaku 

in the area. A track log and points of interest were recorded with a handheld Garmin GPS, and this 

information was plotted on modern aerial imagery with historic map overlays (Figure 69 through 

Figure 71). 

The field inspection documented the “ancient foundation stones” (GPR Pt. 1) at the Garden of 

Eden arboretum (Figure 72). This rectangular enclosure of upright and stacked boulders is located 

outside of the License Area.  
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Figure 53. Aerial photograph showing the location of the sluice gates visited during the field inspection (note that the field inspection 

also included the access roads and trails connecting these locations to Hāna Highway)  (Esri 2016, 2017)
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Figure 54. General view of the 4WD access road to the Makapipi sluice gate showing vegetation 

cover, including large quantities of ti, view to northeast
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Figure 55. General view of the ditch trail in the vicinity of the Banana sluice gate showing the 

steep terrain above and below the trail as well as the extend of vegetation cover, view 

to southeast 

 

Figure 56. General view of the surface of the ditch trail in Honomanū Valley that was inspected 

by archaeologists showing nearly vertical valley walls on the upslope and downslope 

edges of the trail, view to south
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Figure 57. View of archaeologist inspecting the Honomanū Stream bed in the vicinity of the 

Honomanū sluice gate, view to south 

 

Figure 58. General view of a cut and faced mortared basalt retaining wall located at the West 

Wailuanui sluice gate, view to northeast 
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Figure 59. General view of the West Wailuanui diversion dam showing basalt and mortar 

masonry, view to west
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Figure 60. Oblique profile view of a stacked basalt stone wall at the Banana sluice gate, view to 

south 

 

Figure 61. General view of a stacked basalt stone wall on the western edge of Na‘ili‘ili Haele 

Stream and adjacent to a diversion dam, view to west 
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Figure 62. General view of concrete ditches at the Ho‘olawali‘ili‘i sluice gate, view to south
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Figure 63. Close-up view of a concrete grate at the East Wailuanui Iki sluice gate, view to west 

 

Figure 64. General view of a metal walkway above a flume crossing Waiohue Stream, view to 

southeast
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Figure 65. Close-up view of an abandoned iron sluice gate mechanism located along the ditch 

trail near the Banana sluice gate, view to southeast 

 

Figure 66. General view of the bridge spanning Honomanū Stream showing “1924” inscribed on 

side, view to south 
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Figure 67. General view of the bridge over Honomanū Stream showing construction that utilizes 

a massive boulder, view to northeast 

 

Figure 68. Close-up view of the “1924” date inscription on the bridge nearest to the East Wailua 

Iki sluice gate, view to west
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Figure 69. Aerial photograph with an overlay of the Alexander (1874) map (RM 1181) showing 

the GPR track log and points of interest recorded during CSH’s field inspection of the 

Wahinepe‘e area in relationship to the License Area (Esri 2017)
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Figure 70. Aerial photograph with an overlay of the Dodge (1887) map (RM 578) showing the 

GPR track log and points of interest recorded during CSH’s field inspection of the 

Wahinepe‘e area in relationship to the License Area (Esri 2017)
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Figure 71. Aerial photograph with an overlay of the Wall (1909) map  (RM 2482) showing the 

GPR track log and points of interest recorded during CSH’s field inspection of the 

Wahinepe‘e area in relationship to the License Area (Esri 2017) 
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Figure 72.  General view of the “ancient foundation stones” within the Garden of Eden property
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The field inspection identified an open clearing (GPS Pt. 2; Figure 73), an overgrown trail on 

the north side of the Wahinepe‘e Forest Reserve Road (GPS Pt. 3; Figure 74), and a fence line trail 

along the boundary of the License Area at the EMI access gate (GPS Pt. 4; Figure 75). These points 

of interest are located outside of the License Area. The field inspection also visited the nearest 

section of irrigation ditch (GPS Pt. 5) within the License Area to document the relationship 

between the ditch and the points of interest identified outside of the License Area. 

Historic maps (see Figure 69 through Figure 71) indicate a general correlation between the open 

clearing (GPR Pt. 2) and the location of former house lots. While the legendary pohaku at 

Wahinepe‘e was not located during the field inspection, the inspection did identify potential 

historic properties located outside (makai) of the License Area. These potential historic properties 

are located approximately 400 meters or more downslope from the nearest irrigation ditch and 

outside of any active stream channel. These potential historic properties will not be impacted by 

the Proposed Action.
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Figure 73. Clearing along the north side of Wahinepe‘e Forest Reserve Road (not within license 

area), which may be a possible former house lot depicted on historic maps, overgrown 

driveways and/or former trails/roads are visible along the edge (left) of the clearing, 

view to north 

 

Figure 74. Overgrown trail on the north side of Wahinepe‘e Forest Reserve Road (not within 

license area), view to north
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Figure 75. Fence line trail at the license area border by the access gate on Wahinepe‘e Forest 

Reserve Road, view to northwest 
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Section 4    Summary and Analysis 

 Summary 

At the request of Wilson Okamoto Corporation CSH has prepared this LRFI for the Proposed 

Lease (Water Lease) for the License Area, which includes the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and 

Huelo License Areas (East Maui Aqueduct System), Multiple Ahupua‘a, Makawao and Hāna 

District, Maui Island, TMKs: [2] 1-1-001:044, 50, 1-1-002:002, 1-2-004:005, 007 (por.), 2-9-

014:001, 005, 011, 012, 017. 

This report presented a summary of the environmental setting of the License Area including a 

discussion of hydrology, rainfall, common vegetation, and soils. The License Area includes 36 

named streams, 34 of which have been historically diverted into the EMI Aqueduct System, the 

focus of the current study. Vegetation within the License Area is categorized as Hawaii Lowland 

Rainforest and Hawaiian Introduced Wet Mesic Forest and includes a mix of exotic (non-native) 

and exotic and Polynesian cultigens (Giambelluca et al. 2014). Soils within the License Area are 

predominated by silty clays that have developed in this steep mountainous region and within 

stream valleys. The built environment of the License Area includes the EMI Aqueduct System 

comprised of numerous tunnels, ditches, siphons, intakes, and reservoirs. Additionally, the 

northern boundary of the License Area is generally bounded by the Hāna Highway that includes 

56 bridges or culverts that are located adjacent to the License Area. Several coastal communities 

are located on the seaward side of Hāna Highway and outside of the current License Area. 

Traditional background research included a review of place names, legendary accounts, and 

documentation of pre-Contact land use within Hāmākua Loa Moku and Ko‘olau Moku. The more 

than 150 place names gathered and translated during the study highlight the abundance of 

resources in the region and associations with past cultural practices and land use. Additional 

documentation of the traditional background of the area included details of a legendary shore visit 

to Hāmākua Loa from the gods Kāne and Kanaloa, the special significance of the deep valleys and 

inland forests of the region, the history of the construction of the alahele and alaloa, a summary 

of the 39 recorded heiau in the region, and testimony describing the abundance of agriculture and 

other resources that supported a thriving pre-Contact population in East Maui.  

Early historic background research presented a regional perspective of the earliest Western 

accounts recorded in East Maui including Captain James Cook’s brief stop at Hāna in 1778, the 

arrival of the British ship, the Iphigenia at Hāna in 1788, the role of East Maui in the 1790 Kaua o 

Kawa‘anui (Battle of Great Canoes), and the arrival of the first missionaries to East Maui in the 

early 1800s.  

Documentation collected during The Māhele of 1848 provides information on the types and 

locations of terrestrial and marine resources in the region including agricultural plots, fishing 

grounds, naturally occurring plant resources, and water supply. Historic maps and claimant records 

were used to map the location of known LCA awards located in the vicinity of the License Area. 

The Māhele also marked a turning point in Hawai‘i’s history as Western commercial interests and 

travelers began their influence on the remote region of East Maui and elsewhere. One of the earliest 

effects, was the proliferation of Old World diseases. A review of early newspapers throughout the 

state documented outbreaks of influenza and smallpox specific to portions of East Maui.  
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The earliest records of Western industry in East Maui included L. L. Torbert’s potato plantation 

at Honua‘ula and the beginning of the construction of ditches, tunnels, and siphons to transport the 

waters of East Maui to the central isthmus for commercial sugarcane agriculture. On 30 September 

1876, the government of Hawai‘i gave permission to the plantations of Maui to take water from 

the principal six streams of the region and convey the water by ditch to their fields, for an annual 

rental of $100 (Kuykendall 1967:64). The project was completed on schedule and, in July 1877, 

the first water began flowing through the ditch to the Haiku Plantation. The transfer of water 

sparked the rise of the commercial sugar industry on Maui and prompted the expansion of the EMI 

Aqueduct System to include a present-day estimate of 50 miles of tunnels, 24 miles of ditches, 

inverted siphons and flumes, 388 intakes, eight reservoirs, 62 miles of private roads, and a solar-

powered radio telemetry system to monitor ditch flows (ASCE 2001).  

The changes that were underway in East Maui at the turn of the century are poetically captured 

in an excerpt from a 19 December 1898 article in The Hawaiian Star documenting a large land sale 

in Nāhiku: 

The district, one of the most fertile on the Islands, awakes out of its lethargy. The 

valleys which have only heard the roar of the cataract and the rush of the stream 

will wake to the sound of the steam whistle and the ax, and man will enter upon his 

kingdom. Cultivation and civilization will reign, but the wild beauty of the Koolau 

district will be gone. Again this is progress under annexation. (The Hawaiian Star 

1898) 

Rubber plantations in portions of East Maui soon followed sugar with the start of the Nāhiku 

Rubber Company, Koolau Rubber Company, American-Hawaiian Rubber Company, and the 

planting of rubber by the Nāhiku Sugar Company throughout the early 1900s. Ultimately a decline 

in the price of rubber doomed the Maui rubber industry. After testing for several years, the rubber 

growers concluded that it would not be profitable to continue. It was found that the temperature 

was hardly warm enough for rubber to grow best and that labor was much more expensive than at 

Malaysian plantations (Freeman 1927:64). 

Additional research into the history of East Maui included a summary of the development of 

the community of Ke‘anae, the construction of the Hāna Belt Road and subsequent designation of 

the corridor as an historic district, and a review of modern land use in the region focused on the 

activities of the more than 700,000 tourists that travel annually throughout this region.   

Previous archaeological research included a summary of approximately 45 archaeological 

studies conducted in the vicinity of the current License Area including early island-wide surveys, 

studies specific to the Hāna Highway, and studies conducted in the vicinity of each license area. 

In general, these studies document the rich archaeological landscape along the coast of the region 

and extending upward into many of the stream valleys. Findings include agricultural complexes, 

habitation areas, heiau, trails, walls, historic structures and remnants, WWII-era structures, and 

other associated artifacts and deposits. Few of these previous studies are within or overlap with 

the current License Area. 

CSH completed an archaeological field inspection between 15 and 18 May 2018 in conjunction 

with a survey of EMI infrastructure conducted by Mason Architects. While the primary focus of 

the survey was to visit 21 sluice gates along the EMI Aqueduct System for architectural 

recordation, CSH used the opportunity to inspect portions of the lease area along access roads, 
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ditch trails, and within upland stream valleys. The field inspection provided an opportunity to 

inspect some of the upland areas of the License Area within steep-sided valleys that have not been 

formally surveyed by archaeologists. As expected, ground visibility was poor due to thick 

vegetation cover throughout the License Area. Additionally, in many cases, the terrain on both the 

upslope and downslope sides of the access roads and trails consisted of nearly vertical valley walls 

that were inaccessible. No potential archaeological sites were observed. 

CSH archaeologist Angela Yates, B.S. completed a pedestrian inspection of the Wahinepe‘e 

area on 16 February 2020 in an effort to locate the legendary pōhaku in Wahinepe‘e. Thus 

additional field inspection effort was in response to comments received from the community on 

the DEIS. 

As there were no potential archaeological sites observed during the brief field inspection within 

the License Area, fieldwork focused on the documentation of the natural and built environment 

including the EMI Aqueduct System. Documentation included photographs and GPS location of 

various features of the system including sluice gates, ditches, tunnel openings, access roads, 

bridges, and meter stations.  

 Analysis  

4.2.1 Defining Project Impacts 

As defined by HAR§ 13-284-7(2)(b), effects or impacts of a project on significant historic 

properties “include, but are not limited to, partial or total destruction or alteration of the historic 

property, detrimental alteration of the properties’ surrounding environment, detrimental visual, 

spatial, noise or atmospheric impingement, increasing access with chance of resulting damage, and 

neglect resulting in deterioration or destruction.” These effects are generally considered in terms 

of direct and indirect impacts. Potential impacts to archaeological historic properties as a result of 

the Proposed Action and alternatives are discussed and based on the research conducted during 

this LRFI. As there were no archaeological historic properties identified during this study within 

the License Area, effects to specific significant historic properties are not presented.  

4.2.2 Proposed Action 

The Proposed Action constitutes the issuance of one long term (30 years) Water Lease from the 

BLNR for the continued "right, privilege, and authority to enter and go upon" the License Area 

for the "purpose of developing, diverting, transporting, and using government owned waters" 

through the existing EMI Aqueduct System which supplies water to domestic and agricultural 

water users. The Water Lease will enable the lessee to continue to go on lands owned by the State 

in order to maintain and repair existing access roads and trails used as part of the EMI Aqueduct 

System, and will allow continued operation of the EMI Aqueduct System to deliver water to the 

County of Maui DWS for domestic and agricultural water needs in Upcountry Maui, including the 

agricultural users as the Kula Agricultural Park (KAP), as well as for the Nāhiku community. It 

will also allow the continued provision of water to approximately 30,000 acres of agricultural lands 

in Central Maui. The proposed action is subject to the terms of the Interim Instream Flow Standard 

(IIFS) established by the Commission on Water Resource Management.  

For the Proposed Action, “maintenance and repair” involves keeping the waterways clear of 

trees, weeds, rocks, dirt, and anything that will potentially impede the flow of water. This includes 
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not only in the ditches, but in tunnels and flumes as well. While some of the maintenance and 

repair work is done by hand, other work requires small tractors and specialized equipment. 

However, maintenance and repair work of this nature in these areas has been going on for more 

than a century in connection with the continued operation and maintenance of the EMI Aqueduct 

system. 

In their 6 October 2017 Chapter 6E-8 historic preservation review letter (Log No. 2017.00026; 

Doc. No: 1706MBF11), the SHPD states that “the proposed water lease will not involve any 

ground disturbance, and that the potential impact of flooding from abandoning the diversions on 

five of the streams will not be greater than periodic naturally occurring events”.  

The Proposed Action will not include partial or total destruction or alteration of historic 

properties, detrimental alteration of the surrounding environment, detrimental visual, spatial, noise 

or atmospheric impingement, increasing access with chance of resulting damage, nor neglect 

resulting in deterioration or destruction. The Proposed Action does not include project-related 

ground disturbance or changes in water flow greater than periodic natural stream freshets. As such, 

the Proposed Action will have no impact to archaeological historic properties.  

4.2.3 No Action Alternative  

The No Action alternative is understood as the termination or non-issuance of the subject Water 

Lease (described in Section 4.2.1). Under this alternative, A&B would be permitted to 30% of the 

water from the larger 50,000-acre Collection Area based on previous agreements. 

4.2.3.1 Continued Maintenance of EMI Aqueduct System 

If the No Action alternative includes the continued maintenance and repair of the existing EMI 

Aqueduct System regardless of the issuance of the subject Water Lease, then the No Action 

alternative will not include partial or total destruction or alteration of historic properties, 

detrimental alteration of the surrounding environment, detrimental visual, spatial, noise or 

atmospheric impingement, increasing access with chance of resulting damage, nor neglect 

resulting in deterioration or destruction. Therefore, the No Action alternative with continued 

maintenance will have no impact to archaeological historic properties.  

4.2.3.2 No Continued Maintenance of EMI Aqueduct System  

Certain public comments on the Draft EIS suggested that if no water lease is secured, diversions 

through the EMI Aqueduct System would stop. However, as discussed in Section 3.3 of the EIS, 

even under the No Action (no water lease) alternative, approximately 30.76 mgd could continue 

to be diverted through the EMI Aqueduct System. If the owner of the EMI Aqueduct System 

elected to stop all diversions and not engage in continued maintenance and repair of the existing 

EMI Aqueduct System, that lack of maintenance has the potential to pose an impact to historic 

properties. The trees, weeds, rocks, and dirt that are routinely removed from the EMI Aqueduct 

System will begin to impede waterflow potentially causing erosion and overbank flooding in areas 

outside of established stream channels. Components of the EMI Aqueduct System may also 

deteriorate and begin to fail over time, causing additional impediments to waterways. The areas 

outside of the established stream channels have the potential to contain historic properties that 

could be affected by flooding and erosion. As an architectural resource, the EMI Aqueduct System 

would also be affected by “neglect resulting in deterioration or destruction” if maintenance and 

repair of the system are discontinued.     
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4.2.4 Water Sources Alternative 

The Water Sources alternative is understood as the decision to obtain water from new sources 

other than from the diversion of East Maui streams into the existing EMI Aqueduct System. These 

sources could include new wells, desalinization facilities, and reservoirs located on Maui Island.  

The construction of new wells, desalinization facilities, and reservoirs is assumed to include 

some level of project-related ground disturbance on Maui Island. Project-related ground 

disturbance has the potential to include partial or total destruction or alteration of historic 

properties, detrimental alteration of the surrounding environment, and/or detrimental visual, 

spatial, noise or atmospheric impingement. Therefore, the Water Sources alternative has the 

potential to impact historic properties that may be located within the footprint of new wells, 

desalinization facilities, and reservoirs. Prior to construction, consultation with the SHPD is 

recommended in order to determine the appropriate historic preservation requirements for the 

construction of new wells, desalinization facilities, and reservoirs. 

4.2.5 Water Lease Volume Alternative 

The Water Lease Volume alternative is understood as a modification (reduction) to the volume 

of water that is diverted from East Maui streams.  

A reduction in the volume of water diverted from East Maui streams will not include partial or 

total destruction or alteration of historic properties, detrimental alteration of the surrounding 

environment, detrimental visual, spatial, noise or atmospheric impingement, increasing access 

with chance of resulting damage, nor neglect resulting in deterioration or destruction. As such, the 

Water Lease Volume alternative will have no impact to archaeological historic properties.  

4.2.6 Lease Terms Alternative 

The Lease Terms alternative is understood as a modification to the length of the proposed lease 

term for the “right, privilege, and authority to enter and go upon” the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, 

Honomanū, and Huelo License Areas for the “purpose of developing, diverting, transporting, and 

using government owned waters” through the existing EMI Aqueduct System. The Proposed 

Action constitutes the issuance of one long term (30 years) Water Lease, and this alternative 

considers either a shorter or longer lease term.  

The duration of the Water Lease will not necessarily include partial or total destruction or 

alteration of historic properties, detrimental alteration of the surrounding environment, detrimental 

visual, spatial, noise or atmospheric impingement, increasing access with chance of resulting 

damage, nor neglect resulting in deterioration or destruction. As such, the Lease Terms alternative 

will have no impact to archaeological historic properties. 

4.2.7 Management Alternative 

The Management alternative is understood as a change of the entity that manages the diversion 

of water from East Maui streams.  

A change in management will not include partial or total destruction or alteration of historic 

properties, detrimental alteration of the surrounding environment, detrimental visual, spatial, noise 

or atmospheric impingement, increasing access with chance of resulting damage, nor neglect 
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resulting in deterioration or destruction. As such, the Management alternative will have no impact 

to archaeological historic properties.  

4.2.8 Central Maui Agriculture 

While the current LRFI study has been geographically focused on the approximately 33,000-

acre License Area in East Maui, public comments on the Draft EIS raised questions about indirect 

impacts to historic properties as a result of the Proposed Action, which will allow for the diversion 

of water to Central Maui and associated agricultural ground disturbance. As of October 2019, an 

average of 27 million gallons per day (MGD) was being diverted from East Maui streams through 

the EMI Aqueduct System for use in Central and Upcountry Maui. Those uses included the County 

of Maui’s take for its Kamaole WTP and the Kula Ag Park as well as for the Nāhiku community, 

and use by Mahi Pono and its lessees for agricultural, industrial and fire suppression needs.  

As of October 2019, Mahi Pono’s agricultural uses in Central Maui irrigated by the East Maui 

stream waters included: 500 acres in sweet potato in an area leased to Maui Best Inc., a local 

farming company specializing in growing Okinawan sweet potato; 70 acres in red and white 

potato; 40 acres in citrus; and more than 500 acres in sorghum grass for cattle feed. 

Since that time, Mahi Pono has continued to expand its agricultural activities on its Central 

Maui lands within the previously established plow zones. As of October 2019, Mahi Pono 

projected that that by the end of the calendar year 2020, it could be cultivating the following within 

Central Maui: 3,300 acres in orchard crops, including lemons, limes, oranges, avocadoes, coffee, 

macadamia nuts; 430 acres in row crops, which includes the 70 acres planted in 2019; 250 acres 

in Community Farm Project; 98 acres in tropical fruits; and 12,700 acres in cattle operations. 

Based on the above planned estimates made as of October 2019, Mahi Pono projected that its 

total water needs from the East Maui watershed/streams over the course of 2020 would be on 

average approximately 45.02 MGD, peaking at 56.09 MGD at year end. This includes not only the 

crop needs in Central Maui, but also water that will be used for agricultural processing/historical 

lessees, for fire protection/reservoirs/etc., and for the County of Maui’s needs. 

The proposed agricultural use by Mahi Pono in Central Maui will be confined to existing 

agricultural fields that, prior to the end of sugar production in 2016, were continuously plowed for 

more than a century. Additional plowing within an established agricultural plow zone will not pose 

a new or increased impact to historic properties any more so than past agricultural plowing.  

There is a potential to impact known and/or undocumented historic properties if ground 

disturbance occurs outside of established agricultural fields or significantly deeper than the 

established agricultural plow zone. Previous archaeological surveys throughout Maui County have 

documented numerous historic properties within gulches that extend through current and former 

agricultural fields (Davis 1977; E. M. Fredericksen and D. L. Fredericksen 2003; Ketner et al. 

2007; Lee-Greig et al. 2014; Yucha and Hammatt 2020) and have identified historic properties, 

including human burials, beneath agricultural plow zones (Yucha and Yucha 2018 Draft; Yucha 

et al. 2017). 

4.2.9 Public Access 

Public access to the License Area is currently limited to permitted access by hunting groups 

and hiking clubs. Access to the Ko‘olau Forest Reserve Hunting Units, which include portions of 
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the Huelo, Honomanū, Ke‘anae, and Nāhiku License Areas, is managed by the Department of 

Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) Division of Forestry and Wildlife. In order to hunt in these 

areas, hunters must first obtain a license from the DLNR and an EMI Permit/Waiver. Access to 

the hunting units is managed by EMI through eight existing access roads. Hunters are permitted to 

enter the areas by vehicle but must traverse most areas by foot. Hiking is also a permitted 

recreational use within the License Area and is limited to hiking clubs. Hiking access requires a 

Hiking Waiver form EMI. 

Access to the License Area is limited for the safety of entrants. For hunters, hunting grounds 

are limited to one hunting party per hunting area, as regulated by the DLNR. The hiking groups 

that currently access the License Area, Sierra Club Maui Group and Mauna Ala Hiking Club, enter 

the License Area by foot and are guided by a club hiking expert with a manageable number of 

people, however, access is not limited to these two clubs. Any hiking clubs wishing to access the 

License Are must follow the same procedures. Limiting access to the License Area also limits 

potential impacts to historic properties.  

Increased public access has the potential to pose a greater impact to historic properties and the 

environment, especially if public access is unmanaged. For example, recently, concerns for these 

impacts have prompted visitor limitations to the culturally significant Hā‘ena State Park on the 

north shore of Kauai (Wu 2018). Potential impacts from unmanaged access could include looting 

and “rock-robbing” of surface and subsurface historic properties, littering, harvesting of 

archaeologically associated flora such as ti (Cordyline fruticose), trampling or erosion from 

pedestrian/vehicular access, and unpermitted ground disturbance. Significant impacts to historic 

properties as a result of unmanaged access have been documented elsewhere in the State 

(Azambuja 2013; Wu 2019). Background research and input received by the community during 

the cultural impact assessment indicate the potential for historic properties within the License 

Area. This LRFI did not include an inventory of all historic properties in the License Area, 

therefore specific historic properties that could be impacted by increased public access were not 

identified. 

4.2.10 Climate Change 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency states the following: 

Hawaii’s climate is changing. In the last century, air temperatures have increased 

between one-half and one degree (F). Warming in the oceans around Hawaii has 

damaged coral reefs, and, in recent decades, increased ocean acidity has threatened 

reefs and other marine ecosystems. Average precipitation decreased in the last 

century, reducing freshwater availability on some islands and affecting delicate 

land-based ecosystems, often harming native species. In the last 50 years, sea level 

has risen along Hawaii’s shores, increasing erosion and threatening coastal 

communities and infrastructure. (United States Environmental Protection Agency 

2016)  

A 2016 study on Climate Change Impacts on Cultural Landscapes in the Pacific West Region 

identifies the 86.24-acre Pu‘ukoholā Heiau National Historic Site on the northwest coast of 

Hawai‘i Island as susceptible to sea-level rise, particular the coconut grove, a contributing feature 

of the site (Melnick et al. 2016). Pu‘ukoholā Heiau National Historic Site is one documented 

example of impacts to low-lying coastal historic properties from climate change in Hawai‘i. 
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A 2017 Hawai‘i Sea Level Rise Vulnerability and Adaptation Report identifies 3,130 acres on 

Maui that would be subject to chronic flooding due to 3.2 feet (0.97 m) of sea level rise. The study 

describes the socioeconomic impact of sea level rise that would include the displacement of 1,600 

individuals, the loss of 760 structures, and the flooding of 11.2 miles of roadway on Maui (Tetra 

Tech and DLNR Office of Conservation and Coastal Lands 2017).  

Th study addresses cultural resources on the Island of Maui as follows: 

In addition to Native Hawaiian communities, many Native Hawaiian cultural and 

historical resources are located near the shoreline and are threatened by sea level 

rise. Coastal erosion already threatens area that have served as burial grounds, home 

sites fish ponds, and other places of cultural significance (Kane et al. 2012). The 

number of cultural sites on Maui in the SLR-XA is projected to increase from 33 

sites with 1.1 feet of sea level rise, to 48 with 3.2 feet of sea level rise. This includes 

an unnamed resource located along the coast in Ke‘anae. (Tetra Tech and DLNR 

Office of Conservation and Coastal Lands 2017:105) 

Historic properties located within the chronic flooding area are already being impacted by sea 

level rise. Burial sites along the Hāmākuapoko District coastline, located approximately 15.0 km 

(9.3 miles) from the License Area, are being impacted by high surf and high tide events leading to 

the inadvertent exposure and discovery of human skeletal remains (SHPD 2019a, 2019b, 2020).  

As discussed by Tetra Tech and DLNR Office of Conservation and Coastal Lands (2017), the 

low-lying traditional landscape of Ke‘anae Peninsula in East Maui is particularly vulnerable to sea 

level rise.  Potential impacts could include inundation of near coastal lo‘i and historic structures 

or indirect impacts to water quality in pond fields with the introduction of increased salinity.  

The License Area is not a coastal property. The License Area occupies elevations from 

approximately 30 m to 2286 m (100 ft to 7500 ft) above mean sea level, therefore, any historic 

properties that may be present in the License Area are outside of the area that could be impacted 

by coastal flooding based on the sea-level rise projections in reviewed studies.  

Climate change has the potential to decrease rainfall amounts within the License Area, therefore 

causing a decrease in stream flow. Decreases in rainfall amounts are unlikely to directly impact 

historic properties that may be located within or in the vicinity of the stream since a decrease in 

rainfall is not expected to cause an increase in ground disturbance. However, a decrease in rainfall 

amounts and stream flow may indirectly result in an increase in required maintenance and repair 

of the EMI Aqueduct System.  

Climate change has the potential to increase the frequency and intensity of weather-related 

events, such as tropical storms, hurricanes, and brush fires. These events have the potential to 

impact surface and subsurface historic properties anywhere on Maui with limited notice or 

predictability.   
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Section 5    Recommendations 

 Proposed Action, No Action Alternative with Continued 

Maintenance of EMI Aqueduct System, Water Lease Volume 

Alternative, Lease Terms Alternative, and Management 

Alternative 

Based on the research and analysis conducted as part of this study, the Proposed Action, No 

Action Alternative with Continued Maintenance of EMI Aqueduct System, Water Lease Volume 

Alternative, Lease Terms Alternative, and Management Alternative will have no impact to 

archaeological historic properties within the License Area because none of these actions include 

related significant ground disturbance within previously undisturbed areas. If, through future 

implementation of the Proposed Action or alternatives, ground disturbance subject to County, 

State, and/or Federal permits is required, then CSH recommends consultation with the SHPD to 

determine historic preservation requirements. 

 No Continued Maintenance of EMI Aqueduct System 

Without continued maintenance of the EMI Aqueduct System, debris will begin impeding water 

flow within the EMI Aqueduct System and adjoining streams, leading to potential flooding and 

erosion. Components of the EMI Aqueduct System may also fail over time and cause substantial 

impediments to water flow. CSH recommends consultation with the SHPD if ground disturbing 

activities are planned to mitigate flooding or erosion caused by neglect of maintenance and repair 

to the EMI Aqueduct System. The SHPD should also be consulted in the event that components 

of the EMI Aqueduct System require removal or repair with associated ground disturbance.   

 Water Sources Alternative    

The Water Sources Alternative has the potential to include project-related ground disturbance 

on Maui Island as alternative sources are sought through drilling or land clearing for the 

construction of related facilities or infrastructure. CSH recommends consultation with the SHPD 

for any future project related to the Water Sources Alternative that includes ground disturbance.  

 Central Maui Agriculture  

Mahi Pono’s Central Maui agriculture use includes ground disturbance in agricultural zones 

that have been subject to the same type and extent of ground disturbance for more than a century. 

CSH recommends consultation with the SHPD in the event that agricultural use in Central Maui 

is proposed for areas outside of established agricultural zones or for projects that would involve 

ground disturbance beneath the agricultural plow zone.  

 Public Access 

Increased public access has the potential to pose a greater impact to historic properties, 

especially if public access is unmanaged. Presently, the DLNR and EMI maintain a limited access 

policy that allows for permitted access by hunting and hiking groups. As discussed in the project’s 
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cultural impact assessment, CSH recommends that the access policy also include access by cultural 

practitioners via a similar waiver process.  

In order to increase public awareness of human impacts in the License Area,  CSH recommends 

the installation of signage at common public access points to the License Area along Hāna 

Highway that describes the access policy, cautions potential entrants on impacts to the 

environment and historic properties (with reference to penalties per HRS §6E-11), and provides 

the contact information of the lease-holder, DLNR, the SHPD, and the Division of Conservation 

and Resources Enforcement (DOCARE). The signs could also include a cultural/historical 

interpretive component in consultation with the community and subject to the review of the SHPD. 

CSH recommends any persons who are required to entire the License Area as part of the 

Proposed Action or Alternatives be made aware of the potential for discovery of undocumented 

surface historic properties such as walls, trails, terraces, mounds, and/or caves. These structures 

should be avoided, protected, and reported to the SHPD. The SHPD will determine if additional 

mitigation is required.  

In the event that human skeletal remains are identified within the License Area as part of the 

Proposed Action or Alternatives, any work in the immediate vicinity of the remains will be stopped 

and the discovery will be immediately reported to the SHPD (during regular business hours) or to 

DOCARE (outside of regular business hours) and to the Maui Police Department (to include 

notification to the medical examiner) in accordance with HAR §13-300-40. 

In the event that a historic property other than a burial is inadvertently discovered within the 

License Area as part of the Proposed Action or Alternatives, work in the immediate area will be 

halted and the SHPD will be notified as soon as possible in accordance with HAR §13-280-3. The 

SHPD shall gather sufficient information to evaluate the significance of the historic property. 

This recommendation is in line with recommendations that were made for the Waikamoi 

Preserve during a cultural-historical study of East Maui (Maly and Maly 2006).  

 Climate Change 

There are no recommendations specific to the License Area, the Proposed Action, or 

alternatives to address impacts to historic properties from climate change. The License Area 

occupies elevations from approximately 30 m to 2286 m (100 ft to 7500 ft) above mean sea level, 

therefore, any historic properties that may be present in the License Area are unlikely to be 

impacted by coastal flooding based on the sea-level rise projections in reviewed studies. The 2017 

Hawai‘i Sea Level Rise Vulnerability and Adaptation Report recommends a statewide approach 

to preserve Native Hawaiian culture and communities with sea level rise that includes: 1) Develop 

an archipelagic-wide inventory of Native Hawaiian cultural resources and practices impacted by 

sea level rise; 2) Work with Native Hawaiian Communities to develop a culturally-based 

adaptation process and protocols to preserve iwi kupuna and Native Hawaiian cultural resources 

and practices with sea level rise; and 3) Develop adaptation plans to preserve access to coastal 

lands and water within Native Hawaiian communities with sea level rise (Tetra Tech and DLNR 

Office of Conservation and Coastal Lands 2017:238-240). 
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Management Summary 

Document Title 

and Reference 

Cultural Impact Assessment for the Proposed Lease (Water Lease) for the 

Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo License Areas (East Maui 

Aqueduct System), Multiple Ahupua‘a, Makawao and Hāna District, Maui 

Island, TMKs: [2] 1-1-001:044, 50, 1-1-002:002, 1-2-004:005, 007 (por.), 

2-9-014:001, 005, 011, 012, 017 (Hammatt 2020) 

Date June 2019, Updated October 2020 

Project Number Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH) Job Code: MAUI 27 

Agencies  Department of Health – Office of Environmental Quality Control (DOH-

OEQC) 

Land Jurisdiction State of Hawai‘i 

Project Proponent Alexander & Baldwin Inc. (A&B) / East Maui Irrigation Company, 

Limited (EMI), collectively referred to as “A&B” 

Project Location The proposed Water Lease includes the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and 

Huelo license areas (herein referred to as “License Area”) within the State 

of Hawai‘i Forest Reserve on the northern slope of Haleakalā. The License 

Area includes portions of the modern judicial districts of Makawao and 

Hāna, the traditional moku of Hāmākua Loa and Ko‘olau, and numerous 

ahupua‘a. The License Area is depicted on portions of the 1992a Haiku, 

1992c Keanae, 1991 Kilohana, 1992d Nahiku, and 1992b Hana U.S. 

Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles. The 

streams within the proposed License Area are described in Section 1.3.3. 

 

This Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) includes a regional analysis of the 

License Area, including 12 streams that were not subject to the June 20, 

2018 Interim Instream Flow Standard (IIFS) decision (referred to as the 

“non-Petitioned streams”). Although several comments received during the 

June 2019 Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) comment period 

claim that the CIA did not address these streams, the streams were in fact 

part of the broader regional analysis. The regional analysis included in this 

CIA addresses the following non-Petitioned streams: 

• Kōlea, Punalu‘u, Ka‘aiea, ‘O‘opuloa (Makanali Tributary), Puehu, 

Nāili‘ilihaele, Kailua, Hanahana (Ohanui Tributary – also known as 

Hanawana and Hanauna), Hoalua, Waipi‘o, Mokupapa, and 

Ho‘olawa (Ho‘olawa ili and Ho‘olawa nui Tributaries). 

The CIA included in the DEIS also identified Puakea Stream as another 

stream that was not included as part of the June 20, 2018 IIFS decision; 

however, it was later determined that Puakea Stream is a tributary of 

Pa‘akea Stream, located within the Ke‘anae license area and discussed 

within the CIA. 
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Project 

Description 

The Proposed Action constitutes the issuance of one long-term (30 years) 

Water Lease from the Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) for 

the continued “right, privilege, and authority to enter and go upon” the 

License Area for the “purpose of developing, diverting, transporting, and 

using government owned waters” through the existing EMI Aqueduct 

System which supplies water to domestic and agricultural water users. The 

Water Lease will enable the lessee to continue to go upon lands owned by 

the State in order to maintain and repair existing access roads and trails 

used as part of the EMI Aqueduct System. It will allow continued operation 

of the EMI Aqueduct System to deliver water to the Maui County 

Department of Water Supply (MDWS) for domestic and agricultural water 

needs in Upcountry Maui, including agricultural users at the Kula 

Agricultural Park (KAP) and the future 262-acre KAP expansion, as well as 

the Nāhiku community. It also will allow for the continued provision of 

water to approximately 30,000 acres of agricultural lands in Central Maui. 

For the Proposed Action, “maintenance and repair” involves keeping the 

waterways clear of trees, weeds, rocks, dirt, and anything that will 

potentially impede the flow of water. This includes not only the ditches, but 

also tunnels and flumes. While some of the maintenance and repair work is 

done by hand, other work requires small tractors and specialized 

equipment. Maintenance and repair work of this nature in these areas has 

been ongoing for more than a century in connection with the continued 

operation and maintenance of the EMI Aqueduct System. 

Project Acreage The License Area encompasses a total of approximately 33,000 acres 

(13,355 hectares). 

Document 

Purpose 

This CIA provides information pertinent to the Proposed Action’s potential 

impacts on cultural beliefs, practices, and resources pursuant to the State of 

Hawai‘i environmental review process under Hawai‘i Revised Statutes 

(HRS) Chapter 343. The CIA follows the Environmental Council’s 

Guidelines for Assessing Cultural Impacts, including the following 

protocol: 1) identification of and consultation with individuals and 

organizations with expertise in the resources, practices and beliefs found 

within the broad geographical area or ahupua’a; 2) identification of and 

consultation with those of knowledge of the potentially affected area; 3) 

gathering information and conducting interviews with those of knowledge 

of the potentially affected area; 4) conducting historical and other 

culturally related documentary research; 5) identifying and describing the 

cultural resources, practices, and beliefs connected to the potentially 

affected area; and, 6) assessing the impact, alternatives, and measures to 

mitigate the proposed action on the cultural resources, practices and beliefs 

identified through this process (see “Guide to the Implementation and 

Practice of Hawaii Environmental Policy Act,” 2012 Edition, citing 
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guidelines as adopted by the Environmental Council, State of Hawai‘i, 

November 19, 1997).  

 

In addition, this CIA is intended to provide information to State and 

County agencies when making decisions that may impact cultural, 

historical, or natural resources or native Hawaiian traditional and 

customary practices. As required by the framework set forth in Ka Pa‘akai 

O Ka ʻĀina v. Land Use Commission, the CIA includes “specific findings 

and conclusions as to the following: (1) the identity and scope of valued 

cultural, historical, or natural resources in the petition area, including the 

extent to which traditional and customary native Hawaiian rights are 

exercised in the petition area; (2) the extent to which those resources—

including traditional and customary native Hawaiian rights—will be 

affected or impaired by the proposed action; and, (3) the feasible action, if 

any, to be taken by the [agency] to reasonably protect native Hawaiian 

rights if they are found to exist” Ka Pa‘akai O Ka ʻĀina v. Land Use 

Commission, 94 Hawai‘i 31, 74, 7 P.3d 1068, 1084 (2000). 

 

In addition to contributing to the environmental review process, this 

document will likely also support the Proposed Action’s historic 

preservation review under HRS §6E and HAR §13-275 and §13-284.  

Summary of 

Methodology & 

Results 

In preparing this CIA, CSH followed the protocol recommended by the 

Environmental Council as presented in its November 19, 1997 Guidelines. 

The methodology used is detailed in Section 2 of this report. The results for 

each aspect of the CIA protocol are summarized as follows and detailed in 

each respective section of this CIA (see specific section references below):  

 

1) CSH identified individuals and organizations with expertise in the 

resources, practices, and beliefs found within the License Area 

utilizing an in-house database of kūpuna (elders), kama‘āina (native 

born), cultural practitioners, lineal and cultural descendants, Native 

Hawaiian Organizations (NHOs; includes Hawaiian Civic Clubs 

and those included on the Department of Interior’s NHO list), and 

community groups. CSH also contacted agencies such as SHPD, 

OHA, and the appropriate Island Burial Council for their response 

on the project and to identify lineal and cultural descendants, 

individuals and NHOs with cultural expertise and/or knowledge of 

the License Area. CSH also remained open to referrals and new 

contacts throughout the process. A table of community contacts is 

provided in Section 5.4 of this CIA.  

 

2) CSH then identified and consulted with those possessing 

knowledge of the potentially affected area. During the CIA 

consultation period, CSH contacted 136 individuals and 
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organizations with expertise in the cultural resources, practices, and 

beliefs of East Maui. Following the DEIS public comment period, 

CSH sought out those individuals who had provided comment on 

the June 2019 DEIS specific to the CIA. CSH also used information 

provided in declarations made by members of the community and 

members of Nā Moku Aupuni o Ko‘olau given to the Commission 

on Water Resource Management (CWRM) in 2014 as part of a 

contested case on the IIFS that was decided in June 2018. 

 

3) CSH then gathered information and conducted interviews with 

those possessing knowledge of the potentially affected area. Of 

those consulted during the CIA consultation period, a total of 15 

people/agencies responded to a consultation letter sent by CSH. 

Three people participated in formal interviews. Of those consulted 

following the DEIS comment period, a total of 10 additional 

individuals and organizations were contacted, with four responses, 

including a videoconference and two written follow-up responses, a 

written questionnaire prepared by two OHA staff members, and one 

telephone interview. Interviews and comments are presented in 

Section 5.5. 

 

4) CSH also conducted historical and other culturally related 

documentary research. Over 240 cultural documents, primary and 

secondary cultural and historical sources, previous archaeological 

reports, historic maps, and photographs were reviewed for 

information pertaining to the study area (see Section 8 for a 

complete list). 

 

5) CSH identified and described the cultural resources, practices, and 

beliefs connected to the potentially affected area. Based on the 

cultural and historical background presented above, in conjunction 

with archaeological evidence, oral histories, declarations, and 

interviews throughout East Maui, it is the finding of the current 

analysis that there are specific valued natural and cultural resources 

within the License Area. Details regarding traditional cultural 

practices within the License Area are provided in Section 6 and 

include information on agriculture and subsistence, aquaculture, 

habitation, and mo‘olelo (stories) and wahi pana (legendary places). 

Table 16 of Section 6 identifies cultural resources, practices, and 

beliefs organized by stream.  

 

6) CSH then assessed the impact, alternatives, and measures to 

mitigate the proposed action on the cultural resources, practices and 
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beliefs identified through this process. The assessment includes 

discussion of potential impacts on the following: 1) regional 

environment; 2) taro farming; 3) freshwater ecosystems; 4) cultural 

sites; 5) access by cultural practitioners; and 6) climate change. 

These potential impacts are described in Section 7.5.2. CSH then 

developed recommendations for mitigation based upon CSH 

expertise, research and input received during the CIA consultation 

process, and based upon other technical studies that have been 

prepared for the EIS. These mitigation recommendations are 

presented in Section 7.5.3.  

 

CSH also provided analysis of project alternatives including the 

following: No Action Alternative; Water Sources Alternative; 

Water Lease Volume Alternative; Lease Terms Alternative; 

Management Alternative; and Modified Lease Area Alternative. 

The analysis of alternatives is presented in Section 7.5.5.  

Timeline The following chronology provides an overview of key events, decisions, 

and actions that occurred just prior to or during preparation of this CIA: 

 

• Late 2014 – Declarations by members of the community and 

members of Nā Moku Aupuni o Ko‘olau given to CWRM as part of 

a contested case on the IIFS 

• July 2016 – CWRM Order re Interim Restoration of Stream Flow 

that ordered the following streams, on which diversion had stopped, 

to remain undiverted until further order: Waiokamilo Stream, East 

and West Wailuanui, Makapipi, Hanawi, Waiohue, East Wailuaiki, 

West Wailuaiki, Waikamoi, Kapiliula, and Puaka‘a 

• December 2016 – End of commercial sugar production by A&B in 

Central Maui 

• January 2017 – CSH contracted to begin research and coordination 

related to the CIA 

• October 2017 – SHPD issued historic preservation review letter no 

longer requiring an Archaeological Inventory Survey Plan (AISP) 

or Archaeological Inventory Survey (AIS) for the Water Lease 

• December 2017 – CSH began community consultation with a 

consultation letter mailed to 136 individuals and organizations with 

expertise/knowledge in the cultural resources, practices, and beliefs 

of East Maui 

• February 16, 2018 – CSH interview with Mr. Skippy Hau (see 

Section 5.5.2) 

• April 13, 2018 – CSH interview with Mr. Kyle Nakanelua (see 

Section 5.5.1) 
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• June 20, 2018 – CWRM Decision & Order (D&O) regarding the 

IIFS for 27 streams in East Maui 

• June 26, 2018 – CSH interview with Mr. Garrett Hew (see Section 

5.5.3) 

• December 2018 – A&B sale of farm holdings to Mahi Pono 

• March 2019 – CSH concluded community consultation for the CIA 

in the DEIS 

• June 2019 – CSH prepared a CIA based on community input 

received through the 2014 CWRM declarations, the December 2017 

through March 2019 CIA consultation period, and CSH expertise 

for inclusion in the DEIS, which was posted on the DOH-OEQC 

website for public comment 

• February 2020 – CSH sought out 10 additional individuals and 

organizations who had provided comment on the June 2019 DEIS 

specific to the CIA  

• March 13, 2020 – National COVID-19 Emergency Declaration 

• March 16, 2020 – CSH joint interview with Ms. Lucienne de Naie 

and Mr. Albert Perez via Zoom videoconferencing (see Sections 

5.5.6 and 5.5.7) 

• March 24, 2020 – CSH telephone interview with Mr. Lafayette 

Young (see Section 5.5.5) 

• April 2020 – CSH received completed joint written questionnaire 

from Mr. Kamakana Ferreira and Mr. Wayne Tanaka of the Office 

of Hawaiian Affairs (see Section 5.5.4) 

• May 2020 – CSH received written comments from Ms. Lucienne 

de Naie for inclusion in the CIA (see Section 5.5.6) 

• May 2020 – CSH received written comments from Mr. Albert 

Perez for inclusion in the CIA (see Section 5.5.7) 

• June 2020 – CSH concluded community consultation for final CIA 

• August 2020 – CSH updated the CIA to incorporate the additional 

consultation undertaken between February 2020 through June 2020, 

CSH expertise and research, and other technical studies 

Summary of the 

Application of Ka 

Pa‘akai Analysis 

to the Proposed 

Action 

Identification of Traditional and Customary Cultural Practices 

Traditional and customary cultural practices associated with natural and 

cultural resources were identified during consultation and research. In 

general, these practices include foraging, traditional gathering, and 

generational gathering of native and introduced plants and animals that 

include freshwater and marine species. Practices identified also include 

fishing, gathering of rocks for traditional food preparation, and knowledge 

of, or access to, cultural sites, including but not limited to cultural sites in 

the A&B/Mahi Pono agricultural fields of Hāmākua Poko and Hāmākua 

Loa, a legendary pōhaku in Wahinepe‘e, and Papanene Heiau. CSH 

archaeologists were unable to locate the legendary pōhaku in Wahinepe‘e 
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or Papanene Heiau within the License Area during a field inspection based 

on available documentation of these sites (Yucha and Hammatt 2020). Out 

of respect for privacy, CSH did not probe community interview 

participants about precise locations of cultural sites and practices during 

the consultation period. Traditional and customary cultural practices are 

further described in Section 6 and also addressed in Section 7.5.1 of this 

CIA.  

  

Identification of Potential Impacts 

Potential impacts identified in the CIA included in the DEIS were as 

follows: 1) regional environment; 2) taro farming; 3) freshwater 

ecosystems; and 4) cultural sites. Following public review of and comment 

on the DEIS, CSH conducted additional outreach to 14 individuals or 

organizations and identified access by cultural practitioners as an additional 

potential impact. At the request of the project proponent, CSH also 

completed an analysis of potential impacts from climate change. 

 

In summary, this CIA includes discussion of potential impacts on the 

following:  1) regional environment; 2) taro farming; 3) freshwater 

ecosystems; 4) cultural sites; 5) access by cultural practitioners; and 6) 

climate change. Each identified potential impact is described in Section 

7.5.2. 

  

Recommended Mitigation 

The CIA included in the DEIS described potential impacts to the regional 

environment, taro farming, freshwater ecosystems, and cultural sites. For 

impacts to the regional environment, taro farming, freshwater ecosystems, 

the CIA deferred to other qualified professionals to make recommendations 

for mitigation. CSH has updated the CIA to now include two additional 

impacts (access by cultural practitioners and climate change) as well as the 

mitigation recommendations that have been provided by qualified 

professionals within the technical studies prepared for the EIS. These 

studies include the field surveys and habitat modeling conducted by Trutta 

Environmental Solutions, Inc., the terrestrial flora and fauna study prepared 

by SWCA Environmental Consultants, and the social impact assessment 

prepared by Earthplan. Mitigation recommendations also include pertinent 

information from the CWRM D&O for impacts to taro farming. For those 

impacts falling within CSH subject matter expertise, CSH offers specific 

recommendations based upon community consultation, technical 

knowledge, and relevant research. In general, recommended mitigation 

includes specific monitoring, training, inspecting, communicating, and 

reporting measures that have been proposed by CWRM, CSH, and other 

technical studies.  
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CSH offers specific recommendations summarized as follows: 1) continue 

monitoring and public reporting of stream flow volumes through 

maintenance and upgrades to the existing system of optical encoders with 

float tape and data loggers within the EMI Aqueduct System; 2) notify and 

ensure appropriate training of any persons required to enter the License 

Area as part of the Proposed Action or alternatives regarding the potential 

for discovery of undocumented cultural sites and the procedures for 

reporting such finds; and, 3) facilitate access via an appropriate access 

policy and procedure for cultural practitioners who wish to enter the 

License Area to practice their traditional and customary Native Hawaiian 

rights in accordance with applicable law.  

 

Consistent with the spirit and intent of the process surrounding cultural 

impact assessments, CSH also recommends that any further amendments to 

the Proposed Action and its potential impacts on the identified cultural 

resources, practices, and beliefs be fully vetted with the potentially affected 

community by engaging relevant stakeholders in discussion.  Such 

discussion would keep the community informed while inviting feedback on 

approaches to addressing potential impacts and exploring alternatives and 

appropriate mitigation measures. 

 

The mitigation measures suggested in this CIA have the potential to 

mitigate impacts of the Proposed Action on the cultural resources, practices 

and beliefs described. A detailed summary of mitigation recommendations 

is provided in Section 7.5.3. 
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Section 1    Introduction 

 Project Background 

At the request of Wilson Okamoto Corporation (WOC), Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH) 

has conducted a Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) for the proposed Water Lease for the Nāhiku, 

Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo license areas, TMKs: [2] 1-1-001:044, 50, 1-1-002:002, 1-2-

004:005, 007 (por.), 2-9-014:001, 005, 011, 012, 017. The project includes the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, 

Honomanū, and Huelo license areas (License Area) that are located within State of Hawai‘i Forest 

Reserve on the northern slope of Haleakalā. The License Area includes portions of the modern 

judicial districts of Makawao and Hāna, the traditional moku of Hāmākua Loa and Ko‘olau, and 

the following ahupua‘a (traditional land division spanning from the mountain to the sea): 

Honopou, Huelo, Mokupapa, Waipioiki, Waipionui, Hanehoi, West Hanawana, East Hanawana, 

Pu‘uomaile, Pāpa‘a‘ea, West Makaīwa, East Makaīwa, Honomanū, Ke‘anae, Wailua Nui, Wailua 

Iki, Pa‘akea, Nāhiku, and Ko‘olau. The License Area encompasses approximately 33,000 acres 

(13,355 hectares) of land owned by the State of Hawai‘i, and approximately 13,000 acres of 

privately owned land. The License Area is depicted on portions of the 1992a Haiku, 1992c Keanae, 

1991 Kilohana, 1992d Nahiku, and 1992b Hana U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5-minute 

topographic quadrangles (Figure 1), tax map keys (Figure 2 through Figure 5), and an aerial 

photograph (Figure 6). The streams within the proposed License Area are described in Section 

1.3.3. 

The CIA includes a regional analysis of the License Area, including 12 streams that were not 

subject to the June 20, 2018 Interim Instream Flow Standard (IIFS) decision (referred to as the 

“non-Petitioned streams”). Although several comments received during the June 2019 Draft 

Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) comment period claim that the CIA did not address these 

streams, the streams were in fact part of the broader regional analysis. The regional analysis 

included in this CIA addresses the following non-Petitioned streams: 

Kōlea, Punalu‘u, Ka‘aiea, ‘O‘opuloa (Makanali Tributary), Puehu, Nāili‘ilihaele, Kailua, 

Hanahana (Ohanui Tributary – also known as Hanawana and Hanauna), Hoalua, Waipi‘o, 

Mokupapa, and Ho‘olawa (Ho‘olawa ili and Ho‘olawa nui Tributaries). 

The CIA included in the DEIS also identified Puakea Stream as another stream that was not 

included as part of the June 20, 2018 IIFS decision; however, it was later determined that Puakea 

Stream is a tributary of Pa‘akea Stream, located within the Ke‘anae license area and discussed in 

the CIA. 

The Proposed Action constitutes the issuance of one long-term (30 years) Water Lease from 

the Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) for the continued “right, privilege, and 

authority to enter and go upon” the License Area for the “purpose of developing, diverting, 

transporting, and using government owned waters” through the existing EMI Aqueduct System 

which supplies water to domestic and agricultural water users. The Water Lease will enable the 

lessee to continue to go upon lands owned by the State in order to maintain and repair existing 

access roads and trails used as part of the EMI Aqueduct System. It will allow continued operation  
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Figure 1. Portions of the 1992a Haiku, 1992c Keanae, 1991 Kilohana, 1992d Nahiku, and 1992b Hana USGS 7.5-minute topographic 

quadrangles showing the location of the License Area (Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo license areas) 
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Figure 2. Tax Map Key (TMK): [2] 2-9-014 showing a portion of the Huelo license area (Hawai‘i TMK Service 2014)
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Figure 3. TMK: [2] 1-1-001 showing a portion of the Huelo and Honomanū license areas (Hawai‘i TMK Services 2014)
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Figure 4. TMK: [2] 1-1-002 showing the Ke‘anae license area (Hawai‘i TMK Service 2014)
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Figure 5. TMK: [2] 1-2-004 showing the Nāhiku license area (Hawai‘i TMK Service 2014)
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Figure 6. 2009 aerial image showing license areas (ESRI Web Server 2009) 
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of the EMI Aqueduct System to deliver water to the Maui County Department of Water Supply 

(MDWS) for domestic and agricultural water needs in Upcountry Maui, including agricultural 

users at the Kula Agricultural Park (KAP) and the future 262-acre KAP expansion, as well as the 

Nāhiku community. It will also allow for the continued provision of water to approximately 30,000 

acres of agricultural lands in Central Maui. 

For the Proposed Action, “maintenance and repair” involves keeping the waterways clear of 

trees, weeds, rocks, dirt, and anything that will potentially impede the flow of water. This includes 

not only the ditches, but also tunnels and flumes. While some of the maintenance and repair work 

is done by hand, other work requires small tractors and specialized equipment. Maintenance and 

repair work of this nature in these areas has been ongoing for more than a century in connection 

with the continued operation and maintenance of the EMI Aqueduct System.  

 Document Purpose 

This Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) provides information pertinent to the Proposed 

Action’s potential impacts on cultural beliefs, practices, and resources pursuant to the State of 

Hawai‘i environmental review process under Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 343. The 

CIA follows the Environmental Council’s Guidelines for Assessing Cultural Impacts, including 

the following protocol: 1) identification of and consultation with individuals and organizations 

with expertise in the resources, practices and beliefs found within the broad geographical area or 

ahupua’a; 2) identification of and consultation with those of knowledge of the potentially affected 

area; 3) gathering information and conducting interviews with those of knowledge of the 

potentially affected area; 4) conducting historical and other culturally related documentary 

research; 5) identifying and describing the cultural resources, practices, and beliefs connected to 

the potentially affected area; and, 6) assessing the impact, alternatives, and measures to mitigate 

the proposed action on the cultural resources, practices and beliefs identified through this process 

(see “Guide to the Implementation and Practice of Hawaii Environmental Policy Act,” 2012 

Edition, citing the guidelines as adopted by the Environmental Council, State of Hawai‘i, 

November 19, 1997).  

In addition, this CIA is intended to provide information to State and County agencies when 

making decisions that may impact cultural, historical, or natural resources or native Hawaiian 

traditional and customary practices. As required by the framework set forth in Ka Pa‘akai O Ka 

ʻĀina v. Land Use Commission, the CIA includes “specific findings and conclusions as to the 

following: (1) the identity and scope of valued cultural, historical, or natural resources in the 

petition area, including the extent to which traditional and customary native Hawaiian rights are 

exercised in the petition area; (2) the extent to which those resources—including traditional and 

customary native Hawaiian rights—will be affected or impaired by the proposed action; and, (3) 

the feasible action, if any, to be taken by the [agency] to reasonably protect native Hawaiian rights 

if they are found to exist” Ka Pa‘akai O Ka ʻĀina v. Land Use Commission, 94 Hawai‘i 31, 74, 7 

P.3d 1068, 1084, at Page 36 (2000). 

In addition to contributing to the environmental review process, this document will likely also 

support the Proposed Action’s historic preservation review under HRS §6E and HAR §13-275 and 

§13-284..  
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 Environmental Setting 

1.3.1 Lepo (Soils) 

Huelo License Area 

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) 

database (2001) and soil survey data gathered by Foote et al. (1972), the soils in the Huelo license 

area consist of Kailua silty clay (3 to 25 percent slopes) (KBID), Pauwela clay (15 to 25 percent 

slopes) (PfD), Rough broken land (rRR), Honomanu-Amalu association (rHR), Rough 

mountainous land (rRT), Amalu peaty silty clay (3 to 20 percent slopes) (rAMD), and water > 40 

acres (W) (Figure 7).  

Kailua silty clay (3 to 25 percent slopes) (KBID) soils are described as follows: 

This soil is on low uplands. Included in mapping were areas of Honomanu and 

Makawao soils. Also included were small, steep areas near cinder cones. In a 

representative profile the surface layer is dark brown silty clay about 9 inches thick. 

The upper part of the subsoil, about 18 inches thick, is dark-brown and dark 

reddish-brown silty clay that has subangular blocky structure. The lower part of the 

subsoil is very dark gray silty clay loam. The substratum is soft, weathered basic 

igneous rock. The soil is very strongly acid in the surface layer and strongly acid 

or medium acid in the subsoil. 

Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is slow, and the erosion hazard is slight. 

In places roots penetrate to a depth of 4 feet or more. . . .  

This soil is used for pasture, woodland, and wildlife habitat. (Capability 

classification IVe, nonirrigated; pasture group 11; woodland group 8). [Foote et al. 

1972:53] 

Pauwela clay (15 to 25 percent slopes) (PfD) soils are described as follows:  

On this soil runoff is medium and the erosion hazard is moderate. Included in 

mapping were areas that are steep and moderately eroded. This soil is used for 

pasture and woodland. (Capability classification IVe, nonirrigated; pineapple group 

8; pasture group 8; woodland group 7). [Foote et al. 1972:112] 
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Figure 7. Overlay of Soil Survey of the State of Hawaii (Foote et al. 1972) indicating soil types 

within and surrounding the Huelo license area (U.S. Department of Agriculture 2001) 
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Rough broken land (rRR) is described as follows:   

Rough broken land (rRR) consists of very steep land broken by numerous 

intermittent drainage channels. In most places, it is not stony. It occurs in gulches 

and on mountainsides on all the islands except Oahu. The slope is 40 to 70 percent. 

Elevations range from nearly sea level to about 8,000 feet. The local relief is 

generally between 25 and 500 feet. Runoff is rapid, and geologic erosion is active. 

The annual rainfall amounts to 25 to more than 200 inches. These soils are variable. 

They are 20 to more than 60 inches deep over soft, weathered rock. In most places 

some weathered rock fragments are mixed with the soil material. Small areas of 

rock outcrop, stones, and soil slips are common. Included in mapping were areas of 

colluvium and alluvium along gulch bottoms. 

This land type is used primarily for watershed and wildlife habitat. In places, it is 

used also for pasture and woodland. The dominant natural vegetation in the drier 

areas consists of guava, lantana, Natal redtop, bermudagrass, koa haole, and 

molasses grass. Ohia, kukui, koa, and ferns are dominant in the wetter areas. 

Puakeawe, aalii, and sweet vernal grass are common at the higher elevations. 

(Capability classification VIle, nonirrigated). [Foote et al. 1972:119] 

Honomanu-Amalu association (rHR) soils are described as follows:  

The soils in this association have the profiles described as typical of their respective 

series. The areas are almost inaccessible by vehicle or on foot. They are on gently 

sloping to moderately steep, intermediate uplands on East Maui. The Honomanu 

soils occupy the more sloping, better drained side slopes. The Amalu soils occur on 

the less sloping tops of ridges and interfluves. The Honomanu soils are well 

drained; the Amalu soils are poorly drained. Runoff is slow to very slow, and the 

erosion hazard is slight. 

Honomanu soils make up about 60 percent of the association, and Amalu soils 

about 40 percent. Included in mapping were small areas of Kailua soils and many 

small, very steep gulches. This association is used for water supply and wildlife 

habitat. It is covered with dense min forest vegetation. (Honomanu part is in 

capability classification IVe, nonirrigated; woodland group 8. Ama1u part is in 

capability classification VIIw, nonirrigated). [Foote et al. 1972:43] 

Rough mountainous land (rRT) is described as follows:  

Rough mountainous land (rRT) occurs in mountainous areas on all islands in the 

survey area. It consists of very steep land broken by numerous intermittent drainage 

channels. In most places it is not stony. Elevations range from nearly sea level to 

more than 6,000 feet. The animal rainfall amounts to 70 to more than 400 inches. 

Over much of the area, the soil mantle is very thin. It ranges from 1 inch to 10 

inches in thickness over saprolite. In most places the saprolite is relatively soft and 

permeable to roots and water. 

The land surface is dominated by deep, V-shaped valleys that have extremely steep 

side slopes and narrow ridges between the valleys. In most places, the local relief 
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exceeds 500 feet. The soil material on the narrow ridgetops is similar to that of the 

Amalu and Olokui series. Rock land, rock outcrop, soil slips, and eroded spots make 

up 20 to 40 percent of the acreage. 

This land type is used for water supply, wildlife habitat, and recreation. The natural 

vegetation consists of ohia, false staghorn fern, tree £ern, yellow foxtail, lantana, 

kukui, and puakeawe. (Capability classification VIlle, nonirrigated) [Foote et al. 

1972:119] 

Amalu peaty silty clay (3 to 20 percent slopes) (rAMD) soils are described as follows:  

This soil is on high ridges and mountaintops. Included in mapping were small areas 

of Honomanu and Olokui soils and of steep gulches. In a representative profile an 

organic layer of black peat, about 8 inches thick, overlies a layer of gray massive 

clay about 8 inches thick. The substratum is soft, weathered basic igneous rock 

capped by a horizontal ironstone sheet l/s to 1 inch thick. The soil is extremely acid 

above the ironstone layer. 

Permeability is restricted by the ironstone sheet, which is impermeable except for 

cracks. Runoff is very slow, and the erosion hazard is no more than slight. Roots 

penetrate to a depth of 8 to 15 inches in places. …  

This soil is used for water supply and wildlife habitat. (Capability classification 

Vllw, nonirrigated; woodland group 16). [Foote et al. 1972:28] 

Honomanū License Area 

According to the USDA SSURGO (2001) and soil survey data gathered by Foote et al. (1972), 

the soils in the Honomanū license area consist of Kailua silty clay (3 to 25 percent slopes) (KBID), 

Stony alluvial land (rSM), Honomanu-Amalu association (rHR), Rough mountainous land (rRT), 

and Amalu peaty silty clay (3 to 20 percent slopes) (rAMD) (Figure 8). 

Kailua silty clay (3 to 25 percent slopes) (KBID) soils are described as follows: 

This soil is on low uplands. Included in mapping were areas of Honomanu and 

Makawao soils. Also included were small, steep areas near cinder cones. 

In a representative profile the surface layer is dark brown silty clay about 9 inches 

thick. The upper part of the subsoil, about 18 inches thick, is dark-brown and dark 

reddish-brown silty clay that has subangular blocky structure. The lower part of the 

subsoil is very dark gray silty clay loam. The substratum is soft, weathered basic 

igneous rock. The soil is very strongly acid in the surface layer and strongly acid 

or medium acid in the subsoil. 

Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is slow, and the erosion hazard is slight. 

In places roots penetrate to a depth of 4 feet or more. … 

This soil is used for pasture, woodland, and wildlife habitat. (Capability 

classification IVe, nonirrigated; pasture group 11; woodland group 8). [Foote et al. 

1972:53] 
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Figure 8. Overlay of Soil Survey of the State of Hawaii (Foote et al. 1972) indicating soil types 

within and surrounding the Honomanū license area (U.S. Department of Agriculture 

2001)
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Stony alluvial land (rSM) is described as follows: 

Stony alluvial land (rSM) consists of stones, boulders, and soil deposited by streams 

along the bottoms of gulches and on alluvial fans. In most places, the slope is 3 to 

15 percent. Elevations range from nearly sea level to 1,000 feet. The annual rainfall 

amounts to 15 to 200 inches. 

This land type is suited to pasture in the dry areas and to pasture and woodland in 

the wet areas. The natural vegetation consists of kiawe, klu, ilima, piligrass, and 

lantana in the dry areas and guava, kukui, hilograss, and Christmas berry in the wet 

areas. Improvement of this land is difficult because of the stones and boulders. 

(Capability classification VIIs, nonirrigated). [Foote et al. 1972:120] 

Honomanu-Amalu association (rHR) soils are described as follows:  

The soils in this association have the profiles described as typical of their respective 

series. The areas are almost inaccessible by vehicle or on foot. They are on gently 

sloping to moderately steep, intermediate uplands on East Maui. The Honomanu 

soils occupy the more sloping, better drained side slopes. The Amalu soils occur on 

the less sloping tops of ridges and interfluves. The Honomanu soils are well 

drained; the Amalu soils are poorly drained. Runoff is slow to very slow, and the 

erosion hazard is slight. 

Honomanu soils make up about 60 percent of the association, and Amalu soils 

about 40 percent. Included in mapping were small areas of Kailua soils and many 

small, very steep gulches. This association is used for water supply and wildlife 

habitat. It is covered with dense min forest vegetation. (Honomanu part is in 

capability classification IVe, nonirrigated; woodland group 8. Amalu part is in 

capability classification VIIw, nonirrigated). [Foote et al. 1972:43] 

Rough mountainous land (rRT) is described as follows:  

Rough mountainous land (rRT) occurs in mountainous areas on all islands in the 

survey area. Is consists of very steep land broken by numerous intermittent drainage 

channels. In most places it is not stony. Elevations range from nearly sea level to 

more than 6,000 feet. The annual rainfall amounts to 70 to more than 400 inches. 

Over much of the area, the soil mantle is very thin. It ranges from 1 inch to 10 

inches in thickness over saprolite. In most places the saprolite is relatively soft and 

permeable to roots and water. 

The land surface is dominated by deep, V-shaped valleys that have extremely steep 

side slopes and narrow ridges between the valleys. In most places, the local relief 

exceeds 500 feet. The soil material on the narrow ridgetops is similar to that of the 

Amalu and Olokui series. Rock land, rock outcrop, soil slips, and eroded spots make 

up 20 to 40 percent of the acreage. 

This land type is used for water supply, wildlife habitat, and recreation. The natural 

vegetation consists of ohia, false staghorn fern, tree fern, yellow foxtail, lantana, 

kukui, and puakeawe. (Capability classification VIlle, nonirrigated). [Foote et al. 

1972:119] 
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Amalu peaty silty clay (3 to 20 percent slopes) (rAMD) soils are described as follows:  

This soil is on high ridges and mountaintops. Included in mapping were small areas 

of Honomanu and Olokui soils and of steep gulches. In a representative profile an 

organic layer of black peat, about 8 inches thick, overlies a layer of gray massive 

clay about 8 inches thick. The substratum is soft, weathered basic igneous rock 

capped by a horizontal ironstone sheet l/s to 1 inch thick. The soil is extremely acid 

above the ironstone layer. 

Permeability is restricted by the ironstone sheet, which is impermeable except for 

cracks. Runoff is very slow, and the erosion hazard is no more than slight. Roots 

penetrate to a depth of 8 to 15 inches in places. …  

This soil is used for water supply and wildlife habitat. (Capability classification 

Vllw, nonirrigated; woodland group 16). [Foote et al. 1972:28] 

Ke‘anae License Area 

According to the USDA SSURGO database (2001) and soil survey data gathered by Foote et 

al. (1972), the soils in the Ke‘anae license area consist of Kailua silty clay (3 to 25 percent slopes) 

(KBID), Stony alluvial land (rSM), Honolua silty clay (7 to 15 percent slopes) (HwC), Honomanu-

Amalu association (rHR), Rough mountainous land (rRT), Honomanu silty clay (5 to 25 percent 

slopes) (rHOD), and Hydrandepts-Tropaquods association (rHT) (Figure 9). 

Kailua silty clay (3 to 25 percent slopes) (KBID) soils are described as follows: 

This soil is on low uplands. Included in mapping were areas of Honomanu and 

Makawao soils. Also included were small, steep areas near cinder cones. 

In a representative profile the surface layer is dark brown silty clay about 9 inches 

thick. The upper part of the subsoil, about 18 inches thick, is dark-brown and dark 

reddish-brown silty clay that has subangular blocky structure. The lower part of the 

subsoil is very dark gray silty clay loam. The substratum is soft, weathered basic 

igneous rock. The soil is very strongly acid in the surface layer and strongly acid 

or medium acid in the subsoil. 

Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is slow, and the erosion hazard is slight. 

In places roots penetrate to a depth of 4 feet or more. … 

This soil is used for pasture, woodland, and wildlife habitat. (Capability 

classification IVe, nonirrigated; pasture group 11; woodland group 8). [Foote et al. 

1972:53] 
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Figure 9. Overlay of Soil Survey of the State of Hawaii (Foote et al. 1972) indicating soil types 

within and surrounding the Ke‘anae license area (U.S. Department of Agriculture 

2001)
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Stony alluvial land (rSM) is described as follows: 

Stony alluvial land (rSM) consists of stones, boulders, and soil deposited by streams 

along the bottoms of gulches and on alluvial fans. In most places, the slope is 3 to 

15 percent. Elevations range from nearly sea level to 1,000 feet. The annual rainfall 

amounts to 15 to 200 inches. 

This land type is suited to pasture in the dry areas and to pasture and woodland in 

the wet areas. The natural vegetation consists of kiawe, klu, ilima, piligrass, and 

lantana in the dry areas and guava, kukui, hilograss, and Christmas berry in the wet 

areas. Improvement of this land is difficult because of the stones and boulders. 

(Capability classification VIIs, nonirrigated). [Foote et al. 1972:120] 

Honolua silty clay (7 to 15 percent slopes) (HwC) are described as follows:  

This soil is on smooth interfluves on uplands. Included in mapping were small areas 

of Alaeloa and Olelo soils. Also included were small, gently sloping areas and 

small, eroded spots. 

In a representative profile, the surface layer is dark-brown silty clay about 12 inches 

thick. The subsoil, about 58 inches thick, is dark reddish-brown and reddish-brown 

silty clay that has subangular blocky structure. The substratum is soft, weathered 

basic igneous rock. The soil is strongly acid in the surface layer and subsoil. 

Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is slow to medium, and the erosion hazard 

is slight to moderate. The available water capacity is about 1.2 inches per foot in 

the surface layer and about 1.4 inches per foot in the subsoil. In places roots 

penetrate to a depth of 5 feet or more. 

[…] 

This soil is used for pineapple, pasture, and woodland. (Capability classification 

IIIe, nonirrigated; pineapple group 3; pasture group 8; woodland group 7). [Foote 

et al. 1972:42] 

Honomanu-Amalu (rHR) association soils are described as follows:  

The soils in this association have the profiles described as typical of their respective 

series. The areas are almost inaccessible by vehicle or on foot. They are on gently 

sloping to moderately steep, intermediate uplands on East Maui. The Honomanu 

soils occupy the more sloping, better drained side slopes. The Amalu soils occur on 

the less sloping tops of ridges and interfluves. The Honomanu soils are well 

drained; the Amalu soils are poorly drained. Runoff is slow to very slow, and the 

erosion hazard is slight. 

Honomanu soils make up about 60 percent of the association, and Amalu soils 

about 40 percent. Included in mapping were small areas of Kailua soils and many 

small, very steep gulches. This association is used for water supply and wildlife 

habitat. It is covered with dense min forest vegetation. (Honomanu part is in 

capability classification IVe, nonirrigated; woodland group 8. Amalu part is in 

capability classification VIIw, nonirrigated). [Foote et al. 1972:43] 
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Rough mountainous land (rRT) is described as follows:  

Rough mountainous land (rRT) occurs in mountainous areas on all islands in the 

survey area. Is consists of very steep land broken by numerous intermittent drainage 

channels. In most places it is not stony. Elevations range from nearly sea level to 

more than 6,000 feet. The animal rainfall amounts to 70 to more than 400 inches. 

Over much of the area, the soil mantle is very thin. It ranges from 1 inch to 10 

inches in thickness over saprolite. In most places the saprolite is relatively soft and 

permeable to roots and water. 

The land surface is dominated by deep, V-shaped valleys that have extremely steep 

side slopes and narrow ridges between the valleys. In most places, the local relief 

exceeds 500 feet. The soil material on the narrow ridgetops is similar to that of the 

Amalu and Olokui series. Rock land, rock outcrop, soil slips, and eroded spots make 

up 20 to 40 percent of the acreage. 

This land type is used for water supply, wildlife habitat, and recreation. The natural 

vegetation consists of ohia, false staghorn fern, tree fern, yellow foxtail, lantana, 

kukui, and puakeawe. (Capability classification VIlle, nonirrigated). [Foote et al. 

1972:119] 

Honomanu silty clay (5 to 25 percent slopes) (rHOD) soils are described as follows:  

This soil is on the wettest parts of the northeastern slopes of Haleakala. Included in 

mapping were small areas of Amalu and Kailua soils and rock outcrops. 

In a representative profile the surface 1ayer is very dark brown silt 1oam and dark 

yellowish-brown silty c1ay about 11 inches thick, capped with an organic 1ayer 

about 3 inches thick. The subsoil, about 26 inches thick, is dark yellowish-brown 

and brown silty clay that has subangu1ar blocky structure. The substratum is dark 

yellowish-brown 1oam and fragmental basic igneous rock. The soil is extremely 

acid in the surface layer and subsoil.  

Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is slow, and the erosion hazard is slight. 

In places roots penetrate to a depth of 4 feet or more.  

[…] 

This soil is used for water supply and wildlife habitat. (Capability classification 

IVe, nonirrigated; pasture group 11; woodland group 8). [Foote et al. 1972:43] 

Hydrandepts-Tropaquods (rHT) association soils are described as follows:  

Areas mapped as Hydrandepts-Tropaquods association (rHT) consist of well-

drained to poorly drained soils on uplands. These soils are on the northern slopes 

of West Maui and the northern and eastern slopes of East Maui. They developed in 

volcanic ash and in material weathered from cinders and basic igneous rock. They 

are moderately sloping to steep. Elevations range from 1,000 to 6,000 feet: The 

annual rainfall amounts to 100 to 350 inches. The mean annual soil temperature is 

60° F. This association is geographically associated with soils of the Amalu, 

Honomanu, and Olelo series. 
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Hydrandepts make up about 60 percent of the association, and Tropaquods 40 

percent. Included in mapping were small areas of Rough mountainous land. Also 

included were small peat bogs. 

Hydrandepts are the steeper areas of the association. These are well drained to 

moderately well drained soils that are similar to those of the Honomanu series. The 

surface layer is high in organic-matter content. The subsoil is dark-brown or dark 

yellowish-brown, smeary silty clay loam or silty clay. The substratum consists of 

volcanic ash and cinders or weathered basic igneous rock. These soils dehydrate 

irreversibly into fine pebble size aggregates. 

Tropaquods are poorly drained soils that are similar to those of the Amalu and 

Olokni series. They have a peaty or mucky surface layer that overlies a dark gray 

to very dark gray, mottled layer. The mottled layer rests on an ironstone sheet ¼ to 

1 inch thick. The ironstone is at a depth of 10 to 20 inches. It normally caps highly 

weathered basic igneous rock. 

The soils in this association have low bearing capacity and low shear strength. They 

are slippery and difficult to traverse. Because of their ability to absorb water and to 

transmit it rapidly, these soils are important for maintenance of ground water for 

domestic use and irrigation. 

This association is used for water supply and wildlife habitat. The natural 

vegetation consists of ohia, puakeawe, sedges, false staghorn fern, tree fern, and 

other rain forest vegetation. (Hydrandepts soils are in capability classification VIle, 

nonirrigated. Tropaquods soils are in capability classification VIIw, nonirrigated). 

[Foote et al. 1972:46] 

Nāhiku License Area 

According to the USDA SSURGO database (2001) and soil survey data gathered by Foote et 

al. (1972), the soils in the Nāhiku license area consist of Kailua silty clay (3 to 25 percent slopes) 

(KBID), Honomanu silty clay (5 to 25 percent slopes) (rHOD), Hana very stony silty clay loam (3 

to 25 percent slopes) (HKLD), Rough mountainous land (rRT), Hydrandepts-Tropaquods 

association (rHT), and Cinder land (rCl) (Figure 10). 

Kailua silty clay (3 to 25 percent slopes) (KBID) soils are described as follows: 

This soil is on low uplands. Included in mapping were areas of Honomanu and 

Makawao soils. Also included were small, steep areas near cinder cones. 

In a representative profile the surface layer is dark brown silty clay about 9 inches 

thick. The upper part of the subsoil, about 18 inches thick, is dark-brown and dark 

reddish-brown silty clay that has subangular blocky structure. The lower part of the 

subsoil is very dark gray silty clay loam. The substratum is soft, weathered basic 

igneous rock. The soil is very strongly acid in the surface layer and strongly acid 

or medium acid in the subsoil. 

Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is slow, and the erosion hazard is slight. 

In places roots penetrate to a depth of 4 feet or more. … 
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Figure 10. Overlay of Soil Survey of the State of Hawaii (Foote et al. 1972) indicating soil types 

within and surrounding the Nāhiku license area (U.S. Department of Agriculture 2001)
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This soil is used for pasture, woodland, and wildlife habitat. (Capability 

classification IVe, nonirrigated; pasture group 11; woodland group 8). [Foote et al. 

1972:53] 

Honomanu silty clay (5 to 25 percent slopes) (rHOD) soils are described as follows:   

This soil is on the wettest parts of the northeastern slopes of Haleakala. Included in 

mapping were small areas of Amalu and Kailua soils and rock outcrops. 

In a representative profile the surface layer is very dark brown silty 1oam and dark 

yellowish-brown silty c1ay about 11 inches thick, capped with an organic 1ayer 

about 3 inches thick. The subsoil, about 26 inches thick, is dark yellowish-brown 

and brown silty clay that has subangu1ar blocky structure. The substratum is dark 

yellowish-brown 1oam and fragmental basic igneous rock. The soil is extremely 

acid in the surface layer and subsoil.  

Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is slow, and the erosion hazard is slight. 

In places roots penetrate to a depth of 4 feet or more. … 

This soil is used for water supply and wildlife habitat. (Capability classification 

IVe, nonirrigated; pasture group 11; woodland group 8). [Foote et al. 1972:43] 

Hana very stony silty clay loam (3 to 25 percent slopes) (HKLD) soils are described as follows: 

This soil is on smooth, low mountain slopes. Included in mapping were small areas 

of Honomanu soils. Also included were small, steep areas near cinder cones.  

In a representative profile, the surface layer is very dark-brown and very dark 

grayish-brown silty clay loam about 12 inches thick. The subsoil, about 22 inches 

thick, is dark-brown silty clay loam that has subangular blocky structure. The 

substratum is moderately weathered, pebble-size cinders overlying 4-a lava. The 

soil is strongly acid to medium acid in the surface layer and slightly acid in the 

subsoil. 

Permeability is moderately rapid. Runoff is slow to medium, and the erosion hazard 

is slight to moderate. In places roots penetrate to a depth of 3 to 4 feet. The available 

water capacity is about 1.2 inches per foot in the surface layer and 1.4 inches per 

foot in the subsoil. … 

This soil is used for pasture. (Capability classification VIs, nonirrigated; pasture 

group 11; woodland group 8). [Foote et al. 1972:37] 

Rough mountainous land (rRT) is described as follows:  

Rough mountainous land (rRT) occurs in mountainous areas on all islands in the 

survey area. Is consists of very steep land broken by numerous intermittent drainage 

channels. In most places it is not stony. Elevations range from nearly sea level to 

more than 6,000 feet. The annual rainfall amounts to 70 to more than 400 inches. 

Over much of the area, the soil mantle is very thin. It ranges from 1 inch to 10 

inches in thickness over saprolite. In most places the saprolite is relatively soft and 

permeable to roots and water. 
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The land surface is dominated by deep, V-shaped valleys that have extremely steep 

side slopes and narrow ridges between the valleys. In most places, the local relief 

exceeds 500 feet. The soil material on the narrow ridgetops is similar to that of the 

Amalu and Olokui series. Rock land, rock outcrop, soil slips, and eroded spots make 

up 20 to 40 percent of the acreage. 

This land type is used for water supply, wildlife habitat, and recreation. The natural 

vegetation consists of ohia, false staghorn fern, tree fern, yellow foxtail, lantana, 

kukui, and puakeawe. (Capability classification VIlle, nonirrigated). [Foote et al. 

1972:119] 

Hydrandepts-Tropaquods association (rHT) soils are described as follows:  

Areas mapped as Hydrandepts-Tropaquods association (rHT) consist of well-

drained to poorly drained soils on uplands. These soils are on the northern slopes 

of West Maui and the northern and eastern slopes of East Maui. They developed in 

volcanic ash and in material weathered from cinders and basic igneous rock. They 

are moderately sloping to steep. Elevations range from 1,000 to 6,000 feet: The 

annual rainfall amounts to 100 to 350 inches. The mean annual soil temperature is 

60° F. This association is geographically associated with soils of' the Amalu, 

Honomanu, and Olelo series. 

Hydrandepts make up about 60 percent of the association, and Tropaquods 

40 percent. Included in mapping were small areas of Rough mountainous land. Also 

included were small peat bogs. 

Hydrandepts are the steeper areas of the association. These are well drained to 

moderately well drained soils that are similar to those of the Honomanu series. The 

surface layer is high in organic-matter content. The subsoil is dark-brown or dark 

yellowish-brown, smeary silty clay loam or silty clay. The substratum consists of 

volcanic ash and cinders or weathered basic igneous rock. These soils dehydrate 

irreversibly into fine pebble size aggregates. 

Tropaquods are poorly drained soils that are similar to those of the Amalu and 

Olokani series. They have a peaty or mucky surface layer that overlies a dark gray 

to very dark gray, mottled layer. The mottled layer rests on an ironstone sheet ¼ to 

1 inch thick. The ironstone is at a depth of 10 to 20 inches. It normally caps highly 

weathered basic igneous rock. 

The soils in this association have low bearing capacity and low shear strength. They 

are slippery and difficult to traverse. Because of their ability to absorb water and to 

transmit it rapidly, these soils are important for maintenance of ground water for 

domestic use and irrigation. 

This association is used for water supply and wildlife habitat. The natural 

vegetation consists of ohia, puakeawe, sedges, false staghorn fern, tree fern, and 

other rain forest vegetation. (Hydrandepts soils are in capability classification VIle, 

nonirrigated. Tropaquods soils are in capability classification VIIw, nonirrigated). 

[Foote et al. 1972:46] 
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Cinder land (rCl) is described as follows: 

Cinder land (rCl) consists of areas of bedded magmatic ejecta associated with 

cinder cones. It is a mixture of cinders, pumice, and ash. These materials are black, 

red, yellow, brown, or variegated in color. They have jagged edges and a glassy 

appearance and show little or no evidence of soil development. 

Cinder land occurs on the islands of Maui and Oahu. On Maui, it is mainly at 

elevations between 8,000 and 10,000 feet in the Haleakala National Park. On Oahu, 

it is mainly at elevations between 200 and 2,000 feet, near Mount Tantalus. The 

annual rainfall amounts to 20 to 30 inches on Maui and 60 to 100 inches on Oahu. 

Although Cinder land commonly supports some vegetation, it has no value for 

grazing, because of its loose nature and poor trafficability; It is used for wildlife 

habitat and recreational areas. (Capability classification VIIIs, nonirrigated). [Foote 

et al. 1972:29] 

1.3.2 Winds and Rains 

Makani is the Hawaiian word for wind and each geographic area throughout the Hawaiian 

Islands had a name for its own wind, rain, and seas. The wind associated with Hāmākualoa and 

Huelo is the Pe‘epūhala (“to hide under hala trees”), also known as Pe‘ehala, Pe‘epe‘epūhala, and 

Pe‘epūhalalahīnano (Akana and Gonzalez 2015:230). According to the story, The Wind Gourd of 

La‘amaomao, when a gourd was opened, a specific wind could be called to fill the sails of a canoe 

and take the person in the desired direction. Below is an excerpt from the story: 

Koholā-pehu is of Kīpahulu, 

Koholā-lele as well, 

‘Ai-loli is of Kaupō, 

Moa‘e is of Kahikinui [Nakuina et al. 1992:63] 

According to the University of Hawai‘i 2011 Online Rainfall Atlas of Hawaii, between 1978 

and 2007, the annual rainfall along the length of the License Area ranged from approximately 

3199.6 mm to 6731.8 mm (approximately 125.97 in to 265.03 in) (Giambelluca et al. 2013). In 

2014, the annual average air temperature within the License Area ranged from approximately 

15.962 ºC to 21.556 ºC (approximately 60.73 ºF to 70.81 ºF) (Giambelluca et al. 2014). The 

elevation within the License Area ranges from approximately 30.48 m to 2286 m (100 ft to 7500 

ft) above mean sea level. 

1.3.3 Kahawai (Streams) 

Numerous streams flowed from the backside of Haleakalā to the ocean providing not only an 

abundant supply of water but an ecosystem for aquatic life, which was an important food source to 

Native Hawaiians (McGregor 2007:109). The following streams within the License Area are listed 

below and depicted in  Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Client-provided map that depicts the location of streams within the License Area 
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Client-provided map that depicts the location of streams within the License Area: 

• Huelo license area: Puohokamoa, Wahinepe‘e, Waikamoi (Alo Tributary), Kōlea, 

Punalu‘u, Ka‘aiea, ‘O‘opuola (Makanali Tributary), Puehu, Nā‘ili‘ilihaele, Kailua, 

Hanahana (Ohanui Tributary or Hanawana or Hanauna), Hoalua, Hanehoi, Huelo  

• (Puolua Tributary), Waipi‘o, Mokupapa, Ho‘olawa (Ho‘olawa ili and Ho‘olawa nui 

Tributaries), and Honopou (Puniawa Tributary)  

• Honomanū license area: Nua‘ailua, Honomanū, Punala‘u (Kōlea and Ulunui 

Tributaries), Ha‘ipua‘ena 

• Ke‘anae license area: Waia‘aka, Pa‘akea, Puakea, Waiohue, Kopili‘ula, Pua‘aka‘a 

Tributary, East Wailuāiku, West Wailuāiki, Wailuānui (Waikani Waterfall), Kualani (or 

Hāmau), Waiokamilo, ‘Ōhi‘a (or Waianu), Palauhulu (Hauoli Wahine and Kano 

Tributaries), Pi‘ina‘au  

• Nāhiku license area: Makapipi, Hanawī, and Kapā‘ula 

1.3.4 Vegetation 

According to the Terrestrial Flora and Fauna Technical Report for the Proposed East Maui 

Water Lease (SWCA Environmental Consultants 2019), 19 different vegetation cover types exist 

within the License Area. Vegetation cover types include Open “uluhe” ‘Ōhi‘a Forest (10,934 ac., 

33% Lic. Area), Closed ‘Ōhi‘a Forest (8,575 ac., 26% Lic. Area), Alien Forest (7,658 ac., 23% 

Lic. Area), Closed “uluhe” ‘Ōhi‘a Forest (1,527 ac., 5% Lic. Area), Uncharacterized Open-Sparse 

Vegetation (1,430 ac., 4% Lic. Area), Uluhe Shrubland (658 ac., 2% Lic. Area), Closed “uluhe” 

Koa-‘Ōhi‘a Forest (611 ac., 2% Lic. Area), Uncharacterized Shrubland (579 ac., 2% Lic. Area), 

Alien Grassland (209 ac., 1% Lic. Area), Uncharacterized Forest (172 ac., 1% Lic. Area), Native 

Wet Cliff Vegetation (145 ac., < 1% Lic. Area), Closed “native shrub” Koa-‘Ōhi‘a Forest (139 

ac., < 1% Lic. Area), Native Shrubland/Sparse “native shrub” ‘Ōhi‘a (82 ac., < 1% Lic. Area), 

Deschamsia Grassland (22 ac., < 1% Lic. Area), Native “alien grasses” Shrubland (22 ac., < 1% 

Lic. Area), Open “native shrub” ‘Ōhi‘a Forest (10 ac., < 1% Lic. Area), Very Sparse Vegetation 

to Unvegetated (8 ac., < 1% Lic. Area), Kikuyu Grass Grassland/Pasture (2 ac., < 1% Lic. Area), 

and Low Intensity Development (1 ac., <1% Lic. Area). These vegetation cover types span a 

diverse variety of ecosystems and each have their own representative species within each cover 

type. Generally, each vegetation zone contains a mix of indigenous and introduced species of flora. 

There are also 21 endangered or threatened species present within and near the license areas 

(SWCA Environmental Consultants 2019:10-11, A-11 through D-12).
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Section 2    Methods 

 Archival Research 

Archival research centers on Hawaiian activities including ka‘ao (legends), wahi pana (storied 

places), ‘ōlelo no‘eau (proverbs), oli (chants), mele (songs), traditional mo‘olelo (stories), 

traditional subsistence and gathering methods, ritual and ceremonial practices, and more. 

Background research focuses on land transformation, development, and population changes 

beginning with the early post-Contact era to the present day. 

Cultural documents, primary and secondary cultural and historical sources, previous 

archaeological reports, historic maps, and photographs were reviewed for information pertaining 

to the study area. Research was primarily conducted at the CSH library. Other archives and 

libraries including the Hawai‘i State Archives, the Bishop Museum archives, the University of 

Hawai‘i at Mānoa’s Hamilton Library, Ulukau, The Hawaiian Electronic Library (Ulukau.org 

2004), the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) library, the State of Hawai‘i Land Survey 

Division, the Hawaiian Historical Society, and the Hawaiian Mission Houses Historic Site and 

Archives are also repositories where CSH cultural researchers gather information. Information on 

Land Commission Awards (LCAs) were accessed via the Waihona ‘Aina (2000) Māhele database, 

the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) (2015) Papakilo Database, and the Ava Konohiki (2015) 

Ancestral Visions of ‘Āina website. 

 Project Background 

At the request of Wilson Okamoto Corporation (WOC), Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH) 

has conducted a Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) for the proposed Water Lease for the Nāhiku, 

Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo license areas, TMKs: [2] 1-1-001:044, 50, 1-1-002:002, 1-2-

004:005, 007 (por.), 2-9-014:001, 005, 011, 012, 017. The project includes the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, 

Honomanū, and Huelo license areas (License Area) that are located within State of Hawai‘i Forest 

Reserve on the northern slope of Haleakalā. The License Area includes portions of the modern 

judicial districts of Makawao and Hāna, the traditional moku of Hāmākua Loa and Ko‘olau, and 

the following ahupua‘a (traditional land division spanning from the mountain to the sea): 

Honopou, Huelo, Mokupapa, Waipioiki, Waipionui, Hanehoi, West Hanawana, East Hanawana, 

Pu‘uomaile, Pāpa‘a‘ea, West Makaīwa, East Makaīwa, Honomanū, Ke‘anae, Wailua Nui, Wailua 

Iki, Pa‘akea, Nāhiku, and Ko‘olau. The License Area encompasses approximately 33,000 acres 

(13,355 hectares) of land owned by the State of Hawai‘i, and approximately 13,000 acres of 

privately owned land. The License Area is depicted on portions of the 1992a Haiku, 1992c Keanae, 

1991 Kilohana, 1992d Nahiku, and 1992b Hana U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5-minute 

topographic quadrangles (Figure 1), tax map plats (Figure 2 through Figure 5), and aerial 

photographs (Figure 6). 

The Proposed Action constitutes the issuance of one long-term (30 year) Water Lease from the 

Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) for the continued “right, privilege, and authority 

to enter and go upon” the License Area for the “purpose of developing, diverting, transporting, 

and using government owned waters” through the existing EMI Aqueduct System which supplies 

water to domestic and agricultural water users. The Water Lease will enable the lessee to continue 
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to enter lands owned by the State in order to maintain and repair existing access roads and trails 

used as part of the EMI Aqueduct System. It will allow continued operation of the EMI Aqueduct 

System to deliver water to the County of Maui Department of Water Supply (DWS) for domestic 

and agricultural water needs in Upcountry Maui, including agricultural users at the Kula 

Agricultural Park (KAP) and the 262-acre expansion of KAP, as well as the Nāhiku community. 

It will also allow for the continued provision of water to approximately 30,000 acres of agricultural 

lands (formerly sugarcane) in Central Maui proposed for diversified agriculture.  

 Community Consultation 

2.3.1 Scoping for Participants 

We begin our consultation efforts by utilizing our previous contact list to facilitate the interview 

process. We then review an in-house database of kūpuna (elders), kama‘āina (native born), cultural 

practitioners, lineal and cultural descendants, Native Hawaiian Organizations (NHOs; includes 

Hawaiian Civic Clubs and those listed on the Department of Interior’s NHO list), and community 

groups. We also contact agencies such as SHPD, OHA, and the appropriate Island Burial Council 

where the proposed project is located for their response on the project and to identify lineal and 

cultural descendants, individuals and/or NHO with cultural expertise and/or knowledge of the 

study area. CSH is also remains open to referrals and new contacts throughout the process. 

CSH conducted two separate rounds of community consultation for this CIA. The first round 

of community consultation was conducted during the preparation of the DEIS. Following public 

review of and comment on the DEIS, CSH conducted a second round of consultation. This 

consultation was targeted to those who had provided comments on the DEIS and raised specific 

issues related to potential impacts on traditional or cultural practices. 

2.3.2 “Talk Story” Sessions 

Prior to each interview, CSH cultural researchers explain the role of a CIA, describe the consent 

process, the project purpose, the intent of the study, and how an individual’s  ‘ike (knowledge) and 

mana‘o (thought, opinion) will be used in the report. If consent is given, the interviewee is given 

an Authorization and Release Form to read and sign.  

“Talk Story” sessions range from the formal (e.g., sit down and kūkā [consultation, discussion] 

in the participant’s place of choice over set interview questions) to the informal (e.g., hiking to 

cultural sites near the study area and asking questions based on findings during the field outing). 

In some cases, interviews are recorded and transcribed later. Following the March 13, 2020 

National COVID-19 Emergency Declaration and statewide social distancing rules, CSH conducted 

interviews via telephone, Zoom video conference, and written questionnaires instead of CSH’s 

standard format of in-person interviews with transcribed recordings. 

CSH also conducts group interviews, which range in size. Group interviews usually begin with 

set, formal questions. As the group interview progresses, questions are based on interviewees’ 

answers. Group interviews are transcribed and notes are taken. Recorded interviews assist the 

cultural researcher in 1) conveying accurate information for interview summaries, 2) reducing 

misinterpretation, and 3) adding missing details to mo‘olelo. 
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CSH seeks kōkua (assistance) and guidance in identifying past and current traditional cultural 

practices of the study area. Those aspects include general history of the ahupua‘a (traditional land 

division extending from the mountain to the sea); past and present land use of the study area; 

knowledge of cultural sites (for example, wahi pana, archaeological sites, and burials); knowledge 

of traditional gathering practices (past and present) within the study area; cultural associations 

(ka‘ao and mo‘olelo); referrals; and any other cultural concerns the community might have related 

to Hawaiian cultural practices within or in the vicinity of the study area. 

2.3.3 Interview Completion 

After an interview, CSH cultural researchers transcribe and create an interview summary based 

on information provided by the interviewee. Cultural researchers give a copy of the transcription 

and interview summary to the interviewee for review and ask that they make any necessary edits. 

Once the interviewee has made those edits, CSH incorporates their ‘ike and mana‘o into the report. 

When the draft report is submitted to the client, CSH cultural researchers then prepare a finalized 

packet of the participant’s transcription, interview summary, and any photos that were taken during 

the interview, including a thank you card and honorarium for the interviewee. 

It is important that CSH cultural researchers cultivate and maintain community relationships. 

The CIA report may be completed, but CSH researchers keep in touch with the community and 

interviewees throughout the year—such as checking in to say hello via email or by phone, 

volunteering with past interviewees on community service projects, and sending holiday cards to 

them and their ‘ohana (family). CSH researchers see this as an important component to building 

relationships and being part of an ‘ohana and community. 

“I ulu no ka lālā i ke kumu—the branches grow because of the trunk,” is an ‘ōlelo no‘eau (#1261) 

shared by Mary Kawena Pukui with the simple explanation: “Without our ancestors we would not 

be here” (Pukui 1983:137). As cultural researchers, we often lose our kūpuna but we do not lose 

their wisdom and words. CSH routinely checks obituaries and gathers information from other 

informants if kūpuna have been lost. CSH reaches out to the ‘ohana of our fallen kūpuna to pay 

respects, including sending past transcriptions, interview summaries, and photos for families to 

have on file for genealogical and historical reference. 

 Summary of Methodology  

CSH identified individuals and organizations with expertise in the resources, practices, and 

beliefs found within the License Area using an in-house database of kūpuna (elders), kama‘āina 

(native born), cultural practitioners, lineal and cultural descendants, Native Hawaiian 

Organizations (NHOs; includes Hawaiian Civic Clubs and those included on the Department of 

Interior’s NHO list), and community groups. CSH also contacted agencies such as SHPD, OHA, 

and the appropriate Island Burial Council for their response on the project and to identify lineal 

and cultural descendants, individuals and NHOs with cultural expertise and/or knowledge of the 

License Area. CSH also remained open to referrals and new contacts throughout the process. A 

table of community contacts is provided in Section 5.4 of this CIA.  

CSH then identified and consulted with those possessing knowledge of the potentially affected 

area. During the CIA consultation period prior to the publication of the DEIS, CSH contacted 136 

individuals and organizations with expertise in the cultural resources, practices, and beliefs of East 
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Maui. Following the DEIS public comment period, CSH sought out those individuals who had 

provided comment on the June 2019 DEIS specific to the CIA. CSH also used information 

provided in declarations made by members of the community and members of Nā Moku Aupuni 

o Ko‘olau given to the Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM) in 2014 as part of 

a contested case on the IIFS that was decided in June 2018. 

CSH then gathered information and conducted interviews with those possessing knowledge of 

the potentially affected area. Of those consulted during the CIA consultation period prior to the 

publication of the DEIS, a total of 15 people/agencies responded to a consultation letter sent by 

CSH. Three people participated in formal interviews. Of those consulted following the DEIS 

comment period, a total of 10 additional individuals and organizations were contacted, with four 

responses, including a videoconference and two written follow-up responses, a written 

questionnaire prepared by two OHA staff members, and one telephone interview. Interviews and 

comments are presented in Section 5.5. 

CSH also conducted historical and other culturally related documentary research. Over 240 

cultural documents, primary and secondary cultural and historical sources, previous archaeological 

reports, historic maps, and photographs were reviewed for information pertaining to the study area 

(see Section 8 for a complete list). 

CSH identified and described the cultural resources, practices, and beliefs connected to the 

potentially affected area. Details regarding traditional cultural practices within the License Area 

are provided in Section 6 and include information on agriculture and subsistence, aquaculture, 

habitation, and mo‘olelo (stories) and wahi pana (legendary places). Table 16 of Section 6 

identifies cultural resources, practices, and beliefs organized by stream.  

CSH then assessed the impact, alternatives, and measures to mitigate the proposed action on 

the cultural resources, practices and beliefs identified through this process. The assessment 

includes discussion of potential impacts on the following: 1) regional environment; 2) taro 

farming; 3) freshwater ecosystems; 4) cultural sites; 5) access by cultural practitioners; and 6) 

climate change. These potential impacts are described in Section 7.5.2. CSH then developed 

recommendations for mitigation based upon CSH expertise, research and input received during the 

CIA consultation process, and based upon other technical studies that have been prepared for the 

EIS. These mitigation recommendations are presented in Section 7.5.3.  

CSH also provided analysis of project alternatives including the following: No Action 

Alternative; Water Sources Alternative; Water Lease Volume Alternative; Lease Terms 

Alternative; Management Alternative; and Modified Lease Area Alternative. The analysis of 

alternatives is presented in Section 7.5.4.
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Section 3    Ka‘ao and Mo‘olelo (Legends and Stories) 

Hawaiian storytellers of old were greatly honored; they were a major source of entertainment 

and their stories contained teachings while interweaving elements of Hawaiian lifestyles, 

genealogy, history, relationships, arts, and the natural environment (Pukui and Green 1995:IX). 

According to Pukui and Green (1995), storytelling is better heard rather than read, for much 

becomes lost in the transfer from the spoken to the written word and ka‘ao are often full of kaona 

or double meanings. 

Ka‘ao are defined by Pukui and Elbert as a “legend, tale …, romance, [and/or], fiction” 

(1986:108). Ka‘ao may be thought of as oral literature or legends, often fictional or mythic in 

origin, and have been “consciously composed to tickle the fancy rather than to inform the mind as 

to supposed events” (Beckwith 1970:1). Conversely, Pukui and Elbert define mo‘olelo as a “story, 

tale, myth, history, [and/or] tradition” (1986:254). The mo‘olelo are generally traditional stories 

about the gods, historic figures or stories which cover historic events and locate the events with 

known places. Mo‘olelo are often intimately connected to a tangible place or space. 

In differentiating ka‘ao and mo‘olelo, it may be useful to think of ka‘ao as expressly delving 

into the wao akua (realm of the gods), discussing the exploits of akua (gods) in a primordial time. 

Mo‘olelo on the other hand, reference a host of characters from ali‘i (royalty) to akua (gods) and 

kupua (supernatural beings), to finally maka‘āinana (commoners) and discuss their varied and 

complex interactions within the wao kānaka (realm of man). Beckwith (1970:1) elaborates, “In 

reality, the distinction between kaʻao as fiction and moʻolelo as fact cannot be pressed too closely. 

It is rather in the intention than in the fact.” Thus, a so-called moʻolelo, which may be enlivened 

by fantastic adventures of kupua, “nevertheless corresponds with the Hawaiian view of the relation 

between nature and man” (Beckwith 1970:1). 

Both ka‘ao and mo‘olelo provide important insight into a specific geographical area, adding to 

a rich fabric of traditional knowledge. The preservation and passing on of these stories through 

oration remain critical to a highly valued tradition. Additionally, oral traditions associated with the 

study area communicate the intrinsic value and meaning of a place, specifically its meaning to 

both kama‘āina (native born) as well as others who value that place.  

The following section presents traditional accounts of ancient Hawaiians living in the vicinity 

of the License Area. Many relate to an age of mythical characters whose epic adventures 

inadvertently lead to the Hawaiian race of aliʻi and makaʻāinana. The kaʻao in and around the 

License Area shared below are some of the oldest Hawaiian stories that have survived; they still 

speak to the characteristics and environment of the area and its people. 

 Ka‘ao and Mo‘olelo 

3.1.1 Hi‘iaka and Kapokūlani (Kapo) in Wailua Iki 

In “The Epic Tale of Hi‘iakaikapoloiopele” retold by Ho‘oulumāhiehie (2008a; 2008b), Hi‘iaka 

and her aikāne (friend) Wahine‘ōma‘o, sail to Maui and travel on the windward side of the island 

stopping in Wailua Iki Ahupua‘a.  
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They trekked on, passing Kahikinui, arriving in Kaupō, and going through into the 

next district. Thus they continued on until reaching Wailua Iki, where the people 

were celebrating the hula. A hall for the dance there was filled with men, women, 

and children. [Ho‘oulumāhiehie 2008:119] 

It is here that Hi‘iaka and Wahine‘ōma‘o speak of hunger and Hi‘iaka encounters her cousin 

Kapokūlani (Kapo) at the hālau (meeting hall) of Wailua Iki. From the doorway of the hālau, 

Hi‘iaka calls out to her cousin hoping that they will be invited in to rest and eat.  

As they stood there, the people inside were dancing. The kind of dance being 

performed was a hula ‘ōlapa, a standing hula. They continued until that particular 

dance was finished, at which point Hi‘iaka offered up a chant, for she had seen her 

cousin, Kapokūlani, sitting amid the greenery. Kapo recognized this royal little 

sister of the family, and her tears spilled down. 

Kanikanihia Hikapōloa ē    Hikapōloa resounds 

‘O ka la‘i o Wailua Iki    In the calm of Wailua Iki 

La‘i malino a Kapa i noho ai    The calm in which Kapo dwells 

I noho nanea nō i ka la‘i o Kona   Dwelling peacefully in the calm of Kona 

5. Aloha    5.  Greetings 

‘O kānaenae aloha ihola nō ia lā   This is a loving chant of affection, indeed 

‘O ka leo      A voice 

‘O ka leo ka mea aloha ē    The voice is what is cherished 

Noho ana Kapo i ka uluwehiwehi   Kapo dwells in verdant greenery 

10. Kū ana i luna o Maoheleia 10.  Standing atop Mo‘ohelāia 

Ka ‘ōhai kū i Maunaloa    The ‘ōhai stands on Maunaloa 

Aloha mai Kaulana‘ula    Kaulana‘ula offers affection 

Eia mai ka ‘ūlāleo lā     Here is the chanted appeal, the ‘ūlāleo 

He waimaka      Offered up with tears 

15. He mōhai aloha na‘u iā ‘oe, 15.  My offering of affection to you,  

e Kapo       Kapo 

‘O Kapokūlani, ‘o Moehāunaiki   Kapokūlani, Moehāunaiki 

E hea au iā ‘oe     I call out to you 

Ō mai ho‘i.      Oh do, indeed, respond. 

Hi‘iaka’s chanting was exceedingly beautiful. No chant more lovely had ever been 

witnessed at Wailua. [Ho‘oulumāhiehie 2008a:127; Ho‘oulumāhiehie 2008b:119-

120] 

The deity Kapo is sometimes mentioned as a sister of Pele and Hi‘iaka, while other times she 

is listed as a cousin. Kapo is said to have been “born of Papa (or Haumea)… with Wakea her 

husband. Some say that she was born from the eyes of Papa. She is of high rank and able to assume 

many shapes at will” (Beckwith 1970:186). Kapo is known by a number of names that relate to 

certain mo‘olelo. It is held that she once lived in Wailua Iki Ahupua‘a in East Maui and is 

mentioned in connection with this place in numerous accounts. Beckwith (1970:187) describes 

that, “As goddess of sorcery Kapo is worshiped principally on Maui where she acts as an akua 
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noho or god who possesses the deified dead and gives commands or foretells events through their 

worshipers.”  

3.1.2 Kamapua‘a Visits Kapo 

Kamapua‘a, translated as “Hog-Child,” was born to Hina but was disowned by Hina’s husband 

Olopana — who believed Kamapua‘a was not his son but the result of an affair between Hina and 

his younger brother Kahiki-ula. After becoming a scorned lover of Pele, the broken-hearted 

Kamapua‘a took the form of a fish and roamed the Hawaiian Islands. One legend of Kamapua‘a 

in East Maui occurs at the home of Kapokūlani (Kapo) in the ahupua‘a of Wailua Iki:  

…when Kapo is living at Wailua-iki with her husband Kuo‘u, Kamapua‘a comes 

to that island in his fish form and sees a rainbow resting over Kapo’s house. Her 

husband is out fishing and she is beating tapa when the handsome stranger enters. 

Two men on the cliff signal to her husband and he comes running and gives 

Kamapua‘a a whack with his paddle. The kupua sends the husband flying over the 

cliff, called today Kuo‘u, and he falls in the shape of a huge stone pointed out today 

by the roadside. The gap between Wailua and Wai-lua-iki through which today runs 

a steep trail, still traveled by the mailman to the valley, was torn out at the time of 

this struggle. Kapo’s house may also be seen and the mark of her vagina against the 

cliff. [Beckwith 1970:213] 

3.1.3 Hi‘u of Ko‘olau  

A tale based in Ke‘anae tells of a shark famous in the ancient Ko‘olau District of Maui called 

Hi‘u – meaning “the tail of a fish” (Sterling 1998; Lueras 1983):  

According to this story, two families in the area used to exchange food, a common 

practice, the couple living seaside at Ke‘anae giving fish and the couple living 

upland giving garden produce. 

One day the woman from the shore gave her sister-in-law on the hillside nothing 

but a fishtail in exchange for bananas and sweet potatoes. The woman took the 

fishtail home in her calabash, saying nothing about the scanty trade. 

That night both she and her husband dreamed of a shark, and when they woke up 

in the morning they found a live shark swimming around in the calabash, where 

only a tail had been the night before. 

The excited couple freed the shark in an upland pool and made offerings to it. 

During a heavy rain, the shark was washed down to the ocean, where…it lives to 

this day in an underground cave near Ke’anae wharf. [Lueras 1983:92] 

3.1.4 Kihapi‘ilani’s Sweet Potato Patch 

The historic Hāmākualoa District of Maui is located on the north side of East Maui in the area 

now designated as Makawao District. One legend with a direct link to the Hāmākualoa District is 

the legend of Kihapi‘ilani and his sweet potato patch. Kihapi‘ilani, son of the ruling chief of Maui  

Pi‘i-lani, came to rule Maui by killing his older brother Lono-a-Pi‘i-lani (Pi‘ilani), who was the 

first-born successor. Kihapi‘ilani is often remembered on Maui for his stupendous leap from great 

heights into a pool of water (the sport known as lelekawa), and for building a stone paved road 
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around the island of Maui (Beckwith, 1970). Legend says that Kihapi‘ilani, fleeing the ill treatment 

of his brother Pi‘ilani, runs to Makawao where he takes up residence with a woman and her family, 

all the while keeping his identity secret. He lives peacefully for a time in a place called Kalaniwai. 

When the woman’s family began to complain of his laziness, Kihapi‘ilani travels to the lowlands 

of Kalua‘ama at Ha‘ikū to obtain sweet potato stalks. During his travels to the lowlands of Ha‘ikū, 

he learns how he can take revenge on his older brother. He takes the sweet potato stalks back to 

Kalaniwai and plants his famous sweet potato patch, after which he continues to Wailuku to pursue 

his brother (Fornander 1917:236-242).  

In Kamakau (1992), Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani (Kihapi‘ilani) is represented as more of a supernatural 

figure with legendary strength who runs to a place on the boundary of Kula and Makawao. It is 

here where he plants his great patch of sweet potatoes: 

There was a famine in Kula and Makawao, and the people subsisted on laulele, 

pualele, popolo, and other weeds. One night Kiha-a-Pi‘i-lani went to clear a patch 

of ferns to plant sweet potatoes, and on the same night he made a large one that 

would naturally require the labor of eighty men to clear. When morning came, the 

huge patch was noticed, an immense one indeed. The people said skeptically of this 

great undertaking, ‘Where will he find enough sweet-potato slips to cover the 

patch?’ Next day Kiha-a-Pi‘i-lani went to Hamakuapoko and Hali‘imaile to ask for 

potato slips. The natives gave him whole patches of them wherever he went; [they 

said]. He went to clean a number of morning-glory vines and returned. The owners 

who gave him the contents of their patches had gone home. He pulled up the vines 

and whatever potatoes adhered to them, and allowed them to wilt in the sun. After 

they had wilted he laid vines on them, and tied them. He went on doing this until 

he had enough loads for ten men to carry. Then he made a carrier (‘awe ‘awe) of 

morning-glory vines, placed the bundles of slips in it, and lifted it with great 

strength onto his back. The sunshine beat down on his back, the ‘uki‘ukiu breeze 

blew in front of him, the ‘Ulalena rain added its share, and intense heat reflected 

from the ‘ulei vines. [Kamakau 1992:22-33] 

Fornander’s account places the patch in between Makawao and Ha‘ikū, on the border of the 

two Hāmākualoa districts of Maui. The Makawao area was noted for its sweet potato lands and 

has retained that reputation throughout the historic period (Sterling 1998:99). 

3.1.5 Springs of Kāne 

In the legend of Kāne and Kanaloa and their search for water to accompany their appetite for 

‘awa (kava; Piper methysticum), one of the first places they are known to have traveled on Maui 

is to the mountains of Ke‘anae in the ancient district of Ko‘olau. Kāne thrusts his kauila 

(Alphitonia ponderosa) wood staff and a spring appears. The location of this spring is marked 

according to Beckwith:  

Two holes are pointed out just below the road across Ohia gulch beyond Keanae on 

Maui where Kane dug his spear first into one hole and then into the other with the 

words, “This is for you, that for me.” The water gushing from these apertures is 

called “the water of Kane and Kanaloa.” [Beckwith 1970:65] 
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From here, they travel east forming springs and fishponds in Luala‘ilua, Kaupo, Kipahulu, 

Waihe‘e, and Kahakuloa. In January 1865, the Hawaiian Newspaper Kuokoa printed an article by 

J. Waiamau concerning the springs of Kāne in Hāmākualoa, Maui. 

Kaneloa said to Kane, “We have circled Hawaii let us go to Maui”. They sailed to 

and landed on Maui. They toured Maui until they reached Hamakua. They drank 

awa but because there was no water they caused fresh water to flow and drank all 

of the awa. They continued on and the water which they had caused to flow was 

called the water of Kaneloa. This water flows unto this day. [Sterling 1998:101] 

It is uncertain whether the water of Kaneloa in this anecdote refers to a specific place in 

Hāmākua or whether it refers to all of the springs in the Hāmākua Districts. It is not surprising that 

Kāne and Kanaloa would have left their mark in East Maui as they did on the rest of Hawaiian 

Islands. 

3.1.6  ‘Ai‘ai, Son of Ku‘ula the Fish God 

Ku‘ula, the god of fishers, is said to originate from the Hāna area of Maui. There he lived with 

his wife Hinapukui‘a, his brother Ku‘ulauka (god of cultivators), and Ku‘ulauka’s (goddess of 

forest growth, sister of Hinapukui‘a, and wife of Ku‘ulauka). Ku‘ula lived during the reign of 

Kamohoali‘i under which he served as head fisherman. At the time of his death, Ku‘ula prepares 

for the future by instructing his son ‘Ai‘ai on the powers of attracting fish and on establishing 

fishing stations in the islands. Ku‘ula gives ‘Ai‘ai his magic objects including: “a decoy stick 

called Pahiakukahuoi (kahuai), a cowry called Leho-ula, a hook called Manai-a-ka-Iani, and a 

stone called Ku ‘ula which, if dropped into a pool, had the power to draw the fish thither” 

(Beckwith 1970:19). ‘Ai‘ai traveled around Maui returning fish to the ko‘a (fishing ground or 

station) of the island by erecting kū‘ula (stone god used to attract fish) and by teaching the local 

people the best fishing techniques. In the following mo‘olelo, a number of place names within the 

ahupua‘a of the License Area are mentioned.   

Arriving at Waiohue Bay in Ko‘olau, ‘Ai‘ai began to restore the ko‘a of these waters by creating 

a kū‘ula. 

He next went over to Waiohue, Koolau, where he placed a stone on a sharp rocky 

islet, called Paka, whereon a few puhala grow. It is claimed that during the season 

of the kala, they come in from the ocean, attracted to this locality by the power of 

this stone. They continue on to Mokumana, a cape between Keanae and Wailuanui. 

They come in gradually for two days, and on the third day of their reaching the 

coast, at the pali of Ohea, is the time and place to surround them with nets. In olden 

times while the fishermen were hauling in their nets full of kala into the canoes, the 

akule and oio also came in numbers at the same time, making it impossible to catch 

all in one day; and as there were so many gathered in the net it took them a day and 

a night before they could care for their draught, which yielded so many more than 

could be made use of that they were fed to the pigs and dogs. The kala of Ohea is 

noted for its fatness and fine flavor. Few people are now living there, and the people 

who knew all about this are dead; but the stone that Aiai placed on that little island 

at Waiohue is still there. [Thrum 1907:233] 
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When ‘Ai‘ai became satisfied with his work and believed that his friends had grown proficient 

in the art of fishing he bestowed on them a challenge. He instructed his friends to go into the deep 

waters off Wailua Nui and kill the giant he‘e (general term for octopus).  

When the canoes were made ready and drawn to the beach and the people came 

prepared to start, Aiai brought the hokeo (fishing gourd), where the leho (kauri 

shell) that Ku-ula his father gave him was kept, and gave it to his friend. . .  

Then the canoes and people sailed away till they got out along the palis near 

Kopiliula, where they rested. . . Aiai’s friend called on Ku-ula and Hina for the 

assistance of their wonderful powers. When he was through, he took off the 

covering of the gourd and took out the leho, which had rich beautiful colors like the 

rainbow, and attaching it to the line, he lowered it into the sea, where it sent out 

rays of a fiery light. The hee was so attracted by its radiance that it came out of its 

hole and with its great arms, which were as long and large as a full-grown cocoanut 

tree, came up to the surface of the water and stood there like a cocoanut grove. The 

men were frightened, for it approached and went right into the canoes with the 

intention of destroying them and the men and capturing the leho; but it failed, 

because Aiai’s friend, with his skill and power, had provided himself with a stone, 

which, at the proper time, he shoved into the head of the squid; and the weight of 

the stone drew it down to the bottom of the sea and kept it there, and being 

powerless to remove the stone, it died. The men seized and cut off one of the arms, 

which was so big that it loaded the canoes down so that they returned to Hana. 

When the squid died, it turned to stone. It is pointed out to-day just outside of 

Wailuanui, where a stone formation resembles the body of a squid and the arms, 

with one missing. . .  

When Aiai saw that his friend and others of Hana were skilled in all the art of 

fishing, he decided to leave his birthplace and journey elsewhere. [Thrum 

1907:234-235] 

3.1.7 Eleio and the Ghost of ‘O‘opuola 

Eleio was the messenger of the king of Maui, called Kakaalaneo. Eleio was known for his speed 

and was sent each morning to Hāna to bring ‘awa back to the king who lived in Lahaina. According 

to mo‘olelo, “As soon as the order was given, Eleio would run off with great speed, all the way 

from Lahaina to Hana. The distance between these two places is about forty miles. It is said in the 

legend that Eleio could beat the wind in speed” (Fornander 1919:434). 

One day during Eleio’s journey from Lahaina to Hāna, he was stopped by the ghost Kaahualii 

who lived in the wilderness of ‘O‘opuola in East Makaīwa Ahupua‘a.  

In one of his trips to Hana, he met Kaahualii, a ghost, who lived in the wilderness 

of Oopuola. When the ghost met him, he asked that he be given some of the awa, 

but Eleio insulted him by telling him to take the hairs of his body and use it for his 

awa. 

When Kaahualii heard this, he gave chase, believing that he could catch Eleio; but 

he was unable to catch him who ran much faster. 
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When Eleio came to Kakaalaneo, he saw that the meal, the awa for which he was 

sent, was being served. On his return from Hana Eleio while running was preparing 

the awa at the same time, so when he entered the house, he placed the awa in the 

cup, strained it and placed the cup to the mouth of Kakaalaneo. Kakaalaneo was 

thus enabled to drink his awa before he began on his meal. 

Because of this Eleio was noted for his great speed and the people of the present 

generation think the story to be true. [Fornander 1919:434] 

3.1.8 Pau-walu the Shark-Man  

Wailua-iki Bay is associated with the dramatic story of a shark-man named Pau-walu, translated 

to mean “eight dead” (Beckwith 1970:141) or “many destroyed” (Nakuina 1994:27). The 

following mo‘olelo tells of Pua-walu’s defeat by a young Maui fighter.  

Pau-walu (“Many destroyed”) lived at Wailua, Maui. He warned men as they went 

to the sea that many would be killed before they returned and a shark always killed 

many of them as predicted. He was therefore suspected as a shark-man. Akeake 

(“Quick and ready”) was born beside the stream of Hau-ola and while yet a little 

boy went about Maui fighting champions. After overcoming Lohelohe, he, with his 

companion Pakolea, spent the night at the house of a friend named Ohia and learned 

about Pauwalu. The shark-man scoffed at so little an antagonist, but Akeake easily 

bound him, exposed the shark’s mouth on his back, and killed him a fire. (From 

Beckwith’s Hawaiian Mythology, 141; the anecdote is condensed from a 

manuscript by Mary Kawena Pukui. On March 14, 1993, a 12-14-foot shark bit the 

leg of surfer Roddy P. Lewis at Wailua-iki Bay on Maui. The shark let go after the 

surfer punched it on the side of the head. About a week after the shark attack, two 

local residents caught a ten-foot tiger shark in the area.) [Nakuina 1994:27] 

 Wahi Pana (Legendary Place) 

Wahi pana are legendary or storied places of an area. These legendary or storied places may 

include a variety of natural or human-made structures. Often dating to the pre-Contact period, most 

wahi pana are in some way connected to a particular mo‘olelo, however, a wahi pana may exist 

without a connection to any particular story. Davianna McGregor outlines the types of natural and 

human-made structures that may constitute wahi pana: 

Natural places have mana, and are sacred because of the presence of the gods, the 

akua, and the ancestral guardian spirits, the ‘aumakua. Human-made structures for 

the Hawaiian religion and family religious practices are also sacred. These 

structures and places include temples, and shrines, or heiau, for war, peace, 

agriculture, fishing, healing, and the like; pu‘uhonua, places of refuge and 

sanctuaries for healing and rebirth; agricultural sites and sites of food production 

such as the lo‘i pond fields and terraces slopes, ‘auwai irrigation ditches, and the 

fishponds; and special function sites such as trails, salt pans, holua slides, quarries, 

petroglyphs, gaming sites, and canoe landings. [McGregor 1996:22] 

As McGregor makes clear, wahi pana can refer to natural geographic locations such as streams, 

peaks, rock formations, ridges, offshore islands, and reefs, or they can refer to Hawaiian land 
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divisions such as ahupua‘a or ‘ili (land division smaller than an ahupua‘a), and man-made 

structures such as fishponds. In this way, the wahi pana of East Maui tangibly link the kama‘āina 

of this region to their past. It is common for places and landscape features to have multiple names, 

some of which may only be known to certain ‘ohana or even certain individuals within an ‘ohana, 

and many have been lost, forgotten or kept secret through time. Place names also convey kaona 

(hidden meanings) and huna (secret) information that may even have political or subversive 

undertones. Before the introduction of writing to the Hawaiian Islands, cultural information was 

exclusively preserved and perpetuated orally. Hawaiians gave names to literally everything in their 

environment, including individual garden plots and ‘auwai (water courses), house sites, intangible 

phenomena such as meteorological and atmospheric effects, pōhaku (rock, stone), pūnāwai 

(freshwater springs), and many others. According to Landgraf (1994), Hawaiian wahi pana 

“physically and poetically describes an area while revealing its historical or legendary 

significance” (Landgraf 1994:v). 

3.2.1 Ahupua‘a Place Names 

Handy et al. (1991:23-24,42) summarizes the relationship that traditional Hawaiians have had 

with the natural environment in the following passage: 

The sky, sea, and earth, and all in and on them are alive with meaning indelibly 

impressed upon every fiber of the unconscious as well as the conscious psyche. 

Hawaiian poetry and folklore reveal this intimate rapport with the elements, [Handy 

et al. 1991:23-24] 

(T)he relationship which existed from very early times between the Hawaiian 

people . . . is abundantly exemplified in traditional mele (songs), in pule (prayer 

chants), and in genealogical records which associate the ancestors, primordial and 

more recent, with their individual homelands, celebrating always the outstanding 

qualities and features of those lands. [Handy et al. 1991:42] 

These subtle observations of the interconnectedness of people, places, and deeds figure largely 

in the naming of places of note, also called wahi pana. The regional place names below, along 

with the environmental data, indicate that the lands within East Maui were widely used for many 

purposes relevant to traditional Hawaiian subsistence, habitation, and history. Sometimes these 

place names are references to the actions of historic individuals, and at other times to the deeds of 

legendary or mythological figures, but often are rich with the symbolic associations to the point of 

encompassing a comprehensive history of a place that can combine all these elements. Literal 

translations of the moku (districts) and ahupua‘a place names within the License Area are listed in 

Table 1. These translations may provide some insight into what the moku and ahupua‘a of the 

License Area were like prior to Western contact. Unless otherwise noted, translations are taken 

from Pukui, Elbert, and Mookini (1976) Place Names of Hawaii. 
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Table 1. Ahupua‘a and moku place names within the License Area (from Pukui et. al 1976 unless 

otherwise noted) 

Name Translation/Association 

Hāmākua Loa One of twelve ancient districts (moku) of Maui Island; lit., “long 

hāmākua” where hāmākua means corner (p. 39) 

Hanawana Ahupua‘a (West Hanawana and East Hanawana), point, and 

stream; lit., “sea urchin bay” (p. 41) 

Hanehoi  Ahupua‘a, Lexicology unknown.  

Honomanū Ahupua‘a, Land division and bay. Lexicology unknown.  

Honopou Ahupua‘a, point, and stream; lit., “post harbor” (p. 50) 

Huelo Ahupua‘a, village, stream, and point; a game, originated by Papio, 

was played here; loulu palm leaves were woven into hammocks 

upon which players were laid and then tossed into the sea (p. 53) 

Ke‘anae  Ahupua‘a, village, elementary school, park, lookout, homesteads, 

point, landing, stream, valley, peninsula, East Maui. Here, the god 

Ka ne, accompanied by Kanaloa, thrust his kauila staff into solid 

rock, and water gushed forth. Lit., “the mullet” (p. 103) 

Ko‘olau Ahupua‘a, One of twelve ancient districts on Maui, reduced to four 

in 1859. The new Hana district includes the former Koolau, Hana, 

Kipahulu, Kaupo, and Kahikinui districts. lit., “windward” 

(Ulukau 2010) 

Makaīwa Ahupua‘a (West Makaīwa and East Makaīw) and bay; lit., 

“mother-of-pearl eyes” (p. 140) 

Makawao Moku and ahupua‘a; Lit., “forest beginning” (p. 142) 

Mokupapa Ahupua‘a, gulch, and stream; lit., “flat island” (p. 156) 

Nāhiku Ahupua‘a, lit., “the seven (districts of the area)” (Clark 1989:20) 

Pa‘akea Ahupua‘a, stream, and gulch; lit., “coral bed, limestone” (Ulukau 

2006) 

Pāpa‘a‘ea Ahupua‘a and reservoir; lit., “turtle shell piece”; Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani 

made a long paved road beginning here (p. 179)  

Pu‘uomaile   Ahupua‘a, lit., “Hill of Mālei (a kupua goddess)” (p. 204)  

Wailua Ahupua‘a (Wailua Nui and Wailua Iki), stream, village, 

homestead, and cove; lit., “two waters” (Ulukau 2006) 

Waipi‘o Ahupua‘a (Waipioiki and Waipionui), land section. gulch, and 

school, lit., “curved water” (p. 227) 
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3.2.2 Heiau of East Maui 

Heiau are pre-Christian places of worship. Construction of some heiau were elaborate and large 

communal structures, while others were simple earth terraces or shrines (McAllister 1933:8). 

Heiau are most commonly known to be where important ceremonies took place and are large 

structures with platforms or altars comprised of one or more terraces (McAllister 1933:8). The 

following descriptions chronical a number of heiau within or near the License Area. 

Puu O Kalepa Heiau of Huelo Ahupua‘a is located approximately 500 feet east of Huelo 

Protestant Church on a knoll overlooking Honopou Gulch (Thrum 1917). The name Puu O Kalepa 

is recorded as derived from pu‘u o ka lepa, meaning “hill of the flag” (Ulukau 2010). This large, 

open heiau is thought to have been of the sacrificial class and was constructed from beach stones, 

pebbles, and basalt (Sterling 1998:105).  

Pohakuokane Heiau is located east of Kailua gulch atop a ridge in Pāpa‘a‘ea Ahupua‘a. 

Pohauokane, made from smooth basalt rocks, is a small notch-shaped heiau set in a dense thicket 

of hau (beach hibiscus; Hibiscus tiliaceus) (Sterling 1998:107). Pohakuokane is translated from 

pōhaku-o-Kāne to mean “stone of Kāne” (Ulukau 2010).  

In Honopou Ahupua‘a, Poohoolewa Heiau is cited to have been located at Apiapi on a high 

bluff overlooking Honopou Gulch. This heiau is described as a large walled structure that is 

thought to have been used for sacrifices (Thrum 1917; Ulukau 2010).  

In Pu‘uomaile Ahupua‘a is Kauhihale Heiau which is translated from kauhi-hale meaning 

“house of Kauhi” (Ulukau 2010). This heiau is described as an L-shaped, walled enclosure with 

two or three terraces located at Moii. The construction of this heiau was done with rough basalt 

stones (Sterling 1998). Pu‘uomaile Ahupua‘a is also home to Kupaikaa Heiau, said to have been a 

large heiau from which the sound of drums was heard (Ulukau 2010).  

Ohia Heiau, located in Wailua Nui Ahupua‘a about three quarters of a mile from the sea in a 

valley, was disassembled to build a pig pen in the late-ninetieth or early twentieth century. This 

heiau is believed to have been built by chief Kaimuki for agricultural purposes (Sterling 1998). 

In an article that was published in an 1865 issue of Ka Nupepa Kuaokoa, which was translated 

by Cori-Ann Lorenzo (Lee-Greig et al. 2012:36-38), Kaawa (1865) lists several heiau known to 

him, including “Papanene in Kapukaulua.” From October 1928 to August 1929, Winslow M. 

Walker (1931), archaeologist for Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, conducted a systematic island-

wide survey focused on identifying and confirming traditional Hawaiian ceremonial structures 

(i.e., heiau and ko‘a) based on earlier research conducted by the museum (Stokes 1916; Thrum 

1908, 1916, 1917, 1918). He includes “Papanene at Kapukaulau, Puunene” in a list of “[h]eiau 

[s]ites destroyed on the northeast coast of east Maui” (Walker 1931:151). Later, from 1960 to 

1970, Elspeth P. Sterling (1998) further expanded research for Bishop Museum regarding 

archaeological sites on Maui. Sterling (1998:64) provides the same description as Walker 

(1931:151) for Papanene Heiau.      

3.2.3 Alaloa Kihapiilani  

The Alaloa (Long Road) of Kihapiilani, or Kihapiilani Highway, was constructed in the 

sixteenth century during the reign of King Kihapi‘ilani of Maui. Kihapi‘ilani is credited with 

completing the paved road from Hāna to Wailuku, which was initiated by his father, Pi‘ilani 
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(Fleming, 1933). The road, paved with smoothed basalt stones, unified the island and provided a 

means of trade, commerce, and war time protection. In describing the building of Kihapi‘ilani’s 

road, Beckwith states: 

The name Kiha-pi‘ilani is preserved locally about the island of Maui in connection 

with… the famous paved road about the island with the building of which he 

oppressed the people. Men are said to have stood in line and passed stones from 

seashore to upland. Parts of the road are still in place and may be followed where 

the trail cuts in a straight line up and down the deep gorges which break the 

windward slope of the island. [Beckwith 1970:387] 

Once the road was paved, however, residents of East Maui most likely benefitted from having 

access to the road as did the people traveling through the windward districts, particularly given its 

location between Wailuku and Hāna, two prominent political centers during the last two centuries 

of pre-contact Hawaiian history. The Alaloa Kihapiilani traverses many East Maui locations and 

is a wahi pana mentioned in various accounts of East Maui.  

3.2.4 ‘O‘opuola 

‘O‘opuola is the name of a wilderness area, gulch, stream, and point – all broadly located on 

the northwestern boundary of the ancient moku of Ko‘olau and within the ahupua‘a of East 

Makaīwa and West Makaīwa. Andrews (1922:663) translates ‘o‘opuola to mean, “long oopu fish.” 

The wilderness area of ‘O‘opuola, which is along the Kihapiilani Road, was known as a place 

that attracted robbers. Two accounts mention the ‘O‘opuola wildness of East Makaīwa Ahupua‘a 

in reference to robbers.  

Robbery and theft also were frequent crimes committed in out-of-the-way places. 

Certain people, called Ku‘ielua, took up robbery as a profession, were known as 

“wild men” (hihiu), and waylaid travelers at such remote places on the highway as 

‘O‘opuola, ‘Akiala, Kuanu‘uanu, Hana‘ie‘ie, ‘A‘alaloloa, the cliffs of Molokai, 

Kahakuloa [on Maui], and so also on Hawaii, Oahu and Kauai. [Kamakua 

1992:236] 

Once the development of the paved Kihapiilani Road came to ‘O‘opuola, the passage through 

the wilderness area became less treacherous according to the following account. 

When the chief and men had finished the work there [on Kihapiilani Road], the 

paving was begun in the forest of Oopuloa in Koolau, from Kawahinepee at Kaloa 

to Papaaea to Kaohekanu at Hamakualoa. This was a place made famous by robbers 

in the olden days. This road was treacherous and difficult for the stranger, but when 

it was paved by Kihapiilani this road became a fine thing. [Sterling 1998:101] 

3.2.5 Pu‘ukoa‘e 

Pu‘ukoa‘e (Puukaae on latter maps) of West Hanawana, is a pinnacle which juts out into Hoalua 

Bay, appears in the historic struggles of Hawai‘i chiefs to gain control over Maui. During 

Kamehameha’s Maui campaign around 1790, Kamehameha’s troops traveled up the windward 

coast to Hāmākualoa District, after having invaded Hāna. Kalanikupule, the ruling chief of Maui 

at the time, sent his warrior Kapakahili to resist the invasion. 
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The battle met at a small hill called “Bosun-bird Hill” (Pu‘ukoa‘e) situated on the 

makai side of Pu‘umaile at Hanawana in Hoalua, and Kapakahili was defeated. In 

the evening Kamehameha beached at Halehaku, went ashore, and built temporary 

shelters just where he stepped foot. The feather god Kuka‘ilimoku encouraged him 

to fight, for its feathers bristled and stood upright in the direction of Hinawaikoli‘i; 

Kamehameha therefore lost his fear of a fight with slingshot. The next morning he 

saw through the koa and hala trees the red gleam of feather capes. It is said that he 

narrowly escaped defeat by Kapakahili’s company. But reinforcements came up, 

Kamehameha put the enemy to flight, and pursued them along the main road or 

they would have rejoined their fellow warriors at Kokomo. At the ascent of 

‘Opaepilau, Kapakahili was exhausted and was overtaken. “Slain by Pipili,” 

Kamehameha boasted over him. [Kamakau 1961:148] 

An additional account by Fornander mentions Pu‘ukoa‘e as a strategic position taken in battle 

by Kamehameha. 

Of the campaign in Hamakualoa some momentos are still pointed out. The fortified 

position at Puukoae on Hanawana, which was attacked and taken by Kamehameha, 

who had brought his fleet round from Hana. The hill is known as “Kapuai-o- 

Kamehameha,” to the west of the Halehaku stream, where he encamped for the 

night after taking Puukoae. . . the Maui forces were routed and fled as far as 

Kokomo, where a final stand was made. Fighting desperately, and with hardly a 

hope of retrieving the fortune of the day, Kapakahili encountered Kamehameha on 

the field, and one of those single combats ensued in which the fate of an empire 

depends on the personal prowess of one or the other of the combatants. Kapakahili 

was killed, the Maui men fled and dispersed, and the road to Wailuku lay open to 

Kamehameha. [Fornander 1969:236] 

3.2.6 The Bays of Wailua Iki and Wailua Nui  

Samuel M. Kamakau provides a passing reference in the context of the fleet of the Big Island 

chief ‘Umi-a-Līloa coming to the aid of the Maui chief Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani in his fighting against Lono- 

a-Pi‘ilani and the Hāna chief Ho‘olaemakua. The Hāna chief initially repelled the landings of the 

Hawai‘i-island canoes and ‘Umi-a-Līloa asks how best to get his men ashore: 

Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani answered, “There is a small harbor at Ko‘olau called Wailua-iki, 

and if all the canoes can not land there, there is another landing at Wailua-nui.” The 

blocked canoes turned about and sailed for Wailua-iki at Ko‘olau.  

When the canoes reached Wailua-iki, they were dismantled and set upright, and in 

that way the innumerable war canoes from Hawai‘i could be beached. After all the 

canoes were beached the men began to go overland to the site of the battle [at Ulaino 

well to the southeast] [Kamakau 1961:29-30] 

3.2.7 Honomanū Valley  

The broad Honomanū valley and stream was once an area that supported a large Hawaiian 

community. This population utilized the bay of Honomanū for canoe fishing and the evaluated 
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flatlands for agricultural terracing and house sites (Handy and Handy 1978). A more contemporary 

account of Honomanū described the evolution of the area: 

Only one family still raises taro in the old patches near the sea, but abandoned 

terraces extend up into the valley as far as the level land goes, a little less than a 

mile. Above Honomanu on elevated flatlands there used to be some terraces and 

houses. [Sterling 1998:110] 

An additional account found in Sterlings (1998) Sites of Maui reveals Honomanū as a wahi 

pana.  

I have heard from various sources that there are a lot of burials in the upper part of 

this Valley and there still seems to be a certain amount of superstition attached to 

the place; I am told that quite a number of people do not like to be in the Valley 

after dark, and that the Ali‘i are said to walk there at such times. . .  [Sterling 

1998:109] 

3.2.8 Ke‘anae  

Ke‘anae Peninsula  

Ke‘anae Peninsula, a lava plain that extends a mile into the sea from Ke‘anae Valley, is an area 

known for lo‘i (irrigated terrace) cultivation (Figure 12). Handy (1940) elaborates on the origin of 

cultivation on Ke‘anae Peninsula saying: 

The story of the founding of the Keanae lo‘i area is highly interesting. Anciently, 

according to Henry Ikoa, the peninsula was barren lava. But a chief, whose name 

is not remembered, was constantly at war with the people of Wailua and determined 

that he must have more good land under cultivation, more food, and more people. 

So he set all his people to work (they were then living within the valley and going 

down to the peninsula only for fishing), carrying soil in baskets from the valley 

down to the lava point. The soil and the banks enclosing the patches were thus, in 

the course of many years, all transplanted and packed into place. Thus did the 

watered flats of Keanae originate. A small lo‘i near the western side of the land 

formerly belonged to the chief of Keanae and has the name Ke-anae (the big 

mullet); it is said that the entire locality took its name from this small sacred lo‘i. 

Here, as at Kahakuloa, the taro that grew in the sacred patch of the alii was reputed 

to be of great size. [Handy 1940:110] 

Heiau of Ke‘anae 

The Ke‘anae area is home to a number of heiau that now lie in ruin or have been destroyed. 

The names of these heiau have been preserved along with stories that illustrate the site’s 

significance as wahi pana. Lalaola Heiau, located on Ke‘anae Peninsula, was an agricultural 

temple whose name is translated from lālā-ola meaning “living branch” (James 2001; Ulukau 

2010). The dismantled Kukui o Lono Heiau is translated to mean “light of Lono.” Located on the 

shoreline of Ke‘anae Peninsula, this heiau was strategically used as a beacon where signal fires 

were lit for faring fishermen and ocean voyagers (James 2001). The heiau known as Kaluanui 

Heiau is translated to mean “big pit” and is believed to have been “a double section temple of 

sacrifice from which kapu drums at one time were heard” (James 2001:118). Two more heiau of  
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Figure 12. Ke‘anae Peninsula from Hāna Highway in 1925 (Hawai‘i Historic Society Collection) 
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Ke‘anae are described by James, “Kualani Heiau on the west ridge of Waiokāne Falls; and ‘Ohi‘a 

Heiau, attributed to chief Kaimukī and later broken up and used as a pigpen” (James 2001:118). 

Pakanaloa Heiau was a war heiau dedicated to Kanehekili (god of thunder) who is an ‘aumakua 

(personal god) of Maui Island. This heiau was described as a platform structure in the hills of 

Ke‘anae and whose name is said to be derived from pā-kanaloa meaning “enclosure [of] Kanaloa” 

(James 2001; Ulukau 2010). It is said of Pakanaloa Heiau that Kanehekili was its kahu (guardian; 

honored attendant), who later died within the walls of this heiau. Upon his death Thrum (1908) 

writes that,  

. . . when his brother-in-law realized the fact [that Kanehekili had died] he cut off 

the head [of Kanehekili] and took it to Lanai. The people of Hamakualoa, 

wondering at his disappearance, searched till they found his body in the temple at 

Keanae, and when it was made known that the guardian of the god was dead, the 

people came and cut his body into small pieces and distributed it. As each place all 

over Maui received a portion of his body it became their duty to worship the 

thunder. [Thrum 1908:48-49] 

Kaulana-Pueo Church 

In Huelo Ahupua‘a lies Kaulana-Pueo church. The place where this church was built was once 

a hala grove where the pueo (owl) returned to at night. When the hala grove died the people of 

this area decided to build a church in the old grove. An informant to Pukui said of the building of 

Kaulana-Pueo church that, “the people stood in line, there were not trucks at that time, and no car, 

to bring the stones, and all kinds of things from the beach. Stand in line. It was said that there were 

200 members of that place at that time” (Sterling 1998:106). The church was thus named Kaulana-

Pueo or “The Owl’s Haven,” memorializing the pueo that once lived at this site (Sterling 1998).   

  ‘Ōlelo No‘eau (Proverbs) 

Hawaiian knowledge was shared by way of oral histories. Indeed, one’s leo (voice) is often 

presented as ho‘okupu (“to cause growth,” a gift given to convey appreciation, to strengthen 

bonds); the high value placed on the spoken word underscores the importance of the oral tradition 

(in this case, Hawaiian sayings or expressions) and its ability to impart traditional Hawaiian 

“aesthetic, historic, and education values” (Pukui 1983:vii). Thus, in many ways these expressions 

may be understood as inspiring growth within reader or between speaker and listener: 

They reveal with each new reading ever deeper layers of meaning, giving 

understanding not only of Hawai‘i and its people but of all humanity. Since the 

sayings carry the immediacy of the spoken word, considered to be the everyday 

thoughts and lives of the Hawaiians who created them. Taken together, the sayings 

offer a basis for an understanding of the essence and origins of traditional Hawaiian 

values. The sayings may be categorized, in Western terms, as proverbs, aphorisms, 

didactic adages, jokes, riddles, epithets, lines from chants, etc., and they present a 

variety of literary techniques such as metaphor, analogy, allegory, personification, 

irony, pun, and repetition. It is worth noting, however, that the sayings were spoken, 

and that their meanings and purposes should not be assessed by the Western 

concepts of literary types and techniques. [Pukui 1983:vii] 
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Simply, ‘ōlelo no‘eau may be understood as proverbs. The Webster dictionary notes it as “a 

phrase which is often repeated; especially, a sentence which briefly and forcibly expresses some 

practical truth, or the result of experience and observation.” It is a pithy of short form of folk 

wisdom. Pukui equates proverbs as a treasury of Hawaiian expressions (Pukui and Green 1995:xii). 

Often within these Hawaiian expressions or proverbs, references to places emerge. This section 

draws from the collection of author and historian Mary Kawena Pukui and her knowledge of 

Hawaiian proverbs describing ‘āina (land), chiefs, plants, and places. The following proverbs are 

from Pukui’s ‘Ōlelo No‘eau (1983). 

3.3.1 ‘Ōlelo No‘eau #357 

The following proverb is said to have been spoken by Kahekili, ali‘i nui (high chief) of Maui, 

in regard to receiving a message from Kamehameha I: 

E nānā mai a uhi kapa ‘ele‘ele ia Maui, a kau ka pua‘a i ka nuku, ki‘i mai i ka 

‘āina a lawe aku. 

Watch until the black tapa cloth covers Maui and the sacrificial hog is offered, then 

come and take the land. 

Said by Kahekili, ruler of Maui, to a messenger sent by Kamehameha I with a 

question whether to have war or peace. Kahekili sent back this answer—“Wait until 

I am dead and all the rites performed, then invade and take the island of Maui.” 

[Pukui 1983:43] 

3.3.2 ‘Ōlelo No‘eau #505 

Below is an ‘ōlelo no‘eau that concerns a thief named Po‘okea who lived during the reign of 

Kahekili: 

Hāwele kīlau i ka lemu, ‘āha‘i ka pua‘a i ka waha; ke hele nei o Po‘okea. 

Draw the fine loincloth under the buttocks; the pork finds its way into the mouth; 

Po‘okea now departs. 

Po‘okea was a very clever thief during the reign of Kahekili of Maui. Whenever he 

eluded his pursuers, this was his favorite boast. Any reference to one as being a 

descendant or relative of Po‘okea implies that he is a thief who steals and runs. 

[Pukui 1983:60] 

3.3.3 ‘Ōlelo No‘eau #697 

The following saying is about the area known as ‘O‘opuloa in the Ko‘olau region of Maui. The area 

was once feared due to thieves. 

He koa ka mea hele ho‘okāhi i ‘O‘opuloa. 

Only a warrior dares to go alone to ‘O‘opuloa. 

Said of a venture fit only for the brave. The way to ‘O‘opuloa, Maui, was feared 

because of robbers. [Pukui 1983:77] 
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3.3.4 ‘Ōlelo No‘eau #982 

This proverb discusses a certain species of the weke (goatfish; Mullidae) whose brain contains 

toxins that can disturb sleep, causing nightmares, and, in some cases, hallucinations (Waikiki 

Aquarium 2017): 

He weke, he i‘a pahulu. 

It is a weke, the fish that produces nightmares. 

The head of the weke fish is said to contain something that produces nightmares. 

The nearer to Lāna‘i the fish is caught, the worse the effects of the nightmares. 

Pahulu was the chief of evil beings (akua) who peopled the island of Lāna‘i. When 

Kaulula‘au, son of Kaka‘alaneo, ruler of Maui, was a boy, he was banished to 

Lāna‘i because of his mischief. By trickery, he rid the island of evil beings, and the 

spirit of Pahulu fled to the sea and entered a weke fish. From that time on, 

nightmares have been called pahulu, and a person who has had a nightmare is said 

to have been under the influence of Pahulu. [Pukui 1983:105] 

3.3.5 ‘Ōlelo No‘eau #1029 

Below is a proverb expressed of a person who goes mauka (towards the mountain) for water: 

Ho‘i hou ka wai i ka uka o Ao. 

The water returns again to the upland of Ao. 

A Maui expression referring to a person who goes upland for water. This saying 

came from the battle of Ka‘uwa‘upali, when Kamehameha defeated the warriors of 

Maui in ‘Īao. The stream was dammed with bodies, and the water ran red with 

blood. The people had to travel far inland to find uncontaminated water. [Pukui 

1983:110] 

3.3.6 ‘Ōlelo No‘eau #1514 

The Kama‘oma‘o Plain is located from the Pu‘unēnē to Nu‘a‘ailua Stream in Honomanū, 

Ko‘olau and is a place associated with ghosts according to the following three proverbs.  

Ka ‘ōlohe puka awakea o Kama‘oma‘o.  

The bare one of Kama‘oma‘o that appears at noonday.  

The plain of Kama‘oma‘o, Maui is said to be the haunt of ghosts (‘ōlohe) who 

appear at night or at noon. Also a play on ‘ōlohe (nude), applied to one who appears 

unclothed. [Pukui 1983:164] 

3.3.7 ‘Ōlelo No‘eau #1481 

Kama‘oma‘o, ka ‘āina huli hana. 

At Kama‘oma‘o, land of activities. 

Ghosts who do not go to the pō of their ancestors often wander about in certain 

areas. Kama‘oma‘o, Maui, is such a place. The activities of such ghosts usually 

annoy the living. [Pukui 1983:160] 
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3.3.8 ‘Ōlelo No‘eau #1761 

Ke kula o Kama‘oma‘o ka ‘āina huli hana.  

The plain of Kama‘oma‘o — that is the place where plenty of work is to be found. 

A taunt to one who talks of looking for work but does not do it. The plain of 

Kama‘oma‘o, Maui, was said to be the haunt of ghosts whose activities were often 

terrifying. [Pukui 1983:189] 

3.3.9 ‘Ōlelo No‘eau #1850 

The below proverb concerns the people of the Moku of Ko‘olau.  

Ko‘olau hauwala‘au. 

Ko‘olau of the loud voices. 

The inhabitants of Ko‘olau, Maui, were said to be loud of voice. [Pukui 1983:199] 

3.3.10 ‘Ōlelo No‘eau #2215 

Similar to the above ‘ōlelo no‘eau, this proverb also refers to the people of the Nāhiku as 

speaking loudly.  

Nāhiku hauwala‘au. 

Much loud-talk Nāhiku.  

Said of loud-voiced people. Refers to Nāhiku, Maui. [Pukui 1983:242] 

3.3.11 ‘Ōlelo No‘eau #2393 

The resilience and independence of the people of East Maui has been well noted.  

‘Oi‘oi o Maui Hikina. 

East Maui forges ahead. 

Those of East Maui are said to be very active and able to withstand anything. [Pukui 

1983:261] 

 Oli (Chants) 

Oli, according to Mary Kawena Pukui (Pukui 1995:xvi–xvii), are often grouped according to 

content. Chants often were imbued with mana (spiritual power); such mana was made manifest 

through the use of themes and kaona. According to Pukui, chants for the gods (prayers) came first, 

and chants for the ali‘i, “the descendants of the gods,” came second in significance. Chants 

“concerning the activities of the earth peopled by common humans,” were last in this hierarchy 

(Pukui 1995:xvi–xvii). Emerson conversely states, 

In its most familiar form the Hawaiians—many of whom [were lyrical masters]—

used the oli not only for the songful expression of joy and affection, but as the 

vehicle of humorous or sarcastic narrative in the entertainment of their comrades. 

The dividing line, then, between the oli and those other weightier forms of the mele, 

the inoa, the kanikau (threnody), the pule, and that unnamed variety of mele in 
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which the poet dealt with historic or mythologic subjects, is to be found almost 

wholly in the mood of the singer. [Emerson 1965:254]  

While oli may vary thematically, subject to the perspective of the ho‘opa‘a (chanter), it was 

undoubtedly a valued art form used to preserve oral histories, genealogies, and traditions, to recall 

special places and events, and to offer prayers to akua and ‘aumākua alike. Perhaps most 

importantly, as Alameida (1993:26) writes, “chants… created a mystic beauty… confirming the 

special feeling for the environment among Hawaiians: their one hānau (birthplace), their kula iwi 

(land of their ancestors).” 

3.4.1 Hi‘iaka Oli 

During Hi‘iaka’s travels throughout Hawai‘i, a number of chants, which reference place names 

within or near the License Area, are recited. The following chants are taken from accounts of Hi‘iaka’s 

epic journey.   

Hi‘iaka in Wailua Iki Ahupua‘a 

While Hi‘iaka and her friend Wahine‘ōma‘o traveled through East Maui, they stopped at a 

hālau in Wailua Iki Ahupua‘a to rest and eat. While in Wailua Iki, Hi‘iaka offered a number of oli 

to her cousin Kapokūlani (Kapo) and to people of the hālau. The following oli, which references 

Ka‘ena, was chanted by Hi‘iaka to her cousin Kapo: 

‘O Kapokūlani ‘oe, ‘o Moehāunaiki ē  It is you, Kapokūlani, Moehāunaiki 

E hea au, e ō ‘oe   I call out, oh do respond 

‘O nā lehua wale i Ka‘ena    The lehua of Ka‘ena 

Ke kuia maila a lawa     Are strung together generously 

5. I lei no ka wahine   5.  To make a lei for the woman 

Kapokūlani, ki‘eki‘e, ha‘aha‘a  Kapokūlani, of lofty station, of humble 

station 

Ha‘aha‘a ka lā o ka ‘ike    Humble is the day of visitation 

He ‘ike kumu, he ‘ike     This is foundational knowledge, 

lono kēia iā ‘oe      received knowledge for you 

E Kapokūlani, Kapo ali‘i o ia moku   O Kapokūlani, royal Kapo of the island 

10. Kā ‘ia e ke akua    10. Established by the gods is the guardian 

ke kahu ‘ike ‘ole a ka maka     unseen by the eye 

‘O ka ‘okia ‘ula i ka lā    Cut off and reddened by the sun 

I ‘ula nō i ka wai ālialia    Red indeed in the collected waters 

He wai ālialia, he waili‘ulā    Collected waters, water of the mirage 

E wele ka wāwae ke     The foot clears a pathway, 

hele ma kahakai o Ki‘ia     moving along the shore of Ki‘ia 
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15. E ki‘i ‘oe a i kō kahu    15. You fetch, get your guardian 

‘O kāu ‘elele nō ia e mana‘o ai   That is the messenger you shall choose 

Eia mai ka pua‘i lā     Here is the upwelling, 

No Kinolauwahine.     For Kinolauwahine.  

[Ho‘oulumāhiehie 2008a:130-131; Ho‘oulumāhiehie 2008b:123] 

Kapo then responds and recites the following oli to her cousin Hi‘iaka, which mentions the 

Ko‘olau district of East Maui: 

‘O ‘oe ia, e Wahinepō‘aimoku  It is you, Wahinepō‘aimoku, Island-

encircling woman 

Wahine i ka poli o Kinolauwahine   Woman in the bosom of Kinolauwahine 

E Hi‘i i ka u‘i o luna     O Hi‘i of the beauty above 

E ke aka kilohi, ho‘ohihi a ke    O image to gaze upon, entrancing to 

the kanaka     people 

5. Akāka wale ka luna o Haleakalā   5. Clear indeed are the heights of Haleakalā 

I ka uē a ke kini a‘o Ko‘olau   At the cry of the multitudes of the Ko‘olau 

district 

Ke laulau a‘e nei au i ke aloha   I enfold my affection into a bundle 

I pū‘olo wai hīnalo na‘u nei ē    A fragrant bundle made by my hand 

E ō mai ‘oe i kō inoa     Give response to your name 

10. E Hi‘i ē!      10. O Hi‘i, oh 

Aloha mai!      Welcome! 

[Ho‘oulumāhiehie 2008a:96; Ho‘oulumāhiehie 2008b:123-124] 

Hi‘iaka and the Spirit of Mana-mana-ia-kalu 

While traveling the coast of Maui in canoe, Hi‘iaka and her aikāne Wahine‘ōma‘o, encountered 

the spirit of the deity Manamanaiakaluea, who had taken form in the body of a woman with no 

hands. The woman possessed by the spirit of Manamanaiakaluea was fishing when she was spotted 

by Hi‘iaka and company. It was when the spirit of Manamanaiakaluea lost the fish she had been 

pursuing that she recited the following oli which mentions Honomanū:  

Sitting down on a convenient rock, she mourned aloud: 

Aloha wale ka pali o Pi-na-na‘i,    How dear the cliff of Pi-na-na‘i, 

Ka lae iliili ma-kai o Hono-manū, e!    And the pebbly cape at Hono-

manū! 

He u ko‘u, he minamina, e-e,     How I mourn for the loss of 

my fish! 
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I ka lilo ka i‘a i ka poho o ka lima — They were swept from the reach of 

my hand 

A lilo, e-e!       They are gone, forever gone! 

 [Emerson 1915:72] 

Hi‘iaka, Kapo, and the Lehua Blossom Lei 

While stringing a lehua (flower of the ‘ōhi‘a tree; Metrosideros macropus) blossom lei at a 

spring called Hoakalei at Kualakai Oahu, Hi‘iaka is visited by her sister Kapo. Announcing her 

presence Kapo offers a chant to Hi‘iaka. Hi‘iaka responds with a chant that mentions Kapo’s home 

at Wailua Iki, Maui. At this moment Ho‘oulumāhiehie writes that:  

Hi‘iaka heard this chant, and when she turned and looked in the direction of the 

voice, she saw her elder sister looking at her, Kapo, who had come to O‘ahu from 

Maui quite some time earlier in her duties with the hula. 

And when Hi‘iaka saw her, she wept with love for her elder sister. 

Then she chanted this chant. 

‘O ‘oe ia, e Waialua Iki* 

E ka lāuli, pali o Uli 

Ua hele wale ‘ia e Li‘awahine 

E ka wahine kūhea pali 

5. Kui pua lei o Hoakalei ē 

E lei au 

E lei ho‘i au i nā hala pala ‘īloli 

o Hanakahi 

Ua maka ‘ele‘ele wale i ke anu 

Ua ‘āha‘i ‘ia e ke kina‘u i‘a 

o Mahamoku i Wai‘oli 

10. ‘O ku‘u makani Lawalawakua 

Kūpani kapa o Waialua Iki 

Honi pua ‘ala Kaiāulu 

‘Ae, ke lei nei au i nā lehua maka noe 

I nā lehua lihi wai o Hoakalei 

15. Ku‘u lehua i Hilo One 

I nā kaha o Ko‘olina me Kaupe‘a 

E lei au ē. 
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It is you, Waialua Iki* (*Wailua Iki is used throughout most of the story) 

O shaded darkness, cliffs of Uli 

Easily traversed by Li‘awahine 

By the woman who beckons from the cliffs 

5. String garlands of flowers from Hoakalei 

I am adorned 

I wear the lei of speckled, ripe hala of Hanakahi 

With tips gone dark from the cold 

Carried along by the kīna‘u eel of Mahamoku at Wai‘oli 

10. My gusting wind, the Lawalawakua 

Kapa-buffeting wind of Waialua Iki 

The Kaiāulu wind bears the scent offragrant flowers 

Yes, I wear the lei of tiny, misty-eyed lehua 

The lehua from the water’s edge of Hoakalei 

15. My precious lehua of Hilo One 

From the strands of Ko‘olina and Kaupe‘a 

I shall be adorned with lei.  

[Ho‘oulumāhiehie 2008a:292; Ho‘oulumāhiehie 2008b:272-273] 

3.4.2  Ke-a-ulu-moku of the Māmākua Districts 

Ke-a-ulu-moku was a poet-prophet chief from the Māmākua Districts of Maui, born in the early 

eighteenth century. Ke-a-ulu-moku, having moved from his home on Maui to Hawai‘i Island, was 

homesick for the windward side of Maui and composed an oli to express his love for his home 

(Kamakau 1961). The following oli mentions the places of Haneoho‘i of Honopou, Huelo, 

Mokupapa, Hoalua of Hanehoi, Pu‘ukoa‘e (Puukaae on latter maps) of West Hanawana, and 

Kailua of Pu‘uomaile:  

…Aloha wale o‘u makua  …Affection for my parents  

Mai na ‘aina Hamakua,  Who belong to Hamakua, 

He mau ‘aina Hamakua elua,  The two districts of Hamakua, 

No‘u mua kaikua‘ana i noho ai. Where my elder brothers live. 

He ala pali na‘u he mau ali‘i ia… My hillside trails are theirs to rule… 

Ua ua lehua, he lehua hala,  The lehua trees blossom, the yellow lehua, 

U a i ka lehua o Kailua.  When the rain comes to the lehua of Kailua. 

Lehua maka konunu i ka wai,  The lehua petals are heavy with raindrops, 
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Konunu konunu, oha‘ha‘.  Heavy, heavy and full-blown. 

Halana makapehu wale no kie ia, They know not the pangs of thirst 

Pehu, ua mae ka maka mua o ka  That wilt the first-blown pandanus 

hinalo ho‘i.    bloom. 

Ho‘i ka ua ma Haneho‘i,  The rain returns by way of Haneho‘i, 

Ma ka lae o Pu‘umaile i Hoalua,  Along the brow of Pu‘umaile to Hoalua, 

Ma kahakua o Pu‘ukoa‘e  Over the ridge of Pu‘ukoa‘e, 

Ma ke alo pali o Huelo.  Before the face of the cliff of Huelo. 

[Kamakau 1961:112-113] 

3.4.3 Ka Wai a Kāne (The Water of Kāne) 

This oli recounts the story of Kāne’s life giving waters and speaks of the locations of these waters. 

This oli makes an indirect reference to the springs of Kāne, said to have been created in the mountains 

of Ke‘anae when Kāne thrusts his kauila wood staff into the earth (See section 3.1.5). Emerson 

(1909) explains that the line “Wai Kau a Kane me Kanaloa” relates to “when Kane and Kanaloa 

were journeying together Kanaloa complained of thirst. Kane thrust his staff into the pali near at 

hand, and out flowed a stream of pure water that has continued to the present day. The place is at 

Keanae, Maui” (Emerson 1909:258): 

…E ū-i aku ana au ia oe, 

Aia i-hea ka Wai a Kane? 

Aia i-lalo, i ka honua, i ka Wai hu, 

I ka wai kau a Kane me Kaualoa— 

He wai-puna, he wai e inu, 

He wai e mana, he wai e ola. 

E ola no, e-a! 

…One question I ask of you: 

Where flows the water of Kane? 

Deep in the ground, in the gushing spring, 

In the ducts of Kane and Loa, 

A well-spring of water, to quaff, 

A water of magic power— 

The water of life! 

Life! O give us this life! 

[Emerson 1909:258-259] 

 Mele (Songs) 

A number of late nineteenth and twentieth century mele concern or mention place names of the 

ahupua‘a located within the License Area. These particular mele may also be classified as mele 

wahi pana (songs for legendary or historic places). Mele wahi pana such as those presented here 
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may or may not be accompanied by hula (dance) or hula wahi pana (dance for legendary or historic 

places). 

3.5.1 Mele Ka‘i to Kaulilua 

This mele ka‘i, a prayer chant accompanied by dance, is dedicated to the goddess Kapo who 

once resided in Wailua Iki.  

1. O ‘oe ‘ia e Wailua‘iki 

2. I ka lā uli pali o Wai‘oli 

3. Ua hele ‘ia e Li‘awahine 

4. Mai mele ka leo pali [E ka wahine kāhea pali] 

5. Ku‘i lei pua o Hoakalei---e 

6. E lei a---u 

7. E lei ho‘i au I nā hala i pala i loli i ke kai e 

8. Kū maka ‘ele‘ele wale i ke anu 

9. lā hina ‘ia e ke Kīna‘u 

10. E o[la] Mahamoku ma Wai‘oli 

11. Makani lawalawa kū puni 

12. Kāhea ka luna o Kama‘e 

13. He malihini ka puka [ko] ka hale la 

14. E ho‘i mai 

1. It is you (whom I seek) o Wailua‘iki (another name for Kapo) 

2. On the dark. sun-touched hill of Wai‘oli 

3. Li‘awahine came here 

4. Her voice chanting on the pali [The woman calling on the pali (cliff)]  

5. Stringing the flower wreaths of Hoakalei 

6. A wreath for me 

7. A wreath of hala (pandanus keys) that has ripened (speckled) by the sea 

8. That was darkened (speckled black) by the cold 

9. And shaken down by the Kina‘u (breeze) 

10. Mahamoku (the blustering wind) renews life at Wai‘oli 

11. The wind that blows in and about the forests 

12. When it calls (to you) from the top of Kama‘e 

13. For visitors have come to the door of our house 

14.O return. [Hawaiian Drum Dance Chants :n.p.] 

3.5.2 Ke‘anae 

Recorded by Eleanor McCelland Heavey in the mid-twentieth century, the following mele 

speaks to the character of Ke‘anae:  

Keʻanae, on the shores of Maui isle 

There's a place called Keʻanae 

Where I stayed for awhile 

In the old Hawaiian style 

In the quietness, the peacefulness of Keʻanae 
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From the mountain to the sea 

Blooms a lovely awapuhi 

Pampered by the falling rain 

You can hear the sweet refrain 

In the quietness, the peacefulness of Ke‘anae 

This is the land where taro grows 

Like the days of long ago 

All the kupa ‘āina know 

Like the riches of our sea 

In the quietness, the peacefulness of Keʻanae 

So before my mele ends 

Let me add another line 

To the folks in Keʻanae 

Keep up your sweet Hawaiian style 

In the quietness, the peacefulness of Keʻanae [Huapala 2018 Ke‘anae] 

3.5.3 Huelo 

Two lovers, a boy from Huelo and a girl from Ke‘anae, debate who is from the more beautiful 

hometown on Maui. The following mele is the boy’s ode to his beloved hometown of Huelo:  

E hoʻi ana i ka uka (hiu) 

I ka uka ʻiuʻiu o Huelo (lawe) 

I laila nō e pili ai (sure)  

Me ka ʻōʻō hulu laha ʻole     

Kāhiko nō e ka nani  

Uluwehi ke ʻike aku  

Hoʻohihi kahi manaʻo  

I ka wai huʻi wai o ka ona 

Ke noe mai a ka ua  

Kilihune mai la i uka  

E hoʻopulu ana i ka lihi  

Lau lipo o ka ʻawapuhi 

Haʻaheo nō e ka ua 

Kilihune lā i ka nahele  

Hoʻopulu i ka lihlihi  

Lau lipo o ka ʻawapuhi 

ʻO ka hone mai a ka ʻiwi 

I ka ō mahina la‘ilaʻi  

I mahie luna liʻa loko  

I hoapili mau ʻoe noʻu 

 

Let us wander to the highlands 

To the high hills of Huelo 
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There we can come together  

Like the feathers of the ʻOʻo bird    

Beautiful from days of old  

See the lushness  

My mind is enraptured  

By the cold, intoxicating water    

When mist and rain commences  

It sprinkles the mountains  

Drenching the edges of  

The leaves of the yellow ginger 

Cherished is the rain  

The gentle rain of the forest  

Drenched are the petals  

And leaves of the ginger growing in profusion 

The sweet sound of the ʻiwi   

In the peaceful moonlit night  

Enhances my delight and desire  

For you, my close companion [Huapala 2018 Huelo] 

3.5.4 Malu I Ke Ao 

This mele from the Shelter of Light Church mentions the broader areas of Makawao, Hāna, and 

Ko‘olau:  

ʻOhi e ka ʻiʻo o ka lāʻau, 

No Makawao no ia, 

Me ka ua ʻUkiukiu 

Anuanu ʻino (ʻohuʻohu no), 

E aho no e komo mai 

I ka Malu o Ke Ao 

Hui: 

Malu i ke ao 

Ke ahi o Wailuku, 

Kepaniwai aʻo ‘Iao 

Nani Molokaʻi Nui A Hina,  

Hape hape nu ia,   

Hui ʻoliʻoli no 

I ka Malu o Ke Ao, 

E aho no e komo mai   

I ka Malu o Ke Ao 

Hana ua lani haʻahaʻa  

Na pali o Koʻolau 

Na pohaku o auahi 
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Wela i ka lā 

E aho no e komo aʻe 

I ka Malu o Ke Ao 

 

Picked is the tree mushroom 

It is indeed from Makawao   

With the ʻUkiukiu rain  

Cold indeed (adorning indeed)   

One had better come in   

Under the Shelter of Light 

Chorus:   

Shelter of Light  

The fires of Wailuku, 

The dammed waters of ʻIao 

Beautiful is Molokaʻi Nui A Hina,  

Happy, happy New Year,   

Come together in joyful rejoicing,   

Under the Shelter of Light   

One had better come in   

Under the Shelter of Light 

Hana of the low rains 

Cliffs of the Koʻolau 

Stones of auahi 

Heated by the sun 

It is better to come inside 

In the Shelter of Light [Huapala 2018 Malu I Ke Ao] 

3.5.5 Wailae Nui 

The mele, Wailua Nui, was composed in 1999 by Lei‘ohu Ryder. This mele speaks to the beauty 

and ancestors of the Wailua Nui area:  

Ka i ka nani 

Wailua Nui 

Ike wahipana la 

Ho‘oheno lai 

Ke i ka nani 

Ho‘olohe pu‘uwai 

Eo kapiliwai elua 

Eo ka manulani la 

Ke kua hine 

No Wailua 

Me ka maluhia la 
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Na pohaku po‘okela 

No pu wai maha 

Ke koko ola nei 

Na mele ohana 

No Wailua Nui 

Ho‘okipa ana mai 

 

The beauty 

Wailua Nui 

Is a sacred place indeed 

Fragrance in the calm 

Is very beautiful 

To listen to the heart 

Greetings (ancestors) bound of the two waters 

Greetings birds of heaven 

My ancestors/kupuna wahine of Wailua 

Are in peaceful slumber 

Foremost are the stones 

That call the waters to rest 

Giving life to the blood of the land 

This song for the families of Wailua Nui 

Hospitable always [Ululoa Productions] 
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Section 4    Traditional and Historical Accounts 

 Pre-Contact to 1800s 

4.1.1 Traditional Background of Hāmākua Loa Moku 

The division of Maui’s lands into political districts first occurred during the rule of Kaka‘alaneo 

under the direction of his kahuna (priest) named Kalaiha‘ōhi‘a (Beckwith 1970:383). The moku o 

loko, or moku as it is most commonly called, literally means “to cut across, divide, separate” (Lucas 

1995:77). When used as a term of traditional land tenure, a moku is similar to a political district 

that can contain smaller divisions of land such as ‘okana, kalana, ahupua‘a, ‘ili, and mo‘o. 

According to Mary Pukui et al. (1974:49), the literal translation of Hāmākua Loa is “long 

Hāmākua, where Hāmākua means corner.” There are several place names in the various ahupua‘a 

which make up this moku that are recorded by Pukui et al. (1974). Much of the historical and 

traditional information is related to adjacent ahupua‘a and is recounted here briefly because of the 

close relationship to the adjacent moku of Ko‘olau. 

Agriculture and Habitation 

The earliest estimation of the initial occupation of East Maui highlights settlement along the 

coastal region about AD 1200 (A. E. Haun et al. 2004). The abundance of traditional land divisions 

and place names between Hāmākua Loa and Hāna are suggestive that this period of habitation was 

extensive after initial establishment. To this effect, Handy (1940:109) observed that “the minute 

ahupua‘a characteristic of this coast indicates a dense population.”  

E.S. Craighill Handy made some of the earliest observations of habitation and cultivation within 

the Hāmākua Loa Moku. Sterling (1998:100) relates observations made by Handy regarding 

cultivation near perennial watersheds in Peahi: 

Shallow Kuiaha Gulch was not explored, but its stream must have watered a few 

taro patches on flats near the sea. According to Henry Ikoa and George Akiu, there 

were small terraced areas watered by Hoolawa, Waipio, Hanehoi, Hoalua, Kailua, 

and Nailiilihaele streams. These all have abundant water, but flow in deep gulches 

having practically no flatland suitable for terracing. Presumably stream taro used 

to be planted along the beds of these water courses well into the uplands, and forest 

taro throughout the lower forest. [(Handy in Sterling 1998:100) 

Cultivation in this region was not entirely dependent on perennial water and further utilized 

dry-zone agriculture on the slopes of Haleakalā above the coast. To this effect, Sterling (1998:101) 

references Handy’s account from local informants: 

On eastern Maui the semi-dry slopes of Hamakua must have been planted with 

sweet potatoes by the people living along the coast from Maliko to Waipio. 

Samwell says, probably referring to this region: “This island is mountainous, the 

sides of the hills are covered with trees, from thence to the water side are large open 

plains on which stood their houses and where they have their plantations of sweet 

potatoes, taro, etc.” (Handy in Sterling 1998:101) 
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Within this area there are also some heiau that seem associated with agricultural practices and 

rituals. This seems suggestive of the extent of traditional cultivation practices within Hāmākua 

Loa where both wetland and dryland techniques were utilized to maximize food diversity and 

harvests, and where ceremonial centers like heiau would help to ensure the harvests sought by 

Hawaiians. Evidence of similar activities increase the farther one goes east along the coast toward 

Hāna. 

Open Ocean Fishing Traditions of East Maui 

As a life near the shore would suggest, Native Hawaiians depended heavily on their access to 

ocean resources just as they depended upon the products of the land. In Tales and Traditions of 

the People of Old: Nā Mo‘olelo a ka Po‘e Kahiko, Hawaiian historian Samuel Kamakau (1991:78) 

states: 

Ka po‘e kahiko [the people of the old days] had many ways of catching fish. 

Perhaps there are no other people in the world like Hawaiians in doing this. The 

people of Maui, at Ko‘olau, worshipped sharks – in order to be saved from being 

eaten by a shark when they went fishing (Kamakau 1991:78). 

Documentation regarding Native Hawaiian tenancy, land use practices, and fishing rights are 

also found in the records of the Māhele ‘Ᾱina. The Māhele ‘Ᾱina gave hoa‘āina (common people 

engaged in agriculture) an opportunity to acquire fee-simple property interest on land on which 

they lived and actively cultivated. The lands awarded to the hoa‘aina became known under the 

title of kuleana lands. Claims for some fishery resources made to the Land Commission of the 

Kingdom of Hawai‘i were given Land Commission Award (LCA) numbers, some of which remain 

in use today. First-hand accounts from native tenants generally spanning the period from ca. 1819 

to 1855 have become an important part of recognizing the traditional significance of these land 

use practices and fishing rights (Waihona ‘Aina 2000). 

In a series of articles about fishing from 1902 recounted in Ka ‘Oihana Lawai‘a: Hawaiian 

Fishing Tradition by Daniel Kahā‘ulelio (2006), an open ocean type of fishing was the preferred 

method of fishing used in deep waters along the coast of East Maui. In waters of ten or more 

fathoms deep the use of kākā line fishing and the kūkaula line fishing techniques were developed 

and employed, which are defined by Kahā‘ulelio (2006:45) as: 

In this [kākā] kind of fishing, no stone weight was needed to anchor the canoe and 

it drifted to and fro moving with the current. The line was five ka‘au in length, 

which was the equivalent of 200 fathoms, and that was about the depth of the fishing 

grounds desired to reach. Two or three men was enough for this type of fishing and 

each man had from forty to fifty hooks on his line. 

This is the way in which it was done. The leader that fastened the hook to the line 

was a yard or so in length, and it would be tied along with a coconut stem to keep 

it firmly in place. The hooks were fastened at intervals the length of each coconut 

stem, lest the hooks be mixed up and entangled. This was done until all forty or 

fifty hooks were fastened on. Bait was secured in the evening and the hooks of all 

the fishermen baited before time. When all was ready, then, just about daylight they 

set out, arriving at the fishing grounds when it was light. The man in the rear would 
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release his line first, then the next man and so on. With a stone weight at the bottom 

of the line, to make it sink correctly. As the second man began lowering his line, 

the first already felt a jerking on his and as soon as he knew that all of his hooks 

had been taken he hauled in the line. They all did this. Then the sails were set up 

and the Ma‘a‘a breeze did the work of bringing them home. (Kahā‘ulelio 2006:45) 

Kahā‘ulelio continues and defines kūkaula fishing: 

This is still in use, and only where the fishing ground is shallow, from fifty, sixty 

to seventy fathoms deep and not any deeper than that. If at the depth of eighty 

fathoms, then only small fish will be caught such as the ‘ukikiki [A species of 

snapper fish (Apsilus brighami)] and small ‘ula‘ula [red snapper (Etelis 

coruscans)]. At sixty or fifty fathoms in depth, the fish would snatch at the hook if 

the current is right.  

The line is 80 or 120 fathoms in length and to it we tie coconut husks for signals 

when the hook is taken. It is made in this way; the first husk is tied on at forty 

fathoms and that is called the nuku, or snout; at five more fathoms, another is 

fastened on, this is the alo, or face; at the next five fathoms, another is fastened on, 

called the kua, or back; at the next five fathoms,is the manamana, the branching; at 

the next five, the i‘aiki, or little fish; the next is the kuaokai‘aiki, the back of the 

little fish; the next is moe, the recumbent, and that is the last of the coconut husk 

signals. (Kahā‘ulelio 2006:45) 

Using these techniques, Native Hawaiians were able to catch deep water fish from the waters 

off the north and east shores of Maui. This practice was not isolated to Hāmākua Loa Moku only 

and represents techniques used across many deep sea fisheries including those located off the coast 

of neighboring Ko‘olau Moku to the East.  

4.1.2 Traditional Background of Ko‘olau Moku 

The kālana, or subregion, that forms the moku of Ko‘olau has been defined as a collection of 

ahupua‘a, including Honolulu Nui, Honolulu Iki, Honopou, Wailua, Honomanū, Kali‘i, Kukui 

[Nāhiku], Ke‘anae, Keopuka, [Ka]Pa‘akea, Puakea, Kapehu, Kapā‘ula, Kea‘ā, Pauwalu [Ke‘anae], 

Waiahole, Waiohue, Waianu, ‘Ula‘ino and Makapīpī [Nāhiku] that supported important 

population centers on the island of Maui. Handy stated that Ke‘anae and Wailua Nui were regions 

that supported intensive and extensive wet-taro cultivation (Handy et al. 1991:272). It was further 

noted that, in this region of Maui, the ahupua‘a are marked from stream to stream, rather than 

from ridge to ridge (McGregor 2007:83).  

Ko‘olau Moku, on the northeast coast of Maui is located in between Hāmākua Loa Moku to the 

west and Hāna Moku to the east. A literal translation of Ko‘olau is “windward” (Pukui et al. 

1974:117). Additionally, the name Ko‘olau has been traditionally applied to the districts located 

on the windward side of many Hawaiian Islands (Soehren 2002-2010). Although Ko‘olau Moku 

extends from O‘opuola Point to beyond Nāhiku, the lands from Wailua to Ke‘anae are considered 

to be some of the denser areas of habitation throughout the region (Handy et al. 1991:499-501). 

With regard to political influence and the course of pre-Contact Hawaiian history, it has been 

noted that there may has been some rivalry within Ko‘olau Moku between the ahupua‘a of 
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Ke‘anae and neighboring Wailua Nui (Handy 1940:109-110). These interregional rivalries, 

however, would give way to larger political battles concerning the rule of Maui Island and the line 

of succession between the sons of Pi‘ilani (Kamakau 1992:22-29), and later, the consolidation of 

power and unification of the Hawaiian Islands under Kamehameha I (Group 70 International et al. 

1995). 

Chief Pi‘ilani united all of Maui under his rule between the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

Pi‘ilani’s sons, Lonopi‘ilani and Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani, were contenders for control of Maui. Kiha-a-

Pi‘ilani eventually took refuge at Hāna while fleeing the warriors loyal to his brother. While in 

Hāna, Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani took as his wife Koleamoku, who had been betrothed to Lonopi‘ilani, which 

again put the two brothers to warring. Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani was on the run from his brother across Maui 

until a ritual ceremony performed by the kahuna nui [high priest] revealed that he must flee Maui 

to preserve his life, but would eventually return to conquer and unify the island (Kirch 2012:208).  

At this time, the reigning chief of Hawai‘i Island, ‘Umi-a-Liloa, was married to Pi‘ikea, the 

daughter of Pi‘ilani and sister to Lonopi‘ilani and Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani. This marriage had formerly 

brought peace between the island polities of Hawai‘i and Maui. Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani and his wife 

Koleamoku fled Maui and set out to his sister’s residence asking for help from ‘Umi’s household 

on Hawai‘i Island. In response to this, ‘Umi “[h]aving received favorable auguries from the high 

priest, Kaoleioku, ‘Umi summoned the chiefs of the various districts to prepare for the invasion of 

Maui” (Fornander 1880:98). ‘Umi not only sided with Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani and sent an invasion fleet to 

Hāna, but also sent along one of his most notorious warriors, Pi‘imaiwa‘a, who had been 

instrumental in the battles that won ‘Umi all of Hawai‘i Island. The campaign met with difficulty 

in taking Hāna before the Hawai‘i Island men had even made ground on Maui. Samuel Kamakau 

(1992:293) relates the account: 

When ‘Umi-a-Liloa arrived with the later company he heard how his canoemen 

were unable to go ashore and how they were held at bay by the mighty Maui 

warrior, Ho‘olae-makua. He asked Kiha-a-Pi‘i-lani, “Is there no other way of 

getting the war canoes ashore? We can fight them better on shore, for our present 

position is an unstable one.” Kiha-a-Pi‘i-lani answered, “There is a small harbor at 

Ko‘olau called Wailua-iki, and if all the canoes cannot land there, there is another 

landing at Wailua-nui.” The blocked canoes turned about and sailed for Wailua-iki 

at Ko‘olau. (Kamakau 1992:29) 

In Hāna, at the fortress hill of Ka‘uiki, Lonopi‘ilani’s forces under the command of 

Ho‘olaemakua, withstood the Hawai‘i forces until a nighttime raid overwhelmed them. In A Shark 

Going Inland is my Chief, Kirch (2012:210) tells that Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani’s men: 

…fell upon the slumbering Maui forces. Many were killed, or leaped to their deaths 

off the steep cliffs encircling the hill. But in the darkness a few escaped, including 

Ho‘olaemakua. Kiha sent Pi‘imaiwa‘a in search of Ho‘olaemakua in the backlands 

of Hāna… His hands were brought back to Kiha to confirm his death. [(Kirch 

2012:210) 

With this battle, Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani gained control of East Maui. Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani’s brother, 

Lonopi‘ilani, reportedly died of fright before his brother’s campaign had a chance to reach 

Wailuku (Kirch 2012). The death of his brother left Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani as the standing ruler of Maui. 
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In Fornander’s “Legend of Kihapiilani,” after Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani and ‘Umi’s forces conquered the 

fortress of Ka‘uiki at Hāna, Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani began to construct a “roadway from Kawaipapa to the 

forests of Oopuloa [sic];” which, “was made and paved with smooth rocks” (Fornander 1918:180). 

The roadway Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani built was the Ke Alaloa o Maui, which his father (Pi‘ilani) had begun 

some time earlier. The portions of the Alaloa that Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani constructed extended one of the 

first continuous overland routes on the north shore of Maui to help connect the distant communities 

of the eastern districts to the central isthmus. The section built at this time began in Ko‘olau and 

stretched all the way to Hāmākua Loa (Moses Manu in Sterling 1998:108). For Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani, 

asserting his influence in the region by way of public works was important both socially and 

economically as the “Makanali, Waikamoi, Puohokamoa and Ha‘ipua‘ena streams are found in 

this region of Ko‘olau. Here, Native Hawaiian families settled and cultivated gardens in the narrow 

valleys fed by small streams” (McGregor 2007:91). By connecting the region via a paved trail, the 

agricultural and human resources became more accessible and could be mobilized in times of need 

with greater ease. An additional advantage of the Ke Alaloa o Maui was that word could be sent 

between villages and ceremonial centers of any invading forces from either Maui or Hawai‘i Island 

encroaching upon the region, which was especially valuable during the middle to late pre-Contact 

period when the north shore of Maui was changing hands frequently between polities from both 

Islands (Kirch 2012:206-216).  

It was also during this time that Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani is believed to have built the massive structure 

Pi‘ilanihale in the Hāna region. This site would later be known as the tallest heiau in the entire 

archipelago. It was built to house the royal line of Pi‘ilani in East Maui and was likely the principal 

luakini heiau [war temple] of Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani. Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani also began restoring Honua‘ula 

Heiau just inland of Pu‘u Ka‘uiki around this time (Griffin 1987). Following this notable battle 

over the Hāna and Ko‘olau districts were the pre-Contact wars between Kahekili and Kalani‘ōpu‘u 

recounted earlier in this report (see Section 4.1.1).  

Place Names of Ko‘olau, Maui 

In the preface of Place Names of Hawaii (Pukui et al. 1974:x), Samuel Elbert states that: 

Hawaiians named taro patches, rocks and trees that represented deities and 

ancestors, sites of houses and heiau, canoe landings, fishing stations in the sea, 

resting places in the forests, and the tiniest spots where miraculous or interesting 

events are believed to have taken place.  

Place names are far from static … names are constantly being given to new houses 

and buildings, land holdings, airstrips, streets, and towns and old names are 

replaced by new ones … it is all the more essential, then to record the names and 

the lore associated with them [the ancient names] now. (Pukui et al. 1974:x) 

The regional place names below, along with the environmental data, indicate that the lands 

within Ko‘olau Moku were widely used for many purposes relevant to traditional Hawaiian 

subsistence, habitation, and history. The perennial watersheds that are abundant on this side of the 

island bear many names associated with agricultural, domestic, and recreational uses of the local 

streams and pools. Additionally, locations are named according to the type of resources associated 

with the area, such as Aihonu (eating of the turtle), which could be reflective either of the region 

as a harvesting area or as being associated with a specific notable instance of marine hunting and 
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consumption. Along with references to food and resource gathering, many names are also present 

in the area that are names of fighting strokes in lua fighting or in some other way indicate violent 

past times and incidences of warfare or strife. In this vein, some of the place names are also 

associated with conquering polities and bear the names of the chief that took on the construction 

of sacred heiau or other vital infrastructure, such as the Alaloa trail that connects the deep vales of 

the region to other distant moku. This is also not surprising given the long history of political 

struggles between Maui and Hawai‘i Island chiefs for the wetter East-Maui region stretching from 

Hāna to Nā Wai ‘Ehā in the centuries leading into the period of Western contact. Other names 

simply exemplify the physical features of the named places in relation to common objects or 

stories. Some names also will remain elusive within the context of their meaning, obscured by the 

passage of time and the coveting or overall loss of the oral traditions that credit names to places of 

significance. Literal translations of many of the place names for land areas and divisions in Ko‘olau 

Moku are listed in Table 2 and may provide insight for the area prior to Western contact. 

Legends of Ko‘olau Moku 

Oral tradition passed from one generation to the next provides valuable insight into the pre-

Contact cultural landscape of Ko‘olau Moku. As with many of the named places in the archipelago, 

there is a rich oral tradition regarding the exploits of the legendary figures of Hawaiian mythology 

in the region.  

The Ko‘olau region of Maui was made famous as the part of the island that the demi-god Maui 

chose to ascend to the top of Mauna Haleakalā to capture the rays of the sun-god Lā, in order that 

Lā would be forced to travel more slowly through the heavens during the day. This action would 

help his mother, Hina [wife of Akalana], to dry the kapa [tapa] that she had beaten out [traditional 

bark-cloth made of the wauke bark]. The eastern gap of the mountain of Haleakalā, named the 

Ko‘olau Gap, was the place the demi-god Maui mounted the summit. As the legend goes, once 

Maui ascended the slope, he caught Lā in a noose, beat Lā into submission, and compelled him 

ever after to travel more slowly (Westervelt 1910:140). 

Within the larger moku of Ko‘olau lies the fertile region of Ke‘anae. This region also bears the 

storied visits of gods and legends that passed through and reside in the region. The waters that feed 

Ke‘anae were said to have been brought forth by the god Kāne, who thrust his kauila staff into 

solid rock to bring forth the waters of Ke‘anae, similar to the flows of life-giving water he is 

accredited with creating in a similar fashion in Hāmākua Loa while in the company of Kanaloa 

(Beckwith 1970:64; Sterling 1998:101).  
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Table 2. Place names within Ko‘olau Moku [from Pukui et al. (1974) unless otherwise noted] 

Name Translation/Association 

Ᾱhole Islet; lit., “fish”; specifically Kuhlia Sandvicensis (p. 6) 

Aihonu Place name in Pauwalu along Waikamilo stream; lit., “eating of turtle” 

(Soehren 1963) 

Alaloa Ancient paved trail; lit., “long road” also known as Pi‘ilani Trail; paved 

trail that ran around both east and west Maui (Handy et al. 1991:490) 

Aluea Islet; lit., “sagging” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Hahāhā  Bay east of Pauwalu Point; lit., “pant, breathe hard”; noted as a place for 

shellfish gathering (Soehren 1963:192) 

Hāmau Stream flowing behind Lakini and into Waiokamilo Stream, within 

Wailuanui; lit., “silent, silence, hush” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:55) 

Hanawī Stream; lit., “seeking freshwater shellfish” (Handy et al. 1991:110) 

Hau‘oli Wahine Gulch, stream, and waterfall in Ke‘anae; lit., “feminine happiness” 

(Soehren 1963:192) 

Honomanū Land division and bay, Ke‘anae qd., Maui 

Ho‘okuli Place name in Ke‘anae; lit., “to feign deafness” (Pukui and Elbert 

1986:80) 

Ho‘olio Hill used as a marker in Wailua; lit., “horse” or “horse like”; sometimes 

the noun, lio, is used as a general term for quadrupeds (dogs, pigs, etc.) 

(Pukui and Elbert 1986:80, 207) 

Huo Astrological name of an unidentified star (Pukui and Elbert 1986:91) 

Ka‘alani Place name of trigonometrical station used in geodetic surveys; lit., 

“Those about the chief, members of the royal court” (Pukui and Elbert 

1986:107) 

Ka‘aunaku ‘Ili ‘āina; lit., “separate” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Kahukahu Trigonometrical station located on northeast Ke‘anae Park; lit., “dedicate 

with prayer” (Soehren 1963:192) 

Kake‘e ‘Ili ‘āina; lit., “abrupt turn” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Kaki‘i Land area name in Wailua; lit., “to strike at, aim at, smite” or “to 

brandish threateningly, as in a war club” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:120) 

Kala‘alaea ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua; lit., “remove red ochre” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Kaleiomanu Stream in upper Ke‘anae Valley; lit., “a lua fighting stroke” (Pukui and 

Elbert 1986:122) 
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Name Translation/Association 

Kalihi ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua; lit., “the edge” (p. 77) 

Kali‘i Land area makai of Pauwalu; the act of hurling spears at a chief as he 

landed from a canoe, in order that he might exhibit his dexterity and 

courage in dodging them, almost ritualistic (Pukui and Elbert 1986:123) 

Kaluanui Ditch and heiau; lit., “the big pit” (p. 79); the pig god, Kama-pu‘a, was 

born here, as a foetus; he was thrown away by an older brother but 

rescued by his mother, Hina (Westervelt in Pukui et al. 1974:79) 

Kalunapuhi ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua; lit., “the high place” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Kama‘ino Trigonometrical station and ridge in Ke‘anae; lit., “naughty child” (p. 80) 

Kamilo Point, stream, and heiau; lit., “the milo tree” (p. 81) 

Kano Stream and falls in upper Ke‘anae; lit., “large, hard stem (as on a banana 

bunch)” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:129) 

Ka‘ōiki Place name in upper Pauwalu; lit., “small thrust” (p. 86) 

Kapa‘akea Land division and stream in Ke‘anae; lit., “the coral/limestone surface” 

(p. 86) 

Kāpae ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae; lit., “to set aside/deviate from” (Pukui and Elbert 

1986:131) 

Kapā‘ula Trigonometrical station between Waiohue and Pa‘ea stream, boundary 

marker between Ke‘anae and Wailua Ahupua‘a; lit., “the red enclosure” 

(p. 89) 

Kaulanamoa Place name on Ke‘anae flats; lit., “chicken roost” (Soehren 1963:192) 

Kaulani Mauka lands in Ke‘anae flats; lit., “to rely on/support the chief” (Pukui 

and Elbert 1986:136) 

Kaumakani Hill forming the boundary of Wailua; lit., “place (in) wind” (p. 94) 

Kauwalu Islet; lit., “eight landed” (Soehren 1963:192) 

Kawe‘e Point of Ke‘anae Park; no translation, formerly named Kahukahu, lit., 

“to offer food and prayers to a god, or to the spirit of a dead person” 

(Pukui and Elbert 1986:114) 

Ke‘anae Land section, village, stream, point, valley, peninsula; lit., “the mullet 

(fish)”; Here, the god Kāne, accompanied by Kanaloa, thrust his kauila 

staff into solid rock, and water gushed forth (p. 103) 

Ke‘anae Uka Land section; lit., “upland Ke‘anae” (p. 103) 

Ke‘elaimaka Land section in upper Ke‘anae; lit., “fascinates the eyes” (Soehren 

1963:192) 
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Name Translation/Association 

Keōpuka Islet; lit., “the perforated sand” (p. 109) 

Kī‘apu ‘Ili ‘āina; lit., “ti-leaf drinking cup” (p. 109) 

Ki‘inemakua ‘Ili ‘āina; possible mistranslation of Kanemiiku‘e, meaning “dark brown 

Kāne (god)”; area known for growing olona (Soehren 1963:192) 

Ki‘ioli‘olio Place name in Ke‘anae; lit., “loud cries of birds” (Soehren 1963:192) 

Kīkahō Small ridge in Kupa‘u; lit., “to splash” or “to speak/interrupt rudely” 

(Soehren 1963:148) 

Kīkau Hill forming boundary between Ha‘ikū and Wailua south of Honomanū; 

lit., “to give freely and with good will” (Soehren 1963:149) 

Kikokiko Place name in Ke‘anae; lit., “dotted, spotted, or speckled” also “to peck 

or nibble” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:150) 

Kilo Area near base of Waianu Valley; lit., “stargazer, seer, to watch closely” 

(Soehren 1963:151) 

Kīpapa ‘Ili in Ke‘anae; lit., “placed prone (as in a slain warrior)” (p. 112-113) 

Koleamoku ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae; named in honor of the first Hawaiian to learn the 

use of herbs in healing and was subsequently deified after death (Pukui 

and Elbert 1986:162) 

Ko‘oiki Land area in Ke‘anae flats; lit., “small prop or support” (Soehren 

1963:192) 

Ko‘olau Moku, gap, stream, ditch, gulch, and falls; lit., “windward” (Pukui and 

Elbert 1986:166) 

Kūālani Heiau and trigonometric station above Pu‘uililua; lit., “sour, as in 

unclean calabashes that have previously held poi” (Pukui and Elbert 

1986:170) 

Kūāpōhaku ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae; lit., “turn to stone” (p. 119) 

Kukuiolono Trigonometric station near Ke‘anae Point; lit., “light of Lono (god)” (p. 

122) 

Kūpau Heiau above the road in Ke‘anae Valley; lit., “entirely finished” or 

“fearful, shrinking, rare” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:185) 

Lo‘iloa Ahupua‘a; lit., “long taro patch” (p. 133) 

Ma‘ino Land section near Nāhiku; lit., “defacement” (p. 139) 

Makahuna Land section in Ke‘anae flats; lit., “hidden point” or “hidden eyes” (p. 

140) 

Makoloaka Islet; lit., “creeping shadows” (Soehren 1963:194) 
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Name Translation/Association 

Mii‘ulu ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua; lit., “stiff from exercise” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Moana Land area above Kupa‘u; lit., “ocean, open sea” (Pukui and Elbert 

1986:249) 

Mokuhala Islet; lit., “pandanus island” or “island passed by” (p. 155) 

Mokuhōlua Islet; lit., “sled island” (p. 155) 

Mokuhuki Islet; lit., “pulling island” (p. 155) 

Mokumana Islet; lit., “divided island” or “divided district” (p. 155) 

Nāhiku Land section, village, ditch, and landing; lit., “the sevens” in reference to 

the districts of the area (p. 160) 

‘Ōhi‘a ‘Ili ‘āina in Waianu; lit., “‘ō‘hia tree”, location of two famous springs 

called Waiakāne and Waiakanaloa, where Kāne thrust his staff into two 

rocks to procure water for himself and Kanaloa (p. 168)  

Pa‘akamaka ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua; lit., “close the eye” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Pa‘akea Land section, gulch, and stream; lit., “coral bed, limestone” (p. 173) 

Paehala ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae; lit., “row/cluster of pandanus trees” (Soehren 

1963:192) 

Pāhoa ‘Ili ‘āina or ahupua‘a east of Ke‘anae; lit., “short dagger” (Pukui and 

Elbert 1986:300) 

Pakanaloa Heiau in Ke‘anae Valley; Temple of Kahuna Kahekili, rumored 

descendent of the earliest “gods” (Ashdown 1971:45); upon his death, he 

was dismembered and distributed among other temples where his 

remains were deified ((Beckwith 1970:48-49) 

Pāku‘i Trigonometric station near shore beneath Wailuanui Catholic Church; 

lit., “attached/add on” (p. 176) 

Pālaha Place name where Pōhaku‘oki‘āina is found on brink of Haleakalā 

Crater; lit., “spread out/extended/flattened” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:307) 

Pālauhulu Stream in Ke‘anae; lit., “to take all of a fish catch for a chief instead of 

dividing it” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:310) 

Pali Kahekili Leaping place above Waiohuli Pond in Ke‘anae; lit., “precipice of 

Kahekili” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:312) 

Paliuli Cave near Hāna, where Queen Ka‘ahumanu was rumored to have been 

born; lit., “green cliff”; a legendary paradise of plenty (p. 178) 

Pana‘ewa ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae flats; named for the legendary home of a mo‘o 

destroyed by Hi‘iaka (p. 178) 
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Name Translation/Association 

Papihii Promontory east of Wailuaiki; bears earlier name of Poahonu, lit., 

“choked with debris” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Pā‘ula Land area by ocean near Kopili‘ula; lit., “red enclosure” (p. 181) 

Pauwalu Point near Ke‘anae; lit., “eight destroyed”; named after a Moloka‘i 

shark-man who killed seven of a family’s children, until he was caught 

and killed using the eighth as bait (p. 182) 

Pōhakukane ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae; lit., “Kāne’s stone” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:334) 

Pōhaku‘oki‘āina Boundary pu‘u marking the corners of the current Makawao and Hāna 

districts, and the traditional Hāmākua Loa, Ko‘olau, Hāna, Kipahulu, 

Kaupo, Kahikinui, Honuaula, and Kula Moku; lit., “stone dividing land” 

(Ulukau 2006) 

Puakea Ahupua‘a, ‘ili ‘āina, stream and gulch in Ko‘olau; lit., “white blossom” 

(Ulukau 2006) 

Pueo  Hilltop on west rim of Ke‘anae Valley; lit., “owl” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Pu‘u‘alaea Peak in Wailua on Halakalā Crater; lit., “red ocherous hill” (p. 195) 

Pu‘u o Koholā Heiau located in Honomanū; lit., “hill of the whale” (Ulukau 2006) 

Pu‘u Olu Fishpond at southern end of Pauwalu Point; lit., “restful place” (Soehren 

1963:194) 

‘Ula‘ino Land section near Hāna, Maui. lit. “stormy red” 

Wai‘aka Pond; lit., “reflection water” or “shadowy water” (p. 219) 

Waiakamoi Watershed in Ke‘anae; lit., “water by the threadfish” (p. 219) 

Waianu Ahupua‘a between Ke‘anae and Wailuanui Streams; lit., “cold water” (p. 

221) 

Waia‘ōlohe Pond located within Ke‘anae Stream; lit., “water of, or used by, ‘ōlohe” 

where ‘ōlohe means bare, naked, or hairless (Pukui and Elbert 1986:285; 

Ulukau 2006) 

Wai‘āpuka ‘Ili ‘āina in Ke‘anae; lit., “water coming out” (p. 221) 

Wai‘eli ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua; lit., “dug water” (p. 221) 

Waikamilo Stream in Wailuanui; lit., “water of the milo tree” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Waikamoi Land division, stream, and ridge trail; lit., “water of the mo‘i taro” (p. 

222) 

Wailua Ahupua‘a and ‘ili ‘āina; lit., “two waters” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Wailuaiki Stream and land division in Wailua; lit., “small two-waters” (p. 224) 
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Name Translation/Association 

Wailuanui ‘Ili ‘āina in Wailua: lit., “large two-waters” (p. 225) 

Waiokilo Waterfall at base of Waiokamilo Stream in Wailuanui; lit., “landmark 

water” (Soehren 1963:194) 

Waiokukui Waterfall on Waiokamilo Stream; lit., “water of the candlenut tree” 

(Soehren 1963:194) 

Waiokuna Waterfall on Palauhulu Stream; lit., “water of kuna (a freshwater eel)” 

(Soehren 1963:194) 
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Beckwith (1970:65) further describes the site of this famous watershed in Ke‘anae: 

Two holes are pointed out just below the road across Ohia gulch beyond Keanae on 

Maui where Kane dug his spear first into one hole and then into the other with the 

words, “This is for you, that for me.” The water gushing from these apertures is 

called “the water of Kane and Kanaloa.” (Beckwith 1970:65) 

According to the historian Samuel Kamakau, cited in Maly and Maly (2001), god-associated 

accounts in the lands of Pāpa‘a‘ea, ‘O-opu‘ola and Ke‘anae centered around the god Kāne. Kāne’s 

attributes also included ka wai ola – the waters of life, kalo [irrigated taro], sunlight, and a 

manifestation of thunder and lightning. These associations lend themselves to this wet, windswept, 

and sometimes stormy side of Maui. Kāne’s attributes named Kānehekili, Kanewawahilani, 

Kahoalii, Kauilanuimakehaikalani, among many other gods belonging to the upper and lower 

strata of the firmament were called “gods of the heavens.” The first kahu who observed the kapu 

[taboos] of these gods was named Hekili (Thunder). He lived at Pāpa‘a‘ea, where he was born in 

a place where thunder claps very loudly, with double claps, and where flashes of lightning smashed 

to pieces the forest of ‘O-opu‘ola (found between Hāmākua Loa and Ko‘olau Moku) (Maly and 

Maly 2001:13). 

According to Martha Beckwith (1970) Kāne-hekili was the god worshipped by those who 

claimed an ‘aumakua (family spirit) in the thunder. In the forest uplands within the proximity of 

the heiau “Pakanaloa,” erected back of Ke‘anae at a place where violent thunderstorms occur, 

thunder being the divine form of the god Kāne-hekili. This god was said to have been seen in his 

human form as having one side of his body black and the other side white. Kahekili, the last ruling 

chief of Maui, was tattooed black on one entire side of his body (termed pahupū, lit. ‘cut in half’) 

to show he belonged to the family of the thunder god (Kirch 2012:248; Maly and Maly 2001:13). 

The stream heads in many of the deep valleys in the region also hold a special significance as 

sacred spaces in Hawaiian traditions. The region of Waikamoi in the uppermost [mauka] portions 

of Kalialianui Ahupua‘a and Honomanū Ahupua‘a, within the Pi‘ina‘au Stream valley situated 

mauka of Ke‘anae, are lands that represent some of the most significant native forest resources 

remaining in the Hawaiian Islands. These forests are part of a unique cultural landscape, in that 

the native flora, fauna, mist, rains, water, natural phenomena and resources, were all believed to 

be kinolau (the myriad body-forms) of gods, goddesses, and lesser nature spirits of Hawaiian 

antiquity (Maly and Maly 2001:ii). The reluctance of the maka‘āinana (commoners) to venture 

into these inland sacred spaces is further documented in Honomanū. J.C. Elliott in Sterling 

(1998:109) provides an account of a kapu (taboo) surrounding Honomanū Valley: 

I have heard from various sources that there are a lot of burials in the upper part of 

this Valley and there still seems to be a certain amount of superstition attached to 

the place; I am told that quite a number of people do not like to be in the Valley 

after dark, and that the [spirits of] ali‘i are said to walk there at such times. (Sterling 

1998:109) 

The deep valleys of East Maui are not the only geographic spaces with gods and spirits residing 

within them. Many common features of the landscape such as caves, hills, gulches, and streams 

are also known to have legendary associations. Another tale tells of a famous shark of Ko‘olau 
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called Hi‘u (the tail of a fish) (Sterling 1998:109). In On the Hana Coast, Youngblood et al. 

(1983:92) relates the tale: 

According to this story, two families in the area used to exchange food, a common 

practice, the couple living seaside at Ke‘anae giving fish and the couple living 

upland giving garden produce.  

One day the woman from the shore gave her sister-in-law on the hillside nothing 

but a fishtail in exchange for bananas and sweet potatoes. The woman took the 

fishtail home in her calabash, saying nothing about the scanty trade.  

That night both she and her husband dreamed of a shark, and when they woke up 

in the morning they found a live shark swimming around in the calabash, where 

only a tail had been the night before.  

The excited couple freed the shark in an upland pool and made offerings to it. 

During a heavy rain, the shark was washed down to the ocean, where…it lives to 

this day in an underground cave near Ke‘anae wharf. (Youngblood et al. 1983:92) 

Trails and Access 

The initial occupation of this portion of Maui first occurred along the coastal region about AD 

1200 (A. E. Haun et al. 2004). Of great importance to the reign of Pi‘ilani, and to his subjects, was 

the creation of a network of roads extending throughout Maui. Each road was laboriously 

constructed of hand-fitted, adze-trimmed, basalt blocks laid in a mosaic to form paths four to six 

feet wide. One of these roads extended approximately 60 miles and connected Wailuku with Hāna. 

Around AD 1480, Pi‘ilani’s son, Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani, had the road extended beyond Hāna: through the 

Kaupō Gap and across the Haleakalā Crater (Duensing 2005). 

According to Fornander, Pi‘ilani’s son, Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani, upon becoming mo‘i of Maui, devoted 

himself to the improvement of his island: 

Kihapiilani who thus forcibly succeeded his brother as Moi of Maui, had been 

brought up by his mother’s relatives in the court of Kukaniloko of Oahu … Having, 

as before related, through the assistance of his brother-in-law Umi obtained the 

sovereignty, he devoted himself to the improvement of his island. He kept peace 

and order in the country, encouraged agriculture, and improved and caused to be 

paved the difficult and often dangerous roads over the Palis of Kaupo, Hana, and 

Koolau – a stupendous work for those times, the remains of which may still be seen 

in many places, and are pointed out as the “Kipapa” of Kihapiilani. His reign was 

eminently peaceful and prosperous, and his name has been reverently and 

affectionately handed down to posterity. 

Kihapiilani had two wives – Kumaka, who was of the Hana chief families, and a 

sister of Kahuakole, a chief at Kawaipapa, in Hana. With her he had a son named 

Kamalalawalu, who succeeded him as Moi of Maui. Koleamoku, who was the 

daughter of Hoolae, the Hana chief at Kauwiki … with her he had a son called 

Kauhiokalani, from whom the Kaupo chief families of Koo and Kaiuli descended. 

Kamalalawalu followed his father as Moi of Maui. He enjoyed a long and 
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prosperous reign until its close, when his sun set in blood and disaster (when 

Kahekili lost to Kamehameha I) (Fornander 1880:206-207). 

A 1908 photograph depicts an unknown portion of the alaloa (long trail) in East Maui, paved 

with sub-angular and rounded basalt stone as it meanders through thick vegetation (Figure 13).  

This alaloa was studied and described by anthropologist Martha Foss Fleming as follows: 

…the method of building this paved roadway consisted of a line of men standing 

from the sea and handing stones one to the other until they reached the required 

place. Here the stones were placed into position. The trail was paved with flat, hard 

beach stones. (Fleming 1933:5) 

Sections of the trail remained at Ka‘elekū and between Wailua and Ke‘anae in the 1930s 

(Fleming 1933:5). At the turn of the century, in the early 1900s, portions of the trail remained 

usable between Nāhiku, Kailua and Halehaku (Dodge 1916:347). 

Maly and Maly (2001:398) further note that in addition to alahele (trails) and alaloa that extend 

generally parallel to the shoreline, there were also trails that connected the near shore areas with 

the uplands in each ahupua‘a. In this fashion the ahupua‘a and moku were connected to each other, 

while also containing roads that enabled access to the ‘ili, lele, and other constituent small-scale 

land divisions within the individual ahupua‘a. 

Agriculture and Habitation 

Evidence of cultivation in Ko‘olau starts as far west as O‘opuola Gulch that marks the 

traditional boundary between Ko‘olau and Hāmākua Loa Moku. Sterling (1998:108) references 

Handy’s description of the gulch whose “stream, and likewise Waikamoi, Puohokamoa, and 

Ha‘ipua‘ena streams watered small patches.” A little further to the east the valley of Honomanū 

affords yet more evidence of stream cultivation. Honomanū Valley is best characterized as a large 

stream with a broad deep valley and a good beach for fishing canoes. In ancient times, Honomanū 

was said to have supported a sizable population. Terrace walls attesting to this were observed by 

Handy et al. (1991:498): 

….as far as the level land goes – a little less than a mile. Above the valley, on 

elevated flatlands, there used to be some terraces and houses. These upland slopes 

were doubtless planted with all the plants that flourish where there is much rain, 

but they were too wet for sweet potatoes. (Handy et al. 1991:498) 

Sterling (1998:110) further cites Handy regarding the attributes of pre-Contact Honomanū 

Valley that made it suitable for such habitation:  

This valley anciently supported a large population, having a fishing bay of first 

rank, and a deep, flat valley bottom watered by a large stream. Only one family still 

raises taro in the old patches near the sea, but abandoned terraces extends up into 

the valley. [(Handy in Sterling 1998:110)  
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Figure 13.1908 photograph by Sam Dowdle of a section of the Pi‘ilani Alaloa, the King’s 

Highway, as it appeared in East Maui
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Additional testament to the productivity of the region comes from neighboring Nuuailua Stream 

to the East, where “This smaller, flat-bottomed valley between Honomanū and Ke‘anae, now 

uninhabited, was formerly the site of a settled community which raised wet taro in terraces” 

(Handy in Sterling 1998:111). Continuing east of Nuuailua Stream, the region of Ke‘anae offers 

abundant evidence of traditional Hawaiian subsistence activities. 

The accepted pre-Contact settlement pattern for the region of Ke‘anae and Wailua Nui centers 

on the series of occupational episodes that utilized the Pālauhulu Stream for taro (Colocasia 

esculenta) cultivation. A cultural landscape study (Group 70 International et al. 1995) recorded the 

intensive use of the Ke‘anae and Wailua Nui region for taro, identified three separate field systems, 

and noted the processes by which community cooperation led to the field system operation. Studies 

of the history of land use indicate that flat and terraced lands within Ko‘olau Moku were 

intensively and continuously used for wetland taro cultivation or lo‘i agriculture from the pre-

Contact era up until the present day (Group 70 International et al. 1995; Handy et al. 1991). In 

regard to development in pre-Contact times, Handy (1940:109-110) states: 

In the extensive confines of Keanae Valley…the old Hawaiians planted a great deal 

of dry- or forest-land taro; but it was only in the lower part of the valley, on the 

eastern side, that wet patches were developed, although a vast area in the remainder 

of the valley might have been capable of such development…It is on the broad flat 

peninsula of lava that extends for nearly a mile into the sea from the western line 

of the valley, that Keanae’s famed taro patches are spread out in striking evidence 

of old Hawaii’s ingenuity. (Handy 1940:109-110) 

According to traditional accounts this valley was made suitable for agriculture by the hands of 

Hawaiians in service of their chief, providing testament to long-term habitation planning in pre-

Contact times. Handy (1940:110) relates the tale: 

Anciently, according to Henry Ikoa, the peninsula was barren lava. But a chief, 

whose name is not remembered, was constantly at war with the people of Wailua 

and determined that he must have more good land under cultivation, more food, 

and more people. So he set all his people to work (they were then living within the 

valley and going down to the peninsula only for fishing), carrying soil in baskets 

from the valley down to the lava point. The soil and the banks enclosing the patches 

were thus, in the course of many years, all transplanted and packed into place. Thus 

did the watered flats of Keanae originate. [(Handy 1940:110) 

It seems that the expansion into the valley floor may have been prompted by population 

pressure, hence the chief’s desire to increase food yields and insulate against the periodic famine 

common to Maui and Hawai‘i Island cultivation. Evidence of these famine cycles are seen in 

Honomanū Valley in the form of a ka imu ki, or tī leaf oven, used during times of shortage to 

render grated tī root into an edible famine food (Handy 1940:206).  

From Ke‘anae to Hāna evidence of Hawaiian cultivation and habitation have been noted 

extensively. According to Kirch (1996:72) the geologically younger region of East Maui was once 

densely populated. The fertile volcanic soils in the region of Hāna included extensive tracts of 

dryland sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) augmented by dryland taro, yams (Dioscorea spp.), sugar 

cane (Saccharum officinarium), and breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis). Irrigated taro was raised in lo‘i 
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[fields] in the narrow valleys. In the period of time prior to contact with the West, the irrigated taro 

fields of the Ke‘anae Peninsula, the heiau at Wai‘ānapanapa, and the Pi‘ilanihale Heiau were each 

major edifices physically attesting to the importance of the district of Hāna (Kirch 1996:69-71). 

Additional evidence of habitation within Ke‘anae comes from the presence of a derelict 

fishpond, Pu‘u Olu Pond, situated just off Pauwalu Point (Handy 1940:208). In addition to the 

pond there is also a habitation site closely associated with it, as the terrace comprising the platform 

of the residence is within a few feet of the Pu‘u Olu Pond (Handy 1940:209). This residence shares 

a boundary wall with the pond and commands a view of a nearby natural arch beneath Pauwalu 

Point. A second platform, designated as a foundation for another thatch house, was observed on a 

slope of Paepaemoana Point. This foundation had its inner area paved with rough cobbles, with 

the exception of a smaller area delineated with larger stones containing finer internal paving 

between them (Handy 1940:210). It seems likely that the differences in paving within the inner 

areas reflect different spatial uses of the foundation. 

East of Ke‘anae are the terraced areas of Wailua, ranging between the boundaries of Wailua 

Nui and Wailua Iki. Handy (1940:110) noted that: 

Wailua-nui has even more extensive terracing than Keanae, sloping seaward from 

the base of the cliff around which the road winds. About half of the terraces are still 

cultivated by Hawaiians. On the whole, Wailua is today richer agriculturally than 

Keanae. Wailua-iki, Waiohue, and Hanawai Streams supported small terraces on 

diminutive flats near the sea. (Handy 1940:110) 

The agricultural development of this region is further attested to by the presence of at least four 

heiau. Two of these ceremonial structures, Heiau of ‘Ōhi‘a (Walker Site 94) and Kaluanui Heiau 

(Walker Site 95), were identified within a third of a mile from the sea and were designated as 

agricultural in their associations and uses (Walker 1931b:169-170).  

The last of the intensified cultivation and habitation areas on East Maui before reaching Hāna 

is the Nāhiku region. This land area encompassed the ahupua‘a from Kaliae to ‘Ula‘ino and their 

accompanying watersheds. According to Handy et al. (1991), Nāhiku was a fertile ahupua‘a, 

which was cleared and terraced with irrigated taro cultivated in the tradition of Native Hawaiians. 

In ancient times, the settlement at Nāhiku spread over gently rising ground above the shore with a 

number of groups of lo‘i watered from Makapīpī Stream (Handy et al. 1991:501). Along the shore, 

there was a hala forest that extended from ‘Ula‘ino to Hāna (Wenkam 1970). The region above 

Nāhiku was traditionally forested with native trees such as koa, ‘ōhia lehua, and sandalwood. In 

regard to the Nāhiku region, Handy (1940:175) states: 

Nahiku has a number of terraces, some still under cultivation, below the village. 

The people of this genuinely Hawaiian community also cultivate dry taro patches 

about their houses. 

Throughout wet Koolau, the wild taro growing along the streams and in the pockets 

high on the canyonlike walls of the gulches bespeaks former planting of stream taro 

along the watercourses, on the sides of the gulches, and in the forest above. The 

same is true of the wild taros seen here and there in the present forest above the 
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road and in protected spots on what was formerly low forest land, now used as 

pasture. (Handy 1940:175) 

These lands represent the last significantly sized portion of agricultural land before reaching 

Hāna Moku. The area between the two was sparsely populated, but evidence of cultivation on a 

smaller scale exists in this area as well. According to Handy (1940:111): 

From Ulaino to Hana extends a hala forest, growing upon recent lava flows which 

cover the coast from Ulaino to Hana Bay. At Ulaino and Honomaele there are a 

number of places where dry taro is still planted by Hawaiians together with other 

small subsistence plantings. Formerly there was scattered planting all along the 

coast and forest plantations inland, between Ulaino and Nahiku, which are 

connected by an old trail crossing the lowlands near the coastline. (Handy 

1940:111) 

Thus, even the regions considered too arid for lo‘i cultivation still supported sporadic small- 

scale cultivation of subsistence crops by isolated families. By looking at the spatial associations of 

cultivation, habitation and access to sites of significance to traditional Hawaiians (i.e., access trails, 

fish ponds, and heiau), a clear pattern of intensive, predominantly coastal, occupation is seen 

throughout the lands of Hāmākua Loa and Ko‘olau Moku. 

Heiau 

A heiau was a large ceremonial structure accompanying most larger pre-Contact Hawaiian 

settlements. The name literally means “place of worship” (Pukui et al. 1974:44). The heiau 

structure was an architectural feature as well as social institution of Hawaiian society and like 

many social institutions has served several functions over time. How heiau were used depended 

largely on the communities they served, the times during which they were actively built and used, 

and the types of subsistence practiced by the Hawaiians who used them. In On the Road of the 

Winds, Kirch (2000:290,295) cites water availability and ecosystems as two significant primary 

factors affecting the development of heiau use: 

The older islands of Kaua‘i, O‘ahu, Moloka‘i, along with the western half of Maui, 

display deeply weathered and dissected landforms, with valleys and permanent 

streams well suited to irrigate terrace agriculture… In striking contrast, 

geologically younger East Maui and Hawai‘i - while they account for 74 percent of 

the total land area - mostly lack permanent streams and have large tracts of young 

lava flows. (Kirch 2000:290) 

Kirch (2000:295) stresses the relationship of these ecosystem characteristics to political and 

social organization in the archipelago through the production of agricultural surplus: 

Irrigation works in the western isles, and dryland field systems in the eastern group, 

both constitute forms of landesque [sic] capital intensification, but with rather 

different socioeconomic outcomes. . .  With irrigation, higher yields could be 

produced per unit of labor and greater surpluses could be extracted by the chiefs. 

In the dryland regions, greater labor inputs were required and the limits of 

intensification were more quickly approached, making the extraction of a surplus 

that could be put to political use more contentious. 
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Two contrastive pathways to political (and ideological) transformation emerged. 

The chiefly elite of the western islands invested heavily in irrigation works, while 

their religious system emphasized Kane, god of flowing water and procreation. On 

Maui and Hawai‘i Island, in contrast, the chiefs exercised a cycle of territorial 

conquest, promulgating a legitimating ideology based on the cult of Ku, a human 

sacrifice demanding god of war, who seasonally alternated with Lono, god of rain 

and thunder. (Kirch 2000:295) 

By depending on naturally existing streams for the creation of their agricultural surplus, how 

dry or wet an island was had a strong influence on scarcity and ultimately the stability of the local 

chiefdoms. This, in turn, had an effect regarding which god or godly attribute was worshipped and 

honored at the heiau sites. This is reflected in the Makahiki religious cycles of Maui and Hawai‘i 

Islands, where the war god (Kū) reigns for the eight driest months of the year, yielding to the 

agricultural god (Lono) of thunder and rain for the remaining four-month long wet season of 

cultivation (Kirch 2012:251-254). Since Hawaiian chiefdoms were dependent on the production 

of a surplus to support a non-laboring class such as the ali‘i, in the event of the loss of “the 

continued ability of a system to yield sufficient surplus, chiefly power was undermined. When 

such conditions did arise…a considerable struggle for power ensued” (Kirch 2000:323). In this 

manner, the limitations of the dryland agricultural systems of the eastern archipelago helped to 

develop a strong tradition of war and contention mingling with seasonal periods of ceremonial 

peace. Reflecting these cycles, heiau were constructed for both agricultural and political purposes, 

both of which were important to the peoples of the drier eastern islands. 

Being a younger island with fewer perennial watersheds, Maui was steeped in many struggles 

between warring chiefs before the archipelago was ultimately unified under Kamehameha I, the 

last of the invading chiefs from Hawai‘i Island. Thus, many heiau were built upon the island of 

Maui along its northeastern shore, a route routinely used by both Hawai‘i and Maui Island armies 

in their long struggle to gain control the wet Hāna region of East Maui, one of the wettest and most 

productive regions between the two islands. In this respect, heiau were a necessary institution to 

legitimize the rule of any reigning or conquering chief. In A Shark Going Inland is My Chief, Kirch 

(2012:229) elaborates: 

New systems of ideas and beliefs–such as those of kings as divine beings–get 

actively reinforced through the use of ritual symbols…especially in ritualized 

public displays… The increasingly elaborate heiau rituals, carried out by full time 

priests on the impressive stone platforms, served to reinforce further the power and 

prestige of the chiefs and king. (Kirch 2012:229)] 

Despite this observation, heiau were not only intended for the use of chiefs and kings in 

establishing their legitimacy. Kamakau in Kirch (2012:213) tells us that “Heiaus were not all alike; 

they were made of different kinds according to the purpose for which they were made.” Among 

these alternate types are the smaller coastal enclosures serving as ko‘a (shrine) for fishermen, the 

heiau ho‘o‘ulu‘ai located further inland for assuring crop fertility, and longer and later-built double 

court heiau which were usually much larger constructions with an elongated terrace overlooking 

a second lower-level terrace (Kirch 2012:213). 
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One of the earliest systematic studies of Native Hawaiian architecture was conducted by 

Winslow Metcalf Walker on Maui in the years between 1928 and 1929. In this study Walker 

compiled and expanded upon the earlier work of Thomas G. Thrum (1909b) and J.F.G. Stokes 

(1916), in addition to completing a survey of Maui Island for the Bernice P. Bishop Museum 

(Walker 1931b). By the time that Walker conducted his survey, he noted that the heiau sites 

previously observed on East Maui had been reduced in number from 182 to 134, citing that many 

structures had been destroyed by the cultivation of sugarcane and pineapple (Walker 1931b:97). 

In Archaeology of Maui, Walker (1931b:97-98) details novelties of the heiau he observed: 

No two of them are built according to the same plan, but the general appearance of 

many is similar. The heiau are all quite simple in construction, native rock from the 

vicinity are used without any attempt at cutting or facing. Platforms are built by 

extending the natural level of some hill or eminence of ground and thus producing 

a solid rock filled platform with a sheer or terraced front. (Walker 1931b:97-98) 

The largest of these terraced heiau, Pi‘ilanihale (Walker Site 102) located in Hāna, is the largest 

in the state and is built over a large bluff, contributing to its massive 15 meter profile (Walker 

1931b). 

About AD 1450, Pi‘ilanihale was built at Honomā‘ele near Hāna. The name of the structure 

translates to “Home of Pi‘ilani” and likely refers to the heiau as the royal residence of the Pi‘ilani 

Family, a long and storied dynasty of Maui chiefs from the sixteenth century (Sterling 1998:123). 

In Sites of Maui, Sterling (1998:123) cites a Walker (1931) plan view map (Figure 14) and his 

description of the impressive structure: 

It is a stone platform 340 x 415 feet terraced in several steps on the north and east 

sides. The north slope is the highest seen anywhere, five step terraces built up to a 

height of 50 feet from the bottom of the hill. The south and west sides are enclosed 

by a great wall 10 feet high and 8 to 10 feet thick. . . The only structures found [on 

top] were the low walls indicated in the plan…The top appeared to be entirely 

paved with small pebbles and chunks of lava. A few pieces of coral were found. A 

house site is located just beyond the west wall, and the ruins of other structures in 

the cane fields below indicate all that is left of a former village. (Sterling 1998:123) 

Due to its striking features and largescale, Pi‘ilanihale is currently preserved within the Kahanu 

Garden pandanus forest in Hāna. 

Of the 230 structures that Walker (1931) surveyed on Maui, 39 of the recorded heiau (Walker 

Sites 64 through 102) were documented near the License Area and are depicted in Figure 15. 

Portions of the 1992a Haiku, 1992c Keanae, 1991 Kilohana, 1992d Nahiku, and 1992b Hana U.S. 

Geological Survey 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle series showing Walker heiau sites 64 

through 102 with overlay of project license areas  and listed in Table 3. At the time of his writing, 

Walker (1931) identified 20 of the 39 heiau within the combined Hāna and Makawao Districts, 

leaving 19 of the heiau as either unidentified or presumed destroyed.  

Within the modern Makawao District, containing the traditional moku of Hāmākua Loa, ten 

heiau were identified. Six of the ten identified structures (Walker Sites 64, 67, 68, 74, 77, and 78) 

were observed to be largely intact, of a generally larger size than those located east toward  
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Figure 14. Walker (1931) plan view map of Pi‘ilanihale Heiau, reprint from Sterling (1998:123) 
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Figure 15. Portions of the 1992a Haiku, 1992c Keanae, 1991 Kilohana, 1992d Nahiku, and 1992b Hana U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-

minute topographic quadrangle series showing Walker heiau sites 64 through 102 with overlay of project license areas 
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Table 3. Walker Heiau Sites near the License Area, as documented in Sterling (1998) 

Walker 

Site No. 

Name Ahupua‘a District Adjacent 

Watershed 

Description per Walker (1931b) 

64 Mokahio  -- -- -- Irregular heiau, terraced on several sides; walls and 

terrace facings measure 130-x-60-x-35-x-50-x-20-x-50-

x-55 ft; greatest distance front to back - 85 ft; 

constructed of water-worn stones and pebbles; interior 

disturbed; outline follows hill contour; on top of a small 

knoll within a gulch a quarter mile from the sea (p. 102)  

65 Kaapahu at 

Kakipi 

-- -- -- Destroyed 

66 Unknown -- -- -- Moderately sized heiau; north side measures 128 ft, east 

side 120 ft; 68 ft from northeast corner a wall divides the 

heiau in two; back wall measures 115 ft; front wall 

facing is 4 ft high; north and west sides terraced in two 

to three steps; no coral or pebbles seen; partly destroyed 

to plant pineapples; on a bluff above Halehaku Bay, 50 

yd. from the sea (p. 103) 

67 Piilani  -- -- -- Massive beach rock heiau; 10 ft high, 60 ft wide; 2 ft 

terrace forms rear wall against hill; terraced on front; 

oriented parallel to the shore for 150 ft; interior once 

paved, now heavily overgrown; no coral found; 

numerous enclosures at hill base indicating a past village 

site; on shore of Halehaku Bay, 50 yd. from the sea (p. 

103) 
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Walker 

Site No. 

Name Ahupua‘a District Adjacent 

Watershed 

Description per Walker (1931b) 

68 Poohoolewa 

Heiau  

Honopou Makawao Ho‘olawa Large walled heiau, possibly sacrificial class; 300 ft 

long, 130 ft wide at front; large 200 ft open court off 

front wall; remaining 100 ft divided into two 50 ft 

enclosures with walls 5 ft high and 6 ft thick; 

constructed of beach stones, pebbles, and basalt; western 

side collapsed to permit planting of pineapples; At 

Apiapi on high bluff beyond Honopou Gulch to the east 

(p. 105) 

69 Puuokaupu 

Heiau 

Honopou Makawao Ho‘olawa Destroyed 

70 Mokupapaa-

kua Heiau 

Honopou Makawao Mokupapa 

Gulch 

Destroyed 

71 Oanapele 

Heiau 

Waipioiki Makawao Waiopio Measures 60-x-100 ft, has terraced face 10 ft high; 

structure was demolished to provide stone for the road; 

at Pu‘uoneone, 200 ft north of school and main road (p. 

105) 

72 Puuokalepa 

Heiau 

Waipionui Makawao Waiopionui Outline indicates 65-x-100 ft heiau; front is faced 20 ft 

high against hillside; Stokes reports it as sacrificial class; 

800 ft east of protestant church, atop small hill above 

steep unnamed gulch (p. 105) 

73 Kupaikaa 

Heiau 

Hanehoi Makawao Hanehoi Large heiau; 48 ft high wall on east side, 94 ft high wall 

on north side; northwest corner 20 ft high, built of three 

terraces; partly washed out from irrigation ditch failure; 

Drums heard from this heiau; At Hinalekahi on hillside 

below Kailua ditch, west of Kailua Protestant Church (p. 

105)  
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Walker 

Site No. 

Name Ahupua‘a District Adjacent 

Watershed 

Description per Walker (1931b) 

74 Pohakuokaia 

Heiau 

West 

Hanawana 

Makawao Hanawana Notched-shaped heiau; measures 60-x-30-x-20-x-12-x-

28-x-50 ft; basalt walls 3 ft high and 6 ft thick; 

constructed of beach stones, no coral or pebbles seen; at 

Hoalua, below church, on bluff near end of pineapple 

field (p. 106) 

75 Honomauuloa 

at Hanawana 

East 

Hanawana 

Makawao Hanawana Destroyed 

76 Halepaahau at 

Hanawana 

Papa'a'ea Makawao Nā‘ili‘ilihaele Destroyed 

77 Kauhihale 

Heiau 

Papa'a'ea Makawao Kailua L-shaped heiau with walled enclosure; measures 200 ft 

long and 137 ft wide; two to three terraces on sides; 

northeast corner is triple terraced 10 feet high; 38-x-22 

enclosure in northwest corner. Constructed of rough 

basalt, no coral or pebbles; at Moii in Pu‘uomaile, 

mauka of road, opposite of store (p. 106) 

78 Pohakuokane? West 

Makaiwa 

Makawao Nā‘ili‘ilihaele 

and Puehu 

Small notched-shaped heiau; measures 66-x-36-x-32-x-

6-x-32-x-36; walls are 4 to 6 ft thick and 5 ft high at 

corners; constructed of water worn basalt rocks; in dense 

hau thicket on ridge, east of Kailua Gulch, below road 

(p. 107) 

79 Halekanaloa at 

Papea 

West 

Makaiwa 

Makawao Puehu Destroyed  

80 Kalaeohia at 

Papaeaiki 

East 

Makaiwa 

Hāna O‘opuola Destroyed  

81 Nakeikiikala-

lomakaiwa at 

Makaiwa 

East 

Makaiwa 

Hāna Ka‘aiea Destroyed  
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Walker 

Site No. 

Name Ahupua‘a District Adjacent 

Watershed 

Description per Walker (1931b) 

82 Kukuiolono  Ke‘anae Hāna Pi‘ina‘au Destroyed / not found; on point of Ke‘anae peninsula (p. 

109)  

83 Lalaola -- -- -- Destroyed / not found; on point of Ke‘anae peninsula (p. 

109)  

84 Pakanaloa -- -- -- Destroyed / not found; said to have been a war heiau to 

Kanehekili; on upper slopes of Ke‘anae peninsula (p. 

109) 

85 Leleiwi at 

Ko‘olau 

-- -- -- Destroyed / not found 

86 Paliuli -- -- -- Destroyed / not found 

87 Kanekauolono -- -- -- Destroyed / not found 

88 Kamokukupeu Ke‘anae Hāna Ohia Destroyed / not found 

89 Puu o Kohola 

at Honomanū 

Honomanū Hāna Punala‘u Destroyed / not found 

90 Kawalimukala 

at Pauwalu 

Ke‘anae Hāna Pi‘ina‘au/ 

Palauhulu 

Destroyed / not found 

91 Kupau  Ke‘anae Hāna Pi‘ina‘au/ 

Palauhulu 

Destroyed; 84 ft terrace wall all that remains; above road 

in Ke‘anae valley near ditch trail (p. 109) 

92 Kualani  Ke‘anae Hāna Waiokamilo Destroyed / not found; on top of west ridge, at Waiokane 

Falls (p. 109) 

93 Kamilo Heiau Wailuanui Hāna Waiokamilo Small heiau enclosure; measures 22-x-25 ft walls, 3 ft 

high and 3 ft thick; constructed of basalt stones and 

some pebbles; at Kawaloa in dense hau and puhala 

grove, north side of stream (p. 112) 
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Walker 

Site No. 

Name Ahupua‘a District Adjacent 

Watershed 

Description per Walker (1931b) 

94 Heiau of Ohia Wailuanui Hāna Waiokamilo Dimensions lost, stones removed to build pig pen; likely 

agricultural heiau, built by chief Kaimuki; at Ohia in the 

valley, 3/4 mi. from the sea (p. 113) 

95 Kaluanui 

Heiau 

Wailuanui Hāna Wailuanui Series of enclosures; measures 15-x-29 ft; south terrace 

is 11 ft wide; west wall is 6 ft wide and 4 ft high; higher 

terrace on one side; Stokes (1916) mentions oval pit in 

terrace pavement near southern end, measuring 6.5-x-4 

ft and 2 ft deep; pit not present in 1931; at Kaluanui east 

of taro lo‘i, 1/3 mi. from the sea (p. 113) 

96 Kukuiaupuni 

Heiau  

Wailuanui Hāna Waiokamilo Terraced platform; one platform measures 50-x-42 ft and 

12 ft tall; second platform measures 47-x-51 ft and 5 ft 

tall; complex faces north by northwest; 200 ft open 

space between both terraces; on top of slope at 

Pauwalua, 300 ft south of road and 500 ft southwest of 

the school (p. 113)  

97 Makehau 

Heiau 

Wailuanui Hāna Wailuanui 

and West 

Wailuaiki 

Upper terrace outlines all that remains; measures 72-x-

43 ft and is 5 ft high; waterworn stones and pebbles 

observed on platform surface; said to have once 

contained two platforms; eight coconut trees growing 

there were said to have been planted by Kaniho, last 

kahu of the heiau; on level land at Makehau, 1/4 mi. 

from the Wailua road and 150 ft from the Makehau road 

(p. 113) 

98 Kaluakelea 

Heiau 

Ko‘olau Hāna Makapīpī Heiau measuring 50-x-45 ft; three low terraces at 

northwest corner, 6 ft high; no coral or pebbles seen; 

partly destroyed by rubber plantation; at Honolulunui, 

on ridge west of Makapīpī Gulch (p. 114)  
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Walker 

Site No. 

Name Ahupua‘a District Adjacent 

Watershed 

Description per Walker (1931b) 

99 Pohoula Heiau  Ko‘olau Hāna Kūhiwa 

Gulch 

Open platform heiau; measures 72-x-72-x-65-x-64 ft; 

two terraces form top, the higher one measuring 36-x-25 

ft, rising 1 ft above the lower; northeast corner is 8 ft 

high; east wall is 3 ft high and 4 ft thick; constructed of 

water-worn stones and pebbles, no coral seen; faces the 

sea; near Nāhiku village, on east side of Makapīpī Gulch 

(p. 114) 

100 Haleaka Heiau Ko‘olau Hāna Kūhiwa 

Gulch 

Platform heiau; 4 ft high in front, 6 ft high wall in back; 

northwest slope is double terraced; constructed of water 

worn stones; interior features trampled by cattle and 

pigs; located on a high hill; on east bank of Makapīpī 

Stream, 300 yards from the school (p. 115) 

101 Heiau at 

Lanikele 

Ula'ino Hāna Heleleikeoha Walled heiau; measures 116-x-90 ft; south and east 

walls are 6 to 8 ft high, and 12 ft thick; east wall is 

double terraced; gate on south wall is 8 ft wide, 4 ft high 

and 12 ft deep, low 2 ft wall closes the interior end; no 

interior structures noted, only a stone heap; outer terrace 

paved with pebbles, contained only scattered stone 

within; perched atop a high shoreline bluff, west of a 

canoe landing and trail up Lanikele Gulch; may have 

been a strategic fortification, though not corroborated 

(p.115-116) 
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Walker 

Site No. 

Name Ahupua‘a District Adjacent 

Watershed 

Description per Walker (1931b) 

102 Piilanihale 

Heiau 

West 

Honoma'ele 

Hāna Honomaele 

Gulch 

Platform heiau; platform measures 340-x-415 ft; several 

(up to 5) terraces make up the north and east sides, up to 

50 ft high; south and east sides enclosed by wall 10 ft 

high, and 8 to 10 ft thick; paved with small pebbles and 

lava cobbles; no high internal walls or terraces; two low 

walls observed in northeast corner and center of 

platform; scattered coral pieces seen; internal features 

minimally mapped due to vegetation density; house site 

observed beyond west wall; evidence of remnant village 

in cane fields below structure; paved road leading up 

western slope of heiau, possible extension of the Alaloa 

(Kihapiilani Trail); Largest heiau on Maui and tallest in 

the archipelago; name means “Home of Piilani,” 

indicating site as possible royal abode of the Piilani 

family of Maui chiefs, reigning in the 1500s; on a 

shoreline hill near Kalahu Point (p. 123)  
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Hāna, and bore a few distinct features regarding the ‘class’ of heiau documented. Three of the six 

sites were considered large heiau as they each had at least two dimensions near or greater than 100 

feet. One of these named Po‘oho‘olewa Heiau (Walker Site 68) was interpreted as a possible 

sacrificial heiau and had walled exterior dimensions of 300 by 100 ft, with an open court stretching 

out 200 ft from the structure (Sterling 1998:105). The other two large sites include the Pi‘ilani 

Heiau (Walker Site 67) with its long beachfront terrace and remnant village foundations, and the 

L-shaped Kauhihale Heiau (Walker Site 77) several kilometers to the southeast (Sterling 

1998:103,106). Another heiau of interest in this area was Pōhaku o Kāne (Stone of Kāne) Heiau.  

Within the modern Hāna District, containing the traditional moku (districts) of Hāna and 

Ko‘olau, 11 heiau were identified by Walker (1931). Five of the 11 heiau were observed to be 

largely intact, three of which (Walker Sites 93, 95, and 96) were located slightly inland of the coast 

and were smaller in that they measured less than 50 ft along any single dimension (Sterling 1998). 

The two remaining structures are of a significantly larger scale as they are roughly two to six times 

the size of the smaller heiau. One of these is the previously mentioned Pi‘ilanihale Heiau (Walker 

Site 102) in Hāna. The second is the heiau at Lanikele (Walker Site 101) with high stacked walls 

and cobblestone paved exterior, thought by Walker (1931) to be a fortification due to its perch 

over a canoe landing 150 ft below it on the shoreline (Sterling 1998:115-116). 

Many of the structures that Walker (1931) located within the Hāna and Makawao Districts were 

partially damaged from neglect, agriculture, civil projects, or some combination of the three. 

Modernity impacted the traditional ceremonial structures in a variety of ways. The heiau that were 

observed intact were largely overgrown and unkempt due to the passage of time and the neglect 

furnished upon them resulting from native Hawaiians abandoning the old kapu religious system 

with the arrival of missionaries to the Kingdom of Hawai‘i in the 1800s. One example of this is 

Makehau Heiau (Walker Site 97) that was observed largely intact but partially collapsed (Sterling 

1998:113). Many of the remaining structures that were either partially intact or missing altogether 

were unintentionally impacted by the introduction of agriculture to the region during the historic 

period. 

Kupaikaa Heiau (Walker Site 73) was partially washed down the hillside it sat upon when the 

irrigation ditch upslope failed and sent a torrent of agricultural water down the hillside (Sterling 

1998:105-106). Haleaka Heiau (Walker Site 100) was largely trampled down into the soil from 

wandering cattle and pigs grazing in the region (Sterling 1998:115). Some heiau were destroyed 

intentionally, either for use of their materials or to make way for the development of agricultural 

pursuits. Kaluakilea Heiau (Walker Site 98) was intentionally destroyed while the Koolau Rubber 

Company was clearing fields for planting (Sterling 1998:114). Oanapele Heiau (Walker Site 71) 

was demolished in order to harvest its stone for the paving of local roads (Sterling 1998:105). The 

combined effect of neglect, the passage of time, and heavy-handed agricultural clearing have been 

extremely detrimental to the longevity of most native Hawaiian architecture, and the state of East 

Maui’s heiau stand as a physical testament to that damage. This can be further exemplified by the 

fact that 19 heiau could not be located and were assumed destroyed, comprising 48 percent of all 

known sites recorded between 1909 and 1931.  

Of the 39 documented heiau sites, only one lies within the License Area.  This heiau is named 

Pu‘u o Koholā and was presumed to be located within the current Honomanū license area. 

According to Walker (1931), this site was not observed during his survey of Maui Island, thus not 
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much can be said regarding its structure, size, or ceremonial purpose (Sterling 1998:109). Given 

the wetness of the tropical jungle, the high and steep cliffs of the region, and the propensity for 

devastating landslides, it is possible that the site of the temple could have been washed out. Another 

account of this rumored heiau comes from Inez Ashdown who places this heiau just south of 

Kaumahina Wayside Park along the mauka side of Hāna Highway just west of Honomanū. In Ke 

Alaloa o Maui: The Broad Highway of Maui, Ashdown (1971:54) states: 

Where the Kaumahina park is now on land of that name, there stood a big temple 

and around it and its village grew an abundance of bananas, ‘ohia-ai, rice and taro 

all in and around Punalu and above there to Kolea. Four streams above there form 

waterfalls over the cliffs and flow into Honomanu Bay. Nuailua stream does not 

reach far up the slope but it once watered large taro lands in olden times. [(Ashdown 

1971:54)  

A portion of a U.S. Geological Survey (1992) map of the Ke‘anae region (Figure 16. Portion 

of the 1992 Keanae U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle series showing the 

approximate location of Pu‘u o Koholā heiau (Walker Site 89), roughly corresponding to the 

location of Ashdown’s unnamed heiau near Kaumahina Wayside Park) also confirms the same 

place-name of Pu‘u o Kolohā belonging to a local pu‘u (hill) located south of the Kaumahina 

Wayside Park in the approximate location that Ashdown (1971:54) describes. Here again we see 

a heiau situated atop a very high promontory near rushing waters typically harnessed for the 

community that would have resided near such a ceremonial structure. Whether this site was washed 

down the hill from erosion caused by the nearby falls, was reclaimed by the jungle, or was 

impacted during the construction of the park remains uncertain. As later adventurers, businessmen, 

and homesteaders would discover during the ensuing historic period, the high cliffs and jungles of 

East Maui can hide many difficulties for the would-be explorer. 

In an article that was published in an 1865 issue of Ka Nupepa Kuaokoa, which was translated 

by Cori-Ann Lorenzo (Lee-Greig et al. 2012:36-38), Kaawa (1865) lists several heiau known to 

him, including “Papanene in Kapukaulua.” From October 1928 to August 1929, Winslow M. 

Walker (1931), archaeologist for Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, conducted a systematic island-

wide survey focused on identifying and confirming traditional Hawaiian ceremonial structures 

(i.e., heiau and ko‘a) based on earlier research conducted by the museum (Stokes 1916; Thrum 

1908, 1916, 1917, 1918). He includes “Papanene at Kapukaulau, Puunene” in a list of “[h]eiau 

[s]ites destroyed on the northeast coast of east Maui” (Walker 1931:151). Later, from 1960 to 

1970, Elspeth P. Sterling (1998) further expanded research for Bishop Museum regarding 

archaeological sites on Maui. Sterling (1998:64) provides the same description as Walker 

(1931:151) for Papanene Heiau.      
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Figure 16. Portion of the 1992 Keanae U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-minute topographic 

quadrangle series showing the approximate location of Pu‘u o Koholā heiau (Walker 

Site 89), roughly corresponding to the location of Ashdown’s unnamed heiau near 

Kaumahina Wayside Park
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 Historic Background of East Maui  

4.2.1 Early Historic Period (1778 to Mid-1800s) 

With regard to political influence and the course of Hawaiian history, it has been noted that 

there may have been some rivalry within Ko‘olau Moku between the ahupua‘a of Ke‘anae and 

neighboring Wailuanui. This rivalry, however, would give way to larger political battles 

concerning the rule of Maui Island and the line of succession between the sons of Pi‘ilani 

(Kamakau 1992:22-29), and later, the consolidation of power and unification of the Hawaiian 

Islands under Kamehameha (Group 70 International, Inc. et al. 1995). 

Chief Pi‘ilani united all of Maui under his rule during the sixteenth or seventeenth century. 

Pi‘ilani’s sons Lonopi‘ilani and Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani fought for control of Maui. Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani 

eventually took refuge at Hāna. While in Hāna, Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani took as his wife Koleamoku, who 

had been betrothed to Lonopi‘ilani, which again put the two brothers to warring. Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani 

and his wife Koleamoku fled to Hawai‘i Island to enlist the aid of Umi. Umi was married to Pi‘ikea, 

the daughter of Pi‘ilani (sister of Lonopi‘ilani and Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani), a marriage that had formerly 

brought peace between the islands of Hawai‘i and Maui. However, Umi sided with Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani 

and sent an invasion fleet to Hāna. In Hāna, at Ka‘uiki, Lonopi‘ilani’s forces, under the command 

of Ho‘olaemakua, withstood the Hawai‘i forces for a while until a nighttime raid overwhelmed 

them. With this battle Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani gained control of Maui.  

During the last half of the eighteenth century the battles between Maui and Hawai‘i were carried 

on by the high chiefs Kahekili of Maui and Kalani‘ōpu‘u of Hawai‘i. Kalani‘ōpu‘u was in control 

of the Hāna and Kīpahulu areas from ca. 1759 to 1765 when Kahekili won. However, the Hawai‘i 

forces were able to regain control from ca. 1775 to 1783. With the death of Kalani‘ōpu‘u in 1782, 

Kahekili regained control of Hāna, which he retained, though not without further battles with 

Hawai‘i Island forces (i.e., Kamehameha), until his death in 1794. With the death of Kahekili and 

the assistance of newly acquired foreign power (canons, muskets, men) Kamehameha gained 

control not only of Maui, but of all the Hawaiian Islands, except Kaua‘i, by 1795. 

This period also saw the arrival of the first European explorer, Captain James Cook, on his pan-

Pacific voyage. This occurrence would inevitably lead to the arrival of even more European 

explorers, merchant vessels, and missionary passengers across all Hawaiian Islands, including 

Maui. The interactions between Hawaiians and these newly arrived visitors would come to mark 

the reshaping of traditional land use patterns in Hawai‘i toward those seen in the islands today. 

European Explorers 

In 1778, when Captain James Cook’s ships returned from their North American explorations, 

they stopped at Hāna and encountered Hawaiians for the first time on board the decks of their 

ships. This came just before the well-known incident that cost Captain James Cook his life on 

Hawai‘i Island when he attempted to kidnap Kalani‘ōpu‘u for use as ransom (Cordy 2000:294). 

In Exalted Sits the Chief, Ross Cordy (2000:294) places Kalani‘ōpu‘u at this first point of 

contact between Hawai‘i and the West: 

Kalani‘ōpu‘u had regrouped and again invaded Maui ca. 1778-pillaging Kaupō and 

Kaho‘olawe…and raiding and engaging Kahekili’s forces in Ko‘olau and 
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Hāmākualoa. It was during this campaign when Captain Cook arrived off Maui’s 

Hāmākualoa in November 1778. Kalani‘ōpu‘u went on board briefly, wearing a 

helmet with yellow and black feathers and a long feathered cloak. (Cordy 2000:294) 

Kalani‘ōpu‘u and Kamehameha I (then, in the war company of Kalani‘ōpu‘u) both visited 

Cook’s ships, indicating who controlled the East Maui region.  

In December 1788, William Douglas, commanding the British ship, The Iphigenia, arrived at 

Hāna and continued to sail on to the island of Hawai‘i where he presented Kamehameha with a 

swivel cannon. This cannon was mounted on a large double canoe, together with a number of 

muskets and a quantity of ammunition. In his account of Maui from aboard The Iphigenia, Meares 

(1791:335-336) wrote the following passage: 

We had no longer appeared off Mowee than a great number of canoes came off 

with hogs, yams and plantains.-On this side of the island there is a large town, the 

residence of Titeeree, the sovereign of Mowee, who was at this time on a visit to 

Taheo, king of Atooi, in whose absence the government was left to the care of 

Harwallanee, brother-in-law to Tianna, of whose arrival he was no sooner 

informed, than he ordered a present of hogs to the ship; but before it arrived Tianna 

had observed his brother of shore, and having dressed himself in his best apparel, 

desired that message might be sent to invite him on board.-On his arrival they met 

as brothers should do after a long separation; the whole of their conduct to each 

other was affectionate; they melted into tears, and almost drew the same from the 

eyes of those who held them. After their first emotions had subsided, the chief 

requested Captain Douglas to remain with him for a few days, and engaged to 

supply him with any quantity of provisions that might be demanded; but as he saw 

no place where they could come to an anchor in safety, the surf at the same time 

beating with great violence, and an heavy swell with the wind blowing in shore, 

Captain Douglas was under the necessity of declining the invitation. (Meares 

1791:335-336)  

 Battles at Hāmākua Loa and Hāna Districts 

Given the state of warfare between Maui and Hawai‘i Islands in the late pre-Contact period, 

there are storied accounts of the actions of passing armies in their disputes over ownership of the 

resources of East Maui.  

4.2.1.1.1 Ke Alaloa O Maui 

Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani “is credited with finishing the paved road around the island (Ke Alaloa o Maui), 

which his father (Pi‘ilani) had begun” (Griffin 1987:9). The paved roadway was utilized in 

Hāmākua Loa by a group of missionaries touring Maui in 1828. 

...having descended from the summit of Haleakala, they came down to a small 

village on the Halehaku seashore. On the next day, proceeding toward Hana, they 

came upon ‘a pavement said to have been built by Kihapiilani, a king contemporary 

with Umi, an ancient king of Hawaii ... It extends more than 30 miles, and is a work 

of considerable magnitude. This pavement afforded us no inconsiderable assistance 
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in traveling as we ascended and descended a great number of steep and difficult 

paries (palis)’ ... [Kuykendall 1931:4] 

In describing the building of Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani’s road Beckwith (1970:387) states, “men are said 

to have stood in line and passed stones from seashore to upland.” Once the road was paved 

however, residents of Hāmākua Loa most likely benefitted from having access to the road and to 

the people traveling through the district, particularly given its location between Wailuku and Hāna, 

two prominent political centers during the last two centuries of pre-Contact Hawaiian history. 

The Alaloa also served as an instrument of transportation in wartime, which during the last half 

of the eighteenth century, was very frequent. During these times, the people of Hāmākua Loa and 

the surrounding districts (between Hāna and Wailuku) who were situated near the war path 

including canoe landings, the Alaloa and the cultivated and inhabited places in between were 

subject to plundering by warring chiefs. Kamakau (1992:230) remarks on the impacts of war on 

the commoners, “wars were frequent in old days and entailed robbery and murder of the common 

people.” Between 1778 and 1779, Kalani‘ōpu‘u invaded Hāmākua Loa after purportedly being 

provoked by a resident.  

As he was sailing just off Kahakuloa, a certain man was sitting on the crest of 

Pu‘ukoa‘e, and as the war canoes came in sight the man made a gesture of contempt 

... At Hamakualoa Ka-lani-‘opu‘u landed and engaged in battle, but Ka-hekili 

hastened to the aid of his men, and they put up such a fierce fight that Ka-Iani-

‘opu‘u fled to his canoes. Landing at Ko‘olau he slew the common people and 

maltreated the captives by urinating into their eyes. [Kamakau 1992:91] 

4.2.1.1.2 Battle of Kapalipilo 

Kalani‘ōpu‘u and his forces invaded Maui, taking the districts of Hāna and Kipahulu and the 

Kau‘iki Hill. Kau‘iki Hill is also referred to as the “fort of Kau‘iki.” Kau‘iki Hill is a “natural fort 

and people on it are general safe from assault, being protected on all sides by steep and inaccessible 

cliffs (Sterling 1998:135).” Several battles were fought, however, Kamehamehanui and the Maui 

forces attempted and failed to reclaim Kau‘iki Hill. 

Suddenly, therefore, he [Kalaniopuu] concentrated his forces and war-canoes at 

Kohala, and, without previous rupture of peace or declaration of war, he invaded 

Maui, where Kamehamehanui then ruled as Moi, and made a descent in the Hana 

district. Little or no resistance was offered, and in a short time he possessed himself 

of the two valuable districts of Hana and Kipahulu, as well as the celebrated fort on 

Kauwiki Hill overlooking the harbour of Hana. The date of this invasion is 

approximately, and probably correctly, fixed at 1759. 

But Kamehamehanui, though taken by surprise by the invasion of East Maui by 

Kalaniopuu, was not a man to yield to such a usurpation and affront without an 

effort to recover the lost districts .... With these forces Kamehamehanui set out for 

Hana and laid siege to the fort on Kauwiki. Several battles were fought with the 

Hawaii army under Puna, especially at Makaolehua and at Akiala, where the Maui 

forces were victorious, and in which the valour of Kaohelelani is greatly extolled. 

The fort of Kauwiki, however, withstood all attempts to take it, and, after a 
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prolonged and unsucessful [sic] siege, Kamehamehanui withdrew his forces, and 

left Hana in possession of Kalaniopuu, while Puna remained as its governor and 

chief; and it does not appear that Kamehamehanui again attempted to drive the 

Hawaiians out of Hana. In the native legends this campaign is called the war of 

“Kapalipilo”. [Fornander 1880, 2:146-147] 

4.2.1.1.3 Kalani‘ōpu‘u Landing on Maui 

In an excerpt from Account of the Polynesian Race, Fornander (1880) describes the account of 

Kalani‘ōpu‘u landing on Maui to reprovision after a successful military campaign on Lāna‘i: 

Then, rounding Kahakuloa, he stood to the eastward, and landed at Hamakualoa, 

on Maui, where he plundered the country, and committed fearful barbarities on the 

people, until Kahekili came to their support with his forces, and after several 

encounters, drove Kalaniopuu on board of his fleet. Foiled in Hamakualoa, 

Kalaniopuu made his next descent in the Koolau district, committing similar 

depredations and barbarities there. While there, he was joined by Mahihelelima, the 

Hawaii governor of the adjoining Hana district, with a select force of warriors, and 

being thus enabled to rally and hold his ground against Kahekili, he again attempted 

the invasion of Hamakualoa, where the war was protracted, with varying success, 

for several months. [Fornander 1880:2:157] 

4.2.1.1.4 Landing of the Canoes 

Samuel M. Kamakau provides a passing reference in the context of the fleet of the Big Island 

chief ‘Umi-a-Līloa coming to the aid of the Maui chief Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani in his fighting against Lono-

a-Pi‘ilani and the Hāna chief Ho‘olaemakua. The Hāna chief initially repulsed the landings of the 

Hawai‘I Island canoes and ‘Umi-a-Līloa asks how best to get his men ashore:  

Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani answered, “There is a small harbor at Ko‘olau called Wailua-iki, 

and if all the canoes can not land there, there is another landing at Wailua-nui.” The 

blocked canoes turned about and sailed for Wailua-iki at Ko‘olau. 

When the canoes reached Wailua-iki, they were dismantled and set upright, and in 

that way the innumerable war canoes from Hawai‘i could be beached. After all the 

canoes were beached the men began to go overland to the site of the battle [at Ulaino 

well to the southeast] [Kamakau 1961:29-30] 

When ‘Umi-a-Līloa’s fleet arrived in Maui, the canoes were so numerous, the shores between 

the boundaries of Hāna and Ko‘olau were completely filled with canoes. 

Also at the place called the surf of Keanini as far as Pueokahi it was choked with 

the canoes of the Hawaii people, and so it was off Mokuhano and Naniuakane and 

Kaihalulu. At Aleamai, Haneoo and Hamoa, these places were completely filled 

with canoes. At Honokalani and at Honomaele and Ulaino, the boundaries of Hana 

and Koolau, the canoes were thick. The last of the canoes landed on further at 

Opikoula, Nahiku, Waiohue, Wailuaiki and Wailuanui in Koolau. 
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When Hoolaemakua saw the numbers of canoes and men, he and his men prepared 

to fight the men of Hawaii when the Hawaii warriors arranged themselves on the 

plain of Kuakaha. [Sterling 1998:122] 

4.2.1.1.5 Battle at Puu Koa‘e 

Around 1790, Kamehameha and his forces land on Maui at Hāna. After having invaded Hāna, 

Kamehameha’s forces traveled to Hāmākua Loa. Kalanikupule, ruling chief of Maui at the time, 

sent his warrior Kapakahili to resist the invasion.  

When Kalanikupule heard of the landing of Kamehameha at Hana, and that he was 

marching with his force through the Koolau district, he sent Kapakahili with the 

best troops he had through the Hamakua districts to meet and resist the progress of 

the invader. [Fornander 1969:2:236] 

The battle met at a small hill called “Bosun-bird Hill” (Pu‘ukoa‘e) situated on the 

makai side of Pu‘umaile at Hanawana in Hoalua, and Kapakahili was defeated. In 

the evening Kamehameha beached at Halehaku, went ashore, and built temporary 

shelters just where he stepped foot. The feather god Kuka‘ilimoku encouraged him 

to fight, for its feathers bristled and stood upright in the direction of Hinawaikoli‘i; 

Kamehameha therefore lost his fear of a fight with slingshot. The next morning he 

saw through the koa and hala trees the red gleam of feather capes. It is said that he 

narrowly escaped defeat by Kapakahili’s company. But reinforcements came up, 

Kamehameha put the enemy to flight, and pursued them along the main road or 

they would have rejoined their fellow warriors at Kokomo. At the ascent of 

‘Opaepilau, Kapakahili was exhausted and was overtaken. “Slain by Pipili,” 

Kamehameha boasted over him. [Kamakau 1961:148] 

Of the campaign in Hamakualoa some momentos are still pointed out. The fortified 

position at Pu‘ukoa‘e on Hanawana, which was attacked and taken by 

Kamehameha, who had brought his fleet round from Hana. The hill is known as 

“Kapuai-o-Kamehameha,” to the west of the Halehaku stream, where he encamped 

for the night after taking Puukoae ... the Maui forces were routed and fled as far as 

Kokomo, where a final stand was made. [Fornander 1969:2:236] 

4.2.1.1.6 Battle of Great Canoes 

In 1790, Kamehameha then began to muster his armies for a planned invasion of Maui. That 

summer, Kamehameha landed at Hāna. In a battle known as “Kaua o Kawa‘anui,” (Battle of Great 

Canoes) Kamehameha defeated the Maui advance guard there, after which he sailed for Hāmākua 

Loa, sweeping the remaining Maui defenders along the coast and back into ‘Ῑao Valley, and 

annihilating them at the battle called “Kaua i Kapaniwai o ‘Ῑao,” (Battle of the Dammed Water of 

‘Ῑao), during which the slain warriors were said to have been so numerous, that they dammed the 

water of ‘Ῑao Stream. Kamehameha then returned to Hawai‘i to settle disputes there. In his absence, 

both Kahekili and the High Chief of Kaua‘i, Ka‘eokūlani formed an alliance to retake Hāna. After 

that success, both chiefs launched an attack on Kamehameha at Waipi‘o on Hawai‘i, where they 

were both defeated. After the death of Kahekili in 1793, Kamehameha assumed the rule over all 
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of Maui, through his victory over the High Chief Kahekili’s successor, the High Chief 

Kalanikūpule, in the battle of Nu‘uanu on O‘ahu in 1795 (McGregor 2007:99). 

Missionaries 

Evidence of a cohesive religious population in East Maui is best described by the first 

Europeans to visit Ke‘anae. From the journal of William Richards (1829) comes information that 

the region between Honomanū and Wailua was densely populated: 

We went on board the canoe, and rowed a few miles, avoiding some difficult paries 

[steep cliffs]. After landing, we walked a few miles further, to Wailua, where we 

put up for the Sabbath. Very early the morning [of the Sabbath], the horns, 

summoning the people to the house of God, were heard in every direction; and we 

soon perceived that the call had not been heard with indifference. At the early hour, 

the house was thronged with attentive worshippers. [The next day] we examined 

the schools, which were large. About 10 o’clock, A.M., the princess [Nahienaena] 

arrived, and addressed the people; after which, we proceeded on our way [to Hāna]. 

[(Richards et al. 1829:249) 

The Hāna region of Maui was known as “one of the most isolated places in these islands, remote 

and difficult to access” (Bishop 1861). Because of the many treacherous ravines and unpredictable 

flooding, Native Hawaiians usually rode on horseback to a point before Ke‘anae, then completed 

the journey to Hāna by canoe. Before the establishment of the Hāna protestant mission in 1837, 

missionaries reached East Maui no more than once or twice a year. From the early writings of the 

protestant missionaries in the Sandwich Islands, it appears that the first excursion to Hāna by an 

American protestant teacher was made in 1823. In regard to this, Richards and Stewart (1825:141) 

in The Missionary Herald write: 

…A similar adventure is related by Honorii [Native assistant to the 

missionaries], in a late visit to the eastern part of the island of Mowee, whither 

he went in the company of Keoua, wife of Governor Adams. That part of the 

island [Hāna] had never been visited by missionaries, and Honorii took occasion 

to preach to them Jesus Christ. He found them wholly uninstructed, and 

exceedingly attached to their idols, and disposed to resist every argument in 

favor of a change in their religion. Before he left the place, he ascended a 

neighboring hill which overhangs the sea on the top of which were several huge 

stones erected, covered with tapa (native cloth), and dignified with the 

appellation of gods. With the aid of some of his company, he succeeded in 

displacing them from their beds, and rolled them into the sea. (Richards and 

Stewart 1825:141)  

The Protestant mission station of Hāna was administered in its early days by the Reverend Mark 

Ives and his wife, Mary Ann Brainerd Ives. The Ives were protestant missionaries who had both 

arrived from New England in 1836 (Judd et al. 1969:122). The Ives were joined by the Reverend 

Daniel Toll Conde and his wife Mrs. Andelucia Lee Conde, who were stationed in Hāna following 

their arrival in 1838 (Judd et al. 1969:72). The isolated missionary station of Hāna was serviced 

by the 39-ton schooner Missionary Packet which had been built in 1825 at Salem, Massachusetts, 

for use between the Hawaiian Islands, as well as other schooners and steamships (Mifflin 1983:19). 
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4.2.1.1.7 Catholic Missionaries and the Pa‘akaula of 1843 

Protestant missionaries, having a strong presence in Hawai‘i by the early 1800s, had almost 

exclusive claims to managing the salvation of its inhabitants, but the Catholic Church was soon to 

follow its protestant fellows to Maui’s shores. Catholic missionaries had found a favorable 

foothold with a few courtiers of Kamehameha III just a year after he passed the Edict of Toleration 

in 1839. This Edict allowed religious freedom for all inhabitants of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i. Six 

years later, the first Catholic missionaries arrived in the busy whaling town of Lahaina and found 

themselves amid a population receptive to their teachings, despite the fact that many of the ali‘i, 

the protestant missionaries, and the Queen Regent Ka‘ahumanu were outwardly opposed to their 

presence on Maui (Speakman 1978:87-88). The earliest Maui converts to the recently arrived faith 

were two brothers, Helio and Petero Kaoeloa from Wailuku (Schoofs 1978:291). The next 

generation of catechist converts were soon to follow, especially Helio Kaiwiloa who passionately 

converted from the fold of the Protestant Church into Catholicism. Helio Kaiwiloa had left East 

Maui to be officially baptized, shortly before returning to Maui to travel the East Maui districts 

preaching the Roman Catholic faith (Speakman 1978:87-88). 

Helio Kaiwiloa’s influence was significant during his lifetime spent preaching in remote East 

Maui. Robert Schoofs (1978:257) in his Pioneers of the Faith describes Helio: 

Kaiwiloa assiduously studied his Christian doctrine and shared his knowledge with 

others. Going from house to house in Kahikinui he was not a little surprised to find 

many catechumens. He gathered them in a little chapel, where they said their 

prayers together and took part in the instructions. Kaiwiloa covered several adjacent 

villages, displaying great zeal in propagating the faith. (Schoofs 1978:257) 

The increase in the number of catechumens acquired by Catholics in the Hāna district became 

a point of concern for Protestant missionaries, and in 1843 they prevailed upon Judge Mahune of 

Wailuku to send policemen to investigate the activities of Catholics and catechumen, arrest them, 

and transport them to Wailuku to stand trial. The charges were simple, that Kaiwiloa had gathered 

the catechumen once weekly in his private home for the purpose of practicing communal prayer. 

Perhaps perceived as a type of conspiracy, it was deemed unlawful and ordered to be stopped 

(Schoofs 1978:260).  

Eventually, the Wailuku police made it to remote East Maui to begin the arrests. In one of the 

first villages they reached they arrested a half-dozen Catholics and moved on to the next village, 

gathering a few more of the faithful at every stop along the long road back to Wailuku (Schoofs 

1978:260). All along the way additional arrests were tied together to manage the ever-increasing 

crowd of offenders, which is why the procession was named the pa‘akaula (sometimes pakaula), 

or the “tying, binding with ropes” (Speakman 1978:88). Schoofs (1978:260) then relates the 

impressive display of solidarity that followed: 

The catechumen of Maui had agreed on the following line of conduct. If any 

Catholic or catechumen were arrested for any crime other than for his religion, 

nobody would take an interest in the case. But if, however, anyone were arrested 

for religion’s sake, all would declare their solidarity and voluntarily join the 

arrested one.  
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This is precisely what was done. Going eastward, the ever increasing band passed 

through Kaupo and Kipahulu, and continued the journey along the north coast of 

the island until they reached Wailuku. A striking feature of this procession was that 

the prisoners were dressed in their Sunday best and were wearing gay floral 

wreathes. (Schoofs 1978:260) 

This large display crossed every major moku on their way into Wailuku to stand trial, allowing 

the procession to preach as they travelled through Hāna, Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Kailua, Ha‘ikū, and 

Pā‘ia (Speakman 1978:87). The entire distance travelled by the officers and their prisoners covered 

close to 90 miles of difficult terrain over the course of a month. There were also periodic rests 

along the way which afforded the persecuted Catholics time to speak with the inhabitants at their 

brief respites and proselytize, gathering more catechumen into their fold as they proceeded 

(Schoofs 1978:260). 

By the time that the procession had reached Wailuku for their trial the crowd was too massive 

for the courts to handle. Seeing the size of the crowd containing the Catholics and their 

sympathizers, Judge Mahune bid all the participants to “go home” and dismissed the charges 

against the Catholics (Schoofs 1978:260). Helio and his catechumen had prevailed against the 

persecution perpetrated by Protestant influences entrenched in Maui. An unexpected benefit of this 

persecution was that the number of catechumen on Maui had nearly tripled during the ordeal, 

bringing the count to near a thousand adherents. The faithful Catholics then walked the long road 

back to their homes led by Helio Kaiwiloa, spreading their faith along the way (Speakman 

1978:88). Although religious ideas were developing at a rapid pace in the Hawaiian Islands after 

European contact, another major change was simultaneously taking place surrounding the 

relationship of Native Hawaiians to the land they inhabited for generations immemorial, The 

Māhele. 

4.2.2 The Māhele and Kuleana Act 

The most significant change in land-use in the Hawaiian Archipelago came with The Māhele 

of 1848 which brought about the privatization of land in Hawai‘i. The word māhele meaning 

literally “to divide, cut, partition” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:219), hastened the shift of the Hawaiian 

economy from that of a subsistence-based economy to that of a market-based economy. During 

The Māhele, all of the lands in the kingdom of Hawai‘i were divided between mo‘i (king), ali‘i 

(chief/ruler), konohiki (land manager), and maka‘āinana (tenants of the land) marking passage into 

the Western land tenure model of private ownership. On 8 March 1848, Kauikeaouli 

(Kamehameha III) further divided his personal (mō‘ī) holdings into lands he would retain as 

private holdings and parcels he would give to the newly budding Hawaiian Government in trust. 

This act paved the way for government land sales to foreigners as a source of funding for 

government operations, and in 1850, the legislature granted resident aliens the right to acquire fee 

simple land rights (Moffat and Fitzpatrick 1995:41-51). 

Native Hawaiians who desired to claim the land on which their families had historically worked 

and resided were required to present testimony before the Board of Commissioners to Quiet Land 

Titles. Upon acceptance of a claim the Board granted a Land Commission Award (LCA) to the 

successful applicant. The awardee was then required to pay, in cash, an amount equal to one-third 

of the total market value of the awarded parcel as a commutation fee. If this payment could not be 
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made in cash, an acceptable substitute was to cede the one-third of the awarded parcel to the 

government as payment for the commutation fee (Chinen 1958:13). 

By 1850 portions of mō‘ī, ali‘i, konohiki and government LCAs were being sold to help pay 

commutation fees owed by their awardees and for simple cash profits from selling so-called unused 

land. As these lands belonging to Hawaiian elites had historically been cultivated by the 

maka‘āinana in pre-Contact times, when the lands were being sold many tenant farmers were 

being inadvertently dispossessed of their homes and arable plots that lay within the sold portions 

of land. In acknowledgment of this dispossession, the Board passed resolutions authored by the 

Privy Council through the legislature in 1850 that aided in the protection of the rights of tenant 

farmers whose homes and plots were essentially owned by overarching LCA awardees (who may 

have owned the entire ahupua‘a or ‘ili in which the plots were located). The plots awarded to 

tenant farmers in this fashion were termed kuleana lands, or simply kuleana (kuleana meaning 

“right, privilege, responsibility”) (Chinen 1958:29-31; Pukui and Elbert 1986:179). Under this 

type of land acquisition, claimants were required to produce accurate surveys of the claimed plots, 

and to have these claims scrutinized by the Board to ensure that claimants were not attempting to 

acquire waste-lands or additional arable lands with “the seeming intention of enlarging their lots” 

(Chinen 1958:30). Upon completion of this process, Chinen (1958:30) states that: 

The native tenants were awarded their kuleanas free of commutation. The owner of 

the ahupua‘a or ‘ili kupono, out of which the individual kuleanas were taken, was 

deemed responsible for the settlement of the whole government 

commutation…Though other lands escheated to the government upon the death of 

an owner without an heir , the kuleanas escheated to the owner of the ahupua‘a or 

‘ili kupono within which it was located. (Chinen 1958:30) 

This change in escheating was because the overarching LCA owner was deemed to have 

“reversionary interest” in the parcels due to having been responsible for its commutation fee to the 

government (Chinen 1958:30). This reclamation of kuleana land would later come to have 

repercussions across large tracts of land as Western disease continued to run rampant in Hawaiian 

populations, and as people drifted toward more populous city centers, leaving many kuleanas 

abandoned and heirless. Patrick Kirch drives at the inevitable conclusion of the escheating of these 

lands in a time of Western economic expansion by stating that “[b]y the 1870s, vast tracts of lands 

had been acquired by an expanding class of white sugar planters. Mostly of American origin…” 

(Kirch 2012:287). Similar acquisitions in the name of commerce were also being carried out in 

leeward ranching lands where abandoned and heirless kuleanas also existed.  

Kuleana claims could be made for nearly any resource procuring activity from agricultural 

plots, to fishing grounds, rights to harvest naturally existing vegetation, and naturally existing and 

artificially channeled water sources. Within the Māhele records for the four license areas (Figure 

17 through Figure 20), there are claims for terrestrial agricultural features such as lo‘i, pākanu 

(garden, planting enclosure), ‘auwai (artificial irrigation canals, used to feed lo‘i), kula (fields, 

open pasture), pali (cliff, precipice, or steep hill suitable for cultivation of select plants), kīhāpai 

(small cultivated patch or orchard), mo‘o (ridge for similar purpose as pali), and pō‘alima (small 

agricultural patches tended in traditional times solely for chiefly tribute) (Pukui and Elbert 

1986:147,178,305,312,334). There are also kuleana claimed for their naturally occurring 

vegetation and the right of tenants to collect these resources, such as ‘ie (aerial roots of the ‘ie‘ie 
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vine, used in plaiting, basketry, and wicker weaving), olonā (shrub with fibrous bark used in 

fishnets, baskets, and to construct tī leaf raincoats and capes), wauke (paper mulberry used in 

making tapa cloth), hala (pandanus tree) and wildly occurring kalo (taro) and sweet potato (Pukui 

and Elbert 1986:50,94,256,286). Lastly are the kuleana claims over aquatic resources such as off-

shore fisheries (documented as “sea” in LCA awards) and muliwai (river mouth, freshwater pool 

behind a shoreline sand bar) that are naturally occurring and not man made (Pukui and Elbert 

1986:256).  

Kuleana claims were slightly more complicated in that many of these claims were made to 

lands within several ahupua‘a or ‘ili kupono that lie in neighboring land divisions. These claims 

were documented, in their entirety, within the individual Māhele books for different land divisions. 

This means that often multiple separate claims to any one person will be duplicated within the 

record books of different land sections, though the parcels comprising the entirety of the claim are 

distributed among several larger land divisions distant to each other. Resulting from this process 

the entire contents of kuleana claims will be fully enumerated in its respective table, though only 

a portion of an individual’s kuleana claim may be present in the accompanying map for the specific 

license area. LCAs documented within the four license areas are displayed below in Figure 17 

through Figure 20 and listed in Table 4 through Table 7. 
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Figure 17. LCAs within and in proximity to the Huelo license area (U.S. Geological Survey 

1992a, c) 
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Figure 18. LCAs within and in proximity to the Honomanū license area (U.S. Geological Survey 

1991, 1992a, c, d) 
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Figure 19. LCAs in proximity to the Ke‘anae license area (U.S. Geological Survey 1992c, d)
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Figure 20. LCAs in proximity to the Nāhiku license area (U.S. Geological Survey 1992b, c, d)
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Table 4. LCAs within and in proximity to the Huelo license area (Waihona ‘Aina 2002) 

LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

2937M Harbottle, William NA Possible residence and the sea 

3715B Kekuahani Keopuka, Loiloa Two lo‘i, kula, sea shore, pali, an olonā pasture, 

and government road 

3957B Keuoho, Luka Punalu‘u Two kīhāpai/pākanu, pali, and a stream 

4796 Kealoha Waikakulu, Paniawa, Punahele Three lo‘i, two kula, three kīhāpai, sea shore, and 

two pali 

4960 Kapahu Halepohaku, Kahauiki, Kahikiloa Four lo‘i , two kula, pali and a stream 

4964B Kaiewe Kamakau II Kapalaoa, Kauulu, Wailaahili, Waialaea One house lot, a government road, a road, pali, and 

the sea 

5118 Kaualeleiki Papaaea, Ha‘ikū, Hanawana Five lo‘i, a house lot, two kula, pali, government 

road, two streams, and wauke  

5162 Kamohai Haniapuaa, Halelua, Kahakona, Waikakulu Five lo‘i, a kula, a pali, and sea shore 

5250B Uheke Keaweula, Paomai One lo‘i, a kula, a pali, and sea shore 

5250*M Kanui Kawahae, Keahou Two lo‘i, a kula, a pali, three pō‘alima, and a 

stream 

5392 Huluhulu Puolua, Hanehoi, Waipi‘o Two pali, a stream, and sea shore 

5392B Kawahine Popopanui, Nuukele Three lo‘i, three pō‘alima, two pali, and a kula 

5392K Makahikipuni Kapapaanae One lo‘i, a pō‘alima, a stream, and a pali 

5451B Palea Kahauiki, Ulukaa 25 lo‘i, four potato mo‘o, ‘ie, three pō‘alima, a 

stream, a pali, and a road to the sea 

5452 Pia Mauluku 19 lo‘i, five potato mo‘o, a house lot, and wauke 

5459E Kuluwaimakalani Makauke, Hanehoi Two lo‘i, two kula, a pō‘alima, and a pali 

5459F kaahaiea Palau, Ohia Three lo‘i, two kula, a pō‘alima, pali, and olonā 

5459K Kamauu Waipi‘o, Holawa, Mokupapa Two lo‘i and pali 
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LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

5459I Pohina Ohia, Opae Three lo‘i, a kula, pali, a stream, sea shore, and a 

government road 

5459O Hewahewa Papuaa, Pohaku One lo‘i, a pali, a stream, and a road 

5459R Pahia Kahuku, Pulehu  Two lo‘i and one pō‘alima  

5459T Lalahili Ohia, Kawahapulua One lo‘i, a kula, a house lot, and a pō‘alima 

5459V Kaliki Kuamoohua One lo‘i, a kula, and two pō‘alima 

5459X Imihia Kaalukanu, Papamuku, Puniawa Four lo‘i, a kula, potatoes, three pō‘alima, a 

stream, the sea, and a pali  

5459Z Kaleo Mohala One lo‘i, a kula, and a pō‘alima 

5516 Hillawe Kaloiki, Kamania Two lo‘i, a kula, two pō‘alima, a stream, and a 

pali  

5516B Mua Kuahanahana Two lo‘i, a kula, and a pali  

5516C Kaio Halenoni One lo‘i, a pali, and a stream  

5516D Naoopu Kuahanahana Two lo‘i, two kula, a stream, and a pali  

5521 Nakaikuaana Halaula, Kamania, Kapahi Four lo‘i, four kula, a stream, a pali, and shattered 

koa  

5521B Kanewaa Halaula  One lo‘i and a kula 

5522B Kaopu Halaula, Papamuku One lo‘i, a kula, a pō‘alima, a pali, and a stream 

5595E Kepaa Hunananiho 27 lo‘i, a stream, freshwater shrimp, two pō‘alima, 

and seven koa trees 

6510D Manoa Kauhamano, Waikakulu, Halumaumau, 

Kahikiloa, Kamania 

Five lo‘i, a house lot, three pō‘alima, and two pali 

6510F Hanauwaha Puuokaupu, Maoli, Kauhiulu, Pukuhale, 

Waikakulu 

Five lo‘i, four kula, a pō‘alima, and two pali 

6510Q Kawaha Kalanikahuli, Waiohiwa, Kalualaea Three lo‘i, kula, and pali 
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LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

6510R Naone Kauhiulu, Lapo Two lo‘i ,a kula, a pali, and a stream 

6510S Makue Lui, Panau, Haliimaumau, Waikakulu Four lo‘i, a kula, a pō‘alima, a stream, and a pali 

6510T Kuewa Waiohiwa One lo‘i ,a kula, a pali, and a stream 

8515*M Keoni Ana/John 

Young, Jr 

Owa, Puako, Haleu, Halehaku, Holili No details for Halehaku LCA 

8584 Keoho Kahaniki, Kahakona, Waikakuhe, Kaiui, 

Kaluaalaea, Ukulei 

14 lo‘i, kula, sweet potatoes, ‘ulu, two ‘ōhi‘a trees, 

moku mau‘u, two pali, three streams, and shattered 

koa 

10650 Pia Kamania, Uohale, Ulukee, Puniana, 

Kawaipaa 

Five lo‘i, a kula, sweet potatoes, two pali, wauke, 

a gobey fish stream, forest, and a road to the 

mountains. 

 

Table 5. LCAs within and in proximity to the Honomanū license area (Waihona ‘Aina 2002) 

LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

3187 Kekio, Z.  Kekia, Keehue Kalo patch, stream, and pali 

6723 Malaiula Palawai, Niulii One kīhāpai, lo‘i, and a stream 

7785 Kinolau Halelaau A pali and a stream 

7787 Wahine Kanaha Six lo‘i, pali, and stream 

10828 Palaile Niulii, Okuhekuhe, Halelaau Nine lo‘i, pali, ‘auwai, and a fish pond 

 

Table 6. LCAs in proximity to the Ke‘anae license area (Waihona ‘Aina 2002) 

LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

2441 Kealina, Tito Lalaola, Kuoo, Pahoa 19 lo‘i, a kula, forest, olonā, two house lots, 

‘auwai, and stream  
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LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

2442 Kaea Analoa, Kiapu Six lo‘i, a kula, forest, hala grove, and a stream 

2443B Kanehaku, I Kanemakue Two lo‘i, a pond, a kula, forest, olonā, the sea, a 

stream, and a pali  

4561 Wahinemaikai N/A Two lo‘i, pali,  government road, ‘auwai, and 

stream  

4562 Wailaahia Kaakee, Maulu, Palolena, Paula 13 lo‘i, pali, stream, and a house lot  

4587 Hoonoho N/A 12 lo‘i, one kula, and a house lot  

4665G Ehu Kalihi, Pahoa, Kukuiohoko 17 lo‘i, a house lot, pali, stream, the sea, and olonā 

4665K Kanuku Panaewa, Kuoo, Makaiwa One house lot, the sea, olonā, stream, and pali 

4665I Kauakahi/Kanakahi N/A Three lo‘i, a pali, stream, and olonā  

4725 Moo Paakamaka Nine lo‘i and a kula 

4726 Makaole Paulae, Kaonohikaa, Pohonui, Pohoiki 23 lo‘i, two kula, streams, the sea, olonā, a 

path/road 

4729 Moo II Makuku, Paulae, Palolena, Maulu Eight lo‘i, a house lot, and stream 

4772 Naiwi Makaku, Waieli, Waikani, Maulu, 

Keononalu, Kalimapuhi, Kaahu 

Nine lo‘i, a path/road, a stream, and a pali 

4773B Nakihei Kalimapuhi, Paakamaka Ten lo‘i, an ‘auwai, a stream, and a pali 

4774 Nalimanui Kealia Residence and a pali 

4779 Naiapea Keononalu  18 lo‘i, kula, and kīhāpai 

4847 Malaelua Kuoo, Paehala  11 lo‘i, a house lot, pali, the sea, a foot path, and 

‘auwai 

4848 Kuluhiwa Ololokeahi, Pilanolipi, Ohia Nine lo‘i, a kula, stream, and pali 

4848C Keliiaea Kuoliolio One house lot, a kula, and a pali 

4848E Maewaewa 2 Lalaola, Ololokeahi One lo‘i and a house lot 

4848F Maewaewa 1 Kekaele & Kukuiolono, Kehaele The sea 
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Table 7. LCAs in proximity to the Nāhiku license area (Waihona ‘Aina 2002) 

LCA # Claimant ‘Ili Land Use 

4561 Wahinemaikai N/A Two lo‘i, pali, government road, ‘auwai, and 

stream  

4849 Kalohelau, wahine Kahoomanamana, Koakumanamoana Three lo‘i, one kula, a house lot, road, a foot path, 

a pig pen, a stream and pali  

4851 Aoao Kahooana A stream  

4852 Uwaua Kawiwi Possible residence and a stream 

4869 Kaumoki/Kaomoai

ki 

Kaohe, Kaohipoka One house lot and a pali 

4870 Kealiiokekanaka Waawaa, Haawaa, Waikupo Four lo‘i, a pig pen, stream, ‘auwai, olonā, forest, 

and pali  

4871 Kalahie Olopana Stream, forest, and the sea 

6768C Naholo Ihuhinui A house lot, lo‘i, road, stream, pali, and beach 
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4.2.3 Mid- to Late 1800s 

The foundation for private land ownership set by The Māhele of 1848 began a very marked 

pace of development across the entire archipelago, and Maui was no exception to the age of 

Western development that was about to dawn across the islands. The Māhele enabled many foreign 

nationals to acquire land for the establishment of ranching and plantation operations, including the 

infrastructure projects that were aimed at supporting these land-intensive industries (aqueducts, 

roads, etc.). All of this was happening alongside civic development in the more populated areas as 

the Hawaiian economy grew, a growth funded in part by the government land sales to foreigners. 

Additionally, many foreign nationals who relocated to Maui to work were enabled to acquire their 

own homestead lands, and thus establish themselves and future generations on the island, 

increasing the ethnic and cultural diversity of Maui. Though these changes would signify a new 

period of economic growth for the Kingdom of Hawai‘i as a whole, the pace of development would 

continue to impact the cultural, social and environmental landscape of East Maui.  

Disease in East Maui 

One of the earliest impacts of European contact on Native Hawaiians was the spread of old-

world diseases among island populations. With the arrival of Captain Cook in the late 1770s came 

the initial introduction of venereal disease and possibly respiratory ailments (Kirch 2012:158). 

Kirch also suggests that venereal disease is often overlooked in disease impact studies since it does 

not usually kill its victim “although its effects on a population with no prior exposure may have 

been more severe than usual” (Kirch 2012:158). Resulting from the introduction of venereal 

disease, the birthrate very likely plummeted because of the severe effects of disease on women’s 

reproductive organs who had never been exposed to them. The number of rampant diseases was 

to increase steadily alongside the number of traders, merchants, and visitors arriving from distant 

shores. To this effect, Kirch (2012:158) observes: 

Later ships brought even more virulent diseases: dysentery, measles, tuberculosis, 

smallpox, and leprosy. Before Cook the islands were free of all these old-world 

scourges; consequently, Hawaiian bodies did not have antibodies or resistance 

against them. As we now know, such ‘virgin soil’ epidemics can have devastating 

effects on indigenous populations. (Kirch 2012:158) 

Although there is serious debate about the actual count of the Hawaiian population at first 

contact with Europeans, making an exact figure for the depopulation of Hawaiians by disease 

difficult to grasp, the known effects of the introduction of foreign disease make a population 

reduction from 500,000 in 1779 to 130,000 fifty years later seem feasible (Kirch 2012:158). Given 

the histories of European contact in other previously unexposed locations it is likely that morbidity 

can account for much of the decline. Though early mortality rates are sporadic at best and often 

inaccurate in their measurements, there is some evidence of the impact of disease in Hawai‘i in 

this early period. 

Lack of demographics regarding salient mortality rates is best explained by logistical issues 

present in the developing nation of Hawai‘i in the early to mid-1800s. In Historical Statistics of 

Hawaii, Robert Schmitt (1977:40) explains that “statistics on deaths by cause of death are 

particularly lacking in long term comparability, not only because of serious underregistration in 

the early years but also because of major changes instituted from time to time in classification 
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procedures.” The first statewide collection of mortality statistics associated to a cause of death did 

not occur until the early 1900s, and then the statistics were only in terms of individuals affected 

and were not tabulated according to either ethnic heritage or nationality. Regardless of this glossing 

of demography, the early records show tuberculosis being particularly ravaging in the beginning 

of the 20th century. The first half of the 1900s regularly shows over 1,000 active cases of 

tuberculosis with as many as 531 deaths annually (Schmitt 1977:80). Record keeping for infectious 

disease (barring those transmitted by intercourse) gained more coherence by the mid-1900s, 

demonstrating the most commonly reported disease afflictions across the archipelago were 

leprosy, tuberculosis, gonorrhea, syphilis, chicken pox, influenza, measles, mumps, pertussis, 

shigella, and typhoid (Schmitt 1977:80-82).  

From the early census data, it becomes evident that one of the most alarming among the 

contagions was influenza, which in some years had death tolls well above 1,000, with some years 

having as many as 6,677 deaths (Schmitt 1977:82). Such observations were frequently reported in 

the local newspapers, such as with an article by J.S. Green (1857:1) in The Pacific Commercial 

Advertiser, where the author reported that “we have all been afflicted with the influenza, natives 

and foreign residents. Not a few of the aged and feeble among the people have died.” Sporadic 

reports begin to appear with regular frequency in newspaper editorials after this, such as a 10 

February 1883 article in the Daily Honolulu Press (1883:1): 

In the month of July of this year we had a visitation of Influenza. . . Very many 

among the foreign population were attacked, and it prevailed extensively among 

the natives, death not infrequently resulting with the latter, from disposing causes. 

Among these was John Young (Keoni Ana) the Minister of the Interior, aged only 

47 (Daily Honolulu Press 1883:1) 

Even with the high instance of mortality among Hawaiians, it should be noted that the person 

responsible for the census of the Kingdom in the mid-1800s, Richard Armstrong, thought the 

reported numbers were far too low. He believed that for every reported death two to three went 

unreported (Daws 1968:140). Flu was not the only concern in the Hawaiian Islands as made 

apparent by a newspaper advertisement in the 4 October 1892 Evening Bulletin announcing the 

closure of all Hawaiian Ports with the sole exception of Honolulu, due to Cholera outbreaks 

(Macfarlane 1892:2) (Figure 21. Announcement of port closure published in a Honolulu paper 

resulting from a cholera outbreak (Evening Bulletin 1892:2). Despite the remoteness and relative 

isolation of East Maui there was still sporadic reporting of disease afflictions affecting the 

population there.  

Smallpox made an appearance in the early newspaper reports regarding disease among residents 

of East Maui. There is a November 1853 account of the first case of smallpox in Hāmākua Loa 

from a passenger aboard the schooner Sally (The Polynesian 1853a:2). In a 24 December 1853 

update of the account, the Commissioners of Public Health provide a description of arrival of the 

disease in the region as follows: 

The woman, as near as we could learn from herself and her husband, left the 

schooner on Friday evening, and staid over night not far from Kahului. The next 

day she made her way home: traveling, as we suppose through Hamakuapoko, 

Maliko and Kalanakahua, and reached her mother’s house, at Haiku, on Saturday  
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Figure 21. Announcement of port closure published in a Honolulu paper resulting from a cholera 

outbreak (Evening Bulletin 1892:2).
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night. This was one of five or six houses built as close together as they could stand; 

and we think from 12 to 20 persons occupied these houses. Sabbath morning some 

30 individuals passed within a few rods of the house, on their way to meeting. Once 

of us rode to the house and saw the woman. At 2 o’clock, P.M., he returned to the 

house, with the magistrate of the district, and found the woman’s face covered with 

the smallpox. She was ordered to be removed to the infected district, and the house 

was immediately destroyed, and the village deserted. No other case of the smallpox 

have we had in Hamakualoa. (The Polynesian 1853b:2) 

The following month, another update on smallpox in East Maui is provided in the 21 January 

1854 edition of Polynesian as follows: 

A correspondent on East Maui writes,-“I am happy to report the state of things on 

this part of the island, as prosperous. There have been from six to ten cases of 

smallpox in Hamakua, and three deaths. No new case during the past six weeks. 

We can now report freedom from the smallpox, if no new case should be introduced 

from abroad. There has been no case in Koolau, none in Kula, none in Honuaula, 

and but one or two in Wailuku. We hear that there are but few cases remaining in 

the districts of Hana, Kipahulu and Kaupo.” (The Polynesian 1854)  

These accounts may have been related to a Honolulu epidemic of smallpox in 1853 and 1854 

(Daws 1968:139) and of its impacts to the neighbor islands. It was a significant pan-Hawaiian 

problem for which the population was wholly unprepared. Daws (1968:140) relates the scene of 

devastation in the more populated cities: 

The Hawaiians had never given much attention to Western ideas about medical 

treatment, and in this instance they paid a terrible price…Hawaiians fell sick 

everywhere. Some were abandoned and died alone; their bodies were left to rot. 

Others were buried where they lay, without coffins, in graves so shallow that 

wandering pigs and dogs could unearth them. Some native families nursed their 

sick at home, devotedly and uselessly, and carefully laid the dead under the dirt 

floors of their thatch huts or in their house yards, following their old burial practices 

and condemning themselves to follow the dead into the grave. (Daws 1968:140) 

Partly because of the cultural gulf that existed between the Hawaiian and Western cultures, 

many people who had neither the antibodies, nor the knowledge, to combat European scourges, 

passed away. 

Although large epidemics were rare in the eastern districts of Maui, when they did arrive, they 

often had devastating effects. On 2 October 1869, a brief call to action was published in The Pacific 

Commercial Advertiser describing a deadly epidemic that was occurring in Honomanū and 

throughout the Island of Maui as follows: 

By a letter received yesterday from East Maui, we learn of the continued ravages 

of the epidemic fever which has prevailed for months on that Island. Rev S. 

Kamakahiki states, under date of the 23d, that since the 1st of September there have 

been fifteen deaths at Honomanu and seven at Keanae, and that a large number of 

the natives were sick. From another source we learn that the once numerous 
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population of Honomanu valley has dwindled down to two or three families. On 

behalf of these dying natives, we ask the Board of Health if all has been done that 

can be done to save them and stay the ravages of the fever? If not, is not the Board 

censurable? (The Pacific Commercial Advertiser 1869b:3) 

The ailment to blame for the 1869 outbreak was never explicitly named, but given the poor state 

of disease reporting in general in more populous areas (Figure 22. Table of epidemic mortality 

rates within the Hawaiian Archipelago demonstrating lack of detailed documentation prior to the 

late 1800s, from Schmitt (1977:58).), it is unsurprising that only small attention was paid to this 

affliction by Honolulu newspapers. The testament of the reporter clearly shows that even 

something as common as fever could have terrible repercussions on isolated and non-immune 

communities. The precise impact of various diseases on the populations of East Maui is lacking in 

terms of public records, but there could be some correlation with the many reports of early island-

wide archaeological studies (Stokes 1916; Thrum 1909b; Walker 1931b) that describe evidence of 

extensive habitation and agricultural features lying abandoned throughout East Maui. 

Linton L. Torbert in Honua‘ula 

As early as the mid-1800s, there was a small farming settlement located at Honua‘ula, complete 

with a small landing servicing passing merchant ships traversing the southeast corner of Maui on 

their way to Kahului, Honolulu, and beyond. A prominent figure associated with Honua‘ula at this 

time was Linton L. Torbert, an established rancher and agriculturalist operating a sizable tract of 

land in the Kula uplands and a small plantation at Honua‘ula (Ulupalakua Ranch 2017). Torbert 

was a native of Newton Pennsylvania and his entry into the Territory of Hawai‘i went quietly 

unnoticed.  

In Chapter of Firstling’s, Thrum (1909a) reports that, circa 1820, a large red variety of Irish 

potato was introduced to Hawai‘i by Captain Jos. Vaughn. Some of these potatoes were sent to 

Governor Hoapili on Maui where they flourished better than on other islands (Thrum 1909a:129). 

Torbert was a prominent figure in the potato trade that had developed between California and 

Hawai‘i between 1845 and 1856 while he oversaw the growing of corn and potatoes on his kula 

lands on the western slope of Haleakalā. Torbert’s produce were then shipped to California by way 

of island merchant ships to fuel the population boom associated with the California gold rush. 

Tolbert was also one of the first individuals to plant sugar cane on Maui under the direction of 

King Kamehameha III (Ulupalakua Ranch 2017), in addition to being appointed as a committee 

member of the Royal Hawaiian Agricultural Society (The Polynesian 1850). 

In February 1846 Torbert was charged, along with one of his employees named Benjamin 

Furbush, in the killing of a man named Aki in the Honua‘ula region. Although both men were 

found guilty of the crime, their sentences were commuted upon payment of $200 each for 

extenuating circumstance (Cushing 1985). Robert L. Cushing in his account of the proceedings in 

The Beginnings of Sugar Production in Hawaii (Cushing 1985:22) stated that: 

The circumstances of the shooting, described in the newspaper account of the trial, 

suggest that there was some provocation, that it was also to some extent accidental, 

and that Torbert and Furbush provided as much assistance as they could to Aki, in 

spite of which he died (Cushing 1985:22). 
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The exact reasons for the shooting are never explicitly detailed in Cushing’s 

account of the incident, but neither the shooting or the verdict seemed to have 

adversely affected Torbert’s standing in the Honua‘ula community. According to 

Cushing, “Torbert had lived several years in the district and bore among all classes 

an excellent character. [He] had, by his good habits and friendly conduct won the 

esteem of the natives” (Cushing 1985:22). 

In early 1851, Torbert had become intolerant of the conditions of drunkenness in the town of 

Kalepolepo surrounding the nearest entrepot and landing located downslope of his kula plantation, 

acting as the closest port of sale for his kula produce. As part of an editorial responding to a 

proposed lightening of taxes on imported beer into Hawai‘i, Torbert lends his account of the 

conditions at Kalepolepo to an unnamed “Pastor of Makawao” in The Polynesian (1851b:1) as 

follows: 

Kula is full of potatoes, nearly ripe, of a fine quality…so that, with the blessings of 

God on good management there is nothing to prevent gains flowing in like a 

river…and yet there is danger that all these benefits will be counteracted by the 

beer shops at Kalepolepo, and other places along that shore. The people tell me they 

have great trouble with their teamsters… After a taste of the wretched beverage, 

they care little for their teams or for their loads; neglect all till they have filled 

themselves with this vile compound… They fill their kegs with the good creature, 

and take with them a sufficient quantity to make their friends drunk at home. Of 

this I have no doubt, and the fact is as alarming as it is shameful. (The Polynesian 

1851b:1) 

The decline of Kalepolepo entrepot may be the reason that Torbert began advertising the selling 

of his potatoes on commission from his plantation at Honua‘ula starting in 1851 (The Polynesian 

1851a) (Figure 23). Having worked in the region since the 1840s, Torbert used Honua‘ula as a 

port of sale for his goods until at least 1855 (The Polynesian 1855b). During his period of operation 

at Honua‘ula, Tolbert was renowned for the quality of his goods. In the 1852, published meetings 

of the Royal Hawaiian Agricultural Society in a column appearing in The Polynesian (1852:2), 

Torbert was awarded third place in the islands for the quality of his sugar cane and first place for 

his Irish potato specimens. Several years later, Torbert was also awarded first place for the quality 

of beef (The Polynesian 1855a). Despite Torbert’s excellent products, the Honua‘ula plantation 

was put up for auction in mid-1855 (The Polynesian 1855b).  

In 1862, L.L Torbert moved to O‘ahu, and died in Honolulu in 1871 at the age of 55 (The 

Hawaiian Gazette 1871; The Pacific Commercial Advertiser 1862). Although the growing and 

shipping operations by Torbert at Honua‘ula were eventually closed, sugar would continue to be 

grown in the region by small growers, as well as by the East Maui Plantation and several decades 

later by the Nahiku Sugar Company.   
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Figure 22. Table of epidemic mortality rates within the Hawaiian Archipelago demonstrating 

lack of detailed documentation prior to the late 1800s, from Schmitt (1977:58).
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Figure 23. Advertisement from The Polynesian (1851a:1) for L. L. Torbert’s sale of 

commissioned potato cargo from Honua‘ula
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The Stranger’s Home of Wailuanui  

The 4 September 1869 edition of The Pacific Commercial Advertiser provides an account of an 

August 1869 journey through East Maui from the harbor in Hāna to central Maui by reporter 

“H.M.W.” The account describes the lush landscape, referring to the region as “The Largest 

[Mountain] Apple Orchard in the World” and “The Switzerland of Hawaii” (The Pacific 

Commercial Advertiser 1869a:3). During the trip, heavy rains in Wailua Nui created flood 

conditions that made the streams of the area impassable and the travelers were invited to stay at 

the house of Hiniau, described in the following passage: 

Here we sought refuge in a neat native house, whose landlord, a well-to-do native, 

named Hiniau, invited us in, and urged us to stop for the night, as it would be 

impossible to cross the next stream, which was considered dangerous when 

swollen. This we found to be correct, as the river forms a narrow gorge, where the 

road passes, and the water tumbles through it from ten to twelve feet deep, 

compelling travelers to stop till it subsides, which it generally does as rapidly as it 

rises. Our host, who was an eccentric genius, decidedly loquacious and somewhat 

of a jester as we found, was full of praise of the resources of the valley and his 

house, which he called hale malihini or the Stranger’s Home,- and on being 

interrogated, said he could furnish food in abundance such as fowls, pigs, fish, eggs, 

potatoes, taro, poi, pine-apples, oranges, bananas, &c. (The Pacific Commercial 

Advertiser 1869a:3) 

In addition to characterizing the extreme abundance of resources that were locally available in 

Wailua Nui, the traveler’s account provides early documentation of how stream freshets affected 

access and travel through the region. 

The Growth of Early Sugar in East Maui 

With the decline of the whaling industry in the Pacific in the mid- to late-1800s, the Hawaiian 

Islands attracted a new generation of managers, professionals, and entrepreneurs who would 

reshape the landscape for Western enterprises and pursuits. Samuel T. Alexander and Henry 

Perrine Baldwin were prominent in this movement. Alexander had been sent from his family home 

at Lahainaluna to study at Oahu College (Punahou School) in Honolulu followed by studies at 

Williams College in Massachusetts. Alexander returned to Lahainaluna in 1862 as a teacher, and 

he is credited with using irrigation for improving the town’s sugar cane and banana yields with his 

students (Dean 1950). Reverend Dwight Baldwin (1798-1886) had arrived in the Hawaiian Islands 

in 1831 and was stationed at Lahaina between 1835 and 1870. During the early 1850s, Rev. 

Baldwin had been granted 2,675 acres of land in northwest Maui. This land holding became the 

basis for enterprises expanding over areas of West Maui undertaken by his son, Henry Perrine 

Baldwin, during subsequent decades of the nineteenth century (Dean 1950). 

With the ratification of the treaty of reciprocity with the United States in 1876, the future 

success of sugar in the Hawaiian Islands seemed assured. At that time, several small plantations in 

the districts east of Wailuku and Kahului and north of Makawao developed new plans to expand 

the growing of sugar. The Haiku Plantation, managed by Samuel T. Alexander, as well as the Paia 

Plantation of Henry P. Baldwin, and the Grove Ranch Plantation of T. H. Hobron all suffered from 

frequent drought. In 1867, S. T. Alexander proposed a massive construction project to bring 
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mountain water from the streams of East Maui west to their plantations along the slopes of 

Haleakalā (Kuykendall 1967:64).  

The stockholders of the Haiku Plantation agreed to back the project. On 30 September 1876, 

the government of Hawai‘i gave permission to the plantations of East Maui to take water from the 

principal six streams of the region and convey the water by ditch to their fields, for an annual rental 

of $100. The grant for the water was to last for a period of twenty years, with the stipulation that 

the ditch construction be completed within the next two years (Kuykendall 1967:64). The system 

by which mountain water was brought from East Maui to the Haiku Plantation fields in Ha‘ikū 

and further west onto the isthmus of Maui was the breakthrough that the sugar industry needed to 

flourish (Wilcox 1996:127). 

The “Hamakua Ditch Company” was organized on November 2, 1876, and specifically allotted 

the shares and costs and the divisions of water to the various plantations, thus;  

The ownership, share of costs and division of water were 9/20ths Haiku Sugar 

Company, 5/20ths the Alexander and Baldwin Company, 2/20ths James Alexander, 

and 4/20ths T. H. Hobron. Construction of the Hamakua Ditch, which consisted of 

a combination of an open ditch, tunnels and iron pipes, was carried on throughout 

1876-1877. Funding for the project was accomplished by the agency of Castle & 

Cooke. Castle & Cooke agreed to finance the project, with the belief that Samuel 

Alexander and Henry Baldwin could bring the ditch project in for between $25,000 

to $50,000 (Kuykendall 1967:64).  

Thrum (1877:39-42) in Hawaiian Annual and Almanac for 1878, published a description of the 

project: 

The digging of the ditch was a work of no small magnitude. A large gang of men, 

sometimes numbering two hundred, was employed in the work, and the providing 

of food, shelter, tools, etc., was equal to the care of a regiment of soldiers on the 

march. As the grade of the ditch gradually carried the line of work high up into the 

woods, cart-roads had to be surveyed and cut from the main road to the shifting 

camps. All the heavy timbers for flumes, etc. were painfully dragged up hill and 

down, and in and out of deep gulches, severely taxing the energies and strength of 

man and beast, while the ever-recurring question of a satisfactory food supply 

created a demand for everything eatable to be obtained from the natives within ten 

miles, besides large supplies drawn from Honolulu and abroad. (Thrum 1877:39-

42) 

When construction got under way, Samuel Alexander and Henry Baldwin began to discover 

what a monumental job they were facing. Torrential rains and landslides plagued the project. 

Workers had to hack their way through jungle and descend sheer cliffs by rope. When the men 

balked at the final barrier of the sheer drop of over 300 feet at the Māliko Gulch, Henry Baldwin, 

who had lost an arm in a sugar mill accident, shamed them into returning to work by sliding down 

a rope with his one good arm (Taylor et al. 1976:87).  

In July 1877, the first water began flowing through the ditch. Approximately 60 million gallons 

of water a day were soon running through the ditch system. The ditch system had cost $80,000, 
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which was paid by Castle & Cooke. While the success of the Hamakua Ditch became known in 

the islands, the wealthy refiner of beet sugar in San Francisco, Claus Spreckels, arrived in 

Honolulu. Seeing the early success of the Alexander and Baldwin partnership, Spreckels moved 

quickly to do business with the sugar growers of Hawai‘i. Within three weeks, he had bought more 

than half of the sugar crop of 1877 and was laying plans to take over the industry as a one-man 

monopoly (Taylor et al. 1976:87). 

Spreckels had watched the Hamakua-Haiku Ditch development on Maui with special interest, 

hoping it would fail so that he could pick up the pieces. Anticipating the success for the future of 

sugar at East Maui, Spreckels acquired 8,000 acres of barren plain adjacent to Ha‘ikū and the 

Alexander & Baldwin properties. He then leased 24,000 acres of Crown land in Wailuku through 

an agreement with a prominent member of the royal family. In 1882, Spreckels was able to obtain 

title to these lands in fee simple. All he needed was water. Here, Spreckels turned to his friend, 

Kalakaua; the newly-elected king of the Hawaiian Islands. Kalakaua dismissed his cabinet, which 

had previously turned down Spreckels’ application for water from the same general area as 

Alexander & Baldwin’s Hamakua Ditch. A new cabinet was appointed by the king, who then 

approved a new right to water for Spreckels. Spreckels went on to build his own ditch and develop 

his Maui lands into a profitable sugar plantation (Taylor et al. 1976:88-89). 

Spreckels was quick to consolidate his gains. His sugar venture on Maui was named “Hawaiian 

Commercial & Sugar Company.” His expenditures on irrigation and mill machinery were lavish, 

and his Spreckelsville plantation was nothing short of magnificent. When Claus Spreckels received 

permission to the use of water found in East Maui, he built his own ditch from Honomanū stream 

to Maui’s south shore (Wilcox 1996). 

Sugar in Hāmākua Loa 

By the late 1870s, the sugar industry had made its way to Hāmākua Loa. The first record of a 

sugar plantation in the Hāmākua Loa area appears in the 1879 Hawaiian Annual in a list of 

plantations. Huelo Sugar Plantation is documented as situated in “Hamakua, Maui.” There is 

evidence, however, that cane was being grown prior to 1879. An 1877-78 map of Hāmākua Loa 

depicts a cane field makai of the main road in the vicinity of present day Huelo Town (RM 1064, 

Hawaii State Survey Office). In addition, a store named “Honopou Store” is noted on the western 

bluff overlooking Ho‘olawa Bay. An 1881 map of the Huelo Sugar Plantation (RM 862) depicts 

good sugar lands, and Huelo Sugar Mill (SIHP # -1504) situated in Honokalā Ahupua‘a. 

It is unknown when the first sugar mill was built here, although it probably existed by 1879. 

Peter Cushman Jones of C. Brewer reported that the year 1879 had been difficult due to the 

company’s lack of funds (Sullivan, 1926). Apparently, the situation did not improve much, because 

by 1895, the company had gone out of business. The company’s failure was attributed to the 

distance from the mill to the Ho‘olawa Landing (Maui News, March 31, 1900). A second sugar 

mill was erected in 1901, this one situated near the landing. In March 1902, Maui News reports the 

mill is a success and “an improvement over the old Huelo Sugar Company which had old-

fashioned machinery, one set of rollers, one vacuum pan, no triple effects” (March 29, 1902). 

According to the Hawaii Register of Historic Places, the “second mill was situated to utilize water 

from Hoolawa Stream and to be close to the landing in Hoolawa Bay. Processed sugar in bags was 
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sent down to the landing on a simple inclined tramway.” A local informant believed the company 

went out of business in 1905 (Hawaii Register of Historic Places, Short Form, Site 50-50-06-1505). 

No doubt the Huelo Sugar Plantation had a great impact on those living in Hanawana and 

surrounding areas. During this time, many provisions were needed in order to operate the sugar 

mill, one of which was wood. Documentation of a matter pertaining to wood cutting in the area 

gives a clear picture of the transformation of the landscape in Hanawana and the surrounding 

ahupua‘a. In 1891, the Deputy Sheriff of Maui, L. A. Andrews, was sent to Hāmākua Loa to 

investigate the cutting of woods on government lands. Apparently, Huelo Plantation had 

contracted certain residents to cut and cart woods to the Plantation from their own plantation lands. 

Those who were questioned claimed they did not know the boundaries between government lands 

and plantation lands and therefore may have mistakenly cut wood on government lands. The 

sheriff, however, had a different view of the situation: 

They cut all the wood from the flat lands of the Plantation several years ago and 

three years ago when I was at Huelo were cutting from the sides of the pali and 

carting from the bottoms of the gulches. [Hawaii State Archives, Department of the 

Interior, Land, 1891] 

This suggests that by the late 1870s to early 1880s, in the formative years of the Huelo 

Plantation, most of the plateau lands had been deforested. By the late 1880s, the wood supply was 

beginning to dwindle and more inaccessible areas such as gulches and cliff sides were being 

harvested. During the period of the wood-cutting investigation, people were reaching into 

government land and in some cases, privately owned land to procure a good supply of firewood to 

sell to the Plantation. 

The Rise of Commercial Enterprise in Hāna 

A 2 February 1897 article in The Hawaiian Star discusses the future of the Hāna region from 

the perspective of the continued growth of industry and commerce in Hawai‘i at the turn of the 

century (The Hawaiian Star 1897). Hāna and the undeveloped slopes of East Maui are described 

as one of the last natural environments remaining in the State in the following excerpts: 

The district of Hana is one of the least known to the general public of any districts 

on the Islands. Beyond the fact that there are three sugar plantations, viz: Hana, 

Reciprocity and Kipahulu, the average citizen of Honolulu knows very little about 

it. It is one of the districts that, like Kona and Puna, will one of these days awake 

out of sleep. 

The prospects of the Hana district are good. The sugar plantations lie on the belt of 

the undulating land at the extreme east of the Island. To the northwest of Hana 

Plantation there is an extent of country stretching for twelve or fourteen miles, 

which, at one time, supported a large population, but which at present time has only 

a scattered village here and there.  

The energy to develop these lands must come from without, it can never come from 

within. Again, it is not only energy and capital that are required, but roads. The 

roads of the portion of the Hana district have hardly been touched since the days of 
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Dr. Judd, who, so far as memory serves, had the present so-called road constructed. 

(The Hawaiian Star 1897:4) 

The ambition for successful commercial cultivation in East Maui continued to be the focus of 

all endeavors throughout the mid- and late-1800s. Sugar, coffee, and rubber plantations were 

started throughout the region with high hopes of success. A 19 December 1898 article in The 

Hawaiian Star documents a large land sale in Nāhiku and describes the beginning of “the 

awakening” of the region to foreign industry in the following excerpts: 

The land sale which took place at Paia on Saturday afternoon, December 17th, was 

indeed a phenomenal one. There were three lots for sale, and each of them sold for 

a little over five times the appraised price. 

The lands in question are situated in Nahiku among the Palis of East Maui. A couple 

years ago it would have been hard to give the land away and no one wanted it, 

unless the chances of permanent government and therefore capital were assured. So 

the land lay a waste of guava scrub, ferns, ohia, kukui, lauhala and so forth. The 

thundering waterfalls crashed over the cliffs and the streams roared over their rocky 

beds to the ocean, with no tribute to the soil in the shape of irrigation. For miles 

there would be no habitation. 

Now all this is being changed. The district, one of the most fertile on the Islands, 

awakes out of its lethargy. The valleys which have only heard the roar of the 

cataract and the rush of the stream will wake to the sound of the steam whistle and 

the ax, and man will enter upon his kingdom. Cultivation and civilization with 

reign, but the wild beauty of the Koolau district with be gone. Again this is progress 

under annexation. (The Hawaiian Star 1898) 

East Maui Irrigation Company 

The prospect of growing sugar in Hawai‘i was very appealing to the Kingdom as it would 

provide a renewable economic base. This view was further exemplified in 1876 by “An Act to Aid 

the Development of the Resources of the Kingdom” in which eminent domain rights reserved for 

public purposes (such as water) could be applied by the government to private enterprises for the 

development of sugar (Wilcox 1996). Along with the Reciprocity Act of 1876 that allowed the 

duty-free export of Hawaiian sugar to the mainland U.S., the groundwork had been set for the start 

of the sugar industry in the archipelago (ASCE 2001). This new industry would require a vast 

amount of water as exemplified by the poem about sugarcane named The Crop by Beryl Blaich: 

“And water, all the water you can find, dig, direct, scrounge, divert, tunnel and hold. Bring the 

water tribute to me, King Cane” (Beryl Blaich in Wilcox 1996:v). 

The East Maui Irrigation Company (EMI) ditch system (EMI Aqueduct System) was 

constructed to deliver water from the abundant watersheds of East Maui into coastal and central 

isthmus plantations to aid in sugar production. The EMI Aqueduct System has been in use for over 

134 years and continues to collect water today for both private and municipal entities. In its current 

state, the EMI Aqueduct System contains 50 miles of tunnels, 24 miles of open ditches, inverted 

siphons and flumes, approximately 388 intakes, six reservoirs, and a solar-powered radio telemetry 

system to monitor ditch flow. The catchment begins at roughly 1,300 ft elevation and delivers 
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water to central Maui at an elevation of 1,150 ft, covering 18 miles from its western to eastern 

extent (ASCE 2001). 

Built at a time when Hawai‘i was still an independent kingdom, the EMI Aqueduct System was 

the first of its kind both in the Pacific and on the West Coast of the U.S. It is also the largest 

privately financed, constructed, and managed irrigation system in the U.S. The initial construction 

of the first section of the ditch system in the 1870s, named Old Hamakua, began the engineering 

trend of catchment ditches that would later fuel the sugar industry on Kaua‘i, O‘ahu, Hawai‘i, and 

Maui, making sugar the major economic sector of Hawai‘i for over a century. The EMI Aqueduct 

System itself is composed of a mosaic of multiple smaller ditches, all built at different times by 

different groups of financiers and engineers (ASCE 2001). 

Hawai‘i was moving through many economic and demographic shifts in the late 1800s 

following the intensification of Western commerce, including the continued drift of rural 

populations toward town centers, which made water a highly contested and protected resource on 

islands such as O‘ahu where these demographic trends were most pronounced. This is largely 

because water had to be diverted from distant watersheds to support growing cities. The legality 

surrounding watershed catchment was continuously challenged for leaving too little water for 

residents where streams were diverted by the government (Wilcox 1996). Regardless of the dismay 

this may have caused, the costs of abandoning water catchment had to be carefully balanced by 

the Kingdom, since much more than the municipal water supply hung in the balance. In Sugar 

Water: Hawaii’s Plantation Ditches, Carol Wilcox (1996:27) states: 

Hawaii moved steadily through this transition because it always had something that 

it could trade. At first the orient traded for Hawaiian sandalwood; then the whaling 

fleet needed crew and provisions; there was California Gold Rush market; the 

Westerners wanted land-and these commodities all became available. Both the 

markets and the resources, however, were limited, and before long they were “used 

up.” Unless it developed a new commodity, Hawaii ran the risk of becoming a 

political and economic non-entity, a backwater nation. This did not fit the vision 

that the monarch, the resident haole, or the people had for the future of the kingdom. 

(Wilcox 1996:27) 

Old Hamakua, the first catchment marking the start of the EMI Aqueduct System, was 

constructed during the reign of King Kalākaua. This section of ditch was constructed by Henry P. 

Baldwin, Samuel T. Alexander, and James M. Alexander between 1876 and 1878 under the name 

of the Hamakua Ditch Company. The result of the project was 17 linear miles of non-lined ditch 

(Wilcox 1996). This ditch was servicing Ha‘ikū fields by July 1877 with the water it harvested 

from Kailua, Hoalua, Huelo, Ho'olawa, and Honopou streams on their way to the terminus at 

Nā‘ili‘ilihaele Stream.  

The second addition to the ditch system was the Spreckels Ditch, also known as the Haiku 

Ditch, constructed between 1879 and 1880 amid much controversy regarding how Claus Spreckels 

secured the water rights from the Kingdom by manipulating his financial ties to the monarchy. The 

lease granted to Spreckels gave him rights to all water not already in use by 30 September 1878, 

the same date as the deadline for the completion of the Old Hamakua Ditch. Taking advantage of 

his unrestricted access to all streams not currently under collection, the Haiku Ditch was twice as 
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long, three times as large, carried 50 percent more water than the Hamakua Ditch, and stretched 

from Honomanū Stream to the Kīhei boundary (Wilcox 1996). The ditch was thirty miles long and 

could deliver up to 60 million gallons per day (mgd), costing nearly half a million dollars by the 

time it was completed (ASCE 2001). The breadth and scale of this endeavor would redefine 

standards of water collection for the sugar industry in Hawaii. The massive Haiku Ditch was the 

first developed by a foreign engineer, named Herman Schussler, a trend that would continue for 

all future additions to the EMI Aqueduct System (Wilcox 1996). Shortly after Spreckels formed 

the Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Company (HC&S), construction also began on Center Ditch 

(1898), Manuel Luis Ditch (1900), and the Lowrie Ditch (1899-1901) by Schussler (ASCE 2001). 

In 1898, Spreckels lost controlling interest of HC&S to the agency of Alexander & Baldwin, 

who took up and completed construction of the Manuel Luis and Lowrie ditches. Along with the 

Center Ditch, these two sections completed a lower elevation catchment running through the 

Hāmākua Loa and Ko‘olau regions. Most notable was the Lowrie Ditch, sometimes called the 

Lowrie Canal, named after the manager from the HC&S plantation and mills at Spreckelsville, 

William J. Lowrie. The 22-mile-long Lowrie Ditch could deliver 60 million gallons per day and 

contained seventy-four tunnels (totaling 20,850 ft, with a single tunnel of 1,955 ft), nineteen flumes 

(totaling 1,965 ft), and twelve siphons carrying water from distant Honomanū Valley to the central 

isthmus (Figure 24 and Figure 25). This ditch was also engineered by a foreign expert, E. L. Van 

Der Neillen, and constructed by Japanese laborers under the direction of Carl Jensen (Wilcox 

1996). 

Following the completion of the Manuel Luis/Center/Lowrie Ditch extensions, the next large 

irrigation project for the Hamakua Ditch Company would be the Koolau Ditch, constructed 

between 1904 and 1905 by M.M. O’Shaughnessy. This extension of irrigation catchment reached 

an additional 10 miles toward the Hāna Region and consisted of 7.5 miles of tunnel and 2.5 miles 

of open ditch and flume. Given the extreme difficulty of working in the narrow and deep gulches 

of the region it was necessary to build a road alongside the ditch where it passed into tunneled 

rock; the span of these borings ranged from 300 to 2,710 ft in length (Wilcox 1996). It is this road 

that was famously travelled by author Jack London in 1905 (The Honolulu Advertiser 1914). This 

newest ditch section extended out to Makapīpī Stream in Nāhiku and cost the Hamakua Ditch 

Company $511,330 to complete. The Koolau Ditch was constructed concomitantly with the New 

Hamakua ditch, transferring the Ko‘olau water further west toward Hāmākua Loa, located parallel 

to the Lowrie ditch but further upslope (Figure 26) (Wilcox 1996). 

In 1908 the Hamakua Ditch Company was succeeded by their new business entity, EMI. The 

purpose of this new entity was to develop and administer the surface water collection for all 

plantation entities under the Alexander & Baldwin umbrella, including the newly acquired Kīhei 

Plantation. Shortly after this transition, in 1912, EMI added lining to the Koolau Ditch bed and 

started construction on the Kauhikoa Ditch. The Kauhikoa Ditch collected the water originating in 

the Koolau/New Hamakua ditches and carried them further west through Ha‘ikū, Pā‘ia, and further 

out to Pu‘unene in the central isthmus. This newest extension was completed in 1915 at 29,910 

linear ft and carrying 110 million gallons per day. Shortly after starting the Kauhikoa 
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Figure 24. Surface water collection along the walls of Honomanū Valley (Wilcox 1996) 

 

Figure 25. Photo of Banana Intake in Honomanū Valley (CSH 2018)
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Figure 26. Koolau Ditch water diversion at Pi‘ina‘au stream (Courtesy of EMI)
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Ditch, EMI also started construction of the New Haiku Ditch in 1913. Construction of this lower 

altitude ditch, running from Halehaku gulch in Peahi to dry North Kīhei, was completed in 1914 

with a finished length of 54,044 ft and a daily delivery of 100 mgd. The much longer New Haiku 

Ditch was completed faster than its Kauhikoa contemporary as the terrain it had to traverse was 

less severe (Wilcox 1996). Plans for the last major addition to the EMI Aqueduct System, the 

Wailoa Ditch, were begun in 1918. By the time this ditch was completed in 1923 it was the highest 

capacity channel in the entire network and had a greater median flow than any natural river in 

Hawai’i. The Koolau Ditch was connected to the new Wailoa section, being diverted away from 

the New Hamakua Ditch, and connected to a series of hydro-electric power plants on the north 

shore of Maui (Figure 27). The Wailoa Ditch consists of 51,256 ft of mostly lined tunnel, and its 

water capacity ranged from 160 mgd upon completion to a later increased capacity of 195 mgd. 

This ditch ran parallel to, and above, the earlier New Hamakua and Kauhikoa Ditches (Wilcox 

1996). 

Accompanying the water collection infrastructure were 12 siphons, 62 miles of road, 15 miles 

of telephone line, and numerous small feeders, dams, reservoirs, intakes, pipes, and flumes (Figure 

28). The totality of the collection system was managed by four license areas (Huelo, Honomanū, 

Ke‘anae, and Nāhiku) that dictated the circumstances and conditions under which EMI could 

collect the runoff from the various Government lands it crossed. The development and 

improvement of the EMI Aqueduct System over time has cost nearly $5,000,000, compared to its 

modern assessment of nearly $200,000,000 to create a comparable system. In addition to supplying 

Alexander & Baldwin’s private sugar cane plantations with water, EMI also provides Maui County 

potable water for domestic purposes from the various license areas of East Maui (Wilcox 1996). 
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Figure 27. Wailoa forebay, a section of Wailoa Canal that drops into a low-head hydro-electric power plant (Wilcox 1996:118) 
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Figure 28. Collection of water at Hanawī Dam near Ke‘anae (Courtesy of EMI)
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Nahiku Sugar Company 

In the late 1890s, sugar was grown in the Nāhiku region of East Maui by the Nahiku Sugar 

Company. Smaller sugar growers likely planted in the region prior to the establishment of this 

larger plantation due to the proximity of the area to the Makapīpī Stream watershed. From the 

beginning, water rights for the Makapīpī watershed were jointly shared between the Nahiku Sugar 

Company and multiple homesteaders who collectively formed the body of the company’s sugar 

growers. The business of growing sugar at the plantation in Nāhiku was also dependent upon local 

farmers in that a significant portion of the land under cultivation by the company was deeded to 

the same homesteaders who held a portion of the water rights (Honolulu Advertiser 1902:2). For 

a brief period, the Nahiku Sugar Company was acquired by Alexander & Baldwin. In early 1899, 

Alexander & Baldwin took 250 shares and were appointed agents for the 370-acre Nahiku Sugar 

Company. Even with significant financial backing, profits declined, and by mid-summer 1900 

development work on the plantation had stopped. 

In addition to the day-to-day operations, the Nahiku Sugar Company completed the 

construction of a landing for the Territorial Government of Hawaii in 1901 and constructed rail 

lines for a derrick at the landing. There is no record of the use of locomotives on the rail lines that 

the Nāhiku plantation constructed, although the neighboring Hana Plantation began railroad 

operations in 1883 (Conde 1993:30). The construction of the landing at Nāhiku placed the 

plantation owners in additional financial hardship, and in the House of Representatives general 

assembly on Tuesday 25 June 1901, the Honolulu Advertiser reported that it was agreed upon that 

“the amount expended on Nāhiku landing be paid the incorporation by the Government, at whose 

suggestion the landing had been taken in hand and finished” (1901b:9-14). Deferring the landing’s 

construction cost to the Government proved to be of minimal short-term financial benefit to the 

company. 

In 1902, local homesteaders petitioned their Congressman, Delegate Wilcox, not to grant 

additional water rights to the Nahiku Sugar Company that would infringe on the already 

established rights of the local farmers who had since had a falling out with the Company. Water 

rights and land were shared from the start, so when local homesteaders refused to plant additional 

cane for the mill in response to a perceived threat to their individual water rights, the Nahiku Sugar 

Company petitioned for additional water rights from neighboring watersheds in inaccessible 

gulches to the northwest to accommodate for the shortage. Since the initial licenses were upheld, 

and the homesteaders’ rights protected, the Nahiku Sugar company was forced to “either get more 

land under cultivation, or the plantation must be given up” (Honolulu Advertiser 1902:2). 

Eventually, the founding homesteaders gave up on the Sugar operation altogether, putting the 

company at risk of collapse due to insufficient land and water access for continued cane cultivation. 

In a Honolulu Star Bulletin article dated 24 July 1943, Mrs. Shaw, widower of a Nahiku Sugar 

Company homesteader, summarized the failed operation as follows: 

Mr. Shaw and I moved from Paia, Maui, to our newly acquired homestead of 125 

acres at Nahiku, on the windward side of Maui. At that time the land was in its 

virgin state and unimproved…and Mr. Shaw planted cane for the Hana plantation 

while plans were being developed for the Nahiku Sugar Co. The prospects for this 

new company were so promising that all those owning land there were planning to 
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plant for the newly organized plantation, but unfortunately the company failed. In 

1903 we had to vacate our homestead and came back to Honolulu. (Honolulu Star 

Bulletin 1943:6) 

In 1902, a merger was planned with the Hana Sugar Plantation by which the Hāna plantation 

would pay an annual rental of $4,500 over a 26-year lease which included a valuable set of water 

rights (Thompson 1902:272). In 1904, Alexander & Baldwin bought all the remaining stock in the 

Nahiku Sugar Company (Dean 1950:62). Efforts were made by the company to diversify their 

planting operations, potentially adding a new income stream to the business by dedicating ten 

percent of their arable land (200 acres) to the cultivation of latex rubber (Pacific Commercial 

Advertiser 1910). The rubber industry had a short boom in the region around this time with several 

other rubber plantations opening around the Nahiku Sugar Company. Attempts to capitalize on 

this new regional industry proved unsuccessful for the company, since in the years leading to 1920, 

all rubber plantations in the area had closed (see Section 4.3.1.1.1). Eventually, all the former sugar 

plantation land at Nāhiku was acquired by HC&S and EMI under the parent corporation of A&B 

(Hatch 1922:1410). 

 Twentieth Century to Present 

4.3.1 1900s 

According to the Census Bulletin of 1900, the population of Hāna District was reported to be 

5,276 and the population of Makawao District was reported as 7,236 (Thrum 1909a:18). The Board 

of Health reported 755 births and 422 deaths in Maui County in the year 1900 (Schmitt 1977:13). 

An interesting population dynamic of this period is that while the populations of the Wailuku and 

Makawao districts continued to grow by at least a thousand inhabitants every ten years, there is a 

corresponding negative effect on the population of Hāna. Official census figures have the Hāna 

population shifting from 5,276 persons in 1900 to only 969 persons in 1970 (Schmitt 1977:13-14). 

While disease and urban drift may play a role in these figures, there is also the added regional 

strain of the establishment, and subsequent collapse, of agricultural industries throughout the East 

Maui region. While East Maui was originally slotted for agrarian development in the eyes of the 

early developers, this industry would, during the twentieth century, gradually give way to tourism 

as its primary draw to visitors and businessmen. 

A feature section in the 4 September 1910 edition of the Honolulu Advertiser documents an 

August 1910 tour through the Hāna District of Maui by H.M. Ayres, a reporter for the paper (The 

Honolulu Advertiser 1910:13). The tour, which began on the government road and then continued 

along the Koolau Ditch trail, provides a first-hand account of the region, albeit from an outsider’s 

perspective, along with photographs of homesteads, homesteaders, landscapes, and prominent 

structures. While passing through Honomanū Gulch, Ayers relates “…there is none more 

impressive in the islands. Its beauty baffles description and were its attractions names widely 

known, tourists in plenty would assuredly visit…” (The Honolulu Advertiser 1910:13). Continuing 

along the ditch trail to Ke‘anae, Ayers stopped at the house of Halemano and recounts the 

following observations of life in Ke‘anae: 

At the house of Halemano we were made very welcome, supper being ordered by 

our host at a Chinese restaurant nearby. He naively remarked that poi and fish were 

no good for haoles. Halemano, who is postmaster and political boss of the precinct, 
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is a dignified old native. His house is on the campaign circuit and when election 

time rolls round there are stirring times at his residence. His daughter, Aunie, is 

easily the belle of the district.  

Many of the Keanae girls have Chinese husbands and appear to be quite happy with 

them. They are better providers than the Hawaiians and this probably accounts for 

the phenomena.  

Before leaving Keanae we offered to buy a squid stone from Halemano but the old 

man refused to part with the relic, declaring that it was his wife’s and that he didn’t 

need the money-a rare thing with the average Hawaiian today. 

While we were in Keanae the natives were conspicuous by their absence. Returning 

for some article that I had forgotten, after my departure, I found quite a gathering 

discussing the business of the malihini haoles while across the rice fields men, 

women, and children were hastening toward the house of Halemano. (The Honolulu 

Advertiser 1910:13) 

Nāhiku was the next stop on the tour for Ayers who was welcomed by C.S. Austin, manager of 

the American-Hawaiian Rubber Company. Ayers described the rubber industry in Nāhiku 

(described in greater detail in subsequent sections) and provides the following account of the work 

and resources in the region: 

There is a very good class of Hawaiian at Nahiku, industrious and contented. The 

rubber affords them more or less constant employ and fish are very plentiful off the 

shore. The natives working for Mr. Austin regard him as a friend. He speaks their 

language fluently and both he and his mother have, by their helpful attitude, 

endeared themselves in the hearts of the Hawaiians of Nahiku. (The Honolulu 

Advertiser 1910:13) 

The account of Mr. Ayers illustrates a significant degree of social interaction and integration 

between the lifestyles of the Native Hawaiians, haole (foreign) businessmen, and the various ethnic 

laborers and homesteaders that had adopted the region as home. Though agrarian industries were 

still trying to scratch profits from the rocky slopes of Makawao and Hāna District’s coastal 

plantations, the makings of East Maui as a destination of note for travelers to the islands was 

emerging. Tourist activity would become more frequent with the advancement of local 

infrastructure into the region, eventually supplanting agriculture as the economic cornerstone of 

the region.  

Jack London 

In the summer months of 1907, renowned travel writer Jack London and his second wife 

Charmian stopped at Maui on the South Pacific portion of their sailing trip around the world to 

travel the ditch trail across the Hāna District. His horseback travels around Haleakalā and overland 

to Hāna appeared in his book “The Cruise of the Snark,” a non-fiction account of London’s travels 

and experiences during their world tour that was published in 1911. In select excerpts from 

London’s book reprinted in The Honolulu Advertiser (1914:10) the beautifully rugged East Maui 

coast is described as follows: 
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The windward side of Haleakala is serried by a thousand precipitous gorges, down 

which rush many torrents, each torrent of which achieves a score of cascades and 

waterfalls before it reaches the sea. More rain comes down here than in any other 

region in the world… Hundreds of inches of rain annually, on fertile soil, under a 

tropic sun, means a steaming jungle of vegetation. A man, on foot, cutting his way 

through, might advance a mile a day, but at the end of a week he would be a wreck, 

and he would have to crawl hastily back if he wanted to get out before the vegetation 

overran the passage way he had cut. (Jack London in The Honolulu Advertiser 

1914:10) 

London also observed the land near the Ko‘olau Gap in Haleakalā Crater, travelling into Hāna, 

Ke‘anae, and eventually Nāhiku. As a keen observer and seasoned writer, London took notice of 

the abundance of water flowing from the local watersheds. London also inspected the rubber 

plantation at Nāhiku and traveled by way of the Nāhiku Ditch Trail, of which he commented: 

Water means sugar, and sugar is the backbone of the Territory of Hawaii, wherefore 

the Nahiku Ditch, which is not a ditch, but a chain of tunnels. The water travels 

underground appearing only at intervals to leap a gorge, travelling high into the air 

on a giddy flume and plunging into and through the opposing mountain. This 

magnificent waterway is called a “ditch,” and with equal appropriateness can 

Cleopatra’s Barge be called a box-car… There are no carriage roads through the 

ditch country, and before the ditch was built, or bored, rather, there was no horse-

trail…O’Shaughnessy was the daring engineer who conquered the jungle and the 

gorges, ran the ditch and made the horse-trail. He built enduringly, in concrete and 

masonry, and made one of the most remarkable water-farms in the world. Every 

little runlet and dribble is harvested and conveyed by subterranean channels to the 

main ditch. But so heavily does it rain at times that countless spillways let the 

surplus escape to the sea. (Jack London in The Honolulu Advertiser 1914:10) 

Turning his attention from water collection of the Nāhiku Ditch to the engineering feat of the 

ditch trail running alongside of it, London comments on the trails of the passage: 

The horse trail is not very wide. Like the engineer who built it, it dares anything. 

Where the ditch plunges through the mountain, it climbs over: and where the ditch 

leaps a gorge on a flume, the horse trail takes advantage of the ditch and crosses on 

top of the flume. That careless trail thinks nothing of travelling up or down the face 

of precipices. It gouges its way out of the wall, dodging around waterfalls or passing 

under them where they thunder down in white fury; while straight overhead the 

wall rises hundreds of feet and straight beneath it sinks a thousand… The only relief 

from the flumes was the precipices; and the only relief from the precipices was the 

flumes, except where the ditch was far underground, in which case we crossed one 

horse and rider at a time, on primitive log-bridges that swayed and teetered and 

threatened to carry away… The ceaseless iteration of height and depth produced a 

state of consciousness in which height and depth were accepted as the ordinary 

conditions of existence; and from the horses back to look sheer down four hundred 

or five hundred feet became quite commonplace and non-productive of thrills. And 

as carelessly as the trail and the horses, we swung along the dizzy heights and 
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ducked around or through the waterfalls… I advise only those with steady nerves 

and cool heads to tackle the Nahiku Ditch trail. (Jack London in The Honolulu 

Advertiser 1914:10) 

Some of the heights experienced by riders on London’s overland expedition were said to have 

shaken even the steadiest nerves. London relates an incident involving a lifelong cowboy from a 

local ranch with a reputation for fearlessness having to dismount his horse while crossing a 

particularly deep gorge on a flume, gladly surrendering his reputation for the security of knowing 

he would be returned safely to his wife and children (The Honolulu Advertiser 1914). 

The creator of the ditch system and its horse trail traveled in London’s narrative, Michael M. 

O’Shaughnessy, was considered at the time the world’s foremost irrigation engineer. 

O’Shaughnessy arrived in the Hawaiian Islands in 1899, and engineered the 1904-1905 Koolau 

Ditch through Nāhiku, referred to by London as the “Nahiku Ditch” (Wilcox 1996:117). Of the 

condition surrounding the construction of this section of the Koolau Ditch and its accompanying 

trail, O’Shaughnessy reported: 

The country was so steep and precipitous that little ditching could be employed, 

and it was necessary to make four and one-half miles of wagon road and eighteen 

miles of stone paved pack trails to facilitate during construction the transportation 

of supplies. About 4,000 barrels of cement and 100,000 pounds of giant powder 

were used. In all, ten mountain streams are intercepted, which are admitted into the 

main aqueduct through screens of grizzly bars spaced three quarters of an inch apart 

(O'Shaughnessy in Wilcox 1996:117) 

London’s visit to East Maui could not have been better timed and his observations more 

appropriate considering the ongoing development of agricultural endeavors in the Hāna District. 

Surely his descriptions of the local watersheds, his experiences in plantation communities, and the 

feats of engineering that connected them would reach many readers abroad by way of his 

penmanship. Even the impressive engineering feats London witnessed in this environment could 

not detract from the wildness of the surrounding countryside he observed: 

The vegetation ran riot over that wild land. There were forests of koa and kolea 

trees, and candlenut trees… Wild bananas grew everywhere, clinging to the sides 

of the gorges, and, overborne by their great bunches of ripe fruit, falling across the 

trail and blocking the way. And over the forest surged a sea of green life, the 

climbers of a thousand varieties, some that floated airily, in lacelike filaments, from 

the tallest branches; others that coiled and wound about the tree like huge serpents; 

and the one, the ie-ie, that was for all the world like a climbing palm, swinging on 

a thick stem from branch to branch and tree to tree and throttling the supports 

whereby it climbed… In fact, the ditch country is nothing more nor less than a huge 

conservatory. Every familiar variety of fern flourishes, and more varieties that are 

unfamiliar, from the tiniest maidenhair to the gross and voracious staghorn, the 

latter the terror of the woodsmen, interlacing with itself in tangled masses five or 

six feet deep and covering acres. (Jack London in The Honolulu Advertiser 

1914:10) 
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London’s visit to the Nāhiku Ditch trail and to East Maui capture both the wildness of the 

countryside and the efforts of twentieth century businessmen to tame it in the name of commerce. 

The living in this area was rough and isolated, a fact that would become better known to the many 

agriculturalists who called Nāhiku their home during this period of plantation development in the 

area. Even with the collapse of the Nahiku Sugar Company’s planting operations around the same 

time, the wild country with its abundant water and volcanic soils would continue to be a powerful 

draw for agriculturalists seeking their fortunes. 

Haiku Pineapple Cannery 

During the first part of the 20th century Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Company was 

acquiring land in Hāmākua Loa which suggests that sugar cane continued to be cultivated in the 

area (Lib. 843:386, 857:283). However, there is no documentation of where cane was cultivated 

and in which years. At around this same time, Alexander & Baldwin opened the Haiku Pineapple 

Cannery (Daniel 1995). Much of the land in the Ha‘ikū area was leased to grow pineapple. During 

his survey of the heiau of Maui, Winslow Walker documents several heiau in Hāmākua Loa as 

having been partially destroyed in order to cultivate pineapple. Poohoolewa Heiau in Honopou 

(west of Hanawana) and Pohakuokaia Heiau are mentioned in association with pineapple fields 

(Walker 1931:90, 92). A local informant also indicated that pineapple was grown “to Kakipi Gulch 

and almost to Kailua,” from around the mid 1920s to the mid 1930s (personal communication, S. 

DeCoite, April 16, 2001). 

Rubber Plantations in Nāhiku 

In the early 1900s, Nāhiku became the site for several competing rubber plantations attempting 

to serve a growing demand for rubber used in automobile tires (Lindsay 1907:289-290). The 

Hawaiian Gazette, in a 1906 article, detailed the prospective changes to the region resulting from 

the introduction of rubber a year prior: 

A little over a year ago a few homesteaders dwelt in Nahiku, living on their land 

chiefly because they hadn’t money enough to go elsewhere. Wild bananas gathered 

in the jungles, mixed with guavas from the lower hillsides and washed down with 

milk from the cattle that wander in the forest, this was their means of subsistence. 

But the last year has demonstrated that rubber trees will grow in the district and the 

Nahiku of a year ago would scarcely be recognized now. (Hawaiian Gazette 

1906:6) 

Rubber planting was welcomed into the community by the residents as an avenue to bring 

income to the region after the closure of the nearby sugar plantation. With the local Nāhiku Sugar 

Company’s difficulties in growing commercial sugar in the area, the Nāhiku region fell into a state 

of “innocuous desuetude…so the district has lain idle and the residents there have grown poorer 

and poorer until many families were on the verge of starvation” (Hawaiian Gazette 1906:6) 

Outlook for the profitability of rubber was good according to industry experts. R.H. Anderson, 

having studied rubber cultivation in Brazil, the West Indies, and Mexico, made a visit to Nāhiku 

in 1905 to survey the environmental conditions. During this visit Anderson planted a handful of 

rubber trees to monitor their growth rate, and tapped several existing trees serving as shade near 

Nāhiku Landing to gauge latex output of local rubber. After witnessing good latex flow from the 

mature trees near the landing, and the several feet of growth of his experimental saplings in just a 
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few short weeks following heavy rains, Anderson was convinced that “rubber trees would not only 

grow, but would produce rubber” (Hawaiian Gazette 1906:6). This visit by Anderson set the stage 

for the emergence of the rubber industry as attested by the Hawaiian Gazette nearly a year later: 

That little grove of trees planted by Mr. Anderson in January, 1905, is now a 

thriving young orchard…so high that a man on horseback may ride beneath their 

lower branches without bending his head. And other orchards are being planted all 

along the nearby slopes of Haleakala, the primeval forest is falling before the axes 

of forces of laborers, and little rubber saplings from a foot to ten or eighteen feet in 

height are springing up everywhere to eventually clothe the mountain sides. 

(Hawaiian Gazette 1906:6) 

Four chief rubber companies operated in the region by 1907, with all companies dedicating a 

combined total of 1,100 acres to the cultivation of cerea (Manihot glaziovii) and hevea (Hevea 

brasiliensis) rubber tree varieties, with the former being favored over the latter due to its high “first 

returns” (Pacific Commercial Advertiser 1910:9-12). The first plantations to open in the region 

were the Nahiku Rubber Company and the Koolau Rubber Company in 1905, followed a year later 

in 1906 by the opening of the Hawaiian-American Rubber Company and the Alexander & 

Baldwin-owned Nahiku Sugar Company, who began cultivating rubber trees on former cane land. 

When taken together, the combined plantings of the four major companies were more than 280,000 

individual rubber trees, with the fields being tended by Japanese, Portuguese, and Hawaiian 

laborers living in the region as homesteaders or in plantation labor camps. Growing rubber was a 

difficult business to start in Nāhiku considering that the average maturity rate for a rubber tree is 

between three and five years, resulting in the first ‘experimental’ tapping of these crops in 1910 to 

determine quality, and not emerging in the national market until a sizable crop could be harvested 

in 1911. Some companies, such as the American-Hawaiian Rubber Co., attempted to diversify 

their plantation by cropping corn in the spaces between the furrows of rubber trees in an effort to 

offset the costs associated with the long wait for the rubber trees to reach productive maturity 

(Pacific Commercial Advertiser 1910). Attempting commercial agricultural operations in a region 

as isolated as Nāhiku in the early 1900s proved to be an insurmountably difficult undertaking for 

the growing rubber enterprise on East Maui.  

4.3.1.1.1 The Nahiku Rubber Company 

The Nahiku Rubber Company was in operation as early as 1905. As the first rubber plantation 

on Maui, the Nahiku Rubber Company sought to spearhead the new burgeoning demand for rubber 

on the international market. At the time of the company’s founding, automobile manufacturing 

was a booming industry and automobile tires cost the average consumer between $25 and $40 a 

piece “because rubber was scarce and expensive, most of the world supply being gathered from 

wild trees in the Amazon valleys of Brazil” (Smith 1943:10). Accompanying literature of the time 

regarding the cultivation of rubber in the tropical British Colonies of Malay and Ceylon was filled 

with highly optimistic accounts of the big profits to be made in the industry. Expecting significant 

returns from the undertaking the Nahiku Rubber Company, promoters purchased approximately 

900 acres of land and immediately started clearing fields and building roads, labor camps, and 

houses for the staff (Figure 29) (Smith 1943). 
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Expenditures on the Nahiku Rubber Company facilities were soon augmented by the difficulties 

encountered by the early growers once planting had started (Figure 30). The first crop had been 

comprised of 50,000 rubber tree seeds imported from Brazil, some of the seeds germinated while 

the rest had failed to sprout. In the wake of these losses the company decided to scout the island 

for established trees already growing in people’s residences, and the company offered cash to 

acquire the domestic trees to their plantation. With the plantation being as remotely located as it 

was, the company would cut the trees down and transport the stumps to the fields for replanting, 

which the managers viewed as a shortcut to bypass the long wait for seedlings to reach maturity 

(Figure 31). Very soon the capital for the project was expended, and the company began selling 

stock to raise more money for the plantation’s daily operation costs. Economic forecasts for the 

rubber industry did not live up to their expectations, and by the time the Nahiku Rubber Company 

had a fully planted and matured 250 acres ready for tapping, the price of rubber had bottomed out 

at 16 cents per pound. Depending heavily on an all-inclusive low of one dollar per pound for their 

product, the domestic rubber market in Hawai‘i could not remain profitable. The Nahiku Rubber 

Company, Ltd., managed by David Colville Lindsay at that time, was closed on January 20, 1915 

(Siddall 1917:175).  

4.3.1.1.2 Koolau Rubber Company  

In June of 1905, William A. McKay organized the Koolau Rubber Company at Nāhiku, and 

served as managing director during its first year of operation (Nellist 1925). By 1906, a year after 

the Koolau Rubber Company was founded, the prospects for the rubber plantation looked 

promising. A Maui News article from 1906 echoed this optimism by stating that “It is confidently 

expected that the growing of rubber will be one of the most successful industries on the island and 

will make possible the utilization of many acres of land that are now useless” (The Maui News 

1906:13). The optimism was partly justified because upon return from an inspection of the 

plantation, the company representatives R.A. Wadsworth and W.L. Decoto reported a fifteen-foot 

growth of the previous year’s crops that had been planted from seed. The luxuriant growth of the 

crop exceeded their expectations. The costs of cropping the rubber trees were also small for the 

time, costing the company only six dollars per acre to clear the dense vegetation and only about 

one cent per hole for planting saplings. At the time of this assessment, Koolau Rubber Company 

had only planted 25 acres of their 300-acre holdings and were expecting their next shipment of 

saplings later that year (The Maui News 1906). 

By 1914, the Koolau Rubber Company had nearly its entire acreage planted and was poised to 

produce its maximum output, but the simultaneous fall of rubber prices on the world market forced 

the company into considerable financial hardship. Prices had dropped so drastically that the cost 

alone of tapping the trees on the plantation would have drained all the profit from the company’s 

sales and would incur debt. The company had not been a profitable venture from the start and had 

been carried for some time by a small number of wealthy shareholders waiting patiently for the 

projected returns. In the end, rubber prices never rose to a profitable value for the Koolau Rubber 

Company and the prospect of severe economic atrophy had finally overcome the determination of 

the shareholders to keep the company in operation. In 1914, the Koolau Rubber Company 

published its notice of intention to foreclose on the $30,000 dollar mortgage from the First National 

Bank of Wailuku and begin winding down operations immediately (Honolulu Star Bulletin 1914). 
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4.3.1.1.3 American-Hawaiian Rubber Company  

As early as 1906, the American-Hawaiian Rubber Company was in operation in East Maui with 

over 65,000 juvenile trees in the ground (The Hawaiian Star 1906c). In 1908, American Hawaiian 

Rubber Company fields were evaluated by F.T.P. Waterhouse who was particularly pleased with 

the growth of the rubber trees. The hevea variety of rubber tree was the primary crop at this 

plantation with higher year to year yield being cited as the reason this species was chosen over the 

more commonly planted cerea tree. The company also experimented with castilloa rubber trees 

from Mexico and with interstitial planting of select food crops between the widely spaced rubber 

trees. The use of hevea trees was initially not as beneficial as had been anticipated by the 

American-Hawaiian Rubber Company. Initially, the hevea trees were planted during the winter 

months as this was when the seed crops originating in the southern hemisphere were maturing and 

rife for shipment, the abundance of which made the cost of procurement less expensive. Even 

though the trees in the region were generally doing well, this error in planting times was cited as 

the reason for untimely maturation and lacking first yields (The Honolulu Advertiser 1908). As 

with the neighboring plantations in the area, once the trees were planted and growing, the 

enterprise became a waiting game until the trees were mature enough to harvest. An article in The 

Honolulu Advertiser (1910:13) relates the continued optimism as harvest approached: 

The product is of prime quality, there is a keen demand for it as a result of samples 

sent out, and the price continues to rule high. Small wonder that the Nahiku rubber 

planters impatiently watch the growth of their trees and pray that the price of rubber 

may keep up. They have had a hard row to hoe, but have stuck manfully to their 

work…There seems to be no doubt as to the ultimate success of the rubber 

enterprise, which has been removed for beyond the experimental stage, as far as 

paying returns are concerned. (The Honolulu Advertiser 1910:13) 

New techniques, cultivation of a variety of species, planting additional crops between rubber 

trees, and patience did not pan out for the American-Hawaiian Rubber Company, and in 1917 the 

company gave notice of foreclosure on their mortgage in local newspapers (Honolulu Star Bulletin 

1917). 
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Figure 29. Nāhiku hillsides planted with rubber tree saplings; plantation manager’s house visible on the ridge (Pacific Commercial 

Advertiser 1910)
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Figure 30. Seedlings being planted at the Nahiku Rubber Company (Pacific Commercial 

Advertiser 1910)
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Figure 31. Nahiku Rubber Company Manager C. H. Anderson riding among his rubber tree 

saplings (The Honolulu Advertiser 1908) 
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4.3.1.1.4 Nahiku Sugar Company 

Unlike other rubber ventures in the region, the Nahiku Sugar Company approached the planting 

of rubber with a bit more caution than their neighboring competitors. Whether this approach 

resulted from the plantation’s failure to successfully crop sugar a decade earlier is uncertain, but 

by the time the rubber industry had begun to grow in the region the Nahiku Sugar Company lands 

were in a severe state of neglect (The Hawaiian Star 1907). Sometime between late 1905 and early 

1906, Alexander & Baldwin hired a new manager for the former sugar plantation at Nāhiku by the 

name of J. Sylvester from Portland Maine (The Hawaiian Gazette 1908). By late 1907 Sylvester 

had planted nearly 100 acres in cerea rubber trees, mimicking the other local plantations with a 

rough planting of about 400 individual trees per acre under cultivation (The Hawaiian Gazette 

1907). Details about rubber crops specific to Nahiku Sugar Company regarding the product quality 

and progress of growth are scarce, but in general, their rubber crops seem to have lacked the same 

profitability as the neighboring plantations. By the time the manager of the Nahiku Rubber 

Plantation, W.A. Anderson, brought a group of potential investors through the region to evaluate 

the state of rubber growth in East Maui, The Nahiku Sugar Company manager had decided that 

the next year’s plantings would be farther apart and that he would be experimenting with hevea 

variety trees in the next plantings (The Hawaiian Gazette 1908). The new planting techniques 

either came too late or were of little profit to the company. Less than two years after first planting 

a portion of their land to rubber, the plantation manager announced that no more rubber would go 

into the ground until the already developing downward trend in rubber’s market value reached a 

more favorable standing (The Maui News 1907). 

While rubber cultivation was in full swing, the plantation managers regularly tested the crop 

productivity to better gauge the long-term financial viability and estimate future yields, especially 

W.A. Anderson who managed the Koolau Rubber Company and oversaw a government 

experimental station for the express purpose of evaluating the local rubber industry. Initial rubber 

tree tapping in 1912 yielded an “enormous quantity” of the valuable latex sap, and appeared to 

bode well for the profitability of the local plantations (The Maui News 1912:1). Although the sap 

was voluminous it was found to lack the elastic qualities that would have made it ideal for tire 

production, and instead the rubber produced in East Maui was only suitable for “machine belts and 

other articles which do not demand the elastic qualities” (The Maui News 1912:1). Just how 

profitable the non-elastic latex sales would be was unclear at the time of the published article, as 

the market for those goods was not in as much demand as the need for automobile tires.  

Ultimately a decline in the price of rubber doomed the Maui rubber industry. After testing for 

several years, the rubber growers concluded that it would not be profitable to continue. It was 

found that the temperature was not warm enough for rubber to grow best and that labor was much 

more expensive than at Malaysian plantations (O. W. Freeman 1927:64). 

Ke‘anae 

Ke‘anae is located on the windward flank of Mauna Haleakalā in the Hāna District and 

traditional moku of Ko‘olau within the ahupua‘a of Ke‘anae. Once a site of intensified Native 

Hawaiian agriculture and habitation, and later becoming a center for missionary and agricultural 

activities during the 1800s, Ke‘anae packed several hundred years of historical development into 

a single stream-fed coastal valley peninsula. Though the region experienced varying degrees of 
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economic boom and bust over its storied history, that history would become the next major draw 

to the region and supply income to its residents where subsistence and industry fell short. 

4.3.1.1.5 Ke‘anae Homesteads 

Ke‘anae has been an active agricultural community for many generations. Studies of the history 

of land use in Ke‘anae indicate that the lands have been used intensively for wetland taro 

cultivation, or lo‘i agriculture, historically and during pre-Contact times (Group 70 International 

et al. 1995:70; Handy et al. 1991). As Native Hawaiian populations of the islands declined with 

the arrival of Western disease, so too did the need for taro, resulting in unattended lo‘i in the 

Ke‘anae area. In the second half of the nineteenth century, the market for rice grew significantly 

with increasing demand from Chinese laborers on sugar plantations in Hāna. After successfully 

completing labor contracts, Chinese immigrants looking for independent pursuits took advantage 

of an opportunity to grow their own staple, rice (Wright 1974b). With a pond field irrigation system 

already in place in Ke‘anae, the region was ripe for conversion from taro cultivation to rice. 

Chinese entrepreneurs commonly leased former lo‘i lands from Hawaiian owners for rice 

cultivation (Group 70 International et al. 1995). Tax records for 1890 indicate that the rice lands 

in Ke‘anae and Wailuanui comprised approximately 67.84 acres out of a total of 163.322 acres in 

pond-field agriculture. Two years later, this number rose to 75 acres in Ke‘anae and Wailuanui 

while other lands on Maui (Honokowai, Waikapu, Wailuku, Waiehu, and Waihe‘e) registered a 

combined acreage of 175 (Group 70 International et al. 1995; Linnekin 1985).  

The Chinese farming community flourished in Ke‘anae, and with an increase in population 

came the construction of buildings necessary for production and housing related to the rice 

plantations, as well as the establishment of social organizations. An article in The Hawaiian Star 

(1906b) reports of two saloons “run by Chinamen.” The Li Hing Society Building (SIHP # 50-50-

07-1510), a two-story wooden structure with a second story front porch, was built in 1908 and 

served as a place for Chinese social, religious, and educational purposes until the early 1950s 

(Figure 32) (Wright 1974b). After falling into disuse, the building was subject to repeated 

vandalism until it was demolished in 1981 (Group 70 International et al. 1995). Remnants are now 

stored at the Kwock Hing Society in Keokea, Kula (Wright 1974b). 

In 1906, 14 applications were received out of the 16 Ke‘anae homestead applications made 

available at that time to Hawaiians. Stipulations required occupants to build a residence and 

cultivate taro on the homestead parcels, which each averaged about two to three acres including 

from a half to a whole acre of taro land (The Hawaiian Star 1906a). Concerns regarding these 

homesteads were reported:  

It is very probable that many of the applicants do not realize, or have not taken the 

time to consider the conditions under which the land is to be awarded to them, but 

fully expect to lease out their land to the Chinese there for planting rice, and let 

their kula land lie idle, and when the first two years are up a great many of them 

will doubtless forfeit their lots. The Hawaiians there have been asking for 

homestead for several years back and it is now up to them to make good. (The 

Hawaiian Star 1906a:5) 

Hawaiians did grow taro on these early homesteads (Figure 33), mostly for home consumption. 

Rice farming declined sharply following 1910, and by 1935 ceased entirely (Group 70 
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International et al. 1995). Around 1920, many Hawaiians returned and began commercially 

cultivating taro on Ke‘anae Homesteads (Figure 34). Due to its important cultural and historical 

significance, the Ke‘anae Peninsula taro complex has been designated SIHP # 50-50-07-3933. 

4.3.1.1.6 Transportation Infrastructure 

Prior to the construction of the Belt Road to Hāna, horse trails, developed when engineers 

constructed ditch systems between East Maui and the central Maui isthmus, were the only means 

of overland travel. Travelers leaving Ha‘ikū on horseback for Ke‘anae descended and ascended 22 

major valleys before arriving at Ke‘anae. Along the way, the traveler would have visited Native 

Hawaiian villages at Huelo, Kolia, Waiakamoi, Wahinepe‘e, Puahokamoa and Honomanū. Inter-

island steamships made regular stops at the Ke‘anae Landing, but were considered expensive 

($2.00 for deck passage) (The Maui News 1926). 

Reports of an exceptional account of a Chinese merchant departing from Ke‘anae Landing to 

ship rice to Makawao was published in The Honolulu Republican (1901:9) newspaper: 

On account of the refusal of the Wilder Steamship Co. to carry rice from Keanae to 

Maliko, T. Awana, one of the most enterprising Chinese in the Islands, has 

contrived another means by which he can convey his rice to Maliko, and from there 

to Makawao in carta. Awana has built a Chinse sampan, and rigged it with Chinese 

sails. The boat was built at Maliko of white pine, and it can carry about five tons of 

merchandise. It is manned by a crew of about ten Chinamen, whom Awana has 

selected from his number of workmen. These Chinese at first were not accustomed 

to the motion of the boat, and on this account it took some time before the boat 

reached Maliko from Keanae with its first load of five tons of rice. From Maliko 

the boat leaves for Keanae with small loads of food-stuff to supply Awana’s 

customers on the other side. Awana owns large patches of rice in the Keanae 

District. All the riggings and gear for the sampan were made by Awana, even the 

rope which he uses to fasten the sampan to its moorings in Maliko. Mr. Awana also 

grinds his own coffee for sale in his store at Makawao, keeps cattle, and engages in 

several other enterprises, all of which he attends to personally. The rice which 

reaches Maliko from Keanae is carried to his store at Makawao in ox carts, where 

it is sold in large quantities (Honolulu Republican 1901:9) 

An article in The Honolulu Advertiser (1901a:11) further describes the crew and trip: 

…The crew consisted of ten sailors six Chinese and four Hawaiians. The trip over 

was a rough one, the six Chinese being sick from the motion of the waves not to 

mention the effort of rowing in a choppy sea. As the wind was contrary, the sampan 

had to be rowed over, eight oarsmen working at one time. They sailed back again 

in three hours with the assistance of one of their two square sails. Five tons of rice 

was the cargo brought from Keanae. The start was made on the 28th and the return 

during the 30th. (Honolulu Advertiser 1901a) 
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Figure 32. Historic Rice Mill (SIHP # 50-50-07-1510) in the Ke‘anae Historic District (The 

Honolulu Advertiser 1910)
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Figure 33. Undated photograph of the irrigated fields of Ke‘anae (CSH Archives) 

 

Figure 34. Portraits of Ke‘anae homesteaders and their residences (The Honolulu Advertiser 

1910:13) 
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After 1927, use of the landing had discontinued. In 1992, remnants of Ke‘anae Landing were 

assigned SIHP # 50-50-07-2957 (Group 70 International et al. 1995). 

In 1912, a narrow road and bridges were completed that connected Kailua to Nua‘ailua Bay 

near Ke‘anae, and by 1915, other contractors had built a road connecting Hāna to Ke‘anae. 

However, this Hāna connection ended in the Ko‘olua forest instead of tying into the road to Kailua 

(Group 70 International et al. 1995). Two historic concrete tee beam bridges were constructed near 

the entrance of Ke‘anae Peninsula in 1916, Pi‘ina‘au Stream Bridge and Palauhulu Stream Bridge 

(Group 70 International et al. 1995).  

By 1922, the Hāna Belt Road had been completed between Kuiaha and Kakipi Gulch. In 1923, 

the County Board of Supervisors requested more prison labor for roadwork between Kailua and 

Ke‘anae. While road work continued toward Ke‘anae, survey work commenced between Ke‘anae 

and Kopili‘ula. In June 1925, the grand opening of the Kailua-to-Ke‘anae portion of the Belt Road 

was celebrated by a procession of automobiles to Ke‘anae. Territorial Governor Wallace 

Farrington dedicated the opening of the road with County Board of Supervisors Chairman Samuel 

Kalama and others (Figure 35) (The Maui News 1926). A highly anticipated luau was held on 

Kamehameha Day to celebrate the opening of Hāna Belt Road into Ke‘anae: 

The celebration will be the first time that the Keanae folk as a community have 

been brought into direct contact with those of the rest of the island, and all the 

district is determined to make the affair a rousing success. Hawaiian delicacies in 

fish and fruit are promised in lavish supply from the Hana and Keanae country, and 

June 11 has been written down a day of ill omen for the pigs and steers of Central 

Maui.” (Honolulu Star Bulletin 1925:21) 

4.3.1.1.7 Churches 

The Ke‘anae Protestant Church (SIHP # 50-50-07-1511), also referred to as Ke‘anae 

Congregational Church or Ke‘anae Church (Figure 36), is a stone structure with wooden doors and 

a single interior open space located near the ocean on the Ke‘anae Peninsula. A small cemetery 

adjoins the north side of the church. While materials were being gathered as early as 1857, the 

church was not built and dedicated until 1860  (Group 70 International et al. 1995). Construction 

was not entirely completed until 1863. Painted on the east wall behind the pulpit is the church’s 

given name, “Lanakila Ihiihi O Iehova Ona Kaua,” meaning “Sacredness, Success of Jehova, the 

Son of God” (Wright 1974a).  

According to legend, and an article in the Honolulu Star Bulletin (1949:16), the coral used as a 

source of lime for the mortar to build the church washed ashore from divine intervention: 

It seems that the Keanae people had no coral on their beach, and since coral is 

essential for making the lime to hold the stone structure together, the Hawaiians 

prayed for help.  

A great storm arose which washed quantities of coral onto the beach, more than 

needed.  
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Figure 35. A group of Maui County Supervisors pose with Governor Farrington in Ke‘anae; left to right: R.A. Drummond, W.F. Kaae, 

County Engineer P. Low, Sheriff C. Crowell, Governor W. Farrington, Chairman S. Kalama, and D.T. Fleming (The Maui 

News 1926) 
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The people believed God had answered their prayers. So, they set to work with a 

will to haul the great trees down from the mountain and to gather the stone needed 

for the building. (Honolulu Star Bulletin 1949:16) 

The surveyor responsible for completing the NRHP form for Ke‘anae Church, J. C. Wright 

(1974a:3), further describes the Ke‘anae Church as an “excellent example of the early stone 

mission church erected in distant outposts with indigenous materials.” This large structure, which 

included an attached social hall, not only served the congregational needs of the local Ke‘anae 

inhabitants, but also provided a gathering place for surrounding communities (Wright 1974a). 

On 1 April 1946, a tsunami (Japanese for tidal wave) generated by an earthquake in the Aleutian 

Islands off the coast of Alaska, struck the Ke‘anae Peninsula. The height of the tsunami runup over 

two separate spots at Wailua was measured at 4.8 m (15.7 ft) and at 5.1 m (16.7 ft) (World Data 

Center 1977). The Ke‘anae Church was the only structure left standing when the tsunami receded 

(Bartholomew and Bailey 1994), although the assembly hall was destroyed  (Group 70 

International et al. 1995). The church sustained some damage from the 1946 tsunami, and by 1968, 

time had weathered the structure to a point of having a leaky roof, a near collapsing ceiling, and a 

saggy floor (Wright 1974a).  

Mr. Harry K. Pahukoa, Jr., and his mother, Mrs. Nary Aima Pahukoa, with the assistance of the 

other four families of the church and a carpenter friend, began repairs on the church. Though slow 

at first, help from the community did materialize. Funds and chandeliers were donated, and 

volunteers helped refinish pews, paint the walls, and install electricity. The roof, windows, doors, 

and floors were all repaired. Through diligence, faith, and dedication, the Pahukoa’s dreams of 

repairing the church were realized, and their efforts have helped secure this historic site for 

posterity. More than 350 people attended the rededication of Ke‘anae Church on 27 July 1969 

(Wright 1974a). In addition to Ke‘anae Protestant Church, another historic church is also present 

in Ke‘anae. Wailua Mormon Church (SIHP # 50-50-07-1514) is a one-story wooden building 

situated between Ke‘anae School and Wailua Homesteads Road. It was built in 1934 and dedicated 

in 1935. It served a small Mormon community in the Ke‘anae area before it was eventually 

abandoned and used mostly as a residence. In 1974, the church had only five members (Wright 

1974c). 
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Figure 36. 1958 photo of Ke‘anae Protestant Church (CSH Archives).
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4.3.1.1.8 Ke‘anae School 

The first school in Ke‘anae was located on the peninsula near the Ke‘anae Congregational 

Church. The main portion of the present day Ke‘anae School was built in 1912 with subsequent 

additions. The school provided a common learning place for children in kindergarten through 

eighth grade, in which the older students commonly assisted the younger pupils (Lum 1969). Initial 

enrollment was for 63 students (Penkiunas 1992). This number fluctuated throughout the years, 

but the curriculum continued to include traditional Hawaiian values and practices, including 

Hawaiian language and the cultivation of and traditional uses for plants (Figure 37 and Figure 38) 

(Tanji 1978). According to the Penkiunas (1992:10), Ke‘anae School is a “surviving example of a 

small rural school” that “represents the small wooden vernacular building found in many rural 

areas” and is the “last remaining two-room schoolhouse on Maui” (Figure 39) (Penkiunas 1992:10) 

It has been designated SIHP # 50-50-07-1630. After much debate regarding the school’s closure, 

the last class was held at Ke‘anae School in 2005. It was officially closed in 2010 (The Honolulu 

Advertiser 2010). 

4.3.1.1.9 YMCA camp complex, Ke‘anae Arboretum, and Ke‘anae Quarry 

The Ke‘anae Prison camp was used from about 1925 to 1939. In the 1920s, prisoners at the 

camp worked on the construction of the Hāna Belt Road. The prison camp was converted to a 

Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) camp in 1934, where islanders were employed to plant 

thousands of eucalyptus and other tree species, such as koa and wauke in the region. In 1946, the 

camp again housed prisoners who renovated the lo‘i located at the nearby Ke‘anae Arboretum. 

The Ke‘anae Arboretum lo‘i complex (SIHP #50-50-07-3922) consists of 14 lo‘i on two to three 

acres west of Pi‘ina‘au. These lo‘i have existed much longer than the arboretum, which was started 

in 1942 but did not open to the public until around 1970. The prison camp was closed in 1950. 

YMCA received a lease for the camp in 1949. Today the site is a YMCA camp that can be rented 

by the public. The YMCA camp complex consists of a group of plantation style wooden buildings. 

The manager’s residence, constructed in 1934, is the oldest building in the complex. The YMCA 

camp site offers panoramic views above Ke‘anae Peninsula and overlooks Ke‘anae Landing and 

Ke‘anae Quarry (Group 70 International et al. 1995). 

Ke‘anae Quarry (SIHP # 50-50-07-3943) is located on a hill beneath the YMCA camp. It was 

used during the 1920s by prisoners who helped build the Hāna Belt Road with the blue rock that 

was crushed at the quarry. Features encountered at the quarry indicate the site was also used during 

World War II (WWII). When the quarry was first documented by Group 70 International et al. 

(1995), old machinery, a WWII gun emplacement, and a rock platform were observed. The 

platform may be the grave site of a former worker who died during a blasting accident. 

Today, Ke‘anae consists of taro fields, small residential areas, and parks. In addition to taro, 

residents now also grow bananas, yams and other wetland crops (James 2002). Though the 

landscape has undergone some changes, Ke‘anae, with its lo‘i and preserved historic infrastructure, 

offers a glimpse into the traditional and historic land use in East Maui. 
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Figure 37. Mrs. Apolonia Day teaching her students at Ke‘anae School in 1978 (Honolulu 

Advertiser 1978) 

 

Figure 38. Ke‘anae School students playing football (Honolulu Star Bulletin 1969)
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Figure 39. 2013 Photograph of Ke‘anae School (Wikimedia 2016) 
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Hāna Highway Historic District 

The Hāna Highway Historic District, which extends from Hoalua Bridge near Huelo in the 

Makawao District to Koukouai Bridge in the Kīpahulu District, includes 78 contributing feature 

components dating to over 50 years old. The Hāna Highway was also recognized as a Millennium 

Legacy Trail in 2000, and in 2001 was nominated to the National Register of Historic Places 

(NRHP). A total of 73 contributing resources of the Hāna Highway Historic District were 

documented within the district’s NRHP registration form (Duensing 2001). A Historic American 

Engineering Record (HAER) No. HI-75 for the Hāna Belt Road was published by the National 

Park Service in 2005 to provide descriptions of the historic architectural and engineering features 

of the Hāna Historic District (Duensing 2005). Of the 78 component features of the Historic 

District, approximately 56 of the bridges/culverts exist between Hāna and the central isthmus of 

Maui along the north shore of the island (Figure 40). 

The general path of the road is much older than the existing historic highway. It has 

predecessors as early as the time of the Maui King Pi‘ilani’s Alaloa (“long road”) and 

Kihapi‘ilani’s addition to the Alaloa known as “The Kings Trail” in the 1600s, to the time of the 

“Ditch Trail” that ran alongside the early water catchment and diversion ditches for agriculture in 

the early 1900s. The Hāna Highway was first built with the intent to circumscribe East Maui with 

a levelled road surface in 1900, complete with gulch spanning bridges. The initial roadwork of the 

early 20th century was piecemeal and incremental at best, sometimes making use of horse and foot 

trails connecting otherwise isolated sections of road (Duensing 2005). Dawn E. Duensing in Hāna 

Belt Road HAER HI-75 (2005:29) describes the difficulty of working on the early road as follows: 

The work required in the Hana District was quite extensive due to the heavy 

rainstorms and freshets. At times flooding during the winter rainy season made it 

impossible to travel on the Hana Road…mail carriers were unable to complete their 

rounds, so the SPW [Superintendent of Public Works] ordered foot bridges built 

over deep gulches. Travelers were stuck with difficult overland travel on horseback 

or by steamers, which used what one resident called the “most impractical 

landings.” (Duensing 2005:29)] 

Many of these problems were alleviated with the passing of the County Act of 1905 that 

established county government throughout the State of Hawai‘i, an important function of which 

was to appoint a county engineer by the name of Hugh Howell to oversee civic projects like the 

Hāna Belt Road. Replacement of the bridges was of utmost importance to the Hāna Belt Road 

project since “many of the [existing] bridges had deteriorated from rot and had trusses that were 

considered dangerous” (Duensing 2005:30). Howell’s program of replacing the truss-type bridges 

with concrete pier-type bridges was first implemented across ‘Ohe‘o Gulch amounting to a 70-

foot span. Although construction of these new type of bridge foundations were expensive, Howell 

argued that it represented an economic reconstruction since concrete piers required less 

maintenance than the trusses, which reduced necessary maintenance costs from an estimated $50 

per year to $5 per year. Part of these savings in maintenance also originated in Howell’s use of 

crude oil and carbolineum to help protect the wooden superstructure against the moist tropical air 

and environment (Duensing 2005).  
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Construction of the road was slow for several years as the existing funding for the project was 

extremely limited and insufficient, having originated at that time from small amounts of money 

parsed out yearly by the government for the completion of consecutive sections of the road. This 

financial difficulty combined with the physical difficulty of building the road brought the project 

approximately 10 years behind schedule by 1909. The formation of the Maui Loan Fund 

Commission (MLFC) in 1911 enabled the project to move forward with a more permanent capital 

improvement by replacing all timber bridges with concrete. The MLFC, which was regularly 

funded, facilitated the construction of the first several concrete bridges enumerated among the 

Hāna Highway Historic District. The bridges constructed during the initial implementation of this 

funding were those named: Waikomai, Kōlea, Honomanū, Nua‘ailua, Mo‘omonui, Waiakoi, 

Pa‘ihi, South Wailua (Honolewa), and Koukou‘ai (Duensing 2005). 

By 1920, the project saw the completion of many additional concrete bridges to the belt road, 

however, the belt road itself was far from complete as it still did not connect at several points. Also 

during 1920, the MLFC decided that it would suspend funding for the Hāna Belt Road for a few 

years to allocate funds to roads nearer the central isthmus that were seasonally inhibiting pineapple 

harvests due to poor conditions. The suspension of the belt road project would last until 1923 when 

Maui’s business and civic leaders, along with the Hawai‘i governor Wallace Farrington, became 

proponents of a resurgence of civic interest in the project. This revitalized interest fueled a massive 

organized effort to complete the section of the road from Kailua to Ke‘anae, which was done by 

its projected completion date in 1925 (Duensing 2005). 

The construction of the next section of the Hāna Belt Road was begun shortly after the 

completion of the Kailua to Ke‘anae section, and was boosted by a substantial bond from President 

Calvin Coolidge issued to the Territory of Hawai‘i that included $150,000 for completion of the 

proposed 3.5 mile stretch from Ke‘anae to Wailua Iki. This stretch would prove to be the most 

difficult portion of road to create due to the many serried ridges of hard volcanic stone that had to 

be blasted through, and because of the occasional slipping of steam shovels into deep gorges and 

mechanical issues associated with their use in the process of rock breaking. Occasional flooding 

and landslides were also a discouraging element of constructing the belt road, having been 

responsible for several instances of burying the steam shovels under their downslope aftermath. 

The final stretch of road was completed with the construction of Wailuanui Bridge in 1926, which 

had itself been set back by a landslide that sent 600 bags of concrete needed for its construction 

coursing down the adjacent gulch and out to sea (Duensing 2005). 
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Figure 40. Portion of the 1992 Haiku, 1991 Kilohana, 1992 Keanae (U.S. Geological Survey 1991, 1992a, c) 
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The Hāna Belt Road was completed and opened to the public in 1926 and effectively ended 

Hāna District’s centuries of geographic isolation from the rest of the island. Although the public 

had begun travelling the road, several bridges were operational but incomplete. All the original 

bridges that comprise the historic road were not completed until 1947, and the road itself lacked a 

complete pavement up until the 1960s (Duensing 2005). 

The component structures of the Hāna Historic District consist mostly of bridges and culverts, 

including: masonry arch bridges (Figure 41), concrete bridges (Figure 42), concrete arch bridges, 

and stone and concrete culverts. Since the road had been scarcely maintained since the final paving 

of the surface in 1962, it had been ravaged by the passing of time, showing few contemporary 

improvements aside from the addition of guardrails and pavement patch on the road surface.  

In the 1990s, the State of Hawai‘i responded to the need to repair the Hāna Belt Road and 

implemented a preservation plan for the entire length of state-owned road between Huelo and 

Hāna. The preservation plan called not for the preservation of the bridges themselves, but instead 

sought to retain the “character” of the road with its narrow bridges and winding cliffside roads. 

This proved to be a challenge as the funds offered by the Federal Highway Administration 

(FHWA) required the roads to be widened to their standard widths of 36 feet, with some of the 

existing roads only being about 16 feet wide. Ultimately the historic width of the bridges was 

allowed to remain narrow (Figure 43), conditional upon approval by the FHWA on a case-by- case 

basis. As a result of this ongoing maintenance work, the historic district has been thoroughly 

researched and described in detail by multiple studies (Duensing 2001, 2005; McCurdy et al. 2014; 

MKE Associates LLC and Fung Associates 2013; Nagamine Okawa Engineers Inc. and Fung 

Associates 2015; Oceanit 2000; Wilson Okamoto & Associates 2001) 

Ultimately, the Hāna Belt Road was deemed a historic property of significance due to the 

efforts and achievements surrounding its construction. Duensing (2005:55-56) clarifies the road’s 

effect on the region: 

The Hana Belt Road was a substantial public works achievement…during an era 

when Maui, especially Hana, was quite isolated from the rest of the world… the 

Hana Belt Road also involved the expertise of highly trained engineers and 

designers…Although some of the construction work was contracted out, county 

employees did nearly all the design and engineering work. (Duensing 2005:55-56) 

In that the Hāna Belt Road still serves its original function of connecting isolated Hāna to the 

central plains, and that it has undergone very few cosmetic changes in the ensuing 70 years since 

its construction, it has a preserved character and function that has changed very little since its 

construction. Although the Hāna Belt Road was constructed to more sufficiently connect and 

develop the remote eastern side of the island, the opposite effect has been documented because of 

the narrow winding nature of the historic highway. Duensing (2005:59) illustrates this point as 

follows: 

The lack of easily-travelled, high-speed traffic artery has served to impede 

substantial development…There are no fast food chain restaurants, chain stores, 

strip malls or sprawling subdivisions along the Hana Belt Road. Travelers…are 

served by the occasional roadside stand and must drive all the way to Hana for 

limited conveniences such as groceries, gas, and restaurants. With a sizeable  
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Figure 41. Hāhālawe Bridge, a characteristic masonry arch style bridge (Wilson Okamoto & 

Associates 2001) 

 

Figure 42. Papahawahawa Stream Bridge, a concrete beam and slab style bridge (Wilson 

Okamoto & Associates 2001) 
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Figure 43. Hāna Belt Road near Waiele Bridge illustrating the narrow roadway tightly 

encroached upon by bedrock ridges and jungle vegetation (Wilson Okamoto & 

Associates 2001) 
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population of residents of Hawaiian ancestry, Hana is often cited as Maui’s “most 

Hawaiian community”. [(Duensing 2005:59) 

By way of reduced efficiency of travel to the Hāna region, a problem the Hāna Belt Road was 

originally constructed to rectify, the east side of the island has developed at a significantly slower 

pace than the vacation communities located on the southern and western shores of Maui. The novel 

architectural features of an early 20th century road combined with an awe-inspiring slow drive 

through densely vegetated jungle and deep gulches have afforded the Hāna Belt Road a character 

uncommon in most civic projects of the early 20th century. For this reason, the Hāna Belt Road 

was later deemed the Hāna Historic District and afforded protection by the United States 

Government and placed on the National Register of Historic Places in 2001 (Yucha and Hammatt 

2017a). 

4.3.2 Modern Land Use 

When the sugar industry in the Hawaiian Islands began to decline, tourism emerged as one of 

the largest economic sectors across the state. Prior to the 1970s, the region of East Maui remained 

a collection of communities isolated by a 50-mile-long road legendary for its twisting turns and 

landslides. Recent improvements to the bridges and roads now allow over 700,000 visitors to tour 

East Maui each year (Wood 2003). Tourism through East Maui was augmented by the burial of 

Charles Lindberg at Kīpahulu in 1974 at the Palapala Ho‘omau Congregational Church graveyard, 

and has since continued at an ever-increasing pace, with the purchase of large tracts of land in 

Hāna by celebrities such as Steven Tyler, George Harrison, Jim Nabors, Kris Kristofferson, and 

Oprah Winfrey. 

After leaving Pā‘ia and Ha‘ikū toward the east, the Hāna Highway crosses the Huelo region 

and enters the beginning of the rain belt that feeds the dense north-shore jungles of East Maui. In 

addition to containing many small groupings of isolated residences, the Huelo region has many 

points of environmental interest. Chief among these is the popular Twin Falls Fruit Stand that 

contains many gardens of edible flora and a network of trails leading visitors through the forest to 

small pools and the waterfalls that feed them. The Huelo region also offers many hiking trails 

(including the Bamboo Forest trails), Huelo Point Lookout, Jungle Zipline, and several smaller 

lodgings and eco-retreats. Kaulanapueo Church, built in 1853, is among the more prominent 

historic features of the area. These attractions are in addition to the numerous small beaches and 

waterfalls that can be observed proximate to the Highway, in addition to the residence of American 

singer/songwriter Steven Tyler. 

As the Hāna highway passes through the Ke‘anae region it skirts the edge of the large Ko‘olau 

Forest Reserve that spans the highlands between Huelo and Hāna. The Ko‘olau Forest Reserve, 

Hāna Forest Reserve, Haleakalā National Park, and Kīpahulu Forest Reserve form a continuous 

band of adjoined conservation lands that comprise a significant portion of East Maui. The 

conservation lands of Ko‘olau and Hāna, spanning the entire northeast portion of East Maui, also 

make a significant portion of their land holdings available as a game reserve for licensed hunters 

(State of Hawaii 2015a, b). In these lands, hunters are allowed to hunt feral pigs and goats by 

means of rifle, handgun, shotgun, archery, and dogs year-round with limited vehicle access (State 

of Hawaii 2018). These conservation lands also contain a number of smaller hiking trails into the 

tropical hinterlands of East Maui, as well as Pua‘a Ka‘a State Wayside Park, Wailua Valley State 
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Wayside Park, Honomanū Park, Kaumahina State Wayside Park, Ke‘anae Valley Lookout Park, 

Waikamoi Nature Trailhead, Garden of Eden Arboretum, and Ke‘anae Arboretum. This stretch of 

Hāna Highway also crosses the historic regions of Ke‘anae Peninsula, Ke‘anae Valley, Honomanū 

Valley, and Nāhiku that are home to small rural communities and various small roadside shops 

and food/fruit stands that service weary travelers seeking a respite from the winding roads. Another 

notable visitor attraction on this stretch of the Hāna Highway is the Saint Gabriels Mission Coral 

Miracle Church built in 1860 out of locally sourced stone and coral mortar (Hana Picnic Lunch 

Co. 2018). 

The Nāhiku region of East Maui, located east of Ke‘anae, houses a small community separated 

from other residential areas by dense forests on its east and west flanks. Attractions for the traveler 

in this area include the Nahiku Viewpoint and Wayside Park, the Nahiku Church (built in 1867), 

and the private estate of the late George Harrison of The Beatles (Google Maps 2018; Yucha and 

Hammatt 2017b). The community in this region consists largely of multi-generational family 

homes connected by a single lane road that winds alongside the residences down to the coast, the 

state of which provides little incentive for all but the most adventurous of travelers. 

The scenic city of Hāna in East Maui has been known for some time as a place left aside by the 

vagaries of commercial development that has changed the cultural landscape of distant towns such 

as Lahaina and Kīhei. Many travelers to the island seek to visit the Hāna coast for a view of the 

“real Hawai’i” that has since lapsed in the towns and cities of the busier central and western 

portions of the island (Hawaii Web Group 2017). Visitors soon discover that beyond the road to 

Hāna, with its beautiful vistas and lush forests punctuated by streaming waterfalls, there are not 

many activities or amenities commonly available in resort areas. Hāna town today is marked by 

an abundance of domestic residences, relatively uncrowded beaches, hiking trails, campgrounds, 

cultural attractions, festivals, and historic sites. 

Located on the eastern tip of Maui on the windward side of the Island, Hāna is both very lush 

in foliage and cool in temperature. Hāna Town contains its own fire station, county council office, 

community center, three churches, two general stores, and a single gas station serving the residents. 

Domestic amenities aside, there are also two smaller inns, the slightly larger Travaasa Hotel (with 

its plantation style accommodations and pool/spa), the Luana Spa Retreat, Hāna Treasures gift 

shop, and a small host of restaurants and food trucks largely servicing the visitors who find their 

way to this remote town. A noteworthy addition is the residence of singer/songwriter/actor/rogue 

scholar Kris Kristofferson just within the south side of Hāna town on a sizable piece of property 

off the main Highway (Real Geeks 2013). American TV icon Jim Nabors also used to own a few 

hundred acres of macadamia nut fields in the region, before selling the land to the National 

Tropical Botanical Garden in 2002 (Pignataro 2017). Hāna is also home to the Hāna Ranch and 

the famous Fagan’s Cross constructed in lava stone, erected by Paul Fagan on the ranch lands he 

purchased in the 1940s (Hawaii Web Group 2017). 

Hāna hosts a collection of tours that appeal to the naturalist, those interested in Hawaiian culture 

and history, and for those simply seeking an afternoon of natural beauty. This sector is perhaps the 

largest economic draw to the region. In addition to being allowed to take rented vehicles down the 

scenic 50-mile Hāna Highway over historic bridges and through state park recreation areas, there 

are also five major providers of road and air tours of the region (TripAdvisor LLC 2018). Most of 

these tours take a few hours (by air) to a whole day (by road) and shuttle visitors to a variety of 
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local attractions of the region such as various volcanic and coral sand beaches, Ka‘eleku cavern 

lava tubes, Haleakalā National Park hiking trails and campground, Wainapanapa State Park and 

campground, Ono Organic Farm, local farmers markets, snorkeling reefs, various art galleries, and 

Hāna museum and cultural center among many smaller attractions. 

Being one of the remote vestiges of old Hawai‘i, Hāna offers much in the way of cultural and 

historic activities for those interested in the Hawaiian culture. Most notable is the Hāna Cultural 

Center and Museum that houses a variety of physical artifacts and photographic displays of the 

history of the town. The Cultural Center also has on its grounds the federally-recognized 

monument of the Historic Hāna Courthouse in addition to a replica of a traditional pre-Contact 

chiefly residence named Kauhale Village (Hana Cultural Center and Museum 2017). Another 

notable site is the Kahanu Garden, which is part of the National Tropical Botanical Garden, a 

Hawai‘i based non-profit institution. In addition to housing a large pandanus forest among other 

plants of ethnobotanical significance to the Hawaiian People, the grounds also contain one of the 

largest ceremonial heiau in the state, Piilanihale Heiau. Additionally, one can see the fortress hill 

of Ka‘uiki on the coast of Hāna town, the site of a historic battles between Maui and Big Island 

chiefs prior to Western contact and the birthplace of Queen Ka‘ahumanu, a notable figure in 

Hawaii’s transition to modernity following Western contact (Hawaii Web Group 2017; Sterling 

1998). The Hāna Taro Festival is also a notable attraction to visitors to the region. The festival, 

held annually between March and May, displays many aspects of Hawaiian culture both past and 

present, including traditional arts and crafts, live poi pounding, hula performances, Hawaiian 

music, farmer’s market, and food and drink booths. 

 Previous Archaeological Research 

4.4.1 Early Maui Island Surveys 

The earliest archaeological studies on the island of Maui were a part of island-wide surveys 

conducted in the early 1900s (Stokes 1916; Thrum 1909b; Walker 1931b). These studies tended 

to focus on the compiling of descriptive lists of large-scale architecture or traditional ceremonial 

heiau sites. The heiau sites in the vicinity of the current License Area have been described in the 

context of the historic background of East Maui (see Section 3.2.2). 

Between 1931 and 1976, only sporadic archaeological studies were undertaken in the area. 

Following the passage of the National Historic Preservation Act in 1966 and HRS Chapter 6E, 

which established the Historic Preservation Program in 1976, archaeological studies occurred as a 

condition of development on a more frequent basis. In this vein, the lands surrounding the current 

License Area have been subject to a variety of studies including archaeological assessments, 

reconnaissance surveys, field inspections, archaeological inventory surveys (AIS), archaeological 

literature reviews and field inspections (LFRI), monitoring, cultural landscape studies, and 

preservation plans. The previous studies conducted within and around the current License Area 

are described in the following subsections. 

4.4.2 Hāna Highway Archaeological Studies 

The previous archaeological studies conducted for the Hāna Highway Historic District area are 

summarized in Table 8 and depicted as extending throughout multiple license areas. 
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Table 8. Previous archaeological studies within Hāna Highway Historic District 

Reference Type of Study Location Results 

S. D. M. 

Freeman et 

al. (2004) 

Archaeological 

monitoring 

Hāna Hwy mileposts 

4.2, 19.1, and 23.7 

(TMKs: [2] 2-1-001; 2-

1-002; 2-1-004;001-005; 

2-2-009:005, 006, 009, 

010, 012, and 013) 

No significant findings 

McCurdy et 

al. (2014) 
 

Literature 

review and 

field 

inspection  

Eleven areas along the 

Hāna Hwy from Huelo 

to Hāna, including MPs 

8.1, 11.2, 13.0, 14.7, 

14.9, 15.7, 16.3, 17.7, 

19.0, and 21.5 (TMKs: 

[2] 1-1-001:999; 1-1-

002:999; 1-1-007:999; 

1-1-008:999; and 1-2-

001:999 pors. 

Identified and assigned temporary 

feature designations to five 

additional features of the Hāna 

Hwy Historic District (SIHP # 50-

50-07-1638), including an 

example of the cut and fill method 

employed during the construction 

of the Hāna Belt Rd (Feature MP 

8.1), five concrete guide posts 

(Feature MP 8.2), a retaining wall 

and culvert (Feature MP 15.7), a 

retaining wall (Feature MP 17.7), 

and a rock culvert and headwall 

(Feature 21.5) 

Madeus and 

Hammatt 

(2017) 

Archaeological 

monitoring  

Hāna Hwy MPs 10.4, 

14.0, and 16.0 (TMKs: 

[2] 1-1-001:022, 023 

por., 044, 999 por., and 

1-1-002:002, 012 por.) 

No significant findings  
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S. D. M. Freeman et al. (2004) 

Between June and August 2004, CSH completed archaeological monitoring for the Hāna 

Highway Improvements Huelo to Hāna Project at mileposts (MPs) 4.2, 19.1, and 23.7, which 

included TMKs: [2] 2-1-001; 2-1-002; 2-1-004;001-005; 2-2-009:005, 006, 009, 010, 012, and 013 

(S. D. M. Freeman et al. 2004). No historic properties were identified. 

McCurdy et al. (2014) 

Between 12 July and 15 August 2013, CSH completed the fieldwork component of a literature 

review and field inspection report for the proposed Hāna Highway Improvements, Huelo to Hāna 

Phase II Project (McCurdy et al. 2014). Eleven areas were investigated during the field inspection 

(pedestrian survey), including MPs 8.1, 11.2, 13.0, 14.7, 14.9, 15.7, 16.3, 17.7, 19.0, and 21.5 

(TMKs: [2] 1-1-001:999; 1-1-002:999; 1-1-007:999; 1-1-008:999; and 1-2-001:999 pors. Five 

additional contributing features of the Hāna Highway Historic District (SIHP # 50-50-07-1638) 

were identified and documented. These features, likely components of Hāna Highway construction 

ca. 1923, include an example of the cut and fill method employed during the construction of the 

Hāna Belt Road (Feature MP 8.1), five concrete guide posts (Feature MP 8.2), a retaining wall and 

culvert (Feature MP 15.7), a retaining wall (Feature MP 17.7), and a rock culvert and headwall 

(Feature 21.5). 

Madeus and Hammatt (2017) 

Between 23 July and 31 October 2012, CSH monitored ground disturbing activities associated 

with Hāna Highway emergency road repairs at MPs 10.4, 14.0, and 16.0 (TMKs: [2] 1-1-001:022, 

023 por., 044, 999 por., and 1-1-002:002, 012 por.) (Madeus and Hammatt 2017). No historic 

properties were identified. 
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4.4.3 Huelo License Area Archaeological Studies 

Previous archaeological studies conducted within or near the Huelo license area are depicted in 

Figure 44 and summarized in Table 9. 

Sinoto and Pantaleo (1992) Intermittently between 17 June and 3 September 1992, Aki Sinoto 

Consulting conducted an AIS of the East Maui Waterline Project (TMKs: [2] 2-5-003, 004, 005; 

2-7-003, 007-011, 013, 016-020; 3-8-051, 059, 061, 070, and 071), consisting of surveys of 

gulches and pedestrian surveys, mostly along existing paved roads and cane roads (Sinoto and 

Pantaleo 1992). Easternmost parcels surveyed in this study are located near the current License 

Area. No cultural materials were observed during this AIS. 

Kennedy et al. (1992) 

From the end of July to the beginning of August 1992, Archaeological Consultants of Hawaii, 

Inc. carried out an AIS with subsurface testing at a parcel located about one mile inland from the 

ocean, near Hanawana Stream, and adjacent to the mauka side of the Hāna Highway in West 

Hanawana Ahupua‘a, (TMK: [2] 2-9-010:003) (Kennedy et al. 1992). Three historic properties 

were recorded, including a set of five mounds associated with post-Contact agriculture (SIHP # 

50-50-06-3132), six agricultural terraces with two ‘auwai and three walls associated with both pre- 

and post-Contact agriculture (SIHP # -3133), and a complex of two irrigated terraces with one 

‘auwai and five wall segments associated with both pre- and post-Contact agriculture (SIHP # -

3134). In addition, a ceramic and concrete scatter was discussed but was only addressed as 

Temporary site # T-1. 

D. L. Fredericksen (1996) 

In April 1996, Xamanek Researches conducted a limited AIS on a 25.12-acre Ho‘olawa Point 

parcel in Ho‘olawa Bay, Huelo (TMK: [2] 2-9-02:014 por.) (D. L. Fredericksen 1996). The 

following pre-Contact artifacts were encountered during this pedestrian survey: an adze blank, 

three utilized basalt flakes, a large piece of red ochre, a piece of volcanic glass, and several water-

worn stones. SIHP # 50-50-06-4167, an old roadway, was identified on the surveyed parcel. 

Historic cultural materials associated with SIHP # -4167 encountered near the roadway include 

glass and porcelain sherds, one piece of Conus shell, broken Maui Soda bottles from the 1920s/30s, 

a possible old wagon wheel rim, and pieces of rusting metal track. SIHP # -4196, a historic grave 

with inscription “JHO Nokaupu Make Feb 14, 1918” was also observed on the property. Ho‘olawa 

Landing, SIHP # -2956 was identified to the east of Ho‘olawa Stream, beyond the property borders 

but within close proximity to the surveyed area; brick and concrete footings, four large pieces of 

rusting machinery, and a set of railroad car wheels were observed in association with SIHP # -

2956. Both SIHP # -4167 and # -2956 comprise part of a historical complex associated with the 

sugarcane industry. Also, a rock shelter that was likely used historically and during the pre-Contact 

era was observed near but beyond the property boundary. 
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Figure 44. Previous archaeological studies within or near the Huelo license area (U.S. Geological 

Survey 1991, 1992a, c, d)
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Table 9. Previous archaeological studies within the Huelo license area 

Reference Type of Study Location Results 

Sinoto and 

Pantaleo 

(1992) 

AIS East Maui Waterline 

Project (TMKs: [2] 2-5-

003, 004, 005; 2-7-003, 

007-011, 013, 016-020; 

3-8-051, 059, 061, 070, 

and 071) 

No significant findings 

Kennedy et 

al. (1992) 

AIS  Parcel located about a 

mile inland from the 

ocean, near Hanawana 

Stream, and adjacent to 

the Hāna Hwy in West 

Hanawana Ahupua‘a 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-010:003) 

Documented three sites, 

including a set of five mounds 

(SIHP # 50-50-06-3132), six 

agricultural terraces with two 

‘auwai and three walls (SIHP # -

3133), and a complex of two 

irrigated terraces with one 

‘auwai and five wall segments 

(SIHP # -3134); assigned 

temporary site #T-1 to a ceramic 

and concrete scatter 

D. L. 

Fredericksen 

(1996) 

Limited AIS  25.12-acre Ho‘olawa 

Point parcel in Ho‘olawa 

Bay, Huelo (TMK: [2] 2-

9-002:014 por.) 

Documented SIHP # -4196, a 

historic grave and SIHP # 50-50-

06-4167, an old roadway with 

associated artifacts; noted SIHP 

# 50-50-06-2956 (Hoolawa 

Landing) with associated brick 

and concrete footings, four large 

pieces of rusting machinery, and 

a set of railroad car wheels to the 

east of Ho‘olawa Stream near the 

surveyed area; noted a rock 

shelter near, but beyond the 

property boundaries 
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Reference Type of Study Location Results 

E. M. 

Fredericksen 

and 

Fredericksen 

(1998a) 

AIS 25.12-acre Ho‘olawa 

Ranch Property at 

Ho‘olawa Point (TMK: 

[2] 2-9-002:014) 

Reidentified SIHP # 50-50-06-

4167 (Ho‘olawa Landing Road) 

and SIHP # -2956 (historic 

grave). Documented five 

additional sites: SIHP #s 50-50-

06-4234 (historic grave); # -4235 

and -4236 (surface scatters)  

-4237 (subsurface pre-Contact 

fire pit with a 14C date range 

from AD 1435 to 1660); and -

4238 (stone feature with a 

possible burial; observed SIHP # 

50-50-06-2956 (Ho‘olawa 

Landing) and a rock 

shelter/temporary habitation site 

(SIHP # -4239) outside property 

borders 

E. 

Fredericksen 

(2000) 

AIS Phase I  Northwestern terraced 

area on a parcel of land 

near the mouth of 

Hanawana Stream in 

Hanawana Valley, 

Hanawana Ahupua‘a 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-011:018) 

Documented two terraced 

features of agricultural and 

habitation complex SIHP #  

-4153; reported 14C date range 

from AD 1425 to 1665 for a 

charcoal sample; noted three 

small terraces, a cobble and 

boulder platform, an enclosure, a 

rock cupboard, a possible canoe 

landing area, and a depression 

for ground salt water evaporation 

on state lands beyond the 

property borders 

E. M. 

Fredericksen 

and 

Fredericksen 

(2000) 

AIS 2-acre Lot 7-B of Huelo 

Hui Partition 

Subdivision located 

within 400 meters of the 

ocean crossed by 

Honokala Stream, and 

bordered by North 

Honokala Rd (TMK: [2] 

2-9-002:005 por.) 

Documented two historic 

properties: a pre-Contact wetland 

agricultural site (SIHP # 50-50-

06-4084) and a leveled area 

associated with post-Contact 

ranching or agriculture (SIHP #  

-4816) 
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Reference Type of Study Location Results 

Bushnell and 

Hammatt 

(2001) 

AIS Roadway access 

easement and 15-acre 

parcel in coastal 

Ho‘olawa, bordered by 

Honokala Stream and 

Waikakulu Gulch 

(TMKs: [2] 2-9-02:017, 

021, and 035) 

No significant findings 

Perzinski et 

al. (2002) 

AIS West Hanawana, 

between Hāna Hwy and 

the coast (TMKs: [2] 2-

9-011:004 and 005) 

Documented an agricultural 

complex consisting of fifteen 

terraces (SIHP # 50-50-06-

5206), and an ‘auwai (SIHP # 

50-50-06-5205); reported a 14C 

date range from AD 990 to 1220 

obtained from sediments 

underlying a terrace retaining 

wall 

Dega (2003) Archaeological 

assessment  

5 acres at Ho‘olawa 

Point (TMKs: [2] 2-9-

001:071, 072 and 075) 

No significant findings 

Beck and 

Dega (2003) 

AIS Approximately 3.5 acres 

in coastal Ho‘olawa, 

transected by Waikakulu 

Gulch and Stream 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-012:016) 

No significant findings 

O’Rourke 

and Monahan 

(2003) 

AIS Approximately 0.75 

acres in Ho‘olawa 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-002:042) 

Described two historic 

properties: SIHP # 50-50-06-

5459, a human burial, and SIHP 

# -5460, a lithic reduction center 

Conte (2003) Limited AIS  0.371-acre access 

easement corridor in 

coastal Honopou 

Ahupua‘a (TMKs: [2] 2-

9-001:004, 018, and 019 

No significant findings  
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Reference Type of Study Location Results 

D. L. 

Fredericksen 

and 

Fredericksen 

(2003) 

AIS Phase II 3.094 acres in Hanawana 

Gulch in Hanawana 

Ahupua‘a (TMK: [2] 2-

9-011:018) 

Documented 52 previously 

unreported features from SIHP #    

-4153, including a leveled area, 

pavement, a cupboard, 47 

terraces, an alignment, and a 

possible terrace remnant; 

identified numerous artifacts; 

reported date ranges for five 

charcoal samples: AD 1520 to 

1590, AD 1620 to 1680 and AD 

1730 to 1810 (Sample 1), AD 

1640 to 1960 (Sample 2), AD 

1460 to 1640 (Sample 4), AD 

1670 to 1950 (Sample 5), and 

AD 1420 to 1520 and AD 1580 

to 1630 (Sample 6) 

Conte (2004) AIS and 

preservation 

plan  

2.541-acre Souza 

Property (TMK: [2] 2-9-

001:009) at coastal 

Honopou Point, 

Honopou Ahupua‘a 

Documented three features of 

SIHP # 50-50-06-5638, 

including two terraces and an 

alignment, interpreted as māla‘ai 

Conte 

(2005b) 

AIS  1.095-acre parcel located 

a half a mile from 

Ho‘olawa Bay bordered 

north by Ho‘olawa 

Stream (TMK: [2] 2-9-

001:075) 

Documented Features A-E (lo‘i 

terrace remnants) of SIHP # 50-

50-04-5720 

Conte 

(2005a) 

AIS Bolles Property, a 20-

acre parcel located on 

the coast between 

Waipi‘o Bay and Huelo 

Point (TMK: [2] 2-9-

07:052) 

Identified SIHP #s: 50-50-06-

5746, -5747, -5748, -5749, 5750, 

and -5751, which included 

terraces, walls, and a possible 

trail alignment 

Pestana and 

Dega (2005) 

Archaeological 

assessment  

11.15 acres near Waipi‘o 

Bay, Huelo (TMK: [2] 2-

9-005:023) 

No significant findings 

Chun and 

Dillon (2008) 

AIS 5.128-acre lot in Ha‘iku, 

Ho‘olawa Ahupua‘a 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-003:028) 

Documented SIHP # 50-50-06-

6438, a stacked rock wall 

interpreted as remnants of an 

‘auwai 
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Reference Type of Study Location Results 

Madeus and 

Fredericksen 

(2008) 

AIS 3.136-acre parcel in 

Hanawana Ahupua‘a 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-011:017) 

Reported one historic property:  

SIHP # 50-50-06-6362 a pre-

Contact agricultural complex 

with 19 stepped agricultural 

terrace features 

Chun and 

Dillon (2009) 

AIS 2.0-acre lot in Huelo, 

coastal Honokalā (TMK: 

[2] 2-9-002:041) 

Identified five lo‘i and three 

terraces in pre-Contact 

agricultural complex SIHP # 50-

50-06-4084; documented SIHP # 

-6627, a historic trash pit 

McCurdy and 

Hammatt 

(2010) 

AIS 4.0-acre parcel in Kōlea 

Ahupua‘a (TMK: [2] 1-

1-001:050) 

Identified one plantation era 

reservoir/water control system 

SIHP # 50-50-13-6682; with six 

associated features 

Chun and 

Dillon (2010) 

AIS 3.75-acre Lot in Ha‘iku, 

coastal Ho‘olawa on an 

easement of Ho‘olawa 

Road (TMK: [2] 2-9-

002:011) 

Reported one site documented 

previously by O’Rourke and 

Monahan (2003): SIHP # 50-50-

06-5460, a lithic reduction center 

Chun and 

Dillon (2014) 

Archaeolo-

gical 

assessment 

3.65-acre lot in Ha‘iku 

on a Ho‘olawa Road 

easement bordered by 

Honokala Stream (TMK: 

[2] 2-9-002:020) 

No significant findings 

Lyman and 

Dega (2015) 

AIS Rohr Family access road 

at Honokalā Point in 

Honopou Ahupua‘a, 

(TMK: [2] 2-89-002:019 

por.) 

Documented two new sites: 

SIHP # 50-50-06-8254, a terrace 

retaining wall, and SIHP # -

8255, a pre-Contact to historic 

ditch for ‘auwai 
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E. M. Fredericksen and Fredericksen (1998a) 

In 1996, Xamanek Researches continued an AIS of a 25.12-acre Ho‘olawa Ranch Property at 

Ho‘olawa Point (TMK: [2] 2-9-02:014) (E. M. Fredericksen and Fredericksen 1998a). An earlier 

survey of this property was limited to the western portion where Ho‘olawa Landing Road (SIHP 

# -4167) with associated artifacts and a historic grave (SIHP # -2956) were reported (D. L. 

Fredericksen 1996); these two sites were reidentified during this more thorough subsequent AIS, 

which included both pedestrian surface survey throughout the property and subsurface testing. 

Five additional archaeological sites were also documented: a historic grave (SIHP # 50-50-06-

4234), two surface scatter remnants (SIHP #s -4235 and -4236), a pre-Contact fire pit (SIHP #      -

4237) and a rock alignment including a possible burial (SIHP # -4238). Artifacts observed at the 

surface associated with the surface scatter remnant SIHP # -4235 include a basalt adze blank, 

utilized basalt flakes, a utilized volcanic glass flake, red ochre, and water-worn pebbles; subsurface 

artifacts include a volcanic glass flake, two basalt flakes (one fire-cracked), charcoal, rusted metal, 

a possible fishing hook tab and pig bone. No artifacts were encountered during subsurface testing 

at surface scatter remnant SIHP # -4236; however, a volcanic glass flake, two pieces of volcanic 

glass shatter, and a basalt flake were observed at the surface. The fire pit (SIHP # -4237) was 

encountered below the surface at a level area overlooking Ho‘olawa Bay and the Hāna Coast; 

associated subsurface cultural materials include rusted metal water-worn pebbles, fire-cracked 

rocks, charcoal, basalt flakes, volcanic glass debitage, and a pecking stone. Analyzed charcoal 

collected from the fire pit (SIHP # -4237) returned a calibrated (2 sigma, 95% probability) 14C 

date range of AD 1435 to 1660. A possible basalt pecking stone was observed at the surface in 

association with the stone feature with a possible burial (SIHP # -4238), while subsurface testing 

revealed modern bottle glass, utilized basalt and water-worn pebbles. Also, Ho’olawa Landing 

(SIHP # -2956) and a rock shelter were again observed outside the property boundary, as they had 

been in the D. L. Fredericksen (1996) AIS. The rock shelter, interpreted as a temporary habitation 

site, not formerly assigned a SIHP number was designated SIHP # -4239. 

E. Fredericksen (2000) 

In February 2000, Xamanek Researches conducted Phase 1 of an AIS of a northwestern terraced 

area on a parcel of land near the mouth of Hanawana Stream in Hanawana Valley, Hanawana 

Ahupua‘a (TMK: [2] 2-9-011:018), consisting of a visual inspection with mapping of the area and 

two test unit excavations (E. Fredericksen 2000). Two terraced features were documented: an 

approximately 15 m x 6 m leveled area with a partially intact retaining wall (Feature A), and a 

narrow approximately 14 m long terrace (Feature B) located upslope from Feature A. Only one 

artifact was observed on the surface, a grindstone located near Feature A. During subsurface 

testing, charcoal deposits, a red ochre manuport, four basalt flakes, and a piece of kukui nut shell 

were encountered. A charcoal sample yielded radiocarbon dates from AD 1425 to 1665. The 

features documented in this study appeared to be part of the SIHP #           -4153, likely an 

agricultural and habitation complex, which was noted as extending both downstream and upstream 

on adjacent parcels of state-owned land. SIHP # -4153 features observed from the surveyed parcel, 

but located on these bordering state lands included three small terraces, a cobble and boulder 

platform, an enclosure, a rock cupboard, a possible canoe landing area, and a depression for ground 

salt water evaporation. 
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E. M. Fredericksen and Fredericksen (2000) 

From December 1999 through February 2000, Xamanek Researches conducted an AIS on      2-

acre Lot 7-B of Huelo Hui Partition Subdivision located within 400 m of the ocean shore, crossed 

in the west by Honokala Stream, and bordered north and west by North Honokala Road (TMK: 

[2] 2-9-002:005 por.) (E. M. Fredericksen and Fredericksen 2000). Two historic properties are 

reported: SIHP # 50-50-06-4084, a pre-Contact wetland agricultural site, and SIHP # -4816, a 

leveled area associated with post-Contact ranching or agriculture. 

Bushnell and Hammatt (2001) 

On 29 March 2001, CSH conducted an AIS for a proposed Kahui Pono LLC Roadway Access 

Easement and 15-acre parcel (TMKs: [2] 2-9-02:017, 021, and 035) in coastal Ho‘olawa, bounded 

to the north by the Pacific Ocean, bordered east by Honokala Stream, and partially bordered on 

the west by Waikakulu Gulch (Bushnell and Hammatt 2001). During this pedestrian survey, no 

cultural resources were observed. 

Perzinski et al. (2002) 

On 22 February 2002, CSH conducted an AIS of a proposed approximate 800-foot easement 

and 1-acre lot in West Hanawana (TMKs: [2] 2-9-011:004 and 005) (Perzinski et al. 2002). The 

survey identified an agricultural complex consisting of fifteen terraces (SIHP # 50-50-06-5206), 

and an ‘auwai (SIHP # 50-50-06-5205) supplying the complex of lo‘i. Several of the terraced lo‘i 

still support feral taro plants; two large stands of ‘awa were also observed in the area. Remnants 

of a recent squatters’ sheds were also present on the property. A 14C date of AD 990-1220 was 

obtained from sediments underlying a terrace retaining wall. 

Dega (2003) 

On 4 April 2003, Scientific Consultant Services, Inc. (SCS) conducted a surface survey for 

5 acres at Ho‘olawa Point (TMKs: [2] 2-9-001:071, 072, and 074) (Dega 2003). No cultural 

materials were observed; therefore, the report was submitted as an archaeological assessment. 

Beck and Dega (2003) 

On 6-7 April 2003, SCS conducted an AIS of approximately 3.5 acres in coastal Ho‘olawa with 

Waikakulu Gulch and Stream transecting the east end of the property (TMK: [2] 2-9-002:016) 

(Beck and Dega 2003). The AIS consisted of pedestrian survey and two shovel test probes. No 

significant findings were reported. 

O’Rourke and Monahan (2003)  

Between 7 May and 11 June 2003, SCS conducted an AIS of approximately 0.75 acres of land 

located in coastal Ho‘olawa (TMK: [2] 2-9-002:042), which consisted of pedestrian survey and 

subsurface testing (O’Rourke and Monahan 2003). The study describes two historic properties: 

SIHP # 50-50-06-5459, a human burial, and SIHP # 50-50-06-5460, a lithic reduction center. 

Conte (2003) 

On 8 July 2002, CRM Solutions Hawai‘i, Inc, conducted an AIS of a designated access 

easement corridor through the Huelo Hui Partition on 0.371 acres at coastal Honopou Ahupua‘a, 
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(TMKs: [2] 2-9-001:004, 018 and 019) (Conte 2003). No cultural materials were observed during 

this pedestrian survey. 

D. L. Fredericksen and Fredericksen (2003) 

In 2002, Xamanek Researches carried out Phase 2 of an AIS of 3.094 acres in Hanawana Gulch 

in Hanawana Ahupua‘a (TMK: [2] 2-9-011:018), consisting of a pedestrian survey and five manual 

test excavations (D. L. Fredericksen and Fredericksen 2003). Phase I had been limited to a 

northwestern terraced area, in which two features and a few pre-Contact artifacts were identified 

as being constituents of agricultural complex SIHP # -4153 (E. Fredericksen 2000). During Phase 

2, 52 previously unreported features were documented as part of SIHP # -4153: a leveled area, 

pavement, a cupboard, an alignment, 47 terraces, and a possible terrace remnant. A polishing stone 

and lithic debitage were found on the surface. Numerous artifacts were encountered during 

subsurface testing, including polished basalt flakes, utilized basalt flakes, a basalt 

hammerstone/chopper, a worked urchin spine tip, a utilized volcanic glass flake, an adze fragment, 

and lead printer’s type. Mammal and fish bone, kukui nut shell, charcoal, lithic debitage, unworked 

coral pieces, waterworn pebbles, fire-cracked rocks, metal pieces, coal and a lead fishing weight 

were also documented cultural materials. Five charcoal samples (Samples 1-2; 4-6) returned the 

following radiocarbon dates (calendrical date 2 Sigma 95%): AD 1520 to 1590, AD 1620 to 1680 

and AD 1730 to 1810 (Sample 1), AD 1640 to 1960 (Sample 2), AD 1460 to 1640 (Sample 4), AD 

1670 to 1950 (Sample 5), and AD 1420 to 1520 and AD 1580 to 1630 (Sample 6). 

Conte (2004) 

On 4 September 2004, CRM Solutions Hawai‘i conducted an AIS for the 2.541-acre Souza 

Property (TMK: [2] 2-9-001:009) at coastal Honopou Point, bisected by Honopou Stream in 

Honopou Ahupua‘a (Conte 2004). The AIS consisted of a pedestrian survey and backhoe 

excavation of three test trenches. No cultural materials were encountered during subsurface testing. 

During the pedestrian survey, three features were observed above the east side of Honopou Stream. 

These features were reported as one site, SIHP # 50-50-06-5638, which included two terraces 

(Features A and C) and an alignment (Feature B), collectively interpreted as a māla‘ai. A passive 

preservation plan was submitted as part of this study. 

Conte (2005b) 

On 15 and 18 July 2005, CRM Solutions Hawa‘i, Inc. (Conte 2005b) carried out an AIS of a 

1.095-acre parcel located a half a mile from Ho‘olawa Bay bordered north by Ho‘olawa Stream 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-001:075). During this pedestrian survey, five lo‘i terrace remnants (Features A-E) 

comprising SIHP # 50-50-04-5720 were observed along the northern slope of the property. 

(Conte 2005a) 

Intermittently between July and October 2005, CRM Solutions Hawai‘i, Inc. conducted an AIS 

of the Bolles Property (TMK: [2] 2-9-007:052), a 20-acre parcel located on the coast between 

Waipi‘o Bay and Huelo Point (Conte 2005a). Six SIHPs were identified during this survey: a 

double linear terrace (SIHP # 50-50-06-5746), a walled terrace with lower terraces (SIHP # -5747), 

a walled terrace with lower terraces and possible trail alignment (SIHP # -5748), a remnant wall 

(SIHP # -5749), a small, historic-era terrace (SIHP # -5750), and a discontinuous rock wall (SIHP 

# -5751). 
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Pestana and Dega (2005) 

In June 2005, SCS conducted an AIS for 11.15 acres of land near Waipi‘o Bay (TMK: [2] 2-9-

005:023), consisting of a pedestrian surface survey and mechanical and manual subsurface testing 

(Pestana and Dega 2005). No cultural materials were observed; therefore, this study was deemed 

an archaeological assessment. 

Chun and Dillon (2008) 

On 18 February 2008, Affordable Cultural & Ecological Services, LLC (ACES) carried out an 

AIS for a5.128-acre lot in Ha‘iku, Ho‘olawa (TMK: [2] 2-9-003:028) (Chun and Dillon 2008). 

During this 100% pedestrian survey, one historic property was documented: SIHP # 50-50-06-

6438, a stacked rock wall on the west and east sides of a stream interpreted as remnants of an 

‘auwai. 

Madeus and Fredericksen (2008) 

In October 2007, Xamanek Researches, LLC conducted an AIS for a 3.136-acre parcel near the 

coast in Hanawana Valley bordered by Hanawana Stream, in Hanawana Ahupua‘a, (TMK: [2] 2-

9-011:017), consisting of pedestrian survey and the excavation of five shovel test units (Madeus 

and Fredericksen 2008). One historic property was reported: SIHP # 50-50-06-6362, a pre-Contact 

agricultural complex with 19 component features consisting of stepped agricultural terraces. 

Chun and Dillon (2009) 

In December 2008 and January 2009, ACES conducted an AIS for a 2.0-acre lot located 

approximately 650 m from the shore in Honokalā (TMK: [2] 2-9-002:041) (Chun and Dillon 

2009). The surveyed parcel is bound by N. Honokalā Road to the west and contains a stream gully 

from Honokalā Stream oriented from south to north through the western third portion of the 

property. Fieldwork consisted of a pedestrian survey and subsurface testing, including six shovel 

test probes, four test units, one shovel excavated stratigraphic trench, and five backhoe trenches. 

Eight features, comprising a portion of previously identified SIHP # 50-50-06-4084, a pre-Contact 

agricultural complex, were documented in this AIS: a remnant lo‘i (Feature 1), a 11.5 m by 7.6 m 

rectangular lo‘i (Feature 2), a 7.6 m by 6.6 m lo‘i (Feature 3), an 11.8 m by 8.4 m lo‘i (Feature 4), 

a 12.2 m by 5-8 m lo‘i (Feature 5), a terrace measuring approximately 12 m by 5 m (Feature 6), a 

narrow terrace at least 30 m long (Feature 7), and a terrace at least 4 m long retained by a 4 m long 

wall (Feature 8). SIHP # -6627, an historic trash pit, was also identified during this study. The only 

historic cultural materials encountered during subsurface testing were metal, glass, and porcelain 

associated with SIHP # -6627. 

McCurdy and Hammatt (2010) 

On 23 and 24 February 2010, CSH conducted an AIS of 4.0 acres located approximately 430 m 

southwest of the Waikamoi Ridge trailhead for the Kolea Reservoir Decommissioning Project 

(TMK: [2] 1-1-001:050) (McCurdy and Hammatt 2010). The project is located within the northeast 

portion of the Huelo license area of the current project. One historic property was identified during 

this survey: SIHP # 50-50-13-6682, a plantation-era reservoir/water control system constructed in 

1901 with six associated features. These features include the spillway (Feature A), reservoir 

(Feature B), a catwalk (Feature C), the dam (Feature D), the reservoir outlet (Feature E), and a 

water diversion structure (Feature F). 
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Chun and Dillon (2010) 

On 14 and 19 March and 19 April 2010, ACES carried out an AIS for a 3.75-acre lot in Ha‘iku 

approximately 1.8 km makai of Hāna Highway on a Ho‘olawa Road easement (TMK: [2] 2-9-

002:011), consisting of a pedestrian survey and three backhoe excavated test trenches (Chun and 

Dillon 2010). During the surface survey, SIHP # 50-50-06-5460, a lithic reduction center 

previously documented by O’Rourke and Monahan (2003) was observed with a few associated 

basalt flakes and a hammerstone. Light scatters of waterworn cobble manuports were encountered 

in the first stratum of all three test excavations. 

Chun and Dillon (2014) 

During four days in June 2014, ACES conducted an archaeological assessment for a 3.65-acre 

lot in Ha‘iku on an easement off Ho‘olawa Road along the western bank of Honokala Stream 

(TMK: [2] 2-9-002:020), which included a 100% pedestrian survey and nine backhoe excavated 

trenches (Chun and Dillon 2014). No cultural materials were encountered during surface survey 

nor within any of the test excavations. 

Lyman and Dega (2015) 

In March 2015, SCS conducted an AIS of a Rohr Family access road at Honokalā Point in 

Honopou Ahupua‘a (TMK: [2] 2-9-002:019 por.) (Lyman and Dega 2015). During this 100% 

pedestrian survey, two new sites were reported: SIHP # 50-50-06-8254, a terrace retaining wall 

for slope stabilization, and SIHP # -8255, a pre-Contact to historic ditch for ‘auwai. 

4.4.4 Honomanū License Area Archaeological Studies 

Previous archaeological studies conducted in the vicinity of the Honomanū license area have 

been addressed elsewhere in this report, since the studies associated with this license area either 

occurred in association with other license areas (S. D. M. Freeman et al. 2004; Madeus and 

Hammatt 2017; McCurdy et al. 2014) or were located closer to adjacent license areas (Group 70 

International et al. 1995; A. Haun and Henry 2003; Hill et al. 2008; Kennedy 1990; McCurdy and 

Hammatt 2010; Palama 1981; Soehren 1963). The portions of these previous archaeological study 

areas within the Honomanū license area are depicted in Figure 45. 

4.4.5 Ke‘anae License Area Archaeological Studies 

Previous archaeological studies conducted within or near the Ke‘anae license area are depicted 

in Figure 46 and summarized in Table 10. 

Soehren (1963) 

In 1963, Bernice P. Bishop Museum conducted an archaeological survey of portions of East 

Maui, which included Ke‘anae and Wailua (Soehren 1963). Two heiau, Kukuiaupuni Heiau and 

Makehau Heiau, previously documented by Walker (1931a), were located; both heiau were 

densely overgrown with vegetation and in poor condition. Additionally, several coastal Wailuanui 

sites were documented, including Pu‘u Olu Pond bordered north by a stone wall, a small house 

platform overlooking Pu‘u Olu Pond, a house platform near Paepaemoana Point, a possible post-

Contact cemetery consisting of a cluster of 14 graves and several scattered probable graves with 

rough stone outlines (many with sunken centers) in an approximately 3,000 ft² area, remnants of 
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stone walls forming adjoining enclosures interpreted as either a house site or shrine, and a stone 

wall enclosure with a doorway and associated nearby possible grave and collapsed stone wall. 

Palama (1981) 

On 27 October 1981, Stephen Palama (1981), Pacific Association of Professional 

Archaeologists member, conducted a field inspection of State Land, Wailua, Hāna, Maui (TMK: 

[2] 1-1-005:001). His results were reported in a short letter dated 28 October 1981 to Mr. Elden 

K. Liu, in which no archaeological sites were documented on the inspected parcel, though some 

stone alignments were noted outside the property boundaries. 

Kennedy (1986) 

During two days in early June 1986, Archaeological Consultants of Hawaii, Inc. conducted an 

archaeological land inspection for proposed East and West Wailuaiki Hydroelectric Project, 

consisting of pedestrian survey along a Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) trail constructed in the 

1930s (TMKs: [2] 1-1-002:001 and 002; 1-2-004:003, 005, 006, 009, and 010; 1-2-001:002) 

(Kennedy 1986). No archaeological sites were encountered during the survey. However, the 

grounds in the entire study area were not surveyed due to dense vegetation causing limited 

visibility. As a result, consultation with local residents supplemented the investigation. Informants 

provided mixed accounts regarding the presence or absence of cultural sites in the area. While 

some residents said that no archaeological sites existed on the project lands, others disagreed.  
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Figure 45. Previous archaeological studies within or near the Honomanū license area (U.S. 

Geological Survey 1991, 1992a, c, d)
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Figure 46. Previous archaeological studies within or near the Ke‘anae license area (U.S. 

Geological Survey 1991, 1992a, c, d)
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Table 10. Previous archaeological studies within the Ke‘anae license area 

Reference Type of Study Location Results 

Soehren 

(1963) 

Archaeological 

survey 

Portions of east 

Maui, including 

Ke‘anae and Wailua  

Documented Pu‘u Olu Pond bordered 

north by a stone wall, a small house 

platform overlooking Pu‘u Olu Pond, 

a house platform near Paepaemoana 

Point, a possible post-Contact 

cemetery consisting of a cluster of 14 

graves and several scattered probable 

rough stone outlined graves, remnants 

of stone walls forming adjoining 

enclosures (either house or shrine 

site), and a stone wall enclosure with 

a doorway and associated nearby 

possible grave and collapsed stone 

wall; confirmed Kukuiaupuni Heiau 

and Makehau Heiau 

Palama 

(1981) 

Archaeological 

field 

inspection 

Parcel of Wailua 

State Land (TMK: 

[2] 1-1-005:001) 

No significant findings on inspected 

parcel; noted stone alignments outside 

the property boundaries 

Kennedy 

(1986) 

Archaeological 

land inspection  

Land along a 1930s 

Civilian 

Conservation Corps 

(CCC) trail in East 

and West Wailuaiki 

(TMKs: [2] 1-1-

002:001 and 002; 1-

2-004:003, 005, 

006, 009, and 010; 

1-2-001:002) 

No archaeological sites observed 

during survey; possible sites reported 

from interviews with locals include 

two contemporary hunting or 

gathering sites, a shrine near West 

Wailuaiki Stream destroyed in a 1975 

flood, a shrine in a nonspecific 

location where wauke and Olona 

grow, and a canoe builders shrine 

where a koa tree was removed to 

construct a Hawaiian canoe in the 

1950s; one resident also reported the 

nearby presence of a cave containing 

a feathered cloak, but another local 

informant provided a contrary 

location near Haleakala Volcano 

summit for the cave 

Kennedy 

(1990) 

Archaeological 

reconnaissance 

Parcel near 

Kainalimu Bay 

(TMK: [2] 1-3-

007:016) 

Identified Site 79, Kauleiula Heiau, 

previously documented by Walker 

(1931a) 
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Reference Type of Study Location Results 

Donham 

(1993) 

Field 

inspection 

Revised route for a 

road easement 

beginning at 

Makehau Road and 

partially oriented 

along Wailuanui 

Stream (TMKs: [2] 

1-1-006:071 and 1-

1-008:001) 

Documented structural remnants of an 

old wooden slaughterhouse with a 

likely associated well or cistern; rock 

terraces; an old roadbed with 

retaining wall (SIHP # 50-50-07-43); 

part of terrace complex SIHP # -2942; 

a ditch-like feature; an agricultural 

terrace wall (SIHP #  

-2945); and a terraced-walled late 

19th/early 20th century habitation site 

with associated cultural materials 

Group 70 

International 

et al. (1995) 

Cultural 

landscape 

study that 

included an 

archaeological 

field survey 

Ke‘anae and 

Wailuanui 

Documented SIHP # -3940, a 

habitation complex in Kilo consisting 

of terraces and an enclosure; eight 

taro complexes (SIHP #s -3932 thru -

3938, and  

-3941), and SIHP # -3943, Ke‘anae 

Quarry with associated machinery, 

World War II gun emplacement, and 

possible stone platformed grave of a 

former quarry; confirmed Kukuiopuni 

Heiau (SIHP # -0096); Makehau 

Heiau (SIHP # -0097); Pu‘u Olu 

Pond, a fishpond with an associated 

house platform (SIHP # -0538); 

Wailua Stone Church Ruins (SIHP # -

1513); and Ke‘anae Landing (SHIP # 

-2957) 

A. Haun and 

Henry 

(2003) 

AIS 4.0-acres bordered 

north by Hanau 

Stream in the 

Pauwalu area of 

Hāna District 

(TMKs: [2] 1-1-

008:015 and 023) 

Documented two features from SIHP 

# -5237: a pre-Contact temporary 

habitation shelter (Feature A) and a 

63.0-m trail section; reported a 

charcoal sample with a C14 date 

range from AD 1420 to 1650 

E. M. 

Fredericksen 

and 

Fredericksen 

(2004) 

Archaeological 

monitoring 

Ke‘anae Park 

restrooms (TMK: 

[2] 1-1-003:001) 

Documented SIHP # 50-50-07-5534, 

a late pre-Contact agricultural site 

with associated subsurface deposits; 

reported a charcoal sample with 14C 

date ranges of AD 1410 to 1530 and 

AD 1560 to 1630; noted a possible 

‘auwai at northwestern edge of SIHP 

# -5534 
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Reference Type of Study Location Results 

Hammatt 

and Shideler 

(2004) 

Archaeological 

assessment 

Along Wailuaiki 

Stream, about 1 km 

west of 1923 

Wailuaiki Bridge on 

the East Maui 

Irrigation access 

road (TMK: [2] 1-1-

02:001 por.)  

No significant findings  

Hill et al. 

(2008) 

Archaeological 

monitoring 

Ke‘anae Elementary 

School grounds 

(TMK: [2] 1-1-

008:020) 

No significant findings during 

monitoring; noted Ke‘anae 

Elementary School was previously 

designated SIHP # 50-50-07-1630 

and National Register of Historic 

Places Building # -00000665; 

observed SIHP # -0096, Kukui o Puni 

Heiau, located within approximately 

450 feet from monitored land 
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Possible cultural sites reported by residents included two contemporary hunting or gathering 

sites, a shrine near West Wailuaiki Stream that was destroyed in a 1975 flood, a shrine in a 

nonspecific location where wauke (Broussonetia papyrifera) and Olona (Touchardia latifolia) 

grow, and a canoe builders shrine. Additionally, one resident reported the nearby presence of a 

cave containing a feathered cloak, but another local informant provided a contrary location of near 

Haleakala Volcano summit for the cave. Two residents agreed that the canoe builders shrine 

referred to the site where a koa tree was removed to build a Hawaiian canoe in the mid-1950s. 

Archaeological monitoring was recommended for the License Area. 

Kennedy (1990) 

In a letter dated 7 March 1990, Joseph Kennedy (1990) discusses an archaeological 

reconnaissance of a land parcel located near Kainalimu Bay (TMK: [2] 1-3-007:016). Only one 

site was identified, Site 79 (Kauleiula Heiau) previously documented by Walker (1931a). 

Donham (1993) 

On 9 December 1992 and 6 January 1993, a field inspection of a revised route for a road 

easement beginning at Makehau Road and partially oriented along Wailuanui Stream (TMKs: [2] 

1-1-006:071 and 1-1-008:001) was conducted (Donham 1993). Twenty meters from Makehau 

Street near a standing wooden shed, a fallen wooden structure was observed, which appeared to 

be an old slaughterhouse. Structural remnants included intact beams, corrugated metal roofing, 

meal cooking pans, glass, and wooden shelving. The age of the site was indeterminate, but 

observed artifacts were modern. An abandoned well or cistern constructed from dry-laid stones 

and covered with corrugated metal roofing was located nearby (50 m from Makehau St.) and is 

probably associated with the wooden structure since water pipes were observed between the two 

features. The route’s closest point to Makehau Heiau is 19 m east from centerline and small 

terraces were observed within 9 m of centerline between the route and Makehau Heiau. Further 

along the route, rock terraces attributed to the terrace complex SIHP # 50-50-07-2942, were 

observed. Along the southern section of the route, three SIHPs were observed: an intact retaining 

wall for an old roadbed (SIHP # -0043), and two terrace walls (SIHP #s -2944 and -2945). SIHP 

# -2944, comprised of natural outcrop boulders and stacked cobbles and small boulders, is 

interpreted as a possible late nineteenth/early twentieth century habitation site due to the associated 

cultural materials encountered at the site, which include ‘opihi shells, kukui nuts, dark-brown bottle 

glass, clear glass, whiteware bowl sherds (some hand-painted), three sizes of clear bottles with 

applied glass manufacturer stamps, embossed proprietary panel bottles, dark-brown bottles with 

kick-up bases, gallon-size glass jugs, English transfer print whiteware plate sherds, and impressed 

yellowware bowl sherds. SIHP # -2945 is interpreted as an agricultural terrace wall. A ditch-like 

feature, which may have derived naturally, was also observed along the southern portion of the 

route.  

Group 70 International et al. (1995) 

In May 1995, Group 70 International, Inc., Dr. Davianna McGregor, and CSH prepared a 

multidisciplinary cultural landscape study of Ke‘anae and Wailuanui, reporting information 

obtained from literature and document searches, field surveys, and personal interviews (Group 70 

International et al. 1995). Archaeological field surveys were conducted during September and 

October 1994, which also included interviewing local residents and mapping and describing taro 
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cultivation areas. In total, 41 sites are discussed in this study including 14 heiau, a shrine, eight 

taro complexes, two habitation complexes, three rock terrace sites, an old roadbed wall, a fishpond, 

and 11 post-Contact historic places. The 14 heiau (SIHP #s 50-50-07-82 thru -84, -88, -90 through 

-97, Kanekauo Lono Heiau, and Paliuli Heiau) and the shrine (Leleiwi) were previously 

documented by Walker (1931a), and of these, only two, Kukuiopuni Heiau (SIHP # -96) and 

Makehau Heiau (SIHP # -97), were investigated during the study. Both confirmed heiau were 

noted as being densely overgrown and in conditions similar to previous reports. Pu‘u Olu Pond, a 

fishpond with an associated small house platform overlooking the pond and a historic to modern 

foundation platform of grass house near Paepaemoana point (SIHP # -538), was another previously 

recorded site confirmed during the study. Nine complexes were first documented during this study: 

SIHP #s 50-50-07-3932, -3933, -3934, -3935, -3936, -3937, -3938, -3940, and -3941. All of these 

sites are taro complexes with the exception of SIHP # -3940, a habitation complex in Kilo 

consisting of terraces and an enclosure. The other habitation complex discussed in the study 

(though not investigated) is previously documented SIHP # -539 (Wailua-nui Complex), which 

consists of 15 graves, two possible house sites, a wall, a terrace, and three modified outcrops. 

While noted in the report as being documented in previous studies, none of the terrace sites (SIHP 

#s -2942, -2944, and -2945) nor the wall for a roadbed (SIHP #s -2943) were confirmed. Although 

not included as an archaeological site, the traditional Pi‘ilani Trail in the Ko‘olau region is listed 

as an important cultural resource (Group 70 International et al. 1995:145). Post-Contact historic 

places mentioned, but not investigated during this study, include Puohokamoa Bridge (SIHP # -

1509), Lin Hing Society Building (SIHP # -1510), Lanakila Ihiihi o Iehova Ona Kau/ Lanakila 

Ihiihi o Iehova Ona Kauwa (Congregational church, SIHP # -1511), St. Gabriel Shrine (SIHP # -

1512), Wailua Mormon Church (SIHP # -1514), Ramos House (SIHP # -1515), and Waikani 

Bridge (SIHP # -1516). Wailua Stone Church Ruins (SIHP # -1513) and Ke‘anae Landing (SHIP 

# -2957) were both confirmed, and SIHP # -3943 (Ke‘anae Quarry) was first reported during this 

study. At the quarry, old machinery, a World War II gun emplacement, and a possible stone 

platformed grave of a former quarry worker who died in a blasting accident were observed.  

A. Haun and Henry (2003) 

On 3 August 2002, Haun & Associates conducted an AIS of 4 acres bordered north by Hanau 

Stream in the Pauwalu area of Hāna District (TMKs: [2] 1-1-008:015 and 023) (A. Haun and Henry 

2003). During a surface survey, two features from SIHP # -5237 were documented: a pre-Contact 

temporary habitation shelter in the form of a linear overhang with an associated exterior narrow, 

level ledge (Feature A) and a 63 m trail section (Feature B). Only one ‘opihi shell fragment was 

observed at the surface in Feature A, while five kukui nut shells, eight basalt flakes, and 77 charcoal 

fragments were encountered during subsurface testing at Feature A. A charcoal sample yielded a 

calibrated (2 sigma, 95% probability) 14C date range from AD 1420 to 1650. 

E. M. Fredericksen and Fredericksen (2004) 

During January and February 2004, Xamanek Researches, LLC monitored ground disturbing 

activities for Ke‘anae Park restroom improvements (TMK: [2] 1-1-003:001) (E. M. Fredericksen 

and Fredericksen 2004). While monitoring excavation for the septic leach field, SIHP # 50-50-07-

5534, a late pre-Contact agricultural site, was encountered with associated subsurface deposits, 

including two bivalve shell fragments (Isognoman spp.), charcoal flecks, and pieces of angular 

and waterworn coral. A charcoal sample returned calibrated (2 sigma, 95% probability) 14C date 
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ranges of AD 1410 to 1530 and AD 1560 to 1630. A possible ‘auwai or stream meander was 

observed at the northwestern edge of SIHP # -5534. 

Hammatt and Shideler (2004) 

On 2 July 2003, CSH conducted a field inspection (accepted as an archaeological assessment) 

of the Wailuaiki and Waihe‘e proposed stream gage relocation license areas (TMKs: [2] 1-1-

02:001 por. and 3-2-014:001 por.) (Hammatt and Shideler 2004). For purposes related to the 

current proposed project, only the Wailuaiki license area inspection (TMK: [2] 1-1-02:001 por.) 

part of this field study is relevant. The Wailuaiki field inspection occurred on lands located along 

Wailuaiki Stream approximately one kilometer west of the 1923 Wailuaiki Bridge on the East 

Maui Irrigation access road. The field check found no archaeological sites or historic preservation 

concerns, with the exception of the Ko‘olau Ditch infrastructure that would not be affected by the 

proposed undertaking. 

Hill et al. (2008) 

In June and July 2007, CSH (Hill et al. 2008) monitored the excavation of trenches for cesspool 

conversion at Ke‘anae Elementary School (TMK: [2] 1-1-008:020). The single room classroom at 

Ke‘anae Elementary School was previously designated SIHP # 50-50-07-1630 and National 

Register of Historic Places Building # -00000665. Within approximately 450 feet and visible from 

the school campus is Kukui o Puni Heiau. No subsurface cultural deposits were revealed during 

excavations. 

4.4.6 Nāhiku License Area Archaeological Studies 

Previous archaeological studies conducted within or near the Nāhiku license area are depicted 

in Figure 47 and summarized in Table 11. 

W. M. Fredericksen and Fredericksen (1978) 

On 14 July 1978, Xamanek Researches (W. M. Fredericksen and Fredericksen 1978) conducted 

an archaeological survey of six power pole sites in a Conservation District in Upper Nāhiku for 

East Maui Irrigation Company Kuhiwa Well (TMK: [2] 1-2-004:007). No historic properties or 

archaeological materials were reported. 

W. M. Fredericksen and Fredericksen (1980) 

On 6 April 1980, Xamanek Researches conducted the field component of research aimed at 

determining the degree of prehistoric indigenous Hawaiian activities at Hanawī Stream (TMK: [2] 

1-2-001:001) (W. M. Fredericksen and Fredericksen 1980). The stream and adjacent land were 

surveyed from a horse and/or foot trail that roughly followed “the old Government Road” (W. M. 

Fredericksen and Fredericksen 1980:3). The study concludes that Hanawī Stream area would not 

have been a substantial site for prehistoric activities due to its remoteness, surrounding 
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Figure 47. Previous archaeological studies within or near the Nāhiku license area (U.S. 

Geological Survey 1991, 1992a, c, d)
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Table 11. Previous archaeological studies in the vicinity of the Nāhiku license area 

Reference Type of Study Location Results 

W. M. 

Fredericksen 

and 

Fredericksen 

(1978) 

Archaeological 

survey 

Six power pole sites 

in a Conservation 

District in Upper 

Nāhiku for East 

Maui Irrigation 

Company Kuhiwa 

Well (TMK: [2] 1-2-

004:007) 

No significant findings 

W. M. 

Fredericksen 

and 

Fredericksen 

(1980) 

Report of 

research  

Hanawī Stream 

(TMK: [2] 1-2-

001:001) 

Concluded an absence of 

archaeological features but noted a 

horse or foot trail, a paved area 

interpreted as a place for modern 

temporary gatherings and structural-

size stones and ‘ili‘ili stones 

observed along the old Government 

Road that may have been part of a 

heiau 

E. M. 

Fredericksen 

and 

Fredericksen 

(1998b) 

 

AIS 26.97 acres in 

Ko‘olau, Hāna 

District (TMK: [2] 1-

2-002:026) 

Documented 11 cultural sites 

including five agriculture and 

possible habitation sites (SIHP #s 

50-50-12-4516 thru -4518, -4522, 

and -4523); a temporary habitation 

and agricultural site with burial 

caves and possible shrine (SIHP #  

-4514); a site with a boundary wall, 

burial cave and two probable burial 

mounds (SIHP # -4515); an 

agricultural complex with terraces 

and walls (SIHP # -4519); clear 

piles (SIHP # -4520); a boundary 

wall and temporary habitation 

overhang (SIHP # -4521); and a 

boundary wall and habitation 

terraces (SIHP # -4548); confirmed 

SIHP# 50-50-12-99, Poho‘ula Heiau 
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Reference Type of Study Location Results 

Sinoto et al. 

(2001) 

AIS 26-acre ocean front 

parcel (TMK: [2] 1-

2-003:021) located 

between Kūhiwa 

Gulch and 

Kahakapuaa Gulch 

in Nāhiku 

Documented SIHP # 50-50-12-

5057, a surface scatter of lithics, and 

two features of SIHP # -5056: a 

notched heiau (Feature 1) and a 

small rectangular depression 

(Feature 2); reported a possible 

subsurface pit feature containing 

rocks, boulders, charcoal flecking, 

and opihi shell fragments 

Donham 

(2005) 

Archaeological 

assessment 

3.2 acres within 

TMK: [2] 1-2-

001:004, located 

within Ko‘olau 

Forest Reserve 

No significant findings 

Kouneski 

and Kennedy 

(2006) 

Archaeological 

assessment 

2.628-acre parcel in 

Nahiku Homesteads 

(TMK: [2] 1-2-

002:050) 

No significant findings 

Madeus and 

Fredericksen 

(2006) 

AIS 0.84-acre parcel in 

Nāhiku (TMK: [2] 1-

2-001:026) 

Documented two features of SIHP # 

50-50-12-5961: a small pre-and 

post-Contact habitation platform 

(Feature A) and a retaining wall 

(Feature B) 

E. M. 

Fredericksen 

(2007) 

Archaeological 

monitoring 

Approximately .5 

acre at Pua‘a Ka‘a 

State Wayside Park 

(TMK: [2] 1-2-

001:003) 

No significant findings 
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rugged terrain, and lack of significant archaeological features observed. Structural-size stones and 

‘ili‘ili stones observed along the old Government Road were the only indication of a possible pre-

Contact archaeological site; these stones may have been part of a heiau that was reported to exist 

on the east rise of Hanawī Stream. A small paved area, interpreted as a modern temporary 

pavement for fishing/gathering parties, was observed east of the mouth of Hanawī Stream. A 

heavy walled pot and rusty iron grating were associated with this paved area. 

E. M. Fredericksen and Fredericksen (1998b) 

From January through March 1998, Xamanek Researches conducted an AIS for a 26.967-acre 

parcel located in Ko‘olau (TMK: [2] 1-2-002:026), consisting of pedestrian survey and subsurface 

testing (E. M. Fredericksen and Fredericksen 1998b). Poho‘ula Heiau (SIHP # 50-50-12-0099), 

previously identified by Walker (1931a), was encountered, and 11 archaeological properties (SIHP 

#s 50-50-12-4514 through -4523 and -4548) were documented during this AIS. SIHP # -4514 is a 

pre-Contact agricultural and habitation complex, consisting of 24 features including four rock 

walls (Features A, D, E, and H), five lava tube caves (Features B, F, G, L, and T), five possible 

temporary habitation rock overhangs (Features C, M, N, K, and R), a modified outcrop interpreted 

as a possible agricultural shrine (Feature I), a natural enclosure (Feature J), seven terraces (Features 

O, P, S, U, V, W, and X), and a retaining wall (Feature Q). Two of the lava tubes (Features G and 

L) are interpreted as burial caves, since they contain human skeletal remains. Artifacts encountered 

at SIHP # -4514 include two hand axes or hammerstones, two choppers, volcanic glass debitage, 

and utilized basalt flakes. SIHP # -4515 has four documented features: boundary wall (Feature A), 

two probable burial mounds (Features B and C), and a burial cave with visible human remains and 

a ground stone (Feature D). The burials were first addressed on 2 March 1998 in a letter report (E. 

M. Fredericksen 1998) noting the discovery of additional human remains located in a 7 m long 

lava tube in a small gully that also contained two probable post-Contact burials. SIHP # -4516 is 

interpreted as a pre-Contact agricultural site with five features: a rock wall (Feature A), two 

terraces (Features B and C), a rock enclosure interpreted as a possible habitation/activity area 

(Feature D), and a rock alignment (Feature E). Utilized basalt flakes, volcanic glass flakes, and a 

possible quartz flake were encountered at SIHP #- 4516. At SIHP # -4517, three features were 

documented: large rock enclosure (Feature A), a terrace (Feature B), and a rock mound and small 

terrace (Feature C). Several artifacts were observed at this site, including basalt flakes, a basalt 

core, a utilized possible quartz flake, an adze tip fragment, metal pieces, green glass, clear glass, 

and ceramic sherds. SIHP # -4518 is a small agricultural site with three components: two terraces 

(Features A and B) and a rock clear pile (Feature C). A basalt core and utilized basalt flakes were 

observed SIHP # -4518. At SIHP # -4519, a pre-Contact agricultural site, five components were 

recorded, including two terraces (Features A and B), a pair of parallel rock wall sections (Feature 

C), a partial rock wall enclosure (Feature D), and a clear pile (Feature E). Two hammerstones, a 

hand axe, utilized basalt and volcanic glass flakes, an adze fragment, and a pecking stone were 

encountered at this site. SIHP # -4520 consists of three rock mound agricultural clear piles 

(Features A through C). SIHP # -4521 is comprised of a historic boundary wall (Feature A) and a 

rock overhang used as a temporary shelter during pre- and post-Contact times (Feature B). Cultural 

materials observed at this site include early 20th century bottles and ceramics, two basalt cores, a 

possible hammerstone, and several opihi shells. SIHP # -4522 is a pre-Contact agricultural site 

also used post Contact that contains three features: a large terrace with associated retaining wall 

interpreted as a possible temporary habitation area (Feature A) and two smaller terraces (Features 
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B and C). Artifacts encountered include clear glass, green glass, brown glass, ceramic sherds, a 

white button fragment, a glass bead, a slate fragment, utilized polished basalt flakes, a retouched 

adze fragment, and a hammerstone/chopper. SIHP # -4523 is a small agricultural terrace with a 

poorly constructed retaining wall and associated volcanic glass debitage, unworked basalt flakes, 

waterworn pebbles, and a waterworn boulder. SIHP # -4548 is comprised of a terrace with a 

retaining wall interpreted as a pre-Contact habitation area also utilized post Contact (Feature A) 

and a likely historic, boundary wall (Feature B). Both pre- and post-Contact artifacts were 

encountered, including utilized basalt flakes and volcanic glass flakes, three pecking stones, three 

hammerstones, a ground stone, four adze fragments, polished basalt flakes, four slate fragments, a 

copper button fragment, and a blue glass bead. An ‘ili‘ili pavement, a mammal tooth, and shell 

(Cellana sp.) were also encountered subsurface at this site.  

Sinoto et al. (2001) 

On 6 December and 8 December 2000, Archaeological Services Hawaii, LLC in association 

with Aki Sinoto Consulting conducted an AIS for a 26-acre ocean front parcel (TMK: [2] 1-2-

003:021) located between Kūhiwa Gulch and Kahakapuaa Gulch in Nāhiku ‘ili, Ko‘olau Moku, 

Hāna District, which included surface inspection and subsurface testing consisting of seven 

backhoe trenches (Sinoto et al. 2001). At the surface, two historic properties (SIHP #s 50-50-12-

5056 and -5057) were documented, consisting of a notched heiau (SIHP # -5056 Feature 1), a 

small rectangular depression (SIHP # -5056 Feature 2), and a surface scatter of lithics (SIHP # 

 -5057). A possible subsurface pit feature containing rocks, boulders, charcoal flecking, and ‘opihi 

shell fragments was observed in Trench 5. 

 

Donham (2005) 

On 24 August 2005, Akahele Archaeology conducted an AIS of two proposed areas totaling 

3.2 acres within TMK: [2] 1-2-001:004, located in Ko‘olau Forest Reserve (Donham 2005). No 

historic properties or cultural materials were identified; therefore, the study was termed an 

archaeological assessment. 

Kouneski and Kennedy (2006) 

On 25 January 2006, Archaeological Consultants of the Pacific, Inc. carried out an AIS of a 

2.628-acre parcel in Nahiku Homesteads (TMK: [2] 1-2-002:050) (Kouneski and Kennedy 2006). 

No historic properties were identified during this 100% pedestrian survey; thus the study was 

accepted as an archaeological assessment. 

Madeus and Fredericksen (2006) 

Intermittently from November 2005 through March 2006, Xamanek Researches, LLC 

conducted an AIS for a 0.84-acre parcel in Nāhiku (TMK: [2] 1-2-001:026), consisting of 

subsurface testing and 100% surface survey (Madeus and Fredericksen 2006). This AIS 

documented one historic property (SIHP # 50-50-12-5961), which included a small habitation 

platform (Feature A) and a retaining wall paralleling an access road to Nahiku Landing (Feature 

B). During subsurface testing, cultural materials were only encountered in the two test excavations 

near Feature A. The following pre- and post-Contact materials were observed: volcanic glass 

flakes, basalt flakes, a probable hammerstone, ‘opihi shell fragments, an unidentified shell, 

charcoal, pieces of porcelain, clear glass fragments, and a white glass button. 
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E. M. Fredericksen (2007) 

In May 2007, Xamanek Researches, LLC monitored excavations for wastewater improvements 

on approximately 0.5-acre at Pua‘a Ka‘a State Wayside Park (TMK: [2] 1-2-001:003) (E. M. 

Fredericksen 2007). No cultural materials were encountered. 

 Summary of Background Research 

Background research for this project yielded the following results (presented in approximate 

chronological order): 

1. The License Area covers four license areas: Huelo, Honomanū, Ke‘anae, and Nāhiku 

(collectively referred to as the License Area). The License Area encompasses the 

following ahupua‘a (land division usually extending from the uplands to the sea): 

Honopou, Mokupapa, Waipi‘oiki, Waipi‘onui, Hanehoi, West Hanawana, East 

Hanawana, Pu‘uomālie, Pāpa‘a‘ea, West Makaīwa, East Makaīwa, Honomanū, Ke‘anae, 

Wailuanui, Wailuaiki, Ko‘olau, and Pa‘akea. 

2. The following streams can be found within the License Area:  

Makapipi, Hanawī, and Kapā‘ula in the Nāhiku License Area; Waia‘aka, Pa‘akea, 

Puakea, Waiohue, Kopili‘ula, Pua‘aka‘a Tributary, East Wailuāiku, West Wailuāiki, 

Wailuānui (Waikani Waterfall), Kualani (or Hāmau), Waiokamilo, ‘Ōhi‘a (or Waianu), 

Palauhulu (Hauoli Wahine and Kano Tributaries), Pi‘ina‘au in the Ke‘anae license area; 

Nua‘ailua, Honomanū, Punala‘u (Kōlea and Ulunui Tributaries), Ha‘ipua‘ena in the 

Honomanū license area; and Puohokamoa, Wahinepe‘e, Waikamoi (Alo Tributary), 

Kōlea, Punalu‘u, Ka‘aiea, ‘O‘opuola (Makanali Tributary), Puehu, Nā‘ili‘ilihaele, 

Kailua, Hanahana (Ohanui Tributary or Hanawana or Hanauna), Hoalua, Hanehoi, Huelo 

(Puolua Tributary), Waipi‘o, Mokupapa, Ho‘olawa (Ho‘olawa ili and Ho‘olawa nui 

Tributaries), and Honopou (Puniawa Tributary) in the Huelo license area. 

3. According to mo‘olelo (story), in “The Epic Tale of Hi‘iakaikapoliopele,” retold by 

Ho‘oulumāhiehie, Hi‘iaka and her friend Wahine‘ōma‘o sail to Maui and travel to the 

windward side of the island. They stop in Wailua Iki Ahupua‘a where they encounter a 

group of people celebrating the hula. The hālau (meeting hall) was filled with men, 

women, and children (Ho‘oulumāhiehie 2008:199). Hi‘iaka spies her cousin, Kapokūlani 

(Kapo), in hopes that an invitation to dine and rest will be extended to both her and her 

traveling companion. In order to capture Kapo’s attention, Hi‘iaka offers a chant. It 

should be noted that Kapo is a goddess of sorcery on Maui where she acts as an akua 

noho (spirit that takes possession of people and speaks through them as a medium). 

4. Kihapi‘ilani is the son of the ali‘i nui (high chief) Pi‘ilani. Kihapi‘ilani is known for his 

lelekawa (cliff diving) skills and for building a stone paved road around the island of 

Maui (Beckwith 1970). According to legend, Kihapi‘ilani fled from his brother and took 

up residence in Makawao but kept his identity secret. He left Makawao after he was 

accused of being lazy and stayed in Kalaua‘ama in Ha‘ikū to acquire sweet potato 

growing skills. He later took his skills to Kalaniwai and Wailuku.  
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5. In the legend of Kāne and Kanaloa, the two demi-gods go in search of water to 

accompany their appetite for ‘awa (kava; Piper methysticum). One of the first places to 

which the pair travels is in the mountains of Ke‘anae where Kāne thrusts his kauila 

(Alphitonia ponderosa) wood staff into the ground and a spring appears. According to 

author Martha Beckwith, two holes can be seen from ‘Ōhia Gulch (1970:65). 

6. ‘Ai‘ai, son of Ku‘ula the Fish God, instructed his friends to venture into the deep waters 

off Wailua Nui Ahupua‘a and kill the giant he‘e (general term for octopus) that lived 

there. Canoes were drawn and people came down ready. ‘Ai‘ai brought the hokeo 

(fishing gourd) and leho (general name for cowrie shell) that his father gave him. The 

people sailed out in canoes. It was here that Ku‘ula and Hina were called upon for their 

assistance and the hokeo and leho were taken out and lowered into the ocean. The he‘e 

was attracted by the radiance emanated by the leho , but the leho, due to its 

overwhelming size, scared the people. ‘Ai‘ai’s friend brought a stone with him and at the 

right time, shoved the stone into the head of the squid. The weight of the stone sunk the 

he‘e and one of the men cut off one of the tentacles of the squid. When the he‘e died, it 

turned into stone. A formation resembling a squid can be seen just outside of Wailua Nui 

(Thrum 1907:234-235). 

7. Of the 230 structures that Walker (1931) surveyed on Maui, 39 of the recorded heiau 

(pre-Christian place of worship) (Walker Sites 64 through 102) were documented in this 

portion of East Maui. Of the 39 documented heiau sites, only one lies within the License 

Area.  This heiau is named Pu‘u o Koholā and was presumed to be located within the 

current Honomanū license area. Pu‘u o Koholā was listed as “destroyed/not found” by 

Walker (1931). 

8. The Alaloa (Long Road) of Kihapi‘ilani or the Kihapi‘ilani Highway, was constructed 

during the sixteenth century during the reign of Kihapi‘ilani. The chief is credited with 

completing the paved road from Hāna to Wailuku, which was initiated by his father, 

Pi‘ilani (Fleming 1933). The road provided a means of trade, commerce, and war time 

protection. 

9. Honomanū Valley was once the site of a large Hawaiian community. The residents of 

this area used the bay for canoe fishing and the uplands for agricultural terracing and 

house sites (Handy and Handy 1978). Another account states that many burials can be 

found in the upper reaches of the valley (Sterling 1998:109). 

10. Ke‘anae Peninsula is a lava plain that extends a mile into the ocean from Ke‘anae Valley. 

This area is known for lo‘i (irrigated terrace) cultivation and still continues to celebrate a 

traditional Native Hawaiian lifestyle today (Handy 1940). 

11. The earliest estimation of occupation along the coastal region of East Maui is 

approximately AD 1200 (Haun et al. 2004). The abundance of traditional land divisions 

and place names between Hāmākua Loa and Hāna suggest habitation was extensive after 

initial establishment. 

12. Documentation regarding Native Hawaiian tenancy reveals that ocean resources were 

just as important as products of the land for sustenance. The preferred method of fishing 
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was open ocean fishing for the people who lived along the coast of East Maui. In waters 

of ten or more fathoms deep, the favored technique was kākā (hook and line with no 

pole) or kūkaula (deep water fishing with hook and line). 

13. It has been noted that there was some rivalry between the ahupua‘a of Ke‘anae and 

neighboring Wailua Nui. This rivalry gave way to larger political battles concerning rule 

of Maui Island between the sons of Pi‘ilani (Kamakau 1992:22-29) and later the 

consolidation of power and unification of the Hawaiian Islands under Kamehameha 

(Group 70 International Inc. et al. 1995). 

14. In 1778, after Captain James Cook’s ships returned from their North American 

explorations, the crew stopped in Hāna and encountered Hawaiians for the first time on 

board their ships (Cordy 2000:294). 

15. Prior to the establishment of the Hāna Protestant mission in 1837, missionaries would 

visit East Maui once or twice a year. Hāna was considered to be “one of the most isolated 

places in these islands, remote and difficult to access” (Bishop 1861). The journey was 

made by horseback to Ke‘anae then traveled by canoe for the remainder of the trip. 

16. It may be inferred from Māhele documentation that there was dense and widespread 

occupation of East Maui, especially in the Honopou, Mokupapa, and Ke‘anae regions. 

According to records, the landscape was modified for the cultivation of traditional crops. 

The region was characterized by the presence of agricultural fields such as lo‘i kalo (taro 

patches) and kula (plain or open country) for potato growing and olonā (Touchardia 

latifolia), ‘ie (Freyceinetia arborea), wauke (paper mulberry; Broussonetia papyrifera), 

koa (Acacia; Acacia koa), ‘ulu (breadfruit; Artocarpus altilis), and ‘ōhi‘a (Metrosideros 

macropus) plantings. In addition, many streams, ‘auwai (irrigation ditch), and loko i‘a 

(fishpond) were identified within land claims as well. A unique trait to this area was that 

specific areas including the seashore, pali (cliff), government roads, and streams that 

contained ‘ōpae (general name for shrimp) and ‘o‘opu (general name for fishes in the 

families Eleotridae, Gobiidae, and Blennidae) were also claimed. 

17. The Māhele of 1848 set the precedent of private land ownership across the entire 

Hawaiian Island chain, and Maui was no exception to the age of Western development. 

The Māhele enabled foreigners and foreign nationals to acquire land for the 

establishment of ranching and plantation operations, including any infrastructure projects 

that were to support these land-intensive industries. 

18. With the decline of the whaling industry in the mid- to late-1800s, the Hawaiian Islands 

attracted a new generation of entrepreneurs. Samuel T. Alexander and Henry P. Baldwin 

were prominent during this period. Alexander was credited with using irrigation for 

improving sugar cane and banana yields (Dean 1950), while Baldwin’s father had been 

granted 2,675-acres of land in northwest Maui. 

19. In 1867, Samuel T. Alexander proposed a massive construction project to bring mountain 

water from the streams of East Maui to the Central Maui isthmus, where many sugar 

crops were experiencing drought (Kuykendall 1967:64). This would later be known as 

the East Maui Irrigation Company (EMI) Aqueduct System. 
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20. The digging of the EMI Aqueduct System from East Maui to Central Maui was a great 

feat. Hundreds of men were employed at a time with food, shelter, and tools supplied to 

them. The work required brute strength as heavy timber for flumes needed to be 

transported from the main road to the upper reaches of the forest (Thrum 1877:39-42). 

The crew dealt with torrential rains and landslides. Sometimes workers hacked their way 

through the thick forests and were required to descend sheer cliffs by way of rope. 

21. In July 1877, the first water began to flow through the EMI Aqueduct System and 

reached Haiku Plantation 24 hours later. Approximately 60 million gallons of water per 

day ran through the EMI Aqueduct System. The system cost $80,000, which was 

incurred by Castle & Cooke. 

22. The EMI Aqueduct System has been in use for over 134 years and continues to collect 

water for private and municipal entities. The ditch system in its current state contains 50 

miles of tunnels, 24 miles of open ditches, 13 inverted siphons and flumes, 

approximately 388 intakes, six reservoirs, and a solar-powered radio telemetry system to 

monitor ditch flow. The catchment begins at roughly 1,300 ft elevation and delivers 

water to Central Maui at an elevation of 1,150 ft, covering 18 miles from its western to 

eastern extent.
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Section 5    Community Consultation 

 Introduction 

Throughout the course of this assessment, an effort was made to contact and consult with Native 

Hawaiian Organizations (NHO), agencies, and community members including descendants of the 

area, in order to identify individuals with cultural expertise/and or knowledge of the ahupua‘a 

where the License Area is located. CSH initiated its outreach effort in November 2017 through 

letters, email, telephone calls, and in-person contact. 

 Challenges in Outreach 

CSH began the consultation process in late 2017. Some of the challenges that CSH faced during 

the consultation process included the following: 

1. Due to the history and sensitivity of the Proposed Action, cultural researchers encountered 

community members who were hesitant to talk and/or participate in the process. In a few 

instances, community members who participated in the interview process later declined 

approval to be included in the study. During informal conversations, participants shared that 

they were apprehensive about how their information would be utilized; they questioned 

“who” it would benefit; and that it was a family or community decision to decline to 

participate.  

2. The cultural researchers who completed the consultation process were primarily located on 

neighboring islands to Maui and had no prior community connection to East Maui. This 

created additional challenges for the outreach process, which required additional time and 

dialogue to build trust and develop introductions. 

3. CSH would like to acknowledge the uncertainties imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic in 

mid-March 2020 in Hawai‘i and the challenges of quickly adapting to a new format for 

conducting and recording interviews. Following the March 13, 2020 National COVID-19 

Emergency Declaration (FEMA 2020) and statewide social distancing rules, CSH 

conducted interviews via telephone, Zoom video conference, and using written 

questionnaires instead of CSH’s standard format of in-person interviews with transcribed 

recordings. CSH would like to thank the participants in the study who devoted their time to 

reviewing and preparing interview summaries for this cultural impact assessment.   

 

 Community Contact Letter 

For the first round of consultation for the CIA, completed prior to the publication of the DEIS, 

letters (Figure 48. 2017 Community contact letter (Page 1) and Figure 49. 2017 Community 

contact letter (Page 2)) along with a map and an aerial photograph of the License Area were mailed 

with the following text: 

At the request of Wilson Okamoto Corporation, on behalf of Alexander & Baldwin, 

Inc. (A&B) and East Maui Irrigation Company, Ltd. (EMI), Cultural Surveys 

Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH) is conducting a Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) for the 
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proposed Water Lease for the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo License 

Areas. The proposed project area includes the following ahupua‘a (traditional land 

division spanning from the mountain to the sea): Honopou, Huelo, Mokupapa, 

Waipioiki, Waipionui, Hanehoi, West Hanawana, East Hanawana, Pu‘uomaile, 

Pāpa‘a‘ea, West Makaīwa, East Makaīwa, Honomanū, Ke‘anae, Wailua Nui, 

Wailua Iki, Ko‘olau, Pa‘akea, Nāhiku, and Ko‘olau. Districts of Makawao and 

Hana, Maui Island. Tax Map Keys (TMK): Various. Land area is approximately 

33,000 acres. 

Brief History 

For more than a century, a surface-water diversion system has been used to 

transport water from the wet, northeastern part of Maui, to the drier, central part of 

the island, mainly for large-scale sugarcane cultivation. The collection system 

referred to as the “EMI Aqueduct System,” spans the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, 

and Huelo watersheds, and consists of approximately 388 separate intakes, 24 miles 

of ditches, and 50 miles of tunnels, as well as numerous dams, intakes, pipes, and 

flumes. The EMI Aqueduct System collects water from approximately 50,000 acres 

of land. Approximately 33,000 acres are owned by the State of Hawai‘i and 

approximately 17,000 acres are owned by EMI. 

Purpose of Project 

The proposed project request is the issuance of one long term (30 years) Water 

Lease from the Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) for continued use of 

the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo License Areas through the existing 

EMI Aqueduct System which supplies water to domestic and agricultural water 

users. The Water Lease will enable the lessee to continue to access lands owned by 

the State in order to maintain and repair existing access roads and trails used as part 

of the EMI Aqueduct System, and will allow continued operation of the EMI 

Aqueduct System to deliver water to the Maui County Department of Water Supply 

(DWS) in Upcountry Maui and for the Nāhiku community, which draws up to 

20,000 gallons of water per day directly from the EMI Aqueduct System. The Water 

Lease will not allow the lessee to use more water than the amount that will be 

available for diversion under the Interim Instream Flow Standards (IIFS) issued by 

the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR), Commission on Water 

Resources Management (CWRM). 
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Figure 48. 2017 Community contact letter (Page 1)
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Figure 49. 2017 Community contact letter (Page 2)
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Objectives of the issuance of the proposed Water Lease are: 

•Preserve and maintain the EMI Aqueduct System 

•Continue to meet domestic and agricultural water demands in Upcountry Maui 

•Continue to provide water for diversified agricultural purposes in Central Maui 

•Continue to serve community water demands in Nāhiku 

For more information regarding the Proposed Water Lease for the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, 

Honomanū, and Huelo License Areas, please refer to the Environmental Impact 

Statement Preparation Notice, which can be found on the Office of Environmental 

Quality Control’s website: 

http://oeqc.doh.hawaii.gov/Shared%20Documents/EA_and_EIS_Online_Library/

Maui/2010s/2017-02-08-MA-5E-EISPN-East-Maui-Water-Lease.pdf 

The purpose of the CIA is to gather information about the project area and its 

surroundings through research and interviews with individuals that are 

knowledgeable about this area. The research and interviews assist us when 

assessing potential impacts to the cultural resources, cultural practices, and beliefs 

identified as a result of the planned project. We are seeking your kōkua (assistance) 

and guidance regarding the following aspects of our study: 

•General history and present and past land use of the project area. 

•Knowledge of cultural sites –for example, historic sites, archaeological sites, and 

burials. 

•Knowledge of traditional gathering practices in the project area, both past and 

ongoing. 

•Cultural associations of the project area, such as legends and traditional uses. 

•Referrals of kūpuna or elders and kama‘āina (Native-born) who might be willing 

to share their cultural knowledge of the project area and the surrounding ahupua‘a 

(traditional land division extending from the mountains to the sea) lands. 

•Any other cultural concerns the community might have related to cultural practices 

within or in the vicinity of the project area. 

CSH's second round of consultation was done in response to comments submitted on the DEIS, 

which included the CIA. This consultation was targeted to those who had raised specific issues 

related to cultural impacts. A letter was mailed and/or emailed to some 14 individuals who wrote 

letters in response to the DEIS (Figure 50.  2020 Community contact letter). 

 Community Contact Table 

During the preparation of the DEIS, CSH contacted a total of 136 parties including OHA, 

SHPD, the County of Maui, other agencies, DHHL beneficiaries, NHOs and knowledgeable 

community members. Below in Table 12. Community contacts for initial CIA outreach are names, 

affiliations, dates of contact, and comments from NHOs, individuals, organizations, and agencies 

contacted during the preparation of the DEIS. Results are presented below in alphabetical order. 
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Figure 50.  2020 Community contact letter
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Table 12. Community contacts for initial CIA outreach 

Name Affiliation Comments 

Aarona, Francine Kama‘āina Kupuna Letter and figures sent via USPS 27 

December 2017, returned to CSH 31 

December 2017 

Ainsworth, Gail Author and historian Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018, returned to CSH on 10 March 

2018 

Akoi, Liloa and 

Waipahe 

Kama‘āina Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Akuna, Aja Kama‘āina, cultural 

practitioner 

Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

Referred by Mahealani Wendt 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017, returned to CSH on 28 

December 2017 

CSH called on 4 February 2019, no answer, 

voicemail not available 

CSH called on 5 February 2019, no answer, 

voicemail not available 

CSH called on 6 February 2019, no answer, 

voicemail not available 

Akuna, Terrance Kama‘āina, cultural 

practitioner 

Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

CSH called on 5 February 2019, no answer, 

voicemail not available 

CSH called on 6 February 2019, no answer, 

voicemail not available 

Alu Like, Inc. Ke Ola Pono No Nā 

Kūpuna Program 

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 

Ampong, Foster Kama‘āina Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Antonio, Kapulani Maui/Lana‘i Island 

Burial Council and 

History Teacher, 

Kamehameha Schools 

Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 
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Name Affiliation Comments 

Aquino, Darrell  Maui Invasive Species 

Committee (MISC), 

kama‘āina, and kalo 

farmer 

 

Referred by Mahealani Wendt 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2017 

CSH called on 8 February 2019, no answer, 

left a message 

Arrow One Ranch Located in Central 

Maui 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Barclay, Charles Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

CSH called on 7 February 2019, no answer, 

left a message 

CSH called on 8 February 2019, no answer, 

left a message 

Mr. Barclay called and left a message for 

CSH on 14 February 2019 

CSH returned Mr. Barclay’s call on 15 

February 2019, no answer 

Baisa, Gladys County Council, 

Central Maui 

Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

Bergau, Moses 

“Moke Boy” 

Kama‘āina of Nāhiku Referred to CSH by Mavis Olivera-Medeiros 

and Dawn Lono 

CSH met with Moke Boy on 20 February 

2019 at Makapīpī Bridge in Nāhiku; briefed 

him on the CIA process; we walked on the 

bridge; CSH would follow up later on 

confirming a date for consultation 

CSH called on 15 March 2019; no answer, 

voicemail unavailable; CSH followed up 

with an email asking if we were still 

confirmed to meet on Sunday morning 

(17 March 2019); Moke Boy replied via 

email on the same day stating that phone 

lines were down; tentative time of 10AM at 

the church at the bottom of Nāhiku Road 

CSH responded to Moke Boy’s email on 16 

March 2019 confirming the 10AM time 

Interview with Moke Boy at the bottom of 

Nāhiku Road on 17 March 2019 
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Name Affiliation Comments 

CSH sent copies of draft transcription to 

Moke Boy via USPS on 5 April 2019 with a 

follow up email 

CSH followed up with Moke Boy via email 

on 16 April 2019 

Moke Boy replied via email to CSH on 18 

April 2019 with the following response: 

I did receive a packet from you and reviewed 

it with others feeling very uncomfortable 

seeing our results as we reviewed it, (you and 

I) on hard copy, and knowingly  the 

information it contains to be made public, 

even so. In respect with my ohana wishes I 

Must decline moving forward with CSH 

interview, it is a hard decision on my 

part.(Main concern, too much Detailed 

information) 

I apologize for the inconvenience I have 

caused. 

CSH responded to Moke Boy via email the 

same day thanking him for sharing his 

mana‘o and time 

Moke Boy declined any further participation 

in the CIA process. The interview with Moke 

Boy will not be included in the CIA 

Biga, Marie Cultural practitioner, 

Maui Waena Hawaiian 

Club 

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 

CSH called Ms. Biga on 10 July 2018; no 

answer, voicemail not available 

Bisgard, Billy and 

Judy 

Former engineer, 

Hawaiian Commercial 

Sugar Company 

(HC&S) 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second round of letter and figures sent via 

USPS 2 March 2018 

Bissen, Kehau Hawaiian crafts 

teacher, resides in 

Central Maui 

CSH called Ms. Bissen on 10 July 2018, said 

the following day is a better time to be 

contacted 

CSH called Ms. Bissen on 11 July 2018; no 

answer, voicemail unavailable 
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Name Affiliation Comments 

Broadhurst, Phillip Former CSH 

employee, parents are 

the Wendts 

Mr. Broadhurst visited the CSH O‘ahu office 

on 8 March 2018 

CSH administrative staff emailed CSH CIA 

staff with contact information for Mr. 

Broadhurst 

CSH called Mr. Broadhurst on 9 March 2018 

who stated Dr. Hallett Hammatt contacted his 

mother (Mahealani Wendt) to set up an 

informal meeting to talk story about the 

project 

CSH contacted Mahelani Wendt 

Canto, Doreen DHHL Homesteader, 

Central Maui 

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 

CSH called on 10 July 2018, phone number 

disconnected 

CSH called on 8 December 2018 three times; 

no answer, voicemail box is full 

CSH called on 15 December 2018; no 

answer, left a message 

CSH called Ms. Canto on 17 December 

2018; discussed the project and the CIA 

process; CSH emailed Ms. Canto the 

consultation package 

CSH followed up via email with Ms. Canto 

on 21 December 2018 

Ms. Canto did not respond  

Carmichael, Healoha Cultural practitioner 

(fisherman, mālama 

‘āina, gatherer of 

aquaculture) 

Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

Kama‘āina of East 

Maui 

Referred by Mahealani Wendt 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Carroll, Robert County Council 

Member, East Maui 

Chair, Land Use 

Committee 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 
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Name Affiliation Comments 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Cho, John Retired from the 

College of Tropical 

Agriculture and 

Human Resources 

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 

CSH called on 10 July 2018 and left a 

message 

Clark, Dan  Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

CSH called on 7 February 2019; no answer, 

left a message 

CSH called on 8 February 2019; no answer, 

left a message 

Mr. Clark returned CSH’s call on 8 February 

2019 and approved use of his CWRM 

declaration in this study; see Section 5.6.1 

Costa, Joclyn  Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018, returned 

Crabbe, 

Kamana‘opono 

Former Pouhana, OHA Letter and figures sent via USPS on 27 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

CSH received a letter from OHA on 9 March 

2018 

See Appendix D   for response 

Crozier, Pomaika‘i Conservation 

Manager, Pu‘u Kukui 

Watershed Preserve 

Letter and figures sent via email 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Letter was returned to CSH on 6 March 2018 

Mr. Crozier called the CSH Maui office on 8 

March 2018 stating he wanted to participate 

in the study 

CSH contacted Mr. Crozier on 9 March 

2018; voicemail was full; CSH called Pu‘u 

Kukui Watershed Preserve office and left a 

message 

CSH called Mr. Crozier’s cellphone on 19 

March 2018; left voicemail 

Mr. Crozier returned CSH’s call the same 

day but stated he would be off-island and is 
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Name Affiliation Comments 

still interested in participating; CSH would 

contact him upon him returning on 10 April 

2018 

CSH called Mr. Crozier on 19 April 2018; he 

stated he was on the road and to call back in 

15 minutes; CSH called Mr. Crozier back and 

he said he was busy and to call back on 26 

April 2018 to coordinate for an interview 

CSH called Mr. Crozier on 26 April 2018; 

left a message 

CSH called Mr. Crozier on 10 July 2018; 

voice mail full; CSH emailed Mr. Crozier the 

same day to see if he is still interested in 

participating; he replied the same day stating 

he would be on Hawai‘i Island and is 

available to meet 

CSH emailed Mr. Crozier on 11 July 2018 

seeing if he was available on 13 July 2018 

CSH met with Mr. Crozier at the Naniloa 

Hotel in Hilo on 13 July 2018; did not 

conduct interview; CSH got acquainted with 

Mr. Crozier—his position and background. 

He stated that he is willing to help put 

together a group interview for CSH with East 

Maui residents. 

CSH followed up with an email to Mr. 

Crozier on 27 July 2018 for a list of contacts 

CSH called Mr. Crozier on 9 August 2018; 

left a message 

CSH called on 28 September 2018; left a 

message; Mr. Crozier contacted CSH the 

same day and set a tentative date for a group 

interview for 9-11 October 2018 

CSH called Mr. Crozier on 3 October 2018 

and left a message to confirm a date 

CSH called Mr. Crozier on 4 October 2018; 

voice mail full; Mr. Crozier called back the 

same day and cancelled all interviews; 
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Name Affiliation Comments 

tentatively rescheduled for 23-25 October 

2018 

CSH called Mr. Crozier on 19 October 2018; 

left a message to follow up on the group 

interviews scheduled for the following week 

Mr. Crozier did not respond 

Cuffe, Susie Director, Maui County 

Soil & Water 

Conservation Districts 

(SWCD)  

Letter and figures sent via email 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Daniels, Ronald Kama‘āina and Lei 

hulu (feather lei) 

specialist 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Day, Joseph J. Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

 

Referred by Mahealani Wendt 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Day, Virgil Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017; letter returned 27 

November 2018 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 to new address; letter returned 

6 March 2018, insufficient address 

De Naie, Lucienne Vice-President, Maui 

Tomorrow Foundation 

and member, Sierra 

Club of Hawai‘i, Maui 

Group 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Denecke, Ellen P. Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017; letter returned on 1 

December 2017, contact relocated 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 to forward address; letter 

returned 10 March 2018 

Duey, John V. President, Hui Nā Wai 

‘Ehā 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 
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Name Affiliation Comments 

East Maui Water 

Study 

Hui Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

Fasi, Paul Upcountry Maui 

resident 

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 

Mr. Fasi replied to CSH via email on 14 June 

2018 stating he was interested in 

participating in the discussion 

CSH replied via email on 19 June 2018 to set 

up a date and time for consultation 

CSH called Mr. Fasi on 26 June 2018; no 

answer, left a voice mail 

Mr. Fasi did not respond 

Finkle, Laura Maui Program 

Coordinator, Hawai‘i 

Nature Center 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Fisher, Scott Associate Executive 

Director of 

Conservation, 

Hawaiian Islands Land 

Trust (HILT) 

Letter and figures sent via email 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Flamer, Gina President, Kula 

Community 

Association 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Franco, Alex Rancher, Maui Cattle 

Company 

Letter and figures sent via email 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Third letter and figures sent via email 13 

June 2018 

Garcia Jr., William Royal Order of 

Kamehameha I, Office 

of Ku‘auhau Nui 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Guzman, Don S. Kahului County 

Council; Chair, Parks, 

Recreation, Energy 

and Legal Affairs 

Committee 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Haines, Geoff Upcountry Maui 

farmer 

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 
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CSH called and left a message on 11 July 

2018 

Haleakalā Ranch 

Company 

 Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Haller, Alex  Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

Hau, Skippy Kama‘āina  

Aquatic Biologist, 

Division of Aquatic 

Resources – State of 

Hawai‘i  

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Mr. Hau replied via email on 18 January 

2018 with the following:  

(1-4) Assumption length of “water lease for 

30 years.” The proposal does not address the 

lack of information on the amount of water 

flowing through the EMI Aqueduct System 

and the actual amounts collected at each 

diversion or ditch.  Without understanding 

the future changes in the climate, I'd 

recommend a five-year lease with constant 

updates. 

Is the 20,000 gallons per day for Nahiku and 

Kula Agricultural Park a minimum? 

Isn’t the interim instream flow suppose[sic] 

to maintain a minimum flow for each stream? 

(1-6) Will EMI property be clearly identified 

along with boundaries of State land?  

Please identify “Settlements” along Hana 

Highway. 

(1-7) Please clarify “diversified agricultural 

uses as is economically feasible.”  The term 

is used but not clearly identified or the need 

for water. 

(1-8) The three DWS water treatment 

facilities water use should be clearly 

identified.  Please identify actual use not 

maximum capacity.  The reservoir capacities 

does not clarify actual water use. 

(1-9) Please clarify abandoned diversion.  Is 

the diversion and other structures to collect 

water removed and natural stream restored?  
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Historically, structures including old 

tractors, drilling rigs, old gates, and rusted 

pipes have been abandoned throughout East 

Maui.  Although some of these structures are 

over fifty years old, these debris and 

abandoned structures, etc. should be 

completely removed from the land or buried 

on the mountain. 

(Table 1-2) Notes: Planned for full and 

permanent restoration.  This does not mean 

just the removal of "metal control gates."  

Concrete walls and control structures should 

be completely removed and streams restored 

to their natural conditions. 

(3-9) Native gathering rights should be 

addressed.  The gathering of opae, ‘o’opu 

and hihiwai continues in many of the East 

Maui Streams being diverted. 

(3-16) These State lands should be open to 

public hunting and gathering.  The general 

public should have access to hike up 

mountains, visit waterfalls, scenic lookouts 

by streams, shorelines, and beaches. 

Not all lands belong to the State so “private 

lands” should and need to be identified by 

signs and safe parking areas.  Many visitors 

and tour groups assume most lands belong to 

the State resulting in illegal trespassing on 

private property.  Many rental cars block the 

road and park on Hana Highway blocking 

traffic. 

(3-17) The EMI Aqueduct System requires 

mapping that shows the 388 separate intakes, 

ditch, dams, intakes, pipes and flumes used to 

collect water.  Each diversion’s location 

should be identified with accurate GPS 

coordinates along with elevation.  The 

amount of water moving through the system 

should be measured and monitored at 

specific locations in the system. 
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Stream research has shown diverted streams 

have impacted aquatic ecosystems.  The 

minimum flow established by interim-

instream flows should be strictly enforced.  

The past hundred years has shown rough 

estimates on the amount of water being 

diverted. 

Should the 62 miles of roads maintained for 

the EMI Aqueduct System require a lease for 

easement on State lands?  When was the EMI 

system consolidated into one lease?  The 

blanket water lease may pertain to the 

diversion and transport of water.  The 

structures including tunnels, walls, intakes 

being used should be distinguished from 

abandoned facilities.  Abandoned pipes, 

tractors, drilling rigs should be removed.  

A&B and EMI have a responsibility to 

restore areas that were used in the past.   

CSH interviewed Mr. Hau on 16 February 

2018 on Maui 

CSH attempted to send Mr. Hau his draft 

transcript and photos on 2 July 2018; file was 

too big 

CSH resent a reduced file size of his draft 

transcript and photos on 3 July 2018 via 

SharePoint; the same day Mr. Hau replied 

acknowledging receipt of email and link 

Mr. Hau replied 4 July 2018 via email with 

photo captions 

CSH replied 5 July 2018 acknowledging 

receipt of photo captions 

CSH followed up with Mr. Hau 24 July 2018 

via email regarding editing his transcript; Mr. 

Hau replied the same day stating he has been 

off-island but will work on his edits soon 

Mr. Hau emailed CSH his transcription edits 

26 July 2018 with a presentation, additional 

photos, and various articles (i.e., water rights, 
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freshwater animals, Wailuku River discharge, 

and Commission on Water Resources 

Management [CWRM]); CSH replied the 

same day acknowledging receipt of email and 

attachments 

CSH followed up with Mr. Hau via email 31 

July 2018 regarding next steps of 

consultation process and draft interview 

summary for review; Mr. Hau replied the 

same day with edits to his summary; CSH 

replied the same day acknowledging receipt 

of edits 

Mr. Hau forwarded photos via email 15 

August 2018 

CSH emailed Mr. Hau 16 August 2018 

asking permission to use his photos for his 

interview summary 

Mr. Hau forwarded YouTube links via email 

16 September 2018 

CSH replied to Mr. Hau via email 17 

September 2018 acknowledging receipt of 

email; Mr. Hau replied the same day with 

captions to photos 

Mr. Hau’s interview summary can be found 

in Section 5.5.2 

Hegele, Paula President, Maui Wine Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Hemming, Christina Ha‘ikū/Kuiaha Stream Letters and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Hew, Garret Kama‘āina, Upcountry 

Maui farmer, former 

EMI employee 

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018; Mr. Hew contacted CSH the same day 

expressing interest in participating in the 

study; CSH shared the process with Mr. Hew 

and set up a tentative date to be interviewed 

and visit his farm in Kula 

CSH interviewed Mr. Hew at his home in 

Kula, Maui on 26 June 2018 
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Draft transcription sent to Mr. Hew for 

review 5 November 2018 

CSH followed up with Mr. Hew via email on 

the progress of his review of his transcription 

27 November 2018; Mr. Hew responded the 

same day via email that he was still 

reviewing 

CSH responded to Mr. Hew via email on 28 

November 2019 acknowledging receipt of his 

email 

Mr. Hew sent his revised transcription to 

CSH via email 29 November 2018  

Mr. Hew followed up via email 2 December 

2018 if CSH received his revised 

transcription 

CSH responded to Mr. Hew via email 3 

December 2018 acknowledging receipt of his 

revised transcription; Mr. Hew responded the 

same day thanking CSH for acknowledgment  

CSH sent Mr. Hew a revised final 

transcription for review via email 21 

December 2018 

Mr. Hew responded to CSH via email 24 

December 2018 approving his revised final 

transcription 

CSH sent Mr. Hew a draft interview 

summary for review via email 5 February 

2019 

Mr. Hew sent a revised interview summary to 

CSH via email 7 February 2019 

CSH sent Mr. Hew a final interview 

summary via email on 11 February 2019 for 

his review 

Mr. Hew approved his interview summary 

via email 12 February 2019 

Mr. Hew’s interview summary can be found 

in Section 5.5.3 
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Hew, Jason Conservation 

Specialist, SWCD 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Hilananda, Nik  Letter and figures sent via email 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent 2 March 2018 

via USPS 

Hobdy, Robert Retired naturalist and 

forester 

Letter and figures sent via email 22 

December 2017 

Mr. Hobdy sent a letter with the following 

statement on 16 January 2018: 

Aloha, 

My name is Robert Hobdy. I am a retired 

Forester with the State Division of Forestry 

and Wildlife, DLNR with 37 years of service, 

32 years of which have been on Maui. I 

worked extensively in the subject area and 

am familiar with the land, resources and 

people who live in the Hamakualoa, Ko‘olau 

and Hana moku and who farm, hunt and 

gather resources from these lands. 

Much of the information you seek regarding 

this project is well documented in a 2006 

study “A Cultural-Historical Study of East 

Maui—the uplands of Kalialinui, and the 

Lands That Lie Below, Island of Maui” by 

Kumu Pono Associates LLC authored by 

Kepa and Onaona Maly. This document 

includes information on general history, 

cultural sites, traditional gathering practices 

and cultural associations. It also includes 

oral history interviews with a number of 

kupuna and other kama‘aina including 

myself who have connections to this ‘aina. It 

is a very thorough and informative document 

and it suffices for my input on these cultural 

associations. 

In addition I would like to say that there 

should be two more objectives verbalized 

that need to added to the four “bullets” 

shown: 
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1. Provide adequate stream flow to support 

diversified agriculture in the Hamakualoa 

and Ko‘olau region. 

2. Provide adequate stream flow to support 

indigenous fish, shrimp and mollusk species 

in the Hamakualoa and Ko‘olau region. 

I am not interested in participating in the 

CIA process beyond this involvement. 

Hokoana, Lui President, Central 

Maui Hawaiian Civic 

Club 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Holt-Padilla, 

Hōkūlani 

Kumu Hula Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

Ms. Holt-Padilla emailed CSH on 7 March 

2018 stating that this is not her area of 

expertise 

Ho‘okano, Steven Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

CSH called on 11 February 2019, no answer, 

voicemail not available 

Jacintho, Jonah Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

CSH called his sister, Lezley Jacintho, on 8 

February 2019; gave approval to use his 

declaration in this study; see Section 5.6.2 

Jacintho, Juliana Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

CSH called on 8 February 2019; no answer, 

left a message 

CSH called on 11 February 2019; mailbox 

full, unable to leave a message 

Jacintho, Lezley Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

CSH called on 8 February 2019 and she 

approved use of her CWRM declaration in 

this study; see Section 5.6.3 

Ka‘auamo, Mary Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Ka‘auamo, Noelani  Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017; letter returned to CSH 31 

December 2017 

Ka‘auamo, Solomon Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

Referred by Mahealani Wendt 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 
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Kaho‘okele, Dorothy 

“Aunty Dottie/Kumu 

Kamalu” 

President, Nahiku 

Community 

Association 

Referred by Mavis Oliveira-Medeiros and 

Dawn Lono 

Letters and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Referred by Mavis Oliveira-Medeiros and 

Dawn Lono at our interview on 19 February 

2019 

Spoke to Aunty Dottie on 20 February 2019 

via phone; explained the project and the CIA 

process; said she is interested in participating 

but can only be interviewed on the weekend 

 Phone call to Aunty Dottie on 15 March 

2019 to confirm interview; confirmed and 

will call when en route to Nāhiku 

Called Aunty Dottie on 16 March 2019 en 

route to Nāhiku; interviewed 

Aunty Dottie texted on 17 March 2019 

thanking us for the interview; CSH thanked 

Aunty Dottie for her time, ‘ike, and mana‘o 

CSH texted Aunty Dottie on 10 April 2019 

giving her an update on her transcription and 

that it would be sent out soon 

CSH texted Aunty Dottie on 12 April 2019 

asking for confirmation of address; draft 

transcription sent via USPS 

Aunty Dottie texted CSH on 15 April 2019 

acknowledging she received the draft 

transcription and would proofread and return 

CSH followed up with Aunty Dottie on 18 

April 2019 via text on the edits of the 

transcription; she replied she is still working 

on it 

CSH followed up with Aunty Dottie on 27 

April 2019 via text on the status of her draft 

transcription edits 
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Aunty Dottie replied via text 28 April 2019 

that she would work on it tomorrow; 

currently sick; Aunty Dottie called CSH on 

the same day asking about the CIA process 

(What is the project purpose? Who is it for? 

Who will it benefit from this?); CSH 

answered her questions and she decided to 

withdraw from the consultation process 

Kailila‘au, Henry Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017; letter returned to CSH 5 

December 2017, contact has moved 

Second letter and figures sent to forwarding 

address via USPS 2 March 2018; letter 

returned to CSH 10 March 2018, wrong 

address 

Kalanikau, Vernon Kula Moku 

Representative, Aha 

Moku o Maui 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Kamaunu, Johanna Wailuku Moku 

Representative, Maui-

Lana‘i Island Burial 

Council 

Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

Kamaunu, Kaniloa  Wailuku Moku 

Representative, Aha 

Moku o Maui 

Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

Kanaka‘ole, Kaui L. Kumu Hula, Hālau o 

Kekuhi and Hālau o 

Nakaulakuhikuhi 

Member, Edith 

Kanaka‘ole 

Foundation 

Cultural Practitioner 

Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

Referred by Mahealani Wendt 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

CSH called on 4 February 2019; number 

disconnected 

CSH called on 5 February 2019; Ms. 

Kanaka‘ole approved use of her CWRM 

declaration in this study and it can be found 

in Section 5.6.4 
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Kanoa, Gladys Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

Referred by Mahealani Wendt 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

CSH called on 4 February 2019; Mr. Kanoa 

said to call the following day  

CSH called on 6 February 2019; asked if it 

was OK to use CWRM declaration even if in 

public domain; not approved 

Kanoa, Isaac Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

Kalo Farmer, gatherer, 

fisherman, diver, 

mālama ‘āina 

practitioner 

Referred by Mahealani Wendt 

Letter and figures sent vis USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

CSH called on 4 February 2019; approved 

use of declaration 

CSH called for Mrs. Kanoa’s approval of 

CWRM declaration on 6 February 2019; Mr. 

Kanoa rescined use of his CWRM 

declaration in this study; not approved 

Kapu, Kea‘aumoku CEO, Aha Moku o 

Maui and Koani 

Foundation 

Letter and figures sent via email 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Kapu, Kekai Aha Moku o Maui 

Cultural Director, 

Maui Ocean Center 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Kapu, Uilani Treasurer, Nā ‘Aikāne 

‘o Maui 

Letter and figures sent via email 21 

November 2017  

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Kaupalolo, Carl Royal Order of 

Kamehameha 

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 

CSH called Mr. Kaupalolo on 11 July 2018; 

wrong number 
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Kekahuna, Cheryl 

(Pohe) Ka‘ohelani 

Nahiku Community 

Association 

Letters and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Kekahuna, Ivan Kama‘āina Letter and figures sent via USPS 2 March 

2018; letter returned to CSH 14 March 2018 

Kekahuna, Mapu Kama‘āina, Nahiku 

Community 

Association 

Letters and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Kapahulehua, 

Leonard Kimokeo 

Founder, Kimokeo 

Foundation 

Letter and figures sent via email 21 

November 2018 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Third letter and figures sent via email 13 

June 2018 

Mr. Kapahulehua replied to CSH via email 

on 14 June 2018 with the following: 

Aloha 

I received email, now in London due back on 

Maui June 21st and will call and make 

contact 

CSH followed up with Mr. Kapahulehua via 

email on 19 June 2018 stating we will wait 

for his call upon his return 

CSH called Mr. Kapahulehua 6 August 2018; 

no answer 

CSH emailed Mr. Kapahulehua on 6 August 

2018 asking his dates of availability for an 

interview 

Mr. Kapahulehua replied via email on 7 

August 2018 with his dates of availability; 

CSH responded the same day with options 

and availability  

Mr. Kapahulehua emailed CSH 8 August 

2018 with a tentative interview date of 

23 August 2018 
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CSH emailed Mr. Kapahulehua 10 August 

2018 confirming the 23 August 2018 for an 

interview on Maui 

CSH called and emailed Mr. Kapahulehua on 

22 August 2018 and left a voice mail 

cancelling the interview due to Hurricane 

Lane 

Mr. Kapahulehua emailed on 23 August 2018 

stating he understood the circumstances 

CSH emailed Mr. Kapahulehua on 28 August 

2018 to reschedule consultation 

Mr. Kapahulehua stated via email 29 August 

2018 that he was in Kona and could meet for 

consultation; CSH responded the same day 

confirming consultation for the 30 August 

2018 in Kona 

CSH emailed and called Mr. Kapahulehua on 

30 August 2018 when a good time to meet 

would be; CSH met with Mr. Kapahulehua 

that day to discuss two projects including 

EMI; CSH was unable to cover EMI with 

Mr. Kapahulehua and would contact him 

later to set up another consultation date 

CSH emailed Mr. Kapahulehua to secure a 

time and date for consultation 6 September 

2018 

CSH called to follow up with Mr. 

Kapahulehua 4 October 2018 to schedule an 

interview; unable to leave message, mailbox 

full 

Mr. Kapahulehua did not respond 

Kekiwi, James Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

CSH called on 8 February 2019; said to call 

back because he was driving 

CSH called on 11 February 2019; no answer, 

voicemail full, unable to leave message 

Keyser, Harold Retired from College 

of Tropical Agriculture 

and Human Resources 

(CTAHR) 

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 
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Kimokeo, Pualani Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

Referred by Mahealani Wendt 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

CSH called on 4 February 2018; approved 

CWRM declaration to be in the report; see 

Section 5.6.5 

Kubota, Gaylord Retired 

Director/Founder, 

Alexander & Baldwin 

Sugar Museum 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Kuloloio, Leslie Kupunakāne Letter and figures sent via email 27 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Lake-Farm, Sissy Executive Director, 

Maui Museum 

Kumu Hula, Nā 

Hanona Kūlike ‘o 

Pi‘ilani 

Letter and figures sent via email 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Lawrence, Tiare Cultural Practitioner Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

Lay, Ivan Chair, Maui County 

Cultural Resources 

Commission 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Lee, Jeeyun Executive Director, 

Hawai‘i Nature Center 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Lester, Sean East Maui resident Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017, letter returned to CSH on 

31 December 2017 

Lightfoot, Roslyn Director, Alexander & 

Baldwin Sugar 

Museum 

Letter and figures sent via email 21 

November 2017 

Ms. Lightfoot responded via email on 28 

November 2018 with the following: 

Aloha, 

We received your letter about the EMI 

Project.  We would like to participate in the 

CIA process anyway that we can. 
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Resources that might be helpful: 

•Our archives hold two maps that might be 

helpful to your research.  The first one is a 

map of Nahiku Coffee Plantation, and the 

second map is an irrigation map from Nahiku 

to Keanae.   

•Kepa Maly cultural survey for EMI.  A copy 

was donated to the Maui Historical Society 

and is available for researchers. 

CSH reviewed these recommended resources 

as part of the traditional and historic 

background research conducted for the CIA 

Lindsey III, Edwin 

“Ekolu” 

President, Maui 

Cultural Lands 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Lutgen, Hannah Conservation 

Specialist, Natural 

Resources 

Conservation Service 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Makena Stables  Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Martin, Koa Former HC&S 

Employee 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Martin, Bob Central Maui farmer Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

Maui/Lana‘i Island 

Burial Council 

 Letter and figures sent via USPS (C/O 

SHPD) 13 June 2018 

Maxwell, Dane Maui/Lana‘i Island 

Burial Council 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017; letter returned to CSH 

28 December 2017 

Mayer, Dick Retired Professor, 

author, and political 

analyst 

Letters and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

McGregor, Davianna 

P. 

Expert testimony; 

specializes in 

Hawaiian subsistence, 

cultural, and religious 

customs and practices 

(research); research for 

East Maui; author 

Referred by Mahealani Wendt 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 
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Professor, Department 

of Ethnic Studies – 

University of Hawai‘i 

at Mānoa  

Molitau, Kaponoa‘i Cultural Practitioner, 

Kumu Hula 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Nahiku Community 

Assocation 

 Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018; returned to CSH the same day 

Nakahashi, Ikaika Cultural Historian, 

SHPD 

Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

Nakanelua, Kyle Kama‘āina, Aha Moku 

o Maui, and kalo 

farmer 

Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

Mr. Nakanelua emailed CSH on 6 March 

2018 with the following: 

Good Morning to you Cultural Survey 

Hawai’i, I am very pleased to meet you. You 

email has found me well, and I wish you the 

same also. I would like to participate in this 

survey can you direct me as to what task you 

need for me to accomplish, as well as inform 

me as to what the time frame is I need to 

complete these tasks. I look forward to 

hearing from you. I will call you today.  

Mahalo and have a good day. 

CSH responded via email to Mr. Nakanelua 6 

March 2018 explaining the CIA process 

Mr. Nakanelua responded to CSH via email 7 

March 2018 with the following: 

Mahalo for getting back to me and letting me 

know I still have time to contribute. I noticed 

the bullet statements that are listed below. I 

am aware of a previous work done by Kepa 

Maly that addresses 

•General history and present and past land 

use of the project area.  

•Knowledge of cultural sites (i.e. heiau, 

burials, historic sites, etc.).  
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•Knowledge of traditional gathering 

practices (such as fishing, limu picking, la‘au 

lapa‘au, etc.).  

•Mo‘olelo (stories)  

•Referrals  

Also the book sites of Maui has a lot of 

mo’olelo and diagrams as well. Will those 

documents be included as well? 

When do you think you will be conducting the 

interview? I will be off Island several time 

during this month and beginning April. 

CSH responded to Mr. Nakanelua via email 

19 March 2019, follow up to see if he is still 

interested in participating 

Mr. Nakanelua emailed on 20 March 2018 

with the following: 

Aloha Nicole, Yes I am still interested in 

participating, with certain interest. It is 

important to me for you to know that I need 

the communication regarding the process, to 

be completely transparent between the two of 

us. I would like to know how this process is 

going to be conducted. So what are the next 

steps that will occur. What are your 

expectations of me in this interview as well 

as what will my testimony be used for. I have 

given testimony before only to have it used 

against the cause that I support. I am NOT in 

Favor of any stream diversions from Nahiku 

to Waikamoi. I am aware that EMI A&B has 

enough properties and wells to support 

upcountry water needs as well as any 

upcoming and planned Agricultural projects. 

There is also enough water for Mayor 

Arakawa’s plan to take Kihei off of the 

Wailuku aquifer and replace their water 

consumption needs with water that use to go 

to the cane fields out in Pu’unene. I think 10 

million gallons a day was the number he 

spoke of. Also, anything I share regarding 
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the land, it’s resources, and the work that I 

do, I consider Intellectual and Cultural 

Property of myself and my Ohana. I am 

halfway through a House painting project. I 

have time in the morning on April 4th and 

11th. If not those Mid-April is better. 

Malama pono ia oe kekahi. 

CSH called Mr. Nakanelua on 20 March 

2018 then followed up with an email stating: 

Aloha, 

Tried to call you (I think it’s your number) 

and left a message. I think it would be easier 

if we hopped on the phone and talk story a 

little bit. We can talk about the process and 

transparency (which I fully believe in when it 

comes to project details and expectations--

for the both of us). I am not ma‘a to Maui. I 

spent some time in Makawao, Kula, and 

Hana every year when I was a little girl to 

visit family friends but its been some time. I 

want to get a better understanding of the 

landscape, the changes, and how those 

changes (and the possible changes that may 

ensue from this project) will affect you and 

others.  

When you have time, give me a call at the 

office: (808) 965-6478. I'll be here in the 

office all day today, Thursday, and Friday. 

We talk story and we go from there. I want to 

make sure that everything is pa‘a first. 

Mr. Nakanelua emailed CSH on 20 March 

2018: 

Aloha Nicole,  

I got your call I just got in. I am headed out 

to the farm tomorrow, and then I have class 

at night. I will steal some time to call you at 

least touch base ear to ear.  
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According to your email it sounds like a good 

thing for us to do. I will make every effort to 

call tomorrow. 

CSH responded to Mr. Nakanelua via email 

22 March 2018: 

Aloha, 

E kala mai, I was in school all day yesterday. 

I am here in the office today and I’ll be in all 

day tomorrow as well. Give me a call when 

you're free. 

Mr. Nakanelua called on 27 March 2018 

wanting to know the CIA process; CSH let 

him know about the authorization form, 

recording, transcripts, approval, public 

record, etc. and he was fine with it; tentative 

date to meet is 13 April 2018 at Pauwela 

Coffee Shop; CSH to email questions to Mr. 

Nakanelua for him to review prior to 

interview 

Mr. Nakanelua called CSH on 11 April 2018 

to confirm interview and change location of 

interview 

CSH called Mr. Nakanelua on 12 April 2018 

to confirm interview and that we would call 

him when we landed on Maui the following 

day 

CSH interviewed Mr. Nakanelua on 13 April 

2018 at Starbucks Kahului 

CSH sent a follow up email on 16 April 2018 

thanking Mr. Nakanelua for sharing his ‘ike 

and mana‘o 

CSH emailed Mr. Nakanelua his draft 

transcription for review 20 June 2018 

Mr. Nakanelua emailed edits in text 25 June 

2018; CSH responded the same day via email 

to Mr. Nakanelua to give options to go 

through the transcript together by phone or if 

he would like to provide a write up 
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CSH followed up with Mr. Nakanelua via 

phone 4 September 2018 on transcription 

edits 

Mr. Nakanelua emailed 5 September 2018 

stating that he is available for a call today; 

CSH called, no answer 

CSH called Mr. Nakanelua 6 September 

2018, no answer; Mr. Nakanelua emailed that 

he received the message and is available the 

following day  

CSH called and emailed a follow up 11 

September 2018 stating we would contact 

him the following day 

Mr. Nakanelua emailed CSH 12 September 

2018 stating he would wait for our call that 

day; CSH called later in the afternoon; edits 

made and approved to transcript 

Draft summary sent via email for review 8 

October 2018 

Follow up on draft summary via email 5 

November 2018 

Mr. Nakanelua emailed CSH 10 November 

2018 stating he had apprehensions about 

participating in the study and felt that his 

words could be taken out of context 

CSH emailed Mr. Nakanelua 13 November 

2018; followed up with a phone call 

Mr. Nakanelua sent an email 14 November 

2018 with edits; CSH called multiple times 

the say day, Mr. Nakanelua called back; CSH 

will make the corrections to his summary 

CSH sent edited summary for review via 

email 19 November 2018 

Mr. Nakanelua emailed CSH his corrections 

to his summary 28 November 2018 

CSH emailed Mr. Nakanelua his edits 9 

January 2019  
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Mr. Nakanelua emailed CSH 10 January 

2019 relating that he would get back to us 

tomorrow 

Mr. Nakanelua emailed CSH 11 January 

2019 stating that we “have represented the 

voice, thoughts, and concerns well.” 

Mr. Nakanelua’s summary can be found in 

Section 5.5.1 

Neal, Patricia J. Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

Letter and figure sent via USPS 21 

November 2017; letter returned to CSH 27 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS to 

forward address 2 March 2018; letter 

returned to CSH 6 March 2018 

Nelson, Linda President, Native 

Hawaiian Plant 

Society 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Newbold, Robin Chair, Maui Nui 

Resource Council 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Nishiyama, Patty Member, Nā Kūpuna o 

Maui 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Noho‘ana Farm  Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Oliveira, Roy Kalani President, Waiehu Kou 

Phase 3 Association 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Oliveira-Medeiros, 

Mavis 

Kama‘āina Letters and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Ornellas, Daniel L. Vice President, 

Waiehu Kou Phase 3 

Association 

Letter and figures sent via email 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 
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Pahukoa ‘Ohana Kama‘āina, Cultural 

Practitioners 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Pang, Dr. Lorrin  Letters and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Pasco Jr., Michael D. Kama‘āina, Cultural 

Practitioner 

Letter and figures sent via email 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Pastula, Dana and 

Michael 

Owners, Café O Lei Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Pellegrino, Hokuao Kama‘āina, kalo 

farmer, descendant of 

Bailey Family 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Pua‘a, Mikiala and 

Ka‘u 

Kalo Farmers Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Pyle, Bill Former HC&S 

employee 

Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

Raymond, Ki‘ope Hawaiian Studies 

Teacher, University of 

Hawai‘i – Maui 

College 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 27 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Reilly, Rose  Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018, returned 

Roback, William Royal Order of 

Kamehameha 

Letter and figures sent via email 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Sakugawa, Jerry Upcountry Maui 

Farmer 

CSH called 11 July 2018; left a voice 

message 

Mr. Sakugawa returned CSH’s call 12 July 

2018; CSH explained the project and the CIA 

process; Mr. Sakugawa stated that he does 
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not use that much water but he is interested 

in seeing what the study is about; CSH 

emailed Mr. Sakugawa the consultation letter 

and figures the same day 

Mr. Sakugawa did not respond 

Schattenburg-

Raymond, Lisa 

Horticulturalist/Former 

Executive Director, 

Maui Nui Botanical 

Gardens 

Humanities Teacher, 

Univeristy of Hawai‘i 

Maui College 

Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

Scott, Lurlyn Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

CSH called on 4 February 2019; left a 

message 

Ms. Scott returned CSH’s call on 5 February 

2019; CSH asked if it was OK for us to use 

her CWRM declaration in the study; Ms. 

Scott said OK but she wanted to see her 

declaration first 

CSH emailed Ms. Scott her declaration for 

review on 6 February 2019 

Ms. Scott approved use of her CWRM 

declaration in this study via email on 7 

February 2019; see Section 5.6.7 

Shishido, Jamie Upcountry Maui 

Farmer 

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 

CSH called Mr. Shishido 11 July 2018; said 

to call back the following day at 9AM 

CSH called Mr. Shishido 12 July 2018 and 

left a voice message; Mr. Shishido returned 

CSH’s call later that afternoon; CSH 

discussed the project and the CIA process 

and encouraged him to read the letter and 

review the figures, if he wishes to participate 

or has questions he can contact CSH 

Mr. Shishido did not respond 

Smith, Annette Director, SWCD Letter and figures sent via email 22 

December 2017 
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Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Smith, Earl Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

CSH called on 7 February 2019; Mr. Smith 

approved use of his declaration in this study; 

see Section 5.6.8 

Smith, Jade 

Alohalani 

Representative, Moku 

o Kaupo 

Letter and figures sent via email 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Solamillo, Stanley Former Cultural 

Resources Expert, 

County Planning 

Department 

Architectural Historian 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 27 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Sterling, Donna Aha Moku 

Representative 

Letter and figures sent via email 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Stoner, Kawika Kama‘āina Letters and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Stoner, Maluhia Kama‘āina  Letters and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Takeshita, Sandy Upcountry Maui 

Nursery  

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 

Ms. Takeshita replied via email 14 June 2018 

requesting for more information on author of 

the email (sent from a general email handle); 

CSH replied the same day with information 

of Cultural Researcher who authored email; 

Ms. Takeshita replied the same day thanking 

CSH 

CSH called 11 July 2018 discussing the 

project and the CIA process; Ms. Takeshita 

stated that she is on County water and not on 

EMI water, and therefore not interested in 

participation in the CIA 
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Tanahy, Dalani Kapa maker Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

Tavares, William Chairman, Committee 

for More Equitable 

Taxes 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 2 March 

2018 

Tengan, Ty Professor, University 

of Hawai‘i at Mānoa 

CSH called on 8 February 2019; left a 

message 

CSH called on 11 February 2019; left a 

message 

Mr. Tengan called CSH on 12 February 

2019; left a message for CSH 

CSH returned Mr. Tengan’s call on 15 

February 2019; Mr. Tengan approved use of 

his CWRM declaration in this study; see 

Section 5.6.9 

Texeira, Justin Upcountry Maui 

Farmer 

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 

CSH called 10 July 2018; unable to leave a 

voicemail 

Ulupalukua Ranch 

Inc. 

 Letter and figures sent via USPS 13 June 

2018 

Vicens, Chubby Kama‘āina Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 

Watanabe, Heidi Upcountry Maui 

Farmer 

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 

CSH called 10 July 2018; left voice message 

Watanabe, Noelani Vice Chair, Native 

Hawaiian Historic 

Preservation Council 

for Maui 

Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018; returned 

Watanabe, Warren Maui County Farm 

Bureau 

Letter and figures sent via email 13 June 

2018 

Wendt, Carl Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

Cultural Practitioner 

(kalo farmer, gatherer, 

fisherman) 

Referred by Mahealani Wendt 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

CSH called on 11 February 2019; no answer, 

left a message 
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Wendt, Edward Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

Referred by Mahealani Wendt  

Letter and figures sent 21 November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

CSH called on 5 February 2019; no answer, 

left a message 

CSH called on 6 February 2019; no answer, 

left a message 

Returned CSH’s call on 11 February 2019; 

CSH called the same day, no answer, left a 

message 

Wendt, Emily Kama‘āina, family of 

kalo farmers 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Wendt, Mahealani Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui 

Letters and figures sent via USPS 21 

November 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

Mrs. Wendt called the CSH Maui office on 8 

March 2018, no voice mail 

CSH called Mrs. Wendt on 9 March 2018; no 

answer, no voice mail available 

CSH received an email from Mrs. Wendt on 

26 March 2018: 

Aloha, 

I spoke informally with Mr. Hammatt by 

telephone earlier this month and he told me 

the deadline on your letter dated February 

2018 is a soft deadline, and that you would 

continue to accept input past the February 

23, 2018 deadline indicated in your letter. 

I am writing to ask for confirmation that this 

is also the understanding of the Maui office. 

I am also writing to confirm that you have 

received declarations submitted as part of 

contested case and court proceedings of our 
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community members.  These declarations, 

forwarded early in this process to your office 

on our behalf by attorneys at the Native 

Hawaiian Legal Corporation, set out the 

traditional practices of our community 

members and how those practices would be 

impacted by the continuing water diversions 

of A&B / EMI.  A list of those declarations is 

attached for your information.  

Our community non-profit organization, Na 

Moku Aupuni o Ko‘olau Hui, is in the 

process of encouraging its members to 

update their statements if they feel it 

necessary.  We are also encouraging those 

who have not submitted statements to do so. 

Mrs. Wendt called the Maui Office and left a 

message on 27 March 2018 

CSH responded to Mrs. Wendt’s email on 27 

March 2018: 

Mahealani, 

Mahalo for getting in touch with CSH and 

taking time out of your schedule to visit the 

O‘ahu office to follow up on the project. 

Yes, the February 2018 date was a soft 

deadline. Confirming that we are still 

accepting testimonies and are in the process 

of setting up interviews with interested 

parties. Mahalo for pointing out the date, I 

will need to take that out since we are now 

entering April 2018. 

Confirming that we have 

received some testimonies from the parties 

listed. I need to do more research through 

our files to locate the remainder. For 

instance, I don't recall seeing testimony 

provided by Ty Tengan or Paul Reppun. The 

document I read was a compilation of 

testimonies, mostly from the hui, but it has 

been a while since I read through it so maybe 

it was there but I just cannot recall? So let 
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me check what we have on file and get back 

to you on this.  

I have reached out to quite a bit of people 

listed in the List of Declarations, but others I 

do not have contact information for. I am 

having our Administrative Assistant try to 

locate contact information for those we do 

not have information for so we can send out 

consultation letters and maps to them. 

Mahalo for the list! 

Yes, please encourage the hui to update and 

submit testimony. Also, if anyone is 

interested (including yourself) in having a sit 

down interview for the cultural impact 

assessment, we can schedule something. 

Myself or one of our researchers will fly over 

and we can have a talk story session. Let me 

know if you or anyone you know is interested 

in participating or has questions about the 

process. 

Mrs. Wendt replied to CSH via email on 28 

March 2018 with the following: 

Thank you for your reply.  I will keep you 

informed of our progress in obtaining these 

statements and as our community has been 

through the wringer of legal process, it will 

probably not be necessary for you to be here 

in person.  There’s a lot of “interview” 

fatigue here after decades of dealing with the 

justice system.  I will let our folks know of 

your offer, though, and thank you very much. 

We may indeed need your assistance at a 

later time. 

Let me know if you need for me to send any 

statements you are missing that were on my 

list. 
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Young, Joseph 

“Jojo” and Edwin 

Kama‘āina 

Cultural Practitioner 

(gatherer, mālama 

‘āina) 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 22 

December 2017 

Second letter and figures sent via USPS 2 

March 2018 

CSH called on 8 February 2019; no answer, 

left a message 
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Following public review of and comment on the DEIS, CSH conducted additional outreach to 

parties who had provided comments on the DEIS specific to the CIA. Below in Table 13 are names, 

affiliations, dates of contact, and comments from NHOs, individuals, organizations, and agencies 

contacted following public review of and comment on the DEIS. Results are presented below in 

alphabetical order. 

Table 13. Community consultation table for follow-up CIA outreach 

Name Affiliation Comments 

Aila, William Office of the Chair, 

Department of 

Hawaiian Homelands 

Letter and figures sent via USPS 20 February 

2020 

CSH did a follow up call and left a message 

for Mr. Aila on 4 March 2020. No return call. 

De Naie, Lucienne Vice-President, Maui 

Tomorrow Foundation 

and member, Sierra 

Club of Hawai‘i, Maui 

Group 

Letter and figures sent via USPS on 20 

February 2020 

CSH held a teleconference with Mr. Albert 

Perez on 16 March 2020. Mr. Perez invited 

Ms. De Naie to participate 

CSH sent an email on 4 April 2020 to Mr. 

Perez including Ms. De Naie (both members 

of the Ha‘ikū Community Association) to 

review the notes taken of our “talk-story” 

session 

Ms. De Naie contacted CSH on 15 April 

2020 via email requesting that CSH go over 

these comments of interview summary and 

make corrections 

CSH responded to Ms. De Naie’s email with 

the following response: 

“Aloha me ka mahalo for your email. Please 

let me know the availability of the both of you 

at your convenience. I will be glad to conduct 

a follow up interview with you both again to 

correct my work.” 

 

Ms. De Naie responded via email stating: 

“I leave setting the date to Albert. He has 

demands that I do.” 

On 27 May 2020, CSH received a final 

statement from Ms. De Naie. Her statement, 

in its entirety, can be found in Section 5.5.6 
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Ferreira, Kamakana Lead Compliance 

Specialist, Office of 

Hawaiian Affairs 

Letter and figures sent via USPS on 20 

February 2020.  

On 3 March 2020, CSH received a telephone 

call from Mr. Ferreira in which he stated he 

had to go back and look at our comments. He 

had a few concerns on what the CIA needs to 

include and to better explain. First, needs to 

address the streams not mentioned in CIA 

study such as the Puakea Stream (Kamakana 

will check on the names of the streams and 

email them to CSH Aulii Mitchell). He is not 

sure if they were not included due to the scope 

of work in contract perhaps? Also he requests 

that the CIA include cultural access through 

the project and petition area (including for 

mauka to makai access) to address traditional 

customary rights of the Hawaiian people and 

Native Hawaiian practitioners. This can be 

addressed through the Ka Pa‘akai Analysis 

noted by other community contacts to this 

project.  

He asked about whether or not the project 

proponent (applicant) is considering alternate 

diversion designs to minimize entrainment of 

aquatic life and to explain in the study on how 

they will mitigate entrainment. 

In an email on 3 March 2020, Mr. Ferreira 

gave CSH the names of the Streams that need 

to be included in the CIA study:  

Thanks again for taking my call and reaching 

out to us regarding our concerns.  The 

streams not covered by the D&O include: 

Puakea, Ho’olawa, Mokupapa, Waipi’o, 

Hoalua, Hanahana, Kailua, Na’ili’ilihaele, 

Puehu, O’opuola, Ka’aiea, Punalu’u, Kolea, 

Kualani, and Ohi’a. In looking back at our 

comment letter, we wrote that the DEIS 

indicates that 85% loss of habitat could 

occur in streams not covered by the 

D&O.  As the streams are ecologically 

interconnected, the proposed action could 
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have a direct impact on these streams that 

would in turn limit or foreclose the 

perpetuation of cultural practices.  We 

recommended that the DEIS provide a more 

detailed evaluation of possible cultural 

impacts and possible mitigation measures for 

streams not covered by the D&O. Let me 

know if you have any further questions. 

Mr. Ferreira also stated that anything that 

refers to 6E will be answered by him, Lauren 

and the 6E team at OHA not Mrs. Hussey, 

New Interim CEO. Additional questions 

provided by CSH to OHA included: 

• Since the sugar production in Central 

Maui ended, have you noticed any 

changes in East Maui related to the 

streams, the ocean, and the fish 

populations? 

• Has climate change affected any 

traditional cultural practices or 

cultural sites in East Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

access to the proposed License Area? 

Do you have any recommendations 

for how to address access by cultural 

practitioners? 

• Have you noticed any impacts to 

cultural sites caused by water 

diversion in East Maui? Have you 

any concerns that ongoing water 

diversion could impact cultural sites? 

• What concerns do you have about 

impacts to traditional cultural 

practices outside of the License Area? 

Downstream? Hāna? Central Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

impacts to traditional cultural 

gathering practices in the License 

Area? 

• What concerns do you have about 

cultural impacts due to changes in 

stream flow to the ocean? 
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On 1 April 2020, CSH received an email from 

Mr. Ferreira:  

“Thanks for reaching out to OHA 

again.  After our phone conversation at the 

beginning of this month regarding the CIA, I 

did not know CSH had further questions.  I 

also followed up with you via email detailing 

the streams not covered by the CWRM 

D&O.  We do appreciate you providing the 

additional questions here now though.  Some 

of the questions you posed to Lauren in your 

email can already be answered by the 

response OHA provided in our DEIS comment 

letter dated November 6, 2019.  I’ve extracted 

sections of the letter to answer some of the 

questions you asked below. 

  

Some of OHA’s concerns could be addressed 

by broadening the scope of streams covered 

by the Hawaiian Stream Habitat Evaluation 

Procedure.  I do not believe this is something 

that could readily be addressed by the CIA at 

the moment unless this data was 

available.  Other concerns like larvae 

entrainment issues would need to be 

addressed by the applicant exploring 

alternative stream diversion 

designs.  Furthermore, our recommendations 

for follow up monitoring and access protocol 

would need to be something the applicant has 

to decide on.  These are not necessarily 

things that are in CSH’s control nor did 

OHA take issue with CSH’s methodology; 

rather, these concerns are a function of 

information and scope provided by your 

employer. 

  

We do not have answers to the other 

questions you provided at this time.  But, as 

you proposed, we could get a call together 

with myself and Wayne and your CSH 
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colleagues to go over CSH’s 

questions.  Please provide a proposed date 

and time.  Given the current COVID-19 

situation, we would expect a telecom to 

suffice.           

 

Mr. Ferreira’s answers can be found in 

Section 5.5.4 

CSH received an email from Mr. Ferreira on 

4 March 2020: 

“Thanks again for taking my call and 

reaching out to us regarding our 

concerns.  The streams not covered by the 

D&O include: 

Puakea, Ho’olawa, Mokupapa, Waipi’o, 

Hoalua, Hanahana, Kailua, Na’ili’ilihaele, 

Puehu, O’opuola, Ka’aiea, Punalu’u, Kolea, 

Kualani, and Ohi’a. 

In looking back at our comment letter, we 

wrote that the DEIS indicates that 85% loss of 

habitat could occur in streams not covered by 

the D&O.  As the streams are ecologically 

interconnected, the proposed action could 

have a direct impact on these streams that 

would in turn limit or foreclose the 

perpetuation of cultural practices.  We 

recommended that the DEIS provide a more 

detailed evaluation of possible cultural 

impacts and possible mitigation measures for 

streams not covered by the D&O. 

Let me know if you have any further 

questions.” 

Grantham, D.  Letter and figures sent via email and USPS on 

20 February 2020 

CSH sent a follow up email dated 3 March 

2020: “Aloha kakahiaka e Mr. Grantham, I 

hope this email finds you in good health and 

spirit. Did you have time to look over the 

information Cultural Surveys Hawai`i has 

provided you in the previous email dated 20 
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February 2020 that included follow up 

Questions to the DEIS for the East Maui 

Irrigation? If you have we are looking to meet 

with you on the dates of 16th & 17th of March 

2020. I will be on island and would appreciate 

the opportunity to meet with you and address 

your previous concerns on the CIA for this 

project and its relationship to the DEIS. My 

contact information is provided below, feel 

free to contact me at any time!” 

Hussey, Sylvia Office of Hawaiian 

Affairs 

New Chief Executive 

Officer 

 

Letter and figures sent out via USPS on 20 

February 2020 

In an email response received on 3 March 

2020 by Mr. Ferreira of OHA, he stated that 

“anything that refers to 6E will be answered 

by him, Lauren and the 6E team at OHA not 

Mrs. Hussey, New Interim CEO.” 

Medeiros, ‘Ohana 

 

 Letter and figures sent via email on 20 

February 2020 

CSH followed up with an email on 3 March 

2020 with the following correspondence:  

“Aloha e Mrs. Medeiros and Family, I 

hope this email finds you in good health and 

spirit. Did you have time to look over the 

information Cultural Surveys Hawai`i has 

provided you in the previous email dated 20 

February 2020 that included follow up 

Questions to the DEIS for the East Maui 

Irrigation? If you have, we are looking to meet 

with you on the dates of 16th & 17th of March 

2020. I will be on island and would appreciate 

the opportunity to meet with you and address 

your previous concerns on the CIA for this 

project and its relationship to the DEIS. My 

contact information is provided below, feel 

free to contact me at any time! I have loaded 

the questions below for your convenience. 

Please get back to me soon to ho‘opa‘a or fix 

a date for either March 16th early evening or 

the 17th any time.  
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• Since the sugar production in Central 

Maui ended, have you noticed any 

changes in East Maui related to the 

streams, the ocean, and the fish 

populations? 

• Has climate change affected any 

traditional cultural practices or 

cultural sites in East Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

access to the proposed License Area? 

Do you have any recommendations for 

how to address access by cultural 

practitioners? 

• Have you noticed any impacts to 

cultural sites caused by water 

diversion in East Maui? Have you any 

concerns that ongoing water diversion 

could impact cultural sites? 

• What concerns do you have about 

impacts to traditional cultural 

practices outside of the License Area? 

Downstream? Hāna? Central Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

impacts to traditional cultural 

gathering practices in the License 

Area? 

• What concerns do you have about 

cultural impacts due to changes in 

stream flow to the ocean?” 

Morawski, Lauren OHA Letter and figures sent via USPS on 20 

February 2020 

CSH followed up with an email on 4 March 

2020 with the following correspondence: 

“Aloha e Lauren! I know you are on 

vacation, just a follow up email and I hope this 

email finds you in good health and spirit. Did 

you have time to look over the information 

Cultural Surveys Hawai`i has provided you in 

the previous email dated 20 February 2020 
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that included follow up Questions to the DEIS 

for the East Maui Irrigation? If you have we 

are looking to meet with you on the dates of 

16th & 17th of March 2020. I will be on island 

and would appreciate the opportunity to meet 

with you and address your previous concerns 

on the CIA for this project and its relationship 

to the DEIS. My contact information is 

provided below, feel free to contact me at any 

time! I have loaded the questions below for 

your convenience. Please get back to me soon 

to ho‘opa‘a or fix a date for either March 16th 

early evening or the 17th any time.  

• Since the sugar production in Central 

Maui ended, have you noticed any 

changes in East Maui related to the 

streams, the ocean, and the fish 

populations? 

• Has climate change affected any 

traditional cultural practices or 

cultural sites in East Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

access to the proposed License Area? 

Do you have any recommendations 

for how to address access by cultural 

practitioners? 

• Have you noticed any impacts to 

cultural sites caused by water 

diversion in East Maui? Have you 

any concerns that ongoing water 

diversion could impact cultural sites? 

• What concerns do you have about 

impacts to traditional cultural 

practices outside of the License Area? 

Downstream? Hāna? Central Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

impacts to traditional cultural 

gathering practices in the License 

Area? 

• What concerns do you have about 

cultural impacts due to changes in 

stream flow to the ocean?” 
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CSH contacted Ms. Morawski via telephone 

on 1 April 2020 

Ms. Morawski contacted CSH via email:  

“Aloha e Auli’i, Hope you are doing 

well?  My Advocacy colleagues, Wayne 

Tanaka and Kamakana Ferreira have been 

working on this project.  I may refer you to 

them for updates on the DEIS status.  I have 

added them to this email chain.  I’m sure we 

could set up a telecon to discuss OHAs 

comments.  

I hope you are doing well and taking care 

during this time, Mahalo Lauren” 

Nemet, Cody Kama‘āina, Cultural 

Practitioner 

Letter and figures sent via email 2 March 

2018 

CSH sent a follow up email on 20 March 

2020: 

 Aloha e Mr. Nemet, I hope this email finds 

you in good health and spirit. Did you have 

time to look over the information Cultural 

Surveys Hawai‘i has provided you in the 

previous email dated 20 February 2020 that 

included follow up Questions to the DEIS for 

the East Maui Irrigation? If you have we are 

looking to meet with you on the dates of 16th 

& 17th of March 2020. I will be on island and 

would appreciate the opportunity to meet with 

you and address your previous concerns on 

the CIA for this project and its relationship to 

the DEIS. My contact information is provided 

below, feel free to contact me at any time! I 

have loaded the questions below for your 

convenience. Please get back to me soon to 

ho‘opa‘a or fix a date for either March 16th 

early evening or the 17th any time.  

• Since the sugar production in Central 

Maui ended, have you noticed any 

changes in East Maui related to the 

streams, the ocean, and the fish 

populations? 
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• Has climate change affected any 

traditional cultural practices or 

cultural sites in East Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

access to the proposed License Area? 

Do you have any recommendations for 

how to address access by cultural 

practitioners? 

• Have you noticed any impacts to 

cultural sites caused by water 

diversion in East Maui? Have you any 

concerns that ongoing water diversion 

could impact cultural sites? 

• What concerns do you have about 

impacts to traditional cultural 

practices outside of the License Area? 

Downstream? Hāna? Central Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

impacts to traditional cultural 

gathering practices in the License 

Area? 

What concerns do you have about cultural 

impacts due to changes in stream flow to the 

ocean? 

 

No response was received by CSH 

Pellegrino, Hokuao Kama‘āina, kalo 

farmer, descendant of 

Bailey Family 

Letter and figures sent via email and USPS 

on 20 February 2020 

CSH sent a follow up email on 3 March 

2020: 

Aloha e Mr. Pellegrino, I hope this email finds 

you in good health and spirit. Did you have 

time to look over the information Cultural 

Surveys Hawai‘i has provided you in the 

previous email dated 20 February 2020 that 

included follow up Questions to the DEIS for 

the East Maui Irrigation? If you have we are 

looking to meet with you on the dates of 16th 

& 17th of March 2020. I will be on island and 

would appreciate the opportunity to meet with 
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you and address your previous concerns on 

the CIA for this project and its relationship to 

the DEIS. My contact information is provided 

below, feel free to contact me at any time! I 

have loaded the questions below for your 

convenience. Please get back to me soon to 

ho‘opa‘a or fix a date for either March 16th 

early evening or the 17th any time.  

• Since the sugar production in Central 

Maui ended, have you noticed any 

changes in East Maui related to the 

streams, the ocean, and the fish 

populations? 

• Has climate change affected any 

traditional cultural practices or 

cultural sites in East Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

access to the proposed License Area? 

Do you have any recommendations for 

how to address access by cultural 

practitioners? 

• Have you noticed any impacts to 

cultural sites caused by water 

diversion in East Maui? Have you any 

concerns that ongoing water diversion 

could impact cultural sites?  

• What concerns do you have about 

impacts to traditional cultural 

practices outside of the License Area? 

Downstream? Hāna? Central Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

impacts to traditional cultural 

gathering practices in the License 

Area? 

• What concerns do you have about 

cultural impacts due to changes in 

stream flow to the ocean? 

No response was received by CSH 
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Perez, Albert Executive Director, 

Maui Tomorrow 

Foundation 

Letter and figures sent via email and USPS 

on 20 February 2020 

Mr. Perez replied to CSH via email on 20 

February 2020 

CSH replied to Mr. Perez via email on 20 

February 2020: 

Aloha e Mr. Perez and mahalo for your quick 

response to my email. To answer your inquiry 

about the short turnaround time, it is at the 

request of our client. If we need extra time, we 

would be happy to approach our client for 

your request. Have a wonderful day. 

CSH responded on 24 February 2020: 

Aloha e Mr. Perez, there is no document to 

review it would be the DEIS document. Yes, I 

would like to set a date to meet with you on 

Maui to discuss the comments after your 

review of the DEIS, after the last consultation. 

We can also consult via email or telephone. I 

can send forth the questions. It is up to you. I 

will work with your and am able to meet you 

in Maui at your convenience in the next couple 

of weeks, he alo a he alo e maika‘i or face to 

face is good? Mahalo. 

Mr. Perez responded on 4 March 2020: 

My apologies. I had assumed there was a 

document for us to review. Are you just 

looking to set a date to meet and discuss the 

issues we raised? Sorry, but I need to know 

what you would like from me in order to move 

forward.  

Mr. Perez responded on 4 March 2020: 

Sorry – we have been quite busy! Would you 

be able to meet or talk on the phone on March 

16th in the afternoon? 2pm or so? Also, 

sending the questions in advance would be 

good. Please let me know. Mahalo, Albert. 
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On 4 March 2020 CSH responded to Mr. 

Perez via email:  

“Aloha e Mr. Perez, Yes, 

Monday March 16th will be great for me at 

2pm. Please provide me with the place you 

would like to meet at. I look forward to 

meeting with you. Nui ka mahalo iā ‘oe,” 

On March 4, 2020, CSH sent an email to Mr. 

Perez including the questions to discuss 

regarding the project: 

 “Aloha e Mr. Perez, here the questions you 

have requested. I am making my reservations 

to be there on Monday, March 16th at 2pm just 

need an address at where to meet you. 

• Have you noticed any changes in East 

Maui since the end of sugar 

production in Central Maui? Changes 

to streams? Fish populations? Ocean? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

climate change affecting cultural 

practices or cultural sites in East 

Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

access to the proposed License Area? 

Do you have any recommendations for 

how to address access by cultural 

practitioners? 

• Do you know of any cultural sites that 

have been impacted by water diversion 

in East Maui? Do you have any 

concerns that on-going water 

diversion could impact cultural sites? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

impacts to cultural practices outside of 

the License Area? Downstream? 

Hana? Central Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

impacts to gathering practices in the 

License Area? 
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• Do you have any concerns about 

cultural impacts due to changes in 

stream flow to the ocean? Looking 

forward to meeting with you.” 

CSH responded via email on 4 March 2020: 

“Mahalo, where are you located? Perhaps a 

coffee shop near you?” 

Mr. Perez responded via email: 

 “Mahalo. I don’t have a location yet, but 

we can figure that out prior to the meeting. 

Aloha. Albert” 

Mr. Perez emailed CSH on 14 March 2020:  

“My apologies. In order to help slow the 

spread of COVID-19, I have recently started 

conducting all of my meetings on Zoom. 

Unless you have another reason to be on 

Maui, there is no need to fly here for a 

meeting. Please advise whether you will have 

computer/internet access for a 

virtual meeting at 2p on Monday. If not, we 

can reschedule. Mahalo for your 

understanding. Albert” 

Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i held a 

teleconference call with Mr. Perez on 16 

March 2020. Mr. Perez invited Ms. Lucienne 

De Naie to participate.  

On 15 April 2020 CSH sent Mr. Perez an 

email also including Ms. de Naie to review the 

notes taken from the teleconference. 

Mr. Perez responded via email: 

“I took a quick look just now, and I am sorry 

to say that there are many 

mistakes/misstatements. So many, in fact, that 

it is not accurate [to] record of what I said 

during the interview.” 

CSH responded:  
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“Aloha e Mr. Perez, mahalo for your 

response. Please make any corrections in any 

way that you wish.” 

Following up with Ms. De Naie’s request to 

leave the date and time to Mr. Perez, CSH sent 

an email to Mr. Perez on 15 April 2020: 

 “Aloha e Mr. Perez, are you available 

tomorrow for a Zoom conference meeting? I 

can set it up. Lucienne mentioned that it 

would be you to set the date and time. I 

(CSH) is free anytime.” 

CSH emailed Mr. Perez on 28 April 2020: 

“Aloha Mr. Perez, are you able to video 

conference with me to make the corrections of 

the interview we had for the above-mentioned 

project? I sent an email to you on 

15 April 2020 asking if you would like to meet 

at your convenience to go over the notes taken 

to make corrections. We thank you for your 

time.” 

Mr. Perez responded: 

“Aloha Mr. Mitchell, My apologies. We have 

all been adjusting to this virtual world, and I 

have been remiss in not responding to you 

earlier. I don’t feel that your transcript of our 

previous video session captured what I said. 

Do you not have a recording of that session 

that you can review? Please let me know. If 

not, it would be better for me to respond to 

your written notes. Mahalo, Albert.” 

CSH responded to Mr. Perez: 

 “Aloha e Mr. Perez, mahalo for your 

response. The recording is very spotty for we 

are usually face to face recording. I am not 

familiar with the recording devices on the 

video conferences. We would very much 

appreciate if you would please respond to my 

written notes. Thank you greatly,” 
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CSH sent an email to Mr. Perez on 14 May 

2020: 

“Aloha e Mr. Perez, I am following up on my 

email to you on 29 April 2020. Our deadline 

is May 22 and we would really like to include 

both of your comments in the CIA. Can you 

please send us your comments from your 

written notes? Please let me know if this is 

possible. Mahalo.” 

Mr. Perez responded on 16 May 2020: 

“Yes, sorry - we will get to it this coming 

week.” 

CSH responded to Mr. Perez on 18 May 2020: 

“Aloha e Mr. Perez, thank you for working on 

it. We look forward to receiving your notes 

soon, mahalo nui.” 

CSH emailed Mr. Perez on 21 May 2020: 

“Aloha e Mr. Perez, how are you today? I am 

checking back with you on the completion of 

the corrections of the notes we sent to you. 

Have you had time to complete them? Mahalo 

for your time.” 

Mr. Perez responded: 

“Aloha e Aulii, Yes, we are working on 

corrections to the notes provided. 

Unfortunately, there are many. We will 

continue today and get them to you by your 

May 22nd deadline. Mahalo, Albert.” 

CSH responded to Mr. Perez on 25 May 2020: 

“Aloha nui me ka mahalo nui, gratitude 

indeed.” 

Mr. Perez emailed CSH on 22 May 2020 

along with his corrections stating:  

“Aloha e Auliʻi, I have made corrections to my 

portion of the comments. I also corrected the 

spelling of my name. Lucienne de Naie will be 

responding separately. Please see the 

attached document. Mahalo, Albert.”  
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The statement provided by Mr. Perez can be 

found in Section 5.5.7. 

Sagawinit, James 

Kauihou 

Kama‘āina Letter and figures sent via email on 20 

February 2020 

Mr. Sagawinit responded on 24 February 

2020: 

Mahalo for your correspondence.  I 

must, however question what you are 

addressing.  You do not reference the 

concern I have nor do you give any reason 

for the maps provided.  The letter you send 

appears to be a standardized response not 

specific to anything. 

I cannot accept this as a response to issues 

and concerns raised as you state in your 

writing. Best regards 

Mr. Sagawinit. 

CSH replied on 24 February 2020:  

Aloha e Mr. Sagawinit, we apologize for any 

inconvenience this may have caused you. Yes, 

I have questions and would be glad to meet 

you “he alo a he alo” or “face to face” for a 

continued interview addressing your concerns 

stated from the DEIS. You can also respond 

via email or by telephone, my contact 

information is provided, but know I am 

available to meet you for an in-person 

interview. The following are the questions you 

have requested.  Yes, we have referenced the 

concerns you have given and would like to 

follow up with another consolation with you. 

The maps are just of the project area. This is 

an opportunity to address any old and new 

concerns that you may have: 

• Since the sugar production in Central 

Maui ended, have you noticed any 

changes in East Maui related to the 

streams, the ocean, and the fish 

populations? 
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• Has climate change affected any 

traditional cultural practices or 

cultural sites in East Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

access to the proposed License Area? 

Do you have any recommendations for 

how to address access by cultural 

practitioners? 

• Have you noticed any impacts to 

cultural sites caused by water 

diversion in East Maui? Have you any 

concerns that ongoing water diversion 

could impact cultural sites? 

• What concerns do you have about 

impacts to traditional cultural 

practices outside of the License Area? 

Downstream? Hāna? Central Maui? 

• Do you have any concerns about 

impacts to traditional cultural 

gathering practices in the License 

Area? 

• What concerns do you have about 

cultural impacts due to changes in 

stream flow to the ocean? 

He wahi mahalo aku kēia no kāu pane ‘ana 

mai i ka‘u leka `uila, me ka ha‘aha‘a, This is 

in appreciation for your response to my email, 

sincerely.”  

A follow up email was sent to Mr. Sagawinit 

on 3 March 2020:  

Aloha kakahiaka e Mr. Sagawinit, I hope this 

email finds you in good health and spirit. Did 

you have time to look over the information 

Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i  has provided you in 

the previous email dated 20 February 2020 

that included follow up Questions to the DEIS 

for the East Maui Irrigation? If you have, we 

are looking to meet with you on the dates of 

16th & 17th of March 2020. I will be on island 
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and would appreciate the opportunity to meet 

with you and address your previous concerns 

on the CIA for this project and its relationship 

to the DEIS. My contact information is 

provided below, feel free to contact me at any 

time! I will be on Maui from March 16th-

March17th in Wailuku and would like to meet 

with you to address the questions you 

requested in a previous email face-to-face.  

No response was received by CSH 

Tabura, Jordan Kama‘āina Letter and figures sent via email on 20 

February 2020 

CSH sent a follow up email on 4 March 

2020: 

I hope this email finds you in good health 

and spirit. Did you have time to look over the 

information Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i  has 

provided you in the previous email dated 20 

February 2020 that included follow up 

Questions to the DEIS for the East Maui 

Irrigation? If you have we are looking to 

meet with you on the dates of 16th & 17th of 

March 2020. I will be on island and would 

appreciate the opportunity to meet with you 

and address your previous concerns on the 

CIA for this project and its relationship to 

the DEIS. My contact information is provided 

below, feel free to contact me at any time! 

No response was received by CSH 

Tanaka, Wayne Public Policy 

Advocates, Office of 

Hawaiian Affairs 

On April 15, 2020 CSH received an email 

from Mr. Tanaka adding to the comments 

given by his colleague Mr. Kamakana 

Ferreira with the following comments: 

Thank you for your work on this important 

matter concerning the cultural and 

environmental impacts of various 

leasing/licensing and associated stream 

diversion scenarios in East Maui. 

Sorry for the late reply -- I did have some 

comments regarding the questions that your 
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firm has posed, especially if they are in the 

same form that has been or will be posed to 

cultural practitioners, farmers, and residents 

in East Maui and elsewhere (see bullets in 

red below each question). 

I’m not sure if you have reached out to 

Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation, but they 

should also definitely be contacted if they 

have not already since they work closely with 

many of the practitioners and farmers in East 

Maui.  

Mahalo, 

Wayne 

 

Mr. Tanaka’s additions can be found in 

Section 5.5.4. CSH did not reach out to 

Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation as part of 

the February-June 2020 CIA outreach effort 

that focused on individuals and organizations 

who had provided comment on the June 2019 

DEIS specific to the CIA, but CSH has 

conducted outreach to practitioners and 

farmers in East Maui.  

Young, Lafayette Ha‘ikū Community 

Association 

Mr. Young participated in a teleconference 

call with CSH on 24 March 2020 

CSH emailed Mr. Young his interview 

summary on 27 May 2020 asking him to 

make edits or corrections 

Mr. Young replied 28 May 2020 with his 

corrections 

CSH replied the same day asking permission 

to use his summary in the CIA report, Mr. 

Young agreed 

See Section 5.5.5 for his interview summary 
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 Kama‘āina Interviews 

The authors and researchers of this report extend our deep appreciation to everyone who took 

time to speak and share their mana‘o (thoughts) and ‘ike (knowledge) with CSH whether in 

interviews or brief consultations. We request that if these interviews are used in future documents, 

the words of contributors are reproduced accurately and in no way altered, and that if large excerpts 

from interviews are used, report preparers obtain the express written consent of the interviewee/s. 

Interviews were conducted in accordance with Federal and State laws and guidelines with 

individuals knowledgeable of the general history, present and past land use, traditional gathering 

practices (both past and ongoing), and cultural sites of the License Area and the encompassing 

ahupua‘a. The following analysis of kama‘āina interviews is intended to facilitate the 

identification of potential impacts on cultural resources, ongoing cultural practices, and/or cultural 

sites within the License Area or its immediate vicinity. 

5.5.1 Interview Summary for Kyle Nakanelua 

Disclaimer from Kyle Nakanelua: “It is critical to me that my testimony will not be used to 

support other diversions. I request that if my interview is used in future documents, my words are 

reproduced accurately and in no way altered. If large excerpts are used, those that are using my 

statements obtain my express written consent.”   

CSH interviewed Kyle Nakanelua on 13 April 2018 at Kahului Starbucks. Kyle Nakanelua was 

born on 10 September 1959 to Paul Hanai Nakanelua, Jr. and Barbara Jean Rodrigues in Honolulu. 

Mr. Nakanelua has an older and a younger sister. He was raised in Honolulu and lived there for 17 

years. He spent four years in the military before moving to Wailuku in 1982. He worked for the 

Department of Transportation – Airports Division as a fireman for 30 years before retiring. 

Mr. Nakanelua’s connection to Maui is that his maternal grandfather is from Kokomo and his 

father was born and raised in Wailua Village, the greater area known as Wailua Nui. He has traced 

his mo‘okuauhau (genealogy) prior to Kamehameha and has spent many summers and winter 

breaks with his grandparents, sister, and older cousin. He recalls spending time with his kūpuna 

(elders) as well as working in the kalo (taro; Colocasia esculenta) fields. Mr. Nakanelua describes 

working in the lo‘i (irrigated terrace) not as work, but as a “way of life.” Mr. Nakanelua elaborates 

what a typical day with his grandparents would entail: 

Yeah, get up, clean up, house chores, and then….yard chores or farm chores. 

The farm was away so it’s either weeding in the taro patch, cutting the grass, 

pulling the taro, helping clean up all the—you know when you harvest the taro 

there’s always left-over work, right? There’s--you got to move the roots, you got 

to move the cut huli [taro top], just all of these…just farming tasks. Yeah. So, 

we would participate in. Everything is manual labor. Nothing was machines. So, 

there was always work to do. 

Although there are many varieties of kalo, Mr. Nakanelua points out that the two varieties that 

his grandparents cultivated were Lehua and Moi.  
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When he returned to his family property in 1989, he consistently worked on cleaning the taro 

patches at least three times a week and there were some challenges including invasive species and 

insufficient water flow. 

Invasive species such as apple snails and feral hogs are an obstacle that Mr. Nakanelua faces in 

kalo farming. He is currently on a comeback after a two-year hiatus after feral hogs wiped out an 

entire acre of taro. He points out that these are not normal pigs as they are cross-bred with Russian 

boar so they’re much more aggressive—eating baby goats, avocado trees, and pohole (fiddlehead 

fern). 

In terms of the water flow, Mr. Nakanelua points out that as a child he recalls all the streams 

being full of water. Honomanū never flowed unless there were torrential rains, he says. However, 

he points out that since the release order1, Honomanū and several other streams have been flowing 

nicely, including Puohokamoa and Waikamoi. He adds that it’s not always the amount of water 

that matters, but the velocity behind the water: 

So it’s not that its 6 feet wide of water and 4 feet deep. Its X amount wide and 

X amount deep but there’s a really crisp and vigorous flow to it. You know, and 

that’s what’s important. That’s what keeps everything stimulated and alive - that 

I’ve seen. If you talk about a healthy stream flow, that was a healthy stream. 

Because Mr. Nakanelua is a taro farmer, having water that is cold and constantly running is a 

vital component of farming wet land kalo.  

Besides tending to their lo‘i, they were also responsible for gathering food products from the 

rivers and streams such as ‘ōpae (general name for shrimp), ‘opihi (general name for limpets), 

‘o‘opu (general name for fishes included in the families Eleotridae, Gobiidae, and Blennidae), and 

hīhīwai (endemic grainy snail; Neritinu graposa). They also gathered pohole. 

‘O‘opu, it used to be more prolific in this area…but not as much as it used to be. 

And I’ve seen it. As a young child, ‘o‘opu was like prevalent in the 

streams….and now it ain’t. I believe they’re still there but I used to see them 

before I don’t see them anymore. 

When Mr. Nakanelua was a child, he recalls ‘ōpae being prevalent in the streams that flow 

through their property named Lakini. When he began to clean the family property on a regular 

basis, he points out that there was “some” because his grandmother would still catch ‘ōpae to use 

and eat. Today there is no ‘ōpae, but there are prawns. When posed the question whether perhaps 

‘ōpae was being over picked by others, he responds with “no” because “we were the only one 

there.” Mr. Nakanelua does not think that the prawns are to blame for the decline of the ‘ōpae 

 

1 Although CSH is not certain what release order Mr. Nakanelua was referring to, we note that EMI ceased all diversions within 

the Waiokamilo hydrologic unit after the BLNR ruled in March 2007 that EMI should release 6 mgd from Waiokamilo Stream.  In 

July 2016, the CWRM issued an Order re Interim Restoration of Stream Flow, and ordered that the following streams, on which 

diversions had stopped, were to remain undiverted until further order by CWRM: Waiokamilo Stream, East and West Wailuanui, 

Makapipi, Hanawi, Waiohue, East Wailuaiki, West Wailuaiki, Waikamoi, Kapiliula, and Puakaa 
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population, but instead believes “that the flow of water is impactual” and has seen the water decline 

since 1989.  

In addition to freshwater species, his grandmother fished and gathered for food items makai 

(towards the ocean). He explains: 

They fished for the little fish, the ‘ōhua [young fish] . . . They fished for little 

eels the way they did it. How they put the palu [fish bait made of fish head or 

stomach, also used for chumming] in the hand and then the small eels would 

come in and they would grab them and stuff like that. We participated in the 

picking ‘opihi…And certain types of limu. 

‘Opihi was eaten raw, while hīhīwai was used for soup. ‘O‘opu was steamed. Limu was a side 

dish and used as a condiment to dishes. Typically, all marine life was taken home, cleaned, and 

then eaten for dinner. Any leftovers were eaten for lunch the following day. 

The area of Ha‘aluea is a wahi pana (storied place). Ha‘aluea is a papa (reef) that extends just 

off the shoreline. Mr. Nakanelua shared with us that it was the ‘awe‘awe or tentacle of the great 

squid named Ha‘aluea. The mo‘olelo behind it is that ‘Ai‘ai, son of Ku‘ula, cut off the tentacle, 

which later became petrified. The mo‘olelo stems from “Ku‘ula from Hāna.” It is said that Ku‘ula 

and Hina were called upon for assistance in Wailuanui. A leho (general name for cowry shell) was 

removed from a gourd that was given to ‘Ai‘ai. He attached the leho to a line and lowered it into 

the sea where it emitted rich, beautiful colors that attracted Ha‘aluea. The large he‘e (general term 

for octopus) came out of its hole and appeared on the surface of the water. Men on canoes 

surrounded Ha‘aluea and were frightened by his size. Ha‘aluea had every intention of killing the 

men on the canoes but instead ‘Ai‘ai’s friend shoved a stone into the head of the he‘e and an arm 

was cut off, which now makes up the papa today (Thrum 1901:117-118). 

Ha‘aluea also serves as a fish breeding ground due to the lay of the land. Because it is a reef 

and the muliwai (river mouth) empties into this area, Mr. Nakanelua points out that this is where 

fish spawn. The papa serves as a home for fish of all sizes as well as ‘opihi. Residents regularly 

fish in this area and have caught kole (surgeonfish; Ctenochaetus strigosus), ‘ō‘io (ladyfish; Albula 

Vulpes), akule (big-eyed scad fish; Trachurops crumenophthalmus), and pelagics such as ‘ahi 

(Hawaiian tuna fishes) and aku (bonito, skipjack; Katsuwonus pelamis). Mr. Nakanelua recalls his 

grandmother making lomi ‘ō‘io (seasoned ladyfish) by cutting open the fish, scraping out the soft 

meat of the fish, then picking out the small bones with her fingers. She would add ‘inamona 

(relished made of kukui [candlenut; Aleurites moluccana]) and limu kohu. Another favored option 

was to dry fish in a dry box.  

Mr. Nakanelua shared a few mo‘olelo that focus on the water of East Maui: 

So there are various ponds that are dedicated to the mo‘o and there are various 

streams that are dedicated to puhi. And there’s one stream that’s named after a 

mo‘o and that stream or that area—stream rivulet is called Waiakakamilo, so 

“the water of Kamilo.” There’s another stream in the area of Waianu, I believe. 

It’s a big one. It’s a main tributary and it’s called Waiakuna or “the waters of 

Kuna” and that was a big puhi of that place, at that time. 
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Mr. Nakanelua continues that below the waters of Waiakuna lies a pond commonly known as 

Ching’s Pond. That is where he swam growing up or in ponds on his grandmother’s ‘āina (land). 

Another point of interest that Mr. Nakanelua shares is his knowledge of a heiau (pre-Christian 

place of worship) complex called Pākanaloa. The site consists of a couple platforms, but in recent 

years it has been choked by hau (beach hibiscus; Hibiscus tillaceus) and trash. The Redo family 

resides near the heiau where they operate a watercress farm. On their property is a spring known 

as ‘Ōhi‘a. Mr. Nakanelua shares the mo‘olelo of these two sites: 

Because it was founded and formed by Kāne and Kanaloa. And I’m not talking 

about those magical, mystical gods. I’m talking about two real guys that actually 

existed, you know? And for me and my educational base their ancestors that are 

upon us, ancestors that were so great and from such a time, so long ago, that we 

have commemorated them to various landscapes across, you know, across this 

pae moku [group of islands]. But definitely on Maui that is one of their places 

that they have established. And if you think about establishing a spring - the 

establishment of a spring – it’s drinking water. Fresh, pure drinking water that 

is necessary for people to live. And so, if you look at it, there’s a spring there, 

and then above the spring there’s a temple complex or let’s call it a church 

complex. Why do you need a church? You need a church because you have 

people. And people require [loud sigh] spiritual sustenance, you know, as well 

as food sustenance. So, there was an established ancient village there of where 

that was the central focal point. And if you look at the societies of the world - 

and everyplace - the center of society is the religious institution for a lack of a 

better phrase at this moment in time. So, the temple complex is called Pākanaloa 

or “the enclosure of Kanaloa” and it oversees and is connected to the well spring 

called ‘Ōhi‘a that was established by Kāne and Kanaloa who are notable 

ancestors that are always paired together. So, I think yeah if that ain’t an 

archaeological site I don’t know what is. 

When CSH posed the question whether he knows other people in the area who perform any 

other cultural practices, Mr. Nakanelua discusses the “buzz phrase” and how it was just how you 

lived in his grandparent’s time: 

It was way of life. So, I learned stuff like that but it was a way of life, it wasn’t 

one cultural practice. You never practice anything, you just did the work. So, I 

would virtually say yeah there are—everyone in that valley is a cultural 

practitioner….I think if you asked them a lot of them would scratch their heads 

and go ‘what you talking about’ [laughing]. And a lot of people don’t understand 

that because the academic world is really large right now, especially in Hawaiian 

traditions. And the majority of the cultural practitioners that exist, yeah, that 

have taken on the title, they do not live that kind of life…And I’m not 

discrediting them, yeah, I want to be clear. I’m not discrediting the life that they 

live here. But it’s definitely nothing like the life that country people live. So, for 
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me…there’s insiders and there’s outsiders. And there’s an outside life and the 

way people live and there’s an inside life and the way people live. 

He gives an example of diving, fishing, and gathering ‘opihi of someone who lives in the 

country. He explains that a person from the country will simply put on old clothes and bring a bag 

and a spear—no fins. That person will walk up current, dive in, and follow the current, which is 

what eliminates the need for fins. That person will spear just enough fish for himself and his ‘ohana 

(family). Then they would walk the shore to pick ‘opihi and maybe the stream to gather hīhīwai. 

Mr. Nakanelua states: “It’s so bloody sensible.” In comparison to those who have made a tradition 

into a novelty, which in turn has become a sport. He continues: 

So, yeah so are there cultural practitioners? I will say…every one of those people 

that live in there [East Maui] are cultural practitioners. If you’re planting food, 

if you’re gathering food, if you do these things that is what is classified now a 

days as a cultural practice…Yeah. 

Mr. Nakanelua is concerned with the act of diverting water, he explicitly states that “when those 

places dry up that adversely impacts the way of life, the cultural practice if you will” and it 

“adversely impacts the people’s way of life that live there.”  

Now Mayor Alan Arakawa told me, his mouth to my ear, said they want to take 

Kīhei’s consumption off of the Wailuku aquifer and supplement that with 10 

million gallons a day from the Ko‘olau water system. You know the whole 

problem with this is for the past 150 years they’ve been circumventing the law. 

They’ve been violating the law. And the administrators have allowed it to occur.  

His recommendation for this project was simply “Follow the law! Support the law! File for your 

permit. There’s a policy and there’s procedures. Adhere to the policy and follow the procedures. 

And stop trying to circumvent it [the law] because you smart. You know, just be honest, be 

transparent.” 

Closing statement from Mr. Nakanelua: “In closing, I would like to express my gratitude to 

those that called for this EIS. It has afforded an opportunity for an old voice to be heard and 

hopefully heeded. The voice of the Mo‘o-Kūpuna (Elders that have passed) through Mo‘o-lelo 

(oral tradition) about the Mo‘o-‘āina (tangible and intangible life of the land) and Mo‘owai (life 

giving force of water) and the many Mo‘o-mahi (eco-system) that make up this environment of 

ours. 

He ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kānaka ke kaua. 

The land has authority, the human is the steward that is to care for it.” 

5.5.2 Interview Summary for Skippy Hau 

On Friday, 16 February 2018, CSH interviewed Skippy Hau and accompanied him on a huakaʻi 

(journey, trip) to historic water diversions and irrigation ditches within the EMI Aqueduct System. 

Born to Arthur Mann Yau Hau and Rose Sin Heong, Mr. Hau was born and raised in Kāne‘ohe, 

O‘ahu and moved to Wailuku, Maui in 1985. From that time, he has held his position as an Aquatic 
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Biologist for Maui’s Department of Land and Natural Resources. He has also given presentations 

for the Marine Option Program at Maui Community College. 

His work as an Aquatic Biologist has introduced him to many different aquatic species, mainly 

the ʻōpae (Figure 51 and Figure 52), ʻoʻopu (Figure 53), and hīhīwai (Figure 54), all of which he 

has researched extensively. His studies have taken him into the streams most deeply impacted by 

years of water diversion for the purpose of sugarcane production on Maui. To truly understand the 

negative impacts of water diversion or even the negative impacts of private ownership of water, 

one must first understand the positive impacts of properly managed, natural stream flow, which 

Mr. Hau has advocated for years. The importance of water to the Hawaiian people speaks volumes 

when one looks deeper into the  Hawaiian meaning and use of the term wai, water. As Carol Wilcox 

notes: 

The difference between Western and Polynesian concepts of water was 

fundamental. Take, for example, the languages that drove the two cultures. While 

in English the word “water” means “a transparent, odorless, tasteless liquid, a 

compound of hydrogen and oxygen,” in Hawaiian the word “wai” has many 

meanings: water and blood and passion and life. Hawaiians were fully aware of the 

power and wealth bestowed on those who controlled wai. After all, this word is the 

root word for wealth, waiwai, and law, kanawai. [Wilcox 1996:24-25] 

Mrs. Emma Nakuina, a Hawaiian scholar, wrote an article on “Ancient Hawaiian Water Rights” 

and all the different aspects that attributed to its success in ancient Hawai’i. Mrs. Nakuina notes:  

Water rights were primarily for lois [irrigated terraces], that is, for kalo [taro] 

culture-potato patches, bananas or sugar cane had no recognized claim on a water 

right in the rotation. The cultivation of these, regarded as dry land crops, were 

invariably during the rainy season except in the Koolau or wet districts. Sugar cane 

and bananas were almost always planted on loi banks (kuauna’s) so as to ensure a 

sufficiency of moisture from the seepage or ooze between them. [Nakuina 1893:83] 

In her description of ancient Hawaiian water rights, Mrs. Nakuina makes clear that water was 

used primarily for the cultivation of kalo, the main staple of the Hawaiian people. So it came with 

no surprise that the amount of water required for sugar cane production would have profound 

effects on the families of East Maui and the population of aquatic species with which Mr. Hau is 

so familiar.  

On the way to our first stop at the Honopou stream diversion (Figure 55 and Figure 56), Mr. 

Hau spoke of a kūpuna who lived in this area by the name of Beatrice Kekahuna. In 2001, she, 

along with Marjorie Wallette and Elizabeth Lapenia, members of Nā Moku ʻAupuni o Koʻolau Hui 

(a non-profit corporation organized by the Hawaiian community of East Maui) petitioned the 

Commission on Water Resources Management (CWRM) to amend the Interim Instream Flow 

Standard (IIFS) for 27 Streams in East Maui (State of Hawaii 2008:130). The details of the case 

are described as follows: 

On May 24, 2001, Nā Moku (a nonprofit corporation organized by native Hawaiian 

residents of East Maui ahupuaʻa), Beatrice Kekahuna, Marjorie Wallet, and 

Elizabeth Lehua Lapenia filed petitions to amend the IIFS for twenty-seven East 
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Maui streams. On May 25, 2010, the Commission held an open meeting to reach a 

decision on IIFS amendment for nineteen of the streams. The Commission restored 

flow to six streams (two on an annual basis and four on a seasonal basis) and 

decided that the IIFS for the remaining thirteen streams would remain unamended. 

Before the end of the May 25, 2020 Commission meeting, Nā Moku’s counsel 

orally requested a contested case hearing to challenge the decision, and on June 4, 

2010, Nā Moku filed a written Petition for a Contested Case Hearing Before the 

Commission on Water Resource Management (Petition for Hearing) pursuant to 

the Commission’s administrative rules. […] The petitioners in that case testified 

that their native Hawaiian members “live, work, and play” in the areas of the 

streams at issues, and they claimed the Commission’s decision to restore a limited 

amount of water to the streams adversely affected their native Hawaiian rights and 

their ability to engage in traditional and customary gathering practices. […] 

…community members who owned or resided on land in the area of the East Maui 

streams submitted testimony to the Commission about similar interests in gathering 

hīhīwai, limu, o‘opu, and ōpae from the streams… [State of Hawai’i Court of 

Appeals 2012:1-2 and 5-7] 

An interim order was issued in 2007 by the Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) 

ordering “A&B/EMI [Alexander & Baldwin/East Maui Irrigation] be immediately ordered to 

decrease current diversions on Waiokamilo Stream such that the water flow can be measured […] 

at the rate of 6,000,000 gallons per day based on a monthly moving average on an annual basis” 

(State of Hawaii 2008:131). Though this figure seems significant, it is still not an adequate amount 

for those who have petitioned for the release of more water. At the Honopou diversion, Mr. Hau 

noted that modifications were made to allow more water to flow downstream; however, much of 

the water is still being diverted by EMI.  

Continuing on our huaka‘i, we approached Honomanū where Mr. Hau recalled seeing residents 

gather ferns in this area. This fern, known on other islands as hō‘i‘o is called pohole by Maui 

residents and is particularly large and more coarse (Pukui and Elbert 1986) (Figure 57). In one 

particular account by a Mr. James Hū‘eu Jr., he states that pohole grows only in the mountainous 

areas of Maui while hō‘i‘o can be found at different elevations on other islands (Maly and Maly 

2001:46). Regarding Honomanū Stream, Mr. Hau published a report in 2007 that was featured in 

Bishop Museum’s Bulletin, Biology of Hawaiian Streams and Estuaries. This published work 

encompasses Mr. Hau’s work as an Aquatic Biologist. A section of the report’s abstract briefly 

describes the effects of stream diversion and, likewise, stream restoration on hīhīwai: 

Juvenile hīhīwai (Neritina granosa), endemic freshwater snails of Hawai‘i, were 

collected from ‘Īao and Honomanū Streams on the island of Maui. Each stream has 

two or three diversions at various elevations which removes most of the stream 

flow before reaching the ocean. The lack of flow restricts hīhīwai to the estuary. 

[…] The persistence of juvenile hīhīwai recruitment confirms the possibility for 

restoring native stream population if “natural flow” is restored. Stream restoration 

should be based on the needs of the slowest migrating animals such as hīhīwai. A 

slow-migrating species like hīhīwai may be a good indicator of the adequacy of 

stream flow during stream restoration programs. [Hau 2007:171] 
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Mr. Hau expands on the importance of proper water level and flow on the hīhīwai population: 

The streams occasionally experience heavy rains and flash flooding which 

temporarily establishes mauka-makai connection (from the mountain to the ocean) 

that is vitally important for amphidromous animals migrating between the ocean 

and fresh water. The connection is maintained intermittently after storms with flows 

that exceed diversion capacities. [...] 

Hīhīwai still attempt to migrate into ‘Īao and Honomanū estuaries even though both 

streams have been diverted for more than 100 years. Water collected by diversions 

is transported to agricultural lands by a comprehensive system of irrigation ditches 

and reservoirs (Wilcox, 1996). These diversions may also be carrying hīhīwai 

larvae away from the ocean. [...] 

For diverted streams, the requirement for two or more flows are often overlooked 

and are needed to allow post larvae hīhīwai and other stream animals sufficient 

space and time to migrate upstream. Depending on the duration of the rainy season, 

these later flows may need to exceed diversion capacities and be able to break open 

a natural bermbuilt up by large winter swells (>10) generated from the North 

Pacific. Substrate, which naturally moves downstream, blocks the stream from 

flowing into the ocean. On the other hand, with consistent rainfall, there is a 

sufficient flow to prevent this build up and a continuous stream connection to the 

ocean is maintained. [...] 

ʻĪao and Honomanū Streams represent many other streams in Hawaiʻi that have 

been diverted. Restricted stream flows have resulted in smaller estuaries and 

prevented hīhīwai from migrating to higher elevations. Unless the animals reach 

adequate freshwater stream habitats, they are unable to grow into healthy 

reproducing populations. In Honomanū and ̒ Īao Streams, the diversion of over 90% 

of the stream flow results in intermittent stream conditions, which limit the average 

growth of hīhīwai to less than 10 mm. The recruitment of hīhīwai and other 

amphidromous species requires consistent stream flows. [Hau 2007:177, 180] 

Mr. Hau’s research on hīhīwai presents clear data that a certain level of stream flow is required 

to ensure healthy migration and population of this species and also of ‘o‘opu and ‘ōpae. In a memo 

to the CWRM from the Division of Aquatic Resources (DAR), the same points were made 

regarding restoration efforts in East Maui Streams. Some of the points mentioned below relate to 

stream diversion and native aquatic animals and entrainment of native animals in stream 

diversions: 

• The removal of stream diversions and the complete restoration of stream 

flow would be the best possible condition for native aquatic animals. DAR 

understands that management of the resource is a balance between the needs 

of the animals and the needs of people thus supports some use of water from 

East Maui Streams.  

• In no case are additional diversions of stream water recommended, although 

current levels of stream flow diversion may be appropriate on some streams. 
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Flow restoration is only recommended on 8 of the 19 streams under 

consideration [Waikamoi, Puohokamoa, Haipua‘ena, West Wailua Iki, East 

Wailua Iki, Kopiliula, Waiohue, and Hanawī]. 

• Co-mingling of stream and ditch flows should be avoided where at all 

possible to limit the potential spread of invasive aquatic species.  

• As newly recruiting animals move upstream to adult habitats, they follow 

the available path of water in the stream. Thus release of water from sluice 

gates in the immediate vicinity of diversion intakes serves to funnel animals 

to the intake and results in high rates of entrainment (and ultimately death) 

of animals migrating upstream. Therefore, water releases should provide a 

pathway as far away as possible from the point of diversion to minimize 

entrainment of upstream migrating animals. [Nishimoto 2010:3-4] 

We continued on our huaka‘i and passed Pi‘ina‘au and Palauhulu Streams. Mr. Hau talked 

about a woman who lived near these streams that joined at the rear of her home, Aunty Sarah 

Ka‘auamo. These two streams join above Waialohe Pond where Mr. Hau has done surveys 

collecting post larvae ‘o‘opu, ‘ōpae, and hīhīwai. Another study Mr. Hau participated in mentioned 

again the negative effect of water diversion on native stream fauna: 

There is contact pressure in Hawai‘i to utilize freshwater resources for urban, resort, 

and agricultural purposes. This had resulted in increased concern for the future of 

the indigenous freshwater stream fauna… […] The fishes and aquatic invertebrates 

have an amphidromous life cycle. […] This life cycle requires streams which flow 

continuously. Thus, the endemic Hawaiian stream fauna is particularly sensitive to 

any anthropogenic perturbations which disrupt stream flows for extended periods. 

[Way et. al 1998:54] 

Mr. Hau mentioned that back in the 1920s and 30s, those who lived near the streams would 

catch ‘ōhua, which is the young stage of the manini (Acanthurus triostegus) (Figure 58). At this 

stage, the ‘ōhua has not yet gotten its stripes so easily identified when it matures to a manini. The 

‘ōhua would be gathered well before sunrise, where they’d be prepared and put in the dry box and 

then “eaten like candy”, as Mr. Hau described. Hinana (young ‘o‘opu fish) would be prepared and 

eaten the same way. This information from old time residents of East Maui helped Mr. Hau figure 

out the pattern of population of those species and also the constant decline once the negative 

impacts of diverted water became more severe. The kama‘āina would see large populations of fish 

when they were kids, but now in their older years, it is rare to find the same species in these 

streams. The stories of gathering fish and the availability of certain species give a glimpse into the 

health and decline of their stream habitat. ‘Ōpae were once caught in lower streams whereas today 

they are only caught in the mountain areas where water remains cool. Though the population still 

thrives, they have adapted in some way to inconsistent stream flow caused by water diversions. 

Another negative impact brought up by Mr. Hau as far as EMI’s presence in East Maui is the 

abandonment of equipment and structures. Dilapidated structures and inoperable equipment are 

left at several diversion sites and almost completely overgrown with vegetation (Figure 59 and 

Figure 60). Some specific concerns presented by Mr. Hau require clarifications that he is unable 

to obtain from the CWRM. These concerns include: 
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1. Exactly how much water is being diverted and when will it be released to 

residents? 

2. Of the water being diverted, what exactly will it be used for? 

3. With the absence of sugar cane plantations, what is the reason for continued 

diversions? 

There has also been some speculation that the continued diverted water will be used for cattle 

ranching. If this is true, Mr. Hau expresses concern that cattle ranching, similar to sugar cane 

cultivation, requires large amounts of water and land, and ample maintenance. He feels that the 

community is being excluded in any issue regarding the release of water or the use of diverted 

water and that families are still not receiving the appropriate amount of water to maintain their 

lo‘i. Through his work as an Aquatic Biologist, Mr. Hau is an advocate for healthy stream 

ecosystems that rely on natural streamflow for the success of aquatic populations. Without the 

proper level of natural streamflow, native aquatic populations are at risk of decline. 
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Figure 51. ‘Ōpae kala‘ole; opae kuahiwi (Atyoida bisulcata) in bucket (CSH 2018) 

 

Figure 52. ‘Ōpae oe ha‘a (Macrobrachium grandimanus); native prawn (CSH 2018)
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Figure 53. ‘O‘opu nopili (Sicyopterus stimpsoni) (CSH 2018) 

 

Figure 54. Hīhīwai (Neritina granosa) from Honomanū Stream (CSH 2018)
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Figure 55. Honopou Stream diversion by Ha‘ikū Ditch (CSH 2018) 

 

Figure 56. Control gate (Ha‘ikū Ditch by Honopou Stream) (CSH 2018)
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Figure 57. Skippy Hau at lower Honomanū Stream, pohole ferns line the left bank (CSH 2018) 

 

Figure 58. Estuary photo of ʻōhua (manini) (Acanthurus triostegus) (Skippy Hau 2018)
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Figure 59. Abandoned, dilapidated structure (Skippy Hau 2018) 

 

Figure 60. Abandoned equipment (Skippy Hau 2018)
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Figure 61. West Wailua Iki Stream, Skippy Hau with ʻōpae net (CSH 2018) 

 

Figure 62. Dam across West Wailua Iki Stream (CSH 2018)
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Figure 63. View of West Wailua Iki Stream waterfall from access road (CSH 2018) 

 

Figure 64. Control gate to release diverted water on West Wailua Iki Stream (CSH 2018)
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Figure 65. Irrigation ditch, Waiohue Stream (CSH 2018) 

 

Figure 66. Flume above Waiohue Stream (CSH 2018)
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Figure 67. Waiohue control gate removed; intake blocked on other side (CSH 2018)
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Figure 68. Lower Honomanū Stream (makai of Hāna Highway) (CSH 2018)
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5.5.3 Interview Summary for Garrett Hew 

On 26 June 2018, CSH met with Mr. Garret Hew, a retired EMI manager, at his home in Kula, 

Maui. Mr. Hew was born to Harry Hew and Nellie Shim in Puʻunēnē, Maui and later raised in 

Kula. His father was from Maui and his mother from Kōhala, on Hawaiʻi Island. Although they 

met on Oʻahu, they eventually made Maui their home with their five children, including Mr. Hew. 

Now on Maui, his father became a farmer and grew Kula onions, tomatoes, and a variety of other 

crops. His grandmother and great-grandmother were also farmers, making Mr. Hew a 4th 

generation farmer in his family.   

Mr. Hew described that growing up on a farm meant alot of chores but also alot of memories. 

Mr. Hew and his siblings grew up with the motto, “If you wanna eat, you better work,” which 

carried on into his adult life. Mr. Hew explains that  growing up, it was a hard life but very 

rewarding to be outside and learn how to farm and ranch. It has become a family tradition and even 

his grandchildren love participating in the chores of ranching. Today, Mr. Hew does both cattle 

ranching and farming.  

After graduating from high school, Mr. Hew attended Pacific University in Forest Grove, 

Oregon. It took him some time to find his true interest. In 1978, Mr. Hew graduated from Oregon 

State University with a degree in Horticulure and some background in Business. Soon after 

graduating, he returned home and took over the family farm when his father retired. He continued 

to raise Kula onions, tomatoes, and other vegetables but was met with issues outside of his control 

such as weather and bug problems. After five years of trying his hand at farming, he decided to 

get a job and was hired at Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company (HC&S) in December of 1983 

in the Irrigation Department.  

Under HC&S, Mr. Hew had the title of Ditch Supervisor, whose primary responsibility was 

regulating water. Two years later, he was transferred to East Maui Irrigation Co. Ltd. (EMI) where 

he was put in charge of administrative functions. Mr. Hew can recall his start at EMI and how he 

had a brusque introduction of being out in the field. He recalls training being tough, but that it was 

obvious to his superiors that he could handle the outside elements and physical qualifications of 

the job. This included hiking several miles and doing tunnel inspections.  

In one specific case, Mr. Hew remembers doing a tunnel inspection with two supervisors: 

Robert Puʻu and Steven Cabral. He recalls how they would clear the tunnel floors from fallen 

rocks: 

We blow air into the tube and strap a piece of plywood on top. So what you do is, 

you jump on the plyboard and float down [the tunnel], and when you see rocks on 

the tunnel floor you stop and put it on the plyboard. And if you have plenty rocks, 

you turn the tire upside down where the plywood is under water […] And you throw 

rocks in it and then you float them down. 

These routine cleanings were done whenever there were 40 millions gallons of water or less 

flowing through the main Koolau/Wailoa ditch tunnels because any more would make it hard to 

stand up to perform maintenance work. Mr. Hew describes how his determination and hard work 

during training spotlighted his work ethic and he earned a lot of respect from his supervisors and 

co-workers. He learned a lot from them and from working in the ditch system.  
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While working for EMI, Mr. Hew also received his explosives license which allowed the 

clearing of rocks and roads. Today, machines are used to clear obstructions but in his day, things 

were cleared by using explosives. He maintained his position in administration for EMI throughout 

his entire employment but when the opportunity presented itself for him to learn more in other 

positions and departments within the company, Mr. Hew learned as much as he could.  

Mr. Hew was eventually promoted to Manager in 2000 and named President in 2005. He 

oversaw the entire operations of EMI until his retirement in 2017. Through his years with the 

company, he says he learned many things from past supervisors and members of the community. 

He learned that in the past, Ke‘anae and Wailua were cultivated in rice. In the late 1800s, Chinese 

immigrants were brought to Hawai‘i to work in the sugar plantations and intermarried with Native 

Hawaiians who resided in Ke‘anae and Wailua. Eventually lo‘i (irrigated terrace) were converted 

to rice paddies. These days, many of the paddies have returned back to lo‘i kalo (taro patch). His 

old supervisor mentioned Maggie Alu who had a poi (made from cooked taro corms, pounded, and 

thinned with water) shop in Kūpau Valley, but eventually when it became difficult to make a living 

from poi, many people in the valley looked for work with the County and in other parts of Maui. 

It became routine for EMI to hire people who lived in East Maui, which afforded them the 

opportunity to support their family while still being relatively close to home.  

Being a farmer himself, water diversion was a personal concern for Mr. Hew as well. One day 

while out in the field with Supervisor Robert Puʻu, he notes that he questioned how loʻi situated 

below diversions were still receiving water. He saw for himself that below each diversion and ditch 

system were springs that would feed into the taro patches. Even through the controversy of the 

water diversions, EMI offered assistance with clearing out ʻauwai (ditch, canal) but were rejected 

by the community. As a local, Mr. Hew says he understood the anger caused by the diversions but 

as a family man, he also understood the need of working to support and provide for your family. 

From his perspective, it wasn’t that he was choosing to do harm to the families by diverting water 

but that he was simply fulfilling his position with EMI. He says “You just have to let it go in one 

ear and out the other. We just do our thing. If anyone like make humbug with you, just walk away.” 

Mr. Hew also mentioned how natural disasters, like heavy rain, landslides, and earthquakes 

have also interrupted the natural flow of water. He was told stories by locals of Hāna that an 

earthquake caused the Mokulehua Stream water to sink into the ground instead of flow down to 

the ocean. In another instance, heavy rains and big floods washed away ponds, like Makapīpī, 

where he once took his kids swimming. Heavy rains caused a landslide that completely took out 

the pond adjacent to the Hana Highway; although a pond stands there today, it is now 200 feet 

below from where it originally was. 

Mr. Hew explained how people traveled to Hāna before the highway was built: 

[…] they used to use the EMI ditch trail to access going to Hāna. So, you either 

catch the boat from Kahului, go all the way to Hana, which is real rough ride. Or 

you go horse and mule and you catch our ditch trail at Pāpaʻaʻea and go up the road, 

come all the way across, and either come down Piʻinaʻau Road or over across to 

Kopiliua Stream.  

According to Mr. Hew, Jimmy Hueu, the former overseer in Keʻanae, explained that the Hāna 

Highway was built in sections. The section from Pāpaʻaʻea to Piʻinaʻau was built from 1923 to 
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1925. The next section, from Piʻinaʻau to Kopiliula, was built between 1925 and 1927. Prior to 

construction of this road, the trails used to reach beyond Pāpaʻaʻea were ditch access roads. There 

were no established trails or roads except for old hunting trails. 

Regarding his knowledge of archaeological sites, Mr. Hew recalls a few in Honomanū, 

including a small Chinese graveyard and a few more along Piʻinaʻau Road. He was told there was 

a ditchman who lived with his family in that area whose kuleana (responsibility) was to maintain 

the ditch and regulate the water. According to Mr. Hew, there were eight ditchman houses set up 

near sections of the ditch that needed routine maintenance. He is closely familiar with the ditchman 

homes nearest Pi’ina’au Road.  

In regard to gathering practices, Mr. Hew explained that people would gather near the streams 

but drew closer to the ditches when water levels were extremely low, making it easy to catch ‘ōpae 

(general name for shrimp). Mr. Hew would also take his children to gather ‘ōpae. After gathering 

enough, they’d fry the ‘ōpae and eat it with poi. Hīhīwai was also a favored dish. Mr. Hew also 

caught Tahitian prawns (Macrobrachium lar) that have slowly become a threat to the native ‘ōpae 

population. Regarding native stream life, Mr. Hew has taught his children and friends to gather 

only what you need, which maintains a healthy balance and ensures an ongoing supply of natural 

stream resources. Aside from stream life, Mr. Hew has also gone hunting. He was a member of 

the Kaupō Gun Club and would hunt around the South side of Maui. The east side of Maui was 

known for pig hunting, and the Kaupō area for goats and axis deer. With the axis deer, Mr. Hew 

takes the meat and makes it teriyaki (marinade of soy sauce, mirin, and sugar) style. When he 

caught pig, he usually gave it away to his friends who make smoked sausage. 

These days, Mr. Hew says he enjoys spending time with his family and in his yard growing 

fruits and vegetables. He has adopted a bartering system with friends where he trades harvested 

items for other food like pastele (a Puerto Rican dish made with grated green banana) and fish. He 

refuses to sell anything he harvests, and gives any excess to friends or donates it to the Maui Food 

Bank. Mr. Hew served on the Food Bank board for seven years and served as the Vice Chair and 

Chair in the last several years.  

When asked what the “coolest” thing he experienced was while employed with EMI, his reply 

was the construction and locations of the ditches. The EMI ditch system was an architectural feat 

that he believes could not be replicated today, even with the use of modern technology. Mr. Hew 

made it clear that his time with EMI and HC&S was a blessing. He says was able to provide for 

his family and learned many different things. He ultimately supports the decision of releasing water 

back into the streams but believes there still needs to be peace and understanding with the 

community and in situations where EMI would still need to utilize water, the community should 

be compliant. 

. 
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Figure 69. View of Maui from Mr. Hew’s house 

 

Figure 70. Picture of banana and tangerine trees on Mr. Hew’s property
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Figure 71. Picture of kalo 

 

Figure 72. Mr. Garret Hew and his kalo
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5.5.4 Interview Questionnaire for Kamakana Ferreira and Wayne Tanaka 

The following questions were sent to Mr. Kamakana Ferreira as a follow up to the DEIS for the 

East Maui Irrigation project. Mr. Ferreira answered in his capacity as the Lead Compliance 

Specialist for OHA. He forwarded the questions to Mr. Wayne Tanaka who answered in his 

capacity as the Public Policy Advocate for OHA. Mr. Tanaka’s answers are italicized.  

1. Since the sugar production in Central Maui ended, have you noticed any 

changes in East Maui related to the streams, the ocean, and the fish populations? 

The end of sugar production did not result in immediate changes to stream 

diversions.  Streams were slowly returned over the course of many years and 

various aquatic species’ life histories suggest that population changes caused  by 

restored estuarine and stream habitat may take several years as well.  So any 

changes or more importantly any lack of changes to-date may not necessarily be a 

reflection of the ending of “sugar production,” and positive changes due to the 

restoration of stream flow are likely still pending.   

Side note – OHA advocated for years for stream gauges that would at least tell us 

and the state how much water was flowing and being diverted from East Maui’s 

streams.  As far as I know, these were never installed.  So we don’t even know how 

much water was restored and when, as the result of “sugar production” ending in 

Central Maui.  So we are missing a huge piece of the picture this question appears 

to be trying to get at – i.e. changes due to the restoration of stream flow.   

Side note – “fish” seems pretty narrow when the species impacted include a number 

of invertebrate and algae species.    

2. Has climate change affected any traditional cultural practices or cultural sites 

in East Maui? 

Climate change is reflected in climate pattern shifts that take place over time.  It 

would be difficult if not impossible even for a climate scientist to identify individual 

climate events as being caused by climate change, yet this question may be asking 

practitioners and non-climate scientists to 1) identify climate events as attributable 

to climate change and 2) attributing impacts to cultural practices or sites to these 

identified climate events.  Again, any described impacts or lack thereof should not 

be used as a basis for concluding whether or not climate change has had impacts 

that may overshadow or be exacerbated by diminished stream flow. 

3. Do you have any concerns about access to the proposed License Area? Do you 

have any recommendations for how to address access by cultural practitioners? 

Given the ongoing compliance issues in Nā Wai ‘Ehā, access not only for cultural 

practitioners, but for others and the state to ensure the opportunity to provide 

objective monitoring of IIFS compliance (and conditions of the D&O) is critical.   

The DEIS lacks any explicit consideration of the proposed action’s potential 

impacts to access by cultural practitioners, who may wish to gather or visit 

resources and sites in the License Area.  There is only a hint of discouragement to 
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unregulated public access to the License Area in the DEIS, where it states that 

unauthorized personnel could present a potential vector for invasive species and 

traditional resources could be over consumed.  OHA argues that since traditional 

customary practices are occurring in the area and that these rights are protected 

by the State of Hawai’i Constitution, then A&B/EMI should minimally commit to 

developing a procedure for addressing cultural access and keeping individuals 

informed of activities occurring in the License Area.  This procedure should be in 

place even if A&B/EMI defers access responsibility to the State.  With only 15 of 

136 people responding to the cultural impact assessment consultations, with 

potentially many more who were and are reluctant to participate in the process, it 

is likely that many cultural users of the area are not accounted for and that potential 

access impacts may be much greater than anticipated.  Accordingly, the DEIS 

should consider an array of approaches to mitigate potential impacts to 

practitioner access and use of the License Area, such as the maintenance of a 

consultation list of willing practitioners that can be used to communicate with and 

accommodate these individuals and their networks.  Notably, this may help 

A&B/EMI develop a respectful relationship with cultural practitioners rather than 

creating an adversarial lessee-versus-cultural practitioner situation.  With an 

established procedure to handle cultural access, A&B/EMI or the State should also 

consider signage that encourages cultural use pursuant to the State of Hawai’i 

Constitution, Article XII, as not to have them unduly harassed by any form of onsite 

security or enforcement personnel. 

4. Have you noticed any impacts to cultural sites caused by water diversion in East 

Maui? Have you any concerns that ongoing water diversion could impact 

cultural sites? 

Water diversions including full diversions of streams and tens if not hundreds of 

millions of gallon[s] of water per day have been taking place for decades; 

practitioners may be far removed from any baseline conditions to identify 

“impacts” from such diversions.   

“Cultural sites” is vague and responses to the question may vary based on what 

practitioners think the question is referring to.  Minimally, this should be explicitly 

considered to include lo‘i, gathering areas at streams and stream mouths, etc. 

Evidence of impacts to such sites should be gathered beyond what practitioners 

have “noticed.” For example – there is evidence of lo‘i that were abandoned a 

generation or more ago (such as in Ke‘anae) after stream diversions made their 

cultivation unfeasible, or when families were forced to relocate due to their 

inability to maintain subsistence lifestyles (i.e. where diversions impacted 

ecosystems and species found in stream and nearshore gathering and fishing areas) 

that supported traditional lo‘i kalo cultivation. 

With regards to “ongoing” stream diversions – please note that we have repeatedly 

maintained that the “no action alternative” should NOT be the status quo, or 

current levels of diversion -- which would be tantamount to a license -- but the non-

issuance of a license, which would mean no diversions and restored stream 
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flow.  The impacts of the preferred and any alternative actions must be measured 

against this no-action baseline.   

5. What concerns do you have about impacts to traditional cultural practices 

outside of the License Area? Downstream? Hāna? Central Maui? 

Note: given the place-based nature of cultural practices, and the intimate 

familiarity with place underlying these practices and that would be necessary to 

identify potential impacts, this should be asked of practitioners both in the License 

Area, and outside the License Area, where impacts are anticipated. As further 

described below, all practitioners should also be provided with additional 

reference information regarding hydrogeological characteristics of specific 

streams that may be impacted by the issuance of a license vs. non-issuance and 

restoration of flow.  Practitioners should be identified using proactive methods 

such as those identified in environmental justice guidance documents regarding 

outreach to insular or off-the-grid communities.  Also, there may be a reasonable 

reluctance to identify specific practices and sites as such information may be 

considered highly sensitive.   

6. Do you have any concerns about impacts to traditional cultural gathering 

practices in the License Area? 

Same comment re: using proactive outreach methods to reach out to practitioners, 

and their reasonable reluctance to identify specifics.  Lack of specifics should not 

be used to suggest that practices, resources, and sites do not exist.  

Again, practitioners should be provided with additional reference information to 

be able to understand what might have resulted from the unprecedented wholesale 

diversion of specific streams for decades, especially since they may not have had 

the ability to directly observe baseline, non-diversion conditions.  Otherwise, this 

question is asking them to be hydrologists and hydrogeologists, aquatic biologists 

with specialization in life history impacts associated with salinity and nutrient 

changes from culturally unprecedented stream diversions, invasive species experts, 

etc.  Practitioners have a wealth of insight and close familiarity with resources and 

places (such as springs, sheltered coves and estuaries, traditional ko‘a and micro-

habitats overlooked in generalizations about the East Maui coastline as a whole) 

but cannot be expected to anticipate the full range of hydrogeological and 

associated biological ramifications of stream diversions. 

[Mr. Wayne Tanaka]: Cultural practices and subsistence lifestyles unique to the 

communities in East Maui have a direct relationship with the health and abundance 

of native stream and estuarine life, as well as the region’s overall environmental 

integrity.  Meanwhile, as recognized in the DEIS and its appendices, even with the 

D&O in place, the proposed action could reduce available habitat units and result 

in lost mauka-to-makai connectivity for a substantial number of streams in East 

Maui not covered by the D&O.  These streams are all ecologically interconnected 

through the amphidromous nature of the native species they support.   According 

to the Hawaiian Stream Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HSHEP) done as part of 
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the DEIS, there is a potential for an 85% loss of habitat in streams not covered by 

the D&O when water is fully diverted.  The proposed action at these streams would 

have a direct impact on native stream and estuarine life throughout the region that 

would in turn potentially limit or foreclose the perpetuation of cultural practices, 

the intergenerational transmission of cultural knowledge, and the maintenance of 

traditional subsistence lifestyles.  The DEIS thus cannot reasonably characterize 

the D&O as somehow reducing or even eliminating all of the proposed action’s 

cultural impacts.  OHA recommends the DEIS provide a more detailed evaluation 

of the numerous cultural concerns and possible mitigation measures for streams 

not covered by the D&O.  

The HSHEP is arguably also incomplete as it states that it evaluated all streams 

within the License Area except for one, Puakea Stream.  OHA believes the 

reasoning for its exclusion from HSHEP analysis is not made clear.  Absent a valid 

reason, OHA requests that impacts to culturally significant flora and fauna species 

at Puakea Stream be assessed, as leaving it out renders the cultural impact portion 

of the DEIS incomplete.  

The HSHEP does further note that entrainment of aquatic larvae at stream 

diversions remains an issue that contributes to the loss of habitat units for many 

flora and fauna species dependent on stream flow.  Interestingly, the DEIS does 

acknowledge this point by indicating that habitat units may be increased through 

the modification of diversions to reduce entrainment.  However, the DEIS does not 

appear to offer such alternatives and again relies on the D&O to reduce or 

eliminate cultural impacts.  OHA thus recommends that alternate diversion designs 

be considered to reduce entrainment. 

On a final note, although OHA certainly does not oppose ethically responsible 

scientific analyses and understands the important role these studies serve, scientific 

findings are not always absolute and are often refined through follow up testing, 

monitoring, or research.  In this particular case, the claim that the D&O has the 

“potential” to reduce or eliminate cultural impacts is not a definite nor are the 

findings of the HSHEP.  As findings note a “potential” and not a guarantee, OHA 

believes that follow up monitoring on water quality, stream flow, and flora and 

fauna life should be arranged prior to issuance of a water lease.  Such monitoring 

could perhaps be integrated into the watershed management plan to be 

collaboratively developed by A&B/EMI and the BLNR pursuant to HRS 171-58(e). 

7. What concerns do you have about cultural impacts due to changes in stream 

flow to the ocean? 

See above comment. 

5.5.5 Interview Summary for Lafayette Young 

The following interview summary was put together by CSH based on notes from a telephone 

interview with Mr. Lafayette Young. Mr. Young reviewed the summary and made edits. The 

summary below has been approved for inclusion into the CIA by Mr. Young. 
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Mr. Lafayette Young was born in Mexico City and has lived in Hawai‘i for 50 years. He resides 

in Honopou, Maui and is a board member of the Ha‘ikū Community Association. He has also 

helped to establish the Honopou Road Association. The following telephone interview took place 

on 24 March 2020.  

As a fisherman, Mr. Young shared his observations about fish populations since the end of 

sugar production on Maui, saying that populations were “severely impacted” by the runoff entering 

the ocean from streams. He said: “When the stream levels rose, it scoured the banks releasing cubic 

tons of mud. At Honopou it was always abundant with ‘o‘opu and ‘ōpae.” Now nearly 80 years 

old, Mr. Young is no longer diving or fishing, but he can still recall the places where he knew fish 

would be.  

He shared that the adjoining bay, called Ho‘olawa, is a “big, deep bay.” His friend called one 

day saying he was going out to fish and Mr. Young told him to go into Ho‘olawa Bay. His friend 

replied, “There is no fish in Ho‘olawa.” Mr. Young said Ho‘olawa was once fairly abundant and 

you could get everything, including lobster! Instead of going to Ho‘olawa, Mr. Young’s friend 

decided on Honopou which has a rough water entry, certainly more dangerous than Ho‘olawa but 

sadly, it’s the only remaining deep-water fishing area.  

Regarding the history of the area, Mr. Young shared that after sugar plantations closed, all the 

flowing streams began flowing at much higher levels than those to which the banks were 

accustomed. Mr. Young informed CSH that the rushing water starts scrubbing the banks and 

eroding the soil, causing more and more of the banks to be exposed. Consequently, the water 

carries the soil down where it empties out into the ocean. Mr. Young explained that this is the first 

of the negative consequences and said the water has been “unbelievably dirty for the last 18 

months” since the cane hasn’t been watered. Mr. Young continued, “I suppose the marine people 

would be freaked out if they do learn about this happening…the streams have sort of stabilized 

around a new higher level.”  The second consequence, Mr. Young shared, is that the increased 

water level has continued to wash large amounts of hau down from the upper regions. The plant 

material then clogs the passageway under Hāna Highway, backing up the water into the 

valley. One of Mr. Young’s neighbors, Jim Baker, has been denied access to his property on 

several occasions when the water level has become too high and he is unable to cross the stream 

which has blocked access to his property. His access is over the original bridge and road to Hāna. 

Mr. Young shared that there are times when people are not able to get home but fortunately his 

neighbor, Mr. Baker, has an excavator that he uses to clear the blockage of hau that collects at the 

underground tunnel where stream water passes beneath Hāna Highway. In addition to the 

blockage, Mr. Young shared that in 1943 when the Federal Aid Project built the culvert to 

carry Honopou Stream under the new Hana Highway, the capacity of the culvert was probably 

based on contemporary  stream flow readings. Honopou had one of the data stations that stream 

flow data was collected from. Mr. Young said, “if they have been taking water out of the Honopou 

Stream for 100 years, then the stream flow data would have been inadequate to design the culvert. 

When the stream flows are [now] restored to 100 percent.” He says the passageway can’t handle 

the full stream flow and the enormous amount of water coming down at once.  

Mr. Young said he sent a letter to Wilson Okamoto detailing his comments and concerns about 

the project, but he did not receive a reply. He said Wilson Okamoto did not address any unintended 

consequences of what will happen once the streams are restored to full carrying capacity. He shared 
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that two of the most vocal people on the North Shore, in terms of returning water to 

the kalo growers, live in Honopou Valley. They were unwavering, like so many others, in their 

fight to restore the streams. When the decision was made to allow onehundred percent of stream 

flow for Honopou, Mr. Young said: “I’m sure the people at EMI were laughing behind their hands 

because the taro growers had no idea what one hundred percent restoration would be.”  

Mr. Young went on to say that EMI has stopped taking water from the new Haiku ditch, the 

lower of the four ditches. He says the intention is to cement over the intake so that no water can 

be delivered to the new Haiku ditch. The Honopou Stream is to be restored to one hundred percent. 

He said that leaving the diversion gate in place would be wise because during extreme flooding 

conditions, EMI could still divert water.  Mr. Young shared that at the end of sugar production 

when EMI began restoring water, he began to see a significant amount of damage along the stream 

edges.  

One of his neighbors mentioned she lost $6,000 worth of rock walls and barriers that were just 

recently installed. Mr. Young has a property right next to the Honopou Stream where it enters the 

ocean. There he has an old, abandoned lo‘i that is kept manicured and he is worried that history 

may repeat itself. He shared that decades ago the stream rose due to debris, mostly fallen logs, 

and washed over his lo‘i. He noted that this lo‘i is no longer farmed now. 

Regarding access into the valleys or bays, Mr. Young brought up the situation with the Super 

Ferry and how locals from off-island would take the Super Ferry to Maui and aggressively pillage 

and scavenge land and fishing spots. He even mentioned people taking water-worn pōhaku to use 

for imu. Mr. Young shared that there are three families, the Kapani, Kaleialoha, and Kekahuna 

families, in Honopou.  To counteract the Superferry problem, he said the families installed a gate 

to the shoreline to limit access to landowners served by the road. The gate was installed, he said, 

and only these families were given a key for entry. He noted that a legislative review was done to 

determine if Honopou Road existed during the time Lili‘uokalani issued The Highways Act of 

1892. If any road existed prior to 1894 and was previously marked on a map, Lili‘uokalani included 

it inthe Kingdom Road System. Mr. Young continued that the Attorney General’s office did 

several reviews at the request of the legislature, and it was determined that Honopou is a private 

road and was never included in the Highways Act of 1892. This only complicates the situation of 

who is responsible for maintaining the Honopou bridge, he said. The bridge is on State land and 

DLNR will not maintain it. Mr. Young said that those who live in Honopou must, in a way, fend 

for themselves, when it comes to the maintenance of such an important passage. Mr. Young shared 

that because it is left fo community members to maintain Honopou Road, little maintenance gets 

done. They dedicate one Saturday each month and have a workday. He says this absence of road 

maintenance has probably reversed at least 75 percent of the tourist traffic on Honopou Road and 

it is mostly used by local families now. 

In regard to cultural sites, Mr. Young shared, a lot of the “old timers” who knew of the cultural 

sites have passed away. Beatrice Kekahuna, a longtime resident of Hāna who fought hard for water 

rights, shared a story with Mr. Young before she passed: 

They [the Kekahuna family] lived very close to the Honopou stream, close to the 

bottom, near the ocean. On the hills above, on the Kahului side, when Camp Maui 

was active, they would bring Marines from the 4th Division for some R&R [rest 
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and relaxation/recreation] to Maui before sending them out to Korea or wherever 

they were going. They would bring them out on the cliffs above where 

the Kekahuna’s lived and give them live fire training to get used to their handling 

their weapons and guns and when they left at the end of the day, Beatrice and her 

siblings would scramble up the hill and collect all the brass. When all was collected, 

after a couple of weekends, the parents would take them in to town and sell the 

brass to Mr. Apana for scrap value and they would go down to Kahului to the guri-

guri [a frozen dessert] shop and get guri-guri. 

He added that there is another spot that he shared with an anthropologist who was his friend for 

many years. He shared with her that in Honopou on the Ho‘olawa Stream, its bay is big enough to 

hide war canoes in. He said, “So, if a war canoe is coming down from Hāna they could duck into 

a place like Ho‘olawa Bay and spend the night or rape and pillage or whatever they had in mind.” 

He also shared that at the top of Honopou are vertically buried iwi kūpuna. He said: 

At first, I thought they were children because they were so small…to bury someone 

vertically using stone age tools you couldn’t go very deep. Later I thought this may 

have been pre-Tahiti/Sāmoa, the small Hawaiian (Menehune) who, as a metaphor, 

would be buried vertically looking out to sea so they can warn people on shore of 

a canoe coming. Now over the years most of the iwi fragments, with the rain and 

wind, have washed them away. Less and less now, 40 years ago one could find 

complete skulls at the edge of 200-ft cliffs.  

Mr. Young described that the North Shore is slowly being developed into housing. Former 

pineapple lands are being converted into subdivisions. With the successful development of storing 

electric power in batteries and rain catchment, people are moving back to the rural areas and living. 

This poses a dilemma to residents of the area, he said. The failure to construct the Pāia Bypass has 

caused huge traffic congestion. Mr. Young said, “my focus is here. I rarely go to town because I 

live in Honopou.”  

Regarding changes to on-going traditional practices, Mr. Young mentioned a popular 

swimming hole at Honopou Stream where families gather to spend time. He also mentioned Lynn 

Scott, one of two taro growers in the valley who would once host high school students to work at 

the lo‘i, but they are not active now. Mr. Young would occasionally see people gather the edible 

fern and one or two women would come in to gather ti leaf for hula but that is the only cultural 

practice he recognizes and is aware of. He shared, “I don’t know if climate change or the cultural 

practitioners find it too difficult to come into these valleys. You have to have a truck or jeep or 

something four-wheel drive.”  

Regarding potential impacts to on-going traditional cultural practices from Honopou to Maliko 

and Honopou to Hāna, Mr. Young shared that there are no public impact meetings regarding 

development of new subdivisions.  “What we are seeing is old pineapple lands that have been sold 

off. I would imagine if you go to the County you would find a lot of subdivisions activity pending. 

West Maui Land has three subdivisions on the way right now, one in Ha‘ikū Town within walking 

distance of downtown. There have been no public impact meetings! Somehow, they are getting 

the counties [county’s] cooperation to build the subdivisions and sell the lots without any public 

forum. We need public input!  From Honopou to Kailua, there were subdivision created out 
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there 10 years ago and its slowly getting built out there. Very few small properties are on the 

market now, most are large acreage that takes a special kind of buyer.”  

Mr. Young shared that his biggest concern is the accessibility of the bridge into Honopou should 

it be blocked by debris during times of heavy rain and dangerously high stream levels. There will 

be at least 100 people who will not be able to get home or leave the area if the bridge is inaccessible, 

or worse, destroyed, he said. He shared that the bridge was built in 1943 at the time when East 

Maui Irrigation, Inc. had a blue rock quarry further down the valley. They had a crushing plant 

and provided all the crushed rock for the sub-base of the Hāna Highway alignment in 1943. “They 

crossed the stream over a heavy-duty, wooden bridge” but around 25 years ago, the bridge failed. 

Mr. Young said DLNR came in and installed a steel bridge but have since taken no responsibility 

in its upkeep. The bridge is on State Land! The Honopou Road Association raised $15,000 to have 

a professional crew come in and shotcrete the “approaches and exits” beneath the bridge. He 

explained, there are times when the bridge is completely submerged under water and the shotcrete 

helps to reinforce it. During times of heavy stream flow, Mr. Young described, the water is rushing 

with such force that if it started to penetrate behind the stacked blue rock foundation, where the 

bridge is secured, there is a very high risk of losing the entire bridge.  

5.5.6 Statement from Lucienne de Naie 

CSH cultural researchers completed a joint interview with Ms. de Naie and Mr. Perez on March 

16, 2020, three days after the March 13, 2020 National COVID-19 Emergency Declaration. Out 

of an abundance of caution for all participants, the interview was conducted via Zoom video 

conference instead of CSH’s standard approach of in-person interviews with transcribed 

recordings. Unfortunately, due to the poor quality of the interview audio recording, CSH was not 

able to produce a reliable transcript in this instance and therefore produced a summary for review 

by Ms. De Naie and Mr. Perez. Mr. Perez approved his summary with corrections (see Section 

5.5.7). 

For the portion of the interview that relates to Ms. de Naie’s statements, CSH regrets that the 

interview summary did not capture the same level of detail and accuracy as a transcript recording, 

and is grateful to Ms. de Naie for offering comments and clarification. Ms. de Naie kindly provided 

the following response to the summary and verbatim statement for use in the CIA portion of the 

Final EIS.  Ms. de Naie’s comments and statement are set forth in italics as follows (no changes 

have been made other than modification of font sizes for consistency; red font and blue font 

questions/comments were provided by Ms. de Naie): 

 “I request that the statement below about the interview results be included 

verbatim in the Final EIS. 

That way I will know that whatever is attributed to me in that document actually 

makes sense. 

The notes which CSH transmitted to me of my Zoom consultation interview from 

March 16, 2020, are completely inaccurate.  

They are missing so many words, concepts and information that they portray my 

sincere efforts during the the March 16 interview as basic gibberish. 
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 It is very disappointing to receive such a so called “draft” work product.  It 

would  take me, an unpaid volunteer,  many hours to correct all these statements, 

so I am not even going to invest the time. 

I expected a far more professional effort from a respected firm like CSH. 

I am including the exact notes I was sent by CSH below. Every section in red type 

would need to be corrected to be accurate and intelligible.  

It is obvious to me that my input to this EIS process, in spite of my having spent 

hundreds of hours over 25 years walking the trails and streams of this lease area, 

and knowing it very well, was not valued enough for someone to actually listen to 

what was offered and transcribe it correctly. 

The very first thing I notice is that the transcript was missing one of the first points 

I made. 

The EMI consultants provided SHPD staff with incomplete and misleading 

information, claiming the leases just continued the "status quo", and no ground 

disturbing activities and other impactful actions would be involved if the long 

term East Maui leases were granted by the state.  Because of this misinformation, 

SHPD required no Archaeilogical [sic] inventory Survey. 

Because no complete AIS is being done of the 33,000 acre area, there is no way 

the full extent of historic properties can be known, and impacts to these historic 

properties over the 30 year span of the lease cannot be properly mitigated, as 

required by the Chapter 6E process. 

I know for a fact that there ARE historic properties in the lease area and 

immediately downstream from the lease area. 

I have personally seen: 

• Kalo Lo’i (terraces:) Hoolawa stream, Puolua stream, Hanehoi stream, Hoalua 

stream, Hanawana stream, Naili’iliha’ele stream, Nua’ailua, Pi’ina'au and further 

East 

• pre contact ‘auwai- various streams 

• Historic Grave Marker (P'iina’au area) 

• historic trails- discussed below 

• terraces and platforms- various streams 

• Remains od abandoned 1882 Spreckels ditch (cement supports) Hooloawa stream 

• structures that appear to be heiau or shrines- various streams 

 •  Elsbeth Sterling noted that Ke'anae, of all the ahupua'a on Maui, had the second 

largest number of heiau, after Waihee. Since the majority of Ke'anae Ahupua’a is 

part of the state lease area, it would be very unusual that none of these heaiu would 

still be found in some form along the streams in the Ke’anae Lease area 
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Since these sites are all unrecorded, they could be inadvertently impacted 

or destroyed by road maintenance work, modification of intakes to meet stream 

flow standards (many smaller intakes have yet to be modified); repairs to ditches, 

spill ways and other diversion structures; creation of new routes to bypass fallen 

trees.  

Ditch repairs often involve impounding volumes of stream water while repairs are 

being done, then releasing a large volume all at once. 

 If no one is aware that historic lo’i, auwai and other culturally important resources 

are downstream, there is no way harm can be avoided or mitigated from these 

potential “environmental accidents.” 

  

I know for a fact that the long-term leases will involve ground disturbing activities 

in the lease area, because I have seen these activities are already taking place. 

• road maintenance work usually results in the scraped tailings of dirt and rocks 

being pushed to the side of the road. These push piles are routinely found along the 

sides of EMI access roads in the lease areas. Of course, they are part of ground 

disturbing activities.  

• EMI is being asked to remove old pipes and other ditch debris from the stream 

beds. Some of this requires bringing equipment alongside the stream; other 

removals require cutting loose cement foundations where pipes are imbedded or 

fitting new gates to intakes.  

• EMI has old telemetry poles and wires, abandoned metal structures and 

machinery alongside streams and trails. They are being asked to remove this debris 

as part of the state lease process. Of course, this will involve excursions into the 

undergrowth.  

• the NEWEST sections of the EMI system were installed in 1923, nearly 100 years 

ago. The oldest portions are already over a century old. Of course, this system will 

need upkeep and repairs over the course of a 30-year lease, and some of the intakes 

and structures are up and downstream from the main ditch roads. There is no way 

to upkeep the system and not disturb areas along stream banks etc over the next 30 

years where traditional Hawaiian and other historic properties may still be 

located.  

•  have seen firsthand how overgrown the majority of most ditch access roads and 

trails are in their current state.  Many large fallen or leaning trees will need to be 

cut and either dragged off the road or cut and stacked nearby, a process that also 

disturbs the surrounding area. 

• Many of these activities create debris and disturb the natural stream or forest 

environment. They can be useful and necessary activities, but how can they be done 

with no impacts to our historic resources, if EMI refuses to conduct a proper AIS 

review of those resources?  Just claiming that “there’s nothing there” or any 
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Historic properties that may have been present have been destroyed just does not 

meet State Historic requirements, and, it is not truthful. 

An in-depth archival map and document search needs to be done to identify 

kingdom era roads, traditional trails, historic roads and trails that are still being 

used to access the East Maui lease area.  

  

• Lupi road in Ho’olawa/ Huelo is shown on Kingdom era maps. It is an important 

traditional mauka-makai access. It should be given recognition and properly 

documented in an AIS. 

• Papa’aea Road passes through an area where LCA awards were made during the 

Māhele.  The first A&B ditch system (1878) ended at Na’ili’iliha’ele stream, which 

Papa’aea rd. accesses, so it is likely that there are Kingdom era maps that would 

show this road. 

• A traditional trail mauka into the Honomnu Lease area has been described by 

kupuna, leading mauka from what is now Kaumahina State Roadside Park. The 

state land above the park towards Honomanu Gulch shows evidence of cultuvation 

with Ulu trees and coco palms and some stone alignments.  

•  Pi'ina’au road: The Ko’olau area was known to have koa trees in the upper lands 

that were harvested and brought makai to carve traditional canoes. This activity 

would leave remains of cultural use in the upper ditch areas, such as temporary 

shelters, tools and possibly shrines. Pi'ina’au road was alikely traditional access 

to the forested areas used by koa log gathers and feather gathers, given Ke’anae’s 

former prominence as a major agricultural center. 

• Wailua iki road has sections that show evidence of traditional stone 

pavements described as part of Kingdom era trails 

• Makapipi to Kopili’ula Trail offers access to an area of rich native forest 

resources. Hana Community Plan refers to Nahiku as a “canoe building center”. 

The raw materials for those canoes would be found inwhat is now the Nahiku 

License area. The presence of traditional use of existing “ditch" roads and other 

accesses should be investigated in a full AIS. 

•  It is known that travel was possible from upper Olinda to Honomanu on trails 

thru the lease area. An attempt should be made to identify and preserve these trails. 

 The lack of a proper survey in the historically rich East Maui lease area leaves the 

entire history of one of Maui’s most culturally significant Wahi Pana at risk of 

being irrevocably altered. The A&B/EMI Draft EIS cannot claim that the 30 year 

leases will not have direct or cumulative impacts on the historic properties present 

in the EM lease area, because the presence and location of those 

historic  properties in the lease area have never even been investigated and 

recorded. 
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HAR Title 11–200 Makes it clear that an EIS content must be adequate in order to 

truthfully determine if the action will cause impacts. 

(d) The draft EIS shall contain a summary sheet [which] that concisely discusses 

the following: (1) Brief description of the action; (2) Significant beneficial and 

adverse impacts  (3) Proposed mitigation measures; (4) Alternatives considered; 

(5) Unresolved issues;  (6) Compatibility with land use plans and policies, and a 

list of permits or approvals.  

  

Our Hana Community Plan requires: 

Cultural Resources, Implementing Actions: 

Require development projects to identify all cultural resources within or adjacent 

to the project area as part of the County development review process. Further 

require that all proposed development include appropriate mitigation measures 

including site avoidance, adequate buffer areas and interpretation.  

• While issuing the 30 year leases is not a County prerogative, the residents of Hana 

region where the leases are being issued, expect their cultural resources to be 

respected and the EIS content rules expect the Environmental review process to 

honor the policies and priorities of these plans. The 30-year lease EIS should 

include an AIS that records archaeological sites and historic properties on ALL the 

lands involved in the “project” I.e. the operation of the entire EMI ditch system in 

east Maui. 

This would include EMI lands and State lease lands, which at present, fit together 

like a jigsaw puzzle to accommodate the entire EMI diversion system. 

The draft EIS shall include a description of the environmental setting, including 

a description of the environment in the vicinity of the action, as it exists before 

commencement of the action, from both a local and regional perspective.  

Special emphasis shall be placed on environmental resources that are rare or 

unique to the region and the action site (including natural or human-made 

resources of historic, cultural, archaeological, or aesthetic significance); specific 

reference to related actions, public and private, existent or planned in the region 

shall also be included for purposes of examining the possible overall cumulative 

impacts of such actions 

(n) “The draft EIS shall include in a separate and distinct section a description of 

all irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources that would be involved 

in the proposed action should it be implemented. Identification of unavoidable 

impacts and the extent to which the action makes use of non-renewable resources 

during the phases of the action, or irreversibly curtails the range of potential uses 

of the environment, shall also be included. The possibility of environmental 

accidents resulting from any phase of the action shall also be considered.”  
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Thank you for including my verbatim consultation comments above on Cultural 

Resources in the EMI ditch system area in the EIS, so they can be accurately 

portrayed. 

BELOW is your original Communication to me of your “NOTES” from my 

interview of March 16, 2020. As mentioned above, everything highlited in red is 

either: 

1) missing sufficient info to be understood 

2) inaccurate, and not portraying what was said during the interview 

3) missing any reference to whom the statements refer 

4) a jumble of phrases heard during the interview that the transcriber linked 

together- reads like gibberish and offers no meaningful comment 

  

o   Additional Consultation 

o   Present via Zoom: Trevor Yucha and Aulii Mitchell, Mr. Perez, 

Lucienne Dieane  

o   did not mention that lack of on the ground work was misrepresented to 

SHPD to get them to sign off. 

o   Lucienee: 

o   Voiced concern about past water use it does not really reflect on the 

impacts. What does this mean? 

o   Revised CIA needs to look deeper at the impacts both general, regional, 

and cultural uses at different streams (these were many of the streams 

mentioned by Kamakana of OHA perhaps? Need to list them). 

o   CIA needs a lot more details to rely on their conclusions and before 

recommendations are made. What does this mean? 

o   Skippy’s interview was not given any importance. More details were 

offered 

o   Nature Conservancy Ms. Emily Fielding a key person of contact who 

really see first hand. What does this mean?  

o   Watershed – The impact is to the watershed below some 3,000 feet where 

mismanaged garbage in the streams and banks of the watershed area 

below. What does this mean? 

o   Lucienne has spent the past 25 years hiking and leading hikes which 

provides the opportunity to watch the environment in which there are many 

impacts that have occurred from the ditch systems.  What does this mean? 

o   EMI never comes down after 3,000 feet. What does this mean? 
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o   What is the plan to care for the watershed at 3,000 ft. and below to 

enhance the possibility to assure that it won’t reverse the positive impacts 

to the natural resources that have occurred in the past three years? What 

does this mean? 

o   The runoff to the ocean is an impact. What does this mean? 

o   No funding from the client and others, they are just contributing to the 

impacts.  What does this mean? 

o   Cooperative expeditions were once in place, now, where are they? What 

does this mean? 

o   From a Hawaiian point of view, plants, and natural things, cultural 

resources are degraded very little to pass on to the next generation.What 

does this mean? 

o   New diversion will impact the past three years of positive impacts, the 

replenishing of stream environments and its natural resources.What does 

this mean? 

o   People gather at major streams, that have been diverted for years. What 

does this mean? when do they gather? This isn’t what I said. 

o   Those now have open gates and some water is being diverted at higher 

elevations.  What does this mean? 

o   Hanawana and Kailua communities go and gather at these streams.  

o   Honomanu are growing kalo again and gathering. What does this mean? 

o   Skippy has documented infusion of hīhīwai and ‘ōpae at the upper falls, 

where once they were dry except for the big rains, now have flow most of 

the time. 

o   Ho‘olawa streams not part of the petitioned area and with this re-

diversion a lot may change.What does this mean? 

o   These are streams I know that have estuary areas great for gathering.  

o   Makaīwa Bay is fishing strong, boats go out. What does this mean? what 

is “fishing strong?" 

o   Recently there is a flow at ‘O‘opuola Stream where once was not 

flowing. What does this mean? 

o   Impacts again at Pa‘akea and Palauhulu(?) streams are supposed to 

have habitat restoration, now they are flowing. What does this mean? 

o   Palauhulu Stream (?) we saw on the EMI tour was restored is like 100 

feet long.  What does this mean? wrong stream. Wrong information. 

o   All this stuff that are impacts are glossed over. What does this mean? 
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o   DHHL can be directly impacted. A & B can use any water for the DHHL, 

Keokea is dependent on this water.  What does this mean? 

o   Ke‘anae is using reserves to grow kalo. Their reservation needs to be 

open, not only reserved for a particular plot. What does this mean? 

o   Mahi Pono does not allot water for the DHHL use.  What does this mean? 

o   Harvesting of ‘ōpae has increased according to the practitioner’s 

gatherers lives, the kūpuna tell how it used to be. It may be that when they 

divert the water again they won’t have the ‘ōpae (again read bullet points 

below on Aulii’s response to Mr. Perez’s question after listening to 

Lucienne speak about restoration). What does this mean? 

o   Makapīpī Trail (a traditional trail) is used for gathering because it is an 

easy hike many side roads. There exist a watercress patch people gather 

from. Easy access. 

o   Nahiku can go up and some gathering. What does this mean? 

o   Nā Ala Hele is concerned we are losing access to trails that are public 

properties. 

o   Past research done on the ditch trails were actually traditional trails to 

begin with. What does this mean? 

o   Papaaea Trail too is being used and the streams for recreational and if 

not gathering, mainly a tourist destination. What does this mean? 

o   Lupe road services can get to Ho‘olawali‘i, Ho‘olawanui, and 

others. What does this mean? Road spelled wrong. 

o   Many vehicles use the road, drive part way and they walk around the 

gate.  What does this mean? 

o   Stone paved trails (traditional trails) for example, the Alaloa. Parts of 

the trail of Wailua Iki when you get past Wailua Nui stream, Makapīpī, 

Wahinepe‘e have traditional stone pavings. Traditional widths of 6 feet 

wide and have stone paving. In fact, below the highway there is many 

traditionally laid trails. What does this mean? 

o   50s and 60s people go along well, it got touchier after Dream City was 

built that is when the stream levels went down. What does this mean? 

o   A & B by law were supposed to assist, but they ignored that. The 70s one 

could see where the little basins were built with pvc piping, there was some 

limiting of access. Local Hawaiians who have land up there could not pass 

on their road. What does this mean? 

o   Lucienne and her community go up to maintain the stream where no one 

is taking care of the trails, some EMI and State lands. 
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o   EMI crews have told others not to use the trails. Lack of crew, now people 

feel freer to go up. We (Lucienne/Nahikū Association) have asked for a key 

to the access gates, they say no can, we should have for emergency 

purposes. What does this mean?  I am not part of Nahiku Association 

o   An Acoustical Survey was not conducted for the ‘ōpe‘ape‘a in the flora 

and fauna study. 

o   Honomanu does not have full restoration. Waiokamilo are supposedly 

going to be fully restored, however when you go to what “fully restores” 

means, it does not include full natural environment of the stream is 

restored. Just putting water back will do it. Restoration is needed first, 

perhaps from the upper water source so that the life below can be fully 

restored. Velocity can impact the streams flow on what has been a positive 

impact in the past three years. It can cut away the stream bank. (Here is 

where Mr. Perez asked Aulii the question, “Do you know what Lucienne is 

meaning?” Aulii’s response was yes, she is talking about the need to 

stabilize the present positive impacts of the past three years before 

restoration can happen. Velocity can impact all kinds of things to a living 

ecosystem that is again replenishing and thriving from the past three 

years).  What does this mean? 

o   Stabilization needs to happen before restoration to ensure the living 

environment now replenished is protected by potential impact from new 

diversion. What does this mean? 

o   CIS did not go into analysis for many other streams, no data. What does 

this mean? is it supposed to be CIA? 

o   In Ke‘anae, the petitioned part of contested hearing, covered only about 

24 or 25 streams, Huelo lease area. What does this mean? Huelo lease area 

has many streams not covered  in the CWRM petition. 

o   In Lucienne’s homesteads some streams flow now, but not back to what 

their value is to the Hawaiian cultural practitioners. She mentions Papa 

Nēnē Heiau, grave sites, and Pi‘ina‘au Trail. What does this mean? This is 

a bunch of unconnected thoughts. 

o   ‘Ulalena Road is moving earth right into that stream.  What does this 

mean? 

o   Part of the restoration is going to need extensive L5.  What does this 

mean? 

o   Puolua Stream is interrupted by the ditch, and the old lo‘i going all the 

way up there they are right next to the stream the walls continue up both 

sides of the streams, a whole complex, and an unrecorded heiau not far 

from the road.  What does this mean? 
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o   They really need an AIS for this project, get plenty sites up there.  

o   East Kopili‘ula Stream by Ko‘olau Ditch had all these kalo plants there, 

a sign someone from before time had planted up there. What does this 

mean? 

o   Hanawī Stream, archaeological remains, koalima was found. What does 

this mean? Not Hanawi stream. Not Koalima.” 

 

5.5.7 Statement from Albert Perez 

Increased flow due to lack of diversion and/or reduced diversion in the past few 

years has had a positive impact on stream environments, ocean environments, flora 

and fauna, and natural resources available to traditional gatherers within these 

positively impacted areas, as compared to the diminished state of the ʻāina when 

waters were being diverted. The proposed action will result in loss of these 

currently existing resources as a result of the proposed lease; the negative impacts 

of increasing diversion from the current amount needs to be evaluated. 

 •Healoha Carmichael can be reached at 808-xxx-xxxx, or at xxxxxxxx@aol.com. 

and Ben Villiarimo (offshore fisherman) at 808-xxx-xxxx or at Tutuʻs 808-xxx-

xxxx. You can also reach out to Alika Atay, who is also willing to be interviewed; 

his number is 808-xxx-xxxx. 

 • East Maui residents’ fish and gather from streams throughout the proposed lease 

areas; they report that the amount of stream water reaching the ocean has increased, 

and that fish populations have increased since EMI stopped diverting so much 

water.  

• Watershed – Over the years it should be acknowledged that EMI/A&B really was 

the responsible party to care for our resources, and that invasive species have 

increased tremendously due to their lack of proper stewardship • If they start 

diverting again, it will increase impacts? 

 • Herbicides used at in or near the ditches may end up in the County water supply 

(Kamole). There have been minimal amounts of herbicides sprayed in the past three 

years, which is the current state, so an increase in herbicide spraying is an impact 

that needs to be evaluated. What are the health effects on people, especially 

vulnerable populations such as elderly, immune-compromised, and keiki?  

• People have been getting cleaner water; using herbicides again will impact the 

physical health of the people. 

• An increase in water supply will allow an increase in agricultural activity. Even 

with current limited acreage being farmed, huge amounts of dust are blowing 

hundreds of feet high and settling on the ocean and reef. This sediment, once it 

enters the ocean, has a long-lasting impact, since it gets remobilized whenever there 
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is wave action. This will create adverse impacts on fish, and on the people who 

gather them. 

• Water reservations for future needs of DHHL may exacerbate all of the impacts 

mentioned. There may be conflict between Mahi Pono and DHHL, and there may 

be conflict between either of these entities and the community that has come to rely 

on the existing amount of water in the streams as of 2020.  

• Since the amount of water diverted has been reduced, people have become used 

to being able to go on public trails in the lease areas without restriction. Increased 

diversion and maintenance of the ditch system will reduce this access unless steps 

to ensure unrestricted access are taken.  

• Collision with human-made structures is one of the primary causes of injury or 

mortality to ‘ōpe‘ape‘a (Hawaiian hoary bats). Snagging on barbed wire is the most 

significant source of reported mortality (Zimpfer and Bonaccorso 2010). Since 

acquiring the land from A&B, Mahi Pono has installed miles of fencing, and has 

used barbed wire on the top strands. Any impact on this species impacts those to 

whom ‘ōpe‘ape‘a are ʻaumakua. They are also listed in the Kumulipo. ‘Ōpe‘ape‘a 

are part of the ecosystem; their kūkae goes onto the ground, and eventually these 

nutrients end up in the ocean, where they help feed fish and other marine organisms. 

Impacts on any native species, including ‘ōpe‘ape‘a, have wide-ranging cultural 

impacts. 

 • Fish are critically important to Hawaiian culture. Need to look the impact of the 

loss of those fish that have come back on people from all parts of Maui.” 
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 Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM) 

Declarations 

In 2001, the Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation (NHLC), on behalf of Nā Moku Aupuni o 

Ko‘olau Hui, petitioned the Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM) to amend the 

Interim Instream Flow Standards (IIFS) for 27 East Maui streams. Declarations provided as a part 

of that proceeding from the community were first filed in the same year to increase the IIFS and 

are in the public domain (see http://files.hawaii.gov/dlnr/cwrm/cch/cchma1301/ CCHMA1301-

20141230-NHLC-DE.pdf). Below are declarations made by cultural practitioners, an expert 

witness, and Nā Moku Aupuni o Ko‘olau, a community of taro farmers, fishermen, and hunters. 

As a courtesy, CSH attempted to contact each individual to obtain approval to include these 

declarations in the CIA. These declarations were submitted to CWRM before CWRM issued its 

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Decision and Order on June 20, 2018, setting forth the 

approved IIFS. 

5.6.1 Dan Clark 

DECLARATION OF DAN CLARK 

 

I, Dan Clark, declare that: 

1.  The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge. 

2. I am a member of Nā Moku Aupuni O Ko‘olau Hui. 

3.  My family has an interest in property in proximity to Piinaau Stream. 

4.  I am a taro farmer. My family grows kalo on 0.129 acres of property located in 

Ke‘anae and irrigated by Piinaau and Palauhulu. I am farming this land based on my leases with 

various property owners on the Ke‘anae peninsula. 

5.  I have been kalo farming in Ke‘anae for 15 years. 

6.  The Wailuanui-Ke‘anae ahupua‘a comprise one of the most beautiful spots on the 

earth. Once my work is accomplished, I take time to enjoy the beauty of the natural landscape. 

7.  The fact that the fishing resource is in the process of being restored is a consolation 

to the hard work required to keep the ecosystem alive. When you can gather, the resource (food) 

will be there. 

8.  Currently, my family and I clean both our section of the ditch and above our area 

at Piinaau and Palauhulu in an effort to mālama the land and streams. 

9.  The lack of stream flow is a problem for me and my ‘ohana because I need cool, 

fast running water to feed my lo‘i for the best production of kalo. The low stream flow has caused 

a decrease in my kalo production and an increase in disease to my kalo.  

10.  If there was enough water in the streams, I would be able to harvest a much healthier 

kalo crop at Piinaau and Palauhulu. Additionally, it would restore the entire ecosystem, which 

would benefit everyone. 

http://files.hawaii.gov/dlnr/cwrm/cch/cchma1301/%20CCHMA1301-20141230-NHLC-DE.pdf
http://files.hawaii.gov/dlnr/cwrm/cch/cchma1301/%20CCHMA1301-20141230-NHLC-DE.pdf
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11.  If stream flow was restored, my family and I would continue to clean Piinaau and 

Palauhulu, the streams that water our lo‘i. 

12.  For me, recreation is enjoying the surroundings and gathering around a healthy 

ecosystem. If the water was to flow again, I would definitely enjoy seeing the Piinaau and 

Palauhulu areas restored and in good health again. There are songs and legends associated with 

the spots we go to. It is a spiritual feeling. 

13. If water was returned, I would appreciate viewing the beauty of Ke‘anae’s restored 

natural ecosystem. 

14. Please return the stream flows. 

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

DATED:  Keanae, Maui, Hawai‘i, September [28], 2014. 

 

 

[Dan Clark]  

DAN CLARK 
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5.6.2 Jonah Jacintho 

 

DECLARATION OF JONAH JACINTHO 

 

I, Jonah Jacintho, declare that: 

1.  The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge. 

2.  I am Hawaiian. 

3. My family has an interest in property near Honopou. We grow kalo on that 

property, which is about two acres. I have my own lo‘i as do my aunt and sister. 

4.  I am farming this land based on my family history and the practices passed down 

to me. 

5.  I learned how to farm taro from Aunty Beatrice Kepani Kekahuna and Lurlyn Scott. 

6.  Traditionally, my ‘ohana gathered pohole, fish for enenue, ‘o‘opu, watercress, 

hihiwai, prawns, banana, limu, bamboo, and ulu in and around Honopou. 

7.  Traditionally, my ‘ohana fished for moi, enenue, aholehole, ‘opihi, kumu, tako or 

he‘e, moanakali, kole, ulua, honu, mullet, omilu, pāpio, uhu, paananu, menpachi, and aweoweo in 

or near the mouth of Honopou. 

8.  My ‘ohana also engaged in mālama ‘āina and mālama kahawai at Honopou by 

cleaning the ‘auwai to our family lo‘i, pruning, and cleaning the buildup on the stones in the ponds. 

My family also fished and planted according to moon phases. 

9.  My mother, Juliana Jacintho, was baptized in Honopou. 

10.  I currently gather kalo, pohole, fruit, ‘ulu, and watercress in and around Honopou. 

11.  I fish for enenue, ulua, uhu, ‘opihi, haukiuki, poopaa, omilu, aholehole, lae, 

aweoweo, paananui in or near the mouth of Honopou. 

12.  I gather and fish to feed my family and myself. 

13.  My family engages in mālama ‘āina and mālama kahawai by fishing and gathering 

by moon phases. We also clean Honopou for good consistent flow, which keeps the water cooler 

for planting. 

14.  I also swim, relax, and get together with my family along Honopou. I learned to 

swim there. 

15.  I appreciate the natural beauty of Honopou. I like listening to the stream flow as 

well as smelling the flowers and fresh flowing water. I love hearing the birds singing and the sound 

of the wind blowing through the trees. I enjoy the feeling of following what my grandfather did 

with kalo farming. I feel him with me. 
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16.  The lack of stream flow is a problem because we cannot fish as much. We have to 

take only a small amount of fish, and much time is needed before the fish replenish. We have lost 

large amounts of ocean fish due to warmer waters and the fact that less nutrients get into ocean 

from the land. 

17.  If there was enough water in the streams, I would farm more kalo because the flow 

would be sufficient. I would fish more too, because the water would bring back the abundance of 

fish. 

18.  More water would also help meet our needs for home use and gardening. 

19.  If there was more water in the streams, I would fish for ulua, omilu, pāpio, moi, 

aholehole, uhu, paananu, enenue, he‘e, and aweoweo in Honopou. 

20.  If water was put back in the streams, I would clean Honopou for kalo farming. 

21.  If water was restored, the streams would flow faster and at cooler temperatures that 

are ideal for growing taro. 

22.  More water in the streams would bring back fish, ‘o‘opu, prawns, and ‘ōpae, which 

my family members rely on. Old ways of life would be more feasible. 

23.  If there was more water in the streams, I would continue swimming, family picnics, 

and prawning at Honopou. 

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

DATED:  Honopou, Maui, Hawai‘i, December [13], 2014. 

 

 

[Jonah Jacintho]  

JONAH JACINTHO 
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5.6.3 Lezley Jacintho 

 

DECLARATION OF LEZLEY JACINTHO 

 

I, Lezley Jacintho, declare that: 

1.  The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge. 

2.  I am Hawaiian. 

3.  I am a taro farmer. I have been growing kalo in Honopou for about six years now 

on approximately two acres of land. 

4.  I am farming this land based on my family history and talking with kupuna about 

practices their parents had done to farm lo‘i long before we did. 

5.  I learned how to farm taro from Beatrice Kepani Kekahuna and Lurlyn Scott. 

6.  My ‘ohana has lived in Honopou for many generations. 

7.  Traditionally, my ‘ohana gathered ‘ulu, kalo, uala, moi, aholehole, banana, ‘o‘opu, 

pūpū, kala, hau, native crayfish, hihiwai, ‘opihi, limu, pohole, mango, ‘awapuhi, tī leaf, lū‘au, 

guava, watercress, oranges, and medicinal plants in and around Honopou. 

8.  Traditionally, my ‘ohana fished for aholehole, honu, moi, mullet, poopaa, puhi, 

ulua, lobster, pāpio, ‘ō‘io, lae, uhu, menpachi, kole, black crab, haukiuki, kupipi, and opihi in or 

near the mouth of Honopou, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Hanawi, and Makapipi. They also 

gathered limu in those areas. 

9.  My ‘ohana also engaged in mālama ‘āina and mālama kahawai. They were aware 

of spawning times, they cleaned the ‘auwai, gathered only what was needed, gathered and fished 

with the moon cycle, rebuilt walls, and cleaned Honopou. 

10.  Currently, my ‘ohana and I gather pohole, banana, avocados, ‘ulu, mango, orange, 

puakenikeni, and lū‘au in and around Honopou and Honomanu. We also pull kalo if it is not rotten. 

11.  My family and I fish for pāpio, enenue, moi, prawns, lobster, haukiuki, ‘opihi, and 

kupipi in or near the mouth of Honopou and Honomanu. 

12.  I gather and fish to feed my family, teach my kids to feed themselves, and live as 

our grandparents did. 

13.  My family engages in mālama ‘āina and mālama kahawai by cleaning Honopou 

and nearby ponds, planting kalo, cleaning, and working together to grow food. 

14.  We also swim in the ponds, teach our kids how to swim, catch prawns, fish, and 

play games in and around Honopou. 

15.  I appreciate the natural beauty of Honopou, including the birds and dragon flies. I 

love the smells of ‘awapuhi and other flowers. I enjoy looking around, taking in the beauty and 

the greenery, and hearing rushing water while sitting on Lynn’s deck next to the pond. 
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16.  Water is used to irrigate my lo‘i as well as other lo‘i. The level of water barely can 

feed those lo‘i. More water is needed as we continue to open more lo‘i. Around these lo‘i the water 

also feeds homes that have been established from generations. 

17.  The lack of stream flow affects our taro. We have lost taro due to root rot and other 

diseases. 

18.  Because the streamflow connects to the ocean, improper flow restricts spawning of 

different species of fish. Thus, the lack of stream flow affects our gathering rights as Hawaiians to 

feed our ‘ohana as was once possible. Native species like ‘o‘opu cannot travel back up stream due 

to lack of water, which compromises their reproduction. Our families who live in this area cannot 

gather enough resources from the ocean and streams because there is not enough fish, hihiwai, 

‘ōpae, and ‘o‘opu. The low stream flow has also caused people to move away to provide better for 

their family. 

19.  Additionally, swimming in the ponds is what we all enjoy and should continue to 

be enjoyed, not compromised by improper flow which can cause stagnate water, bringing 

leptospirosis and other bacteria. 

20.  If there was enough water in the streams, I go back to traditional gathering 

practices, being more self-sustainable as a valley. Everything in Honopou would be in abundance. 

21.  If there were more water in the streams, I would fish for what was traditionally 

fished for in Honopou. Aholehole would come back as well as other species like moi, nohu, and 

menpachi. 

22.  If water were put back in the streams, I would mālama the streams the same way as 

my kupuna did. We would open more lo‘i and continue to monitor fishing practices in and around 

Honopou. 

23.  If there was more water in the streams, I would make even more use of the ponds, 

teach our kids to fish and gather to make traditional tools and implements. I would also appreciate 

the beauty of the strong flow of water, the additional greenery at Honopou because everything 

would flourish. 

24.  Spiritually, we are connected to the water. Water is life. Without water we will not 

be. 

 

 

 

 

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

DATED:  Honopou, Maui, Hawai‘i, December [13], 2014. 
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[Lezley Jacintho]  

LEZLEY JACINTHO 
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5.6.4 Kaui L. Kanakaole 

 

DECLARATION OF KAUI L. KANAKAOLE 

 

I, Kaui L. Kanakaole, declare that: 

1. The statements below are based on my personal knowledge and upon research that I 

have conducted. 

2. I reside at 4195 Hana Highway, Hana, Hawaii 96713. I was born in Hilo on Hawaii 

Island, but moved with my family to Hana, Maui at age 4 and grew up in Hana 

until graduating from Hana High School. 

3. Attached to my declaration as Exhibit “1” is a true and accurate copy of my resume. 

4. I received my Bachelors of Arts in English and my Teaching Certificate in Secondary 

Education from University of Hawaii at Hilo. I started my professional career in 

teaching at Hilo High School then moved on to Ke Ana Laahana Pubic Charter School 

before returning home to my alma mater at Hana High and Elementary School. All of 

my teaching experiences have put me in the middle of high Native Hawaiian 

populations, from Keaukaha to Hana, public education was an important vehicle for 

me to reach the native “underprivileged” community and give back what I had gained 

from my own upbringing in these types of communities. 

5. I served as Department Head at Hana High School, trying to rally the school 

population around reading and raising our students’ reading test scores, which came 

to fruition in 2011 when we scored the highest in Maui County. 

6. My hula career started as an 8-year-old child in Hana with Namahana Kalama-Panui, 

learning about the stories and songs of the place I grew up in. Hula had me hiking 

through the mountains gathering kinolau (body forms of the gods) of the gods we 

danced about and this practice became my first introduction to the water diversions of 

East Maui. 

7. We were curious about the flumes, waterways, and water pumps that cut through our 

sacred forest so our kumu and aunties told us about the sugar plantations on the other 
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side of the island needing water and even as a young child I remember feeling angry 

and confused. 

8. My hula career continued on in Hilo with renowned Halau o Kekuhi, which is also 

my family’s halau on my father’s side. 

9. Hula comes from Edith Kanakaole, my father’s mother, and was passed down 

matrilineal and continues in that vein today. 

10. I was a dancer in the PBS broadcast of “Great Performances: Holo Mai Pele” 

(2000), went on tour for the hula drama “Kamehameha: Na Hoailona” (1999) and 

“Hanau Ka Moku” (2002). 

11. Being an olapa dancer in Halau o Kekuhi has afforded me many cultural 

learning experiences and opportunities however the added responsibility of 

being of familial descent from this hula lineage gave this experience deeper 

meaning. 

12. Hula has taught me about the many facets of our culture, from menial work to 

ritualistic prayer, from the bloom of a leaf-bud to the cycle of water in the forest, 

from obeying the request of an older sibling to embracing the transformation into 

your god-self. 

13. Hula has given me an education that cannot be translated into any degree at a 

university, and my family has solidified those teachings and anchored me spiritually 

and it is this inherited DNA that I pass on to my two children. 

14. In 2007, I participated in Halau o Kekuhi’s Aha Ailolo Puaalohelohe, which is a 

rigorous rite of passage from olapa to kumu, and I was granted the right to teach the 

traditions of hula Aihaa and hula Pele that have been taught to me. 

15. In 2009 I started my own hula halau and continue today with children and adult 

classes for Halau o Nakaulakuhikuhi. 

16. I am a member of the Edith Kanakaole Foundation, which was started in 1990 by my 

father and his siblings in order to maintain and perpetuate the teachings, beliefs, 

practices, philosophies and traditions of their parents, the late Luka and Edith 

Kanakaole. 
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17. I am currently contracted by Ala Kukui Retreat Center to conduct research on water 

in East Maui looking at it from a cultural perspective. 

18. My research is entitled “Ke Ala Huli i Waihanau” and I use Papaku Makawalu to 

understand the cycles and significances of water in the Koolau, Hana, Kipahulu 

and Kaupo districts of Maui. 

19. My ties to East Maui are from my mother’s side, whose great grandmother, Kahele 

was a native of Kipahulu and married a Japanese stow-away immigrant by the name 

of Ishii. 

20. My mother remembers her grandmother telling her stories of watching her mother 

Kahele down at the muliwai (estuary) feed the shark at Maulili. She was of pure 

Hawaiian descent and although not much was said about Kahele, this little piece of 

information has been passed down. From this we know that the shark is an aumakua 

(family deity) of our family and because of that we honor these ocean beings through 

chant and dance and have an affinity for the muliwai there at Maulili and the flow of 

fresh water from mauka to makai. 

21. These combinatorial experiences, influences, lineages have given me the intimate 

connection and cultural prowess to understand this land that I live on and the 

natural cycles it goes through and especially our human role in those natural 

cycles. 

22. East Maui, which is comprised of the four moku (land district) of Koolau, Hana, 

Kipahulu and Kaupo, is historically significant and is extolled in the chants and 

stories for time immemorial. In the epic saga of Pele and Hiiaka, when Hiiaka 

journeys up the island chain from Hawaii to fetch her older sister’s lover on Kauai 

she lands first at Kauiki in Hana and chants about the majestic Kauiki hill, the 

outcrop of Mokuhano in the sea and the fresh water spring of Punahoa that brings 

life to the area. 

23. Through stories we know that the gods Kane and Kanaloa have traversed the region 

thrusting their staff into the ground at various places and fresh water bubbled up. 

People of the area worshipped these gods because of the abundance of water as in the 
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story of Kalemakuakaimano who was a man who lived in the Pauwalu area where 

the watercress patches are today. 

24. When he lived there, there was no spring, just the water from the river that would flow 

when there was a lot of rain, however because he constantly importuned Kane and 

Kanaloa as his gods, grew and ate the kinolau of these gods, they visited him one day. 

At that visit he prepared a feast and chewed the awa for his gods and served them. In 

return Kane and Kanaloa thrust their staff and springs erupted out of the ground with a 

loud rumble that continued so one of the springs was closed up and the one that was 

flowing quietly was left. 

25. There are countless stories and chants that communicate the importance of water in 

this East Maui region. It is this abundance that made and continues to make this 

particular land waiwai (valuable) to its inhabitants. 

26. This high value was not taken for granted or misused at any cost but met with 

severe punishment if ever abused, punishment of death. There are a few stories 

about misuse or greed of the water resource in this area that were met with the 

death penalty because without water there would be significant repercussions. 

Found in the Hawaiian language newspaper Ka Nupepa Kuokoa was a story about 

“Na Akua” Kane and Kanaloa. 

Ka Moolelo o Na Akua 

... na laua ka wai o Kou ma Kaupo, na laua i hoomake kahuna oia o Koino 

ma Kikoo i Kipahulu, a na laua i hoomake ka moopuna a Waianu ma no ka 

hoohaumia i ka wai, a na laua i wahi i ka pohaku a puai mai ka wai. 

 

The Story of The Gods 

... the water of Kou at Kaupo belongs to them (Kane and Kanaloa), they were 

the ones who killed the priest Koino who was from Kikoo at Kipahulu, and 

they were also the ones who killed the grandchild of Waianu folks because 

of his defiling of the water there, and it was the gods who split the rock and 

water bubbled forth. 

27. Tampering with a natural resource to the point where it prohibited the untainted 

continuance of the natural cycle was met with strict consequences and this was a 

pervasive understanding. It’s an innate thought process for native people to think 
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this way, which is why as a little girl I was angry and confused about the water 

diversions in the forest even without any preconceived notions of the sugar 

industry’s effect on Hawaii. 

28. It’s fundamental to the psyche of the native Hawaiian that we understand the 

cycles of our natural world and find our fit, as humans, in it all. My Hawaiian 

ancestors categorized their world into a system of knowledge known as Papaku 

Makawalu, whose origin can be found in the Kumulipo (Hawaiian Creation 

chant). 

29. Papaku Makawalu is a Hawai‘i ontological knowledge system that assigns the 

Hawaiian universe to three Papa or houses of knowledge. The first of the three 

is Papahulihonua, which includes all of the earthly elements such as the ocean, 

volcanic processes, and the water cycle. Kane (and Kanaloa for that matter) is a 

vital component of Papahulihonua in his occupation as water, Kane is the 

entity in and of Papahulihonua that mingles continuously with elements of 

Papahulilani (the second Papa). 

30. Papahulilani is the atmospheric elements including the sun, weather, stars, 

planets, heavenly strata, and seasonality. 

31. The third Papa is Papahanaumoku. This papa is comprised of the living 

components with the biological intelligence of procreation. Those who belong 

to the house of Papahanaumoku are the direct beneficiaries of Kane. These 

individuals include everything from plants, to birds, to coral, to fish, to mea 

kolo (creepers), and kanaka (man). The house of Papahanaumoku also includes 

the activities that kanaka engage in, including things like hula and caring for 

land. Kanaka functions including consciousness and inner conscious are also in 

the house of Papahanaumoku. 

32. Water is one of the few elements that easily traverse all three Papa. It is the 

nature of the water cycle that make it a part of Papahulihonua when it is on the 

earth in the form of streams, springs, aquifers or even a puddle. Kane and 
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Kanaloa preside over these waters as in the chant “Ka Wai a Kane”: 

E ui aku ana au ia oe,  

One question I put to you, 

Aia i hea ka wai a Kane? 

Where is the water of Kane? 

Aia i ke kuahiwi, i ke kualono, 

Yonder on mountain peak, on the ridges steep 

Ike awawa, i ke kahawai; 

In the valleys deep, where the rivers sweep 

Aia i laila ka wai a Kane. 

There is the water of Kane. 

33. Then Laka presides over the evaporation/transpiration process, it gets taken up into 

the atmosphere, which is the realm of Papahulilani and falls to earth in the form of 

rain, mist, or snow. 

34. The role of Laka is illustrated in this chant: 

A ke kuahiwi, i ke kualono 

From the mountain tops, to the highland ridges 

Ku ana o Laka i ka mauna 

Laka presides over the forest 

Noho ana o Laka i ke po‘o o ka ohu 

Laka is at the pinnacle of the gathering of the mist 

O Laka kumu hula 

Laka the source of movement 

35. As water accumulates it is the beneficiary of Papahanaumoku that ingest and rely on 

this element for life. The kanaka (man), the plants and animals, crawlers and 

winged creatures are the ones who are either made up of water and/or rely on it for 

survival. 

36. Papaku Makawalu gives us a framework to understand the movement of water 

throughout the different papa (foundations) and this framework can be applied to our 

own localities to understand peculiarities about the cycles we experience every day. In 

looking at the moku of Koolau for example, the water cycle there is a microcosm for 

what is happening in other moku in East Maui, Maui, Hawaii and the world. 

37. Starting with Oopuola stream and continuing on to the end of the Koolau moku at 

Makapipi stream, each water source was given a name by our ancestors. These 

names tell us information about that particular source, which we can use to better 
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acquaint ourselves with the land, elemental sources and cycles that occurred. 

38. Kaaiea stream, for example, was named for the Aiea tree that grew abundantly in 

the area. The species of this endemic Hawaiian genus Nothocestrum consisted of 

softwooded shrubs and trees with oblong leaves, yellowish flowers and white/red 

berries, which grew from 1500-5000 feet elevation. The aiea tree acted as a 

causative in the water cycle and it helped to accumulate water in the forest. 

39. Ohia stream and spring was named such not for the ohia tree; ohia also means 

“tabooed, as food patches during famine”. A native of the area, Henry 

Kahaleulaokekua Kamali, who has long passed, was born in 1886 at Pauwalu close 

to Ohia stream and grew up in the area. In his 1970 interview with Clinton 

Kanahele, which was conducted in Hawaiian and later translated and transcribed he 

described the water as such: 

“Ohia, That is the waters of Kanaloa and Kane. The water gushes forth 

from inside from a spring. Yes, that is healing water for coughs and all 

kinds of sicknesses. There the sick were taken. When you have your illness 

you go into there to bathe. Healed.” 

40. The native people in the area understood that this water was special, sacred, kapu 

(taboo) and only to be used in unique circumstances.  

41. A wind of the Wailua area is named Kialeale, meaning stirring, moving, undulating, 

and rippling with force. This wind is also characteristic of the land because the 

water sources of Koolau moku (district) are powerful, full of energy and maintain 

a strong presence over the other elemental forces of nature. 

42. The Kialeale wind occupies Papahulilani and is a manifestation of the god Lono 

and through its stirring force, clouds accumulate in the uplands and that is when the 

god Kane releases the rains that penetrate the earth and amass in the kuahiwi (hill) 

and kualono (mountain ridge), in the awawa (valley) of Honomanu, Waiohue, 

Wailua, and Makaiwa. 

43. It is in this realm of Papahuihonua that we kanaka (man) have most intimate 

dealings with this water. It is the kanaka (man) of Koolau who gives praise to the 

god Lono who initiated the Kialeale wind that brought this precious resource to the 
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earth where he is able to utilize its gifts, while still allowing the cycle to continue. It 

would be requite of the kanaka to deny this resource its due diligence. 

44. Kialeale is of Koolau moku only, it serves this area and it would be wrong to take 

the product (water) of its service elsewhere because that creates a void, a break in 

the cycle that is distinctly Koolau. 

45. The unique natural cycles that occur in each locality belong to that particular 

place, the mana (spiritual power) that is created as a result of these cycles belongs to 

that particular place and the displacement or gross manipulation of that element 

whether it be water, earth, lava, wind or sun is counter to everything that the kanaka 

Hawaii believe. And this is illustrated for us in the simple act of naming everything 

in their world. 

46. The wind in Koolau moku is not known as just “Wind” but “Stirring, 

Moving, Undulating Wind”. 

47. The spring in Pauwalu is not named “Spring” but “Tabooed, as a food garden 

during famine Spring”. 

48. There is a reciprocity of energy that occurs between element and kanaka and it is 

imperative that these relationships are nurtured and continued so that our island 

world lives and prospers. 

The people of Koolau were not just called “Wailua-ans” or “Keanae-ans” but 

“Koolau Hauwalaau”. It is a poetic saying, which means “Koolau of the Loud 

Voices” because inhabitants of the area were said to be loud of voice. And it is 

this hauwalaau that must be heeded, that must be reckoned with, that must be 

regarded because they are the mouthpiece of the land of which they occupy. 

 

 

 

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
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DATED: Hana, Maui, Hawai‘i,   [December 17th] , 2014. 

 

 

[Kaui L. Kanakaole]  

KAUI L. KANAKAOLE 
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5.6.5 Pualani Kimokeo 

 

DECLARATION OF PUALANI KIMOKEO 

 

I, Pualani Kimokeo, declare that: 

1.  The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge. 

2.  I am Hawaiian. 

3.  I am a member of Nā Moku Aupuni o Ko‘olau Hui. 

4.  My father Henry Ben Kaauamo was from Wahinepee. My mother Sarah Akuna Hueu 

was from Ke‘anae. 

5.  I grew up in Wailua/Ke‘anae. 

6.  When I was growing up, my mother had different leases from the state. She had about 

fifty patches. My mother worked the patches until I was in high school. She continued farming 

most of them until the 90s and stopped when she was 70 years old. My father worked as a taro 

farmer until he was 80-something. He refused to give up. My dad was also a garbage collector 

for the County. He also did a lot of hunting for pigs in these mountains as well. 

7.  I too am a taro farmer. I grow kalo on about one acre of property in Keanae that is 

irrigated by Palauhulu and another water source that may be connected to Piinaau. 

8. I have an interest in the land I farm based on my connection to Kalilimoku, on my 

mother’s side. 

9.  Before times, the fathers worked the taro patches. Mothers fought to get stream flow and 

worked on the traditional gathering. 

10.  I learned traditional and customary gathering practices from my grandmother Ellen. She 

and my mother taught us about what to look for, how to know when big water is coming, how to 

respect the seasons. We would pull kalo, pick ‘opihi, and gather ‘ōpae all in the same day. 

11.  Traditionally, my ‘ohana gathered ‘ōpae, watercress, lū‘au, haha, pepeiao, hihiwai, 

pupulo‘i and guava in Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, 

Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, ‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, 

Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. 

12.  Traditionally, my ‘ohana fished for ‘o‘opu, aholehole, uau, and pāpio in or near the 

mouths of Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, 

Palauhulu, ‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, 

East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. 

13.  My ‘ohana also engaged in mālama ‘āina and mālama kahawai at Wahinepee, 

Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East 
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Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue by 

respecting the seasons. They didn’t have problems that required the same kind of cleaning 

because there was more flow. 

14.  Currently, my ‘ohana and I gather ‘ōpae, and limu in or near the mouths of Wahinepee, 

Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. I also 

gather ‘opihi in those same areas. 

15.  I farm, gather, and fish to feed my family. 

16.  I taught my kids what I know about farming, gathering, and fishing. My kids also started 

hunting when they were three. They learned from Doug Chong. They are now teaching their own 

children our practices. 

17.  I engage in mālama ‘āina and mālama kahawai by cleaning the ditches with a sickle. That 

allows better flow to my lo‘i, which are the last lo‘i to get fed by the streams. 

18.  We also enjoy Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, 

Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, ‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, 

Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue recreationally. 

19.  I thank Ke Akua for everything before our eyes, everything he gives us. My mom was a 

strong woman. I learned a lot from her. I love that she tried to teach us. I try to instill all of that 

into our children. To me, Ke‘anae will always be what I envision from when my mom instilled 

these lessons in me. To me, that’s the biggest gift from Ke Akua. 

20.  The lack of stream flow is a problem for my family because we cannot grow kalo how we 

would like to. The taro gets diseased and damage. We get pocket rot and what we call “guava 

seed,” or growths on the taro that affects the quality. We have apple snails, which like the warm 

water. Also, farmers in Ke‘anae have to compete for water. It’s not like before – we used to 

share and it wasn’t a problem. 

21.  If there was more water in the stream, I would worry less about my kalo. I would expect 

more cool water to reach my lo‘i. 

22.  If there were more water in the streams, my ‘ohana would gather ‘ōpae, limu, and opihi 

in or near the mouths of Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, 

Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, ‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, 

Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. I also gather ‘opihi in those same areas. 

23.  If water were put back in the streams, I would continue to mālama the streams and 

cleaning the ditches. 

24.  If there was more water in the streams, I would appreciate the natural scenery. It would 

be nice to see the streams of Ke‘anae the way I knew them when I learned how to farm and 

gather from my mother. 
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

DATED:  Keanae, Maui, Hawai‘i, [11/01/2014], 2014. 

 

 

[Pualani Kimokeo]  

PUALANI KIMOKEO 
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5.6.6 Davianna McGregor, PhD 

*Note, only Exhibit “A” is included in this report.  

DECLARATION OF DAVIANNA MCGREGOR, PhD 

 

1. I am submitting this expert testimony in support of the petitions filed by Na Moku 

Aupuni O Ko‘olau Hui to amend interim instream flow standards for various East Maui 

streams located on the Ko‘olaupoko, Maui coastline. 

2. Attached as Exhibit “A” is a true and correct copy of PETITIONERS’ DIRECT EXPERT 

TESTIMONY OF DAVIANNA POMAIKAI MCGREGOR, Ph.D., filed in the contested 

case hearing docket DLNR File No. 01-05-MA.  

3. Exhibit A is testimony I prepared for and presented to the Board of Land and Natural 

Resources in 2005 in the contested case proceeding involving Na Moku Aupuni O Ko‘olau 

Hui’s challenge to the request of Alexander and Baldwin/Hawaiian Commercial and 

Sugar/East Maui Irrigation Company for a 30-year lease of the four East Maui water license 

areas. 

4. Attached as Exhibit “B” is a true and correct copy of my most current curriculum vitae. 

5. I recognize that in 2008 the CWRM voted to partially restore 5 of 8 streams then under 

consideration by amending the IIFS for Wailuanui, Waiokamilo, Pi‘ina‘au, Hanehoi, and 

Honopou Streams, in order to respond to the claims of active taro farmers depending on 

those streams for the irrigation of taro crops in Wailuanui, Ke‘anae, Hanehoi, and Honopou 

valleys. 

6. However, I further understand that EMI’s compliance with those amended IIFS continues 

to be an outstanding issue before the CWRM in this contested case hearing. 

7. Accordingly, I affirm that the substance of the testimony I presented to the BLNR in 2005 

is still applicable and material to the current IIFS contested case hearing before the CWRM 

and I now offer it for consideration in this proceeding. 
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8. I have reviewed the Declarations of Na Moku Members submitted in 2001 in support of 

the stream flow petitions, attached as Exhibit “C” hereto that were provided to me by the 

Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation. 

9. I have reviewed the Declarations contained in Exhibit “D” which were provided to me by 

the Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation and submitted in 2010 during the CWRM’s 90-

Day factfinding process. 

10. I have reviewed the Witness Statements for CCH-MA-13-01 of Emily Akiona Wendt, Aja 

Akuna, Terrance D.K. Akuna, Darrell Aquino, Charles Barclay, Leonora (Smith) Barclay, 

Danny Carmichael, Healoha Carmichael, Dan Clark, Harry Hueu, Sandy Hueu, Jonah 

Jacintha, Juliana Jacintha, Lezley Jacintha, Kames F. “Kimo” Kaaa, Gladys Kanoa, 

Sanford Kekahuna, Jerome K. Kekiwi, Jr., Pualani Kimokeo, Norman “Bush” Martin, Jr., 

Lurlyn “Lyn” Scott, Edward Wendt, and Joseph “Jojo” Young. 

11. Based on my prior research, it is my opinion that the 2001 Statements, the 2009 

submissions, and the 2014 Witness Statements referenced above, describing the areas of 

use for traditional and customary practices of gathering in streams ranging from Makapipi 

to Honomanu are consistent with my prior research as presented in the Ke‘anae-Wailuanui 

Cultural Landscape study of July 1995. The statements are also consistent with my prior 

testimony provided in Exhibit A, in which I reported that community members from the 

Keanae-Wailuanui region engage in traditional and customary gathering activities 

throughout the traditional practices region (Makapipi to Honomanu) including in 

unoccupied areas in order to maintain the resources. 

 

DATED: Honolulu, HI, December 23, 2014. 

 

[Davianna P. McGregor] 

Davianna Pomaikai McGregor, Ph.D. 

 

 

EXHIBIT A 
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PETITIONERS’ DIRECT EXPERT TESTIMONY OF 

DAVIANNA POMAIKAI MCGREGOR, Ph.D. 

 

 Q. Please state your name for the record. 

 A. DAVIANNA POMAIKAI MCGREGOR. 

 Q. Where do you live? 

 A. I live in Kaiwiula, Kapalama, O‘ahu and Ho‘olehua, Moloka‘i. 

 Q. Where do you work and what is your title? 

 A. I am a Professor of Ethnic Studies at the University of Hawaii, Manoa. 

 Q. What is your educational background and training? 

 A. I graduated from the University of Hawaii with a Bachelor of Education degree 

in Secondary Education in 1972 and a Bachelor of Arts degree in Asian/Pacific History in 

1973. I did my graduate work at the UH, where I obtained a Master of Arts degree in Pacific 

Islands Studies in 1979. I also earned a PhD in Hawaiian and Pacific History from the 

University of Hawai‘i in 1989. 

 Q. What was your doctoral dissertation topic? 

 A. The title of my doctoral dissertation is “Kupa‘a I Ka ‘Aina: Persistence On The 

Land.” It examines the conditions of Hawaiians from 1898 to 1930, the first 32 years of direct 

U.S. rule over Hawai‘i. It compared the conditions of Hawaiians in urban O‘ahu with that of 

Hawaiians in rural Hawaiian communities on the island of Moloka‘i, the moku of Hana, Maui 

and the ahupua‘a of Waipi‘o, Hawai‘i. 

 Q. Did you prepare a curriculum vitae to reflect your education and training? 

 A. As part of my testimony, I have submitted my curriculum vitae which contains 

information on my academic training, my teaching, my research, and my publications. 

 Q. Have you previously been qualified to testify as an expert witness? 
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 A. I have served as an expert witness regarding traditional Hawaiian subsistence, 

cultural, and religious customs and practices in the following Civil Cases: Kelly v. 1250 

Oceanside Partners, Civ. No. 00-1-0192K (Haw. 3rd Cir.); Office of Hawaiian Affairs, et al 

vs. Housing and Community Development Corporation of Hawaii, et al, Civil No. 94-4207-11 

SSM, 1994 - 2001; Kamaka v. Department of Defense; Pele Defense Fund v. Paty, Civ. No. 89-

089 (Haw. 3rd Cir.); Pele Defense Fund v. Campbell Estate, Civ. No. 89-089 (Haw. 3rd Cir.); 

and Hanakeawe v. Nansay Hawaii, Inc., Civ. No. 90-316 (Haw. 3rd Cir.). I have also testified 

as a cultural expert in the following criminal trespass cases. State of Hawai‘i v. Spalding (Haw. 

3rd Cir.); State of Hawai‘i v. Naeole (Haw. 3rd Cir.); State of Hawai‘i v. Kaleo Patterson (Haw. 

3rd Cir.); State of Hawaii v. Keli‘ikoa (Haw. 3rd Cir.). 

 Q. Have you ever been qualified before administrative bodies to testify as an 

expert? 

 A. I appeared as an expert before the State of Hawai‘i Water Commission in the 

Waiahole Water Case, Docket No. CCH-0A95-l, and In re Waiola O Molokai, Docket No. 

CCH-MO96-l; before the Public Utilities Commission in Docket # 7259 Relating to Hawaiian 

Electric Light Company, Regarding Integrated Resource Planning, 1993; and before the 

Public Utilities Commission in Docket # 6617 To Require Energy Utilities in Hawai‘i to 

Implement Integrated Resource Planning, 1990. 

 Q. Have you had the opportunity to study the nature and extent of cultural, 

religious, and subsistence activity in which the Native Hawaiians have engaged to support 

themselves? 

 A. Yes. I first studied rural Hawaiian communities where Native Hawaiians 

comprised the majority of the population and continued to support their extended ‘ohana 

through traditional Hawaiian subsistence farming, fishing, hunting, and gathering customs 

and practices when I wrote my PhD dissertation. Subsequently, I conducted a number of 

studies of the traditional and customary practices of Native Hawaiians, which mirror long-

held cultural practices of ancient Hawaiians in several rural communities throughout the state. 

While all have unique features associated with those communities, these traditions and 
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customs I’ve recorded are resilient and persistent. In many instances, the continuation of these 

cultural practices is financially necessary for many families. These studies have taken me to 

East Maui, where I conducted extensive and expanded research, as well as Moloka‘i and the 

Island of Hawai‘i. 

 Q. What prompted your expanded research for East Maui? 

 A. In June 1993, the Hawai‘i State Legislature approved what later became Act 

156 to implement a preexisting statutory mandate requiring planning for the state’s physical 

environment and for socio-cultural enhancement, which recognizes the significance of the 

state’s “cultural landscapes.” Accordingly, it established a task force to examine Hawaiian 

cultural landscapes. This task force was responsible for developing designation criteria, 

specifying activities and uses consistent with cultural landscape districts, developing 

procedures for definition of cultural landscape districts and their boundaries, and reporting 

their findings to the legislature.  

 Q. What happened as a result of this effort? 

 A. In January 1994, the DLNR Cultural Landscape Task Force reported back to 

the Legislature on the importance of landscape preservation within a vital daily living context. 

The Task Force defined cultural landscapes as geographic areas, which exhibit monolithic 

characteristics of an ethnic, economic or cultural nature. They reflect the interaction of 

cultural, economic, and natural forces on the environment. They are a definable area, which 

clearly defines the settlement or use of the land, water, and/or living systems (plants and 

animals) over a long period of time, as well as cultural values, norms, and attitudes toward 

the land, water and/or living systems. These geographic areas possess a significant 

concentration, linkage or continuity of landscape components (i.e., vegetation, buildings and 

structures, archaeological sites, roads and trails, waterways, religious and natural features and 

resources), which are united by human use and past events and/or aesthetically by plans or 

physical development. Typically, these landscapes could involve abandoned villages or 

agricultural systems, taro-producing areas, sugar lands, ranches, fishing areas, traditional 

gathering areas, and entire islands. 
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 Q. What were the recommendations of the Task Force? 

 A. The Task Force supported a model project focusing on the Ke‘anae-Wailuanui 

area on Maui, because it recognized that this community is a taro-growing area with long 

continuity of use and with local support for preservation. 

 Q. What was the purpose of this model project? 

 A. The project involved a cultural landscape study to inventory and assess the 

resources of the Ke‘anae-Wailuanui communities. The Maui County General Plan of 1990, 

on which the Hana Community Plan is based, has themes, one of which under “land use” is: 

To preserve for present and future generations existing geographic, cultural and 

traditional community lifestyles by limiting and managing growth through 

environmentally sensitive and effective use of land in accordance with the 

individual character of the various communities and regions of the County. 

Maui County adopted the Hana Community Plan as part of its adoption of County General 

Plan in July 1994, under Section 2.80.050 of the Maui County Code. To implement the 

Hana Community Plan, the Maui County Planning Department initiated the resulting 

Ke‘anaeWailuanui Cultural Landscape study. The Hana Community Plan calls for county 

government to “compile special plans and studies necessary to implement the 

recommendations of the Community Plan.” It also establishes the following goals, policies 

and implementing actions: 

Land Use: Preservation and enhancement of the current land use patterns 

which establish and enrich the Hāna Community Plan region’s unique and 

diverse qualities. 

-     Identify and inventory exceptional open space resources and 

viewsheds. Explore protective management measures such as covenants, 

easements, and other planning tools. 

-     Explore alternative land use and overlay zoning designations that 

recognize and preserve the unique natural and cultural characteristics of 

each community within the Hana region. 

-     Encourage the availability of agriculturally suitable lands to provide 

opportunities for small diversified agricultural activities with residential 

tenancy for farmers. 
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Q. What was the specific goal of the Ke‘anae-Wailuanui Cultural Landscape 

study of July 1995? 

A. The goal was to describe and quantify conditions and traditions which have 

shaped the land and which still affect the patterns of land use. Land use management 

policies based on a broad foundation of knowledge of resources will better enable the 

community and its representatives in county and state government to make effective 

decisions appropriate to this and other rural and agricultural areas. 

Q. What were the specific tasks of the study? 

A. There were three major tasks:  (1) identify the historic context of the 

landscape, through archaeological research to determine the depth of wetland taro 

cultivation and a literature search, including a summary of Land Commission Awards for 

the Ke‘anae and Wailuanui ahupua‘a, focused on agricultural or other uses of the claims; 

(2) identification of cultural landscape components, including farm land, crops, vegetation 

types, water control, gathering, hunting, home sites, ocean-related activities, and lands 

associated with Hawaiian legends; and (3) preliminary mapping using historical maps, 

aerial photographs, and detailed land classification maps to identify existing land use 

areas and the boundaries of the cultural landscape. 

Q. What was the methodology for conducting this study and who was the 

team responsible for conducting the work? 

A. The methodology is described on pp. 13-17 of the report. Basically, (1) 

Cultural Surveys Hawaii, Inc. conducted a literature search, including a review of aerial 

photographs, (2) Cultural Surveys Hawaii, Inc. and Group 70 conducted field surveys, 

including mapping of taro lo‘i; and (3) I conducted personal interviews, relying heavily 

on kupuna (9 of 13 interviewees) from Ke‘anae and Wailuanui. 

Q. How reliable are the sources of oral history, as related by those 

Hawaiians you interviewed? 
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A. The oral history interviews were consistent with each other and were 

cross validated with the information gathered through the literature search and the 

field surveys. 

Q. What are the cultural landscape area boundaries? 

A. The team identified the Keanae-Wailuanui core Cultural Landscape area 

boundaries in Figure 3 of the report. The area encompasses the Ke‘anae peninsula and 

runs southeast along the coast to the southeast ridge of Wailuanui Valley. On the west, 

it is bounded by the Ke‘anae YMCA, Ke‘anae Arboretum and the Palauhulu stream. 

Inland it extends 600 feet mauka of the Hana Highway, stretching from the YMCA 

camp to the ridge on the east side of Waikani Falls. The informants also identified a 

wider traditional cultural practices region shown in Figure 4 of the report, for fishing, 

hunting and gathering. This extends from Makapipi Stream and forest access road in the 

east, to Honomanu and the Kaumahina ridge on the west and mauka to Pohaku Palaha 

on the northern rim of the Haleakala Crater. 

Q. In summary, what did these sources of information show? 

A. The literature search documented the cultural and natural setting of the 

cultural landscape area, which has a rich and long history of supporting Hawaiians who 

tilled the land, grew taro and other food crops, and fished the nearshore ocean seas as 

far as 11 miles offshore. In the various land commission testimonies, maka‘ainana from 

the Ke‘anaeWailuanui community described their agricultural pursuits in the 1840’s. 

The field surveys, combined with the literature search, yielded information that enabled 

the team to map the cultural landscape - historic locations of buildings, taro lo‘i, ‘auwai, 

and other cultural features of the communities that settled the area. The interviews 

helped me link current uses of land and streams by residents to their historic uses and 

verified those practices that continued to be followed along the traditions of their 

ancestors. The relative isolation of this cultural landscape enabled it and its residents to 

avoid or resist intensive modern land developments and retain many of the ancient 

traditions passed down through the generations of Hawaiians who resided in this area. 
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Q. Why was the Ke‘anae-Wailuanui area selected for this cultural landscape study? 

A. Aside from the land use planning angle I’ve previously mentioned, it was 

particularly appropriate because it is associated with a deep and long tradition of growing taro, 

the staple crop of Native Hawaiians for generations. The earliest Polynesian voyagers to Hawai‘i 

brought taro with them. It has been linked mythologically to the origins of Hawaiians as a 

people. The plant itself has attributes which are embedded in the notion of the family and kinship 

relations. All parts of the taro plant are used for food. Much of the traditions surrounding the 

cultivation and use of taro have persisted in Ke‘anae-Wailuanui to a much greater extent than 

most other parts of Hawai‘i. With such an intimate association with the people and culture of 

Hawai‘i, Ke‘anae-Wailuanui was a prime candidate for designation as a cultural landscape. 

Today, large-scale taro cultivation is confined to isolated areas in Hawai‘i – Hanalei/Waioli, 

Hanapepe and Waimea on Kaua‘i, Waikane/Waiahole on O‘ahu, Onokohau, Waihe‘e, Ke‘anae-

Wailuanui on Maui, and Waipi‘o Valley on the island of Hawai‘i. The taro landscape of 

Ke‘anae-Wailuanui is a viable traditional economy which has maintained historic and cultural 

integrity, traditional lifestyles, and social continuity to an equal or greater extent than any of the 

other taro growing landscapes in Hawai‘i.  

Q. What physical attributes of Ke‘anae-Wailuanui did your study examine? 

A. The 1995 study identified 12 components for examination.  They are listed on 

page 44 of the report. Among them are taro cultivation, the Ko‘olau Ditch built and maintained 

by EMI, and cultural resources and use areas. 

Q. What did you learn about the taro cultivation in Ke‘anae-Wailuanui? 

A. Wetland taro cultivation is the most important single component of the cultural 

landscape of Ke‘anae-Wailuanui. Wetland taro cultivation requires a precisely defined, stable 

field system with a continuous and reliable source of water. The system must be designed so that 

cool, fresh water can be delivered constantly to every field. In this sense, a taro landscape is 

designed as a single system with interrelated elements (fields, streams and ‘auwai). Alteration of 

any of these elements could affect the entire system. The ancient Hawaiians who designed this 

landscape were limited in the degree to which they could alter the natural topography. They dealt 
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with this constraint by flexibility of design. Seen as a whole, the taro landscape appears as a 

simple network of inter-connected rectangles defined by banks, which hold in water. Upon closer 

inspection, it is apparent that field design, water flow, and water delivery are a response to subtle 

variations in the natural landscape. A taro landscape is extremely complex in its internal 

workings. 

Q. What areas of taro cultivation exist in Ke‘anae-Wailuanui? 

A. There are five major locations of active taro cultivation – Ke‘anae peninsula, 

Wailuanui, Ke‘anae Arboretum, Waianu Valley, and Lakini. An additional small area of 

cultivation exists at Waiokamilo Stream just makai of its crossing of Wailuanui Road. There are 

small lo‘i on both sides of the stream. In addition, throughout the district old taro terraces can be 

found and taro still grows in the wild in the valleys, along streams. Informants speak of going 

out and gathering lu‘au leaves from the wild taro because it has a good flavor, distinct from 

the cultivated varieties. Some of the areas for the gathering of wild lu‘au include Pi‘ina‘au, 

Nua‘ailua, Kupa‘u, Waipio, Awiowio, Pohole and Pahoa. 

Q. Please describe the Wailuanui taro area. 

A. This is the largest taro system of the cultural landscape, with 339 lo‘i, that 

Cultural Surveys plotted off a 1982 aerial photograph in Figure 15. They lie mainly west 

of Wailuanui Stream and to the north and east below Hana highway. It is an area of mixed 

cultivation and uncultivated areas. There is also a smaller set of lo‘i above Hana Highway 

in the area known as Lakini. See, Figure 21. 

The essence of Wailuanui is water (wai = water). Wailuanui is best viewed looking 

mauka. The taro lo‘i as seen from makai, are framed by the steep green slopes of the 

valley with Waikani Falls to the east and Waiokamilo Stream waters entering from the 

center and west. The lo‘i themselves, as they ascend the slopes, decrease in size to 

accommodate the requirements of water control. Nowhere else in Hawai‘i are such 

miniature fields still cultivated in this kind of topography with such integrity. See, p. 126. 

Q. Please describe the Wailuanui ‘auwai system.  
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A. It is evident that at Wailuanui Valley, the ‘auwai and lo‘i systems were 

constructed first and subsequent residences and circulation networks accommodated the 

already established systems. The pattern of cultivated lo‘i at Wailuanui is likely close to 

what existed at the time of the Mahele, but for the time when rice was cultivated just prior 

to and after the dawn of the 20
th 

century. 

Cultural Surveys was able to produce a schematic of the ‘auwai as it takes water 

from Waiokamilo Stream and passes through Lakini. Figure 21. The water flows past 

these lo‘i, partially returning back to Waiokamilo Stream, but mainly flowing under the 

existing Hana Highway to irrigate the valley lo‘i below that point. 

There is another major diversion of Waiokamilo Stream below Hana Highway 

that irrigates the extreme western end of the valley. See, Figure 22. 

Cultural Surveys approximated the direction of flow in the ‘auwai system servicing 

the valley, as the system was complex and our team did not have the time or resources to 

make a definitive map of all aspects of it. 

Q. Did you discover any major changes in the use of the valley for taro 

cultivation since the time of the Mahele? 

A. Our team did not find any historic map of the valley. Taro cultivation is well 

documented for the entire area in the 1850’s Land Commission Award documents. In 

Appendix A of the report, the various claims for Land Commission Awards in Ke‘anae-

Wailuanui are rendered in a table. The table illustrates the extent to which taro was grown 

on the claimed parcels. The table summarizes the testimonies submitted in support of the 

requests for Land Commission Awards and reflects the presence of taro cultivation at the 

time of the Mahele for these parcels. While it indicates what was happening on those 

parcels at that time, it does not indicate which of the pieces claimed were actually 

awarded by the Land Commission. Nevertheless, the table gives an accurate indication of 

the extent to which active taro cultivation existed and on which parcels in the valley. This 
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activity also indicates where irrigation water from the streams was being applied in 

pursuit of this activity at the time of the Mahele. 

Q. Did you discover any other evidence of the extent of taro growing in the 

valley during different times in history following the Mahele? 

A. Apparently, as an 1896 map (Figure 9) of the lower section of the valley 

reveals, by then there was a sizable area devoted to rice cultivation, although much of the 

southeastern portion along Wailuanui Stream remained in taro. This pattern apparently 

persisted through 1903, according to a similar map of the area (Figure 10). Some of the 

residents I interviewed indicated that rice was preferred at that period because water 

temperature was not the crucial consideration as it is for taro cultivation, reflecting a 

diminished water supply to the valley for irrigation. Chinese farmers grew rice in 

significant parts of the valley between 1880 and 1927, when the market collapsed 

because of the competition from California. 

A 1936 photograph (Figure 16) shows that a majority of the valley was under taro 

cultivation, with considerably less tree and bush vegetation than was present in 1994 

when I conducted my field research. By 1966, in contrast, while all cultivated areas 

appeared to be in taro, there is a dramatic increase in forest growth along the periphery of 

the valley, compared to 1936, as Figures 17 and 18 reveal. Contrasted with current 

conditions, as depicted in the photographs taken in 2004 and this year in June, it appears 

that there is now substantially different, as well as fewer, areas of taro lo‘i than was being 

actively cultivated in 1966. 

This evidence shows there was apparently a period of decline in taro cultivation 

in the valley between 1936 and 1966, as well as between 1966 and 1994. However, 

while to varying degrees, the Wailuanui valley residents, especially Hawaiians, 

continued a tradition of taro cultivation that continues through the present. This cultural 

landscape is distinctive in terms of this long tradition, and continues on to this day, 

reflecting how critical taro production is to this community. 
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Q. Do you have an opinion as to whether the current taro cultivation 

reasonably approximates the amount of water used to cultivate taro at the time of the 

Mahele? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And what is that opinion? 

A. While the rice cultivation earlier last century may have altered some of the 

pattern of lo‘i in the valley, the broad pattern remains since both crops are wetland 

agricultural products and the irrigation system plays a critical role in their cultivation. The 

mechanics of irrigation systems must follow gravity. Residences are found on slightly 

elevated areas at the edges of the fields, not in the center of the lo‘i, which would be the 

low spot and subject to periodic flooding. The roadway network serving these residences 

skirt the cultivated areas and does not cut into the system of lo‘i. This pattern involves 

frequent tending and fits the horticultural character of Hawaiian agriculture where the 

cultivated fields are relatively small and are within walking distance of residences. It is a 

pattern developed before automobiles and mechanized agriculture. The field was central, 

not the residence. This pattern is found even in areas where residences are not nearby. 

See, p. 126. 

There was far more taro cultivation in the valley in the 1800’s than presently. 

There is also far less water flowing naturally into the valley as a result of the major EMI 

diversion into the Ko‘olau Ditch mauka of Kupau and Akeke Spring. This reduction in 

taro production is significant compared to historic levels. 

Q. On what basis do you make this conclusion? 

A. During the fieldwork for this study, which included field trips as well as 

interviews, it became apparent that the Ke‘anae-Wailuanui communities have a long history 

of small commercial ventures associated with processing and marketing of local taro. 

Besides the People’s Store, which once stood at Ke‘anae landing, there were six separate poi 

mills, each in operation over a different span of time. Each sold local taro processed into poi 

to the community itself and also exported taro. Taro was exported in two separate directions: to 
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Hana and to Ha‘iku/Kahulu/Wailuku. The Alama Poi Shop operated from the 1920’s to the 

1950’s. The Ching Poi Mill operated in the 1930’s through the 1950s, exporting poi to Kahului 

and Hana. The Ng family operated a mill that exported poi to Hana. The Alu family ran the 

Kupa‘u Mill from the late 1930’s to the early 1950’s. The Lum Hoy Poi Mill exported poi to 

Wailuku from the 1930’s through the 1940s. The last mill, Ke‘anae-Wailua Poi Mill was started 

in 1975 by Mr. Ed Wendt and operated through 1984. The current level of taro production 

contrasts sharply with what historic records show. 

Q. Do you have an opinion, based on your training, research, and expertise, whether 

the land uses of Wailuanui residents are linked to Hawaiian cultural mores and practices? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What is your opinion? 

A. The land use patterns of the Ke‘anae-Wailuanui region have been shaped by 

Hawaiian cultural mores and practices. The ‘ohana values and practices of the community stress 

the conservation of natural resources for the benefit of present and future generations. Rules of 

behavior are based on respect of the ‘aina, the virtue of sharing, and a holistic perspective of 

organisms and ecosystems that emphasize balance and coexistence. The Hawaiian outlook which 

shapes these customs and practices is lokahi or maintaining spiritual, cultural, and physical 

balance with nature. In the course of their travels through the various ‘ili of the traditional 

cultural practices region, practitioners of Ke‘anae and Wailuanui are able to renew their 

knowledge and understanding of the landscape, the place names, names of the winds and the 

rains, traditional legends, wahi pana, historical cultural sites, and the location of various native 

plants and animals. The region is thus experienced as a part of their ‘ohana, necessitating the 

same care as would a member of their family. 

Q. Do you have an opinion, based on your training, expertise, and research, on how 

important traditional and customary gathering of ‘o‘opu, ‘opae, and hihiwai is to the Hawaiians 

of Wailuanui? 

A. Yes. 
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Q. What is that opinion? 

A. Ke‘anae-Wailuanui is one of the few remaining areas in the Hawaiian Islands 

where ‘opae can be gathered. Virtually every stream has ‘opae at some time during the year. 

However, it is easier to gather ‘opae in the tunnels of the EMI ditch system. The irrigation 

ditch itself is an excellent breeding area for the ‘opae because it has flowing water year 

round. Some streams below the ditch, however, don’t have enough flowing water to sustain 

the ‘opae year round when the water is diverted into the ditch system. Commercial sale of 

‘opae is prohibited under a state law that went into effect in 1993. ‘Opae is still a popular 

delicacy among the families in the district. They also gather ‘opae to share with family and 

friends outside and on different islands. ‘Opae, the ‘a‘aniu net used to gather it, and the 

methods of preparing it will continue to be a distinctive aspect of the cultural lifestyle for 

which Ke‘anae-Wailuanui is known and distinguished. 

‘O‘opu and hihiwai are becoming increasingly scarce in the Hawaiian Islands. 

Certain species of ‘o‘opu are endangered and others are rare. They require pristine and 

flowing stream waters to exist. Ke‘anae-Wailuanui is one of the few areas where they still 

can be found in sufficient size to be occasionally caught for subsistence food. 

The gathering of hihiwai is also carefully managed. The location of the hihiwai is 

knowledge that has been passed down from generation to the next for their protection and 

proper management. It is not information that is made available to the general public. 

Q. What is the geographic range of this gathering activity? 

A. Family members of all ages engage in some level of gathering activity in the 

Ke‘anae-Wailuanui district. Kupuna like Helen Nakanelua still go out and gathers ‘opae 

with her homemade ‘a‘aniu net in the ‘auwai that runs through her property at Lakini. 

Waiokamilo Stream still has ‘opae which is accessible to the kupuna. The Ka‘auamo 

family is best known for their traditional and customary gathering activities. Awapuhi 

Ka‘auamo Carmichael still goes out gathering for ‘opae, hihiwai, and ‘opihi from Kailua 

and over through Kuhiwa. Awapuhi Carmichael identified some of the area which she 

regularly accessed for gathering of ‘opae, hihiwai, and ‘o‘opu: 
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We have our own names. Kapa‘ula, gather ‘opae. We use Puaakaa, we call it 

Kaunoa. Above the road, the ditch above the road, we use that stream, and then it 

branches off. Even Makapipi, we use Makapipi stream. We use all the way to the 

tunnel. We use it. Kuhiwa gulch is used by our family. Kuhiwa gulch we use also. 

Makapipi is just mauka. Kuhiwa is mauka. 

Gathering from a variety of places is important in order to maintain the resources. The 

choice of place to gather is determined by the weather and other natural signs. Awapuhi 

Carmichael described the factors which affected her decision as to where to gather on a 

particular expedition: 

It depends on what we’re getting, and how we feel … We never go to the same place. 

You know how the Hawaiians used to do, they don’t go back to the same place, so can 

restore. It depends on the weather, and then we go by the moon, the stars. If use one 

place, then go to another place, depends on the moon and the stars. We go up far … We 

all go to the same places, although each of us have our favorite hole, places, where we 

go for opae, you know. All mauka for ‘opae. And then below have the ‘o‘opu and the 

prawns, they introduced the prawns, and hihiwai. Above the road is more the ‘opae. 

Above the road is where all the opae are. Above the main highway. And then below the 

road has hihiwai, ‘o‘opu, you know. 

Within the traditional cultural landscape area for Ke‘anae-Wailuanui unoccupied areas 

with flowing pristine streams and the forested areas are integral to the livelihoods of the families 

in the district. For example, nobody lives in the area from Wailuaiki to Kopili‘ula and over to 

Hanawi but there are many gulches and streams flourishing with hihiwai and ‘o‘opu. 

Q. What was the importance of subsistence gathering to the health of Hawaiian 

gatherers who engaged in this traditional activity – historically and in current times? 

A. Through subsistence, families attain essential resources to compensate for low 

incomes. They can also obtain food items, especially seafood, that may be prohibitively costly 

under a strict cash economy. If families on fixed incomes were required to purchase these items, 

they would probably opt for cheaper, less healthy foods that would predispose them to health 

problems. In this respect, subsistence not only provides food, it also ensures a healthy diet. 

Subsistence generally requires a great amount of physical exertion (e.g., fishing, diving, 

hunting) that is a valuable form of exercise and stress reduction and contributes to good physical 

and mental health. It is also a form of recreation that the whole family can share in. Family 
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members of all ages contribute at different phases of subsistence, be it active hunting, fishing or 

gathering or cleaning and preparing the food for eating. Older family members teach the younger 

family members how to engage in subsistence and prepare the food, thus passing on ancestral 

knowledge, experience and skill. 

Q. What was the pattern of these subsistence activities amongst those traditional and 

customary gatherers of Ke‘anae-Wailuanui you interviewed? 

A. Subsistence gathering, hunting and fishing is an integral part of the lives of the 

residents of Ke‘anae-Wailuanui. There is general agreement among the informants that their 

traditional cultural practices region extends from Honomanu in the west to Makapipi in the east 

and mauka from Pohaku Palaha on the rim of the Haleakala crater makai to the shoreline, and 

into the ocean as far as the buoy 11 miles offshore. Additional areas are used by residents of 

Ke‘anae-Wailuanui depending on where their family ancestors originated and established 

subsistence practices. For example, some families fish and gather as far as Kaupo or as far west 

as Honopou and mauka to Waikamoi. The location and distribution of water is the primary 

determinant of the distribution of natural resources. Traditional land use boundaries were defined 

in relation to the amount and location of water. The change of season from wet to dry does affect 

the distribution and availability of subsistence resources. When there is a lot of rain, the 

resources are more abundant and spread out over a larger area. During the dry period, the amount 

of resources shrinks and they are distributed near to water sources. 

Most subsistence areas can only be accessed by land through a trail or a dirt road. The 

Pi‘ilani Trail affords an important route of access between ‘ili along the coastline. The 

Ke‘anaeWailuanui residents also use an extensive network of mauka to makai trails to carry out 

their subsistence activities. Hunters say that one can readily catch a decent sized pig without 

venturing far up the mountain. However, the network of trails allows access to upper regions 

where the larger animals roam. Fishing resources vary by ocean depth. Along the rocky shoreline 

fishermen gather crab, ‘opihi, ha‘uke‘uke, and other shellfish. In the reef, residents gather limu 

and catch squid, lobster, and reef fish such as ‘uhu, kala, and manini. At greater depths bottom 

fish are caught such as weke, elm, ‘opakapaka and uku. In the bays, nets are used to surround 

‘akule. ‘Aholehole, ‘ama‘ama and uouoa are also caught with gill nets. In the deep ocean and out 
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to the buoy the fishermen troll for ono, aku, ‘ahi, marlin, and mahimahi. Ocean resources are 

accessed by land through mauka-to-makai trails and along the Pi‘ilani Highway. Boats are also 

used for ocean subsistence activities. The launching areas are Honomanu Bay, Ke‘anae Landing, 

Wailuanui Bay and Hana Harbor. 

Resource gathering patterns are also influenced by ho‘ailona or spiritual signs in natural 

phenomena. Ke‘anae-Wailuanui residents stay alert to the direction and patterns of clouds, 

winds, rain, the flight of birds, rainfall and all natural elements to inform them about where the 

ideal place is to gather on any given day. They also keep track of the moon phases and the effect 

on the shifts in the tides. Ancestral knowledge of the interpretation of place names in the district 

also informs Hawaiians about the special features or qualities of that particular area for 

subsistence and cultural use. 

Q. Is this a traditional pattern of subsistence activity? 

A. Traditional factors shape the pattern, nature and purpose of the ongoing 

subsistence fishing, gathering, farming and hunting activities. These include family and ancestral 

connections to particular features of the landscape; the distribution of water; access; the type of 

resource to be obtained; the life cycle of that resource; the diet and feeding habits of fauna; the 

weather and seasonal changes; and ho‘ailona. The subsistence activities are also guided by 

traditional values and customs which include but are not limited to the following: 

1. Only take what is needed. 

2. Don’t waste natural resources. 

3. Gather according to the life cycle of the resources. Allow the resources to 

reproduce. Don’t fish during their spawning seasons. 

4. Alternate areas to gather, fish and hunt. Don’t keep going back to the same place. 

Allow the resource to replenish itself. 

5. If an area has a declining resource, observe a kapu on harvesting until it comes 

back. Replant if appropriate. 

6. Resources are always abundant and accessible to those who possess the 

knowledge about their location and have the skill to obtain them. There is no need to 

overuse a more accessible area. 
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7. Respect and protect the knowledge which has been passed down 

intergenerationally, from one generation to the next. Do not carelessly give it away to 

outsiders. 

8. Respect each other’s areas. Families in Ke‘anae-Wailuanui usually fish, hunt, and 

gather in the areas traditionally used by their ancestors. If they go into an area outside 

their own for some specific purpose, they usually go with people from that area. 

9. Throughout the expedition keep focused on the purpose and goal for which you 

set out to fish, hunt, or gather. 

10. Be aware of the natural elements and stay alert to natural signs, e.g. falling 

boulders as a sign of flash flooding.  

11. Share what is gathered with family and neighbors. 

12. Take care of the kupuna who passed on the knowledge and experience of what to 

do and are now too old to go out on their own. 

13. Don’t talk openly about plans for going out to subsistence hunt, gather, or fish. 

14. Respect the resources. Respect the spirits of the land, forest, ocean. Don’t get loud 

and boisterous. 

15. Respect family ‘aumakua. Don’t gather the resources sacred to them. 

Q. To what extent, if any, does taro cultivation relate to the traditional and customary 

gathering of ‘o‘opu, ‘opae, and hihiwai? 

A. These native aquatic marine species and taro rely upon pristine, clear, cold, free 

running streams that flow year round. All of the great historical taro growing areas of Hawai‘i 

rely on pristine streams where native aquatic species thrive – Ke‘anae-Wailuanui, Kahakuloa on 

Maui; Hanalei on Kaua‘i; Waipi‘o on Hawai‘i, the windward valleys of Moloka‘i. ‘O‘opu, ‘opae 

and hihiwai have been a part of the traditional diet of taro farmers in these areas. 

Q. Were you able to determine the degree to which traditional and customary 

gathering of ‘o‘opu, ‘opae, and hihiwai in Wailuanui has changed since the 1890’s? 

A. Aunty Helen Nakanelua who was 83 in 1994 was born in 1911 and described how 

she used to go out and gather ‘opae with her grandmother who would have been born and 

learned how to gather ‘opae before the 1890’s: 
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And I used to go along with my grandma, with a five gallon can, you know those tall 

ones, and I pack some wood, and I pack salt, so that whenever my grandma goes with 

the upena net, do you have an idea what the upena net looks like and they have a little 

bag there? Some of the bags are small, but she used to have these long bags, and then 

she cleans that where I am, she takes that out, we clean it and we cook it in this can. Salt 

it and cook it there, the wood that I take we cook it. And after it’s cooked, I begin 

spreading it on a table oil cloth and a mat I used to pack along and then she leaves me 

there I attend that opae while it’s drying. By the time she comes back here, it’s partly 

dried, I gather that ‘opae again, and separate it in another bag, because that’s partly 

dried, and we continue on, she gets another bag to do the same thing, cook, so that by 

the time she ends up her day, most of the opae, except the last one she has is partly half 

dried already. Do you know how the upena look like? I show you, because I have made 

some for me, because I use it. 

Although Aunty Helen continues to gather ‘opae, it is not as plentiful as it had been 

in her youth. An indicator of the decline of ‘opae is the passage of a state law in 1993 which 

prohibits its commercial sale due to its scarcity. 

Q. Do you have an opinion as to the importance of the Ke‘anae-Wailuanui 

region to Hawaiian cultural history? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What is that opinion?  

A. The most distinctive historic association of the Ke‘anae-Wailuanui 

landscape is its unbroken relationship to the foundations of Hawaiian culture through the 

traditional cultivation of taro, the major component of the cultural landscape. The 

traditional cultural practices region is also significant as a surviving enclave of Hawaiian 

subsistence, cultural, and spiritual beliefs, customs, and practices. Rural Hawaiian 

communities like Ke‘anae-Wailuanui are cultural kipuka - places where Hawaiians have 

maintained a close relationship to the land through their livelihoods and customs - that 

play a vital role in the survival of Hawaiian culture as a whole. There is a growing 

recognition that protection of the natural resources and the integrity of the lifestyle and 

livelihoods within rural districts is essential for the perpetuation of Hawaiian culture. 

However, the survival of these cultural kipuka and the traditions and customs related 

thereto are continually eroded by an ever increasing lack of water. 
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Q. Do you have an opinion on how significant the Ke‘anae-Wailuanui region 

is as judged against federal criteria for cultural significance? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What is that opinion? 

A. The Ke‘anae and Wailuanui cultural landscape is significant under the 

four National Register criteria of significance and an additional Hawai‘i state criterion. 

Under Criterion A, Ke‘anae-Wailuanui is associated with significant events affecting 

broad patterns of history. The evolution of Hawaiian culture and society in the Hawaiian 

Islands over the past 1500 years was sustained by highly developed and well-managed 

systems of wetland taro cultivation. Ke‘anae-Wailuanui is an extraordinary example of a 

highly developed historic Hawaiian wetland irrigation system which sustained the 

complex social organization and sophisticated customs and practices of the Native 

Hawaiian culture. The cultural landscape also includes the historic network of irrigation 

ditches and tunnels which were developed in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. The last completed segment of the Hana Belt Road is also in this cultural 

landscape. 

Under Criterion B, Ke‘anae-Wailuanui is associated with events which involved 

famous people such as the landing of Umi-a-Liloa’s war canoes during his 14th century 

battle over Hana against Ho‘olae-Makua and the staging of the battles between 

Kalaniopu‘u and Kahekili in the 18th century. 

Under Criterion C, Ke‘anae-Wailuanui epitomizes the quality and integrity of a 

historic landscape centered around the historic wetland cultivation of taro. In addition, the 

2 churches, its public school facility and the Waikani Bridge are also excellent examples of 

each of these types of historic architecture. 

Under Criterion D, Ke‘anae-Wailuanui provides excellent potential to yield 

information important in the prehistory and history on the origins, chronology and 
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development of Hawaiian taro cultivation, as well as the complex social structures which 

both sustained and perpetuated by this kind of agricultural technology. 

Q. To what extent are those that now gather and attempt to farm taro in the 

valley genealogically linked to the Hawaiians that lived in the valley during the 

1800’s? 

A. The informants that I interviewed said that they lived and farmed lands 

that their ancestors had lived on and farmed in the 1800’s. 

Q. Do you have any opinion based on your training and education of whether 

there is any correlation historically between the amount of traditional gathering from the 

streams and the amount of fish and limu that could be taken from the coastal areas of the 

valley and the sea for subsistence purposes? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What is that opinion? 

A. The abundance of aquatic and marine resources are dependent upon the 

pristine, clean, free flowing year round streams flowing into the ocean. The bays where the 

fresh water mixes into the ocean water are important spawning grounds for the fish. Moki 

Day, a Hawaiian fisherman from the area, described how the bays are important breeding 

grounds which deserve protection: 

You can consider all the shoreline area between here and Kaupo as breeding 

grounds for all these shoreline species of fish. They come into our rivers here 

because we have the fresh water, and they come in here and breed here and lay 

their eggs here. 

According to the late Uncle Harry Mitchell, who had been a long-time resident of 

the area, the streams and the ocean together provided the breeding ground for ‘o‘opu. He 

described the lifecycle of the ‘o‘opu as follows: 

The first heavy rains usually arrived in August or September, carrying the ‘o‘opu 

to the ocean where they spawned. Once they laid their eggs, the mother ‘o‘opu 

died. The baby ‘o‘opu, called hinano, would hatch and develop in the salt water 

from August/September through November. The salt water made them strong 
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enough to climb up the stream where they would mature. About November, the 

hinano began to make their way up stream to the large fresh water pools in the 

mountains. Their migration upstream coincided with the arrival of the migratory 

birds from the north which fed upon the hinano as they made their perilous 

journey to the uplands.  

Q.  Do you have an opinion on how significant the diversion of stream water 

from Wailuanui Valley by EMI has been on the ability of its residents to continue their 

tradition of taro growing and gathering from the streams and coastal areas? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What is that opinion? 

A. The diversion of steams in the Ko‘olau watershed, via the East Maui 

Irrigation (EMI) Company system, has reduced the surface water flow in the region 

mauka of the cultural landscape. The system currently provides most of the irrigation 

water for central Maui’s largescale agriculture and is the main source for county water 

supplies to upcountry Maui residents and farmers.  

While the degree of reduction has not been quantified, the volumes of water 

carried by the ditch are significant and impact on the stream ecology in Ke‘anae-

Wailuanui is probable. Native endemic and indigenous species such as ‘o‘opu and ‘opae 

and hihiwai are likely to have been affected within the last few generations, with 

consequent impact on the traditional gathering practices that are part of the local 

lifestyle. During interviews for the study, some residents expressed concern over the 

impact of the diversion of water by EMI Co. on the ecology of the region. They also 

questioned the effects that the EMI diversion may have on the temperature and 

consistent flow of stream water to taro lands. 

Q. Do you have an opinion on what positive steps should be taken to promote the 

perpetuation of the cultural landscape of Ke‘anae-Wailuanui? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What is that opinion? 
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A. Provide incentives for taro growing, such as tax relief for parcels used for taro 

farming. Provide support to the community to maintain the water sources and the ‘auwai, 

such as state and county support to clean and maintain the agricultural irrigation systems. 

Maintain the Pi‘ilani Trail along the shoreline as well as the trails and unimproved roads 

running makai from the highway to the beach, and the trails and unimproved roads running 

mauka into the forest reserve should be maintained and their significance in the cultural 

landscape assessed. The watershed’s forest should be protected. Access for cultural, 

subsistence, and spiritual customs and practices should be afforded to those residents of the 

community who will maintain traditions of respect and stewardship of the land and water 

resources. Develop the Ke‘anae Arboretum to offer interpretation and education, with 

emphasis on practical and hands-on experience. Improve lookout points with better paving, 

approach signage, interpretive signage, landscaping and benches. Preserve and maintain the 2 

large heiau and other cultural sites. Document and protect historic taro terraces. Perpetuate 

significant aspects of the cultural landscape without hampering changes beneficial to the 

community and its residents. 

Q. Are you familiar with crucial definitions of traditional land divisions used by 

Hawaiians? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What are the land divisions that were common in delineating the various land 

uses made by Hawaiians? 

A. The traditional Hawaiian land divisions according to Malo (1951:16-18) 

consist of the following district, subdistricts, land divisions and land parcels: 

- island: Moku-puni (cut off surrounded). 

- Large District: Apana (pieces) or Moku-o-loko (interior division), e.g. Hana. 

- Sections: ‘Okana or Kalana, e.g. Honua‘ula. [‘Okana is also a district or sub-

district and usually comprising several ahupua‘a; Kalana is smaller than a 

district (Pukui & Elbert 1971: 113, 258).] 

- Subsection within ‘Okana: Poko. [Dividing a District, or ahupua‘a into two or 

more sections, e.g.: Hamakua Poko; Hamakua Loa] 
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- Ahupua'a. (running mauka-makai, from the mountains to the sea) [a sub-district 

land division, some contain a few hundred acres, others 10,000 acres, or more] 

- ‘Ili-‘aina [‘Ili-‘aina, a sub-division of an ahupua‘a; ‘ili lele, a discontinuous ‘ili-

‘aina, consisting of two or more parcels of land in the same ahupua‘a and 

having the same name] 

- Mo‘o-‘aina [mo‘o-‘aina is a cultivated garden within an ‘ili-‘aina or ‘ili-lele] 

- Pauku-‘aina (joints of lands) [pauku-‘aina is a land section smaller than a mo‘o-

‘aina] 

- Kihapai (patches or farms) [dry land garden] 

- Ko‘ele [ko‘ele, a cultivated garden, the produce of which went to the ali‘i of the 

district or island] 

- Hakuone (land cultivated by ‘ohana with crops going to konohiki) [produce of which 

went to chief of the ahupua‘a] 

- Kuakua (broad kuauna or kuaauna, an embankment) [embankments between wet taro 

gardens, usually cultivated] (Malo 1951: 16-18). Information in brackets [  ] 

added. 

 

 

 

Harry Mitchell, April 22, 1988. 
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5.6.7 Lurlyn Scott 

 

DECLARATION OF LURLYN SCOTT 

Declaration of Lurlyn Scott 

I, Lurlyn Scott, hereby declare that: 

1. I am Hawaiian by birth. 

2.  I am the daughter of the late Marjorie Wallett, and the niece of the late 

Beatrice Kekahuna, both of whom were original petitioners to amend the interim instream 

flow standard (IIFS) for Honopou Stream before this Commission in May 2001. 

3.  I was born on July 2, 1959 in California after my mother left the U.S. Air 

Force to begin a family. 

4. My mother, Marjorie Wallett, was the daughter of Maria Kaehukai Kepani 

and John Kalia Kaleialoha.  

5.  The name listed on the current tax map of this area of Honopou, tax map zone 

2, section 9, plat 1 is “Elizabeth Kepani.” 

6.  Elizabeth Kepani’s husband, Jerry Kepani, is my mother’s first cousin. 

7.  My extended ‘ohana has lived in Honopou for many generations and after 

returning to Maui from California as a young girl, I grew up along Honopou Stream. 

8.  As a young girl growing up, I both played in Honopou Stream and enjoyed the 

scenic beauty of the stretches of stream where I swam and played. 

9.  During my lifetime, my ‘ohana gathered ‘ōpae, ‘o‘opu, hihiwai, watercress, 

medicinal plants, and crayfish from Honopou Stream to supplement our diet. 

10.  My ‘ohana also traditionally gathered rocks for the imu in and around 

Honopou Stream. 
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11.  Traditionally, my ‘ohana fished for āholehole, enenue, po‘opa‘a, moi, weke, 

moana, kole, ‘opihi, uhu, and honu in or near the stream mouths of Honopou, Punalau/Kolea, 

Honomanu, Hanawi, and Makapipi. 

12.  They also gathered limu in and along those coastal areas. 

13.  My ‘ohana would mālama Honopou by cleaning out the hau, only taking what 

they needed, cleaning limu off rocks, and being aware of the spawning cycle of fish and other 

creatures. 

14.  My family also used the stream to wash clothes and soak hau to make rope. 

15.  I also helped my ‘ohana raise kalo in lo‘i tended to by my mother and other 

members of my family and located on the properties designated as TMK 2-9-1-14, being 

portions of Grant 1082 and 3101:2. LCA 5595E-1, and Grant 1918:1. 

16.  My mother passed away on April 3, 2010. 

17.  After her passing, I continued to farm kalo in the Honopou lo‘i.  

18.  My cousins Sanford Kekahuna, Richie and Leilani English, Maudrey English, 

and various youth groups like Kukulu Kumuhana, Mormon Young Women’s Group and the 

Royal Hawaiian Guard help me work the Honopou lo‘i. My cousins Kainani Kaleialoha, 

Lezley Jacintho and Jonah Jacintho have their own lo‘i in the system and have their friends 

come to work with them. 

19.  My daughter, Wyonette and her children, and Kainani Kaleialoha and her 

ohana all reside in homes location on these parcels. 

20.  My family and I currently gather ‘o‘opu, crayfish, hihiwai, rocks for the imu, 

pohole, and ferns for lei making in and around Honopou, Honomanu, Hanawi, and Makapipi 

Streams. 

21.  We fish for lobster, enenue, po‘opa‘a, aholehole, uhu, mullet, and ulua in or 

near the mouths of Honopou, Honomanu, Hanawi, and Makapipi streams.  
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22.  I gather and fish to perpetuate my cultural food and traditions so my 

grandchildren will be able to live off the land like our kūpuna did.  

23.  My family would mālama Honopou by cutting back the hau, trying to regulate 

shoreline fishing, and breaking apart dams built by other people. 

24.  We also swim, cliff dive, and enjoy the tranquility at Honopou, Honomanu, 

Hanawi, and Makapipi after a hard day at work. 

25.  Our children and grandchildren learned to swim at Honopou.  

26.  I like hearing and seeing the natural flowing streams at Honopou, Honomanu, 

Nuailua, Pi‘ina‘au, Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Hanawi, and Makapipi. 

27.  Attached as Exhibit “A-149” is a schematic drawing of the various kalo lo‘i 

that my ‘ohana has collectively tended over the decades I have witnessed kalo farming on 

these properties (hereafter, “Honopou lo‘i”).  

28.  Included on Exhibit “A-149” are arrows which depict the direction of water 

flow passing through the various designated lo‘i.  

29.  I certify that the layout of the Honopou lo‘i, albeit not to scale, and direction 

of water flow is truly and accurately depicted in Exhibit “A-149”.  

30.  I estimate that the land area covered by the Honopou lo‘i is about one acre.  

31.  On September 25, 2008, the Commission on Water Resources Management 

voted to amend the IIFS for Honopou by establishing a flow of 2.0 cubic feet per second (cfs) 

at Station A.  

32.  Station A is located about a half mile below the lowest EMI dam on Honopou 

Stream, known as “Haiku Dam.”  

33.  Attached as Exhibit “A-151” is an aerial photograph of the Honopou drainage 

basin, which truly and accurately reflects the location of Station A, which is where the 
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amended IIFS for Honopou stream is measured, and the USGS metering locations that once 

measured flow and temperature readings of water flow into and out of the Honopou lo‘i.  

34.  When the CWRM amended the IIFS for Honopou Stream to 2.0 cfs at Station 

A in Exhibit “A-151” in September 2008, I elected not to appeal the decision, although I had 

reservations about whether this amount of flow would be sufficient to support the kalo 

cultivation on the Honopou lo‘i, the gathering of o‘opu, ōpae, and hihiwai, and fishing along 

the mouth of the stream at the coastline.  

35.  After consulting with attorneys for my mother and aunt, we decided not to 

appeal the September 2008 CWRM decision because it specifically incorporated an Adaptive 

Management Strategy (AMS).  

36.  As a result of the amended IIFS, I looked forward to monitoring the work of 

EMI workers who installed modifications to the Haiku Dam to supposedly allow more water 

to pass over that dam to meet the amended IIFS.  

37.  With great optimism, in 2009-12, I witnessed CWRM and USGS staff 

periodically install, and download raw data from, instruments at Stations A and B on 

Honopou Stream in what appeared to be a sustained effort to monitor and enforce stream 

flow compliance with the amended IIFS established in 2008.  

38.  I also witnessed USGS staff from Maui separately installed metering in and 

around the Honopou lo‘i at strategic spots to monitor the temperature and flow of the water 

we diverted from, and later returned to, Honopou Stream.  

39.  The metering of water temperature and flow in real time, apparently through a 

satellite upload to the USGS website, was especially useful.  

40.  Access to this metering data, especially the real time information, provided 

valuable objective information on whether my ‘ohana was getting adequate water to irrigate 

our kalo. 
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41.  In March 2009, I witnessed EMI workers cooperating with CWRM staff to 

install modifications to the Haiku Dam at Honopou Stream to allow more water to bypass the 

diversions at that dam. 

42.  One of the major modifications included a metal bypass flume installed on top 

of the cement grate feature of the Ha‘iku Dam to allow a limited amount of additional stream 

water to pass over this diversion structure.  

43.  Attached as Exhibit “A-146” is a photograph taken on March 23, 2009, which 

I took the day EMI workers installed that metal flume over the Haiku Dam.  

44.  Despite the collection of stream flow data since the IIFS for Honopou was 

amended in 2008, I have been supplied with flow measurements for Honopou only 

sporadically when my attorneys asked CWRM staff for them.  

45.  The CWRM has not provided me regular or reliable access to flow 

measurements, either online or by other means of communication.  

46.  I learned of flow measurements only through my attorneys at NHLC.  

47.  I have only recently been made aware that the CWRM staff presented its flow 

data to the CWRM.  

48.  Attached as Exhibit “A-145” is a true and correct copy of September 24, 2009 

update, which I downloaded from the CWRM website.  

49.  As shown in Exhibit “A-145”, the AMS adopted by the CWRM appeared to 

protect my interests in restoring flow to Honopou Stream, and I looked forward to 

“[c]ollaborat[ing] with agency staff and registered diversion owners to determine appropriate 

actions,” as stated on page 12 of Exhibit “A-145.”  

50.  In addition, as the graphic on page 11 of Exhibit “A-145” indicates, the AMS 

process allowed for continuous adjustments based on the CWRM staff’s ongoing monitoring 
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and evaluation, enabling the CWRM to revise the IIFS to address the needs of kalo farmers, 

cultural gatherers and people who fish.  

51.  I sincerely believed and relied on CWRM’s pledge that the AMS was the key 

to restoring stream flow where conditions and needs required it and that the CWRM would 

finally and timely meet the needs of kalo farmers, cultural gatherers, and fishermen.  

52.  As indicated on page 16 of Exhibit “A-145,” EMI diverts water from 

Honopou Stream at 4 elevation levels with the Wailoa, New Hamakua, Lowrie and Haiku 

ditches.  

53.  As shown on page 20 of Exhibit “A-145,” EMI failed to abide by the amended 

IIFS (2.0 cfs @ Station A) for all of the field measurements recorded between October 2008 

and July 2009 during the initial implementation phase.  

54.  Despite the stream channel modifications installed after the 2008 IIFS 

amendment, I experienced low flows to the Honopou lo‘i cultivated by my ‘ohana.  

55.  Since the 2008 IIFS amendments for Honopou Stream, I have not been able to 

cultivate all 30 lo‘i shown in Exhibit “A-149”, because there is inadequate stream flow in 

Honopou to support all the kalo I and my ‘ohana could otherwise plant and grow successfully 

without experiencing harm to our kalo crop from the lack of stream flow.  

56.  Without adequate stream flow we could otherwise tap to irrigate more kalo, 

we were forced to reduce the amount of kalo planted in the Honopou lo‘i and the dry cracked 

lo‘i that I saw in the summer of 2009, as depicted in Exhibit “A-147”.  

57.  Unfortunately, apparent funding shortages began to affect my ability to access 

the real time metering by the USGS in and around the Honopou lo‘i after I have begun 

downloading important objective evidence of the shortage of irrigation water negatively 

affecting by kalo.  

58.  Ultimately, when the USGS staff removed gauging stations that it had 

previously installed at strategic points on or near the Honopou lo‘i due to lack of funding, I 
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lost access to important flow and temperature data being recording in real time at the intake 

to the Honopou lo‘i and the outflow from that lo‘i system. 

59.  Before the removal of these meters, working with my attorneys, I was able to 

download various graphs depicting the water flow and temperature into, and the outflow 

from, the Honopou lo‘i at various times between November 2008 and 2010, all of which is 

attached as Exhibit “A-150”. 

60.  Attached as Exhibit “A-148” is a video which truly and accurately depicts the 

amount of water that flows past the Haiku Dam, as a result of the modifications undertaken in 

2010 to meet the 2008 IIFS amendments for Honopou Stream, and the amount of water that 

continues to fall into the diversion ditch at that point.  

61.  The Haiku Ditch transports those diverted water to points northwest to irrigate 

Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar fields in Central Maui.  

62.  As shown in Exhibit “A-148,” I estimate that, in 2014, despite the Haiku Dam 

modifications, EMI still diverts over 80% of the Honopou stream flow at Haiku dam.  

63.  The restoration of natural flow to Honopou Stream would enhance kalo 

cultivation in the Honopou lo‘i, the gathering of o‘opu, ōpae, and hihiwai in Honopou 

Stream, and fishing along the mouth of the stream at the coastline.  

64.  Also, during summer months, we have stagnant, smelly water that is not 

useable for domestic use.  

65.  In addition, from 2009 through 2014, although I repeatedly reported to the 

CWRM staff members that I was not receiving sufficient flow to irrigate the Honopou lo‘i, I 

did not see the staff attempt to increase stream flow as a remedy to my problems.  

66.  If there was enough water in the streams, I would grow more kalo, raise 

watercress, gather ‘o‘opu, crayfish, hihiwai, rocks for the imu, pohole, and ferns for lei 

making in Honopou, and fish for lobster, enenue, po‘opa‘a, aholehole, uhu, mullet, and ulua 

in or near the mouths of Honopou, Honomanu, and Makapipi.  
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67.  If water were put back in the streams, I would mālama the streams the same 

way I do now.  

68. I would also clean the muliwai, move rocks for better flow, and observe 

ancient fishing practices at Honopou.  

69.  If there was more water in the streams, I could swim and enjoy Honopou 

recreationally all year round.  

70.  I would also get to enjoy watching the ulua go upstream, smelling the clean 

breeze, hearing the water flowing, and watching for ‘o‘opu.  

71.  If there was more natural flow restored to Honopou Stream, I would be better 

able to teach the opio of my ‘ohana and others in my community how to mālama the 

kahawai, perpetuate the traditions and customs of my ancestors and enhance our food 

security for future generations. 

DATED: Honopou, Maui, HI, December [16], 2014. 

 

     [Lurlyn Scott] 

     Lurlyn Scott 
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5.6.8 Earl Smith, Sr.  

 

DECLARATION OF EARL SMITH, SR. 

I, Earl Smith, Sr., declare that: 

1.  The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge. 

2. I am Hawaiian. 

3.  I live in Kaupō. 

4.  My family has about four to five acres of on property irrigated by Waiokamilo 

Stream. Not all of our lo‘i are open because there is not enough water.  

5.  Traditionally, my family gathered ‘ōpae, ‘o‘opu, and hihiwai from Hanawi, 

Makapipi, and One‘o streams.  

6. My family also traditionally fished along the East Maui shoreline near the 

mouth of Honopou, Hanehoi/Puolua, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, 

Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, ‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, 

Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue.  

7.  Traditionally, my family engaged in mālama ‘āina and mālama kahawai in the 

above streams by only taking what they needed for their ‘ohana and to share with family and 

neighbors.  

8.  Currently, my ‘ohana gathers ‘ōpae, hihiwai, and ‘o‘opu in Hanawi. It’s the 

only place where I can find these living things. The other streams are dead.  

9.  Currently, my ‘ohana fishes for moi, aholehole, manini, and eneneue along the 

East Maui shoreline near the mouth of Honopou, Hanehoi/Puolua, Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, 

Palauhulu, ‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West 
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Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, 

and Waiohue. There has been a depletion of fish. Enenue used to be there by the schools but 

now there are less. Only the strong survive.  

10.  My family also practices mālama ‘āina/mālama kahawai in and around the 

above streams by only taking what we need, not to sell. I work with marine biologists so the 

scientists can survey/research environmental impacts and depletion of resources from Hana 

to Keanae. I also plant native plants.  

11. I gather and fish for home consumption and to share if I have more than 

enough. I also gather and fish to teach my kids and grandkids how to live off the land and sea 

(fishing, gathering, hunting) to survive after I’m gone.  

12.  In the past, my family used to wash clothes and swim in the stream.  

13.  When I go to the streams, I take in the beauty. I don’t alter what’s there, 

what’s beautiful. The way it was, that’s the way I leave it.  

14.  The lack of stream flow is a problem for me because my grandkids don’t have 

the experience or resources to gather what they need from the land and water. The lack of 

water has caused too much pilikia. When nobody cares, nobody understands our practices 

and our need to harvest. It pains me. It’s very emotional.  

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

 

 

EARL SMITH, SR. 
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5.6.9 Ty Kāwika Tengan, PhD 

 

DECLARATION OF TY KĀWIKA TENGAN, PhD 

 

1. I am competent to testify to the matters herein, and unless otherwise indicated, 

I make this declaration based upon my personal knowledge, skill, experience, 

training and education. 

2. I am a Native Hawaiian, born into a family with strong genealogical ties to our 

Hawaiian ancestors.  Native Hawaiian custom and religion was and is an 

integral part of my family’s daily life. 

3. Today, I am a practitioner and a scholar of Native Hawaiian cultural and 

religious practices.  I speak the Hawaiian language fluently. 

4. In 2003, I received a PhD from the Department of Anthropology at the 

University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. 

5. Currently, I am the Chair and Associate Professor of the Department of Ethnic 

Studies and also Associate Professor of the Department of Anthropology at the 

University of Hawai’i at Mānoa. 

6. Through practice, community service, the writing of books, journal articles, 

and reports, I have dedicated my academic career to the study of Native 

Hawaiian culture and religion.  Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a copy of my 

recent curriculum vitae. 

7. My opinions in this Declaration are based upon my personal knowledge, 

skill, experience, training, and education. 

8. Further some of my opinions in this Report are based upon the following source 

material: Alexander, W.D. A Brief History of Land Titles in Hawai‘i (1882); 

Handy, E.S. Craighill, Hawaiian Planter (1940); Handy, Handy, & Pukui, 

Native Planters (1972); and Maly, Kepa, VOLUME I Wai O Ke Ola: He Wahi 

Mo‘olelo No Maui Hikina. A Collection of Native Traditions and Historical 

Accounts of the Lands of Hāmākua Poko, Hāmākua Loa and Ko‘olau, Maui 

Hikina (East Maui), Island of Maui (2001). 
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9. I have reviewed the witness statements of Edward Wendt, Lezley Jacintho, 

and Terrance P. Akuna provided to me by the Native Hawaiian Legal 

Corporation. 

10. I do not have a personal or familial relationship with any of the named 

Petitioners in this case. 

11. Petitioners have neither paid me nor promised any compensation for my 

opinions or testimony in this matter. 

12. On or about December 4, 2007, I testified as an expert witness at a State of 

Hawai‘i administrative hearing before the Commission on Water Resource 

Management for the State of Hawai‘i in “RE Iao Ground Water Management 

Area High-Level Source Water Use Permit Applications and Petition to 

Amend Interim Instream Flow Standards of Waihe‘e, Waiehu, Iao, & 

Waikapu Streams Contested Case Hearing,” Case No. CCH-MA-06-01. 

13. In general, Native Hawaiian spiritual tenets and beliefs are expressed and 

perpetuated in their relationship to each other and to their kulāiwi (native 

land). The naming of winds, rains, landmarks, and waters perpetuate the 

traditional knowledge that the inhabitants developed of these areas and their 

resources over centuries of cultivation and habitation. 

14. The first inhabitants of the islands were remembered as akua “gods” for 

their capacity to endow nature with cultural features and “create” society. 

15. Kāne and Kanaloa were two of the four primary akua in the Hawaiian 

pantheon; Kāne was associated with fresh water and taro, and Kanaloa with the 

ocean and fishing. Wai, fresh water, is an important element in Hawaiian 

spirituality and fundamental to the exercise of traditional and customary 

practices. Fresh spring water is presented as ho‘okupu to the akua (gods). Kāne 

and Kanaloa are known to have introduced the ritual, social, and medicinal use 

of drinking ‘ awa (kava), a drink that requires the waters of Kane. 

16. Handy, Handy, and Pukui (1972) described the correlation between water and 

life in Hawai‘i: 

...The life of taro was dependent upon water.  In his role as life-

giver, Kane the procreator was addressed as Kane-of-the-water-

of-life (Kane-kawai-ola).  Water (wai) was so associated with 
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the idea of bounty that the word for wealth was waiwai. And 

water rights were the basic form of law, the Hawaiian word for 

which was ka-na-wai, meaning “ relative to water…” [1972:19] 

[cited in in Maly (2001:21)]. 

17. East Maui was historically divided into 8 moku or districts, all meeting at a 

large rock on the northeast brink of the crater of Haleakalā, called Palaha. 

Alexander (1882:175-76). 

18. The 27 streams from Honopou to Makapipi fall into the moku of Hāmākualoa 

and Ko‘olau. The two moku are both included in the larger region known as 

known as Maui Hikina, East Maui, each having unique characteristics. Lyons 

(1875) and Coulter (1935) as cited in Maly (2001:7). 

HĀMĀKUALOA 

19. Hāmākualoa is characterized by numerous minute ahupua‘a which indicate a 

dense population once settled there. Handy (1940: 109). 

20. J.Waiamanu, recounts the story of Kāne and Kanaloa (or Kāneloa, in this 

version) in Ka Ho‘omana Kahiko, Ka Nupepa Kū‘oko‘a, January 19, 1865 in 

which Kāne and Kanaloa sailed to Maui and drank ‘awa in Hāmākua. Because 

there was no water, they caused fresh water to flow which was called “ka wai a 

Kaneloa” (the water of Kāneloa). The actual location of this spring, Kaneloa, is 

unknown today. Maly (2001:21). 

21. Hāmākua loa is described as follows by firsthand accounts during the 1930s-

1950s after the water diversions were in place: 

Two kama‘aina at Ke‘anae said that there were small lo‘i 

developments watered by Ho‘olawa, Waipi‘o, Hanehoi, Hoalua, 

Kailua, and Na‘ili‘ilihaele Streams, all of which flow in deep 

gulches.  Stream taro was probably planted along the watercourses 

well up into the higher kula land and forest taro throughout the 

lower forest zone.  The number of very narrow ahupua‘a thus 

utilized along the whole of the Hamakua coast indicates there must 

have been a very considerable population.  This would be despite 

the fact that it is an area of only moderate precipitation because of 

being too low to draw rain out of trade winds flowing down the 

coast from the rugged and wet northeast Ko‘olau area that lies 

beyond. It was probably a favorable region for breadfruit, banana, 

sugar cane, arrowroot; and for yams and ‘awa in the interior. The 
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slopes between gulches were covered with good soil, excellent for 

sweet potato planting. The low coast is indented by a number of 

small bays offering good opportunity for fishing. The Alaloa, or 

“Long-road,” that went around Maui passed through Hamakua 

close to the shore, crossing streams where the gulches opened to 

the sea.[Handy et. al. 1972:502] [as cited in Maly (2001:8) 

(emphases in Maly)]. 

22. Native testimony indicates “there are many lo‘i [in Honopou].” Ibid. at 120-

21, 125, 129, 194, 201. See also ibid. at 104, 106, 127, 130, 135, 203, 205-06, 

208-10, 212, 214, 220, 225-26. 

23. The famous Alaloa or Alanui that circled the island was created by the high 

chief Kiha-a-Pi‘ilani (or Kihapi‘ilani) after securing his rule over Maui. In Ka 

Nupepa Kuokoa, August 23, 1884, Moses Manu related that after paving 

sections of the trail in different parts of the island, Kihapi‘ilani “began the 

paving in the forest of ‘O‘opuloa [i.e., ‘O‘opuola], at Ko‘olau, extending from 

Kawahinepe‘e to Kaloa, then on to Pāpa‘a‘ea, and on to Ka‘ohekanu at 

Hāmākua Loa” (translation and emphasis by Maly (2001:27). Abraham 

Fornander (1996:206) also noted that Kihapi‘ilani “kept peace and order in the 

country, encouraged agriculture, and improved and caused to be paved the 

difficult and often dangerous roads over the Palis of Kaupo, Hana, and 

Koolau—a stupendous work for those times, the remains of which may still be 

seen in many places, and are pointed out as the “Kipapa of Kihapiilani” (cited 

in Maly (2001:28)). The trail was significant because it created an 

interconnected cultural and historical landscape where customary practices of 

gathering, farming, exchange, and travel could be conducted from Hāmākua 

Loa to Ko‘olau and beyond. 

KO‘OLAU 

24. The Ko‘olau region of Maui has been described as the “wettest coastal region in 

all the islands.” Handy, Handy, & Pukui (1972:498) as cited in Maly (2001:8). 

25. “Oopuola Gulch marked the northwestern boundary of Ko‘olau. Its stream, 

and likewise Waikamoi, Puohokamoa, and Haipuaena streams watered small 

patches.” Handy (1940:109). 

26. Handy, Handy, and Pukui (1972:272) reported that “On the northeast flank of 

the great volcanic dome of Haleakala…the two adjacent areas of Ke‘anae and 
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Wailua-nui comprise the fourth of the main Maui centers and the chief center 

on this rugged eastern coast. It supported intensive and extensive wet-taro 

cultivation.  Further eastward and southward along this windward coast line is 

the district of Hana, the fifth great center[.]” As cited in Maly (2001:7). 

27. For generations following initial settlement, communities were clustered along 

the watered, windward (ko‘olau) shores of the Hawaiian Islands. Along the 

ko‘olau slopes, streams flowed and rainfall was abundant, and agricultural 

production became established. The ko‘olau region also offered sheltered bays 

from which deep sea fisheries could be easily accessed, and near shore fisheries, 

enriched by nutrients carried in the fresh water, could be maintained in 

fishponds and coastal fisheries. It was around these bays that clusters of houses 

where families lived, could be found, and in these early times, the residents 

generally engaged in subsistence practices in the forms of agriculture and 

fishing. Handy, Handy, and Pukui (1972:287) cited in Maly (2001:6). 

28. Waikamoi, Puohokamoa, and Haipuaena watered small lo‘i areas. Ibid at 9. 

29. “Honomanu, a large stream with a broad deep valley at its seaward end and a 

good beach for fishing canoes and gear, facing its broad bay. Anciently 

Honomanu supported a large population. Old terraces run back into the valley 

as far as the level land goes[.]” Ibid. 

30. Just beyond Honomanu is Nu‘uailua [Nu‘a‘ailua], flat bottomed like 

Honomanu but smaller. Terraces cover the flatlands and much taro was 

formerly raised, watered by an ample stream; but the valley has long been 

uninhabited.” Ibid. 

31. Ke‘anae “is a unique wet-taro growing ahupua‘a.” Ibid. at 9. “ It is on the 

broad flat peninsula of lava extending for about a half a mile into the sea from 

the western line of the valley that Ke‘anae’s famed taro patches are spread out 

- striking evidence of old Hawaii's ingenuity.”  Ibid.; see also ibid. at 137, 

139-40, 145-46, 251, 254, 271, 273, 281-86, 288, 289. 

32. In Ka Nupepa Kuokoa, dated October 4, 1923, Mrs. Annie Kalau related a 

visit to Maui Hikina wherein her hosts took her to Waianu at ‘Ōhi‘a and told 

her a story of how Kane and Kanaloa used their spears to cause fresh water to 

flow for their ‘awa; these waters irrigated lo‘i in this valley at the time of her 

visit. 
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33. Beyond Ke‘anae “is a sizable bay formed by erosion where three streams 

flow into the ocean....About half the gently sloping land seaward of the cliff 

was terraced with lo‘i which were watered by Wailuanui (Big Wailua) 

Stream, the larger of the three that flow into the bay....And on high ground 

there was a war temple” Maly (2001: 0). “Wailua has been notable for its 

continued occupancy and cultivation by Hawaiian families.” Ibid.; see also 

ibid. at 137, 142-44, 150- 52, 154-56, 241-44, 246-51, 257, 277-79, 283, 291. 

34. Beyond Wailuanui “there are a succession of small deep gulches, each one 

having a few lo‘i: East Wailuaiki and West Wailuaiki (Little Wailua), 

Kapili‘ula [Kopili‘ula], Waiohue, Pa‘akea, Kapa‘ula, Hanawi. Then comes 

Nahiku, a settlement spread over gently rising ground above the shore, with a 

number of groups of lo’i watered from Makapipi Stream.” Ibid. 

35. In his 1861 story of the pig god Kamapua‘a, published in Ka Hae Hawaii, 

G.W. Kahiolo noted that Wailuaiki was the home of the goddess 

Kapoma‘ilele, the sister of Pele who distracted Kamapua‘a with her flying 

genitals, luring him to Maui. Ibid at 23. 

36. The legendary story of Laukaieie as told by Moses Manu in Nupepa Ka 

Oiaio (1894-1895) provides an abundance of rich cultural infonnation about 

the Ko'olau-Hāmākua region and its traditional and customary practices. 

Some activities include (starting in Nāhiku and going to Ho‘olawa, adjacent 

to Honopou): harvesting lū‘au of the god at Nāhiku; seeing the kalo that 

grew on the cliffs of Hanawī and watching a man carry a large taro there; 

walking on a path at Waiohue; passing the point of Kamokupeu which is a 

hula'ana (trail that crosses the water between two points of land); watching 

noio birds, finding a kū‘ula i‘a (fishing shrine) at ‘ Ohea cliff; seeing the 

famed kala fish outside of the point of Mokumana at Pauwalu; passing 

Kaliae and its renowned winds; traveling to Wailuaiki famed in song where 

one can see women going to the shore of Kapilikaunoa; gathering awa and 

‘ anae fish at Wailuaiki from a fishpond made by Kāne; seeing the stone 

body of the supernatural octopus Hā‘aluea off the landing of Wailuanui; 
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arriving at the muliwai of Wai‘ōlohe at Ke‘anae; finding a nearby cave that 

ran to the uplands of Kūō; visiting a pond mauka of Puhipinao where the 

prophet shark Hi‘u was born; glimpsing Kahekili’s leaping place of 

Pu‘ukanohua; entering a cave at Kawahinepe‘e that led to Waikamō‘ī stream 

and ‘ O‘opuola, where slept the supernatural ‘o‘opu Ka‘o‘opili; viewing a 

carved stone in a cave flanked by ti plants at Maka‘iwa; reaching Hawini to 

gaze at the cove of Holawa (Ho‘olawa).  Maly (2001 :34-36).  What emerges 

from this journey is the significance of pathways, those on land or sea, 

through caves or streams, for connecting the gods, land, and people in an 

integrated cultural landscape.  At the core of this, free flowing water is 

central for creating abundance, life, and growth in the region.  

37. Today the importance of water to the perpetuation of Hawaiian culture and 

tradition is echoed in the following witness statements: “Without the water, 

my whole way of life would be lost,” Edward Wendt, par. 20, “Spiritually, 

we are connected to the water. Water is life. Without water we will not be.” 

Lezeley Jacintho, par. 24, and “If there is no water, there is no life.” 

Terrance P. Akuna, par. 18. 

38. Fresh water is essential to the perpetuation of Native Hawaiian traditional 

customary practices. The return of streamflows will support the regeneration 

of the land and people. 

 

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct, to the 

best of my knowledge, information, and belief. 

 

 

[Ty Kāwika Tengan]  

TY KĀWIKA TENGAN, PhD. 
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5.6.10 Edward Wendt 

DECLARATION OF EDWARD WENDT 

I, Edward Wendt, declare that: 

 

1. The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge. 

2. I am Hawaiian. 

3. I am the president of Nā Moku Aupuni O Ko‘ olau Hui. 

4. I am a taro farmer. I farm kalo on more than one acre of land irrigated by 

Waiokamilo, Kualani, and Wailua. 

5. My family has been in Wailuanui for six generations. I still farm on lands that 

trace back to the Māhele on my mother’s side (Kaiha‘a-Waila‘ahia-Lu‘ukia). I farm the same 

taro patches, ‘auwai, and rivers in the same traditional and customary manner. That 

knowledge was passed on to me through the generations. 

6. My ancestors are buried in Lakini and at St. Gabriel’s Church located in 

Wailuanui. 

7. Traditionally, my family gathered ‘ōpae, ‘o‘opu, and hihiwai from Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, 

Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, 

Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. 

8. My family also traditionally fished for uhu, u‘u, kole, ulua, ‘uku, kumu, moi, 

honu, and anae in or near the mouth of Honopou, Hanehoi/Puolua, Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, 

Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, 

'Ohi'a/Waianu Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. 

9. Traditionally, my family engaged in mālama ‘āina and mālama kahawai by being 

careful not to overharvest the stream animals as well as clearing the vegetation or rubbish 

blocking stream flow in and around Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, 

Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani 
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(Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, 

Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. 

10. Currently, I gather ‘o‘opu and hihiwai in Honomanu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, 

Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Hanawi, 

Makapipi, and Waiohue. I also fish for moi, enenue, manini, uaouao, ulua, and anae in or near the 

mouth of Honomanu, Nuaailua, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Hanawi, Makapipi, and Waiohue. 

11. I also engage in mālama ‘āina and mālama kahawai by clearing stream banks of 

vegetation and rubbish that otherwise block stream flow in and along Honomanu, Piinaau, 

Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, 

Hanawi, and Waiohue. 

12. For me, gathering and fishing from the streams enables me to provide a protein 

source to my ‘ohana and neighbors, including kupuna, who may be unable to gather and catch 

their own fish. I also aim to teach the ‘ōpio the traditional practices to mālama streams and gather 

and fish from the streams and coast lines. 

13. I appreciate viewing and visiting Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, and East 

Wailuaiki. Every morning, my wife and I walk up to Waikani (Wailuanui) waterfall to enjoy 

the view and experience the beauty of this area. 

14. Dewatering the streams prevented my generation from teaching ‘ōpio how to 

mālama streams and use techniques wisely to gather from streams and fish along coastline 

near the muliwai. 

15. The diminished stream flow has negatively affected the muliwai and the 

coastal fisheries, including a fish sanctuary in Hana that depends on the water. Much of my 

kalo could not survive the emptying of these streams, so it has made farming more difficult. 

The lack of stream flow has also allowed vegetation along the stream banks to block the 

stream beds, and has permitted invasive snail species and African tulips to take over the taro 

crop. Additionally, some of my neighbors have abandoned kalo farming because the streams 

had stopped flowing. Ultimately, the loss of stream water has changed the whole way of life 
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in Wailuanui-Ke‘anae. It takes more time to find the resources to gather, which robs me of 

my time for recreation and time with my ‘ohana. 

16. If there was enough water in the streams, I would gather and fish as my 

family before me did. I would gather ‘ōpae, ‘o“ōpū, and hihiwai from Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuaailua, Piinaau, 

Palauhulu, ‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, 

and Waiohue. My family would fish for uhu, uu, kole, ulua, ‘uku, kumu, moi, and honu (if it 

were legal, of course) in or near the mouths of Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Hanawi, and Waiohue. 

17. If there was more water in the streams, I would continue to clear stream banks 

of the vegetation and rubbish that would otherwise block stream flow. 

18. If water was returned to the streams, I would appreciate viewing and visiting 

Waikamoi, Alo, Wahinepee, Puohokamoa, Haipuaena, Punalau/Kolea, Honomanu, Nuailua, 

Piinaau, Palauhulu, ‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailua, Waikani (Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, Puakaa, Paakea, Waiaaka, Kapaula, Hanawi, Makapipi, and 

Waiohue. 

19. Many original members of Nā Moku have died since we first petitioned for the 

return of water to these streams. It makes me sad and lose hope. They never lived to see the water 

return to the lo‘i in 2008. I am afraid I will not live to see the return of the water we are now 

fighting for. 

20. Without the water, my whole way of life would be lost. Corporations last forever. 

Traditional people do not. Crown lands should be set aside for the benefit of the people. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

DATED:  Honolulu, Hawai‘i, HI, September [10], 2014. 

[Edward Wendt]  

EDWARD WENDT 
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5.6.11 Emily Wendt 

 

DECLARATION OF EMILY WENDT 

I, Emily Wendt, declare that: 

 

1. The statements below are based upon my personal knowledge. 

2. I am Hawaiian. 

3. I was born April 7, 1925 in Hana. 

4. My parents were James Akiona and Ellen Higgins. 

5. My family consisted of my parents, five brothers and three sisters. 

6. I was the fourth born of the family. 

7. Until 15 years old, from 1925 through 1940, I lived in a house in Keanae 

peninsula. 

8. Thereafter, my family sent me to Maunaolu Seminary, where I boarded and 

received my education until the 10
th 

grade. 

9. While going to school, I visited Wailuanui periodically to visit and stay in touch 

with my ‘ohana.  

10. I got married to Donald Wendt and raised my family of five children in Kahului, 

where I still reside. 

11. During the years I was raising my children, my husband and I visited Wailuanui-

Keanae as frequently as weekly. 

12. My grandmother, Helena Akiona, who used to live at Lakini, is still buried at St. 

Gabriel’s Church located in Wailuanui.  

13. My father died when I was nine years old. 

14. When I was between the ages of 10-13, I and my older cousin, Dorothea Lum Ho, 

who taught me how to gather, would gather ‘ ō pae, ‘ o‘opu, and hihiwai from Palauhulu, 

Waiokamilo, Kualani, Hanawi, Wailuanui Streams. 

15. My family also traditionally fished for popa‘a, hinale‘a, and kupipi from the 

shoreline near the mouths of West Wailuaiki and Wailuanui Streams. 
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16. My brother Jimmy, who was my senior by six years, would bring me by canoe to the 

shoreline near the muliwai of Wailuanui, Kopiliula, and Waiohue Streams to swim and pick opihi. 

He taught me the most about how to fish and gather. 

17. My father, uncle, brothers and cousins also shared and supplied the family with u‘u, 

enenue, kole, ulua, kumu, moi, honu, aholehole and anae, which they fished in or near the mouth of 

Wailuanui and West Wailuaiki. 

18. My family raised pigs, chicken, and cattle while I was growing up in Keanae. 

19. My brother Jimmy and I helped raise and brand pipi in our back yard. 

20. For me, gathering and fishing from the streams and coastlines near streams was a 

very important food source to my ‘ ohana. In fact, most of the food we ate came from what my 

‘ohana fished, gathered or raised. 

21. I recall my relatives, the Akinas, Nakaneluas, and Ka‘auamos, as well as my 

neighbors, all raising taro in Wailuanui and Keanae valleys as the staple for our diets. 

22. Many of these families pounded their own poi, as I was taught to do when I was 

old enough. 

23. When my father typically went shopping for food, he only purchased a few items, 

like sugar, cream, rice, and cookies. 

24. The rest of our diet came from what we raised, fished and gathered. 

25. As a youth in Wailuanui-Keanae, my ‘ohana lived a very basic life living off the 

land and sea. 

26. As I was growing up in Wailuanui-Keanae, I was not aware of any complaints 

against East Maui Irrigation Company about how much water was available in the lo‘i and auwai 

of the valleys. 

27. To this day, my nephew Norman Akiona and son Ed catch fish like papio, enenue, 

pala, manini, and kole from the Wailuanui-Keanae area for me to eat. 

28. It makes me sad and lose hope when I see so many original members of Nā Moku 

who have died since we first petitioned for the return of all water to these streams; water that 

would support more taro growing, gathering, and fishing along the mouths of those streams. 
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29. I do not understand why Nā Moku members who started in 2001 have had to wait 

so long for the return of the water. 

30. I think the priority should be to leave water in East Maui streams so the people 

who used it traditionally can continue to survive like my ‘ohana used to be able to do. 

31. To me, I don’t know why Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar insists on diverting 

water that is so important to Hawaiian traditions and customs. 

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

DATED:  Kahului, Maui, Hawai‘i, December [17], 2014. 

 

[Emily Wendt]  

EMILY WENDT 
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Section 6    Traditional Cultural Practices 

Timothy R. Pauketat succinctly describes the importance of traditions, especially in regard to 

the active manifestation of one’s culture or aspects thereof. According to Pauketat,  

People have always had traditions, practiced traditions, resisted traditions, or 

created traditions . . . Power, plurality, and human agency are all a part of how 

traditions come about. Traditions do not simply exist without people and their 

struggles involved every step of the way. [Pauketat 2001:1] 

It is understood that traditional practices are developed within the group, in this case, within the 

Hawaiian culture. These traditions are meant to mark or represent aspects of Hawaiian culture that 

have been practiced since ancient times. As with most human constructs, traditions are evolving 

and prone to change resulting from multiple influences, including modernization as well as contact 

with other cultures. It is well known that within Hawai‘i, a “broader ‘local’ multicultural 

perspective exists” (Kawelu 2015:3) While this “local” culture is deservedly celebrated, it must be 

noted that it has often come into contact with “traditional Hawaiian culture.” This contact between 

cultures and traditions has undoubtedly resulted in numerous cultural entanglements. These 

cultural entanglements have prompted questions regarding the legitimacy of newly evolved 

traditional practices. The influences of “local” culture are well noted throughout this section and 

understood to represent survival or “the active sense of presence, the continuance of native stories, 

not a mere reaction, or a survivable name. Native survivance stories are renunciations of 

dominance, tragedy and victimry” (Vizenor 1999:vii). Acknowledgement of these “local” 

influences helps to inform nuanced understandings of entanglement and of a “living [Hawaiian] 

contemporary culture” (Kawelu 2015:3). This section strives to articulate traditional Hawaiian 

cultural practices practiced within the ahupua‘a in ancient times, and the aspects of these 

traditional practices that continue to be practiced today; however, this section also challenges 

“tropes of authenticity” (Cipolla 2013) and acknowledges the multicultural influences and 

entanglements that may “change” or “create” a tradition. 

This section integrates information from Section 1.4 and Sections 3-5 in examining cultural 

resources and practices identified within or in proximity of the License Area in the broader context 

of the encompassing East Maui landscape. Excerpts from interviews and declarations that were 

given in 2014 as part of the contested case on the Petition for IIFS are incorporated throughout this 

section where applicable. 

The following subsections are also supported by a qualitative and quantitative analysis, as 

depicted in Table 14 through Table 16. The following analyses provide a tabulation of cultural 

resources, practices, and beliefs that were discussed via approved interviews and the declarations 

that are part of the public record in the CWRM proceedings. The analysis is categorized by cultural 

practice in Table 14 and Table 15, and by stream in Table 16.  
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Table 14. Cultural practices via approved interviews and declarations 

Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Farming/Gardening 

Farming, generally Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue) 

More water would 

improve ability to better 

garden and farm, follow 

traditional lifestyles 

14 

Kalo farming (wet 

land) 

Wailuanui, Keʻanae, 

Honopou, Waianu 

Valley, Lakini, 

Waiokamilo 

Water level/flow/velocity, 

invasive pests (apple 

snails, feral pigs), 

temperature all decrease 

yield and increase rot and 

disease (e.g., “guava 

seed”); ‘auwai can 

become clogged affecting 

the above; families unable 

to continue selling poi 

must find other work; 

more flow requires less 

cleaning; competition 

between farmers; more 

water, less worry; from an 

O‘ahu-based community 

member who has 

conducted research in 

East Maui: “Ke‘anae-

Wailuanui is a viable 

traditional economy 

14 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

which has maintained 

historic and cultural 

integrity, traditional 

lifestyles, and social 

continuity to an equal or 

greater extent than any of 

the other taro growing 

landscapes in Hawai‘i;” 

alteration of any 

interrelated element 

(field, stream, ‘auwai) 

can affect entire system—

extremely complex; 

incentives should be 

provided for taro farming 

(e.g., tax relief, support 

for community ditch 

maintenance) 

Farming, gardening 

misc. crops 

(Kula, misc. garden 

veggies); (Honopou, 

misc.); (East Maui 

community member 

- “native crops”); 

(O‘ahu-based 

community member 

via historical 

documentation - 

ʻawa, yams, kō, 

arrowroot, breadfruit, 

banana) 

None Identified 4 

Growing watercress East Maui None Identified 2 

Raising livestock 

(pigs, chicken, cattle) 

Ke‘anae None Identified 1 

Gathering 

Gathering, generally Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

From an O‘ahu-based 

community member who 

has conducted research in 

East Maui: “Gathering 

from a variety of places is 

important in order to 

maintain the resources. 

The choice of place to 

12 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue, 

Ke‘anae 

gather is determined by 

the weather and other 

natural signs….Within 

the traditional cultural 

landscape area for 

Ke‘anae-Wailuanui 

unoccupied areas with 

flowing pristine streams 

and the forested areas are 

integral to the livelihoods 

of the families in the 

district” ... “Through 

subsistence, families 

attain essential resources 

to compensate for low 

incomes…subsistence not 

only provides food, it also 

ensures a healthy diet…is 

a valuable form of 

exercise and stress 

reduction and contributes 

to good physical and 

mental health. It is also a 

form of recreation that the 

whole family can share 

in.” Provide food for 

those who cannot gather 

on their own (kūpuna, 

etc.) 

Gathering rocks for 

imu 

Honopou None Identified 1 

Gathered Plants 

Gathering pohole Honomanū, 

Honopou, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī 

Different types only 

found in mountainous 

areas of Maui 

5 

Gathering limu Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī, 

Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

None Identified 6 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Gathering watercress Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 4 

Gatheing tī leaf Honopou None Identified 1 

Gathering lūʻau Honopou, 

Honomanū, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Wild taro growing in 

abandoned loʻi along 

streams has distinct flavor 

2 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Gathering ʻawapuhi Honopou None Identified 1 

Gathering 

puakenikeni 

Honopou, 

Honomanū 

None Identified 1 

Gathering pepeiao Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 1 

Gathering hāhā Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

None Identified 1 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Gathering ferns for 

lei 

Honopou, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī 

None Identified 1 

Gathering medicinal 

plants 

Honopou None Identified 2 

Gathering ʻuala Honopou None Identified 1 

Gathering banana Honopou None Identified 2 

Gathering bamboo Honopou None Identified 1 

Gathering ulu Honopou, 

Honomanū 

None Identified 2 

Gathering kalo Honopou, 

Honomanū 

None Identified 3 

Gathering fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, 

oranges, avocados) 

Honopou, 

Honomanū, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/ Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

None Identified 3 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Gathering hau Honopou None Identified 1 

Gathering medicinal 

plants 

Honopou None Identified 2 

Gathered Proteins 

Gathering hīhīwai Honomanū, 

Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/ Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue, One‘o 

Lack of flow restricts the 

snails to the estuary; 

diversions may carry snail 

larvae away from ocean; 

smaller estuaries prevent 

up migration; “slowest 

migrating animal” good 

indicator of the adequacy 

of stream flow; from an 

O‘ahu-based community 

member who has 

conducted research in 

East Maui: “The 

gathering of hihiwai is 

also carefully managed. 

The location of the 

hīhīwai is knowledge that 

has been passed down 

from generation to the 

next for their protection 

and proper management. 

It is not information that 

is made available to the 

general public.” 

11 

Gathering ʻōpae  Wailuanui, mountain 

areas, Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/ Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Few left nowadays; 

caught now only in 

mountain areas where 

water is cool and less 

diverted; from an O‘ahu- 

based community 

member who has 

conducted research in 

East Maui: “Ke‘anae-

Wailuanui is one of the 

few remaining areas in 

9 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue, 

Ke‘anae, One’o 

the Hawaiian Islands 

where ‘ōpae can be 

gathered. Virtually every 

stream has ‘ōpae at some 

time during the year. 

However, it is easier to 

gather ‘ōpae in the 

tunnels of the EMI ditch 

system. The irrigation 

ditch itself is an excellent 

breeding area for the 

‘ōpae because it has 

flowing water year-round. 

Some streams below the 

ditch, however, don’t 

have enough flowing 

water to sustain the ‘ōpae 

year-round when the 

water is diverted into the 

ditch system,” ‘a‘aniu net 

used to gather it 

Gathering prawns Honopou, 

Honomanū 

(though these are invasive 

and may be a threat to 

ʻōpae, people still gather 

for food) 

3 

Gathering native 

crayfish 

Honopou None Identified 2 

Gathering ʻopihi Honopou, Punala‘u/ 

Kōlea, Honomanū, 

Hanawī, and 

Makapīpī, Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

None Identified 7 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Gathering haukiuki Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī 

None Identified 3 

Gathering pūpūloʻi Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 1 

Gathering pūpū Honopou None Identified 1 

Gathering kūpipi Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī, 

Wailuaiki and 

Wailuanui 

None Identified 2 

Catching crab Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī 

None Identified 2 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Catching lobster Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī 

None Identified 3 

Fishing 

Fishing, generally Wailuanui, Keʻanae, 

Honopou, 

Honomanū, 

Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Process of 

restoration/keeping 

ecosystem alive; loss of 

fishing opportunity 

translates to less 

opportunity to teach kids 

how to make traditional 

tools and implements; 

from an O‘ahu-based 

community member who 

has conducted research in 

East Maui: “Through 

subsistence, families 

attain essential resources 

to compensate for low 

incomes … subsistence 

not only provides food, it 

also ensures a healthy 

diet… is a valuable form 

of exercise and stress 

reduction and contributes 

to good physical and 

mental health... It is also a 

form of recreation that the 

whole family can share 

in.”; “The ko‘olau region 

also offered sheltered 

bays from which deep sea 

fisheries could be easily 

accessed, and near shore 

fisheries, enriched by 

nutrients carried in the 

fresh water, could be 

maintained in fishponds 

and coastal fisheries. It 

was around these bays 

that clusters of houses 

11 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

where families lived, 

could be found, and in 

these early times, the 

residents generally 

engaged in subsistence 

practices in the forms of 

agriculture and fishing.” 

Fishing for ʻoʻopu Wailuanui, Honopou, 

Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue, 

Ke‘anae, One’o 

From an O‘ahu- based 

community member who 

has conducted research in 

East Maui: “Certain 

species of ‘o‘opu are 

endangered and others are 

rare. They require pristine 

and flowing stream 

waters to exist. Ke‘anae-

Wailuanui is one of the 

few areas where they still 

can be found in sufficient 

size to be occasionally 

caught for subsistence 

food.” 

9 

Fishing for kole Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī, 

Honopou, 

Hanehoi/Puolua, 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

None Identified 6 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for ‘ō‘io Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī 

None Identified 2 

Fishing for akule N/A None Identified 2 

Fishing for manini Honopou, 

Hanehoi/Puolua, 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 3 

Fishing for moi Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī, 

Honopou, 

None Identified 6 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Hanehoi/Puolua, 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for kala Honopou None Identified 2 

Fishing for pala Wailuanui-Ke‘anae None Identified 1 

Fishing for weke Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī 

None Identified 2 

Fishing for aholehole Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī, 

Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

None Identified 7 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for 

moanakali 

Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī 

None Identified 2 

Fishing for ulua Honopou, Honopou, 

Hanehoi/Puolua, 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 5 

Fishing for honu Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī, 

Honopou, 

Hanehoi/Puolua, 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

None Identified 5 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for mullet Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī 

None Identified 3 

Fishing for omilu Honopou None Identified 1 

Fishing for pāpio Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī, 

Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 4 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Fishing for uhu Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī, 

Honopou, 

Hanehoi/Puolua, 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 5 

Fishing for uau Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

None Identified 1 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for paananui Honopou None Identified 1 

Fishing for 

‘ū‘ū/menpachi  

Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī 

None Identified 2 

Fishing for aweoweo Honopou None Identified 1 

Fishing for lai Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī 

None Identified 2 

Fishing for poʻopaʻa Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī, 

Wailuaiki and 

Wailuanui 

None Identified 3 

Fishing for kumu Honopou, Honopou, 

Hanehoi/Puolua, 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 3 

Fishing for hinaleʻa Wailuaiki and 

Wailuanui 

None Identified 1 

Fishing for tako/heʻe Honopou None Identified 1 
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Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Fishing for puhi Honopou, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, Hanawī, 

and Makapīpī 

None Identified 1 

Fishing for pelagics 

(ahi, aku) 

None Identified None Identified 2 

Fishing for ono None Identified None Identified 1 

Fishing for marlin None Identified None Identified 1 

Fishing for 

mahimahi 

None Identified None Identified 1 

Fishing for enenue Honopou, 

Hanehoi/Puolua, 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 5 

Fishing for uʻu Honopou, 

Hanehoi/Puolua, 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

None Identified 2 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for ʻuku Honopou, 

Hanehoi/Puolua, 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 2 

Fishing for anae 

(specific type of 

mullet) 

Honopou, 

Hanehoi/Puolua, 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

None Identified 2 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for 

ʻamaʻama 

None Identified None Identified 1 

Fishing for uouoa None Identified None Identified 1 

Fishing for elm None Identified None Identified 1 

Fishing for 

ʻopakapaka 

None Identified None Identified 1 

Catch squid None Identified None Identified 1 

Hunting 

Hunting, generally N/A From an O‘ahu- based 

community member who 

has conducted research in 

East Maui: “Through 

subsistence, families 

attain essential resources 

to compensate for low 

incomes…subsistence not 

only provides food, it also 

ensures a healthy diet… is 

a valuable form of 

exercise and stress 

reduction and contributes 

to good physical and 

mental health. It is also a 

form of recreation that the 

whole family can share 

in.” 

4 

Pig hunting  East Maui (generally, 

and Ke‘anae-

Wailuanui) 

None Identified 3 

Axis deer hunting  Kaupō (South Maui) None Identified 1 

Environment 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Healthy streams / 

wai / Mālama 

kahawai 

Honopou, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopili‘ula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Anthropogenic disruption 

to continuously flowing 

streams can decimate 

endemic stream 

fauna/overall ecosystem 

(including loss of fish and 

other food resources in 

streams and at ocean) 

(some families break 

apart dams built by 

others); sugar and cattle 

too water intensive; can 

also be impacted by 

natural disasters (EQs, 

landslides, etc.); families 

must work to clear their 

sections of ditches and 

streams of rocks and 

debris; loss of ability to 

follow local traditional 

life styles; effect on 

spiritual connection to 

wai; more flow requires 

less cleaning; competition 

between farmers; AMS 

metering of water flows 

seen as very important, 

but this data is not 

consistently collected or 

provided to public—no 

funding, some meters 

were removed; don’t 

overharvest stream 

resources; less water 

allows vegetation 

(including invasive 

species like African tulip) 

to establish along stream 

banks  

13 

Mālama ‘Āina / He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He 

kauwā ke kanaka 

Honopou,  

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Families must work to 

clear their sections of 

ditches and streams of 

10 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

rocks and debris; holistic; 

resources are shared 

Use of mauka-makai 

trails 

None Identified None Identified 2 

Culture 

Holistic Hawaiian 

culture / “cultural 

kīpuka” / cultural 

viability (passing 

down of traditions, 

continued survival) 

Ke‘anae-Wailuanui “Enclave of Hawaiian 

subsistence, cultural, and 

spiritual beliefs, customs, 

and practices;” represents 

cultural survival; eroded 

by increasing lack of 

water; “The lack of water 

has caused too much 

pilikia. When nobody 

cares, nobody 

understands our practices 

and our need to harvest. It 

pains me. It’s very 

emotional.” “Water is 

life; everything connected 

to water”; lack of water 

decreases opportunity to 

pass down traditions; less 

water means more times 

spent finding resources to 

gather, less time for 

recreation and ‘ohana; 

“when those places dry up 

11 
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Comments 

Tally of People/ 
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that adversely impacts the 

way of life, the cultural 

practice if you will” 

Recreation (can 

include spiritual 

feeling of a place, 

connection to 

ancestors) 

Wailuanui, Keʻanae, 

Honopou,  

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

When ecosystems are 

impacted and in bad 

health, spiritual feeling is 

lost; ability to enjoy 

healthy/beautiful 

surroundings lost; 

tranquility of sounds and 

sights naturally flowing 

water; can get sick 

swimming in stagnant 

waters (i.e., leptospirosis, 

etc.) 

9 

Cultural sites - 

traditional 

Pākanaloa Heiau and 

ʻŌhiʻa Spring; two 

heiau; war temple  

Damage from invasive 

species, littering 

2 

Cultural sites - 

historic  

Chinese graveyard in 

Honomanū and other 

sites along Piʻinaʻau 

Rd., including old 

ditchmen homes; 

EMI ditch system 

itself; historic taro 

terraces (partly 

mapped by CSH); 

“Kipapa of 

Kihapiilani” (early 

belt road/trail); St. 

Gabriel’s church 

Ditch system features not 

always seen as a positive 

(some discussion from a 

community member as a 

positive; also discussion 

from a community 

member as negative—

overgrown and 

abandoned; another 

community member 

added that it is negative 

because it cuts through 

sacred forest) 

2 

‘Aumakua  Maulili (shark) at 

estuary; general in 

terms of honoring 

None Identified 2 
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while collecting 

resources 

Moʻolelo  Ku‘ula and Hina and 

Haʻaluea at 

Wailuanui (1); Kane, 

Kanaloa (3) - 

springs; Papaku 

Makawalu (1); 

Wailuaiki was the 

home of the goddess 

Kapoma‘ilele, the 

sister of Pele who 

distracted 

Kamapua‘a with her 

flying genitals, luring 

him to Maui (1); 

story of Laukaieie 

(1) 

Health of reef; abundance 

of water is what makes 

this land valuable to its 

inhabitants; water 

traverses all three papa; 

“story of Laukaieie as 

told by Moses Manu in 

Nupepa Ka Oiaio (1894-

1895) provides an 

abundance of rich cultural 

infornation about the 

Ko‘olau-Hāmākua region 

and its traditional and 

customary practices…. At 

the core of this, free 

flowing water is central 

for creating abundance, 

life, and growth in the 

region.” 

4 

Stream baptism Honopou None Identified 1 

Making of traditional 

tools and implements 

Honopou Honomanū None Identified 1 

Hula/gathering 

kinolau in mountains 

None Identified None Identified 1 

Washing clothes in 

streams 

None Identified None Identified 2 

Soak hau for rope None Identified None Identified 1 

‘Ohana burial Located at St. 

Gabriels (2);  

None Identified 2 
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Table 15. Cultural practices via declarations (Anonymous Tally) 

Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Farming/Gardening 

Farming, generally Waiokamilo and 

Kualani, Kukuipuka 

Gulch, Ke‘anae, 

Wailua, Waianu & 

Pahoa, Hamau 

Stream, Palauhulu 

Stream, Honopou 

Farming to feed family; 

traditional way requires 

no commercial fertilizers; 

agricultural homesteads 

described in numerous 

native testimonies for 

LCAs and LGs 

17 

Kalo farming (wet 

land) 

Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue; 

[Ka‘alaea Valley, 

Waihe’e Valley and 

Waiahole (O‘ahu)] 

“The lack of stream flow 

is a problem for my 

family because we cannot 

grow kalo or gather how 

our kupuna used to. We 

are unable to open up new 

taro patches.  We have 

also lost taro due to the 

lack of water…. Families 

cannot support 

themselves and have to 

leave the area to make 

money;” “I want my 

kids to learn — that’s the 

most important to me. But 

they can’t without the 

water. My granddaughter 

asks me, ‘Papa, when we 

going to open up the farm 

again?’”; “The lack of 

water has caused financial 

setbacks, and it has 

reduced the quality and 

quantity of taro. 

Additionally, not all of 

the lo‘i on my property 

are opened up. 

Abandoned lo‘i above our 

patches requires more 

work and maintenance to 

get water to our lo‘i.” 

People having to farm 

17 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

areas off their own family 

land because not enough 

water. Native testimonies 

describing lo‘i. 

Gathering 

Gathering, generally Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

“However, we can’t get 

the same amount of these 

resources as my ‘ohana 

used to be able to.  We 

also need to go further to 

gather”; “I gather and fish 

to feed my family and 

kupuna who cannot go 

and get food themselves.”  

Each ʻohana has its own 

traditions. “I gather 

maybe two or three times 

a year in order to supply 

food for ‘ohana 

gatherings on special 

occasions”; “If there was 

enough water in the 

streams, my ‘ohana 

would gather as my 

kupuna 

did.” 

16 

Gathered Plants 

Gathering pohole Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

None Identified 8 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Gathering limu Pi‘ina‘au, Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 3 

Gathering pīlali None Identified None Identified 1 

Gathering watercress Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 8 

 

Gathering lūʻau Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

None Identified 4 
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Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, 

Kapā‘ula, Hanawī, 

Makapīpī, and 

Waiohue 

Gathering pepeiao Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 7 

Gathering hāhā Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

None Identified 5 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, 

Kapā‘ula, Hanawī, 

Makapīpī, and 

Waiohue 

Gathering hāpuʻu Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 1 

Gathering olena Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 1 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Gathering wauke Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 1 

Gathering banana Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 5 

Gathering bamboo Pi‘ina‘au, Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a, and Kopiliula 

None Identified 3 

Gathering ulu Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

None Identified 2 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Gathering kalo Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 3 

Gathering fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, 

oranges, avocados, 

papaya) 

Honomanū, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), and 

East Wailuaiki 

None Identified 3 

Gathering mountain 

apple 

None Identified None Identified 2 

Gathered Proteins 

Gathering hīhīwai Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

“We have to go high in 

the mountains to find the 

15 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

‘Opae and hihiwai” 

“There’s not that much 

hihiwai” 

Gathering ʻōpae  Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

“We have to go farther, 

higher in the mountains 

than we used to find the 

‘opae. We also used to go 

to Honomanū but it’s 

dirty now”; “The water 

problem combined with 

the prawns that eat the 

‘opae really changed the 

population”; “It takes 

about four hours to walk 

to where you can gather 

[‘opae]. Before you could 

just get out of the car and 

you would see them. 

These days there is 

sometimes nothing and 

you need to turn around 

empty-handed;” “I gather 

‘opae in Pi‘ina‘au  and 

Palauhulu only. The other 

streams do not have 

enough water to support 

my gathering. I gather 

maybe two or three times 

a year in order to supply 

16 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

food for ‘ohana 

gatherings on special 

occasions;” “Currently, 

my ‘ohana gathers ‘opae 

above the diversions in 

Wailua, West Wailuaiki, 

East Wailuaiki, Hanawī, 

Makapīpī, and Waiohue. 

We have to go above 

because there is no ‘opae 

below.” 

Gathering prawns Honomanū, 

Pi‘ina‘au, Palauhulu, 

Waiokamilo, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, 

Puaka‘a, Hanawī, and 

Makapīpī; Honopou, 

Kualani, Wailua, and 

Makapīpī 

None Identified 4 

Gathering ʻopihi Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 11 

Gathering haukiuki Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

None Identified 1 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Gathering pūpūloʻi Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, 

Kapā‘ula, Hanawī, 

Makapīpī, and 

Waiohue 

None Identified 3 

Gathering wana Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

None Identified 1 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Gathering pipi Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 2 

Gathering kupeʻe 

puʻu 

Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

None Identified 1 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 
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Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Gathering frogs Pi‘ina‘au, Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a, and Kopiliula 

None Identified 2 

Gathering goldfish Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, 

Kapā‘ula, Hanawī, 

Makapīpī, and 

Waiohue 

None Identified 3 

Catching crab Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u/Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

None Identified 3 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 
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Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Catching lobster Kailua, Nua‘ailua, 

Pi‘ina‘au, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, 

Puaka‘a, and Hanawī; 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 3 

Fishing/Diving 

Fishing, generally Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

“However, we can’t get 

the same amount of these 

resources as my ‘ohana 

used to be able to. We 

also need to go further to 

gather;” “I gather and fish 

to feed my family and 

kupuna who cannot go 

and get food themselves;” 

“There also is not as 

much fish to eat;” “We 

would mālama our own 

ko‘a’s to make sure that 

we could keep the 

population going;” “Back 

then, fish were big and 

plentiful. We could catch 

more fish going a shorter 

16 
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Comments 

Tally of People/ 
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distance by canoe;” “the 

fish are now scarce so we 

don’t catch very many;” 

“We catch the same kind 

of fish as our kupuna, just 

less of them. We have to 

go further. We also use 

newer tools than before 

time.” 

Fishing/gathering for 

ʻoʻopu 

Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue; 

Waiolohi, Ching’s 

Pond 

“There is no ‘o‘opu for us 

to gather.” 

14 

Fishing for kole Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

N/A 8 
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Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for ‘ō‘io Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

N/A 6 

Fishing for akule Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, ‘Ōhi‘a 

/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

N/A 6 
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Fishing for manini Kailua, Nua‘ailua, 

Pi‘ina‘au, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, 

Puaka‘a, and Hanawī 

N/A 2 

Fishing for moi Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

N/A 13 

Fishing for kala None Identified None Identified 2 

Fishing for pala Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, 

Pi‘ina‘au, Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

None Identified 1 
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Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for weke Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, Wailua, 

and West Wailuaiki, 

Honopou 

None Identified 2 

Fishing for aholehole Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani (Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 13 

Fishing for ulua Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, 

Pi‘ina‘au, Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

None Identified 3 
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Tally of People/ 
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Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for honu None Identified None Identified 3 

Fishing for mullet Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified  

Fishing for pāpio Kailua, Nua‘ailua, 

Pi‘ina‘au, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, 

Puaka‘a, and 

Hanawī. Palauhulu; 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

None Identified 5 
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Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for uhu Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 7 

Fishing for uau Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

None Identified 1 
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Tally of People/ 
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(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for 

‘ū‘ū/menpachi 

Pi‘ina‘au and 

Palauhulu 

None Identified 3 

Fishing for aweoweo Kailua, Nua‘ailua, 

Pi‘ina‘au, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, 

Puaka‘a, and 

Hanawī; Honopou, 

Hanehoi/Puolua, 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 3 

Fishing for lai Honopou, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

None Identified 1 
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Wailuaiki, and East 

Wailuaiki 

Fishing for poʻopaʻa Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 6 

Fishing for kumu Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 5 

Fishing for hinaleʻa Honopou, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, and 

East Wailuaiki 

None Identified 1 
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Tally of People/ 
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Fishing for tako/heʻe Honopou, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, and 

East Wailuaiki 

None Identified 2 

Fishing for puhi Pi‘ina‘au, Palauhulu, 

and ‘Ōhi‘a 

None Identified 1 

Fishing for pelagics 

(ahi, aku) 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 2 

Fishing for “deep 

seven bottom fish” 

(onaga, ehu, 

‘opakapaka, 

kalekale, lehi, gindai, 

and hapuupuu) 

Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

None Identified 1 
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Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for mahimahi Waikamoi, Alo, 

Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 1 

Fishing for enenue Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, Wailua, 

and West Wailuaiki; 

Honopou, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, and East 

Wailuaiki 

None Identified 10 

Fishing for uʻu Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

None Identified 1 
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(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, and 

Waiohue 

Fishing for anae 

(specific type of 

mullet) 

Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 7 

Fishing for uouoa None Identified None Identified 1 

Fishing for awa Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

None Identified 2 
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Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for pakaawa Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 1 

Fishing for palani Kailua, Nua‘ailua, 

Pi‘ina‘au, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, 

Puaka‘a, and 

Hanawī; Punala‘u / 

Kōlea, Honomanū, 

Nuaailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

None Identified 2 
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Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Fishing for pakeawa Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u /Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

None Identified 1 

Fishing for noho Kailua, Nua‘ailua, 

Pi‘ina‘au, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, 

Puaka‘a, and Hanawī 

None Identified 1 

Fishing for kūpipipi Honopou, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), 

West Wailuaiki, and 

East Wailuaiki 

None Identified 1 

Hunting 

Hunting, generally Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u / Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

“I hunt in most of the 

areas the streams flow, 

and I notice there is not as 

much water in the 

streams.” 

7 
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Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Pig hunting  Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, Wailua, 

and West Wailuaiki 

“When my family would 

hunt wild pig, we would 

try and let go the pregnant 

sows and babies to 

preserve for the future” 

3 

Environment 

Healthy streams / wai 

/ Malama kahawai  

Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u / Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

“Cleaning the above-

named streams to help the 

water flow all the way to 

the ocean and support the 

ecosystem we rely on to 

farm, fish, hunt, and 

gather;” “Gathering 

according to the moon 

and not always going to 

the same places so we 

didn’t overharvest the 

stream;” “The lack of 

stream flow is a problem 

for me as a Hawaiian. It 

hurts me to see the ‘āina 

and its resources 

suffering;” “My family 

and I had to leave the area 

because there was not 

enough water and that 

16 
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made it harder to continue 

fanning and gathering;” 

“Always throwing the 

small fish back into the 

ocean;” “also sometimes 

have to spend money to 

provide substitute foods 

for meals and special 

occasions, though there 

really is no substitute for 

the ‘opae I get myself;” 

“We knew not to 

overharvest, were mindful 

of seasonal spawning, and 

respected the cycle of 

life;” “Now, we have to 

go longer distances to 

catch more fish because 

of the lack of stream 

water flowing to the 

ocean;” “[Traditionally] 

they didn’t have problems 

that required the same 

kind of cleaning 

because there was more 

flow;” “there has been 

fighting amongst 

community members over 

water needs. This 

shouldn't be happening;” 

“If there was enough 

water in the streams, I 

would live at home and 

live off the land we were 

raised on.” 

Mālama ‘Āina / He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He 

kauwā ke kanaka 

Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u / Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

None Identified 14 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue 

Culture 

Holistic Hawaiian 

culture / “cultural 

kipuka” / cultural 

viability (passing 

down of traditions, 

continued survival) 

None Identified “Families cannot support 

themselves and have to 

leave the area to make 

money;” “The lack of 

stream flow is a problem 

for me because we need 

water so future 

generations can continue 

our traditions;” “Because 

of the lack of stream 

flow, we are losing our 

cultural practices;” “If 

water was returned to the 

streams, I would 

appreciate seeing mother 

nature working as 

intended;” “also like 

teaching my son what I 

learned growing up;” “I 

don’t want my kids eating 

out of a tin can. I want 

them to eat natural food.” 

14 

Recreation (can 

include spiritual 

feeling of a place, 

connection to 

ancestors); 

swimming, enjoying 

Honopou, Waikamoi, 

Alo, Wahinepe‘e, 

Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, 

Punala‘u / Kōlea, 

Honomanū, 

“In some places the water 

is dirty and just sits 

because there’s not 

enough flow. I got a staph 

infection four times just 

swimming in the water;” 

14 
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Cultural Practice Area/Location Declarant/Interviewee 

Comments 

Tally of People/ 

Mentions 

scenery, camping, 

etc. 

Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu, 

‘Ōhi‘a/Waianu, 

Waiokamilo, 

Kualani, Wailua, 

Waikani 

(Wailuanui), West 

Wailuaiki, East 

Wailuaiki, Kopiliula 

Puaka‘a, Pa‘akea, 

Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, 

Hanawī, Makapīpī, 

and Waiohue; 

Ching’s Pond 

“Being up in the 

mountains feels free… 

There is something 

spiritual about being 

around the streams;” “To 

me, more water means 

more beauty.” 

Washing dishes in 

streams 

None Identified None Identified 1 

Bathing in streams None Identified None Identified 1 
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Table 16. Cultural practices via approved interviews and declarations organized by stream 

Stream Cultural Practice 

Honopou • Farming: general, wetland kalo, miscellaneous garden vegetables 

• General gathering  

• Gathering rocks for imu  

• Gathering plants: pohole (mountain variety), limu, watercress, tī leaf, 

lū‘au, ‘awapuhi, puakenikeni, pepeiao, hāhā, ferns for lei, medicinal 

plants, ‘uala, banana, bamboo, ulu, kalo, fruit (e.g., mango, guava, 

oranges, avocados), and hau 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), 

prawns, native crayfish, ‘opihi, haukiuki, pūpūlo‘i, pūpū, kūpipi,  

• “abundant with ‘o‘opu and ‘ōpae” (Lafayette Young) 

• Catching crab and lobster 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, ‘ō‘io, manini, moi, kala, weke, 

aholehole, moanakali, ulua, honu, mullet, omilu, pāpio, uhu, 

‘ū‘ū/menpachi, aweoweo, lai, po‘opa‘a, tako/he‘e, puhi, enenue, uau, 

paananui, kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

• Stream baptism 

• Making traditional tools and implements 

• Cultural sites: “at the top of Honopou are vertically 

buried iwi kupuna” (Lafayette Young) 

Ho‘ olawa • Fishing: bay has abundant fish and lobster (Lafayette Young) 

• Cultural sites: “bay is big enough to hide war canoes” (Lafayette 

Young), kalo lo‘i (Lucienne de Naie) 

Mokupapa None Identified 

Waipio None Identified 

Hanehoi • Fishing: kole, manini, moi, ulua, honu, uhu, enenue, kumu, u‘u, uku, 

and anae 

• Cultural sites: kalo lo‘i (Lucienne de Naie) 

Hoalua • Cultural sites: kalo lo‘i (Lucienne de Naie) 

Hanawana • Cultural sites: kalo lo‘i (Lucienne de Naie) 

Kailua None Identified 

Nā‘ili‘ilihaele • Cultural sites: kalo lo‘i (Lucienne de Naie) 
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Stream Cultural Practice 

Puehu None Identified 

‘O‘opuola Means “long oopu fish” 

Kaaiea None Identified 

Punalu‘u None Identified 

Kōlea • General farming 

• General gathering  

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), ‘opihi, 

haukiuki, pūpūlo‘i, and kūpipi 

• Catching crab and lobster 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, ‘ō‘io, manini, moi, weke, aholehole, 

moanakali, ulua, honu, mullet, pāpio, uhu, ‘ū‘ū/menpachi, lai, 

po‘opa‘a, puhi, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

•  Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Waikamoi • Fishing: kole, manini, moi, ulua, honu, uhu, enenue, kumu, u‘u, uku, 

and ana 

Wahinepe‘e • General farming 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), ‘opihi, 

and pūpūlo‘i 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, aholehole, ulua, honu, 

pāpio, uhu, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Puohokamoa • General farming  

• General gathering  

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados)  

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), ‘opihi, 

and pūpūlo‘i  

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, aholehole, ulua, honu, 

pāpio, uhu, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae  
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Stream Cultural Practice 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Ha‘ipua‘ena • General farming 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), 

‘opihi, and pūpūlo‘i 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, aholehole, ulua, honu, 

pāpio, uhu, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Punala‘u • General farming 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), ‘opihi, 

haukiuki, pūpūlo‘i, and kūpipi 

• Catching crab and lobster  

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, ‘ō‘io, manini, moi, weke, aholehole, 

moanakali, ulua, honu, mullet, pāpio, uhu, ‘ū‘ū/menpachi, lai, 

po‘opa‘a, puhi, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Honomanū • General farming 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: pohole (mountain variety), limu, watercress, lū‘au, 

puakenikeni, pepeiao, hāhā, ferns for lei, ulu, kalo, fruit (e.g., mango, 

guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), 

prawns, ‘opihi, haukiuki, pūpūlo‘i, and kūpipi  

• Catching crab and lobster 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, ‘ō‘io, manini, moi, weke, aholehole, 

moanakali, ulua, honu, mullet, pāpio, uhu, ‘ū‘ū/menpachi, lai, 

po‘opa‘a, puhi, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 
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Stream Cultural Practice 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

• Making of traditional tools and implements 

Nua‘ailua • General farming 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), 

‘opihi, and pūpūlo‘i 

• Fishing: ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, aholehole, ulua, honu, pāpio, uhu, 

enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

• Cultural sites: kalo lo‘i (Lucienne de Naie) 

Pi‘ina‘au • Farming: general and wetland kalo 

• Raising livestock (e.g., pigs, chicken, cattle) 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados);  

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), 

‘opihi, and pūpūlo‘i  

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, pala, aholehole, ulua, 

honu, pāpio, uhu, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Holistic Hawaiian culture/ “cultural kīpuka”/ cultural viability 

(passing down of traditions, continued survival) 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

• Cultural sites: kalo lo‘i (Lucienne de Naie), grave marker in Pi‘ina‘au 

area (Lucienne de Naie)  

Palauhulu • Farming: general and wetland kalo 

• Raising livestock (e.g., pigs, chicken, cattle) 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 
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Stream Cultural Practice 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), ‘opihi, 

and pūpūlo‘i 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, pala, aholehole, ulua, 

honu, pāpio, uhu, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Holistic Hawaiian culture/ “cultural kīpuka”/ cultural viability (passing 

down of traditions, continued survival) 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

‘Ōhi‘a • Farming: general and wetland kalo 

• Raising livestock (e.g., pigs, chicken, cattle) 

• General gathering  

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados);  

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), ‘opihi, 

and pūpūlo‘i 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, pala, aholehole, ulua, 

honu, pāpio, uhu, enenue, kumu, u‘u, uku, uau (petrel?), and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Holistic Hawaiian culture/ “cultural kīpuka”/ cultural viability (passing 

down of traditions, continued survival) 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Waiokamilo • Farming: general and wetland kalo   

• Raising livestock (e.g., pigs, chicken, cattle) 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), ‘opihi, 

and pūpūlo‘i 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, pala, aholehole, ulua, 

honu, pāpio, uhu, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Holistic Hawaiian culture/ “cultural kīpuka”/ cultural viability (passing 

down of traditions, continued survival) 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Kualani • Farming: general and wetland kalo 
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Stream Cultural Practice 

• Raising livestock (e.g., pigs, chicken, cattle) 

• General gathering  

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), ‘opihi, 

and pūpūlo‘i 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, pala, aholehole, ulua, 

honu, pāpio, uhu, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Holistic Hawaiian culture/ “cultural kīpuka”/ cultural viability (passing 

down of traditions, continued survival) 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Wailuanui • Farming: general and wetland kalo 

• General gathering  

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae, ‘opihi, pūpūlo‘i, and kūpipi 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, pala, aholehole, ulua, 

honu, pāpio, uhu, po‘opa‘a, hinale‘a, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, 

uku, pala, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Holistic Hawaiian culture/ “cultural kīpuka”/ cultural viability (passing 

down of traditions, continued survival)  

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

West 

Wailuaiki 
• Farming: general and wetland kalo 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), ‘opihi, 

pūpūlo‘i, and kūpipi 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, pala, aholehole, ulua, 

honu, pāpio, uhu, po‘opa‘a, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and 

anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 
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Stream Cultural Practice 

• Holistic Hawaiian culture/ “cultural kīpuka”/ cultural viability (passing 

down of traditions, continued survival) 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

East 

Wailuaiki 
• Farming: general and wetland kalo 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), 

‘opihi, pūpūlo‘i, and kūpipi 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, pala, aholehole, ulua, 

honu, pāpio, uhu, po‘opa‘a, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and 

anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Holistic Hawaiian culture/ “cultural kīpuka”/ cultural viability 

(passing down of traditions, continued survival) 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Kopili‘ula • General farming; 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), 

‘opihi, and pūpūlo‘i 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, aholehole, ulua, honu, 

pāpio, uhu, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Waiohue • General farming 

• General gathering  

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), 

‘opihi, and pūpūlo‘i 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, aholehole, ulua, honu, 

pāpio, uhu, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 
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Stream Cultural Practice 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Pa‘akea • General farming 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), 

‘opihi, and pūpūlo‘i 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, aholehole, ulua, honu, 

pāpio, uhu, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Waia‘aka • General farming 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), 

‘opihi, and pūpūlo‘i 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, aholehole, ulua, honu, 

pāpio, uhu, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Kapā‘ula • General farming 

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: limu, watercress, lū‘au, pepeiao, hāhā, fruit (e.g., 

mango, guava, oranges, avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), ‘opihi, 

and pūpūlo‘i 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, manini, moi, aholehole, ulua, honu, 

pāpio, uhu, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Hanawī • General farming  

• General gathering 
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Stream Cultural Practice 

• Gathering plants: pohole (mountain variety), limu, watercress, lū‘au, 

pepeiao, hāhā, ferns for lei, fruit (e.g., mango, guava, oranges, 

avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), ‘opihi, 

haukiuki, pūpūlo‘i, and kūpipi 

• Catching crab and lobster 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, ‘ō‘io, manini, moi, weke, aholehole, 

moanakali, ulua, honu, mullet, pāpio, uhu, ‘ū‘ū/menpachi, lai, 

po‘opa‘a, puhi, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Makapīpī • General farming  

• General gathering 

• Gathering plants: pohole (mountain variety), limu, watercress, lū‘au, 

pepeiao, hāhā, ferns for lei, fruit (e.g., mango, guava, oranges, 

avocados) 

• Gathering proteins: hīhīwai, ‘ōpae (cool water mountain areas), ‘opihi, 

haukiuki, pūpūlo‘i, and kūpipi 

• Catching crab and lobster 

• Fishing: general, ‘o‘opu, kole, ‘ō‘io, manini, moi, weke, aholehole, 

moanakali, ulua, honu, mullet, pāpio, uhu, ‘ū‘ū/menpachi, lai, 

po‘opa‘a, puhi, enenue, uau (petrel), kumu, u‘u, uku, and anae 

• Environmental stewardship: Mālama kahawai and Mālama ‘Āina/ He 

ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka 

• Recreation, spiritual feeling of place, and/or connection to ancestors 

Various 

Streams 

within 

License Area 

• Growing watercress 

• Hunting pig 

• Cultural sites: terraces, platforms, structures that appear to be heiau or 

shrines, historic trails (Lucienne de Naie) 
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 Agriculture and Subsistence 

The License Area covers four licensed areas: Huelo, Honomanū, Keʻanae, and Nāhiku. With 

multiple streams flowing through each license area, it is easy to determine the placement of loʻi 

near these streams for proper irrigation. The wet areas of East Maui provided the perfect 

environment to cultivate kalo. Numerous streams in this region ensured proper filtration and 

adequate water levels for kalo to thrive. Three separate field systems encouraged by community 

cooperation were evident in the regions of Keʻanae and Wailua Nui. Wet patches were found at 

lower elevations while dryland kalo were planted in higher locations.  

Dry-zone agriculture on the slopes of Haleakalā was utilized where streams were not available 

and non-existent. These slopes were most suitable for cultivating sweet potato and dryland taro. In 

this region, both wetland and dryland techniques were used to maximize food diversity and 

harvests.  

In Keʻanae, the peninsula was once a barren lava field. The chief at the time, pressured by 

growing populations, ordered the people to bring soil from the valley out to the peninsula. For this 

reason,  Keʻanae is lush and thriving today.   

Evidence shows that Hāna once produced dryland sweet potato, dryland kalo, yams, sugarcane, 

and breadfruit. The variety of produce can attest to the large population in the region and also the 

mixture of knowledge required to cultivate different plants. Hawaiians consideredthe different 

moon phases and their effects on cultivation and fishing. Plants were known to grow better when 

planted in certain moon phases and some nights were better than others for fishing. 

Nāhiku was intensely cultivated;  in addition to kalo and sweet potato, the upper region was 

forested with native trees such as koa, ʻōhiʻa lehua, and sandalwood. Weapons and canoes were 

made of koa because of its strength and durability and sandalwood became a large export during 

the time of Kamehameha I. According to Handy et al. (1991), Nāhiku was also a very fertile 

ahupuaʻa. Wetland taro were planted next to streams while dryland taro was planted near house 

sites. Throughout east Maui, even areas considered too arid for loʻi cultivation were used for small 

scale cultivation. 

In his interview 18 April 2020, Mr. Kyle Nakanelua, whose family is from Wailua, remembers 

not only tending to the family loʻi but also gathering from the rivers and streams. An important 

concept raised by Mr. Nakanelua to ensure the longevity of food resources in the area is the act of 

gathering just enough to feed your family. This follows the traditional Hawaiian saying of “E ‘ai 

i ka mea loa‘a” (Pukui 1986:31), which translates to being satisfied with what you have and taking 

only what you need. Another saying, “He ali‘i ka ‘āina, He kauwā ke kanaka” (Pukui 1986:62), 

could be understood as putting the land and its resources before man and his wants. 

In his declaration, Mr. Dan Clark from Keʻanae stated that he has been farming kalo for 15 

years. His property is fed by both Piʻinaʻau and Palauhlulu Stream and he says that the best 

production of kalo requires “cool, fast running water.” He also says that low stream flow results 

in increased disease in his kalo, which ultimately decreases production.  

In their declaration, Ms. Lezley Jacintho and her brother Jonah, both native Hawaiian kalo 

farmers from Honopou, remember gathering and fishing with their family according to the 

different moon phases. A popular calendar taken from old traditions and compiled by the Prince 
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Kūhiō Hawaiian Civic Club focuses on fishing and farming practices observed in East Maui. 

According to kūpuna who observed these phases, some nights were good for fishing and farming 

(Akua, Kaloakukahi) while other nights were not ideal. These nights were spent in prayer until the 

rise of the next moon when fishing and farming were fair. 

In his interview 24 March 2020, Mr. Lafayette Young, a board member of the Ha‘ikū 

Community Association, shared that since the end of sugar production on Maui, the rise of the 

stream levels has scoured the banks, releasing cubic tons of mud into the streams and out to the 

ocean. He said fish populations were “severely impacted” by the runoff entering the ocean from 

the streams.  

Regarding gathering, Mr. Young would occasionally see people gather edible fern and one or 

two women come in to gather ti leaf for hula.  

In her 27 May 2020 written statement, Ms. De Naie confirmed that there are historic properties 

in the License Area and immediately downstream from the License Area. She has personally seen 

lo‘i kalo, pre-contact ‘auwai, historic grave markers, historic trails, and structures that appear to 

be heiau. She shared that Elspeth Sterling noted Ke‘anae to have the second largest number of 

heiau after Waihe‘e, and it is possible that these heiau can still be found along the streams in the 

Ke‘anae license area. Most of these sites are unrecorded and could all be inadvertently impacted 

or destroyed by road maintenance work, modification of intakes, repairs to ditches and spill ways 

and other diversion structures.  

In his 22 May 2020 written statement, Mr. Albert Perez shared that East Maui residents fish 

and gather from streams throughout the proposed License Area. He confirmed that fish populations 

have increased since EMI stopped diverting large amounts of water. 

 Aquaculture 

Numerous streams flow from the backside of Haleakalā to the ocean, providing not only an 

abundant supply of fresh water, but an ecosystem for aquatic life, which was and continues to be 

an important food source for Native Hawaiians (McGregor 2007:109). Over two dozen streams 

can be found within the License Area, including areas within Huelo, Honomanū, Keʻanae, and 

Nāhiku. 

Moʻolelo, wahi pana, ʻōlelo noʻeau, and oli all attest to the abundance of water, aquaculture, 

and traditional Native Hawaiian lifestyles’ dependence on these vital resources. Habitation along 

the coastal areas of East Maui is estimated to have begun around AD 1200 (Haun et al. 2004). This 

is also where Native Hawaiians depended heavily on access to ocean resources. Native Hawaiian 

author and historian Samuel Kamakau relates that the people of Koʻolau worshipped sharks “in 

order to be saved from being eaten by a shark when they went fishing” (Kamakau 1991:78). In the 

book Ka ʻOihana Lawaiʻa: Hawaiian Fishing Tradition by Daniel Kahāʻulelio (2006), the 

preferred method of fishing was an open ocean style in deep waters off the coast of East Maui. The 

kākā and kūkaula methods were favored. The kākā method required a hook and line, but no weight 

was needed. This method was also used at a depth of 200 fathoms. The kūkaula method also used 

hook and line, but was employed at a depth of 50+ fathoms. Land Commission Awards also 

indicate that claims were made for fresh water and off-shore fisheries. Claims include the sea 

shore, ocean, streams, ‘ōpae and ‘o‘opu fishing grounds. 
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In his interview 18 April 2020, community participant Kyle Nakanelua describes that he spent 

many summers and winter breaks with his sister and older cousin at his grandparent’s home in 

Wailua Nui. He recalls spending time with his kūpuna, working in their kalo fields, and gathering 

food products from the rivers and streams such as ‘ōpae, ‘opihi, ‘o‘opu, and hīhīwai. When Mr. 

Nakanelua was a child, he recalls ‘ōpae being prevalent in the streams that flow through their 

property named Lakini. As Mr. Nakanelua began to clean the family property on a regular basis 

from 1989, he points out that there was some ‘ōpae that his grandmother would catch and eat. 

Today there are no ‘ōpae, but instead prawns. When posed the question whether perhaps ‘ōpae 

was being over picked by others, he responds with “no” because “we were the only one there.” He 

also does not believe that prawns are to blame for the decline of the ‘ōpae population, but instead 

believes that the flow of water has had an impact. He adds that the muliwai, the river mouth, is an 

important area as this is where fish spawn. 

In addition to freshwater species, Mr. Nakanelua’s grandmother fished and gathered for food 

items makai. She fished for ‘ōhua or young fish. She also gathered baby eels by putting “palu in 

the hand and then the small eels would come in” and grab the bait. The papa at Ha‘aluea served 

as a fish breeding ground. The reef served as a home to fish of all species and sizes including 

‘opihi. Fish usually caught in this area include kole, ‘ō‘io, akule, and pelagics such as ‘ahi and aku.  

In terms of preparation, ‘opihi was eaten raw and hīhīwai was used for soup. ‘O‘opu was 

steamed. Limu was a side dish and used as a condiment. Mr. Nakanelua’s grandmother would 

make lomi ‘ō‘io. The fish was cut open, the soft meat was scraped, and any small bones were 

picked out by hand. ‘Inamona and limu kohu were added and then kneaded to create the raw dish. 

Another favored option was to dry fish in a dry box. All marine life was taken home, cleaned, then 

eaten for dinner. Leftovers were eaten for lunch the next day. 

In his interview 16 February 2020, Skippy Hau, Aquatic Biologist, has worked extensively with 

freshwater species, including ‘ōpae, ‘o‘opu, and hīhīwai. His research has taken him into the 

streams of Maui that have been directly impacted by years of water being diverted. He is an 

advocate for the positive impacts of properly managed, natural stream flows. In a report written 

by Mr. Hau, he states, “The lack of flow restricts hīhīwai to the estuary…The persistence of 

juvenile hīhīwai recruitment confirms the possibility for restoring native stream population if 

‘natural flow’ is restored. Stream restoration should be based on the needs of the slowest migrating 

animal such as hīhīwai” (Hau 2007:171). He also states that diversions may also be carrying 

hīhīwai larvae away from the ocean. Mr. Hau’s research presents statistics that a certain level of 

stream flow is required to ensure healthy migration and population for hīhīwai, ‘o‘opu, and ‘ōpae. 

Mr. Hau shared that in the 1920s and 1930s, residents who lived near streams would catch 

‘ōhua, which he relates as the young stage of the manini which has not gotten its stripes yet. The 

‘ōhua would be gathered before sunrise, prepared for the dry box, dried, then “eaten like candy” 

as Mr. Hau described. Hinana or the young ‘o‘opu would be prepared and eaten the same way. 

This information from kūpuna and older residents of East Maui helped Mr. Hau to identify 

population patterns. He also shared that ‘ōpae could be caught in lower streams, whereas today 

they are only caught in the mountain areas where the water is much cooler. Although there is still 

a reasonable population of ‘ōpae, they have adapted to the inconsistent stream flow caused by the 

water diversions. 
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In his declaration, Mr. Earl Smith Sr. from Kaupō recalls traditionally gathering ʻōpae, hīhīwai, 

and ʻoʻopu from Hanawī, Makapīpī, and Oneʻo Streams. Today, he can only find them in Hanawī. 

Near the coast, Mr. Smith would fish for moi, aholehole, manini, and enenue but has noticed a 

depletion of fish. There was once schools of enenue at the coast but Mr. Smith has noticed a 

considerable decrease which could be connected to the lack of stream flow that empties into the 

ocean. 

In her declaration, Mrs. Emily Wendt recalls going to the shoreline by canoe with her older 

brother to pick ʻopihi. They would typically go near the stream mouths of Wailuanui, Kopiliula, 

and Waiohue Stream to gather. Mrs. Wendt says gathering from the streams and fishing near the 

shore was the primary source of her familiy’s diet, as was the pattern in the old days where living 

off the land was the true meaning of survival. 

In his 22 May 2020 written statement, Mr. Perez shared that the increased stream flow in the 

past few years has had a positive impact on stream environments, ocean environments, flora and 

fauna, and natural resources available to traditional gatherers. 

 Habitation 

In the story, Ka Moʻolelo o Hiʻiakaikapoliopele, the young goddess stops at Maui whilst on her 

quest to retrieve Lohiau. Upon arriving in Wailua Iki, they came across a group of people 

celebrating hula in a hālau filled with men, women, and children. This story illustrates the 

concentration of people in Wailua Iki and also the extent and popularity of hula. Hiʻiaka first 

learned how to dance hula from her beloved friend Hōpoe in Keaʻau, Hawaiʻi.  

The great chief of Maui, Piʻilani, created an extensive, hand-fitted, basalt block road which 

extended about 60 feet, connecting Wailuku to Hāna. After his death, his son Kihapiʻilani, 

continued construction extending the road through Kaupō and across Haleakalā. It was called the 

Alaloa (Long Road) of Kihapiʻilani. The road provided ease of access around the island as well as 

a means of trade, commerce, and war time protection for the people of Maui. It allowed the people 

to send word of invading forces approaching the island.  

During the construction of the Alaloa, it was also believed that Kihapiʻilani constructed 

Piʻilanihale Heiau in Hāna. This heiau is considered the tallest in the entire archipelago. The size 

of the heiau suggests a large population present in East Maui that was capable of completing such 

a great structure. The Alaloa may have been an access way for all able-bodied men of Maui to 

commute and participate in its construction. The amount of men required for this construction also 

suggests that a large amount of food would have been needed to sustain them. 

In addition, Land Commission Awards demonstrate a high concentration of residents along the 

coast in Huelo and Ke‘anae. In their declarations, residents of East Maui, Mr. Earl Smith (from 

Kaupō) and Ms. Lyn Scott (from Honopou), remembers a time when they would wash their clothes 

in the stream. One can assume that this  not only meant a constant flow of water but, most 

importantly, clean water. Ms. Lyn Scott also remembers soaking hau in the stream in preparation 

for making cordage. Though she does not describe the process in detail, hau is usually soaked in 

water to remove slime from the bark and to separate the layers of bark. Once the bark is dried, it 

can be twisted to the desired ply.  
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In his 26 June 2018 interview, Mr. Garret Hew mentioned how natural disasters in East Maui 

had a negative effect on the environment and interrupted the natural flow of water. He spoke with 

residents of Hāna who shared that an earthquake caused the Mokulehua Stream water to seep into 

the ground rather than flow down to the ocean. Heavy rains and consequent floods have washed 

away ponds and in one particular instance, caused a landslide that completely took out a pond 

adjacent to Hāna Highway. These natural disasters could be clear evidence of habitation patterns 

in East Maui and areas that residents would avoid due to the possibility of floods or landslides.  

Ms. Davianna McGregor has done extensive doctoral research on the condition of Hawaiians 

in the first 32 years of direct U.S. rule over Hawaiʻi. In her declaration, she compared the 

conditions of Hawaiians who lived in urban Oʻahu with Hawaiians living in rural communities, 

such as as on Molokaʻi, the area of Hāna, and Waipiʻo on Hawaiʻi Island. Her studies focused 

primarily on traditional subsistence farming, fishing, hunting, and gathering practices in these rural 

communities. The practices observed by Ms. McGregor closely mirrored the customs and practices 

of ancient Hawaiians and though they are location specific, she found those practices to be 

“resilient and persistent.” 

In his 24 March 2020 interview, Mr. Young shared what could have possibly been a war 

strategy in Ho‘olawa Bay. He said the bay is big enough to hide war canoes and that if a war canoe 

was coming down from Hana, they could duck into a place like Ho‘olawa Bay to spend the night 

and replenish supplies, whether gifted or taken by force.  

Mr. Young also mentioned that there are vertically buried iwi kūpuna at the top of Honopou 

Stream. He believes it to be a metaphor; a person buried vertically looking out to sea can warn 

people on land of a canoe coming. The elements have since weathered and washed away a number 

of remains that Mr. Young recalled. 

In her 27 May 2020 written statement, Ms. De Naie mentioned historic properties that she 

knows of within the License Area. She shared that Lupi Road in Ho‘olawa/Huelo is shown on 

Kingdom era maps as an important traditional mauka-makai accessway. She mentioned Papa‘aea 

Road that passes through an area where LCA awards were made during the Māhele. A traditional 

trail mauka into the Honomanu license area was described by kūpuna, leading mauka from what 

is now Kaumahina State Roadside Park. She shared that the state land above the park towards 

Honomanu Gulch shows evidence of cultivation with “ulu trees and coco palms and some stone 

alignments.” 

Ms. De Naie continued that Pi’ina’au Road (around the Ko‘olau area) was known to have koa 

trees in the upper lands that were harvested and used to carve traditional canoes. This activity, she 

says, would leave remains of cultural use in the upper ditch areas that could uncover temporary 

shelters, tools, and possibly shrines. Pi‘ina‘au road was perhaps a traditional access road to the 

forested area used by canoe carvers and bird catchers. Ms. De Naie also mentioned that Wailua Iki 

road has sections that show evidence of traditional stone pavements described as part of Kingdom 

era trails. The Makapipi to Kopili‘ula Trail offers access to a rich native forest which was popular 

for its expanse of koa that were used for canoes. 
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 Mo‘olelo and Wahi Pana 

Many of the mo‘olelo and wahi pana reflect the abundance of aquaculture in East Maui and the 

importance of water. The tale “Hi‘u of Ko‘olau” describes two families in Ke‘anae who used to 

exchange food. The couple who lived makai would trade fish to the couple who resided in the 

mauka region for produce and vice versa. One day the woman from the shore gave her sister-in-

law a fishtail in exchange for bananas and sweet potatoes. Instead of complaining about the meager 

trade, the woman took the fishtail home and put it into a calabash. Overnight the couple dreamed 

about a shark, and when they awoke, they found a shark in the calabash. The couple freed the shark 

in an upland pool and during a heavy rain the shark was washed downstream. Today the shark 

lives in a cave near Ke‘anae wharf (Lueras 1983:92). 

In the legend of “Springs of Kāne,” the demi-gods Kāne and Kanaloa are searching for water 

to accompany their appetite for ‘awa. One of the first places they are known to have traveled on 

Maui is to the mountains of Ke‘anae. Kāne inserted his wood staff into the ground and a spring 

appeared. Author Martha Beckwith places these springs across from ‘Ōhi‘a Gulch beyond Ke‘anae 

(Beckwith 1970:65). The pair continue to travel east, forming springs and fishponds in Luala‘ilua, 

Kaupō, Kīpahulu, Waihe‘e, and Kahakuloa.  

In his interview 18 April 2020, Mr. Kyle Nakanelua also shares his views on the mo‘olelo of 

Kāne and Kanaloa. He refers to the spring as ‘Ōhi‘a and places it near Pākanaloa Heiau. The heiau 

consists of two platforms, but in recent years the area has been choked by hau. 

Because it was founded and formed by Kāne and Kanaloa. And I’m not talking 

about those magical, mystical gods. I’m talking about two real guys that actually 

existed, you know? And for me and my educational base their ancestors that are 

upon us, ancestors that were so great and from such a time, so long ago, that we 

have commemorated them to various landscapes across, you know, across this pae 

moku. But definitely on Maui that is one of their places that they have established. 

And if you think about establishing a spring—the establishment of a spring—it’s 

drinking water. Fresh, pure drinking water that is necessary for people to live. And 

so if you look at it, there’s a spring there, and then above the spring there’s a temple 

complex or let’s call it a church complex. Why do you need a church? You need a 

church because you have people. And people require [loud sigh] spiritual 

sustenance, you know, as well as food sustenance. So, there was an established 

ancient village there of where that was the central focal point. And if you look at 

the societies of the world—and everyplace—the center of society is the religious 

institution for a lack of a better phrase at this moment in time. So, the temple 

complex is called Pākanaloa or “the enclosure of Kanaloa” and it oversees and is 

connected to the well spring called ‘Ōhi‘a that was established by Kāne and 

Kanaloa who are notable ancestors that are always paired together. 

Author Martha Beckwith adds that Pākanaloa Heiau was erected in a place where violent 

thunderstorms occur and that this was a form of the god, Kāne-hekili. It is said that Kāne-hekili’s 

human form had one side of his body black and the other side white. Kahekili, the last ruling chief 

of Maui, was tattooed black on one entire side of his body to show that he belonged to the same 

family (Kirch 2012:248; Maly and Maly 2001:13). 
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Mr. Nakanelua also relates the wahi pana known as Ha‘aluea, a papa that extends just off the 

shoreline of Wailuanui. The reef was the ‘awe‘awe or tentacle of the great squid known as 

Ha‘aluea. The mo‘olelo behind it is that ‘Ai‘ai had cut off the tentacle, which later became 

petrified. The story stems from “Ku‘ula from Hāna.” It is said that Ku‘ula and Hina were called 

upon for assistance in Wailuanui. A leho was removed from a gourd that was given to ‘Ai‘ai, son 

of Ku‘ula. The leho was attached to a line and then lowered into the ocean where it emitted rich, 

beautiful colors that attracted Ha‘aluea. The large squid came out of its hole and appeared at the 

surface of the water where men in canoes surrounded Ha‘aluea. The men were frightened by the 

size of the squid and Ha‘aluea had every intention of killing everyone, but instead ‘Ai‘ai’s friend 

shoved a stone into Ha‘aluea’s head and cut off his arm, which now makes the papa today. 

Mr. Nakanelua also pointed out that various ponds are dedicated to mo‘o (lizard, water spirit) 

and there are ponds specific to puhi or eels. He relates: 

And there’s one stream that’s named after a mo‘o and that stream or that area—

stream rivulet is called Waiakakamilo, so “the water of Kamilo.” There’s another 

stream in the area of Waianu, I believe. It’s a big one. It’s a main tributary and it’s 

called Waiakuna or “the waters of Kuna” and that was a big puhi of that place, at 

that time.   

In her declaration, Ms. Kaui Kanakaʻole, an ʻōlapa (dancer) of Hālau o Kekuhi spoke of her 

passion of hula and the role it has played in her life as a mother, teacher, and kumu hula (hula 

teacher). She says: 

Hula has taught me about the many facets of our culture, from menial work to 

ritualistic prayer, from the bloom of a leaf-bud to the cycle of water in the forest, 

from obeying the request of an older sibling to embracing the transformation into 

yout god-self. Hula has given me an education that cannot be translated into any 

degree at a university and my family has solidified those teaching and anchored me 

spiritually and it is this inherited DNA that I pass on to my two children. 

Ms. Kanakaʻole mentions the saga of Pele and Hiʻiaka, when Hiʻiaka arrives at Kauiki in Hāna 

and chants about the Kauiki hill, Mokuhano and the freshwater spring of Punahoa. Ms. Kanakaʻole 

also mentioned stories of the gods Kane and Kanaloa and how they journeyed through East Maui 

“thrusting their staff” into the ground thus resulting in pools of freshwater across the region. Due 

to the abundance of freshwater, many people of the area admired and worshipped these gods. She 

tells the story of Kalemakuakaimano, a man who lived in Pauwalu: 

When he lived there, there was no spring, just the water from the river that would 

flow when there was alot of rain, however, because he constantly importuned Kane 

and Kanaloa as his gods, grew and ate the kinolau of these gods, they visited him 

one day. Att that visit he prepared a feast and chewed the awa for his gods and 

served them. In return Kane and Kanaloa thrust their staff and springs erupted out 

of the ground with a loud rumble that continued so one of the springs was closed 

up and the one that was flowing quietly was left.  
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The countless stories that mention water in the east Maui region show how invaluable it is for 

the environment and the people who reside there. Ms. Kanakaʻole explains the concept of Papaku 

Makawalu and how water is present in each level of the Hawaiian universe: 

Papaku Makawalu is a Hawaiʻi ontological knowledge system that assigns the 

Hawaiian universe to three Papa or houses of knowledge. The first of the three is 

Papahulihonua, which includes all of the earthly elements such as the ocean, 

volcanic processes, and the water cycle. Kane (and Kanaloa for that matter) is a 

vital component of Papahulihonua in his occupation as water, Kane is the entity in 

and of Papahulihonua that mingles continuously with elements of Papahulilani (the 

second Papa). Papahulilani is the atmospheric elements including the sun, weather, 

stars, planets, heavenly strata, and seasonality. The third Papa is Papahanaumoku. 

This papa is comprised of the living components with the biological intelligence of 

procreation. Those who belong to the house of Papahanaumoku are the direct 

beneficiaries of Kane. These individuals include everything from plants, to birds, 

to coral, to fish, to mea kolo (creepers), and kanaka (man). The house of 

Papahanaumoku also includes the activities that kanaka engage in, including things 

like hula and caring for the land. Kanaka functions including consciousness and 

inner conscious are also in the house of Papahanaumoku. Water is one of the few 

elements that easily traverse all three Papa. It is the nature of the water cycle that 

make it a part of Papahulihonua when it is on earth in the form of streams, springs, 

aquifers or even a puddle.  

In closing, Ms. Kanaka‘ole says the close relationship and dependent energy between element 

and kanaka must be maintained and nurtured so that “our island world lives and prospers.” 
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Section 7    Summary and Recommendations 

CSH undertook this CIA at the request of Wilson Okamoto Corporation. The research broadly 

covered the entire License area, including the license areas of Huelo, Honomanū, Ke‘anae, and 

Nāhiku. 

 Results of Background Research 

Background research for this study yielded the following results, in approximate chronological 

order: 

1. The License Area encompass the following ahupua‘a: Honopou, Mokupapa, Waipi‘oiki, 

Waipi‘onui, Hanehoi, West Hanawana, East Hanawana, Pu‘uomālie, Pāpa‘a‘ea, West 

Makaīwa, East Makaīwa, Honomanū, Ke‘anae, Wailuanui, Wailuaiki, Ko‘olau, and 

Pa‘akea.  

2. Makapipi, Hanawī, and Kapā‘ula in the Nāhiku license area; Waia‘aka, Pa‘akea, Puakea, 

Waiohue, Kopili‘ula, Pua‘aka‘a Tributary, East Wailuāiku, West Wailuāiki, Wailuānui 

(Waikani Waterfall), Kualani (or Hāmau), Waiokamilo, ‘Ōhi‘a (or Waianu), Palauhulu 

(Hauoli Wahine and Kano Tributaries), Pi‘ina‘au in the Ke‘anae license area; Nua‘ailua, 

Honomanū, Punala‘u (Kōlea and Ulunui Tributaries), Ha‘ipua‘ena in the Honomanū 

license area; and Puohokamoa, Wahinepe‘e, Waikamoi (Alo Tributary), Kōlea, Punalu‘u, 

Ka‘aiea, ‘O‘opuola (Makanali Tributary), Puehu, Nā‘ili‘ilihaele, Kailua, Hanahana 

(Ohanui Tributary or Hanawana or Hanauna), Hoalua, Hanehoi, Huelo (Puolua Tributary), 

Waipi‘o, Mokupapa, Ho‘olawa (Ho‘olawa ili and Ho‘olawa nui Tributaries), and Honopou 

(Puniawa Tributary) in the Huelo license area. 

3. According to mo‘olelo, in “The Epic Tale of Hi‘iakaikapoliopele,” retold by 

Ho‘oulumāhiehie, Hi‘iaka and her friend Wahine‘ōma‘o sail to Maui and travel to the 

windward side of the island. They stop in Wailua Iki Ahupua‘a where they encounter a 

group of people celebrating the hula. The hālau was filled with men, women, and children 

(Ho‘oulumāhiehie 2008:199). Hi‘iaka sees her cousin Kapokūlani (Kapo) in hopes of 

being invited in to eat and rest. Hi‘iaka offers a chant and this is when Kapo notices her 

‘ohana. It should be noted that Kapo is a goddess of sorcery on Maui where she acts as an 

akua noho. 

4. Kihapi‘ilani is the son of the ali‘i nui Pi‘ilani. Kihapi‘ilani is known for his lelekawa skills 

and for building a stone paved road around the island of Maui (Beckwith 1970). According 

to legend, Kihapi‘ilani fled from his brother and took up residence in Makawao but kept 

his identity a secret. He left Makawao after he was accused of being lazy and stayed in 

Kalaua‘ama in Ha‘ikū to obtain sweet potato growing skills. He later took his skill set to 

Kalaniwai and Wailuku.  

5. In the legend of Kāne and Kanaloa, the two demi-gods are in search for water to 

accompany their appetite for ‘awa. One of the first places the pair travel to is in the 

mountains of Ke‘anae where Kāne thrusts his kauila wood staff into the ground and a 

spring appears. According to author, Martha Beckwith, two holes can be seen across from 

‘Ōhia Gulch (1970:65). 
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6. ‘Ai‘ai, son of Ku‘ula the Fish God, instructed his friends to venture into the deep waters 

off Wailua Nui Ahupua‘a and kill the giant he‘e that lived there. Canoes were drawn and 

people came down ready. ‘Ai‘ai brough the hokeo and leho that his father gave him. The 

canoes and people sailed out. It was here that Ku‘ula and Hina were called upon for their 

assistance and the hokeo and leho were taken out and lowered into the ocean. The he‘e was 

attracted by the radiance the leho emanated, but due to its overwhelming size, scared the 

people. ‘Ai‘ai’s friend brought a stone with him and at the right time, shoved the stone into 

the head of the squid. The weight of the stone sunk the he‘e and one of the men cut off one 

of the tentacles of the squid. When the he‘e died, it turned into stone and a formation 

resembling a squid can be seen just outside of Wailua Nui (Thrum 1907:234-235). 

7. Of the 230 structures that Walker (1931) surveyed on Maui, 39 of the recorded heiau 

(Walker Sites 64 through 102) were documented in this portion of East Maui. Of the 39 

documented heiau sites, only one lies within the License Area.  This heiau is named Pu‘u 

o Koholā and was presumed to be located within the current Honomanū license area. Pu‘u 

o Koholā was listed as “destroyed/not found” by Walker (1931). 

8. The Alaloa (Long Road) of Kihapiilani or the Kihapiilani Highway, was constructed 

during the sixteenth century during the reign of Kihapi‘ilani. The chief is credited with 

completed the paved road from Hāna to Wailuku, which was initiated by his father, Pi‘ilani 

(Fleming 1933). The road provided a means of trade, commerce, and war time protection. 

9. Honomanū Valley was once the site of a large Hawaiian community. The residents of this 

area used the bay for canoe fishing and the uplands for agricultural terracing and house 

sites (Handy and Handy 1978). Another account states that many burials can be found in 

the upper reaches of the valley (Sterling 1998:109). 

10. Ke‘anae Peninsula is a lava plain that extends a mile into the ocean from Ke‘anae Valley. 

This area is known for lo‘i cultivation and still continues to celebrate a traditional Native 

Hawaiian lifestyle today (Handy 1940). 

11. The earliest estimation of occupation along the coastal region of East Maui is 

approximately AD 1200 (Haun et al. 2004). The abundance of traditional land divisions 

and place names between Hāmākua Loa and Hāna suggest habitation was extensive after 

initial establishment. 

12. Documentation regarding Native Hawaiian tenancy reveal that ocean resources were just 

as important as land products for sustenance. The preferred method of fishing was open 

ocean fishing for the people who lived along the coast of East Maui. In waters of ten or 

more fathoms deep, the favored technique was kākā or kūkaula. 

13. It has been noted that there was some rivalry between the ahupua‘a of Ke‘anae and 

neighboring Wailua Nui. This rivalry gave way to larger political battles concerning rule 

of Maui Island between the sons of Pi‘ilani (Kamakau 1992:22-29) and later the 

consolidation of power and unification of the Hawaiian Islands under Kamehameha 

(Group 70 International Inc. et al. 1995). 
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14. In 1778, after Captain James Cook’s ships returned from their North American 

explorations, the crew stopped in Hāna and encountered Hawaiians for the first time on 

board their ships (Cordy 2000:294). 

15. Prior to the establishment of the Hāna protestant mission in 1837, missionaries would visit 

East Maui once or twice a year. Hāna was considered to be “one of the most isolated places 

in these islands, remote and difficult to access” (Bishop 1861). The journey was made by 

horseback to Ke‘anae then traveled by canoe for the remainder of the trip. 

16. Māhele documentation exhibits that occupancy was dense in East Maui, especially in the 

Honopou, Mokupapa, and Ke‘anae regions. According to records, the land was used for 

traditional crops including lo‘i kalo, kula, potato growing, olonā, ‘ie, wauke, koa, ‘ulu, and 

‘ōhi‘a. In addition, many streams, ‘auwai, and loko i‘a  were claimed as well. A unique 

trait to this area was that specific areas including the sea shore, pali, government roads, 

and streams that contained ‘ōpae and ‘o‘opu were also claimed. 

17. The Māhele of 1848 set the precedent of private land ownership across the entire Hawaiian 

Island chain and Maui was no exception to the age of Western development. The Māhele 

enabled foreigners and foreign nationals to acquire land for the establishment of ranching 

and plantation operations, including any infrastructure projects that were to support these 

land-intensive industries. 

18. With the decline of the whaling industry in the mid- to late-1800s, the Hawaiian Islands 

attracted a new generation of entrepreneurs. Samuel T. Alexander and Henry Perrine 

Baldwin were prominent in this movement. Alexander was credited with using irrigation 

for improving sugar cane and banana yields (Dean 1950), while Baldwin’s father had been 

granted 2,675-acres of land in northwest Maui.  

19. In 1867, S.T. Alexander proposed a massive construction project to bring mountain water 

from the streams of East Maui to the Central Maui isthmus, where many sugar crops were 

experiencing drought (Kuykendall 1967:64). This would later be known as the East Maui 

Irrigation Company (EMI) ditch system (the EMI Aqueduct System). 

20. The digging of the irrigation ditch from East Maui to Central Maui was a great feat. 

Hundreds of men were employed at a time with food, shelter, and tools supplied to them. 

The work required brute strength as heavy timber for flumes would need to be transported 

from the main road to the upper reaches of the forest (Thrum 1877:39-42). The crew dealt 

with torrential rains and landslides. Sometimes workers hacked their way through the thick 

forests and were required to descend sheer cliffs by way of rope. 

21. In July of 1877, the first water began to flow through the ditch and reached Haiku 

Plantation 24 hours later. Approximately 60 million gallons of water per day ran through 

the ditch system. The system cost $80,000 and was paid for by Castle & Cooke. 

22. The EMI Aqueduct System has been in use for over 140 years and continues to collect 

water today for private and municipal entities. The EMI Aqueduct System contains 50 

miles of tunnels, 24 miles of open ditches, inverted siphons and flumes, approximately 388 

intakes, six reservoirs, and a solar powered radio telemetry system to monitor ditch flow. 
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The catchment begins at roughly 1,300 ft elevation and delivers water to Central Maui at 

an elevation of 1,150 ft, covering 18 miles from its western to eastern extent (ASCE 2001). 

 Results of Community Consultation 

CSH conducted two separate rounds of community consultation; one prior to the publication of 

the June 2019 CIA included in the DEIS, and the second in response to comments received on the 

DEIS.   

Although extensive consultation efforts were made in connection with the preparation of the 

June 2019 CIA, as detailed herein, few individuals or organizations agreed to participate (only 

three individuals agreed to be interviewed in connection with the preparation of the June 2019 

CIA), thereby leaving CSH to review the extensive testimony that had been submitted to CWRM 

in connection with the multi-year IIFS proceedings (which started in 2001 and had concluded in 

June 2018).  This rich source of information was valuable but of somewhat limited utility because 

it was based upon concerns about impacts that were reviewed and potentially addressed by CWRM 

through the June 20, 2018 IIFS Decision & Order (D&O). CSH’s second round of consultation 

was done in response to comments submitted on the DEIS that included the June 2019 CIA report. 

This consultation was targeted to those who had raised specific issues of a cultural impact nature. 

Although CSH sought to consult with some 14 individuals who wrote letters in response to the 

DEIS specific to the CIA, only five were willing to engage in consultation to further inform this 

CIA.   

During the preparation of the CIA for the DEIS, CSH contacted a total of 136 parties including 

the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA), the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD), the 

County of Maui, other agencies, Department of Hawaiian Homelands (DHHL) beneficiaries, 

Native Hawaiian Organizations (NHOs) and knowledgeable community members. NHOs 

consulted included: Aha Moku o Maui, Inc. (Ke‘eaumoku Kapu and Kyle Nakanelua); Kuloloi‘a 

Lineage – I Ke Kai o Kuloli‘a (Les Kuloloi‘a); Waiehu Kou Phase 3 Association (Roy Oliveira); 

Moku o Kaupō (Jade Alohalani Smith); and Aha Moku o Kahikinui (Donna Sterling). Of the 136 

parties consulted, a total of 15 people/agencies responded to the consultation letter. Three people 

participated in formal interviews. CSH initiated its outreach effort in November 2017 which 

included letters, phone calls, emails, and in-person interviews. Below is a list of individuals and 

agencies who shared their mana‘o (thoughts, opinions) and ‘ike (knowledge) about the License 

Area: 

1. Dr. Kamana‘opono Crabbe, Ka Pouhana – OHA 

2. Pomaika‘i Crozier. Conservation Manager – Pu‘u Kukui Watershed Preserve 

3. Skippy Hau, Kama‘āina (native born) and Aquatic Biologist – Division of Aquatic 

Resources – State of Hawai‘i 

4. Garrett Hew, Kama‘āina, Upcountry Maui farmer, and former East Maui Irrigation 

(EMI) employee 

5. Robert Hobdy, Retired naturalist and forester 

6. Roslyn Lightfoot, Director – Alexander & Baldwin Sugar Museum 

7. Kyle Nakanelua, Kama‘āina, Aha Moku o Maui, and kalo (taro; Colocasia esculenta) 

farmer 

8. Jerry Sakugawa, Upcountry Maui farmer 
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9. Sandy Takeshita, Upcountry Maui farmer 

10. Mahealani Wendt, Member of Nā Moku Aupuni o Ko‘olau Hui 

11. Mavis Oliveira-Medeiros, Kama‘āina of Hāna 

12. Dawn Lono, Long-time resident of Hāna 

13. Shane Sinenci, holds the County Council seat for the East Maui residency area 

14. Dorothy “Aunty Dottie/Kumu Kamalu” Kaho‘okele and ‘Ohana, Kama‘āina of Nāhiku 

15. Moses “Moke Boy” Bergau, Kama‘āina of Nāhiku 

Following public review of and comment on the DEIS, CSH conducted additional outreach to 

14 individuals or organizations including OHA, DHHL, Ha‘ikū Community Association, Maui 

Tomorrow Foundation, Hui o Nā Wai ‘Ehā, Mr. Daniel Grantham, Mr. Cody Nemet, Mr. Jordan 

Tabura, Mr. James Sagawinit, and the Medeiros ‘Ohana, all of whom had provided comments on 

the DEIS specific to the CIA. Although these individuals and agencies had provided comments 

about the June 2019 CIA, several did not respond to CSH’s request for consultation to further 

explore the issues raised in their comment letters. The following five individuals were kindly 

willing to engage in consultation as part of CSH follow up regarding DEIS comments: 

1. Kamakana Ferriera, Lead Compliance Specialist, OHA 

2. Wayne Tanaka, Public Policy Advocate, OHA 

3. Lafayette Young, Board Member, Ha‘ikū Community Association 

4. Lucienne de Naie, Vice-President, Maui Tomorrow Foundation and member, Sierra Club 

of Hawai‘i, Maui Group 

5. Albert Perez, Executive Director, Maui Tomorrow Foundation 

In addition to the community consultation during the preparation of the DEIS and following 

public comment on the DEIS, CSH asked permission to use declarations that were made by certain 

members of the community and members of Nā Moku Aupuni o Ko‘olau in connection with the 

contested case hearing held by CWRM on the Petition for Interim Instream Flow Standards. The 

declarations were given to CWRM in December 2014, several years prior to CWRM’s issuance of 

its final Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decision and Order issued on June 20, 2018, 

which established the current IIFS.  Although the declarations are part of the public domain, CSH 

attempted to contact each individual to obtain approval to include their declarations in the CIA. 

The following individuals approved use of their declaration: 

1. Dan Clark 

2. Jonah Jacintho  

3. Lezley Jacintho 

4. Kaui L. Kanaka‘ole 

5. Pualani Kimokeo 

6. Davianna McGregor, Ph.D 

7. Lurlyn Scott 

8. Earl Smith, Sr. 

9. Ty Kāwika Tengan 

Tabulated results of approved declarations that relay traditional cultural practices, which 

includes fishing, gathering, hunting, sites, traditional knowledge, and values, can be found in Table 
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14. Tabulated results of declarations that were not approved are arranged anonymously and can be 

found in Table 15. 

 Non-Cultural Community Concerns and Recommendations 

Based on information gathered from the initial community consultation conducted during the 

preparation of the DEIS, participants voiced the following concerns not related to the cultural 

context. These concerns were expressed prior to the CWRM D&O that was issued on June 20, 

2018: 

1. Community participant Skippy Hau noted that “not all lands belong to the State” and 

recommends that private lands should and need to be identified by signs and safe parking 

areas. In addition, many visitors and tour groups assume that most lands belong to the 

State, resulting in illegal trespassing. Mr. Hau also noted that rental cars regularly block 

Hana Highway creating and blocking traffic. 

2. Mr. Hau states that the EMI Aqueduct System requires mapping that shows the 388 

intakes, ditches, dams, pipes, and flumes. Each diversion should be located and identified 

accurately with GPS coordinates. Elevations should also be recorded. The amount of water 

moving through the system should be measured at specific locations within the EMI 

Aqueduct System as well. 

3. Other questions and clarifications from Mr. Hau included the following (please note that 

these questions were asked prior to CWRM’s June 2018 decision on the East Maui Interim 

Instream Flow Standards): 

a. Is the 20,000 gallons per day for Nahiku and Kula Agricultural Park a minimum? 

b. Isn’t the interim instream flow supposed to maintain a minimum flow for each 

stream? 

c. Will EMI property be clearly identified along the boundaries of State land? 

d. Please identify “settlements” along Hana Highway. 

e. Please clarify “diversified agricultural uses as it economically feasible.” The term 

is used but not clearly identified or the need for water. 

f. The three Department of Water Supply treatment facilities water use should be 

clearly identified. Please identify actual use, not maximum capacity. The reservoir 

capacities do not clarify actual water use. 

g. Please clarify abandoned diversion. Is the diversion and other structures to collect 

water removed and natural stream restored? Mr. Hau noted that historically 

structures and associated materials have been abandoned throughout East Maui. He 

recommends that debris and abandoned structures should be completely removed 

and/or buried. 

h. Mr. Hau recommends that concrete walls and control structures that are planned 

for full and permanent restoration should be completely removed and streams 

restored to their natural conditions. 

4. In addition, Mr. Hau relayed via email that he recommends a five-year lease with constant 

updates due to the fact that the project description lacks information on the amount of water 

flowing through the EMI Aqueduct System and the actual amount of water collected at 

each diversion and/or ditch without accounting for the factor of climate change. 
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5. Participant Kyle Nakanelua’s recommendations for this project were simply, “Follow the 

law! Support the law! File for your permit. There’s a policy and there’s procedures. Adhere 

to the policy and follow the procedures. And stop trying to circumvent it [the law] because 

you smart. You know, just be honest, be transparent.” 

Based on information gathered from the follow-up community consultation conducted after the 

publication of the DEIS, participants voiced the following additional concerns: 

1. Mr. Lafayette Young is concerned about restoring Honopou Stream to 100 percent and 

the effect that may have on the passageway under Hāna Highway. There are times when 

the passageway is blocked by debris carried downstream (mostly large amounts of hau) 

and Mr. Young and his neighbors are not able to make it home or leave their homes. Mr. 

Young says the passageway underneath the Hāna Highway cannot handle the full stream 

flow. 

2. Ms. Lucianne de Naie has already seen ground disturbing activities taking place within 

the License Area. She has also seen the overgrowth and extreme lack of maintenance to 

most ditch access roads and trails. She highly recommends that EMI conduct a proper 

AIS review of historic resources within the License Areas. 

3. Mr. Albert Perez shared that A&B/EMI should have been the responsible party to care 

for the natural resources but that invasive species have increased tremendously due to 

their lack of proper stewardship. 

 Cultural Community Concerns and Recommendations 

Based on information gathered from the initial community consultation conducted during the 

preparation of the DEIS, participants voiced and framed their concerns in a cultural context. These 

concerns were expressed prior to the CWRM D&O: 

1. Mr. Hau states that native gathering rights should be addressed. The gathering of ‘ōpae 

(general name for shrimp), ‘o‘opu (general name for fishes included in the families 

Eleotridae, Gobiidae, and Blennidae), and hīhīwai (endemic grainy snail; Neritinu graposa) 

continue throughout East Maui streams that are being diverted. 

2. Mr. Hau adds that State lands should be open to the public for hunting and gathering. The 

general public should have access for recreational activities such as hiking, scenic viewing, 

and swimming at waterfalls. 

3. Mr. Robert Hobdy voiced his concerns, which include that the EIS study should: 

a. Provide adequate stream flow to support diversified agriculture in the Hamakualoa 

and Ko‘olau region. 

b. Provide adequate stream flow to support indigenous fish, shrimp, and mollusk 

species in the Hamakualoa and Ko‘olau region. 

4. Participant Kyle Nakanelua is concerned with the act of diverting water. He explicitly 

states that “when those places dry up that adversely impacts the way of life, the cultural 

practice if you will” and it “adversely impacts the people’s way of life that live there.” 

To support this claim, Mr. Nakanelua states that ‘ōpae was once prevalent in the streams 

that flowed through their family property named Lakini. He relates that when he began to 

regularly clean the property, his grandmother would still catch ‘ōpae. He adds that today 

there is no ‘ōpae but there are prawns. When CSH asked if ‘ōpae was being over picked, 
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he replied “no” because “we were the only one there.” He also does not think the 

introduction of prawns are to blame but believes “that the flow of water is impactual” and 

has seen the water decline since 1989. 

5. A 2014 declaration provided by Dan Clark from Ke‘anae stated he needs cool, fast 

running water for optimal kalo production. Due to low stream flow results, there has 

been an increase in disease to his kalo, which decreases production. 

6. Jonah Jacintho states in his 2014 declaration that due to a lack of stream flow, fish 

populations have decreased therefore he cannot fish as much. To increase the population 

of ocean fish, fresh water is integral for spawning and nutrients. He also added that more 

water in stream beds would also increase ‘o‘opu, prawn, and hīhīwai populations. 

7. In Lezley Jacintho’s 2014 declaration, she states that due to lack of stream flows, her 

kalo production has declined due to root rot and other diseases. She adds that stream flow 

output is also important in the spawning of different species of fish. The lack of stream 

flow affects her gathering rights as a Native Hawaiian and her ‘ohana (family). Native 

species such as ‘o‘opu need fresh water to travel back upstream, which compromises 

their reproduction. Fish, hīhīwai, ‘ōpae, and ‘o‘opu populations are also scarce and many 

families cannot gather these resources, causing them to move away. Another concern Ms. 

Jacintho voiced is stagnate water, which causes leptospirosis and other bacteria. 

8. In her 2014 declaration, Kau‘i Kanaka‘ole describes the Papaku Makawalu framework , 

which incorporates traditional Hawaiian knowledge and mo‘olelo (stories) and connects 

it with wahi (place). Papaku Makawalu consists of three Papa or houses of knowledge 

(earth, atmospheric, and the living). In this case, Ms. Kanaka‘ole states that without 

water, none of the three Papa could exist. She shares mo‘olelo on O‘opuola Stream, 

Makapīpī Stream, Ka‘aiea Stream, and ‘Ōhia Stream. She points out that ‘Ōhia Stream 

was known for its healing powers and that the people of this area understood that this 

water was “special, sacred, kapu (taboo) and only to be used in unique circumstances.” 

9. Pualani Kimokeo states in her 2014 declaration that due to a lack of stream flow there is 

an increase in pocket rot and “guava seed,” which she describes as a growth on the taro. 

There are also apple snails in her lo‘i kalo, which she states like the warm water. She 

points out that farmers in Ke‘anae have to compete for water. 

10. In Earl Smith, Sr.’s 2014 declaration, he states that he recalls gathering ‘ōpae, hīhīwai, and 

‘o‘opu from Hanawī, Makapīpī, and One‘o Streams. He can only find these species in 

Hanawī Stream. Near the coast, he would fish for moi (threadfish; Polydactylus sexfilis), 

aholehole (Hawaiian flagtail; Kuhlia sandvicensis), manini (reef surgeonfish; Acanthurus 

triostegus), and enenue (chub; Kyphosus bigibbus) but has noticed a depletion of fish. He 

attributes this to a lack of stream flow that empties in the ocean. 

11. In Edward Wendt’s 2014 declaration, he states that he gathers and fishes in the streams to 

provide a protein source for his family, neighbors, and kūpuna (elders) who may be unable 

to gather for themselves. He also enjoys teaching traditional fishing practices and values 

to students. However, due to the lack of adequate stream flow, Mr. Wendt is unable to 

teach students how to mālama (to take care of) streams, fish, and gather. The diminished 

stream flow has negatively impacted the muliwai, fisheries, and his lo‘i kalo. Invasive 

species such as the apple snail and African tulip tree have infringed upon his lo‘i kalo. 
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Based on information gathered from the follow-up community consultation conducted after the 

publication of the DEIS, participants voiced the following additional concerns: 

1. Mr. Kamakana Ferreira, on behalf of OHA, suggests that A&B/EMI should commit to 

developing a procedure for addressing cultural access and keeping individuals informed 

of activities occurring in the License Area. He is aware that there may be potentially 

many more community members who were and are reluctant to participate in the 

consultation process so potential access impacts may be much greater than anticipated. 

2. Mr. Ferriera also shared that according to the Hawaiian Stream Habitat Evaluation 

Procedure (HSHEP) done as part of the DEIS, there is a potential for an 85% loss of 

habitat in streams not covered by the D&O when water is fully diverted.  The proposed 

action at these streams would have a direct impact on native stream and estuarine life 

throughout the region that would in turn potentially limit or foreclose the perpetuation of 

cultural practices, the intergenerational transmission of cultural knowledge, and the 

maintenance of traditional subsistence lifestyles. 

3. Mr. Lafayette Young shared that fish populations have been “severely impacted” since 

the end of sugar production on Maui. The rise of stream levels have scoured the banks 

releasing cubic tons of mud into the streams which empties out into the ocean.  

4. Ms. Lucienne de Naie mentioned many historic properties (archaeological sites) within 

the Ke‘anae license area. She said many sites she has seen for herself, but most are 

unrecorded. Ms. de Naie did not specify precise location of these sites. She is concerned 

that they could be inadvertently impacted or destroyed by road maintenance work, 

modification of intakes to meet stream flow standards, repairs to ditches, spill ways and 

other diversion structures, and the construction of new routes to bypass fallen trees.  

5. Ms. de Naie also shared that ditch repairs involve impounding volumes of stream water 

while repairs are being done, then releasing a large volume all at once. She is concerned 

that historic lo‘i, ‘auwai, and other culturally important resources downstream may be 

completely destroyed. 

6. Mr. Albert Perez says the increased flow due to lack of diversions and/or reduced 

diversions has had a positive impact on stream environments, ocean environments, flora 

and fauna, and natural resources available to traditional gatherers. He says the negative 

impacts of increasing diversions from the current amount needs to be evaluated. 

7. Mr. Perez mentioned that East Maui residents fish and gather from streams throughout 

the proposed lease areas and they report that the amount of stream water reaching the 

ocean has increased and so has the fish populations. 

8. Mr. Perez shared that collision with human-made structures is one of the primary causes 

of injury or mortality to ‘ōpe‘ape‘a (Hawaiian hoary bats). Snagging on barbed wire is 

the most significant source of reported mortality (Zimpfer and Bonaccorso 2010). Since 

acquiring the land from A&B in Central Maui, Mahi Pono has installed miles of fencing, 

and has used barbed wire on the top strands. Any impact on this species impacts those to 

whom ‘ōpe‘ape‘a are ʻaumakua. Impacts on any native species, including ‘ōpe‘ape‘a, 

have wide-ranging cultural impacts. 
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 Ka Pa‘akai Analysis 

7.5.1 Identification of Practices and Resources  

The Proposed Action constitutes the issuance of a long-term (30 years) Water Lease from the 

BLNR for the continued use of water from the Huelo, Honomanū, Ke‘anae, and Nāhiku license 

areas through the existing EMI Aqueduct System, which supplies water to domestic and 

agricultural water users. The Water Lease will enable the lessee to continue to enter lands owned 

by the State in order to maintain and repair existing access roads and trails used as part of the EMI 

Aqueduct System. It will allow continued operation of the EMI Aqueduct System to deliver water 

to the County of Maui DWS for domestic and agricultural water needs in Upcountry Maui, 

including agricultural users at the Kula Agricultural Park and the 262-acre expansion of the Kula 

Ag Park, and the Nāhiku community. It will also allow for the continued provision of water to 

approximately 30,000 acres of agricultural lands (formerly in sugarcane) in Central Maui to supply 

irrigation water for diversified agriculture.  

Article XII, Section 7 of the Hawai‘i Constitution obligates the State and its agencies “to protect 

reasonable exercise of customarily and traditionally exercised rights of native Hawaiians to the 

extent feasible when granting a petition for reclassification of district boundaries” (Ka Pa‘akai O 

Ka‘Āina v Land Use Commission, 94 Hawai‘i 31, 7 P.3d 1068 [2000]). Under Article XII, Section 

7, the State shall protect all rights, customarily and traditionally exercised for subsistence, cultural, 

and religious purposes and possessed by ahupua‘a tenants who are descendants of native 

Hawaiians who inhabited the Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778, subject to the right of the State to 

regulate such rights. In Ka Paʻakai, the Hawaiʻi Supreme Court set forth the framework for the 

State to protect these rights, requiring agencies, when making decisions that may impact cultural, 

historical, or natural resources or native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices, at a 

minimum, to make specific findings and conclusions on the following: 

1. The identity and scope of valued cultural, historical, or natural resources in the petition 

area, including the extent to which traditional and customary native Hawaiian rights are 

exercised in the petition area; 

2. The extent to which those resources—including traditional and customary native 

Hawaiian rights—will be affected or impaired by the proposed action; and 

3. The feasible action, if any, to be taken by the [agency] to reasonably protect native 

Hawaiian rights if they are found to exist. 

Based on information gathered from the cultural and historical background, and the community 

consultation, significant cultural resources were identified within the License Area as well as 

outside the License Area. It should be acknowledged that although some of the impacted cultural 

resources exist outside the License Area, what takes place within the License Area directly affects 

these cultural practices and resources. At present, there is documentation and testimony indicating 

traditional and customary Native Hawaiian rights are currently being exercised within the License 

Area, and cultural resources, practices, and beliefs were identified as currently existing within the 

License Area. In addition, East Maui, which includes the License Area and beyond the License 

Area, maintains a rich subsistence and cultural history. 

As noted above, the earliest initial occupation in East Maui is estimated at AD 1200 (Haun et 

al. 2004). The abundance of traditional land divisions and wahi pana spanning from Hāmākua Loa 
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to Hāna suggest that habitation continued to increase after initial establishment. Xamanek 

Researches conducted an AIS in 2000 of a parcel near the muliwai of Hanawana Stream. A 

charcoal sample from the study yielded a radiocarbon date of AD 1425 to 1665. In conjunction 

with mo‘olelo and ka‘ao, such material evidence indexes the importance of East Maui and its 

natural resources in supporting early inhabitants and traditional practices. Throughout this 

analysis, an effort is made to ground physical evidence within traditional cultural frameworks or 

knowledge systems. That is, understandings of East Maui’s ecological processes and 

anthropogenic activities have been informed by various traditional sources, including mo‘olelo, 

mele, or oli. As pointed out by anthropologist Laura Nader and reiterated by Dr. Kathleen Kawelu, 

“science is not free of culture; rather, it is full of it” (Kawelu 2015:6; Nader 1996: xiii). Several 

mo‘olelo, unique to East Maui,  provide key insights into the socio-cultural and socio-economic 

realities of pre-Contact life. Ka Mo‘olelo o Hi‘iakaikapoliopele relates how Hi‘iaka stopped in 

Wailua Iki and stumbled upon a crowd celebrating hula in a hālau filled with men, women, and 

children. This mo‘olelo exhibits the popularity of hula in this area as well as a burgeoning 

population in East Maui.  

Pi‘ilani, Mō‘ī of Maui, ordered to have a hand-fitted, basalt block road constructed, which 

connected Wailuku to Hāna. This road served as a trail for residents and was also accessed during 

times of war. During the last half of the eighteenth century, war occurred frequently. The road, 

along with canoe landings and inhabited places, were common sites for robbery and death for 

maka‘āinana. After Pi‘ilani’s death, his son Kihapi‘ilani continued the construction of the road, 

extending through Kaupō and across Haleakalā. It was called the Alaloa of Kihapi‘ilani, also 

known as the King’s Road. The amount of labor that went into the Alaloa suggests that there was 

a large population of able-bodied men to complete the trail. The caloric demands of such a 

workforce would have no doubt been significant, suggesting that a large amount of food also was 

available to sustain the workers. 

East Maui was and still is an ideal place to cultivate kalo based on the rich soils and the amount 

of annual rainfall.   The License Area contains various tributaries. Wet patches were located and 

still exist in the makai regions, while dryland kalo was planted in the mauka areas. Ke‘anae and 

Wailua Nui continue to be thriving regions outside of the License Area that still practice traditional 

taro farming reliant on License Area streams. 

‘Ōlelo no‘eau, mele, and oli all attest to the abundance of water, in addition to the resources 

available from the ocean and uplands. However, documents such as Land Commission Awards 

(LCA) and associated maps exhibit the expansive population of East Maui during the Māhele. 

Although most of the LCAs are outside of the License Area, it is important to emphasize that the 

water that runs through the License Area leads to these kuleana parcels, many of which are still 

kuleana properties held by the same families today. Land use was inventoried during the Māhele. 

Common uses and kuleana include residence, farming (lo‘i, kula, kīhāpai, pō‘alima, specific 

patches for olonā and hala), associated farm structures (pig pens), water ways (‘auwai, fishponds, 

streams, beaches, and the sea), forests, and infrastructure (government road, trails, foot paths). 

Land use records indicate that almost every property had at least one lo‘i kalo with some of the 

highest concentrations in the Huelo and Ke‘anae license areas, the latter still being an active 

community that continues the practice. Although the quantity of water matters for the community, 

velocity is also important. In his interview 13 April 2020, Mr. Kyle Nakanelua relates the 
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importance of having “a really crisp and vigorous flow” to the water because “that’s what keeps 

everything stimulated and alive,” which contributes to having a healthy stream and flow. Having 

water that is cold and constantly running are vital components of farming wet land kalo. 

In addition to kalo, pohole or the fiddlehead fern is also a staple in the diet for residents of East 

Maui along with watercress, ‘ulu, bananas, lū‘au, etc. Traditional subsistence is important to those 

who live in this remote area of East Maui as it not only is a reliable food source but ensures a 

healthy diet. Plants such as pohole and watercress are aquatic plants, which need an abundant 

amount of fresh, running water for optimal growth. Pohole is a wild plant that needs to be foraged 

and is widespread throughout the License Area. Pohole that is growing in or adjacent to tributaries 

that have limited and/or diverted water are most likely impacted gathering grounds.    

The water source for the East Maui streams came from the backside of Haleakalā, which 

supplies the streams with fresh water, providing an ecosystem for aquatic life. Fresh, brackish, and 

ocean resources were and continue to be an important food source for Native Hawaiians 

(McGregor 2007:109). Habitation patterns model settlement near the ocean, which implies that 

native Hawaiians settled close to their food sources such as the ocean and in areas that were viable 

for kalo growth. Native Hawaiian author and historian Samuel Kamakau relates that the people of 

Ko‘olau worshipped sharks “in order to be saved from being eaten by a shark when they went 

fishing” (Kamakau 1991:78). The favored method of fishing off of East Maui was the kākā and 

kūkaula methods. The kākā method required a hook and line and was utilized at a depth of 200 

fathoms. The kūkaula method also used hook and line but was employed at 50+ fathoms. Through 

interviews, informal discussions with community members, and CWRM declarations, it is evident 

that residents within and in the vicinity of the License Area rely heavily on fresh and salt water 

resources as a food source.  

Many community members stated that they formerly used stream fauna as a food source, 

however, due to the stream water being limited and/or diverted in conjunction with invasive 

species, it is now deemed an unreliable food source. ‘O‘opu, ‘ōpae, and hīhīwai were staples to 

East Maui residents’ diets. Kūpuna who lived near the streams in the 1920s and 1930s also caught 

and ate ‘ōhua and hinana, which were prevalent in tributaries. East Maui residents and those who 

intimately know the mauka regions of East Maui know where to gather these limited aquaculture 

resources. For example, in his interview 16 February 2020, State of Hawai‘i Aquatic Biologist 

Skippy Hau shared that at one time ‘ōpae could be found in streams spanning from mauka to 

makai. Today ‘ōpae can be found only in the mountain areas where stream water is cooler but have 

mostly adapted to inconsistent stream flows. Mr. Hau also shared that hīhīwai, one of the slowest 

migrating animals, utilize heavy rains and flash flooding to transport larvae into the ocean, so they 

can migrate upstream again over a period of time. However, fresh water is also needed to assist in 

this process. Although “the natural environment has a built-in capacity to respond and adapt to 

traumas and shocks (system resilience),” this capacity is not infinite (Minerbi 1975:8). Diverted 

streams, whereby the mauka-makai connection is severed, strain the resiliency of the stream’s 

ecosystem by inhibiting reproduction rates of freshwater animals as well as growth patterns. 

In addition, salt water resources are also being compromised by limited fresh water being 

emptied into the ocean, which is a vital component for propagation. In his declaration, Mr. Earl 

Smith, Sr. described that he would fish for moi, aholehole, manini, and enenue but has since 

observed a considerable decline in populations; he relates this to the lack of fresh water entering 
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the ocean. In his declaration, Mr. Jonah Jacintho also related that a lack of stream flow inhibits 

nutrients from mauka traveling makai, which creates warmer waters and an unfavorable ecosystem 

for fish, mollusks, and other ocean life to replenish. Although the License Area is not adjacent to 

the ocean, the ocean is directly affected because the fresh water that runs throughout the License 

Area is limited and/or being diverted. Modifications to flow, such as diversion, invariably result 

in a dramatic decline in ocean life by restricting nutrients that are carried via tributaries and 

emptied into the ocean, which are needed for healthy conditions and growth patterns. 

Based on the cultural and historical background presented above, in conjunction with 

archaeological evidence, oral histories, declarations, and interviews throughout East Maui, it is the 

finding of the current analysis that there are specific valued natural and cultural resources within 

the License Area. There is evidence of identified cultural resources and traditional and customary 

cultural practices associated with natural and cultural resources that are regularly exercised within 

the License Area, which includes the following activities and resources: 

1. Foraging, traditional, and generational gathering of freshwater species for personal 

consumption. These species include but are not limited to ‘ōpae, ‘o‘opu, pūpūlo‘i (also 

known as pūpū Pākē or Chinese snail), crayfish, prawns, and hīhīwai. 

2. Foraging, traditional, and generational gathering of plants that may be in or adjacent to 

tributaries for personal consumption. These species include but are not limited to pohole 

and watercress. 

3. Traditional and generational gathering of introduced plants that can be cultivated or foraged. 

These species include but are not limited to ‘ulu, bananas, wild kalo, wild lū‘au, guava, 

‘uala, ‘awapuhi, tī, oranges, hāhā, avocado, puakenikeni, and medicinal plants for lā‘au 

lapa‘au. 

4. Traditional and generational gathering of plants that can only be foraged. This includes but 

is not limited to pepeiao, various types of ferns (ornamental), and hau. 

5. Traditional and generational gathering of rocks that are used for traditional food 

preparation. These activities include but are not limited to imu and the production of stone 

tools for traditional food preparation (i.e., pōhaku ku‘i ‘ai). 

6. Traditional and generational fishing and gathering methods utilized for the shoreline and 

offshore. Species gathered include but are not limited to limu (seaweed), ‘opihi (limpets), 

lobster, enenue, kole, ulua, moi, aholehole, ‘anae, kumu, tako, moanakali, ‘ōmilu, 

‘ū‘ū/menpachi (soldierfish; Holocentridae), ‘āweoweo (Bulleye; Priacanthus meeki), 

pāpio, pa‘ananu, ‘ō‘io, uhu, lae, kala, black crab, hā‘uke‘uke, and kūpipi. 

7. Public comments provided on the Draft EIS discuss knowledge of, or visits to, 

archaeological sites in East and Central Maui. Specifically, public comments identify 

cultural sites in A&B/Mahi Pono agricultural fields of Hāmākua Poko and Hāmākua Loa, 

a legendary pōhaku in Wahinepe‘e, and Papanene Heiau. CSH archaeologists were unable 

to locate the legendary pōhaku in Wahinepe‘e or Papanene Heiau within the License Area 

during a field inspection (Yucha and Hammatt 2020). Out of respect for privacy and 

potential confidentiality of precise locations of cultural sites and practices, CSH did not 

probe community interview participants during the consultation period.  

Traditional and customary cultural practices and resources are further inventoried in Table 14 

through Table 16.  
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7.5.2 Identification of Impacts 

Once the valued cultural, archaeological, and historical resources within the License Area are 

identified, the second prong of the Ka Paʻakai analysis requires the agency to determine how any 

of the resources may be impacted by the proposed action. Impacts identified in the CIA included 

in the DEIS were as follows: 1) regional environment; 2) taro farming; 3) freshwater ecosystems; 

and 4) cultural sites. Following public review of and comment on the DEIS, CSH conducted 

additional outreach to 14 individuals or organizations and identified access by cultural 

practitioners as an additional potential impact. At the request of the project proponent, CSH also 

completed an analysis of potential impacts from climate change. The following impacts were 

identified during community consultation that occurred as part of this cultural impact assessment: 

Impact to the Regional Environment 

Participants in this study expressed broad interest and concern regarding environmental impacts 

related to changes in stream flow, the diversion of stream water, climate change, and ocean 

outflow. These concerns spanned the entire region of East Maui and in some cases also referenced 

Hāna and Central Maui as regions that stand to be impacted by the Proposed Action. Several 

participants advocated for a return to natural stream flow from mauka to makai, and are concerned 

that any disturbance to this flow has impacted and will continue to impact cultural practices in the 

region. Other participants noted both positive changes (increase in fish populations, increase in 

water flow rate for taro farming) and negative changes (increased erosion causing near-shore 

brown water and blockages of culverts from uprooted vegetation) to the regional environment 

since the halting of diversion after the closing of HC&S commercial sugar operations in Central 

Maui in 2016.  

Participants asked the following questions related to impacts on the regional environment: 

o How much water is being diverted at each location of intakes, ditches, dams, 

pipes, and flumes? 

o How much water is being diverted from East Maui to Central Maui? 

o Is climate change accounted for? 

 

Impact on Taro Farming 

A majority of participants who are taro farmers voiced their concern of the lack of water needed 

to maintain a healthy and productive lo‘i kalo or taro patch. A cold, vigorous flow of water is 

needed for the production of kalo. Without an ample amount of water continuously flowing, many 

taro crops have been subject to invasive species such as the apple snail, root rot, and other growths. 

Many taro farmers are unable to continue their traditional and generational cultural practice. In his 

13 April 2020 interview, Mr. Nakanelua points out that since the release order, Honomanū and 

several other streams have been flowing nicely, including Puohokamoa and Waikamoi. Pualani 

Kimokeo states in her 1 November 2014 declaration that due to a lack of stream flow there is an 

increase in pocket rot and “guava seed,” which she describes as a growth on the taro. There are 

also apple snails in her lo‘i kalo, which she states like the warm water. She points out that farmers 

in Ke‘anae have to compete for water. 
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Specific streams mentioned by community participants where this impact is identified include: 

Honopou (Puniawa Tributary), Waikamoi (Alo Tributary), Wahinepe‘e, Puohokamoa, 

Ha‘ipua‘ena, Punala‘u (Kōlea and Ulunui Tributaries), Honomanū, Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, 

Palauhulu (Hauoli Wahine and Kano Tributaries), ‘Ōhi‘a (or Waianu), Waiokamilo, Kualani (or 

Hāmau), Wailuānui (Waikani Waterfall), West Wailuāiki, East Wailuāiki, Kopili‘ula, Pua‘aka‘a 

(a tributary of Kopiliula Stream), Pa‘akea, Waia‘aka, Kapā‘ula, Hanawī, Makapīpī, and Waiohue. 

All but four of these streams (Wahinepe‘e, ‘Ōhi‘a (or Waianu), Kualani, and Waia‘aka) were 

addressed by the CWRM D&O (see Section 7.5.3). It should be noted that ‘Ōhi‘a (or Waianu) 

Stream and Kualani Stream are located below the EMI Aqueduct System and have never been 

diverted by EMI. 

Impact on Freshwater Ecosystems 

Several community participants voiced their concern regarding indigenous freshwater species 

that may be impacted by the act of diverting water. These species include but are not limited to 

‘ōpae, ‘o‘opu, pūpūlo‘i (also known as pūpū Pākē, or Chinese snail), crayfish, prawns, and hīhīwai 

(endemic grainy snail; Neritinu graposa), which are still gathered regularly by residents for 

personal consumption. Furthermore, community participants shared their concern about water not 

exiting stream beds and flowing into the ocean. This estuary environment creates an ecosystem 

where freshwater and saltwater species spawn and travel back upstream (such as ‘o‘opu) or 

continue to grow in the ocean.  

During the DEIS comment period, several community members noted that they observed a 

rebound in stream and ocean life following the full release of stream water for the identified taro 

streams in 2018 and the implementation of the IIFS. Commenters noted: “a return in akule (bigeye 

scad),” “more fish,” “flourishing fishponds,” “fish spawning in muliwai (estuary),” “many hukilau 

(community net fishing technique) feeding families abundantly,” and an “increase in stream flow 

and stream life” since full release in 2018.   

In his 22 May 2020 written statement, Mr. Perez notes that East Maui residents fish and gather 

from streams throughout the proposed lease areas and these residents report that the amount of 

stream water reaching the ocean has increased, and that fish populations have increased since EMI 

stopped diverting so much water.  

In his 24 March 2020 interview, Mr. Young shares that after sugar plantations closed, all the 

flowing streams began flowing at much higher levels than those to which the banks were 

accustomed. The rushing water starts scrubbing the banks and eroding the soil, causing more and 

more of the banks to be exposed. Consequently, the water carries the soil down where it empties 

into the ocean. Mr. Young explained that this is the first of the negative consequences and said the 

water has been “unbelievably dirty for the last 18 months” since the cane hasn’t been watered.   

In their 15 April 2020 written questionnaire, Mr. Ferreira and Mr. Tanaka of OHA commented 

that the end of sugar production did not result in immediate changes to stream diversions. Streams 

were slowly returned over the course of many years and various aquatic species’ life histories 

suggest that population changes caused by restored estuarine and stream habitat may need to be 

observed over several years. Thus, any changes or lack of changes to date may not necessarily be 

a reflection of the “ending of sugar production,” and positive changes due to the restoration of 

stream flow are likely still pending and will need to be observed over time.  
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Specific streams mentioned by community participants where impacts to freshwater ecosystems 

had been noted include: Wahinepe‘e, Puohokamoa, Ha‘ipua‘ena, Honopou (Puniawa Tributary), 

Punala‘u (Kōlea and Ulunui Tributaries), Honomanū, Nua‘ailua, Pi‘ina‘au, Waiokamilo, 

Wailuānui (Waikani Waterfall), Kopili‘ula, Pa‘akea, Kapā‘ula, Hanawī, Makapīpī, Waiohue, 

Waikamoi (Alo Tributary), Hanehoi, Palauhulu (Hauoli Wahine and Kano Tributaries), ‘Ōhi‘a 

(or Waianu), Kualani (or Hāmau), East Wailuāiki, West Wailuāiki, Pua‘aka‘a Tributary, and 

Waia‘aka. It should be noted that ‘Ōhi‘a (or Waianu) Stream and Kualani Stream are located below 

the EMI Aqueduct System and have never been diverted by EMI. 

 

Impact on Cultural Sites 

Several participants expressed knowledge of cultural sites within the East Maui region and 

within the License Area, including agricultural terraces, trails, legendary sites, and human burials. 

In  her written statement (27 May 2020), Ms. de Naie describes that she has personally seen the 

following: lo‘i kalo terraces at Ho‘olawa Stream (Ho‘olawa ili and Ho‘olawa nui Tributaries), 

Puolua Stream [Huelo Stream], Hanehoi Stream, Hoalua Stream, Hanawana Stream [Hanahana 

Stream], Nā‘ili‘ilihaele Stream, Nua‘ailua Stream, Pi‘ina‘au and further East; pre-Contact ‘auwai 

at various streams; a historic grave marker in the Pi‘ina‘au area; historic trails; terraces and 

platforms at various streams; remains of the abandoned 1882 Spreckels Ditch (cement supports) 

at Ho‘oloawa Stream; and structures that appear to be heiau or shrines at various streams. In his 

13 April 2018 interview, Mr. Nakanelua shares his knowledge of a heiau (pre-Christian place of 

worship) complex called Pākanaloa (in East Maui). The site consists of two platforms, but in recent 

years it has been choked by hau (beach hibiscus; Hibiscus tillaceus) and trash. The Redo family 

resides near the heiau where they operate a watercress farm. On their property is a spring known 

as ‘Ōhi‘a. In his 26 June 2018 interview, Mr. Hew recalled a few [archaeological sites] in 

Honomanū, including a small Chinese graveyard and a few more along Piʻinaʻau Road. He was 

told there was a ditchman who lived with his family in that area whose kuleana (responsibility) 

was to maintain the ditch and regulate the water. In his 24 March 2020 interview, Mr. Young 

shared that at the top of Honopou, iwi kupuna are vertically buried. Public comments provided on 

the DEIS by Mr. Perez also discuss the potential for impacts to archaeological sites in East and 

Central Maui. Specifically, Mr. Perez identifies cultural sites in A&B and/or Mahi Pono 

agricultural fields of Hāmākua Poko and Hāmākua Loa, a legendary pōhaku in Wahinepe‘e, and 

Papanene Heiau. CSH archaeologists were unable to locate the legendary pōhaku in Wahinepe‘e 

or Papanene Heiau within the License Area during a field inspection based on available 

documentation of these sites (Yucha and Hammatt 2020). 

Participants expressed concern regarding the proximity of these cultural sites to ditches and 

diversions, impacts from road maintenance work and repairs, and also suggest that past water 

diversion practices have increased stream bank erosion, thereby impacting cultural sites. 

Impact to Access by Cultural Practitioners 

Several participants identified on-going cultural practices such as gathering, fishing, and 

hunting activities within the License Area and their right to maintain access to these activities. 

Participants emphasized the need to identify and protect access to public land. Participants also 

discussed the potential for impacts from increased access to the region. No details regarding issues 
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with access, such as specific areas where access is needed, for specific cultural practices, or to 

specific cultural sites, were identified during consultation. 

Impact of Climate Change 

As far as potential impacts of the Proposed Action on climate change, in general, the United 

States Environmental Protection Agency states the following: 

Hawaii’s climate is changing. In the last century, air temperatures have increased 

between one-half and one degree (F). Warming in the oceans around Hawaii has 

damaged coral reefs, and, in recent decades, increased ocean acidity has threatened 

reefs and other marine ecosystems. Average precipitation decreased in the last 

century, reducing freshwater availability on some islands and affecting delicate 

land-based ecosystems, often harming native species. In the last 50 years, sea level 

has risen along Hawaii’s shores, increasing erosion and threatening coastal 

communities and infrastructure. (United States Environmental Protection Agency 

2016)  

A 2016 study on Climate Change Impacts on Cultural Landscapes in the Pacific West Region 

identifies the 86.24-acre Pu‘ukoholā Heiau National Historic Site on the northwest coast of 

Hawai‘i Island as susceptible to sea-level rise, particular the coconut grove, a contributing feature 

of the site (Melnick et al. 2016). Pu‘ukoholā Heiau National Historic Site is one documented 

example of impacts on low-lying coastal historic properties from climate change in Hawai‘i. 

A 2017 Hawai‘i Sea Level Rise Vulnerability and Adaptation Report identifies 3,130 acres on 

Maui that would be subject to chronic flooding due to 3.2 ft (0.97 m) of sea level rise. The study 

describes the socioeconomic impact of sea level rise that would include the displacement of 1,600 

individuals, the loss of 760 structures, and the flooding of 11.2 miles of roadway on Maui (Tetra 

Tech and DLNR Office of Conservation and Coastal Lands 2017).  

The study addresses cultural resources on the Island of Maui as follows: 

In addition to Native Hawaiian communities, many Native Hawaiian cultural and 

historical resources are located near the shoreline and are threatened by sea level 

rise. Coastal erosion already threatens areas that have served as burial grounds, 

home sites, fish ponds, and other places of cultural significance (Kane et al. 2012). 

The number of cultural sites on Maui in the SLR-XA is projected to increase from 

33 sites with 1.1 feet of sea level rise, to 48 with 3.2 feet of sea level rise. This 

includes an unnamed resource located along the coast in Ke‘anae. (Tetra Tech and 

DLNR Office of Conservation and Coastal Lands 2017:105) 

Cultural resources located within the chronic flooding area are already being impacted by sea 

level rise. Burial sites along the Hāmākuapoko District coastline, located approximately 15.0 km 

(9.3 miles) from the License Area, are being impacted by high surf and high tide events leading to 

the inadvertent exposure and discovery of human skeletal remains (SHPD 2019a, 2019b, 2020).  

As discussed by Tetra Tech and DLNR Office of Conservation and Coastal Lands (2017), the 

low-lying traditional landscape of Ke‘anae Peninsula in East Maui is particularly vulnerable to sea 

level rise. Potential cultural impacts could include impacts on near-coastal taro farming, freshwater 

ecosystems, cultural sites and coastal access by cultural practitioners. Sea level rise has the 
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potential to inundate lo‘i (taro fields) in or near coastal and historic structures or cause indirect 

impacts on water quality in coastal pond fields with the introduction of increased salinity. 

In his 26 June 2018 interview, Mr. Hew mentioned that natural disasters, like heavy rain, 

landslides, and earthquakes have also interrupted the natural flow of water. He said that locals of 

Hāna had told him stories about an earthquake that caused the Mokulehua Stream water to sink 

into the ground instead of flow down to the ocean. In another instance, he noted that heavy rains 

and big floods washed away ponds, like Makapīpī, where he once took his children swimming. 

Heavy rains caused a landslide that completely took out the pond adjacent to the Hana Highway 

and although a pond stands there today, it is now 200 ft below its original location.  

The License Area occupies elevations from approximately 30 m to 2286 m (100 ft to 7500 ft) 

above mean sea level. Therefore, cultural impacts related to sea level rise are not likely to occur 

within the License Area. Climate change has the potential to decrease rainfall amounts within the 

License Area, therefore causing a decrease in stream flow that could impact taro farming and 

freshwater ecosystems, although the flow requirements under the CWRM IIFS decision would 

remain intact. Climate change has the potential to increase the frequency and intensity of weather-

related events, such as tropical storms, hurricanes, and brush fires. These unpredictable events 

have the potential to impact taro farming and freshwater ecosystems. The climate-related impacts 

described have the potential to occur irrespective of any water lease. 

7.5.3 Recommended Mitigation  

Once impacts to valued cultural, archaeological, and historical resources within the License 

Area are identified, the third prong of the Ka Paʻakai analysis requires the agency to identify what, 

if any, feasible measures can be taken to protect the resources. The CIA included in the DEIS 

described potential impacts to the regional environment, taro farming, freshwater ecosystems, and 

cultural sites. For impacts to the regional environment, taro farming, and freshwater ecosystems, 

the CIA deferred to other qualified professionals to offer recommendations for mitigation. This 

updated CIA includes discussion of two additional impacts (access by cultural practitioners and 

climate change) as well as the mitigation recommendations that have been provided by qualified 

professionals within the technical studies prepared for the EIS. These studies include the field 

surveys and habitat modeling conducted by Trutta Environmental Solutions, Inc., the terrestrial 

flora and fauna study prepared by SWCA Environmental Consultants, and the social impact 

assessment prepared by Earthplan. Mitigation recommendations also include pertinent information 

from the CWRM D&O for impacts to taro farming. For those impacts falling within CSH subject 

matter expertise, CSH offers specific recommendations based upon community consultation, 

technical knowledge, and relevant research. The mitigation provided in this CIA has the potential 

to mitigate cultural impacts of the Proposed Action. 

Recommendations for Regional Environment Impact  

Field surveys and habitat modeling conducted by Trutta Environmental Solutions, Inc. (Parham 

2019) as part of the EIS for the Proposed Action support the IIFS flow restoration scenario in 

improving instream habitat conditions for native amphidromous stream animals. Native species 

habitat that were evaluated as part of the study included ‘O‘opu nākea (freshwater fish family 

Gobiidae), ‘O‘opu alamo‘o (freshwater fish family Gobiidae), ‘O‘opu naniha (freshwater fish 

family Gobiidae), ‘O‘opu nōpili (freshwater fish family Gobiidae), ‘O‘opu akupa (freshwater fish 
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family Eleotridae), ‘Ōpae kala‘ole (freshwater shrimp), ‘Ōpae ‘oeha‘a (freshwater prawn), and 

Hīhīwai (freshwater snail).  

The terrestrial flora and fauna study prepared by SWCA Environmental Consultants (2019) as 

part of the EIS has determined that the Proposed Action, specifically the diversion of water within 

the existing EMI Aqueduct System, will have no impact on terrestrial flora and fauna resources, 

nor will the Proposed Action increase habitat fragmentation over current conditions subject to 

avoidance and minimization measures.  

The terrestrial flora and fauna study recommended the following avoidance and minimization 

measures to address impacts to flora (SWCA Environmental Consultants 2019:24): 

• A botanical monitor should be on-site during any maintenance activities on cliffsides, 

near waterfalls, and in other native species-dominated areas to ensure that no listed or 

candidate species are impacted.  

• To avoid the unintentional introduction or transport of new invasive species into more 

pristine portions of the License Area during aqueduct maintenance activities, all 

equipment and vehicles arriving from outside the License Area should be power washed 

and inspected prior to any maintenance activities and any time equipment is relocated on 

cliffsides, near waterfalls, and in other native species-dominated areas in the License 

Area. 

• Construction material arriving from outside Maui should also be washed and/or visually 

inspected (as appropriate) for excessive debris, plant materials, and invasive or harmful 

non-native species (plants amphibians, reptiles, and insects).  

• When possible, any raw material used in maintenance activities should be purchased 

from a local supplier on Maui to avoid introducing non-native species not present on the 

island. 

• Inspection and cleaning activities should be conducted at a designated location. The 

inspector must be a qualified botanist/entomologist able to identify invasive species that 

are of concern relevant to the point of origin of the equipment, vehicle, or material.   

The terrestrial flora and fauna study recommended the following avoidance and minimization 

measures to address impacts to fauna SWCA Environmental Consultants 2019:24-25): 

• Regular on-site staff should be trained to identify special-status species with the potential 

to occur on site and should know the appropriate measure to be taken if they are present. 

• If tree trimming occurs in the ‘i‘iwi, Maui parrotbill and crested honeycreeper range (as 

defined by SWCA Section 5.2.5) from November to June, a qualified biologist should 

survey the trees for active nests of these species. 

• If a downed tree must be removed from a road, trail, or other passageway, it should be 

inspected for the presence of active bird nests, specifically the nest of an MBTA-

protected species, that may have been present prior to the tree falling. If an active nest is 

found, it should be protected in place until the chicks fledge. 
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• If a Hawaiian goose, Hawaiian stilt, or Hawaiian coot is observed in the area during 

construction activities, all activities within 100 ft (30 m) of the species should cease, and 

work should not continue until the species leaves the area on its own accord. 

• If a Hawaiian goose nest is discovered, all activities within 150 ft (46 m) of the nest 

should cease, and the USFWS should be contacted. Work should not resume until 

directed by the USFWS. 

• If felling of standing trees occurs during the bat breeding season, direct impacts could 

occur to juvenile bats that are too small to fly but too large to be carried by a parent. To 

minimize this impact, no trees taller than 15 ft (4.6 m) should be trimmed or removed 

between June 1 and September 15. 

• The use of barbless top-strand wire is recommended for all fence construction to avoid 

entanglement of Hawaiian hoary bat. 

• A qualified biologist should work closely with the USFWS and monitor ESA-listed 

damselflies to ensure activities do not have a negative impact. 

The terrestrial flora and fauna study recommended the following avoidance and minimization 

measures to address impacts to seabirds (SWCA Environmental Consultants 2019:25): 

• Construction activity should be restricted to daylight hours as much as practicable during 

the seabird peak fallout period (September 15 to December 15) to avoid the use of 

nighttime lighting that could attract seabirds. 

• All outdoor lights should be shielded to prevent upward radiation. This has been shown 

to reduce the potential for seabird attraction. A selection of acceptable, seabird-friendly 

lights can be found online at the Kauai Seabird Habitat Conservation Program website: 

http://www.kauai-seabirdhcp.info/lighting-homes-businesses/. 

• Outside lights not needed for security and safety should be turned off from dusk through 

dawn during the fledgling fallout period (September 15 to December 15). 

 

The terrestrial flora and fauna study recommended the following avoidance and minimization 

measures to address impacts to the Blackburn’s Sphinx Moth (SWCA Environmental Consultants 

2019:37): 

• A biologist familiar with the species should survey areas of proposed activities for 

Blackburn’s sphinx moth and its larval host plants prior to work initiation. Surveys 

should be conducted during the wettest portion of the year (usually November–April or 

several weeks after a significant rain) and within 4 to 6 weeks prior to construction. 

Surveys should include searches for eggs, larvae, and signs of larval feeding (chewed 

stems, frass, or leaf damage). If moths or the native aiea  (Nothocestrum spp.) or tree 

tobacco over 3 feet tall are found during the survey, USFWS should be contacted for 

additional guidance to avoid take.  

• If no Blackburn’s sphinx moth, aiea, or tree tobacco are found during surveys, measures 

should be taken to avoid attraction of Blackburn’s sphinx moth to the project location to 

http://www.kauai-seabirdhcp.info/lighting-homes-businesses/
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prohibit tree tobacco from entering the site. Tree tobacco can grow greater than 3 feet tall 

in approximately 6 weeks. If it grows over 3 feet, the plants may become a host plant for 

Blackburn’s sphinx moth. Therefore, any tree tobacco less than 3 feet tall should be 

removed. The site should be monitored every 4 to 6 weeks for new tree tobacco growth 

before, during, and after any proposed ground-disturbing activity. Monitoring for tree 

tobacco can be completed by any staff, such as groundskeeping or regular maintenance 

crew, provided with picture placards of tree tobacco at different life stages. 

The social impact assessment prepared by Earthplan as part of the EIS has recommended the 

establishment of “Core Working Group” comprised of geographic communities, environmental, 

agricultural, and business interests, and public agencies. The group would serve as a forum for 

exchanging ideas and collaborative efforts, as well as provide feedback and suggestions to Mahi 

Pono. Each member of the Core Working Group would be expected to reach out to their own 

networks to extend the discussion beyond the Core Working Group.  While there would likely be 

strong differences in perspectives and opinions, the Core Working Group would need to find ways 

to establish core principles, common ground and manageable solutions. 

The social impact assessment also recognizes that East Maui residents have a unique 

relationship with the Proposed Action. While impacts are first and foremost culture-related, they 

are also entrenched in a social context that provides the basis for this mitigation recommendation. 

The social impact of diverting water is generational, one that has affected livelihoods, family 

cohesion, the ability to integrate with environment for food gathering and recreation, resource 

stewardship, and personal connections or disconnections with values inherent in their lifestyles.   

For the Keʻanae – Wailuanui community to move past historical impacts, the social impact 

assessment recommends that there needs to be established a point of departure.  Mitigation needs 

to go beyond the physical restoration of streams.  It needs to address the social context and include 

apology and reconciliation.  This needs to be done within a cultural foundation that binds the 

community together, and key players, including Mahi Pono, public agencies and elected officials.  

The manner and forum for this process should be defined by cultural leaders integral to the process. 

In addition to the recommendation provided by the other technical studies conducted as part of 

the EIS, CSH recommends that the Proposed Action include monitoring and public reporting of 

stream flow volumes. At present, the CWRM D&O requires EMI report on changes in stream 

diversions and ditch settings as irrigation requirements increase. EMI also maintains a system of 

optical encoders with float tape and data loggers within the EMI Aqueduct System. The 

information obtained is reported to CWRM on a monthly basis. CSH recommends that this system 

is maintained and upgraded as needed in order to report accurate information on stream flow and 

diversion amounts to the community.  

Recommendations for Taro Farming Impact 

The CWRM has ordered full restoration of water flow to streams that supply water to active 

taro farming areas. Fully restored streams include the following list, with streams where the Taro 

Farming Impact was identified in bold:  

• Honopou (Puniawa Tributary);  

• Huelo (Puolua) 
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• Hanehoi 

• Pi‘ina‘au  

• Palauhulu (Hauoli Wahine and Kano Tributaries)  

• Waiokamilo 

• Wailuānui (Waikani Waterfall) 

• Waiohue 

• West Wailuāiki 

• Makapīpī 

The CWRM ordered full restoration of these streams primarily to mitigate impacts to water 

flow to taro growing areas or for community and non-municipal domestic water use. These streams 

will remain fully restored and diversions will not be permitted. Therefore, cultural impacts to taro 

farming from water diversion at these locations have been mitigated. 

The CWRM has ordered full and partial restoration of streams it concluded to have the potential 

to benefit greatly from the restoration of flow to 64% of the median base flow, which generally 

represents the flow necessary to restore 90% of the habitat in a stream, based on the biological 

diversity and habitat that already exists. Habitat flow restoration includes the following list, with 

streams where the Taro Farming Impact was identified in bold:  

• Punala‘u (Kōlea and Ulunui Tributaries) 

• Honomanū 

• Kopili‘ula 

• Waikamoi (Alo Tributary) 

• East Wailuāiki 

The CWRM ordered habitat flow restoration to allow stream species to flourish and reproduce, 

benefitting not only the natural environment but also allowing for better opportunity for the 

exercise of traditional and Hawaiian rights. These streams will be restored to 64% of the median 

base flow in perpetuity, which is intended to minimize cultural impacts to taro farming from water 

diversion at these locations. 

The CWRM has ordered connectivity flow restoration in various streams with low biological 

rating or those that do not have the potential to improve drastically with increased flows. 

Connectivity flow is 20% of the instream flow. Connectivity flow restoration includes the 

following list, with streams where the Taro Farming Impact was identified in bold: 

• Puohokamoa 

• Ha‘ipua‘ena 

• Nua‘ailua 

• Pa‘akea 
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• Kapā‘ula 

• Hanawī 

• Pua‘aka‘a Tributary 

According to the CWRM D&O, none of these streams have registered diversions for taro 

cultivation, nor is taro cultivation known to occur on these streams. No additional information 

specifically regarding taro diversions on these streams was gleaned through the community 

consultation conducted for this CIA.  

In order to further address impacts on taro farming, CSH recommends that the Proposed Action 

include monitoring and public reporting of stream flow volumes. At present, the CWRM D&O 

requires EMI to report on changes in stream diversions and ditch settings as irrigation requirements 

increase. EMI also maintains a system of optical encoders with float tape and data loggers within 

the EMI Aquduct System. The information obtained is reported to CWRM on a monthly basis. 

CSH recommends that this system is maintained and upgraded as needed in order to report accurate 

information on stream flow and diversion amounts to the community. 

The social impact assessment prepared by Earthplan as part of the EIS has recommended that, 

for the Ke‘anae – Wailuanui community to move past historical impacts, mitigation needs to go 

beyond physical restoration of streams and include apology and reconciliation that involves 

cultural leaders, the community, and key players, including Mahi Pono, public agencies, and 

elected officials.  

Recommendations for Freshwater Ecosystems Impact 

Field surveys and habitat modeling conducted by Parham (2019) as part of the EIS for the 

Proposed Action support the IIFS flow restoration scenario in improving instream habitat 

conditions for native amphidromous stream animals. Native species habitats that were evaluated 

as part of the study included ‘O‘opu nākea (freshwater fish family Gobiidae), ‘O‘opu alamo‘o 

(freshwater fish family Gobiidae), ‘O‘opu naniha (freshwater fish family Gobiidae), ‘O‘opu nōpili 

(freshwater fish family Gobiidae), ‘O‘opu akupa (freshwater fish family Eleotridae), ‘Ōpae 

kala‘ole (freshwater shrimp), ‘Ōpae ‘oeha‘a (freshwater prawn), and Hīhīwai (freshwater snail).  

In order to further address impacts to freshwater ecosystems, CSH recommends that the 

Proposed Action include monitoring and public reporting of stream flow volumes. At present, the 

CWRM D&O requires EMI to report on changes in stream diversions and ditch settings as 

irrigation requirements increase. EMI also maintains a system of optical encoders with float tape 

and data loggers within the EMI Aquduct System. The information obtained is reported to CWRM 

on a monthly basis. CSH recommends that this system is maintained and upgraded as needed in 

order to report accurate information on stream flow and diversion amounts to the community. 

Recommendations for Cultural Sites Impact 

CSH recommends any persons who are required to entire the License Area as part of the 

Proposed Action or alternatives be made aware of the potential for discovery of undocumented 

surface historic properties such as walls, trails, terraces, mounds, and/or caves. These structures 

should be avoided, protected, and reported to the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD). 

The SHPD will determine if additional mitigation is required.  
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In the event that human skeletal remains are identified within the License Area as part of the 

Proposed Action or alternatives, any work in the immediate vicinity of the remains will be stopped 

and the discovery will be immediately reported to the SHPD (during regular business hours) or to 

DOCARE (outside of regular business hours) and to the Maui Police Department (to include 

notification to the medical examiner) in accordance with HAR §13-300-40. 

In the event that a historic property other than a burial is inadvertently discovered within the 

License Area as part of the Proposed Action or alternatives, work in the immediate area will be 

halted and the SHPD will be notified as soon as possible in accordance with HAR §13-280-3. The 

SHPD shall gather sufficient information to evaluate the significance of the historic property. 

This recommendation aligns with recommendations that were made for the Waikamoi Preserve 

during a cultural-historical study of East Maui (Maly and Maly 2006). 

Recommendations for Access by Cultural Practitioners Impact 

Public access to the License Area is currently limited to permitted access by hunting groups 

and hiking clubs. Access to the Ko‘olau Forest Reserve Hunting Units, which include portions of 

the Huelo, Honomanū, Ke‘anae, and Nāhiku license areas, is managed by the Department of Land 

and Natural Resources (DLNR) Division of Forestry and Wildlife. In order to hunt in these areas, 

hunters must first obtain a license from the DLNR and an EMI Permit/Waiver. Access to the 

hunting units is managed by EMI through eight existing access roads. Hunters are permitted to 

enter the areas by vehicle but must traverse most areas by foot. Hiking is also a permitted 

recreational use within the License Area and is limited to hiking clubs. Hiking access requires a 

Hiking Waiver from EMI. 

Access to the License Area is limited for the safety of entrants. For hunters, hunting grounds 

are limited to one hunting party per hunting area, as regulated by the DLNR. The hiking groups 

that currently access the License Area, Sierra Club Maui Group and Mauna Ala Hiking Club, enter 

the License Area by foot and are guided by a club hiking expert with a manageable number of 

people.  

In their 15 April 2020 written questionnaire response, Mr. Ferreira and Mr. Tanaka of OHA 

recommend that the DEIS should consider an array of approaches to mitigate potential impacts on 

practitioner access and use of the License Area, such as the maintenance of a consultation list of 

willing practitioners that can be used to communicate with and accommodate these individuals 

and their networks.  Notably, this may help the water lease lessee foster a respectful relationship 

with cultural practitioners and potentially reduce the likelihood of conflict between the lessee and 

cultural practitioners.  With an established procedure to handle cultural access, the water lease 

lessee or the State should also consider signage that encourages cultural use pursuant to the State 

of Hawai’i Constitution, Article XII, to prevent undue harassment by any form of on-site security 

or enforcement personnel. 

CSH recommends that the access policy for the License Area include access by cultural 

practitioners via a similar process in use for hiking groups or via a consultation list of willing 

practitioners as suggested in comments received by Mr. Ferreira and Mr. Tanaka of OHA. Any 

access policy will need to be developed in consultation with the landowner (the State) and the 
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water lease lessee and in consideration of applicable law related to traditional and customary 

Native Hawaiian rights. 

Mr. Ferreira and Mr. Tanaka of OHA also responded that given the ongoing compliance issues 

in Nā Wai ‘Ehā, access not only for cultural practitioners, but for others and the State to ensure the 

opportunity to provide objective monitoring of IIFS compliance (and conditions of the D&O) is 

critical. In his 22 May 2020 written statement, Mr. Perez notes that since the amount of water 

diverted has been reduced, people have grown accustomed to being able to enter public trails in 

the lease areas without restriction. Increased diversion and maintenance of the ditch system will 

reduce this access unless steps to ensure unrestricted access are taken. In his 24 March 2020 

interview, Mr. Young recalls the situation with the Super Ferry and how locals from off-island 

would take the Super Ferry to Maui and aggressively pillage and scavenge land and fishing spots. 

He mentioned people taking water-worn pōhaku to use for imu. Mr. Young shared that there are 

three families, the Kapani, Kaleialoha, and Kekahuna’s, in Honopou. To counteract this problem, 

the families installed a gate to the shoreline to limit access to land owners served by the road, and 

only these families were given a key for entry. 

Recommendations for Climate Change Impact 

The 2017 Hawai‘i Sea Level Rise Vulnerability and Adaptation Report recommends a statewide 

approach to preserve Native Hawaiian culture and communities with sea level rise that includes: 

1) develop an archipelagic-wide inventory of Native Hawaiian cultural resources and practices 

impacted by sea level rise; 2) work with Native Hawaiian Communities to develop a culturally-

based adaptation process and protocols to preserve iwi kūpuna and Native Hawaiian cultural 

resources and practices with sea level rise; and 3) develop adaptation plans to preserve access to 

coastal lands and water within Native Hawaiian communities with sea level rise (Tetra Tech and 

DLNR Office of Conservation and Coastal Lands 2017:238-240). 

7.5.4 Summary of Mitigation Recommendations 

Mitigation recommendations were developed based upon community consultation that occurred 

as part of this cultural impact assessment, the CWRM D&O of June 20, 2018, CSH research and 

expertise, and the other technical studies that were prepared for the EIS. In general, recommended 

mitigation includes specific monitoring, training, inspecting, communicating, and reporting 

measures that have been proposed by CWRM, CSH, and other technical studies.  

CSH offers specific recommendations summarized as follows: 1) continue monitoring and 

public reporting of stream flow volumes through maintenance and upgrades to the existing system 

of optical encoders with float tape and data loggers within the EMI Aqueduct System; 2) notify 

and ensure appropriate training of any persons required to enter the License Area as part of the 

Proposed Action or alternatives regarding the potential for discovery of undocumented cultural 

sites and the procedures for reporting such finds; 3) facilitate access via an appropriate access 

policy and procedure for cultural practitioners who wish to enter the License Area to practice their 

traditional and customary Native Hawaiian rights in accordance with applicable law.  

Consistent with the spirit and intent of the process surrounding cultural impact assessments, 

CSH also recommends that any further amendments to the Proposed Action and its potential 

impacts on the identified cultural resources, practices, and beliefs be fully vetted with the 
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potentially affected community by engaging relevant stakeholders in discussion.  Such discussion 

would keep the community informed while inviting feedback on approaches to addressing 

potential impacts and exploring alternatives and appropriate mitigation measures. 

The mitigation measures suggested in this CIA have the potential to mitigate impacts of the 

Proposed Action on the cultural resources, practices and beliefs described. 

7.5.5 Analysis of Project Alternatives 

No Action Alternative 

The No Action alternative is understood as the termination or non-issuance of the subject Water 

Lease. Under this alternative, A&B would continue to use 30% of the water from the larger 50,000-

acre Collection Area based on previous agreements. 

The No Action alternative includes the diversion of 30% of the water from the larger 50,000-

acre Collection Area. Therefore, impacts related to the diversion of water may apply, but to a lesser 

extent than with the Proposed Action. The IIFS stream flow standards established by the CWRM 

June 2018 decision would still apply under the No Action alternative. Potential impacts, as 

discussed in detail in relation to the Proposed Action, include regional environmental impact, taro 

farming impact, freshwater ecosystem impact, cultural sites impact, impact on access by cultural 

practitioners, and climate change impact.  

Appropriate mitigation measures under a No Action alternative would be similar to those 

recommended for the Proposed Action, except access requests would be made through the State 

(as the landowner), and not also to a Water Lease lessee.  

Water Sources Alternative 

The Water Sources alternative is understood as the decision to obtain water from new sources 

other than from the diversion of East Maui streams into the existing EMI Aqueduct System. These 

sources could include new wells, desalinization facilities, and reservoirs located on Maui Island. 

The Water Sources alternative has the potential for cultural impacts on the areas where new 

sources of water are obtained. Potential cultural impacts could be far-reaching as these new 

facilities would likely require ground disturbance, land clearing, and/or changes to coastal 

environments on Maui Island. Impacts related to the diversion of water as discussed in relation to 

the Proposed Action would not apply to the Water Sources Alternative. However, the development 

of new water sources has the potential of project-related ground disturbance, and therefore the 

possibility of impacts on cultural sites, including iwi kūpuna, could arise.  

Recommended mitigation for cultural impacts related to the Water Sources alternative would 

include a cultural impact study for the specific location or region of Maui Island in which this new 

infrastructure is installed.  

Water Lease Volume Alternative 

The Water Lease Volume alternative is understood as a modification (reduction) to the volume 

of water diverted from East Maui streams to some amount less than the amount permitted under 

the IIFS established by CWRM in the June 2018 Decision and Order. 
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The Water Lease Volume alternative has the potential for cultural impacts related to the 

diversion of water that may apply to a lesser extent than with the Proposed Action. These impacts, 

as discussed in detail in relation to the Proposed Action, include regional environmental impact, 

taro farming impact, freshwater ecosystem impact, cultural sites impact, impact on access by 

cultural practitioners, and climate change impact. Appropriate mitigation measures for a Water 

Lease Volume alternative are similar to those recommended for the Proposed Action.   

Lease Terms Alternative 

The Lease Terms alternative is understood as a modification to the length of the proposed lease 

term for the “right, privilege, and authority to enter and go upon” the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, 

Honomanū, and Huelo license areas for the “purpose of developing, diverting, transporting, and 

using government owned waters” through the existing EMI Aqueduct System. The Proposed 

Action constitutes the issuance of one long-term (30-year) Water Lease, and this alternative 

considers either a shorter or longer lease term. 

The Lease Terms alternative has the potential for cultural impacts related to the diversion of 

water that may apply to an equal extent as with the Proposed Action. These impacts, as discussed 

in detail in relation to the Proposed Action, include regional environmental impact, taro farming 

impact, freshwater ecosystem impact, cultural sites impact, impact on access by cultural 

practitioners, and climate change impact. Recommendations for mitigation related to the Lease 

Terms alternative are similar to those recommended to mitigate impacts under the Proposed 

Action.  

Management Alternative 

The Management alternative is understood as a change of the entity that manages the diversion 

of water from East Maui streams. 

The Management alternative has the potential for cultural impacts related to the diversion of 

water that may apply to an equal extent as the Proposed Action. These impacts, as discussed in 

detail in relation to the Proposed Action, include regional environmental impact, taro farming 

impact, freshwater ecosystem impact, cultural sites impact, impact on access by cultural 

practitioners, and climate change impact. Recommendations for mitigation related to the 

Management alternative are similar to those recommended to mitigate impacts under the Proposed 

Action. 

Modified Lease Area Alternative 

The Modified Lease Area alternative is understood as a reduction in the size of the License 

Area from that of the Proposed Action, which includes approximately 33,000 acres (13,355 

hectares) of the Huelo, Honomanū, Ke‘anae, and Nāhiku license areas. At this point it is not known 

what exact License Area will be included in the lease document that goes to public auction.  

However, it is anticipated that the ultimate License Area could be smaller than the originally 

contemplated 33,000 acres, but would be sufficient to preserve the operation of the EMI Aqueduct 

System in terms of water collection capabilities and the structure of the System itself, as well as 

the safety of the employees who maintain and operate the System. This smaller footprint could 

enable greater public access to the watershed area, but that access and management would fall 

under the jurisdiction and control of DLNR Division of Forestry and Wildlife (DOFAW). 
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As of the 2020 Revocable Permit, the Hanawi Natural Area Reserve (NAR), consisting of 

approximately 7,500 acres, within the Nāhiku License Area was removed from the Revocable 

Permit area. No portion of the EMI Aqueduct System lies within the Hanawi NAR. It is anticipated 

that the ultimate License Area under the Proposed Action will not include the Hanawi NAR.   It is 

unlikely that the removal of the Hanawi NAR from the License Area will result in additional public 

access to the area, as NAR rules restrict public access. This may not be true for other areas that the 

State may decide to remove from the License Area going forward.  

Under this Modified Lease Area alternative, the overall acreage of land under the Water Lease 

would be reduced in size, returning active management of public lands to DLNR-DOFAW. 

Generally, impacts related to the diversion of water as discussed in detail in relation to the 

Proposed Action (regional environmental impact, taro farming impact, freshwater ecosystem 

impact, cultural sites impact, access by cultural practitioners impact, and climate change impact) 

are anticipated to be similar under this alternative as under the Proposed Action, and similar 

mitigation measures would be recommended. However, any impacts and related mitigation 

measures related to access within the License Area would fall under the jurisdiction of DLNR-

DOFAW, and the consultation recommended by OHA and endorsed in this CIA would need to be 

with DLNR-DOFAW rather than the lessee of the Water Lease.  
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Appendix A    Kyle Nakanelua Transcription 

Cultural Impact Assessment, East Maui Irrigation Water Lease renewal Project, Cultural 

Surveys Hawai‘i (CSH) interview with Kyle Nakanelua (KN), at the Kahului Starbucks, on 

13 April 2018 

CSH: CSH Researcher 

KN: Kyle Nakanelua 

CSH: Alright, I got it starting. Hope it doesn’t pick up too much of this outside stuff. Okay so, 

let’s start with your name. 

KN: Kyle Nakanelua. Kyle K. Nakanelua.  

CSH: Ok. And your birth date? 

KN: Tenth September, 1959. 

CSH: And where were you born and raised?  

KN: Born and raised Honolulu, Hawai‘i. Seventeen years. Four years military service. 1982 moved 

to Maui.  

CSH: What part of Maui? 

KN: Wailuku. 

CSH: Ok. 

KN: And yeah, been here ever since. 

CSH: Can you tell me a little bit about your parents? Your mom, your dad? 

KN: My mom is Barbara Jean Rodrigues born and raised on O‘ahu. Her father is from Kokomo, 

Maui. Her mother was born in Portugal and came over on the boat and was raised in Maui. And 

my father is Paul Hanai Nakanelua, Jr. Born and raised Wailua Village on Maui. The greater area 

called Wailua Nui. 

CSH: Ok, alright do you have siblings? 

KN: I have an older sister and I have a younger sister. 

CSH: Oh ok, right smack dab in the middle. Surrounded by women. 

KN: Yeah. Only boy, black sheep, the whole deal. 

CSH: Ok you were saying you’re a…ok let’s back up a little bit. So, you went to military and after 

the military you went to like a fire academy or something? 

KN: No, I got a job. I was in the fire academy in the military. And then I got a job here on Maui 

for DOT - Airports Division as a fireman. Did 30 years and retired. 

CSH: Nice. Ok…so tell me about your connections to this area.  

KN: To this area. Ok. 
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CSH:…Or to the project area. 

KN: So, the moku, so the project area or the moku which is an ancient land division, so there are 

12 on Maui, 12 moku. And one of those moku is Ko‘olau and it is that whole project area falls 

within this land division called Ko‘olau. And within the Ko‘olau there are all these ahupua‘a and 

then one of which is the Wailua-Keanae land division, from mauka to makai. Um, my connection 

to this place is through my dad, through his mother, through her ancestors. And we go back to, 

going through my notes…before the Kamehameha dynasty, we lived in that area. I spent summers 

and winter breaks with my grandparents and my sister and my older cousin. Spending time with 

the old people, working in the taro fields.  

CSH: Oh, so grandma and grandpa put you to work? 

KN: Oh yeah [laughing]. 

CSH: Wow. 

KN: Well it wasn’t work, it was a way of life! For them it was. So, working the taro fields…going, 

gathering…gathering food products from the…from all the rivers and streams ‘ōpae, ‘opihi, 

hīhīwai. 

CSH: Oh, you guys have hīhīwai?!  

KN: Oh yeah. 

CSH: I’m jealous! Yummy. 

KN: Yeah. Pohole just all the natural food products that exist out there. We gathered and that was 

a way of life. 

CSH: You guys caught ‘o‘opu too? 

KN: Caught ‘o‘opu.  

CSH: Ate that too? 

KN: ‘O‘opu it used to be more prolific in this area,,,but not as much as it used to be. And I’ve seen 

it. As a young child, ‘o‘opu was like prevalent in the streams  

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: And now it ain’t. I believe there still their there but I used to see them before I don’t see them 

anymore. 

CSH: Sad. So, what was the typical day like when you were with grandma and grandpa? You guys 

wake-up . . .  

KN: Yeah, get up, clean up, house chores, and then…yard chores or farm chores. The farm was 

away so it’s either weeding the taro patch, cutting the grass, pulling the taro, helping clean up all 

the – you know when you harvest the taro there’s always left-over work, right? There’s - you got 

to move the roots, you got to move the cut huli, just all of these…just farming tasks. Yeah. So, we 

would participate in. Everything is manual labor. Nothing was machines. So, there was always 

[laughing] work to do. 

CSH: Do you know what varieties of kalo? 
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KN: Basically, we knew the two major varieties of Lehua and Moi.  

CSH: Ok. 

KN: There’s many other varieties that I can name but those - I mean, when we were growing up - 

those were pretty much the varieties we had.  

CSH: And then, did you guys go fishing? Makai? 

KN: Yeah, so the fishing that we went to was my grandmother and them did the fishing. We 

weren’t fishers.  

CSH: Ok. 

KN: They fished for the little fish, the ‘ōhua.  

CSH: Oh, ok. Yeah, yeah, yeah. 

KN: They fished for little eels the way they did it. How they put the palu in the hand and then the 

small eels would come in and they would grab them and stuff like that. We participated in picking 

‘opihi. 

CSH: Ok. 

KN: And certain types of limu.  

CSH: How would you guys, like if you…would you eat it for lunch or dinner? 

KN: Yeah, take it home clean it and then have it for dinner and then what was ever leftover we 

would have it for lunch the next day. 

CSH: How would you guys prepare it? Would you guys fry it? 

KN: ‘Opihi was raw. Hīhīwai was soup.  

CSH: Oh. 

KN: Um, the fish was dried or fried. ‘O‘opu was steamed, yeah. 

CSH: Interesting. What about the limu? For poke? 

KN: Just on the side. Just as a condiment. You just add them in.  

CSH: Cool. Do you know of any mo‘olelo of the area - like myths, legends? 

KN: There’s a lot of them. So there are various ponds that are dedicated to the mo‘o and there are 

various streams that are dedicated to puhi. And there’s one stream that’s named after a mo‘o and 

that stream or that area--stream rivulet is called Waiakakamilo, so “the water of Kamilo.” There’s 

another stream in the area of Waianu, I believe. It’s a big one. It’s a main tributary and it’s called 

Waiakuna or “the waters of Kuna” and that was a big puhi of that place, at that time. 

CSH: Did you guys ever swim in those or was it like, kapu? Because… 

KN: No, below the waters of Waiakuna is a pond called Lala‘au, AKA Ching’s Pond. We swam 

in that one. But we didn’t swim too much in the ponds because the land that we take care of, my 

grandmother’s ancestral lands, there’s little ponds in there so we just swam in those. 
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CSH: Nice, nice. Yeah, yeah. Ok. Any trails in the area? 

KN: So, there’s the muliwai, which is the water that is left over at the bottom - that whole area is 

called the muliwai. It’s at the end of the village road and from that place to Wailua Iki which is 

that little harbor on the opposite….right around the corner from the muliwai there is a trail called 

Kamapua‘a out there. Also there’s another mo‘olelo about big papa or reef area that exists just off 

of the shore line, outside of Sammy Akina’s place. It’s called Ha‘aluea and that was the ‘awe‘awe 

or the tentacle of the great squid called Ha‘aluea and it was cut off and then became petrified by 

‘Ai‘ai. And that is associated to the mo‘olelo called “Ku‘ula from Hāna”  

CSH: Ok. Yeah. Did you guys… 

KN: And that is Ha‘aluea is…it’s a…. traditionally, we call it a papa, but it’s a big shelf. It’s a reef 

and it looks like a big arm  

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: It’s a fish breeding ground - that’s what it is. It’s because it’s a reef system you got little fish, 

and bigger fish, and bigger fish, and ‘opihi and everything is out there. And it’s like… 

CSH: Is there like an outlet from the stream that goes out there? Or springs? 

KN: Well, the muliwai is here so it feeds this area with that fresh brackish water.  

CSH: Ok, so it is a…. 

KN: And then Ha‘aluea is outside of that so the thing is just one big feeding ground and it’s where 

they breed, its where they spawn…it’s where -they just grow. You know and when the growth gets 

so big then they move on to the next. Yeah and they just keep moving on. 

CSH: Nobody fishes over there though? 

KN: All the people over there fish over there.  

CSH: They do fish over there? 

KN: Yeah. 

 

CSH: Ok. 

KN: They take their zoris out and yeah pretty much. But the people that go there, they’re the ones 

that go there. Nobody…I don’t go there [laughing].  

CSH: Yeah, yeah. Got you. Alright. Ummm. Let’s see, what about any archaeological sites or 

cultural, or historic sites, burial sites? 

KN: I think the major archeological site is the heiaus that are behind the school and the name of 

that heiau complex- it is actually a complex, yeah - there are couple of platforms but it’s called 

Pākanaloa and it oversees - if you clear all the hau and all that rubbish out there, it will oversee 

this little gulch like where the Hāna road passes through and it’s the Redo property. The Redos’ 

live there now. They have a watercress farm, but on that farm, they have the spring called ‘Ōhi‘a 

and that spring is, I would say it’s an archaeological site as well -  you know - that’s [inaudible] 

generations old. Because it was founded and formed by Kāne and Kanaloa. And I’m not talking 
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about those magical, mystical gods. I’m talking about two real guys that actually existed, you 

know? And for me and my educational base they’re ancestors that are upon us, ancestors that were 

so great and from such a time, so long ago, that we have commemorated them to various landscapes 

across, you know, across this pae moku. But definitely on Maui that is one of their places that they 

have established. And if you think about establishing a spring - the establishment of a spring – it’s 

drinking water. Fresh, pure drinking water that is necessary for people to live. And so if you look 

at it, there’s a spring there, and then above the spring there’s a temple complex or let’s call it a 

church complex. Why do you need a church? You need a church because you have people. And 

people require [loud sigh] spiritual sustenance, you know, as well as food sustenance. So, there 

was an established ancient village there of where that was the central focal point. And if you look 

at the societies of the world - and everyplace - the center of society is the religious institution for 

a lack of a better phrase at this moment in time. So, the temple complex is called Pākanaloa or “the 

enclosure of Kanaloa” and it oversees and is connected to the well spring called ‘Ōhi‘a that was 

established by Kāne and Kanaloa who are notable ancestors that are always paired together. So, I 

think yeah if that ain’t an archaeological I don’t know what is [laughing].  

CSH: Do people still go up there or it’s choked with hau? 

KN: It’s choked with hau there’s - it’s on what they call hui land there are numerous family owners 

of which my grandmother was one of them…um….and the place does still exist. It was cleaned 

maybe about 10-15 years ago. There was this guy from Kīhei rounded up a bunch of people - I 

don’t know if they were hooked up with the Sierra Club or anything- they went inside, they cleaned 

everything up. I helped cleanup a couple of times and it opened it up pretty good. I don’t know the 

state that it is in now but it’s just you know you have to go through the school, State of Hawai‘i 

Department of Education school property you got to go into everybody else’s property, you know.  

CSH: Oh, ok, ok. So, there’s no easement or anything? It’s just. . .  

KN: Well the easement is as it always was, right? Well I mean everyone had access to these kinds 

of areas and you were careful about how you entered and how you exited.  

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: You were careful about what you did when you were there. You know, trying to get - in this 

system of things we live in now in order to go in places you gotta get permits, you gotta get 

insurance. Who the hell can afford insurance?  

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: You know, this liability stuff because if they get hurt no one like be liable and all this stuff so 

the system is setup to not support the re-institution of these kinds of cultural treasures.  

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: Yeah. 

CSH: Do you know if those people who cleaned up the complex mapped it or anything?  

KN: I believe it was mapped by Walker them. You know in that book “Sites of Maui” and stuff. 

It’s all mapped out inside there. 
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CSH: Ok…umm…let’s see. So, we talked a little bit about gathering. Mauka, makai. Um. I’m 

trying to think…what about hunting or surfing?  

KN: I gathered shrimp, ‘ōpae in the streams. There used to be a lot of ‘ōpae in the streams that 

flow through our property and that’s all but declined. It’s all but gone.  

CSH: When did you see that decline? 

KN: When I was a kid, when we used to go there as kid, there was always ‘ōpae in the streams. 

Always. We used to get ‘ōpae for eat dinner. I definitely, there was….when I came back in ‘89 

and started to clean the area there was some…still yet, cause my grandmother would go into the 

bush and she would get ‘ōpae for use to eat and…there isn’t any now.  

CSH: None? 

KN: None, none. There’s some prawns.  

CSH: Those big ones?  

KN: Big ones. There’s prawns now but I - there’s no ‘ōpae. There’s no small ‘ōpae.  

CSH: So, do you think the decline is because of over picking or overusing?  

KN: Nah. No, there’s no way you could over pick that place. No way. We were the only ones 

there.  

CSH: [Laughing] Or the prawns? Do you think it was the introduction of the prawns or…? 

KN: I mean, I heard people say that. I heard people say that, you know that possibly. But I don’t 

know who tested that and…there was so much ‘ōpae. I don’t think those - you know when we talk 

about prawns how many was in this pond that I saw today that’s this big right here? Five. So those 

five prawns ate all that ‘ōpae… 

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: I don’t think so. You know? I do know that the flow of water is impactual on there and I have 

seen the flow of water decline from when I started in 1989 till today, I have seen it decline.  

CSH: In grandma’s patch or just all over? 

KN: Well. All over, yeah? I mean coming as kids, all the streams were always full of water. But 

when I came back in ‘89 I noticed that maybe two flowed. When I started working in ‘89 in the - 

going back to the patches, consistently, at least three times a week – Honomanū, never flowed. 

You know I thought that was pretty unusual but it never flowed unless it was like torrential rains.  

CSH: Torrential rains? 

KN: You know. That’s the only time I saw it flow. 

CSH: Wow. 

KN: But now ever since the release order, it’s been flowing regularly.  

CSH: Ok. 
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KN: There’s been a nice flow so several other streams have been flowing nicely ever since the 

release order. Puohokamoa I know is one, um, Waikamoi is another one. Our place…maybe a little 

bit more than when I first went out there. But I’ll tell ya, I remember going out there in ’89. It was 

definitely less than when I was a kid.  

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: And then I started to see it go down even more after that, and then I don’t know I guess it’s 

kind of reasonable now.  

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: But it’s not like it was when I was a kid and at those particular points. And I came here in the 

summer. 

CSH: Yeah. Oh yeah? 

KN: No rain… 

CSH: No rain? 

KN: …and in the winter! And I spent more summer time here and that water was always flowing 

in the summer. It was a significant flow, yeah? So, it’s not about, it’s not about the kahawai being 

6 feet wide and 4 feet deep and there’s water in it. It’s about the water in it has a velocity behind 

it. 

CSH: Yeah/ 

KN: So it’s not that its 6 feet wide of water and 4 feet deep. Its X amount wide and X amount deep 

but there’s a really crisp and vigorous flow to it. You know, and that’s what’s important. That’s 

what keeps everything stimulated and alive - that I’ve seen. If you talk about a healthy stream flow, 

that was a healthy stream.   

CSH: Well that’s also vital for the farming of lo‘i kalo. 

KN: Yeah, absolutely.   

CSH: So, you guys need that too, right?  

KN: Absolutely.  

CSH: Did you guys do dry land? 

KN: No, I just do wet land. 

CSH: Why, because you guys have the water right? [Laughing] It only makes sense.  

KN: [Laughing] Or even beyond that, that is what was handed to me. They gave it to me and said 

here. Tag, you’re it. So ok. 

CSH: So, you still mālama that place?  

KN: Oh yeah. 

CSH: And your ‘ohana comes with you? Your sisters go out there? Your cousins?  
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KN: No mostly it’s me. Once in a while - so my daughters in school on O‘ahu, my son is trying to 

develop a life for himself out here. Once in a while they come back and you know we go and we 

do the work - continue the work.   

CSH: Yeah. Do you have mo‘opuna too? 

KN: No, no. 

CSH: Not yet [laughing]. But eventually if you do they’ll make their way there too. 

KN: If - you know it’s definitely their prerogative. I think, I think their parents will have in a say 

in their going to have to [CSH laughing].  

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: I think so. And who wouldn’t? 

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: Especially in this day and age. Maybe in my time when I was growing up it was like who 

would want to. But nowadays there’s a whole different value system on those kinds of things. 

There is actually a desire to go out there and do those things.    

CSH: Yeah, absolutely. 

KN: In my time the last thing you wanted to do was go work on a farm. You know.  

CSH: Yeah. So, no one lives at the house and stuff over there? 

KN: So…so the property where the farm is at there used to be a house on it. That was my 

grandmothers’- grandmothers’ house - or grandparents’ house. When she got older she bought 

another property below in the village and that property belongs to my cousin.  

CSH: Oh, okay. 

KN: And they do not live there, so I basically take care of the old family homestead.  

CSH: Yeah. So, you still get your kalo from there and you pound poi or. . .  

KN: No, I use grinder.  

CSH: Oh, ok, ok, ok. 

KN: [Laughing] Use grinder. 

CSH: So, you make poi and pa‘i ‘ai? 

KN: Yeah I, um….Aloha Poi is my taro outlet where I send all my taro to. Whenever I have it.  

CSH: Ok. 

KN: I am looking for…I have used other sources. I’ve been on a two year …it’s been a two-year 

non-production of taro because I have been inundated with feral hogs.  

CSH: Ohhhh. Wow. 

KN: Wiped out the whole place. Everything, everything. One acre of all taro, all gone.  

CSH: [Gasps] Oh my gosh. 
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KN: For two years, so I’m just making a comeback. I have a crop that’s…that I’m going to harvest 

within about a month or two. But the rest is just growing back. Yeah, they destroyed everything. 

So, I had to fence off the whole property.  

CSH: You have neighbors? 

KN: No. 

CSH: No? Ok, ok. 

KN: So – we - this property is at a place that the inside people know. The name of the property is 

called Lakini and its our family homestead. And it’s on the ridge of Wailua. Above the village 

yeah? About what, I don’t know--what is that about 300 feet, 400 feet above the village? 

CSH: I’m sure other people must have the same issue with the pigs though? 

KN: Oh yeah, they’re all in the village right now.  

CSH: Oh ok.  

KN: They’re eating peoples whatever they’re growing down there. They’re eating the baby goats. 

They attack baby goats yeah? And they’ll eat them.  

CSH: I didn’t know that. 

KN: Avocados, trees, the - yeah, it’s bad. 

CSH: So, is that also affecting like the pōhole as well? 

KN: Well yeah, they’ll run right through the pōhole. You know? And these, these feral hogs have 

been inseminated with Russian boar…um, what would you call it – they’ve cross-breed. People 

brought Russian boar out there and they’ve cross breed all these pigs.  

CSH: What?! 

KN: So, they’re more aggressive now, they’re bigger. They got big heads, they got big jaws. 

They’re really aggressive.  

CSH: Like it was just in somebody’s...like somebody domesticated them and. . .  

KN: Well the hunters I guess they needed one bigger charge, ah? They needed more wild animals 

for - you know that’s the mo‘olelo.  

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: That’s the stories that’s going around that people know how did they get here. I don’t know, 

how did the mongoose get here? [Laughing] How did that happen, right? But it happened.  

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: How did those wallabies get loose in Kalihi, right [laughing]? So, somebody brought them in 

and it done and okay too late now. Apple snails. 

CSH: I know.  

KN: Same shit.  
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CSH: Do you guys have that at your – well… 

KN: Down at the bottom they have. We no more on the top. We had. 

CSH: How did you get rid of it? 

KN: Ducks. Ducks.  

CSH: Oh ok, good. 

KN: Someone went above me and somehow it got loose up there and if flowed into my patch and 

it just started getting on. So, we put the ducks in - the Cayugas - they ate them all. Took about 

three years and because there was no one going up again and continuing that process and there was 

a good water flow at the time. That year was a pretty wet year. It kind of I guess washed the whole 

system out and then the ducks took care of the rest and that was pretty much it. 

CSH: How’s your water flow now? For your lo‘i? 

KN: Well with the previous rain it’s been really good. 

CSH: Yeah. Today it’s beautiful! 

KN: Yeah so, but the last week.  

CSH: Yeah, you guys had a major storm come through.  

KN: Yeah, there was but they never announced a flash flood alert you know. But there was a big 

flood inside. I bore witness to it, big waters. So, like any big water after the big push after the 

initial brown water push, you get a really nice steady flow of good, clear water. Then it will kind 

of subside down a little bit.  

CSH: Good. 

KN: Yeah, ‘cause it fills up the aquifers yeah, then all the springs in the mountains gush it all out 

and as long as it keeps going then its good.    

CSH: Ok. Um, let’s see. Besides yourself, people in that area, in the ahupua‘a. Um, any cultural 

practices that they practice? 

KN: Um, you know, we got to define what is cultural practice, yeah. Because the buzz phrase now 

is cultural practice. The - in my grandparent’s time, it was just life. 

CSH: Way of life, yeah.  

KN: It was way of life. So, I learned stuff like that but is was way of life, it wasn’t one cultural 

practice. You never practice anything, you just did the work. So, I would virtually say yeah there 

are - everyone in that valley is a cultural practitioner.  

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: So, yeah so are there cultural practitioners? I will say…every one of those people that live in 

there are cultural practitioners. If you’re planting food, if you’re gathering food, if you do these 

things that is what is classified now a days as a cultural practice.   

CSH: Yeah. Ummm….wow, I feel like we’ve already hit everything.   
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KN: Yeah. 

CSH: Pretty much. I wanted to ask what kind of fish did you guys catch makai?  

KN: [Sighs]. 

CSH: And what’s your favorite fish? 

KN: [Laughing] My favorite you can’t get over there. So, the fish that we used to eat was o‘opu, 

‘opae. I’ll consider that a fish. Kole. And I never fished for them but there were the men and the 

younger men that fished for them and then they gave to my grandparents. Because they were the 

old people.  

CSH: Wow. Yeah. 

KN: So, anytime that there was a fish thing going on…they would always feed the old people.   

CSH: Well that’s how, right? 

KN: Yeah, that’s how. [Laughing] My grandmother would always make it a point to put money in 

their pockets and that was a big fight. You know, and which they would always lose. Yeah, but it 

was important for her to reciprocate in a fashion. And that was the way…and I’m talking about 

when I was in my 30s and 40s. At that time her ability or way - she was like in her 80s and 90s, 

and that was her way of reciprocating them. She knew that she had, um, not a lot of money, but 

enough money to share as they people would share. They didn’t have that much money but they 

had a lot of fish and a lot of ‘opihi and a lot of ‘ōpae and a lot of that stuff. Getting back to the 

favorite fish, when that happened akule, dried akule. I like dried akule. And ‘ō‘io, raw ‘ō‘io. 

CSH: I know [laughing] and grandma would lomi that?  

KN: Oh yeah, yeah, it was lomi.  

CSH: How she do? She scrape or she….she….? 

KN: Oh no, scrape. Cut um open, scrape, scrape, scrape.  

CSH: Did she do cheesecloth too? To get all the bones. 

KN: No, she picked the bones out with her fingers. 

CSH: Wow, she’s one nice lady. 

KN: Oh yeah, Lady Aloha [inaudible, wind blowing]. 

CSH: And then what she put inamona? How would she prepare it? 

KN: Hawaiian salt. If she had limu kohu she would put limu kohu inside little bit, not too much. 

Yeah. 

CSH: What about pelagics? 

KN: What’s that? 

CSH: Like deep sea, like ahi, aku. 

KN: Aku, my favorite. Dried aku. I can eat dried aku and poi every day. Forevah! That’s all I like 

to eat.  
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CSH: Okay, I picked right then, yeah?  

KN: Yeah picked right. That’s why I said, “Oh girl you know how!” 

CSH: Ok, ok, alright! Ok so…. 

KN: So, once in a while there are a couple of deep sea fishermen over there. They go to the buoy. 

And there was that time when she was alive that when they hit the big ones they would stop by 

and deliver that. 

CSH: Nice. Yeah, yeah, yeah. 

KN: And so that was her favorite fish dry aku. And dried aku that was her favorite.  

CSH: And she dried them herself? She had dry box and all that? 

KN: Yeah kaula‘i.  

CSH: Yeah, yeah. Was it all onshore or little bit offshore fishing? 

KN: That we did? 

CSH: Yeah, that you guys did. Or net? 

KN: Definitely the little that I did with them was onshore. Um yeah. 

CSH: Ok. We’re kind of coming down the wire here. So, do you have any concerns?  

KN: Yes. 

CSH: I guess related to way of life, cultural practices, way of life, how the project will impact that. 

KN: Yeah. From Nāhiku, which is where the moku of Ko‘olau ends and the moku of Hāna begins. 

Down at the Nāhiku end that’s where we go pick hīhīwai.  

CSH: Ok, let me get my map so I can kind of get an idea.  

KN: And ‘opihi and that was where my grandmother was. So that was going to [inaudible]. 

CSH: Like this area or are you talking about this area? 

KN: Ok, where’s Nāhiku? 

CSH: Nāhiku is on this side. 

KN: So, in this area. Right in here.  

CSH: Ok. 

KN: So that’s where we went to go. We picked ‘opae in certain streams over there. And certain 

areas that were dry [inaudible]. When my grandmother was younger that’s where they used to go 

[inaudible]. So, when those places dry up that adversely impacts the way of life, the cultural 

practice if you will. So, taking water, diverting water in the copious amounts that has been going 

on for the past hundred years, adversely impacts the people’s way of life that live there. It does.   

CSH: Ok. Do you have….are you still on that thought, do you have more to share? 

KN: Yeah, pretty much on that thought.  
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CSH: Where’s Waikapū? 

KN: Waikapū is out – you see that mountain over there? Right through those trees? 

CSH: That mountain? 

KN: Yeah. See this big mountain right here? Come down see this stop light look through this puka 

of two trees and you see the stop light you see that mountain? Right inside there. 

CSH: Yeah, yeah, yeah.  

KN: That’s Waikapū.  

CSH: Ok, ok. 

KN: So that water belongs to Na Wai ‘Eha. Those guys are getting water that is diversified 

agriculture.  

CSH: So that’s ‘Īao, like Happy Valley? 

KN: Yeah that’s ‘Īao, Waikapū, Waiehu side. That’s all that stuff. That doesn’t have anything to 

do with this east side Ko‘olau water system. And there are no diversified agricultural projects 

going on for this side right here. Now Mayor Alan Arakawa told me, his mouth to my ear, said 

they want to take Kīhei’s water consumption off of the Wailuku aquifer and they want to 

supplement that with 10 million gallons a day from the Ko‘olau water system. That’s his mouth 

from my ears, no bullshit. You know the whole problem with this is for the past 150 years they’ve 

been circumventing the law. They’ve been violating the law. And the administrators have allowed 

it to occur. So when you guys talk to people out there and you tell them, oh we had to stop all the 

water at this impacts us adversely because the Ke‘anae and the Wailua town farmers have filed 

one suit or one injunction to Native Hawaiian Legal Corp and they’re adversely impacting the 

thing so and that was their narrative. And that’s how they got BLNR to let them go on for another 

30 years or something like that - or that’s what their applying for - but they went on scot-free. You 

know, and that was the wrong narrative. And what we were saying is there needed to be addressed 

and restitution for the past 150 years of violations.  

CSH: Yeah.  

KN: So that’s my concern, when you ask me what concerns I have. That’s my concern [laughing] 

enough already. 

CSH: So, do you have any recommendations? 

KN: Yeah, follow the law! Support the law. File for your permit. There’s a policy and there’s 

procedures. Adhere to the policy and follow the procedures. And stop trying to circumvent it 

because you smart. You know, just be honest, be transparent. Yeah, go take your time, you got to 

go through the steps, no different from me. If I get land and I like one water meter it going take 

me 5-6 before I can get the water meter. How come I don’t have the privilege of snapping my 

finger and then all of a sudden, I’m going Alan give me the back-door opening. You know shit, I 

wish I was part of that team [laughing]. 

CSH: Um, do you have any referrals? Like other community members?   
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KN: The Wendts, the Wendts are pretty akamai about all of these water issues. I don’t know how 

much they will be able to divulge because of the ongoing case. However, I do think they should 

say something. I don’t know what they would say, but they should be at least asked. And let them 

say ‘due to extenuating circumstances or the case at hand we are unable to reveal [inaudible].’ And 

maybe they can get somebody else. Cause the court documents will be public record as well?    

CSH: I’m not sure. I do have testimonies from them but they’re old. Um, anyone else besides the 

Wendts?   

KN: You know I’d like to give plenty names  

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: …but I don’t know how’d they feel if I gave their names. I think the Kanoas would be good, 

Gladys Kanoa. She’s pretty akamai and open about what’s necessary.  

CSH: Ok. Is there anything that you would like to share or anything that like I didn’t touch on.   

KN: Nah, I’m good. Nah. It’s good? It’s just the whole thing about at this point in time there’s 

enough for everyone. Especially…look traditionally the administrators and the mangers knew 

about land management, they knew, or at least they know people who knew. And it wasn’t about 

circumventing the system. It was about honest management and care and concern for the natural 

resources because we live on one island! In the middle of the sea! So, you had to be careful about 

the management of these life-giving resources, so they established rules and regulations. When 

you can go fish for the ahi and when you cannot fish for the ahi because their spawning. You fish 

for the akule.  

CSH: Yeah. 

KN: We got them in reverse right not that’s why we’re screwing shit up. We’re supposed to be 

doing ‘um the other way around. So, they knew that so there are these basic rules that nature 

dictates to us. So, if we just follow the rules we’re going to be good as a people. We going to be 

able for share. That’s how you live on one island. You got to share. So that’s all we got to do we 

just got to share with each other. Stop freaking taking so much. And it’s always the guys that get 

plenty that do most of the taking. Think about it - think about the people who get plenty you try 

and take a real hard look at them and see if their taking more than they really need.  

CSH: Ok. 

KN: Ok.  

CSH: Good? Ok. Alright.    

[End 56:23] 
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Appendix B    Skippy Hau Transcription 

Cultural Assessment, East Maui Irrigation: Cultural Surveys Hawaiʻi (CSH) interview with 

Skippy Hau (SH), Aquatic Biologist for DLNR Maui on February 16, 2018 in Maui.  

CSH: CSH Researcher 

SH: That’s why they made that bypass, you know that right lane that goes off...that’s what they 

call the Pāʻia Bypass. What happened is they, the businesses were concerned that they’re gonna 

skip Pāʻia and then they gonna lose business and they didn’t want the bypass to go through so what 

they did was they did a lease with the plantation and then they put in the bypass and at one time 

they locked the gate and then they would use it only during work hours. 

CSH: [Laughing] 

SH: And then now they got it 24 hours at the pull off. 

CSH: Right. 

SH: But I said, you know, it’s kinda silly because, um, they’re gonna still come, just the growth in 

tourism. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: So Maui…there’s alot more, that’s also why our gas prices are always the highest.  

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: Because the competition and stuff so we gotta pay high gas prices. Out of all the islands, this 

is the one...the most influenced by tourism.  

CSH: Right, right.  

SH: That’s also why when we go out and I do work in the field and stuff…but it’s interesting 

because you can see when there’s no tourists then basically all the economy just shrinks. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Because we’re so dependent on tourism now that if the tourists don’t come, they’re not gonna 

stop places to go buy stuff too. Yeah, so little bit like the Big Island but I like Big Island ‘cause 

they get the break and they get the cane haul road so you can pull off and I said oh, that, that, that’s 

real good for the engineers but also good thing got the Volcanoes National Park. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Over here, if it wasn’t for Haleakalā National Park, um, we wouldn’t get the, the major funding 

in terms of the bigger highways. 

CSH: Right, right.  

SH: Yeah. So you live Hilo then? 

CSH: Yeah, I live in Hilo. 

SH: Oh, ok. Originally from where? 
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CSH: Iʻm, I’m from Hilo. I was born and raised in Hilo.  

SH: Okay. Waiakea or Hilo? 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: What high school you grad? 

CSH: Oh! Kamehameha! 

SH: Oh, Kamehameha, ok. 

CSH: Yeah up in Keaʻau.  

SH: Oh, ok, ok, I see but you guys the new generation that’s why. 

CSH: Yeah. So I was the first graduating class in, on Big Island.  

SH: Ok, so, so even Maui too that’s why I’m so glad that they were able to get the campuses on 

the different islands. 

CSH: Uh-huh.  

[Passing vendors on the side of the road in Haʻikū] 

SH: So these guys used to be back there. What they wanted to do was they tap on the people that 

wanna go visit the turtles and stuff.  

CSH: Oh, what do they sell? 

SH: Well what happened was when we had the big north shore swell, they closed the park. 

CSH: Oh. 

SH: So they moved out here and that’s why they kinda have the, like the fruits and vegetable and 

stuff. 

CSH: Oh I see.  

SH: They tryna catch the tourists and stuff. 

CSH: Yeah, I’ve been to...the campus is in Pukalani yeah? 

SH: Oh, ok.  

CSH: The Kamehameha campus. Yeah, I’ve been there a couple times. 

SH: So I’ve worked with the Ipu Kukui and the Hoʻolauna programs.  

CSH: Oh, cool! 

SH: And then so normally East Maui would divert water, this is the first one, this is Maliko stream. 

So Maliko is the first one, see over here is a boat ramp.  

CSH: Oh yeah. 
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SH: What’s also interesting is that it’s not private, it’s not State land. It’s just...they kinda do it but 

I don’t know how they get the funds but they kinda take care of the boat ramp here but it’s not 

government lands and stuff…but we have a boat ramp here.  

CSH: Oh that’s cool.  

SH: So, but Maliko is the first, from here on all the way to Makapipi Stream is where they divert.  

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: So this is where EMI starts to divert the streams.  

CSH: Ok.  

SH: So this one, I don’t know if you read the history, this is where, I guess, um, who is that? Was 

that Baldwin or one of the A&B? But the one, he lost an arm and so supposedly he swung and then 

basically guys were afraid of working here and then so he went with the rope and da kine, he 

showed the workers, “I only got one hand,” and then tell the workers to do it because they have 

siphon pipes and stuff. But they divert the water on top. But some of the other things too when you 

look at some of the irrigation ditches, um, there are up to four irrigation ditches. 

CSH: Ok.  

SH: So some of the streams, like Honopou, I think Iʻll stop at Honopou first. Honopou, what 

happens is, you have four different diversions at four different elevations. But nobody has thought 

about measuring how much water gets diverted from each of the streams. 

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: So that’s why I noticed in the comments and I think also some other folks also commented, 

they want more clarification as to how much water they diverted from the stream and how much 

water, uh, is allowed to stay. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: And most of the time when they divert, they divert all the water.  

CSH: Right.  

SH: Yeah.  

[Pause] 

SH: So this has been diverted for over 100 years and stuff and it’s kinda interesting but the, I’ve 

been disappointed because even EMI…and what happened was we also had, uh, um, it was 

supposed to be somebody who was supposed to, uh, be like caretaker, uh, to at least go and work, 

work on some of the water and stuff.  

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: And then it was interesting because they had the land agent here being the person to watch 

things and then they were doing a real good job and then all of a sudden you got…the position got 

taken away from him and then they got ‘um a person from Honolulu...somebody in land 

management took over. 
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CSH: Oh. 

SH: And they never came out to come look at the streams or come look at the diversions or measure 

water and stuff so that’s one of the things that I’ve asked for. This is Haʻikū Community Center. 

CSH: Oh, ok.  

SH: So like the Pāʻia one, they have this. So you know like for parties and stuff? 

CSH: Uh-huh.  

SH: But also...bathroom. [Laughing] If you need a place to go bathroom, you know, at least you 

can count on, ok I can go bathroom over there. Public bathrooms and stuff...besides the parks and 

stuff.  

[Pause] 

CSH: So where do you live on Maui? 

SH: I live in Wailuku, I actually bought a condo... so I live in a condo. 

CS: Nice.  

SH: And I bought a condo thinking oh well, if I get a chance maybe if I buy a house but yeah, no. 

Um, the problem with the property and the lands... 

CSH: Uh-huh... 

SH: [Inaudible] ...the land got stolen.  

CSH: Oh, yeah. 

SH: When the plantations took over…so you know, real interesting because some of them too even 

from even Hāna and the ranch and stuff like that, people had safes... “Oh come, we go put your 

deed into our safe” and then all of a sudden the plantation owned it and the ranches took over the 

deeds...because the people didn’t know right, private property.  

CSH: Right, right.  

SH: But they took over people’s lands that way. That’s why a lot of the folks they got the award, 

land awards.  

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: They basically, when they were stuck in the valleys and stuff, that’s what the plantation did 

they cut ‘um off. So they cut them off from...because they used to live inside the valleys and raise 

taro.  

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: That’s why what’s so interesting is now they’re trying to go back and raise taro…like a whole 

bunch of taro patches and stuff, to raise and then to show that if you put taro then you maintain the 

integrity of the stream.  

 

CSH: Right.  
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SH: Water gets used in the taro patches but the water is allowed to flow back into the stream and 

flow to the ocean, so you maintain the ecosystem, the stream ecosystem and stuff. Whereas the 

other way, you divert water and then the water never comes back into the stream.  

CSH: Uh-huh.  

SH: It just gets used and taken to other, uh, ahupuaʻas and then [inaudible]. They don’t officially 

acknowledge it but they don’t do anything...of the traditional way. So that’s why you get more of 

a western, change in western concept. So that’s also why one of the things that I present when I 

talk to students, I explain to them that what happens is, now it goes from...also, even the definition, 

the thing got changed so water diver...diverted water now they say it’s water that’s supposed to be 

for agriculture. Agriculture, at the time, now you had sugar and pineapple just starting to come in 

so but they talked about big plantation agriculture not taro.  

CSH: Yeah.  

SH: So in the original documents that I got, this is from, uh, Pat Tummons…went through the 

archives and stuff so, um, water, um, water use and stuff according to... this is Emma Nakuina. So 

she’s related to the Metcalfe family, but what she did was she wrote about Hawaiian water rights 

and stuff and when you read her original document it says, basically she’s saying water is for taro, 

taro being the principle. 

CSH: Right.  

SH: And the whole thing, the concept for Hawaiians for water is basically, you know, to raise taro.  

CSH: Yeah.  

SH: And I get that from her first paper and then when you look later on then when this guy Justice 

Perry sites her paper he changes the definition now in Hawaiʻi that water is for agriculture, not for 

kalo. 

CSH: Not for... yeah.  

SH: Yeah cause you don’t have...but Hawaiians specifically was kalo and for, now him as Justice 

reviewing this and citing her but then saying that water is for agriculture at the time...sugar, 

pineapple.  

CSH: Oh, funky. 

SH: But she also says that, um, sugar cane was not a priority for water.  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: It’s indirectly but not cause they knew, also [inaudible] you had all the pressure from the King 

because they wanted the water to raise sugar. But then that’s how, they cut ‘um and [inaudible]. 

CSH: Right. 

SH: So, historical stuff.  

 

CSH: Yeah, interesting.  
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SH: And some of that stuff too I can send it to you if you want.  

CSH: Ok, yeah, thank you.  

SH: [Stutters] That’s also why [inaudible] all the references and other people’s research also…um, 

but that’s why it’s so disappointing that I submitted or the Aquatic Resources submitted stuff for 

the animals and the gathering and yet on the decision you don’t see Water Commission saying 

anything about gathering.  

CSH: …Or taking that into consideration. 

SH: And even then they just come up with a number.  

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: But a lot of times the number is below…what we recommend is 64% median flow which 

basically would, 64% median flow would restore 90% of the stream habitat.  

CSH: Wow! 

SH: So, but that was what we did in the study and then we submitted that but nobody looked.  

CSH: Nothing happened? 

SH: No. They just come up with a number and...but it’s like one-third. You know when they did 

the ‘Nā Wai ʻEhā’ return of the water and stuff, so the water that they returned in, like, in ʻĪao 

Stream, 10 million gallons. Basically I went back over and I [inaudible] ...no I recommend 30 

million gallons be released, so I have a memo in house. I basically, I wanted to do that before the 

storm because what it is, I knew that the water is not being released, the 10 million gallons... 

CSH: And with the big storm it’s gonna look like there’s a lot... 

SH: Um, basically no, no it got washed away and what happened was...the intake got covered, got 

buried.  

CSH: Oh. 

SH: The Wailuku Water Company unburied it and redirect the stream over the intake but then 

they’re taking the water and selling it to the County. [Laughing] So that’s the politics part that 

nobody really acknowledges, yeah. So how are you on time and stuff I know you said you have a 

6 o’clock flight tonight and that, um, so we’re good…and then yesterday it was just pouring.  

CSH: Oh yeah?! 

SH: I tried to come out this way, it was just like wasn’t gonna stop so actually I turned around and 

came back down. I was gonna try and get samples, probably some fish or something but I just 

didn’t wanna come down [laughing] the water was all high. 

CSH: Yeah, Uncle, and I’m sure you would know more than I would know about the traffic going 

back so... 
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SH: Oh, yeah, yeah. [Pause] See what is, is everybody tries to charge in, the other tourists, ok, and 

after they do the Hāna Highway stuff then when they’re coming back, yeah, been there done that 

and they just wanna get back to their hotel. 

CSH: Yeah.  

SH: But when they’re going in then some people don’t wanna pull on the side and just let you 

pass. That’s when you gotta watch because the residents will drive in the middle of the road or try 

to pass cars when they have the chance. That’s when sometimes they’re driving dangerously. It’s 

so weird because now they’re saying that the storm going come back again and when the trades 

go back again, so then the same storm going come back and going give us more rain.  

CSH: Yeah, yesterday was pouring in Kona which makes sense.  

[Pause] 

CSH: What area are we in right now? 

SH: Ok um, so we’re past Haʻikū, um, I’m gonna be heading towards Honopou. Honopou Stream. 

I don’t know if you got to look on the map.  

CSH: Yeah, I brought a map too.  

[Long Pause] 

SH: So what we did is... from Honopou Stream we went all the way from the ocean and then came 

up and did surveys in this stream.  

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: Yeah, also, access, that’s why I figured we stop over here and then show you what it looks 

like.  

CSH: Nice. 

SH: Oh, good thing we came now, they going gate um. Wow, interesting. So one of the original 

folks who filed suit was, da kine, Beatrice Kekahuna. 

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: And then her sister passed away first and then she just passed away. But they’ve never 

commented their need for water, for their taro patches below. So I’ll show you some of the 

modifications they did. 

CSH: But people live down here? 

SH: Yeah, they live downside. [Inaudible] so if you see that name, Beatrice Kekahuna...so she 

lives on the down side right next to the ocean.  

CSH: Oh wow. 

SH: And they have taro patches but they’re not getting enough water so their fight was to get water 

so East Maui Irrigation did modifications and things. I go park over here and then we can walk 

down to the diversion. So this is easiest...the other we gotta go hike in. So this is what the diversion 

looks like. 
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CSH: Oh ok.  

SH: Did you need a GPS or anything? Oh, you got GPS on that phone? 

CSH: I donʻt... I don’t actually.  

SH: Yeah, I have...you can have. 

CSH: Okay.  

[End of Recording] 

[Transcription File 13] 

[At the Honopou Stream diversion, Figuring out GPS] 

SH: ...determines the accuracy to 66 ft. 

CSH: Ok. 

SH: So what you can do is you can hit mark and the mark will create the GPS. 

CSH: Like, push the button? 

SH: Yeah, push mark okay and then there. Latitude, longitude. 

CSH: Oh. 

SH: Yeah, you can have that...or you can either do that or you can clear, when you clear it won’t 

save it. Ok, but you hit this when you wanna save then you hit done. You hit the enter and then 

it’ll save it. 

CSH: Ok. 

SH: Ok. 

CSH: Yeah. Well I’ve never used GPS before so... 

SH: Oh! Ok.  

CSH: At all. 

SH: Ok. So yeah, so this one you can just leave it on. 

CSH: Ok. 

SH: Yeah. Let me know if no more battery, I get double A. 

CSH: Ok.  

SH: So now they take two, before they used to take four but now what’s interesting is that this is 

also recording Russian satellites. 

CSH: Really?! 

 

SH: So they’re more accurate in when we do our stream work. Before we would go into blind spots 

and then it wouldn’t get GPS coordinates, yeah. 
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CSH: Uh-huh.  

SH: So like I said, so what they did was, you can take a look, this is what EMI did. They did all of 

this. They’ll come in and what they’ll do is remove all of the, da kine, sediment. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: But it is controlled by this gate here.  

CSH: And that...that is still working? 

SH: Oh yeah, yeah, yeah. All of these work. Yeah, so you can see all the other stuff but this one is 

modified. So when I came here, I also came here when there wasn’t this ditch but then they put in 

this after [inaudible]. 

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: There used to be one pipe, then they added two pipes and then now they let the water flow 

over that way. So what they did was when they put this metal then what they were worried about 

was all the back splash so now they put the back and the water goes down. [Inaudible] But still 

takes most of the other water.  

CSH: Yeah, so this is all the water that’s going to... 

SH: Big water would go into the irrigation ditch.  

[Pause] 

SH: So this is Honopou...and like I said Haʻikū Bridge. Just watch your step. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: When you walk, uh, there’s algae and stuff on the rocks.  

CSH: Okay. 

SH: So do you go into the stream? Get ʻōpae or anything? 

CSH: Do I go? 

SH: ʻŌpae or hīhīwai and stuff? 

CSH: No, I do not.  

[Pause, Walking back to the car] 

CSH: Do I keep the GPS on? 

SH: Oh yeah, you can keep it on. Did you save a point? 

CSH: Do we save it when we’re down there? 

SH: You can save it and it’ll start. Yeah, yeah, I think maybe except for one place. I think when I 

was at home I just marked it. That’s why, waypoint 1, or you can clear ‘um all and we can start 

again. 

CSH: I just click mark and done, right? 

SH: Mark and then, yeah. 
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CSH: Or enter? 

SH: Enter. 

CSH: Oh, cool.  

SH: So we’ll do that...and normally what we’ll do is we also do water and so water quality. 

Surveying water temperature, conductivity...and then we also do measurements. So we do flow 

and then how much water [inaudible] and we estimate flow but we do that after we do our surveys. 

Yeah. [Pause] So I think what is happening too is a lot of visitors would come here. So what 

happens is, da kine, it’s like the beach. Yeah, with all these visitors. Get too much visitors.  

CS: Mm-hmm. 

[Pause] 

SH: I didn’t even know they were gonna put the gate up and stuff. It said March 1st. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Yeah. So, but yeah, that’s the kind of stuff, private property and everything so…So have you 

worked with EMI? No? 

CSH: No. 

SH: Ok. 

CSH: Not ever. 

SH: There’s a Mark, yeah...um, I think Mark is the one in charge. The other name is um, Garrett 

Hew. He used to be in charge until he moved up and then this other person retired and now Garrett, 

I think, I don’t know if he retired yet but they went, moved up, yeah. They’d be the guys to call 

and you can just get a verbal from them and then, you know, you do that and then they can tell the 

EMI workers, “oh, the State going come up” and kinda let them know so that they don’t lock us 

in. [Laughing] 

CSH: Yeah. [Laughing] 

SH: They give us the key but sometimes they give us the wrong key. Then I gotta come all the 

way back to Pāʻia then they give me the key.  

CSH: Yeah, I’ve heard of, like, growing up, I’ve heard of, like, the water issues here but I’ve never 

heard of East Maui Irrigation until just recently when I started working with Nicole.  

 

SH: Oh, ok so East Maui Irrigation is on this side and then Wailuku Water Company, Avery Chum 

Lee, Avery Chum Lee, also, I guess is one of the big guys at the Tropical Plantation and stuff. So 

what they did was they started selling off the lands except for where the intake is so it’s kinda 

interesting. So we get a right of entry to go work in the streams and stuff and then, um, but at one 

time the County was proposing to buy the intakes from them and then then they were gonna take 

over the water. 

CSH: The County? 
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SH: Yeah, the County. But then now I guess the County doesn’t wanna, well the Mayor is gonna 

be going so...He’s ending his term and stuff. You know, sometimes is better but when they’re 

older, just shut your mouth. 

CSH: [Laughing] 

SH: So he had to make these comments and stuff...and I was like, how stupid can you be? All these 

people remember and you know they also have theories... don’t forget you have skeletons in the 

closet. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: ...and stuff. It’s dark and you never gonna get rid of those.  

CSH: Where are all these people going? 

SH: Um. This is Hoʻolawa. So they go to Hoʻolawa Stream and I’m not sure what they...before 

used to have so much people used to have a pasture and then people used to...you know with cattle 

and stuff, but I don’t know if now they make it a visitor attraction. I don’t... they divert the water. 

It’s like the little bit of water that we see...but don’t forget now you get, um, three more diversions 

up top yeah, above, so that tells you how much more water would have been allowed to flow down. 

Yeah. So that is Honopou Stream and then the other one would be, um, I think when I pass by I’ll 

let you know. 

CSH: Ok. 

SH: So a lot of these, yeah, we [stutter] had a project for two years we flew in by helicopter. 

CSH: Oh wow! 

SH: We worked, we monitored the stream on the lower side and then we had the middle side. 

Rarely do we have a higher side.... 

CSH: Uh-huh 

SH: So we were doing stream work as well as the US Geological Survey was also doing work in 

the streams too. So it’s kind of interesting because they...they disbanded. They had a team of 

researchers and it’s kind of interesting I guess they kinda saw the politics so, why hold these guys 

on staff? And they just reassigned them to other locations. So they’re not doing local streams 

anymore. Kind of interesting and I don’t blame ‘um.  

 

SH:  It’s actually coming in right after they paved and now they put this…I guess guys who are 

either drunk driving or.... 

CSH: Right, to wake ‘um up a little. 

SH: Yeah but now you hate to cross because now it has the bumps and yeah so it keeps you awake 

but sometimes, yeah, even the residents they just drive in the middle of the road. Just to freak out 

the tourists sometimes but that’s why I always give the highway guys, they’re the ones that take 

care of this but it’s just constant, always blowing and you know, when they get landslide they 

come in and clean ‘um. Almost immediately. They have an assignment... they have a...they have 

an on-site crew but most of the guys in Keʻanae and then Hāna also. But they take care of Hāna 
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Highway and stuff to make sure it’s clear. You don’t get car sick, do you? I don’t think we’re 

gonna be going any fast. 

CSH: I do a little...I do a little. This is the Hāna Highway that we’re on right now? 

SH: Yeah, it is the Hāna Highway, yeah. So this is Hanehoi Stream. So like with Honopou and 

Hanehoi, this also has people living here. There’s a church just down there. So we met with 

residents and they’re trying to get water back in. But their water system is also dependent on over 

here getting water. So that’s why even some of their water being returned is only for a lot of it... 

they’re asking for water returned for taro so that’s why those streams that got selected with the 

Water Commission is so the taro growers can get water returned. 

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH:  So at one time what I did was I, knowing that the guys retired from EMI, they retire and they 

live in Keʻanae, so basically what I was telling them because at the time they were, um, that’s why 

I know there were four licenses. So what I kinda suggested was that I said, you know, you guys 

are retired and stuff, you guys can go take care of the Keʻanae one. Go bid on the Keʻanae lease 

and then, you know, if they were organized and stuff and then take over the lease and then they 

can control the water for Keʻanae.  

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: …Ask the taro growers out there. But you know they’re older too yeah so their retirement 

come from EMI so they don’t wanna rock the boat but I suggested it to them anyway. They had 

all these guys retired and stuff and they know the system. They don’t need all the other ones, they 

just do the Keʻanae one and then they can take care of that and take care of their water too.  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: I also understand you know because even coming from another island and stuff because I 

don’t full complete, da kine...but I say I grew up local and stuff, but oh, you know, you never grew 

up on Maui kind of deal. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: But I say yeah but I know the issues and I just stay away. But you see all of this, Highways 

clear so da ting no get overgrown.  

 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Not too cold? 

CSH: No, no it’s good.  

SH: I can take um off. So I used to drive this twice a month before and I used to do backside. So 

the fun stuff was when I used to go in Hāna and then I’d work and go to the streams behind. It was 

a lot of fun. So what happened is that, so people would cancel on the cabin so State Parks’ secretary 

would let me know and tell, “Oh these guys canceled you want the cabins?” And they didn’t have 

internet and stuff so they would let me go. So I’d go in on the weekend and then I’d stay the next 

week and I go work the backside streams.  
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CSH: Oh, nice! 

SH: Yeah, but I worked out of the cabins so I can save time. Takes a whole hour to get into Hāna 

and stuff and then I just work from there into the backside.  

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: It’s always been fun. I learned a lot but just get to go take look the streams...but sometimes 

very dangerous so that’s why I also...I guess people need to understand cause some of the places 

that I’ve seen people get crushed or they were hiking... 

CSH: What do you mean, crushed?  

SH: Yeah. 

CSH: Like landslide kine crush?  

SH: Under one boulder or da kine, they’re walking on these big boulders and stuff, similar like 

Big Island but this was unstable and stuff and then they had somebody walking and then they got 

pinned by the boulder and basically they had to come out and then the rescue guys came in to 

recover the body.  

CSH: Oh my god.  

SH: So there’s a Alelele and a Lelekea stream. The Lelekea stream I’ll always remember because 

we used to also fly in by helicopter. So we fly in, we were just about to land and you hear, “Oh, 

cancel. Plan B.” What happened was we were flying over and we can see pakalolo. I couldn’t see 

it but the pilot could and then but what it is it might be booby-trapped and stuff so we don’t wanna 

go in pakalolo streams. And that’s the only time we had to cancel and go to Plan B and so we did 

that and we had to go to another stream. 

CSH: Pakalolo? Wow.  

SH: Yeah. They were hovering over and so I just took a picture. I gotta go back and look at the 

picture and stuff and I have no idea what pakalolo looks like but yeah. So the pilot knew and he 

had to go to Plan B. That’s the only time they had to cancel but what it is too it’s like we have a 

team gut feeling knowing that somebody doesn’t feel right with flying or, da kine, to basically 

speak up and they cancel. We’ll have an alternative site or another stream to go to. So you see all 

this? [Inaudible] 

CSH: Yeah, it’s nice and open. 

SH: So hopefully it doesn’t cover but it’ll get overgrown later. They’ll come in with the pick that 

chops all the vegetation and stuff. You have that and sometimes the signs say “No Spray Poison.” 

CSH: Yeah, yeah.  

SH: Cause the highway guys like to use to RoundUp.  

CSH: On Big Island too.  

SH: So the problem is also the wedelia, yeah. They introduced it as a plant and so wedelia will 

come into the streams and then it’s wedelia that gets washed down and it’s growing in the streams. 

You know which one...the yellow flower yeah.  
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CSH: The yellow flower?  

SH: Yeah. It’s wedelia. It’s actually a plant that if you look good it has yellow flowers. So get that 

and banyan and [laughing] torch ginger.  

CSH: Yeah, I’m kinda surprised at how many banyan trees are around here.  

SH: Yeah and the eucalyptus. The eucalyptus is way bad because they thought the ʻōhiʻa were 

dying so then all the CCC programs were supposed to go... this is all the East Maui Irrigation. This 

is in Kailua. This is their base yard over here. So over here will be Kailua Stream. So what you see 

later on is that all the different islands all get one Kailua, Mokulēʻia...again you can kinda get the 

same name and stuff but they use it on different locations on the island. So that’s why a lot of times 

you gotta also know which island you talking about because if you say one thing, each island has 

their own. Yeah. So we have a project with the hau and stuff. They’re supposed to cut back on 

Oʻahu in Kahana. The hau got so thick and they wanted it cut back to kinda open it up because 

what was happening it would kinda like block the stream and stuff. This guy comes here, he puts 

his parrots and lets people take pictures. He can make money, yeah.  

CSH: Yeah, easy kine money.  

SH: So they say, and it’s a long name, Nāʻiliʻili Haʻele. This is where most of our rescues come 

from. Two things, people go topless over here and they go nude sunbathing and stuff.  

CSH: Like, they walk down there? 

SH: The tourists and stuff...you’ll see where the cars are parked on the side and they attract other 

tourists and even though the day is rainy, guys still go and then the rescue gotta come in. 

Sometimes the guys get their clothes all washed away and stuff. 

CSH: So they get rescued all naked? 

SH: Yeah. You know, not just that but, oh! what about the car key? [Laughing] You know not too 

bad, you can get back but when the car key get washed down. So all these cars over here, see look 

at these guys. These the guys I wish they would just tag um...but they’re tourists and they not going 

pay the ticket.  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Cause they going be gone. That’s what over here is popular for and always get this sign, ‘DO 

NOT BLOCK GATE’ and the guys still block the gate and everything. So over here I guess they 

get rainbow eucalyptus. So what happens, all the tourist guys they stop by and actually this is 

supposed to be barbed wire but the guys cut through and they walk up over here. So they park here 

and they walk there and take pictures over there. But that’s what I was telling you about, so not all 

of this is State. They make this assumption that it’s public and they make this assumption that oh, 

it belongs to the State and not really. This is private land. So that one is private but guys still, the 

tourists still go over there and take pictures. So just to illustrate some of the, ‘cause they make this 

assumption oh, that it must belong to the State but not everything belongs to the State so I was 

saying if they can mark it out that would be nice to mark.  

CSH: So much bamboo. 
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SH: So yeah, they come over here to take pictures next to this one and the tour vans and everybody 

will stop but at least they can see the rainbow eucalyptus. It’s just a eucalyptus! [Laughing] I mean 

everybody stops so everybody going stop too and then, oh man! So this is wedelia over here. I 

don’t see the flower but it’s all on the side but when you go down into the stream you can see on 

the side. Pieces break off along the stream and starts to grow. So do you know your plants? I don’t 

know what your specialty is or da kine? 

CSH: Not really 

SH: So this is wedelia. 

CSH: Oh, these ones right here?  

SH: Yeah, the ones with the yellow flower. Those are wedelia.  

CSH: I’m surprised to see a lot of hala on this side. We passed a lot when we were coming in.  

SH: A lot of it was sick too. That’s why I stopped collecting from Hāna. Waiʻānapanapa I used to 

go and collect. Yeah, I told my mom when I was weaving and stuff, oh, the baskets take too much 

and then I gotta keep doing that, every week I gotta go and collect leaves. So after I made couple 

baskets for my mom I said, nope, I just going stick to bracelets. [Laughing] Cheap dat kine. You 

know like place mat holders and stuff.  

CSH: Yeah! 

SH: I just make ‘um for my cousin’s kids and stuff. Then they go college and stuff and I just give 

them lauhala and stuff.  

CSH: Nice. 

SH: Were you involved with the Ipu Kukui or the Hoʻolauna program? I know they have the 

Explorations at Kamehameha.  

CSH: Yeah, no. No I didn’t. I didn’t go...and I only went there from 10th grade. 10th till I 

graduated. That’s the watershed? Is there a watershed called Ipu Kukui? 

 

SH: Um, Ipu Kukui would be on the top of Mauna Kahalawai, what they call West Maui 

Mountains, other side. Yeah, by ‘Īao Stream. Up above. Ipu Kukui is supposed to be the wettest 

spot. 

CSH: I have a friend that works there. 

SH: Oh really? 

CSH: Oh well he just started for couple years, maybe a year.  

SH: Oh, ok.  

CSH: So he’s new.  

SH: So he may know Pōmaikaʻi Crozier. 

CSH: Maybe. His name is Jonny Pestana...or Kainoa Pestana but he’s from Oʻahu and he moved 

here couple years ago.  
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SH: So good thing they cut this back. It was actually coming out. 

CSH: No, yeah it’s right over the guard rail right there. Bushy. 

SH: So Big Island get bamboo that they harvest for bamboo shoot, no? 

CSH: I don’t believe so, no. 

SH: Over here some of the old timers go pick bamboo shoot and stuff, in fact, I don’t know, if you 

get time maybe we go up where get bamboo shoot on the bamboo trail and stuff. 

CSH: Ok.  

SH: Oh, so what I was thinking of doing is kind of more heading in and then we go the farthest 

away and then that way we come back, when get time we just stop.  

CSH: Ok. 

SH: Just take our time.  

CSH: Yeah, I normally get car sick but I’m surprised that I’m, I’m being pretty good right now.  

[Laughing] 

SH: Oh, while you’re busy so yeah. If you’re just riding and then we get behind tourists, it’s the 

tourists that don’t wanna stop. You see the guys go past and at least.... 

CSH: Oh yeah, they’re blocking the road already...hello.  

SH: Yeah. It’s like an afterthought. Oh, yield. [Laughing] 

CSH: Oh that’s what that red sign is. 

SH: So actually up here too is a nice little waterfall over here. It’s a shallow hike. I just went to go 

look what’s back there. [Inaudible] I’m so glad they’re knocking back the bamboo and stuff cause 

it gets so thick. So just like that other vehicle, I guess somebody doesn’t like abandoned vehicles 

cause what they do is they torch ‘um then the County is stuck with trying to remove it.  

CSH: Oh wow. 

SH: Plus you have to make sure your car no break down. [Laughing] Yeah you see, this is all 

wedelia. You see how high it grows and how thick. B Highways brought it in as a, da kine, you 

know, landscaping vegetation and now they can’t control it.  

CSH: [Laughing] That’s always the case.  

SH: Yep. All these things that got brought in and people don’t know, same like with the ginger. 

I’m glad Hilo got strong Hawaiian Studies programs and stuff. 

CSH: Yeah! I know lot of... a lot of people come from other islands. 

SH: You know what it is also, get away from Mānoa.  

CSH: Yeah.  
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SH: And then, that’s why at one time I know they were proposing to move agriculture to Big 

Island. I wish they did. The Tropical Ag. Move everything over to Big Island because not 

everything has to be at UH Mānoa.  

CSH: Yeah.  

SH: You see, residents. 

CSH: Yeah, whipping ‘um. 

SH: So over here is Waikamoi Trail. It’s a popular place. Actually, on that gate it said ‘DO NOT 

BLOCK’ so they’re blocking it. [Laughing] So there was a [inaudible] who used to work for EMI. 

So he was the one, before he died, I remembered him getting interviewed so he said it was 

Waikamōʻī, so I guess Water of the King. 

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: [Inaudible] So that was his definition. So like I said I remember him saying that. So right over 

here you’ll be able to see a waterfall that’s why everyone is stopped on the side. Down here get 

mosquito fish and swordtails [Laughing] [Inaudible] You see the pool? [Inaudible] See most of 

the cars if they go slow and they stay on this side... [Inaudible]  

[End of Recording] 

[Transcription File 14] 

SH: That’s why by doing that, then also your nori stays crispy.  

CSH: Mm-hmm. [Laughing] Alright, that makes sense...if not, going be all mushy with the rice.  

SH: No, no, no...but it’s like origami and stuff you know you gotta take the time but yeah. Would 

be ʻono. It’s all Japanese. That’s why I gotta give credit to 7-11 but even then when you see and 

they get spam musubi...I wonder if they do that and take it to the mainland or other places and 

stuff.  

CSH: Yeah. 

 

SH: Guys have no problem eating spam, you know, just the mainland you know. You know during 

the war and everything everybody ate spam. They get the view of the shoreline then all these 

people wanna get their cameras out and slow down. See like that? That’s Keʻanae the peninsula.  

CSH: Oh! 

SH: So what they did was... 

CSH: This is the only way to get to Keʻanae?  

SH: Mm-hmm, but what happened is, um, forester Bob Hobdy was telling me he said he thinks 

they found the caves where the guys they used to pass by gourds. The dirt got transported onto the 

peninsula and then they raised taro over there. So that’s why when you look at all the taro patches, 

the taro patches actually go back...way back. They had to bring the dirt onto the peninsula.  

CSH: Why though? Why would they grow kalo on there? 
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SH: No, no cause they got water from the streams and they were able to raise the taro on the taro 

patches. Later I’ll show you the taro patches from up top. Was pretty neat because they have the 

forest to confirm. Good thing they found the caves where, um, they probably had to form lines. 

You know like how sometimes even rocks and stuff. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: People had to form lines to go pass rocks for heiau and stuff. So this, of all the streams, I 

wanted this as priority one to get water restored.  

CSH: Which one is this? 

SH: This is Honomanu...and the reason I recommended Honomanu is because public access. 

People come here to go get fern and go gathering and stuff so they’ll come here and they’ll also 

fish, they’ll also surf. So the public has access to be able to see the stream. All these other places 

all would be locked up and then they lock up the gates and then the public really won’t be able to 

see the stream. So over here the water gets diverted yeah, but the trickle comes down here. That 

one is Punalau Stream and that one is Honomanu. So remember I told you, the other streams I had 

to find by helicopter? 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: So this one is accessible so you can drive down to the beach and stuff. If we get time maybe 

we stop by when we’re coming back out. So the stream will flow over here and get the hīhīwai 

lines and stuff, I would pick them up down here.  

CSH: That’s cool. 

SH: Yeah. So water flows over here and then there’s a bridge over here...[Pause] The water is nice 

and clear. Yesterday it was brown. Yeah, you see [inaudible]. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: I had lines before up here actually, that would be summer time. So just about now they’re 

starting to recruit. So now got people now wanting to ride bike. So what it is, I think people come 

in and then they help bring in the bikes and then they drop ‘um off and then they ride off. 

CSH: Like as a tour thing? 

SH: Yeah. See over here get little bit land slide but down here got the road. That’s the one that 

goes to the beach. So the other month had the tree came across and thank goodness that guys 

cleared away the trees. They just came last week. Resident [Laughing] They don’t slow down for 

nobody [Laughing] 

CSH: Dangerous this bike thing.  

SH: Yeah. I don’t recommend this highway to ride bike. The west side would be better, less cars. 

This one is too congested.  

CSH: Yeah, especially with the locals just whipping it down here.  

SH: You know it’s not like a Sunday bike ride or something. It’s just congestion and too much 

cars cannot mix. That’s why I feel for the kids... you know before at least when we were growing 
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up, you could ride bike, I said but now it’s not safe for the kids to ride bike. Had one big landslide, 

they’re trying to stabilize. I think they’re gonna put concrete on the side. 

CSH: Oh. Oh yeah. 

SH: Yeah, you see. They’re putting rebar in.  

CSH: This whole thing came down that’s why?  

SH: Yeah, yeah. See this came down and I’ll show you the other one that they fixed before, before 

we get to Keʻanae.  

[Pause] 

SH: So your family from the Big Island then?  

CSH: Um, my parents are originally from Oʻahu. 

SH: Oh ok. 

CSH: They both grew up in Waimānalo. 

SH: Oh Waimānalo, really? 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: You wouldnʻt happen to remember Waimānalo Snack Bar, do you?  

CHS: Oh, not me, no. 

SH: Ok, yeah so my Aunt used to run Waimānalo Snack Bar next to Mel’s Market. Where the 

McDonald’s is.  

CSH: Yeah, yeah, yeah. 

SH: So my Aunt used to run Waimānalo Snack Bar next to the barbershop and stuff. [Laughing] 

They were the McGinley’s and now my cousins all live on the mainland. [Laughing] 

CSH: I’m sure my parents would remember but... 

 

SH: Yeah ask them if they remember Waimānalo Snack Bar. 

CSH: Yeah! 

SH: Yeah, they used to be next to Mel’s Market and stuff because I remember we used to work 

with my Aunt, they used to get da kine, oh, “Put it on my tab” and they would write it down on a 

piece of paper and stuff and then later on they’d pay for their meals. But my Aunt also used to 

make laulau and stuff. Funny because I have a....John Kahiapo, he’s the Education Specialist on 

Big Island, yeah? 

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: But he also works with DoCARE and then but his family is Kahiapo and it’s funny because 

over here when we passed East Maui, there’s a Kahiapo Road. 

CSH: Oh. 
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SH: But yeah, his family. But when I told him about...he knows my cousins and stuff because there 

used to be a Sherwood Forest and stuff and the guys break in cars and stuff like that over there. 

Guys go surfing and go to the beach and stuff. So my cousins went to Kailua and it’s so funny that 

you hear about Kailua...used to have a Kailua bunch and then the Waimānalo guys.  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: [Laughing] So I used to take Eddie Wine and his sister is Kristina and I took them to do 

hīhīwai stuff. 

CSH: Oh cool. 

SH: So we’ve seen when the hīhīwai would just cover the rocks and everything. So their 

grandmother is still on Oʻahu and stuff and they go back to visit. So I said yeah, I go back, I go 

China Town buy stuff and then I bring ‘um back. So this is the other one had the big landslide so 

I don’t know why people always stop over here just to take picture.  

CSH: Right! 

SH: So they built this...it’s a stone wall and all of this was all exposed. The whole thing came 

down. They had to go back and rebuild. Now it’s all overgrown again. 

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: But that used to be like how the other one...all that got wiped out and then they torch ‘um 

again. In a matter of time, they burn um. You see they’re stunned because there’s no middle line. 

[Laughing] [Inaudible] So this is da kine, Keʻanae. Get the Highway guys over here. So these the 

guys in the middle, so they catch it on both sides but they always maintain the highway. This is 

the “Y” over here...Keʻanae Y. Camping and stuff. Over here is the Arboretum. So got two streams, 

this one they call Piʻi Naʻau Stream and then the other one is called Palauhulu.  

CSH: These people... 

SH: Yeah. The Arboretum. So had a Aunty Sarah Kaʻauamo, when she was living she used to live 

in this house over here. It’s all boarded up now but Piʻi Naʻau Stream comes this way, Palauhulu 

comes the other side and behind her house that’s where the two streams join in. So over here.  

CSH: Kaʻauamo? 

SH: Kaʻauamo. Yeah. So Aunty Sarah Kaʻauamo. So one time when I was coming out, remember 

when I was telling you I was staying like in Waianapanapa... 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: So I’d bring my lunch and I’d have sandwiches and I get drinks and everything but I always 

bring my ice chest and then this French couple...French couple was stuck in Honomanu. They went 

slam the door and the door was locked...air conditioning on and everything...and then I went bring 

the wife and she went go call the rental car. She had to pay $200 something dollars or something... 

CSH: Oh boy! 

SH: But the 2-3 hours we had to wait for them to come out, I went go make sandwiches for them 

and stuff. French couple. Poor thing they were stuck... they slammed the door and then they’re out 
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there, air conditioning, car on everything so I went take her and we went to call the rental 

car….This is Keʻanae.  

CSH: Is there like a general store here? Or like, where would these people shop for food or... 

SH: Oh, they shop outside and come in, yeah. The main store, yeah, or da kine, Costco and stuff 

then come in. Get the Wal Mart...Foodland...Safeway. So over here got that and got one ATM and 

then banana bread and shave ice and stuff. 

[End of Recording]  

[Transcription File 15] 

SH: ʻAha Moku. 

CSH: Yup, yup, yup. I know the son, Pololū.  

SH: Oh, ok, ok. So up here, all the taro patches over here still get the Chinese snail. 

CSH: Chinese? 

SH: Cause get the apple snail, yeah? But this the one, my mom grew up and was eating that kine 

snail.  

CSH: Oh wow! 

SH: That one doesn’t eat the taro but they still had ‘um so if you look inside the freshwater book 

that’s the one I had them take pictures of but they have ‘um over here and they’re still raising ‘um.  

CSH: Oh cool! 

SH: Yeah. So... 

CSH: I didn’t know that. 

SH: I guess the Chinese name is “tinure” or something and then my mom told me she used to eat 

‘um when she was growing up and that’s why it’s kinda good to know cause I guess the Chinese 

had all this other stuff. ‘Cause later on what happened was the Chinese also started planting rice 

that’s why they talk about how they raise rice in addition to raising taro and then they had like um, 

they raise and they grew their own rice, not coming from California but used to be raised over here 

in the islands. They used to make their own rice. So one time too, had somebody went spear one 

eel and that was the unagi, you know, anguila and then that came from look like ʻAlelele Stream 

on the back side.  

CSH: Oh. 

SH: I wasn’t able to confirm but it was back side. They speared it when they were spearing for 

prawns, they saw the eel so they speared ‘um and when they looked at the eel, you know what, can 

I get permission, I’m gonna send it to Bishop Museum. So Bishop Museum, uh, did some genetic 

testing and they were able to confirm that it was anguila. 

CSH: Oh wow! 

SH: Yeah, so that was a [inaudible] we got a paper audit and a theologist followed up and then so 

they made a paper audit but it was the first, at least we collected him in the wild. At one time they 
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wanted to, there was a guy Richard Matsuura when he was senator of Big Island wanted to bring 

in, wanted to do unagi aquaculture... 

CSH: Uh-huh 

SH: ...in the islands and then they shot him down. No, they weren’t gonna bring ‘um. But what’s 

interesting was that when they, I talked to the guys at Bishop Museum they said that in the 20’s 

and 30’s had, so you know how people used to raise koi ponds? 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: They used to raise eels at home.  

CSH: Oh! 

SH: Yeah but when you think, just like when we talk about sushi. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: So they, they made their own unagi and then da kine, don’t forget they had to also make their 

own nori. So they had to go collect and I have a documented case at Maliko.  

CSH: Mmm. Nori? 

SH: Two ladies and a son died from picking, da kine, nori. Yeah. All the others are always picking 

‘opihi but this one I documented and followed up. What happened was the, the Wildlife Biologist, 

his uncle went out to help retrieve the body and that’s how he knew. And then so before he retired 

he told me about that story. So I looked and I found it in the paper, 1950.  

CSH: Oh. 

SH: Yeah. You see these crazy guys trying to climb down and you know they’re in regular 

clothes...not even hiking. You know what I mean? Then when they get hurt then what? 

CSH: Uh-huh! Always the case though. 

SH: Yeah. But they’re on vacation. Invincible. [Laughing] So we go West Wailua Iki and then 

maybe we go do that walk first.  

CSH: Ok.  

SH: So you read the book Sugar Water...by Carol Cox? 

CSH: No. No I haven’t.  

SH: They have some photos in there and stuff. Carol Cox is uh, she’s from uh, Carol Wilcox, she’s 

Kauaʻi...the Wilcox family. It’s funny cause it’s like, oh, I know all these people. [Laughing] How 

are you doing? You ok? 

CSH: I’m good. I’m good. Yeah.  

SH: Ok, yeah. 

CSH: Surprisingly! I’m surprising myself! 

[Pause] 
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SH: So get the different Wailuas. So that was Wailua Nui and now we’re going to the Wailua Ikiʻs. 

There’s a west and a east. [Pause] So West Wailua Iki is coming up. 

CSH: This almost reminds me of the horseshoe turns on Hāmākua...on Big Island.  

SH: Actually that’s why the same guys who developed the irrigation ditches they went to Kauaʻi 

and they went Big Island too.  

CSH: The same, yeah? 

SH: So when I talk with the forestry guy, oh yeah, I guess when they, way back in the Civilian 

Conservation Corps, so they went to the islands to go plant trees and stuff. 

CSH: Yeah, yeah. 

SH: And then they had their own baseball team or something with weekend tournaments and stuff. 

So this is lower. Where we’re going we going hike up above. There’s another waterfall. So what 

you gotta think, the ʻōpae and stuff all have to come up and so the fishes climb the waterfall. See 

right over there get one space. I came on Friday, last Friday, and then I came and the tourists was 

over here. Coming back, I let two cars come up and then one tourist came and then parked, blocked 

my way. [Inaudible] But get ʻōpae when we go up, where we did our study site.  

CSH: Whoa, that’s scary. 

SH: Wait till you see the gas truck coming out of Hāna [Laughing] I think they go in twice a day 

and probably the same thing with the beer truck too. [Whispering, Inaudible] 

CSH: Wailua Iki.  

SH: I’ll turn around.  

CSH: Oh, a car just parked over there.  

SH: Yeah, no, I going park the other side.  

CSH: Oh.  

 

SH: It’s safer. The cars...when they whip around I wanna make sure they can see me. I going park 

over here. [Laughing] That way we can turn this way and watch the traffic here.  

CSH: Yeah. 

[Parked at Wailua Iki] 

[End of Recording] 

[Transcription File 16] 

SH: To the waterfall or we’d go hiking and things like that, yeah. ‘Cause right now I think they 

may come under the assumption that if they get this license then they can just keep everything 

locked out for only EMI access and control. If it’s only just for maintenance for the irrigation then 

you know, I mean to make sure that its clearly worded that way. And not for them to get total 

access and then prevent other people from getting in. EMI will keep like parks and wildlife when 

their looking at endangered plants, yeah. They didn’t cooperate with them. 
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CSH: Really? 

SH: They didn’t want them listing endangered plants. 

CSH: Oh well of course.  

SH: They lose access. But it’s not for them to determine. Once it gets declared then it kind of 

prevented access for other researchers to get the data and possibly nominate more endangered 

species. That’s why it’s interesting because if you look at like the maintenance but you don’t see 

any justification, or explanation, or restoration of streams or say endangered species habitats. 

Yeah, there’s not – it wasn’t even discussed in the determination. So, all these roads all used to be 

nothing but EMI before.  

CSH: Oh. So it doesn’t look like anyone has been on it in a while.  

SH: Yeah, [inaudible]. The road passed this way. I tried the freshwater – the Corbicula. Yeah, I 

made them da kine. Just boiling with salt water, little bit black bean, and then garlic salt and butter. 

‘Ono [laughing]. 

CSH: Sounds ‘ono. 

SH: Yeah. So that’s what they did too, see over there how they controlled the water? they build a 

damn and then a control gate. So down that, over that.  

CSH: Right.  

[End of Recording] 

[Transcription 17] 

[Exploring Wailua Iki] 

SH: So a lot of other places just like this.  

CSH: Is this stream on the map? The map that you have. 

SH: That would be like a tributary, with Wailua Iki. But that’s the main stream and then we have 

da kine-- when you get to the valleys so then on the side. So this one isn’t as big but they still tap 

it, you know. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Yeah. So, what’s interesting is also the ditches also go into the mountains and so when they 

came in they did that as well as -- what they did is that they used dynamite that’s why they probably 

lost people, so all these immigrants. So, for EMI looks like they hired I guess an engineer was 

Japanese engineer. and he basically da kine, plotted da kine. This is what the EMI do too, they did 

not only that but then also put it in an elevation where you don’t have to do any pumping. It’s just 

all gravity fed. It’s, for engineering, it’s you know spectacular. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: But for the ecosystem they are just cutting it. But then those things were not addressed by the 

Water Commission. They kind of implied that they are going to take all this information so…that’s 

why you get the Water Commissioner asking questions and that’s why – it’s already been a done 

deal. So anyway, the kūpuna kind of prepared me when I do my own studies and things. I do 
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anything they tell me to [inaudible] still make mistakes [inaudible]. They going to make all these 

promises and then 20 years later it’s still going to be the same. And that’s what happened and now 

it’s like 30 years later all this stuff, all these people, all these ties, all this stuff that they promised 

no one remembers what they said. 

CSH: Yeah.  

SH: This is what I do, I pick [inaudible]. 

CSH: What is this? 

SH: That’s Job’s Tears. Those are Job’s Tears, they grow like weeds. But there are different kinds. 

CSH: There’s furry ones, right?  

SH: What’s that? 

CSH: Furry like, some of ‘um. 

SH: Oh no, no, no those belong to the clidemia and that’s not. This one you can use for crafts, like 

make leis and things. 

CSH: Oh, uh-huh. 

SH: Yeah, they’re called Job’s Tears. White and black and all kinds, gray, all kinds, designs and 

stuff. 

CSH: Oh wow. 

SH: You’re going to learn over time like ‘oh interesting’. But then all this clidemia is everywhere. 

This is what you were talking about. Yeah, yeah, yeah. That’s the seed. We’re not going to get rid 

of it. See all the little green ones. [Inaudible] 

CSH: Yeah, it’s beautiful.  

SH: Imagine all the rain, now there – they’re always drying out you know- oh boy. So it rained I 

guess, good timing on the rain now everything kind of green again. Big Island too, were you in 

drought? I don’t think so, yeah. You guys got some big rains. 

CSH: Yeah, yep definitely wouldn’t say we are in drought. 

[Separate recording at diversion] 

SH: Other places when you go in east Maui what they’ll do is they tap off the trickle and put PVC 

pipes in the water close to the stream. Help add water to the intake. So, nobody enforces it so they 

just keep adding. [Pause] Did I tell you [inaudible] [laughing]  

CSH: I got you uncle, I got you. 

[End of Recording] 

[Transcription File 18] 

SH: When they go bathroom and they gotta… so you’d rather have them go, rather do it in a 

portable potty, rather than everybody pissing and taking a dump all over the place and toilet paper 

and everything so. And it just…   
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CSH: ‘Cause that already happens in so many places.  

SH: This is East Wailua Iki. Yeah but, you know, it’s so interesting because I gotta blame the 

Visitor’s Bureau, they are the ones trying to hype up the numbers. Need more tourists, more planes, 

more flights. Um and yet they haven’t increased the servicing of public or the state parks, you 

know. Like we going to a state park go look, no more hand towel, no more soap. [laughing] We 

try and call us would class tourism and stuff. It’s such a shame, it’s so sad.  

CSH: They advertise for it but they can’t accommodate the numbers.  

SH: Yeah, yeah I mean they have this vision and they thinking that they world class and it sucks. 

I said unless you go to a– next to a hotel and stuff, then you go the bathroom and stuff, you know 

cause the bathrooms are well maintained by the hotels, but the hotels are taking it upon themselves 

because the State and the Country don’t have it – adequate facilities, you know. It’s kind of sad. 

CSH: Umm-hmm. 

SH: So now nobody like look if anybody coming in that direction.  

CSH: And there’s a gas truck that comes down here? 

SH: Yeah. 

CSH: Dang. 

SH: Standard station down in Hāna. So, I think at least once a day. But you would think with 

tourism it would be even twice. That and everybody gotta back up and stuff. [Pause] 

SH: So, this name is Haipua‘ena, get one waterfall. 

CSH: Pua‘ena? 

SH: Haipua‘ena. 

CSH: Haipua‘ena. 

SH: Haipua‘ena Stream. We can look on the map after. So, this one actually that water comes out 

here at the tunnel and then the water goes through there. That’s why they talking about mixing 

over here. ‘Cause they don’t want to have to do an isolated, keep them separate from the system. 

So, what they do is they actually divert the water from the stream and so you get mixing. So, in 

case you get invasive species and stuff the possibility of introducing. This is the irrigation ditch 

over here. Oh well maybe I can pull later on when we coming back out and everyone else stop to 

take a look. But the water going to be low because they not directing. remember I told you they 

pulled the gates?  

CSH: Uh-huh.. 

SH: So, but the irrigation ditch flows through the mountain. 

CSH: But normally it’s always high when the gates are closed? 

SH: Yeah, yeah. So but they pulled the gate in so, since they close then the water has been 

flowing…and then but the ‘ōpae, the numbers are spectacular.  

CSH: Nice! 
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SH: Yeah. So that’s why I always tell them, ‘oh got to go check the ‘ōpae’ you know. Now you 

can go gathering and stuff and I said yeah, totally different. Because before I got – yeah you go 

over there but once you fish them out then you probably cannot come back for maybe a year or so. 

So, we going park the other side and then what we going to do is when we come up to the EMI, 

I’ll show you which gate. So wayside park called Pua‘a Ka‘a So we’ll come back over here, we 

going up through this gate.  

CSH: Okay. 

SH: We not going to be hiking up the mountain, we just come up here and go just go through the 

walk up the road. Much easier. Just take our time coming back this way. Over here’s the park. So 

hopefully someone will be leaving. They all trying to do pit stop, there’s a bathroom over here. 

One eating. . .  

CSH: Or not.  

SH: So, we’ll pull in here and hope someone comes out. Did you need to go? And then da kine.  

CSH: I’m going to go. 

[End of Recording] 

[Transcription File 19] 

SH: This is a lot easier.  

CSH: Oh, okay. 

SH: The big one, water would flow down here. [Inaudible] 

[Long Pause, Walking to entry point] 

[New Conversation] 

SH: [inaudible] [laughing] 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: So, they get ‘ōpae, and then so what – the first import they got were, is what happen is then 

the guys go come in and they go feel inside the moss and inside where get dead ‘ōpae. So, the guys 

came in with electric shockers, they put the net down and then electric shocker. Shrimp fall and 

come and get caught in the net. So that’s how they were caught, said, ‘oh someone was coming to 

electric shock over here.’  

CSH: Is that normal? 

SH: No, no, no that was long time ago. But that was – at that same time was about ‘Īao. Somebody 

had electric shocker they threw them in the rubbish though.   

CSH: Oh. 

SH: [inaudible] They’re like, ‘oh I seen Hāna now I got to get back to my hotel.’ So, they going to 

drive like the residents coming out, you know what I’m saying. 

CSH: Yeah, yeah. Now that they know the road. 
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SH: Been there done that. The waters down already from yesterday. Yeah this is the waterfall, top 

of one. So, this one is the one they discuss about Nahiku and about how they wanted to guarantee 

a certain amount of flow for the folks in lower Nahiku.  

CSH: Mm-hmm.  

SH: Yeah. Ok? 

CSH: Ok. 

SH: So, we going to head back out then I going stop on the side and can take a look at the ditch 

coming up. 

CSH: Alright.  

SH: [Inaudible] [Laughing]  

[Walking back to car] 

SH: So Makapipi is here and then from. . .  

CSH: So, we saw all of this right? 

SH: Yeah and then Maliko. What – so that’s all the streams that we passed over. 

CSH: Cool! 

SH: [laughing] And now the rain came! So just drive slow. I’m so glad, because before it used to 

have all the cuts you had to go through. Now you got the bridge so you can go all the way out to 

the point. Then I heard the bridge broken so they don’t let people drive out there.  

CSH: Oh, well that’s good. 

SH: Okay. So nice yeah get the ‘ōpae and stuff, yeah.  

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: Yeah. So, but only the guys who get ‘ōpae so they would be used to the more rugged – like 

how you have Big Island. Everybody no get ‘ōpae yeah? They probably go for the prawns. 

CSH: Yeah, yeah.  

SH: Was there anything you needed to go – wanted to take a look in? 

CSH: No, if you want to stop anywhere else. . .  

SH: Ok.  

CSH: I feel like it’s just good to see the range of all the diversions ‘cause I’m not even familiar 

with this at all. 

SH: So that is 100 years, yeah. So, they did a job. It’s awesome engineering but when you think 

about it you’re like, ‘oh wow all this water been diverted for all these’. . . but it’s interesting how 

the government is still trying to accommodate a plantation even through no more plantations, yeah. 

The politics still there.  

CSH: Yeah, yeah. 
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SH: So, you see like that, yeah. that’s to Hāna. Here’s a guy charging.  

CSH: From Makapipi how long more till we would reach like Hāna? Like that. . .  

SH: Oh, well right there.  

CSH: It was that road going down? 

SH: We’re just above, yeah. Going down yeah, when you get into the flats. Then you going to be 

going into, um, oh, it would be da, da kine, there would be the cave, and the airport, and then Hāna.  

CSH: Mm-hmm.  

SH: Right after that. Yeah, you gotta keep going in. So, start way up with the elevation and then 

you start to lose elevation. . .  

CSH: And that road is more windy than this? 

SH: No, no this is the windy part. Yeah up here. This is Hāna. We should park the other side 

[inaudible]. 

CSH: Oh, more people stay now. 

SH: Yeah.  

CSH: Oh, and they charge ‘um in the mud with the rental cars.  

SH: That don’t belong to them anyway.  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: I think there’s space. I’ll just pull on the side, yeah. I’m going to go back, oh another one. See 

that and the rain too don’t help. 

[New Conversation] 

[Walking over to bridge] 

SH: They might slip and fall on the rocks. Remember I told you how they dam? 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: So, there’s a dam over here that has an intake pipe over there. What they do is they redirected 

the water over here and then they use this as an input. So, this is taking in water. And then over 

here there’s supposed to be a well but I have no idea what… Maui Land and Pine is no longer 

yeah, but I have a feeling they still have the well. But I don’t know who [inaudible]. Maybe Maui 

Land Company. I don’t even think you can look that up nowadays.  

CSH: Yeah, yeah. 

SH: But they built these stairs over here, the guy probably cleans the intake for the water.  

CSH: And, where’s the pipe though? 

SH: So that’s where the natural waters supposed to be…It’s underneath.  

CSH: Oh. 
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SH: Yeah, so they went underneath. So, like over here that how you get – probably have to go 

clean out some of it then the sediment go down [inaudible].  

[Inaudible, very loud background noise from waterfall and passing traffic] 

SH: You see this one, get ‘ōpae and da kine, ‘alamo’o. 

CSH: ‘Ōpae and ‘alamo’o.  

SH: So, you know what, we go on the bridge to go that side.  

CSH: Ok. 

SH: Whenever the cars slows down. But I think this is a natural one but they redirected it this side, 

so it goes into the pool and then they dammed it. But it’s already been dammed so they’re not 

gonna bring back the natural flow, yeah.  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: In here get ‘ōpae. On this side you can…remember I told you about the watercress, it used to 

grow wild on that side but nobody taking care of it anymore. I used to be able to pick one bag 

before I go home [laughing]. See all around here ‘ōpae. So, I don’t know the status of the water 

and how much water or who the water goes to, but I’m pretty sure that Maui Land and Pine would 

not give it up.  

CSH: Right. 

SH: So, either maybe Maui Land Company or something would probably… that would be 

interesting to find out, [inaudible] but nobody asked so. But its separate from the EMI but this is 

Maui Land Company. They’re one of the big companies here with the pineapple. Over there is a 

‘ōpae. But this at the down side there’s a place they call Big Spring. And then Big Spring flows 

off to the ocean. [Inaudible] But I have a feeling when they were drilling for wells they wanted to 

tap into Big Spring and then tap that big water. That would, you know, it’s like endless water.  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: So, the amount of water that’s just flowing out to the ocean there.  

CSH: Are we going to stop anywhere? 

[End of Recording] 

[Transcription File 20] 

SH: But that’s why we’re seeing – why I put in about the tourism. Because we need to consider it, 

so like with all these people drowning and stuff and they need keep hearing the same old spiel. I 

mean you increase the numbers that means you’re going to get more drownings and then – but 

with that much people you gotta at least start improving, you don’t want people dying all the time 

from drownings. But a lot of it is dumb mistakes. 

CSH: Yeah, but then again, the sign is right there and it says keep out.  

SH: That and then guys are snorkeling by themselves. You got all these 50, 60, 70-year-old’s that 

get heart attack or something happens. They’re swimming by themselves, your alone, you know. 

That’s why they try and make this big deal about the full-face mask with the snorkel included.  
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CSH: Yeah but then I heard people die from that too cause. . .  

SH: No, no, no but it’s something else but it’s complicated. But I say even I who used to with 

snorkeling and stuff, say how you going to take off the mask? You know, you’re so used to you 

know just be able to just pop off the snorkel and stuff and breathe you know. This one you cannot 

breathe you just have a whole mask that filled with water and then you going to freak out, right?   

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: So I say no, these guys couldn’t be able to and we talking about people who are used to the 

water. I say no they don’t have enough data and information on how you da kine, how you clear, 

how you da kine. They think it’s easy you just breathe through the face mask but then they saying 

that carbon monoxide build up. I say could be but I’m not really clear. They gotta – they should 

have monitored that in the lab and stuff. They can’t do that, but do that before they. . .  

CSH: That seems like a super basic issue. 

SH: Yeah, before they sell it to the consumers. But they not going to, they want to make plenty 

money. Like Takata airbags [laughing]. I thought my vehicle was, da kine, I ran the number again 

on top and then mine got picked up so they did this lawsuit or something. So asked if I could send 

in my da kine, my registration and stuff and then they go. . . I’m listed on…so for the Takata 

airbags settlement. Give you plenty space.  

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: You not as big as da kine, the gasolines, da kine. I give the guy credit, I mean just going in 

even around full gasoline, you empty out the gasoline and you still gotta drive ‘um out.   

CSH: Yeah.  

SH: Oh, you got a full rig now with gasoline and stuff. Just imagine, most of these guys only one 

time they’re driving into Hāna and one time they going to be driving out [laughing]. They ain’t 

got no [inaudible], every day they got to drive in and drive out. Oh man. 

CSH: That is kind of crazy to me.  

SH: Yeah you talk like two hours driving and stuff. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: They go home, go sleep and then time to go work the next day and drive back out again. I 

know Bob Carol he’s a councilman, he does that commute.  

CSH: He lives in Hāna? 

SH: He lives in Hāna. But he’s the representative, yeah, councilman.  

CSH: Oh wow. 

SH: For East Maui. [Long pause] See over here the Hāna folks refer to over here as Three Tridges 

[laughing]. 

CSH: Yeah. 
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SH: They’re little bridges, but yeah. . . But they know where Three Bridges is. Over here they refer 

to it Three Bridges. [Long pause] Oh, so how much comments did you guys get? A lot?  

CSH: So far for EMI, for this project? 

SH: Yeah. 

CSH: Umm not a lot, actually.  

SH: Oh really? 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: I just felt it was important, so that’s why I did. 

CSH: Oh, I’m sure. I’m sure.  

SH: I remember working all these years and I say wow, there’s data out there but is it being used, 

I don’t think so.  

CSH: I mean I feel like we’re pretty persistent too. We don’t just try once, you know, and if they 

don’t respond then we’re not like ‘oh well, we tried.’ We definitely try to do it a couple times and 

if no one responds then we start just cold calling people to get their mana‘o.  

SH: Right, no that’s good. Yeah sometimes it’s like pulling teeth. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Other guys like waste time [laughing]. But better get the comments in then complaining later 

on. 

CSH: That’s what is kind of hard to explain too, you know. Because some people they know and 

understand the CIA process but a lot of their feedback is ‘why should we tell you?’ Nothing is 

going to be done anyway there still going to do what they want to do. But it’s like the point is 

adding your comments and. . .  

SH: Put the truth in. 

CSH: Yeah, you know if they do still build it then they can look back and be like well no one said 

anything about it. Like no one said. . .  

SH: Well it’s like the Kū’ē Petition, you know. At least people you know on record, even they go 

back and look at them a little later you know look at all these thousands of people sign one petition 

[laughing].  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: I see this guy, I’ll let you go brah. Go ahead, yeah.  

CSH: Resident [laughing].  

SH: When you truck bigger than mine you take the lead [laughing]. Yeah, I going to pull on this 

side. This the ditch that came in. They used to have a sign over here, the East Maui Irrigation 

Ditch.  

CSH: They had a sign? 
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SH: Yeah, they used to have a sign. It was on that pole before but then all the trees all fell over 

and stuff. So, this is nothing like it used to be. So, when the water used to be up, all this used to be 

clean. They, you know the maintenance and stuff used to be a lot better. But yeah, they don’t need 

the water to add. They leave everything alone than cleaning even the vegetation and stuff. It’s 

more efficient if you clean the water right you know. So that would also be some of the comments 

for maintenance, to go clean the debris.  

CSH: Mm- hmm. 

SH: The falling, the leaves, and the debris that all accumulate inside the ditches. I don’t – you 

know it’s up them but it’s you know what I mean. 

CSH: Mm-hmm.  

SH: So instead of having to – when they decide they want to clean then they going to clean after 

they get permit. But in the meantime, they aren’t doing any kind of maintenance.  

CSH: Right. 

SH: Yeah. So yeah, the irrigation ditch. Full on, max. 

CSH: Like just below those rocks kind? 

SH: Yeah. I’m pretty sure the water was probably up like three quarters and then the thing dropped 

down. 

CSH: That’s crazy.  

SH: Yeah. But interesting upcountry, upside the upper ditches I would look inside then I would 

get like all o‘opu nakea, prawns, ‘ōpae, I could see them inside so. . . [long pause, heading back to 

car] 

SH: That’s why it’s a big difference now when I see, it’s like they don’t care, they’re just leaving 

everything. Everything is falling, the trees and leaves.   

CSH: Not up keeping or anything. 

SH: Yeah. So, like I said this is the one about the mixing in the water and stuff they have that ditch 

running right across the stream.  

CSH: Mm-hmm [long pause] 

SH: I’m glad the rain was light so it went away, cleared up. 

CSH: Yeah. Choke hō‘i‘o or pohole. Oh, that van.  

SH: [Laughing] Get on your side, yeah he no stay on his side maybe big boulder came. That’s 

when they drive like the residents [laughing]. Take the whole road. See how much people. 

CSH: Oh, still plenty. 

SH: Yeah, yeah, yeah they still coming. 

CSH: These people are crazy when they’re walking out like in their bikini thinking it’s some like. 

. .  
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SH: That’s probably how it’s being sold, go swim by the waterfall and stuff. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: But look how many cars, no signs now [laughing]. That’s what I’m saying about guys just 

making that assumption that its public.  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: But you know, some of the places are not public. See they get the Jeep and they drive half 

way over.  

CSH: Yeah [laughing]. 

SH: It’s not like they have a big SUV or they got a Cadillac, or something you know. Small car 

but you know how drive or what [laughing]. I hope you’re not getting too hungry, we going to stop 

at Ke‘anae.  

CSH: I mean I only got a manapua. I didn’t really eat too much cause I know I get carsick 

[laughing]. 

SH: I think we probably going get stuck behind cars going back. 

CSH: I am loving all this koa. That was a nice tree back there.  

SH: I’m glad you recognize the koa. I usually see them and say ‘ah neat.’ Cause when I grow up 

Kāne‘ohe and stuff no more koa. Then I go over here and whoa. That’s so funny cause when you 

go up Haleakalā and stuff and then you see all the young koa cause and I say ‘oh wow, look like 

haole koa!’ [laughing]. Oh yeah look like but then everything change, oh wow that’s neat. Over 

here and stuff too.   

CSH: Yeah, ‘ōhi‘a, all this koa.  

SH: So that and then the African tulip. 

CSH: Yeah [laughing].  

SH: See this is all the da kine the wedelia. Yeah all on the side and everything, the uluhe. I know 

you know, but you see all the strawberry guava. 

CSH: Yeah, choke waiawi.   

SH: When I used to do stream stuff then on the way out I go pick the guava. Pick the guava and 

make guava jelly. 

CSH: Really? Oh, look all the ‘ie‘ie on that tree. That’s crazy. Even over here, oh my god.  

SH: Somebody intentionally planted that heliconia. You see how that thing growing out? 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Yeah. You see how patchy on the uluhe? 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: So I don’t know what’s – that’s why I was wondering if we were going into drought. [Pause] 
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CSH: This is Ke‘anae?  

SH: Actually, yeah we coming toward Wailua first then Ke‘anae. This is crazy, people never used 

to park off here. But now a days. . .  

CSH: What are they parking to see? 

SH: They go walk down to the waterfall.  

CSH: Oh. That’s a walk alright.  

SH: Yeah. But also supposed to be no parking and guys park. They trying to prevent people from 

parking there and they still park. That’s why they did all this, ‘cause guys would still park. You 

wouldn’t believe. 

CSH: That’s not even half-way off the road. They’re just like parking right in the street.  

SH: Like a parking lot. And then just block the traffic coming out of Hāna. What a nightmare, and 

then on top of that you got all the residents fuming and stuff ‘cause you know, bad enough, they 

have to put up with the tourists [laughing].  

CSH: Yeah.  

SH: So, this is the Wailua lookout. I going to take you to da kine now, Waialohe lookout above 

Ke‘anae and stuff over there. [inaudible] So, this is the main one to get water, yeah, to the Wailua 

fields, the taro fields and stuff. So, Waiokamilo, look they get this one over here. This is all ancient 

taro patches and stuff. So I think they were getting problems with pigs and that’s why they put up 

the fences. They never used to have before. Yeah, I think. . . We also get one problem with deer 

too yeah. 

CSH: Really?  

SH: The deer population increasing upcountry. That’s why they were trying to get this ag 

inspection so that they can start harvesting some of the venison and stuff for sale and stuff. They 

wanted to make jerky and all this stuff. So, this is Wailua and this is Waiokamilo Stream. That’s 

Uncle Harrys. Uncle Harry Mitchell. Are you into lā‘au lapa‘au, lapa‘au?  

CSH: Uh, yeah. I mean I feel like just from dancing hula we have to know a lot about plants and 

stuff. So, I’m just kind of getting into plants and what not. 

SH: So, Uncle Harry, way back when he had cancer and stuff he was I guess he got caught inside 

the reserve. And he had a citation and stuff so I have this letter and we were talking about the stuff 

he was gathering and using – medicinal. It’s an in-house letter and stuff but I have them, it’s old 

but I was thinking oh for da kine, maybe get information in the future.  

CSH: Yeah.  

SH: Yeah, ‘cause they threw out the case and stuff. But yeah. So over here they wanted the State 

to certify the water and then what they wanted to do was, they wanted to come in here for the water 

bottling plant. To sell water. 

CSH: What? A water bottling plant? 
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SH: A water bottling plant. They were going to sell water, like Fiji water. Yeah, they wanted to do 

that. The State wouldn’t certify it. That’s why it’s kind of interesting you know, like certain things 

– whatever the State does they don’t ever make money for anything [laughing]. They always seem 

to lose money, instead of doing it for the right reasons they always do it for the wrong. Or they 

reacting after something else go wrong. We going to pull up over here. So, this is Waialohe and I 

look over here because of Waialohe Pond and stuff. Remember I told you about the Palauhulu and 

Pi‘i Na‘au Stream. 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: It flows down here and then goes into a pond over there. It’s called Waialohe Pond. We can 

go eat over here. Over here and then you look over – like I said this is the peninsula and then they 

carried the dirt and then put it on here for the taro and stuff. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Yeah, some of the taro patches are from way back. 

[End of Recording] 

 

[Transcription File 21] 

CSH: Um, you’ve participated in CIA’s before?  

SH: Mm... 

CSH: Like with Cultural Surveys or...? 

SH: Um.. some. 

CSH: Ok. 

SH: Mm-hmm. 

CSH: Just if you’re not familiar with it, we’ll normally start off the first paragraph explaining who 

you are and your affiliation to the project or your connection to this area. But we kinda went over 

that when we were driving down...that you were born in or born and raised in Kāneʻohe and then 

you moved here. 

SH: I moved here in ‘85 so now I’ve been working here 33 years this month as an Aquatic 

Biologist. So I work for the State, yeah.  

CSH: But this...today you’re not representing this, you’re just speaking on what you know of... 

SH: Oh as an Aquatic Biologist, yeah. 

CSH: Yeah, yeah. 

SH: What I’ve learned while working here... 

CSH: And now you said you live in Wailuku? 

SH: I live...my house...my residence is in Wailuku.  

CSH: And your connection to this area is through your work as an Aquatic Biologist. 
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SH: Work, as an Aquatic Biologist.  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: So I’ve worked with all the animals. Started with ʻōpae and then the different ‘oʻopu and then 

now I’m working on...my current research is on hīhīwai. So I’m trying to put together a manuscript 

and then from that manuscript then I think it’s time for me to retire. 

CSH: Once that’s done? 

SH: Yeah. I finished my field work so I’m trying to get papers out.  

CSH: Mm-hmm.  

SH: Yeah. 

CSH: Just you personally, do you have anyone that you would wanna...that you think we should 

talk to about this? About this project? 

SH: Hmm, what did you want to know cause um, I got other people who live here so like, um, 

Mrs. Awapuhi Carmichael.  

CSH: Well they may or may not be on our contact list already... 

SH: But yeah, so she would be one because it was actually her mom remember I told you about 

Aunty Sarah Kaʻauamo? 

CSH: The house that was... 

SH: Yeah, by the two streams... 

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: ...that joined behind her house. That’s her mom.  

CSH: Oh! 

SH: So that’s the daughter So she started doing the ʻōpae. So she’s teaching her grandkids, 

gathering and ʻōpae and hīhīwai. 

CSH: And you guys always meet up or..? 

SH: So I talk with them and then I stop by and stuff. In fact, this year I didn’t. In fact I should stop 

by and maybe drop off some tide calendars to her. 

CSH: Oh! That’s nice! 

SH: [Inaudible] Oh maybe we can stop by and then I can introduce you to her if she’s home. If 

not, then it might be Vegas. [Laughing] But they would be good people to talk to. They’re the ones 

who’d be doing the gathering and things but she used to work with the um, hoʻolauleʻa and they 

used to get, basically, scholarships for the kids who live here. 

CSH: Oh that’s good. 

SH: So after they graduate high school then you give them a scholarship to go to college and then 

at least start them in college... 
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CSH: Yeah, give them a chance yeah. 

SH: Yeah. 

CSH: Ok... I feel like some of these questions are kinda hard because we covered such a big area... 

SH: What are you asking? 

CSH: Um, are there any cultural, archaeological, historical, or burial sites like...within this whole 

area. 

SH: Mmm, it’s funny because I also work with Historic Preservation... 

CSH: Oh yeah?! 

SH: And I’m gonna have to meet with them and they’re gonna return human bones and stuff that 

they found there but cause by coincidence I would work in the streams and had this policeman and 

then so I went to go look so he was showing me somebody found bones. They weren’t sure if was 

human and so they recovered the bone and took it to Historic Preservation and now their guys are 

telling me, oh! So you were the one that ended up with the bone and I go, oh I know where because 

a policeman went show me where. So if they wanna return the bone, I know where the location 

and they can go back and bury um in the same place that I saw where they buried it. Yeah, yeah 

so I’m aware of some of those places like that and then we’ve had um burial sites exposed like 

when eroding by the rain... 

CSH: Right, mm-hmm. 

SH: ...before Hoʻokipa there was a big tree and then basically bones were washing up on the beach 

and stuff... 

CSH: Oh 

SH: So yeah, stuff like that, yeah. So but that would be, um, oh, um, oh boy, that would be by 

Kūʻau...Kūʻau Hoʻokipa. Yeah. In that area. Would be graves and stuff and then the archaeologists 

explained to me because I guess they were talking about how they buried and then they pointed in 

the direction to ʻĪao Valley. 

CSH: Oh wow! That’s interesting! 

SH: Yeah, yeah, so they were explaining to me... I didn’t even know there was a direction [laughs] 

I thought they just buried um! 

CSH: Yeah, yeah. 

SH: So yeah I learned a lot from them and then da kine when they do excavation sites and stuff a 

lot of it, I also worked with them in Waiheʻe... 

CSH: Mm-hmm 

SH: Because a lot of it they pick up, da kine, marine shells... 

CSH: Really?! 

SH: Marine shells would be inside the, yeah. So when they go down in the layers.. 

CSH: Yeah! 
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SH: They keep picking out shells and stuff.  

CSH: Oh! That’s interesting! 

SH: Yeah, yeah. So, so some of that I’ve been involved with, yeah. 

CSH: Um, I know we’ve talked a lot the whole way down but is there anything more that you 

wanna share about the general history of this area? 

SH: Hmm, history in terms of... 

CS: Like, past or present land use? 

SH: Umm, well more, I guess, there’s a push to try to raise taro... 

CSH: Right. 

SH: ...but I also feel this conflict with water commission and water decisions that really haven’t 

[inaudible] I mean if you look at their actual return of water or their in-stream flow then I disagree 

with it because I said I’m kind of waiting for this official decision, um, but each time they choose 

a lower amount. Remember like I told you about the 65 percent? 

CSH: Yeah, yeah. 

SH: I can show you how the Aquatic Resources got to the 64% median flow which would return, 

actually, 90% of the stream habitat for the animals and yet they’ve always stayed away from that. 

So when they return the water for like the Nā Wai ʻEhā... 

CSH: Mm-hmm 

SH: So the 10 million gallons is one-third, so it’s nowhere near 64 percent.  

CSH: Right. 

SH: Yeah, so that’s why I told you I wrote a letter... 

CSH: 30 million... 

SH: And I asked, I asked for 30 million gallons a day and I said but I also wanted to make that 

clear because I wanted to get all that flow data that USGS had collected and then base it upon that 

and the 64% percent would be 30 million gallons. 

CSH: So regardless of the, the facts that you bring up they just throw out the.. 

SH: No, no, they, they really aren’t planning to... I think once they make a decision then I think 

it’s set in stone to the next generation because no one is gonna rock the boat so they kinda, oh well, 

we came up with a decision. So although it’s supposed to be interim in-stream flow, I don’t have, 

I don’t see them pushing to get a permanent as well as they’re not asking all these questions, then 

what about gathering rights, what about for endangered species habitat and all these other things. 

Guys aren’t asking those questions they’re just coming up with this number and saying, well we’re 

agreeing and we’re returning some of the water into the stream. Yeah and I don’t see them down 

the road gonna be changing their mind. They’re coming up with an amount and then they’re 

gonna...so I said that’s for the future to decide but it’s not based on any data. We kinda tried to do 

all this research, tried to give information so that they could give an intelligent compromise and 

yet I see politics.   
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CSH: Yeah. 

SH: But yeah, I’m not gonna rock the boat or anything. That’s also why I guess, a better 

understanding. I guess when you get older it’s tough and you think, ah, too young. I’m gonna die 

before... [laughing] ...and nothing is gonna change. I just feel for the old folks because all the folks 

that passed away all that time they really, we want water for taro, we want water for taro(They 

were fighting for it yeah?), we want water for taro but they passed away and they still no more 

water for the taro and they’re still controlling the water even though there’s no plantation using 

the water... they’re still diverting the water. Nobody is returning the water to the streams. Yeah. 

CSH: Um, let’s see...do you have any memories of what existed here like, cultural events, I know 

you said with getting just gathering... 

SH: Gathering. Gathering and then dependency on fishing and fisheries but I also because I’m also 

interested in the fishing history in Hawaiʻi. Part of my problem is also, when guys see throw net, 

they claim it’s traditional. That was introduced by the Japanese. But it’s interesting how that they 

now, it’s not Polynesian. It’s coming from the Japanese side and influenced from Hawaiʻi. Yeah.  

CSH: I see. 

SH: So that is kinda interesting because you see a lot of, you get the throw net on top the covers 

and everything and then you think that they would know better but no. They’re using mono-

filament throw net. 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: You know, it was introduced.  

CSH: Yeah.  

SH: They’re using modern gear but that’s why when you’re looking at...for them to claim 

traditional, you’re talking modern traditional. We’re not going back to the old traditional.  

CSH: You’re not using those things to... 

SH: Yeah, cause it’s similar to like when I was asking Kahoʻolawe to review their fisheries 

management plan and I asked them, would you guys consider putting in traditional fishing use? 

But I said, if you’re going traditional, no wet suits. No fins. No masks. Tell them go spear. You 

gotta go make your own gear and stuff like that. [stutter] But what I wanted was a discussion 

because it’s like now...because what you’re getting is this, um, modern interpretation but then now 

we’re using gear, we’re using boats, we’re using gasoline engines, we’re using...and then how do 

we give the bottom fishermen traditional when the guys are using depth recorders, GPS... 

CSH: Yeah, yeah. 

SH: And then claiming, oh, this is my traditional right! Then they’re not fishing by hand so when 

I used to interview like Bill Shinsado at Kewalo Basin. He told me he used to go get one Sampan, 

used to go out to the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands, they’d go down with 17 hooks, by hand and 

pick um up by hand. No more power reels, no more hydraulic gurdies or anything to, you know, 

we’re talking SamPan. We’re talking old style.  

CSH: Yeah. 
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SH: But these guys when they feel the line, they tell me they can tell what kind fish went bite on 

the line.  

CSH: Really? 

SH: Because, you know, that’s how intricate...but you go try ask the kids now they all get electric 

reels and then they’re not... it’s not all by hand. They used to do um by hand but they used to put 

down as many as 17 hooks to go catch bottom fish. Yeah. 

CSH: Wow. 

SH: But it’s interesting too because they also used to take turtles. They flip the turtles and then 

they take the turtles up live and then when they wanna eat meat then they kill the turtle and then 

they eat turtle meat on the boat.  

CSH: Wow! 

SH: Yeah [laughing] that’s why it’s interesting to see and then those are the guys that passed away 

but that was there at their time at, you know, to see what they considered traditional and what they 

had to do  

SH: So, so I learned a lot from the kupuna.  

CSH: Do you have any personal ties to this area? 

SH: Nope. I grew up on Oʻahu so mostly to Kāneʻohe Bay... 

CSH: But you know a lot of kupuna here... 

SH: That’s what, that’s what got me interested into fishing and then, um, so that, like I said, 

originally when I first came here I had to get first aid certification. That’s how I first met Aunty 

Sarah. She had to get first aid certification so we took first aid class together and then so after I 

talked with her, oh yeah, I like study ʻoʻopu and stuff like that. She tell, come my house and, da 

kine, so actually when I started doing the research because she knew I was interested in ʻoʻopu 

and stuff but I think it’s also with her blessing because it because it’s like her, leave alone this 

kaʻa, he’s coming in to do stream research and stuff like that. 

CSH: Right, right, right. 

SH: Nobody mess around with my car and stuff but basically I kinda have a feeling that I get this 

protection from her saying that, oh yeah, he going come and do research on top the ʻoʻopu and 

stuff... 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: ...and the hīhīwai. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Yeah so that’s why when I come out with papers I share with them and then... 

CSH: Oh that’s cool. Do they have any feedback for you? 

SH: Oh, no, no. Like I said even like with all this stuff with the fish and stuff I say, you know, 

when you think about it... it’s not us rediscovering because we see that and then the kupuna know.  
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CSH: Mm-hmm.  

SH: So when the thing running, they the ones going be catching um and then they the ones going 

dry um, they the ones going be eating um that way and stuff.  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: So way back so when the 20ʻs and 30ʻs that’s when they used to go catch. I don’t know if you 

know the ̒ ōhua? The ̒ ōhua is the manini. Before they make the stripes, so they’re kinda like clear... 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: So just before they get stripes what they have, what they, technically I think what they’re 

supposed to do, they said they go out and gather them inside the near shore but when they gather 

um, they go before sunrise. I guess they think that when the sunrise, then the stripes going come 

out already. 

CSH: Mmm. 

SH: So they’re trying to get um before the ting pick up the stripes and stuff but they go catch the 

‘ōhua. So ‘ōhua is the manini before the ting... 

CSH: ...get the stripes. 

SH: ...get the stripes. But that’s what they wanted. They catch um, but they used to put um out, put 

um in the dry box and they dry um.  

CSH: Ahhh. 

SH: And they eat um like candy.  

CSH: Like candy? 

SH: Like dried fish. 

CSH: Nice. 

SH: Yeah but all the baby fish, so like the hinana. Hinana too they dry um up. You know how, da 

kine, go eat aku? 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Yeah, same thing, dry um and then just eat. 

CSH: Nice. 

SH: But that was their candy and stuff...but they’re talking by the thousands. So, but, this is, they 

told me they used to do that in the 20ʻs and 30ʻs so up until then they were still doing this post-

larvae recruitment...all this fish is coming upstream. But they were catching um in baskets and 

stuff. Yeah. 

CSH: And how drastically did the numbers drop? 

SH: Oh, no. They don’t see that anymore. 

CSH: At all? 
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SH: The big recruitment and stuff like that was when they were kids and they saw that and the 

now that they’re adults they don’t see that anymore. Yeah. 

CSH: Oh. 

SH: But it tells you how much more water that was just flowing in the stream...or when they tell 

me they go and catch ʻōpae, when they catch ʻōpae that means the water in the stream when the 

taro patches were cold enough to have ʻōpae. They never did go up the mountain, they catch um 

down low. So that means the water was coming down cool. So you can tell now, so like when I go 

Keʻanae would be by the intake... 

CSH: Mm-hmm, where you went in, yeah? 

SH: I wonder if you can see...so right on the corner over there, before then the thing redistribute 

the water. There’s a flume that goes across... 

CSH: Ok.. 

SH: But there’s a intake. At the intake then the water gets distributed right in the corner by the taro 

patch. 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: You see the green taro patch? 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: But then there’s like concrete and then the thing split up the water. Right over there get ʻōpae 

and stuff inside. Yeah. Get ʻōpae, get prawns over there. 

CSH: Oh!  

SH: Yeah I’ve gone to go look and then I...so, when I was studying in here I would go, I looked at 

these clams. They call um fingernail clams. They’re inside with the taro. So I was sampling, so I 

have a paper on fingernail clams. I didn’t even know about um, I was working with, uh, a 

researcher from Dayton University and then, so I sent to him, he would measure um, and then they 

wrote up a paper and I was co-author with them on that.  

CSH: Oh cool! 

SH: These taro patch clams...the... 

CSH: Fingernail clams? 

SH: Fingernail clams, yeah. They call um musculium and pisidium clams, yeah.  

CSH: Never heard of that. 

SH: And then so that and then the, possible the fishes and maybe the birds probably ate the clams.  

CSH: Oh. 

SH: But they probably came in and it got distributed by when people, you know like when 

they...taro, when you replant the taro. It probably would be in there and so the clams would 

probably get redistributed that way too. 
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CSH: Oh yeah that makes sense. 

SH: It’s fresher...freshwater clams. 

CSH: Oh.  

[Pause] 

CS: As far as agricultural, this is pretty much a loʻi place on this side... 

SH: Well these are historical. So in here too.. 

CSH: In Keʻanae here? 

SH: In Keʻanae. So over here too what it is is, what they have, or what the taro patch growers... 

you have what they call hui land. Ok, I don’t know if you’ve heard of that before. 

CSH: No... 

SH: So in the hui land what it is, is...it’s owned by a group of people... 

CSH: Ok... 

SH: So, say I wanna go to taro patches so they take charge of two taro patches and they grow taro 

at two taro patches... 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: They pay taxes for those two taro patches and stuff...but it’s still considered hui land. Which 

is probably unique. I don’t know if Big Island get um like that but that’s what I get from over here.  

CSH: So they still get to plant kalo and whatever... 

SH: You plant...but you plant according to how much you...so they take on that as well as 

responsibility to pay taxes for the property tax and stuff for the hui land. Yeah. So it’s tied in with 

the family, not everybody going plant taro.  

CSH: Right. 

SH: But somebody may be gung-ho or if they’re younger or something may get more taro patch 

than other people. 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: But they would do that but they would be required to take care not only that but supposedly 

the water supply and go clean the ditch and clean the...right? It would be shared responsibility but 

that’s what’s so interesting because you got all these guys but they want somebody else go clean. 

They want the water at the end but they not helping the guy up here go clean.  

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: Yeah, the Kanoa’s the one, a lot of times doing the cleaning.  

CSH: Interesting! 

SH: Yeah, so that’s what I get. Yeah. Over here is like Hatfields and McCoyʻs too. 

CSH: Really? 
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SH: Yup! So... 

CSH: Families scrapping out... 

SH: No, no...but I heard and I’m like, oh...okay. [Laughing] And they’re married to each other 

now... 

CSH: Oh yeah?! 

SH: Yeah, married and they got war and everything. Oh boy [laughing] So... interesting, yeah 

because I got to learn that too...so like I said but that’s why I said I make sure I get the good kupuna 

da kine, protected by the kupuna and nobody mess around... [laughing] Only one time...they go 

flatten my tire. 

CSH: Really?! 

SH: They put stone inside and then all four tires were flat. Yeah. 

CSH: Wow! 

SH: So the other guy, good thing da kine taro farmer had his compressor on top his trailer...to come 

down and fill my tire up. Was Friday...and then, aw man, I don’t wanna get new and then, oh wait, 

wait. Then he came with his da kine and go fill me up so I could get out. If not, I gotta stay 

overnight and da kine [stutter] And only one time they did that so I went go and park inside so I 

get somebody never like that so they flatten all my tires so after that I park um outside, I no park 

inside. Yeah. But I say, nobody else is doing research. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: So after all these years, yeah, nobody.  

CSH: Mm-hmm...but out on the road it seems like a lot of people recognize you...at least out here. 

SH: Oh, I don’t know. [laughing] 

CSH: Um, do you know any legends maybe about this...or old moʻolelo? 

SH: Oh, like I told you about that, um, people have asked me if I’ve seen moʻo...um, but I swim 

over here and da kine, I...one of the things I guess I’ve been brought up with is that, I have no 

problems. Like when I work with the bones and stuff and then actually what was interesting when 

I did the Kūʻau one, I went help Historic Preservation go recover bones, the last thing I found was 

this human skull was inside the sand...and I looked like, oh, get one skull. So was one full skull. 

You know what I mean... [laughing] 

CSH: Oh yeah! 

SH: Yeah, because they ask me if I’m bothered and I said, no, not really because I said even my 

dad was saying, make sure you’re not conniving. You’re going there to help clean up and da kine, 

you know. But I said, you don’t...you get conniving [inaudible] and stuff... 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: ...the thing going come back and haunt you kind of deal. So other than that, I’m not bothered 

by that... I don’t have that, you know, oh ghost going come after me or something like that... 
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CSH: Mm-hmm, you don’t ever feel that way?  

SH: No. I think, yeah, must have been the way my dad, da kine, what he said, you know how get 

the conniving, you try to do something that’s not kosher or da kine, you know. So he said dat going 

come back and haunt you. So but I’ve never had any problems even if I pick up bones or...yeah. 

CSH: Mm-hmm...umm, hmm... 

SH: So that one was a moʻo, um, what else? So actually I, there is a cave on the side and everything 

and I looked and everything but I said no, um. People have told me, even like the moʻo by da kine, 

Lahaina, yeah. Um, the Moku ʻUla and things like that, so I’ve heard of that one and I also heard 

Waiheʻe, also of the moʻo over there. But no... I haven’t had any strange feelings or [inaudible] 

like that, no. 

CSH: Um, what about any ancient trails in this area? 

SH: Mmm, not so much here. I guess the only one was, um, so that’s why when I was allowed to 

go here I followed, basically, the trail that the fishermen used and I come in along the side and 

then I jump in along the water and then I swim to the waterfall. But what it is is, I’m also looking 

at safety and the reason I decided to study that waterfall was that it’s safer here. I don’t have the 

wave or the ocean behind me.  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: So where I gotta watch big waves or something going come and hit me from behind. 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: So inside the pool I can always go back away from the water and then I’m safe in the pool but 

whereas if I’m in the ocean then I may get ocean swells. You know like how I told you about the 

ʻopihi pickers and stuff like that? 

CSH: Yeah, yeah. 

SH: Dat kine you gotta watch the swells. So yeah, that’s the only, um, terminal falls that I worked 

on. Yeah. It’s just more for safety but that’s how all these different things. I got to watch the fish 

climb out and get ʻōpae, and get hīhīwai... 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: [Inaudible] 

CSH: That’s cool... um, do you have any knowledge of any observed cultural protocols here? 

Like...maybe from back in the day or even now that is still being practiced? 

SH: Um, not too much. No, not even the oli and the chants, no. Yeah. 

CSH: Um, what about any mauka/makai relationships like with ʻohana who live mauka and makai 

and how they interact. 

SH: You know what I’ve noticed and then it’s not just my family and everything it’s just everybody 

gotten older and stuff and I guess now being older and stuff then we don’t have the kids and stuff 

like before. All my cousin’s kids and everybody all graduated college and everything so it’s not 
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like when small and you get the kids...you know, take them to the beach, take them go swimming, 

like that... 

CSH: Yeah... 

SH: ...so my mom would always have the kids go swimming lessons and stuff so like my mom 

would babysit and stuff. 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

 

SH: So that’s why would be interesting cause I said when we got older then it’s the kids that my 

mom took care of, you know life, eh, come, go in the car we go, you know, [inaudible] go get ice 

cream or da kine, dat kine stuff...and then my brother used to take the kids go, go get the newspaper 

but then right next is the fire station... 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: So the kids all know the fire...firemen and all the guys who worked at the fire station so when 

the fire engine going out then the kids all waving and the guys all waving to the kids, right, because 

they know the kids because they come pick up paper with my brother. So the kids would do that 

but my brother would also train them so what it would be is like, so like, they see the helicopter, 

they see the helicopter really small. From the time they were small they were always trained so, 

oh, can see the helicopter. You no hear the helicopter but they already see um, but they used to 

looking and then later on then the helicopter come over and then but the kids pay attention to stuff 

like that. But you bring um up, but the kids would know if you ask them to look and then later on 

they pick that up on their own.  

CSH: That’s cool. 

SH: So yeah, that kine stuff yeah my brother kinda followed up with my mom for take care the 

kids and stuff, that kine stuff. But always the kids...make the kids considerate. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Yeah. That’s why we always joke cause my mom passed already but it’sso funny. She could 

just tell them, my mom going give you this eye. She give you da eye, she no need say nothing. 

[laughing] Then the kids would sit by the bank and sit down. 

CSH: And be quiet. 

SH: Yeah, yeah. Dat kine stuff. But I said I guess you gotta be brought up that way...because I say 

we no need say nothing, yeah you see her eye and then okay, you get the evil eye. [laughing] 

CS: Yeah. 

SH: We know what my mom is thinking. She no need say nothing. [laughing] 

CSH: Umm... 

[Pause] 
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CSH: It’s a kinda broad question but...um, like what do you think would be some concerns with 

the community that is related to any cultural practices in this area that the project might interfere 

with? 

SH: Hmm, what do you mean? In terms of the project, we’re talking about return the water? 

CSH: Yeah.  

SH: Umm, well I guess that’s also why I asked for the clarifications. 

CSH: Yeah, yeah. 

 

SH: How much water being diverted that those kinds of things because the guys who are on the 

water commission aren’t asking those questions or asking specifics. How much water? When they 

going release the water? What the water going be used for? 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Even though we just keep getting the, oh yeah, they going do diversified ag then in the 

newspaper they read, oh they may do cattle ranching... 

CSH: Yeah, yeah. 

SH: Then oh, how many cattle and where are you gonna put the ranch?  

CSH: Right, no specifics. 

SH: There really is no specifics other than, oh well we’re going into diversified ag as a blanket and 

then no information at all.  

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: Specifically to really addr...how much water are you gonna need? How many head cattle you 

gonna raise? Where are you gonna raise um and where is your livestock? Where you going 

slaughter? Where you going feed? 

CSH: Right. 

SH: And are you gonna, is it all gonna be, you know, what kind of feed are you gonna raise um 

on, like hay? That’s why it’sdifferent cause like on the mainland you get like all the hay farms and 

stuff right, so they stock up on the hay and then other time then they get feed lots and stuff and 

then but there’s nothing. Nothing is said, what kind of feed, what are you gonna raise, what kind 

of cattle and stuff? So...when they’re raising the cattle are they gonna ship um to Japan? You know 

what I mean? 

CSH: Oh yeah, what’s gonna happen? 

SH: So are they just raising um, so like with some of the ranches, they’re just shipping off the 

cattle to get slaughtered on the mainland and stuff. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Yeah, so I don’t know all that...that kind of stuff. But that is just more from what we’ve heard 

like with the ranching here cause when they were getting all drought conditions...like right now, 
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no problem. A lot of rain but when everything start drying up and everything then they’re worried 

so they’re talking about shipping cattle out just to get um fed, they don’t want, you know, the cattle 

dying here cause not enough feed because the biggest cost could be feeding um.  

CSH: Right. And even with the loʻi too? 

SH: Umm, loʻi, I think it would pertain to certain families. At least it’s still in the family so they 

wanna continue it but I guess, well most of what we hear is with more water then they should be 

able to raise more taro. But right now when they’re not getting more water...sufficient water to 

expand production or anything...buggah just barely hanging on and stuff.  

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: Yeah. 

CSH: Do you personally have any recommendations, um, regarding, I guess, the preservation of 

this area? 

SH: Umm, I know things are gonna change but um I guess having seen, I know that they do wanna 

make sure that, uh, kalo growing is part of, I guess their lifestyle...but it would be helpful if they 

would get more water and stuff, um, but it’s not all EMI. So like even over here, the flume... 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: It also involves the State and so the State also gotta....that as well as taking care of the 

watershed not wait until say the tree falls over and then disaster then no water and then they have 

to wait and then they kinda ask County or the State to help clean up for them.  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Yeah, um, it’s kinda interesting cause you know, historically, so from CCC time, um, civilian 

conservation corps, when they planted all the, cause at the time they thought all the ‘ōhi‘a were 

dying... 

CSH: Right, what did you say, the eucalyptus? 

SH: So they planted the eucalyptus. Do we have any plans on what to do with the eucalyptus? 

Cause even like Olinda now, they’re talking about trying to take down some of the trees and stuff 

because they’re overgrown but then they, uh, they were originally planted for harvesting. But the 

guys were so opposed for them to harvest anything then they let the eucalyptus just grow dense. 

So now basically it’s a fire waiting to just burn everything up. So you got all this dead under story 

and stuff and when it burns, it’s not gonna be just the eucalyptus, it’s gonna be all these peoples 

homes and stuff. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Because they were the ones that said, no, we don’t want you guys to cut the eucalyptus but 

the eucalyptus at the time was proposed for this eucalyptus harvesting... 

CSH: Mm-hmm 

SH: And it never happened. 

CSH: Yeah. 
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SH: So it, you know, I guess trying to deal with the public after you already done that so when I 

look at that I say but is there a eucalyptus plan or even in the future and stuff? Um, and if they 

don’t do anything then again we get this big burn up Olinda so with that you’re gonna lose homes 

and things and then what’s gonna happen after all these places get burned? Just like on the 

mainland... 

CSH: Right, right. 

SH: I’m asking that now because when you get the big burns and you can’t evacuate these people 

and everything gets burnt up then I don’t think anybody is preparing, what are you gonna do...but 

I have a feeling that’s what’s gonna happen. They’re not gonna do anything until something burns 

and then they’re gonna start from scratch in asking what do we need to do. So one of the things 

would have to be cleaning up. So now they’re trying to clean up the ones by the highway and by 

the road cause what happens is, when they fall on the road then basically then traffic is screwed. 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: So but basically that’s all they’re doing. They’re trying to address the, you know, what can 

government do so they’re trying to clear the, the ones actually going fall on the highway but you 

still got all that other burn stuff. When that goes, I don’t think people have even thought about it. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Yeah, but that’s in the background. That’s one of the things that’s gonna need, be needed, to 

be addressed. 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: So, I’m telling you first... [laughing] 

CSH: And I am making notes... [laughing] 

SH: So when you see that, yeah [laughing] [inaudible] Just stuck um with the foresters and 

everything cause they used to have the ʻalalā because the facility used to be up in Olinda and stuff 

before so now the other guys are doing it so now they got all this bird people and if they knew then 

oh, we can release ʻalalā. 

CSH: Mm-hmm 

SH: And then the ʻio come and knock um off. 

CSH: Yeah! 

SH: So but I look at that and say no, it’s typical, but I say but no forget you’re making numbers. 

We just, ok, we raised six and then what? We going release six? And then now you lose, say four? 

What have you done? Are you making a difference or are you just, you’re spending millions of 

dollars now... 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: ...to try and bring um and then now they supposedly they took um back in from the wild and 

then they going re-train um and then they going put um out and then they’re supposed to be smarter 

and not get hit by the ʻio. Who’s smarter? I think the ʻio going knock um out.  
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CSH: Mm-hmm.  

SH: Eventually.  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: Just my...[laughing] Sorry I not the wildlife biologist [laughing] They’re just preparing the 

ʻalalā to be, da kine, dinner, you know.  

CSH: [Laughing] 

SH: So I don’t know what you can do [laughing] I’m a DLNR employee so I don’t know...we 

would think about stuff like that [laughing] [inaudible] So yeah, I’m sorry I never get a chance but 

if we had gone to, da kine, if we hiked up by Waikamoi would get the, da kine, abandoned like, 

one um, like a drilling rig that’s off to the side inside the bushes in the bamboo and stuff but the 

thing is overgrown and all rusty and then...I don’t know, whenever, I have no idea and I don’t think 

they would ever... 

CSH: Move it? 

SH: ...go back to go clean all that stuff up. It’s all abandoned equipment. They got places they 

built, da kine, they get roofs so that, I guess, they could do work up there but I don’t know if they 

would even reveal that they have um up there but these places that they, for construction and 

everything might keep you out of the rain and stuff but those kinds of places and stuff nobody is 

addressing any of that but they use that to prepare a rig or even pouring concrete and stuff like 

that. 

CSH: Umm, I see you have your book here... 

SH: Oh you want me... ok I can go over some of the stuffs. 

CSH: Yeah... just anything you wanna share or things that I maybe didn’t ask you or we didn’t 

cover.... 

SH: No, no, there’s only a few stuff but um... 

CSH: I’m very interested to see what that is... 

SH: I don’t know how much, how in depth you guys are gonna go look up for information. So I’ll 

give you...this is USGS, um, and I’m really not gonna use it already cause East Maui already been 

decided so what it is is, it looks at the natural flow conditions in the streams. 

CSH: Uh-huh. 

SH: This is done for, this is a USGS report, k. 

CSH: Ok. 

SH: So you can look at that and then get one map too. So what they were doing was, they did this 

study on, I’ll give you this and the other one, but it’s a USGS report. It’s just information.  

CSH: Ok. 

SH: Yeah. So they’re talking about median and low flow characteristics. 

CSH: Oh, no, yeah. This is...great. 
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SH: Ok, so the other one that I have is this. So what they did was they went back and then they 

had some areas in five other streams in East Maui. They went back and they did long term study 

at the habitat and things and then so this is another one so this one I think was um, by Steve 

Gingrich and, ok, and Ruben Wolf.  

 

CSH: Ok. Do you want this stuff back? 

SH: No, you can have um. This is USGS reports but you can have um and then so this other one I 

just wanted to show, cause what it is, I had David Higa, he retired already but, um, he was with 

the water resources folks so then so he sent me this. This is for the Honomanu water license so in 

this they talk about the ditch and this is their application so at the time, so this is Garrett Hew, 

okay, so what happens is that this is how much...no data reported. Yeah. So this is way back, so 

this is ʻ89 and stuff but, um, so this is Spreckles, so just to show you. 

CSH: There’s nothing. 

SH: They submitted but they got the license anyway. So, but that’s the way the system is. So they 

submitted no license and then they may have submitted so many million gallons of water taken, 

um, so like here, um, "1879 constructed concrete" So you can go look through it. 

CSH: Yeah, so interesting.  

SH: So this...also about what they’re gonna use the irrigation for then that’s why you see sugar 

and pineapple, ok. Then so it’s just information. 

CSH: Ok.  

SH: Um, yeah, this is old already but but kinda... 

CSH: Yeah, but interesting to go through for sure. 

SH: But kinda gave me an explanation because I said, they don’t have to submit anything and yet 

they going get the license anyway. 

CSH: Yeah, a blank form...basically.  

SH: Yeah so but that’s what’s in the files and then so it’s not my decision but it’s up to water 

resources to decide so it’s not us but we, like I said, we recommend 64% median flow, um, and I 

have some reports and stuff that we had come up with for East Maui, um, and if you want um, just 

email me and I’ll sent it to you.  

CSH: Yeah, I don’t think I have your email though. 

SH: When you’re ready, skippy.hau@hawaii.gov. 

CSH: Ok. 

SH: So I don’t have a middle initial and I don’t have a long last name so that’s my email so... 

CSH: Simple enough. 

SH: At hawaii.gov. 

CSH: Hawaii.gov, okay.  
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SH: So that was it. 

CSH: Ok.  

SH: So you can email me and then just email me when you’re ready and I’ll send you a whole ton 

of stuff and I’m not sure if you wanna get into ecosystem stuff... if you wanna get into insects, if 

you wanna get into...all other stuff. I’ll send you other stuff too that I got from other people, other 

researchers... 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: ...cause I guess at the time when we were doing research, other people did stuff on insects, 

other people did stuff, so we had, so we did our da kine, so when we compared, um, this would be, 

our research for um, we looked at, um, Waikolu Stream on Molokai and Makamakaʻole Stream on 

Maui and then we looked at, um, ʻoʻopu alamoʻo populations so we also went in and we collected 

fish and we looked at the fish then they looked at the females, they also looked at if they were 

carrying eggs and also measured the eggs and everything. It was a very comprehensive report we 

did and then basically what they were saying was that because of the diverted flow in Waikolu, 

the fishes weren’t healthy. They weren’t ready to reproduce whereas Makamakaʻole had much 

healthier population with natural flow. Yeah, but that was never used by water commission. So it 

was interesting because everything was all in the abstract and everything just said we’re looking 

at impacts of diverted water and then they didn’t use it. Yeah. So they’re not the only ones so like 

I said, I have the other papers as well as even about water use, Hawaiian water use, so like I said, 

I don’t know...Emma Nakuina, then Metcalf, and then, uh, I have the Justice Perry, because she 

comes out, he comes out afterwards and then basically just like changes the definition so his 

definition is, oh, water is for agriculture. 

CSH: Right. 

SH: But then agriculture now includes pineapple and sugar. Yeah, pineapple and sugar is now 

included. So, but here, we’re talking this is all the late 1800ʻs so that changes and so that’s why 

when I talk with the kids or when I do presentations, I talk with the kids and also explain that on 

their agricultural zoning, agricultural zoning also includes golf courses. 

CSH: Oh. 

SH: The land use, never had golfing back then but now it does include and the politicians never 

address golfing under land use for agriculture. So that’s one of the issues that should be addressed 

but they intentionally left it alone so that’s gonna come back probably to haunt you know for land 

use and when hotels wanna go build they’re gonna say they wanna do a golf course and they going 

divert the water for golf courses because we’re using the water for ag. [laughing] 

CSH: Ok. But so basically the next part of the process is that I’m gonna play back all the stuff that 

I recorded today and all the stuff you give me and basically like do a write up of today and then 

I’ll email it back to you... maybe I’ll just email you first so you can email me other material. 

SH: Ok, ok. 

CSH: And then I’ll email you back the summary just so you can look through if I missed anything, 

if I’m not getting the message out properly then you can edit and send it back. 
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SH: Umm, maybe the only other thing I would probably include would be the fishing side. So 

cause that’s something I grew up with and that was fishing. 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: And then but what’s interesting is that now I’ve seen how things have changed, not just for 

fisheries but for limu, for crabbing, for all these things that we used to do when I was a kid. I’ve 

seen that change even here, we’ve seen ogo disappear from Kīhei and stuff and that’s from over 

harvesting. Our regulations really didnʻt work and, uh, I can say that now but doesn’t help when 

people are buying ogo at $10 a pound under the table and then, yeah, I mean so they just kept 

wiping out and then there’s no limu and then why are people now asking, oh why no more limu in 

Kīhei? And all these people were over-harvesting limu. They’d wait for graduation time and then 

everybody would just go and take. 

CSH: Oh yeah! 

SH: Yeah and that’s everywhere. SO now the ogo grounds are just like being treated like fishing 

grounds. Nobody says where they fish. Nobody says where they pick limu. They go pick limu and 

just give you limu and no say nothing about where they got um form. It... I could see that coming 

but I didn’t realize it would be so dramatic cause even the environmentally about four years ago 

the ogo blooms just disappeared so now it doesn’t have the limu that used to wash up on the 

beaches and everything it just disappeared. In all this place no more waiwai iole, no more, um, 

līpoa, and in all this places that used to be able to be able to go gather... 

CSH: No more? 

SH: Um, get a little now but just disappeared. I don’t know what was the reason, I don’t know if 

it was acidity or...could be warming temperature and stuff too but could be a compliment of other 

factors and why we don’t have...but that’s why it’s hard because even for the fishing because you 

always have the fishermen, ‘oh don’t blame us’ and then when you look, you gotta go blame 

everybody. It’s the guy who left the ogo, it’s the guy who never pick the ʻopihi, and then the next 

guy come in and then he does pick the ʻopihi and stuff so it’s more of a aggregate affect rather 

than just individuals because the individuals wanna claim, ‘oh but I left some’ but they realize that 

somebody else came up behind them and then just harvested everything else they had and then no 

limu, no ogo, no more crab, no more ʻopihi.  

CSH: That’s sad. 

SH: [laughing] And then the ʻopihi not going come back, the ʻopihi gotta wait for the ʻopihi grow 

and we not going wait for the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. The thing gotta be all 

localized...same with the fishing, gotta be localized. They gotta take care their own fishery and let 

the fish grow. Yeah. So, yeah, that and then seeing the pipes and stuff, the only other thing would 

also be, um, you know what going happen, cesspools are gonna be a big problem. Because alot of 

the folks don’thave, um, they don’thave sewers. 

CSH: Down in...? 

SH: No, all these... would be cesspools. We’re talking isolated homes and stuff on this side. They 

don’t have sewer systems and stuff and then they’re making a big deal about it in Honolulu, yeah? 

Because they’re talking about, oh they wanna have the guys convert off of cesspools. 
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CSH: Yeah. 

SH: But I said no but all these individual homes, māla, yeah, they don’thave sewer. There’s no 

sewer system. So they’re using leaching fields and now they’re saying that the thing is now going 

into the ocean...impacts are gonna occur but you’re getting more people...demand for more 

houses...and then, um, I don’tknow how they’re gonna get affordable housing because now you 

gotta tell them you want the housing to be, uh, environmentally...oh! whale, right over there...just 

on the surface [laughing]. 

CSH: Oh wow. Is this normally the time? 

SH: Oh, yeah yeah, yeah. They going stay till next month and then after February then they go 

back but they’re all over the place. If you go in the water then you listen and you can hear the 

whales. 

CSH: What do you mean? 

SH: Yeah, right there, spouting at the surface. Just a small one, yeah.  

CSH: Oh yeah! 

SH: [Laughing] That’s why I tell the kids, when you guys go in the water you listen and you can 

hear the whales underwater. When we were doing surveys you can hear um. In the background 

you can kinda hear the whales. [inaudible] They just broke the surface but no more wind too so 

when get the white caps try look. [laughing] Right there, you see? 

CSH: Everytime I look away! 

SH: You see the little white? Yeah, yeah. But that’s why, fishing eye...you gotta watch [laughing]. 

Sorry, yeah I know I’m going off [laughing] Oh, um, any other questions you wanna go...maybe I 

can introduce you to Awapuhi Carmichael. If she’s home. 

CSH: Yeah, no... 

SH: I figured we can go drop off tide calendar. It’s now 2:40. 

CSH: Ok. 

SH: Yeah, we go look. Maybe she’s home then I go, I guess I’ll drop off couple tide calendars.  

CSH: Alrighty.  

SH: I know I’m giving you plenty homework. 

CSH: Yeah, I like it! 

SH: So actually I was reading a book, reading a Dick Van Dyke, but I just finished this book on, 

uh, Father Damien and I found out that his older brother was actually the priest that was supposed 

to come out to Hawaiʻi. 

CSH: Oh yeah? 

SH: And then he took his place and then Father Damien was here and it talked about how Father 

Damien was more radical but I said you put him out there and then he’s with all the guys with the 
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leprosy patients and then he got leprosy and stuff but I said that it was interesting because we went 

there just this year. So I got, last year we got to go see, in September. 

CSH: Oh cool! 

[Inaudible] 

[End of Recording] 

[Transcription File 22] 

[Leaving Keʻanae, heading back to Pāʻia] 

CSH: What were your parents’ names? 

SH: Um, my mom was Rose and then she was Wong. She also had a Chinese middle name, so she 

was [inaudible] Wong and then my dad was a [inaudible] Hau and then when they went to school 

then they get their English name. So then he became Arthur. So Arthur is his given English name 

and he went to school up until eighth grade...but he went to, where we was, uh,  Ben Parker. At 

the time, eighth grade was the highest in terms of the grade school. Then later on Castle High 

School opened up. So even my Aunt, she was able to go to McKinley. So she graduated from 

McKinley. Kinda funny because you know, I didn’t know until late, she went to McKinley but I 

didn’t realize that my Aunt used to go Vegas and I was thinking, ‘oh really?!’ [laughing] 

[inaudible] So when she was younger I guess she used to go Vegas I guess before she was married 

and stuff. So we think back, oh, would’ve been nice if maybe my uncle or my dad ever got a chance 

to go travel. 

CSH: Mm-hmm. 

SH: Yeah, my dad was in the army. In the Pacific I think he went to Solomon Islands or something. 

CSH: Oh! 

SH: Yeah.  

CSH: Yeah, my parents go to Vegas pretty often. 

SH: Oh really? 

CSH: I mean, well they go at least twice a year. 

SH: No, but see, guys always wonder why all the Hawaiʻi guys go Vegas. I said, you know, the 

other thing is that, when you go Vegas you see all these people from Hawaiʻi! [laughing] 

CSH: Yeah! 

SH: And then in Hawaiʻi, you don’t see them cause they’re too busy working [laughing]. At least 

when we go up there you can at least relax a little bit, you know.  

CSH: Yeah.  

SH: And then I know it’s high cost of living but that’s why we get play money, go out, go 

shopping...don’t have to worry about like when you’re home, same ‘ole hassles, same ‘ole stuff 

here. You see, like I told you. Been there, done that. They’re just trying to get out of here as fast 

as they can. [Pause] Well I’m glad she remembered Darryl. Darryl Kuamoʻo, we used to work in 
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the streams. He does that stuff on the Big Island so when we used to do the studies or the 

photographs or, yeah. He used to come here and help me do, da kine, survey over here. We did the 

two-year study. We fly in by helicopter. Did you wanna see the hīhīwai? 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: If you no mind, I going stop on the side... 

CSH: Ok. 

SH: ...to go walk in next to the stream then I can show you where get hīhīwai. [Pause] You see 

how the hala droop?  

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: [Inaudible] I saw that all the way back to Hāna. So ever since I used to collect in 

Waiʻanapanapa, I stopped collecting. Oh, did you need to use the bathroom? 

CSH: Um, I’m good.  

SH: Ok. 

SH: [Inaudible] 

CSH: Yeah, it’s scary. 

SH: [laughing] At your own risk... [inaudible] So have you been in the streams to go collect hīhīwai 

or anything? 

CSH: No, I have not, no. 

SH: So good thing you got your boots because we’ll go through a muddy part and right next is the 

stream. Do you eat fern shoots? 

CSH: Like this? Like the hōʻiʻo? 

SH: Yeah. 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: This is normally where people gather so they stop. 

CSH: Same place as the hīhīwai? 

SH: [inaudible] Guys pick fern, they pick bamboo. That’s why, like I said, that’s also why 

Honomanu was my number one recommendation for East Maui to restore the stream [inaudible] 

When they restore the water, the fisheries, then the public would be able to see that and all these 

other places what they do is, they have their locks on top. You know when you go to the gates? 

CSH: Yeah. 

SH: And then the public wouldn’t have access to those areas. EMI cuts um off so they can’t go up 

to the gates [inaudible] this is the only one that’s open. So Awapuhi said she was, what? 81? Did 

you hear? She said she just had her birthday. 

CSH: Yeah, yeah. She said the last time she went to the river was when she was 79...? 
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SH: So I’m not going down to the beach, I going park on the side and we’ll go in from there.  

[End of Recording]
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Appendix C    Garret Hew Transcription 

Cultural Impact Assessment, East Maui Irrigation Water Lease renewal Project, Cultural 

Surveys Hawai‘i (CSH) interview with Garret Hew (KN), at his home in Kula, Maui, on 26 

June 2018 

CSH: CSH Researcher 

GH: Garret Hew 

GH: Yeah, so...when they asked me, “Eh, would you be interested in taking this survey?” I said, 

“Eh, you know, Iʻm retired now...” 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: And I said, “You know, I worked for the company and I still have bonds....I donʻt have bonds 

to the company....” 

CSH: Uh hmm. 

GH: “...but my heart is still there.” 

CSH: Yup. 

GH: So, I donʻt know if theyʻre looking for things like that but... 

CSH: Uh hmm. 

GH: ...I work with a lot of people out there and got to know a lot of people. Tell me stories. 

CSH: Yeah, yeah, yeah. 

GH: You know about East Maui area that maybe somebody donʻt know, yeah? 

CSH: Right, right, right. 

GH: But you know, I retired in—last year---2017. August. So not quite one year. 

CSH: Ah. Ok. 

GH: Yeah.  

CSH: Nice. 

GH: Your recorder on now? 

CSH: Yup! Recorder is on! 

GH: Ok. 

CSH: Ok. So let’s start with your full name. 

GH: Ok. Garret Hew. G-a-r-r-e-t H-e-w. 

CSH: Ok. Um, where were you born? 

GH: I was born in....Puʻunene, Maui. 
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CSH: And you were raised....here? In Kula? 

GH: Raised in Kula, yes. 

CSH: Umm. Did you ask you when you were born? [Laughing] 

GH: Sure! 8-3-1955. I’m an old man already. 

CSH: [Laughing] 

GH: I can collect Social Security [laughing] 

CSH: Ohhhh! [Laughing] Um, who are your parents? 

GH: My parents are um, Harry. Harry Hew.  

CSH: Ok. 

GH: And my mother is Nellie. Her maiden name was Shim. She was from the Big Island, Kōhala. 

Hawī area. And my dad grew up here in Maui. And uh, he actually only had a, you know, 8th grade 

education and had to go out and work, so he worked for the plantation. 

CSH: Uh hm. 

GH: And you know—very, very cheap pay. So he had an opportunity to go to the mainland for 

schooling. So he went to California to get um—machinist schooling. So he went there, came back, 

and went to work at Pearl Harbor Navy Yard as a machinist. 

CSH: Oh. Ok. 

GH: Yeah. And then he married my mom. I guess my mom’s folks from Kōhala moved to Oahu 

when my grandfather passed away. 

CSH: Uh hm. 

GH: And then um, he worked there quite a long time for Pearl Harbor. And then he started farming 

again in Lualualei. 

CSH: Ok. 

GH: On O‘ahu. And then eventually moved back to Maui in the early 50s. So in the early 50s. 

Yeah. 

CSH: Ok. So when...how did mom and dad meet? Or when did they meet? 

GH: [Loud sigh, thinking] Hmmm. God, I don’t know how they met but they met on Oʻahu. 

CSH: Oh, ok. They met on Oʻahu. 

GH: Yeah. 

CSH: And you have siblings, yeah you said? 

GH: Yes! I have three sisters. And one brother. My brother is now deceased but my three sisters 

are still here. 

CSH: Ok. 

GH: And like I said, this was our family house—nine of us. 
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CSH: Uh hm. 

GH: And I was in charge of making hot water every night. So we had a hot water heater.... 

CSH: Uh huh. 

GH:....and I was in charge of cutting wood, hauling wood, and splitting wood and making the fire 

for nine people every night. 

CSH: Wow! 

GH: Yeah. 

CSH: Not a furo, like actual bath then? 

GH: Actually my father made coils with steel pipes so I would make the fire under the coils. The 

water would heat up and go into the hot water heater. And then re-piped it into the house. 

CSH: Oh ok, ok. 

GH: Yeah. 

CSH: Gotcha. 

GH: So we had a brand new electric hot water heater here in the house that sat for like, 40 years 

that we never did use. 

CSH: Wow. 

GH: I was the hot water heater [laughing]. 

CSH: [Laughing] Ok. Um. So...let’s see. What was it like growing up here in Kula? 

GH: Kula?  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: Very, very...rural. We’re farmers. My dad was a truck farmer up here. He grew mostly Maui 

onions, Kula onions. And tomatoes and a whole lot of variety of um...crops. And then my 

grandmother or my Popo, which is my dad’s mother. 

CSH: Uh hm. 

GH: Was also farming with my grandfather. My grandfather was a rancher. My grandmother used 

to farm over here in Kula. Her mother, which is my great-grandmother. She was born in Hawaiʻi 

so they lived up in this Kula area. So I guess I’m 4th generation.  

CSH: Uh hm. 

GH: Great-grandmother, grandmother, father, me. 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: So I’m fourth. So she was here and then they went...she went back to China little while for 

something. But then there was the Japan-China War so then she came back to Maui. And 

eventually settled on Oʻahu for long time. 

CSH: Ok. 
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GH: But she lived to 100 and something. So she passed away in 19...I wanna say about 80. Or 

something like that. Very nice lady. Yeah. 

CSH: So you all had farm chores then? You and your siblings? 

GH: We all had farm chores. 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: You know, the motto here was... “If you wanna eat, you better work.” 

CSH: Ahhhhh [laughing] so everybody gotta work! 

GH: [Laughing] Yeah! Everybody work. It was a hard life but it was a good life. You know, 

growing up outside with vegetables, fruits, and cattle and everything else. 

CSH: Uh hmm. 

GH: What’s funny is that my grandfather only did cattle. And my father only did farming.  

CSH: Uh hmm. 

GH: But when my grandfather passed away my dad tried to do cattle, that didn’t work out so we 

leased the land. 

CSH: [Laughing] 

GH: And now I do cattle and farming. 

CSH: Oh wow! Ok. 

GH: Yeah. 

CSH: Your cattle is.... 

GH: I have one head down here.... 

CSH: Ok. 

GH: ....and I have half a dozen up by Polipoli Road, by my house. 

CSH: Ok. Ok. And you slaughter them all too or....? 

GH: I...I usually raise them. I have a cow/calf operation. I have a bull with cows and what I do is 

when the calves are about 8 months, 9 months old—I sell em. Usually they ship out to the mainland 

for fattening in feedlots. 

CSH: Uh hmm. 

GH: And then they slaughter them there and ship the meat back here. 

CSH: Nice. 

GH: Yeah. It’s.... 

CSH: Wow. 

GH: Yeah, I do that or sometimes I sell one or two here or there. Yeah, yeah, yeah. 

CSH: Cool.  
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GH: It’s a good lifestyle. 

CSH: Yeah! That’s what I’m striving for in life! 

GH: [Laughing] It’s hard work but, you know—it’s open and my grandkids, you know, they love 

to come with me and go taro patch and go run in the dirt. Feed the cows everything. My cows are 

all tame. You know, I pick ti leaves and. They come running… 

CSH: Yeah, they love that! 

GH: Yeah, they love that yeah. It’s like candy! 

CSH: Yeah and albizzia, I learned. 

GH: They love albizzia? No kidding? 

CSH: Yes! Yeah, that’s what I heard too.  

GH: Wow! Albizzia is plenty on the Big Island. Eh? 

CSH: Yes, yes. It’s bad. 

GH: It’s a nuisance tree to me.  

CSH: Even on O‘ahu now. 

GH: Yeah. 

CSH: Yeah, it is a nuisance tree. It sucks up all the water. 

GH: So, you know, my growing up days was all farming and ranching and chores. 

CSH: Mmhmm. 

GH: And that’s about it. And then you know when… we went to this old school over here. 

Ke‘oke‘a School and then Ke‘oke‘a School they shut it down in 1964, when they built Kula 

Elementary School. You passed that when you came up the road. 

CSH: Yes. 

GH: And Kula Elementary basically took kids from Ke‘oke‘a School and took kids from Kealahou 

School which was on the Waiakoa side.  

CSH: Ok. 

GH: So they merged and then we went there. And eventually I went to Maui High School at H-

Poko and then half way through my junior year, they moved us to Kahului, to the new school—in 

Kahului. That was a real shock, because all this time we were in the country and H-Poko or 

Hamakuapoko is out in the boonies. And then we got to move to the city. 

CSH: Oh, yeah, ok. I see. 

GH: So then we got to move to the city – no grass, no trees, hot. Every day you gotta wipe your 

desk because it’s all sandy, all dust.  

CSH: Mmm. 

GH: So the last year and a half, it wasn’t that pleasant, but, you know, I finished it up. 
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CSH: So when did you start working for EMI? Was it … right after high school? 

GH: No, after high school I went to college on the mainland. I went to this small university-- 

Pacific University in Forest Grove, Oregon. Took up some business and then it wasn’t for me, so 

I worked a little bit, I went part time to Portland Community College. And then eventually, I went 

down to Corvallis, Oregon. Oregon State University. So, I graduated in 1978 with a Bachelor’s 

Degree in Horticulture…and a little bit business. So, I came home. Shortly, thereafter my dad 

retired, so I took over the family farm. Raised onions and tomatoes and other vegetables.  

CSH: Mmhmm. 

GH: So that lasted for about five years. So, I mean, there are so many elements you cannot control 

about farming--  

CSH: Mmhmm. 

GH: So, you either gotta go really big and then try make it, or you’re not going to make it, eh? 

CSH: Yeah.  

GH: Or you try to grow something special. Weather issues, bug issues. So, finally I said ok. I’m 

gonna get a job. So I started at HC&S in December of 1983 and I started in the irrigation 

department. I was a ditch supervisor, regulating water. That’s when it all started.  And then shortly 

thereafter, in 1985, they transferred me over to EMI. Yeah. I was in charge of the administrative 

functions of EMI. 

CSH: Ok. 

GH: Throughout all those years. However, there was a gentleman, Steven Cabral, that was our 

field superintendent. He was the old school type and he took me every place and everywhere that 

you could ever imagine. So, the first week I worked EMI, he said, “Ok, we’re going out in the 

woods, you know, on Thursday, or whatever.” Ok. “So bring your shorts, change of clothes. 

Whatever.” Ok. We walked the tunnel. So we go inspect the tunnel. We go and jump in and going 

through this tunnel.     

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: And I think, “Ok.” So, EMI has 50 miles of tunnels, 25 miles of open ditch where you can, 

you know, actually see the ditch, yeah? 

CSH: Mmmhmm. 

GH: So, the tunnels are all underground. So, we started in one section, and we kept on walking 

and walking and walking. So, after four or five hours, I said, “Steven, how much longer?” “Ah, a 

couple more hours.” So, that was the training that I grew up with. Because, that’s how the old guys 

they train you. If you cannot hack the first couple of days, you can’t work for the company. 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: Down the road. So, no problem walking in the tunnel. They look at me, yeah, eh, college guy, 

he work in the office. But they kinda had an idea that I worked on the farm and stuff.  

CSH: Right, right. 
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GH: So then ok, another time, they tested me again, oh, we gonna try see if you can hike up the 

hill and read the rain gauge up there with somebody. So they get their best, you know, runner. Ok, 

we go. So, we go up and hike the mountain… 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: The guys says, “What? Can make um?” “Yeah, yeah, yeah.”  “Keep on going.” “Like rest, 

no?” “No, keep on going.” Come back. “Wow, fast eh?” “Yeah.” And that guy says, “That guy 

can go still yet.”  

CSH: Yeah [laughing]. 

GH: “Yeah, whatever you guys want to do I can do, no problem.” No sweat on me. 

CSH: Yeah.  

GH: And the supervisors, one was Robert Pu‘u. He was our Ke‘anae supervisor. 

CSH: Mmhmm. 

GH: He was Chinese-Hawaiian. And you know, he kinda look at me, “Hey boy, you work on the 

farm?” I go, “Yeah!” “Mmmm. I can kinda tell.”  

CSH: [Laughing] 

GH: “Oh, you no scared anything, ah?” “No, no, no, I do anything you like. You just tell me what 

you want to do.” So, I remember one time when we were doing a tunnel inspection with Robert 

and Steven Cabral, and we had to go from, I think it was Ke‘anae, Pi‘inau and we came out to 

Kolea Powerhouse. I think that’s—you know---a couple, three, four miles tunnel.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: Found some rocks on the floor. So, what we do is we bring inner tubes, tire tubes. 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: We blow air into the tube and strap a piece of plywood on top. So what you do is, you jump 

on the plyboard and float down, and when you see rocks on the tunnel floor you stop and put it on 

the plyboard. And if you have plenty rocks, you turn the tire upside down where the plywood is 

under water… 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: And you throw rocks in it and then you float them down. 

CSH: Yeah, yeah. Ohhhh. 

GH: So, at one place, plenty rocks. So we pick them all up. Ok. So three of us, I think we had three 

tubes…and the thing kinda weighted down, yeah?  

CSH: Mmmhmm 

GH: More weight you got, the more the inner tube go in the water, yeah? 

CSH: Right.  

GH: So more weight the faster the tube goes in the water. 
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CSH: Yeah. 

GH: So then Robert says, “Eh, we got to get out at Kolea.” Ok. So, we’re going, going, going. He 

says, “Oh, there’s one ledge over here so we got to keep to the left of the tunnel wall. Yeah, ok, 

because there’s a little channel there that can take debris out of the tunnel. But we only walk in the 

tunnel whenever there’s 40 million gallons or water or less, because anything more than that it’s 

hard to stand up.  

CSH: Yeah. Ok. Ok. 

GH: So, you have to go at a certain level to have any control. 

CSH: Yeah.  

GH: So we come to Kolea where there is an opening in the tunnel– these guys holding onto the 

tubes loaded with rocks with the ropes. “Eh! Eh! Kolea, Kolea.” Aw Man, I don’t want to let the 

tubes with all of the rocks go floating past this point so I jump in front, and I’m hold the tubes 

which is under water and keep on holding ‘em, Robert saw me holding the tubes from floating any 

further downstream he got out of the tunnel and pull one tube at a time out. I keep on holding the 

tubes until they were all out of the tunnel. Robert said “Come out. Oh boy, lucky thing you hold 

onto those tubes. If you hadn’t held that, we gone, we gone.” 

CSH: [Laugh] 

GH: I never like go pick up more rocks downstream or something.  

CSH: Yeah. Wow. 

GH: So we got them all out. Everything good. That’s how I got to get their respect. You know, 

work with them. And. So they taught me a whole lot. They taught me everything about the ditch 

system.  

CSH: Mmmhmm. 

GH: Robert taught me how to blast rocks. I got an explosives license.  

CSH: Wow. 

GH: Because we had to clear roads and stuff like that before. So, small kind. If the rock too big, 

you blast ‘em. Now, we have machines. We can do other kind of things, yeah? 

CSH: You transitioned from admin to being like in the field?  

GH: Not really.  

CSH: Not really. 

GH: I was admin all the way. My boss at that time, who was the Assistant Vice President at HC&S 

in charge of ag operations said, “Eh, whenever you can, the more you can learn, you go out in the 

field with these guys.” So that’s what I did. I did administrative work, but I went out in the field. 

But, I was in charge of administration and Steven was in charge of the field. 

CSH: Ok. 
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GH: So, we did that for years and years. And then finally, Steven Cabral retired at….he worked 

there…let’s see, 52 years. So, 70 years old he retired. 

CSH: Uh hmm. 

GH: So when he retired, they promoted me as the manager of EMI. So, I was responsible for the 

entire company.   

CSH: Mmhmm. Yeah. 

GH: I oversaw the company. 

CSH: Ok. So, let’s see from 1985 to 2017 wow, that was a long time…[inaudible] 

GH: August 31, 2017 was my last day. I also wore two hats when I went back to HC&S in 2003 

as the Paia Farm Manager responsible for growing about 9.000 acres of sugar cane and then in 

2008 I was put in charge of all of the water resources at HC&S which included all of the irrigation 

facilities, deep well pumps and hydroelectric power plants. And I was also responsible for EMI at 

the same time. The Paia Farm operations was transferred to someone else when I took over all of 

the water resources. 

CSH: Ok. [Laughs] Oh wow, you went down to the day!  

[Both laugh]  

GH: Yeah, so, I retired. You know, I help out the company as they have been good to me and also 

my former co-workers are also my good friends. I’m not a paid consultant.  

CSH: Yeah, yeah. 

GH: They call me, I help them out. I’ve done a couple of other things, but I’m going cut that out 

already. I like to help out, but I don’t like to be with the politicians or going to meetings, so.  

CSH: Yeah, you’re retired! 

GH: Yeah, I know. But I have a life. But you know, my grandkids come first. The kalo and the 

cows.  

CSH: Yeah. Nice. 

GH: Volunteer work and stuff. So, it’s all good.  

CSH: That’s good. Um…so, when you lived here, but obviously you’ve spent a lot of time on the 

east end. 

GH: Yeah.  

CSH: Have you come to any stories or traditions of that area? 

GH: You know working with the people out there, you know, they taught me a lot, like Robert 

Pu‘u, our Ke‘anae Supervisor, he lived in Ke‘anae,  

CSH: Mmmhmm 

GH: And ah…he worked there 30, 40 years too, yeah? 

CSH: Mmmhmm. 
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GH: Um, and he said, all of Ke‘anae/Wailua at one point, had rice growing. I said, “How come 

rice?” He said because there was an influx of Chinese in the late 1800s that intermarried with the 

local Hawaiians over there. 

CSH: Yeah, yeah. 

GH: And they settled down and then had kids and they started growing rice, because that’s their 

staple, instead of taro.  

CSH: Mmhmm. 

GH: So he said, “Lot of rice patches, Plenty of guys growing rice.” I said, “I thought it was always 

taro?” “No, had rice.” Then he told me that Maggie Alu had a poi shop up Kūpau Valley. How 

they used to make poi and everything else. He said “You know, after a while, you know, people 

couldn’t make it growing taro, so they got jobs in the County, outside here, outside there, and stuff 

like that.” So, we, as the company, used to hire a lot of those people in Ke‘anae, Wailua, Kailua to 

come work for us, you know, because they’re born and raised there. So, like Robert, was born and 

raised there and also Jimmy Hueu, Steven Cabral was born in Nāhiku so we tried to keep up the 

tradition and give them opportunities. So, that went on for a while. Usually, you worked for EMI, 

you work until you retire, yeah? 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: But then, times change. Lot of hotels were built and construction jobs paid well. Lot of 

different kind of opportunities. People don’t want that kind of job. They go to college, which is 

good, and they find other kind of work, yeah?  

CSH: Mmmhmm. 

GH: The first part of my career it was pretty easy to find people who wanted to work for EMI, of 

course, mostly labor positions. You would have to enjoy that kind of conditions - when its wet, 

raining, to work for the company 

CSH: Outdoors! 

GH: Yeah. 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: So, when we hired somebody we tell them, “You gotta remember two things, every day you 

come to work, bring your raincoat, rubber boots, and bring your lunch.   

CSH: Yeah.  

GH: Cause if you don’t you going be miserable.  

[Both Laugh] 

CSH: Yeah.  

GH: Yeah. 

CSH: Yeah.  
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GH: So after, a while, you know none of those people was available and you know, we had more 

rules and regulations with pre-employment screening and all that. It’s more difficult to find 

workers at EMI.  

CSH: Oh. 

GH: Because we had, when I started we had 23 people, when I retired, we had 17 approved 

positions, but probably only a dozen workers physically,   

CSH: Mmmhmm. 

GH: You know, closure of plantations. Somebody younger says, “No, I going to find another job.” 

So, you know, you’re in your 20s and you get a job with the County, better benefits, ok whatever, 

or with the State whatever,” so they went.  

CSH: Mmmhmm. 

GH: To be comparable or more than comparable so that we can keep good people you need to 

compensate them. Yeah?  

CSH: Yeah. Retention. 

GH: Yeah, retention. 

CSH: So, I mean, I met Kai, so that’s the kind of stuff that you guys are looking for at EMI?  

GH: Yeah. 

CSH: Folks to just maintain regularly? 

GH: Yeah. At EMI we had [clears throat] we have our maintenance worker. We have mechanic 

welders… 

CSH: uh huh. 

GH: We have supervisors, truck drivers, equipment operators. But no matter what your title, you 

better be able to do all that.  

CSH: You’re a laborer. Period. 

GH: Yeah. I am the manager, I labor too. When I go out in the field, I gotta work. I work. 

Everybody does that. No matter what. You out there and one tree comes down, you can’t go call 

somebody, go cut the tree for me, No. Everybody got one chainsaw in their truck. 

CSH: Oh yeah. 

GH: Everybody get one winch, everybody got a cane knife. Unless, you’re really stuck, then you 

call. If not, cut yourself out. 

CSH: Yeah, I learned that real quick. 

GH: You went with Kai? Yeah. 

CSH: Oh yeah, at one point there were four… 

GH: …Trees. 
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CSH: …or five downed trees. He just brings out… 

GH: …The chainsaw? 

CSH: Oh, what kind of chainsaw is that? I got to get one like that! Small, but powerful that one.  

GH: The company buys Stihl chainsaws as they are the best. 

CSH: Yeah and then you gotta haul it out.  

GH: Yeah. 

CSH: Yeah. And then if you want to get past, you got to.  

GH: That’s the way it goes.  

CSH: That’s hard work. 

GH: So, you gotta be prepared. 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: But yeah and you know, luckily I had opportunity to work with older guys that worked for 

the company for a long time and figured all of the tricks to the trade. 

CSH: Mmmhmm 

GH: You know, Robert was a real good resource, cause he grew taro in Ke‘anae.  

CSH: Mmmhmm 

GH: And you know, we were going for our water license back in the 80s, 90s and trying to figure 

that all out. So he taught me a lot about the taro system in Wailua and Ke‘anae.  

CSH: Mmmhmm 

GH: And I learned how to measure water from my predecessor and with USGS people.  

CSH: Oh, ok. 

GH: So, we became friends and he made sure I knew how to measure and you know, did it the 

proper way and everything else. So, we measured water and we did studies and things like that. 

But, maybe one thing that a lot of people don’t realize, Nicole, is that Ke‘anae and Wailua are the 

prominent taro growing areas on Maui, besides, Waihe‘e and you know, some other places like 

that.  

CSH: Mmmhmm. Yeah. 

GH: And they continue to grow taro to make a living and to feed their family, but then, our ditch 

in that area was built in the 1900s. 

CSH: Mmmhmm 

GH: So I know we taking water from the stream, that usually goes down to the taro patch. So then 

I asked Robert, “Robert, if we divert water from the stream into our ditch, how come you still get 

water down there?”  So, he says, “Oh Boy, come over here, I show you.” So below our diversions, 

within the stream, there are springs that come up.   
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CSH:  Ohh! 

GH: So the springs rise below of our ditch system and feeds into the streams and feeds the taro 

patches.  

CSH: Nice. 

GH: So, in Wailua, there are springs below the Ko‘olau ditch, and East and West Wailuanui Stream 

and then Waiakamilo Stream, which is the main one that feeds Wailua. They had a big spring over 

there called Akeke Spring, we used to call that Banana Spring, but it’s actually Akeke Spring they 

call it. It brings a lot of water in and everything else. Robert used to tell me, he says, “You know, 

if you want the water, you know, you gotta go get it.” So, I said, “What you mean?” So he says, 

“Well, like our ditch, if you don’t clean it and maintain it, the water is not going to flow.” So I 

said, “Same like taro patch, water only goes where you take care of it.” So I said, “So how you 

take care of all that?” “Every Saturday, depending on how many taro patches you get, you send 

one person if you get 5 patches, you get 10, you send two. And they all go clean, religiously.”       

CSH: Ok. 

GH: And they used to do that all the time.  

CSH: So it’s just a matter maybe taking out rocks and cleaning… 

GH: Cutting brush, keeping the thing open, shoveling the debris out of the ‘auwais. Repairing the 

walls, the main ‘auwais and all that.  

CSH: Ok.  

GH: So, they did that and it worked out fine. But then [clears throat] as the older people retired or 

gave up taro or passed away, you know, that tradition wasn’t kept up, maybe not to the fullest.  

CSH: Mmmhmm 

GH: Things got into disarray and at one time we even offered to assist them with the cleaning of 

some of the ‘auwais and stuff like that. But, you know, they weren’t receptive to our offer. So, it’s 

fine It’s fine. 

CSH: Mmhmm. 

GH: But we did do some work on their water system. We rebuilt a dam that diverted water around 

a losing section of the stream and diverted that water back into the stream. So that was the main 

thing. But, I think the main thing is that if you got a problem, you gotta address it, take care of it. 

Same like your house. You got a leaky pipe, you gotta fix it. If your water tank leak, you no fix it, 

you no more water. 

CSH: Yeah.  

GH: But, you know, I can see where, maybe, some people were angry, I guess, at the company, 

because of the fact that we, you know, had diverted for so long and everything else.  

CSH: Yeah. 
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GH: And you know, I can see that. You know…we tell them, I tell them, “Eh, I work for the 

company, I didn’t build the ditch and as far as I know the company pays me so I got to do this. I 

have no more animosity with you, or anyone else.” 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: “But if you feel differently, I’m sorry.”  

CSH: Yeah. Yeah. 

GH: So, I think a lot of it was, you know, because of this water issue. And lawyers involved and 

everything, got pilikia. 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: But I tell our guys when I was working, “Hey, you just have to let it go in one ear and other 

the other. We just do our thing. If anyone like make humbug with you, just walk away.” 

CSH: Yeah.  

GH: “No make humbug. Just walk.” “Ok, boss.” They talking stink, never mind. Just in one ear 

and out the next. Just do your thing, do our thing. You know, we get jobs, so everything is okay. 

You guys have family, you guys got to take care so, just – it’s just the way it goes, yeah? 

CSH: Yeah.  

GH: Sometimes family fight family too, yeah? Which is hard. 

CSH: It is, it is. 

GH: But Robert showed me in all the places where the springs came out, where there were 

problems with leaky sections, and how it was resolved, and everything else. I go out there today 

and I still see that nothing was done. 

CSH: Yeah. Yeah, yeah, yeah. 

GH: It’s not our kuleana, it’s the people who need the water who should take care of their system. 

CSH: Yeah. What about any traditional or historic trails up there?  

GH: Ah, that’s a good question. Let’s see, before the Hana Highway was built… 

CSH: Ok. 

GH: …they used to use the EMI ditch trail to access going to Hāna. So, you either catch the boat 

from Kahului, go all the way to Hāna, which is real rough ride. Or you go horse and mule and you 

catch our ditch trail at Pāpa‘a‘ea and go up the road, come all the way across, and either come 

down Pi‘ina‘au Road or over across to Kopiliua stream. So, from what I recall, Jimmy Hueu who 

was our former overseer in Ke‘anae. He told me that the Hāna Highway was built in sections, so 

the Hāna Highway from Pāpa‘a‘ea to Pi‘ina‘au was built in 1923 to 1925. 

CSH:  Wow! 

GH: And from Pāpa‘a‘ea on they used our trail, to go towards Nāhiku side, Hana. 

CSH: Ok.  
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GH: So they built the other section of the road from Pi‘ina‘au to Kopiliula from 1925 to 1927. And 

there’s this Chinese guy, he was an engineer for the State. His name was Paul Lo.  

CSH: Ok. 

GH: Yeah, he was the guy who did all this. But basically, the trails up there are ditch access roads 

and were used by people wanting to go to Nāhiku or Hana or whatever.  

CSH: Is that the one that hugs the…I feel that I was really high up in the Ko‘olaus, and its got this 

full-on just drop down. That’s the trail that they used?  

GH: Yeah. Well, actually, Pāpa‘a‘ea is in Kailua and you would have to go all the way up and 

come across. But you went up, I think Wahinepe‘e Road and you went all the way up. And then 

you have to cross a bridge, there’s a waterfall come down, right?  

CSH: Yup. 

GH: And you kept on going in.  

CSH: Yup. 

GH: Locked gates. And then you guys went to Honomanū, which there’s a real narrow road, had 

waterfalls.  

CSH: Yup.  

GH: Yeah. Dead end then come back, right? 

CSH: I didn’t get to the dead end. Yeah… 

GH: Oh, did you guys walk or drive?  

CSH: We drove part of it and I remember it splits. And then we walked on the upper part and so 

we walked on the upper part…then we went past one waterfall, which had like a plank too.  

GH: Yup. The waterfall was real high, yeah? 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: We call it “High Falls Honomanū.” 

CSH: Ok. 

GH: And it has a plank you could go.  

CSH: I said, “No, I’m not going on that.” [Laughs] 

GH: You want to hear a story about that? 

CSH: Yeah. Sure. 

GH: That plank there, washed away, so – we had a storm coming, a hurricane. So Saturday, Steven 

Cabral and I, we had to go out – “Eh, this storm coming, we gotta sluice the ditch.” In other words, 

lift up this gate so the water would go down the stream. So no water goes in the ditch, to avoid lots 

of rocks and debris and damage, ah? 

CSH: Yeah, yeah, yeah. 
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GH: So we go out. Ok, we go Honomanū, these other guys were here, we had the crew going there, 

Saturday.  So we walk past high falls, instead of going on the plank, but no plank. 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: So we’re walking through, sluice everything, and come back out. By the time we come back 

out…there’s too much water, cannot cross. So I look at Steven, “So what?” Ahhh, I don’t know.  

He ran back found one pipe. He put the pipe over this – by the plank. And he walked on the pipe. 

So I’m watching him. If he ever fall – I don’t know what I gonna tell your wife. 

CSH: That’s one far drop. 

GH: Long.  

CSH: Yeah! 

GH: So he’s on the other side – so he’s waiting for me. “After you.” “Ok, if he made it, I gonna 

try. I just walk gently on the pipe over the little rails  - and go,” and off we went. That’s the kind 

of stuff, I was thinking “Ok God, if it’s my time, it’s my time.” 

CSH: That’s how I felt when we were crossing some of those bridges where it’s just that teeny 

tiny little roadway, I mean, Kai get em. He knows this… 

GH: Oh yeah. 

CSH: You know? But we’re all in the back, squeezing and really… 

GH: In the pickup truck?  

CSH: Yeah, in the Tacoma. I’m like “Tell my kids that I love them.” 

GH: How many people was with you guys? 

CSH: There were three in the back and then, yeah, there were like five of us.  

GH: Oh! 

CSH: And then Kai was six. Oh man! But I was like, “Kai got this!” 

GH: That’s what we do when younger guys we hire come. Put ‘em with an old timer. They drive 

the road with the old timer.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: And when they feel confident… 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: Then we let them drive, if not, you don’t drive. You walk.  

CSH: Yeah, yeah, yeah. Woooo! 

GH: That’s one thing, you have to learn to drive the road. 

CSH: Did you guys ever, you know when you were talking about how the water is just gushing, 

did you guys ever have to camp out over night? Where it got that bad? 

GH: No.  
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CSH: No? 

GH: Um, I got caught in my career on several occasions.  

CSH: Mmmhmm. 

GH: So where the river crosses the road… 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: When you go – you turn around. You check it out. Cannot go, yeah? So you wait. 

CSH: Ok. 

GH: Cause streams in East Maui are very flashy. 

CSH: Oh! 

GH: So rain, stop, rain, stop. So what I do is…one time I took these people out- so we crossed this 

stream, ‘O‘opuola and drove towards Ka‘aiea. Ka‘aiea cannot cross. Big water. Ok, turn around, 

go back to ‘O‘opuola. Cannot cross ‘O‘opuola stream because of high water.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: “Oh no! What do we do?” I said, No worry. So we sit down here. So I get one rock and put it 

right where the water is. Ok, “Eh Sally, what have you got to eat?” “Oh, I made chocolate chip 

cookies,” “Ok, go eat.” These are some people, I forget who, but anyway, I took them out on a 

tour. Then the husband says, “Oh, what kind car is this?” “Oh, one Ford Explorer.” “You know, 

my Nissan would make it right through this water.” The wife said, “Shut up, Garrett know what 

he’s doing. So shut up.”  

CSH & GH: [Both laughs] 

GH: So, I wait. Look at the rock. The water go down. Ok, we can make it. So we go. 

CSH: Awesome. 

GH: So you just gotta know. You cannot rush ‘em. Cause, if you do and your car die, you die.   

CSH: Yeah.  

GH: Forget it. 

CSH: So there wasn’t any trails that went, like from mauka to makai?  It was mostly just… 

GH: There were trails from our EMI system, where you went to.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: There were a couple of trails, but mostly hunting trails.  

CSH: Ok. 

GH: Going up mauka.  

CSH: Ok. 
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GH: We made one trail, no, let’s see, not made it, but yeah---we cut the trail from Honomanū 

going up to the lower pipe line. That’s where we maintain the County system. The problem is to 

go walk up hill takes 2 ½ hours in thick mud.  

CSH: Ohhhh! 

GH: So, you either do that or you drive from Kailua when you’re assigned, drive all the way 

through Makawao, go all the way to the top, come all the way down, and you hike along the 

pipeline for 2 ½ hours. So it takes you five hours to go in and come out - if you’re in good shape.  

CSH: Yeah. Wow! 

GH: But most of the guys that we send, is, you know, the younger guys, eh? You know like me, I 

get enough years and I’m makule. I check and clean the first two diversions which is the shortest 

walk. 

CSH: Yeah, yeah. [Both laugh] 

GH: I da boss. 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: But, I take you the first time. Yeah, I take you.  

CSH: Oh.  

GH: Now you know. That’s how we do it. 

CSH: Yeah, yeah.  

GH: But as far as trails going up, it was mostly pig-hunting trails.  

CSH: Mmmhmm.  

GH: Yup. Mostly pig-hunting trails. No established trails, going up or not.   

CSH: Do you hunt? 

GH: Yes, I do. 

CSH: Did you hunt up there too? 

GH: Um, little bit.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: But you know, I was in the Kaupō Gun Club, so I used to hunt this side of the island.  

CSH: Yeah. Yeah. West side. 

GH: On the east side all pig. So you need dogs. 

CSH: Ok, ok, alright. But no more deer, axis deer you guys have? 

GH: There’s some axis deer. Um, not as prevalent as here, because I think its wetter over there. 

Here it’s a bit dryer.  

CSH: Yeah. 
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GH: Yeah. 

CSH: Ok. What did you do when you had your deer, pig? You like, make smoke meat? Or?  

GH: Usually, I…the deer I take the meat and make teriyaki or whatever.  

CSH: Ok.  

GH: The pig, I give my friends, they make smoked sausage, ah? 

CSH: Oh, ok. 

GH: Because they need so much to get a batch going and get the machine going and make the 

sausage smoked. So it’s just like now, that I retired that I grow stuff, I get these Chinese bananas, 

ah? 

CSH: Oh, ok. 

GH: As you come up on the right-hand side, so the bananas, I give to this lady. She makes pastele 

out of that. 

CSH:  Oh ok, nice. 

GH: So instead of her buying, I give her the bananas and she give me pastele. Good trade, eh? 

CSH: That’s a good trade. 

GH: And my friends, I give them. They go fishing, they give me fish, they give me ‘opihis 

whatever. It’s like I’m back in the bartering system, ah? 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: So, I don’t sell kalo. I don’t sell anything. If I get extra, I give friends and if I have plenty 

extra, I donate to the Maui Food Bank cause I was on the Food Bank board for seven years and 

was the vice chair and chair during the last several years.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: But I still feel associated with them. 

CSH: Nice. That’s awesome.  

GH: Yeah.  

CSH: Do you recall seeing any, um, heiau, or archaeological sites, when you were up there? 

Pōhaku? 

GH: You know, the only ones I can recall is in Honomanū, where you folks went.  

CSH: Mmmhmm. 

GH: And just when you reach Honomanū on the west side where you park, you know, maybe a 

couple of hundred yards up, I recall that there was a small grave up there. And then, I took the 

picture and I sent it to a friend who could read Chinese.  

CSH: Oh. Ok. That’s the one on the right-hand side? 

GH: Yeah, yeah, yeah.  
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CSH: Yeah, I saw that one. 

GH: This was right off the road?  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: You talking about right off of Pi‘ina‘au road 

CSH: Is that the one going up to the Power House? 

GH: Ah, no. Which one you talking about? 

CSH: There was… Let’s see, it was after Ke‘anae,  

GH: Yeah… 

CSH: And then you had to up, it seemed kind of flat. And then, it’s on the right-hand side, there 

was like a Chinese or Japanese grave. 

GH: Right on the side of the road. You could see it, ah? 

CSH: There’s a bottle?  

GH: Yep, that’s up Pi‘ina‘au Road. So, that one there, we translated that – it was a small child, she 

said. Then the one in Honomanū? I believe also a--small child.  

CSH: Mmm, ok.  

GH: So, I think, you know, that people lived up there, cause from what I’m told, way in the past, 

there was a ditchman, who lived up there, maintained the ditch, regulated the water. So, that person 

had a family up there.  

CSH: Oh, ok. 

GH: He would live up there with family and would maintain that section of the ditch.  I think there 

were eight ditchman houses before. The ones I recall more, is the one up Pi‘ina‘au Road. If you 

look at the EMI map, there’s a small piece of land up there…  

CSH: I have some historic maps here. Hawai‘i historic maps. 

GH: Oh. You got a colored one with green and the.. 

CSH: I have this, with all the water diversions. 

GH: No, if you got one map with … 

CSH: I have a small one. 

GH: Oh, here we go, here we go. You see this right here? That’s owned by EMI.  

CSH: This one, this is owned by EMI? 

GH: Yeah. And this is Pi‘ina‘au Road going up. So, the grave you saw was down here and up here 

was that lot that the ditchman used to live there and maintained that section over there. 

CSH: Is that right next to where the…ummm… 

GH: There were large pine trees over there and some tangerine trees.  
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CSH: I don’t remember seeing those… 

GH: You have to get off the road and go a little bit inside to see that.  

CSH: I remember seeing, like what looked like lava tubes.  

GH: Yeah, yeah. Have plenty. 

CSH: And on the left-hand side was the ditch and then there was like a cluster of rocks there, that 

had some glass fragments.  

GH: Ah, yeah, yeah, yeah.  

CSH: But, I was wondering, did somebody live here? Because there was a teacup too that was 

cemented in.  

GH: Yes. I guess… 

CSH: Is that where they lived? Over there? 

GH: No further up. 

CSH: Oh, further up! So you go up on the right-hand side. Right? 

GH: Yeah. 

CSH: Ok, ok. Got you.  

GH: Look at this, this is all red, this is all State-owned.  

CSH: This is the project area. 

GH: This here, I think is 34-acres, I forget, but anyway. That is owned by EMI, so is the ditchman’s 

house right there.  

CSH: Ok. 

GH: And the other ditchman’s house that I recall was by Waikamoi. West side of Waikamoi. 

CSH: Where is Waikamoi? 

GH: Waikamoi -- Ke‘anae, Honomanu -- should be around here, Waikamoi. It should be, should 

be around here. I no more my glasses,  

CSH: Ok. 

GH: But Waikamoi, along the ditch road, there’s this – and it’s hard to tell, but lots of bamboo – 

Do you remember Representative Patsy Mink? 

CSH: Yes. 

GH: Her family lived up there. Her uncle, Takemoto, was a surveyor for EMI before.  

CSH: Wow! Cool.  

GH: Yeah. There’s some stories about that and I can’t remember what, but there was some pilikia 

with him and the boss or something like that. He worked for someone else, but their family was 

up there, taking care a section of ditch. Yeah. Cause Patsy Mink, her maiden name was Takemoto. 

Somehow her family was up there. 
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CSH: Hmmm. 

GH: You can see some cement, some old kind of stuff.  

CSH: Ok, is that the one where it forks? 

GH: I don’t think you went there. 

CSH: Oh. There is another area where I saw some scattered rice bowls, it was by a mango tree. 

GH: If you get the map with the green and the yellow – easier, I can show you where you went. 

CSH: Green and yellow.  

GH: Yeah. 

CSH: I don’t have that one.  

GH: It’s just like this but it shows State Land…  

CSH: Ok. 

GH: As yellow. And green then is EMI. And Orange is A&B.  

CSH: Ok. 

GH: And it has a ditch road. It just has the ditch system on it. It was a ditch map. 

CSH: Ok. ok.  I’ll see if we have that at work. Ok, Cool.  

GH: But you stopped at our base yard in Kailua, when you went with Kai? 

CSH: Yes. We stopped at the base yard. 

GH: Did you see that big map on the wall?  

CSH: Oh, I didn’t go inside the office though. 

GH: Oh.  

CSH: Yeah, yeah. I never went inside the office. Yeah. 

GH: Did you stop at our Paia office? 

CSH: I did, but we didn’t go inside either.  

GH: Oh. 

CSH: We just met there outside and convoyed after. 

GH: I see.  

CSH: Ok. So did you guys, or do you know of people gathering from the mountains? Or did you 

guys gather anything from the mountains? 

GH: Um…  

CSH: Like fruits or veggies? 
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GH: Well, I know people gathered in the streams there. But, to my knowledge, everybody went to 

the ditch first. Because if it was low water, and they could go in and there was an influx of ‘ōpae, 

yeah? 

CSH: Oh. 

GH: So, easy for catch, ah?  And even for us, when my kids were growing up, I took them out 

there. Today, we go inside this tunnel. So we go…. bring the net. Catch enough, go home. 

CSH: What would you guys do with it? Just fry them up? 

GH: Yeah.  

CSH: And how you eat them--with poi, kalo?  

GH: Yeah.  

CSH: Nice. What else do you get from the ditch? Are there any… 

GH: The ditch had prawns, but Tahitian prawns.  

CSH: The big ones. 

GH: Yeah, they eat the ‘ōpae. Yeah? 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: The Tahitian prawns are mostly confined to the lower ditch. The Haiku ditch. But like ‘ōpae 

and stuff like that, was mostly Ko‘olau Ditch. But you can tell when someone had party or 

something because when you went over there and you go with your net and you no catch anything, 

you know that someone has just been there. 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: But sometimes, the flow is high, say winter months…  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: So, it’s raining--December, January, February--three months straight rain. And then it starts 

tapering off. “Oh, let’s go down, low flow.” “Hey, can go catch ‘ōpae. Cause now you can jump 

in the ditch, eh? Shucks, somebody went before me.” Can tell someone went before me. 

CSH: Yeah. Yeah. 

GH: But when we go, I teach my kids and friends, we take what we need and that’s it. We don’t 

take everything.  

CSH: Yeah.  

GH: Cause bumbye no more, yeah? 

CSH: Yeah.  

GH: So we’re always mindful of that. And they always remember that too. Yeah? 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: But we still – I still take the kids down to other places, and we used to go catch hīhīwai…  
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CSH: Ohhhh! 

GH: Yeah. Fresh water.  

CSH: How did you guys prepare that? 

GH: That one there, you can boil ‘um, and put garlic and salt on top.  

CSH: Ok. Ok. Nice. Ok. Anything else in the streams? Ok. 

GH: Hīhīwai, ‘ōpae. I mean, I didn’t see like ‘o‘opu and stuff. I would rather eat reef fish than 

‘o‘opu.  

CSH: Not your thing? What kind of reef fish? 

GH: Anything. Anything. Reef fish. I like, my favorite is kūmū. 

CSH: Well, that’s a given, come on now! [laughs]  

GH: Yeah. I like parrot fish, which is the kine - uhu.   

CSH: Stuffed? With what? Lup cheong?  

GH: Yup. Cut ‘um open, put cabbage….  

CSH: Oh!  

GH: I mean won bok.  

CSH: Ok! 

GH: Lup cheong. And then you get garlic and some black bean sauce and then you steam that 

buggah. 

CSH: Oh! 

GH: ‘Ono. 

CSH: Ok. Nice. That’s your favorite? 

GH: Uhu is one of my favorites. Yeah.  

CSH: Ok. 

GH: My son-in-law is a diver, but now he get kids he no more dive.  

CSH: [Laughing] 

GH: But once, later on… he would dive, oh, plenty food yeah? 

CSH: Yeah. Ok. What was the coolest thing that you’ve experienced? Up there in the ditches. 

GH: Uhh. Just how it was built and how they could build it in that kind of environment. Yeah, I 

mean, I don’t think you could ever replicate it today with all the environmental laws and everything 

else. Just for people that had limited training to go and even survey the right line, and grade. 

Because you figure, the Ko‘olau Ditch starts at Makapipi, goes 20-something miles, ends up at 

Kamole Forebay. And it starts at 1,350 feet elevation and 20 something miles later it goes down 

to 1,150 feet, a 200 foot drop, in 20 something miles.  Today, we get roads that people make, 

engineers, but no match yeah? 
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CSH: Yeah.Yeah, yeah, yeah. So which one is the one – I went to, it ends up in Nahiku, which 

ditch is that? 

GH: Ko‘olau Ditch.  

CSH: That’s Ko‘olau Ditch. Ok, ok. That one is how long?  

GH: Ko‘olau Ditch is actually from Makapipi to Alo.  

CSH: Ok. 

GH: And then from Alo to HC&S Maliko Gulch is the Wailoa Ditch. So, they built the Ko‘olau 

Ditch first. And then they dropped it down to this new Hāmākua Ditch that took the water to 

HC&S. But then, later on, the new Hāmākua gave some trouble with siphons and stuff like that, 

they built this Wailoa Ditch in 1923. That was the last of the ditch construction.  

CSH: Mmmhmm 

GH: 1923. 

CSH: Wow. Cool. 

GH: But everything changes with the environment and things like that. I mean, like, there was this 

earthquake in 1938. Big earthquake. January. So, a lot of landslides. Hāna, they had some oil tanks 

that slid off and I don’t know how much oil went into Hāna Bay. EMI had damage. I remember 

this guy telling me Mokulehua Stream, which is past the EMI system in Nāhiku, that ever since 

that earthquake, water would always go down the stream, but because of that earthquake, there 

were cracks in the stream so water would sink into the ground instead of flowing all the way down 

to the ocean unless, there would have to be a large flow of water to reach down to the ocean.  

CSH: Yeah, yeah.  

GH: So, there’s things like that, that happen.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: Big floods I’ve seen that washed away some ponds. And now the water doesn’t reach the 

ocean, like Makapipi. In spite of the ditch – used to take the kids down to Makapipi, go swim down 

there. Get some nice ponds. Every time, always nice water. And then back in the 90s or 90-

something we had two days of rain, and I think we had like 30 inches of rain in two days. And 

then this pond, right below the Hāna Highway, the kids used to jump in the pond right from the 

bridge, that pond disappeared in a landslide. And now, the pond is 200 feet down below. So, you 

can see the water going into the pond, but it doesn’t come out into the stream anymore. Everybody 

who lives down stream wonders why the stream doesn’t flow anymore. 

CSH: Yeah. What can you do? That’s nature, right? 

GH: That’s nature.  

CSH: Yeah. Wow. 

GH: But it’s funny, because you know, when you go in the tunnel and stuff like that, it’s just like 

you’re taking one geology class, because you can see all the different layers, the lava… 

CSH: Yeah.  
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GH: You know, some places, I remember just one place, Pi‘ina‘au, walking through the tunnel - 

the tunnel is maybe seven feet high and six feet wide. You go with your flashlight, or your carbide 

lamp and you know, you’re going through the water inspecting the tunnel for maintenance or repair 

issues. All of a sudden, a big cavern opens up inside this tunnel. So when they dug this ditch they 

hit one lava tube.   

CSH: Ohhhh! 

GH: Big cavern. Big, big cavern.  

CSH: Cool. 

GH: Yeah. So amazing.  

CSH: So, when you go into the tunnels the ground is not flat then. It’s not like paved.  

GH: Yes, it is.  

CSH: It is paved? 

GH: Most of the Ko‘olau Ditch is lined.  

CSH: Ok. 

GH: With cement.  

CSH: Just on the bottom though. 

GH: It’s lined with cement on the bottom and the walls.  

CSH: On the walls. Ok, ok. 

GH: The top is just solid rocks.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: You know when they blasted. Yeah? 

CSH: So your job was to pick up all the rocks on the bottom, right?  

GH: Whatever was blocking, impeding the water we would remove. 

CSH: Ok. 

GH: That’s what we would do.  

CSH: Ok. Was there any vines coming down and stuff too? 

GH: No, because usually these tunnels go through mountain ridges and it’s too far down to have 

roots penetrate. 

CSH: Yeah. Way far up, yeah? 

GH: As you get closer to the opening or the exit, there may be some vines coming in. Certain 

tunnels… 

CSH: You gotta clean all that too? 

GH: Yeah. 
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CSH: Ok, ok. 

GH: Yeah. Because as you exit, you know, the mountain goes down too. So then trees over there, 

roots come in and stuff.  

CSH: What was the most interesting thing you found in the tunnel while cleaning? Was there, like 

animal debris that would come through or?  

GH: No. Let’s see. I’ve seen pigs in the tunnel.  

CSH: Live?  

GH: Dead. Because they…. 

CSH: They just wander, yeah? 

GH: And they get hung up on a gate. 

CSH: Oh, smelly! No? 

GH: Yeah, yeah, yeah. What was real interesting, in a couple of places, like I said the floor was 

concrete lined and the wall is lined 4 feet up and at the top there is a small little ledge, like this. 

CSH: Ok. 

GH: And when you go through the tunnel, you got seeps of water coming in from the roof. Yeah? 

Some places more than others. That’s why it’s interesting when you go to EMI or anyplace. When 

you look at a stream, the stream - you got the water, but then some places you have losses the 

water goes in the ground. Sinks.  

CSH: Ok. 

GH: And then you walk some more, hey, the water comes back up.  

CSH: Ok, ok. 

GH: Some more water sinks.  

CSH: Ok. 

GH: So, you know there’s losing stretches and gaining stretches, in streams that is very, very 

important.  

CSH: Mmmhmm. 

GH: And in the tunnel, its mostly gaining, water coming off the roof. However small but…what 

was interesting was this one place, I recall, had a steady drip on the cement. Drip, drip, drip. 

CSH: [Laughs] 

GH: So this ditch was built in 1923. The drip must have been going on for years and years, and 

decades. So there’s a little impression in the cement. 

CSH: Like the Chinese Water Torture? 

GH: Yeah. 

CSH: [Laughing] 
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GH: Just dripping.  

CSH: Yeah, yeah, yeah. 

GH: Just a little depression. 

CSH: Cool. 

GH: Yeah, that was pretty cool. And like I said, the lava tube that we went … encountered, and 

stuff like that. That was really neat. But I recall going into tunnels when hurricanes were 

approaching…um, Hawaii, and to be safe we wanted to shut down operations, so that in case 

something happens, nothing overflows, nothing breaks. And I recall going into this tunnel with 

Steven Cabral, “Eh good time to inspect.” “Yeah, we going to inspect.” So we walk, walk, walk, 

keep on walking. I don’t know, about halfway through, he goes, “I wonder if the hurricane when 

hit” “Oh my god, I think we’re in the safest place because we’re in a tunnel.” Then he look at me, 

“I know what you’re thinking.” “What?” “We go out, everything decimated. And me and you the 

only people living on this earth.” 

CSH: [Laughs heartily] 

GH: Terrible eh? [Laughs] 

CSH: Yeah. Oh man. Ok. 

GH: Off the record. If you need lua break, right through that door. 

CSH: Ok, alright.  

GH: Whatever.  

CSH: Let’s see. Ok. We kind of gone through a lot of stuff already.  

GH: Yeah. You know the mountain has changed, Nicole. From the time I started to now. The 

vegetation and everything else. It’s like you coming up here. It’s changed. I go mountain today, 

change.   

CSH: So what kind of vegetation did you see there before?  

GH: More native plants. Not a lot of non-natives.  

CSH: Yeah.   

GH: You get hau growing all over… 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: You got all kine…. like invasive weeds. Like … miconia, the rose-apple dying.  

CSH: Do you feel like there’s a whole lot of tourists too who use the road as well and that kind of 

has affected… 

GH: I don’t think that. I don’t think the tourists affect the growth that much - as man.  

CSH: Yeah.  

GH: Man do stupid things, eh? We have good intentions, like bringing the mongoose over here to 

control the rat. 
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CSH: Yeah. 

GH: One in daytime, one at nighttime. No work.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: Now we got mongoose. Eat all our native birds. Ok. We go build Pukalani Bypass. Coming 

up to Pukalani. So, they need to go seed hydromulch both sides, after they grade the road, and all 

that. Eh? So they bring in the seed from, I don’t know, New Zealand or whatever.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: Got fireweed in the seed. Now the pasture, all fireweed.  

CSH:  Oh no. 

GH: Yeah.  

CSH:  Oh wow. I did not realize that. 

GH: When we [clears throat] you ask the State Forestry Department, I work with them quite a bit, 

you go up Pi‘ina‘au Road, where you have the graveyard, where you have the grave.   

CSH:  Yeah. 

GH: Notice all the big eucalyptus trees and all that kind? 

CSH:  Yeah.  

GH: You know why they’re there? Cause State thought, “Hey, all this rubbish – ‘ōhi‘a and koa, 

we’ll get rid – go plant eucalyptus – that way we can go harvest the wood and make money.” So 

they cleared the whole forest, all native species and plant non-native.  

CSH:  Oh, so, is this supposed to be a bio-controllish or just commodity? 

GH: Commodity. 

CSH:  Yeah. 

GH: And then, I don’t know if you noticed when you went up Pi‘ina‘au road on the right-hand 

side. Had an old bulldozer, parked right there. All rotten.  

CSH: I think so, yeah.  

GH: This guy said he was the last guy operated, he said, yeah, they tell me go, I push down the 

koa, I push down the ‘ōhi‘a, stack them up, come behind, we plant all this… 

CSH: Oh, yeah, I do remember that.  

GH: That was in the forest.  

CSH: Yeah. I remember seeing that. Oh, I was like, “I would love that at my house.” [Laughs] 

GH: No work. And still like, Nāhiku side, um, in the 30s, they had the civilian, the CCC, the 

Civilian Conservation Corps, no job, because depression, so, the President at that time, got the 

CCC started.  

CSH:  Yeah. That’s right. 
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GH: Eh, you know what? Go plant paperbark, Nāhiku side because plenty bogs and runoff areas, 

they go plant yeah,  

CSH:  Yeah.  

GH: All dry up the forest [laughs]. 

CSH:  Oh gosh. 

GH: [chuckles] Florida, they got 1 million acres of paperbark. And they wonder why their water 

table went down.  

CSH:  Yeah. Ok. Makes sense now. 

GH: So, man is our worst enemy, yeah?  

CSH:  Yeah. 

GH: You know, you think it’s good. Have good intentions. But sometimes it’s not going to work 

out.  

CSH:  Ok. Went through trails, talked a little bit about stories of that area. Legends, no?  

GH: Legends, uhh! Jimmy Hueu in Kepa Maly’s Native Tradition and Oral History in East Maui, 

he tells some good stories. Yeah.   

CSH:  Did you have anything—I don’t know--supernatural or scary happen to you while you were 

out there? It’s quiet out there. I got lost for a little bit and I was scared. Hey, either I’m not moving 

or I’m just going back to the truck.   

GH: No. I really enjoyed my career at EMI. Me and the guys I worked with.  

CSH:  Mmmhmm.  

GH: You know, from the very get go I knew what kind of guys these guys were. They never knew 

who the heck I was. But then, when I got to know them, and they got to know me, hey, it was like 

hey, alright man. One more hand. 

CSH:  Yeah. 

GH: When I took over management, you know, I knew exactly what we needed out there to make 

things easier.  

CSH:  Mmmhmm. 

GH: So I started buying equipment that could, you know, replace the kind of job that could be 

done with equipment, like  

CSH:  Mmmhmm.  

GH: We used to go by hand – chain saw and cane knife, clear the road when the brush come over, 

eh. Hau, stuff like that. 

CSH:  Mmmhmm.  

GH: So I buy this machine, an excavator, it has a rotary mower attachment that is able to cut brush 

and overhanging tree limbs adjacent to the road. You just need one person to operate the machine, 
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rain or shine, just keep going. This frees up a 3 or 4 man crew to do other tasks and nobody gets 

hurt chopping brush with their cane knife. 

CSH:  Mmmhmm.  

GH: You know, things like that, does a job faster and safer. We had [chuckle] You know what’s a 

siphon, ah?  

CSH:  Mmmhmm.   

GH: You know, water go in one end, come down, come back up the other end. One end is higher 

than the other. Ah?  

CSH:  Mmmhmm.  

GH: So, the water keeps going. All of EMI’s 12 steel siphons were concrete lined on the inside 

with a half inch thick layer of concrete in the late 1960s early 70s so that would extend the life of 

these siphons. The contractor who did the concrete lining guaranteed it to last 20 years. So after 

the warranty expired, we gotta inspect the siphons. So, out we go. We get this small little cart, 

about 3 or 4 feet long and about 18 inches wide, made out of a steel plate, with a hook on it to 

attach to a cable. The cart had small wheels attached to the bottom and a small foot rest welded on 

the opposite side of the hook. So, you stand on that cart, and the thing is hooked up to a cable 

winch on a truck.  

CSH:  Mmmm. 

GH: The winch on the truck lowers the cart you are standing on to the bottom of the siphon. As 

you are lowered you can inspect the concrete lining for any cracks or damaged sections. The 

longest siphon is 983 feet in length and 72 inches (6 feet) in diameter.  

CSH: Mmmhmm.  

GH: It takes you ten minutes to go down this siphon. There is an elevation difference of about 160 

feet from the top of the siphon to the bottom of the siphon.  

CSH:  Mmmhmm.  

GH: So, since I’m the office guy and the boss, I go down first. Steven Cabral is out there. So, they 

start lowering me down the siphon while standing on the cart and about ¾ of the way down [makes 

sound] the cart stopped. And then, you know, you’re in a 72-inch pipe, you can hear everything, 

yeah? 

CSH:  Mmmhmm. 

GH: Somebody, I hear says, “Hey, Steven, the winch - something wrong.” “What wrong?” “I don’t 

know. The key way look like coming out.” Oh boy! The key way is something that locks the winch 

to the cable mechanism. 

CSH: Oh no! 

GH:  …so it doesn’t free spin. 

CSH:  Yeah. 

GH: So, here’s this cable on the cart I’m on, and I’m on hanging on to this rope,  
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CSH:  Yeah. 

GH: No more safety line. Only one rope. So, I hear Steven go over there “Hey, Garrett, you can 

see the bottom?” “No!” “You can jump off and go to the bottom?” “No!” 

CSH: [chuckle and then laughs] 

GH: So, Cabral, Portuguese, they famous for hammer. I hear him hammering something. Bahm, 

bahm, bahm. I wait, I wait, I wait. Maybe 15 minutes, 20 minutes. “I think I can go.” Ok, the thing 

goes down, I go all the way down, Stop. I inspect the bottom, take a couple pictures. 

CSH:  Yeah.  

GH: “Ok, ready, go up.” So they winch me up, winch me up. So when I get to the top, all these 

guys looking at me, “Brah – must have been terror, yeah?” I say “Hey you guys, thanks a lot for 

bringing me back up. Mahalo ah.”  

CSH: [Laughs] 

GH:  So everybody laugh. So I told the story to my boss and he told me, “Eh, you go find one 

winch that’s OSHA approved.” 

CSH:  Yeah. 

GH:  So I did, it was made in Germany. 

CSH: Yeah.  

GH:  So, you know, it has all the safety features, and you know. 

CSH:  Yeah.  

GH: But those days, we did what we needed to do, eh? Lucky, nobody get hurt. 

CSH:  Yeah. Totally different, today everybody has a hook on. Right? Tie on?  

GH: Yeah, even EMI, you know, it’s a big system, you’re working in rain. It’s wet, slippery, you 

got trees all over the place.  

CSH: Yup. 

GH: You gotta carry a chainsaw. You gotta know how to use a chainsaw. Yeah, it’s a great 

experience to work for a company like that. I never knew about the water company until I went to 

HC&S.  

CSH: Mmmhmm. 

GH:  Made a lot of good friends… 

CSH: Mmmhmm.  

GH: …still today, it’s good. 

CSH: Yeah.  

GH: But I’m glad I retired. 

CSH: Yep. [Laughs] 
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GH: There’s a lot more of this kind of stuff then.  

CSH: Yeah. Did you have any… I guess that’s kind of it. Did you have any concerns about the 

project or?  

GH: You know, the only thing I can say is that the IIFS came out, the Interim In-Stream Flow 

Standards, whether the other side is happy, which they say they are in the paper. But whether our 

side is happy, with what we think we’re going to get, remains to be seen. 

CSH: Mmmhmm. 

GH: So I just hope it doesn’t go into litigation where one party or the other party says, I don’t think 

it’s fair and we file…. 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: And then we’re back to square one. You don’t have to finish this. 

CSH: [Laughs] 

GH: I just hope, you know, that whatever the hearing’s officer had recommended is something 

both sides can live with. 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: Let’s move on. I mean, the lawyer’s getting rich, everybody – you know, but the people not 

happy – businesses are uncertain how much water they will get. We cannot lease the land because 

we don’t know how much water will be available after the IIFS is set. 

CSH: Mmmhmm. 

GH: You guys smart. We’ll figure it out.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: How much we should get. 

CSH: Yeah. Ok. 

GH: If not, I go back to my files and try to figure it out. 

CSH: Yeah. Yeah. 

GH: For the average person, it’s the best you can do, yeah? 

CSH: Ok. 

GH: But I think, you know, I think with A&B agreeing to really release all the water – in all those 

taro streams – East and West Wailuanui, Waiokamilo, Palauhulu, Pi‘ina‘au, Hanehoi, Honopou, 

and Puoloa. I mean there’s nobody else downstream that can complain, no more water, about taro.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: And then there’s other streams that the hearing’s office said so much water had to go down, 

you know, for flora and fauna, cultural resources, stuff like that. Fine, Good.  

CSH: Mmmhmm. 
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GH: But, as long as we have the ability to take water whenever there’s excess. So certainly, the 

taro streams, all that water goes down – if it reaches – you know, because sink holes and whatever, 

yeah. The rest, the scientists say, ok, you release this much, you achieve 90% habitat restoration, 

but, whether it’s true or not, I’m not a scientist, but if it helps, then it’s good. 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: If it’s not, then, you know, cause you hate to see people grumble about something that -  to 

me is really easy to settle. Ah? 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: I know people get hard feelings and this and that, but, you know, overthrow the Hawaiian 

Kingdom, took the water, da, da, da. But the King had signed the lease for us to take the water. So, 

at that time, in his mind, this was something good, because he collected revenue. And hopefully, 

helped the people out, whatever. But, that is water under the bridge. Yeah?  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: I just hope that going forward, everybody can kind of be at peace.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: Yeah. That’s what counts. 

CSH: Do you have any recommendations? Or is there anything else that I missed and that you 

want to touch on? Or is that kind of… 

GH: Um. This is only my opinion…  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: My recollection of my years at EMI and HC&S are my personal thoughts whether if it’s good 

or bad or whatever. It’s my mana‘o. It’s what I think. It’s what I believe should be fair. Some water 

should go down the streams. I think the company did right by agreeing to put water back in all 

those streams. Hopefully, the people are you know. 

CSH: Happy. 

GH: Yeah! And if they’re not, then what you gonna do? 

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: You can only give so much. If you give them all… they’re still not happy, then what? 

CSH: [Laughs] I don’t know.  

GH: But there’s a lot of different things that come into play, yeah?  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: Politics and this and that. 

CSH: Ok. Alright! 

GH: I’m an on-the-ground kind guy. 
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CSH: Yeah.  

GH: I had to be discreet in what I say when I worked for the company.  

CSH: Right. 

GH: The company pay for my children’s education and everything else.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: So, I owe it to the company.  

CSH: Yeah. 

GH: Yeah. We try our best to work out things. 

CSH: Right.  

GH: Not to be adversarial. Right? 

CSH: Right. Ok, I think that’s it.  

GH: Good.  

CSH: Let me turn this off. 

[End 1:15:42] 
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Appendix D    Response from OHA 
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1. Background and Introduction 

In 2001, Alexander & Baldwin, in conjunction with its subsidiary East 

Maui Irrigation Company, Limited (hereafter collectively referred to as 

A&B) requested that the State offer a lease at public auction for the 

right, privilege and authority to enter and go upon State-owned lands 

for the purposes of developing, diverting, transporting and using 

government-owned waters.  The requested lease term is for 30 years, 

and the lease area would allow the use of government-owned waters 

from the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Huelo, and Honomanū License area 

(hereafter referred to as License Area).  This report contains a Social 

Impact Assessment, or SIA, on the proposed action.  It is summarized 

in and appended to the EIS. 

1.1. Report Preparation and Description 

This Social Impact Assessment was prepared by Earthplan, whose 

owner Berna Cabacungan Senelly managed all aspects of the project 

and served as focus group facilitator, interviewer, researcher, analyst 

and writer.   

This section describes the proposed action and the purpose and scope 

of SIAs.  Section 2 provides a profile of the existing community in 

terms of a brief overview of Maui Island and the Study Area, 

population trends and selected demographic characteristics. 

Section 3 discusses major forces for change, as provided for in Maui 

plans and policies that are particularly relevant to this SIA, as well as 

population forecasts. 

Section 4 presents preliminary community issues raised in focus 

groups and interviews conducted for this study.  Section 5 identifies 

potential social impacts in terms of an overview of the social 

environment, A&B’s relationship in the social context, potential social 

impacts and recommended mitigation.   
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This SIA has been revised based on comments submitted on the DEIS 

published in September 2019.  This revised report follows the same 

format as the initial SIA and editing was mostly minor, i.e. punctuation 

and clarification.  Two new sections were added as follows: 

 Section 5.3.1.3, Community Interest and Use of License Area, was 

added to discuss community use in the License Area.   

 Section 6 was revised to read “Cumulative Social Perspective and 

Recommended Mitigation.”  Section 6.1, Cumulative Social 

Perspective, was added to discuss cumulative social considerations 

to find a balance between the practical need for water with social 

values and beliefs.   

1.2. The Proposed Action and Objectives 

A&B is seeking the issuance of long-term (30-year) water lease by the 

Hawai‛i State Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) that will 

enable the awarded lessee the “right, privilege, and authority to enter 

and go upon” the License Area for the “purpose of developing, 

diverting, transporting, and using government owned waters” through 

the EMI Aqueduct System.  Pursuant to statute, all state water leases 

must go to public auction before the leases can be issued. 

There are four objectives of the proposed action: 

1. Preserve and maintain the EMI Aqueduct System 

The EMI Aqueduct System comprises of approximately 388 

separate intakes that control diversions through sluice and radial 

gates.  The system consists of 24 miles of ditches and 50 miles of 

tunnels.  This is a gravity flow system driven by higher elevation 

diversions in the wet, eastern part of Maui.  The EMI Aqueduct 

System collects water from approximately 50,000 acres, of which 

33,000 acres are owned by the State, and approximately 17,000 

acres are privately owned, previously by EMI and A&B and now by 

Mahi Pono (herein collectively referred to as the “Collection Area”).1 

                                                      
1
 At the time of this revision, a new condition included in the 2020 Revocable Permit (RP) is that the Hanawī 

Natural Area Reserve (NAR) be removed from the RP Area.  The Hanawī NAR encompasses approximately 

7,500 acres.  Neither this decrease nor other decreases in the physical size of the License Area would  affect 

the original findings or recommendations of this SIA. It is understood that no matter the ultimate size of the 
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The System is designed to be able to collect all of the streams’ 

base flow, or water flowing in normal conditions.  A stream’s total 

flow includes base flow and additional water from rain and storms.   

2. Continue to meet Upcountry Maui domestic and agriculture 

needs 

The Upcountry Maui Water System serves the domestic needs of 

the following communities: 

Kula 

Pukalani 
Makawao 
Ha‛ikū 

Hāli‛imaile 

Waiakoa 

Kēōkea 

Waiohuli 
‛Ulupalakua 

Kanaio 
Olinda 
Ōma‛opio 

Kula Kai 

Pūlehu 

Maui County Department of Water Supply, or MDWS, has taken 

water from the Wailoa Ditch based on a series of contracts with 

A&B. Only one MDWS water treatment facility, the Kamole-Weir 

Water Treatment Facility, relies on water directly from the EMI 

Aqueduct System. However, the same contract also allows the 

MDWS access to other surface water sources on lands previously 

owned by A&B, and now owned by Mahi Pono, that feed the MDWS’ 

two other water treatment facilities in Upcountry Maui. The existing 

Kula Agricultural Park (KAP) and the future 262-acre expansion of 

the KAP rely on water directly from the EMI Aqueduct System as 

well.  

 The Kamole-Weir Water Treatment Facility relies on water 

directly from the EMI Aqueduct System through the Wailoa 

Ditch, which diverts water from several streams.  The average 

daily production at this facility is 3.6 Million Gallons Per Day 

(MGD), and has a maximum capacity of 6 MGD. 

 The Pi‛iholo Water Treatment Facility relies on water conveyed 

through the Lower Waikamoi (Kula) Flume, which diverts water 

from various streams on Mahi Pono's Haʻikū Uka Watershed, 

which is then diverted into the Pi‛iholo Reservoir.  Its average 

daily production at this facility is 2.5 MGD; it has a maximum 

capacity of 5 MGD. 

                                                      

License Area determined by BLNR, the License Area would preserve the integrity of the EMI Aqueduct 

System in terms of water collection capabilities and the structure of the System itself, as well as the safety of 

the employees who maintain/operate the System.  
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 The Olinda / Upper Kula Water Treatment Facility relies on 

water conveyed through the Upper Waikamoi (Kula) Flume, 

which diverts water from various streams on Mahi Pono's Haʻikū 

Uka Watershed , which is then diverted to the Waikamoi 

Reservoir and the Kahakapao Reservoir.  The average daily 

production is 1.6 MGD at this facility; it has a maximum 

capacity of 2 MGD. 

At Kula Agricultural Park, water from the EMI Aqueduct System is 

provided as follows: 

 The EMI Aqueduct System serves the 420 acres of the Kula 

Agricultural Park via Reservoir 40.  The KAP comprises 31 farm 

lots, ranging from seven to 29 acres.  The water is not treated 

and comes from the same diversions that serve the Kamole-

Weir Water Treatment Facility.  Current consumption is 

estimated at 548,191 gallons per day, or gpd. However, 

approximately 1.5 MGD must be provided to the KAP reservoir 

to produce the current amount of consumption. 

 The EMI Aqueduct System will also serve the 1.0 MGD needs of 

the 262-acre expansion of the KAP, though efficiency 

improvements to the existing reservoir and water delivery 

system. 

3. Continue to serve Nāhiku below Hāna Highway 

MDWS also provides 20,000 to 45,000 gpd to Nāhiku via a 

development tunnel directly from the EMI Aqueduct System.  

MDWS serves approximately 40 water meters located makai of 

Hāna Highway.   

4. Continue to provide water for agricultural purposes in 

Central Maui. 

This includes approximately 30,000 acres of agricultural cultivation 

lands, of which the majority is currently fallow but is planned for 

new diversified agricultural operations to be undertaken by Mahi 

Pono LLC, that can be irrigated by waters conveyed by the EMI 

Aqueduct System. 
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1.3. The Role and Purpose of Social Impact Assessments 

A Social Impact Assessment is a study of how a proposed action or 

plan affects the human environment.  While there are many facets to 

the human environment, the social context is basically framed by 

relationships.  The social aspects of an area relate to people living and 

interacting with other people.  Social impact analysis explores how 

changes in the physical environment of a community or neighborhood 

caused by a proposed land development may affect the neighborhood 

as a social environment.   

Social Impact Assessment, hereafter referred to as SIA, became a 

recognized subfield of research and policy application, with the 

passage of the U.S. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 

legislation in 1969.  It is an interdisciplinary, inter-professional field of 

social science knowledge and application.  SIAs draw sometimes from 

social science, but other times from organizational development, 

political analysis, or journalism.  Its primary function has to do with 

the development and disclosure of social information relevant to 

informing the decision-making process and/or designing management 

actions to deal with problematic social outcomes of a proposed project.  

The goal of SIAs is to predict the social effects of a policy, program or 

project while still in the planning stage, before those effects have 

occurred.  The overall framework for SIAs is anticipatory research, 

which seeks to place the expectation and attainment of desired 

outcomes on a rational and reliable basis. 

Commonly identified uses of SIAs include: 

Understanding the ability of a community or group to adapt to 

changing conditions - In identifying social consequences of a 

proposed action, cause-and-effect relationships are complex.  Different 

people and different communities react differently to similar events.  

An important function of SIA is therefore to obtain and analyze the 

necessary information about community organization and likely 

responses to changing conditions.  As such, the non-project social 

scenario is as important as the with-project scenario because it 

provides the analyst with a realistic social context for the proposed 

action. 
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Defining the problems or clarifying the issues involved in a 

proposed change Frequently, opposition to or support for a proposed 

project can only be understood and addressed when the proponent is 

aware of cultural tendencies, underlying issues, vested interests, and 

misperceptions.  The SIA is the basis for defining and clarifying project 

or program issues in a systematic approach within the EIS framework. 

Illuminating the meaning and importance of anticipated 

change - An important objective of SIAs is to determine what 

meaning a probable impact would have for a community and its 

residents. Whereas a certain impact may have relatively low social 

significance in some communities, it may be given more import or 

significance in other settings or communities.  

Identifying mitigation opportunities or requirements - Another 

function of SIAs is to explore how a proposed action can cause the 

least adverse and most beneficial impacts, and to identify responses 

from the community and affected persons.  SIA information can be 

crucial in determining if and what mitigation is necessary, what 

mitigation alternatives exist, and which mitigation strategies are most 

likely to work. 
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2. Profile of the Existing Community 

This section establishes the social context for this project.  Section 2.1 

provides an overview of the history of Maui Island that helped to shape 

the current social environment.  Also included in Section 2.1 is an 

identification of the Study Area communities.   

Section 2.2 presents population trends and residential density.  

Selected demographic information is presented in Section 2.3. 

2.1. Study Area Description 

2.1.1  Maui Island 

Early Hawaiians used a system of land distribution that did not include 

private ownership.  A common land division within the Native Hawaiian 

land-use system was the ahupua‛a, which were divisions typically 

running from the mountains towards the oceans, or mauka to makai.  

Each division was administered by an ali‛i, or chief.  In each ahupua‛a, 

people were separated into distinct classes, from chief to laborer, and 

each class had clear responsibilities in maintaining the self-sufficiency 

of the ahupua‘a. 

Soon after the arrival of Captain Jean-Francois de Galaup, the first 

outsider to land in Maui in 1786,2 Maui Island was transformed by 

missionaries, trade and goods from Westerners, and the whaling 

industry.  The major population centers were the towns of Hāna, 

Makawao, Wailuku, and Lahaina.  Diversified agriculture rapidly 

expanded during the 1840s and 1850s to support the transient and 

resident population. 

Two significant changes came about with the arrival of Westerners.  

First, the host people had no resistance to Western diseases, and the 

island’s population decreased dramatically.  Between 1831 and 1878, 

the population reduced from 35,062 to 12,109, a 65 percent decrease, 

even with the in-migration of newcomers. 

                                                      

2
 County of Maui Department of Planning, Maui Island Plan: Island of Maui, General Plan 2020, 

p. I-6 
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The second significant change was landownership.  Kamehameha III 

instituted the Māhele, or land division, in 1848 after much pressure 

from Westerners frustrated with the ahupua’a system.  A Land 

Commission reviewed land claims and decided ownership rights.  As 

part of the Māhele, the Kuleana Act of 1850 allowed the Land 

Commission to award small parcels of land to commoners for 

subsistence.3 

Hawaiian commoners were accustomed to a land tenure system of a 

self-sufficient ahupua‛a and communal subsistence economy.  The 

concept of land ownership was truly foreign to them, and this 

unfamiliarity, coupled with legal and logistical constraints, resulted in 

large amounts of land intended for Hawaiians under the ownership of 

foreign entities.  Many Hawaiian families were often required to leave 

the lands they had cultivated for generations and had to move to 

towns.4 

Sugarcane cultivation started between 1836 and 1861, but planters 

had a difficult time surviving until the 1850 Masters and Servants Act 

allowed plantation workers from foreign countries.  Further, the 1876 

Hawaiian Reciprocity Treaty permitted duty free admission of Hawaiian 

sugar in the United States.  Sugar plantations thrived with these 

boosts in workers and change in trade practices. 

The Hāmākua Irrigation Ditch delivered water from the East Maui’s 

watersheds to the dry Central Maui plains; this ensured a reliable 

source of water.  As the physical landscape changed, so did the social 

environment.  The sugar industry brought in workers from Asia, 

Europe, South and Central America and the South Pacific Islands.  The 

multiple and often ethnic-based plantation camps were communities 

unto themselves with housing, schools, stores, churches, recreational 

facilities, clinics and services such as police, fire and community 

centers. 

In 1890, Dwight D. Baldwin established the Ha‛ikū Fruit and Packing 

Company and thus the pineapple industry took hold.  By 1930, more 

than 28 percent of the island’s cultivated fields were in pineapple.  

Today, there is only limited pineapple cultivation remaining on Maui. 

                                                      

3
 Ibid, p. I-7 

4
 Ibid, p. I-7 
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By the end of World War II, mechanization was transforming sugar 

and pineapple industries.  Labor unions played an increasingly major 

role in how plantations operated.  Plus, job opportunities became more 

diversified, workers were buying their own homes, and plantation 

camps were coming to an end.  The last sugar cane haul at the 

Pu‛unēnē sugar mill operated by Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar 

Company occurred on December 12, 2016. 

As the agricultural industry continued to evolve, Maui again 

experienced a population decline.  From 1940 to 1960, 24 percent of 

Maui residents moved elsewhere.  In the meantime, tourism emerged 

as the new economic force, and with it came resort destinations and 

new towns.  The population rebounded, as fewer Maui residents moved 

away and in-migrants moved in to work or retire, thereby increasing 

the demand for housing.  Between 1960 and 2010, Maui’s population 

increased over 300 percent, from 35,717 to 144,444 persons.  5 

2.1.2  Study Area  

From a social perspective, the implications of the continued diversion, 

and transporting of waters from one area to another extend well 

beyond irrigation flumes and drainage ditches.  These actions are seen 

through the lens of community values and have to do with feelings 

about past actions, cultural and environmental values, expectations for 

the future of the water, reliance on an established potable water 

supply, livelihoods and businesses, and more. 

The Study Area for this project includes the geographic regions that 

are affected by the proposed action and comprises a portion of the 

Hāna District located in East Maui, and the Makawao District, which 

occupies the central portion of the island.   

Statistical information includes Census Tract information collected by 

the U.S. Bureau of the Census.  The U.S. Decennial Census occurs 

every 10 years, in years ending in zero, to count the population and 

housing units for the entire United States.  Figure A depicts Maui 

Island’s Census Tracts, or CTs. 

                                                      

5
  County of Maui Planning Department Long Range Division, Maui Island Plan: Island of Maui, 

General Plan 2030, pp 1-11 1-12 (County of Maui: 2012) 
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Figure A: Maui Island Census Tracts 
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In addition to census data, this report includes information collected 

for census-designated places, or CDPs.  A CDP is a concentration of 

population defined by the United States Census Bureau for statistical 

purposes only. CDPs have been used in each decennial census since 

1980 as the counterparts of incorporated places, such as self-

governing cities, towns, and villages, for the purposes of gathering and 

correlating statistical data.   

The boundaries of a CDP have no legal status.  Criteria established for 

the 2010 Census require that a CDP name "be one that is recognized 

and used in daily communication by the residents of the community,"  

and recommend that a CDP's boundaries be mapped based on the 

geographic extent associated with inhabitants' regular use of the 

named place.   

It is noted that CT and CDP information do not directly coincide 

because CDPs focus on a smaller, concentrated areas than a CT.  

Nevertheless, CDPs provide insight on characteristics of a contained 

community.  Figure B depicts Maui Island CDPs. 

In the Hāna District, Kea‛nae, Wailuānui and Nāhiku are included in 

the Study Area.  CT 301, which comprises the Hāna District, is larger 

that these communities and includes the Hāna CDP which is not part of 

the Study Area.  Information presented for these communities was 

extracted as the net value between the Hāna CT 301 and the Hāna 

CDP.   

The Makawao District includes the following Study Area communities 

generally from north to south: 

 Huelo, which is part of CT 302.01 and the Ha‘ikū-Pa‘uwela CDP 

 Ha‛ikū, which is part of CT 302.01 and CT 302.02, and the Haʻikū 

Pa‘uwela CDP 

 Hāli‛imaile, which is part of CT 304.04 and Hāliʻimaile CDP 

 Olinda, which is part of C 304.03 and Olinda CDP 

 Kula, which is part of CT 303.01 and Kula CDP 

 Pukalani, which is part of CT 304.02 and Pukalani CDP 

 Makawao, which is part of CT 304.03 and Makawao CDP 

 Kēōkea, which is part of CT303.01 and Kēōkea CDP  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Place_(United_States_Census_Bureau)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Place_(United_States_Census_Bureau)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Census_Bureau
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incorporated_place
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/City_(United_States)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Town_(United_States)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Village_(United_States)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_United_States_Census
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It is noted that the Makawao District also includes makai communities 

that are not in this Study Area, including Pā‛ia, Kihei and Makena, and 

information is clarified when appropriate. 

Figure B: Maui Island Census-Designated Places (CDP) 
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2.2. Population Trends and Density 

Decennial Census information is used in this report to present accurate 

trends of how Maui Island has changed in a 30-year period, from 1990 

and 2010, as illustrated in Figure C. 

Figure C:  Maui Island and Maui District Population, 1990 to 2010 

Note: The Makawao District includes the Study Area, as well as the makai 

Kihei region, which is not part of the Study Area.  Only a portion of the Hāna 

District is included in the Study Area.   

Source: Maui County Data Book: 2015, Table 1.3.3 Resident Population by 

County and District  
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Table 1 presents 1990 to 2010 population changes for Maui Island and 

its districts in terms of percentage.   

Table 1: Maui Island and District Population Changes, 
1990 to 2010 

Note: The Makawao District includes the Study Area, as well as the Pā‛ia and 

Kihei region, which are not part of the Study Area.  Only a portion of the Hāna 

District is included in the Study Area.   

Source: Maui County Data Book: 2015, Table 1.3.3 Resident Population by 

County and District  

Unlike the rest of the island, the Hāna District experienced a 

population decrease, albeit slight, in the 1990s.  Hāna’s population 

rebounded in the 2000s by 24 percent, and there was a net increase of 

21 percent from 1990 to 2010.  This was the lowest level of increase 

over the two decades compared to other Maui Island Districts.  While 

the Hāna District is larger than the East Maui portion of the Study 

Area, it is highly likely that Ke‛anae, Wailuānui and Nāhiku experienced 

population changes consistent with district-wide trends.    

The Makawao District experienced levels of growth lower than the 

Districts of Wailuku and Lahaina.  Nevertheless, its population 

increased by over 40 percent between and 1990 and 2010, and much 

of this growth can be attributed to increased urbanization in Upcountry 

Maui as well as continued urbanization of the Kihei region, which is not 

part of this Study Area. 

Maui Island 

Districts
1990 2000 2010

1990 to 

2000

2000 to 

2010

1990 to 

2010

Hāna 1,895 1,855 2,291 -2% 24% 21%

Makawao 29,207 36,476 41,887 25% 15% 43%

Wailuku 45,685 61,346 78,110 34% 27% 71%

Lahaina 14,574 17,967 22,156 23% 23% 52%

Total Maui Island 91,361 117,644 144,444 29% 23% 58%

Percent ChangeYear
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Table 2 shows that the Hāna District is geographically the largest CT in 

the Study Area.  The Hāna District covers 214 acres of Maui Island’s 

772 acres, or 28 percent.  Hāna’s 2010 population of 2,291 persons 

made up two percent of Maui Island’s 144,444 residents.  The 

combination of a large land region and low population translates into a 

significantly low residential density of 10.7 persons per square mile.  

While this CT is larger than the East Maui portion of the Study Area, it 

is highly likely that Ke‘anae, Wailuānui and Nāhiku have comparable 

residential density and household sizes with the overall region.   

Table 2: 2010 Residential Density and Household Size for Study Area 
and Maui Island, 2010 

Sources: Maui County Data Book: 2015 1) Table 1.3.4 Population Density by 
Census Tract, Maui County; 2) Table 1.3.5 Resident Population and Households by 

Census Tract, Maui County. 

Note that only a portion of the Hāna CT 301 is in the Study Area.   

The Makawao District portion of the Study Area encompasses 270 

acres, or 35 percent of the Island.  The District’s 38,312 persons 

accounted for 27 percent of Maui residents.   

In terms of residential density, there were 141.86 residents per square 

mile in the Makawao District, which is lower than the island-wide 

residential density of 187.11 residents per square mile.   

While the residential density in several Makawao Districts was higher 

than that of the overall Maui Island, Makawao’s density was offset by 

the low resident-per-square mile counts in the Ha‘ikū (35 persons) 

Kula (48 persons) and Huelo (53.8 persons) CTs. The highest 

residential density was in the Hāliʻimaile CT, where there were 533.3 

persons per square mile. 

 Hāna 

District 

 Hāna

CT 301 
 Huelo

CT 302.10 
 Ha’ikū

CT 302.02 
 Kula

CT 303.01 
 Pukalani
CT 304.02 

 Makawao
CT 304.03 

 Hāli̒ imaile

CT 304.04 

 Makawao 
District 
(Partial) 
Subtotal 

Resident population 2,291 2,453 7,635 8,013 8,652 3,269 5,609 35,631 37,922 106,522 144,444
Percent of Total Maui 

Island 2% 2% 5% 6% 6% 2% 4% 25% 26% 74% N/A

Land area in square 
miles 214.03 45.60 14.25 166.91 17.85 7.27 10.52 262.40 476.43 295.56 771.99
Percent of Total Maui 

Island 28% 6% 2% 22% 2% 1% 1% 34% 62% 38% N/A

Residents per square 
mile 10.70 53.80 35.00 48.00 484.60 449.90 533.30 135.79 79.60 360.41 187.11
Households 823 1,013 2,908 3,189 3,064 1,225 1,918 9,396 10,219 39,996 50,215
Persons per household          2.78             2.42             2.63             2.51             2.82             2.67             2.92                 3.79          3.71              2.66              2.88 

 Maui Island 
Total 

Population Density 
and Households

 Makawao District (Partial) 
 Study 
Area 
Total 

 Study Area 

 Remaining 
Maui Island 
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In 2010, in the Makawao District portion of the Study Area, the 

Pukalani CT had the largest residential population of 8,652 persons, 

followed by the Kula CT with 8,013 residents.  The lowest population 

was in Huelo CT, with 2,453 residents. 

2.3. Selected Demographics 

2.3.1  Race 

The Census Bureau defines race as a person’s self-identification with 

one or more social groups. An individual can report as White, Black or 

African American, Asian, American Indian and Alaska Native, Native 

Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander, or some other race. Census 

respondents may report multiple races. 

Key highlights in how Ke‘anae, Wailuānui and Nāhiku residents 

identified their race in the 2010 Census are hereby summarized and 

depicted in Table 3.   

 The proportion of Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders, at 25.8 

percent, is significantly high when compared to the Makawao 

District (8.3 percent) and Maui Island (9.5 percent). 

 These communities also had the third highest proportion of White 

residents in the Study Area, at 42.8 percent.   

 The “Two or More Races” category also ranked third among Study 

Area communities. 

 The proportion of Asians, at 2.1 percent, is the lowest in the Study 

Area, and significantly low compared to Maui Island’s 29.7 percent. 
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Table 3: Race, Study Area and Total Maui Island, 2010 

Source for Makawao District: Maui County Data Book: 2015, Table 1.3.6 
Summary Characteristics of Persons by Race Census Designated Places, Maui 
County  

For Ke‘anae, Wailuānui and Nāhiku, information was extracted as the net value 
between the Hāna CT 301 and the Hāna CDP. 

In the Makawao District, there are distinctions as well. 

 There tended to be high proportions of Whites in this District.  

Notably, Olinda (71.1 percent), Ha‘ikū Pa‛uwela (59.4 percent), and 

Kula (56.3 percent) all have higher proportion of Whites compared 

to the 35.1 percent reported for the overall Maui Island.  The 

Makawao District as a whole had 45.9 percent White, compared to 

35.1 percent island-wide. 

 When compared to Maui Island, the Makawao District had a lower 

proportion of Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders (8.3 versus 9.5 

percent) and Asians (15.8 versus 29.7 percent). 

2.3.2  Age 

In the Study Area, the highest proportions of youngsters under 18 

years of age were in Kēōkea at 26.2 percent, followed by Makawao, 

Pukulani and Hāli‛imaile at 24 percent.   

Ha’ikū - 

Pa‘uwela 
Hāliʻimaile Kēōkea Kula Makawao Olinda Pukalani

Makawao 
District 
(Partial) 
CDPs

Native Hawaiian and 
Pacific Islander 25.8% 7.1% 11.8% 25.6% 4.2% 8.4% 3.2% 9.5% 8.3% 8.8% 9.7% 9.5%
Asian 2.1% 8.1% 35.0% 8.7% 16.3% 15.9% 7.6% 23.9% 15.8% 15.4% 34.3% 29.7%
White 42.8% 59.4% 20.5% 29.0% 56.3% 38.2% 71.1% 33.2% 45.9% 45.8% 31.6% 35.1%
Black or African 
American 0.4% 0.3% 0.1% 0.7% 0.5% 0.4% 0.2% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.6% 0.6%
American Indian and 
Alaska Native 0.5% 0.5% 0.1% 0.6% 0.4% 0.6% 1.3% 0.3% 0.5% 0.5% 0.4% 0.4%
Some Other Race 1.1% 1.1% 2.5% 0.7% 1.2% 1.0% 0.8% 1.8% 1.3% 1.3% 2.4% 2.1%
Two or More Races 27.4% 23.4% 30.0% 34.7% 21.2% 35.5% 15.8% 30.9% 27.8% 27.8% 20.9% 22.6%

Total 
Maui 

Island
Race

Makawao District (Partial) CDPs
Total 
Study 
Area

Remaining 
Maui Island

Kea`nae 
Wailuānui 

Nāhiku
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Table 4: Age in Study Area CDPs, 2010 

Source for Makawao District: Maui County Data Book: 2015, Table 1.3.7  

Population by Age Group and Gender Ratio Census Designated Places, Maui County  

For Ke‘anae, Wailuānui and Nāhiku, information was extracted as the net value 

between the Hāna CT 301 and the Hāna CDP. 

The CDPs with the highest elderly group of 65 years and older are Kula 

(15.0 percent), Olinda (13.6 percent) and Hāliʻimaile (13.4 percent). 

Of note are the age groups that are typically in the work force.  These 

age groups are the 25 to 44 and 45 to 64 age groups.  The Olinda CDP 

had the highest proportion of workforce with a combined 63 percent, 

followed by the Ha‘ikū-Pa‘uwela CDP workforce at 61 percent, and Kula 

CDP at 60 percent. 

In terms of median age, the Kula CDP had the highest median age at 

47.7 years.  The lowest median age was found in the Hāliʻimaile CDP 

at 37.9 years. 

 

 

Ha`ikū - 

Pa‘uwela 
Hāliʻimaile Kēōkea Kula Makawao Olinda Pukalani

Population 1,056 8,118 964 1,612 6,452 7,184 1,084 7,574
Under 18 21.0% 23.0% 24.0% 26.2% 20.0% 24.2% 18.7% 24.0%
18 to 24 5.6% 7.0% 7.6% 7.0% 5.2% 8.1% 5.2% 7.3%
25 to 44 22.2% 28.3% 28.4% 25.4% 20.7% 27.0% 26.3% 25.1%
45 to 64 39.1% 32.7% 26.7% 30.1% 39.1% 29.9% 36.3% 31.3%
65 and older 12.1% 9.0% 13.4% 11.3% 15.0% 10.8% 13.6% 12.4%
Median age n/a 39.6 37.9 38.7 47.7 38.4 44.9 40.5

Kea`nae 
Wailuānui 

Nāhiku

Makawao District (Partial) CDPs
Age
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3. Major Forces for Change 

This section identifies forces for social change in the Study Area that 

are independent of the proposed project.  The purpose of this 

discussion is to extend the baseline information on the social 

environment by exploring the type of change directed by relevant 

public policies and plans.  These policies and plans have been 

developed by the public sector with extensive community input and 

review.  They provide good indications of community vision and 

expectations.   

It is noted that the intent of discussing public policies and plans in this 

SIA is different than the EIS section on ”Compatibility with Land Use 

Plans and Policies, Required Permits and Approvals.”  The framework 

of the EIS discussion is related to the proposed action, namely that the 

State offer a lease at public auction for the right, privilege and 

authority to enter and go upon State-owned lands for the purposes of 

developing, diverting, transporting and using government-owned 

waters.   

From an SIA perspective, the implications of the continued diversion, 

and transporting of waters from one area to another extend well 

beyond public auctions, leases, irrigation flumes and drainage ditches.  

These actions are seen through the lens of community values and have 

to do with feelings about past actions, cultural and environmental 

values, expectations for the future of the water, reliance on an 

established potable water supply, livelihoods and businesses, and 

more.  This SIA discussion on public policies and plans therefore 

extend beyond water lease - related policies and plans to reflect 

perspectives shared in focus group sessions and interviews conducted 

in the SIA process.  Sections 3.1 and 3.2 discuss, respectively, the 

Maui County General Plan and Maui Island Plan.  Section 3.3 presents 

population forecasts. 
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3.1. County of Maui 2030 General Plan: Countywide Policy 
Plan 

The Maui County Charter requires that its General Plan recognize and 

state the major problems and opportunities concerning the needs and 

development of the County and the social, economic and 

environmental effects of such development.  The 1990 General Plan 

was approved by the County Council in 1991.  Given the significant 

socio-economic, demographic, and physical changes in the last 

decade, Maui County prepared a comprehensive Policy Plan to 2030 

that provides the basis for updating the Maui Island Plan and the nine 

Community Plans. 

Adopted in March 2010, the County of Maui 2030 General Plan 

provides broad goals, objectives, policies, and implementing actions 

that portray the desired direction of the County’s future.  The Plan 

articulates a vision statement and core values for 2030, describes 

current conditions, identifies guiding principles and identifies goals, 

objectives, policies and implementing actions to realize the vision and 

based on the following core themes: 

A. Protect the Natural Environment 

B. Preserve Local Cultures and Traditions 

C. Improve Education 

D. Strengthen Social and Healthcare Services 

E. Expand Housing Opportunities for Residents 

F. Strengthen the Local Economy 

G. Improve Parks and Public Facilities 

H. Diversify Transportation Options 

I. Improve Physical Infrastructure 

J. Promote Sustainable Land Use and Growth Management 

K. Strive for Good Governance 
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One can say that all of these Plan policies are integral and pertain to 

the proposed water lease.  This SIA focuses on those policies and 

objectives that are especially relevant to the social environment in 

terms of the proposed long-term (30-year) water lease, the related  

Commission on Water Resource Management’s (CWRM) Interim 

Instream Flow Standard (IIFS) Decision and Order and community 

issues identified in Section 4.  Policies and objectives within this 

specific context are as follows: 

Goal A: Protect the Natural Environment 

Objective 1:  Improve the opportunity to experience the natural 

beauty and native biodiversity of the islands for present and 

future generations 

Policy c.  Restore and protect forests, wetlands, watersheds and 

streams flows, and guard against wildfires, flooding and 

erosion. 

Policy d.  Protect baseline stream flows for perennial streams, 

and support policies that ensure adequate stream flow to 

support Native Hawaiian aquatic species, traditional kalo 

cultivation and self-sustaining ahupua‛a. 

Objective 2:  Improve the quality of environmentally sensitive, 

locally valued natural resources and native ecology of each 

island. 

Policy i.  Restore watersheds and aquifer-recharge areas to 

healthy productive status, and increase public knowledge about 

the importance of watershed stewardship, water conservation, 

and groundwater protection. 

Objective 3.  Improve stewardship of the natural environment. 

Policy b.  Improve communication, coordination, and 

collaboration among government agencies, nonprofit 

organizations, communities, individuals, and land owners that 

work for the protection of the natural environment. 
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Goal B.  Preserve Local Cultures and Traditions 

Objective 1:  Perpetuate the Hawaiian culture as a vital force in 

the lives of residents. 

Policy a.  Protect and preserve access to mountain, ocean, and 

island resources for traditional Hawaiian cultural purposes. 

Policy c.  Promote the use of ahupua‛a and moku management 

practices. 

Objective 1:  Emphasize respect for our island lifestyle and our 

unique local cultures, family and natural environment. 

Policy a.  Acknowledge the Hawaiian culture as the host culture, 

and foster respect and humility among residents and visitors 

toward the Hawaiian people and their practice. 

Policy d.  Recognize the interconnectedness between the natural 

environment and the cultural heritage of the islands. 

Goal F.  Strengthen the Local Economy 

Objective 2: Diversify and expand sustainable forms of 

agriculture and aquaculture. 

Policy b.  Prioritize the use of agricultural land to feed the local 

population, and promote the use of agricultural lands for 

sustainable and diversified agricultural activities. 

Policy e.  Support ordinances, programs, and policies that keep 

agricultural land and water affordable to farmers. 

Policy j.  Encourage healthy and organic farm practices that 

contribute to land health and regeneration. 

Policy k.  Support cooperative and other types of nontraditional 

and communal farming efforts. 

Goal I.  Improve Physical Infrastructure 

Objective 1:  Improve water systems to assure access to 

sustainable, clean, reliable, and affordable sources of water. 

Policy c: Ensure a reliable and affordable supply of water for 

productive agricultural uses. 

Policy e.  Retain and expand public control and ownership of 

water resources and delivery systems. 
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Policy f.  Improve the management of water systems so that 

surface water and groundwater resources are not degraded by 

overuse or pollution. 

Policy g.  Explore and promote alternative water-source 

development methods. 

Policy h.  Seek reliable long-term sources of water to serve 

developments that achieve consistency with the appropriate 

Community Plans. 

3.2. Maui Island Plan 

The Maui Island Plan sets the direction for the future based on the 

vision, principles and objectives set forth in the General Plan.  Its 

contents are specific to the island and are based on an extensive 

three-year dialogue with the community.  The Maui Island Plan 

provides policy direction for the development of land, the extension 

and improvement of transportation services and infrastructure, the 

development of community facilities, the expansion of Maui’s economic 

base, the provision of housing, and the protection of natural and 

cultural resources.  The Maui Island Plan was adopted and took effect 

in December 2012. 

Key highlights of the Maui Island Plan include 

 A Directed Growth Management Plan that establishes future growth 

areas and enables predictable development 

 Protection of Maui’s small towns and rural character 

 Protection of designated affordable housing 

 Protection of watersheds and coastal resources 

 Identification of transit corridors 

 Economic diversification 

 Integration of land use and infrastructure planning 
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As with the Maui County General Plan, goals, objectives and policies 

are synergistic.  This study focuses on those topics that are specifically 

relevant to the social environment in terms of proposed long-term 

water lease, the CWRM IIFS Decision and Order and issues raised in 

study focus groups.  These are as follows. 

Watersheds, Streams and Wetlands 

One of the challenges cited in the plan and related opportunities, is 

diversion and damming.  It was noted that these actions affect the 

overall watershed by compromising the vitality of its flora and fauna.   

Objective 2.3.6 is to “Enhance the vitality and functioning of streams, 

while balancing the multiple needs of the community.”  Policies that 

are particularly relevant to this SIA include: 

2.3.6.c Respect and participate in the resolution of native Hawaiian 

residual land and water rights issues (kuleana lands, ceded 

lands, and historic agricultural and gathering rights). 

2.3.6.e Work with appropriate agencies and stakeholders to establish 

minimum stream flow levels, promote actions to support 

riparian habitat and the use of available lo‛i, and maintain 

adequate flows for the production of healthy kalo crops. 

Expand Diversified Agriculture Production 

When the Maui Island Plan was adopted, HC&S, a former A&B 

subsidiary, was still operating the sugar plantation in Central Maui.  

With the closure of the plantation, goals, objectives and policies 

related to diversified agriculture become even more relevant to the 

proposed action and this SIA. 

The Maui Island Plan stated that, “For agriculture to flourish in Central 

Maui, reliable and affordable supplies of water will need to be made 

available to the region.  Without an adequate supply of affordable 

water, farmers may be reluctant to invest capital in agricultural 

production.” 

While all of the diversified agriculture goals, objectives and policies are 

relevant to this SIA, those that were repeated themes in focus groups 

and interviews for this SIA are as follows: 

Policy 4.3.1.a:  Strive to substitute food/agricultural product imports 

with a reliable supply of locally-produced food and agricultural 

products. 
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Policy 4.3.1 c:  Encourage growing a diverse variety of crops and 

livestock to ensure the stewardship of our land while 

safeguarding consumer safety. 

Objective 4.3.2:  Maintain or increase agriculture’s share of the total 

island economy 

Policy 4.3.2.c:  Encourage the continued viability of sugar cane 

production, or other agricultural crops, in central Maui and all 

of Maui Island 

3.3. Population Forecasts 

The Maui County Planning Department developed a socio-economic 

forecast in preparation for the General Plan Update.  The forecast 

serves as a planning tool to predict future growth scenarios, and is 

based on projections developed by the State Department of Business, 

Economic Development and Tourism. 

The model in this forecast is not designed to predict short-term 

economic cycles.  Rather, it provides estimates of long-term trends.  

Actual conditions will diverge on a short- term basis within the long-

term time frame. 

The baseline forecast incorporates historical information and forecasts 

growth in population and jobs.  Table 5 contains population forecasts 

for 2030 for the county and its islands.   

Table 5: Population Forecasts for Maui County, 2030 

Source: County of Maui, County of Maui General Plan 2030, Table 2: 

Resident and Visitor Population Estimates for 2005 and Forecasts for 2030, 

March 2010. 
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It is forecasted that the population of Maui County will increase 

approximately 35 percent between 2005 and 2030, with an average 

annual growth rate of 1.2 percent.  This implies a decrease in the 

historical annual rate of growth of 2.5 percent between 1990 and 

2000. 

Within Maui Island, population growth in the different regions is 

forecasted to increase at different rates, as shown on Table 6.   

Table 6: Population Forecasts for Maui Island 
Community Plan Areas, 2030 

Source: County of Maui, Maui Island Plan (December 2012), Table 1-2: 

Community Plan Area Population 2000-2030. 

The Study Area includes communities in the three community plan 

areas and the following summarize population forecasts: 

 Makawao – Pukalani – Kula:6  This area is expected to grow by 

17.6 percent between 2010 and 2030, which translates into 0.7 

percent annually.  This is a continuation of strong growth that 

occurred Upcountry in the 1990s, though not as rapid. 

 Pā‛ia – Ha‛ikū: This area’s population is projected to increase about 

seven percent, which would amount to 0.3 percent a year. 

                                                      

6
 The Makawao – Pukalani – Kula Community Plan Area is part of the Makawao District designated 

by the U.S. Census Bureau.  The Makawao District includes several other communities, as 

discussed in Section 2.1.2. 

Community Plan Area 2010 2030 
Forecast

Percent 
change

Annual 
average 

growth rate
West Maui 22,156 36,058 62.7% 2.0%
Kīhei-Mākena 27,244 46,896 72.1% 2.2%
Wailluku-Kahului 54,443 64,853 19.1% 0.7%
Makawao-Pukalani-Kula 25,198 29,635 17.6% 0.7%
Pā‛ia-Ha‛ikū 13,122 14,040 7.0% 0.3%
Hāna 2,291 3,149 37.5% 1.3%
Total Maui Island 144,454 194,631 34.7% 1.2%
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 Hāna:  As shown in Table 1, the population in Hāna decreased 

slightly in the 1990s, and experienced a slight increase by 2010.  

Some growth is projected to occur between 2010 and 2030.  Note 

that while the growth rates are higher than the other two 

community plan areas, the actual increase in numbers is less than 

1,000 persons.  
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4. Preliminary Community Issues 

Impacts are changes that may occur as a result of the implementation 

of a proposed action, plan or policy.  Issues are reactions and 

opinions.  Issues can change over time, as people's priorities and 

values change. 

Issues analysis helps decision-makers identify and analyze community 

concerns about a proposed action.  It differs from statistical surveys, 

the latter of which is designed to focus on frequency of reactions.  

Polls are valuable because they tell us about the opinions of the 

majority or the minority.  The survey instrument is not conducive to 

dialogue, however, and the personalized reasons for the opinions 

expressed are not evident, or need to be inferred from responses.   

In contrast, the only time we refer to the quantity of opinion in issues 

analysis is where there is significant difference of number or a distinct 

trend. 

This section describes and summarizes the November 2018 focus 

group sessions in Section 4.1, and the April 2019 interviews in Section 

4.2.   

4.1. November 2018 Focus Group Sessions 

4.1.1  Approach and Session Process 

To encourage interaction and active discourse, a focus group structure 

was used to optimize input.  Focus groups are essentially focused 

interviews with a group of people.   

Focus group settings can enhance community dialogue about critical 

topics in several ways.  Focus groups allow the facilitator to share 

common information with  several people at a time.  They also allow 

interaction between participants whereby they can share their own 

views, learn how others feel, and discuss reactions in a comfortable 

setting. 
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The focus group structure in this study was designed to encourage a 

comfortable setting in which the proposed long-term water lease was 

described to establish a common level of information.  Each group was 

relatively homogenous in that group participants shared common 

backgrounds and/or common interests.  Presentations and questions 

were common to all groups to allow for collective analysis. 

Each session was facilitated by Berna Cabacungan Senelly of 

Earthplan.  She opened each session with a description of the 

sequence of topics and activities, as follows: 

 Self-introduction:  Each person was invited to say where they live 

and why they were interested in participating.   

 The facilitator provided a three-part overview of the project based 

on information available in November 2018, as follows: 

o The proposed action upon which the Environmental Impact 

Statement is based, including four objectives. 

o The EMI Aqueduct System, in terms of overall distance, 

collection infrastructure, Collection Area, and State License 

Area. 

o Key findings of the CWRM IIFS Decision and Order dated June 

20, 2018. 7 

 Participants in each group were then asked four questions: 

o What is your relationship to anyone or anything related to 

Maui A&B, EMI, the EMI Aqueduct System, and any part related 

to the proposed long-term water lease? 

o How do you believe changes (namely proposed long-term 

water lease and CWRM IIFS Decision and Order) affect your 

personally, others in this focus group and people you know?  

o Do you think water resource allocation should be balanced?  If 

so, how?  If not, why? 

o What one thing do you personally want the reader of the social 

impact assessment to read? 

                                                      

7
 While the CWRM Decision and Order is not the subject of the EIS and this SIA, it is nevertheless 

relevant to social environment because of implications related to stream users and water quantity. 
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4.1.2  Focus Group Sessions and Profiles 

4.1.2.1 Overview 

Participants targeted for focus group participation were based on how 

the proposed long-term water lease might affect their interests, 

interest and participation in previous lease- and water-related events, 

such as the CWRM proceedings, media coverage and participation in 

the scoping meetings subsequent to the issuance of the EIS 

Preparation Notice. 

To invite participants and organize the sessions, the facilitator 

contacted organizational and community leaders in these interest 

groups.  To the extent possible, times and dates were set for the 

convenience of the groups.  Except for one meeting, the initial 

contacts offered to invite participants in their network or provided 

contact information.  Further, except for one meeting, the initial 

contacts arranged venues.  The facilitator provided refreshments and 

paper and pens for notetaking.   

During the sessions, participants were asked to hold questions and 

discussions until after the three-part presentation.  They generally did 

this, although there were instances in which information was clarified 

and expanded.  While participants sometimes strongly expressed their 

views with passion, the overall tone of the sessions was always 

respectful and supportive of each other.   

Assistance in preparing for and conducting the focus groups was 

provided by Dawn Freels, an independent contractor and Pukalani 

resident. 

4.1.2.2 Profile of the November 2018 Focus Groups 

Seven focus groups were conducted, as follows: 

 Two focus groups with Upcountry Community Associations, 

including Kula, Pukalani and Makawao Community Associations 

 Farmers and ranchers 

 Mālamalama Maui (a two-year community project to use arts and 

culture) 

 Huelo / Ha‛ikū residents and farmers 
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 Environment and sustainability 

 Ke‛anae and  Wailuānui (Ko‛olau Moku) residents, farmers and 

cultural practitioners 

Collectively, 64 people signed in at the seven focus groups.  The actual 

number of participants is higher because some who arrived after the 

session started did not sign in. Four people participated in two 

sessions to share their views from different perspectives. 

While there were often common views and interests that spanned the 

focus groups, each group tended to have a “personality” of sorts.  

Participants had interests common to that group and expressed their 

views within that context.   

This section identifies participants in each group and themes that 

tended to emerge within the group.  It is intended to share general 

impressions of each group and does not elaborate on specific 

comments and issues.  Discussions regarding collective opinions and 

issues are presented in Section 4.1.3. 

Upcountry Community Associations 

The focus group with members of the Kula and Pukalani Community 

Association was convened on November 12, 2018 at 6:00 PM at the 

Kula Community Center.  A separate session was held with the 

Makawao Community Association on November 13, 2018 at 5:00 PM at 

Makawao Elementary School.  Participants are listed in Table 7. 

Table 7: Upcountry Community Associations 
Participants 

Name  Affiliation 

Kula and Pukalani Community Associations 

Dawn Freels Pukalani Community Association 

Gina Flammer Kula Community Association 

Dick Mayer Vice President, Kula Community 
Association 
Vice Chair of Maui Island Plan 

Heather Mueller Kula Community Association 

Doug Sheehan Kula Community Association 

Makawao Community Association 

Jeremy Baldwin Makawao Community Association 

Duane Hamamura President, Makawao Community 
Association 
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A common theme with these residents was the continuation of reliable 

water service to Upcountry residents, businesses and farmers.  There 

was general appreciation for water provided by the EMI Aqueduct 

System. 

While participants understood their relationship with the EMI Aqueduct 

System, they believed that not all Upcountry communities are served 

equally by the system. They said that the EMI Aqueduct System 

supports the two water treatment plants for Kula, including Olinda / 

Upper Kula and Pi‛iholo Water Treatment Plants only in times of 

drought.  They believe there needs to be clarification on the actual 

Upcountry dependence on the EMI Aqueduct System.  

Another theme, expressed primarily in the Kula / Pukalani focus group, 

was that water is a public trust, and should not be controlled by a 

single private corporation.  They suggested a restructuring of public 

utilities to include a water utility that would be administered similar to 

the current electricity in the public utility structure.  Further, profit 

made from use of this public trust should be invested in public need.  

They strongly advocated for lease restrictions that would prohibit using 

water for private development projects. 

It was also discussed that, with the conversion of A&B to a real estate 

investment trust, participants believed that water for agricultural uses 

is inconsistent with a company whose primary purpose is real estate.   

It is noted that these Upcountry residents felt that East Maui 

agricultural and cultural practitioners should have the water they need 

for their activities.  They understood the need for flowing cold water in 

kalo cultivation. 

One person was very concerned about making any change to the 

system unless it was really needed.  He said that the system has 

worked well for over 100 years, and that any change should be 

carefully studied to make sure that the modifications are necessary 

and make sense. 
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Ranchers and Farmers 

A focus group with farmers and ranchers was held on November 12, 

3:30 PM at the Kula Community Center.  Participants are listed on 

Table 8. 

Table 8: Ranchers and Farmers 

Name  Affiliation 

Brendan Balthazar Diamond B Ranch 

John Dobovan Hawaii Farmer’s Union United, 
Haleakala Chapter 
Founder of Kula Haven Farms (trout 
and watercress) 

William G. Jacintho President, Maui Cattlemen’s 
Association 

Co-Owner, Beef and Blooms (Hawaii’s 
First Certified Organic Ranch) 

Annette Niles AKN Ranch 

Pam Shingaki Farm manager at Kula Agricultural 

Park, Maui Agricultural Research 
Center, University of Hawaii College of 
Tropical Agriculture and Human 

Resources 

This group stressed that water from the long-term water lease should 

be allocated to agriculture first, and that the priority should be for local 

farmers, ranchers and flower growers who are actively in production, 

as determined by tax status.   

They tended to oppose mono crops that would not be produced by 

local farmers.  They noted that coffee production for Starbucks was 

recently cited in the media as a possibility; this was not consistent 

with local farming.  Also, it was noted that pongamia orchards, an 

alternative being considered by A&B, would bring invasive species to 

the area and is poisonous for cattle.  They believed that A&B’s recent 

conversion of sugar lands to ranch lands was an effort to lower taxes 

because of lower production value.  They reported that these lands 

continue to have sugar cane and are not used for ranching. 

They were supportive of East Maui kalo and agricultural efforts; this 

was consistent with support of local agriculture. 
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This group strongly advocated for quantification of water under the 

water lease.  They felt that a long-term lease without indications of 

how the water would be specifically used would be irresponsible.  They 

suspected that, while some of the water might be reserved for the 

23,000 acres of Important Agricultural Lands, there may be less 

restrictions on water use of the remaining 10,000 acres of the 33,000 

acres in Central Maui.  They speculated that these lands could 

eventually be used for non-agricultural uses. 

Participants wanted to see a cap on potable water for Upcountry 

needs, though they stressed that residents should get water they 

need.  When that cap is reached, alternative sources such as wells 

should be used. 

Mālamalama Maui 

A focus group with Mālamalama Maui was held on November 15, 1:00 

PM at Sacred Gardens in Makawao.  Participants are listed in Table 9. 

Table 9: Mālamalama Maui 

Name  Affiliation 

Jeannine Bourque  Mālamalama Maui 
The Seeking Root 

Melinda Caroll Mālamalama Maui 

When We Shine 

Loxley Clovis  

Daniel Collins Akaku Media 

Rebecca Rhapsody Mālamalama Maui 

Lehua Simon Mālamalama Maui 

Mālamalama Maui is a two-year community project that uses arts and 

culture to help residents to “creatively make the place they live in.”  

This group collaborates and partners with community groups to 

engage their networks to use arts and culture in defining agriculture, 

with a focus on the Central Maui Valley lands that are proposed to 

receive water under the long-term water lease.  The three types of 

partners that work with Mālamalama Maui include youth education, 

civic engagement and farmers. 
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Central to participants’ comments was a strong emphasis on 

collaboration and peacemaking.  They seek to engage in meaningful 

partnerships with educators, environmentalists, farmers, and others 

who are interested in seeking mutually beneficial solutions.  

Participants reported that Mālamalama Maui recently helped to 

convene an interactive roundtable that included A&B, EMI, Maui 

Tomorrow, farmers and others interested in water issues.  They felt 

that there was a lot of polarization at this meeting, and that there 

remains a lot more work to be done to have productive conversations. 

Participants noted past corporate practices are no longer relevant in 

current times and as the community plans for the future.  They felt 

that A&B, like other large agricultural companies, made their profits 

from colonialization and industrialization.  However, resource 

stewardship of public resources is shifting.  The community is 

increasingly adamant about being part of the decision-making process 

and “behind close door agreements” no longer work.   

Hence, for participants, the decision on a long-term water lease is not 

just between the State and BLNR.  They believe that the community 

needs to have a meaningful say in how much water is allocated, who 

uses the water, and how the water is used.   

Huelo and Ha‛ikū 

A focus group with residents and farmers from Huelo and Ha‛ikū was 

convened on November 15, 2018, 6:00 PM at Hale Akua in Huelo.  

Table 10 lists participants. 

Table 10: Huelo and Ha‛ikū 

Name  Affiliation 

Bodhi Be Wailele Farms at Twin Falls 

Neola Caveny  

Diane Dahl Farm Owner 

Lucienne deNaie President, Ha‛ikū Community 

Association 

Jen Yasho Friedlander  

Robbie Friedlander  

Don Grantham  

Moke Kahiamoe  

Char O’Brian ‛Aina First 

Dana Ollech Honopou Road Association – Ohana 

Megan Loomis Powers Farmer 

Jill Richards  

Lynn Scott  

Ernest Shupp President, T.A.R.O. 

Jette Slater  

Doug Stone Kailua HOA 
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Name  Affiliation 

Ute Viole Wailele Farms, Inc. at Twin Falls 

Most of these participants live in the Huelo watershed area owned by 

the State of Hawai‘i.  They generally live downstream of the EMI 

Aqueduct System and many live and farm in areas adjacent to streams 

that were the subject to the CWRM’s recent IIFS decision.   

As landowners and farmers downstream of the EMI Aqueduct System, 

two major concerns emerged among participants.  First, many 

reported that that EMI Aqueduct System is not maintained in a manner 

that was safe for people in the area and located downstream.  Focus 

group participants said that portions of the ditch area are so 

overgrown with vegetation that people visiting the area are injured if 

they stumble upon or fall into ditches and flumes that are not readily 

visible.  Two bridges on State land often flood in this wet season, and 

people cannot drive to their residences until the water level subsides.  

It was felt that the bridges are unsafe because of lack of maintenance.   

Also, people who visit popular areas in the State Forest Reserve, such 

as Twin Falls and area trails, are subject to overgrown landscaping and 

flash flood conditions.  Participants noted that neither EMI nor the 

State has participated in maintenance of the EMI Aqueduct System 

and trails in this area, even though this area attracts residents and 

visitors alike. 

Also, participants said that EMI personnel do not notify residents in the 

area when the gates open to allow downstream flow.  The sudden 

onrush of stream water has endangered several people who happened 

to be in/near the stream at that time.   

It was noted that, with the closing of the sugar plantation, the low 

level of maintenance has deteriorated even further given the reduction 

of EMI staffing to, reportedly, about eight people. 

A second major concern with this group is fairness in how they, as a 

community, have been treated in two ways.  First, they reported that, 

of the 25 streams in the petition before CWRM, only three streams in 

the Huelo watershed were considered kalo streams and designated for 

full flow.8  While they agreed with such designation in other 

watersheds, they felt more streams in their area should have been 

considered. 

 

                                                      

8
  The purpose of this section is to summarize focus group participants' comments.  The number of 

streams focus group participants cited was their impression and may not reflect the CWRM petition.   
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Another fairness related concern raised by the group is that residents 

and farmers in Huelo and Ha‛ikū have very limited rights to watershed 

streams.  Except for those whose properties have deeds allowing 

stream water access via pipes, most cannot access stream water.  

They cannot use the water for agriculture or domestic uses.  

Participants noted that they are off the electricity grid, and they are 

very interested in using stream flow for hydroelectricity.  It was 

reported that there have been drought times in which residents had to 

truck in water even though they live next to streams.  It was also said 

that those who were fortunate to have wells on their property share 

their water with neighbors during these times. 

Environment and Sustainability 

A focus group comprising people who are interested in the 

environment and advocate sustainability principles was held on 

November 16, 2018 at 11:30 AM in the Maui Beach Hotel Molokai 

Room.  Table 11 lists participants. 

Table 11: Environment and Sustainability 

Name  Affiliation 

Lucienne deNaie Member of Executive Committee, 
Sierra Club Maui Chapter 

William Jacintho President of Maui Cattlemen’s 
Association 
Former teacher in Agriculture and 
Natural Resources at Maui Community 
College 

Char O’Brian ‛Aina First 

Rob Parsons Mayor’s Office of Economic 

Development 

County Liaison, East Maui Watershed 
Partnership 

Albert Perez Executive Director, Maui Tomorrow 

Rob Weltman President of Executive Committee, 

Sierra Club Maui Chapter 

A theme of this group was process in various forms.  Participants felt it 

was highly inappropriate for the applicant of a long-term 30-year 

water lease to prepare the EIS that discloses impacts.  They believed 

that this precludes other lessees, and implies that the water lease will 

be issued.  Participants believe that DLNR should prepare the EIS, and 

prospective lessees would then be asked to demonstrate how their 

applications are consistent with EIS findings and analysis.   
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Another process-oriented theme was management.  Participants 

stressed that it is highly irresponsible for the State to hand over long-

term management of a public trust to a for-profit corporation.   

Further, they believe that day-to-day management of the EMI 

Aqueduct  System needs to be restructured.  Currently, it is reported 

that the public has very limited access to the system as EMI maintains 

locked gates.  System upkeep is unknown and they suspect much of 

the EMI Aqueduct System is in disrepair.  Participants have asked for 

maps and the State has not responded.  They believe that the State 

should have its own maintenance monitoring system, and allow 

responsible community members access for community-based 

monitoring.  Such community access should also allow for cultural 

practice. 

Another theme for this group was the type of agriculture that the 

water would support.  They felt that a display produced by A&B that 

illustrated possible diversified agriculture was neither credible nor 

sincere.  Participants noted that media coverage indicated that A&B 

has a potential agricultural partner.  However, participants noted that 

there is no indication if this is real.  Further, this group believes any 

agricultural activities supported by a State water lease should be local-

based and not threaten the social environment with chemicals, 

downwind spraying and incompatible or potentially harmful crops, such 

as pongamia.   

Ke‘anae, Wailuānui – Ko‛olau Moku 

A focus group was held with residents, farmers and cultural 

practitioners on November 16, 2018 5:00 PM at the Ke‘anae School.  

Table 12 lists participants.  Note that several people arrived after the 

session started and every effort was made to have them sign in; some 

may not have done so. 

Table 12: Ke‘anae /  Wailuānui  – Ko‛olau Moku 

Name  Affiliation 

Ume Binstock Ha‛ikū 

Loxley Clovis  

Jesse Davenport  

Avi Elkayam Nā Moku ‛Aupuni ‛O Ko‛olau Hui 

Joe Gardner Nā Moku ‛Aupuni ‛O Ko‛olau Hui 

Hea Nā Moku ‛Aupuni ‛O Ko‛olau Hui 

Blasé Kaauamo  

Josyah Kaina Hana 

Kaleikauwaka Nā Moku ‛Aupuni ‛O Ko‛olau Hui 

Kane Kanakaole  
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Name  Affiliation 

Jerome Kekiwi, Jr. Nā Moku ‛Aupuni ‛O Ko‛olau Hui 

Junior  

Isabella Keegan Hana 

Michael Krupuick Nā Moku ‛Aupuni ‛O Ko‛olau Hui 
Resident Owner 

Katelynn Oliveira Hana 

Rebecca Rhapsody  

Khadya Striegel  

Kili`ohu Thomas Kawaianu o Hāloa 

Kimberly Thomas  

Jonathan Wakzakpol  

Edward Wendt Nā Moku ‛Aupuni ‛O Ko‛olau Hui 

Mahealani Wendt Nā Moku ‛Aupuni ‛O Ko‛olau Hui 

The prevalent theme in this focus group was the foundational impact 

of generational change and legacy.  Participants shared an inherent 

personal angst that permeated ethnic identities and communal cultural 

practices.   

This focus group repeatedly cited instances of multiple ‛ohana (family) 

generations that had to deal with the transition from full stream flow 

to EMI stream diversions. Participants stressed that wai (water) is life, 

the starting point for Hawaiian culture in all forms, including food, soft 

fiber, medicine.  The wai from streams contain food sources and fed 

kalo patches and agricultural activities.  In the past, keiki (children) 

played in streams and intimately learned about nature and the 

ecosystem.  Participants personally experienced these activities and it 

pained them that their ability to pass this legacy on to their children 

and grandchildren has been hindered by EMI stream diversions. 

Kupuna participants noted that the fight to get water back in the 

steams has been occurring over decades, starting with their own 

kupuna.  Several people said, “We are weary of this fight.”  Further, 

this group was unique in having many young people; they 

acknowledged the sacrifices of their kupuna and are prepared to fight 

for their children, again stressing the multi-generational effect of water 

leases in East Maui. 

Another perspective that was a common theme is the natural order of 

the environment.  It was often noted that Hawaiian cultural practices 

are based on using the environment in its natural state.  As one 

person said, “We are servants of nature.”  They described the 

ahupua‛a land system and the ‛auwai (ditch/canal) that fed their 

agricultural fields in a systematic way.   
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They stressed that the flow of streams into the ocean has also been an 

integral part of cultural resources.  Stream fish, shrimp and mollusks 

need the interaction between streams and nearshore waters and this 

allows for healthy ecosystems and productive food gathering. 

Without exception, participants in this focus group wanted to see 

streams restored and diversion structures entirely removed.  While 

they felt that releasing the kalo streams as initially done by A&B in 

2016 and as now required under the IIFS decision is a step in the right 

direction, they believed that continued stream diversions in this area 

need to end.  

4.1.3  Focus Group Issues 

This section summarizes topics raised by participants in response to 

the common four questions (see Section 4.1.2.2).   

4.1.3.1 Relationship to A&B, EMI, EMI Aqueduct System, and 
Proposed water lease 

Regardless of their focus group, many lived in an Upcountry 

community.  All acknowledged their dependence on domestic water 

that are part of the EMI Aqueduct System.  They hoped that the EMI 

Aqueduct System would continue reliable service.  They also believed 

that not all Upcountry communities are served equally by the EMI 

Aqueduct System.  Some communities receive water from the EMI 

Aqueduct System only in times of drought.  As several said, “It is the 

exception, not the rule.”  There was no mention that EMI is contracted 

to operate the two water treatment facilities not located in the State 

watershed areas.  

They distinguished between EMI Aqueduct System as a water source, 

and MDWS as the operator of treatment and transmission activities.  

Participants were aware that there were almost 2,000 Upcountry 

properties that are still not metered.  It was felt that the cost of 

connecting to the MDWS system was too expensive.  In addition to the 

reported $6,000 for a water meter, a property owner must pay for 

connection to the main line and other appurtenant requirements.  

Depending on distance and physical conditions, these costs are more 

like $20,000, which is not affordable for many people. 
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Many participants knew EMI employees in the past.  They noted that in 

the past, relationships between EMI and the community were much 

more amicable.  Some employees used to release water to help 

downstream residents and farmers.  They notified residents of gate 

openings in a timely manner.  Two participants had unique 

relationships with A&B.  One is President of the A&B Sugar Museum; 

the other, a descendent of one of the company’s founders. 

Community Interaction 

Often, when participants talked about A&B and its subsidiaries, they 

distinguished between the company in the past and what is has 

become today.  This section summarizes instances that help to define 

their relationship with the company today. 

Interest in land leases:  Participants, particularly ranchers and 

farmers, expressed interest in leasing land from A&B.  Frustration was 

shared about previous efforts of local farmers in negotiating leases 

with the company.  Reportedly there has been a policy of a minimum 

of a thousand acres, which most local ranchers and farmers could not 

afford.  One person described a situation in which he was willing to 

lease a large tract, then sublease affordable portions to other farmers; 

this was not permitted. 

Lack of community engagement:  It was noted that the community 

hears about A&B’s activities mostly through the media or the “coconut 

wireless.”  Participants pointed out several news articles regarding 

possible land sales and agricultural partners published just prior to the 

focus group sessions. 

Participants believe that A&B is not interested in an active relationship 

with the community.  Their impression of the aforementioned round 

table (see Mālamalama Maui focus group) was that company 

representatives did not seem interested in people’s suggestions and 

opinions.   

Further, East Maui residents repeated several times that the company 

has not made contact or met with their communities for a couple of 

years, and have not been reaching out as it has in the past. 
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Lack of community access and oversight:  Participants advocated 

for community access to the EMI Aqueduct System on State lands.  

They said that they have been asking the State for maps of the EMI 

Aqueduct System and that these requests have not been answered.  

They said that EMI maintains locked gates on State land, and this 

prohibits public access on public lands.  Participants have been seeking 

access to 1) observe and monitor the EMI Aqueduct System handling 

of water, a public trust, and 2) engage in cultural practices.  They 

were willing to limit access to responsible parties.  Reportedly, such 

requests have not been permitted by the company. 

Some believed that the portion of EMI Aqueduct System on State land 

is owned, at least in part, by the State.  This means it is not private 

property and that community access to the  EMI Aqueduct System 

should be allowed. 

Divisiveness:  Participants in each group supported local water users.  

East Maui supported Upcountry use of water and Upcountry likewise 

supported East Maui residents and their rights to stream water for 

cultural purposes.  All groups supported local farmers and their right to 

water in the water lease.  Participants wanted to see Central Maui be a 

place for a wide diversity of successful agricultural activities operated 

by Maui farmers. 

Participants said that A&B is trying to create the impression that East 

Maui is trying to take away the water from others, including Upcountry 

residents.  Participants reported that there has been a brochure 

circulated by labor unions that claimed that if East Maui gets their 

water, people will lose jobs and Upcountry’s water supply will be 

threatened.  East Maui participants related this divisiveness to 

corporate arrogance, willing to divide families for its own profit.   

Legal Proceedings 

The relationship between many participants and A&B has been defined 

by contentious proceedings in the legal system.  For many years, 

CWRM has received petitions on behalf of Native Hawaiians to restore 

certain East Maui streams.  They have been joined by 

environmentalists. CWRM issued its IIFS Decision and Order in June of 

2018.   
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Several focus group participants were engaged in the petition 

requesting IIFS, as the petitioner, the petitioner’s representative and 

expert witness.  Although some components have been resolved, 

participants involved in these proceedings continue to be wary of 

A&B’s  objectives and plans. 

During the focus group sessions, Sierra Club members said that they 

are requesting a contested case hearing on A&B’s request for time 

extensions on a revocable water use permit, a temporary permit in lieu 

of a long-term lease.  BLNR subsequently rejected this request.9  

4.1.3.2 How Changes May Affect Participants Personally or 

Other People They Know 

Need Credible Basis for 30-Year water lease Application 

Participants said that it is difficult to identify how specific changes will 

affect the community because they do not have information to gauge 

the extent of change a 30-year water lease to a single entity would 

bring.  They questioned the basis for requesting a long-term water 

lease, especially considering that A&B appears to be out of the 

agriculture business when it became a Real Estate Investment Trust.  

It was stressed that more information is needed on how the water 

would be used for agriculture in Central Maui.  Specific questions 

included: 

 How much water is A&B currently actively using?  For what 

purposes? 

 How much water is A&B diverting but not using?  In other words, 

how much diverted water is being wasted / dumped? 

 How much water is being stored by A&B? 

 How much water does A&B realistically need for Central Maui and 

specifically for what agricultural purposes? 

                                                      

9
  Perry, Brian.  “BLNR denies contested case for A&B water leases.”  The Maui News December 8, 

2018.  
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Participants also stressed that the amount of water from the EMI 

Aqueduct system serving Upcountry Maui, which was identified as 6 

MGD, is a very small portion of the total water being diverted.  They 

believe that Upcountry water needs should be put in perspective of the 

overall water quantity that would be made available with a 30-year 

water lease.  Answering the aforementioned questions would provide 

the community a realistic sense of scale and need. 

Suspicion that 30-Year Water Lease Will Eventually Support 

Urbanization 

Without answers to the above questions, participants suspected that 

eventually water from State lands will be used to urbanize at least a 

portion of A&B land holdings.  They cited that only 23,000 acres of 

Maui A&B’s 33,000 Central Maui acres are designated Important 

Agricultural Lands (IAL).  While it may be difficult from a land use 

entitlement perspective to convert these lands for urban uses, 

conversion of the remaining 10,000 acres may be a more feasible 

opportunity.  Participants strongly felt that the water lease agreement 

should spell out specific uses allowed and what happens if A&B 

vacillates from the agreement. 

If unforeseen urbanization did occur, participants were very concerned 

that the area’s infrastructure would be significantly impacted.  They 

did not believe that such development would be curtailed by public 

agencies and public officials interested in increased tax revenues. 

Long-Term Water Lease Will Continue Unresolved Issues 

East Maui participants noted that, while CWRM fully or partially 

restored certain streams, stream restoration is still unresolved.  Many 

want to see more streams restored to their natural state and the 

removal of diversion structures was advocated for all fully restored 

streams. 

Further, for Huelo and Ha‛ikū participants, the recent CWRM IIFS 

Decision and Order just scratched the surface of stream management 

in their area.  Maintenance and management of the EMI Aqueduct 

System continue to be major issues, as well as water and stream 

rights for those live and farm in the State watershed areas.   
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Change in Upcountry Water System 

Participants doubted that MDWS could adapt to changes if EMI were to 

curtail or discontinue providing water and services as is currently 

occurring.  They said that MDWS is already experiencing difficulty in 

maintaining the Upcountry Water System now, and that any challenge 

would likely not be met.   

Residents were concerned that if domestic water was limited in any 

way, then MDWS would need to pump water from wells.  This would 

be more costly than receiving water from the EMI Aqueduct System 

and MDWS would likely pass this cost to the water users.  Likewise, 

well development would also cost money and water users would end 

up paying through water fees. 

Maintenance of the EMI Aqueduct System 

Regardless of changes in stream diversion and restoration, participants 

believed that the EMI Aqueduct System infrastructure is not being 

maintained or managed.  There were  stories of the need for better 

maintenance, including downstream scouring in flooding conditions, 

dry streams with only intermittent release from gates, and washed out 

bridges.   

One recollection is of a site visit with County officials of the EMI 

Aqueduct System.  The road was so overgrown that vehicle almost 

drove into the ditch.  When one person exited the vehicle, he stepped 

into the ditch and water reached his knees. 

Another instance of ineffective stream management is related to 

mosquitos, which became more prevalent during times when stream 

flow was low due to diversions.  The population of mosquito fish, which 

ate the mosquitos, eventually decreased as the ponds dried up.  

Additionally, the population of toads, which also controlled mosquitos, 

decreased with EMI’s increased spraying of Roundup, a chemical weed 

killer. 

Participants reported that EMI staffing has decreased to eight people 

and they were not hopeful that maintenance and management would 

improve in the near future.   
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4.1.3.3 Balance in Water Resource Allocation 

Water is a Public Trust 

Participants said that King Kalākaua agreed to have A&B construct the 

EMI Aqueduct System provided that the people are not harmed in any 

way.  It was noted that A&B has been diverting streams for over a 

hundred years and participants did not believe that the company has 

lived up to its agreement of taking care of the people.  The diversion of 

public water for private purposes has had significant impact on the 

Hawaiian community. 

Participants in several focus groups stressed that water is a public 

trust, as provided for in Article XI of the Hawai‘i State Constitution.  

For them, balance meant that the State needs to control water for the 

public good, and not relinquish such a large amount of water to a 

profit-driven corporation for three more decades.   

Suggestions to create a true balance of water resource allocation 

included: 

 DLNR should be preparing the EIS, since it is responsible for 

stewardship.  The EIS would then be the benchmark for evaluating 

water lease applications.  Allowing one prospective lessee to 

prepare the EIS was considered a travesty by some.  It assumes 

that the applicant is the only lessee and precludes other options 

that might be more beneficial in the public interest. 

 Establish a new publicly-owned water utility, similar to the electric 

utility.  The water utility was envisioned as a non-profit entity that 

would be governed by an independent commission.  The public 

utility would maintain the infrastructure for a public service, and 

work could be contracted out to qualified companies.  EMI, for 

example, might be contracted to maintain the EMI Aqueduct 

System.   

 Further balance in the utility scenario is to use proceeds from the 

water utility to meet public need, such as affordable housing and 

education.  The determination of areas public need and funding 

recipients would be made by a consortium of public agencies, non-

profit groups, and community leaders. 

Regardless of how change occurs, participants strongly felt that there 

needs to be a paradigm shift on how water, as a public trust, is 

managed.  As one person summarized, “It is poor public policy to have 

a public trust relying on a private corporation.” 
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Support for Sustainable Local Agriculture  

Balance for many was creating an environment where local agriculture 

is fully supported.  With the closing of the last sugar plantation, 

participants believed that there is an opportunity to fully diversify and 

support local farmers, ranchers and flower growers in Central Maui and 

Upcountry Maui.  They described a “robust local agriculture” that 

would significantly reduce importing food.  This balance included 

motivating prospective young farmers to invest time and energy in 

local food production.   

Participants envisioned an agricultural environment that would 

improve the physical environment with practices that minimize 

chemicals and utilize responsible tilling practices that avoid air quality 

impacts and sedimentation.  It was noted that sustainable agriculture 

helps to sequester carbon and control climate change. 

Further, it was constantly reiterated that support for local farmers in 

Central Maui does not deter from support for East Maui farmers and 

cultural practitioners.   

In this context of sustainable agriculture with local farmers, 

participants felt that the agricultural alternatives raised by A&B so far 

were inconsistent.  They said mono crops produced by an outside 

corporation would continue the “industrialization of agriculture.” 

Hawaiian System of Water Use in Agriculture is Balance 

Participants cited the Hawaiian system of ahupua‘a watershed 

management as a sophisticated and successful balance of using 

natural resources in an efficient and reliable manner.  The practice of 

allowing full mauka to makai stream flow provided for a healthy 

ecosystem, where it provided a reliable source of water that circulated 

through ‘auwai (ditches) leading to lo‘i (taro fields), orchards and other 

crop lands. 

Using ahupua‛a watershed management principles would require 

changes in how people think about and use water.  Water conservation 

needs to be taken seriously on both a personal and community level.  

This implied that giving a private corporation access to large quantities 

of water every day, for yet unknown uses, over a 30-year period 

would be inconsistent with the basic principles of ahupua‛a watershed 

management. 
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Need for More Farmers in East Maui 

Participants in several focus groups pointed out that, while East Maui 

participants now have full stream flow in several streams, there is 

another problem that was brought about by stream diversions in the 

past.  As streams dried up, the availability of constant flows of cooling 

stream water decreased significantly.  The reduced ability to grow 

kalo, feed families, sell produce and economically survive caused many 

families to make difficult decisions.  Parents had to drive long 

distances every day for employment and families were broken up for 

long periods of time.  Eventually, many families decided it was best to 

move to other areas, another island, or even leave Hawai‘i.  Some 

likened this significant effect as “cultural genocide.” 

This exodus, while painful from personal and community perspectives, 

also meant that there were less and less people who know how to 

grow kalo.  Focus group participants reported that, in valleys that 

supported dozens of people, now support “a dozen, if you’re lucky.”   

East Maui participants described current efforts to clear land and 

restore kalo fields, one at a time.  It is often a communal endeavor, 

where people help each other out. 

This is not enough, however.  Participants said that a few people are 

returning, or considering returning, but it is a slow process. 

A somewhat related aspect is the need for restoration and reparations.  

Participants advocated some form of reparation for East Maui residents 

and farmers who have negatively impacted by stream diversions for 

over a century. 

Still Need Resolution for Downstream Users in Watershed 

Areas 

While participants living in Huelo and Ha‛ikū supported stream 

restoration in Ke‘anae, they stressed that there is still much to be 

done to balance conditions and public rights in the Huelo Watershed 

Area.  As previously discussed, downstream users reported that the 

lack of ongoing EMI Aqueduct System maintenance continues to cause 

environmental degradation and public safety hazards. 
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They said that there is little, if any, communication between EMI and 

watershed residents and farmers, and there seems no possibility of 

near-term interaction.  Huelo participants pointed out interaction, 

whenever that occurs, will need accurate information about system 

conditions and correct maps with accurate stream locations and 

identification.  A participant cited a map of a portion of the Huelo 

watershed that depicted inaccurate stream locations and identification. 

Also unresolved is fair and equitable access to streams and their 

resources.  These participants expressed much frustration that, unless 

their property deeds specify stream access, they cannot use stream 

water in any way even in drought conditions.  Further, visitors who 

hike trails and visit Twin Falls are exposed to unsafe conditions due to 

lack of adequate ditch management.  They reported that efforts to 

work with the State and EMI on these issues have thus far been 

unsuccessful. 

4.1.3.4 “One Thing” 

At the end of each focus group, participants were asked to share the 

one thing that they personally wanted the reader of this SIA to read.  

The facilitator had announced at the beginning of each meeting that 

the meetings were being recorded.  In this portion of the focus groups, 

she committed to replicate their comments as closely to verbatim as 

possible.  This section lists “one thing” from each group. 

Upcountry Community Associations (Kula, Pukalani, 

Makawao) 

 From a historical perspective, the proof is in the pudding.  EMI has 

been running this very efficiently for over a 100 years.  We’re 
playing with something that we don’t know what the new outcome 
might be.  Say another company takes over and they have no clue 

on what’s going on.  We lose this valuable resource that’s been 
here for a long time.  We’ve seen history and what they can do.  
Why would we want to change it?  If it’s not working, not good, not 

efficient, I’m all for changing it.  But I’m not for changing just for 
the sake of changing.  If you take this water away from EMI, what 
will happen.  I hate to see all this water go to the ocean.  That’s 

going backwards.  I agree with water for shrimp, for taro farmers.  
But I’d like to see some numbers.  What are we talking about?  The 
problem is we have no way to hold the water.  If we had reservoirs, 

and this water came cranking out of the other side of the island 
every day, we wouldn’t have a problem with water at all.  We just 
can’t store it.  That’s what we need to look at.  The County should 
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buy cheap land from EMI and put in reservoirs.  The whole system 
is already set up. 

 Number one thing is we need a lot more information.  We should 

look at other islands and see what they did with similar systems.  
Information about what a public utility would look like and how that 
process might happen.  On maintenance, it’s already changed – 

how could other entities would maintain the system is really 
important.  Information about ways this public utility could be used 
by the public.  Who owns the current infrastructure?   

 I don’t think a private company should own a public good.  Thirty 

years is a long time.  If A&B is a for profit company owned by 
shareholders, how can we give them the lease?  What if they go 
belly up?  It may not be in their best interest to own the EMI 

system.  If they sell big chunks of land to other people, that’s a 
huge unknown.  Need to go through a public entity. 

 Too many people don’t trust A&B and EMI to do what they’re going 
to do. 

 A&B is no longer an agricultural company.  It’s a real estate trust.  

In fact, A&B is not allowed to operate EMI anymore.  As an REIT, 
can only buy, sell, lease land.  Cannot legally operate an 
agricultural operation.  That’s why they’re going to other 

companies to lease their land and do agriculture.  I don’t trust a 
real estate company to look out for the best interest of Maui.  

Therefore, I’m very leery of giving lease to real estate company 
short term or long term.  Nor do I even know if a real estate 
company can operate the irrigation system. They would have to 

hire or set up a new company that would lease from A&B.  Real 
legal issues that need to be addressed in EIS to see if they’re 
allowed to have the water lease.  There are laws that govern what 

an REIT can do.  Whole series of legal issues that need to be 
addressed.  If they sell Maui lands, can they transfer water lease 
and rights?  Most of these decisions are made in Honolulu.  They 

think of us as a third world country. 

 I would like to see fairness so people get the share they need.  We 
need this water.  I don’t see opposition from my end as far as 
trying to get that water fairly. 

 Historically, Central Maui was desert.  Man transformed that.  

People are all over the map of what man’s impact should be.  You 
fly in and see green – that is two thumbs up.  Too easy for me to 
respect that there are different opinions.  Not everybody has 

embraced our history.  We are diverse now.  Activists often have 
disproportionate impact on land use and water.  A&B has been tone 
deaf to us because all power on Oahu.  For example, proposed 

development for Hāli‛imaile was to connect Makawao to Pukalani.  
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That does not make sense.  Hāli‛imaile could be so much more in 
and of itself. 

Farmers and Ranchers 

 The future of our food supply is in the hands of our farmers.  I do 

not want to see Central plains become another Mililani which 

happened on Oahu.  Complete disaster. 

 Make sure the 33,000 acres stay in agriculture production.  If you 

want water, stay in ag production.  If you want for development, 

that’s a different story. 

 Would like to see A&B follow through with all of the commitments 

they made in public in keeping 33,000 acres in active ag.  With 

that, the water is essential.  Cannot do anything without that 

water.  Whether livestock, row crops, flowers.  They always say 

diversified ag.  I object to another single crop like sugar, another 

coffee plantation.  Want to see opportunities for local farmers. 

 Find a reasonable balance in system.  How much water is left in the 

streams to be used?  DHHL has first pick.  They have a percentage 

due them.  Maybe 10 percent in Kēōkea area.  What are their 

future needs?  IAL is next priority.  That should have committed 

water.  HC&S / A&B has dibs on water.  I don’t know how that 

plays out.  Really bothers me that Kula 1800 has a reserve.  I don’t 

know where that came from.  That is 1,800 acres of private 

property originally owned by Maui Land and Pine.  That is a lot 

(almost 25 %) of the 1.5 MGD.  The next water available is MDWS.  

Finding the proper balance means 1) what is available to begin 

with, 2) what is committed, 3) what is left, 4) what are future plans 

as in Maui Island Plan 

 Now all quasi.  Everybody says we need the water for this; we need 

the water for that.  So how much water do we really have once you 

take care of kalo and habitat?  After that then. A&B has to figure 

out how much water is for the farmers. 

Mālamalama Maui 

 Water is the most important matter in my life.  Without water, 

there is no life.  Looking closely at history, A&B’s history, the legal 

standing of the water, and the current situation, reveals that 

continuing to allow A&B to divert the public’s water out of dozens of 

watersheds will continue to have significant negative social and 

environmental impacts for the island of Maui. 
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 Because of everything that was done, A&B wants to use water as 

detrimental to the people.  For me, as a Hawaiian, I feel all my 

ancestors will come for this land.  For 140 years, these other 

people were able to come and rape the land, the people and our 

culture.  Our culture is the solution to the destruction that has 

occurred.  Spiritually, sacredly, I know whoever wants to buy the 

land they have so much work if they do not do this the right way.  

Spirits, ancestors that come against them. 

 I want to remind whoever is analyzing this should know that this 

island is a living being, without whose help and full thrive ability, 

cannot continue to sustain the life it has.  As our population grows, 

this is an opportunity to change perspective of restoration.  And 

about seeing these living systems that are dependent on our 

stewardship and how we manage ourselves.   

 This is an opportunity for forward thinking.  Let the past inform the 

future.  The perspective and paradigm that man knows future – 

that time is ending quickly.  Please choose methods that honor how 

nature does things.  We can’t think that we know best.  We only 

have one chance.  Once we f*** up we cannot turn back. 

 My one thing is access.  The sugar industry had access to large 

amount of water.  It was gifted to them at the detriment of others.  

Access for people for traditional hunting trails, to waterfalls, to 

water supply, to beauty.  We don’t know the numbers and what will 

be grown there.  The know quantities, e.g. what kalo needs, should 

be determined so we know what we have access to.   

 What keeps coming to mind is this imbalanced idea that we can put 

a price on water.  To me, that means we are putting a price on life.  

How much does a raindrop cost?  That is the wrong way to go 

about it.  We should let it flow from sky, down the mountains, and 

wherever it needs to go. 

Huelo and Ha‛ikū  

 A professional engineering firm needs to come in, assess situation, 

and estimate how much it would cost to modernize the system and 

upgrade for public trust.  We can pay that bond back by user fees.  

A Public Utility Commission can regulate.  I have seen this done in 

Norway. 

 Native cultural rights and ecology.  The first one, Hawaiian rights, 

should be first.  Always. 

 Eminent domain – A&B should be forced to sell at a high price so 

their stockholders don’t suffer.  There should be a bond.  The land 
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that controls the water should be in public hands.  A&B shouldn’t 

lose money, but their stocks should be frozen at current level and 

land should be bought out by eminent domain.  Should be selling 

back to County or State.   

 A&B has not a good track record.  Pineapple fields saturated with 

plastics.  Damage in massive amounts.  Destroying in massive 

amounts.  Cannot grow on pineapple fields.  Has to go to public 

trust. 

 We need to consider the origination of water and maintain that 

origin.  Include people who were there, the nearshore and ocean. 

 The water belongs legally to people.  People who live in these 

valleys should have a voice and a say in the legal conversation of 

the water. 

 I want that everything that has been said in the past 19 years, and 

in this meeting, is not just put in a report but something is really 

done about it.   

 Public water is not private.  Largest private water company in the 

world. 

 It is absolutely ridiculous that we have been beating our head 

against a brick wall for close to 20 years!  The Waiahole Ditch case 

that showed water is a public trust.   

 Follow through on enforcement. 

 In a community, you don’t destroy what nurtures the life of the 

land. Their history is destruction of land for profit.  Now it is way 

diminished from what it is now.  Pollution.  Public trust may be the 

way to go.  Needs enforcement.  Land, water, air.  Everything has 

to be enforced by law.  Land is sacred, water is sacred.  What they 

are planning to do may them make a lot of money, but it will be all 

exported.  The land will not be nurtured.  There will be chemicals. 

They will take water and sell it.  Will be destructive to all 

generations that come after.  That is a crime.  They are destroying 

the life opportunities of us and our descendants. 

 We need impartial enforcement. 

 Let streams flow as they should.  I’m not for privatization. 

 We need to take what sustains us seriously.  We are making up for 

a hundred years of abuse.  Now the area is destabilized with 
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invasive species because areas were left dry.  Mountain to the sea 

flow and a consortium of all interests should be at the table. 

 The system should be efficient and publicly managed for the benefit 

of all.  Those who live on the stream and have cultural practice and 

rights should be on top of the consideration / justice.  The 

communities that live along the stream should be recognized and 

have rights to enjoy the uses of the streams.  And we need to 

dedicate ourselves to a management system that includes those 

who live in lease area as well as those who want use of water.  I 

personally believe we should abandon parts of the system.  We 

should have an engineering company evaluate portions that do not 

work.  We need to take care of the watershed in partnership with 

A&B – joint and fully participate. 

Environment and Sustainability 

 There is an unavoidable conclusion that public resources have to be 

managed by public, not by a corporation. 

 We need to know what’s available after things are in place.  We 

need to know future needs and figure out the possibilities.  If there 

is not enough water, then we allocate and find more sources.   

 We don’t even know what’s available.  The system was built at a 

time when the Model T was invented.  Lowry Ditch built in 1890s, 

before cars were invented.  We don’t know what’s available 

because we don’t know what we have.  If it were repaired, and we 

know what’s available and then we can make a decision. 

 By not having good impartial inventory, this feeds into the risk of 

ditch not being managed, and liability.  We need an analysis of the 

entire system because of the risk of failure.  Lining is inconsistent.  

The conditions of watershed mauka of these ditches need to be 

evaluated.  At Iao, the big rains scour the whole area and the 

native species are much less likely to slide. 

 Take care of watershed so there’s water enough for everybody to 

share through cooperative management and monitoring and 

support communities in the watershed, as well as those outside the 

watershed. 

Ke‘anae / Wailuānui – Ko‘olau Moku 

 I don’t know anything in life that is so heartbreaking than the theft 

of water. 
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 I want to know if sale is contingent on obtaining water.  If it is, 

we’re wasting our time here.  If this sale goes through, they will 

get water by hook or by crook. 

 What they should do is release all this wai.  Then use all the water 

on the other side, the wells, even gray water at the sewage 

treatment plant.  They’re shooting down over 60 MGD in Kahului.  

This 80 to 90 MGD they want does not exist right now.  They’re 

down to 20 million.  Their wells can produce millions of gallons 

every day.  All of this has to be accounted for before they can come 

in and take more water.  Remember the County and whoever else 

wants to take water from us, we have never challenged them.  Not 

at all.  And let us keep it that way because that is the public trust.   

 Do what’s right for us, the people.  Too many generations we’ve 

been fighting.  I don’t want to see my son have to fight.  It started 

from my great grandmother to me. 

 We’re going to keep fighting.  We’re cannot give up.  We have to 

do it for this next generation.  Our tutus taught us how to do this, 

how to live this life.  Why do we have to change because of their 

greed?  That’s not happening.   

 This school had 63 students at one time. Water impacted our 

community because our families had to move to town for 

employment.  The remaining children go to school in Hana.  

Generations are impacted.  This is cultural genocide. 

 EMI took too much already. Pau already. 

 Not only should A&B not get the water, but they should be 

responsible for paying all families for harms and for broken up.  

Fathers forced to work in construction and now not in a great place 

because their families were broken and changed.  Not only should 

they not get water, but they should have to pay restitution and pay 

for people to clean streams.  If they release water now , will bring 

invasive species.  Need to come clean streams 

 When they clean, take out invasive species. 

 My generation has to go outside to support our families.  We can’t 

stay on the land because we have no water.  We have to drive to 

Napili or Lahaina or Wailuku for construction jobs to support our 

families.  We as one choose to have this EIS not conducted by A&B.  

We prefer someone else conduct this EIS. 

 If you release the water, A&B has to deal with me and all these 

people. 
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 Water is the most important matter in life.  Without water, there is 

no life.  Looking closely at island history, particularly ahupua‛a land 

management system, A&B history is putting shareholder profits 

above the maka‛āina and environment.  Continuing to allow A&B to 

act as a broker of the public’s water will continue to have a 

significant negative environmental impact for the island.   

 I come from a place full of war, where water is gold (Israel).  A&B 

needs to come and apologize.  After they can sit at table and help 

people recover.  Not just one year but generations.  When I moved 

here, my kids asked where do I go to school.  I told them the 

school is closed.  Kids bussed one hour every day each way.  That’s 

too much.  You took water.  You took life.  Bring us back our water, 

our life. 

 If you take an analytical perspective of history, the answers lie in 

reconciliation.  There have been a couple of overtures by bigshots.  

Mr. Benjamin, the CEO of A&B and the Governor asked to come 

here and apologize, to ask for forgiveness.  We presented their 

request to community and they said “NO WAY!  You return our 

water and we can talk about it.”  For me personally, I believe that 

peacemaking is part of our values.  As long they persist in taking 

our resources it is difficult to find forgiveness.  If they continue 

their efforts, it doesn’t feel that their efforts are sincere.  I don’t 

know how our community can make amends for something so 

deep, for desecrating the land, people, the children, the kupuna, 

the resources, lost opportunities.  I don’t know if that’s possible.   

 That is the history.  For these people to sit here and listen, it’s the 

people, it’s the lifestyle.   

 The history of the last 140 years has been the reality.  We are in a 

moment that could create change.  Sugar is no longer a thing.  The 

future of that land has not been settled.  A&B, it is not your right, it 

is not your privilege, it is not your authority to take this water. By 

putting this in the statement of lease shows how clueless you are in 

Maui.  It is your responsibility and privilege to help make right what 

you have done.   

 Most of you were not raised in this school.  I went here till 6th 

grade, then went to Kamehameha, then Maui High, then military.  I 

never forgot my lifestyle here.  I tried to bring my kids here but 

nothing for them here.  My mom fought her own brother who 

worked as boss for EMI.  They would fight because she said he is 

taking water for o‛opu, hihiwai.  My mom was opihi lady.  She went 

from Maka‛iwa to Kaupo.  I was the bag boy.   
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 I have seen a Hawaiian from this area nail an EMI employee with 

the cane knife.  I seen them marching here, taking water, when I 

got back from Vietnam.  What do you think I wanted to do to them 

physically?  I like hurt um.  But Hawaiian style, kupuna have the 

voice.  We stay on the sidelines, humble.  They put fear in our 

kupuna.  That’s why I stick this out. A&B throw them (kupuna) out 

the window.  That’s how I feel.  No mercy.  They had no mercy for 

us.  I was Taro Farmer of the Year 1977.  I watched water 

disappear.  You don’t know what I went through.  I was small and I 

watched a kupuna with a cane knife split um open.  Why?  Wai.  

Our community was threatened many times in these 30 years.  We 

never called police.  We took care of ourselves.  Our way.  You are 

in a tough situation.  You got to write like you said.  I hope you 

write in mana.   

 They raped the land for too long.  This is our birthright. Our bodies 

are made from water.  We can’t live without water.  

 A&B brainwashed people to think that they are in control of water.  

They were never in control.  The EIS is being left to you (earthplan) 

to explain our views.  We are always taught that we need to leave 

places better than how we left it.  When they return the water, 

they need to clean up the irrigation systems and make it the best 

that it supposed to be.  Wai is rich and plentiful.  No money can 

repay what has been taken.   

 What’s gonna happen if this does go through?  What will happen if 

they keep taking and taking?  Money can’t keep buying water.  Do 

we start growing clouds?  This is all about nature.  They are 

destroying everything.  What if there’s nothing left?  The big cities 

are taking from these small communities.  Does not make sense. 
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4.2. April 2019 Follow-Up Community Interviews 

4.2.1  Purpose and Approach 

After the November 2018 focus group sessions were convened, A&B 

sold a significant portion of its Central Maui land holdings and related 

agricultural businesses to Mahi Pono.  The subject lands and 

businesses are integral to the need for a long-term (30-year) water 

lease for the License Area.   

To gauge how community issues may be affected by the change in 

ownership and agricultural operations, interviews were conducted with 

a cross section of key community leaders.  In April 2019, interviewer 

Berna Cabacungan Senelly of Earthplan, contacted community leaders 

who helped convene the November 2018 focus groups and other 

community leaders who may provide insight not represented in the 

focus groups.   

It is noted that these interviews were not intended to be statistically 

analyzed.  Rather, they were intended to stimulate discussion about 

recent changes.  Interviewees were informed that their comments 

would be presented and analyzed as an aggregate, and that no 

comments would be attributed to specific individuals.   

Potential interviewees were contacted by phone and asked to 

participate in these follow-up interviews.  All agreed to be interviewed.  

They were also informed that they may bring up to two other people to 

their interviews.  Three people were interviewed by phone, and all 

others were interviewed at locations of their choosing. 
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4.2.2  Profile of Those Interviewed 

Eighteen people were interviewed and are identified in Table 13.  

Affiliations are provided so that the reader has an idea of the types of 

perspectives that may influence interviewees’ responses.  Each person 

was informed that, while their affiliations would be listed to indicate 

areas of interest, they are speaking as individuals and not on behalf of 

their organizations or companies.  They chose which networks and 

organizations to include.   

Table 13: List of People Interviewed and Their 
Affiliations 

Name  Affiliation 

Alika Atay Farmer, Pauwela 

Consultant and Sales, Hawaiian Indigenous and 
Natural Farming 

Former Maui County Councilmember 

Brendan Balthazar Owner, Diamond B Ranch 

Board member, Maui County Farm Bureau 

Board member, Maui Cattlemen’s Association 

Member of Agricultural Working Group 
(informal group of farm owners who work on 
various agricultural issues) 

Sandy Baz Managing Director, Maui County 

Board member, Maui Native Hawaiian Chamber 

Foundation 

Group leader, King’s Cathedral 

Former Budget Director, Maui County 

Former Director, Maui Economic Opportunity 

Faith Chase Hana resident 

Secretary and Board member, Hawaii Farmers 

Union United, Maui-Mauna-Kahalawai-Chapter 

Board member, Hawaii Organic Farming 
Association 

Lucienne deNaie Huelo resident and subsistence farmer 

President, Haʻikū Community Association 

Vice President, Maui Tomorrow  

Conservation Chair, Sierra Club 

Secretary and Board member, Malama 
Hamakualoa Project (267-acre resource area) 

Board member, Haʻikū Living Legacy 

Steering Committee member, Faith Action for 

Community Equity (FACE) 

Gina Flammer President, Kula Community Association 

Executive Assistant for Maui County 
Councilmember Shane Sinenci 
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Name  Affiliation 

Alex Franco President, Maui Cattle Company, LLC (provides 
slaughterhouse, marketing and other services 
to seven ranches) 

Board member, Maui County Farm Bureau 

Former president, Hawaii Cattlemen’s Council 

Bev Gannon Chef and restaurateur, Hali’imaile General Store 

William G. Jacintho President, Maui Cattlemen’s Association 

Co-Owner, Beef and Blooms (Hawai‛i’s first 

Certified Organic Ranch) 

Retired Educational and Academic Support 
Program, assigned to Agricultural Program, 
University of Hawaii Maui College 

Dawn Lono Farmer and Owner, Ohana Lei and Flowers 

Board member, Hana Business Council 

Member, Hana School Community Council 

Executive Assistant, Maui County 
Councilmember Shane Sinenci 

Dick Mayer Vice President, Kula Community Association 

Coordinator, Alliance of Maui Community 
Associations 

Former Vice Chair of Upcountry Community 
Planning Advisory Committee 

Former Vice Chair, Maui Island General Plan 
Advisory Committee 

Professor Emeritus, Geography and Economics, 
Maui Community College 

Reviewer of Environmental Impact Statements, 
University of Hawai‛i Environmental Center 

Char O’Brien Huelo resident 

Albert Perez Executive Director, Maui Tomorrow 

Mark Sheehan Owner and farmer, organic farm in Haʻikū 

Real Estate Broker 

Board member, Maui Tomorrow 

Board member, Shaka Movement 

Board member, Sustainable Action Fund for the 
Environment 

Lehua Simon Grant Writer, Organizer and Coordinator of 
Malamalama Maui (two-year [2017 – 2018] 
community-based project funded by Art Place 
America to promote arts and partnerships in 
agricultural initiatives) 

Mike Spaulding Real estate broker, Michael Spaulding Realty 

Board member, Na Hale o Maui (a non-profit 

organization that acquires or develops 
affordable housing) 

Advisory Board member, Trust for Public Land 

Board member, Hawaii Preparatory Academy 
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Name  Affiliation 

Tony Takitani Chair, Hawaiian Host, Inc. 

Mahealani Wendt Resident and farmer, Wailuanui 

Community Advocate, East Maui 

Nā Moku ‛Aupuni ‛O Ko‛olau Hui 

Former Executive Director, Native Hawaiian 
Legal Corporation 

Collectively, those interviewed represent a broad cross section of 

community interests and involvement.  Further, almost all interviewed 

indicated multiple affiliations.  The following presents a profile of those 

interviewed.   

 Nine of those interviewed participated in the November 2018 focus 

group sessions.  The other nine people were invited by initially-

contacted interviewees or were referred to the interviewer as 

possible interests that may not have been represented in the focus 

group sessions. 

 Eight people are actively involved in farming and ranching.  Some 

are subsistence farmers, while others raise flowers and livestock in 

businesses they own.  Several have leadership positions in 

organizations that support ranching and farming. 

 Eight people are business owners or executives.  Their businesses 

are related to real estate, a restaurant, flowers, livestock and 

macadamia nuts. 

 Eight people are active in community organizations that advocate 

for and address various community needs and interests.  Their 

efforts are related to the community planning, resource 

management, the arts, education, religion, affordable housing and 

economic opportunity. 

 Six people are community leaders in geographic-specific 

organizations in Ke‛anae, Hana, Hā‛ikū, and Kula. 

 Three people are part of Maui County’s public sector, and one is a 

former Maui County Councilmember. 

 Three people are in leadership roles in environmental and 

sustainability organizations. 
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4.2.3  Interview Process 

Those interviewed were initially asked to share their affiliations and 

any involvement or participation in the East Maui Water applications 

thus far. 

The interviewer followed with an overview of significant changes that 

occurred since November 2018, and highlighted the following:  

 The EIS purpose and intent remains the same. 

 A&B sold land and related agricultural operations to Mahi Pono. The 

change in ownership involved 41,000 acres in Central Maui and EMI 

watershed land, as well operations involving Kulolio Ranch, Central 

Maui Feedstocks and a 250-acre trial of energy crops.  In addition, 

Mahi Pono now owns 50 percent of the EMI Irrigation Aqueduct 

System and is the managing partner of the system.  The former 

sugar mill site was not included in the purchase. 

 Mahi Pono is a joint venture of Pomona Farming, LLC, and PSP 

Investments.  A brief description of both was provided.   

 It was noted that Mahi Pono extended employment to EMI 

employees and the A&B farm team.  Almost all employment offers 

were accepted.  It was noted that Mahi Pono’s leadership team 

includes several people local to the Maui community. 

 Mahi Pono is working on two farm plan alternatives, both of which 

involve 31,177 acres 10 and 1) tropical fruit and nut crops, 2) 

coffee and specialty crops, 3) diversified agriculture and 4) 

irrigated and unirrigated pasture lands.  The diversified agriculture 

component includes community agriculture on lease land near the 

former sugar mill.  Common support facilities such as a processing 

plant would help to support local farmers.  Assumptions upon which 

the two farm plans are based are as follows.11  

o Available water in Farm Plan based on IIFS allocations 

 Surface water = 61.78 MGD 

 Brackish groundwater = 15.44 MGD (assume 25 

percent of surface water to maintain appropriate 

salinity level) 

                                                      

10
  This acreage does not include lands west of Veterans Highway, which would be irrigated by West 

Maui water sources. 

11
 The interviewer noted that the following information was provided by Mahi Pono, and she stressed 

that these numbers are preliminary and are subject to change as studies progress.   
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 Total = 77.22 MGD  

o Available water in Farm Plan based on no stream diversion 

from State land 

 Surface water = 22.54 MGD (assume 25 percent of 

surface water to maintain appropriate salinity level) 

 Brackish groundwater = 5.64 MGD 

 Total = 28.18 MGD 

 Based on these assumptions, it was estimated that there would be 

an approximate 65 percent decrease from what would be available 

based on IIFS allocations and no stream diversion from State 

lands.  While most farm components would correspondingly and 

significantly decrease in acreage, acreage for unirrigated grass-fed 

cattle would double, from 11,000 to 22,000 acres.  It was further 

noted that, with no stream diversion from State lands, 

approximately 9,577 acres of unirrigated cattle lands would be 

unproductive for agriculture.  Alternative uses would need to be 

explored and would not include urban development. 

 Mahi Pono’s interim farm plan for 2019 and 202012 was also 

summarized for interviewees, and included: 

o 1,675 acres of citrus planted 

o 350 acres of coffee 

o 250 acres cleared for community ag park 

o 1,275 acres of avocado and macadamia nut 

o Approximately 550 acres of diversified row crops and tropical 

fruits  

Those interviewed were then asked the following questions: 

 What do you believe are positive aspects of project updates, if any? 

 What do you believe are potential challenges and problems of 

project updates, if any? 

 Please share suggestions that will help address the challenges and 

problems you identified. 

                                                      

12
  This information has since been superseded by a further refined and updated farm plan prepared 

by Mahi Pono.  
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4.2.4  Interview Findings 

4.2.4.1 Involvement and Participation in East Maui water lease 
Application 

Almost all of those interviewed were involved or participated in the 

East Maui water lease efforts and application in some way, as follows: 

 Interviewees were involved in filing CWRM petitions, serving as 

expert witnesses and researchers.  Several conducted research for 

their own edification and to develop organizational and personal 

positions.  Many indicated that, while they may not have actually 

participated in legal proceedings, they closely monitored the 

process over many years. 

 Many monitored the legislative session and various legislative bills 

over the years.  Interviewees testified before the State Legislature 

in support of and opposing bills that would allow short-term 

revocable water leases for entities such as A&B.  During the 

general time frame of these follow-up interviews, Hawai‘i State 

House Bill 1326 (House Draft 2), which would allow seven-year 

revocable Water Permits for various agricultural and energy 

entities, was being considered.  Interviewees testified for and 

against this measure.   

 One person had participated in a Cultural Impact Study interview 

on this EIS, and another helped to convene a round table session 

on the East Maui long-term water lease. 

 Two people lease land from A&B, and one has catered food for 

company events. 

 Several people had recently met with Mahi Pono officials, and some 

reported participation in three group meetings in which Mahi Pono 

representatives were present. 

 Two people had no previous participation on East Maui water lease 

efforts. 
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4.2.4.2 Positive Aspect of Updates and Changes 

Strong Desire for Continued Agriculture in Central Maui 

Those interviewed stressed that they wanted to see agriculture as a 

major land use on Central Maui.  Several mentioned that the greenery 

experienced is an integral part of what makes Maui special.  They said 

the green landscape is visually pleasing when driving along the coast 

and on mauka – makai highways.  Interviewees talked about how they 

look forward to seeing this landscape as fly over the fields on the way 

to the airport.   

It was often pointed out that this green landscape is a major attraction 

for visitors from aerial and at-grade perspectives. 

Interviewees pointed out the agriculture needs to re-establish a major 

role in Maui’s economy.  With the loss of the sugar industry, they were 

concerned that agriculture might be replaced by less desirable 

economic alternatives, namely more urban development.  They did not 

want to see undeveloped Central Maui lands populated by residential 

communities and business complexes. 

Those interviewed saw the potential for supporting businesses that 

supply the agricultural industry, such as irrigation, fertilizer, 

equipment, and so on.  Local food vendors and restaurants would also 

have access to locally grown food, the supply of which is currently 

limited. 

Further, the continuation and promotion of agriculture encourages 

young people and future generations to consider farming as a way of 

life.  Interviewees appreciated that Mahi Pono is reaching out to local 

educational institutions to develop agricultural programs. 

Optimism that Mahi Pono Would be Able to Bring 

Environment Friendly Large Scale Diversified Farming 

Interviewees tended to be optimistic, albeit cautiously for some, that 

the new owner may be able to constructively address previous 

community concerns about the East Maui long-term water lease.  

Further, they hoped that the contentious and divisive nature that often 

characterized A&B’s efforts to secure a long-term water lease would 

evolve into a working relationship with the community to resolve past 

issues.   
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This optimism was based on direct interactions with Mahi Pono’s 

officials, as well as their understanding of Pomona Farming, LLC, 

practices and operations.  Several interviewees said that they 

personally met with Mahi Pono representatives, and three group 

meetings with Mahi Pono were reported, including the Alliance of 

Community Associations, Haʻi-kū and Huelo residents, and the Board 

of Nā Moku ‛Aupuni ‛O Ko‛olau. 

In these interactions, interviewees and their networks shared 

information with Mahi Pono officials regarding the need to use 

regenerative agricultural practices to ensure long-term farming 

viability.  They stressed the need to rebuild soil that has been 

negatively impacted by a century of sugar cultivation and related 

damage to soil fertility.  Section 4.3.4.4 provides more information 

regarding suggestions for regenerative agriculture. 

Interviewees were heartened that Mahi Pono has publicly, and in one-

on-one meetings, stated that no GMOs would be used in its 

agricultural operations.  They were impressed with the Mahi Pono Farm 

Manager and his reported commitment that he would employ eco-

friendly and Best Management Practices in Mahi Pono’s agricultural 

operations.  They also reported that he has been very receptive to 

suggestions and ideas on eco-friendly agriculture.13 

A key positive aspect noted by interviewees is the wide variety of 

crops being discussed in farm plans and crop plans presented by Mahi 

Pono.  They liked that one crop would not dominate the agricultural 

landscape.  They noted that previous A&B discussions of possible 

monocrops were problematic because these crops, such as coffee, 

would dominate Maui’s agricultural environment, only to be largely 

exported.   

Recognition of Need for Water to Support Agriculture 

Though interviewees had different ideas about the source of and how 

much water would be needed for future agriculture, there was 

consensus that Central Maui agricultural activities will need water to 

remain economically viable.  As one person stated, “Everything stands 

on water.”  

                                                      

13
  The Mahi Pono Farm Manager cited by interviewees resigned after interviews were conducted.  

Source: https://www.mauinews.com/news/local-news/2019/05/general-manager-of-mahi-pono-

resigns/ 

https://www.mauinews.com/news/local-news/2019/05/general-manager-of-mahi-pono-resigns/
https://www.mauinews.com/news/local-news/2019/05/general-manager-of-mahi-pono-resigns/
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Opportunity to Re-Evaluate Ways to Achieve Balance Among 

Water User Groups 

“Balance” was a frequent theme among interviewees.  They 

acknowledged that various groups need water originating from East 

Maui State watershed lands, and felt that users should have access to 

water they truly need.  Of note is that, regardless of one’s own interest 

in the East Maui long-term water lease, no one wanted water withheld 

from other groups. 

While it was noted that large scale agriculture is necessary to create a 

critical mass, it was also stressed that this scale of agriculture should 

be balanced by supporting individual livestock ranchers, small farmers 

and local businesses.  Interviewees liked the community agricultural 

component proposed by Mahi Pono.  They felt that, while it would 

provide land for small farmers, the consolidation of support, such as 

processing, equipment and marketing, would help lower costs for local 

farmers. 

There was disagreement as to the source of water and how the water 

is allocated.  Further, interviewees sometimes felt that A&B’s efforts 

towards a long-term water lease was self-serving and divisive.  

Nevertheless, people were hopeful that this contentious environment 

was coming to an end with the new owner.  Those interviewed 

expressed willingness to explore options regarding water if community 

needs, such as local farming / ranching, food self-sufficiency, and so 

on, can be met.   

Interviews also said that future agricultural activities would use “half 

the A&B water usage” and felt that this is good progress towards 

keeping more water in streams. 

Opportunity for Food Self-Sufficiency and Reduction of Food 

Import 

Those interviewed hoped that future Central Maui agricultural activities 

would help Maui and Hawai‛i become increasingly food self-sufficient.  

As an island state, Hawai‛i is dependent on imported food and 

vulnerable to limitations on the quality of this food and transportation 

disruptions.  They hoped that the potential large scale agricultural 

operations and production with the new ownership of Central Maui 

lands would provide food supply for Maui and Hawai‘i that can lead to 

food self-sufficiency. 
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Interviewees encouraged agricultural production that would include the 

local market as a major target, thereby increasing the potential for 

food self-sufficiency.  They wanted to see a variety of crops catering to 

the local market, and suggested produce such as dryland taro, 

avocado, guava, sweet potato, macadamia nuts, and popular 

vegetables such as bok choy and eggplant.  They also hoped that Maui 

restaurants, supermarkets and food vendors could acquire local foods 

that would be fresh, affordable and a constant supply. 

Those interviewed expected that some of the agricultural produce 

would be exported as a necessary financial strategy.  Interviewees 

wanted to see a healthy balance between allocating a portion of 

agricultural products for Maui food self-sufficiency and exportation for 

profit. 

4.2.4.5 Potential Problems and Challenges Related to Project 

Updates 

What if Mahi Pono Does Not Have Access to Enough Water to 

Support Its Farm Plan? 

Without exception, those interviewed wanted Mahi Pono to succeed.  

This is based on what they had heard, learned and discussed with Mahi 

Pono thus far.  While they still have concerns and cautions, their 

bottom line was that the new ownership and messages they have 

heard so far represent a possible positive outcome to what has been a 

contentious and difficult fight over the private use of stream water 

from State-owned watershed lands in East Maui.  

The new ownership and related ramifications imply a future that had 

not been previously envisioned, a future that could possibly achieve 

acceptable community objectives, realize viable diversified agriculture 

in Central Maui, support food self-sufficiency, help local ranchers and 

farmers, and revive agriculture as a viable economic stimulus for Maui. 

Hence, a problem for those interviewed is a scenario where these 

positive attributes may not be realized because Mahi Pono would not 

be able to implement its farm plan because of insufficient water 

resources.  For them, the only alternatives they could envision was dry 

fallow land or urban development, neither of which were desirable. 
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Initial Optimism was Tempered by Legislative Proceedings 

Related to State water leases 

In the time frame during which interviews were being conducted, 

Hawai‘i State House Bill 1326 (House Draft 2) was being considered.  

This bill would have granted a seven-year extension for Revocable 

(water) Permits issued by the Board of Land and Natural Resources.  

This bill would provide a process whereby the BLNR could consider 

extending A&B/EMI’s existing Revocable Permits, as well as Revocable 

Permits for water held by other agricultural and energy entities across 

the State of Hawai‛i.  Some of those interviewed testified in support of 

this bill.14 

Other interviewees believed that this bill was introduced to allow A&B 

yet another extension of its Revocable (water) Permit. They did not 

believe that another extension was warranted, and felt that the 

legislative effort current in April 2019 was another A&B effort to 

continue an “illegal” permit.  To illustrate their frustration with this 

legislative action, interviewees gave various accounts of the history of 

the East Maui long-term water lease, which is summarized as follows: 

 It was noted that the first Revocable Permit was issued in 1986 and 

has been renewed several times over the years.  

 Interviewees said that, in 2005, Judge Hifo ruled that an EIS is 

required to pursue a long-term water lease.  They pointed out that 

an EIS is only now being prepared.   

 They indicated that, in 2016, Judge Nishimura ruled that these 

Revocable Permits were invalid. 

 Those interviewed said that, in June 2016, the Hawai‛i State 

Governor signed Act 126, Relating to Water Rights, into law.  This 

law allowed three consecutive one-year holdovers “until the 

pending application for the disposition of water rights is finally 

resolved.”  This holdover period ends on December 31, 2019. 

 Hawai‘i State House Bill 1326 (House Draft 2) would have extended 

the period of consideration another seven years.   

                                                      

14
 As of this writing, the bill did not pass, and is not expected to be pursued during the 2019 

Legislative Session. 
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Those who are optimistic about Mahi Pono’s vision, but critical of 

legislative attempts to extend Revocable (water) Permits, felt that A&B 

had enough time to rectify the situation and apply for a long-term 

water lease.   

They were disappointed that legislative proceedings were occurring at 

the same time that Mahi Pono was reaching out to and meeting with 

various community members and small groups.  Further, interviewees 

felt that Mahi Pono’s representatives were not forthcoming and 

transparent about their attempts to lobby in support of House Bill 

1326. 

For those who experienced this disappointment, they have become 

cautious about the new landowner’s motivations and integrity.  As one 

person said, “We went from being cautiously optimistic to cautiously 

skeptical.”  Another person asked, “Is this just same old, same old?” 

Interviewees stressed that they want Mahi Pono to succeed.  They 

want to believe the messages they have received from company 

officials.  For them to maintain this optimism, they believe that Mahi 

Pono needs to “walk the talk,” meaning they need to see commitments 

in writing and actual work being done that reflects Mahi Pono’s stated 

intentions. 

Board of Land and Natural Resources Responsibility and 

Accountability 

Those interviewed felt that the ongoing delays in a long-term water 

lease for East Maui State watershed streams is due, in large part, to 

the State not having the staffing and appropriate process to accept, 

review and issue long-term water leases.   

They also believed that the State DLNR has not been monitoring the 

condition of the EMI Aqueduct System in a timely fashion.  One person 

said the DLNR was to have installed stream gauges 20 years ago and 

has yet to do so. 
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Public Trust, Need for More Information on Water Needs, 

and Amount of Time Needed to Secure Proper Permits 

As expressed in the November 2018 focus groups, many felt that, as a 

public trust, stream water from State watershed lands should not be 

diverted for private purposes.  Those interviewed cited the 

requirement for A&B to rebate Mahi Pono up to $62 million of the 

purchase price if the EMI Aqueduct System cannot deliver water 

sufficient to support Mahi Pono’s agricultural activities.15  They felt that 

this is akin to “one corporate entity selling a public trust to another 

corporation.” 

Interviewees wanted to see information about how much water is 

actually needed to carry out Mahi Pono's farm plan.  The farm plan 

based on full access to IIFS allocation suggests that all of the available 

State watershed stream water would be used.  They questioned 

whether all of this water is needed and asked for crop-specific water 

allocations. 

It was pointed out that State watershed stream water used in the EMI 

Aqueduct System is one of four sources of water that can be used to 

support.  Other sources reportedly include water from watershed lands 

owned by EMI, Central Maui water wells on lands now owned by Mahi 

Pono and the West Maui Ditch System.   

Those interviewed questioned whether Mahi Pono and EMI needed the 

entire seven years called for in Hawai‘i State House Bill 1326 (House 

Draft 2).16  It was suggested that, regardless of whether the bill 

passes, Mahi Pono should estimate the amount of time needed to 

obtain a long-term water lease and proactively work with the 

community on their farm plan and proposed lease terms. 

                                                      

15
  A&B is required to rebate Mahi Pono $31 million of the purchase price if the EMI Aqueduct 

System cannot “deliver irrigation water sufficient” for Mahi Pono to implement its farming plan, also 

known as a Productivity Loss Event.  If A&B hasn’t corrected the problem a year after the first event, 

it will owe an additional $31 million to Mahi Pono. If Mahi Pono doesn’t have the appropriate state 

water lease rights after five years, it will receive another $31 million back from A&B.   

Source: https://mauitime.com/news/business/mahi-pono-purchase-agreement-lots-of-legalese-

with-a-few-tasty-nuggets/  

16
  This bill did not pass in the 2019 Legislative Session. 

https://mauitime.com/news/business/mahi-pono-purchase-agreement-lots-of-legalese-with-a-few-tasty-nuggets/
https://mauitime.com/news/business/mahi-pono-purchase-agreement-lots-of-legalese-with-a-few-tasty-nuggets/
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Concern that Agricultural Exportation May Take Precedence 

Over Local Market 

Those interviewed wanted to believe that Mahi Pono will seek a healthy 

balance between out-of-State exportation and meeting local 

consumption need, helping to promote food self-sufficiency and 

supplying local food vendors and restaurants.   

They were concerned that a significant portion of future agricultural 

efforts will support exportation to off-island markets for profit.  Major 

exportation, they believed, would also siphon profit away from the 

local community. 

Use of Chemicals 

Interviewees were pleased that Mahi Pono representatives publicly 

stated that no GMO crops would be grown on their land.  Those 

interviewed were unclear, however, about the extent to which 

chemical pesticides, fertilizers and soil additives would be used in 

agricultural operations.  They urged Mahi Pono to share this 

information with the community. 

Moreover, those interviewed felt the use of chemicals would further 

“kill the soil” and is contrary to regenerating the soil and organic 

farming practices.  It was noted that chemicals used even in the short-

term time frame may detract from Mahi Pono’s qualification to qualify 

for organic farming status. 

EMI Aqueduct System Conditions 

An issue often raised in the November 2018 focus group sessions was 

the reportedly poor condition of the EMI Aqueduct System.  

Interviewees also discussed this topic from the perspective of reducing 

water losses.  They said that the reduction of water losses would 

reduce the amount of water required for agricultural operations. 

These interviewees wanted to know how Mahi Pono will ensure that 

continued use of the EMI Aqueduct System will be monitored and 

operated for efficient use of water, which is valued as a public trust, an 

integral environmental resource, and essential for healthy ecosystems.  
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Labor Source 

Interviewees appreciated that many agricultural jobs would result 

when Mahi Pono’s farm plan is implemented.  They were concerned, 

however, that, with the current low unemployment rate, several 

deterrents may make it difficult to fill new employment positions.   

One problem, they noted, is the current lack of affordable housing.  

Interviewees said that the housing market intended for Maui’s local 

working population is typically filled by retirees moving to Maui who 

can afford the average-priced homes.  This results in keeping housing 

costs high and pricing out local buyers.  Maui residents therefore have 

difficulty in finding affordable housing that will allow them to remain 

on Maui. 

Another problem cited was high labor costs and unionization.  These 

present economic challenges to many businesses operating in and 

starting up on Maui.  One person felt that unionization and high labor 

costs may be economic deterrents in establishing Best Management 

Practices, the requirements of which exceeds minimal industry 

standards. 

Interviewees wanted to see these challenges addressed so that there 

is an optimal labor supply to support Mahi Pono’s Farm Plan. 

Lack of Clarity on How Individual Ranchers will be 

Incorporated in Mahi Pono’s Farm Plan 

Interviewees appreciated that Mahi Pono intends to support local 

farmers by leasing various acreage levels to small farmers and 

providing common support, such as processing, equipment and 

management.  It is noted that none of the interviewees indicated that 

they were personally involved in crop farming activities that may be 

part of the community farming program, nor did they know anyone 

who had been approached with this opportunity. 

Those interviewed were concerned that such an offer has yet to be 

discussed with those engaged in small-scale livestock farming, 

including cattle, pigs, sheep, goats and horses.  They distinguished 

between ranches and ranchers, the latter of which are typically 

individuals and families who raise livestock often on leased land.   
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It was understood that Mahi Pono now owns Kulolio Ranch, a 5,500-

acre parcel which is leased by Maui Cattle Company for grass-fed 

cattle operations.  Maui Cattle Company serves several large ranches 

by consolidating “finishing,” and coordinating other services such as a 

slaughterhouse.   

While interviewees were supportive of these operations, they also 

hoped that Mahi Pono would work with independent livestock ranchers 

and incorporate them in Central Maui operations. 

Need for Pono with East Maui Native Hawaiian Community 

Interviewees pointed out that, even though the CWRM IIFS decision 

restored several streams in East Maui, the social and cultural effects of 

historical and significant stream diversions have yet to be rectified.  

This belief was reiterated several times in the November 2018 focus 

groups, and expressed by those interviewed. 

While there has been interaction between Mahi Pono and East Maui 

residents, there still needs to be acknowledgement of past wrongs and 

a “path to healing” that will allow residents and the new landowner to 

have a constructive relationship.   

Those interviewed understood that Mahi Pono is not responsible for 

whatever occurred during A&B’s tenure.  Mahi Pono inherited a legacy 

that developed for over one hundred years.  Nevertheless, to move 

forward as an integral part of the Maui community, Mahi Pono needs to 

“make pono” with East Maui so that everyone can move forward.  One 

person said, “There needs to be apology, repentance and reparation.” 

Need for Consistent and Transparent Communication 

Interviewees appreciated interactions with Mahi Pono thus far, but 

noted that many statements have been verbal, and there has been 

little, if any, commitment in writing or through action.  They felt that 

the company’s challenge is to continue community dialogue with 

progressively tangible evidence in writing that Mahi Pono will follow 

through on verbal commitments.  Further, interviewees felt that Mahi 

Pono needs to connect with as many people as possible to balance 

information from the “vocal opposition.” 
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4.2.4.4 Suggestions to Address Potential Problems and 

Challenges 

Regenerative Agriculture 

Interviewees shared information with Mahi Pono regarding the 

significant contribution of agriculture on climate change.  It was noted 

that agriculture is responsible for a significant portion of greenhouse 

gas emissions, and is therefore a main contributor to climate change.  

They explained that regenerative agriculture integrates farm 

management practices to systematically improve soil health.  Healthy 

soil would improve crop yields and resistance to pests. 

It was pointed out that regenerative agriculture reduces water use 

through the selection of crops that adapt well to local climate.  If done 

properly, this practice can decrease reliance on agricultural chemicals, 

including fertilizers and biocides.  Regenerative agriculture also 

integrates livestock that are humanely raised into crop production. 

Conduct an Engineering and Biological Audit of Entire EMI 

Aqueduct System 

Interviewees stressed that the community does not know the condition 

of the EMI Aqueduct System, and they suspect that neither DLNR nor 

EMI have a full understanding of its condition.  It was suggested that 

an audit of the entire system be conducted to assess what needs to be 

repaired to reduce water losses and improve functionality.  It was 

stressed that, if Mahi Pono conducts such an audit and invests in 

system improvements, benefits would extend to company needs, the 

environment and communities near the system.  “It would be a 

different conversation,” as one person put it. 

Water Management Plan 

Related to interviewees’ requests for water allocation information and 

an EMI Aqueduct System audit, it was suggested that Mahi Pono 

integrate this information in an overall Water Management Plan.  The 

Plan should outline improvements to the EMI Aqueduct System, 

propose how the watershed rainforests would be protected and 

maintained including brush fire prevention, and relate water needs to 

specific crops. 
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Invest in Maui 

Those interviewed wanted to see Mahi Pono become an integral part of 

the Maui community.  They suggested various ways to invest in the 

well-being and future of Maui, including: 

 Provide land for or facilitate affordable housing for agricultural 

employees.  One person suggested “tiny houses” on 500 acres of 

Mahi Pono land or on land that the company secures for this 

purpose.  Another person suggested that Mahi Pono find ways to 

collaborate with non-profit associations and Maui County to provide 

affordable housing for low-income families. 

 Invest in improving Central Maui water and wastewater systems. 

 Facilitate ways to help local farmers and ranchers conduct their 

agricultural activities on Mahi Pono lands. 

 Actively facilitate internship programs and educational activities 

that will help young people learn about agriculture, food self-

sufficiency, and resource stewardship. 

Expand Communication Efforts 

Interviewees suggested that Mahi Pono expand its communication 

efforts b 1) convening community-wide forums to present information 

and solicit feedback and 2) organizing an impartial Citizens Advisory 

Committee that would evaluate Mahi Pono’s proposals, provide 

feedback and present recommendations. 

4.2.5  Analysis of Follow-Up Interviews 

Discernible Shift in Focus from Past to Future 

There has been a shift in attitude from the November 2018 focus 

group sessions and the April 2019 interviews.  Previous focus groups 

sessions emphasized a context based on a past characterized by 

contentious legal proceedings, confrontational history between A&B 

and the community, and frustration about the lack of constructive 

dialogue about the East Maui long-term water application.   

The context of the April 2019 interviews was based on change – in 

ownership, farms plan options and near-term proposals. 

The change in context shifted the focus from feelings entrenched in 

the past to one that looked toward future possibilities.   
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Two Prevalent Themes – Hope and Balance 

With a focus on future possibilities, interviewees tended to express 

hope that with the new owner, things could be different.  They note 

that diversified agriculture options have become more specific.  They 

believe that the new owner embraces environmental stewardship and 

sustainability.  They appreciate that Maui farmers and local crops are 

integral in Mahi Pono’s farm plan.   

Those interviewed also renewed their hope that there is an opportunity 

for balance of water users and water uses.  While balance was 

encouraged in focus group sessions, people at that time felt frustrated 

that divisiveness and contention discouraged dialogue about balance.   

Community Willingness to Work with Mahi Pono and with 

Each Other 

Many of those interviewed had met with Mahi Pono officials individually 

and in group settings.  They were willing to continue constructive 

dialogue and encouraged settings conducive to general public 

participation.   

Credibility and Accountability 

Though optimistic, albeit cautiously for some, those interviewed felt 

that to proceed in a positive and constructive manner, they need proof 

of commitments that have been verbally expressed.  Their trust in the 

new landowner is dependent on actions or written commitments.   

Some felt that their questions have not been answered, and 

understand that it might be too early for specific answers regarding 

crop-based water allocation, proportion business targeting local 

market, and so on.  Nevertheless, they feel that these answers will 

give them a better sense of corporate credibility. 
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5. Potential Social Impacts 

As discussed in Section 1, the overall framework for SIA is anticipatory 

research, seeking to place the expectation and attainment of outcomes 

on a rational and reliable basis.  Commonly identified uses of SIA 

include: 

 Understanding the ability of a community or group to adapt to 

changing conditions 

 Defining the problems or clarifying the issues involved in a 

proposed change 

 Illuminating the meaning and importance of anticipated change 

 Identifying mitigation opportunities or requirements 

From an SIA perspective, the proposed action is distinct from typical 

changes analyzed in an SIA context.  First, the fundamental proposed 

action, which includes a long-term water lease, does not change 

conditions that have occurred in the past.  The proposed action is in 

many respects a continuance of an action that has occurred for over a 

hundred years with the primary change being the amount of water 

that can be diverted per the IIFS Decision and Order, and the change 

in the manner of agricultural use of the Central Maui fields.  

Second, while the fundamental action and the proposed use of the 

water are in some respects  unchanged, implementation conditions are 

very different from past practices in terms of use and user.  The 

original leases were intended to primarily support sugar cultivation by 

A&B.  The sugar plantation closed in 2016.  The current proposed use 

of the future leased water is diversified agriculture, the components of 

which have been surmised, but not determined.  Also, after the initial 

focus group meetings, A&B sold most of the lands that would be 

served by the water lease, to a farming company with a diversified 

agricultural plan for these lands.  Hence, the user of the leased water 

changed from A&B to the new owner; the operation of EMI will change 

as well.  

This section begins the discussion of potential social impacts with a 

description of the social environment in Section 5.1.  This is followed 

by an overview of the relationship of A&B to this social environment, in 

terms of historic and current conditions in Section 5.2.  Section 5.3 

presents potential social impacts and recommended mitigation. 
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5.1. Overview of Social Environment 

5.1.1  Maui Island 

Early Hawaiians arrived in at least three waves from southern 

Polynesian islands. They developed a complex and effective land 

tenure system with the island of Maui divided into twelve districts or 

moku, each with several village communities.  When used as a term of 

traditional land tenure, a moku is similar to a political district. Figure D 

depicts moku of Maui, which is still referred to by residents with 

generational ties to the island. 

 

Figure D: Maui Island Moku 

Source: Available at 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Historic_Mokus_of_Maui_Map.svg 

Each moku was partitioned into smaller portions of land that extended 

from the mountain to the ocean.  Within an ahupua‛a, tenants were 

granted kuleana for home sites and kalo patches.  All the chiefs and 

tenants held land in trust and owed the king a land tax and labor that 

could be called for at any time.   
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Irrigation water, which was diverted from streams through ditches, or 

‛auwai, to kalo and other agricultural fields, was carefully regulated.  

There were rules setting allowed diversion times.  No more than half of 

the stream water could be diverted into the ‘auwai.   

Construction of the ‛auwai was organized by the chief.  Day-to-day 

management was the responsibility of the appointed agent, or 

konohiki.  Hawaiian water rights were assigned to plots of taro land, or 

lo‘i.  The quantity of water allocated to each rights holder was 

proportional to the amount of labor furnished for construction of the 

‛auwai 

Until the 15th century Maui comprised three chiefdoms: Wailuku, Lele 

(Lahaina), and Hāna. Eventually all West Maui was consolidated at 

Wailuku, with Hāna remaining an independent chieftaincy. West Maui 

and East Maui permanently merged about 1550 when King Pi'ilani 

married the daughter of Hoʻolae, the 6th Aliʻi Nui of Hāna. From that 

time until conquest, Maui was ruled by a single joint royal family. 

Piʻilani and his successors were known for the peace and prosperity 

that followed. They constructed a roadway that circled the island along 

its coast; remnants of which still exist. 

The first outsiders visited Maui in the late 1780s.17  Soon, missionary 

work, the whaling industry, and flourishing trade of diverse goods 

brought Americans and Europeans to the island. 

By the mid-1800s, most of Maui’s population lived in the towns of 

Hāna, Makawao, Wailuku and Lahaina due to the arid and inhospitable 

nature of the rest of the island.  As noted in Section 2, the Hawaiian 

population decreased significantly due to no resistance to Western 

diseases, namely influenza, tuberculosis and smallpox. 

The distribution of people and settlement patterns was altered 

dramatically with the Māhele established by King Kamehameha III in 

1848.  It established a land commission that adjudicated land claims.  

Hawaiians had been living for hundreds of years with the self-sufficient 

ahupua‛a land tenure system and communal subsistence.  In this 

scenario of cultural unfamiliarity and legal and logistic constraints, 

foreign acquisition of lands intended for Native Hawaiians occurred at 

an unprecedented scale.18 

                                                      

17
 County of Maui Department of Planning, Maui Island Plan: Island of Maui, General Plan 

2020, p. I-6  

18
 Ibid, p. I-7 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pi%27ilani&action=edit&redlink=1
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Hawai‛i was moving through many economic and demographic shifts in 

the late 1800s following the intensification of Western commerce, 

including the continued drift of rural populations toward town centers, 

which made water a highly contested and protected resource on 

islands such as O‘ahu where these demographic trends were most 

pronounced. This is largely because water had to be diverted from 

distant watersheds to support growing cities. The legality surrounding 

watershed catchment was continuously challenged for leaving too little 

water for residents where streams were diverted by the government. 

Regardless of the dismay this may have caused, the costs of 

abandoning water catchment had to be carefully balanced by the 

Kingdom, since much more than the municipal water supply hung in 

the balance.  

By developing and using water for sugar cultivation, Hawai‛i moved 

steadily through this transition because it always had something that it 

could trade. At first the Orient traded for Hawaiian sandalwood.  Then 

the whaling fleet needed crew and provisions.  There was California 

Gold Rush market and newcomers wanted land.  These commodities 

all became available.  Both the markets and the resources, however, 

were limited, and before long they were “used up.” Unless it developed 

a new commodity, Hawai‛i ran the risk of becoming a political and 

economic non-entity, a backwater nation. This did not fit the vision 

that the monarch, the resident haole, or the people had for the future 

of the kingdom.  

The prospect of growing sugar in Hawai‘i was very appealing to the 

Kingdom as it would provide a renewable economic base. This view 

was further exemplified in 1876 by “An Act to Aid the Development of 

the Resources of the Kingdom” in which eminent domain rights 

reserved for public purposes, such as water, could be applied by the 

government to private enterprises for the development of sugar. Along 

with the Reciprocity Act of 1876 that allowed the duty-free export of 

Hawaiian sugar to the mainland U.S., the groundwork had been set for 

the start of the industrialization of sugar in Hawai‘i.  

Pineapple cultivation took hold in the 1890s and became Maui’s second 

largest industry.  Cattle ranching was formalized in the 1800s when 

King Kamehameha III summoned vaqueros of Mexican Spanish 

descent from Vera Cruz to teach Hawaiians how to handle horses and 

herd cattle.  Cattle ranching quickly flourished under the hands of the 

Hawaiian cowboys, or paniolo.  Multiple ranches were located on the 

less-fertile upper elevation lands that were left uncultivated.  Cattle 

ranching grew to Maui’s third largest industry next to sugar and 

pineapple.   
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With the in-migration of laborers for plantations came a significant 

diversification of people and cultures.  World War II added another 

dimension of change in Maui.  The war brought new immigrants and 

significant investment infrastructure to serve the military, including 

roads, harbors and airports.  The war-years military population on 

Maui reached approximately 200,000 persons and outnumbered local 

residents four to one. 

Significant changes for the sugar and pineapple industries occurred 

after World War II.  As these industries were becoming more 

mechanized, labor unions were increasing their influence in the work 

place and among union members.  Eventually, plantation camps were 

closed as workers found other employment opportunities, and private 

landownership became more available. 

As the economic landscape evolved so did the physical landscape.  

New towns attracted plantation workers with increasing prosperity, as 

well as returning military personnel eligible for low-interest loans 

enacted through the GI Bill of 1944.  Kahului and Wailuku became the 

center of commerce, as well as the center of the island’s population.  

The growth of these areas was envisioned and guided by the first 

General Plan prepared in 1962 and County-initiated planning initiatives 

continue to shape the island’s future. 

The visitor industry emerged as the island’s major economic engine.  

Hotels dotted coastal areas in West Maui, and Kā‘anapali was the first 

resort destination in Hawaii.  Its collective hotels, restaurants, 

shopping center and golf course set a statewide precedent that led to 

the subsequent development of Wailea and Kapalua. 

5.1.2  Study Area Communities 

5.1.2.1 Upcountry 

Upcountry Maui comprises four major towns, including Kula, Pukalani, 

Makawao and Ha‛ikū, and several smaller communities. 

Kula 

Kula, which means “open meadow,” is the largest Moku in Maui, and 

diverse in landscape and weather. 
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Lower Kula communities such as Waiakoa, Pulehu, Ōma‘opio, and 

Kēōkea each have distinct ethnic histories.  As the first immigrants, 

Portuguese and Chinese, fulfilled their sugarcane plantation contracts 

many settled in Kula and became vegetable farmers. In the late 19th 

century they produced potatoes for shipment to California’s Gold Rush. 

Later the Japanese followed them into the fertile farming area. 

The farming tradition continues today producing a wide variety of 

vegetables including its well-known onions, cabbage, tomatoes, and 

cauliflower from small farms There are many flower farms producing a 

wide variety of proteas and cut flowers.  Almost all the carnations used 

for lei are grown in Kula. 

Along the old lower Kula road there are few businesses but there is 

one notable landmark, the Holy Ghost Catholic Church with its 

octagonal shape.  Built by the Portuguese in 1894, its turret can be 

seen from lower Central Maui. 

The junction of Haleakala Highway with Kula Highway in Pukalani 

marks the northern edge of Upper Kula. The upper road, Kekaulike 

Avenue, or State Highway 377, wanders through eucalyptus groves 

and green pastures. In the late spring Blue Jacaranda displays beautify 

the slopes. Upper Kula surrounds Kekaulike Avenue.  Beyond the Kula 

Lodge the road swings upward to Haleakala National Park. 

Along Kekaulike Avenue, there is little commercial development except 

the Kula Botanical Gardens and Ali’i Kula Lavender Farm. Small farms 

take advantage of fertile soil, filtered sunlight and mild weather. 

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, Kula CDP residents numbered 

almost 6,500 persons in 2010. 

Kēōkea is also located within the Kula Moku. Chinese settlers are 

credited with founding the town of Kēōkea during the height of the 

sugarcane boom in the 19th century.  By 1900, roughly 700 

immigrants known as the Hakka forced out of their homeland in the 

Pearl River Delta, settled on the edge of Kula in Kēōkea after 

completing their labor contracts and choosing not to return to China.  

They made up a quarter of Maui’s Chinese population at the time.  

Many became vegetable farmers. 

They served a key but, largely unknown role in the California Gold 

Rush, transporting wagonloads of potatoes down to the Kīhei coast for 

shipments to California miners and railroad workers.  The return ships 

brought miner’s soiled clothes for hand laundering. This was a vital 

connection between Maui and California. 
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The Chinese past in Kēōkea is evident in today’s make-up of this small 

community.  The well- preserved wooden and currently active 

Episcopal Church, St. John’s Church, was founded by the Chinese.  Off 

what was known as “Old Chinatown Road”, a narrow passage more 

drive-way than street, is the Kwock Hing Society Building, the first 

two-story structure erected in Upcountry Maui, a refuge that once 

provided assistance to Chinese sugar cane laborers. 

Kēōkea also is known as the adopted home of the Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 

revolutionary of the Qing Dynasty.  Sun Yat-Sen sought refuge with his 

family after his failed attempts to reform China, returning to his 

brother Sun Mei’s ranch that stretched for thousands of acres near 

Kēōkea known as “Kula Chinatown.”   

The U.S. Census Bureau estimated that approximately 1,600 people 

live in Kēōkea in 2010. 

Makawao  

In 1845, King Kamehameha III granted commoners in Makawao the 

right to own land, a right previously only held by ali‛i or chiefs. The 

Māhele, three years later, established a policy of private land 

ownership throughout the kingdom. 

Open spaces, cool seasonal temperatures and ample rainfall enabled 

wheat growing in Makawao during the 1850s.  That was replaced by 

sugar in 1857 when H. A. Spencer started the East Maui Sugar 

Plantation. Tong Akana started the Pi‛iholo Plantation in the 1870s.  

The most notable of Makawao’s sugar industry started in 1869 when 

Henry P. Baldwin and Samuel T. Alexander purchased a twelve-acre 

homestead to raise sugar cane. They later expanded their holdings 

with the 559-acre Bush Ranch in the Sunnyside area. 

There was some wheat planting in the 1850s to supply the California 

Gold Rush market but that faded as cattle ranching started dominating 

the open spaces. Haleakala Ranch of 30,000 acres almost surrounds 

the Makawao area. By the 1930s no acre of sugar cane could be found 

on the Ranch.  

Pineapple was a later development on Haleakala Ranch in the 1930s 

but most acreage was devoted to thousands of head of cattle.  
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Ranching was a source of year-round employment for Hawaiians and 

Chinese who first populated the area. More immigrants, Japanese and 

Portuguese, started their own farms or worked on ranches surrounding 

Makawao. By the 1920s and 30s the town had general stores, a 

theater, a meat market, slaughterhouse, two service stations, a 

harness shop and three blacksmiths. The T. Komoda Store and Bakery 

remains today. 

Makawao has maintained a paniolo ambiance with older store front 

buildings and its fourth of July Makawao Rodeo and Parade. 

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the Makawao CDP, which is a 

portion of the Makawao District, was home to approximately 3,300 

people in 2010.19    

Pukalani  

Pukalani is a suburban community comprising several neighborhoods.  

The first neighborhood is Pukalani Terrace, built in the early 1970s.  

The most recent development is Kualono Upcountry Living, a 49-lot 

subdivision.  Kua‘Āina is a 3 6-unit subdivision is in its pre-sale stage.  

Kulamalu Hale is a 56-unit apartment complex that was funded by the 

Affordable Housing Program. 

Commercial services in Pukalani cater to both neighborhood and 

regional customers.  The Pukalani Terrace Center is Upcountry’s main 

shopping center located on Pukalani Street.  Kulamalu is a new mixed-

use commercial center along Kula Highway. 

The Mayor Hannibal Tavares Community Center & Upcountry Pool is a 

recreational resource serving all of Upcountry.  This 20-acre complex 

includes various athletic fields and a swimming pool.  The 160-acre 

Pukalani Golf Course, Upcountry’s only golf course, was built in 1980.   

The U.S. Census Bureau indicates that 7,574 people resided in 

Pukalani in 2010. 

                                                      

19
 Section 2.1.2 explains the different geographic designations. 
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Ha‛ikū / Huelo 

The Ha‛ikū district has a long agricultural history of sugar and 

pineapple plantation development.  During the 19th century, the tops 

of the ridges between the many gulches were cleared and planted in 

pineapple and sugar cane.  Two sugar mills were in operation in the 

Huelo area, and a mill was located at Ha‛ikū, on the makai side of 

Pu‛u-o-‛Umi (Ha‛ikū Hill).   

George Douglas started the Ha‛ikū Sugar Plantation in 1858. The first 

Ha‛ikū Sugar Mill was erected in 1861 on the east side of Maliko Gulch.  

Products were stored there and shipped by schooner to Honolulu. The 

Ha‛ikū Mill was successful for about eighteen years until the soil was 

exhausted and the mill moved to the west side. The completion of the 

Hamakua Ditch, in 1879, by Henry P. Baldwin and Samuel T. 

Alexander made possible utilization of richer lands outside the rain 

belt. 

A commercial landing was built at Ho‛olawa, primarily for transporting 

milled sugar to Honolulu.  During the 1880s the Pacific Navigation 

Company ran three trips each week between Honolulu and Ha‘ikū, 

bringing 100 tons of sugar per week to Honolulu.  As soon as the 

railroad line from Kahului to Ha‛ikū was completed, commercial 

transportation by water from this area ceased.   

D.D. Baldwin inspired the organization of the Ha‛ikū Pineapple 

Company. He experimented on his farm in Ha‛ikū, with numerous 

costly varieties.  He eventually confined his cultivation to a variety 

called Smooth Cayenne.  In 1901, his first plantings at his Ha‘ikū farm 

were so successful that Maui’s first pineapple company, Ha‘ikū Fruit & 

Packing Company, Ltd. was formed. In 1904, Ha‘ikū Fruit & Packing 

Company, built a successful can-making plant and cannery in Ha‛ikū.  

World War II brought Maui into focus as a Naval, Marine and Seabees 

training and operations center for the Pacific. Maui was the largest 

training grounds for naval air groups in the United States and was the 

rehabilitation center for the wounded and those on R&R. The most 

famous of them, the Fourth Marine Division, is remembered at their 

old headquarters site, Camp Maui, with Ha‘ikū park and community 

playground. 

During the 1970s two-and-a-half-acre lots legally known “agricultural 

subdivisions” are seen with large homes. The largest parcels are open 

to competitive bids of state lands for growing pineapple or other 

agricultural uses. 
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A well-known landmark is the Door of Faith Road, which brings you to 

the Kaulanapueo Church in Huelo.  This historic Protestant church was 

established in 1853 and is still used for worship, with services in the 

Hawaiian language. 

Twin Falls is a popular local and visitor destination featuring hiking 

trails and several lower and upper waterfalls.  Access to this area is via 

Wailele Farm, a 39-acre tropical plant and fruit farm.  Although there 

is no fee for access to the falls, farm tours and nature hikes are 

available for a fee.   

5.1.2.2 East Maui 

The Study Area East Maui communities comprises the Ko‛olau Moku, 

which encompasses several ahupua‛a.  The following discussion 

focusses on Ke‘anae and Wailuānui, as well as Nāhiku. 

Ke‛anae / Wailuānui  

Ke‘anae is reported to have been an active agricultural community 

historically and during pre-contact times.  Its lands have been used 

intensively for wetland kalo cultivation.  The need for kalo significantly 

declined as Native Hawaiian populations declined with the arrival of 

western disease.  The result was unattended lo‘i in the Ke‘anae area.  

A new market emerged, however, in the second half of the nineteenth 

century, with the increased market for rice due to the increase of 

Chinese laborers on sugar plantations in Hāna.  When their labor 

contracts were completed, Chinese immigrants grew rice, with the 

advantage of a pond field irrigation system already in place in Ke‘anae.  

They leased former lo‘i lands from Hawaiian owners for rice cultivation 

in Ke‘anae and  Wailuānui .   

The Chinese farming community flourished in Ke‘anae, and with an 

increase in population came the construction of buildings necessary for 

production and housing related to the rice plantations, as well as the 

establishment of socially-related organizations.  Rice farming declined 

sharply after 1910 and ceased by 1935. 

Of significance, around 1920, many Hawaiians returned and began 

commercially cultivating taro on Ke‘anae Homesteads.  Due to its 

important cultural and historical significance, the Ke‘anae Peninsula 

taro complex has been designated as a State Inventory of Historic 

Places, or SIHP. 

http://activerain.com/blogsview/587612/Door-of-Faith-Road
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A major influence in the social environment of Ke‘anae and Wailuānui  

has been the development of roadway infrastructure.  In 1912, a 

narrow road and bridges were completed that connected Kailua to 

Nua‘ailua Bay near Ke‘anae, and by 1915, other contractors had built a 

road connecting Hāna to Ke‘anae.  In June 1925, the grand opening of 

the Kailua-to-Ke‘anae portion of the Belt Road was celebrated by a 

procession of automobiles to Ke‘anae.   

The Ke‘anae Protestant Church on the Ke‘anae peninsula, also referred 

to as Ke‘anae Congregational Church or Ke‘anae Church, is designated 

as an SIHP.  It was dedicated in 1860 and completed in 1863.  Of 

note, this was the only structure left standing on the peninsula when 

an April 1946 tsunami hit this coastline. 

The Ke‘anae School was built in 1912 and subsequent additions 

expanded the original building.  Due to decreasing enrollment, the 

school closed in 2005 and Ke‘anae students travel every day to schools 

in Hana. 

It is estimated that in 2010, Ke‘anae –  Wailuānui  – Nāhiku was home 

to 1,056 residents. 

Nāhiku 

The Archaeological Literature Review and Field Inspection for the 

Proposed Lease for the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo 

License Areas for this EIS (Cultural Surveys 2018) indicates that 

studies of historic land use refer to flat and terraced lands within 

Ko‘olau Moku were intensively and continuously used for wetland taro 

cultivation or lo‘i agriculture from the pre-Contact era through the 

present day. 

East Maui’s experience with the growth of early sugar was two-fold.  

First, Samuel T. Alexander proposed a massive construction project to 

bring mountain water from East Maui streams to their plantations to 

the west along the slopes of Haleakalā.  In July 1877, the first water 

began flowing out of East Maui through the EMI Aqueduct System. 
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At the same time, Hāna and the undeveloped slopes of East Maui were 

described as one of the last natural environments that offered the 

potential for commercialized agriculture, including sugar, coffee and 

rubber plantations.  In 1898, large parcels of land in Nāhiku were sold, 

and the Nāhiku Sugar Company was formed.  Water rights for the 

Makapipi watershed were jointly shared between the sugar company 

and multiple homesteaders who collectively formed the body of the 

company’s sugar growers.  Sugar cultivation in Nāhiku was dependent 

on local farmers because a significant portion of the cultivated land 

was deeded to the same farmers who had water rights. 

For a brief period, A&B acquired Nāhiku Sugar Company in 1899.  

Even with this financial backing, profits declined and by mid-1900, 

development work on the plantation ceased. 

The Nāhiku Sugar Company completed the construction of a landing 

for the Territorial Government of Hawai‘i in 1901 and constructed rail 

lines for a derrick at the landing. There is no record of the use of 

locomotives on the rail lines that were constructed.  The construction 

of the landing at Nāhiku placed the plantation owners in additional 

financial hardship and House of Representatives deferred the landing’s 

construction cost to the government.   

In 1902 local homesteaders petitioned their congressional 

representation not to grant additional water rights to the Nāhiku Sugar 

Company that would infringe on the already established rights of local 

farmers who had since had a falling out with the Company.  It is noted 

that water rights and land were shared from the start, so when local 

homesteaders refused to plant additional cane for the mill in response 

to a perceived threat to their individual water rights, the Nāhiku Sugar 

Company petitioned for additional water rights from neighboring 

watersheds in inaccessible gulches to the northwest to supplement the 

shortage. Since the initial licenses were upheld, and the homesteaders’ 

rights protected, the Nāhiku Sugar Company was forced to increase 

cultivated land or cease the plantation.   

When the founding homesteaders ceased their relationship with the 

sugar company, it put the company at risk of collapse due to 

insufficient land and water access for continued cane cultivation.  
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In 1902, a merger was planned with the Hāna Sugar Plantation by 

which the plantation would pay an annual rental of $4,500 over a 26-

year lease which included water rights.  In 1904, A&B bought the 

remaining stock in the Nāhiku Sugar Company.  After a brief boom 

with an unsuccessful rubber plantation, all the former sugar plantation 

land at Nāhiku was acquired by HC&S and EMI under the parent 

corporation of A&B.   

Today, A&B supplies MDWS approximately 20,000 to 45,000 GPD of 

water, dependent on weather conditions, directly from the EMI 

Aqueduct System that is serviced to Nāhiku through a development 

tunnel in the Ko‘olau Ditch near Makapipi Stream.  

5.2. A&B Relationship in Social Context 

The role and relationships between A&B and the social environment 

evolved over a hundred years and influenced land use, the economy, 

the natural environment and many people and cultures.  Section 5.2.1 

provides an historic perspective and Section 5.2.2 describes the 

current conditions that are part of the overall framework in which the 

proposed water lease is being considered. 

5.2.1  Historic Perspective 

5.2.1.1 The Sugar Industry 

Sugar cane was brought to Hawai‘i by early Polynesian voyagers 

before European contact.  It was cultivated in a land system described 

in Section 5.1.1 and used for centuries before it was grown 

commercially. 

Around 1869, two young men, Samuel Thomas Alexander and Henry 

Perrine Baldwin, sons of pioneer missionaries, started a sugar business 

on twelve acres of Bush Ranch in the Sunnyside area of Makawao. In 

1870, they paid $8,000 for an additional 559 acres, marking the birth 

of what would become Alexander & Baldwin, Inc., or A&B.20 

                                                      

20
 C. Allan Jones, and Robert V. Osgood,  From King Cane to the Last Sugar Mill (University of 

Hawaii Press, 2015), p. 31. 
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By 1876, the partners had expanded their sugar acreage and began to 

seek a reliable source of water for their crop. Alexander devised an 

irrigation system that would bring water from the windward slopes of 

Haleakalā to Central Maui to irrigate 3,000 acres of cane on their lands 

as well as neighboring plantations. Baldwin oversaw development of 

Alexander’s vision which became known as the Hamakua Ditch. Within 

two years the ditch was complete. This system would later become a 

model for similar Hawai’i irrigation projects. 

Over the next 30 years, the two men became agents for nearly a 

dozen plantations.  They eventually expanded their plantation interests 

by acquiring Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company (HC&S).  

Seven constructed water catchment / diversion ditches plus various 

tunnels, flumes, intakes, reservoirs, inverted siphons, a solar powered 

radio telemetry system to monitor ditch flow, and other devices 

comprise the EMI Aqueduct System, which was formed in 1908.21 The 

ditches, in the order in which they were built, are: Old Hamakua, 

Ha‛ikū, Manuel Luis / Lowrie / Center, Ko‛olau, Kauhikoa, New Ha‛ikū, 

and Wailoa.  

Water collection begins at roughly the 1,300-foot elevation and is 

ultimately delivered  to Central Maui, covering a linear distance of 25 

miles from the ditch system’s western to eastern extent.  Historically, 

an estimated 60 billion gallons per year at roughly 165 million gallons 

per day (MGD) was collected and delivered to Central Maui. Built at a 

time when Hawai‘i was still an independent kingdom, the EMI 

Aqueduct System was the first of its kind both in the Pacific and on the 

U.S. West Coast.  

Upon completion of the major ditch features, the EMI Aqueduct 

System collects the runoff water from the Collection Area that is 

approximately 50,000 acres, of which EMI owned approximately 

17,000 acres and the State of Hawai‘i owns approximately 33,000 

acres.  

In addition to supplying A&B’s former sugar cane plantations with 

water, the EMI Aqueduct System also supplies the  MDWS with an 

estimated 2 billion gallons of potable water per year for domestic and 

agricultural purposes from the Collection Area. 

                                                      

21
  Ibid, pp 110 -113. 
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The sugar industry suffered many challenges and in 2015, A&B 

reported an operating loss of approximately $30 million in 

agribusiness.  It was difficult to sustain such losses, and the Pu‛unēnē 

Sugar Mill harvested its final harvest in December 2016.  22 

5.2.1.2 Plantation Camps and Community Building 

In addition to its reshaping of the sugar industry by redirecting 

abundant stream water from East Maui, A&B also significantly 

contributed to the social fabric of Maui due to its immigrant labor force 

and by providing its workers with a communal environment.   

A&B supplemented the local Maui labor force with immigrant workers 

permitted under the 1850 Masters and Servants Act (see Section 2.1).  

Immigrants arrived by the thousands from China, Japan, the 

Philippines, the Portuguese Islands of Madeira and the Azores, Puerto 

Rico, Korea, and Spain.   

There were 25 camps housing workers in the 1940s.  These camps 

were located near the Pu‛unēnē and the Pā‛ia Sugar Mills.  The camps 

were communities.  Collectively, they contained churches, public 

schools, Japanese-language schools, two hospitals, theaters, 

swimming pools, a gymnasium and child care nurseries.   

By 1951, the plantation employed 11,000 people, many with families.  

Plantation workers were reportedly increasingly comfortably housed, 

well paid with field wages high compared to sugar workers in Florida, 

Louisiana and Puerto Rico.  While camps were generally ethnically 

organized, such as Japanese camps, Filipino camps, Chinese camps, 

Portuguese camps, and so on, workers often mingled in recreational, 

religious and social activities. 

Through its subsidiary HC&S, A&B provided medical care to its 

workers.  It renovated Pu‛unene Hospital, which operated until 1956, 

after which time worker patients were sent to the Central Maui 

Memorial Hospital.  Plantation doctors joined to open the Maui Clinic in 

1959 to serve patients covered by the company’s medical plan. 

                                                      

22
  “End of an era: Hawaii’s last sugar mill wraps up final harvest,” Star Advertiser, December 12, 

2016. 
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The plantation established recreational facilities, such as the F.F 

Baldwin Park in Pu‛unene.  These facilities were managed by 

community association and were eventually dedicated to Maui County 

or reverted to cane land.  Often, plantation camps sponsored baseball 

teams, boxing leagues and bowling tournaments, as well as scouts 

programs. 

A memorable story is the Three-Year Swim Club.  Coach Soichi 

Sakamoto, a teacher at Pu‛unene School, taught plantation children 

how to swim in the irrigation ditches.  The steady flow of ditch water 

was used to help develop new techniques to train swimmers in the 

Three-Year Swim Club to compete in the Olympics.  When the F.F. 

Baldwin Park opened in 1936, the swimmers practiced the community 

pool and easily beat their competition.  Although World War II would 

interrupt their progress toward the Olympics, the swimmers won 

Hawai‘i and Mainland competitions.  In the 1948 Olympics in London, 

one of the club members captured gold medals in two swimming 

events. 

After World War II, it was increasingly clear that plantation camps 

were becoming a thing of the past.  The agriculture industry was 

becoming more mechanized and the demand for workers lessened 

significantly.  The rise of unionization required increased compensation 

and benefit plans.  Plus, the economy offered many people more 

options in employments, options less rigorous than field and mill jobs.   

As plantation camps deteriorated and were closing, the demand for 

single-family housing became more evident.  HC&S prepared a plan for 

the sugarcane fields around the Kahului Harbor.  It called this area 

“Dream City,” which was a large-scale master planned community 

comprising single family homes, businesses, schools, churches and 

parks.   

The intent was to offer home ownership for plantation workers and 

other residents.  Fee simple house and lot packages were offered 

between 1950 and 1963.  The first owners moved into their house in 

July 1950.  The Kahului Shopping Center was built in 1951. Dream City 

homes originally purchased for less than $9,000 in the 1950s currently 

sell for between $590,000-$650,000. 

This urbanization significantly changed the physical landscape in the 

Kahului and Wailuku area by centralizing a major portion of Maui’s 

population, its commerce activities and government services.  It also 

altered the social environment irrevocably by replacing the 25 

plantation camps with a consolidated and integrated planned 

development. 
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5.2.2  Current State 

5.2.2.1 CWRM IIFS Decision 

As earlier discussed, the proposed action is different from typical SIA 

subjects, which generally deal with a change, whether it is public 

policy, land use development or infrastructure systems.  The proposed 

action is a continuation of the use of water from State-owned land 

through an existing system that has been operational for over a 

century.  Yet, the circumstances of the use and users of this water 

have changed dramatically.  These changes need to be clearly 

articulated to analyze possible social impacts in its proper context.   

There are three fundamental changes from A&B’s previous long-term 

leases and subsequent revocable permits as hereby discussed. 

Commission on Water Resource Management Decision and 

Order 

On June 20, 2018, the State of Hawai‘i Commission on Water Resource 

Management (CWRM) issued its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, 

and Decision and Order (D&O) setting Interim Instream Flow 

Standards (IIFS) for the East Maui Streams that had been the subject 

of IIFS petitions that evolved through several CWRM proceedings since 

May 2001.   

In setting IIFS, CWRM is required to weigh the importance of the 

present or potential instream values with the importance of the 

present or potential uses of water for non-instream purposes, including 

the economic impact of restricting such uses.23  

In setting the IIFS for these East Maui streams, CWRM prioritized the 

instream uses that allowed the stream species to flourish, traditional 

and customary native Hawaiian rights, both appurtenant and gathering 

rights, to be actively practiced, and non-municipal domestic uses to be 

supported.   

CWRM also recognized that there are streams for which restoration of 

flow would not result in significant biological or ecological gains and 

that the water may be better used for non-instream uses.  For those 

streams, a connectivity flow to allow for movement of instream biota 

would be sufficient.   

                                                      

23
 HRS § 174C-71(2)(D)  
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CWRM recognized that there is significant value in the non-instream 

uses which include municipal use, such and domestic and and 

agricultural use.  The value of the non-instream uses goes beyond 

mere economic value to the users.  It supports uses that range from 

households, schools and hospitals to small truck farms and large 

agricultural concerns.  It also assures the continued presence of 

agriculture in central Maui, a value which has been incorporated by the 

community through its inclusion in the Maui Island Plan/General Plan 

2030, the Countywide Policy Plan, and the various Community Plans.  

In explaining the IIFS decision stream by stream, CWRM generally 

described the following categories of streams. 

 Conveyance of Water to Kalo Growing Areas for Community 

Use 

CWRM ordered that all diversions on the following streams cease to 

allow for all water to flow to the taro growing areas or for 

community and non-municipal domestic uses:  Honopou, Huelo 

(Puolua), Hanehoi, Pi‛ina‛au, Palauhulu, Waiokamilo, Wailuānui, 

Ohia, Waianu, Kualani, and Makapipi.  

 Water for Streams With High Biological Value 

Hawai‘i’s streams support a unique variety of native fish, shrimp, 

mollusks and insects that live a diadromous lifecycle.  This is 

characterized by “two runs,” one to the ocean as newly hatched 

larvae and subsequent return from the ocean to fresh water as 

juveniles.  The best scientific evidence currently available indicates 

that 64 percent of median base flow (BFQ50) generally represents 

the flow necessary to restore 90 percent of the habitat in a stream 

(H90).  Absent any physical barriers to upstream or downstream 

migrations or interruptions in connectivity, the H90 flow is believed 

to provide suitable conditions for growth, reproduction, and 

recruitment of native stream animals as well as protection of 

traditional and customary native Hawaiian gathering rights, which 

are affected by the size of native animal populations in a stream.   
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CWRM expects that the restoration of flows to streams that are 

spread out geographically will provide greater protection against 

localized habitat disruptions, will produce a wider benefit to 

estuarine and near-shore marine species, and will result in 

improved comprehensive ecosystem function across the entire East 

Maui watershed.  CWRM identified the following streams as having 

the potential to benefit greatly from restoration of flow to a 

minimum H90 level based on the biological diversity and habitat 

that already exists under diverted conditions:  Pi‛ina‛au, Wailuānui, 

Honomanu, Waikamoi, Nua‛ailua, East Wailuaiki, Kopiliula, and 

Waiohue.  Restoration of these streams should allow the stream 

species to flourish and reproduce, benefiting not only the natural 

environment but also allowing for better opportunity for the 

exercise of traditional and customary native Hawaiian rights.  

Additionally, CWRM ordered full restoration of West Wailuaiki 

Stream and Honomanu Stream.  West Wailuaiki presents a unique 

research opportunity to collect valuable information regarding the 

impact of full restoration of a stream versus habitat restoration H90.  

East and West Wailuaiki lie in close proximity to each other with 

similar biological values and similar habitat and biota, and the 

study of these two streams in combination with one another should 

provide information regarding the impact, if any, of full restoration 

versus habitat restoration.  Honomanu Stream, despite having 

several diversions on it, has a high biological rating with a potential 

for high natural habitat gains with the restoration of flow to the dry 

reaches.  Thus, CWRM ordered that Honomanu Stream should have 

full streamflow restoration below the Lower Kula Ditch diversion, 

which provides water for the MDWS system that is used for 

domestic and agricultural uses.   

 Water for Streams That Have Barriers to Biological or 

Ecological Improvements 

Other streams, because of the geomorphology of the stream or the 

presence of groundwater input through the presence of streams, 

are gaining streams and no additional release of water past the 

diversions are believed necessary to maintain habitat below the 

diversions at this time.  To allow for the movement of biota, CWRM 

ordered that there be a minimum connectivity flow across the 

diversion structures to allow for passage of biota upstream.   This 

minimum connectivity flow would be twenty percent (20%) of the 

instream flow.  Streams that are set at connectivity flow are: 

Kapaula, Pa‛akea, Pua‛aka‛a, Puohakamoa, Ha‛ipua`ena, Nua‛ailua, 

Waiaaka, and Hanawi.  
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 Non-instream Use of Water for Municipal and Agricultural 

Uses 

CWRM acknowledged that in the context of a proceeding to set 

IIFS, it does not have the authority to determine how much water 

may be used for non-instream use for municipal and agricultural 

uses.  That authority lies with the BLNR in issuing a water lease 

pursuant to HRS § 171-58, subject to the IIFS set by CWRM.  

Recognizing that the non-instream uses, especially municipal use, 

are valued uses, CWRM set the IIFS to allow MDWS to continue to 

divert water through its Upper and Lower Kula pipelines.  In not 

requiring full restoration of all streams, CWRM has allowed some 

streams to continue to be diverted so that BLNR may continue to 

license the diversion of water not needed to meet the IIFS from 

those streams for non-instream use.  The available water would 

also include freshets and stormwater which are not included in the 

calculation of the IIFS.   

CWRM recognized that the EMI Aqueduct System remains a 

valuable asset that delivers non-instream public trust benefits, such 

as drinking water, as well as other reasonable and beneficial uses.  

The reduction in diversions does not, by itself, compromise the 

structural integrity of the EMI Aqueduct System so long as it 

continues to be maintained as a single coordinated system.  CWRM 

considered factors that contribute to the operational capacity of the 

existing EMI Aqueduct System by allowing some water diversions 

from streams in the higher elevation eastern portion of the 

watershed.   

Further, CWRM recognized that the water that may be licensed by 

the BLNR from the petitioned East Maui streams may not be 

sufficient to satisfy the full implementation of A&B’s Diversified 

Agricultural Plan.  It expected that a sufficient amount of non-

instream water would be available to provide the initial phase of 

allowing lands already designated as Important Agricultural Lands 

in central Maui to be developed for diversified agriculture.   
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5.2.2.2 Diversified Agriculture Replaces Sugar Mono Crop 

The original water leases were issued to support thousands of acres of 

sugar cultivation.  Sugar operations provided predictable employment, 

and its process from field to cane burning to processing was generally 

understood by local residents.  And though cane burning was 

bothersome for some, the cane fields provided a green backdrop 

appreciated by residents and visitors alike.  Sugar cultivation ceased 

with the 2016 closure of the sugar mill. 

The current proposed water lease is intended to support diversified 

agriculture, a departure from the mono crop nature of sugar.  A&B 

presented possible diversified agricultural ventures, including forestry 

crops, livestock, pasture-fed dairy operations, biogas feed crop, 

beverage crops, orchard crops including pongamia, and mechanized 

harvested crops.  However, these options were presented as 

possibilities, not as firm and exact plans.  Further, more specific 

information regarding diversified agriculture has been developed by 

the new landowner and is presented in the next section. 

5.2.2.3 New Landowner 

Effective January 1, 2017, A&B converted to a real estate investment 

trust, or REIT.  The move was intended to operate commercial real 

estate business within the REIT structure, and continue to operate 

active real estate development for sale projects, diversified agricultural 

activities and materials and construction business through a taxable 

REIT subsidiary.24 

                                                      

24
 “Hawaii Real Estate Platform Through Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) Structure,” available at 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/alexander--baldwin-to-strengthen-hawaii-real-estate-

platform-through-real-estate-investment-trust-reit-structure-300485020.html  

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/alexander--baldwin-to-strengthen-hawaii-real-estate-platform-through-real-estate-investment-trust-reit-structure-300485020.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/alexander--baldwin-to-strengthen-hawaii-real-estate-platform-through-real-estate-investment-trust-reit-structure-300485020.html
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On December 20, 2018, A&B announced that it sold approximately 

40,000 acres of former HC&S lands for $262 million to Mahi Pono  for 

the purposes of cultivating a variety of food and energy crops.  This 

was to ensure the continued agricultural use of these Central Maui 

lands, the preservation of green open space in Central Maui, and a 

consistent and long-term source of revenue for the local economy.  

Mahi Pono will also partner in the ownership and management of the 

EMI Aqueduct System.25 

Mahi Pono is a joint venture of Pomona Farming, LLC, and PSP 

Investments.  Pomona Farming, LLC, is a California-based agricultural 

group.  This global investment and food branding company manages 

93,000 acres of farmland.  PSP Investments is one of Canada’s largest 

pension investment managers and services Canadian public service, 

Armed Forces and Royal Canadian Mounted Police and Reserve Force.   

A&B sold land and related agricultural operations to Mahi Pono for 

$262 million. The change in ownership involved 41,000 acres in 

Central Maui and EMI watershed land, as well operations involving 

Kulolio Ranch, Central Maui Feedstocks and a 250-acre trial of energy 

crops.  Additionally, Mahi Pono now owns 50 percent of the EMI 

Irrigation Aqueduct System and is the managing partner of the 

system.  The former sugar mill site was not included in the purchase. 

Mahi Pono extended employment to EMI employees and the A&B farm 

team.  Almost all employment offers were accepted.  Mahi Pono’s 

leadership team includes several people local to the Maui community. 

At the time of the original SIA (June 2019) report, Mahi Pono was 

working on two farm plan alternatives, both of which involve 31,177 

acres 26 and included:  

 tropical fruit and nut crops 

 coffee and specialty crops 

 diversified agriculture, including land set aside for community 

agriculture near the former sugar mill, and  

 irrigated and unirrigated pasture lands.   

                                                      

25
 “A&B agreement with Mahi Pono launches new era of agriculture on Maui: Former HC&S lands to 

be repurposed as diversified agriculture farms, available at https://www.prnewswire.com/news-

releases/ab-agreement-with-mahi-pono-launches-new-era-of-agriculture-on-maui-

300769828.html?fbclid=IwAR1GS_AOvwiD67UlzfiBhp5BsPOBI2S6_py3AUIPGafEzYqcUr-ABkWljZ8  

26
  This acreage does not include lands west of Veterans Highway, which would be irrigated by West 

Maui water sources. 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/ab-agreement-with-mahi-pono-launches-new-era-of-agriculture-on-maui-300769828.html?fbclid=IwAR1GS_AOvwiD67UlzfiBhp5BsPOBI2S6_py3AUIPGafEzYqcUr-ABkWljZ8
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/ab-agreement-with-mahi-pono-launches-new-era-of-agriculture-on-maui-300769828.html?fbclid=IwAR1GS_AOvwiD67UlzfiBhp5BsPOBI2S6_py3AUIPGafEzYqcUr-ABkWljZ8
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/ab-agreement-with-mahi-pono-launches-new-era-of-agriculture-on-maui-300769828.html?fbclid=IwAR1GS_AOvwiD67UlzfiBhp5BsPOBI2S6_py3AUIPGafEzYqcUr-ABkWljZ8
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Assumptions upon which the two farm plans are based are as follow.   

 Available water in Farm Plan based on IIFS allocations 

o Surface water = 61.78 MGD 

o Brackish groundwater = 15.44 MGD (assume 25 percent of 

surface water to maintain appropriate salinity level) 

o Total = 82.35 MGD 

 Available water in Farm Plan based on no stream diversion from 

State land 

o Surface water = 22.54 MGD (assume 25 percent of surface 

water to maintain appropriate salinity level) 

o Brackish groundwater = 5.64 MGD 

o Total = 28.18 MGD27 

Based on these assumptions, it was estimated that there would be an 

approximate 65 percent decrease in available water.  While most farm 

components would correspondingly and significantly decrease in 

acreage, acreage for unirrigated grass-fed cattle would double, from 

11,000 to 22,000 acres.  Further, with no stream diversion from State 

lands, approximately 9,577 acres of unirrigated cattle lands would be 

unproductive for agriculture.  Alternative uses would need to be 

explored and would not include urban development. 

Mahi Pono announced its 2019 crop plan28 for approximately 1,500 to 

2,000 acres in Central Maui.  The first crops to be planted include: 

avocados, bell peppers, potatoes, papaya, guava, lilikoi, white 

pineapple, oranges, mandarin oranges, lemons, limes, coffee and 

macadamia nuts, as well as cover crops such as alfalfa. Mahi Pono’s 

long-term plans will include scaling up citrus fruit, coffee and grass-fed 

beef.   

For 2019, EMI estimates its water deliveries to be approximately 30-35 

million gallons per day (MGD). The total amount includes water used 

by approximately 35,000 Upcountry Maui residents served by the Maui 

County water system, Mahi Pono, and other water users served by 

EMI. This level of water use remains well within the amount of water 

available under the CWRM IIFS decision. 

                                                      

27
 At the time of this writing, there have been updated iterations of crop plans and related water 

implications.  From an SIA perspective, the estimated numbers are important in terms of scale and 

magnitude.  The differences that occurred in this time frame do not indicate significant change in 

magnitude that would change the social context. 

28
 This crop plan is an update of what was presented in the April 2019 interviews and discussed in 

Section 4.2.3. 
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Further, EMI has completed work on 29 diversion structures in the EMI 

Aqueduct System and has secured permits to modify or permanently 

abandon another 30 diversions, with the approval of the additional 

remaining eleven diversions under review by CWRM. 29 

5.3. Potential Social Impacts 

5.3.1  Overall Community 

The larger community, including Maui Island residents and those who 

are not directly affected by the proposed water lease may experience 

social impacts by the proposed action.  This section identifies possible 

social impacts on the general population. 

5.3.1.1 Potential to Realize Public Policies  

Public policy helps to establish a framework for community 

expectations for the future.  Section 3 provides an overview of public 

intent for: 

 The natural environment, including restoring wetlands and 

watersheds and stream flows 

 Stewardship of the natural environment 

 Protecting cultural access to mountain, ocean and island resources 

for traditional Hawaiian cultural practices 

 Diversifying and expanding sustainable agricultures to feed the 

local population and support local farmers, and 

 Ensuring a reliable and affordable supply of water. 

These public policies help to articulate common goals and objectives 

that private and government sectors can coordinate and implement.  

They provide a benchmark of the community’s aspirations and an 

expectation for the future.   

                                                      

29
 Source: Mahi Pono, “MAHI PONO ANNOUNCES 2019 MAUI CROP PLAN: The plan covers 

approximately 1,500 – 2,000 acres to be planted this year, May 8, 2019 
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The proposed action has tested the community’s ability to trust that 

public policy will be realized.  A long-term water lease to access State 

watershed streams, without assurances of a viable future for 

sustainable diversified agriculture, support for local farmers, efficient 

water transmission, Upcountry Maui domestic and agriculture water 

supplies and environmental stewardship, can be perceived mostly as 

just benefitting a private for-profit entity. 

The introduction of Mahi Pono and its attendant vision, agricultural 

focus, and stated objectives regarding environmental responsibility 

and sustainability, diversified agriculture, and support for local farmers 

shifts the paradigm from an uncertain future to a possible scenario 

that may realize, at least in part, community values and vision 

embodied in public policy.   

The possibility that these policies may come to fruition has positive 

social value.  It can guide community expectations towards a more 

hopeful future.  This possibility can encourage people to be willing to 

reach across the table to opposing views, to build bridges that connect 

rather than divide. 

5.3.1.2 Sustainable and Local Agriculture 

In focus groups and interviews, people shared certain values about 

agriculture.  They tend to feel that the time for mono crops is past, 

that mono crops tend to be exported and profits benefit big companies 

and off-island economies.   

There was consensus that diversity is the way of the future.  

Diversified agriculture presents a tapestry of farming landscapes, 

increases opportunities for local products, and provides possibilities for 

a variety of scales, from small family ranches and farms to corporate 

agricultural operations. 

There was also a desire to increase food self-sufficiency for the island 

community.  The local market should be integral for future agricultural 

efforts, thereby ensuring that Maui will have a reliable and accessible 

food supply. 

In and of itself, a long-term water lease does not ensure that these 

values regarding agriculture and food supply can become reality.  The 

context for the long-term water lease has expanded, however, to 

include a new landowner whose primary business is agriculture and 

who claims to embody these values.   
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If Mahi Pono’s stated vision and farm plan objectives are implemented, 

then this would have a positive effect on the social environment.  

Viable diversified agriculture, agricultural products that cater to local 

market and eateries, support for local farmers and ranchers, and food 

self-sufficiency will contribute positively to quality of life and social 

well-being. 

5.3.1.3 Community Interest and Access to Water Collection 

Area 

The water collection area for the proposed action comprises 50,000 

acres, of which 33,000 (66 percent) are State-owned and 17,000 (34 

percent) are privately owned. 30  These lands are relevant to this SIA 

in terms of community use and access.  

Three types of community use and access are associated with portions 

of the State-owned lands. The first two, hiking and hunting, are 

typically allowable uses on many types of State-owned lands.  The Nā 

Ala Hele Hawai‛i Trail and Access System, administered by the DLNR 

Division of Forestry and Wildlife, maintains three trails within the 

License Area, as follows: 

 The Waikamoi Ridge Trail is a 1/2-mile loop trail at the far eastern 

edge of the Waikamoi Preserve.  This trail does not have views of 

waterfalls or streams. 

 The Ke‛anae Arboretum Walk is a 1/8-mile paved walkway from 

Hāna Highway, alongside Pi‛ina‛āu Stream.  This stream is subject 

to the CWRM D&O and full flow is to be restored.  

 The Kaumahina State Wayside, located along Hāna Highway, offers 

views of the adjacent shoreline.  The nearest stream, Ha‛ipua‛ena 

Stream, was designated as a “Public Use Stream” in the CWRM 

D&O because its offstream use aligns with the CWRM’s public trust 

responsibilities (this stream provides water to the County of Maui 

for its Upcountry Maui population). 

                                                      

30
 At the time of this revision, a new condition included in the 2020 Revocable Permit (RP) is that 

the Hanawī Natural Area Reserve (NAR) be removed from the RP Area.  The Hanawī NAR 

encompasses approximately 7,500 acres.  Neither this decrease nor other decreases in the physical 

size of the License Area would  affect the original findings or recommendations of this SIA. It is 

understood that no matter the ultimate size of the License Area determined by BLNR, the License 

Area would preserve the integrity of the EMI Aqueduct System in terms of water collection 

capabilities and the structure of the System itself, as well as the safety of the employees who 

maintain/operate the System.  
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Under current procedures, hiking access to the License Area is 

acquired through a Hiking Waiver issued by EMI.  The two hiking clubs 

that currently enter the License Area, approximately four to six times a 

year, include the Sierra Club Maui Group and Mauna Ala Hiking Club 

Access is not limited to these two clubs.  Hikers seeking to access the 

License Area must follow the same procedures.   

Several focus group participants indicated that they hike in the License 

Area.  It was unclear if they were associated with the aforementioned 

hiking clubs, or if they obtained Hiking Waivers issued by EMI.  Rather, 

several people in focus groups and interviews indicated that they hiked 

as individuals and on their own volition. The proposed action is not 

expected to alter this condition and therefore not impact the social 

environment.  As previously footnoted, there is a potential reduction in 

the size of the License Area, and at the time of this writing, the extent 

of reduction is unknown.  It is therefore not possible to ascertain how 

public access would change in the License Area.  Further, EMI would 

not be leasing lands in the NAR and would therefore not be in Hiking 

Waivers on lands within the NAR.  

In terms of hunting, the Ko‛olau Reserve Hunting Unit encompasses 

portions of Huelo, Honomanū, Ke‛anae and Nāhiku License Area.  

Hunters need to secure licenses and an EMI Permit / Waiver.  Hunting 

grounds are limited to one hunting party per hunting area.  EMI 

manages access to hunting grounds via eight EMI access roads.  

Although hunters may enter the License Area by vehicular access, 

most areas are traversed by foot.  In the focus groups and interviews 

for this SIA, hunting was not raised as an issue.  Therefore, it is 

assumed that the proposed action will not alter hunting. 

The third community interest in State-owned lands is related to the 

EMI Aqueduct System.  EMI maintenance and repair activities on the 

Aqueduct System, including ditches, tunnels and flumes, involve 

keeping the waterways clear of trees, weeds, rocks, dirt and anything 

that will impede water flow.  In focus groups and interviews, 

participants said that they have submitted requests to the DLNR for 

maps of the EMI Aqueduct System on State lands.  They said that EMI 

maintains locked gates on State lands; this prohibits public access to 

public lands under a Revocable Permit issued to EMI.  Reportedly, 

general public access is restricted due to concerns about liability, and 

particularly concerns about damage and liability that could arise from 

public access to the System itself.   
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Certain focus group participants have been seeking access to the 

State-owned lands to 1) observe and monitor the EMI Aqueduct 

System handling of water and 2) engage in cultural practices. 31 

Reportedly, these requests were submitted to either EMI or the State 

DLNR and have been unanswered. Unless these conditions are 

specifically addressed in subsequent water lease permits or in Mahi 

Pono operations, it is expected that this situation will continue. 

EMI and Mahi Pono do not sublease the State-owned lands that are 

current subject to a Revocable Permit and would be subject to a water 

lease under the proposed action.   

5.3.2  Affected Groups 

5.3.2.1 East Maui  

For decades, East Maui residents, farmers and cultural practitioners 

have been advocating for the reduction of stream diversions and the 

return of full stream flows.  Focus group participants and interviewees 

stressed that previous water leases have had significant impact on 

their culture, social well-being and generational ability to thrive in East 

Maui. 

While the recent CWRM decision addresses or mitigates that impact to 

some degree, the proposed long-term water lease would still affect  

streams in their area.  The proposed action is viewed as a continuation 

of taking East Maui water to support a private for-profit company.  The 

proposed action is not seen by focus group participants as part of a 

solution, but rather as an extension of past wrongs.  Focus group 

participants vowed to continue to oppose the proposed water lease, 

and advocate the removal of all diversion structures from the kalo and 

community streams designated for full restoration.  They also noted 

that East Maui streams have been flowing well since sugar cultivation 

ceased.  They were very concerned that once active steam diversion 

resumes, stream flow in the majority of East Maui streams will be 

lessened and again restricted. 

                                                      

31
 It is understood that EMI has not denied access into the License Area for anyone that has 

requested such access for cultural purposes. 
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EMI has indicated that it is modifying or removing several diversion 

structures to complete restoration of diverted streams that have been 

designated for full flow.  This has positive social value for East Maui 

because it represents progress in stream restoration.  Stream 

restoration addresses physical mitigation and will support cultural and 

food gathering practices.   

Nevertheless, non-tangible social impacts still remain.  In follow-up 

interviews, there was hope that Mahi Pono would address problems 

with physical infrastructure by improving stewardship of the EMI 

Aqueduct System.  It was stressed, however, that, while physical and 

environmental mitigation is crucial, there is still a fundamental need to 

rectify social, cultural and emotional impacts that have developed for 

over one hundred years.  Although Mahi Pono did not cause these 

impacts, the company has inherited a legacy that is generational and 

needs to be addressed to help these East Maui community move 

forward. 

5.3.2.2 Ha‛ikū and Huelo Downstream Residents and Farmers 

For Ha‛ikū and Huelo residents and farmers downstream of the EMI 

Aqueduct System, the proposed water lease is often perceived as a 

continuation of what they have been experiencing for many decades.  

Focus group participants and interviewees cited problems with the 

management of the EMI Aqueduct System in terms of both diversion 

activities and infrastructure condition.   

In addition, the proposed action is considered a continuation of 

restrictions on their ability to access and use stream water on their 

properties.  Until these conditions are addressed, the proposed action 

would continue related social impacts on this group. 
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5.3.2.3 Local Farmers and Ranchers 

The effect of the proposed water lease on Maui-based farmers, 

ranchers and flower growers will depend on whether they can 

participate in future diversified agriculture in Central Maui.  Thus far, 

there has been discussion regarding setting aside land for local 

farmers and eventually creating support facilities and services 

intended to provide means to reduce costs for individual farms.  

Independent local farmers may realize benefit from common support 

facilities and services, such as tubing, fencing, fertilizer and 

transportation to market, if such support is part of the larger Mahi 

Pono operations.   

Little or no mention has been made regarding including livestock 

farmers in Mahi Pono’s farm plan. 

For Upcountry Maui farmers in the current and 262-acre expansion of 

Kula Agricultural Park, the effect of the proposed action will depend on 

how much water they can receive if the water lease is granted.  There 

is a current allocation for the Kula Agriculture Park and the 262-acre 

expansion.   

Further dialogue that addresses specific conditions with local farmers 

and ranchers is needed to realize a positive social impact on this 

group. 

For East Maui farmers, the proposed water lease would continue to 

divert water from streams not designated for full restoration, although 

some are mandated to have partial restoration to support the stream 

habitat. When active diversion resumes, it is expected that an overall 

decrease in stream flow will occur in East Maui when compared to 

current conditions, but there will be an overall increase in stream flow 

compared to when sugar was fully operational in Central Maui.  The 

extent of social impacts on East Maui farmers will depend on how 

water flow and quantity affect their farming once diversions resume at 

a greater amount than at present.  

5.3.2.4 Upcountry Domestic Users 

The effect of the proposed action on Upcountry Maui domestic water 

users will depend on how much water will be released from the EMI 

Aqueduct System for MDWS use.  If Upcountry Maui water needs 

exceed its water allocation, other sources of water will need to be 

developed.  The cost of well development and pumping is expected to 

result in increased water fees.   
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6. Cumulative Social Perspectives and 

Recommended Mitigation 

Section 5 discussed social impacts from an overall community 

perspective and on special social groups.  This section discusses a “big 

picture” perspective that integrates uses and users in the larger 

context of balancing need and beliefs.  Section 6.1 discusses the social 

impacts of a water system from the “big picture” or cumulative 

perspective.  Section 6.2 presents proposed mitigation measures. 

6.1. Cumulative Social Perspective 

From an SIA perspective, water is simultaneously practical, i.e. need 

and use, and symbolic, i.e. values and beliefs.  Consider the following: 

 While we understand that water is crucial to sustain the 

environment and its inhabitants, some believe water, or wai, is life 

itself.   

 While we know that personal hydration is important for good 

health, we are not often cognizant that water, which makes up 60 

percent of the human body, is as innate as our heartbeats.     

 While we develop complex water systems to operate our factories, 

irrigate our farms and produce electricity, we also pass laws that 

balance societal water needs to protect the quality of water in 

oceans, rivers, and streams. 

The proposed action significantly challenges Maui communities and 

decision makers to balance practical needs with social values and 

beliefs.  This section presents three perspectives to help guide the 

landowner, communities, and decision makers in finding the right 

balance. 
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6.1.1  Social Cohesion 

In research for this SIA, it was found that focus group participants and 

interviewees generally supported fellow community members in their 

need for water.  While cultural practitioners, farmers and ranchers, 

environmentalists, Upcountry residents, and business interests 

advocated for their own needs, they also supported other groups.  

There was a shared belief that there is enough water to meet each 

other’s needs if water distribution were conducted fairly and equitably. 

For them, the fundamental issue that challenges fair and equitable 

water distribution is that one entity, A&B / EMI, is seeking to continue 

to divert water as it has done for over 100 years.  There was much 

skepticism about committing a significant amount of water over a span 

of three decades for crops that are not yet confirmed.   

At the time of the interviews, the change in ownership to Mahi Pono 

meant that a company with experience in sustainable agricultural 

practices is making a commitment to diversified agriculture that will 

serve local and export markets.  As discussed in Section 4, there was a 

discernible shift in community input from the past problems to future 

possibilities with the ownership.   

Often in SIAs for proposed development projects, there are competing 

interests in the community, such as generating jobs versus protecting 

the environment, quality of life versus beneficial fiscal and economic 

impacts, and so on.  Throughout this SIA, however, among community 

groups there tended to be cohesion rather than competition.  

Participants supported fulfilling the water needs of other groups while 

making sure their own needs are met.   

Further, after land ownership changed, interviewees, who represented 

a cross-section of community interests, wanted to see Mahi Pono 

succeed.  They felt that the company’s success, if achieved as 

proposed, is good for the community. 

6.1.2  Roadmap for Predictability 

In community outreach efforts in this SIA, any hope or optimism for 

positive resolution was tempered by uncertainty.  Why do they need so 

much water for 30 years? How much water is really needed?  How will 

the water be used? What if they do not need the water?  What if land 

ownership changes again? 
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For the community, it is difficult to answer these questions, or even 

identify the government agency or body responsible for answering or 

monitoring these questions.  Jurisdictional responsibilities were not 

often discernible to the general public. 

Such uncertainty affects the social environment because people have 

difficulty envisioning how public policies, as discussed in Section 3, 

would be realized.  Though public policies and plans manifest 

community values and expectations and are developed based on 

community input, the actual realization of policies related to the 

proposed action may seem out of reach if such basic questions are not 

answered and conflicts are not addressed.  This uncertainty lends itself 

to distrust in government agencies, their permit and approval 

processes, and elected officials.  This distrust can lead to cynicism and 

apathy, both of which negatively impact the overall quality of life. 

To guide community expectations about what may happen and when, 

public agencies, legislative bodies, and the water lease applicant 

should outline and publicize a roadmap with highlights and milestones 

related to coordinated inter-agency and applicant actions.   

6.1.3  Inclusive Community Engagement 

At the time of this writing, community groups and individuals 

contacted in this SIA seem to have no cohesive or organized 

relationship with Mahi Pono.  Presumably, and based on social media, 

the company is effectively working with select individuals and groups 

to help guide their operations.   

While these community outreach efforts are successful in working with 

some community members, expanding this outreach to the general 

community in a transparent and open process would help to increase 

the base of community influence.  An organized expansion of 

community outreach would help to increase community dialogue, 

manage overall community expectations for predictable outcomes, and 

continue to encourage community cohesion. 
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6.2. Recommended Mitigation 

6.2.1  Core Working Group 

As discussed in Section 1.3, the SIA process and studies are about 

relationships, between people, the environment, government, 

businesses and so on.  Two areas of mitigative measures are 

recommended for consideration, should the proposed water lease be 

granted by the BLNR.  These measures are intended to establish an 

ongoing working relationship between the community, Mahi Pono and 

EMI, and related public agencies, as well as continue resolution with 

East Maui communities. 

Consensus 

It is recommended that interest groups, or stakeholder groups, are 

clearly defined so that there is recognition of who will be affected by 

the proposed water lease.  Groups should include geographic 

communities, environmental, agriculture and business interests, and 

public agencies.  Each group would be encouraged to reach consensus 

on their own needs, concerns, opportunities and possible solutions.   

A starting point for identifying stakeholder groups could be 

interviewees and focus group participants and their networks. 

Collaboration 

It is recommended that interest groups are equitably represented in a 

“Core Working Group” that would serve as a forum for exchanging 

ideas and collaborative efforts, as well as provide feedback and 

suggestions to Mahi Pono.  Each member of the Core Working Group 

would be expected to reach out to their own networks to extend the 

discussion beyond the Core Working Group.  While there would likely 

be strong differences in perspectives and opinions, the Core Working 

Group would need to find ways to establish core principles, common 

ground and manageable solutions. 
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Transparency 

The fundamental value that will help bring people to the same table is 

trust.  The proposed action has elicited skepticism and distrust over 

many decades, and these feelings prevent willingness for participating 

in mediation and collaboration.  While developing trust among the 

various groups will be challenging, the first step is transparency.  

Being open about intent, plans and activities can begin to establish 

credibility and open the door to dialogue.  Given people’s willingness to 

participate in focus groups and interviews for this SIA, it is believed 

that key community leaders would be willing to collaborate if there is 

trust and transparency. 

6.2.2  Keʻanae-Wailuanui Reconciliation 

East Maui residents have a unique relationship with the proposed 

action.  While impacts are first and foremost culture-related, they are 

also entrenched in a social context that is the basis for this mitigation 

recommendation. 

The social impact of diverting water is generational, one that has 

affected livelihoods, family cohesion, the ability to integrate with 

environment for food gathering and recreation, resource stewardship, 

and personal connections or disconnections with values inherent in 

their lifestyles.   

For the Keʻanae – Wailuanui community to move past historical 

impacts, there needs to be established a point of departure.  Mitigation 

needs to go beyond the physical restoration of streams.  It needs to 

address the social context and include apology and reconciliation.  This 

needs to be done within a cultural foundation that binds the 

community together, and key players, including Mahi Pono, public 

agencies and elected officials.  The manner and forum for this process 

should be defined by cultural leaders integral with the process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This Economic and Fiscal Impact Study has been prepared for the Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) for the proposed Water Lease for the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo 
license areas (collectively the License Area).   

A. PROJECT OVERVIEW 

1. Background 

 In May 2001, Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B) and its subsidiary, East Maui 
Irrigation Company, Limited (EMI) (also collectively referred to as A&B) requested 
that the State, pursuant to Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) § 171-58, offer a long-
term (30 year) lease at public auction for the “right, privilege and authority to enter 

and go upon” State-owned lands at Ko‘olau Forest Reserve and Hanawī Natural 

Area Reserve, Hāna and Makawao, Maui, for the purposes of developing, 

diverting, transporting and using government-owned waters.  The requested lease 
(Water Lease or Lease) would allow the use of government-owned waters from 
the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Huelo, and Honomanū license areas. 

2. History of Water Leases 

 Since 1878, A&B, or its predecessors and affiliates, have operated the EMI 
Aqueduct System, which is an integrated system of diversions, ditches, intakes, 
siphons, flumes, and tunnels that collects water from streams located on the rainy 
windward slopes of East Maui.  The EMI Aqueduct System transports water to  
agricultural fields1 in Central Maui, as well as to the Maui County Department of 
Water Supply (MDWS) for the domestic-water needs of Upcountry Maui and the 
irrigation needs of small farms throughout Upcountry Maui, including the County’s 

Kula Agricultural Park (KAP).  The State water lease, as well as subsequent 
revocable permits, has also allowed the Nāhiku community to be served with water 

which, through MDWS, draws water from EMI’s land through EMI’s Nāhiku Tunnel 

through a contractual agreement between MDWS and EMI. 

 Historically, A&B has had water leases from the State of Hawai‘i that authorized 
the development, diversion, transportation, and use of government-owned waters 
emanating from approximately 50,000 acres of land (herein referred to as the 
Collection Area), of which approximately 33,000 acres are owned by the State of 

                                                 

 
1  The Central Maui agricultural fields were owned by Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company 

(HC&S), a former division of A&B.  Herein, HC&S will be refered to as A&B, collectively with A&B 
and EMI. 
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Hawai‘i (License Area) and approximately 17,000 acres were owned by A&B.  
Pursuant to historical rainfall data and long-standing agreements, “government-
owned waters” is deemed to be 70 percent of waters that can be diverted from the 
Collection Area east of Honopou Stream; 30 percent of waters from the Collection 
Area comes from private lands.  After the expiration of the terms of the last long-
term water lease, the BLNR issued year-to-year revocable permits for the License 
Area. 

 It is noted that on June 20, 2018, the Commission on Water Resource 
Management (CWRM) adopted Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and 
Decision and Order, setting the Interim Instream Flow Standards (IIFS) for 24 East 
Maui Streams located within the License Area (CWRM D&O).2  The proposed 
Water Lease will be subject to the CWRM D&O and any future in-stream flow 
standard decisions made during the term of the Water Lease.  As a result, the 
potential future flow of surface water from East Maui will be significantly reduced 
compared to past water diversions that occurred for over 90 years. 

3. Purpose and Needs of Water Lease 

 The objectives of the proposed Water Lease are: 

 Preserve and maintain the East Maui Aqueduct System 

 As mentioned above, A&B has had water leases and revocable permits 
from the State of Hawai‘i that authorized the collection of water and 
operation of the EMI Aqueduct System since 1878. The issuance of the 
Water Lease would allow the EMI Aqueduct System to continue to provide 
water to enable approximately 30,000 acres of fields in Central Maui to 
remain in agriculture, and to supply water to MDWS, which in turn provides 
water for domestic and agricultural water needs in Upcountry Maui, 
including the KAP, and will allow for the continued provision of water for the 
domestic water needs in the Nāhiku community, which, through the MDWS, 
draws water from EMI’s land through EMI’s Nāhiku Tunnel. 

                                                 

 
2  The chart on pages 268-269 of the CWRM D&O identifies 25 streams and tributaries, one of which 

(Ohia/Waianu) is located below the EMI Aqueduct System and has never been diverted into the EMI 
Aqueduct System. Although the original Petitions to Amend the Interim Instream Flow Standards 
identified 27 streams, CWRM found that there were 24, not 27, streams that were the subject of the 
contested case.  The difference being that (i) Waikani is not a stream but a waterfall of Wailuānui 
Stream; (ii) Alo is a tributary of Waikamoi Stream; (iii) Pua‘aka‘a is a tributary of Kopiliula Stream; 
and (iv) Piinaau and Palauhulu are separate streams that join together before reaching the ocean.  
See CWRM D&O, Findings of Fact 56, 2018. 
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 Continue to meet domestic and agricultural water demands in 
Upcountry Maui 

 The EMI Aqueduct System supplies water to the MDWS Upcountry Water 
System, which is the second largest system in the County. It services the 
communities of Kula, Pukalani, MakawaZo, Ha‘ikū, Hali‘imaile, Waiakoa, 

Kēōkea, Waiohuli, ‘Ulupalakua, Kanaio, Olinda, ‘Ōma‘opio, Kula Kai, and 

Pūlehu. The continuation of the use of water through the proposed Water 
Lease is necessary to continue MDWS’s service for agricultural and 

domestic purposes in Upcountry Maui. In addition, the KAP also draws non-
potable water from the MDWS Upcountry Water System to support 31 farm 
lots.  Furthermore, Maui County recently purchased an additional 262 acres 
in Upcountry Maui, which will be the first phase of a new County agricultural 
park, in the vicinity of the KAP.  The source of water for the new agricultural 
park will be the same as for the KAP, Reservoir 40, which is sourced by the 
EMI Aqueduct System. 

 Continue to serve community water demands in the Nāhiku 

Community 

 The Nāhiku community, a small community in East Maui, draws water from 
a development tunnel owned by EMI located east of Makapipi Stream, that 
is accessed by MDWS. The water serves 43 water meters located along 
Nāhiku Road (County of Maui, Department of Water Supply, 2019).  As 
stated above, the proposed Water Lease will enable the continued 
provision of water supply for the Nāhiku community. 

 Continue to provide water for agricultural purposes in Central Maui 

 The proposed Water Lease will enable the EMI Aqueduct System to 
provide continued water service for the cultivation of naturally non-arable 
lands in Central Maui.  Sugar cane activities were terminated in 2016.  The 
Central Maui agricultural lands as well as other lands formerly owned by 
A&B are now owned by MP Central A LLC, MP Central B LLC, MP CPR 
LLC, MP East A LLC, MP East B LLC, and MP West LLC, which acquired 
these lands from A&B in December 2018.  In early 2019, MP EMI LLC 
acquired a 50% interest in EMI and is the managing member of EMI (A&B 
is the other member of EMI).  Agricultural operations are centralized under 
Mahi Pono, LLC.  All such entities are hereinafter referred to, whether 
individually or collectively, as “Mahi Pono”.  Mahi Pono has prepared a 
Farm Plan to put as much of the former sugar cane lands into agricultural 
uses as economically feasible.   
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4. Overview of License Area 

 Collectively, the Nāhiku, Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo License Area 
encompasses approximately 33,000 acres of State Forest Reserve on the 
north slope of  Haleakalā and collectively comprise the License Area.  The location 
of the License Area is illustrated in Figure 1 and described in Table 1. 

Table 1.  License Area 
License 

Area Tax Map Key Area 
Nāhiku  (2)1-2-004:005, 007 (por.) 7,832 acres, more or less 

Ke‘anae  (2)1-1-002:002 (por.) 13,007 acres, more or  
less 

Honomanū (2)1-1-001:044 3,381 acres, more or less 

Huelo  (2)1-1-001:050 
(2)2-9-014:001, 005, 011, 012, 017 

8,752.690 acres, more or less 

 The License Area is within the Ko‘olau Forest Reserve, with mauka portions within 
Ke‘anae and Nāhiku, being bordered by the Kipahulu and Hāna Forest Reserve. 

The Hanawī Natural Area Reserve also lies within the Nāhiku portion of the 
License Area.3 

 The Water Lease assessed herein will allow the lessee to continue to enter the 
License Area “for the purpose of developing, diverting, transporting, and using 

government-owned waters” and to maintain and repair existing access roads and 
trails used as part of the EMI Aqueduct System.  The continued operation of the 
EMI Aqueduct System will deliver water to agricultural lands in Central Maui, as 
well as to MDWS for domestic and agricultural water needs in Upcountry Maui and 
will allow for the continued provision of water for the Nāhiku community. 

 The EMI Aqueduct System diverts water from streams in East Maui, of which the 
majority (36 streams) were diverted from within the License Area (CWRM D&O).  
The CWRM D&O calls for the full restoration of 10 streams within the License Area, 
and reduced diversions in several (12) other License Area streams, some 
significantly. Thus, the Proposed Action proposes to continue to divert a reduced 
amount of water from 26 streams within the License Area, with diversions from 12 
of these 26 streams at reduced levels in accordance with the CWRM D&O.  This 
report will assess the economic and fiscal impacts of the “right, privilege, and  

                                                 

 
3   It is noted that the Hanawī Natural Area Reserve has been removed from the current revocable 

permits issued to A&B/EMI and it, and potentially other land areas, may also be removed from the 
License Area under the proposed Water Lease. 



Proposed Water Lease for the Nāhiku,
Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo License Area

Map of License Area

Figure 1

Prepared for:  Wilson Okamoto Corporation
WOC/E Maui Water Lease/Applications/Figures/LicenseAreas.REV

Source:  Wilson Okamoto Corporation
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 authority to enter and go upon” the License Area “'for the purpose of developing, 

diverting, transporting, and using government-owned waters” for the 26 streams 
within the License Area along with the streams located on private lands outside of 
the License Area and outside of the 50,000 acre, Collection Area.  See Table 2. 

Table 2.  Streams in the License Area 

Area No. Stream Name Petitioned 
Streams 

CWRM 
Ordered 

Restoration 
Status 

Median 
Base Flow 
at IIFS (cfs) 

IIFS Location 

Nāhiku  

1 Makapipi Yes Full 1.3 Above Hāna 
Highway 

2 Hanawī Yes Connectivity 4.6 Below Hāna 
Highway 

3 Kapā‘ula Yes Connectivity 2.8 
On Diversion 

at Koolau 
Ditch 

Ke‘anae  

4 Waia‘aka Yes None 0.77 Above Hāna 
Highway 

5 Pa‘akea Yes Connectivity 0.9 At Hāna 
Highway 

6 Waiohue Yes Full 5 At Hāna 
Highway 

7 Kopili‘ula Yes Habitat (H90) 5.0 Below Hāna 
Highway 

7A 
Pua‘aka‘a 

(tributary of 
Kopili‘ula) 

Yes Connectivity 1.1 Above Hāna 
Highway 

8 East Wailuāiki Yes Habitat (H90) 5.8 At Hāna 
Highway 

9 West Wailuāiki Yes Full 6 Above Hāna 
Highway 

10 Wailuānui (Waikani 
Waterfall) Yes Full 6.1 At Hāna 

Highway 

11 
Kualani (or 

Hāmau) (Below 
Ditch System) 

Yes None (Never 
Diverted) N/A N/A 

12 Waiokamilo Yes Full 3.9 
Below 

Diversion at 
Koolau Ditch 

13 
‘Ōhi‘a (or Waianu) 

(Below Ditch 
System) 

Yes None (Never 
Diverted) 4.7 N/A 

14 
Palauhulu (Hau‘oli 
Wahine and Kano 

Tributaries) 
Yes Full 11 Above Hāna 

Highway 

15 Pi‘ina‘au Yes Full 14 Above Hāna 
Highway 

16 Nua‘ailua Yes Connectivity 0.28 TBD 
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Area No. Stream Name Petitioned 
Streams 

CWRM 
Ordered 

Restoration 
Status 

Median 
Base Flow 
at IIFS (cfs) 

IIFS Location 

Honom-
anū  

17 Honomanū Yes Habitat (H90) 4.2 Above Hāna 
Highway 

18 
Punala‘u (Kōlea 

and Ulunui 
Tributaries) 

Yes Habitat (H90) 4.5 Above Hāna 
Highway 

19 Ha‘ipua‘ena Yes Connectivity 4.9 Below Hāna 
Highway 

Huelo  

20 Puohokamoa Yes Connectivity 8.4 Below Hāna 
Highway 

21 Wahinepe‘e Yes None 0.9 Above Hāna 
Highway 

22 Waikamoi (Alo 
Tributary) Yes Habitat (H90) 6.7 Above Hāna 

Highway 

23 Kōlea No N/A, Status 
Quo N/A N/A 

24 Punalu‘u No N/A, Status 
Quo N/A N/A 

25 Ka‘aiea No N/A, Status 
Quo N/A N/A 

26 
‘O‘opuola 
(Makanali 
Tributary) 

No N/A, Status 
Quo N/A N/A 

27 Puehu No N/A, Status 
Quo N/A N/A 

28 Nā‘ili‘ilihaele No N/A, Status 
Quo N/A N/A 

29 Kailua No N/A, Status 
Quo N/A N/A 

30 

Hanahana (Ohanui 
Tributary – also 

known as 
Hanawana and 

Hanauna) 

No N/A, Status 
Quo N/A N/A 

31 Hoalua No N/A, Status 
Quo N/A N/A 

32 Hanehoi Yes Full 2.54 Upstream of 
Lowrie Ditch 

32A 
Huelo (also known 

as Puolua) 
Tributary 

Yes Full 1.47 at 
Huelo 

Downstream 
of Haiku Ditch 

at Huelo 

33 Waipi‘o No N/A, Status 
Quo N/A N/A 

34 Mokupapa No N/A, Status 
Quo N/A N/A 

35 

Ho‘olawa 
(Ho‘olawa ili and 

Ho‘olawa nui 
Tributaries) 

No N/A, Status 
Quo N/A N/A 
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Area No. Stream Name Petitioned 
Streams 

CWRM 
Ordered 

Restoration 
Status 

Median 
Base Flow 
at IIFS (cfs) 

IIFS Location 

36 Honopou (Puniawa 
Tributary) Yes Full 6.5 Below Hāna 

Highway 
 

B. IMPACT ANALYSIS – BASELINE AND FUTURE CONDITIONS 

 The Proposed Action that is being assessed in the EIS is the issuance of a long-term (30-
year) Water Lease from the BLNR for the continued “right, privilege, and authority to enter 

and go upon” the License Area for the “purpose of developing, diverting, transporting, and 

using government owned waters”, through the existing EMI Aqueduct System which 
supplies water to domestic and agricultural water users.  It is assumed that CWRM D&O 
defines the maximum amount of stream water that can be diverted, subject to actual need. 

 This study will assess economic and fiscal impacts for baseline conditions (including 
certain historical use figures for context), the Proposed Action (preferred alternative), and 
other future conditions (alternatives), as described below: 

1. Baseline Conditions 

a. Sugar Cane Cultivation 

 A&B cultivated sugar cane in Central Maui for over a century.  EMI, a 
subsidiary of A&B, has operated the EMI Aqueduct System since 1878 to 
provide irrigation to the Central Maui fields.  Water service to the MDWS 
for Upcountry Maui began in the early 1960’s.  Although A&B ended sugar 
cane operations in December 2016, the long history of sugar cane 
cultivation is a relevant baseline condition for the purposes of assessing 
economic and fiscal impacts associated with water use from the License 
Area. 

 Data from 2008 to 2013 will be used to represent the recent sugar cane 
cultivation period.  The 2008 to 2013 time period was selected because 
those years are representative of the last six (6) full years of sugar cane 
operations and because the CWRM D&O reports water diversion and 
distribution data for these years.  It is noted, however, that 2008 to 2013 is 
not representative of the long-term historic sugar operations because 
rainfall was below normal, water returned to East Maui streams was large 
enough to adversely affect sugar cane operations, and HC&S struggled to 
achieve profitable operations.  As such, this report will also provide an 
analysis of 2006, for the economic and fiscal impacts specifically related to 
EMI operations and sugar cane cultivation in Central Maui.  The 2006 year 
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is representative of the 1987 to 2006 period of “typical” sugar cane 
operations: rainfall in East Maui was regarded as normal, the restoration of 
stream flows was not large enough to significantly affect HC&S sugar cane 
operations, and the plantation was economically healthy. The 2006 
analysis will be limited to EMI operations and HC&S sugar cane cultivation 
in Central Maui, and will not include economic and fiscal impacts for East 
Maui, Upcountry Maui, or Nāhiku as the impacts for these areas in 2006 
are not anticipated to be substantially different from the 2008 to 2013 
period. 

b. Interim Diversified Agriculture Operations (2017) 

 Since the cessation of sugar cane operations in 2016, some of the former 
cane fields have been transitioned into other agricultural uses.  As will be 
discussed, relative to the Proposed Action below, a mix of diversified 
agriculture is proposed across the former sugar cane lands, approximately 
30,000 acres of which are irrigated by the EMI Aqueduct System.  The 
current “existing condition”, however, is actually an interim condition, with 
the majority of the fields in a fallow state, following the end of sugar cane 
cultivation, and diversified agriculture operations in their infancy.  This 
interim condition is expected to change over time as additional fields are 
transitioned to diversified agriculture.  Water use during the interim 
condition is not representative of the true long-term water demand under 
the Proposed Action due to the limited active agricultural cultivation during 
this early transitional period.  Thus, while the interim diversified agriculture 
operations are the current “existing conditions”, the sugar cane cultivation 
analysis described above provides a more appropriate benchmark to which 
the Proposed Action and other future condition alternatives may be 
compared for the purposes of economic and fiscal impacts.   

2. Future Conditions 

 The year 2030 is used for analyzing the future conditions alternatives. 

a. Proposed Action 

 Under the Proposed Action, it is assumed that through the Water Lease, 
the State would authorize the right to collect waters emanating from 
government owned lands up to the maximum amount allowed under the 
CWRM D&O.  Pursuant to the CWRM D&O and based on historic flows, it 
is estimated that the median amount of water that may be available from 
the Collection Area would be approximately 87.95 million gallons per day 
(mgd), measured at Honopou Stream.  This estimate is based on historical 
ditch and stream flows as well as the implemented IIFS under the CWRM 
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D&O. Note that this is a median, and actual ditch flows are expected to 
range from a low of 21.65 mgd during dry times to a high of 450 mgd 
(maximum capacity of the EMI Aqueduct System) during large rainfall 
events. Immediately west and outside of  the  License Area to Maliko Gulch, 
the EMI Aqueduct System collects approximately an additional 4.37 mgd 
from privately owned lands.  In total, the median amount of surface water 
that may be delivered through the EMI Aqueduct System in compliance 
with the CWRM D&O is approximately 92.32 mgd. 

b. No Action 

 The No Action Alternative would result in no Water Lease being issued by 
the State.  Under the No Action Alternative, the EMI Aqueduct System 
could continue to divert water from privately owned lands in the Collection 
Area (i.e., approximately 30 percent of the water available from the 
Collection Area).  Therefore, the median amount of water estimated to be 
available from the Collection Area at the western boundary of the License 
Area, which is Honopou Stream, under the No Action Alternative would be 
approximately 26.39 mgd.  Additionally, an estimated 4.37 mgd could be 
collected from private land from the western boundary of the License Area 
to Maliko Gulch, for an estimated total of approximately 30.76 mgd water 
delivered through the EMI Aqueduct System.  This is just an estimate, but 
is the assumption being used in assessing the economic and fiscal impacts 
of the No Action Alternative. 

c. Reduced Water Lease Alternative 

 For this alternative, the Water Lease would authorize less water than 
allowed under the CWRM D&O.  The economic and fiscal impact analysis 
presented herein will provide a qualitative analysis of potential impacts 
under the Reduced Water Lease alternative.   

 The amount of water that would be diverted under the Proposed Action and No 
Action Alternatives are summarized in Table 3 below. 

Table 3.  Amount of Water Diverted, Future Conditions 

 Median Water Diversion (mgd) 
Collection Area 

Total At Honopou 
Boundary 

Total At Maliko 
Boundarya 

Proposed Action 87.95 mgd 92.32 mgd 
No Action 26.39 mgd 30.76 mgd 
a  An additional 4.37 mgd of water is estimated to be available based on the water that is 

collected in the area west of the Collection Area to Maliko Gulch.   
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C. AREAS OF POTENTIAL EFFECT 

 This study will assess economic and fiscal impacts associated with the baseline and future 
conditions described above for the following areas of potential effect: 

1. East Maui 

 Due to the heavy rainfall on the windward slopes of Haleakalā and the many 

streams in the area, many of the makai communities in East Maui are well suited 
for growing taro and other crops on small farms.  Also, a number of farmers in East 
Maui have appurtenant and ripairan rights to use water from these streams. The 
analysis of agricultural impacts prepared for the East Maui Water Lease assumes 
that taro farms in East Maui will cover about 55 net acres by 2030 and truck farms 
will cover 45 net acres (Plasch Econ Pacific, LLC, 2020).  This Study will 
summarize economic and fiscal impacts related to agricultural operations in East 
Maui.   

2. MDWS Upcountry Water System Service Areas 

As previously noted, the EMI Aqueduct System supplies water to the MDWS 
Upcountry Maui Water System, which covers approximately 61,500 acres.  See 
Figure 2.  This Economic and Fiscal Impact Study will assess impacts to the 
following users within the Upcountry Water System. 

 Domestic users: Domestic users include residents, businesses, and 
public/quasi-public users.  

 Agricultural users:  Based on analysis using data from the County of Maui’s 

2017 Real Property Tax Assessment information and State Department of 
Agriculture’s Statewide Agricultural Land Use Baseline 2015, approximately 
32,500 acres of land are estimated to be in agricultural cultivation within the 
Upcountry Maui Water System service area.  This includes the KAP, which is 
owned by the County and consists of 31 farm lots ranging in  size from 7 acres 
to 29 acres, for a total of approximately 447 acres.  Maui County purchased an 
additional 262 acres in Upcountry Maui, the first phase of a new County 
agricultural park, in the vicinity of the KAP.The source of water for the new 
agricultural park will be the same as for the KAP, Reservoir 40, which is 
sourced by the EMI Aqueduct System.  



Proposed Water Lease for the Nāhiku,
Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo License Area

Upcountry Water System and Central Maui Fields

Figure 2

Prepared for:  Wilson Okamoto Corporation

NOT TO SCALE

WOC/E Maui Water Lease/Applications/Figures/Upcountry Water Sys and CM Fields

Source:  HC&S; County of Maui, Department of Water Supply
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3. Nāhiku Community 

 The Nāhiku Community, located in East Maui, receives domestic water service 

from MDWS which is sourced from a development tunnel owned by EMI located 
east of Makapipi Stream and is accessed by MDWS.  MDWS services 
approximately 43 water meters, located along Nāhiku Road (County of Maui, 

Department of Water Supply, 2019). 

4. Central Maui 

 A&B historically cultivated sugar cane on the fields of Central Maui for over a 
century.  Approximately 30,000 acres of the agricultural fields in Central Maui are 
irrigated by water diverted by the EMI Aqueduct System.  Refer to Figure 2.  A&B 
terminated its sugar cane activities in 2016, however, the cultivation of naturally 
non-arable lands in Central Maui will be maintained to continue Maui’s rich 

agricultural heritage, and to enhance the sustainability and diversity of Maui’s 

economy. The Central Maui agricultural lands are now owned by Mahi Pono, which 
acquired these lands from A&B in December 2018. Mahi Pono has prepared a 
Farm Plan to put as much of the former sugar cane lands into agricultural uses 
as economically feasible.  The utilization of water from the EMI Aqueduct System 
is an essential component for the successful continued use of former suger cane 
lands for agricultural purposes. 

D. METHODOLOGY 

 This report was prepared utilizing data from a number of public and private data sources, 
including the U.S. Census Bureau, State of Hawai`i, Department of Business, Economic 
Development, and Tourism, CWRM, County of Maui, and Gale Cengage Learning, a 
private demographic and market data service provider. Information pertaining to economic 
and fiscal impacts related to agricultural activities have been derived from the Agricultural 

and Related Impacts Report prepared by Plasch Econ Pacific, LLC for the subject EIS. 

 An overview of the methodology used for the economic and fiscal impact analyses is 
provided below.   

1. Economic Impact Assessment 

 The economic impacts presented herein include discussion of operational costs, 
revenue, employment, and earnings related to the EMI Aqueduct System as well 
as agricultural operations in East Maui (i.e., taro cultivation), Upcountry Maui, and 
Central Maui.  In addition, with respect to the Upcountry Maui service area, 
economic impact considerations relate to the resident population and businesses 
supported by water provided to the MDWS system.   
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 The Hawai‘i State Input-Output Study: 2012 Benchmark Report, which was 
prepared by DBEDT in 2016, was utilized to obtain multipliers for direct, indirect, 
and induced effects for output and employment.  Direct impacts refer to immediate 
effects associated with a change in the economy.  Indirect effects relate to inter-
industry spending or the secondary impacts of a change.  These impacts occur 
when industries buy goods and services from other local industries.  For example, 
indirect effects would include purchase of agricultural equipment or supplies by 
farmers who receive water from the EMI Aqueduct System. Induced effects 
capture household spending impacts generated when people who benefit from 
direct or indirect impacts spend their income on local goods and services.  For 
example, an agricultural worker may spend his or her income on groceries or 
eating out at a restaurant.  For the purposes of this report, indirect and induced 
effects are combined and referred to collectively as “indirect” effects. 

2. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

 Fiscal impacts were analyzed for the State of Hawai‘i and County of Maui general 
funds.  This analysis identifies the key revenues, namely taxes, that the State and 
County would collect.  For each major source, a dollar estimate of revenues is 
provided.  It is noted that this study is not intended to provide a comprehensive 
analysis of all revenue sources that would be impacted but rather focuses on the 
largest revenue sources, in terms of dollars collected.  

 In addition to the State and County general funds, the County of Maui’s Water 
Supply Fund and the State’s Special Land Development Fund are also assessed. 

 It is also noted that the City and County of Honolulu derives tax revenues from 
economic activity on Maui because some of the indirect sales are final sales on 
Oʻahu.  These sales are subject to a 0.5 percent excise-tax surcharge for the City 
and County of Honolulu that went into effect in 2007.   

 Throughout the report, dollar amounts are expressed in terms of 2018 purchasing power 
and market conditions.  Dollar amounts after 2018 are not increased to account for 
inflation, appreciation in property values, changes in labor rates, changes in building costs, 
or other changes in market conditions. 

 It is noted that this report contains quantitative analysis using numbers to estimate 
anticipated impacts.  However, these numbers should not be interpreted as precise 
predictions.  Rather, they represent best estimates of what is expected to occur based on 
available information.
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E. REPORT ORGANIZATION 

 The balance of this report addresses findings of analysis for both economic and fiscal 
impact parameters.  Each of the remaining chapters addresses alternatives associated 
with the Baseline Conditions as well as Future Conditions as described in Section I.B of 
this report.  From a report organization standpoint, this report provides the findings and 
qualitative assessment of impacts (where applicable), as follows: 

 Chapter II: Impacts related to EMI operations 

 Chapter III: Impacts to East Maui 

 Chapter IV: Impacts to Upcountry Maui (including impacts to domestic and  
  agricultural water use) 

 Chapter V: Impacts to Nāhiku 

 Chapter VI: Impacts to Central Maui 

 Chapter VII: Summary  



 

  

 

 

EAST MAUI IRRIGATION 

COMPANY WATER USE 

AND OPERATIONS 

 

II  
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II.   EAST MAUI IRRIGATION COMPANY WATER USE 
AND OPERATIONS 

This Chapter presents an analysis of the direct economic and fiscal impacts associated with the 
East Maui Irrigation Company’s (EMI) operations for the baseline and future conditions. 

A. BASELINE CONDITIONS 

1. Typical Sugar Cane Operations (2006) 

 The year 2006 is used in this analysis as a representative year for “typical” sugar 
cane operations during the 20-year period from 1987 to 2006.  In 2006, EMI 
diverted an estimated 156.54 mgd of surface water.  Average daily use by MDWS 
was 3.23 mgd. 

a. Economic Impacts 

 In 2006, operational costs for EMI was $2.0 million, or $0.035 per 1,000 
gallons (kgal) of surface water.  Operational costs include EMI labor, fringe 
benefits, materials, professional services, taxes, revocable permit rent to 
the State, and other expenses.  It is noted that this represents the cost to 
transport the water to Maliko Gulch.  There were additional costs for water 
transportation and storage from Maliko Gulch to MDWS and the Central 
Maui agricultural fields.  However, these additional costs were covered by 
HC&S.  As such, the $0.035 per kgal cost does not reflect the full cost to 
provide water to MDWS and Central Maui. 

 Direct spending by EMI, excluding the revocable permit payment to the 
State from the operational costs, was $1.8 million.  The purchase of goods 
and services by EMI and the families of employees generated indirect sales 
and in turn, these suppliers generated more indirect sales by their 
purchases of goods and services.  The indirect sales are estimated at $2.2 
million.  Total direct spending and indirect sales was $4.0 million, of which 
$3.2 million was on Maui and $0.8 million on Oahu. 

 EMI employed 16 people in 2006 with a payroll of $0.8 million.  As with 
indirect sales, EMI operations generated indirect jobs, including those at 
companies providing supplies and equipment, professional services, and 
those involved with supplying goods and services to families of employees.  
EMI operations generated about 7 indirect jobs with an associated payroll 
of $0.3 million.  The total direct and indirect employment was 23, of which 
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about 20 were on Maui.  The direct and indirect jobs associated with EMI 
operations supported an estimated 51 people.  See Table 4, Section 4.c. 

 EMI revenues primarily consist of the revenue from water delivered to 
MDWS.  EMI also received some land lease revenue, however the amount 
of lease income was nominal.   

b. Fiscal Impacts 

 The MDWS paid EMI $0.06 per thousand gallons of water delivered for the 
Upcountry Water System.  Based on delivery of 3.23 mgd, MDWS payment 
to EMI in 2006 was $70,700. 

 Associated taxes accrued to the State of Hawaiʻi General Fund would 

include General Excise Tax (GET) on direct spending and indirect sales, 
and payroll taxes paid by employees.  GET was approximately $42,000, 
while payroll tax paid by employees is estimated at $47,400.  The total tax 
revenue accrued to the State in 2006 was approximately $89,400. 

 EMI paid $158,284 in 2006 to the State Special Land Development Fund 
for the revocable permits for the water, which is equivalent to approximately 
$210,800 in 2018 dollars.  The Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) receives 
20 percent of the revocable permit revenue, while the Department of 
Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL) receives 30 percent.  This translates to 
approximately $42,200 for OHA and $63,200 for DHHL.  Refer to Table 4, 
Section 4.d. 

2. Recent Sugar Cane Operations (2008-2013) 

 Between 2008 and 2013, EMI diverted an average of 113.71 mgd (CWRM D&O, 
2018, p. 179).  Long-term average daily use by the MDWS was estimated by 
CWRM at 7.1 mgd (CWRM D&O, 2018, p. 143). The remainder was utilized by 
Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Co. ((HC&S) a division of A&B) to support A&B’s 

agricultural operations or represents on-farm irrigation system losses or use by 
lessees.  Refer to Table 4, Section 4.a. and Section 4.b. 

a. Economic Impacts 

 Average operational costs for EMI between 2008 and 2013 was $2.0 
million, or $0.048 per kgal.  As previously noted, this represents the cost to 
transport the water to Maliko Gulch; it does not reflect the full cost to provide 
water to MDWS and Central Maui.
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Table 4.  EMI Water System Economic and Fiscal Impacts 
 

Typical Sugar
(2006)

Recent Sugar
(2008-2013)

Interim 
Conditions 

(2017)
Proposed 

Action No Action Units
4.a. EMI SURFACE WATER SOURCE

License Area N.E. 105.12 23.99 87.95 26.39 mgd
EMI-owned land 30% of flow N.E. 31.54 7.20 26.39 26.39              mgd
State-owned land 70% of flow N.E. 73.58 16.79 61.57 0.00 mgd

Outside of License Area (West of Honopou Stream) N.E. 8.59 4.37                4.37 4.37 mgd
Total Water Diverted 156.54 113.71 28.36              92.32 30.76 mgd

4.b. EMI SURFACE WATER ALLOCATION
A&B/HC&S/Other Uses (a) 153.31 106.61 25.50              79.92 29.17 mgd
MDWS 3.23 7.10 2.86                7.10 0.00 mgd
Total Surface Water Use 156.54 113.71 28.36              87.02 29.17 mgd

4.c. ECONOMIC IMPACTS
Total Operational Costs 2,011,000$      1,987,900$      1,682,000$      2,227,000$      1,800,000$      per year

Operational Cost per 1,000 gallons 0.035$             0.048$             0.162$             0.066$            0.160$            per kgal
Direct Spending (Operational Costs - R.P. or Lease Pmt) 1,800,000$      1,800,000$      1,520,000$      1,800,000$      1,800,000$      per year
Indirect Sales 1.22        of Direct Spending 2,202,000$      2,202,000$      1,859,000$      2,202,000$      2,202,000$      per year

Maui 65% 1,431,000$      1,431,000$      1,208,000$      1,431,000$      1,431,000$      per year
Oahu 35% 771,000$         771,000$         651,000$         771,000$         771,000$         per year

Total Direct Spending and Indirect Sales 4,002,000$      4,002,000$      3,379,000$      4,002,000$      4,002,000$      per year
Maui 3,231,000$      3,231,000$      2,728,000$      3,231,000$      3,231,000$      per year
Oahu 771,000$         771,000$         651,000$         771,000$         771,000$         per year

Sales by Excise-Tax Category
Final Sales/Consumption (taxed at 4%) 55% of payroll 636,000$         609,000$         438,000$         609,000$         609,000$         per year
Intermediate sales (taxed at 0.5%) 3,366,000$      3,393,000$      2,941,000$      3,393,000$      3,393,000$      per year

Employment
Direct jobs 16 17 13 17 17 jobs
Indirect jobs 0.43        of direct jobs 7                     7                     6                     7                    7                    jobs

Maui 65% 4                     5                     4                     5                    5                    jobs
Oahu 35% 2                     3                     2                     3                    3                    jobs

Total Direct and Indirect Jobs 23                   24                   19                   24                   24                   jobs
Maui 20                   22                   17                   22                   22                   jobs
Oahu 2                     3                     2                     3                    3                    jobs

Payroll
Direct Payroll 827,000$         757,000$         530,000$         757,000$         757,000$         per year
Indirect Payroll 329,000$         350,000$         267,000$         350,000$         350,000$         per year

Maui 45,500$   per job 202,000$         215,000$         164,000$         215,000$         215,000$         per year
Oahu 52,900$   per job 127,000$         135,000$         103,000$         135,000$         135,000$         per year

Total Direct and Indirect Payroll 1,156,000$      1,107,000$      797,000$         1,107,000$      1,107,000$      per year
Maui 1,029,000$      972,000$         694,000$         972,000$         972,000$         per year
Oahu 127,000$         135,000$         103,000$         135,000$         135,000$         per year

Residents Supported
Maui 2.25 per job 46                   49                   37                   49                   49                   people
Oahu 2.13 per job 5                     5                     4                     5                    5                    people
Total 51                   54                   42                   54                   54                   people

Future Conditions

Item Multiplier or Source

EMI/CWRM

EMI

Baseline 

CWRM, p. 179; EMI

residual

EMI

EMI

CWRM, p. 143; EMI
CWRM, p. 179; EMI

EMI
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Table 4.  EMI Water System Economic and Fiscal Impacts 
(continued) 

 
Baseline            Future Conditions

Item Multiplier or Source
Typical Sugar

(2006)
Recent Sugar
(2008-2013)

Interim 
Conditions 

(2017)
Proposed 

Action No Action Units
4.d. FISCAL IMPACTS

County of Maui Water Supply Fund
Water Service Fee Rate from MDWS (b) 0.06$               0.06$               0.06$               0.08$               -$                 per kgal
Water Service Fee from MDWS 70,700$           155,500$         62,600$           214,600$         -$                 per year

State of Hawaii General Fund
Payroll Tax 4.10% of payroll 47,400$           45,400$           32,700$           45,400$           45,400$           per year
General Excise Tax 42,000$           41,000$           33,000$           41,000$           41,000$           per year

Final sales/consumption (taxed at 4%) 4% 25,000$           24,000$           18,000$           24,000$           24,000$           per year
Intermediate Sales (taxed at 0.5%) 0.50% 17,000$           17,000$           15,000$           17,000$           17,000$           per year

Total Tax Revenues 89,400$           86,400$           65,700$           86,400$           86,400$           per year
State of Hawaii (Special Land Development Fund)

Revocable Permit (c) 210,800$         187,900$         162,200$         N/A N/A per year
Long-Term Lease Payment (d) $0.019 per 1,000 gallons N/A N/A N/A 427,000$          -$                  per year
Disbursement to OHA 20% of RP or Lease 42,200$           37,600$           32,400$           85,400$           -$                 per year
Disbursement to DHHL 30% of RP or Lease 63,200$            56,400$            48,700$            128,100$          -$                  per year

Notes:
(a) Other Uses includes system losses.
(b) MDWS pays $0.06 per kgal to EMI under the existing agreement between the two entities.  In 2030, EMI's operational cost per kgal will exceed the current $0.06 per kgal rate.  The 2030 water service fee rate is calculated based 
      on the ratio of operational cost to MDWS service fee for 2008-2013.
(c) Between 2006 and 2017, the revocable permit rent was $158,283.84.  The values have been adjusted to be reported in 2018 dollars.
(d) The lease payment would be based on an appraisal conducted prior to issuance of the lease.  For the purpose of this analysis, the payment is based on the equivalent per unit rate under the Revocable Permit established by the
      BLNR in November 2020.  The Revocable Permit rent was set at $238,362.  EMI estimates water use in 2021 will be 32.3 mgd. 
     The Revocable Permit, the rate would translate to $238,362 / (32.3 mgd x 1,000,000 x 365 days) / 1,000 = $.019/ $1,000 gallons (adjusted to 2018$)  
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 Direct spending by EMI, excluding the revocable permit payment to the 
State from the operational costs, was $1.8 million.  Total direct spending 
and indirect sales was $4.0 million, of which $3.2 million was on Maui. 

 EMI employed an average of 17 people between 2008 and 2013, with a 
payroll of $0.8 million.  Total direct and indirect jobs was 24, with an 
associated payroll of $1.1 million.  Refer to Table 4, Section 4.c. 

 As was the case in 2006, EMI revenues primarily consisted of the revenue 
from water delivered to MDWS. 

b. Fiscal Impacts 

 Based on an average usage of 7.1 mgd, MDWS payments to EMI totaled 
approximately $155,500 per year. 

 GET averaged approximately $41,000 per year while payroll tax paid by 
employees is estimated at $45,400 annually.  The total tax revenue 
accrued to the State was approximately $86,400 per year. 

 EMI paid $187,900 to the State Special Land Development Fund for the 
revocable permits for the water, including approximately $37,600 for OHA 
and $56,400 for DHHL.  Refer to Section 4.d. 

3. Interim Diversified Agriculture Operations (2017) 

 In 2017, 28.36 mgd of surface water was diverted from East Maui, of which, 23.99 
mgd is estimated to come from the Collection Area.  MDWS used 2.86 mgd in 
2017. Refer to Table 4, Section 4.a. and Section 4.b. 

a. Economic Impacts 

 In 2017, EMI operational costs were $1.7 million.  Due to the reduced water 
volume in 2017, the per unit operating cost for EMI was higher at $0.162 
per kgal, compared to $0.039 per kgal in 2008 to 2013.  Direct spending by 
EMI, excluding the revocable permit payment to the State, was $1.5 million.  
Total direct spending and indirect sales was $3.4 million, of which $2.7 
million was on Maui. 

 EMI employed 13 people in 2017, with a payroll of $0.5 million.  Total direct 
and indirect jobs was 19, with an associated payroll of $0.8 million.  Refer 
to Table 4, Section 4.c. 
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b. Fiscal Impacts 

 Based on MDWS’ water use of 2.86 mgd, MDWS paid $62,600 to EMI for 
the delivery of surface water.  Total State GET and payroll tax revenues 
was approximately $65,700. 

 EMI paid $162,200 to the State Special Land Development Fund for the 
revocable permits for the water with the same proportional disbursements 
to OHA and DHHL. Refer to Table 4, Section 4.d. 

B. FUTURE CONDITIONS 

 Due to the nature of the EMI Aqueduct System, the operational costs are largely fixed, 
with minimal variable costs.  Future operational costs for the EMI Aqueduct System are 
anticipated to be similar to the average cost experienced during the recent sugar 
operations period (2008-2013).  As will be discussed below, the operational costs (i.e., 
maintenance, repair, and personnel) are assumed to be the similar across all future 
conditions alternatives, with the only variation being the amount of the Water Lease 
payments owed to the State.  Beyond that, costs are not anticipated to fluctuate based on 
the amount of water diverted.   Therefore, while costs remain constant, the per unit cost 
for delivery of water increases as the amount of water diverted decreases.   

1. Proposed Action 

 Under the Proposed Action, for purposes of this report, it is assumed that the State 
would lease water to EMI up to the maximum amount allowed by the CWRM D&O.  
This would translate to an estimated 87.95 mgd from the License Area.  An 
additional 4.37 mgd is estimated to be availale to be collected between Honopou 
and Maliko Streams, outside of the License Area, for an estimated total diversion 
of 92.32 mgd.  Refer to Table 4, Section 4.a. 

a. Economic Impact Assessment 

 Total operational costs for EMI labor, fringe benefits, materials, 
professional services, taxes, water lease, and other expenses are 
projected to be $2.2 million per year.  This would translate to $0.066 per 
kgal.  Refer to Table 4, Section 4.c. 

 It is noted that an unknown factor in EMI’s operating cost is the annual 

Water Lease payment to DLNR.  For the purposes of this analysis, the 
Water Lease payment has been calculated based on the equivalent per 
unit cost under the approved 2021 revocable permit.  The revocable permit 
rent established by the BLNR in November 2020 for the calendar year 2021 
is $238,362, which represents an increase from the rent that was 
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historically paid.  EMI reported to the Board of Land and Natural Resources 
that it anticipates utilizing 32.3 mgd in 2021, which translates to a rent rate 
of $0.019 per thousand gallons.  This rate of $0.019 is assumed as the 
basis for the annual Water Lease payment to DLNR.  However, the actual 
Water Lease rental amount will be based on an appraisal conducted prior 
to issuance of the Water Lease.  Should the Water Lease amount be higher 
or lower, the operational costs of the EMI Aqueduct System would be 
adjusted accordingly.   

 Direct spending by EMI, excluding the long-term Water Lease payment to 
the State from the operational costs, is forecasted to be $1.8 million.  Total 
direct spending and indirect sales is estimated at $4.0 million, of which $3.2 
million would be on Maui. 

 EMI is expected to employ a staff of 17 people with a payroll of $0.8 million.  
Total direct and indirect jobs was 24, with an associated payroll of $1.1 
million.  The direct and indirect jobs associated with EMI operations would 
support an estimated 54 residents.  Refer to Table 4, Section 4.c. 

b. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

 Under the Proposed Action, it is assumed that the rate MDWS pays to EMI 
will increase because EMI’s per unit operating cost will increase because 
fixed costs will be spread out over a lower volume of water diverted and 
possible higher Water Lease payments to the State compared to historic 
payments.  As previously mentioned, it is estimated that EMI’s operating 
cost under the Proposed Action would be $0.066 per kgal, which is higher 
than the current MDWS payment to EMI of $0.06 per kgal.  The actual rate 
MDWS will pay to EMI in 2030 will be subject to a future agreement 
between the two entities.  However, for the purposes of this analysis, the 
2030 water service fee rate is estimated to be $0.08, which has been 
calculated based on the ratio of operational cost to MDWS service fee for 
2008 to 2013.  Under this assumption, EMI would receive an estimated 
$214,600 in 2030 from MDWS.   

 As previously noted, the amount paid to the State Special Land 
Development Fund for the Water Lease would be based on an appraisal 
conducted prior to Water Lease issuance.  Assuming the amount of the 
Water Lease is based on the equivalent per unit cost under the existing 
revocable permits, the annual payment to the Special Land Development 
Fund would be $427,000.  Of this, $85,400 would be disbursed to OHA and 
$128,100 would be set aside for the DHHL.   
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 GET revenue would be estimated at $41,000 while payroll tax would be 
$45,400 per year.  Refer to Table 4, Section 4.d. 

2. No Action Alternative 

 The No Action Alternative would result in no Water Lease issued from the State.  
EMI could continue to divert approximately 30 percent of the water available from 
the Collection Area, plus the 4.37 mgd from the privately owned lands between 
Honopou Stream and Maliko Gulch.  Under this Alternative, it is assumed that an 
estimated total of 26.39 mgd is available to be diverted from the Collection Area 
(30 percent of total flow within the Collection Area) and 4.37 mgd is collected from 
the private lands between Honopou and Maliko Gulch, for a total estimated 
diversion of 30.76 mgd.  Refer to Table 4, Section 4.a. 

a. Economic Impact Assessment 

 Under the No Action Alternative, the cost to operate and maintain the EMI 
Aqueduct System is assumed to be similar due to the fixed nature of 
operating costs.  The EMI Aqueduct System needs to be maintained 
regardless of the amount diverted.   The No Action Alternative results in an 
approximately 70 percent reduction in the amount of water from the bulk of 
the Collection Area compared to the Proposed Action, while the amount of 
water collected between Honopou and Maliko Gulch, west of the License 
Area remains unchanged.  The only change in the operating cost would be 
that no Water Lease payment would be made to the State.  This would 
reduce operating costs to approximately $1.8 million.  This translates to 
$0.16 per kgal, which is over 140 percent higher than the Proposed Action 
($0.066). Direct spending of EMI, excluding the Water Lease payment, and 
associated indirect sales would be similar to those described for the 
Proposed Action.  A staff of 17 employees is expected, with an associated 
payroll of $0.8 million.  Refer to Table 4, Section 4.c. 

 For the purposes of the analysis, it is assumed that the entire EMI Aqueduct 
System continues to be maintained under the No Action Alternative.  
However, assessment of flow data could result in decisions to reduce the 
size of the EMI Aqueduct System to reduce operation and maintenance 
costs.  For example, due to the reduced water flow, EMI may decide to 
abandon lower elevation ditches and limit diversions to the higher elevation 
ditches only.  This would reduce the operation and maintenance cost of the 
EMI Aqueduct System and reduce the cost per kgal of water.  However, 
potential system reductions are not known at this time and cannot be 
determined until there is actual flow data to analyze and determine how 
best to optimize the EMI Aqueduct System.   
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 It is also noted that EMI may determine that it is not economically feasible 
to operate and maintain the system at all under the No Action Alternative.   

b. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

 Due to the reduced amount of water under the No Action Alternative, there 
may not be water available to provide to MDWS’ Upcountry Water System.  

The water delivery agreements between the County and A&B are 
contingent upon the Water Lease being issued, therefore, if no Water 
Lease is issued, it is assumed that the delivery of water to MDWS would 
terminate.  If this were to be the case, there would be no payment from 
MDWS to EMI.  Payroll and GET revenue would be similar to the Proposed 
Action.  However, if the State does not issue the Water Lease, there would 
be no payment from EMI to the State’s Special Land Development Fund 
under the No Action Alternative and, therefore, no funds would be 
disbursed to OHA and DHHL.  Refer to Table 4, Section 4.d. 

3. Reduced Water Lease Alternative 

 The Reduced Water Lease Alternative would result in water diversion from the 
License Area of an amount estimated between 26.39 mgd (No Action) and 87.95 
mgd (Proposed Action).  An additional 4.37 mgd is estimated to be available 
between Honopou and Maliko Gulch, outside of the License Area. 

a. Economic Impact Assessment 

 Inasmuch as the costs to operate the EMI Aqueduct System are fixed, it is 
assumed that EMI’s total operational cost would be similar to the other 

alternatives, with the exception of the amount of Water Lease payment to 
the State.  The operating cost per kgal would range from $0.066 per kgal 
to $0.16 per kgal, depending on the amount of water that would be 
available.  Direct spending of EMI, excluding the Water Lease payment, 
and associated indirect sales would be similar to those described for the 
Proposed Action.  Similar to the other alternatives, a staff of 17 employees 
would be expected, with an associated payroll of $0.8 million. 

b. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

 Depending on how much water is available under a Reduced Water Lease 
Alternative, there may or may not be water available to provide to MDWS’ 

Upcountry Water System.  Payment from MDWS would be dependent on 
the availability of water under this alternative and could range from no 
payment to up to $214,600.  Assuming rates equivalent to the existing 
revocable permits, the amount of the Water Lease to the State Special 
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Land Development Fund would also depend on the amount of water leased 
and is estimated to range from nothing to $427,000 annually.   
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III. EAST MAUI 

Due to the heavy rainfall on the windward slopes of Haleakalā and the many streams in the area, 

many of the makai communities in East Maui are well suited for growing taro and other crops on 
small farms. Also, a number of farmers in East Maui have appurtenant and riparian rights to use 
water from these streams. The analysis of agricultural impacts prepared for the East Maui Water 
Lease assumes that taro farms in East Maui (from Honopou to Nāhiku), including those farms 

using water from streams not subject to the CWRM D&O, will cover about 55 net acres by 2030 
and truck farms will cover 45 net acres (Plasch Econ Pacific, 2020). The economic and fiscal 
impacts related to East Maui are based on the Agricultural and Related Impacts Report prepared 
by Plasch Econ Pacific, LLC. 

A. BASELINE CONDITIONS 

 The Agriculture and Related Impacts Report notes that East Maui communities had about 
105.5 gross acres of taro, 13.1 gross acres of vegetables, and 19.1 acres of flower and 
nursery products in 1980.  By 2015, those acreages had fallen to about 34.2 acres in taro, 
9.8 gross acres in vegetables, and 2.6 gross acres in flowers and nursery products.  By 
2017, it was estimated that land in taro had decreased to less than 30 gross acres.  The 
decline in taro acreage is consistent with statewide trends.  The decline in acreage for 
other crops is consistent with the shift of agricultural production from the Neighbor Islands 
to O‘ahu following the closure of major plantations on O‘ahu.  The decline in farming in 
the subject East Maui communities suggests that the limiting factors are economic, and 
not the supply of water. Farming small parcels typical of East Maui can be labor intensive, 
with relatively low returns for the effort. Economic limits to farming occur statewide as 
indicated by the fact that only about 20 percent of the good farmland available in Hawaiʻi 

is farmed, including higher-quality farmland than that found in East Maui and in better 
locations (Plasch Econ Pacific, LLC, 2020). 

B. FUTURE CONDITIONS 

 As previously mentioned, on June 30, 2018, the Commission on Water Resource 
Management (CWRM) adopted Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Decision and 
Order (D&O), setting the Interim Instream Flow Standards (IIFS) for 24 East Maui Streams 
located within the License Area.  The CWRM D&O returns free flowing water, with no 
upstream diversions, to all streams which have historically supported significant taro 
cultivation.  As a result, ample stream water should now be available to irrigate taro loʻi 

and the small farms relying on East Maui streams.  As previously noted, it is estimated 
that there will be 55 net acres of taro farms and 45 net acres in other crops in East Maui 
by 2030.  See Table 5, Section 5.a.  This accounting includes only the existing and 
potential farms in East Maui affected by the CWRM D&O, and excludes all other East 
Maui farms.
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 Table 5.  East Maui Economic and Fiscal Impacts 

Recent Sugar
(2008-2013)

Interim 
Conditions 

(2017)
Proposed 

Action No Action Units
5.a. Agricultural Land Use

Taro farms N.E. N.E. 55.0 55.0 acres
Other farms N.E. N.E. 45.0 45.0 acres
Total 100.0 100.0

5.b. Economic Impacts
Production

Taro Farms N.E. N.E. 1.2$             1.2$             m lbs/yr
Other Farms N.E. N.E. 0.5$             0.5$             m lbs/yr

Sales
Direct Sales

Taro Farms N.E. N.E. 1.2$             1.2$             million/yr
Other Farms N.E. N.E. 0.5$             0.5$             million/yr
Total N.E. N.E. 1.7$             1.7$             million/yr

Indirect Sales N.E. N.E. 1.9$             1.9$             million/yr
Maui N.E. N.E. 1.2$             1.2$             million/yr
Oahu N.E. N.E. 0.7$             0.7$             million/yr

Total Direct and Indirect Sales N.E. N.E. 3.6$             3.6$             million/yr
Maui N.E. N.E. 2.9$             2.9$             million/yr
Oahu N.E. N.E. 0.7$             0.7$             million/yr

Profits N.E. N.E. 0.4$             0.4$             million/yr
Employment

Direct/On-Site Jobs
Taro N.E. N.E. 14                14                jobs
Other Crops N.E. N.E. 4                  4                 jobs
Total N.E. N.E. 18                18                jobs

Indirect Jobs, Offsite N.E. N.E. 8                  8                 jobs
Maui N.E. N.E. 5                  5                 jobs
Oahu N.E. N.E. 3                  3                 jobs

Total Jobs N.E. N.E. 26                26                jobs
Maui N.E. N.E. 23                23                jobs

Payroll
Direct Payroll

Taro N.E. N.E. 0.5$             0.5$             million/yr
Other Crops N.E. N.E. 0.1$             0.1$             million/yr
Total N.E. N.E. 0.6$             0.6$             million/yr

Indirect Payroll N.E. N.E. 0.4$             0.4$             million/yr
Maui N.E. N.E. 0.2$             0.2$             million/yr
Oahu N.E. N.E. 0.2$             0.2$             million/yr

Total Payroll N.E. N.E. 1.0$             1.0$             million/yr
Maui N.E. N.E. 0.9$             0.9$             million/yr

Residents Supported
Maui N.E. N.E. 52                52                people
Oahu N.E. N.E. 6                  6                 people
Total N.E. N.E. 58                58                people

5.c. Fiscal Impacts
State Revenues N.E. N.E. 0.083$          0.083$         million/yr
Maui County Property Taxes N.E. N.E. 0.0002$        0.0002$        million/yr
C&C Honolulu, Excise Tax Surcharge N.E. N.E. 0.0004$        0.0004$        million/yr

Source: Plasch Econ Pacific, LLC

Baseline Conditions Future Conditions (2030)

Item
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 It is assumed that above mentioned lands suitable for taro and truck crops would be fully 
cultivated under the future conditions.  For all three (3) alternatives (Proposed Action, No 
Action Alternative, and Reduced Water Lease Alternative), the economic and fiscal 
impacts of agricultural cultivation in East Maui will be the same. 

1. Economic Impact Assessment 

 The taro farms and other farms in East Maui that depend on stream flows would 
produce at full development about 1.2 million pounds per year of taro, and about 
500,000 pounds per year of other crops (refer to Table 5, Section 5.b.).  The 
resulting direct sales would be about $1.7 million per year. Indirect sales generated 
by the purchase of goods and services would be about $1.9 million per year. Thus, 
total direct and indirect sales would be about $3.6 million per year (with rounding), 
of which about $2.9 million would be on Maui and $700,000 on Oʻahu.  Profits from 

farm operations and indirect sales would be about $400,000. 

 Full development of the taro farms and other farms in East Maui that depend on 
stream flows would result in about 18 jobs and generate about 8 indirect jobs, for 
a total of about 26 jobs.  The payroll is expected to reach about $600,000 for the 
direct jobs and $1 million for all direct and indirect jobs.  The direct and indirect 
jobs provided will support an estimated 58 residents, most of which would be on 
Maui.  Refer to Table 5, Section 5.b. 

2. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

 The taro farms and other farms in East Maui that depend on stream flows would 
generate approximately $83,000 per year in State taxes at full development.  For 
the County of Maui, property taxes will total about $200 per year.  The City and 
County of Honolulu will derive about $400 per year from the excise tax surcharge.  
Refer to Table 5, Section 5.c.  
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IV. UPCOUNTRY MAUI 

The Maui County Department of Water Supply (MDWS) is responsible for the development, 
operation, and maintenance of the municipal water system and supply and serves approximately 
90 percent of the population on the island of Maui. On Maui, MDWS manages nine (9) public 
water systems as defined by the State of Hawai‘i, Department of Health (DOH) under the State 

Drinking Water Act: Central Maui (Wailuku), West Maui (Lahaina), Upcountry (Makawao), and 
East Maui (Hāna); each encompasses a number of sub-districts. 

The MDWS Upcountry Water System relies on three surface water sources for potable water, one 
of which is delivered by the EMI Aqueduct System through the Wailoa Ditch to the Kamole Water 
Treatment Plant (WTP), and the other two, Olinda and Piiholo Water Treatment Plants, are 
sourced from lands owned previously by A&B and now by Mahi Pono and waters delivered to the 
plants through MDWS’ higher elevation aqueducts (the Upper and Lower Waikamoi flumes) 
maintained by EMI.  All three sources are addressed through a contractual agreement.  Because 
the agreements between the County and A&B/EMI are contingent upon the Water Lease being 
issued, the supply of water to MDWS could terminate if no Water Lease is issued. 

Over the years, MDWS has received surface water from EMI through a series of contracts.  The 
original contract, referred to as the “Master Water Agreement”, was entered into in 1961 and was 
later replaced by a 1973 “Memorandum of Understanding”, which had an initial term of 20 years, 
and was amended some 11 times.  In 2018, a new water delivery agreement was entered into 
which provides for continued delivery of water to MDWS and confirms that water delivery to the 
County is subject to EMI securing rights related to water permits and the Water Lease from the 
State. As reported in the CWRM D&O, the long-term average for deliveries to MDWS from the 
EMI Aqueduct System is 7.1 mgd.  The water delivery agreement provides for potentially even 
greater deliveries to MDWS under certain circumstances and at certain locations.  

Figure 3 shows the approximate location of MDWS Upcountry Water System service areas and 
Table 6 shows three potable sub-systems within MDWS Upcountry Water System. 

Table 6.  MDWS Upcountry Water System 

Sub-System Communities Served Primary Water Facility 
Upper Kula Kula, Waiakoa, Keokea, 

Ulupalakua, Kanaio 
Olinda WTP 

Lower Kula  Olinda, Kula Kai, Omaopio, 
Pulehu 

Piiholo WTP 

Makawao Haiku, Haliimaile, Makawao, 
Pukalani 

Kamole WTP 
Haiku and Kaupakalua Wells 



Proposed Water Lease for the Nāhiku,
Ke‘anae, Honomanū, and Huelo License Area

Upcountry Maui Water System Service Area

Figure 3

Prepared for:  Wilson Okamoto Corporation

NOT TO SCALE

WOC/E Maui Water Lease/Applications/Figures/Upcountry Water System Service Area

Source:  County of Maui, Department of Water Supply

Makawao-
Pukalani
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 Approximately 80 to 90 percent of water delivered within the MDWS Upcountry Maui 
Water System is supplied by surface water and the remainder is by groundwater (wells) 
(CWRM, 2018, p. 211).  As noted above, one of the water sources that MDWS Upcountry 
District relies on for potable water is delivered by the EMI Aqueduct System through the 
Wailoa Ditch. The two other surface water sources arise on land previously owned by A&B 
and now owned by EMI. The surface water delivered by Wailoa Ditch is treated at the 
Kamole WTP, which has the largest production capacity of the three WTPs within the 
MDWS Upcountry District.  Refer to Table 6.  

 Under normal conditions, the three potable water systems operate independently and 
treated surface water constitutes the majority of water delivered to Upcountry Maui 
customers.  However, during drought conditions, MDWS implements the following 
strategies as needed: 

 Water is pumped from the Makawao System to the Lower Kula System to 
supplement water supply from the Piiholo WTP. 

 The Pookela Well is operated to supplement water supply from the Kamole WTP. 

 Water is pumped from the Lower Kula System up to the Upper Kula System (Brown 
and Caldwell, 2014). 

 Based on the foregoing, water from EMI’s Aqueduct System’s Wailoa Ditch services the 
Makawao Sub-system under normal conditions.  However, during drought conditions, 
water delivered through the EMI Aqueduct System could be pumped to the Lower Kula 
and Upper Kula Systems if needed. 

 It is noted that in 1993, MDWS determined that the Upcountry Water System had 
insufficient supply for fire protection, domestic, and irrigation purposes to take on new or 
additional services without detriment to existing customers.  A water meter priority list for 
landowners who had applied for water service in the area was established in 1994.  As of 
January 3, 2019, there were 1,650 applicants on the water meter list (MDWS, 2019). 

A. IMPACTS ON DOMESTIC WATER USE 

 Economic and fiscal impacts related to domestic water use in Upcountry Maui are 
presented in Table 7 and summarized below. 
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Table 7.  Upcountry Maui - Domestic Economic and Fiscal Impacts 

Recent Sugar
(2008-2013)

Interim 
Conditions 

(2017) Proposed Action No Action Units
7.a. MDWS Useage

Water Useage
Total Use, Baseline 7.90 7.93 7.90 7.90 mgd

Residential, Commercial, Institutional Use 60% CWRM p. 210 4.74 4.76 4.74 4.74 mgd

Agriculture 40% CWRM p. 210 3.16 3.17 3.16 3.16 mgd

Increased Water Demand, 2030 N/A N/A 7.95 7.95 mgd
Total Use, Future N/A N/A 15.85 15.85 mgd

Water Source
EMI 7.10 2.86 7.10 0 mgd
Other Existing DWS Water Sources N.E. N.E. N.E. N.E.
New DWS Water Source CWRM, p. 214 N/A N/A 7.95 15.05 mgd

7.b. Economic Impacts
Residents Served by Upcountry Water System

Number of Residents 35,251 37,128 43,675 N.E. residents
Households 2.62 people per household 13,461 14,178 16,678 N.E. households
Total Household Income $77,400 per household 1,041,882,000$   1,097,358,000$    1,290,862,000$   N.E.
Consumption Expenditures 55% of HH income 573,035,100$      603,546,900$       $709,974,100 N.E.
Residential Property Value N.E. 2,313,684,000$    $2,721,670,000 N.E.

Businesses Served by Upcountry Water System
Number of Businesses 830 880 1,100 N.E. businesses
Employees 5,100 5,400 6,700 N.E. people
Payroll 45,500$   per job 232,050,000$      245,700,000$       304,850,000$      N.E.
Direct Sales 164,000$ per employee 836,400,000$      885,600,000$       1,098,800,000$   N.E.

Less Resident Consumption Exp. in area 30% of resident spending 171,911,000$      181,064,000$       181,064,000$      N.E.
Net Direct Sales 664,489,000$      704,536,000$       917,736,000$      N.E.

Profit 10% of Direct Sales 83,640,000$       88,560,000$         109,880,000$      N.E.
Commercial Business Property Value N.E. 145,811,683$       180,914,000$      N.E.

Total Economic Impacts
Total Direct Sales 1,237,524,100$   1,308,082,900$    1,627,710,100$   N.E.
Total Residential and Commercial Property Value N.E. 2,459,496,000$    2,902,584,000$   N.E.

7.c. Fiscal Impacts
County of Maui

Water Supply Fund
Water Service Fee Rate to EMI (a) 0.06$                 0.06$                  0.08$                 
Water Purchase from EMI 155,500$            62,600$               214,600$            --
Unit Cost of Water Development

Basal Well Development N/A N/A 34$                    -- per kgal
Basal Well and Reservoir Development N/A N/A -- 38$                   per kgal

Life-Cycle Cost of Water Development
Basal Well Development N/A N/A 1,217,081,000$   --
Basal Well and Reservoir Development N/A N/A -- 2,601,329,000$  

Water Service Fee Revenue from Upcountry $4.00 per 1,000 gal. (avg.) 11,534,000$       11,578,000$         23,141,000$       23,141,000$      per year
N.E. - Not Estimated
Notes:
(a) MDWS pays $0.06 per kgal to EMI under the existing agreement betw een the tw o entities.  In 2030, EMI's operational cost per kgal w ill exceed the current $0.06 per kgal rate.  The 2030 w ater service fee rate is calculated based
      on the ratio of operational cost to MDWS service fee for 2008-2013.

Baseline Conditions Future Conditions (2030)

CWRM, p. 213; MDWS Annual Report

Item Multiplier or Source

Brown and Caldwell

COM Real Prop. Tax

Gale Cengage Learning, 2018
Gale Cengage Learning, 2018

COM Real Prop. Tax

CWRM, p. 143; EMI

CWRM, p. 210, Gale Cengage Learning

CWRM, p. 213
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1. Baseline Conditions 

a. Recent Sugar Cane Operations (2008-2013) 

 Between 2008 and 2013, the Upcountry Water System used an average of 
7.9 mgd.  Approximately 60 percent of MDWS' water use in the Upcountry 
System is for residential, commercial, or institutional use while 40 percent 
is for agricultural users.  An average of 7.1 mgd was provided by the EMI 
Aqueduct System (CWRM, 2018, p. 143 and 213).  Refer to Table 7, 
Section 7.a. 

i. Economic Impacts 

 In 2010, there were approximately 35,300 people and 13,500 
households within the Upcountry Water System service area 
(CWRM, 2018, p. 210).  Based on a median household income of 
$77,400, households in the Upcountry Water System area had a 
collective income of $1.0 million. 

 It is estimated that there were approximately 830 businesses in 
Upcountry Maui in 2010, employing 5,100 individuals.  Total payroll 
is estimated at $232.1 million and direct sales revenue associated 
with these businesses is estimated to be $836.4 million.  Refer to 
Table 7, Section 7.b. 

ii. Fiscal Impacts 

 Revenues and expenditures related to MDWS activities go to the 
County's Water Supply Fund.  Based on the average amount of 
water delivered by the EMI Aqueduct System between 2008 and 
2013, it is estimated that MDWS paid $155,500 to EMI.   

 The County of Maui assesses water service fees based on 18 
different use classifications (i.e., single-family, multi-family, 
industrial, etc.).  The same water rates are charged across the nine 
water systems in Maui County.  The average water service fee rate 
Countywide is $4.00 per kgal.  Based on this rate and water usage 
between 2008 and 2013, water service fees averaged $11.5 million 
annually from Upcountry Maui.  Refer to Table 7, Section 7.c. 
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b. Interim Diversified Agriculture Operations (2017) 

 According to the MDWS Fiscal Year 2017 and 2018 Annual Reports, the 
Upcountry Water System used 7.9 mgd in 2017, which is consistent with 
historic trends (County of Maui, Department of Water Supply, 2017 and 
2018).  In 2017, 2.86 mgd was provided to the MDWS from the EMI 
Aqueduct System.  Refer to Table 7, Section 7.a. 

i. Economic Impacts 

 In 2017, there were estimated 37,100 residents and 14,200 
households within the Upcountry Maui Water System service area.  
Based on a median household income of $77,400, households in 
Upcountry Maui had a collective income of $1.1 billion and 
consumption expenditures of $603.5 million.  Residential property 
values within the Upcountry Maui Water System service area was 
approximately $2.3 billion in 2017. 

 There were approximately 880 businesses in Upcountry Maui in 
2017, employing 5,400 individuals.  Total payroll is estimated at 
$245.7 million.  Direct sales associated with these businesses were 
approximately $885.6 million.  Commercial property values within 
the Upcountry Maui Water System service area were approximately 
$145.8 million in 2017. 

 In total, direct sales from residents’ consumption expenditures and 

Upcountry Maui businesses are estimated at $1.3 billion and 
residential and commercial property value is approximately $2.5 
billion.  Refer to Table 7, Section 7.c. 

 In addition to residents and businesses serviced by MDWS in 
Upcountry Maui, there are also numerous public uses that benefit 
from water from the EMI Aqueduct System and MDWS.  These 
public uses include but are not limited to, public and private schools, 
fire stations, community centers, and parks.  As previously 
mentioned, the MDWS system also services agricultural users 
including the Kula Agricultural Park.  Impacts related to agricultural 
water use in Upcountry Maui will be discussed separately in Section 
B of this Chapter. 

ii. Fiscal Impacts 

 Based on an assumed delivery of approximately 2.86 mgd from the 
EMI Aqueduct System in 2017, MDWS would have paid $62,600. 
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Based on the average water service fee rate Countywide of $4.00 
per kgal and the assumed water usage in 2017, water service fees 
of $11.6 million were collected from Upcountry Maui and deposited 
into the Water Supply fund.  Refer to Table 7, Section 7.c. 

2. Future Conditions  

 For the period between 2004 and 2013, the average customer water use for the 
Upcountry Maui Water System varies between 6 mgd and 10 mgd, with an average 
of 7.9 mgd (CWRM, 2018, p. 213).  An assumed 7.1 mgd was supplied by the EMI 
Aqueduct System through the Wailoa Ditch (CWRM, 2018, p. 143).  MDWS 
projects that by 2030, the population of the area served by the Upcountry Maui 
Water System will grow to 43,675 residents, with a predicted additional water need 
of 1.65 mgd (CWRM, 2018, p. 214).  In addition to water demand resulting from 
population growth, additional water is needed to meet the demands of the 
applicants on the water meter waiting list.  As such, MDWS anticipates that it will 
need to develop between 4.2 mgd and 7.95 mgd,  in addition to the approximately 
7.1 mgd long term average provided through the EMI Aqueduct System, to meet 
demands through 2030, including present use, expected increased demand due 
to population growth, and a percentage of new connections from the current priority 
list for water meters (CWRM, 2018, p. 214).  For the purposes of this analysis, it is 
assumed that the full 7.95 mgd will be needed to meet future demands through 
2030. 

 The MDWS has evaluated a variety of strategies to meet the long-term future 
demands in the Upcountry Maui System and/or respond to reductions in the 
surface water supply.  The strategies that have been determined to be most cost 
effective consist of combinations of additional basal well capacity and/or 
construction of raw water storage reservoirs.  New basal well development would 
involve construction of new wells at the 1,300 foot elevation and/or wells at the 
1,800 foot elevation, along with transmission pipelines, storage tanks, and booster 
pump stations.  It is noted that MDWS entered into a Consent Decree in 2003 that 
requires that the MDWS conduct rigorous cost/benefit analyses of other water 
source options before developing groundwater in the East Maui Region.  According 
to an assessment by Brown and Caldwell, development of additional basal wells 
may be a “viable strategy to meet future needs from a technical perspective; 

however, there are legal issues that must be resolved before MDWS can proceed” 

(Brown and Caldwell, 2014).  In addition, the hydrogeological viability of the wells 
would need to be assessed. 

 Constructing additional raw water storage reservoirs to store water from wet 
periods for use during dry periods presents another strategy to meet future water 
demand.  MDWS evaluated reservoirs ranging in size from 100 million gallons 
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(mgal) to 300 mgal to serve the Olinda, Piiholo, and/or Kamole WTPs.  The 
analysis determined that the most cost-effective reservoirs would be reservoirs 
designed to feed the Piiholo WTP or the Kamole WTP (Brown and Caldwell, 2014). 

 New reservoirs have high capital costs but lower operational and maintenance 
costs compared to groundwater wells.  There must be sufficient source water 
available to fill the reservoir.  In comparison, new wells carry relatively lower capital 
costs but require transmission and storage improvements and have higher 
operational costs due to the cost of pumping groundwater.  It is also noted that 
there is risk associated with drilling new wells because of the uncertainty of the 
quantity and quality of water that would be found.  The assessment prepared by 
Brown and Caldwell opined that it would be easier to develop new basal wells than 
to construct new storage reservoirs due to the need for capital financing 
mechanisms to construct expensive reservoirs, and potential environmental issues 
associated with constructing a new reservoir in the Lower Kula area (Brown and 
Caldwell, 2014). 

 As will be discussed below, depending on the amount of water available to MDWS 
from the EMI Aqueduct System, one or more of the aforementioned strategies will 
be required to meet water needs for the Upcountry Maui Water System. 

a. Proposed Action 

 Under the Proposed Action scenario, it is assumed that there will be 
sufficient water available through the State Water Lease to allow MDWS to 
receive 7.1 mgd through the Wailoa Ditch.  If so, MDWS would need to 
develop the additional 7.95 mgd to meet future demands through 2030.  
Refer to Table 7, Section 7.a. 

i. Economic Impact Assessment 

 The County of Maui projects that the population in the Upcountry 
Maui service area will grow to approximately 43,700 in 2030 
(CWRM, p. 210).  This would translate to an estimated 16,700 
households.  Assuming a median household income of $77,400, 
households in the Upcountry Maui service area are anticipated to 
have a collective income of $1.3 billion and consumption 
expenditures of $710.0 million.  Residential property values within 
Upcountry Maui are estimated to grow to $2.7 billion. 

 Assuming proportional growth in line with population, there will be 
an estimated 1,100 businesses in Upcountry Maui in 2030, 
employing 6,700 individuals.  Total payroll would be estimated at 
$304.9 million, while direct sales associated with these businesses 
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would be $1.1 billion.  Commercial property values within Upcountry 
Maui are estimated to grow to $180.9 million. 

 In total, direct sales from residents’ consumption expenditures and 

Upcountry businesses are estimated at $1.6 billion and residential 
and commercial property value is approximately $2.9 billion.  Refer 
to Table 7, Section 7.b. 

 As previously noted, the Upcountry Maui Water System also 
services numerous public uses, including public and private 
schools, fire stations, community centers, and parks. 

ii. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

 With 7.1 mgd of water from the EMI Aqueduct System under the 
Proposed Action, for the purposes of this report, it is assumed that 
MDWS will need to develop 7.95 mgd of new water sources to meet 
future demands through 2030.  The Brown and Caldwell analysis 
indicates that incremental basal wells would be a strategy to meet 
future demands assuming no reduction in surface water flows.  
Under the Brown and Caldwell analysis, the life-cycle unit cost of 
developing and operating wells is $34 per (kgal).4  It is noted that 
the life-cycle unit cost to develop new water for Upcountry 
customers is high.  In comparison, a similar analysis conducted for 
the Central Maui Water System showed a unit cost of less than $10 
per kgal, or less than one third the cost of Upcountry Maui water 
development (Brown and Caldwell, 2014).  The total life-cycle cost 
for 7.95 mgd of new wells is $1.2 billion.  The life-cycle cost is 
expressed as the net present value of all the costs incurred over 25 
years, including capital, operating, and maintenance costs.  

 As previously mentioned, the rate that MDWS pays to EMI will 
increase by 2030 because EMI’s per unit operating cost will 
increase.  The actual rate MDWS will pay to EMI will be subject to 
a future agreement between the two entities.  However, for the 
purposes of this analysis, the 2030 water service fee rate is 
estimated to be $0.08, which has been calculated based on the ratio 
of operational cost to MDWS service fee for 2008 to 2013.  Under 

                                                 

 
4 Cost as reported in 2014 Brown and Caldwell analysis has been inflation-adjusted to be reflected in 

2018 dollars. 
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this assumption, MDWS would pay an estimated $214,600 per year 
to EMI.   

 Water service rates vary by class of users (i.e., residential, 
commercial, agricultural, etc.).  The average MDWS water service 
rate Countywide is $4 per kgal.  Inasmuch as the same water rates 
are charged across the nine water systems in Maui County, there 
are many factors that determine the water service rate.  Therefore, 
it is difficult to predict what the water service rate would be in 2030.  
However, it is noted that the life-cycle unit cost to develop new 
water for Upcountry customers of $34 per kgal far exceeds the 
current average water service rate of $4 per kgal.   It is assumed 
that MDWS would seek a variety of funding sources to cover the 
cost to develop new wells.  This may include County capital 
improvement program funds as well as State and/or Federal funds.  
Nevertheless, due to the significant cost of new water source 
development, it would be reasonable to expect that water service 
rates would increase in the future to offset the costs of new water 
sources.  As noted above, the County’s water rate structure is 

uniform for all customers; water rates are not dependent on the 
service area a customer is located in (Brown and Caldwell, 2014).  
Therefore, under MDWS’ current rate structure, the increases 
would apply Countywide because rates do not vary by service area.  
Refer to Table 7, Section 7.c. 

b. No Action Alternative 

 The No Action Alternative would result in no Water Lease from the State.  
Under the No Action Alternative, EMI could continue to divert some portion 
of the water within the Collection Area, and also from private lands west of 
Honopou Stream.  However, this would be limited to an estimated median 
amount of 26.39 mgd, plus 4.37 mgd, for a total of 30.76 mgd on average.  
As discussed in Chapter II, it is unclear whether it will be financially feasible 
to continue to run the EMI Aqueduct System under the No Action 
Alternative. The operational costs of the EMI Aqueduct System are largely 
fixed; as such, reducing the amount of water diverted from the Collection 
Area by 70 percent under the No Action Alternative would significantly 
increase the cost of transporting the water, on a per unit basis.  As 
previously mentioned, the water delivery agreements between the County 
and A&B are contingent upon the Water Lease being issued; if no Water 
Lease is issued, it is assumed that the delivery of water to MDWS would 
terminate.  Therefore, under the No Action Alternative, it is assumed that 
MDWS would need to find a replacement water source for the 7.1 mgd that 
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is currently supplied by the EMI Aqueduct System through the Wailoa 
Ditch.  In addition, new water source would be required to meet the future 
water demand of 7.95 mgd by 2030.  In total, MDWS would need to develop 
15.05 mgd of new water source under the No Action Alternative.  Refer to 
Table 7, Section 7.a. 

i. Economic Impact Assessment 

 Under the No Action Alternative, population and business growth 
may be constrained if development of replacement and new water 
sources cannot keep pace with demand.  As such, the number of 
residents, households, and businesses in the Upcountry Maui 
Water System service area may very well be less than what is 
projected for the Proposed Action.  The extent to which population 
and business growth is constrained would be dependent on MDWS’ 

implementation of strategies to replace and develop new water 
source.  As such, it is difficult to quantify potential population, 
household impacts under this Alternative.  However, it is anticipated 
that economic and household growth factors would be negatively 
impacted. 

ii. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

 Potential strategies for replacement and new water sources for 
Upcountry Maui include a combination of incremental basal wells 
and/or new raw water storage reservoirs.  According to Brown and 
Caldwell, the life-cycle unit cost to develop wells and reservoirs for 
Upcountry Maui if surface water is reduced is estimated to be $38 
per kgal (Brown and Caldwell, 2014)5.  With the higher water source 
demand of 15.05 mgd, this would translate to a total life-cycle cost 
of $2.6 billion, compared to $1.2 billion under the Proposed Action.  
The significantly higher costs associated with the No Action 
Alternative would impact the County’s Water Supply Fund and 

would be expected to have a corresponding impact to MDWS 
finances and on ratepayers Countywide, not just in the Upcountry 
Maui Water System service area.  Refer to Table 7, Section 7.c.

                                                 

 
5   Cost has been inflation-adjusted to be reflected in 2018 dollars. 
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c. Reduced Water Lease Alternative 

 The Reduced Water Lease Alternative would involve the issuance of the 
Water Lease authorizing amounts less than the maximum amount allowed 
under the IIFS.  Depending on the amount of water authorized under the 
Water Lease, MDWS may receive no water from the Wailoa Ditch or some 
amount up to 7.1 mgd.  The greater the reduction in the amount authorized 
under the Water Lease, proportionally less water will be available to 
MDWS.  

i. Economic Impact Assessment 

 Depending on how much water is available under a Reduced Water 
Lease Alternative, there may or may not be water available to 
provide to MDWS’ Upcountry Maui Water System.  If water is 
provided to the County, it may be less than the current 7.1 mgd 
provided from the EMI Aqueduct System.  As noted in the No Action 
Alternative above, population and business growth may be 
constrained if water supply for Upcountry Maui is not able to keep 
pace with demand.  The degree to which economic growth would 
be constrained would be dependent on the amount of water 
available under a Reduced Water Lease Alternative and how much 
of that water, if any, would be available for MDWS. 

ii. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

 Similar to the economic impacts described above, the fiscal impacts 
of a Reduced Water Lease Alternative would be dependent on the 
amount of water available, if any, to MDWS.  If a Water Lease is 
issued that authorizes an amount that is not sufficient to supply 
MDWS and the Central Maui farmlands, the impacts would be 
similar to the No Action Alternative where the County would face 
higher costs for developing replacement and new water sources.  If, 
on the other hand, a Water Lease is granted with a sufficient 
allocation to allow for 7.1 mgd currently provided to MDWS to 
continue, the fiscal impacts to the County would be similar to the 
impacts described for the Proposed Action.   

B. IMPACTS ON AGRICULTURAL WATER USE 

 Approximately 40 percent of MDWS’ usage in the Upcountry Maui Water System is 
agricultural use.  This includes non-potable water provided to the Kula Agricultural Park 
(KAP) through diversions from the same streams that serve the Kamole WTP through the 
Wailoa Ditch.  Water for the KAP is stored in two reservoirs with a total capacity of 5.4 
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million gallons.  The KAP consists of 31 farm lots ranging in size from 7 to 29 acres, and 
which are owned by the County of Maui.  Maui County has recently purchased an 
additional 262 acres in Upcountry Maui to expand the existing KAP.  The source of water 
for the KAP expansion will be the same as for the existing KAP, Reservoir 40, which is 
sourced by the EMI Aqueduct System. 

Economic and fiscal impacts related to agricultural water use in Upcountry Maui are based 
on the Agricultural and Related Economic Impacts Report prepared by Plasch Econ 
Pacific, LLC. 

1. Baseline Conditions 

a. Economic Impact Assessment 

 The Agricultural and Related Economic Impacts Report provided an 
analysis of Upcountry Maui agricultural activities in 2017 as the baseline 
scenario.  In 2017, farmers at the KAP and other farms in Upcountry Maui 
who relied on water from the EMI Aqueduct System produced an estimated 
12.5 million pounds of crops per year.  Annual farm sales were about $12.5 
million and indirect sales were about $13.8 million.  Total direct and indirect 
sales were about $26.3 million per year, of which about $21.5 million was 
on Maui and about $4.8 million on O‘ahu.  Profits from farm operations and 
indirect sales were an estimated $2.6 million per year. See Table 8, Section 
8.a. and 8.b.   

b. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

 In 2017, the farms at the KAP and other farms in Upcountry Maui that rely 
on water from the EMI Aqueduct System would have generated about 
$0.45 million per year in State taxes.  For the County of Maui, property 
taxes and rents paid to the County by farmers at the KAP totaled less than 
$50,000 per year.  The City and County of Honolulu will derive about 
$2,000 per year from the excise tax surcharge.  Refer to Table 8, Section 
8.c. 

2. Future Conditions 

a. Proposed Action 

 Under the Proposed Action, EMI will continue to supply water to the MDWS 
for Upcountry Maui, including for agricultural water use.  It is also noted that 
as part of the County’s purchase of the 262-acre expansion of the KAP, 
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Table 8.  Upcountry Maui – Agricultural Economic and Fiscal Impacts 

Recent Sugar
(2008-2013)

Interim 
Conditions 

(2017)
Proposed 

Action No Action Units
8.a. Agricultural Land Use

Kula Ag Park N.E. 447               709               -                acres
Other farms N.E. 800               800               -                acres
Total N.E. 1,247             1,509             -                acres

8.b. Economic Impacts
Development Activity

Increase in crop acreage N.E. N/A 262 -                acres
Development Period N.E. N/A 5 -                years
Expenditures on field preparations N.E. N/A 1.3$              -                million/yr
Annual average expenditures and sales

Expenditures on field preparations N.E. N/A 0.26$             -                million/yr
Indirect Sales N.E. N/A 0.32$             -                million/yr
Total Expenditures and Indirect Sales N.E. N/A 0.6$              -                million/yr

Employment
Direct/on-site jobs, field preparations N.E. N/A 5.2 -                jobs
Indirect jobs, offsite N.E. N/A 2.3 -                jobs
Total job N.E. N/A 7.5 -                jobs

Payroll
Direct Payroll N.E. N/A 0.21$             -                million/yr
Indirect Payroll N.E. N/A 0.10$             -                million/yr
Total N.E. N/A 0.31$             -                million/yr

Operations
Production

Kula Ag Park N.E. 4.5 7.1 -                m lbs/yr
Other N.E. 8.0 8.0 -                m lbs/yr
Total N.E. 12.5 15.1 -                m lbs/yr

Sales
Direct Sales

Kula Ag Park N.E. 4.5$              7.1$              -                million/yr
Other N.E. 8.0$              8.0$              -                million/yr
Total N.E. 12.5$             15.1$             -                million/yr

Indirect Sales N.E. 13.8$             16.7$             -                million/yr
Maui N.E. 9.0$              10.9$             -                million/yr
Oahu N.E. 4.8$              5.9$              -                million/yr

Total Direct and Indirect Sales N.E. 26.3$             31.8$             -                million/yr
Maui N.E. 21.5$             26.0$             -                million/yr
Oahu N.E. 4.8$              5.9$              -                million/yr

Profits N.E. 2.6$              3.2$              -                million/yr
Employment

Direct/on-site jobs
Kula Ag Park N.E. 30 47 -                jobs
Other N.E. 53 53 -                jobs
Total N.E. 83 101 -                jobs

Indirect jobs, offsite N.E. 40 48 -                jobs
Maui N.E. 26 31 -                jobs
Oahu N.E. 14 17 -                jobs

Total jobs N.E. 123 149 -                jobs
Payroll

Direct Payroll
Kula Ag Park N.E. 1.0$              1.7$              -                million/yr
Other N.E. 1.9$              1.9$              -                million/yr
Total N.E. 2.9$              3.5$              -                million/yr

Indirect Payroll N.E. 1.9$              2.3$              -                million/yr
Maui N.E. 1.2$              1.4$              
Oahu N.E. 0.7$              0.9$              

Total N.E. 4.8$              5.8$              -                million/yr
Residents supported

Maui N.E. 245 297 -                people
Oahu N.E. 30 36 -                people
Total N.E. 275 333 -                people

Baseline Conditions Future Conditions (2030)

Item
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Table 8.  Upcountry Maui – Agricultural Economic and Fiscal Impacts 
(continued) 

Baseline Conditions Future Conditions

Item
Recent Sugar

(2008-2013)

Interim 
Conditions 

(2017)
Proposed 

Action No Action Units
8.c. Fiscal Impacts

Development Activity, Cumulative
State Revenues N.E. -                0.18$             -                million/yr
Maui County Property Taxes N.E. -                N.E. -                million/yr
C&C Honolulu, Excise Tax Surcharge N.E. -                N.E. -                million/yr

Operations
State Revenues 0.45$             0.54$             -                million/yr
Maui County Revenues 0.05$             0.07$             -                million/yr
C&C Honolulu, Excise Tax Surcharge 0.0020$         0.0020$         -                million/yr

Source: Plasch Econ Pacific, LLC  

 EMI has agreed to supply the water for the expansion.  The water to support 
the expansion area will come from water savings due to infrastructure 
improvements and the more efficient use of existing deliveries from the EMI 
System.  Thus, the current level of water deliveries to the KAP will suffice 
for both the existing and expanded KAP areas (Plasch Econ Pacific, LLC, 
2020). 

i. Economic Impact Assessment 

 Under the Proposed Action, 262 acres of fallow sugar cane lands 
would be converted to expand the KAP.  The cost of this conversion 
is estimated at $1.3 million over a five-year development period, 
or $0.26 million per year.  Indirect sales of $0.32 million would be 
expected, for total direct and indirect expenditures of $0.6 per year 
for five years. 

By 2030, farm activity in Upcountry Maui is expected to increase 
due to the 262-acre expansion of the KAP. The farmers at the KAP 
and other farms in Upcountry Maui who will rely on water from the 
EMI Aqueduct System are projected to produce an estimated 15.1 
million pounds of crops per year.  Annual farm sales are expected 
to reach about $15.1 million, and indirect sales about $16.7 million. 
Total direct and indirect sales will be about $31.8 million per year, 
of which about $26.0 million will be on Maui and about $5.9 million 
on O‘ahu.  Profits from farm operations and indirect sales are 

expected to reach about $3.2 million per year.  Refer to Table 8, 
Section 8.b. 
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ii. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

 The development activity associated with the expansion of the KAP 
would generate cumulative State tax revenues of about $180,000. 

 The County of Maui would derive negligible tax revenues from 
development activity. 

 From an operational standpoint, farmers at the KAP and other farms 
in Upcountry Maui that rely on water from the EMI Aqueduct System 
would generate about $0.54 million per year in State taxes.  For the 
County of Maui, property taxes and rents paid to the County by 
farmers at the KAP would total about $70,000 per year.  The 
increase from 2017 is largely due to the increase in rental income 
from the 262-acre expansion of the KAP.  The City and County of 
Honolulu would derive about $2,000 per year from the excise tax 
surcharge.  Refer to Table 8, Section 8.c. 

b. No Action Alternative 

 As previously discussed, a limited amount of water could be diverted under 
the No Action Alternative.  Under the No Action Alternative, the supply of 
water delivered by the EMI Aqueduct System to the MDWS is presumed to 
drop to zero because the agreements with the County provide that the 
delivery of water is contingent upon the Lease being issued.  Therefore, it 
is assumed that MDWS would need to find a replacement water source.  
Several years would be required to develop new sources.  Assuming 
domestic customers would have priority over agricultural customers, 
farmers in Upcountry Maui would lack water to irrigate their crops until the 
new water sources are operational.  As a result, farms would be required 
to close or relocate to Central Maui.  Even after the new water source is 
operational, little commercial farming is expected to return to Upcountry 
Maui because of the better agronomic conditions in Central Maui. 

i. Economic Impact Assessment 

 Under the No Action Alternative, farming activity and economic 
impacts are expected to be near zero for the farms that depend on 
water from the EMI Aqueduct System.   

ii. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

 Taxes generated under the No Action Alternative are expected to 
be near zero.  
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c. Reduced Water Lease Alternative 

 For the Reduced Water Lease Alternative, the impacts would be 
proportional to the amount of water delivered to MDWS that would be 
available for agricultural use. 
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V.  NĀHIKU 

Nāhiku is a small rural community in east Maui located makai of Hana Highway in the vicinity of 
mile marker 25.  The Nāhiku community is characterized by rural residential uses.  There is no 
significant commercial development in Nāhiku.  MDWS receives water from a development tunnel 
owned by EMI located east of Makapipi Stream and is accessed by MDWS near Makapipi Stream. 
There are approximately 43 water meters, all located along Nāhiku Road (County of Maui, 
Department of Water Supply, 2019). 

A. BASELINE CONDITIONS 

1. Recent Sugar Cane Operations (2008-2013) 

 In 2013, there were 43 connections to MDWS’ Nāhiku system, serving a population 
of 107 people.  The average daily flow to the Nāhiku community was 41,000 
gallons per day in 2013 (County of Maui, Department of Water Supply, 2019).  
Given the small population of Nāhiku and the lack of commercial land uses, the 
economic and related fiscal impacts for the Nāhiku community are considered 
negligible.   

2. Interim Diversified Agriculture Operations (2017) 

 The Nāhiku area is designated “Agricultural” by the State Land Use Commission 

and has not experienced significant population growth.  As noted under the Historic 
Sugar Cane Operations period, economic and related fiscal impacts for the Nāhiku 
community are considered negligible.   

B. FUTURE CONDITIONS 

 Due to its “Agricultural” land designation, the Nāhiku community is not anticipated to 
experience significant population growth through 2030.  The 41,000 gallons per day 
average provided to the Nāhiku community is expected to continue under the Proposed 
Action, although contractually MDWS is only able to draw 20,000 gallons of water per 
twenty-four hour day from EMI to serve the Nāhiku community.  Under the No Action 
Alternative, the Nāhiku community would be adversely impacted as it would lose its 
contractual right to a source of potable water.  Under the Reduced Water Lease 
Alternative, water delivery through EMI’s development tunnel to MDWS for Nāhiku is 

assumed to continue. 
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VI.   CENTRAL MAUI 

A&B historically cultivated sugar cane on the fields of Central Maui for over a century.  These 
Central Maui fields were irrigated by water from the EMI Aqueduct System, brackish groundwater, 
and surface water from Wailuku Water Co.  The economic and fiscal impacts related to Central 
Maui are derived from the Agricultural and Related Impacts Report prepared by Plasch Econ 
Pacific, LLC.  It is noted that the impact analysis is based on approximately 30,000 acres of 
Central Maui fields that were historically serviced by the EMI Aqueduct System and supplemental 
brackish groundwater.  Excluded from the analysis were fields west of Maui Veterans Highway 
that were irrigated with surface water from the West Maui Ditch System and supplemental 
brackish water. 

A. BASELINE CONDITIONS 

1. Typical Sugar Cane Operations (2006) 

 As previously mentioned, the year 2006 is used in this analysis as a representative 
year for “typical” sugar cane operations for the 20-year period from 1987 to 2006.  
Rainfall in East Maui was regarded as normal, the restoration of stream flows was 
not large enough to significantly affect HC&S operations, and the plantation was 
economically healthy. 

 For the 2006 crop year, HC&S grew sugar cane on about 35,180 acres, including 
29,430 acres in the EMI service area (approximately 84 percent).  See Table 9, 
Section 9.a. 

a. Economic Impact Assessment 

 For the 2006 crop, HC&S produced about 145,200 tons of raw sugar, and 
sold sugar and energy to generate about $101 million in direct sales.  The 
purchase of goods and services by HC&S and the families of employees 
generated indirect sales and, in turn, these suppliers generated more 
indirect sales by their purchases of goods and services.  The indirect sales 
are estimated at $91 million.  Total direct and indirect sales were $191 
million, of which about $160 million was on Maui and about $32 million on 
Oahu.  Profits from sugar operations and indirect economic sales were 
estimated at $19 million. 

 HC&S employed about 630 workers, including planters, irrigation workers, 
harvesters, truck drivers, mill workers, office workers, supervisors, etc.  As 
with indirect sales, sugar operations generated indirect jobs, including 
those at companies providing agricultural supplies and equipment, office 
supplies and equipment, repair services, etc.  Other indirect jobs included 
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Table 9.  Central Maui Agricultural Economic and Fiscal Impacts 

Typical 
Sugar
(2006)

Recent Sugar
(2008-2013)

Interim 
Conditions 

(2017)
Proposed 

Action No Action Units
9.a. Agricultural Land Use

Sugar Cane Operations
Fields Serviced by EMI and groundwater 29,427           30,320           acres
Total Plantation 35,177           36,176           acres

Diversified Agriculture
Crops

Community Farm 800               300               acres
Orchards 12,850           4,180            acres
Tropical fruits 600               200               acres
Row and annual crops 1,200            400               acres
Energy crops 200               500               200               acres
Total crops 200               15,950           5,280            acres

Pasture
Irrigated 4,700            3,800            acres
Unirrigated 500               9,100            20,670           acres
Total Pasture 500               13,800           24,470           acres

Green energy (solar) 250               250               acres
Total 30,000           30,000           acres

9.b. Economic Impacts
Sugar Cane Operations

Production (raw sugar) 145,182         136,324         tons/yr
Direct Sales, sugar and related sales 100.7$           115.6$           million/yr
Indirect Sales 90.7$            104.1$           million/yr

Maui 58.9$            67.6$            million/yr
Oahu 31.7$            36.4$            million/yr

Total Direct and Indirect Sales 191.4$           219.7$           million/yr
Maui 159.7$           183.3$           million/yr
Oahu 31.7$            36.4$            million/yr

Profits 19.1$            22.0$            million/yr
Employment

Direct/On-site Jobs 630               620               jobs
Indirect Jobs 712               701               jobs

Maui 463               455               jobs
Oahu 249               245               jobs

Total Jobs 1,342            1,321            jobs
Maui 1,093            1,075            jobs
Oahu 249               245               jobs

Payroll
Direct Payroll 48.5$            34.3$            million/yr
Indirect Payroll 34.2$            33.7$            million/yr

Maui 21.1$            20.7$            million/yr
Oahu 13.2$            13.0$            million/yr

Total Payroll 82.7$            68.0$            million/yr
Maui 69.5$            55.0$            million/yr
Oahu 13.2$            13.0$            million/yr

Residents Supported
Maui 2,459            2,420            people
Oahu 531               522               people
Total 2,989            2,942            people

Diversified Agriculture Development Activity
Field Preparations

Cropland 15,950           5,280            acres
Pastures, irrigated 4,700            3,800            acres
Pastures, unirrigated 9,100            20,670           acres

Building Space 319,000         105,600         sf
Green energy (solar) 37.5              37.5              mW
Development Period 10                 6                   years
Expenditures and Sales

Total Development Expenditures 214.7$           144.8$           million
Average Annual Development Expenditures 21.5$            24.1$            million/yr
Indirect Sales 18.5$            18.8$            million/yr

Maui 12.0$            12.2$            million/yr
Oahu 6.5$              6.6$              million/yr

Total Expenditres and Indirect Sales 39.9$            42.9$            million/yr
Maui 33.5$            36.3$            million/yr
Oahu 6.5$              6.6$              million/yr

Profits 4.0$              4.3$              million/yr
Employment

Direct/on-site jobs 208               176               jobs
Indirect jobs, offsite 119               116               jobs

Maui 77                 76                 jobs
Oahu 42                 41                 jobs

Total jobs 326               293               jobs
Maui 285               252               jobs
Oahu 42                 41                 jobs

Payroll
Direct payroll 8.8$              7.7$              million/yr
Indirect payroll 5.7$              5.6$              million/yr

Maui 3.5$              3.4$              million/yr
Oahu 2.2$              2.2$              million/yr

Total payroll 14.5$            13.3$            million/yr
Maui 12.3$            11.1$            million/yr
Oahu 2.2$              2.2$              million/yr

Residents Supported 
Maui
Oahu 641 567 people
Total 88 87 people

Baseline Conditions Future Conditions

Item
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Table 9.  Central Maui Agricultural Economic and Fiscal Impacts 
(continued) 

Typical 
Sugar
(2006)

Recent Sugar
(2008-2013)

Interim 
Conditions 

(2017)
Proposed 

Action No Action Units

Baseline Conditions Future Conditions

Item  
Diversified Agriculture Operations 730 654 people

Beef cattle (cow and calf units)
Pasture, irrigated 4,700            3,800            units
Pasture, unirrigated 2,600            5,906            units
Total 7,300            9,706            units

Agriculture Production
Community Farm 8                   3                   m lbs/yr
Orchards 321.3            104.5            m lbs/yr
Tropical Fruits 9                   3                   m lbs/yr
Row and annual crops N.E. N.E.
Energy crops N.E. N.E.
Calves 4,326            5,752            calves/yr

Energy Production 82,125           82,125           mWh/yr
Sales

Direct Sales
Crop Sales

Community Farm 8.0$              3.0$              million/yr
Orchards 128.5$           41.8$            million/yr
Tropical Fruits 13.5$            4.5$              million/yr
Row and annual crops 4.8$              1.6$              million/yr
Energy crops 0.4$              1.1$              0.4$              million/yr
Total crops 0.4$              155.9$           51.3$            million/yr

Calves 0.1$              4.8$              6.3$              million/yr
Energy sales 8.2$              8.2$              million/yr
Total Direct Sales 0.5$              168.9$           65.9$            million/yr

Indirect Sales 0.5$              160.7$           57.7$            million/yr
Maui 0.3$              104.4$           37.5$            million/yr
Oahu 0.2$              56.2$            20.2$            million/yr

Direct and Indirect Sales 1.1$              329.5$           123.5$           million/yr
Maui 0.9$              273.3$           103.4$           million/yr
Oahu 0.2$              56.2$            20.2$            million/yr

Profits 0.1$              33.0$            12.4$            million/yr
Employment

Direct/on-site jobs 7                   793               273               jobs
Indirect jobs, offsite 3                   349               120               jobs

Maui 2                   227               78                 jobs
Oahu 1                   122               42                 jobs

Total jobs 10                 1,142            393               jobs
Maui 9                   1,020            351               jobs
Oahu 1                   122               42                 jobs

Payroll
Direct payroll 0.3$              28.5$            9.9$              million/yr
Indirect payroll 0.1$              16.8$            5.8$              million/yr

Maui 0.1$              10.3$            3.6$              million/yr
Oahu 0.1$              6.5$              2.2$              million/yr

Total payroll 0.5$              45.3$            15.6$            million/yr
Maui 0.4$              38.8$            13.4$            million/yr
Oahu N.E. 6.5$              2.2$              million/yr

Residents Supported 
Maui 19                 2,294            790               people
Oahu 2                   260               90                 people
Total 21                 2,554            879               people

9.c. Fiscal Impacts
Sugar Cane Operations

State Revenues 5.88$            5.08$            million/yr
Maui County Property Taxes 0.05$            0.07$            million/yr
C&C Honolulu, Excise Tax Surcharge 0.04$            million/yr

Diversified Agriculture Development Activity
State Revenues (0.01)$           (1.22)$           million/yr

State Taxes 1.86$            1.90$            million/yr
Energy Subsidy (1.88)$           (3.13)$           million/yr

Maui County Property Taxes N.E. N.E.
C&C Honolulu, Excise Tax Surcharge 0.01$            0.01$            million/yr

Diversified Agriculture Operations
State Revenues 0.03$            4.46$            1.66$            million/yr
Maui County Property Taxes 0.02$            0.80$            0.65$            million/yr
C&C Honolulu, Excise Tax Surcharge -$              0.14$            0.05$            million/yr

Source: Plasch Econ Pacific, LLC
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 those involved with supplying goods and services to families, including 
grocery workers, store clerks, restaurant workers, service providers, etc.  
Sugar operations generated about 710 indirect jobs in 2006.  The total 
direct and indirect employment was 1,300, of which about 1,100 jobs were 
on Maui.  The payroll was about $48.5 million for the direct jobs and $82.7 
million for all direct and indirect jobs.  The direct and indirect jobs provided 
by sugar operations supported an estimated 3,300 residents.  Refer to 
Table 9, Section 9.b. 

b. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

 In 2006, sugar operations generated about $5.9 million in State tax 
revenues and rental payments paid to the State.  Most of the revenues 
were derived from excise taxes on consumption expenditures by families 
supported by the direct and indirect jobs that were provided personal 
income taxes paid by these same families.  The revenues were low 
because the sale of the exported sugar was exempt from the excise taxes.  
Property taxes paid by HC&S to the County of Maui were about $50,000 
per year.  Refer to Table 9, Section 9.c. 

2. Recent Sugar Cane Operations (2008-2013) 

 This baseline time period covers impacts for a six-year period between 2008 and 
2013, prior to the termination of sugar cane cultivation.  The plantation shut down 
operations over a two-year period ending in 2016. 

 Between 2008 and 2013, HC&S cultivated 36,180 acres of sugar cane, of which 
about 30,320 acres were in the EMI service area (approximately 84 percent).  
Refer to Table 9, Section 9.a. 

a. Economic Impact Assessment 

 For the 2008 to 2013 period, HC&S produced an average of about 136,300 
tons of raw sugar per year (a decrease of 8.9 tons from 2006), and sold 
sugar and energy to generate annual revenues of about $116 million in 
direct sales (an increase of about $15 million).  Total direct and indirect 
sales averaged nearly $220 million per year, of which an estimated $183 
million was on Maui and $36 million on Oahu.  Profits from sugar operations 
and indirect sales were estimated at $22 million.   

 For the 2008 to 2013 period, average employment and payroll was slightly 
less than the 2006 period.  HC&S employed about 620 workers and indirect 
employment is estimated at 700 workers.  Payroll for direct jobs was 
estimated at $34.3 million, while total payroll for direct and indirect jobs was 
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$68.0 million (Plasch Econ Pacific, LLC, 2020).  Refer to Table 9, Section 
9.b. 

b. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

 For the 2008 to 2013 period, sugar operations generated an average of 
about $5.1 million in State tax revenues and rental payments paid to the 
State.  Property taxes paid by HC&S to the County of Maui were about 
$70,000 per year.  The increase from 2006 was due to a higher tax rate.  
The City and County of Honolulu derived about $40,000 per year from the 
excise tax surcharge. Refer to Table 9, Section 9.c. 

3. Interim Diversified Agriculture Operations 

 In 2017, about 200 acres in Central Maui were used to grow the energy crop, 
pongamia, and about 500 acres were for unirrigated pasture.  Refer to Table 9, 
Section 9.a. 

a. Economic Impact Assessment 

 In 2017, there were limited cattle grazing and pongamia cultivation in 
Central Maui.  However, both operations were under development, 
producing negligible revenues in 2017.  These activities generated an 
estimated 10 direct and indirect jobs with total payroll of $0.5 million.  Refer 
to Table 9, Section 9.b. 

b. Fiscal Impact Assessment  

 In 2017, diversified agriculture operations in Central Maui generated about 
$30,000 in tax revenues.  Property taxes paid by HC&S to the County of 
Maui were about $20,000 per year.  Property taxes decreased because of 
the land was assessed at a lower value following the close of sugar 
operations.  The City and County of Honolulu derived negligible revenues 
from the excise tax surcharge.  Refer to Table 9, Section 9.c. 

B. FUTURE CONDITIONS 

 The Central Maui agricultural lands are now owned by Mahi Pono, which acquired these 
lands from A&B in December 2018.  Mahi Pono’s current plans for Central Maui envision 

cultivating a broad range of food and non-food crops for local consumption and export, 
including orchard crops (citrus, macadamia nuts, coffee, avocado, etc.), tropical fruits, 
vegetables and melons, row crops, annual crops, energy crops, and grass-fed cattle. In 
addition, the company plans to lease some of its land to other farmers at favorable terms, 
including relatively low rents for long-term periods. 
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1. Proposed Action 

 Mahi Pono has developed an initial Farm Plan that is consistent with the 
anticipated surface water supply from East Maui under the IIFS.  The 30,000-acre 
Farm Plan calls for a mix of crops, irrigated and unirrigated pasture, and green 
energy (solar farms).  Over one-third of the land scheduled for crop farming is 
being prepared or will soon be prepared for farming.  Refer to Table 9, Section 
9.a. 

a. Economic Impact Assessment 

i. Development Activities 

 Implementation of the Mahi Pono Farm Plan would require 
conversion of former sugar cane lands into cropland, irrigated 
pasture, and unirrigated pasture.  An estimated 319,000 square feet 
of building space (for washing and packing areas, storage, offices, 
etc.) would be required, as well as the development of solar farms 
having a combined capacity of about 37.5 mW with storage 
batteries.  The total development expenditures would be about 
$214.7 million, or an average expenditure of about $21.5 million per 
year assuming a 10-year development period.  Indirect sales 
associated with development activities are estimated to be $18.5 
million per year for a total of $39.9 million per year, of which $33.5 
million would be on Maui and $6.5 million on Oahu.  Profits on 
development activity and indirect sales would be about $4.0 million 
per year. 

 Direct and indirect employment associated with the development 
activities to implement the Mahi Pono Farm Plan would average 
about 326 jobs, of which 285 jobs would be on Maui and 42 jobs on 
Oahu. Actual employment would vary over the 10-year 
development period.  Payroll for the direct and indirect jobs would 
average $14.5 million per year and these jobs would support an 
estimated 730 residents.  Refer to Table 9, Section 9.b. 

ii. Operations 

 Full development of the Mahi Pono Farm Plan under the Proposed 
Action would result in a substantial amount of crop production, 
including about 8 million pounds per year from the Community 
Farm, 321 million pounds per year from orchards, and 9 million 
pounds per year of tropical fruits, plus production from row crops, 
annual crops, and energy crops.  Annual sales are expected to 
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reach $155.9 million.  The pastures would support a cattle herd of 
about 7,300 cow-and-calf animal units, produce over 4,300 calves 
per year, and generate revenues of about $4.8 million per year.  The 
solar farms would generate about 82,125 mW of electricity per year, 
with revenues of about $8.2 million per year.  Combined farm and 
energy revenues would reach $168.9 million per year in direct 
sales, which would exceed the 2006 revenues from sugar 
production of $101 million, and the $116 million average for the 
2008 to 2013 period.   

 Purchases of goods and services by farmers and the families of 
employees would generate indirect sales and, in turn, these 
suppliers would generate more indirect sales by their purchase of 
goods and services.  The indirect sales are estimated at about 
$160.7 million per year.   

 Total direct and indirect sales would be about $329.5 million per 
year, of which about $273.3 million would be on Maui and about 
$56.2 million on Oahu.  Profits from farm operations, energy 
operations, and indirect sales would be about $33 million.   

 At full build out, farm employment is expected to reach about 790 
jobs, or about 160 more than provided by sugar operations in 2006.  
The jobs would be typical of those provided by diversified-crop 
farming and ranching-managing soils and pests, operating and 
maintaining irrigation systems, planting crops, pruning trees, 
harvesting crops, sorting and washing crops, packing crops, 
trucking crops to markets and shipping terminals, moving cattle 
among pastures, maintaining fences, marketing, accounting, etc.  
The increase in employment would be gradual.  The Agriculture and 
Related Impacts Report notes that, assuming 10 years to reach full 
operations, direct employment will increase about 80 jobs per year, 
while total direct and indirect jobs on Maui will increase about 100 
jobs per year. The latter figure is less than 8 percent of the 1,270 
annual job increase projected for the years 2020 to 2030 by the 
State for the County of Maui. Most jobs are expected to be filled by 
former sugar cane workers, skilled workers from Maui and other 
islands, recent graduates of agricultural programs at Hawaiʻi high 
schools and colleges, and unskilled workers who would receive on-
the-job training. As of January 2020, Mahi Pono had hired 
approximately 120 workers, all of whom were living on Maui at the 
time of hiring. Based on the past record, nearly all future employees 
are expected to come from Maui. Due to the economic impacts of 
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COVID-19, attracting workers is anticipated to be easier than in the 
recent past as many people are unemployed (Plasch Econ Pacific, 
LLC, 2020). 

 In addition to direct jobs, the purchase of goods and services by 
farmers and ranchers and by the families of their employees would 
generate an estimated 350 jobs.  In total, about 1,140 direct and 
indirect jobs would be supported, including about 1,000 jobs on 
Maui.  Payroll is estimated at $45.3 million for all direct and indirect 
jobs.  The direct and indirect jobs would support an estimated 2,550 
residents.  Refer to Table 9, Section 9.b. 

b. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

i. Development Activities 

 The conversion of Central Maui farmlands from sugar cane to 
diversified agriculture and green energy would generate an average 
of about $1.9 million per year in State taxes, for a 10-year 
cumulative total of about $18.6 million.  However, developers of 
solar farms receive a State subsidy of $500,000 per 1 mW of 
generating capacity.  For the planned green energy (solar farms), 
the State subsidy would average about $1.88 million per year, year 
cumulative total of about $18.8 million.  Thus, State tax revenues 
from development minus the energy subsidy would result in a 
cumulative loss of about $100,000 (with rounding).  Given the 
nature of Hawaiʻi’s tax system, the County of Maui would derive 

negligible tax revenues from the anticipated development activity.  
Over the 10-year development period, the City and County of 
Honolulu would derived cumulative excise tax surcharges of about 
$1.0 million.  Refer to Table 9, Section 9.c. 

ii. Operations 

 Diversified agricultural operations would generate an estimated 
$4.5 million in State tax revenues by 2030.  Property taxes paid by 
to the County of Maui would be about $800,000 per year.  The City 
and County of Honolulu would derive about $140,000 per year from 
the excise tax surcharge.  Refer to Table 9, Section 9.c. 

2. No Action Alternative 

 As previously mentioned, the No Action Alternative would result in no Water Lease 
from the State, however the EMI Aqueduct System could divert some portion of 
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the water within the Collection Area if it deemed it economically feasible to do so.  
Under the No Action Alternative, Mahi Pono would need to implement a scaled-
down Farm Plan to account for the reduced irrigation water.  This scaled-down 
Farm Plan would involve a significant reduction in acreage dedicated to crop 
cultivation and an increase in unirrigated pasture.  Refer to Table 9, Section 9.b. 

a. Economic Impact Assessment 

i. Development Activities 

 The total cost for developing the scaled-down Farm Plan under the 
No Action Alternative would be $144.8 million, or an average of 
about $24.1 million per year over a six-year development period.  
Indirect sales are expected to average $18.8 million per year for 
total development expenditures of $42.9 million per year, of which 
$36.3 million would be on Maui and $6.6 million on Oahu.  Profits 
on development activity and indirect sales would be about $4.3 
million per year. 

 Direct and indirect employment associated with the development 
activities to implement the scaled-down Farm Plan would average 
about 295 jobs, of which 250 jobs would be on Maui and 40 jobs on 
Oahu. Actual employment would vary over the 6-year development 
period.  Payroll for the direct and indirect jobs would average $13.3 
million per year and these jobs would support an estimated 570 
residents.  Refer to Table 9, Section 9.b. 

ii. Operations 

 The scaled-down Mahi Pono Farm Plan under the No Action 
Alternative would result in about one-third as much crop production 
as the Proposed Action: about 3 million pounds per year from the 
Community Farm, 104.5 million pounds per year from orchards, and 
3 million pounds per year of tropical fruits, plus production from row 
crops, annual crops, and energy crops.  Annual sales are expected 
to reach $51.3 million.  The pastures would support a cattle herd of 
about 9,700 cow-and-calf animal units, produce nearly 9,700 calves 
per year, and generate revenues of about $6.3 million per year. The 
solar farms would generate about 82,125 mW of electricity per year, 
with revenues of about $8.2 million per year. 

 Combined farm and energy revenues would reach about $65.9 
million per year in direct sales and $57.7 million per year in indirect 
sales for a total of $123.5 million per year, of which about $103.4 
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million would be on Maui and $20.2 million on Oahu.  Profits from 
farm operations, energy operations, and indirect sales would be 
about $12.4 million. 

 The scaled-down Farm Plan under the No Action Alternative would 
result in about one-third as much employment as the Proposed 
Action: about 270 direct jobs, 120 indirect jobs, and 390 total jobs.  
Payroll for direct and indirect jobs is estimated at $15.6 million.  The 
direct and indirect jobs would support an estimated 880 residents.  
Refer to Table 9, Section 9.b. 

b. Fiscal Impact Assessment 

i. Development Activities 

 For the No Action Alternative, the conversion of Central Maui 
farmlands from sugar cane to diversified agriculture and green 
energy would generate an average of about $1.9 million per year in 
State taxes, for a 6-year cumulative total of about $11.4 million.  For 
the planned green energy (solar farms), the State subsidy would 
average about $3.1 million per year, for a 6-year cumulative total of 
about $18.8 million.  Thus, State tax revenues minus the energy 
subsidy would average a negative $1.2 million per year, for a 6-year 
cumulative total of a negative $7.3 million.  Again, the County would 
derive negligible tax revenues from the anticipated development 
activity.  The City and County of Honolulu would derive cumulative 
excise tax surcharges of about $60,000.  Refer to Table 9, Section 
9.c. 

ii. Operations 

 For the No Action Alternative, State tax revenues would be less 
than half that of the Proposed Action: about $1.7 million per year.  
Property taxes paid by to the County of Maui would be about 
$650,000 per year.  The decrease from the previous alternative is 
because more land would be used for pasture, which is assessed 
at a lower value than cropland.  The City and County of Honolulu 
will derived about $50,000 per year from the excise tax surcharge. 
Refer to Table 9, Section 9.c. 

3. Reduced Water Lease Alternative 

 For the Reduced Water Lease Alternative, the impacts would be proportional to 
the amount of water diverted through the EMI Aqueduct System. 
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VII. SUMMARY 

 

The Proposed Action (proposed Water Lease) assessed herein would allow for continued 
domestic and agricultural water service to the Maui Department of Water Supply (MDWS) 
Upcountry System and Nāhiku Community while also providing water for agricultural cultivation 
in Central Maui.  The Water Lease would be subject to the June 2018 Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law, and Decision and Order (D&O) adopted by the Commission on Water 
Resource Management (CWRM), which set the Interim Instream Flow Standards (IIFS) for 24 
East Maui Streams located within the License Area.6  As a result of the D&O, the potential future 
flow of surface water from East Maui will be significantly reduced compared to past water 
diversions that occurred for over 90 years.  Pursuant to the CWRM D&O, ample stream water 
should be available to irrigate taro lo‘i and the small farms relying on East Maui Streams.    

This Study has assessed the economic and fiscal impacts associated with EMI operations as well 
as on East Maui farming, the MDWS Upcountry Water System service area, Nāhiku community, 
and agricultural cultivation in Central Maui.  Below is a summary of the economic and fiscal 
impacts anticipated for these areas of potential effect. 

A. EMI OPERATIONS 

 The Proposed Action would allow EMI to divert an estimated 87.95 mgd from the License 
Area, along with an additional 4.37 mgd from lands west of the License Area, for an 
estimated total diversion of 92.32 mgd.  EMI operating costs are largely fixed and are 
anticipated to be similar to the average operating cost experienced during recent sugar 
operations.  EMI operating costs are assumed to be similar across all alternatives, with 
the only variation being the amount of Water Lease payments made to the State.  As such, 
while costs remain relatively constant, the per unit cost for delivery of water increases as 
the amount of water diverted decreases.  Total operational costs for EMI are expected to 
be $2.2 million per year, or $0.066 per kgal, under the Proposed Action, compared to $1.8 
million or $0.16 per kgal under the No Action Alternative.   

                                                 

 
6  The chart on pages 268-269 of the CWRM D&O identifies 25 streams and tributaries, one of which 

(Ohia/Waianu) is located below the EMI Aqueduct System and has never been diverted into the EMI 
Aqueduct System. Although the original Petitions to Amend the Interim Instream Flow Standards 
identified 27 streams, CWRM found that there were 24, not 27, streams that were the subject of the 
contested case.  The difference being that (i) Waikani is not a stream but a waterfall of Wailuānui Stream; 
(ii) Alo is a tributary of Waikamoi Stream; (iii) Pua‘aka‘a is a tributary of Kopiliula Stream; and (iv) Piinaau 
and Palauhulu are separate streams that join together before reaching the ocean.  See CWRM D&O, 
Findings of Fact 56, 2018. 
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 Economic impacts associated with EMI operations, excluding the Water Lease payment 
to the State, would be similar for the Proposed Action and No Action alternatives. Total 
direct spending and indirect sales is estimated at $4.0 million.  EMI is expected to employ 
a staff of 17 people with a payroll of $0.8 million.   

 Under the Proposed Action, EMI would contribute Water Lease payments to the State 
Special Land Development Fund based on an appraisal conducted prior to Lease 
issuance.  Assuming the amount of the Water Lease is based on the equivalent per unit 
cost under revocable permit rent set in November 2020, the annual payment to the Special 
Land Development Fund would be $427,000, including set-asides for the Office of 
Hawaiian Affairs and the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands of $85,400 and $128,100, 
respectively. 

 It is noted that under the No Action Alternative, assessment of flow data could result in 
decisions to reduce the size of the EMI Aqueduct System to reduce operation and 
maintenance costs.  However, potential system reductions are not known at this time and 
cannot be determined until there is actual flow data to analyze and determine how best to 
optimize the EMI Aqueduct System.  It is also noted that EMI may determine that it is not 
economically feasible to operate and maintain the system at all under the No Action 
Alternative. 

B. EAST MAUI 

 The CWRM D&O setting the IIFS for East Maui Streams returns free flowing water, with 
no upstream diversions, to all streams which have historically supported significant taro 
cultivation.  Ample stream water should be available for taro farms and other small farms 
in East Maui.  The analysis of agricultural impacts prepared for the East Maui Water Lease 
assumes that taro farms in East Maui will cover about 55 net acres by 2030 and other 
crops will cover 45 net acres.  

 The impacts of East Maui farming activity would be the same for the Proposed Action, No 
Action, and Reduced Water Lease Alternatives.  At full development, East Maui farms 
would produce about 1.2 million pounds per year of taro and about 500,000 pounds per 
year of other crops, resulting in $3.6 million in direct and indirect sales per year.  Farms 
would support a total of 26 direct and indirect jobs.  State revenues, Maui County property 
taxes, and City and County of Honolulu excise tax surcharge revenues associated with 
East Maui farming activities would be nominal.   

C. NĀHIKU 

 The Proposed Action would allow for the continued water service for the approximately 43 
water meters in the Nāhiku community.  Under the No Action Alternative, the Nāhiku 

community would be adversely impacted as it would lose its contractual right to a source 
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of potable water.  Under the Reduced Water Lease Alternative, water delivery through the 
development tunnel to MDWS for Nāhiku is assumed to continue. 

D. UPCOUNTRY MAUI 

1. Domestic Water Use 

 Between 2004 and 2013, average customer water use for the Upcountry Maui 
Water System was 7.9 mgd, including 7.1 mgd supplied by the EMI Aqueduct 
System through the Wailoa Ditch.  MDWS anticipates it will need to develop up to 
7.95 mgd of new water source to meet future demands in Upcountry Maui through 
2030.   

 Under the Proposed Action, it is assumed that EMI will continue to supply 7.1 mgd 
to MDWS.  The rate MDWS pays to EMI will increase from the existing agreement 
of $0.06 per kgal because EMI’s per unit operating cost will increase as a result of 
fixed costs being spread out over a lower volume of water diverted and possible 
higher lease payments to the State compared to historic payments.   

 MDWS would need to develop the additional 7.95 mgd to meet future demands.  
An analysis conducted by Brown and Caldwell indicates that incremental basal 
wells would be a strategy to meet future demands, assuming no reduction in 
surface water flows.  The life-cycle unit cost of developing and operating wells is 
$34 per kgal, which far exceeds the current average water service rate of $4 per 
kgal.  The total life-cycle cost for 7.95 mgd of new wells is $1.2 billion.  It is assumed 
that MDWS would seek a variety of funding sources to cover the cost to develop 
the new wells.  Nevertheless, due to the significant cost of new water source 
development, it would be reasonable to expect that the water service rate would 
increase. 

 Under the No Action Alternative, it is assumed that MDWS would need to find a 
replacement water source for the 7.1 mgd that is currently supplied by the EMI 
Aqueduct System in addition to the 7.95 mgd required to meet future water 
demands.  In total, MDWS would need to develop 15.05 mgd of new water source.  
Potential strategies for replacement and new water sources for Upcountry Maui 
include a combination of incremental basal wells and/or new raw water storage 
reservoirs.  According to Brown and Caldwell, the life-cycle unit cost to develop 
wells and reservoirs for Upcountry Maui if surface water is reduced is $38 per kgal.  
This would translate to $2.6 billion, compared to $1.2 billion under the Proposed 
Action.  The significantly higher costs associated with the No Action Alternative 
would impact the County’s Water Supply Fund and would be expected to have a 

corresponding impact to MDWS finances and on the ratepayers Countywide. 
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 In 2017, there were approximately 37,100 residents and 14,200 households within 
the Upcountry Maui service area.  These households had a collective income of 
$1.1 billion and residential property values within the Upcountry Maui service area 
was about $2.3 billion.  There were approximately 880 businesses in Upcountry 
Maui in 2017, employing 5,400 individuals with a payroll estimated at $245.7 
million.  The County of Maui projects that population in Upcountry Maui will grow 
to approximately 43,700 (16,700 households).  It is estimated that there would be 
1,100 businesses in Upcountry Maui employing 6,700 individuals in 2030.  Under 
the No Action Alternative, population and business growth may be constrained if 
development of replacement and new water sources cannot keep pace with 
demand.  As such, the number of residents, households, and businesses in 
Upcountry Maui may be less than what is currently projected for 2030 under the 
Proposed Action. 

2. Agricultural Water Use 

 Approximately 40 percent of MDWS’ customers in Upcountry Maui are agricultural 

users.  In addition, MDWS provides non-potable water to the Kula Agricultural Park 
(KAP), which consists of 31 farm lots totaling 447 acres.  Maui County has recently 
purchased an additional 262 acres in Upcountry Maui for the expansion of the 
KAP.  The Proposed Action would allow farming to continue and expand at the 
KAP, and continue at other farms that irrigate crops with water from the EMI 
Aqueduct System.  In total, about 1,510 acres would be farmed in 2030, and this 
farming would generate about $31.8 million per year in direct and indirect sales, 
about 150 direct and indirect jobs, and about $5.8 million in payroll for these jobs. 

 Under the No Action Alternative, there may not be water available for MDWS from 
the EMI Aqueduct System.  Assuming domestic customers would have priority 
over agricultural customers with respect to new water source development, 
farmers in Upcountry Maui would lack water to irrigate their crops until the new 
water sources are operational.  As a result, farms would be required to close or 
relocate to Central Maui.  Even after the new water source is operational, little 
commercial farming is expected to return to Upcountry Maui because of the better 
agronomic conditions in Central Maui.  Therefore, farming activity is expected to 
be near zero for the farms that depended on water from the EMI Aqueduct System 
in 2017.   

E. CENTRAL MAUI 

 The Proposed Action will enable the EMI Aqueduct System to continue to provide water 
service for the cultivation of agricultural lands in Central Maui.  Mahi Pono has prepared 
a Farm Plan that calls for a mix of crops, irrigated and unirrigated pasture, and green 
energy (solar farms).  Full development of the Mahi Pono Farm Plan would result in 
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substantial crop production and $155.9 million in direct crop sales.  Total combined farm 
sales, including crops, cattle, and energy revenues would reach $168.9 million per year in 
direct sales, which would exceed the 2006 revenues from sugar production of $101 million, 
and the $116 million average for 2008 to 2013.  Farm employment is expected to reach 
790 jobs, or about 160 more than provided by sugar operations in 2006.  Diversified 
agricultural operations would generate an estimated $4.5 million in State tax revenues by 
2030. Property taxes paid by to the County of Maui would be about $800,000 per year. 
The City and County of Honolulu would derive about $140,000 per year from the excise 
tax surcharge. 

 Under the No Action Alternative, Mahi Pono would need to implement a scaled-down Farm 
Plan to account for the reduced irrigation water.  This scaled-down Farm Plan would result 
in a significant reduction in acreage dedicated to crop cultivation and an increase in 
unirrigated pasture. 

 The Proposed Action, when compared to the No Action Alternative, would result in three 
times as much food production, including greater food self-sufficiency and more exports, 
about $206 million per year more in direct and indirect sales, about 750 more direct and 
indirect jobs, and $29.7 million per year more in total payroll.  Development activity 
associated with preparing fields and related improvements would last four (4) years longer 
and have higher development-related sales and employment.  The Proposed Action would 
result in about 11,570 acres more of green open space in the form of farms and irrigated 
pastures (20,650 acres versus 9,080 acres). 

 The Reduced Water Lease Alternative would see impacts that are proportional to the 
amount of water diverted through the EMI Aqueduct System. 
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A-1

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

A&B Alexander & Baldwin, Inc.
ac acre
ALISH Agricultural Lands of Importance in the State of Hawaiʻi 
au animal units
BLNR Board of Land and Natural Resources, State of Hawaiʻi
County County of Maui
CPI Consumer Price Index
CWRM Commission on Water Resource Management
D&O Decision and Order by CWRM
DBEDT Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism, 

State of Hawaiʻi
DHHL Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, State of Hawaiʻi 
dir direct
direct impacts the initial impacts (sales, employment, and payroll) generated by 

an an action
diversified agriculture As used in Hawaiʻi, crops other than sugarcane and pineapple
DLIR Department of Labor and Industrial Relations, State of Hawaiʻi 
DLNR Department of Land and Natural Resources, State of Hawaiʻi 
EMI East Maui Irrigation Company, Ltd.
EMI System The aqueduct system operated by EMI
final sales sales subject to the 4% State excise tax
gad gallons per acre per day
GIS geographic information system
har harvested
HC&S Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Co.
high-quality farmland Land having high soil ratings
household spending the purchase of goods and services by employees and their 

families
I-O Model Input-output model of Hawaiʻi’s economy, State of Hawaiʻi
IAL Important Agricultural Lands
IIFS Interim Instream Flow Standards
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indirect impacts the secondary impacts (sales, employment, and payroll) 
generated by the purchase of goods and services by the 
companies, their workers, and the families of workers included 
in the direct impacts

intermediate sales sales subject to the 0.5% State excise tax
Kula Ag Park Kula Agricultural Park
lb pound
License Area State land in East Maui subject to the Water Lease
LSB Land Study Bureau
LUC Land Use Commission, State of Hawaiʻi 
Mahi Pono Mahi Pono LLC and its affiliated companies
MDWS Maui Department of Water Supply
MECO Maui Electric Company
mgd million gallons per day
MHI Munekiyo Hiraga, Inc.
mW megawatts
mWh megawatt hours
n.e. not estimated
Nā Moku Nā Moku ʻAupuni ʻO Koolau Hui, Beatrice Kepani Kekahuna, 

Marjorie Wallett, and Elizabeth Lehua Lapenia
NAFTA North America Free Trade Agreement 
NHLS Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation
NRCS Natural Resources Conservation Service, US Department of 

Agriculture
OHA Office of Hawaiian Affairs
PEP Plasch Econ Pacific LLC
plantation agriculture sugar and pineapple plantations
res residents
sf square feet
State State of Hawaiʻi 
truck farm small farms that grow vegetable, fruits and other crops for sale 

in local or nearby markets
unit cow-and-calf unit
Water Lease East Maui Water Lease
WTP water treatment plant
yr year
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. EAST MAUI WATER LEASE

a. Proposed Water Lease
In 2001, Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B) and its subsidiary East Maui Irrigation 

Company, LLC (EMI)—A&B and EMI are herein referred to collectively as A&B—
requested that the Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) offer a long-term East 
Maui Water Lease (the Water Lease) at public auction. 

Under the proposed Water Lease, the State of Hawaiʻi would allow the continued 
diversion of East Maui surface water for delivery to Central Maui and Upcountry Maui.  The 
Central Maui agricultural lands, as well as other lands formerly owned by A&B, are now 
owned by various entities including MP Central A, LLC, MP Central B, LLC, MP CPR, 
LLC, MP East A, LLC, MP East B, LLC, and MP West, LLC  (individually or collectively, 
Mahi Pono) which acquired these lands from A&B in December 2018.  In addition, since 
early 2019, MP EMI LLC owns 50% of EMI and is the managing member of EMI; A&B is 
the other member of EMI. 

For the purposes of this Environmental Impact Statement, the Proposed Action 
constitutes the issuance of one long-term (30-year) Water Lease from the BLNR that 
authorizes the lessee the "right, privilege, and authority to enter and go upon" the License 
Area for the "purpose of developing, diverting, transporting, and using government owned 
waters" through the existing EMI Aqueduct System (EMI System) which supplies water to 
domestic and agricultural water users.  The Water Lease, which will be awarded by public 
auction, will (1) enable the lessee to enter upon lands owned by the State of Hawai‘i in order 
to maintain and repair existing access roads and trails used as part of the EMI System; (2) 
allow for the continued operation of the EMI System to deliver water to the Maui Depart-
ment of Water Supply (MDWS) for domestic and agricultural water needs for portions of 
Upcountry Maui, including the Kula Agricultural Park (Kula Ag Park), the 262-acre Park 
expansion, and communities served with water from the EMI System; and (3) allow the 
continued supply of water to approximately 30,000 acres of agricultural lands in Central 
Maui now owned by Mahi Pono for the full implementation of the Mahi Pono Farm Plan.  In 
addition, the Water Lease will allow the MDWS to continue to draw water from EMI’s 
Nāhiku Tunnel (Well No. 4806-07) in order to supply water to the Nāhiku community.  

Compared to past water diversions that occurred for over 90 years, the potential future 
flow of surface water from East Maui has been reduced significantly due to a June 2018 
Decision and Order (D&O) by the Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM) 
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to fully or partially restore stream flows in East Maui, which also incorporates previous A&B 
decisions to voluntarily reduce stream diversions.

b. Duration of Water Lease
The request submitted to BLNR was for a long-term 30-year Water Lease.  A Water 

Lease of that duration is needed to provide sufficient time for Mahi Pono to implement its 
Farm Plan and earn a return on its investment.1  An estimated 10 years will be required for 
Mahi Pono and its lessees to remove volunteer sugarcane and weeds from 30,000 acres, 
amend soils, install field improvements, build warehouses and other structures, and plant 
crops to be further determined as the Farm Plan develops.  As currently planned, the 
predominant crops will be various types of orchard trees (avocado, coffee, citrus, macadamia 
nuts, etc.), which reflect a long-term commitment to farming.  About 5 to 12 years will be 
required for orchard trees to reach full maturity, after which the trees will provide yields for 
35 to over 100 years.  

A short-term Water Lease would derail development of the Mahi Pono Farm Plan as 
well as any plan to convert the Central Maui lands to diversified agriculture because of the 
risk of not being able to farm for a long enough period to recover its planned investment. 
Conversely, the longer the term of the Water Lease, the greater the beneficial agricultural and 
economic impacts because of the certainty that comes from a long-term lease, which could 
encourage greater investment in long-term improvements.  The State has the authority to 
issue a Water Lease with up to a 65-year term.  However, the analysis used herein assumes 
issuance of the proposed 30-year Water Lease.  As mentioned, a longer term Water Lease 
would generate greater beneficial impacts.

2. BASELINE CONDITIONS AND WATER LEASE ALTERNATIVES 

This analysis of agricultural impacts addresses (1) three baseline conditions for past 
surface-water diversions from East Maui, and (2) three future Water Lease alternatives:2 

— Past baseline conditions
• Typical Sugar (2006 Crop)

This baseline covers surface-water diversions and related agricul-
tural impacts for the 2006 sugarcane crop in Central Maui.  This year 

1.  At full development, Mahi Pono’s Farm Plan would utilize most of the water available after 
consideration of the CWRM D&O.  However, the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands 
(DHHL) is entitled to reserve water prior to the issuance of the Water Lease. 

2.  Each Water Lease alternative is characterized by projected conditions and impacts at full 
implementation of the Mahi Pono Farm Plan by about 2030, with the Plan modified for each 
alternative based on the available supply of water.  The analysis does not address interim 
conditions and impacts between the initial implementation of the Plan and full implementa-
tion by about 2030.  
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represents typical sugarcane operations during the 20-year period 
from 1987 to 2006: rainfall in East Maui was regarded as normal, the 
restoration of stream flows was not large enough to significantly 
affect HC&S operations, and the plantation was economically 
healthy. 

The EMI System also delivered water to the MDWS to meet a 
portion of the requirements of Upcountry Maui.  In addition the 
MDWS drew water from EMI’s Nāhiku Tunnel to supply the needs 
of the Nāhiku community in East Maui.  

• Recent Sugar (Years 2008 to 2013)
This baseline covers average surface-water diversions and related 

agricultural impacts for the 6-year period just prior to the closure of 
HC&S: 2008 to 2013. 

This period is not typical of sugar operations in that rainfall was 
below normal, water returned to East Maui streams was large enough 
to adversely affect sugarcane operations, and HC&S struggled to 
achieve profitable operations.  Also, a large volume of brackish 
groundwater was used to irrigate the sugarcane in order to maintain 
high levels of biomass for energy production, even though the high 
salinity decreased sugar yields.

• Post Sugar (Year 2017)
The analysis for Post Sugar is for the year 2017, after sugar 

operations ended and diversified agricultural initiatives were just 
beginning, but prior to Mahi Pono's acquisition of the Central Maui 
agricultural fields.  The EMI System continued to deliver water to 
the MDWS for Upcountry Maui and, for the Nāhiku community, the 
MDWS continued to draw water from EMI’s Nāhiku Tunnel. 

— Alternatives for the future
• Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative (proposed action/preferred 

alternative)
For this alternative, the State would offer at public auction a 

Water Lease that would enable the awarded lessee the right to divert 
the East Maui streams in the License Area in an amount up to the 
maximum flow allowed by the CWRM D&O.  Due to the CWRM 
D&O, which incorporates prior voluntary decisions by A&B as well 
as other flow restoration requirements, significantly less water will 
be available to Central Maui from the EMI System than has been the 
case in the past. This report assumes that the Water Lease supplies 
water through the EMI System for use in Central Maui.  
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Mahi Pono scaled its Farm Plan, which includes water to lessees 
of its agricultural lands in Central Maui, to match the available 
supply of surface water.  Under this alternative, it is projected that 
30,000 acres of diversified agriculture in Central Maui could be 
supported.  If more water were available, then more crops would be 
planted.  If less water were available, then the Farm Plan would be 
changed, possibly increasing land for pasture and decreasing land for 
crops.  

The EMI System would continue to supply surface water to the 
MDWS for Upcountry Maui, but the supply would be maintained at 
its recent level and not increased to accommodate future growth.  For 
the Nāhiku community, the MDWS would continue to draw water 
from EMI’s Nāhiku Tunnel.  

• Water Lease with Less than CWRM D&O Alternative

For this alternative, the Water Lease that is put to public auction 
would allow surface water to be diverted from East Maui, but at a 
lower level than in the previous alternative.  The water would be 
used to irrigate fields in Central Maui, and to continue water deliver-
ies to the MDWS but at a potentially lower level than currently. 

Depending on the available supply of surface water, Mahi Pono 
would have to scale down its Farm Plan to the amount of water 
available.

This alternative is not included in Table ES-1 because no particu-
lar amount of decreased flow of surface water from East Maui is 
currently known.  However, Section 5.c of this Executive Summary 
provides information needed to estimate agricultural and related 
economic impacts for various levels of reduced flow of surface 
water. 

• No Water Lease Alternative

For this alternative, no surface-water would be diverted from 
State lands in East Maui.  Surface water would continue to flow to 
Central Maui, but it would be limited to waters originating from 
private lands.  Nearly all available water would be used to irrigate 
fields in Central Maui.  Because the agreements with MDWS pro-
vide that the delivery of water to MDWS for Upcountry Maui and 
Nāhiku are contingent upon the Water Lease being issued, no water 
is presumed to be provided to the MDWS.

This alternative would require major changes to the Mahi Pono 
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Farm Plan in order to reduce its demand for irrigation water and 
match the available supply.  

3. GEOGRAPHIC AREAS AND AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS

The Water Lease would affect three farm areas:
— Central Maui

This area comprises the 30,000 acres of Central Maui lands owned 
by Mahi Pono, which are former HC&S sugarcane lands that historical-
ly were serviced by the EMI System, along with supplemental brackish 
groundwater pumped from wells now owned by Mahi Pono.  These 
lands are east of Maui Veterans Highway.  In this report, Central Maui 
excludes the former sugarcane lands irrigated with surface water from 
the West Maui Ditch System.  These excluded fields are located west of 
Maui Veterans Highway. 

Central Maui has some of the best agricultural conditions in the 
State for farming, including a large area in a compact configuration, 
high-quality soils, high solar radiation, a location near markets and 
shipping terminals, potentially ample water at low delivery costs 
(assuming a new Water Lease at a reasonable use fee), and rents that 
will be comparatively low for lessees.

Most of the water for irrigating crops must come from surface 
water.  Upper fields can be irrigated only with surface water, and lower 
fields can be irrigated with a mix of surface water and brackish ground-
water.  Because of the salinity of the groundwater and the salt tolerance 
of diversified crops, the use of groundwater on the lower fields is 
limited to about 30% of the water applied.  Combining the upper and 
lower fields, the overall water split across all 30,000 acres would be 
approximately 80% surface water and 20% brackish groundwater 
water.

If insufficient water is available from the EMI System, then crop 
farming would have to be reduced. 

— Upcountry Maui
The Kula Ag Park and other farm areas in Upcountry Maui (togeth-

er with Upcountry’s domestic water users) depend upon water supplied 
by the EMI System and delivered by the MDWS.  If insufficient water 
is available from the EMI System, then these farms would be affected.  
However, the analysis excludes Upcountry farms that do not use water 
from the EMI System.  
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Upcountry Maui has lands that are suitable for farming, but the 
conditions are not as good as those in Central Maui.  Farms are small 
and scattered, solar radiation is less, farms are farther from markets and 
shipping terminals, and water is limited and expensive.

— East Maui
Because of the heavy rainfall on the windward slopes of Haleakalā 

and the many streams in East Maui, many makai areas along the 
streams are well-suited for growing taro and truck crops.  Also, a 
number of the landowners have appurtenant and riparian rights to use 
water from these streams for farming.  The CWRM D&O has and will 
result in increased stream flows, thereby allowing increased farming 
activity in East Maui.

The East Maui farms addressed in this report include only those that 
could be directly affected by the proposed Water Lease.  That is, the 
taro farms and other farms in East Maui that are, or could be, irrigated 
with water diverted from the streams flowing through the License Area.  
These farms are located between Honopou and Nāhiku.  

The analysis excludes existing or potential farms in these communi-
ties for which the landowners do not have rights to divert streams to 
irrigate crops.  Also excluded are the many existing or potential farms 
in Hāna and other parts of East Maui that would not be affected by the 
proposed Water Lease.  Furthermore, the proposed Water Lease does 
not include developing new ditch systems to deliver water from the 
License Area to irrigate existing or new farms in East Maui.

4. OUTLOOK FOR AGRICULTURE

a. Central Maui
Provided that sufficient water is available, Central Maui is expected to host a major 

expansion in crop farming and cattle grazing.  Mahi Pono’s current plans for Central Maui 
envision cultivating a broad range of food and non-food crops for local consumption and 
export, including orchard crops (citrus, macadamia nuts, coffee, avocado, etc.), tropical 
fruits, vegetables and melons, row crops, annual crops, energy crops, and grass-fed cattle.  In 
addition, the company plans to lease some of its land to other farmers at favorable terms, 
including relatively low rents for long periods.  

To the extent economically feasible, Mahi Pono and other farmers on its land will grow 
food crops for the Hawaiʻi market.  However, the Hawaiʻi market is too small to use all of 
the crops that will be grown in Central Maui, and thus some exports will be necessary. 

Central Maui agricultural lands that cannot be farmed are likely to be used for grazing 
cattle.  
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Depending on the supply of surface water delivered to Central Maui for Mahi Pono's 
use, the amount of land used could range from (1) about 5,280 acres in crops and 24,470 
acres in pasture, to (2) about 15,950 acres in crops and 13,800 acres in pasture.  An additional 
250 acres would be used for green energy.  

b. Upcountry Maui
For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, existing farming in Upcoun-

try Maui would continue, and the Kula Ag Park would expand by at least 262 acres as 
planned by the County of Maui.  Other than this expansion, no significant increase of 
commercial agriculture is anticipated in Upcountry Maui, primarily because Central Maui 
offers better conditions for farming.  However, some residents of Upcountry Maui may 
engage in limited semi-commercial agriculture because they are attracted to the farming 
lifestyle.

For the No Water Lease Alternative, water deliveries by the EMI System to the MDWS 
would drop to zero as it is assumed that existing agreements would terminate if there is no 
Water Lease.  Several years would be required for the MDWS to develop groundwater wells 
or other alternatives to fill the shortfall in supply, and the feasibility of such water-source 
development is uncertain.  Assuming domestic customers would have priority over agricul-
tural customers, farmers in Upcountry Maui would lack water to irrigate their crops until the 
new wells are operational.  As a result, farms would close or relocate to Central Maui.  Even 
after the new wells are operational, little commercial farming is expected to return to 
Upcountry Maui because Central Maui has better conditions for farming.

For the Water Lease with Less than CWRM D&O Alternative, this report assumes the 
impacts on farming in Upcountry Maui would be proportional to the reduction in the supply 
of water delivered by the EMI System to the MDWS.  

c. East Maui
In the past, farmers in East Maui have reported that surface-water diversions to supply 

water to Central Maui left insufficient water in the streams for them to take full advantage of 
the agricultural potential in East Maui.  

For those East Maui streams addressed in the CWRM D&O, and for the East Maui 
farms between Honopou and Nāhiku, ample stream water should now be available to irrigate 
taro loʻi and the small farms relying on these streams because the CWRM D&O “will return 
free flowing water, with no upstream diversions, to all streams which have historically 
supported significant kalo cultivation …”  Increased stream flows could allow more land in 
East Maui to be farmed.  Also, cool fast running water is optimal for taro production (i.e., 
higher yields), and helps reduce crop diseases.  The large volume of water that flows out of 
the taro loʻi can be used to irrigate other crops.  
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The CWRM D&O specified Interim Instream Flow Standards (IIFS) for 15 additional 
streams that were not identified as taro streams.  Nearly all these streams pass through 
gulches bordered by areas having uneven terrain, lack road access, and have abutting land 
designated Conservation (not Agricultural).  Farming may have occurred along these streams 
in the distant past, but they are not suitable for farming today.  According to Trutta Environ-
mental Services, five of these streams will be fully restored to their natural (undiverted) flow, 
or nearly fully restored.  

CWRM did not address or amend the existing IIFS for 12 streams which were not the 
subject of the IIFS petition.  These streams flow through land designated as Agricultural in 
the communities of Huelo and Kailua.  The CWRM did, however, address and order in the 
Huelo portion of the License Area: (1) full restoration of three streams; (2) habitat restoration 
flows for a fourth stream; (3) connectivity flows for a fifth stream, and (4) after analysis, 
CWRM elected not to modify the IIFS for a sixth stream.  The CWRM thus provided flow 
restoration spanning the Huelo portion of the License Area, including among other purposes, 
restoration for taro farming along three streams.  Even if restoration was made on additional 
streams, it is likely that the amount of additional acreage put into taro would be minimal 
given that the areas lack the necessary river-valley characteristics of major taro growing 
areas, with many streams flowing through gulches. 

5.  SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

a. Major Impacts and Benefits
Table ES-1 summarizes the major impacts and benefits for the past baseline conditions 

and two of the three alternatives for the year 2030.  The table is divided into 6 parts: (1) 
Water Supply and Allocation, (2) Agricultural Land Use, (3) Agricultural Water Use, (4) 
Agricultural Development and Operations, (5) Employment and Payroll, and (6) State and 
County Revenues.  Mahi Pono’s current Farm Plan assumes full development by about 2030.  
Also, all dollar amounts are expressed in 2018 purchasing power. 

Water Supply and Allocation
The supply of East Maui surface water that is available for Central and Upcountry Maui 

is projected to decline significantly: from about 156.54 mgd for Typical Sugar, to 92.32 mgd 
for the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, and to 30.76 mgd for the No Water 
Lease Alternative.  For the No Water Lease Alternative, all of the water would come from 
private lands.

The total water supply (surface water plus groundwater) would decline from about 
199.04 mgd for Typical Sugar to 113.63 for the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O 
Alternative and 38.44 mgd for No Water Lease Alternative.  The use of groundwater is 
limited in order to keep salinity below about 30% when applied to lower fields in Central 
Maui.  
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For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, about 106.53 mgd of the total 
water supply would be allocated to Central Maui for agricultural use, and 7.1 mgd to MDWS 
for Upcountry Maui.3  For the No Water Lease Alternative, it is assumed that all of the water 
(38.44 mgd) would be allocated to Central Maui for agricultural use.  

Agricultural Land Use

Central Maui

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, about 15,950 acres would be 
used for growing crops, including 12,850 acres for orchard crops and 3,100 acres for other 
crops.  About 13,800 acres would be used for pasture, of which about 4,700 acres would be 
irrigated.  About 250 acres would be used for green energy, such as solar farms.

For the No Water Lease Alternative, the reduced supply of water would require a major 
reallocation of land from growing crops to unirrigated pasture.  About 5,250 acres would be 
used for growing crops, including 4,180 acres for orchard crops and 1,100 acres for other 
crops.  About 24,470 acres would be used for pasture, of which about 3,800 acres would be 
irrigated.  Land for green energy would remain at 250 acres.

Upcountry Maui

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, about 1,510 acres of 
farmland in Upcountry Maui would be irrigated with water from the EMI System, including 
the Kula Ag Park, the Kula Park expansion area, and the lands of many small Upcountry 
farms.

 For the No Water Lease Alternative, farmlands in Upcountry Maui that have been 
irrigated with water from the EMI System are expected to drop to zero acreage for the 
reasons given in Section 4.b of this Executive Summary.  

East Maui

For the analysis, taro farms in East Maui (from Honopou to Nāhiku), including those 
farms using water from streams not subject to the CWRM D&O, are assumed to cover about 
55 net acres by 2030 (a little over 60 gross acres, and assuming a high estimate of 90% of the 

3.  7.1 mgd was the average daily use by MDWS from the Wailoa ditch, which includes water for 
the Kāmole Wier Water Treatment Plant (WTP) (3.6 mgd) and the Kula Ag Park (3.5 mgd) 
presented in the CWRM D&O, FOF 551.  By contractual agreement, the MDWS currently is 
entitled to up to 1.5 mgd from the EMI System to serve the needs at the Kula Ag Park.  
However, the current configuration of the County's Kula Ag Park water system requires that 
approximately 3.5 mgd be made available at Reservoir 40 from the EMI System through the 
Hāmākua Ditch to enable the use of 1.5 mgd at the Kula Ag Park. 
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land in crop).  In this update, about 10 acres have been added to the 44.83 acres identified in 
the CWRM D&O in order to account for the possibility of additional taro farms which could 
develop in the area.  It is assumed that all or nearly all of the farming would take place in 
Honopou, Keʻanae and Wailuā, and would rely primarily on the taro streams ordered for full 
restoration.  Further, all or nearly all of the additional taro cultivation will occur in existing/
historical taro cultivation areas, not in new areas, given the barriers presented by terrain and 
the economic challenges of initiating new taro farms.  This acreage is assumed for all Water 
Lease alternatives since nearly all potential new taro cultivation is assumed to draw water 
from fully restored taro streams which will have the same flows under all alternatives.  

For the analysis, truck farms in East Maui (from Honopou to Nāhiku), including those 
farms using water from the streams not subject the CWRM D&O, are assumed to cover about 
45 acres by 2030.  In this update, about 10 acres have been added to the 35 acres identified in 
the CWRM D&O in order to account for (1) the possibility that CWRM D&O may have 
missed some farm areas that would be feasible to cultivate, and (2) an increase in taro 
farming could result in more truck farming by taro farmers who supplement their income by 
using flow-through water to irrigate other crops.  This acreage is assumed for all alternatives 
since nearly all potential new cultivation is assumed to draw water from fully restored taro 
streams which will have the same flows for all alternatives.  

Taro-farm operations and related economic activity would be about the same for all 
alternatives (i.e., the same production, sales, employment, payroll, taxes, etc.).  Similarly, 
truck-farm operations and related economic activity would be about the same for all 
alternatives.  Hence, the Proposed Action is not anticipated to have any significant impact on 
agronomic conditions in East Maui, nor on future East Maui farming.  

Agricultural Water Use

Central Maui

Net agricultural water use in Central Maui—i.e., after on-farm irrigation system losses 
that occur in the distribution of water throughout the farm and excluding other water uses 
(e.g., water used for fire protection and dust control)—is projected to decline from about 
143.19 mgd for Typical Sugar to 82.34 mgd for the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O 
Alternative and 29.72 mgd for No Water Lease Alternative.  

Upcountry Maui

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, about 4.16 mgd of water 
from the EMI System would be used to irrigate Upcountry farms.  

 For the No Water Lease Alternative, it is assumed that no water from the EMI System 
would be delivered to Upcountry farms.  
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East Maui
For all Water Lease alternatives, gross and net water requirements would be about 7.7 

and 1.9 mgd, respectively.  The high gross water requirement reflects the fact that nearly 80% 
of the water used for growing taro is diverted from streams, passes through loʻi, and is then 
returned to the streams.

Agricultural Development and Operations
Central Maui

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, converting Central Maui 
from sugarcane to diversified agriculture would entail a capital investment of about $214.7 
million (direct expenditures) for field preparation and construction of warehouses, processing 
facilities, energy facilities, etc.  In turn, the purchase of goods and services by companies that 
provide field-preparation and construction services, and purchases by their employees, would 
generate indirect sales.  Direct expenditures on improvements and the resulting indirect sales 
would be spread out over approximately 10 years and, in combination, are projected to 
average about $39.9 million per year.  Corresponding figures for the No Water Lease 
alternative are $144.8 million invested over about 6 years, with direct expenditures plus 
indirect sales averaging about $42.9 million per year.

At full operations, and assuming the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, 
farm sales would total about $160.7 million per year, of which about $104.4 million would 
be Hawaiʻi sales and $56.2 million would be export sales.  Adding energy sales of about $8.2 
million results in total direct sales of about $168.9 million per year.  Direct and indirect sales 
would total about $329.5 million per year.  

The direct sales of about $160.7 million per year exceeds sales during sugar operations: 
about $100.7 million per year for Typical Sugar, and about $115.6 million for Recent Sugar. 
The HC&S revenues figures are for the former plantation lands east of Maui Veterans 
Highway, and not the entire plantation.  

For the No Water Lease Alternative, operations would generate much lower farm sales: 
about $57.7 million per year in farm sales, of which about $46.1 million would be Hawaiʻi 
sales and $11.5 million would be export sales.  Adding energy sales results in total direct 
sales of about $65.9 million per year.  Direct and indirect sales would total about $123.5 
million per year.  

Upcountry Maui

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, the farms that depend on 
water from the EMI System would generate direct sales of about $15.1 million per year.  
Direct and indirect sales would total about $31.8 million per year.

 For the No Water Lease Alternative, these figures would drop to zero. 
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East Maui

For all Water Lease alternatives, the farms in East Maui that depend on stream water 
would generate about $1.7 million per year in direct sales, and about $3.6 million per year in 
direct and indirect sales.

Employment and Payroll
Central Maui

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, converting Central Maui 
from sugarcane to diversified agriculture would employ an average of about 210 workers 
over a period of about 10 years.  Corresponding figures for the No Water Lease Alternative 
are an average of about 175 workers over about 6 years.

At full operations of farming operations in Central Maui, and assuming the Water Lease 
Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, employment would reach about 790 direct jobs with a 
payroll of about $28.5 million per year, and 1,140 direct and indirect jobs with a payroll of 
$45.3 million.  The direct employment of 790 jobs would exceed the 630 direct jobs formerly 
provided by HC&S for Typical Sugar.  The HC&S employment figure is for the former 
plantation lands east of Maui Veterans Highway, and not the entire plantation.  

For the No Water Lease Alternative, full operations would provide about 270 direct jobs 
with a payroll of about $9.9 million per year, and 390 direct and indirect jobs with a payroll 
of $15.6 million.  

Upcountry Maui
For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, the farms that depend on 

water from the EMI System would provide about 100 jobs with a payroll of about $3.5 
million per year, and would generate about 150 direct and indirect jobs having a payroll of 
$5.8 million.

 For the No Water Lease Alternative, these figures would drop to zero. 

East Maui
For all Water Lease alternatives, the farms in East Maui that depend on stream water 

would provide about 18 jobs with a payroll of about $600,000 per year, and generate about 
26 direct and indirect jobs having a payroll of about $1 million.

State and County Revenues
Central Maui

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, the expenditures on land 
preparation and capital improvements needed to convert Central Maui from sugarcane to 
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diversified agriculture would generate State tax revenues of about $18.62 million over the 
assumed 10-year development period, but this would be offset by energy subsidies of $18.75 
million, for net loss of about $130,000.  State revenues would come from excise taxes, 
corporate income taxes, and personal income taxes.  The County derives negligible tax 
revenues from development activity: there are no major County taxes on expenditures for 
land preparation and improvements, profits generated, or the payroll of those involved with 
the development activity.  However, once the improvements are completed, the County will 
benefit from an increase in property-tax revenues due to the increased property values.  

For the No Water Lease Alternative, the conversion would generate State tax revenues 
of about $11.41 million over the assumed 6-year development period, but this would be 
offset by energy subsidies of $18.75 million, for a net loss of about $7.34 million.  

At full operations of farming operations in Central Maui, and assuming the Water Lease 
Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, State tax revenues would be about $4.46 million per 
year, and County property taxes would be about $800,000 per year.  Property taxes for the 
County are low because agricultural land is assessed at agricultural values, not at market 
values.   

For the No Water Lease Alternative, full operations would generate State tax revenues 
of about $1.66 million per year, and County tax revenues of about $650,000.  Tax revenues 
for the State are less because crop production and sales would be less.  Property taxes are 
lower because more of the land would be used for pasture, which has a lower assessed value 
than cropland.  

Upcountry Maui

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, the farms that depend on 
water from the EMI System would generate annual State taxes of about $540,000, and 
County revenues of about $850,000.  The County revenues include property taxes and rents 
from the Kula Ag Park.  

 For the No Water Lease Alternative, most of these figures would drop to zero or near 
zero because of the loss of farms and farm production.  The County would lose rents from the 
Kula Ag Park, and property tax revenues would be lower, assuming the agricultural lands 
would be assessed at pasture values.  

East Maui

For all Water Lease alternatives, the East Maui farms would generate about $83,000 per 
year in State taxes and about $200 in Maui County property taxes.  
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Additional Economic Impacts and Benefits

Crop Imports and Exports

About two-thirds of the fresh vegetables, fruits and melons sold in Hawaiʻi are 
imported.  To the extent economically feasible, Mahi Pono will grow food crops for the 
Hawaiʻi market, thereby reducing these imports.  At full development of its Farm Plan, local 
sales by Mahi Pono and its farm tenants are expected to comprise 65% of total sales, with 
exports at 35%.  Local sales are preferred over exports because it saves on overseas shipping 
costs.  Both local sales and exports are beneficial to Hawaiʻi: local sales that displace imports 
reduce the financial drain on the State as a whole, while exports generate income for the 
State.  

Hawaiʻi Benefits
As mentioned, about two-thirds of the fresh produce currently sold in Hawaiʻi is 

imported.  The economic benefits of producing this food—including the jobs, payroll, profits 
and tax revenues—flow to mainland and other overseas farmers, their employees, their 
suppliers, and their home state. 

Mahi Pono will partially reverse this situation by introducing new agricultural activity 
to Hawaiʻi.  For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, the primary economic 
benefits at full operations will include: 

— Payments to the State for the Water Lease, with the annual fee to be determined 
by the State Board of Land and Natural Resources.  The Department of Hawaiian 
Homelands (DHHL) and the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) are entitled to 
30% and 20%, respectively, of the State revenues from the Water Lease.  

— About 1,140 direct and indirect jobs with a payroll of $45.3 million per year.  
— About $33 million per year in gross operating profits earned by (1) Mahi Pono, 

(2) its farm tenants, and (3) companies providing goods and services to the farms, 
families of farm workers, etc.

— About $5.4 million per year in State and County tax revenues.
Profits earned by Mahi Pono and its farm tenants are a return on their combined 

investment of about $215 million to develop new agricultural activities on Maui.  Much of 
the profits will remain in Hawaiʻi, including (1) the portion of Mahi Pono’s profits invested 
to further develop its Maui farm, (2) profits of farm tenants, and (3) the profits of many 
companies that provide goods and services to farms and families of farm workers.  

Additional benefits include:
— More locally grown produce that will be fresher and possibly cheaper than main-

land imports.
— Increased food security for Hawai‘i.
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— Possible higher wages for Maui farmers because Mahi Pono will pay wages and 
provide benefits sufficient to attract and retain workers.

— Increased human capital (i.e., farming knowledge and skills).
Regarding the last item, Mahi Pono brought California crews to Maui for short periods 

to train farmers on how to grow Mahi Pono’s crops.  New farming skills will benefit the 
workers (higher pay), Mahi Pono, and possibly other farms that may hire these workers in the 
future.  

Without Mahi Pono or some similar entity—i.e., a company that is willing to invest 
substantial capital to increase farming in Hawaiʻi based on its knowledge of growing and 
marketing certain crops—it is unlikely that current Hawaiʻi farmers would generate the 
economic benefits listed above.  This conclusion is based on the fact that current Hawaiʻi 
farmers have used only a small amount of the land and water released by the closure of all 
sugarcane plantations and nearly all pineapple plantations in Hawaiʻi, even though there has 
been strong support and many efforts to increase diversified farming in Hawaiʻi.  From 1968 
to 2018, plantation agriculture released about 302,100 acres.  Over this same period, 
diversified crops increased by about 25,300 acres (only 8% of the land released from 
plantation agriculture).  Acreage in diversified crops has not changed significantly since 
2000: about 47,100 acres in 2000 and 46,900 acres in 2018.  

Provided that sufficient water is available, the Mahi Pono Farm Plan will provide a 
substantial boost to Hawaiʻi’s agricultural industry: a 34% increase in the statewide acreage 
in crop, from an estimated 46,900 acres in 2018 to 62,800 acres in 2030.  

b. Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative vs the No Water Lease Alternative
Central Maui

For Central Maui, the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative would provide 
far more economic activity and benefits than would the No Water Lease Alternative.  The 
difference between the two alternatives would be as follows:

— About 11,570 acres more green open space in the form of farms and irrigated 
pastures (20,650 acres vs 9,080 acres).

— About three times as much food production, including greater food self-sufficien-
cy and more exports.

— About $206 million per year more in direct and indirect sales ($329.5 million vs 
$123.5 million).

— About 750 more direct and indirect jobs (1,140 jobs vs 390 jobs).
— About $29.7 million per year more in total payroll ($45.3 million vs $15.6 

million). 
— Development activity (land preparation and capital improvements) lasting about 4 

years longer (10 years vs 6 years), with similar magnitudes of sales and employ-
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ment (about $40 million per year direct and indirect sales, and about 300 direct 
and indirect jobs).

— About $2.9 million per year more in State and County tax revenues ($4.6 million 
vs $1.7 million).

Upcountry Maui
For Upcountry Maui, the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative would 

allow farming to continue and expand at the Kula Ag Park, and continue at other farms that 
irrigate crops with County water originating from the EMI System.  In total, about 1,510 
acres would be farmed in 2030, generating about $31.8 million per year in direct and indirect 
sales, about 150 direct and indirect jobs, and about $5.8 million in payroll for these jobs.

For the No Water Diversions Alternative, farming activity is expected to be near zero 
for the farms that depended on water from the EMI System in 2017.  For these farms, water 
to irrigate crops is not expected to be available for several years, and once farming ends, 
significant farming is not expected to return to the area because of better farming conditions 
in Central Maui.  

East Maui
All Water Lease alternatives would result in the same agricultural activity and benefits 

for East Maui (see Table 7., Section 7c).

c.  Water Lease with Less than CWRM D&O Alternative
For the Water Lease with Less than CWRM D&O Alternative, the State would allow 

water to be diverted from East Maui to Central Maui in an amount falling between (1) the 
92.32-mgd flow estimated for the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, and (2) 
the 30.76-mgd flow estimated for the No Water Lease Alternative.  To demonstrate the 
impacts of such an intermediate alternative, the following table provides (1) the impacts of 
the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative at full operations of the Mahi Pono 
Farm plan, and (2) the incremental changes in these impacts (in red) caused by each mgd-
reduction in surface water from the 92.32-mgd flow estimated for the Water Lease Limited to 
CWRM D&O Alternative.  

Central Upcountry
  Maui       Maui      Units

— Land use

• Crops 15,950 1,509 acres
Decrease per 1 mgd 173.31 24.51 acres

• Irrigated pasture 4,700 acres
Decrease per 1 mgd 14.62 acres
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• Unirrigated pasture 9,100 acres
Increase per 1 mgd 187.93 acres

— Sales, Ag operations

• Direct sales $168.9 $15.1 million/yr
Decrease per 1 mgd $1.673 $0.245 million/yr

• Direct and indirect sales $329.5 $31.8 million/yr
Decrease per 1 mgd $3.346 $0.517 million/yr

— Employment

• Direct 793 101 jobs
Decrease per 1 mgd 8.447 1.634 jobs

• Direct and indirect 1,142 149 jobs
Decrease per 1 mgd 12.164 2.418 jobs

— Payroll

• Direct payroll $28.5 $3.5 million/yr
Decrease per 1 mgd $0.303 $0.057 million/yr

• Direct and indirect payroll $45.3 $5.8 million/yr
Decrease per 1 mgd $0.481 $0.095 million/yr

— State Revenues $4.46 $0.54 million/yr
Decrease per 1 mgd $0.0456 $0.0088 million/yr

Thus, each 1-mgd reduction of surface water from the Water Lease Limited to CWRM 
D&O Alternative would result in the following changes for Central Maui (first column of the 
above table): a reduction by about 173 acres of land in crops, a reduction by about 15 acres 
of land in irrigated pasture, an increase of about 188 acres of land in unirrigated pasture, a 
reduction in direct sales on Maui of about $1.7 million per year, a reduction in direct-and-
indirect sales on Maui and Oʻahu of about $3.3 million per year, about 8.5 fewer direct jobs 
on Maui having a payroll of about $300,000 per year, about 12 fewer direct-and-indirect jobs 
on Maui and Oʻahu having a payroll of about $500,000 per year, and a reduction in State 
revenues of about $50,000 per year.  Significant but smaller changes would occur for 
Upcountry Maui (second column of the above table).  

6.  STATE AND COUNTY AGRICULTURAL POLICIES

Of the three alternatives, the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative is the 
most compatible with State and County agricultural policies.  This alternative would (1) 
preserve and protect the most agricultural land and water, and (2) promote the most agricul-
tural activity.  



 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

1. WATER SUPPLY AND ALLOCATION
Water supply (before system losses)

Surface water from East Maui
From State lands n.e. n.e. n.e. 61.57        -            mgd
From private lands n.e. n.e. n.e. 30.76        30.76        mgd
Total surface water 156.54     113.71     28.36        92.32        30.76        mgd

Brackish groundwater 42.50        69.90        -            21.31        7.69          mgd
Total water supply 199.04     183.61     28.36        113.63     38.44        mgd

Water allocations (before system losses)
MDWS 3.23          7.10          2.86* 7.10          -            mgd
Central Maui, Ag and related uses 195.81     180.78     n.e. 106.53     38.44        mgd

2. AGRICULTURAL LAND USE
Central Maui 

Sugarcane 29,427     30,320     acres
Upper fields (surface water only) 12,800     12,729     acres
Lower fields (surface and brackish water) 16,627     17,591     acres

Diversified Ag and energy 
Crops, irrigated

Orchards 12,850     4,180        acres
Other crops 200           3,100        1,100        acres
Total crops 200           15,950     5,280        acres

Pasture
Irrigated -            4,700        3,800        acres
Unirrigated 500           9,100        20,670     acres
Total pasture 500           13,800     24,470     acres

Green energy (solar) 250           250           acres
Fallow 29,300     acres
Total Ag and energy 30,000     30,000     30,000     acres
Irrigated fields 20,650     9,080        acres

Upper fields (surface water only) 6,390        2,720        acres
Lower fields (surface and brackish water) 14,260     6,360        acres

Upcountry Maui (farms supplied with water from EMI)
Kula Ag Park 447           709           -            acres
Other Farms 800           800           -            acres
Total farmland 1,247        1,509        -            acres

East Maui (farms with appurtenant and riparian rights)
Taro 55.0          55.0          acres
Other farms 45.0          45.0          acres
Total farmland 100.0        100.0        acres

3. AGRICULTURAL WATER USE (after system losses)
Central Maui 

Sugar operations
Total water use, sugarcane 143.19     132.45     mgd

By source
Surface water 112.07     81.24        mgd
Brackish groundwater 31.12        51.21        mgd

By area
Upper fields (surface water only) 62.28        55.61        mgd
Lower fields (surface and brackish water) 80.90        76.84        mgd

Brackish water share
All fields 21.7% 38.7%
Lower fields 38.5% 66.6%

*In 2017, the EMI System delivered about 2.86 mgd to the MDWS for Upcountry Maui, including 1.5 mgd for the Kula Ag Park and 1.36 mgd for the Kāmole Weir WTP.
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

Diversified Ag
Total water use, crops and irrigated pasture 0.68          82.34        29.72        mgd

By source
Surface water 65.87        23.77        mgd
Brackish groundwater 27.69        9.97          mgd

By area
Upper fields (surface water only) 27.69        9.97          mgd
Lower fields (surface and brackish water) 54.65        19.75        mgd

Brackish water share
All fields 20.0% 20.0%
Lower fields 30.1% 30.1%

Upcountry Maui (farms supplied with water from EMI)
Kula Ag Park 0.46          1.46          -            mgd
Other Farms n.e. 2.70          -            mgd
Total farmland n.e. 4.16          -            mgd

East Maui (farms with appurtenant and riparian rights)
Gross water use (includes water returned to streams)

Taro farms n.e. 7.70          7.70          mgd
Other farms (included with water for taro)

Net water use n.e. 1.88          1.88          mgd
Taro farms 1.65          1.65          mgd
Other farms 0.23          0.23          mgd

4. AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS
Central Maui 

Sugar operations
Direct sales 100.7$     115.6$     million/yr
Direct and indirect sales 191.4$     219.7$     million/yr

Diversified Ag
Development activity

Development period 10              6                years
Expenditures and sales

Total development expenditures 214.7$     144.8$     million
Average annual development expenditures 21.5$        24.1$        million/yr
Average annual development expenditures and 39.9$        42.9$        million/yr
indirect sales

Operations
Direct sales

Farm sales
Hawaii sales 104.4$     46.1$        million/yr
Export sales 56.2$        11.5$        million/yr
Total farm sales 160.7$     57.7$        million/yr

Energy Sales 8.2$          8.2$          million/yr
Total direct sales 0.5$          168.9$     65.9$        million/yr

Direct and indirect sales 1.1$          329.5$     123.5$     million/yr
Upcountry Maui (farms supplied with water from EMI)

Development activity, Kula Ag Park
Increase in acreage 262           -            acres
Development period 5                -            years
Expenditures and sales

Total development expenditures 1.3$          -$          million
Average annual development expenditures 0.3$          -$          million/yr
Average annual development expenditures and 0.6$          -$          million/yr
indirect sales

Operations, Kula Ag Park and other farms
Direct sales 12.5$        15.1$        -$          million/yr
Direct and indirect sales 26.3$        31.8$        -$          million/yr
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

East Maui (farms with appurtenant and riparian rights)
Direct sales 1.7$          1.7$          million/yr
Direct and indirect sales 3.6$          3.6$          million/yr

5. EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLL
Central Maui 

Sugar operations
Employment

Direct jobs 630           620           jobs
Direct and indirect jobs 1,342        1,321        jobs

Payroll
Direct payroll 48.5$        34.3$        million/yr
Direct and indirect payroll 82.7$        68.0$        million/yr

Diversified Ag
Development activity

Development period 10              6                years
Employment

Direct jobs 208           176           jobs
Direct and indirect jobs 326           293           jobs

Payroll
Direct payroll 8.8$          7.7$          million/yr
Direct and indirect payroll 14.5$        13.3$        million/yr

Operations
Employment

Direct jobs 7                793           273           jobs
Direct and indirect jobs 10              1,142        393           jobs

Payroll
Direct payroll 0.3$          28.5$        9.9$          million/yr
Direct and indirect payroll 0.5$          45.3$        15.6$        million/yr

Upcountry Maui (farms supplied with water from EMI)
Development activity

Development period 5                -            years
Employment

Direct jobs 5.2             -            jobs
Direct and indirect jobs 7.5             -            jobs

Payroll
Direct payroll 0.21$        -$          million/yr
Direct and indirect payroll 0.31$        -$          million/yr

Operations
Employment

Direct jobs 83              101           -            jobs
Direct and indirect jobs 123           149           -            jobs

Payroll
Direct payroll 2.9$          3.5$          -$          million/yr
Direct and indirect payroll 4.8$          5.8$          -$          million/yr

East Maui (farms with appurtenant and riparian rights)
Employment

Direct jobs n.e. 18              18              jobs
Direct and indirect jobs n.e. 26              26              jobs

Payroll
Direct payroll n.e. 0.6$          0.6$          million/yr
Direct and indirect payroll n.e. 1.0$          1.0$          million/yr
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

6. STATE AND COUNTY REVENUES
Central Maui 

Sugar operations
State revenues 5.88$        5.08$        million/yr
Maui County property taxes 0.05$        0.07$        million/yr
City and County of Honolulu, excise tax surcharge 0.04$        million/yr

Diversified Ag
Development activity

State revenues (cumulative) (0.13)$      (7.34)$      million
State taxes 18.62$     11.41$     million
Energy subsidy (18.75)$    (18.75)$    million

Maui County revenues (cumulative) n.e. n.e. million
City and County of Honolulu, excise tax 0.06$        0.04$        million
surcharge (cumulative)

Operations
State revenues 0.03$        4.46$        1.66$        million/yr
Maui County property taxes 0.02$        0.80$        0.65$        million/yr
City and County of Honolulu, excise tax surcharge 0.00$        0.14$        0.05$        million/yr

Upcountry Maui (farms supplied with water from EMI)
Development activity

State revenues (cumulative) 0.18$        -$          million
Maui County revenues (cumulative) n.e. n.e. million
City and County of Honolulu, excise tax n.e. ne. million
surcharge (cumulative)

Operations
State revenues 0.45$        0.54$        -$          million/yr
Maui County revenues 0.05$        0.07$        0.00$        million/yr
City and County of Honolulu, excise tax surcharge 0.002$     0.002$     -$          million/yr

East Maui (farms with appurtenant and riparian rights)
State revenues n.e. 0.083$     0.083$     million/yr
Maui County property taxes n.e. 0.0002$   0.0002$   million/yr
City and County of Honolulu, excise tax surcharge n.e. 0.0004$   0.0004$   million/yr
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EAST MAUI WATER LEASE:
AGRICULTURAL AND RELATED ECONOMIC IMPACTS

1. INTRODUCTION

a. Proposed Water Lease

Since 1986, the Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) has been issuing 1-year 
revocable permits for four license areas in East Maui to Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. (A&B) 
and its subsidiary East Maui Irrigation Company, LLC (EMI)—A&B and EMI are herein 
referred to collectively as A&B.  The permits have allowed A&B to divert surface water via 
the aqueduct system owned by EMI (the EMI System) to (1) irrigate fields in Central Maui 
and (2) supply water to the Maui Department of Water Supply (MDWS) for domestic and 
agricultural water needs for portions of Upcountry Maui, including the Kula Agricultural 
Park (Kula Ag Park) and communities served with water from the EMI System.  In addition, 
these permits, as would the proposed Water Lease, enable the MDWS to draw water from 
EMI’s Nāhiku Tunnel (Well No. 4806-07) in order to supply water to the Nāhiku community. 

In 2001, A&B requested that the BLNR offer a long-term (30 years) East Maui Water 
Lease (the Water Lease) at public auction for the right, privilege and authority to enter and 
go upon State-owned lands in East Maui for the purposes of developing, diverting, transport-
ing and using government-owned waters.  BLNR action on issuing a Water Lease has been 
delayed for various reasons, including the requirement that an environmental review be 
completed before a lease could be issued.  

Under the proposed Water Lease, the State of Hawaiʻi would allow the continued 
diversion of East Maui surface water for delivery to Central Maui and Upcountry Maui.  The 
Central Maui agricultural lands, as well as other lands formerly owned by A&B, are now 
owned by MP Central A, LLC, MP Central B, LLC, MP CPR, LLC, MP East A, LLC, MP 
East B, LLC, and MP West, LLC (individually or collectively, "Mahi Pono"), which 
acquired these lands from A&B in December 2018.  In addition, since early 2019, MP EMI, 
LLC owns 50% of EMI and is the managing member of EMI; A&B is the other member of 
EMI. 

Compared to past water diversions that occurred for over 90 years under continuous 
sugar cultivation (since 1923 when the EMI System reached full development), the potential 
future flow of surface water from East Maui has been reduced significantly due to a June 
2018 Decision and Order (D&O) by the Commission on Water Resource Management 
(CWRM) to fully and partially restore stream flows in the East Maui streams within the 
License Area, which D&O also incorporates previous A&B decisions to voluntarily reduce 
stream diversions.
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b. Content and Purpose

This report addresses the agricultural and related economic impacts of the proposed 
Water Lease at the projected 2030 full implementation of the Mahi Pono Farm Plan in 
Central Maui.  It was prepared to support the Environmental Impact Statement being 
prepared under Hawaii Revised Statutes Chapter 343, by Wilson Okamoto Corporation.  
Compliance with the requirements of Hawaii Revised Statutes Chapter 343 is necessary 
before the BLNR can consider issuing the Water Lease.  

c. Scope of Analysis

Baseline and Water Lease Alternatives

The analysis addresses the following baseline and alternative surface-water diversions 
from East Maui:

— Past baseline conditions

• Typical Sugar (2006 Crop)

The analysis for Typical Sugar is for the year 2006, which was 
before significant stream restorations.  The EMI System also deliv-
ered water to the MDWS to meet a portion of the requirements of 
Upcountry Maui.  In addition the MDWS drew water from EMI’s 
Nāhiku Tunnel to supply the needs of the Nāhiku community in East 
Maui.  

• Recent Sugar (Years 2008 to 2013)

The analysis for Recent Sugar covers the 2008-to-2013 period.  
The EMI System continued to deliver water to the MDWS for 
Upcountry Maui, and the MDWS continued to draw water from 
EMI’s Nāhiku Tunnel for the Nāhiku community.

• Post Sugar (Year 2017)

The analysis for Post Sugar is for the year 2017, after sugar 
operations ended and diversified agriculture initiatives were just 
beginning, but before Mahi Pono acquired the agricultural fields.  
The EMI System continued to deliver water to the MDWS for 
Upcountry Maui, and the MDWS continued to draw water from 
EMI’s Nāhiku Tunnel for the Nāhiku community.

— Alternatives for the future

• Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O

For this alternative, surface water would be diverted from East 
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Maui up to the maximum flow allowed by the D&O.1  The water 
would be used to irrigate fields in Central Maui, and to continue 
water deliveries to the MDWS at the current level.  Also, the MDWS 
would continue to draw water from EMI’s Nāhiku Tunnel for the 
Nāhiku community.

• Water Lease with Less than CWRM D&O
For this alternative, surface water would be diverted from East 

Maui, but at a lower level than for the previous alternative.  The 
water would be used to irrigate fields in Central Maui, and to contin-
ue water deliveries to the MDWS but at a potentially lower level than 
currently. 

• No Water Lease
For this alternative, no surface-water would be diverted from 

State lands in East Maui.  Surface water would continue to flow to 
Central Maui, but it would be limited to waters originating from 
private lands.  Nearly all available water would be used to irrigate 
fields in Central Maui.  Because the agreements with MDWS pro-
vide that the delivery of water to MDWS for Upcountry Maui and 
Nāhiku are contingent upon the Water Lease being issued, for the 
purposes of this report, no water is presumed to be provided to the 
MDWS.

More details on the baseline conditions and the alternatives for the future are provided 
in Section 4.

Geographic Areas
The analysis addresses three farm areas: 

— Central Maui
This area comprises the 30,000 acres of Central Maui agricultural 

lands owned by Mahi Pono, which are former HC&S sugarcane lands 
that historically were serviced by the EMI System, along with supple-
mental brackish groundwater pumped from wells.  These lands are east 
of Maui Veterans Highway.  In this report, Central Maui excludes the 
former sugarcane lands irrigated with surface water from the West Maui 
Ditch System.  These excluded fields are located west of Maui Veterans 
Highway. 

1.  Mahi Pono’s Farm Plan would utilize most of the water available after consideration of the 
CWRM D&O, however, the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL) is entitled to 
reserve water prior to the issuance of the Water Lease.
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Most of the Central Maui lands are now planned for various crops 
and cattle ranching.  

Most of the water for irrigating crops must come from surface 
water.  Upper fields can be irrigated only with surface water, and lower 
fields can be irrigated with a mix of surface water and brackish ground-
water.  Because of the salinity of the groundwater and the salt tolerance 
of diversified crops, the use of groundwater on the lower fields is 
limited to about 30% of the water applied.  Combining the upper and 
lower fields, the overall water split across all 30,000 acres would be 
approximately 80% surface water and 20% brackish groundwater 
water.

If insufficient water is available from the EMI System, then crop 
farming would have to be reduced. 

— Upcountry Maui
The EMI System supplies water to the MDWS, some of which is 

then delivered to the County’s Kula Ag Park and other farm areas in 
Upcountry Maui, and water will be provided in the future for the 
planned 262-acre expansion of the Park.  In addition, water from the 
EMI System supplies a portion of the water distributed by the MDWS 
Upcountry Water System to residents, businesses, Kamehameha 
Schools, the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, and government 
facilities.  The communities served include Kula, Pukalani, Makawao, 
Haʻikū, Haliʻimaile, Waiakoa, Keokea, Waiohuli, ʻUlupalakua, Kanaio, 
Olinda, ʻOmaʻopio, Kula Kai, and Pūlehu.  

If insufficient water is available from the EMI System, then the 
MDWS will have to develop new water sources, and farming may have 
to be reduced.  Also, domestic and business customers of MDWS may 
have to reduce their water use.

The analysis excludes Upcountry farms that do not use water from 
the EMI System.  

— East Maui
The East Maui farms addressed in this report include only those that 

could be affected directly by the proposed Water Lease.  That is, the 
taro farms and other farms in East Maui that are, or could be, irrigated 
with water diverted from the streams flowing through the License Area.  
These farms are located between Honopou and Nāhiku, and include the 
communities of Honopou, Huelo, Kailua, Keʻanae, Wailuā and Nāhiku.  
The affected landowners have appurtenant and riparian rights to use 
water from these streams.  
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The analysis excludes existing or potential farms in these communi-
ties for which the landowners do not have rights to divert streams to 
irrigate crops.  Also excluded are the many existing or potential farms 
in Hāna and other parts of East Maui that would not be affected by the 
proposed Water Lease.  

Furthermore, the proposed Water Lease does not include developing 
new ditch systems to deliver water from the License Area to irrigate 
existing or new farms in Honopou, Huelo, Kailua Keʻanae, Wailuā, 
Nāhiku, Hāna, and other areas of East Maui.  Until such ditch systems 
are proposed, designed, subjected to environmental studies, approved, 
financed and actually built, diverting water to these farms is not a 
realistic alternative.  Furthermore, any significant increase of farm 
production in East Maui could require road improvements, new pro-
cessing facilities, upgrades to the electrical grid, etc., none of which are 
part of the proposed Water Lease as presented by the applicant.

In the material which follows, the primary focus of the agricultural impact analysis is on 
Central Maui because this where most of the changes in agriculture are expected to occur, 
and the area that will be affected most by a Water Lease from the State.  

Agronomic Conditions
Agronomic conditions are summarized for each of the three geographic areas, 

including: 
— Soil quality.
— Solar radiation.
— Elevations.
— Slopes
— Climatic conditions.
— Access to irrigation water.
— Access to markets.

Economic Impacts
For each condition/alternative and geographic area, the analysis addresses the following 

agricultural impacts projected as of 2030: 
— Supply of water available for agriculture.  
— Acreages by agricultural use.
— Water use.
— Production.
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— Sales.
— Employment.
— Payroll.
— State and county taxes generated (excise, income, and property taxes).

The analysis of economic impacts is limited to the economic impacts associated with 
agricultural activities, and do not include the impacts associated with the operations of the 
EMI System.

d. Methodology
Multipliers 

Acreages by agricultural use are translated into economic impacts based on a number of 
multipliers.  These multipliers reflect the professional judgment of the consultant, and were 
derived from the following sources: various agricultural projects in Hawaiʻi; Hawaiʻi 
farmers, ranchers, and land owners; publications by the U.S. Department of Agriculture; 
publications by the Hawaiʻi Department of Agriculture; publications by the University of 
Hawaiʻi, College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources; U.S. Census data; the State 
of Hawai'i Data Book; The Hawaiʻi State Input-Output Study: 2017 Benchmark Report (I-O 
Model); employment and labor rates from the Department of Labor and Industrial Relations 
(DLIR); and State and County tax rates.  

Direct and Indirect Impacts
“Direct” economic impacts (gross sales, employment, payroll, etc.) are the immediate 

effects of a change in a particular sector of the economy.  Traditionally, “indirect” impacts are 
changes in other sectors of the economy that are caused by the direct impacts, but exclude 
impacts related to the purchase of goods and services by employees and their families  
(household spending).  Traditionally, “induced” impacts are changes in the economy that are 
caused by the household spending by those who are affected by the direct and indirect 
changes in the economy.  In this report, “indirect” economic impacts are redefined broadly 
to include both the traditional indirect economic impacts and the induced economic impacts.

2018 Dollars 
Dollar amounts are expressed in terms of 2018 purchasing power and market condi-

tions.  Values, prices, costs and dollar amounts for prior years are adjusted for inflation to 
2018 dollars based on the Honolulu Consumer Price Index (CPI) for Urban Consumers.  
Dollar amounts after 2018 are not increased to account for inflation, appreciation of property 
values, changes in labor rates, changes in building costs, or other changes in market condi-
tions. 
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Future Impacts 
The economic impacts of future agricultural operations are based on (1) full implemen-

tation of farm plans, and (2) the farms reaching full maturity.  Most of these impacts are 
expected to occur by 2030, but production and sales could increase after this date due to the 
maturing of some orchard trees.  The year 2030 is used for future impacts in order to be 
consistent with long-term plans by the County of Maui.  

Accuracy of Estimates 

Much of the analysis contained in this report is quantitative in nature, where numbers 
are used to help communicate anticipated plans and impacts.  However, these numbers 
should not be interpreted as precise predictions.  Rather, they represent the best estimates of 
what is expected to occur based on available information about planned development and 
operations, market conditions, and tax rates.  In practice, the future may bring significant 
deviations from the projections.

e. Organization of the Report 
Section 2 provides information on the EMI System, License Area and the Water Lease 

alternatives.  The EMI System and License Area are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.  

Section 3 provides information on the CWRM D&O, and on Interim Instream Flow 
Standards (IIFS).

Section 4 defines the baseline conditions and the Water Lease alternatives that are 
analyzed in this report.  

Section 5 provides information on the agronomic conditions of the three agricultural 
areas addressed in the analysis. 

Section 6 provides an overview of the agricultural outlook for Central Maui, Upcountry 
Maui, and East Maui.  

Sections 7 through 12 and the corresponding Tables 1 through 6 provide the analysis of 
agricultural impacts, including:

— Section 7 and Table 1: Water Supply and Allocation

— Section 8 and Table 2: Agricultural Land Use

— Section 9 and Table 3: Agricultural Water Use

— Section 10 and Table 4: Agricultural Development and Operations

— Section 11 and Table 5: Employment, Payroll and Population Supported

— Section 12 and Table 6: State and County Revenues
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Each table covers the three past baseline conditions and two of the three Water Lease 
alternatives.  The Water Lease with Less than CWRM D&O Alternative is not included in the 
tables because the flow of surface water from East Maui has not been specified.  However, 
Section 13 provides the information needed to estimate agricultural and related economic 
impacts for assumed flows.  

Each table is divided into three parts, one for each geographic area.  The tables provide 
the detailed assumptions and calculations, while the text highlights the main findings.  In 
these tables, the quantities appearing in bold highlight the more significant impacts. 

Section 13 summarizes the economic impacts and benefits of the alternatives.
Section 14 summarizes the consistency of the Water Lease with State and County 

agricultural policies. 
The figures and tables are at the end of the report, along with an Appendix that provides 

a summary of State and County goals, objectives, policies and guidelines related to agricul-
tural lands. 

2. EMI AQUEDUCT SYSTEM

a. Overview of the EMI System
Since 1878, A&B or its predecessors and EMI have operated the EMI System, which is 

an integrated system of diversions, ditches, intakes, and tunnels that collect surface water 
from streams located on the rainy windward slopes of East Maui.  This surface water is then 
transported to the comparatively dry agricultural fields in Central Maui.  

The EMI System, which was completed in 1923, consists of approximately 388 intakes, 
over 24 miles of ditches, about 50 miles of tunnels, and numerous small dams, pipes, and 
flumes.  Dirt roads and trails provide access to maintain the system.  The ditches have a slight 
downhill slope so that the water flows completely by gravity to Central Maui.  

The EMI System has four parallel levels of water ditches, running from east to west 
across the East Maui mountains.  From mauka to makai, these are the Wailoa, New 
Hāmākua, Lowrie, and New Haʻikū ditches.  The Wailoa and Lowrie ditches run year-round, 
while the New Hāmākua and New Haʻikū ditches run on surplus water from the other 
ditches.  Wailoa is the highest elevation ditch, thus has access to large and reliable sources of 
water.  The Lowrie Ditch captures water that cascades down from higher elevations, and has 
ground water sources that contribute to generally year round flow.  The Wailoa water can be 
sent to 4 turbines that have a production capacity of 6.1 MW.  

Two of the measuring points for water diverted by the EMI System are in the EMI 
ditches at Honopou Stream and Maliko Gulch.  Honopou Stream is the western boundary at 
the end of the State License Area.  Maliko Gulch is considered the end of the EMI System 
and the beginning of the Central Maui field irrigation system. 
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Historically, the surface water was used to irrigate the HC&S sugarcane fields, and for 
uses in and around its mill area and for lessees of its agricultural lands.  Those sugarcane 
fields are now planned for diversified agriculture by Mahi Pono.  In addition, a portion of the 
water from East Maui is delivered to MDWS for the domestic water needs of Upcountry 
Maui and the irrigation needs of small farms throughout Upcountry, as well as in the 
County’s Kula Ag Park.  The MDWS also draws water from EMI’s Nāhiku Tunnel for 
delivery to the Nāhiku community in East Maui, and that permission is tied to the issuance of 
a Water Lease or permits from the State.  

The estimated replacement cost of the EMI System would exceed $325 million (updated 
from Wilcox).  

b. Watershed and License Area
The watersheds from which the EMI System collects water total about 50,000 acres on 

the north slope of Haleakala, of which EMI owns about 17,000 acres, and the State owns 
about 33,000 acres (i.e., the License Area).  Historically, the right to collect water from State 
lands has been leased to A&B and its predecessors, with the first lease having been granted 
by the administration of King Kalākaua. 

As shown in Figure 2, the State lands include four sub-License Areas:
— Nāhiku: TMKs (2)1-2-04:05, 07; 10,111.220 acres, more or less
— Keʻanae: TMK (2)1-1-02:02 (por.); 10,768.000 acres, more or less
— Honomanū: TMK (2)1-1-001:443: 381.000 acres, more or less
— Huelo: TMKs (2)1-1-001:05 and (2)2-9-014:01, 05,11 ,12,17; 8,752.690 acres, 

more or less
These four sub-License Areas are within the Koʻolau Forest Reserve while mauka 

portions of the Keʻanae and Nāhiku sub-License Areas are bordered by the Kipahulu and 
Nana Forest Reserve.  The Hanawi Natural Area Reserve also lies within the Nāhiku sub-
License Area. 

Thirty six (36) streams are within the License Area, two of which are below the EMI 
System and therefore have never been diverted by the EMI System.  However, ten streams 
have been ordered for full restoration, meaning that all diversions of water from these 
streams have ceased or will cease, thereby restoring full water flow for these streams as 
required by the D&O.  In addition, diversions will be reduced for several other streams in 
accordance with the D&O. 

c. East Maui Water Lease
As discussed in Section 1.a, A&B requested that the BLNR offer a long-term Water 

Lease at public auction.  The objectives for the Water Lease are as follows:
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— Continue to provide water to support agriculture in Central Maui
The proposed Water Lease will allow the EMI System to continue 

to supply water to support agriculture on approximately 30,000 acres of 
fields in Central Maui.  Although A&B/HC&S ended its sugar opera-
tions in 2016, A&B had planned and Mahi Pono currently plans to put 
as much of the former sugarcane lands into other diversified agricultur-
al uses as economically feasible.  

— Continue to meet domestic and agricultural water demands in Upcountry 
Maui

The EMI System supplies water to the MDWS Upcountry Water 
System, which is the second largest system in the County.  The continu-
ation of the proposed Water Lease is necessary to continue MDWS's 
service for agricultural and domestic purposes in Upcountry Maui. 

MDWS’s service includes delivery of non-potable water that 
originate from the EMI System to the Kula Ag Park and the planned 
262-acre expansion of the Park.  

— Continue to serve community water demands in the Nāhiku Community
The MDWS draws water from EMI’s Nāhiku Tunnel to serve 

Nāhiku, a small community in Eastern Maui.  The proposed Water 
Lease is a condition of continued water service for this community.

— Preserve and maintain the EMI System
The EMI System is a major capital asset that supplies water to 

support both agriculture and domestic uses.  The proposed Water Lease 
will allow this valuable asset to be preserved and maintained to serve 
these needs for water.  

d. Water Flows from State vs Private Lands
Historically, it has been recognized that 70% of the EMI System flow east of Honopou 

Stream comes from State lands, and 30% comes from private lands, and thus this assumption 
is utilized in this report.  Between Honopou Stream and Maliko Gulch, all of the additional 
water flow comes from private lands.  

3. INTERIM INSTREAM FLOW STANDARDS

On May 24, 2001, the Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation filed petitions with CWRM 
to Amend the Interim Instream Flow Standards (IIFS) for 27 East Maui streams on behalf of 
Nā Moku ʻAupuni ʻO Koolau Hui, Beatrice Kepani Kekahuna, Marjorie Wallett, and 
Elizabeth Lehua Lapenia (collectively Nā Moku).  
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In 2007, A&B ceased diversion on Waiokamilo Stream, fully restoring flows to the 
stream, in response to an interim order by the BLNR. 

In June 2018, the CWRM amended the IIFS for East Maui streams.  In its D&O, 
CWRM fully or partially restored stream flows for most of the petitioned East Maui streams, 
and limited the volume of water which can be diverted from East Maui streams.  The D&O 
“will return free flowing water, with no upstream diversions, to all streams which have 
historically supported significant kalo cultivation (Honopou, Huelo, Hanehoi, Pi‘ina‘au, 
Palauhulu, Ohia (Waianui), Waiokamilo, Kualani, Wailuanui, Makapipi).”2

4. BASELINE CONDITIONS AND WATER LEASE ALTERNATIVES 

This analysis of agricultural impacts addresses (1) three baseline conditions for past and 
recent surface-water diversions from East Maui, and (2) three future Water Lease alternatives 
represented by estimates for the year 2030. 

a. Past Water Diversions
The three baseline conditions for past surface-water diversions from East Maui include 

the following:  

— Typical Sugar (2006 Crop)

This baseline covers surface-water diversions and related agricultur-
al impacts for the 2006 sugarcane crop in Central Maui.  This year 
represents typical sugarcane operations during the 20-year period from 
1987 to 2006.  Rainfall in East Maui was regarded as normal, the 
restoration of stream flows was not large enough to significantly affect 
HC&S operations, and the plantation was economically healthy. 

Selected agricultural impacts are provided for Central Maui but, 
with a few exceptions, are not provided for Upcountry Maui and East 
Maui.  For these areas, agricultural impacts of more recent periods are 
more relevant.  

— Recent Sugar (Years 2008 to 2013)

This baseline covers average surface-water diversions and related 
agricultural impacts for the 6-year period just prior to the closure of 
HC&S: 2008 to 2013.  The plantation shut down operations over a 2-
year period ending in 2016.  

2.  Although the Executive Summary in the CWRM D&O mentioned Kualani and Ohia, those 
streams (also referred to as Hamau and Waianu) have never been diverted by the EMI 
System.  CWRM D&O FOF 57.
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This period is not typical of sugar operations in that rainfall was 
below normal, water returned to East Maui streams was large enough to 
adversely affect sugarcane operations, and HC&S struggled to achieve 
profitable operations.  Also, a large volume of brackish groundwater 
was used to irrigate the sugarcane in order to maintain high levels of 
biomass for energy production, even though the high salinity decreased 
sugar yields.

— Post Sugar (Year 2017)
This baseline covers surface-water diversions and related agricultur-

al impacts for 2017, after HC&S ceased it sugar operations and diversi-
fied agriculture initiatives were just beginning but prior to Mahi Pono's 
acquisition of the Central Maui agricultural fields.  

b. Future Water Lease Alternatives
The three future Water Lease alternatives include the following:  

— Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative (proposed action/preferred 
alternative)

For this alternative—which is the proposed action/preferred alterna-
tive—the State would offer a Water Lease at public auction that allows 
surface water to be diverted from State lands in East Maui up to the 
maximum flow allowed by the CWRM D&O under the IIFS.  Due to 
IIFS and prior voluntary decisions by A&B, significantly less surface 
water will be available to Central Maui from the EMI System than has 
been the case in the past.  This report assumes that EMI/Mahi Pono is 
the successful bidder for the Water Lease.  

Mahi Pono scaled its Farm Plan, which includes water to farm 
lessees of Mahi Pono, to match the available supply of surface water at 
full implementation of the Plan.  Under this alternative, it is projected 
that 30,000 acres of diversified agriculture in Central Maui could be 
supported, of which over 20,000 acres would be irrigated.  If more 
water were available, then more crops would be planted.  If less water 
were available, then the Farm Plan would be changed, possibly increas-
ing land for pasture and decreasing land for crops.  

The EMI System would continue to supply surface water to the 
MDWS for Upcountry Maui, but the supply would be maintained at its 
recent level and not increased to accommodate future growth.  Also, 
water would continue to be delivered to the MDWS for the Nāhiku 
community in East Maui. 
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— Water Lease with Less than CWRM D&O Alternative
For this alternative, the Water Lease that would be put to public 

auction would allow surface water to be diverted from East Maui, but at 
a lower level than in the previous alternative.  The water would be used 
to irrigate fields in Central Maui, and to continue water deliveries to the 
MDWS but at a potentially lower level than under the Water Lease 
Limited to CWRM D&O alternative.  Depending on the available 
supply of surface water, Mahi Pono would have to scale down its Farm 
Plan to the amount of water available.

As mentioned previously, this alternative is not included in the 
tables because no particular amount of decreased flow of surface water 
from East Maui is currently known.  However, Section 13 provides 
information needed to estimate agricultural and related economic 
impacts for various levels of reduced flow of surface water

— No Water Lease Alternative
For this alternative, no surface-water would be diverted from State 

lands in East Maui.  Surface water would continue to flow to Central 
Maui, but it would be limited to waters originating from private lands.  
Nearly all available water would be used to irrigate fields in Central 
Maui.  Because the agreements with MDWS provide that the delivery 
of water from EMI to the MDWS are contingent upon the Water Lease 
being issued, no water is presumed to be provided to the MDWS for 
Upcountry Maui and Nāhiku.

This alternative would require major changes to the Mahi Pono 
Farm Plan in order to reduce its demand for irrigation water and match 
the available supply.  

The estimated agricultural impacts discussed in the following sections are for the year 
2030.

c. Duration of Water Lease
A&B is requesting that the State offer at public auction a long-term (30 years) Water 

Lease in order to provide sufficient time for Mahi Pono to implement its Farm Plan, returning 
agriculture to approximately 30,000 acres in Central Maui, and earn a return on its invest-
ment.  

An estimated 10 years will be required for Mahi Pono and lessees to remove volunteer 
(i.e., rogue) sugarcane and weeds from 30,000 acres, amend soils, install field improvements 
(e.g., irrigation systems, fencing, etc.), build warehouses and other structures, and plant 
crops.  
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In addition, about 5 years or more will be required for avocado, citrus and coffee trees 
to reach full maturity, and 12 years or more for macadamia nuts.  After reaching maturity, 
macadamia nuts trees will provide yields for 35 years or more, citrus and coffee for 50 years 
or more, and avocado for over 100 years.

In order for Mahi Pono and other farmers (i.e., its lessees) to justify their very substan-
tial investment in a 30,000-acre farm, a long-term Water Lease will be required.  A short-term 
Water Lease would derail development of the Mahi Pono Farm Plan—or any long term 
agricultural use of the Central Maui fields including any plan to convert the Central Maui 
lands to diversified agriculture—because of the risk of not being able to farm for a long 
enough period to recover its planned investment. 

Conversely, the longer the term of the Water Lease, the greater the agricultural and 
economic benefits because of the certainty that comes from a long-term Water Lease, which 
could encourage greater investment in long-term improvements.  The State has the authority 
to issue a Water Lease with up to a 65-year term.  However, the analysis used herein assumes 
the proposed 30-year Water Lease.

5. AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS 

a. Central Maui
Acreage and Layout

The Central Maui fields are shown in Figure 3, and include the areas east of Maui 
Veterans Highway (areas in blue and purple).  The blue areas are upper fields which can be 
irrigated only with surface water, and the purple fields are lower fields which can be irrigated 
with a mix of surface water and brackish groundwater.

The fields total about 30,000 acres encompassing most of Central Maui.  As can be seen 
in Figure 3, the configuration is geographically compact.  

Soil Ratings

Three classification systems are commonly used to rate Hawaiʻi soils: (1) Land 
Capability Grouping, (2) Agricultural Lands of Importance to the State of Hawaiʻi, and (3) 
Overall Productivity Rating.  The soil ratings are for the approximately 30,000 acres of the 
Central Maui fields that have been irrigated with water from the EMI System. 

Land Capability Grouping (NRCS Rating)
The 1972 Land Capability Grouping by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, NRCS 

rates soils according to eight levels, ranging from the highest classification level I to the 
lowest VIII defined as follows:
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— Class I: few limitations that restrict their use.
— Class II: moderate limitations that reduce the choice of plants or require moderate 

conservation practices.  
— Class III: severe limitations that reduce the choice of plants, require special 

conservation practices, or both.
— Class IV: very severe limitations that reduce the choice of plants, require very 

careful management, or both.
— Class V: not likely to erode but have other limitations, impractical to remove, that 

limit their use largely to pasture or range, woodland, or wildlife habitat.
— Class VI: severe limitations that make them generally unsuited to cultivation and 

limit their use largely to pasture or range, woodland, or wildlife habitat.
— Class VII: very severe limitations that make them unsuited to cultivation and that 

restrict their use largely to pasture or range, woodland, or wildlife habitat. 
— Class VIII: limitations that preclude their use for commercial plant production 

and restrict their use to recreation, wildlife habitat, or water supply, or to esthetic 
purposes. 

The sub-classification defines the limitations:
— c: climate/limited rainfall.
— e: subject to erosion.
— s: stoniness, unfavorable texture, shallowness, or low water-holding capacity.
— w: excess water/poorly drained.

Figures 4 and 5 show the NRCS ratings of the Central Maui agricultural lands, with and 
without irrigation.  Based in geographic information system (GIS) analysis by Munekiyo 
Hiraga, Inc. (MHI), the estimated acreages for each class, with and without irrigation, are as 
follows:

Acres, with Irrigation Acres, without Irrigation

— Class I 4,449 (14.7%) 0

— Class II 17,216 (56.8%) 1,644 (5.4%)

— Class III 3,051 (10.1%) 5,233 (17.3%)

— Class IV 2,629 (8.7%) 15,364 (50.7%)

— Class V 0 0
— Class VI 282 (0.9%) 5,386 (17.8%)
— Class VII 2,642 (8.7%) 2,642 (8.7%)
— Not rated         33 (0.1%)         33 (0.1%)
— Total 30,302 30,302
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With irrigation, approximately 71.5% of the fields are rated Class I or Class II.  
However, without irrigation, no lands are rated Class I and only about 5.4% are rated Class 
II. 

Agricultural Lands of Importance in the State of Hawaiʻi (ALISH)
ALISH ratings were developed in 1977 by the NRCS, UH College of Tropical Agricul-

ture and Human Resources, and the State of Hawaiʻi, Department of Agriculture.  This 
system classifies land into three broad categories: 

— Prime: agricultural land which is land that is best suited for the production of 
crops because of its ability to sustain high yields with relatively little input and 
with the least damage to the environment.

— Unique: agricultural land which is non-Prime agricultural land used for the 
production of specific high-value crops.

— Other: agricultural land which is non-Prime and non-Unique agricultural land 
that is important to the production of crops.

Figure 6 shows the ALISH ratings of the Central Maui agricultural lands.  The estimated 
acreages for each rating are as follows:

 Acres 

— Prime 25,669 (84.7%)

— Unique 0

— Other 2,254 (7.4%)

— Not rated   2,378 (7.9%)

— Total 30,302

These ratings reflect the fact that the Central Maui lands were irrigated in 1977.  With 
less water, less acreage would be rated as Prime. 

Overall Productivity Rating (LSB Rating)
In 1967, the UH Land Study Bureau (LSB) developed an Overall Productivity Rating 

for Maui soils, which classifies soils according to five levels, with A representing the class of 
highest productivity and E the lowest.  The ratings reflect the irrigation in 1967.

Figure 7 shows the LSB ratings of the Central Maui agricultural lands.  The estimated 
acreages for each rating are as follows:

 Acres 

— A 24,128 (79.6%)

— B 3,439 (11.3%)
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— C 1,443 (4.8%)

— D 667 (2.1%)

— E 438 (1.4%)

— Not rated      207 (0.7%)

— Total 30,302

About 27,567 acres (90.9%) are high-quality lands rated A or B.

These ratings reflect the fact that the Central Maui lands were irrigated in 1967.  With 
less water, less acreage would be rated as A or B. 

Summary Evaluation of Soil Quality
In this report, the term “high-quality farmland” is used to describe land that is rated I 

or II by NRCS, Prime or Unique by ALISH, or A or B by the LSB.  Under this definition, 
27,097 acres in Central Maui consist of high-quality farmland (see Figure 8).  The high-
quality farmlands are scattered throughout Central Maui.  

With less water, less acreage would be rated as high-quality farmland. 

Sugar Yields

Another measure of the agronomic quality of the Central Maui lands is average sugar 
yields.  Assuming good agricultural practices, yields are generally higher for fields having 
good soils, high solar radiation, and sufficient water.  Lands considered good for growing 
sugarcane are good for growing many other crops.

Figure 9 shows average sugar yields (tons per harvested acres) in Central Maui for the 
1994-to-2016 period.  Hawaiʻi sugarcane was a 2-year crop, unlike most other areas 
throughout the world where cane is grown as a 1-year crop.  Thus, annual yields are half the 
numbers shown in Figure 9.  

Figure 9 is consistent with Figure 8; the good farmlands in Central Maui are scattered 
throughout the former plantation.

Elevations

Elevations of the Central Maui fields range from 5 feet to 1,100 feet in mauka areas.

Slopes

Slopes of the Central Maui fields range from zero to over 7%.  During severe rains 
storms, level fields are more prone to flooding and possible losses of vegetable crops, while 
fields having higher slopes are more prone to erosion.  
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Climatic Conditions

Like other areas in Hawaiʻi, Central Maui has a mild semitropical climate that is due 
primarily to three factors: (1) Hawaiʻi’s mid-Pacific location near the Tropic of Cancer, (2) 
the surrounding warm ocean waters that vary little in temperature between the winter and 
summer seasons, and (3) the prevailing northeasterly tradewinds that bring air having 
temperatures which are close to those of the surrounding waters.

Solar Radiation
Central Maui receives considerable sunshine, with average daily insolation ranging 

from slightly less than 450 calories per square centimeter per day in mauka areas, to over 500 
calories near Pāʻia (see Figure 10).  Other high-quality farm areas in the State—such as 
Kunia and ʻEwa on Oʻahu, and the fields in the southwest corner of Kauaʻi—have similar 
high-levels of solar radiation.  

Rainfall
Average annual rainfall in Central Maui ranges from less than 15 inches per year in the 

southern part of the isthmus to over 50 inches in the north-eastern area of Central Maui (see 
Figure 11).  Most of this rainfall occurs during the winter rainy season (October through 
April), while the summer months (May through September) are hot and dry. 

Because of the low annual rainfall and/or seasonal rainfall, irrigation water is needed to 
grow crops in Central Maui.

Temperatures
Average temperatures range from the low 60s in the winter to the mid 80s in the 

summer.  The mild temperatures are favorable for growing many crops.  

Winds
The prevailing tradewinds blow from a northeasterly direction across the isthmus and 

out to sea.  Occasional strong winds can cause crop damage if they are not protected by 
windbreaks.  

Irrigation Water

The Central Maui fields can be irrigated with (1) East Maui surface water delivered by 
the EMI System, and (2) brackish groundwater pumped from wells located within the Central 
Maui agricultural fields.  About 70% of the surface water comes from State lands.  Water 
from the West Maui Ditch System and from groundwater wells west of the Maui Veterans 
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Highway are not used to irrigate Central Maui agricultural fields (i.e., fields east of the 
Highway), and therefore are not included in this analysis.

Surface Water
For the 2008-to-2013 period, the EMI System delivered about 113.7 mgd of East Maui 

surface water to Central Maui.  The higher-elevation fields can be irrigated only with surface 
water from the EMI System for two reasons: (1) the high pumping cost of groundwater, and 
(2) the existing water-distribution system within the Central Maui agricultural fields was not 
designed to deliver expensive groundwater to these higher-elevation fields.

Surface water is also used on the lower-elevation fields, but it is mixed with brackish 
groundwater.  The surface water lowers the salinity (which can adversely affect crop yields), 
and reduces pumping costs.  

Brackish Groundwater
Brackish groundwater is available to Mahi Pono for its Farm Plan from 10 brackish 

wells in Central Maui having a combined pumping capacity of 156 million gallons per day 
(mgd).  "Pumping capacity" refers to the size of the currently installed pumps, not the 
volume of the water source.  For the 2008-to-2013 period, groundwater from 14 brackish 
wells delivered about 69.9 mgd of brackish groundwater to irrigate sugarcane on the Central 
Maui lower-elevation fields (Mahi Pono only acquired 10 of the 14 wells that had been used 
by HC&S).  

The installed pumping capacity is not the indicator for how much the wells can be used 
for irrigating crops.  The salinity of the groundwater and the salt tolerance of the crop are 
important.  In practice, the brackish groundwater is mixed with surface in order to lower the 
salinity of the water applied to crops.  Thus, the useable supply of brackish groundwater is 
limited by the supply of surface water.  

Salinity of Irrigation Water
According to the Maui Department of Water Supply, “[m]any of the older high-capacity 

irrigation wells and shafts operated by sugarcane plantations in Central Maui reported 
salinity exceeding 4 percent of seawater” (“Maui Island Water Use and Development Plan 
Draft, Part III Regional Plan, Central Aquifer Sector Area,” Nov. 2018).  Akinaka & 
Associates (A&A) found that, during prolonged droughts, the brackish groundwater in 
Central Maui had average salinity of about 3.6% seawater (chlorides of about 703 mg/L), and 
this level of salinity is assumed for analysis.

Crops sensitive to salinity can be irrigated with diluted brackish water with little 
reduction in yields, provided that the water is less than about 0.9% seawater (derived from 
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Government of Western Australia, Department of Agriculture and Food, “Water Salinity and 
Plant Irrigation,” and Wikipedia, “Salt Tolerance of Crops”). 

Less than half of the crops planned for the lower-elevation fields are sensitive to 
salinity.  With this in mind, a reasonably aggressive adjustment to this 0.9% seawater mix 
would result in irrigation water containing about 1.1% seawater. This adjustment would 
result in a target figure for irrigation water in the lower elevation fields of Central Maui of 
more than 70% surface water and less than 30% brackish groundwater (30% × 3.6% = 1.1%).  
The upper elevation fields of Central Maui would be irrigated with 100% surface water.  
Combining the upper and lower fields, the overall water split across all 30,000 acres would 
be approximately 80% surface water and 20% brackish groundwater.

The irrigation system in Central Maui was not designed to vary the mix of surface water 
and brackish groundwater to accommodate crop needs at different fields.  As a result, the 
surface-to-groundwater mix will be the same across all of the lower fields that can be irrigate 
with groundwater.  

Cost of Irrigation Water

A major advantage of farming Central Maui fields is that the EMI System can deliver by 
gravity a large volume of water at relatively low delivery cost.  For the 2008-to-2013 period, 
the delivery cost was about 4.8 cents per 1,000 gallons, a figure which includes the payments 
to the State for the Water Lease.  This accounting does not include the cost of delivering 
surface water from the Kamole Weir (at Maliko Gulch) to the fields in Central Maui—costs 
which were borne by HC&S.  Also the delivery cost of surface water per 1,000 gallons will 
increase with less surface water diverted since fixed costs will be spread over a smaller 
volume of water.  

Brackish groundwater is comparatively expensive at about 52 cents per 1,000 gallons. 
This cost is based on electricity provided by Maui Electric Company (MECO) to power the 
pumps.

For comparison, the MDWS buys water from Wailuku Water Co. and Maui Land and 
Pine at 53.5 cents and 27.6 cents per 1,000 gallons, respectively.  Farmers in Central Oʻahu—
who compete with Maui farmers in the Honolulu and export markets—are charged 58 cents 
per 1,000 gallons for surface water from Waiahole Ditch.  The Central California Irrigation 
District charges 4¢ per 1,000 gallons to 29.2¢ per 1,000 gallons for water delivered to farms, 
depending on the volume used and season.  

Mahi Pono will provide water to its farm tenants at cost, including the delivery cost plus 
a share of the payment to the State for the Water Lease. 
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Desalination
Instead of surface water, desalinated water could be used to irrigate Central Maui fields.  

At small volumes, the source could be brackish groundwater.  At large volumes, seawater 
would have to be added as a source inasmuch as over-pumping of the groundwater would 
draw seawater into the Central Maui aquifer.  

Capital expenses to develop a desalination system would include installing pipes to 
deliver brackish groundwater and possibly seawater to the desalination plant, building the 
desalination plant, and installing pipes to deliver irrigation water to higher-elevation fields.  
Operating expenses would include pumping the water to the desalination plant, operating the 
plant, and pumping the desalinated water to higher elevations.

Akinaka & Associates have estimated that the plant operating costs would exceed $3.15 
per 1,000 gallons if only brackish groundwater were used as the water source.  This figure 
excludes pumping costs and repayment of capital expenditures.  The resulting high cost for 
irrigation water would far exceed all other agricultural water rates in Hawaiʻi, and would 
preclude commercial farming in Central Maui.  

Road Access
Access to the Central Maui fields is provided by Hāna Highway, Haleakalā Highway, 

Maui Veterans Highway, and Baldwin Avenue.  In addition, many miles of plantation roads 
allow movement within the former HC&S plantation. 

Surrounding Uses
Surrounding uses are as follows:

— West: former sugarcane lands most of which are planned by Mahi Pono for 
continued agricultural use.  These lands are irrigated with (1) surface water from 
the West Maui Ditch System and (2) brackish groundwater. 

— North: coastal communities.
— East: agriculture and limited urban develop.
— South: coastal communities, Kealia Pond National Wildlife Refuge, and ranching.

Locational Advantages and Disadvantages
Maui Island Market

Farmers in Central Maui are well-located for supplying the Maui Island market because 
of the short trucking distance to Kahului, which is the Island’s commercial, industrial, 
processing, distribution and transportation center.  Kahului and nearby communities are also 
the largest population center on the island for both customers and labor.
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While the Maui Island market is significant, it is comparatively small: in 2017, Maui 
County had a de facto population of about 220,831 residents and visitors.  

Honolulu Market
All Maui farmers are at a disadvantage when competing against Oʻahu farmers in 

supplying the Honolulu market due to inter-island shipping costs, delays and extra handling.  
In comparing barge and air-cargo services, shipping by barge is less expensive and larger 
loads can be shipped, but the shipments are slow and infrequent.  Air service is faster and 
frequent, but it is far more expensive and capacities are limited.  

In 2017, O'ahu had a de facto population of about 1,049,470 residents and visitors—4.8 
times larger than the Maui market.  

Mainland Market

Compared to Hawaiʻi, the mainland market is enormous: in 2017, the U.S. population 
totaled 325.1 million.  In supplying this market with products that can be carried by container 
ship—i.e., crops having long shelf-lives such as coffee, nuts, and canned fruit—farmers on 
Maui are competitive with farmers on Oʻahu and the other islands.  Even though freight from 
Maui must first be barged to Honolulu then transferred onto a container ship, Matson’s 
overseas shipping service includes inter-island barge service at no additional fee.  With the 
exception of some minor port charges, Matson charges a common fare for all the islands.

In the case of fresh crops that must be shipped by air to the mainland—i.e., crops having 
short shelf-lives such as fresh vegetables, fruits, and flowers—farmers on Maui are at a 
disadvantage compared to Oʻahu farmers because most mainland air cargo is shipped via 
Honolulu’s Daniel K. Inouye International Airport.  Compared to farmers on Oʻahu, Maui 
farmers encounter additional costs, delays, and handling to cover inter-island air-cargo 
service and transferring the fresh crops from small inter-island aircraft to large overseas 
aircraft.  

However, overseas air-cargo service from Maui has improved because the current 
generation of aircraft can depart from the short runway at Kahului with a full load of 
passengers and a full load of cargo in the hold.  This direct service allows farmers on Maui to 
be more competitive in mainland markets.  However, the lift capacity from Maui is limited 
by the number of direct flights.  

In the U.S. mainland market, Hawaiʻi farmers must also compete against farmers on the 
mainland and in Mexico, Central and South America, Southeast Asia, etc.  Most of the 
competing farm areas have lower production and delivery costs than Hawaiʻi does.  Compet-
ing against Mexico is particularly difficult given its proximity to major U.S. markets, and the 
new United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement which replaced the North America Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA) effective 7-1-2020.  
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Summary of Locational Advantages

In terms of location, farmers in Central Maui are well-situated to supply the small Maui 
Island market.  And compared to other farmers in Hawaiʻi, they can also compete reasonably 
well in supplying mainland markets, as long as their crops have long shelf-lives and so can 
be shipped by surface vessel.  

However, compared to farmers on O'ahu, they are at a disadvantage in supplying the 
Honolulu market.  Furthermore, they are at a disadvantage in supplying mainland markets if 
their crops have short shelf-lives and so must be shipped by air.  Also, farmers on Maui are at 
a disadvantage in competing against the low-cost producers who supply mainland markets.  

Land-Use Designations
About 29,455 acres (98%) of the subject 30,000 acres of farmland in Central Maui are 

in the State Land Use Agricultural District.  About 545 acres scattered among 18 parcels are 
designated State Land Use Urban.  Even though these lands are designated by the State as 
Urban, they are zoned by the County as Agriculture and Mahi Pono does not plan to develop 
these lands for urban uses.  

At the County level, all of the subject 30,000 acres are designated for agricultural use in 
various plans, and are zoned Agriculture.  

In addition, most of the Central Maui farmland is designated as Important Agricultural 
Lands (IAL)—see Figure 12.  In 2009, the State Land Use Commission (LUC) approved a 
petition by A&B to designate 27,102 acres of its Maui lands as IAL, including about 22,000 
acres of its Central Maui lands serviced by the EMI System.  Mahi Pono may propose 
additional farmland for IAL designation.  

As stated in HRS Chapter 205: “The objective for the identification of important 
agricultural lands is to identify and plan for the maintenance of a strategic agricultural land 
resource base that can support a diversity of agricultural activities and opportunities that 
expand agricultural income and job opportunities and increase agricultural self-sufficiency 
for current and future generations.”  IALs are defined as lands that: “(1) Are capable of 
producing sustained high agricultural yields when treated and managed according to accepted 
farming methods and technology; (2) Contribute to the State's economic base and produce 
agricultural commodities for export or local consumption; or (3) Are needed to promote the 
expansion of agricultural activities and income for the future, even if currently not in 
production.” 

The IAL designation provides the farmer access to incentives that promote profitable 
agricultural operations.  Incentives include the approval to construct on-site farm dwellings 
and employee housing, income tax credits for agricultural costs, financing opportunities, loan 
guarantees, and expedited State-level permitting for agricultural processing facilities.  
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Farmland that is not designated IAL will stay in agriculture.  Also, the various crops 
will be grown on fields that are determined to be optimal for overall farm operations, 
regardless of any IAL designation. 

Potential Urbanization of Ag Land
Portions of the Central Maui farmland abut land in the State Land Use Urban District 

(see Figure 3).  However, Mahi Pono is not planning urban development on any of its 
farmland.  

Ag Lease Terms
Subject to the terms of the Water Lease, Mahi Pono plans to offer favorable lease terms 

for community farms, including anticipated rents of $150 per acre per year.  This rate is low 
compared to annual per-acre rents of about $350 for large farm parcels on Oʻahu, over $500 
for most State farmland on Oʻahu, and over $160 for most farmland in State Ag Parks on the 
Neighbor Islands.  Other farm tenants will be charged market rents.  

Summary of Agricultural Conditions
Central Maui has some of the best agricultural conditions in the State for farming, 

including a large area in a compact configuration, high-quality soils, high solar radiation, a 
location near markets and shipping terminals, and potentially ample water at low delivery 
costs (assuming a new Water Lease at a reasonable use fee), and for lessees rents that will be 
comparatively low.  Oʻahu farmers have demonstrated that food crops can be grown safely 
and successfully on former sugarcane lands. 

b. Upcountry Maui
Agricultural Lands and Activities

The Upcountry Water System Service Area is shown in Figure 13, and the agricultural 
lands and activities in this area are shown in Figure 14.  

Soil Ratings
Figures 15 and 16 show the NRCS ratings of Upcountry agricultural lands, with and 

without irrigation.  For Kula, the estimated acreages for each class, with and without 
irrigation, are as follows:

Acres, Irrigated Acres, Non-irrigated
— Class I 0 0
— Class II 0 0
— Class III 384 (85.9%) 0
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— Class IV 0 384 (86.0%)
— Class V 0 0
— Class VI 48 (10.8%) 48 (10.8%)
— Class VII 0 15 (3.3%)
— Not rated    15 (3.3%)       0
— Total 447 447

For the other Upcountry lands, estimated acreages for each class, with and without 
irrigation, are as follows:

Acres, Irrigated Acres, Non-irrigated
— Class I 1 (0.0%) 0
— Class II 5,614 (9.2%) 5,466 (9.0%)
— Class III 9,010 (14.8%) 8,933 (14.6%)
— Class IV 6,834 (11.2%) 20,121 (33.0%)
— Class V 0 0
— Class VI 6,172 (10.1%) 14,177 (23.2%)
— Class VII 12,088 (19.8%) 12,088 (19.8%)
— Class VIII 178 (0.3%) 178 (0.3%)
— Missing 21,067
— Not rated        76 (0.1%)         76 (0.1%)
— Total 61,040 61,040

Figure 17 shows the ALISH ratings for the Upcountry agricultural lands.  The estimated 
acreages for each rating are as follows:

 Acres, Kula Acres, Other Upcountry 
— Prime 63 (14.1%) 14,893 (24.4%)
— Unique 0 18 (0%)
— Other 354 (79.1%) 28,331 (46.4%)
— Not rated   30 (6.8%) 17,797 (29.6%)
— Total 447 61,040

Figure 18 shows the LSB ratings for the Upcountry agricultural lands.  The estimated 
acreages for each rating are as follows:

 Acres, Kula Acres, Other Upcountry 
— A 432 (96.6%) 16,723 (27.4%)
— B 0 4,802 (7.9%)
— C 0 22,392 (36.7%)
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— D 0 12,933 (21.2%)
— E 0 2,294 (3.8%)
— Not rated   15 (3.4%)   1,896 (3.1%)
— Total 447 61,040

About 432 acres of the Kula agricultural lands and about 17,134 acres of the Other 
Upcountry lands consist of high-quality farmland (see Figure 19). 

Climatic Conditions
Solar Radiation

Upcountry Maui receives moderate sunshine, with average daily insolation ranging 
from less than 350 to 450 calories per square centimeter per day, although a small portion of 
Upcountry Maui receives 500 calories (see Figure 20).  The Kula Ag Park receives about 450 
calories per square centimeter per day.  

Rainfall
Average annual rainfall in Upcountry Maui ranges from 15 to nearly 120 inches (see 

Figure 21).  The Kula Ag Park receives an average of less than 25 inches per year.

Temperatures
At Kula, average temperatures range from the low 50s in the winter to the high 70s in 

the summer.

Winds
As with Central Maui, the prevailing tradewinds in Upcountry Maui blow from a 

northeasterly direction.  Occasional strong winds can cause crop damage if they are not 
protected by windbreaks.  

Irrigation Water
The MDWS supplies water to communities throughout the island of Maui, and charges 

island-wide water rates based on the total island-wide costs and volume of water delivered, 
with adjustments in rates for volumes supplied and certain water uses (i.e., agriculture).  For 
large-volume agricultural users, the cost is $1.10 per 1,000 gallons for potable (treated) water 
and $1 per 1,000 gallons for non-potable water.  These agricultural water rates are far more 
expensive than the irrigation water for Central Maui sourced from the EMI System or private 
brackish wells (see Subsection 5.a). 
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About 7.1 mgd of the MDWS water supply comes from the EMI System for Upcountry 
Maui, including water for farms at the Kula Ag Park, other Upcountry farms, and domestic 
users.  This amounts to approximately 4% of MDWS's islandwide water service.  EMI 
charges 6 cents per 1,000 gallons to deliver East Maui surface water to the MDWS.  This 
includes EMI’s cost of collecting water from throughout the License Area and delivering it to 
Kamole Weir, where the MDWS diverts the water for its Upcountry Maui users.  

In the future, EMI’s charges to the MDWS could increase because (1) EMI’s fixed costs 
will be spread over a lower volume of water diverted from East Maui, and (2) the Water 
Lease payments to the State for the water and the conditions attached to Water Lease could 
be costly.  Nevertheless, the impact on MDWS water rates would be small because the 
MDWS charges island-wide rates, and EMI supplies only 4% of the water used by the 
MDWS.  However, every MDWS ratepayer will bear a portion of the increase.  Assuming the 
volume supplied by EMI to MDWS remains at 7.1 mgd, MDWS’s island-wide water rates 
would increase by about 0.04% for each 1% increase in the rate charged by EMI.

Road Access
Access from Upcountry Maui to the markets and shipping terminals in Kahalui are 

provided via Kula Highway and Haleakalā Highway.  The trucking distance from the Kula 
Ag Park to the harbor is about 14 miles.  

Surrounding Uses
The Kula Ag Park and many of the Upcountry grazing lands are surrounded by opens 

space, while many of the small farms are located near residential communities.

Locational Advantages and Disadvantages
The locational advantages and disadvantages for Upcountry Maui are similar to those 

for Central Maui, although the trucking distances are longer.

Summary of Agricultural Conditions
Upcountry Maui has lands that are suitable for farming, but the general conditions are 

not as good as those in Central Maui.  The farms are small and scattered, solar radiation is 
less, farms are farther from markets and shipping terminals, and water is limited and 
expensive.  

c. East Maui
Streams

Because of the heavy rainfall on the windward slopes of Haleakalā and the many 
streams in East Maui, many makai areas along the streams are well-suited for growing taro 
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and other crops on small farms.  Also, a number of the landowners have appurtenant and 
riparian rights to use water from these streams for farming.  

In its D&O, CWRM fully or partially restored stream flows for many of the East Maui 
streams flowing through the License Area, and limited the volume of water which can be 
diverted by the EMI System from other streams.  The D&O “will return free flowing water, 
with no upstream diversions, to all streams which have historically supported significant kalo 
cultivation (Honopou, Huelo, Hanehoi, Pi‘ina‘au, Palauhulu, Ohia (Waianui), Waiokamilo, 
Kualani, Wailuanui, Makapipi).”  These streams are shown in red in Figure 22.  Ohia and 
Kualani were never diverted, Huelo is a tributary to Hanehoi, and Palauhulu is a tributary to 
Pi‘ina‘au.  The affected farm communities include Honopou, Huelo, Kailua, Keʻanae, Wailuā 
and Nāhiku.  

The CWRM D&O specified Interim Instream Flow Standards (IIFS) for 15 additional 
streams: Hanawī, Kapā‘ula, Pa‘akea, Puaʻakaʻa, Kopili‘ula, East Wailuāiki, Nua‘aliua, 
Honomanū, Punala‛u, Ha‘ipua‘ena, Puohokamoa, Wahinepe‘e, Waikamoi, Waiohue and West 
Wailuāiki. These streams are shown in blue in Figure 22, and are located to the northwest 
and southeast of Keʻanae.  Nearly all these streams pass through gulches bordered by areas 
having uneven terrain, lack road access, and have abutting land designated Conservation (not 
Agricultural).  Farming may have occurred along these streams in the distant past, but they 
are not suitable for farming today.  According to Trutta Environmental Services, five of these 
streams will be fully restored to their natural (undiverted) flow, or nearly fully restored: 
Honomanū, Nua‘aliua, Wahinepe‘e, Waiohue and West Wailuāiki.  

CWRM did not address or amend the existing IIFS for the other 12 streams in the 
License Area, which were not the subject of the IIFS petitions: Kōlea, Punaluʻu, Ka‘aiea, 
‘O‘opuola, Puehu, Nāili‘ilihaele, Kailua, Hanahana, Hoalua, Waipiʻo, Mokupapa and 
Ho‘olawa.  These streams are shown in green in Figure 22, and flow through land designated 
as Agricultural in the communities of Huelo and Kailua.  The CWRM did, however, address 
and order in the Huelo portion of the License Area: (1) full restoration of Honopou, Pualoa/
Hanehoi, and Huelo (Puolua) streams; (2) habitat restoration flows for Waikamoi Stream; (3) 
connectivity flows for Puohokamoa Stream, and (4) after analysis, CWRM elected not to 
modify the IIFS for Wahinepeʻe Stream.  The CWRM thus provided flow restoration 
spanning the Huelo portion of the License Area, including among other purposes, restoration 
for taro farming along three streams.  

Irrigation Systems
Some farms in East Maui are irrigated with water delivered by the MDWS.  However, 

no irrigation systems have been built to deliver stream water to farms in the subject East 
Maui communities for which the landowners lack appurtenant and riparian water rights.  
Furthermore, the proposed Water Lease does not include developing new ditch systems to 
deliver water from the License Area to irrigate existing or new farms in East Maui.
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Soil Ratings
About 323 acres in Keʻanae and Wailuā have soils with an LSB rating of B or C.  Also, 

about 96 acres in Keʻanae and Wailuā have a ALISH rating of Unique, which indicates that 
these lands were used for growing taro and other crops in the 1970s.  

The agricultural lands in and near Honopou, Huelo, Kailua and Nāhiku have soils rated 
D or E.  Lands with D and E ratings are normally used for cattle grazing, not farming.  About 
1,256 acres in Honopou and Huelo are rated Prime which, given their history, indicates good 
pasture land.  Some of these lands could be farmed if systems were to be developed to deliver 
water for irrigation.  However, the proposed Water Lease does not include developing new 
water-delivery systems.

Solar Radiation
Solar radiation for these areas ranges from about 325 to 375 calories per square 

centimeter per day, which is similar to other taro-growing areas in Hawaiʻi.  

Small Farm Lots
The communities of Honopou, Huelo and Kailua are characterized by many small 

agricultural lots, with most ranging in size from 2 acres to 10 acres.  While many homeown-
ers may engage in an agricultural lifestyle, few of them are commercial farmers.  In practice, 
many of these lots reflect large-lot residential use.  These communities are within commuting 
distance of Central Maui for jobs, shopping, services, etc.

6. OUTLOOK FOR AGRICULTURE

a. Central Maui
Provided that sufficient water is available, Central Maui is expected to host a major 

expansion in crop farming and cattle grazing. As indicated above, the area has very favorable 
conditions for agriculture, including:

— A very large supply of agricultural land in a compact configuration.
— Favorable agronomic conditions for much of this land (i.e., high-quality soils, 

high solar radiation, moderate slopes, etc.). 
— Access to water delivered at a relatively low cost through the EMI System, 

assuming the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative and no signifi-
cantly higher costs that result from the Water Lease rent payments and conditions 
(the delivery includes the payments to the State for the Water Lease).

In late December 2018, A&B announced that it sold (1) about 41,000 acres of farmland 
to Mahi Pono, including almost all the Central Maui farmland serviced by the EMI System.  
However, A&B retained ownership of the Puʻunēnē mill property and other remnant parcels.  
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Mahi Pono is a joint farming venture between (1) Pomona Farming LLC based in 
California, and (2) Public Sector Pension Investment Board of Canada.  The Mahi Pono team 
has significant experience cultivating diverse crops and managing cattle operations on more 
than 100,000 acres on the continental U.S.  Also, the company has established market 
channels, and substantial financial resources.  

Mahi Pono’s current plans for Central Maui envision cultivating a broad range of food 
and non-food crops for local consumption and export, including orchard crops (citrus, 
macadamia nuts, coffee, avocado, etc.), tropical fruits, vegetables and melons, row crops, 
annual crops, energy crops, and grass-fed cattle.  In addition, the company plans to lease 
some of its land to other farmers at favorable terms, including relatively low rents (anticipat-
ed to be $150 per acre per year for community farms) for long periods.  Orchard crops reflect 
a long-term commitment to farming.  

To the extent economically feasible, Mahi Pono and other farmers on its land will grow 
food crops for the Hawaiʻi market.  However, the Hawaiʻi market is too small to use all of 
the farm products expected to be produced in the Central Maui agricultural fields, and thus 
some export will be necessary.  Currently, Hawaiʻi farmers use about 15,000 acres to supply 
about one-third of the fresh fruits, vegetables and melons consumed in Hawaiʻi (this does not 
include nuts or coffee).  Self-sufficiency is low because of low-cost imports from the 
mainland.  

Depending on the supply of surface water delivered to Central Maui, the amount of land 
used could range from (1) about 5,280 acres in crops and 24,470 acres in pasture, to (2) about 
15,950 acres in crops and 13,800 acres in pasture.  An additional 250 aces would be used for 
green energy.  

Mahi Pono paid about $6,400 per acre for its purchase of the Central Maui fields.  This 
compares to over $30,000 per acre for large parcels of good farmland on Oʻahu, and about 
$100,000 per acre for farmland in Oxnard, California, which is about 60 miles west-north-
west of the large Los Angeles market and shipping terminals.  The price Mahi Pono paid for 
the land may assist with its goal of achieving profitable agricultural operations without 
requiring supplemental income from non-agricultural activities.  

Central Maui agricultural land that cannot be farmed—possibly because of insufficient 
water or insufficient demand for crops that can be profitably grown in the area—is likely to 
be used for grazing cattle.  Even though cattle grazing yields far lower returns and employ-
ment per acre than does farming, cattle grazing provides four benefits: (1) a productive use of 
agricultural land; (2) land management by the rancher (e.g., erosion control, preventing 
illegal dumping, etc.); (3) reduced fire hazard because the cattle help control the vegetation; 
and (4) reduced property taxes because the land is assessed at its agricultural value instead of 
its market value.  

The Mahi Pono farm team follows Best Management Practices (BMPs) recommended 
by the U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and other organizations, 
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including the Hawaiʻi Department of Health (DOH) and the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA).  BMPs include the use of cover crops, contour plowing, swales, windbreaks, 
rotational grazing, etc.  Also, the team follows BMPs approved by the DOH, NRCS, EPA and 
other governmental agencies regarding the use of chemicals, and controlling dust, erosion 
and runoff associated with farming activities.  Once crops are planted (particularly the 
permanent orchard crops), ground disturbance will be limited, resulting in further reductions 
of dust, erosion and runoff.  In addition, lease terms will require farm tenants to follow 
BMPs.  

b. Upcountry Maui
The EMI System supplies water to the MDWS, which in turn treats and distributes a 

portion of this water to small farms in Upcountry Maui and the remainder to domestic users.  
The EMI System also delivers water to the County's Kula Ag Park distribution system. The 
supply of water delivered by the EMI System to the MDWS would remain at its current level 
under the Water Lease Limited to the CWRM D&O Alternative.  However, the charge by 
EMI to deliver water to MDWS could increase (see Section 5.b).

In 2018, A&B sold 262 acres to the County for the expansion of the Kula Ag Park, and 
agreed to supply the MDWS with 1 mgd of surface water from the EMI System to meet the 
needs of the expansion area, subject to the continuation of State permits or issuance of the 
Water Lease.  The needed water allocation will result from infrastructure improvements to 
the reservoir and pumps that serve the Ag Park, and use existing deliveries from the EMI 
System more efficiently. Thus, the current level of water deliveries to the Kula Ag Park will 
suffice for both the existing and expanded Kula Ag Park areas.

The County has expressed a desire to expand the Park by an additional 610 acres, 
however this has not been funded or currently pursued.  This expansion would require 
additional water be available to the County.  

Other than the Kula Ag Park, no significant increase of commercial agriculture is 
expected to occur in Upcountry Maui, primarily because Central Maui offers an abundant 
supply of high-quality farmland, higher solar radiation, flatter terrain, a location closer to 
markets and shipping terminals, and potentially far better access to water at a lower water 
rate.  However, some residents of Upcountry Maui may engage in limited semi-commercial 
agriculture because they are attracted to the farming lifestyle, and farming would lower their 
property taxes.  These semi-commercial farmers may sell some of their crops to help cover 
operating costs.

For the No Water Lease Alternative, water deliveries by the EMI System to the MDWS 
would drop to zero.  As discussed in Section 9.b below, several years would be required for 
the MDWS to develop groundwater wells or other alternatives to fill the shortfall in supply, 
and the feasibility of such development is uncertain.  Assuming domestic customers would 
have priority over agricultural customers, farmers in Upcountry Maui would lack water to 
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irrigate their crops until the new wells are operational.  As a result, farms would close or 
relocate to Central Maui.  Even after the new wells are operational, little commercial farming 
is expected to return to Upcountry Maui because Central Maui has better conditions for 
farming.  

For the Water Lease with Less than CWRM D&O Alternative, this report assumes the 
impacts on farming would be proportional to the reduction in the supply of water delivered 
by the EMI System to the MDWS.  

c. East Maui
Importance of Taro and Water

A number of East Maui farmers divert stream water to irrigate taro lo‘i and small farms.  
Wetland taro farming is a chosen way of life and an important cultural activity for many.  
Taro is the most significant plant in Hawaiian culture because of its role in the creation chant 
of the Hawaiian people, its early introduction to Hawaiʻi by the early Polynesian voyagers, 
and its importance as the primary staple of Hawaiians.  

In the past, farmers in East Maui have reported that surface-water diversions to supply 
water to Central Maui left insufficient water in the streams for them to take full advantage of 
the agricultural potential in East Maui (CWRM D&O).  

Statewide Taro Trends
At its peak, researchers have estimated that taro production throughout Hawaiʻi covered 

more than 20,000 acres (J.J. Cho, et al, “Hawaiian Kalo, Past and Future,” 2007).  Production 
declined after western contact for a variety of reasons.  In the late 1700s and the early 1800s, 
explorers, traders, and immigrants introduced diseases that were new to the Hawaiians, and 
which proved deadly for many because they lacked immunities.  This resulted in the loss of 
many taro farmers and their expertise, and reduced the demand for poi.  Also, new foods 
were introduced, and immigrants had different food preferences.  In addition, many Hawai-
ians left farming to pursue other work opportunities.  By the mid-1800s, many taro farms 
were abandoned.  In the late 1800s, rice production took over many of the abandoned taro 
farms or resulted in their conversion to rice production because it was a more profitable crop.  
During this same period, many streams began to be diverted to supply water to irrigate 
sugarcane fields.  Both the rice and sugar industries benefited from the Reciprocity Treaty of 
1875 which provided Hawaiʻi growers duty-free access to the United States.  The rice 
industry declined in the early 1900s, while the sugar industry declined in the late 1900s and 
early 2000s.  The decline of the sugar industry released considerable land and water for other 
agricultural activities, including taro.

By 1900, taro production throughout Hawaiʻi had declined to about 1,280 acres, (Cho).  
By 1966, only 400 acres were farmed (US USDA, National Statistics Service).  In the mid 
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and late 1960s, the State promoted poi nationally as a nutritional and non-allergic food 
(Hawaiʻi Department of Planning and Economic Development, “Hawaiʻi Economic Review,” 
Summer 1965).  Land in crop increased to 470 acres by 1977, but fell to 270 acres by 1990.  
By 2011, land in crop increased to 450 acres, then fell again to 340 acres by 2015.  

Recent declines in taro production have been due to labor shortages, hurricanes (Iwa in 
1982 and ʻIniki in 1992), crayfish, apple snails, taro pocket rot, taro blight, taro root aphid, 
root-knot nematode, etc.  The major problem for commercial taro farming is that it is hard 
work for a relatively low return.  

Most of Hawaiʻi’s taro is produced in only a few areas, most of which are river valleys: 
Hanalei and nearby valleys on the north shore of Kauaʻi (over 70%), Waipiʻo on the Big 
Island, and Keʻanae and Wailuā on Maui.  Taro is also grown in a few smaller valleys on 
Kauaʻi, Oʻahu and Maui.  

East Maui Farms: 1980 to 2017
According to the Agricultural Land Use Maps (ALUM), the subject East Maui commu-

nities had about 105.5 gross acres in taro in 1980, including about 96.3 acres in Keʻanae and 
Wailuā, and 9.3 acres in Huelo.  Based on Statewide ratios, net land in crop was about 48 
acres (45%).  About 13.1 gross acres were used to grow vegetables, and about 19.1 acres 
were used for flowers and nursery products (about 67% of the net taro acres).  Some of the 
water used to irrigate taro is reused to grow other crops, thereby increasing the income to the 
farmers.  Given the challenges of gathering information about all farms in Hawaiʻi, some of 
the smaller farms may have been missed in the survey.

By 2015, these acreages had fallen to about 34.2 gross acres in taro, 9.8 gross acres in 
vegetables, and 2.6 gross acres in flowers and nursery products (Melrose, et al., “Statewide 
Agricultural Land Use Baseline 2015”).  Nearly all these acreages were in Keʻanae and 
Wailuā.  Based on Statewide ratios, net land in taro was about 19 acres (56%), and other 
crops were about 65% of the net taro acreage.  

By December 2017, land in taro decreased to less than 30 gross acres (derived from Mi-
crosoft Zoom Earth and Google Earth Pro).  

As indicated above, crop acreages decreased in the subject East Maui communities from 
1980 to year-end 2017, even though less water was diverted from East Maui to Central Maui 
and more water was left in the streams.  In recent years Waiokamilo Stream was fully 
restored, and relatively little water was diverted in total from East Maui streams after the 
cessation of sugarcane operations in Central Maui in 2016.  

The decline in taro acreage in these communities is consistent with statewide trends.  
The decline in acreage for other crops is consistent with the shift of agricultural production 
from the Neighbor Islands to Oʻahu following the closure of the major plantations on Oʻahu.  
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The decline in farming in the subject East Maui communities suggests that the limiting 
factors are economic, and not the supply of water.  Farming small parcels typical of East 
Maui can be labor intensive, with relatively low returns for the effort.  Economic limits to 
farming occur statewide as indicated by the fact that only about 20% of the good farmland 
available in Hawaiʻi is farmed, including higher-quality farmland than that found in East 
Maui and in better locations (based on acreages derived by Plasch Econ Pacific from 
“Statistics of Hawaiʻi Agriculture,” the National Agricultural Statistics Service, and the U.S. 
“Census of Agriculture”).

Water for Future Farming
Increased stream flows could allow more land in East Maui to be farmed.  Also, cool 

fast running water is optimal for taro production (i.e., higher yields), and helps reduce crop 
diseases.  

In light of the D&O, ample stream water should now be available to irrigate taro loʻi 
and the small farms relying on water from those East Maui streams addressed by CWRM.  
As mentioned previously, the D&O “will return free flowing water, with no upstream 
diversions, to all streams which have historically supported significant kalo cultivation …”  
The large volume of water that flows out of the taro loʻi can be used to irrigate other crops.  

7. WATER SUPPLY AND ALLOCATION 

Table 1 summarizes the supply and allocation of surface water from the EMI System, 
plus supplemental brackish groundwater used in Central Maui.  The table covers the three 
past water diversions and two of the Water Lease alternatives defined in Section 4.

a. Past Water Diversions
Typical Sugar (2006 Crop)

A&B regards 2006 as typical during healthy sugar operations: rainfall in East Maui was 
regarded as normal, the restoration of stream flows was not large enough to significantly 
affect HC&S sugar operations, and the plantation was economically healthy. 

To grow the 2006 sugarcane crop, the EMI System delivered an average of about 156.5 
mgd based on daily readings measured at Maliko Gulch (see Table 1, Section 1.a).  In 
actuality, flows vary greatly from day to day.  This figure is a weighted average based on 
30% of the EMI System flow in 2004, 55% of the flow in 2005, and 15% of the flow in 2006.  
A weighted average is used because Hawaiian sugarcane is normally a 2-year crop which 
requires more water in the initial months, and no water during the last month or so before 
harvesting.  

The corresponding supply of brackish groundwater was approximately 42.5 mgd (see 
Table 1, Section 1.a).  Thus the total water supply was about 199 mgd.
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The 199 mgd were used as follows: (1) about 3 mgd of surface water by the MDWS for 
delivery to Upcountry Maui, (2) 143 mgd to irrigate sugarcane in Central Maui, (3) 0.25 mgd 
to irrigate pineapple, (4) 8 mgd for HC&S industrial uses in and around the mill and for 
lessees of its agricultural lands, and (5) 44 mgd for on-farm irrigation system losses (see 
Table 1, Section 1.b).  The on-farm irrigation system losses include water lost to evaporation 
and leakage from reservoirs and ditches (although the leaked water seeps down and recharges 
the aquifer), and water for fire protection and dust control.  The on-farm irrigation system 
losses are estimated at 22.7% of the gross water use by agriculture, but excluding the water 
used for pineapple since the fields were close to Maliko Gulch (195.81 mgd total Ag use, less 
0.25 mgd for pineapple x 22.7% = 44.39 mgd).  Some surface water is used to power a 
hydroelectric facility, but this does not result in a loss of water (i.e., a non-consumptive use).  

After on-farm irrigation system losses, about 151 mgd were used for sugar operations 
(143.19 mgd for irrigation + 7.98 mgd for other uses in Central Maui = 151.17 mgd).  About 
95% of the water was used for irrigation (143.19 mgd ÷ 151.17 mgd = 94.72%).  

Of the 143 mgd that were used to irrigate sugarcane, about 112 mgd were surface water 
and 31 mgd were brackish groundwater (42.50 mgd gross supply of groundwater less on-
farm irrigation system losses of 22.7% x 94.72% used for irrigation = 31.12 mgd of ground-
water applied after on-farm irrigation system losses).  Thus, brackish groundwater supplied 
about 22% of the water that was used for irrigating sugarcane (31.12 mgd ÷ 143.19 mgd = 
21.7%).  

As shown in Section 1.c of Table 1, water delivery costs for Typical Sugar were about 
3.5 cents per 1,000 gallons for surface water (MHI).  The delivery costs for the surface water 
include the payments to the State for water from the License Area.

Recent Sugar (Years 2008 to 2013)
During the last 6 years of full sugarcane operations, and as reported in the CWRM 

D&O, A&B diverted an average approximately 114 mgd of surface water from East Maui, 
and pumped an average of  approximately 70 mgd of brackish groundwater, for a total water 
supply of approximately 184 mgd (see Table 1, Section 1.a).  

During the 2008-to-2013 period, the average supply of surface water was about 43 mgd 
less than that for the Typical Sugar Baseline (156.54 mgd – 113.71 mgd = 42.83 mgd).  The 
reduction in surface water was due to (1) less rainfall and (2) stream-flow restoration in East 
Maui.  

During the subject 6-year period, the average gross supply of about 184 mgd of surface 
water and brackish groundwater was used as follows: (1) approximately 7.1 mgd of surface 
water by the MDWS for delivery to Upcountry Maui, (2) approximately 132 mgd to irrigate 
sugarcane, (3) approximately 7 mgd for industrial and other uses in Central Maui, and (4) 
approximately 42 mgd for on-farm irrigation system losses (see Table 1, Section 1.b).  The 
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table also shows an adjustment of about 4 mgd due to under reported use by the MDWS in 
the CWRM D&O.

On-farm irrigation system losses due to evaporation and leakage are calculated to be 
approximately 23.05% of the gross water use by agriculture for the subject period, slightly 
higher than the 22.7% for Typical Sugar which is the figure assumed for the future. 

After on-farm irrigation system losses, about 139 mgd were used for sugar operations 
(132.45 mgd for irrigation + 6.25 mgd and 0.41 mgd for other uses = 139.11 mgd).  Thus, 
about 95% of the water was used for irrigation (132.45 ÷ 139.11 = 95.21%).  

Of the approximately 132 mgd that were used to irrigate sugarcane, about 81 mgd were 
surface water and 51 mgd were brackish groundwater (69.9 mgd gross supply of groundwater 
less on-farm irrigation system losses of 23.05% x 95.21% used for irrigation = 51.21 mgd of 
groundwater applied after on-farm irrigation system losses).  Thus, brackish groundwater 
supplied about 39% of the water to irrigate sugarcane (51.21 mgd ÷ 132.45 mgd = 38.7%).  
As noted in Section 3.a, a large volume of brackish groundwater was used to irrigate the 
sugarcane in order to maintain high levels of biomass for energy production, even though the 
high salinity decreased sugar yields.  

As shown in Section 1.c of Table 1, water delivery costs were about 4.8 cents per 1,000 
gallons for surface water, and about 52 cents per 1,000 gallons for brackish groundwater 
(MHI and A&B).  The delivery costs for the surface water include the payments to the State 
for water from the License Area. 

Post Sugar (Year 2017)

After the closure of sugarcane operations, A&B reduced the flow of the EMI System to 
about 28 mgd in 2017 to meet the needs of MDWS, the initial diversified agricultural 
projects, and other existing Central Maui uses (see Table 1, Section 1.a).  This 28 mgd is less 
than the 30.76 mgd available under the No Water Lease Alternative. 

In 2017, A&B pumped a negligible amount of brackish groundwater.  Thus, the total 
water supply was about 28 mgd.  

Water uses included about (1) about 2.9 mgd by the MDWS to supply water to 
Upcountry Maui; (2) 1 mgd for other historic/industrial uses in Central Maui; (3) 4 mgd to 
irrigate crops in Central Maui; and (4) 20.5 mgd to maintain the reservoirs and for fire 
protection, dust control, hydroelectric, and on-farm irrigation system losses (not shown in 
Table 1).  As discussed in Section 9.b, about 0.5 mgd of the County water was for the Kula 
Ag Park.  However, 1.5 mgd had to be supplied by the EMI System to the County's Kula Ag 
Park water system in order to provide the 0.5 mgd used by the farmers.

As shown in Section 1.c of Table 1, water delivery costs were about 16.2 cents per 
1,000 gallons for surface water, and about 52 cents per 1,000 gallons for brackish groundwa-
ter (MHI and A&B).  The cost per gallon of the surface water, which includes the payments 
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to the State for the water from the License Area, increased because fixed costs were spread 
over a much smaller volume of surface water from the EMI System.

b. Future Water Lease Alternatives
Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative (proposed action/preferred alternative)

For this alternative, the Water Lease that is put to auction would authorize continued 
diversions of surface water from State lands in East Maui up to the maximum allowed under 
the D&O.3  Most of the water would be used to irrigate crops in Central Maui.  For Upcoun-
try Maui, the EMI System would continue to supply water to the MDWS, but the supply 
would be maintained at its recent level and would not be increased to accommodate future 
growth.  The charge by EMI to deliver water to MDWS will increase (see Section 5.b).  The 
Water Lease would also authorize the continued supply of water to the Nāhiku Community, 
which MDWS draws from EMI’s Nāhiku Tunnel.

A&A estimates that compliance with the CWRM D&O would result in the EMI System 
being able to deliver a flow of 92.32 mgd (see Table 1, Section 1.a).  

The supply of surface water from the EMI System would be reduced by about 64 mgd 
compared to the Typical Sugar Baseline (156.54 mgd less 92.32 = 64.22 mgd), and about 21 
mgd compared to the Recent Sugar Baseline (113.71 mgd less 92.32 = 21.39 mgd).

Water deliveries by the EMI System to the MDWS would remain at about 7.1 mgd,4 
leaving about 85 mgd to irrigate crops in Central Maui (92.32 mgd from the EMI System less 
7.1 mgd to the MDWS = 85.22 mgd). 

Assuming a split of 80% surface water and 20% brackish groundwater for irrigating 
crops in Central Maui (i.e., a 4-to-1 mix), about 21 mgd of brackish groundwater would be 
required (85.22 mgd of surface water ÷ 4 = 21.31 mgd).  This 80%/20% split applies to the 
farm as a whole.  However, all of the groundwater is applied to the lower fields, and none to 
the upper fields which are irrigated only with surface water.  The resulting water mix that is 
applied to the lower fields is about 70% surface water and 30% brackish groundwater (see 
Table 3, Section 3.a).  This mixture is consistent with safe use of brackish groundwater on 
diversified crops (see Section 5.a).  

3.  However, DHHL is entitled to reserve water prior to the issuance of the Water Lease. 
4.  7.1 mgd was the average daily use by MDWS from the Wailoa ditch, which includes water 

for the Kāmole Weir Water Treatment Plant (WTP) (3.6 mgd) and the Kula Ag Park (3.5 
mgd) presented in the CWRM D&O, FOF 551.  By contractual agreement, the MDWS 
currently is entitled to up to 1.5 mgd from the EMI System to serve the needs at the Kula Ag 
Park.  However, the current configuration of the County's Kula Ag Park water system 
requires that approximately 3.5 mgd be made available at Reservoir 40 from the EMI System 
through the Hāmākua Ditch to enable the use of 1.5 mgd at the Kula Ag Park. 
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As shown in Section 1.a of Table 1, the water supply for the Central Maui fields and 
Upcountry Maui would total about 114 mgd (92.32 mgd of surface water plus 21.31 mgd of 
groundwater = 113.63 mgd). 

As shown in Section 1.b of Table 1, 7.1 mgd of surface water would be supplied to 
MDWS for use in Upcountry Maui.  Agricultural water use in Central Maui would total about 
107 mgd (a supply of 113.63 mgd less 7.1 mgd by the MDWS = 106.53).  On-farm irrigation 
system losses (water lost to evaporation and leakages, and water used for fire protection and 
dust control) are estimated at about 24 mgd (22.7% of 106.53 mgd = 24.18 mgd),5 leaving 
about 82 mgd applied to crops after on-farm irrigation system losses (106.53 mgd less 24.18 
for losses = 82.34 mgd with rounding).  Of this amount, about 66 mgd would be surface 
water (80% of 82.34 mgd = 65.88 mgd), and about 16 mgd would be brackish groundwater 
(20% of 82.34 mgd = 16.47 mgd).  Some water would be used for industrial activities (e.g., 
the washing of crops), but the amount is not estimated.  During the transition period before 
the Mahi Pono Farm Plan is fully implemented, water may be used for continuing industrial 
uses that are not part of the Plan.  

As shown in Section 1.c of Table 1, water delivery costs would increase to about 6.6 
cents per 1,000 gallons for surface water, and would remain at about 52 cents per 1,000 
gallons for brackish groundwater.  The delivery costs of the surface water include the 
payments to the State for water from the License Area, and assumes that the rent payment 
will continue at its 2021 level.  

Water Lease with Less than CWRM D&O Alternative

For this alternative, the Water Lease that is put to public auction would allow surface 
water to be diverted from East Maui to the Central Maui agricultural fields, but at a lower 
volume than in the previous alternative.  This could occur because less surface water is 
diverted, and/or some of the diverted water is used elsewhere.  For example, DHHL has 
indicated that it may request CWRM to reserve up to approximately 11.46 mgd of non-
potable water from East Maui for its future homestead needs in Kēōkea-Waiohuli and 
Pulehunui.  If granted, the water use would start in the future, then build gradually over 
decades.  Water reserved for but not yet used by DHHL could potentially be used to irrigate 
Central Maui crops subject to a separate agreement between DHHL and the Water Lease 
lessor.  

5.  The assumed 22.7% for system losses includes water lost to evaporation and leakage from 
reservoirs and ditches (although the leaked water seeps down and recharges the aquifer), and 
water for fire protection and dust control.  Some surface water is used to power a hydroelec-
tric facility, but this is a non-consumptive use of the water.  The 22.7% does not take into 
account possible improvements to the on-farm irrigation system that could reduce water 
losses. 
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As discussed in Section 4.b, this alternative is not included in the tables because the 
amount of the decreased flow of surface water from East Maui to Central Maui farms and the 
timing of any decrease are not currently known.  However, the incremental impacts of a 
change in the supply of surface water are addressed in Subsection 13.b.  

No Water Lease Alternative

For this alternative, it is assumed that the State does not issue the requested Water 
Lease.  And because the agreements between the County and A&B are contingent upon the 
Water Lease being issued, it is assumed that the supply of water to MDWS would terminate.  
As much water as possible from private lands in East Maui would be used to irrigate Central 
Maui fields.  

Without the water from State lands, the EMI System would deliver a flow of about 31 
mgd from private lands (see Table 1, Section 1.a).  The surface water from the EMI System 
would be reduced by about 126 mgd compared to the Typical Sugar Baseline (156.54 mgd 
less 30.76 = 125.79 mgd with rounding), and about 83 mgd compared to the Recent Sugar 
Baseline (113.71 mgd less 30.76 = 82.96 mgd with rounding).

Assuming a split of 80% surface water and 20% brackish groundwater for irrigating 
crops in Central Maui, about 8 mgd of brackish groundwater would be required (30.76 mgd 
of surface water ÷ 4 = 7.69 mgd).  For the lower-elevation fields where groundwater is used, 
this split translates to a mix of about 70% surface water and 30% brackish groundwater.  As 
previously, this mixture is consistent with safe use of brackish groundwater on diversified 
crops.  No brackish groundwater would be used on the higher-elevation fields.

As shown in Section 1.a of Table 1, the water supply for the Central Maui fields would 
total about 38 mgd (30.76 mgd of surface water plus 7.69 mgd of groundwater = 38.44 mgd 
with rounding).  

All of this water would be used to irrigate crops in Central Maui.  On-farm irrigation 
system losses are estimated at about 9 mgd (22.7% of 38.44 mgd = 8.73 mgd), leaving about 
30 mgd applied to crops after on-farm irrigation system losses (38.44 mgd less 8.73 for 
losses = 29.72 mgd with rounding).  Of this amount, about 24 mgd would be surface water 
(80% of 29.72 mgd 23.77 mgd with rounding), and about 6 mgd would be brackish ground-
water (20% of 29.72 mgd =5.94 mgd).  

As shown in Section 1.c of Table 1, water delivery costs would increase to about 16 
cents per 1,000 gallons for surface water, and would remain at about 52 cents per 1,000 
gallons for brackish groundwater.  
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8. AGRICULTURAL LAND USE 

Table 2 shows acreages of past and projected agricultural land uses.

a. Central Maui
Typical Sugar (2006 Crop)

HC&S grew sugarcane on fields in Central Maui from 1882 to 2016 (134 years).  Over 
time, it grew to become the largest plantation in the islands, and it was the last Hawaiʻi sugar 
plantation to close.  Its success was due to its large size and economies of scale, a compact 
configuration which reduced costs, favorable agronomic conditions (e.g., good soils and high 
solar radiation), and abundant low-cost water from the EMI System.  Most of the HC&S 
fields were owned by A&B, but some were leased from the State and other entities.  

For the 2006 crop year, HC&S grew sugarcane on about 35,180 acres, of which about 
29,430 acres were irrigated by the EMI System and brackish groundwater wells, and about 
5,750 acres were irrigated with water from the West Maui Ditch System and brackish 
groundwater wells (see Table 2, Section 2.a).  For the fields irrigated by the EMI System, 
about 12,800 acres (43.5%) were upper fields irrigated only with surface water, and about 
16,630 acres (56.5%) were lower fields irrigated with a mix of surface water and brackish 
groundwater.  

Recent Sugar (Years 2008 to 2013)

For the 2008-to-2013 period, the above estimated acreages changed modestly (see Table 
2, Section 2.a).  The plantation was slightly larger at about 36,180 acres, of which about 
30,320 acres were fields irrigated with water from the EMI System, including about 12,730 
acres (42.0%) upper fields, and 17,590 acres (58%) lower fields.  

Post Sugar (Year 2017)

In 2017, about 200 acres in Central Maui were used to grow the energy crop pongamia, 
and about 500 acres were for unirrigated pasture. 

Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, Diversified Agriculture (Year 2030)

Mahi Pono has developed an initial Farm Plan consistent with the Water Lease Limited 
to CWRM D&O Alternative.  This Plan will evolve over time based on a number of factors, 
including the available supply of surface water, experience which will be gained on crops 
that grow well in Central Maui, crops that are profitable, the size of the market for profitable 
crops, etc.  For the Central Maui fields, planned estimated acreages are as follows (see Table 
2, Section 2.a):
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Acres
— Crops

• Community Farm (vegetables, melons, etc.) 800
• Orchards (lemons, limes, mandarins, oranges, 12,850

macadamia nuts, coffee, avocados, etc.)
• Tropical fruits (dragon fruit, guava, lilikoi, 600

papaya, white pineapple, etc.)
• Row crops and annual crops (potatoes, etc.) 1,200
• Energy crops      500
• Total Crops 15,950

— Pasture
• Irrigated 4,700
• Unirrigated 9,100
• Total Pasture 13,800

— Green energy (solar farms) 250
— Total Acreage 30,000

Over 80% of the land in crops will be used for orchards (12,850 acres ÷ 15,950 acres).  
As mentioned, orchard farming reflects a long-term commitment to agriculture.

About 6,390 acres of upper fields would be irrigated with just surface water because 
they cannot be irrigated with brackish groundwater, while about 14,260 acres of lower fields 
would be irrigated with a mixture of surface water and brackish groundwater.  

If more water were available, then crop acreage would be increased and pasture acreage 
decreased, and vice versa.  Crop farming provides more employment and other economic 
benefits per acre than does pasture land.

Regarding the Community Farm, 1-, 5- and 10-acre fields are planned to be offered to 
local farmers at below-market rents.  Also, farmers will have access to Mahi Pono’s equip-
ment, management, budgeting and marketing services.

Regarding green energy, it is assumed that this will take the form of solar farms with 
storage batteries located on lower-quality agricultural land.  Sheep may be grazed among the 
solar panels to control vegetation. 

Mahi Pono would lease about 2,050 acres to other farmers (including 800 acres for 
Community Farms, 500 acres for energy crops and 750 for other crops), and lease some or all 
of about 250 acres for green energy.  

Over one-third of the land scheduled for crop farming is being prepared or will soon be 
prepared for farming (see Figure 23).  By year-end 2021, crops and estimated acreages 
include the following:
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Acres
— Community Farm 0
— Citrus

• Lemons 1,000
• Limes 2,500
• Mandarins 400
• Oranges 400

— Other orchard
• Avocados 120
• Coffee 500
• Macadamia nuts 0

— Tropical fruits
• Lilikoi 0
• Papaya 100

— Sweet potatoes 630
— Row crops (finger-link potatoes and peppers) 100
— Cover crops (sunflower and Sudan grass) 30
— Nursery 0
— Total 5,780

The nursery, when in place, will be used to grow crops to implement the Mahi Pono 
Farm Plan, and not for growing plants for commercial sales.  In addition to the above, pasture 
lands are being prepared for grazing cattle.

No Water Lease Alternative, Diversified Agriculture (Year 2030)
Mahi Pono has developed a scaled-down Farm Plan consistent with the No Water Lease 

Alternative.  As before, this initial Plan will evolve over time.  For the Central Maui fields, 
planned estimated acreages are as follows (see Table 2, Section 2.a):

Acres
— Crops

• Community Farm (vegetables, melons, etc.) 300
• Orchards (lemons, limes, mandarins, oranges, 4,180

macadamia nuts, coffee, avocados, etc.)
• Tropical fruits (dragon fruit, guava, lilikoi, 200

papaya, white pineapple, etc.)
• Row crops and annual crops (potatoes, etc.) 400
• Energy crops      200
• Total Crops 5,280
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— Pasture
• Irrigated 3,800
• Unirrigated 20,670
• Total Pasture 24,470

— Green energy (solar farms) 250
— Total Acreage 30,000

About 2,720 acres of upper fields would be irrigated with surface water only, while 
about 6,360 acres of lower fields would be irrigated with a mixture of surface water and 
brackish groundwater.  

Mahi Pono would lease about 1,250 acres to other farmers (including 300 acres for 
Community Farms, 200 acres for Energy Crops, and 750 acres of other crops), and lease 
some or all of about 250 acres for green energy.  

b. Upcountry Maui
Post Sugar (Year 2017)

The EMI System supplies water to the MDWS for its Upcountry Water System Service 
Area, which covers approximately 61,500 acres.  Approximately 32,500 acres are identified 
as being in agricultural use according to the County of Maui Real Property Tax records or 
State of Hawaiʻi Office of Planning.  The estimated acreages by use are as follows:

— Diversified crops: 2,823 acres
— Pineapple: 1,447 acres
— Pasture, unirrigated: about 28,230 acres

The land in diversified crops includes the Kula Ag Park, which is managed by the 
County of Maui, Office of Economic Development to promote the development of diversi-
fied agriculture on the island of Maui. The Ag Park consists of 31 farm lots ranging from 10 
to 30 acres, and totaling 447 acres.  The lots are leased to 26 farmers who grow a variety of 
crops, including vegetables, turf grass, landscape nursery products, flowers, bananas, and 
dryland taro. 

In recent years, water provided by the EMI System to the MDWS was used to irrigate 
crops at the Kula Ag Park, plus about 800 additional acres of farmland in Upcountry Maui.  
The 800 acres is based on (1) water use of about 2.7 mgd, and (2) about 3,375 gallons per 
acre per day (gad) (800 acres x 3,375 gad = 2.7 mgd).  The 2.7 mgd for other Upcountry 
farms is derived in Section 9.b.  In 2017, however, water from sources other than the EMI 
System was used to irrigate farms in Upcountry Maui (see Section 9.b).

The total farmland irrigated with water from the EMI System is about 1,250 acres (447 
acres for Kula Ag Park plus about 800 acres for other farms = 1,247 acres)—see Table 2, 
Section 2.b).
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Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative (Year 2030)
For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, the EMI System would 

continue to supply water to the MDWS for Upcountry Maui.  The supply would remain at the 
current level and would not increase to accommodate future growth in the region.  

A&B agreed to supply water for the planned 262-acre expansion of Kula Ag Park.  As 
indicated earlier, the water will come from infrastructure improvements to the reservoir and 
pumps that serve the Ag Park—improvements that will save water.  Thus no increase in water 
deliveries is required.

In addition, the County plans to expand Kula Ag Park by an additional 610 acres.  
However, it is assumed that this second expansion will not occur because of (1) insufficient 
water, and (2) better agronomic conditions in Central Maui, including cheaper water.

Thus, the Kula Ag Park would grow to 709 acres (447 existing acres + 262 acres 
recently added). 

Other than the Kula Ag Park, no significant increase of commercial agriculture is 
expected to occur in Upcountry Maui for the reasons given in Section 6.b: Central Maui 
offers an abundant supply of high-quality farmland, higher solar radiation, flatter terrain, a 
location closer to markets and shipping terminals, and potentially far better access to water at 
a lower water rate.  However, some residents of Upcountry Maui may engage in limited 
semi-commercial agriculture because they are attracted to the farming lifestyle. 

Thus, farmlands in Upcountry Maui that are irrigated with water from the EMI System 
is expected to increase from about 1,250 acres in 2017 to about 1,510 acres by 2030 (see 
Table 2, Section 2.b).  The increase would be due to the 262-acre expansion of the Kula Ag 
Park.  

No Water Lease Alternative (Year 2030)
As mentioned in Section 6.b, water deliveries by the EMI System to the MDWS would 

drop to zero for the No Water Lease Alternative, and several years would be required for the 
County to develop groundwater wells to fill the shortfall in supply.  In the meantime, the 
commercial farms in Upcountry Maui that depend on water from the EMI System are likely 
to close or relocate.  Once gone, they are unlikely to return to Upcountry Maui given the 
better agronomic conditions and cheaper water in Central Maui.  

Thus, for this alternative, farmlands in Upcountry Maui that have been irrigated with 
water from the EMI System would drop to zero (see Table 2, Section 2.b).

c. East Maui
Taro Farms: 2030

As mentioned in Subsection 5.c, increased stream flow will allow more land in East 
Maui to be farmed.  Based on information provided by the expert for Nā Moku ʻAupuni ʻO 
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Koolau Hui (Nā Moku), the CWRM D&O identified the following acreages for potential 
taro farms (p. 176) associated with the streams subject to the IIFS (i.e., the red and blue 
streams in Figure 22):

                             Taro Acreage      
Gross    Net  

— Community
• Keʻanae 13.475 12.13
• Wailuā 8.02 7.22

9.22 8.3
12.92 11.63

• Honopou   6.17 5.55
— Total 49.805 44.83

For taro farms, Nā Moku estimated net acreage at 90% of gross acreage.  However, 
analysis of the taro farms at Keʻanae indicates net acreage is less than 60% of gross acreage.  
This would result in a revised estimate of less than 32 acres in crop (49.805 acres × 60%).

In addition to the above, Nā Moku submitted exhibits to CWRM for an additional 9.20 
acres for a taro farm and house lot in Keʻanae, and 0.624 acres for taro and pasture lots in 
Honopou (CWRM D&O FOF 675).  While the CWRM D&O did not include this acreage in 
its accounting of the “taro lots and polima” (see D&O FOF 669), if these additional lots were 
to be considered as able to support additional taro cultivation, they would increase the 
potential gross area for East Maui taro farms to about 60 acres.  All of these farm areas would 
be supplied with water from the taro streams—i.e., the streams that are to be fully restored in 
accordance with the CWRM D&O (shown in red in Figure 22).

Within the Nāhiku community, taro farming along Makapipi Stream occurred in the 
past, but satellite imagery from Google Earth Pro reveals no current taro farming.  However, 
there are some agricultural lots located along Makapipi Stream that could draw water from 
that stream for irrigation.  Makapipi Stream was ordered for full restoration of stream flow 
under the CWRM D&O.  

With respect to the Huelo and Kailua areas, CWRM ordered restoration of a number of 
streams.  However, even if restoration was made on additional streams, it is likely that the 
amount of additional acreage put into taro would be minimal given that the areas lack the 
necessary river-valley characteristics of major taro growing areas, with many streams 
flowing through gulches. 

In this update, about 10 acres have been added to the 44.83 acres identified in the 
CWRM D&O in order to account for the possibility of additional taro farms which could 
develop in the area.  Taro farms in East Maui (from Honopou to Nāhiku), including farms 
using water from streams not subject to the CWRM D&O, are assumed to cover about 55 net 
acres by 2030 (a little over 60 gross acres, and assuming the high estimate of 90% of the land 
in crop).  It is assumed that all or nearly all of the farming would take place in Honopou, 
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Keʻanae and Wailuā, and would rely primarily on the taro streams ordered for full restoration.  
Further, all or nearly all of the additional taro cultivation will occur in existing/historical taro 
cultivation areas, not in new areas, given the barriers presented by terrain and the economic 
challenges of initiating new taro farms.  

This acreage is assumed for all Water Lease alternatives since nearly all potential new 
taro cultivation is assumed to draw water from fully restored taro streams which will have the 
same flows under all alternatives.  Taro-farm operations and related economic activity would 
be about the same for all alternatives (i.e., the same production, sales, employment, payroll, 
taxes, etc.).  Hence, the Proposed Action is not anticipated to have any significant impact on 
agronomic conditions in East Maui, nor on future East Maui taro farming.  

Further, ample stream water should be available to irrigate the taro farms relying on 
these East Maui streams inasmuch-as the CWRM D&O “will return free flowing water, with 
no upstream diversions, to all streams which have historically supported significant kalo 
cultivation …” (CWRM D&O at iv).  

Truck Farms: 2030
Based on information provided by Nā Moku, the CWRM D&O identified the following 

acreages for potential fruit, vegetable, flower and other farms (p. 177) associated with the 
streams subject to the IIFS (i.e., the red and blue streams in Figure 22):

Gross 
Acres

— Community
• Keʻanae 7.00
• Wailuā 11.86

11.23
5.00

• Honopou     .    
— Total 35.09

No adjustment was provided to convert gross acreage to net acreage in crop.  

These farms (collectively referred to as truck farms) would be irrigated with a portion 
of the water flowing out of the taro farms.  The identified acreage of the truck farms is about 
80% of the net taro acreage (35.09 acres ÷ 44.83 acres), which is higher than the percentages 
estimated for 1980 and 2015.  

In addition to the above, Nā Moku submitted exhibits to CWRM suggesting the 
potential for an additional 433.84 acres in "agricultural lots" in the communities of Ke‛anae, 
Waianu, and Makapipi (Nāhiku) (FOF 675).  Nā Moku did not provide information on the 
acreages within the lots that could be farmed and the CWRM D&O did not include these 
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acres in its accounting of farmland (CWRM D&O FOF 673).  Also, CWRM D&O noted that 
the lot acreages overstate the amount of land that could be cultivated (CWRM D&O FOF 
639, 664).  

All of these lots are located along streams that are to be fully restored, or never were 
diverted by the EMI Aqueduct System, and thus are flowing in their natural condition.  As 
such, a portion of these lots could be used for growing truck crops, without water being a 
limitation, at least with respect to the Water Lease.  However, it is not known whether other 
satisfactory agronomic and economic conditions exist to cultivate a significant portion of 
these agricultural lots.  For perspective, only about 12.4 gross acres in the subject East Maui 
communities were used to grow vegetables and nursery crops in 2015 (Melrose, et al.).  

For the analysis, truck farms in East Maui (from Honopou to Nāhiku), which includes 
farms areas using water from the streams not subject the CWRM D&O, are assumed to cover 
about 45 acres by 2030 based on about 80% of the estimated 55 acres in taro.  In this update, 
10 acres were added to the truck-crop acreage identified in the CWRM D&O in order to 
account for (1) the possibility that CWRM D&O may have missed some farm areas that 
would be feasible to cultivate, and (2) an increase in taro farming could result in more truck 
farming by taro farmers who supplement their income by using flow-through water to irrigate 
other crops.  This acreage is assumed for all alternatives since nearly all potential new 
cultivation is assumed to draw water from fully restored taro streams which will have the 
same flows for all alternatives.  Also, truck-farm operations and related economic activity 
would be about the same for all of the alternatives (i.e., the same production, sales, employ-
ment, payroll, taxes, etc.).  Hence, the Proposed Action is not anticipated to have any 
significant impact on agronomic conditions in East Maui, nor on future East Maui truck 
farming.  

Excluded East Maui Farm Areas

The assumed acreage for truck farms excludes existing and potential farms for which 
the landowners do not have access or rights to water from the License Area streams, and 
farms irrigated with water from sources other than the subject streams (e.g, groundwater 
from the MDWS and from streams outside the License Area).  East Maui farms west of 
Honopou and east of Nāhiku are excluded because they do not rely on the License Area 
streams.  Moreover, no new ditch systems to deliver water from the License Area to these 
excluded farm areas are proposed.  

Acreage/Water Trade-off Between Taro and Truck Farms

A taro farm requires an estimated 140,000 gad gross, and about 30,000 gad net (see 
Section 9.c).  Thus, about 110,000 gad exit the loʻi and are available to irrigate other crops, or 
are returned to the stream.  Truck crops use an assumed 5,000 gad, which is a high estimate.
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If all of the water exiting 1 acre of taro are used to irrigate truck crops, then about 22 
acres can be cultivated (110,000 gad ÷ 5,000 gad for truck crops = 22 acres).  Alternative, if 
water were to be used for truck crops instead of taro, then 28 acres could be irrigated 
(140,000 gad ÷ 5,000 gad for truck crops = 28 acres).  In practice, these acreages will be 
higher since the water requirements are likely to be less than 5,000 gad.

9. AGRICULTURAL WATER USE 

Irrigation water requirements for crops and pastures are shown in Table 3. 

a. Central Maui

Typical Sugar (2006 Crop)

After on-farm irrigation system losses, the volume of water used to irrigate the 2006 
sugarcane crop was about 143 mgd, or about 4,866 gad (see Table 3, Section 3.a).  About 112 
mgd (78.3%) was surface water and 31 mgd (21.7%) was brackish groundwater.  The upper 
fields used about 62 mgd of surface water, while the lower fields used a 81-mgd mix of 
surface water (61.5%) and brackish groundwater (38.5%).  

Gross water requirements (before on-farm irrigation system losses) were about 185 
mgd—about 145 mgd of surface water and 40 mgd of brackish groundwater.

Recent Sugar (Years 2006 to 2013)

For the 2006-to-2013 period, water used to irrigate the sugarcane crop declined to 132 
mgd (a decrease of 11 mgd from the 2006 crop), and the per-acre usage declined to 4,368 gad 
(a decrease of 498 gad)—see Table 3, Section 3.a.  About 81 mgd (61.3%) was surface water 
and 51 mgd (38.7%) was brackish groundwater.  The upper fields used about 56 mgd of 
surface water, while the lower fields used a 77-mgd mix of surface water (33.4%) and 
brackish groundwater (66.6%).  The high amount of brackish groundwater decreased sugar 
yields, but maintained high levels of biomass for energy production.

Gross water requirements (before on-farm irrigation system losses) were about 172 mgd 
(a decline of 13 mgd from the 2006 crop), including about 106 mgd of surface water (a 
decline of 39 mgd) and about 67 mgd of brackish groundwater (an increase of 26 mgd).

 

Post Sugar (Year 2017)

In 2017, 4 mgd was used for diversified agriculture, including less than 1 mgd to 
irrigate an energy crop.  
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Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, Diversified Agriculture (Year 2030) 
Future water requirements will evolve over time based on the available supply, which 

crops are planted, per-acre water requirements of the crops, etc.
For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, full development of the Mahi 

Pono Farm Plan (Section 8.a) would require an estimated 82 mgd of irrigation water after on-
farm irrigation system losses, or about 3,987 gad (see Table 3, Section 3.a).  About 66 mgd 
(80%) would be surface water and 16 mgd (20%) brackish groundwater.  Upper fields would 
use about 28 mgd of surface water, while the lower fields would use a 55-mgd mix of surface 
water (70%) and brackish groundwater (30%).  This mix is consistent with safe use of 
brackish groundwater on diversified crops (see Section 5.a).  

Gross water requirements (before on-farm irrigation system losses) would be about 107 
mgd (a decline of 79 mgd from the 2006 sugarcane crop), including about 85 mgd of surface 
water (a decline of 60 mgd) and about 21 mgd of brackish groundwater (a decline of 19 
mgd).

No Water Lease Alternative, Diversified Agriculture (Year 2030)
For the No Water Lease Alternative, about 30 mgd of irrigation water would be required 

for the scaled-down Mahi Pono Farm Plan, or about 3,259 gad (see Table 3, Section 3.a).  
About 24 mgd (80%) would be surface water and 6 mgd (20%) would be brackish groundwa-
ter.  Upper fields would use about 10 mgd of surface water, while the lower fields use a 20-
mgd mix of surface water (70%) and brackish groundwater (30%).  

Gross water requirements (before on-farm irrigation system losses) would be about 38 
mgd (a decline of 147 mgd from the 2006 sugarcane crop), including about 31 mgd of 
surface water (a decline of 114 mgd) and about 8 mgd of brackish groundwater (a decline of 
33 mgd).

b. Upcountry Maui
Post Sugar (Year 2017)

In 2017, the EMI System delivered about 2.86 mgd of surface water to the MDWS for 
Upcountry Maui, including about 1.5 mgd for the Kula Ag Park and 1.36 mgd for the 
Kāmole Weir WTP.  The supply of water required from the EMI System exceeded these 
deliveries.  For example, the current configuration of the County's Kula Ag Park water 
system requires that approximately 3.5 mgd be made available at Reservoir 40 from the EMI 
System through the Hāmākua Ditch to enable the use of 1.5 mgd at the Kula Ag Park. 

Combined with other water sources and after system losses, the MDWS delivered an 
average of about 7.93 mgd to residents, farms, businesses and others.  An estimated 3.16 mgd 
(40% of the historic average of 7.9 mgd) were used for agriculture. 
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About 0.46 mgd were for crops at the Kula Ag Park, however, 1.5 mgd had to be 
supplied by the EMI System to the County's Kula Ag Park water system to produce the 0.46 
mgd used by the farmers.  About 2.7 mgd were used for crops elsewhere in Upcountry Maui 
(agricultural use of 3.16 mgd less 0.46 mgd used at the Kula Ag Park = 2.7 mgd).  For this 
report, it is assumed that, in a normal year, about 2.7 mgd delivered by the MDWS to 
Upcountry farms originates from the EMI System.  As mentioned in Section 8.b, 2.7 mgd are 
sufficient to irrigate about 800 acres of farmland. 

Pineapple in Upcountry Maui relies on groundwater pumped from a Maui Land and 
Pine well on private land.  A&B has allowed groundwater to be transported through the EMI 
System and withdrawn from a downstream location, but the water for Upcountry Maui 
pineapple is not sourced from the surface waters diverted by the EMI System.  The pastures 
in Upcountry Maui are not irrigated.  

Other farmers in Upcountry Maui rely on rainfall to water their crops.  

Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative (Year 2030)

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, future water deliveries by the 
EMI System for agriculture in Upcountry Maui are expected to remain the same, not-
withstanding the expansion of the Kula Ag Park, whose water needs will be provided through 
water savings achieved through infrastructure improvements to the reservoir and pumps that 
serve the Kula Ag Park.  Future water requirements will remain about the same elsewhere in 
the district (see Table 3, Section 3.a).  

No Water Lease Alternative (Year 2030)

For the No Water Lease Alternative, the supply of water delivered by the EMI System to 
the MDWS is presumed to drop to zero because the agreements with County provide that the 
delivery of water is contingent upon the Water Lease being issued (see Table 3, Section 3.b). 

Any shortfall in supply is likely to be met by the MDWS developing new groundwater 
wells.  However, several years would be required to prepare engineering designs; conduct 
environmental studies and write environmental reports; obtain approvals from various State 
and County agencies; dig, case, and test exploratory wells; dig and case permanent wells; 
connect the new wells to the MDWS delivery system; etc.  

In the meantime, the commercial farms in Upcountry Maui that depend on water from 
the EMI System are likely to close or relocate as mentioned in Section 6.b.  Once gone, they 
are unlikely to return to Upcountry Maui given the better agronomic conditions and cheaper 
water in Central Maui.  
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c. East Maui
Wetland taro requires very large volumes of water flowing through the loʻi: an estimat-

ed 140,000 gad.  A cold, vigorous flow of water is needed for healthy and productive taro.  
Without an ample amount of water continuously flowing, taro is subject to various crop 
diseases and invasive species.  More water for existing taro farms in East Maui may result in 
an increase in production.  

Net requirements for taro are about 30,000 gad, leaving about 110,000 gad that flows 
through and exits the loʻi.  This large volume of excess water can be used to irrigate other 
crops, with some or all of the excess water return to the originating stream.  Other crops are 
assumed to require about 5,000 gad.  

With these assumptions, the gross and net water requirements for the East Maui farms 
are about 7.7 mgd and 1.9 mgd, respectively (see Table 3. Section 3.c).  These requirements 
would be the same for all Water Lease alternatives.  

These estimates of East Maui water use do not include water to irrigate farm areas not 
affected by the Water Lease, including (1) lands near streams for which the landowners do 
not have rights to the stream water, (2) lands that are not served by the EMI System, and (3) 
lands that might be served by future irrigation systems if proposed, designed, subject to 
environmental studies, approved, funded and built. 

10.AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS 

Table 4 provides information on agricultural development and operations, with an 
emphasis on expenditures and sales.  All dollar amounts are expressed in terms of 2018 
purchasing power.

a. Central Maui
Typical Sugar, Operations (2006 Crop)

For the 2006 sugar crop, HC&S produced about 145,200 tons of raw sugar, and sold 
sugar and energy to generate about $101 million in direct sales (see Table 4, Section 4.a).  
These figures are for the former plantation lands east of Maui Veterans Highway, and not the 
entire plantation. 

The purchase of goods and services by HC&S and the families of HC&S employees 
generated indirect sales and, in turn, these suppliers generated more indirect sales by their 
purchases of goods and services.  The indirect sales are estimated at about $91 million.  

Total direct-plus-indirect sales were about $191 million, of which about $160 million 
was on Maui and about $32 million on O`ahu. 

About $46 million of consumption expenditures were subject to the excise tax on final 
sales, and about $67 million subject to the excise tax on intermediate sales. 
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About $140,000 per year was paid by HC&S to the State Department of Land and 
Natural Resources (DLNR) and DHHL to lease sugarcane fields in Central Maui.  

Profits from sugar operations and indirect economic sales were an estimated $19 
million.

Recent Sugar, Operations (Years 2008 to 2013)
For the 2008-to-2013 period, HC&S produced an average of about 136,300 tons of raw 

sugar per year (a decrease of 8.9 tons from 2006), and sold sugar and energy to generate 
average annual revenues of about $116 million in direct sales (an increase of about $15 
million)—see Table 4, Section 4.a.  Total direct-plus-indirect sales averaged nearly $220 
million per year, of which about $183 million was on Maui and $36 million on O`ahu. 

About $37 million of consumption expenditures were subject to the excise tax on final 
sales, and about $103 million subject to the excise tax on intermediate sales. 

About $140,000 per year was paid to the State to lease sugarcane fields in Central Maui.  
Profits from sugar operations and indirect sales were an estimated $22 million.

Post Sugar, Operations (Year 2017
By 2017, A&B had replaced sugar operations with limited cattle grazing and Pongamia.  

Both operations were under development, producing negligible revenues in 2017.  

Diversified Ag, Development Activity
Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative

For the Water Lease Limited to the CWRM D&O Alternative, the Mahi Pono Farm Plan 
would require converting former sugarcane lands to about 15,950 acres of cropland, 4,700 
acres of irrigated pasture, and 9,100 acres of unirrigated pasture.  The conversion would 
require removing remaining sugarcane plants, adding amendments, planting windbreaks 
around fields, modifying field irrigation systems, installing fencing, planting crops, etc.  The 
total cost for this conversion is estimated at about $89 million (see Table 4, Section 4.a).

Also, the Plan would require an estimated 319,000 square feet of building space for 
washing and packing areas, storage, offices, etc.  Construction is estimated at about $31.9 
million.  

Based on recently built or approved solar farms, the 250 acres for green energy are 
sufficient space for one or more solar farms having a combined capacity of about 37.5 MW, 
along with storage batteries.  Development costs are estimated to be about $93.8 million.  

The total development expenditure would be about $214.7 million, or an average 
expenditure of about $21.5 million per year assuming a 10-year development period.  
Excluding imported construction materials (e.g., solar panels), the annual expenditures would 
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be about $8.9 million for field preparations and about $12.6 million per year for building 
structures.  These figures are used to estimate indirect sales.  

Development activities will generate indirect sales associated with supplying goods and 
services to the companies involved with the development, and to the families of those who 
work for these companies.  In turn, the companies supplying goods and services, and the 
families of their employees, will purchase goods and services from other companies, and so 
on.  These indirect sales will include sales by companies supplying agricultural goods (soil 
amendments, fencing, irrigation systems, etc.); rental of farm equipment; equipment repair; 
warehousing services; shipping and trucking services; etc.  Indirect sales also include sales 
by grocery stores, drug stores, restaurants, service stations, beauty salons, medical providers, 
accountants, attorneys, insurance agents, etc.  

Based on State economic multipliers, these indirect sales are expected to average about 
$18.5 million per year.  

Thus, development expenditures plus indirect sales are expected to average about $39.9 
million per year, of which about $33.5 million would be on Maui and about $6.5 on Oʻahu.  
About $29.4 million of development and consumption expenditures would be subject to the 
excise tax on final sales, and about $10.5 million subject to the excise tax on intermediate 
sales. 

Profits on development activity and indirect sales would be about $4 million per year.
As indicated above, the above economic activity is expected to last about 10 years, and 

will vary from year to year. 

No Water Lease Alternative
For the No Water Lease Alternative, the scaled-down Mahi Pono Farm Plan would 

require converting former sugarcane lands to about 5,280 acres of cropland, 3,800 acres of 
irrigated pasture, and 20,670 acres of unirrigated pasture.  The total cost for this conversion is 
estimated at about $40.5 million (see Table 4, Section 4.a).

Also, the Plan would require an estimated 105,600 square feet of building space costing 
about $10.6 million.

As before, the 250 acres for green energy are sufficient space for one or more solar 
farms having a combined capacity of about 37.5 MW, along with storage batteries, and 
costing about $93.8 million.

The total development expenditure would be about $144.8 million, or an average of 
about $24.1 million per year assuming a 6-year development period for this scaled-down 
Farm Plan.  Indirect sales are expected to average about $18.8 million per year.  

Thus, development expenditures plus indirect sales are expected to average about $42.9 
million per year, of which about $36.3 million would be on Maui and $6.6 on Oʻahu.  About 
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$31.4 million of development and consumption expenditures would be subject to the excise 
tax on final sales, and about $4.3 million subject to the excise tax on intermediate sales. 

Profits on development activity and indirect sales would be about $4.3 million per year.

Diversified Agriculture, Operations (Year 2030)
Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative

For the Water Lease Limited to the CWRM D&O Alternative, full development of the 
Mahi Pono Farm Plan would result in a substantial amount of crop production, including 
about 8 million pounds per year from the Community Farm, 321 million pounds per year 
from orchards, and 9 million pounds per year of tropical fruits, plus production from row 
crops, annual crops, and energy crops (see Table 4, Section 4.a).  Annual sales are expected 
to reach about $155.9 million.  

The pastures would support a cattle herd of about 7,300 cow-and-calf animal units (au), 
produce over 4,300 calves per year, and generate revenues of about $4.8 million per year.

Thus, total farm sales would be about $160.7 million per year, of which an estimated 
$104.4 million (65%) would be Hawaiʻi sales and $56.2 million export sales (35%).

Based on recently built or approved solar farms, the planned solar farms would generate 
about 82,100 MW of electricity per year, with revenues of about $8.2 million per year paid 
by Maui Electric Company (MECO) to the solar-farm operator.  

Combined farm and energy revenues would reach about $168.9 million per year in 
direct sales, which would exceed the 2006 revenues from sugar production of $101 million, 
and the $116 million average for the 2008-to-2013 period.

Purchases of goods and services by farmers and the families of employees would 
generate indirect sales and, in turn, these suppliers would generate more indirect sales by 
their purchase of goods and services.  The indirect sales are estimated at about $160.7 million 
per year.  

Total direct-plus-indirect sales would be about $329.5 million, of which about $273.8 
million would be on Maui and about $56.2 million on O`ahu. 

About $24.9 million of consumption expenditures would be subject to the excise tax on 
final sales, and about $248.2 million subject to the excise tax on intermediate sales. 

Rental income from leasing land to other farmers and to an energy company would be 
about $1 million per year.  If Mahi Pono operates its own solar farms on a portion of the 250 
acres set aside for green energy, the anticipated energy savings would exceed the lost rental 
income.  

Profits from farm operations, energy operations, and indirect sales would be about $33 
million.  Mahi Pono’s portion of the profits would be its return on its very substantial 
investment in agriculture in Central Maui.
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No Water Lease Alternative
For the No Water Lease Alternative, the scaled-down Mahi Pono Farm Plan would 

result in about one-third as much crop production as the full Plan: about 3 million pounds per 
year from the Community Farm, 104.5 million pounds per year from orchards, and 3 million 
pounds per year of tropical fruits, plus production from row crops, annual crops, and energy 
crops (see Table 4, Section 4.a).  Annual sales are expected to reach about $51.3 million.  

The pastures would support a cattle herd of about 9,700 cow-and-calf animal units, 
produce nearly 5,800 calves per year, and generate revenues of about $6.3 million per year.

Thus, total farm sales would be about $57.7 million per year, of which an estimated 
$46.1 million (80%) would be Hawaiʻi sales and $11.5 million export sales (20%).

The solar farms would generate about 82,100 MW of electricity per year, with revenues 
of about $8.2 million per year paid by MECO to the solar-farm operator. 

Combined farm and energy revenues would reach about $65.9 million per year in direct 
sales, and $57.7 million in indirect sales.  

Total direct-plus-indirect sales would be about $123.5 million, of which about $103.4 
million would be on Maui and $20.2 million on O`ahu. 

About $8.6 million of consumption expenditures would be subject to the excise tax on 
final sales, and about $103.4 million subject to the excise tax on intermediate sales. 

Rental income from leasing land to other farmers and to an energy company would be 
about $800,000 per year.

Profits from farm operations, energy operations, and indirect sales would be about $12.4 
million.

b. Upcountry Maui
Development Activity
Water Lease Limited to the CWRM D&O Alternative

For the Water Lease Limited to the CWRM D&O Alternative, the 262 additional acres 
at the Kula Ag Park would have to be converted from fallow sugarcane fields to productive 
fields for diversified crops.  Should the County pursue this project, the cost of this conversion 
is estimated at about $1.3 million, or an average of about $260,000 per year assuming a 5-
year development period (see Table 4, Section 4.b).  

Indirect sales are expected to average about $320,000 per year.  
Thus, expenditures plus indirect sales are expected to average about $600,000 per year.

No Water Lease Alternative
For the No Water Lease Alternative, County improvements to the 262 acres are unlikely 

to occur due to the lack of water for farming.  Thus, there would be no development activity 
(see Table 4, Section 4.b).  
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Post Sugar, Diversified Ag Operations (Year 2017)
In 2017, farmers at the Kula Ag Park and other farmers in Upcountry Maui who relied 

on water from the EMI System produced an estimated 12.5 million pounds of crops per year 
(see Table 4, Section 4.b).  

Annual farm sales were about $12.5 million, and indirect sales were about $13.8 
million.  Total direct-plus-indirect sales were about $26.3 million per year, of which about 
$21.5 million were on Maui and about $4.8 million on Oʻahu. 

About $2.7 million of consumption expenditures were subject to the excise tax on final 
sales, and about $23.7 million subject to the excise tax on intermediate sales. 

Rents paid to the County totaled about $500,000 per year
Profits from farm operations and indirect sales were an estimated $2.6 million per year.

Diversified Ag Operations (Year 2030)
Water Lease Limited to the CWRM D&O Alternative

For the Water Lease Limited to the CWRM D&O Alternative, farm activity in Upcoun-
try Maui is expected to increase due to the 262-acre expansion of the Kula Ag Park.  The 
farmers at the Kula Ag Park and other farmers in Upcountry Maui who will rely on water 
from the EMI System are projected to produce an estimated 15.1 million pounds of crops per 
year (see Table 4, Section 4.b).  

Annual farm sales are expected to reach about $15.1 million, and indirect sales about 
$16.7 million.  Total direct-plus-indirect sales will be about $31.8 million per year, of which 
about $26 million will be on Maui and about $5.9 million on Oʻahu. 

About $3.2 million of consumption expenditures would be subject to the excise tax on 
final sales, and about $28.6 million subject to the excise tax on intermediate sales. 

Rents paid to the County would totaled about $900,000 per year
Profits from farm operations and indirect sales are expected to reach about $3.2 million 

per year.

No Water Lease Alternative
For the No Water Diversions Alternative, farming activity and economic impacts are 

expected to be near zero for the farms that depended on water from the EMI System in 2017 
(see Table 4, Section 4.b).  For these farms, water to irrigate crops is not expected to be 
available for several years, assuming that the County develops alternative sources of water to 
replace the supply that was formerly provided from the EMI System.  Once farming ends, 
significant farming is not expected to return to the area because of better farming conditions 
in Central Maui.
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c. East Maui
For all Water Lease alternatives, the taro farms and other farms in East Maui that 

depend on stream flows would produce at full development about 1.2 million pounds per 
year of taro, and about 500,000 pounds per year of other crops (see Table 4, Section 4.3).  

The resulting direct sales would be about $1.7 million per year.  Indirect sales generated 
by the purchase of goods and services would be about $1.9 million per year.  Thus, total 
direct-and-indirect sales would be about $3.6 million per year, of which about $2.9 million 
would be on Maui and $700,000 on Oʻahu.  About $600,000 of consumption expenditures 
would be subject to the excise tax on final sales, and $3 million subject to the excise tax on 
intermediate sales.  

Profits from farm operations and indirect sales would be about $400,000, or possibly 
less.

11. EMPLOYMENT, PAYROLL AND POPULATION SUPPORTED 

Table 5 provides information on agricultural and related employment, payroll, and the 
number of people supported by the agricultural activity.  

a. Central Maui
Typical Sugar, Operations (2006 Crop)

For the 2006 sugar crop, HC&S employed about 630 workers, including planters, 
irrigation workers, harvesters, truck drivers, mill workers, office workers, supervisors, etc. 
(see Table 5, Section 5.a).  This employment figure is for the former plantation lands east of 
Maui Veterans Highway, and not the entire plantation.  

As with indirect sales, sugar operations generated indirect jobs associated with the 
purchase of goods and services by HC&S, and by the families of HC&S employees.  In turn, 
the companies supplying goods and services, and the families of their employees, supported 
additional indirect jobs by their purchases of goods and services, and so on.  Indirect jobs 
included those at companies providing agricultural supplies and equipment, office supplies 
and equipment, repair services, etc.  Other indirect jobs included those involved with 
supplying goods and services to families, including grocery workers, store clerks, restaurant 
workers, service-station workers, beauticians, barbers, bankers, pharmacists, veterinarians, 
computer technicians, medical workers, accountants, attorneys, etc.  The jobs ranged over a 
variety of skill levels, including entry-level, semi-skilled, skilled, and management. 

Based on State employment multipliers, sugar operations generated about 710 indirect 
jobs in 2006.  

Thus, direct-plus-indirect employment totaled about 1,300 jobs, of which about 1,100 
jobs were on Maui.  
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The payroll was about $48.5 million for the direct jobs and $82.7 million for all direct 
and indirect jobs.  

The direct and indirect jobs provided by sugar operations supported an estimated 3,000 
residents living in about 1,260 homes, of which about 2,460 residents and 1,080 homes were 
on Maui.  

Recent Sugar, Operations (Years 2008 to 2013)
For the 2008-to-2013 period, average HC&S employment and payroll, and indirect 

employment and payroll, were slightly less than that given above for the 2006 sugarcane crop 
(see Table 5, Section 5.a).  

Post Sugar, Operations (Year 2017)
In 2017, most of the former sugarcane fields were fallow, but some land was used for an 

energy crop and for pasture.  These activities generated an estimated 10 direct-plus-indirect 
jobs (see Table 4, Section 4.a).  

Diversified Ag, Development Activity
Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative

For the Water Lease Limited to the CWRM D&O Alternative, an average of 210 
workers would be needed in Central Maui over the assumed 10-year development period to: 
(1) convert former sugarcane fields to fields for diversified crops and pasture, (2) construct 
buildings, and (2) install solar farms (see Table 5, Section 5.a).  Jobs would include equip-
ment operators, soil specialists, irrigation specialists, planters, truck drivers, construction 
workers, supervisors, etc.  Also, the various jobs would range over a variety of skill levels, 
including entry-level, semi-skilled, skilled, management, and professional positions.  Most of 
these temporary jobs are expected to be filled by residents of Maui and other the islands.

In addition to the direct jobs, about 120 indirect jobs would be generated by purchases 
of goods and services.  Indirect jobs will include those at companies supplying farming 
equipment, irrigation systems, fencing, chemicals, building materials, repair services, etc.  
Other indirect jobs would include those involved with supplying goods and services to 
families, and would range over a variety of skill levels.  

Thus, direct-plus-indirect employment during the development period would average 
about 330 jobs, of which about 290 jobs would be on Maui and 40 jobs on Oʻahu.  Actual 
employment would vary over time.  

The payroll during development would average about $8.8 million for the direct jobs 
and $14.5 million for all direct and indirect jobs.  
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During the development period, the direct and indirect jobs would support an estimated 
730 residents living in about 310 homes, of which about 640 residents and 280 homes would 
be on Maui.  

No Water Lease Alternative
For the No Water Lease Alternative, development activity would be less than that given 

above, but it would still be substantial and would last for a shorter period (6 years vs 10 
years).  During the development period, an average of about 176 direct jobs would be 
provided, plus about 116 indirect jobs, for a total of about 290 direct and indirect jobs.  About 
250 jobs would be on Maui and 50 jobs on Oʻahu.  Actual employment would vary over 
time.  

The payroll during development would average about $7.7 million per year for the 
direct jobs and $13.3 million for all direct and indirect jobs.  

During the development period, the direct and indirect jobs would support an estimated 
650 residents living in about 280 homes, with about 570 residents and 250 homes on Maui.  

Diversified Agriculture, Operations (Year 2030)

Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative
EMPLOYMENT

The Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative would allow full development of 
the Mahi Pono Farm Plan, with farm employment expected to reach about 790 jobs, or about 
160 more jobs than provided by sugar operations in 2006 (see Table 5, Section 5.a).  The jobs 
would be typical of those provided by diversified-crop farming and ranching—managing 
soils and pests, operating and maintaining irrigation systems, planting crops, pruning trees, 
harvesting crops, sorting and washing crops, packing crops, trucking crops to markets and 
shipping terminals, moving cattle among pastures, maintaining fences, marketing, account-
ing, etc.  

The purchase of goods and services by farmers and ranchers, and by the families of 
their employees, would generate an estimated 350 indirect jobs.  Indirect jobs would include 
those at companies providing agricultural supplies and equipment, office supplies and 
equipment, repair services, trucking services, veterinarian services, etc.  Other indirect jobs 
would include those involved with supplying goods and services to employees and their 
families.  

Thus, direct-plus-indirect employment would totaled about 1,140 jobs, with about 1,000 
jobs on Maui.  Both the direct and indirect jobs would range over a variety of skill levels, 
including entry-level, semi-skilled, skilled, and management positions. 
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COVID-19 has had a devastating effect on the visitor industry and, in turn, Maui’s 
economy.  The direct and indirect jobs provided by Mahi Pono and its farm tenants will 
contribute significantly to rebuilding the economy.  

PAYROLL

At full operations, the payroll would be about $28.5 million for the direct jobs provided 
by Mahi Pono and its lessees, and $45.3 million for all direct and indirect jobs.  

SOURCES OF WORKERS

Hiring workers will be spread out over a number of years as fields are planted, orchards 
mature, processing facilities built, etc.  Assuming 10 years to reach full operations, direct 
employment will increase about 80 jobs per year, while total direct and indirect jobs on Maui 
will increase about 100 jobs per year.  The latter figure is less than 8% of the 1,270 annual 
job increase projected for the years 2020 to 2030 by the State for the County of Maui.  

Most jobs are expected to be filled by former sugarcane workers, skilled workers from 
Maui and other islands, recent graduates of agricultural programs at Hawaiʻi high-schools 
and colleges, and unskilled workers who would receive on-the-job training.  In its first 18 
months of existence, Mahi Pono hired about 200 workers, all of whom were living on Maui 
when hired.  They were attracted by the type of work, wages and benefits.  

Based on past hirings, nearly all future employees are expected to come from Maui.  
Attracting workers should be easier than in the recent past because many residents are 
unemployed due to the economic effects of COVID-19.  

POPULATION AND HOUSING

The direct and indirect jobs would support an estimated 2,550 residents living in about 
1,100 homes, with about 2,290 residents and 1,010 homes on Maui.  As mentioned, nearly all 
future employees are expected to come from Maui, so few new homes will be required.

COVID-19 could cause a change in Maui’s housing market, including a weaker demand 
for homes during the economic recovery, an increased supply of available homes, and 
possibly lower home prices and rents.  With a weaker economy, fewer residents will move to 
Maui seeking jobs and housing, and some residents will leave the island to find jobs 
elsewhere.  And because of fewer visitors, some owners of resort condominiums are likely to 
rent their units to residents instead of visitors.  Under these economic circumstances, home 
prices and rents may decline.  
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No Water Lease Alternative
For the No Water Lease Alternative, the scaled-down Mahi Pono Farm Plan would 

result in about one-third as much employment as with the full Plan: about 270 direct jobs, 
120 indirect jobs, and 390 total jobs (see Table 5, Section 5.a).

The payroll would be about $9.9 million for the direct jobs and $15.6 million for all 
direct and indirect jobs.  

The direct and indirect jobs would support an estimated 880 residents living in about 
380 homes, with about 790 residents and 350 homes on Maui.  

b. Upcountry Maui
Post Sugar, Diversified Ag Operations (Year 2017)

In 2017, farmers at the Kula Ag Park and other farms in Upcountry Maui who relied on 
water from the EMI System provided about 80 jobs and generated about 40 indirect jobs, for 
a total of about 120 jobs (see Table 5, Section 5.b).  

The payroll was about $2.9 million for the direct jobs and $4.8 million for all direct and 
indirect jobs.  

The direct and indirect jobs would support an estimated 275 residents living in about 
120 homes, with about 245 residents and 110 homes on Maui.  

Development Activity
Water Lease Limited to the CWRM D&O Alternative

For the Water Lease Limited to the CWRM D&O Alternative, the 262-acre expansion of 
the Kula Ag Park would provide an average of about 7.5 direct-plus-indirect jobs during the 
assumed 5-year development period (see Table 5, Section 5.b).  The payroll for these jobs 
would average about $300,000 per year.

No Water Lease Alternative
For the No Water Lease Alternative, the County is unlikely to pursue improvements to 

the 262 acres to expand the Kula Ag Park due to a lack of water for farming.  Thus, there 
would be no development activity (see Table 5, Section 5.b).  

Diversified Ag Operations (Year 2030)
Water Lease Limited to the CWRM D&O Alternative

For the Water Lease Limited to the CWRM D&O Alternative, employment will increase 
due to the 262-acre expansion of the Kula Ag Park.  By 2030, farmers at the Kula Ag Park 
and other farms in Upcountry Maui who relied on water from the EMI System are expected 
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to provide about 100 jobs and generate about 50 indirect jobs, for a total of about 150 jobs 
(see Table 5, Section 5.b).  

The payroll is expected to reach about $3.5 million for the direct jobs and $5.8 million 
for all direct and indirect jobs.  

The direct and indirect jobs provided will support an estimated 330 residents living in 
about 140 homes, with about 300 residents and 130 homes on Maui.  

No Water Lease Alternative
For the No Water Lease Alternative, farming activity and employment are expected to 

be near zero for the farms that depended on water from the EMI System in 2017 (see Table 5, 
Section 5.b).  For these farms, water to irrigate crops is not expected to be available for 
several years because MDWS would have to develop groundwater wells or other alternatives 
to fill the shortfall in supply, and the feasibility of such development is uncertain.  Once 
farming ends, significant farming is not expected to return to the area because better farming 
conditions exist in Central Maui.

c. East Maui
For all Water Lease alternatives, full development of the taro farms and other farms in 

East Maui that depend on stream flows would result in about 18 jobs and generate about 8 
indirect jobs, for a total of about 26 jobs (see Table 5, Section 5.c).  

The payroll is expected to reach about $600,000 for the direct jobs and $1 million for all 
direct and indirect jobs.  

The direct and indirect jobs provided will support an estimated 58 residents living in 
about 25 homes, most of whom would be on Maui. 

12. STATE AND COUNTY REVENUES 

a. Overview
Table 6 provides information on State and County revenues generated by agricultural 

development and operations.  For the State, the major sources of revenue are the 4% excise 
tax on final sales, the 0.5% excise tax on intermediate sales, corporate income taxes, 
individual income taxes, and land rents paid to the State.  For Maui County, the major 
sources of revenue are property taxes, and land rents paid to the County.  The City and 
County of Honolulu derives tax revenues from economic activity on Maui because some of 
the indirect sales occur on Oʻahu.  A portion of the sales on Oʻahu are subject to a 0.5% 
excise-tax surcharge which went into effect in 2007.  

Farmers pay their fair shares of State and County taxes.  However, most agricultural 
operations pay lower taxes than do most other sectors of the economy.  Exported crops are 
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exempt from the State excise tax.  Crops sold for local consumption are usually taxed at the 
intermediate excise-tax rate of 0.5%.  Crops that displace imports cause little change in finals 
sales and little change in State excise tax revenues.  At the County level, agricultural land 
values are lower than urban land values.  Furthermore, agricultural lands are assessed at a 
fraction of their market values, so the property taxes are low compared to lands assessed at 
market values.

Sugar employees were paid higher-than-average wages, so on average their families 
paid more taxes than did most other families on Maui.  However, the opposite is true for most 
workers on farms that grow diversified crops.  

No major State or County expenditures are anticipated to support the planned agricul-
tural development and operations.  However, the developer of the solar farms would benefit 
from substantial State subsidizes.  

Regarding new workers, most will be local hires (see Subsection 11.a), so most of the 
public facilities needed to support them and their families—schools, roads, parks, utilities, 
etc.—already exist.  

State and County expenditures on services for families of agricultural workers are 
similar in magnitude to expenditures to support other families on Maui.  Expenditures on 
services include, but are not limited to, education, libraries, social services, health services, 
security, fire protection, watershed management, park maintenance, road maintenance, water, 
waste disposal, etc.  Since most new workers will be local hires, most services needed to 
support them and their families are already in place and financed.  

State and County expenditures on services for the families of farm workers generally 
exceed the taxes paid by these families and their employers—a situation which also pertains 
to most families on Maui.  Services to residents are, in effect, subsidized by tax revenues 
derived from visitors, resorts, commercial activities, and construction activities.  Most 
visitors spend at a high daily rate for their rooms, meals, travel, activities, and purchases.  In 
turn, these expenditures generate a high amount of excise taxes for the State.  In addition, 
visitors are subject to the Transient Accommodation Tax (hotel room tax), which is shared 
between the State and the counties.  Visitors do not require State expenditures on education, 
social services, and many other items.  Construction activity also generates a high amount of 
excise taxes for the State because new homes and buildings are expensive.  

For the County, much of the revenue required to subsidize services to residents are 
derived from a combination of high property tax assessments and high property-tax rates on 
resorts, time-share properties, second homes, commercial properties, and industrial proper-
ties.  Operators of many of these properties provide their own security, waste removal, etc.  

The focus of the material which follows is on the major State and County tax revenues 
generated by agricultural development and operations.  
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b. Central Maui
Typical Sugar (2006 Crop)

In 2006, sugar operations generated about $5.9 million in State tax revenues and rental 
payments to the State (see Table 6, Section 6.a).  Most of the revenues were derived from (1) 
excise taxes on consumption expenditures by families supported by the direct and indirect 
jobs that were provided, and (2) personal income taxes paid by these same families (see 
Table 6, Section 6.a).  Revenues were low because the sale of the exported sugar was exempt 
from the excise taxes.

Property taxes paid by HC&S to the County of Maui were about $50,000 per year.
In 2006, the City and County of Honolulu derived no revenue from the excise-tax 

surcharge because it was not in effect that year.

Recent Sugar (Years 2008 to 2013)
For the 2008-to-2013 period, sugar operations generated an average of about $5.1 

million in State tax revenues and rental payments to the State (see Table 6, Section 6.a).  
Property taxes paid by HC&S to the County of Maui were about $70,000 per year.  The 
increase from 2006 was due to a higher tax rate.  

The City and County of Honolulu derived about $40,000 per year from the excise-tax 
surcharge.

Post Sugar (Year 2017)
In 2017, diversified agriculture operations in Central Maui generated about $30,000 in 

tax revenues (see Table 6, Section 6.a).  Property taxes paid by HC&S to the County of Maui 
were about $20,000 per year.  Property taxes decreased because of the land was assessed at a 
lower value following the closure of sugar operations.  

The City and County of Honolulu derived negligible revenues from the excise-tax 
surcharge.  

Diversified Ag, Development Activity
Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, converting Central Maui 
farmlands from sugarcane to diversified agriculture and green energy would generate an 
average of about $1.9 million per year in State taxes, for a 10-year cumulative total of about 
$18.6 million (see Table 6, Section 6.a).  However, developers of solar farms receive a State 
subsidy of $500,000 per 1 MW of generating capacity.  For the planned green energy (solar 
farms), the State subsidy would average about $1.9 million per year, for a 10-year cumulative 
total of about $18.8 million.  
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Thus, State tax revenues from development minus the energy subsidy would result in a 
cumulative loss of about $100,000 (with rounding).  

Given the nature of Hawaiʻi’s tax system, the County of Maui would derive negligible 
tax revenues from the anticipated development activity.  

Over the 10-year development period, the City and County of Honolulu would derive 
cumulative excise-tax surcharges of about $60,000.  The County of Maui does not have an 
excise-tax surcharge.  

No Water Lease Alternative
For the No Water Lease Alternative, converting Central Maui farmlands from sugarcane 

to diversified agriculture and green energy would generate an average of about $1.9 million 
per year in State taxes, for a 6-year cumulative total of about $11.4 million (see Table 6, 
Section 6.a). 

For the planned green energy (solar farms), the State subsidy would average about $3.1 
million per year, for a 6-year cumulative total of about $18.8 million.  

Thus, State tax revenues minus the energy subsidy would average a negative $1.2 
million per year, for a 6-year cumulative total of a negative $7.3 million.  

Again, the County would derive negligible tax revenues from the anticipated develop-
ment activity, while the City and County of Honolulu would derive cumulative excise-tax 
surcharges of about $40,000.

Diversified Agriculture, Operations (Year 2030)
Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, diversified-agriculture 
operations would generate an estimated $4.46 million in State tax revenues by 2030 (see 
Table 6, Section 6.a). 

Property taxes paid to the County would be about $800,000 per year.
The City and County of Honolulu would derive about $140,000 per year from the 

excise-tax surcharge.

No Water Lease Alternative
For the No Water Lease Alternative, State tax revenues would be about half those of the 

previous alternative: about $3.8 million per year (see Table 6, Section 6.a). 
Property taxes paid to the County would be about $650,000 per year.  This decrease 

from the previous alternative is due to more land being used for pasture, which is assessed at 
a lower value than cropland.

The City and County of Honolulu will derive about $50,000 per year from the excise-
tax surcharge.
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c. Upcountry Maui
Post Sugar (Year 2017)

In 2017, the farms at Kula Ag Park and other farms in Upcountry Maui that rely on 
water from the EMI System would generate about $45,000 per year in State taxes (see Table 
6, Section 6.b).  

For the County, property taxes plus rents paid to the County by farmers at the Kula Ag 
Park totaled about $50,000 per year.

The City and County of Honolulu will derive about $2,000 per year from the excise-tax 
surcharge.

Diversified Ag, Development Activity
Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, the County’s expansion of 
the Kula Ag Park will result in cumulative State tax revenues of about $180,000 (see Table 6, 
Section 6.b).  

The County would derive negligible tax revenues from the development activity.  

No Water Lease Alternative
For the No Water Lease Alternative, expansion of the Kula Ag Park is not anticipated.  

As a result, there would be no development activity and no tax revenues.

Diversified Ag, Operations (Year 2030)
Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, the farms at the Kula Ag 
Park and other farms in Upcountry Maui that rely on water from the EMI System would 
generate about $54,000 per year in State taxes (see Table 6, Section 6.b).  

For the County, property taxes plus rents paid to the County by farmers at the Kula Ag 
Park would total about $70,000 per year.  Most of the increase from 2017 would be due to the 
additional rental income from the 262-acre expansion of Kula Ag Park.

The City and County of Honolulu would derive about $2,000 per year from the excise-
tax surcharge.

No Water Lease Alternative
For the No Water Lease Alternative, farming activity and State taxes generated are 

expected to be near zero for the farms that depended on water from the EMI System in 2017 
(see Table 6, Section 6.b).  For these farms, water to irrigate crops is not expected to be 
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available for several years as mentioned previously.  Once farming ends, significant farming 
is not expected to return to the area because of better farming conditions in Central Maui.

The County would lose rents from the Kula Ag Park, and property taxes would be 
lower, assuming that the lands would be assessed at pasture values.  

d. East Maui
For all Water Lease alternatives, the taro farms and other farms in East Maui that 

depend on stream flows will generate about $80,000 per year in State taxes at full develop-
ment (see Table 6, Section 6.b).  

For the County, property taxes will total about $200 per year.
The City and County of Honolulu will derive about $400 per year from the excise-tax 

surcharge.

13. SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC IMPACTS AND BENEFITS

a. Major Impacts and Benefits
Table ES-1 summarizes the major impacts and benefits for the past baseline conditions 

and two of the three alternatives for the future.  The table is divided into 6 parts: (1) Water 
Supply and Allocation, (2) Agricultural Land Use, (3) Agricultural Water Use, (4) Agricultur-
al Development and Operations, (5) Employment and Payroll, and (6) State and County 
Revenues.  Mahi Pono’s current Farm Plan assumes full development by about 2030.  All 
dollar amounts are expressed in 2018 purchasing power. 

Water Supply and Allocation
The supply of East Maui surface water that is available for Central and Upcountry Maui 

is projected to decline significantly: from about 156.54 mgd for Typical Sugar, to 92.32 mgd 
for the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, and to 30.76 mgd for the No Water 
Lease Alternative.  For the No Water Lease Alternative, all of the water would come from 
private lands.

The total water supply (surface water plus groundwater) would decline from about 
199.04 mgd for Typical Sugar to 113.63 for the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O 
Alternative and 38.44 mgd for No Water Lease Alternative.  The use of groundwater is 
limited in order to keep salinity below about 30% when applied to lower fields in Central 
Maui.  

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, about 106.53 mgd would be 
allocated to Central Maui for agricultural use, and 7.1 to MDWS for Upcountry Maui.6  For 

6.  7.1 mgd is the long-term average use of surface water supplied by EMI to the MDWS for the 
Kula Ag Park and the Kāmole Weir WTP (CWRM D&O, FOF 551). 
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the No Water Lease Alternative, all of the water would be allocated to Central Maui for 
agricultural use.  

Agricultural Land Use
Central Maui

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, about 15,950 acres would be 
used for growing crops, including 12,850 acres for orchard crops and 3,100 acres for other 
crops.  About 13,800 acres would be used for pasture, of which about 4,700 acres would be 
irrigated.  About 250 acres would be used for green energy, such as solar farms.

For the No Water Lease Alternative, the reduced supply of water would require a major 
reallocation of land from growing crops to unirrigated pasture.  About 5,250 acres would be 
used for growing crops, including 4,180 acres for orchard crops and 1,100 acres for other 
crops.  About 24,470 acres would be used for pasture, of which about 3,800 acres would be 
irrigated.  Land for green energy would remain at 250 acres.

Upcountry Maui
For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, about 1,510 acres of 

farmland would be irrigated with water from the EMI System.  
 For the No Water Lease Alternative, farmlands in Upcountry Maui that have been 

irrigated with water from the EMI System are expected to drop to zero acreage for the 
reasons given in Section 6.b.  

East Maui
As discussed in Subsection 8.c, stream restoration could result in about 55 acres planted 

in taro in East Maui, and 45 acres in other crops.  These estimated acreages are the same for 
all alternatives.  

The East Maui farms include only those that could be affected by the proposed Water 
Lease.  That is, the taro farms and other farms between Honopou and Nāhiku that are, or 
could be, irrigated with water diverted from the streams flowing through the License Area.  
The affected landowners have appurtenant and riparian rights to use water from these 
streams.  

The analysis excludes existing or potential farms for which the landowners do not have 
rights to divert streams to irrigate crops.  Also excluded are the many existing or potential 
farms in Hāna and other parts of East Maui that would not be affected by the proposed Water 
Lease.  Furthermore, the proposed Water Lease does not include developing new ditch 
systems to deliver water from the License Area to irrigate existing or new farms in East 
Maui.  
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Agricultural Water Use
Central Maui

Agricultural water use in Central Maui is projected to decline from about 143.19 mgd 
for Typical Sugar to 82.34 mgd for the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative and 
29.72 mgd for No Water Lease Alternative.  

Upcountry Maui
For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, about 4.16 mgd would be 

used to irrigate farms supplied with water from the EMI System.  
 For the No Water Lease Alternative, it is assumed that no water would be delivered 

from the EMI System.  

East Maui
For all Water Lease alternatives, gross and net water requirements would be about 7.7 

and 1.9 mgd, respectively.  The high gross water requirement reflects the fact that nearly 80% 
of the water used for growing taro is diverted from streams, passes through loʻi, then exits the 
loʻi.  Some of this excess water is used to irrigate other crops, but most is returned to the 
streams.

Agricultural Development and Operations
Central Maui

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, converting Central Maui 
from sugarcane to diversified agriculture would entail a capital investment of about $214.7 
million (direct expenditures) for field preparation and construction of warehouses, processing 
facilities, energy facilities, etc.  In turn, the purchase of goods and services by companies that 
provide field-preparation and construction services, and purchases by their employees, would 
generate indirect sales.  Direct expenditures on improvements and the resulting indirect sales 
would be spread out over approximately 10 years and, in combination, are projected to 
average about $39.9 million per year.  Corresponding figures for the No Water Lease 
alternative are $144.8 million invested over about 6 years, with direct expenditures plus 
indirect sales averaging about $42.9 million per year.

At full operations, and assuming the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, 
farm sales would total about $160.7 million per year, of which about $104.4 million would 
be Hawaiʻi sales and $56.2 million would be export sales.  Adding energy sales of about $8.2 
million results in total direct sales of about $168.9 million per year.  Direct and indirect sales 
would total about $329.5 million per year.  
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The direct sales of about $160.7 million per year exceeds sales during sugar operations: 
about $100.7 million per year for Typical Sugar, and about $115.6 million for Recent Sugar. 
The HC&S revenues figures are for the former plantation lands east of Maui Veterans 
Highway, and not the entire plantation.  

For the No Water Lease Alternative, operations would generate much lower farm sales: 
about $57.7 million per year in farm sales, of which about $46.1 million would be Hawaiʻi 
sales and $11.5 million would be export sales.  Adding energy sales results in total direct 
sales of about $65.9 million per year.  Direct and indirect sales would total about $123.5 
million per year.  

Upcountry Maui
For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, the farms that depend on 

water from the EMI System would generate direct sales of about $14.1 million per year.  
Direct and indirect sales would total about $31.8 million per year.

 For the No Water Lease Alternative, these figures would drop to zero. 

East Maui
For all Water Lease alternatives, the farms in East Maui that depend on stream water 

would generate about $1.7 million per year in direct sales, and about $3.6 million per year in 
direct and indirect sales.

Employment and Payroll
Central Maui

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, converting Central Maui 
from sugarcane to diversified agriculture would employ an average of about 210 workers 
over a period of about 10 years.  Corresponding figures for the No Water Lease Alternative 
are an average of about 175 workers over about 6 years.

At full operations of farming operations in Central Maui, and assuming the Water Lease 
Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, employment would reach about 790 direct jobs with a 
payroll of about $28.5 million per year, and 1,140 direct and indirect jobs with a payroll of 
$45.3 million.  The direct employment of 790 jobs would exceed the 630 direct jobs formerly 
provided by HC&S for Typical Sugar.  The HC&S employment figure is for the former 
plantation lands east of Maui Veterans Highway, and not the entire plantation.  

For the No Water Lease Alternative, full operations would provide about 270 direct jobs 
with a payroll of about $9.9 million per year, and 390 direct and indirect jobs with a payroll 
of $15.6 million.  
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Upcountry Maui
For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, the farms that depend on 

water from the EMI System would provide about 100 jobs with a payroll of about $3.5 
million per year, and would generate about 150 direct and indirect jobs having a payroll of 
$5.8 million.

 For the No Water Lease Alternative, these figures would drop to zero. 

East Maui
For all Water Lease alternatives, the farms in East Maui that depend on stream water 

would provide about 18 jobs with a payroll of about $600,000 per year, and generate about 
26 direct and indirect jobs having a payroll of about $1 million per year.

State and County Revenues
Central Maui

For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, the expenditures on land 
preparation and capital improvements needed to convert Central Maui from sugarcane to 
diversified agriculture would generate State tax revenues of about $18.62 million over the 
assumed 10-year development period, but this would be offset by energy subsidies of $18.75 
million, for net loss of about $130,000.  State revenues would come from excise taxes, 
corporate income taxes, and personal income taxes.  The County derives negligible tax 
revenues from development activity: there are no major County taxes on expenditures for 
land preparation and improvements, profits generated, or the payroll of those involved with 
the development activity.  However, once the improvements are completed, the County will 
benefit from an increase in property-tax revenues due to the increased property values.  

For the No Water Lease Alternative, the conversion would generate State tax revenues 
of about $11.41 million over the assumed 6-year development period, but this would be 
offset by energy subsidies of $18.75 million, for a net loss of about $7.34 million.  

At full operations of farming operations in Central Maui, and assuming the Water Lease 
Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, State tax revenues would be about $4.46 million per 
year, and County property taxes would be about $800,000 per year.  Property taxes for the 
County are low because agricultural land is assessed at agricultural values, not at market 
values.  

For the No Water Lease Alternative, full operations would generate State tax revenues 
of about $1.66 million per year, and County tax revenues of about $650,000.  Tax revenues 
for the State are less because crop production and sales would be less.  Property taxes are 
lower because more of the land would be used for pasture, which has a lower assessed value 
than cropland.  
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Upcountry Maui
For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, the farms that depend on 

water from the EMI System would generate annual State taxes of about $540,000, and 
County revenues of about $700,000.  The County revenues include property taxes and rents 
from the Kula Ag Park.  

 For the No Water Lease Alternative, most of these figures would drop to zero or near 
zero because of the loss of farms and farm production.  The County would lose rents from the 
Kula Ag Park, and property tax revenues would be lower, assuming the agricultural lands 
would be assessed at pasture values.  

East Maui
For all Water Lease alternatives, the East Maui farms would generate about $83,000 per 

year in State taxes and about $200 in County property taxes.  

Additional Economic Impacts and Benefits
Crop Imports and Exports

About two-thirds of the fresh vegetables, fruits and melons sold in Hawaiʻi are 
imported.  To the extent economically feasible, Mahi Pono will grow food crops for the 
Hawaiʻi market, thereby reducing these imports.  At full development of its Farm Plan, local 
sales by Mahi Pono and its farm tenants are expected to comprise 65% of total sales, with 
exports at 35% (Table 4, Section 4.a).  Local sales are preferred over exports because it saves 
on overseas shipping costs.  Both local sales and exports are beneficial to Hawaiʻi: local sales 
that displace imports reduce the financial drain on the State as a whole, while exports 
generate income for the State.  

Hawaiʻi Benefits
As mentioned, about two-thirds of the fresh produce currently sold in Hawaiʻi is 

imported.  The economic benefits of producing this food—including the jobs, payroll, profits 
and tax revenues—flow to mainland and other overseas farmers, their employees, their 
suppliers, and their home state. 

Mahi Pono will partially reverse this situation by introducing new agricultural activity 
to Hawaiʻi.  For the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, the primary economic 
benefits at full operations will include: 

— Payments to the State for the Water Lease, with the annual fee to be determined 
by the State Board of Land and Natural Resources.  The DHHL and the Office of 
Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) are entitled to 30% and 20% of the State revenues from 
the Water Lease, respectively.  
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— About 1,140 direct and indirect jobs with a payroll of $45.3 million per year.  

— About $33 million per year in gross operating profits earned by (1) Mahi Pono, 
(2) its farm tenants, and (3) companies providing goods and services to the farms, 
families of farm workers, etc.

— About $5.4 million per year in State and County tax revenues.

Profits earned by Mahi Pono and its farm tenants are a return on their combined 
investment of about $215 million to develop new agricultural activities on Maui.  Much of 
the profits will remain in Hawaiʻi, including (1) the portion of Mahi Pono’s profits invested 
to further develop its Maui farm, (2) profits of farm tenants, and (3) the profits of many 
companies that provide goods and services to farms and families of farm workers.  

Additional benefits include:

— More locally grown produce that will be fresher and possibly cheaper than main-
land imports.

— Increased food security for Hawai‘i.

— Possible higher wages for Maui farmers because Mahi Pono will pay wages and 
provide benefits sufficient to attract and retain workers.

— Increased human capital (i.e., farming knowledge and skills).

Regarding the last item, Mahi Pono brought California crews to Maui for short periods 
to train farmers on how to grow Mahi Pono’s crops.  New farming skills will benefit the 
workers (higher pay), Mahi Pono, and possibly other farms that may hire these workers in the 
future.  

Without Mahi Pono or some similar entity—i.e., a company that is willing to invest 
substantial capital to increase farming in Hawaiʻi based on its knowledge of growing and 
marketing certain crops—it is unlikely that current Hawaiʻi farmers would generate the 
economic benefits listed above.  This conclusion is based on the fact that current farmers 
have used only a small amount of the land and water released by the closure of all sugarcane 
plantations and nearly all pineapple plantations in Hawaiʻi, even though there has been strong 
support and many efforts to increase diversified farming in Hawaiʻi.  From 1968 to 2018, 
plantation agriculture released about 302,100 acres.  Over this same period, diversified crops 
increased by about 25,300 acres (only 8% of the land released from plantation agriculture).  
Acreage in diversified crops has not changed significantly since 2000: about 47,100 acres in 
2000 and 46,900 acres in 2018.  

Provided that sufficient water is available, the Mahi Pono Farm Plan will provide a 
substantial boost to Hawaiʻi’s agricultural industry: a 34% increase in the statewide acreage 
in crop, from an estimated 46,900 acres in 2018 to 62,800 acres in 2030.  
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b. Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative vs the No Water Lease Alternative
Central Maui

For Central Maui, the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative would provide 
far more economic activity and benefits than would the No Water Lease Alternative.  The 
difference between the two alternatives would be as follows:

— About 11,570 acres more green open space in the form of farms and irrigated 
pastures (20,650 acres vs 9,080 acres).

— About three times as much food production, including greater food self-sufficien-
cy and more exports.

— About $206 million per year more in direct and indirect sales ($329.5 million vs 
$123.5 million).

— About 750 more direct and indirect jobs (1,140 jobs vs 390 jobs).
— About $29.7 million per year more in total payroll ($45.3 million vs $15.6 

million). 
— Development activity (land preparation and capital improvements) lasting about 4 

years longer (10 years vs 6 years), with similar magnitudes of sales and employ-
ment (about $40 million per year direct and indirect sales, and about 300 direct 
and indirect jobs).

— About $2.9 million per year more in State and County tax revenues ($4.6 million 
vs $1.7 million).

Upcountry Maui
For Upcountry Maui, the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative would 

allow farming to continue and expand at the Kula Ag Park, and continue at other farms that 
irrigate crops with water originating from the EMI System.  In total, about 1,510 acres would 
be farmed in 2030, generating about $31.8 million per year in direct and indirect sales, about 
150 direct and indirect jobs, and about $5.8 million in payroll for these jobs.

For the No Water Lease Alternative, farming activity is expected to be near zero for the 
farms that depended on water from the EMI System in 2017.  For these farms, water to 
irrigate crops is not expected to be available for several years, and once farming ends, 
significant farming is not expected to return to the area because of better farming conditions 
in Central Maui.  

East Maui
All alternatives would result in the same agricultural activity and benefits for East Maui 

(see Table 7., Section 7c).
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c.  Water Lease with Less than CWRM D&O Alternative
For the Water Lease with Less than CWRM D&O Alternative, the State would allow 

water to be diverted from East Maui to Central Maui in an amount falling between (1) the 
92.32-mgd flow estimated for the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative, and (2) 
the 30.76-mgd flow estimated for the No Water Lease Alternative.  To demonstrate the 
impacts of such an intermediate alternative, the following table provides (1) the impacts of 
the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative at full operations of the Mahi Pono 
Farm Plan, and (2) the incremental changes in these impacts (in red) caused by each mgd-
reduction in surface water from the 92.32-mgd flow estimated for the Water Lease Limited to 
CWRM D&O Alternative.  

Central Upcountry
  Maui       Maui      Units

— Land use

• Crops 15,950 1,509 acres
Decrease per 1 mgd 173.31 24.51 acres

• Irrigated pasture 4,700 acres
Decrease per 1 mgd 14.62 acres

• Unirrigated pasture 9,100 acres
Increase per 1 mgd 187.93 acres

— Sales, Ag operations

• Direct sales $168.9 $15.1 million/yr
Decrease per 1 mgd $1.673 $0.245 million/yr

• Direct and indirect sales $329.5 $31.8 million/yr
Decrease per 1 mgd $3.346 $0.517 million/yr

— Employment

• Direct 793 101 jobs
Decrease per 1 mgd 8.447 1.634 jobs

• Direct and indirect 1,142 149 jobs
Decrease per 1 mgd 12.164 2.418 jobs

— Payroll

• Direct payroll $28.5 $3.5 million/yr
Decrease per 1 mgd $0.303 $0.057 million/yr

• Direct and indirect payroll $45.3 $5.8 million/yr
Decrease per 1 mgd $0.481 $0.095 million/yr

— State Revenues $4.46 $0.54 million/yr
Decrease per 1 mgd $0.0456 $0.0088 million/yr
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Thus, each 1-mgd reduction of surface water from the Water Lease Limited to CWRM 
D&O Alternative would result in the following changes for Central Maui (first column of the 
above table): a reduction by about 173 acres of land in crops, a reduction by about 15 acres 
of land in irrigated pasture, an increase of about 188 acres of land in unirrigated pasture, a 
reduction in direct sales on Maui of about $1.7 million per year, a reduction in direct-and-
indirect sales on Maui and Oʻahu of about $3.3 million per year, about 8.5 fewer direct jobs 
on Maui having a payroll of about $300,000 per year, about 12 fewer direct-and-indirect jobs 
on Maui and Oʻahu having a payroll of about $500,000 per year, and a reduction in State 
revenues of about $50,000 per year.  Significant but smaller changes would occur for 
Upcountry Maui (second column of the above table).  

For illustration of a line-item calculation, if the EMI System were to supply 70 mgd of 
surface water under an intermediate alternative, then direct employment in Central Maui 
would be about 604 jobs calculated as follows:

— Reduction in surface-water supply: 22.32 mgd (92.32 mgd – 70 mgd).
— Reduction in direct employment: 189 jobs (22.32 mgd decrease in surface-water 

supply × 8.447 direct jobs/mgd from the above table).
— Resulting direct employment: 604 jobs (793 jobs under the Water Lease Limited 

to CWRM D&O Alternative – 189 fewer jobs because of less water)

14. CONSISTENCY WITH STATE AND COUNTY AGRICULTURAL POLICIES

The Hawaiʻi State Constitution, the Hawaiʻi State Plan, the State Agriculture Function-
al Plan, Hawaiʻi Revised Statute for Important Agricultural lands (Chapter 205), the County 
of Maui 2030 General Plan, and the County’s Maui Island Plan call directly or implicitly for 
preserving the economic viability of plantation agriculture and promoting the growth of 
diversified agriculture, some specifically targeting agriculture in Central Maui (see Ap-
pendix).  To accomplish this, an adequate supply of agriculturally suitable lands and water 
must be assured and protected.

With regard to plantation agriculture, HC&S was the last sugarcane plantation in 
Hawaiʻi.  The Hali‘imaile Pineapple Company in Upcountry Maui irrigates its fields with 
groundwater, not surface water from East Maui.

The Mahi Pono Farm Plan will conserve the about 30,000 acres of high-quality 
agricultural land in Central Maui, and these lands will be used for diversified crops and 
ranching.  Furthermore, the IAL designation of about 22,000 acres will help conserve this 
valuable farmland.  However, the amount of cultivated farmland in Central Maui will depend 
on how much water the State allows to be diverted from East Maui to Central Maui under the 
Water Lease.  

The Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative would maintain the viability of 
diversified farms in Upcountry Maui that depend on water from the EMI System.  But these 
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farms could be lost under the No Water Lease Alternative due to a lack of waters.  Even after 
the County developed new wells to fill the shortfall in the supply, significant farming is not 
expected to return to the area because of better farming conditions in Central Maui.  For the 
Water Lease with Less than CWRM D&O Alternative, the loss of farming activity in 
Upcountry Maui would be proportional to the reduced water availability from the EMI 
System.

For all Water Lease alternatives, farming in East Maui is expected to increase because 
CWRM D&O has restored full flow of the taro streams.  

Of the three alternatives, the Water Lease Limited to CWRM D&O Alternative is the 
most compatible with State and County agricultural policies.  This alternative would (1) 
preserve and protect the most agricultural land and water, and (2) promote the most agricul-
tural activity.  
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Figure 1.  EMI Aqueduct System
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Figure 2.  EMI License Area
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Figure 3.  Central Maui Ag Lands and Water-Service Areas
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Figure 4.  Central Maui, NRCS Soil Ratings, Irrigated
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Figure 5.  Central Maui, NRCS Soil Ratings, Non Irrigated
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Figure 6.  Central Maui, ALISH Soil Ratings
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Figure 7.  Central Maui, LSB Soil Ratings
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Figure 8.  Central Maui, High-Quality Farmland
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Figure 9.  Central Maui, Sugar Yields
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Figure 10.  Central Maui, Solar Radiation
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Figure 11.  Central Maui, Rainfall
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Figure 12.  Central Maui, Important Agricultural Lands (IAL)
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Figure 13.  Upcountry Maui, Water System Service Area
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Figure 14.  Upcountry Maui, Ag Lands and Activities
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Figure 15.  Upcountry Maui, NRCS Soil Ratings, Irrigated
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Figure 16.  Upcountry Maui, NRCS Soil Ratings, Non Irrigated
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Figure 17.  Upcountry Maui, ALISH Soil Ratings
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Figure 18.  Upcountry Maui, LSB Soil Ratings
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Figure 19.  Upcountry Maui, High-Quality Farmland
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Figure 20.  Upcountry Maui, Solar Radiation
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Figure 21.  Upcountry Maui, Rainfall
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Figure 22.  East Maui Taro Streams
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Figure 23.  Mahi Pono 2021 Year-End Farm Projection
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

1.a. SURFACE AND BRACKISH WATER SUPPLY
Surface water from the EMI System

East of Honopou Stream
State lands 70% n.e. n.e. n.e. 61.57        -            mgd
Private lands 30% n.e. n.e. n.e. 26.39        26.39        mgd
Total, east of Honopou Stream n.e. n.e. 23.99        87.95        26.39        mgd

Honopou Stream to Maliko Gulch, private lands n.e. n.e. 4.37          4.37          4.37          mgd
Total  surface water supply 156.54     113.71     28.36        92.32        30.76        mgd

Brackish groundwater 42.50        69.90        -            21.31        7.69          mgd
Total water supply 199.04     183.61     28.36        113.63     38.44        mgd
Reduction in supply of surface water

From typical sugar flow of 156.69 mgd -            42.83        n.e. 64.22        125.79     mgd
From recent sugar flow of 113.71 mgd -            n.e. 21.39        82.96        mgd

1.b. WATER ALLOCATION
MDWS, surface water from EMI 3.23          7.10          2.86* 7.10          -            mgd
Ag and related uses

Sugarcane 143.19     132.45     mgd
Pineapple 0.25          mgd
HC&S, industrial activities 7.98          6.25          1.00          mgd
Diversified Ag 4.00          82.34        29.72        mgd

Maintenance of reservoirs for fire protection n.e. mgd
Other 0.41          mgd
On-farm irrigation system losses (excludes water 22.7% losses 44.39        41.67        n.e. 24.18        8.73          mgd

for pineapple)
Total Ag uses 195.81     180.78     n.e. 106.53     38.44        mgd
On-farm irrigation system losses 22.7% 23.05% n.e. 22.7% 22.7%
Ag Uses, after system losses (excluding pineapple)

Irrigation Use 143.19     132.45     n.e. 82.34        29.72        mgd
Non-irrigation Use 7.98          6.66          n.e. -            -            mgd
Total Ag uses, after system losses 151.17     139.11     ne. 82.34        29.72        mgd

Split
Irrigation use 94.72% 95.21% n.e. 100.0% 100.0%
Non-irrigation use 5.28% 4.79% n.e. 0.0% 0.0%

Irrigation use, after system losses
Surface water 112.07     81.24        n.e. 65.88        23.77        mgd
Brackish groundwater 31.12        51.21        n.e. 16.47        5.94          mgd

Total Ag use (excluding pineapple) 143.19     132.45     4.00          82.34        29.72        mgd
Split

Surface water 78.3% 61.3% n.e. 80.0% 80.0%
Brackish groundwater 21.7% 38.7% n.e. 20.0% 20.0%

Adjustment (4.27)         mgd
Total water use 199.04     183.61     n.e. 113.63     38.44        mgd

1.c. WATER DELIVERY COSTS
Surface water from EMI 3.5             4.8             16.2          6.6             16.0          ¢/1,000 gal
Brackish groundwater n.e. 52.0          52.0          52.0          52.0          ¢/1,000 gal

*In 2017, the EMI System delivered about 2.86 mgd to the MDWS for Upcountry Maui, including 1.5 mgd for the Kula Ag Park and 1.36 mgd for the Kāmole Weir WTP.

HC&S

Table 1. Water Supply, Allocation, and Costs

Water Leases Baselines 
MultiplierItem
or Source

D&O & A&A

Residual

from above

MHI

Above

x % irrigation use
Groundwater – % loss

D&O

Residual

A&B, D&O, or PEP

D&O

less losses

A&B or D&O

A&B/EMI

or D&O

 Units 

Supply less MDWS

D&O
A&B or Total

D&O

Alternative Future 

D&O
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

2.a. CENTRAL MAUI 
Sugar operations

Fields serviced by EMI System and groundwater
Upper fields (surface water only) 12,800     12,729     acres
Lower fields (surface and brackish water) 16,627     17,591     acres
Total sugarcane 29,427     30,320     acres

Fields serviced by W Maui Ditch System and groundwater 5,750        5,856        acres
Total plantation 35,177     36,176     
Acreage split

Upper fields (surface water only) 43.5% 42.0%
Lower fields (surface and brackish water) 56.5% 58.0%

Land leased from State 1,447        1,447        acres
Diversified Ag

By Activity
Crops

Community Farm 800           300           acres
Orchards (citrus, mac nuts, beverage crops) 12,850     4,180        acres
Tropical fruits 600           200           acres
Row and annual crops 1,200        400           acres
Energy crops 200           500           200           acres
Total crop farms 200           15,950     5,280        acres

Pasture acres
Irrigated 4,700        3,800        acres
Unirrigated 500           9,100        20,670     acres
Total Pasture 500           13,800     24,470     acres

Green energy (solar), unirrigated -            250           250           acres
Fallow 29,300     

Total 30,000     30,000     30,000     acres
Upper fields, Irrigated (surface water only)

Community Farm -            -            acres
Orchards (citrus, mac nuts, beverage crops) 4,990        1,620        acres
Tropical fruits -            -            acres
Row and annual crops 300           200           acres
Energy crops 200           -            -            acres
Pasture, irrigated 1,100        900           
Total upper fields, Irrigated 6,390        2,720        acres

Lower fields, Irrigated (surface and brackish water)
Community Farm 800           300           acres
Orchards (citrus, mac nuts, beverage crops) 7,860        2,560        acres
Tropical fruits 600           200           acres
Row and annual crops 900           200           acres
Energy crops 200           500           200           acres
Pasture, irrigated 3,600        2,900        acres
Total lower fields, Irrigated 14,260     6,360        acres

Unirrigated
Pasture, unirrigated 500           9,100        20,670     acres
Green energy, unirrigated 250           250           acres
Total unirrigated 9,350        20,920     acres

By irrigation
Irrigated 200           20,650     9,080        acres
Unirrigated 500           9,350        20,920     acres

HC&S

Table 2. Agricultural Land Use

Mahi Pono/PEP

Mahi Pono/PEP

Item

Mahi Pono/PEP
Mahi Pono/PEP
Mahi Pono/PEP

A&B/Mahi Pono/PEP
A&B/Mahi Pono/PEP

Mahi Pono/PEP

Mahi Pono/PEP
A&B/Mahi Pono/PEP

Mahi Pono/PEP

HC&S
HC&S

or Source

Mahi Pono/PEP

Mahi Pono/PEP
Mahi Pono/PEP

Mahi Pono/PEP
Mahi Pono/PEP

 Units 

Alternative Future 
Multiplier

 Baselines 

HC&S

Water Leases

Mahi Pono/PEP

Mahi Pono/PEP
Mahi Pono/PEP

Mahi Pono/PEP
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

Land leased to others
Community Farm 800           300           acres
Energy crops 500           200           acres
Other crops 750           750           acres
Green energy 250           250           acres
Total land leased 2,300        1,500        acres

2.b. Upcountry MAUI (farms supplied with water from EMI)
Kula Ag Park n.e. n.e. 447           709           -            acres
Other farms n.e. n.e. 800           800           -            acres
Total n.e. 1,247        1,509        -            acres

2.c. EAST MAUI (farms with appurtenant and riparian rights)
Taro farms n.e. n.e. n.e. 55.00        55.00        acres
Other farms n.e. n.e. n.e. 45.00        45.00        acres
Total farmland 100.00     100.00     acres

Table 2. Agricultural Land Use
(Continued)

County of Maui

 Units 
 Baselines 

PEP

Item
Water LeasesMultiplier

Alternative Future 

PEP

PEP

Mahi Pono/PEP

or Source

Mahi Pono/PEP
Mahi Pono/PEP
Mahi Pono/PEP
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

3.a. CENTRAL MAUI 
Sugar operations

Applied water use (after system losses)
Upper fields (surface water only) 62.28        55.61        mgd
Lower fields (surface and brackish water) 80.90        76.84        mgd
Total water use, sugarcane 143.19     132.45     mgd

Per acre 4,866        4,368        gad
Surface water 112.07     81.24        mgd

Upper fields 62.28        55.61        mgd
Lower fields 49.79        25.63        mgd

Brackish water, lower fields 31.12        51.21        mgd
Share of Total water use 21.7% 38.7%
Share of water use, lower fields 38.5% 66.6%

 Gross Water Use (before system losses) 
 Surface 144.98     105.57     mgd
 Brackish 40.26        66.55        mgd
 Total water requirements 185.24     172.13     mgd

Diversified Ag
Applied water use (after system losses)

Upper fields, irrigated (surface water only)
Community Farm 3,392        gad -            -            mgd
Orchards (citrus, mac nuts, beverage crops) 5,089        gad 25.39        8.24          mgd
Tropical fruits 4,999        gad -            -            mgd
Row and annual crops 3,392        gad 1.02          0.68          mgd
Energy crops 3,392        gad -            -            mgd
Pasture, irrigated 1,161        gad 1.28          1.04          mgd
Total, upper fields, irrigated 27.69        9.97          mgd

Average per acre 4,333        3,665        gad
Lower fields, Irrigated (surface and brackish water)

Community Farm 3,392        gad 2.71          1.02          mgd
Orchards (citrus, mac nuts, beverage crops) 5,089        gad 40.00        13.03        mgd
Tropical fruits 4,999        gad 3.00          1.00          mgd
Row and annual crops 3,392        gad 3.05          0.68          mgd
Energy crops 3,392        gad 0.68          1.70          0.68          mgd
Pasture, irrigated 1,161        gad 4.18          3.37          mgd
Adjustment 0.01          (0.02)         mgd
Total, lower fields, irrigated 0.68          54.65        19.75        mgd

Average Per acre 3,832        3,105        gad
Total diversified Ag 0.68          82.34        29.72        mgd

Average per acre 3,987        3,273        gad
Water use, by source

Surface water 65.87        23.77        mgd
Upper fields 27.69        9.97          mgd
Lower fields 38.18        13.81        mgd

Brackish water, lower fields 20.0% of Total 16.47        5.94          mgd
Share of Total 20.0% 20.0%
Share of lower fields 30.1% 30.1%

Gross water use (before system losses)
Surface 22.7% losses 85.22        30.75        mgd
Brackish 22.7% losses 21.30        7.69          mgd
Total gross water requirements ne. 106.52     38.44        mgd

Table 3. Agricultural Water Use

Item
 Baselines 

Acreage Split

Residual

Share based on

 Units 
or Source

Residual

Alternative Future 
Multiplier

Table 1. Section 1.b

Table 1. Section 1.b

Percentage losses
from Table 1, Section 1.b

From above

Table 1. Section 1.b

Water Leases
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

3.b. Upcountry MAUI (farms supplied with water from EMI)
Ag use of water supplied by EMI to MDWS

Kula Ag Park, diversified crops 0.46          1.46          -            mgd
Other farms n.e. 2.70          -            mgd
Total Ag use of water from EMI n.e. 4.16          -            mgd

Non Ag use of water from EMI + system losses n.e. 2.94          -            mgd
Total use of water supplied by EMI to MDWS 2.86* 7.10          -            mgd

3.c. EAST MAUI (farms with appurtenant and riparian rights)
Gross water use (includes water returned to streams)

Taro farms 140,000   gad 7.70          7.70          mgd
Other farms (included with water for taro)

Net water use
Taro farms 30,000      gad 1.65          1.65          mgd
Other farms 5,000        gad 0.23          0.23          mgd
Total water use 1.88          1.88          mgd

*In 2017, the EMI System delivered about 2.86 mgd to the MDWS for Upcountry Maui, including 1.5 mgd for the Kula Ag Park and 1.36 mgd for the Kāmole Weir WTP.

(Continued)
Table 3. Agricultural Water Use

Water Leases Baselines Alternative Future 

 Units 

A&B
PEP

Multiplier
or Source

Item

D&O/MDWS
Residual
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

4.a. CENTRAL MAUI 
Sugar operations

Production
Raw sugar 145,182   136,324   tons/yr

Per acre farmed (not harvested acres) 4.93          4.50          tons/yr
Turbinado sugar n.e. n.e.
Energy n.e. n.e.

Sales 
Direct sales

Sugar and molasses 78.9$        96.4$        million/yr
Energy 21.8$        19.2$        million/yr
Total direct sales 100.7$     115.6$     million/yr

Per ton of raw sugar 694$         848$         million/yr
Per acre 3,423$     3,813$     million/yr

Indirect sales 90% of dir. sales 90.7$        104.1$     million/yr
Maui 65% 58.9$        67.6$        million/yr
Oahu 35% 31.7$        36.4$        million/yr

Total direct and indirect sales 191.4$     219.7$     million/yr
Maui 159.7$     183.3$     million/yr
Oahu 31.7$        36.4$        million/yr

Sales by excise-tax category
Exempted export sales (sugar and molasses) 78.9$        96.4$        million/yr
Final sales/consumption (taxed at 4%) 55% of payroll 45.5$        37.4$        million/yr

Maui n.e. 30.3$        million/yr
Oahu 55% of payroll n.e. 7.1$          million/yr

Intermediate sales (taxed at 0.5%) 67.0$        85.9$        million/yr
Rent paid to the State 100$         per acre 0.1$          0.1$          million/yr
Profits on direct and indirect sales 10% of sales 19.1$        22.0$        million/yr

Diversified Ag, development activity
Development period 10              6                years
Field preparations

Cropland 15,950     5,280        acres
Pastures, irrigated 4,700        3,800        acres
Pastures, unirrigated 9,100        20,670     acres

Building space 20              sf/crop-acre 319,000   105,600   sf
Green energy capacity (solar) 0.15           MW/acre 37.5          37.5          MW
Expenditures and sales

Development expenditures
Field preparations

Cropland 5,000$      per acre 79.8$        26.4$        million
Pastures, irrigated 1,000$      per acre 4.7$          3.8$          million
Pastures, unirrigated 500$         per acre 4.6$          10.3$        million
Total field preparations 89.0$        40.5$        million

Construction
Buildings (processing, storage, offices, etc.) 100$         per sf 31.9$        10.6$        million
Green energy (solar) 2.5$           million/MW 93.8$        93.8$        million
Total cost of structures 125.7$     104.3$     million

Total development expenditures 214.7$     144.8$     million

HC&S

Table 4. Agricultural Development and Operations

Alternative Future  Baselines 

Residual

Residual

A&B/HC&S

Table 2, Section 2.a
Table 2, Section 2.a
Table 2, Section 2.a

HC&S
HC&S

Item  Units Multiplier Water Leases
or Source

from above
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

Average annual development expenditures
Field preparations 8.9$          6.8$          million/yr
Structures 12.6$        17.4$        million/yr
Total average annual development expenditures 21.5$        24.1$        million/yr

Hawaii activity, average annual development 
expenditures (excludes imported material)

Field preparations 100% 8.9$          6.8$          million/yr
Structures 55% 6.9$          9.6$          million/yr

Indirect sales
Field preparations 122% of H activity 10.9$        8.2$          million/yr
Construction 110% of H activity 7.6$          10.5$        million/yr
Total indirect sales 18.5$        18.8$        million/yr

Maui 65% 12.0$        12.2$        million/yr
Oahu 35% 6.5$          6.6$          million/yr

Total expenditures and indirect sales 39.9$        42.9$        million/yr
Maui 33.5$        36.3$        million/yr
Oahu 6.5$          6.6$          million/yr

Sales by excise-tax category
Final sales/consumption (taxed at 4%) 29.4$        31.4$        million/yr

55% of payroll
Maui 28.2$        30.3$        million/yr
Oahu 55% of payroll 1.2$          1.2$          million/yr

Intermediate sales (taxed at 0.5%) 10.5$        11.5$        million/yr
Profits on direct and indirect sales 10% of sales 4.0$          4.3$          million/yr

Diversified Ag, operations
Beef cattle (cow and calf units)

Pasture, irrigated 1.00           acre/unit -            4,700        3,800        units
Pasture, unirrigated 3.50           acres/unit 143           2,600        5,906        units

Total animal units 143           7,300        9,706        units
Ag production

Community Farm 10,000      lbs/acre -            8.0             3.0             m lbs/yr
Orchards 25,000      per acre -            321.3        104.5        m lbs/yr
Tropical Fruits 15,000      lbs/acre -            9.0             3.0             m lbs/yr
Row and annual crops n.e. n.e.
Energy crops n.e. n.e.
Calves 0.80           calves/unit 85              4,326        5,752        calves/yr

16.2           months/calf
Energy production 25% of capacity n.e. 82,125     82,125     MWh/yr
Sales 

Direct sales
Farm sales

Crop sales
Community Farm 1.00$        per lb 8.0$          3.0$          million/yr
Orchards 0.40$        per lb 128.5$     41.8$        million/yr
Tropical Fruits 1.50$        per lb 13.5$        4.5$          million/yr
Row and annual crops 4,000$      per acre 4.8$          1.6$          million/yr
Energy crops 2,200$      per acre 0.4$          1.1$          0.4$          million/yr
Total crop sales 0.4$          155.9$     51.3$        million/yr

Calves (hot carcass) 1,100$      per calf 0.1$          4.8$          6.3$          million/yr
Total farm sales 0.5$          160.7$     57.7$        million/yr

Hawaii sales 104.4$     46.1$        million/yr
Export sales 56.2$        11.5$        million/yr

Energy sales 0.10$        per kWhr 8.2$          8.2$          million/yr
Total direct sales 0.5$          168.9$     65.9$        million/yr

Table 4. Agricultural Development and Operations
(Continued)

Item

development cost +

Residual

Residual
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

Indirect sales 100% of farm sales 0.5$          160.7$     57.7$        million/yr
Maui 65% 0.3$          104.4$     37.5$        million/yr
Oahu 35% 0.2$          56.2$        20.2$        million/yr

Total direct and indirect sales 1.1$          329.5$     123.5$     million/yr
Maui 0.9$          273.3$     103.4$     million/yr
Oahu 0.2$          56.2$        20.2$        million/yr

Sales by excise-tax category
Exempted export sales 35% of farm sales -            56.2$        million/yr

20% of farm sales 11.5$        million/yr
Final sales/consumption (taxed at 4%) 55% of payroll 0.3$          24.9$        8.6$          million/yr

Maui 0.2$          21.4$        7.4$          million/yr
Oahu 55% of payroll 0.0$          3.6$          1.2$          million/yr

Intermediate sales (taxed at 0.5%) 0.8$          248.4$     103.4$     million/yr
Rental income

Community Farm 150$         per acre 0.12$        0.05$        million/yr
Energy crops 500$         per acre 0.25$        0.10$        million/yr
Other crops 150$         per acre 0.11$        0.11$        million/yr
Green energy 2,000$      per acre 0.50$        0.50$        million/yr
Total rental income 1.0$          0.8$          million/yr

Profits on direct and indirect sales 10% of sales 0.1$          33.0$        12.4$        million/yr
4.b. Upcountry Maui (farms supplied with water from EMI)

Development activity, Kula Ag Park
Increase in acreage 262           -            acres
Development period 5                -            years
Expenditures on field preparations 5,000$      per acre 1.3$          -$          million
Annual average expenditures and sales

Expenditures on field preparations 0.26$        -$          million/yr
Indirect sales 122% of exp 0.32$        -$          million/yr
Total expenditures and indirect sales 0.6$          -$          million/yr

Operations, Kula Ag Park and other farms
Production

Kula Ag Park 10,000      lbs/acre n.e. n.e. 4.5             7.1             -            m lbs/yr
Other farms 10,000      lbs/acre n.e. n.e. 8.0             8.0             -            m lbs/yr
Total production 12.5          15.1          -            m lbs/yr

Sales
Direct sales

Kula Ag Park 1.00$        per lb n.e. n.e. 4.5$          7.1$          -$          million/yr
Other farms 1.00$        per lb n.e. n.e. 8.0$          8.0$          -$          million/yr
Total direct sales n.e. n.e. 12.5$        15.1$        -$          million/yr

Indirect sales 1.11           x direct sales n.e. n.e. 13.8$        16.7$        -$          million/yr
Maui 65% n.e. n.e. 9.0$          10.9$        -$          million/yr
Oahu 35% n.e. n.e. 4.8$          5.9$          -$          million/yr

Total direct and indirect sales n.e. n.e. 26.3$        31.8$        -$          million/yr
Maui n.e. n.e. 21.5$        26.0$        -$          million/yr
Oahu n.e. n.e. 4.8$          5.9$          -$          million/yr

Sales by excise-tax category
Final sales/consumption (taxed at 4%) 55% of payroll n.e. n.e. 2.7$          3.2$          -$          million/yr

Maui n.e. n.e. 2.2$          2.7$          -$          million/yr
Oahu 55% of payroll n.e. n.e. 0.4$          0.5$          -$          million/yr

Intermediate sales (taxed at 0.5%) n.e. n.e. 23.7$        28.6$        -$          million/yr
Rent, Kula Ag Park 100$         per acre 0.04$        0.07$        -$          million/yr
Profits on direct and indirect sales 10% of sales n.e. n.e. 2.6$          3.2$          -$          million/yr

Table 4. Agricultural Development and Operations
(Continued)

Residual
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

4.c. EAST MAUI (farms with appurtenant and riparian rights)
Production

Taro farms 30,000      lbs/har acre n.e. n.e. 1.2             1.2             m lbs/yr
16              months/crop

Other farms 10,000      lbs/acre  n.e.  n.e. 0.5             0.5             m lbs/yr
Sales

Direct sales
Taro farms 1.00$        per lb n.e. n.e. 1.2$          1.2$          million/yr
Other farms 1.00$        per lb n.e. n.e. 0.5$          0.5$          million/yr
Total direct sales n.e. n.e. 1.7$          1.7$          million/yr

Indirect sales 1.11           of dir. sales n.e. n.e. 1.9$          1.9$          million/yr
Maui 65% n.e. n.e. 1.2$          1.2$          million/yr
Oahu 35% n.e. n.e. 0.7$          0.7$          million/yr

Total direct and indirect sales n.e. n.e. 3.6$          3.6$          million/yr
Maui n.e. n.e. 2.9$          2.9$          million/yr
Oahu n.e. n.e. 0.7$          0.7$          million/yr

Sales by excise-tax category
Final sales/consumption (taxed at 4%) 55% of payroll n.e. n.e. 0.6$          0.6$          million/yr

Maui n.e. n.e. 0.5$          0.5$          million/yr
Oahu 55% of payroll n.e. n.e. 0.1$          0.1$          million/yr

Intermediate sales (taxed at 0.5%) n.e. n.e. 3.0$          3.0$          million/yr
Profits on direct and indirect sales 10% of sales n.e. n.e. 0.4$          0.4$          million/yr

Table 4. Agricultural Development and Operations

 Baselines Alternative Future 

Residual

Residual

 Units Multiplier Water Leases
or Source

(Continued)

Item
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

5.a. CENTRAL MAUI 
Sugar operations

Employment
Direct jobs, on-site 630           620           jobs

Acres per worker 47              49              ac/worker
Indirect jobs, offsite 1.130        per dir. Job 712           701           jobs

Maui 65% 463           455           jobs
Oahu 35% 249           245           jobs

Total jobs, direct and indirect 1,342        1,321        jobs
Maui 1,093        1,075        jobs
Oahu 249           245           jobs

Payroll
Direct payroll 48.5$        34.3$        million/yr

Per job 76,917$   55,295$   
Indirect payroll 34.2$        33.7$        million/yr

Maui 45,500$   per job 21.1$        20.7$        million/yr
Oahu 52,900$   per job 13.2$        13.0$        million/yr

Total payroll, direct and indirect 82.7$        68.0$        million/yr
Maui 69.5$        55.0$        million/yr
Oahu 13.2$        13.0$        million/yr

Residents supported
Maui 2.25           per job 2,459        2,420        people
Oahu 2.13           per job 531           522           people
Total 2,989        2,942        people

Homes supported
Maui 0.44           per res. 1,082        1,065        homes
Oahu 0.34           per res. 180           178           homes
Total 1,262        1,242        homes

Diversified Ag, Development Activity
Employment

Direct jobs, on-site
Field preparations

Cropland 10              ac./worker 160           88              jobs
Pastures, irrigated 50              ac./worker 9                13              jobs
Pastures, unirrigated 100            ac./worker 9                34              jobs
Total field preparations 178           135           jobs

Construction 4.32           jobs/$1 mil 30              41              jobs
Total direct/on-site jobs 208           176           jobs

Indirect jobs, offsite
Field preparations 0.43           of d jobs 77              58              jobs
Construction 1.41           of d jobs 42              58              jobs
Total indirect jobs 119           116           jobs

Maui 65% 77              76              jobs
Oahu 35% 42              41              jobs

Total jobs, direct and indirect 326           293           jobs
Maui 285           252           jobs
Oahu 42              41              jobs

Payroll
Direct payroll

Field preparations 40,000$   per job 7.1$          5.4$          million/yr
Construction 55,000$   per job 1.6$          2.3$          million/yr
Total direct payroll 8.8$          7.7$          million/yr

HC&S

 Units 
or Source

Alternative Future 

Table 5. Employment, Payroll and Population Supported

 Baselines 
MultiplierItem

Water Leases
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

Indirect payroll 5.7$          5.6$          million/yr
Maui 45,500$   per job 3.5$          3.4$          million/yr
Oahu 52,900$   per job 2.2$          2.2$          million/yr

Total payroll, direct and indirect 14.5$        13.3$        million/yr
Maui 12.3$        11.1$        million/yr
Oahu 2.2$          2.2$          million/yr

Residents supported
Maui 2.25           per job 641           567           people
Oahu 2.13           per job 88              87              people
Total 730           654           people

Homes supported
Maui 0.44           per res. 282           250           homes
Oahu 0.34           per res. 30              29              homes
Total 312           279           homes

Diversified Ag, Operations
Employment

Direct jobs, on-site
Community Farm 15              ac./worker 53              20              jobs
Orchards 20              ac./worker 643           209           jobs
Tropical fruits 15              ac./worker 40              13              jobs
Row and annual crops 40              ac./worker 30              10              jobs
Energy crops 30              ac./worker 7                17              7                jobs
Pasture 700            au/worker n.e. 10              14              jobs
Green energy n.e. n.e.
Total direct jobs 7                793           273           jobs

Indirect jobs, offsite 0.440        per dir. Job 3                349           120           jobs
Maui 65% 2                227           78              jobs
Oahu 35% 1                122           42              jobs

Total jobs, direct and indirect 10              1,142        393           jobs
Maui 9                1,020        351           jobs
Oahu 122           42              jobs

Payroll
Direct payroll

Community Farm 35,000$   per job 1.9$          0.7$          million/yr
Orchards 35,000$   per job 22.5$        7.3$          million/yr
Tropical fruits 35,000$   per job 1.4$          0.5$          million/yr
Row and annual crops 50,000$   per job 1.5$          0.5$          million/yr
Energy crops 50,000$   per job 0.3$          0.8$          0.3$          million/yr
Pasture 40,000$   per job 0.4$          0.6$          million/yr
Total direct payroll 0.3$          28.5$        9.9$          million/yr

Indirect payroll 0.1$          16.8$        5.8$          million/yr
Maui 45,500$   per job 0.1$          10.3$        3.6$          million/yr
Oahu 52,900$   per job 0.1$          6.5$          2.2$          million/yr

Total payroll, direct and indirect 0.5$          45.3$        15.6$        million/yr
Maui 0.4$          38.8$        13.4$        million/yr
Oahu n.e. 6.5$          2.2$          million/yr

Residents supported
Maui 2.25           per job 19              2,294        790           people
Oahu 2.13           per job 2                260           90              people
Total 21              2,554        879           people

Homes supported
Maui 0.44           per res. 8                1,010        347           homes
Oahu 0.34           per res. 1                88              30              homes
Total 9                1,098        378           homes

Table 5. Employment, Payroll and Population Supported
(Continued)

Item
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 Units Multiplier Water Leases
or Source
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

5.b. Upcountry MAUI (farms supplied with water from EMI)
Development activity

Increase in crop acreage 262           -            acres
Development period 5                -            years
Employment

Direct jobs, on-site field preparations 10              ac./worker 5.2             -            jobs
Indirect jobs, offsite 0.43           of d jobs 2.3             -            jobs
Total direct and indirect jobs 7.5             -            jobs

Payroll
Direct payroll 40,000$   per job 0.21$        -$          million/yr
Indirect payroll 45,500$   per job 0.10$        -$          million/yr
Total payroll, direct and indirect 0.31$        -$          million/yr

Operations
Employment

Direct jobs, on-site
Kula Ag Park 15              ac./worker n.e. n.e. 30              47              -            jobs
Other farms 15              ac./worker n.e. n.e. 53              53              -            jobs
Total direct jobs n.e. n.e. 83              101           -            jobs

Indirect jobs, offsite 0.48           per dir. Job n.e. n.e. 40              48              -            jobs
Maui 65% n.e. n.e. 26              31              -            jobs
Oahu 35% n.e. n.e. 14              17              -            jobs

Total jobs, direct and indirect n.e. n.e. 123           149           -            jobs
Maui Residual 109           132           -            jobs

Payroll
Direct payroll

Kula Ag Park 35,000$   per job n.e. n.e. 1.0$          1.7$          -$          million/yr
Other farms 35,000$   per job n.e. n.e. 1.9$          1.9$          -$          million/yr
Total direct payroll n.e. n.e. 2.9$          3.5$          -$          million/yr

Indirect payroll n.e. n.e. 1.9$          2.3$          -$          million/yr
Maui 45,500$   per job n.e. n.e. 1.2$          1.4$          -$          million/yr
Oahu 52,900$   per job n.e. n.e. 0.7$          0.9$          -$          million/yr

Total payroll, direct and indirect n.e. n.e. 4.8$          5.8$          -$          million/yr
Maui n.e. n.e. 4.1$          4.9$          -$          million/yr

Residents supported
Maui 2.25           per job n.e. n.e. 245           297           -            people
Oahu 2.13           per job n.e. n.e. 30              36              -            people
Total n.e. n.e. 275           333           -            people

Homes supported
Maui 0.44           per res. n.e. n.e. 108           131           -            homes
Oahu 0.34           per res. n.e. n.e. 10              12              -            homes
Total n.e. n.e. 118           143           -            homes

Table 5. Employment, Payroll and Population Supported
(Continued)

Alternative Future 
Multiplier
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

5.c. EAST MAUI (farms with appurtenant and riparian rights)
Employment

Direct jobs, on-site
Taro 4                 ac./worker n.e. n.e. n.e. 14              14              jobs
Other crops 12              ac./worker n.e. n.e. n.e. 4                4                jobs
Total direct jobs n.e. n.e. n.e. 18              18              jobs

Indirect jobs, offsite 0.48           per dir. Job n.e. n.e. n.e. 8                8                jobs
Maui 65% n.e. n.e. n.e. 5                5                jobs
Oahu 35% n.e. n.e. n.e. 3                3                jobs

Total jobs, direct and indirect n.e. n.e. n.e. 26              26              jobs
Maui n.e. n.e. n.e. 23              23              jobs

Payroll n.e. n.e. n.e.
Direct payroll

Taro 35,000$   per job n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.5$          0.5$          million/yr
Other crops 35,000$   per job n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.1$          0.1$          million/yr
Total direct payroll n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.6$          0.6$          million/yr

Indirect payroll n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.4$          0.4$          million/yr
Maui 45,500$   per job n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.2$          0.2$          million/yr
Oahu 52,900$   per job n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.2$          0.2$          million/yr

Total payroll, direct and indirect n.e. n.e. n.e. 1.0$          1.0$          million/yr
Maui n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.9$          0.9$          million/yr

Residents supported
Maui 2.25           per job n.e. n.e. n.e. 52              52              people
Oahu 2.13           per job n.e. n.e. n.e. 6                6                people
Total n.e. n.e. n.e. 58              58              people

Homes supported
Maui 0.44           per res. n.e. n.e. n.e. 23              23              homes
Oahu 0.34           per res. n.e. n.e. n.e. 2                2                homes
Total n.e. n.e. n.e. 25              25              homes

Table 5. Employment, Payroll and Population Supported
(Continued)
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

6.a. CENTRAL MAUI 
Sugar operations

Tax base (direct and indirect impacts)
Final sales

State 45.5$        37.4$        million/yr
Oahu n.e. 7.1$          million/yr

Intermediate sales 67.0$        85.9$        million/yr
Rent paid to the State 0.1$          0.1$          million/yr
Profit 19.1$        22.0$        million/yr
Payroll 82.7$        68.0$        million/yr
Assessed property value 400$         per acre 11.8$        12.1$        million

State revenues
Excise taxes

On final sales 4.0% of fin. sales 1.82$        1.50$        million/yr
On intermediate sales 0.5% of int. sales 0.33$        0.43$        million/yr

Corporate income taxes 1.0% of profits 0.19$        0.22$        million/yr
Individual income taxes 4.1% of payroll 3.39$        2.79$        million/yr
Rent paid to the State 0.14$        0.14$        million/yr
Total State taxes 5.88$        5.08$        million/yr

Maui County  property taxes 0.45% of value 0.05$        million/yr
0.58% of value 0.07$        million/yr

City & County of Honolulu, excise tax surcharge 0.5% of fin. sales 0.04$        million/yr
Diversified Ag, development activity

Tax base (direct and indirect impacts)
Development period 10              6                years
Green energy capacity (solar) 38              38              MW
Final sales

State 29.4$        31.4$        million/yr
Oahu 1.2$          1.2$          million/yr

Intermediate sales 10.5$        11.5$        million/yr
Profit 4.0$          4.3$          million/yr
Payroll 14.5$        13.3$        million/yr

State revenues
Excise taxes

On final sales 4.0% of 1.18$        1.26$        million/yr
On intermediate sales 0.5% of int. sales 0.05$        0.06$        million/yr

Corporate income taxes 1.0% of profits 0.04$        0.04$        million/yr
Individual income taxes 4.1% of payroll 0.59$        0.54$        million/yr
Total State taxes 1.86$        1.90$        million/yr
Less energy subsidy 500,000$ per MW (1.88)$      (3.13)$      million/yr

÷ dev yrs
Net revenues (0.01)$      (1.22)$      million/yr
Cumulative net revenues (0.13)$      (7.34)$      million

State taxes 18.62$     11.41$     million
Energy subsidy (18.75)$    (18.75)$    million

Maui County revenues n.e. n.e.
City & County of Honolulu, excise tax surcharge 0.5% of 0.01$        0.01$        million/yr

Cumulative revenues 0.06$        0.04$        million

 Units 

Alternative Future 
Multiplier
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

Diversified Ag, Operations
Tax base (direct and indirect impacts)

Final sales
State 0.3$          24.9$        8.6$          million/yr
Oahu 0.0$          3.6$          1.2$          million/yr

Intermediate sales 0.8$          248.4$     103.4$     million/yr
Rent n.e. 1.0$          0.8$          million/yr
Profit 0.1$          33.0$        12.4$        million/yr
Payroll 0.5$          45.3$        15.6$        million/yr
Assessed property value

Crop land 400$         per acre 0.08$        6.38$        2.11$        million
Pasture, irrigated 100$         per acre 0.47$        0.38$        million
Pasture, unirrigated 60$            per acre 0.03$        0.55$        1.24$        million
Land for green energy 400$         per acre 0.10$        0.10$        million
Fallow 100$         per acre 2.9$          million
Improvements 125.65$   104.31$   million
Total assessed value 3.0$          133.1$     108.1$     million

State revenues
Excise taxes million/yr

On final sales 4.0% of 0.01$        1.00$        0.34$        million/yr
On intermediate sales 0.5% of int. sales 0.00$        1.24$        0.52$        million/yr
On rents paid to private landowners 4.0% rents 0.04$        0.03$        million/yr

Corporate income taxes 1.0% of profits 0.00$        0.33$        0.12$        million/yr
Individual income taxes 4.1% of payroll 0.02$        1.86$        0.64$        million/yr
Total State taxes 0.03$        4.46$        1.66$        million/yr

Maui County  property taxes 0.60% of value 0.02$        0.80$        0.65$        million/yr
City & County of Honolulu, excise tax surcharge 4.0% of 0.00$        0.14$        0.05$        million/yr

6.b. Upcountry MAUI (farms supplied with water from EMI)
Development activity

Tax base (direct and indirect impacts)
Development period 5                -            years
Expenditures and sales 0.6$          -$          million/yr
Payroll 0.3$          -$          million/yr

State revenues
Excise tax on final sales 4.0% of 0.02$        -$          million/yr
Individual income taxes 4.1% of payroll 0.01$        -$          million/yr
Total State taxes 0.04$        -$          million/yr
Cumulative revenues 0.18$        -$          million

Maui County revenues (cumulative) n.e. ne.
City & County of Honolulu, excise tax surcharge (cumulative) n.e. ne.

Operations
Tax base (direct and indirect impacts)

Final sales
State 2.7$          3.2$          -$          million/yr
Oahu 0.4$          0.5$          -$          million/yr

Intermediate sales 23.7$        28.6$        -$          million/yr
Profit 2.6$          3.2$          -$          million/yr
Payroll 4.8$          5.8$          -$          
Assessed property value

Kula Ag Park 400$         per acre 0.18$        0.28$        million
60$            per acre 0.04$        million

Land to be added to  Kula Ag Park 100$         per acre 0.03$        million
Other farms 360$         per acre 0.29$        0.29$        million

60$            per acre 0.05$        million
Total assessed value 0.5$          0.6$          0.09$        million

Table 6. State and County Revenues
(Continued)
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 Typical  Recent  Post Limited No
 Sugar  Sugar  Sugar to D&O Lease

State revenues
Excise taxes

On final sales 4.0% of 0.11$        0.13$        -$          million/yr
On intermediate sales 0.5% of int. sales 0.12$        0.14$        -$          million/yr

Corporate income taxes 1.0% of profits 0.03$        0.03$        -$          million/yr
Individual income taxes 4.1% of payroll 0.20$        0.24$        -$          million/yr
Total State taxes 0.45$        0.54$        -$          million/yr

Maui County revenues
Property taxes 0.60% of value 0.003$     0.003$     0.00$        million/yr
Rents, Kula Ag Park 0.04$        0.07$        -$          million/yr
Total County revenues 0.05$        0.07$        0.00$        million/yr

City & County of Honolulu, excise tax surcharge 0.5% of 0.002$     0.002$     -$          million/yr
6.c. EAST MAUI (farms with appurtenant and riparian rights)

Tax base (direct and indirect impacts)
Final sales

State n.e. n.e. 0.6$          0.6$          million/yr
Oahu n.e. n.e. 0.09$        0.09$        million/yr

Intermediate sales n.e. n.e. 3.0$          3.0$          million/yr
Profits on direct and indirect sales n.e. n.e. 0.4$          0.4$          million/yr
Payroll n.e. n.e. 1.0$          1.0$          million/yr
Assessed value

Taro 300$         per acre n.e. 0.02$        0.02$        million
Other Ag 300$         per acre n.e. 0.01$        0.01$        million
Total assessed value 0.03$        0.03$        million

State revenues
Excise taxes

On final sales 4.0% of n.e. n.e. 0.022$     0.022$     million/yr
On intermediate sales 0.5% of int. sales n.e. n.e. 0.015$     0.015$     million/yr

Corporate income taxes 1.0% of profits n.e. n.e. 0.004$     0.004$     million/yr
Individual income taxes 4.1% of payroll n.e. n.e. 0.042$     0.042$     million/yr
Total State taxes n.e. n.e. 0.083$     0.083$     million/yr

Maui County property tax 0.60% of value 0.0002$   0.0002$   million/yr
City & County of Honolulu, excise tax surcharge 0.5% of n.e. n.e. 0.0004$   0.0004$   million/yr

Table 6. State and County Revenues
(Continued)

Item

Alternative Future 

 Units Multiplier Water Leases
or Source

Table 4, Section 4.b

 Baselines 
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APPENDIX

STATE AND COUNTY GOALS, OBJECTIVES, POLICIES

AND GUIDELINES RELATED TO AGRICULTURAL LANDS

1. HAWAIʻI STATE CONSTITUTION (Article XI, Section 3): 

…to conserve and protect agricultural lands, promote diversified agriculture, 
increase agricultural self-sufficiency and assure the availability of agriculturally 
suitable lands… 

2. HAWAIʻI STATE PLAN (Chapter 226, Hawaii Revised Statutes, as amended):

Section 226-7 Objectives and policies for the economy--agriculture. 

(a) Planning for the State's economy with regard to agriculture shall be directed towards 
achievement of the following objectives: 

(1) Viability in Hawaii's sugar and pineapple industries. 

(2) Growth and development of diversified agriculture throughout the State. 

(3) An agriculture industry that continues to constitute a dynamic and essential 
component of Hawaii’s strategic, economic, and social well-being. 

(b) To achieve the agricultural objectives, it shall be the policy of the State to: 

(2) Encourage agriculture by making best use of natural resources. 

(10) Assure the availability of agriculturally suitable lands with adequate water to 
accommodate present and future needs. 

(16) Facilitate the transition of agricultural lands in economically nonfeasible 
agricultural production to economically viable agricultural uses. 

Section 226-103 Economic priority guidelines. 

(c) Priority guidelines to promote the continued viability of the sugar and pineapple 
industries: 

(1) Provide adequate agricultural lands to support the economic viability of the 
sugar and pineapple industries. 

(d) Priority guidelines to promote the growth and development of diversified agriculture 
and aquaculture: 
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(1) Identify, conserve, and protect agricultural and aquacultural lands of impor-
tance and initiate affirmative and comprehensive programs to promote 
economically productive agricultural and aquacultural uses of such lands. 

(10) Support the continuation of land currently in use for diversified agriculture. 

Section 226-104 Population growth and land resources priority guidelines. 

(b) Priority guidelines for regional growth distribution and land resource utilization: 

(2) Make available marginal or non-essential agricultural lands for appropriate 
urban uses while maintaining agricultural lands of importance in the agricul-
tural district. 

3. AGRICULTURAL STATE FUNCTIONAL PLAN (1991)

(Functional plans are guidelines for implementing the State Plan.  They are approved by the 
Governor, but not adopted by the State Legislature.) 

Objective H: Achievement of Productive Agricultural Use of Lands Most Suitable and 
Needed for Agriculture. 

Policy H(2): Conserve and protect important agricultural lands in accordance with the 
Hawaii State Constitution. 

Action H(2)(a): Propose enactment of standards and criteria to identify, conserve, and 
protect important agricultural lands and lands in agricultural use. 

Action H(2)(c): Administer land use district boundary amendments, permitted land 
uses, infrastructure standards, and other planning and regulatory 
functions on important agricultural lands and lands in agricultural use, 
so as to ensure the availability of agriculturally suitable lands and 
promote diversified agriculture. 

4. IMPORTANT AGRICULTURAL LANDS [§205-41]

There is a compelling state interest in conserving the State’s agricultural land resource base 
and assuring the long-term availability of agricultural lands for agricultural use to achieve the 
purposes of: 

(1) Conserving and protecting agricultural lands; 

(2) Promoting diversified agriculture; 

(3) Increasing agricultural self-sufficiency; and 

(4) Assuring the availability of agriculturally suitable lands. 
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5. COUNTY OF MAUI 2030 GENERAL PLAN, COUNTYWIDE POLICY PLAN (2010)

Countywide goals, objectives, policies and actions 

F. Strengthen the Local Economy

Objective 

2. Diversify and expand sustainable forms of agriculture and aquaculture. 

Policies 

b. Prioritize the use of agricultural land to feed the local population, and promote 
the use of agriculture lands for sustainable and diversified agricultural activi-
ties.

e. Support ordinances, programs, and policies that keep agricultural land and 
water available and affordable to farmers.  

Implementing Actions 

c. Create agricultural parks in areas distant from genetically modified crops.

J. Promote Sustainable Land Use and Growth Management

Objective 

2. Improve planning for and management of agricultural lands and rural areas. 

Policies 

a. Protect prime, productive, and potentially productive agricultural lands to main-
tain the islands’ agricultural and rural identities and economies.

c. Discourage developing or subdividing agriculturally designated lands when 
non-agricultural activities would be primary uses.  

Implementing Actions 

a. Inventory and protect prime, productive, and potentially productive agricultural 
lands from competing non-agricultural land uses.  

6. MAUI ISLAND PLAN, GENERAL PLAN 2030 (2012)

Core Values 

E.  Preserve rural and agricultural lands and encourage sustainable agriculture.  

Economic Development

Goal 

4.3 Maui will have a diversified agricultural industry contributing to greater 
economic, food, and energy security and prosperity.
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Objective 

4.3.1 Strive for at least 85 percent of locally-consumed fruits and vegetables and 
30 percent of all other locally-consumed foods to be grown in-State.

Policies 

4.3.1.a Strive to substitute food/agricultural product imports with a reliable supply 
of locally-produced food and agricultural products.

4.3.1.c Encourage growing a diverse variety of crops and livestock to ensure the 
stewardship of our land while safeguarding consumer safty.

Objective 

4.3.2 Maintain or increase agriculture’s share of the total island economy.

Policies 

4.3.2.a Encourage the export of the island’s agricultural products to offshore 
markets.

4.3.2.c Encourage the continued viability of sugar cane production, or other 
agricultural crops, in central Maui and all of Maui Island.

Objective 

4.3.3 Expand diversified agriculture production at an average annual rate of 4 
percent.

Policies 

4.3.3.a Promote the development of locally-grown and ecologically-sound biofuels, 
aquaculture, and forest products.

Agricultural Lands

Goal 

7.1 Maui will have a prosperous agricultural industry and will protect agricul-
tural lands. 

Objective 

7.1.1 Significantly reduce the loss of productive agricultural lands.

Policies 

7.1.1.a Allow, where appropriate, the clustering of development on agricultural 
lands when approved as a CSD [Conservation Site Design] plan or similar 
approval mechanism.

7.1.1.b Require, where appropriate, the review and approval of CSD plans prior to 
the subdivision of agricultural land.
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7.1.1.c Discourage developing or subdividing productive agricultural lands for 
residential uses in which the residence would be the primary use and any 
agricultural activities would be secondary uses.

7.1.1.e Focus urban growth, to the extent practicable, away from productive and 
important agricultural lands.  

7.1.1.f Strongly discourage the conversion of productive and important agricultural 
lands (such as sugar, pineapple, and other produce lands) to rural or urban 
use, unless justified during the General Plan update, or when other overrid-
ing factors are present.

7.1.1.h Provide incentives for landowners to preserve and protect agricultural lands 
from development through the use of TDR/PDR, tax credits, easement 
programs, or similar means.

7.1.1.j Require all major developments adjacent to agricultural lands to provide an 
appropriate and site-specific agricultural protection buffer as part of a 
required site plan.

Directed Growth Plan

Rural Growth Area, Policies 

8.2.d All development within rural growth areas should avoid encroachment 
upon prime agricultural land.

Wailuku-Kahului

As shown in Figure 6, Puʻunani is within the Growth Area for Wailuku, 
with a portion within the Urban Boundary and a portion within the Rural 
Boundary.  

7. REFERENCES 

Act 25, S.B.  No. 1158, April 15, 1993. 

County of Maui, Planning Department, Long Range Division.  Maui Island Plan, General 
Plan 2030.  December 28, 2012. 

County of Maui.  County of Maui 2030 General Plan, Countywide Policy Plan.  Adopted by 
Ordinance No. 3732, effective on March 24, 2010.

Hawaiʻi Department of Agriculture.  The Hawaii State Plan: Agriculture, State Functional 
Plan.  1991. 

State of Hawaiʻi, Office of State Planning, Office of the Governor. The Hawaii State Plan, 
1991.  1991. 
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State of Hawaiʻi.  “Hawaiʻi Revised Statues, Chaptere 205, Land Use Commission, 
Part III.  Important Agricultural Lands.”
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